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By Max Woolley
Staff Writer 

When Chief Anthony Callisto first arrived at 
the Department of Public Safety, he polled the 
faculty and administrators to try to decide 
what area needed the most improvement.

“I started to interview and talk with uni-
versity administrators that were customer 
agencies like Judicial Affairs, Residence 
Life, the dean of students and asked them 
the top three things DPS needed to improve,” 
Callisto said. “Consistently they expressed 
the need for the ability to do follow-ups and 
get back to them.”

When Callisto arrived, DPS’s investiga-
tion unit was essentially non-existent. Drew 
Buske, the current deputy chief, was the 
captain and the only member of the investiga-
tions unit. He handled all investigations — in 
addition to the standard duties of a captain. 

By John Clayton
aSSt. SportS editor

It took 10 months of observation 
and evaluation for Syracuse Direc-
tor of Athletics Daryl Gross to 
decide who would lead the school’s 
women’s ice hockey program in its 
first season.

On Monday, 185 days before 
the program is set to play its first 
game, Gross’ choice was finally 
revealed.

Former St. Lawrence head 
coach Paul Flanagan was hired 
as the program’s first head coach, 
the Syracuse athletic department 
announced late Monday night.

In Flanagan, Gross and Syra-
cuse have a coach whose creden-
tials rank among the best in col-
legiate women’s hockey. Flanagan 
led St. Lawrence to five Frozen 
Four appearances — tied for tops 
among Division I coaches — in 
his nine seasons with the Saints. 
He ranks sixth among Division I 
coaches in career victories (230) 

By Abram Brown
Contributing Writer

Items ranging from a Barry Bonds 
autographed bat, a picture signed 
by Yankees third baseman Alex 
Rodriguez and several pieces of auto-

g r a p h e d 
m e m o r a -
bilia from 
S y r a c u s e 
basketball 
coach Jim 
B o e h e i m 

and former basketball player Car-
melo Anthony, will be made avail-
able in the new online portion of the 
Charity Sports Auction.  

The event, organized by the Sport 
Management Club, will hold the 
annual public auction next Tuesday 
in the Carrier Dome in addition to 
the online sale. 

The Internet auction began Fri-
day and runs through April 10. The 

site is managed in conjunction with 
an online auction house, Steiner 
Sports Memorabilia.

“This event will be available to 
anyone,” Brooks Cowan, the Steiner 
Sports representative coordinating 
the event, said while commenting on 
the benefits of using an online auc-
tion. “We receive more than 10,000 
unique hits a day.”

The Sport Management Club 
and memorabilia company Steiner 
Sports said the increased customer 
base from the online sales will hope-
fully increase the overall funds. 
Proceeds will go to the American 
Diabetes Association.

Cowan said he has high hopes for 
this event. He emphasized the items 
available online are physically differ-
ent than the ones offered in the Dome.

“We’re expecting that these items 
will appeal to a more traditional clien-

question everything 
hi 61° | lo 31°

ben addonizio | staff photographer
Vernon Thompson (Top), ed weber (fronT) and kaThy pabis (righT)
are part of the dpS investigations unit, headed by thompson.

see InvestIgatIon page 6 see auctIon page 9

Partners on crime
Expansion of DPS 
investigations unit 
aids in robbery arrests 
on South Campus 

Building a 
safer campus
yesterday: the crime prevention unit 
expands in the adopt a Hall program 
where dpS officers will be assigned 
residence halls to connect the officers 
with students. 

Today: dpS uses the investigations 
unit to work on inspecting the recent 
South Campus robbery.

Online auction offers new 
items, increases revenue

if YOu gO
what: Sports auction
where: Carrier dome
when: april 8
how much: free

I N S I D E
O P I N I O N

mccain’s 
motives
Kevin eggleston 
analyzes the 
likelihood of 
Sen.McCain’s 
hope of becom-
ing the oldest 
president.
page 5

I N S I D E
P u l P

dorm life
the d.o. pro-
vides a guide 
to on-campus 
housing just 
in time for the 
reservation pro-
cess. 
pages 10-11

I N S I D E
S P O r t S

more than 
versatile
incoming Su 
men’s basket-
ball recruit Kris 
Joseph can play 
any position on 
the court.
page 20

I N S I D E
N E W S

Honoring 
leadership
Chancellor Can-
tor announces 
winners of the 
Scholarship in 
action awards.
page 3

St. Lawrence’s Flanagan 
hired as first head coach

w o m e n ’s  i c e  h o c k e y

see hockey page 16

Syracuse begins 
play in October

steps tO tHe ice
ten months after declaring its 
intentions to start a women’s 
ice hockey team, Syracuse 
hired its first head coach.

June 1 — Syracuse formally 
announced plans to cut the 
men’s and women’s swimming 
and diving teams in favor of 
a women’s ice hockey team 
beginning in 2008-09.

Jan. 15 — Syracuse said it 
will not cut the swimming pro-
gram, instead phasing it out 
over the next three years to 
allow all current athletes to fin-
ish their careers.

Feb. 2 — Su announces the 
women’s ice hockey team will 
debut on oct. 3, 2008.

March 3 — College Hockey 
america (CHa) announces that 
Syracuse will become the fifth 
member of the conference.

Monday — paul flanagan is 
named the first women’s ice 
hockey head coach, 185 days 
before the team’s first game. 
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u.s. & world news
compiled by megan saucke

Gore launches campaign 
against climate change
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ta l k  t o  u s
If you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

If you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

We always need new contributors to 
all sections. No experience required. 
E-mail editor@dailyorange.com

S TUDENT  OF  THE  WEEK

Michael Smith

t H I s  d aY  I n  H I s t o r Y

Europe, 
1991 

The Warsaw 
Pact is

officially 
dissolved.

United States, 
1954

The U.S. Air 
Force

Academy 
is officially 
established.

Germany, 
1924

Nazi Party 
leader Adolf
Hitler is sent 

to jail in 
Landsberg.

England, 
1700
April 

Fools’ Day 
becomes 
popular 

tradition. 

By Edward Paik
STAff WrITEr

H olding the white-worn 
edges of a vintage Kodak 
camera, 15-year-old novice 

Michael Smith stands in Rochester, 
N.Y., with a moment in mind.

He wants to capture the impos-
sible — a shot of a single snowflake.

Smith points and shoots.
The amateur’s result was a 

flawed, unexpected and unforget-
table photo amongst its generic 
and glossy peers. Yet, the historic 
moment shot half a decade ago has 
since inspired Smith to capture his 
own philosophy and leisure in pho-
tography.

“I’m not trying to take pictures 
of flowers or people ballroom danc-
ing that you can buy in a frame at 
Target,” Smith said. 

Instead, the junior environ-
mental science major and art afi-
cionado seeks the unexpected in 
the ordinary that make photos 
unique. A quality for which he 
knew he could find half way across 
the world.

Abroad in the fall of his sopho-
more year, Smith was impressed 
by London’s environmental and 
cultural differences and striking 
images. From the Centre Pompidou 
of Paris to the Pissing Boy Statue of 
Brussels, photographs were easy to 
envision, Smith said. 

“But in times like that, it’s more 
important to just enjoy the 
moment than to just sit and 
click away a thousand times” he 
said. “It’s important to capture what 
you find significant.”

For Smith, a candid image of a 
French girl upon a bright orange 
chair was more interesting than 
photos of archaic buildings of which 
he knew nothing about.

Influenced by the interests of 
his older brother — the refrain of 
digital cameras to the core of his 

photographic interests — Smith 
found personal importance in pho-
tography through the shots of his 
brother Thomas Smith. A Syracuse 
alumnus who joined AmeriCorps 
after graduation, Thomas’ photos 
of efforts to rebuild after the events 
of Katrina depicted photography’s 
raw and honest trait. To him, it 
required no tricks or established 
rules.

“A home with its roof caved in 
still standing there two and a half 
years later, it doesn’t take a great 
photographer to take that photo,” 
Smith said. “However, the image is 
significant in itself.”

After all, the perfect photo is 
unexpected, candid, thoughtful and 
simple, to Smith.

“You just point and shoot.”
edpaik@syr.edu

stephen dockery | photo editor

On Wednesday, the Alliance for 
Climate Protection, led by former 
Vice President Al Gore, will start a 
campaign to bring climate change 
to the forefront of the nation’s 
political agenda. The three-year 
campaign will cost $300 million. 
It will start with advertising on 
network television. The ads feature 
people who usually don’t agree 
on issues. Upcoming ads will 
feature Pat robertson, Al Sharpton, 
Nancy Pelosi and Newt Gingrich. 
These uncommon pairings 
are meant to highlight climate 
change as a bipartisan issue.

dean tells obama and 
Clinton to cool it
Democratic Party chief Howard 
Dean said friday that presidential 
hopefuls, Sens. Hillary Clinton 
and Barack Obama have been 
instructed to “cool down their 
rhetoric.” However, he denied 
that the nomination battle within 
the party is a mess. He and also 
said that he thinks delegates 
from both Michigan and florida, 
states that currently have their 
delegates stripped for holding 
their primaries too early, will 
ultimately still be seated at the 
national convention in August.

use of food stamps 
increases, nears record
The number of Americans receiving 
food stamps may reach 28 million 
this year., up from 26.5 million in 
2007. This will also increase federal 
benefit costs from $34 billion this 
year to $36 billion next year. The 
number of people on food stamps 
has risen due to layoffs and food 
and fuel prices. This would be the 
highest level since the food stamps 
program began in the 1960s. 
The main culprit is the economic 
slowdown and inflation in prices 
of basic goods, said officials and 
experts. They also said they expect 
a growth in the unemployment 
rate. Other sources of new food 
stamp users include natural 
disasters such as Hurricane Katrina.

s ta r t  t u e sda y

t o d aY ’ s  e V e n t s
What: Tula Goenka
When: 12:30 p.m.
Where: 341 Eggers Hall
How much: free 
 
What: David Gibson lecture
When: 3:30 p.m.
Where: E.S. Bird Library
How much: free 

What: Jeff Jacoby lecture  
When: 7 p.m.
Where: Joyce Hergenhan Auditorium
How much: free 

What: Lizza Bogado concert
When: 7 p.m.
Where: Grant Auditorium
How much: free
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w e at H e r

TODay TOmOrrOW THUrSDay
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t o m o r r o w
n e w s

on the rise 
At some private colleges, administration 
outnumbers faculty. 
 
O P I n I O n

kissing Congress goodbye 
Vinny Napolitano comments on Con-
gressman Jim Walsh’s retirement.

P u l P

Playing the game
Is the current economic recession 
affecting the video game industry?

s P O r t s 

another mookie?
SU recruit Mookie Jones has the 
reputation for hitting the big shots.

s P o r t s  s C H e d u l e
MEN’S LACROSSE 
Sat., April 5 
vs. Princeton 
@ 3 p.m., Carrier Dome 
 
SOFTBALL 
Fri., April 4 
vs. Providence 
@ 2 p.m., Syracuse, N.Y. 
 
TRACK & FIELD 
Sat., April 5  
Sam Howell Invitational 
@ TBA, Princeton, N.J.

WOMEN’S  LACROSSE 
Wed., April 2 
vs. Albany 
@ 4 p.m., Albany, N.Y. 
 
TENNIS 
Sat., April 5 
vs. rutgers 
@ 10 a.m., Syracuse, N.Y. 

ROWING 
Sat., April 5  
vs. Cornell & Yale 
@ Derby, Conn.
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By Elliott Townsend
Contributing Writer

Chancellor Nancy Cantor said Schol-
arship in Action is simple.

“It is quite literally, ‘Will we make 
a difference, or won’t we?’”

C a n t o r 
spoke briefly 
at a dinner 
and awards 
c e r e m o n y 
Monday night 
where more 
than 45 stu-

dents, student groups, residence 
halls, academic classes and student 
organizations were recognized for 
their outstanding accomplishments 
outside of Syracuse University. 

As part of SU’s Scholarship in 
Action educational initiative, stu-
dents are encouraged and offered 
opportunities to engage in activi-
ties, programs and studies outside 
the classroom that focus on making 
changes in the community. For some 
students, their efforts were exception-
al, according Scholarship in Action’s 
Web site.

“Tonight we’re here to honor the 
accomplishments of those who take 
the risks… to make the world a better 
place,” said Shiu-Kai Chin, Interim 
Dean of the L.C. Smith College of 
Engineering & Computer Science 
and host of this evening’s ceremony. 
“These people are the embodiment 
of hope.”

Cantor spoke to the audience of 
honorees, students, parents, faculty 
and administrators with words of 
encouragement and optimism.

The differences can be seen in the 
work of every group and individual, 
through community service, volun-
teer work and awareness programs, 
she said. 

A wide variety of groups and orga-
nizations were recognized, including 
the Delta Sigma Theta sorority and 
Lambda Sigma Upsilon fraternity, 
OrangeSeeds First-Year Leadership 
Empowerment Program and ‘Cuse 
Cares Community Outreach. 

These groups’ and organiza-
tions’ work included a basketball 
tournament to raise money for AIDS 
research, volunteer work with the 

By Heath D. Williams
Staff Writer

Marlene Goldenberg unveiled a plan 
to create a new merit-based scholar-
ship for student leaders at Monday 
night’s Student Association meeting.

The new scholarship would be 
funded by $10,000 from leftover funds 
from the student activity fee.

Some assembly members 
expressed doubts about creating a 
scholarship that would essentially be 
paid for by the students.

“I think it’s a good idea, and these 
people deserve scholarships,” said 
Comptroller Sacha Forgenie. “But I 
don’t feel comfortable taking money 
from the student activity fee and giv-
ing it to other students. It’s like I’m 
paying for someone else to have a 
scholarship. I don’t think that’s a 
road we should go down.”

Other assembly members argued 
that the student activity fee also 

funds events for student organiza-
tions not every student belongs to. 
Alec Sim, SA’s board of elections and 
membership chair, said on-campus 
events geared toward specific groups 
are not different from a scholarship 
for one student.

“Yes, some of my money would be 
going to someone else’s scholarship,” 
he said. “But my fee is also paying 
for some other group’s event. I don’t 
see any problem having the same 
mentality with those.”

The proposed scholarship would 
be awarded to a male and female stu-
dent each year for the next five years. 
Each recipient would receive $1,000.

Some assembly members opposed 
to the scholarship said they wanted 
to see it opened to more students, not 
just student leaders.

“Not every student has the capa-
bility to be one of the top 10 student 
leaders,” said assembly member 
Helene Kahn. “I think scholarships 
should be open to a much larger 
pool than just the best of the best. 
They’re already being handed 
awards left and right because 
they’re the best of the best. To take 

our fee and fund an award, it should 
be more open.”

Goldenberg and the scholarship’s 
supporters may run into a roadblock 
in creating the scholarship. SA’s stu-
dent activity fee and finance codes 
say: “There shall be no payment (i.e. 
scholarships, stipends, or payments 
for services, etc.) to any matricu-
lated student of Syracuse University 
or SUNY College of Environmental 
Science and Forestry, with the excep-
tion of the association president and 
comptroller.”

Goldenberg argued that the rules 
laid out in the constitution apply to 

allocations by SA’s Finance Board, 
not projects like her proposed schol-
arship.

“That’s one of the reasons I want-
ed to present it to the assembly before 
doing it,” she said. “It all depends 
on how you read and interpret the 
codes.”

The codes also say: “There shall 
be no funding of awards, trophies, 
prizes or ceremonies commemorat-
ing individual or collective service.”

The assembly did not vote on the 
proposed scholarship, and Golden-
berg said the debate would continue 

INSIDE
to see students’ 
reactions to the 
Scholarship in 
action awards, see 
Perspectives.
 Page 4

s t u d e n t  a s s o c i a t i o n

president unveils plan for annual scholarship
Proposed award 
to take $10,000 
from student fee

awards honor 
service, local 
outreach
Cantor recognizes 
students, faculty for 
recent accomplishments

see SA page 9see AwArdS page 4

lucas mccomb | asst. photo editor

Sacha Forgenie (leFt) and Marlene goldenberg (right) introduce a plan to create a new merit-based scholarship Monday. 
Some members of the assembly disagreed with her proposal, saying scholarships should not come from a student organization.

s c h o l a r s h i p 
i n  a c t i o n

What the president wants: 
Marlene goldenberg announced 
a new plan to the assembly 
Monday which plans to have a 
new merit-based scholarship for 
student leaders on campus. the 
new scholarship would be fund-
ed by $10,000 from the student 
activity fee.

What the codes say: 
“there shall be no payment (i.e. 
scholarships, stipends, or pay-
ments for services, etc.) to any 
matriculated student of Syracuse 
university or SunY College of 
environmental Science and for-
estry, with the exception of the 
association president and comp-
troller,” according to the student 
activity fee and finance codes.

ScholarShIp propoSal
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Salvation Army and the organization of trips 
to New Orleans to help rebuild in the wake of 
Hurricane Katrina. 

To finish the evening, five individual stu-
dents were awarded the Chancellor’s Award for 
Public Engagement & Scholarship. 

Graduate student Asha Best, senior Ange-
la Cho, senior Benjamin Croner, sophomore 
Helen Liang and senior Dana Roberts were all 
recognized with these awards for their work 
that ranged from mentoring at Syracuse-area 
schools to event organization in support of 
Project Red and World AIDS Day. 

Cantor commended the hard work and dedi-
cation of the many groups and individuals who 
were recognized, but stressed that people can-
not pause in their efforts to make a difference in 
the communities that surround the university.

“Today, we have the opportunity to be more 
connected, yet we are more divided,” the chan-
cellor said. “It is all about the students who 
thought, ‘I’m here for more than just me.’”

The future of SU’s Scholarship in Action 
philosophy is in the hands of the students, and 
the faculty who inspire them, Cantor said.

“At least we can look back and genuinely 
know that we tried.”

entownse@syr.edu

awards
f r o m  p a g e  3

“It’s probably taking what you learn in 
school and what we learn here at the 
university and going outside the walls 
and bringing it into the community.”

Joe Terranova 
senior broadcast journalism major

“It is to my knowledge, when you 
go out and do community service 
and community service learning. 
I know that’s Nancy Cantor’s big 
thing when you come here.”

 Audrey Aliberto 
freshman health and wellness major

P e r s P e c t i v e s
by lauren bertolini | asst. news editor

What is your definition of Scholarship in Action?

“I guess it’s really the organization’s 
efforts in finding the students who 
need aid and money and making that 
effort to search out for students.”

Bernard Lee 
freshman illustration major

“I really have no idea. I guess, 
putting into action the things 
that you’ve learned.”

  Jeff Joyner
 senior film major

“Collaboration, discovery, discussion, 
preservation, education, reflection, 
design, change. Scholarship in 
Action is all of these — and more.”

Nancy Cantor 
chancellor

“It helps people who cannot 
afford being in college and gives 
them the opportunity to learn 
and experience college life.”

 Sonia Mercado
 sophomore child and family studies major

“It is taking what you know and 
learn inside the classroom and 
applying it to the outside world.”

Nicole Malliard 
freshman psychology major

“It’s a program to help you work 
yourself and better yourself to become 
a leader and helping out in the 
community and doing everything you 
can to become a leader in this world.”

Edward Goo
freshman accounting and finance major

“It is going beyond the classroom 
and volunteering in your community 
and giving back selflessly.”

Dmitriy Shvets 
senior natural resources management at suny esf

Grad students, SU alum work on local library renovations
By Ashley Poulin

staff writer

Ruth Small posed a challenge to her graduate 
students last semester, asking them to find out 
what makes a library state of the art.

Small, an alumna of the School of Informa-
tion Studies at Syracuse University, sits on 
the board of trustees and the library planning 
committee at Manlius Pebble Hill School. When 
the high school needed to find a way to get qual-
ity research done for their upcoming library, 
Small offered to take on the workload with her 
students.

“The most unique and challenging feature 
in planning this library has been that it will 
need to serve pre-K students up to seniors in 
high school, a lot to accomplish in a single 

building,” said Liza Morrison, the current 
Pebble Hill librarian.

The library, which Morrison hopes will be 
completed by 2010, will be housed in an environ-
mentally conscious building. 

The graduate students broke off into groups 
and conducted a series of surveys and obser-
vations. They hosted focus groups to gather 
information from the parents, students, fac-
ulty and staff of Pebble Hill. Research was 
also conducted on exemplary libraries in the 
Northeast. 

Small said she chose the most suitable 
proposal and submitted it to the library com-
mittee at Pebble Hill.

Morrison, Pebble Hill’s librarian said some 
of the highlights and features in the new 

library will include shelves that are moveable, 
like those in Bird Library. There will also be 
leisure chairs that double as work chairs with 
optional desks, she said.

“This was a truly unique project and 
experience for these students,” she said. 
“Very few of these students would ever get 
a chance to have a say in the structure of 
a library or the functionality of one; they 
would simply work within an already exist-
ing building.”

Leslie Cataldo Savage, a graduate student 
who is working on the project, said the assign-
ment is valuable on a personal level. 

“Should the occasion arise in the future, I’m 
capable of making quality suggestions for the 
improvement of other libraries because of this 

project,” she said.
Cataldo Savage said there were no real 

bumps in the road all semester. The only 
issues that ever arose were logistical in nature 
— as is expected when such a large project is 
underway and large groups of people across 
a number of fields must gather and work 
together.

“I think everyone in our discipline should 
have this experience, of course, these oppor-
tunities only come up every now and again. It 
was a lot of fun and huge learning experience,” 
Cataldo Savage said. “The whole thing was an 
eye-opening experience because things we 
learned and researched will be relevant for 
the next five to 10 years in libraries”

alpoulin@syr.edu

siA AwArds 
■ best residence hall
daymocracy - day hall
citizenship education floor - brewster 
boland
■ student organization
delta sigma theta sorority
orangeseeds first-year leadership pro-
gram
■ student group
nutrition educators at diabetes camp

■ civic engagement award
protestant campus ministry
src/lcs engineering tutoring program
■ academic service learning
Kerri i. aronson ‘08, arts and sciences
darby benedict ‘08, arts and sciences

■ community service leadership
■ academic service learning

■ best resident advisor 
elizabeth beemer ‘09 

■ faculty and staff inspiration 
eileen e. scheel - department chair/ asso-
ciate professor writing program
janet wilmoth - associate professor soci-
ology
■ chancellor’s citation
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I n the 2000 presidential primary elec-
tion, Sen. John McCain’s Straight 
Talk Express crashed because his 

talk was too straight. During that cam-
paign, McCain delighted liberals and 
independents with his candid observa-
tions on the darker elements of his party. 

He decried evangelist leaders like Jerry 
Falwell as “agents of intolerance” and, as 
New York Times columnist Maureen Dowd 
wrote, labeled the establishment of the 
GOP the “Death Star.” Not surprisingly, 
with honorable truth-telling like that, Sen. 
McCain lost the Republican nomination.

In response, McCain had a choice. He 
could continue to fire his torpedoes at the 
GOP, or he could cozy up to them in an 
attempt to win a future nomination with 
the tried and true method of pandering. 

McCain chose the latter. 
In 2004, Sen. McCain – who was 

famously offered the VP spot by Demo-
cratic presidential candidate John Kerry 
– forfeited what was most certainly a 
ticket to the White House for a chance to 
make nice with Republicans for a shot at 
the top spot in 2008. He hushed rumors 
of a Kerry-McCain ticket by publicly sup-
porting the reelection campaign of Presi-
dent Bush, just four years after the Bush 
campaign won South Carolina in part 
by spreading dirty rumors of McCain 
fathering an illegitimate black child. 

After just one photo of President Bush 
embracing McCain as if he were the GOP’s 
prodigal son, it was clear the Bush tactics 
were simply water under the bridge. 

In 2006, McCain continued rebuilding 
bridges he had righteously burned down 
just several years before. This time, it 
was with a speaking engagement at Jerry 
Falwell’s Liberty University.

Just six years after McCain told 
America, “Neither party should be 
defined by pandering to the outer reaches 
of American politics and the agents of 
intolerance, whether they be Louis Far-
rakhan and Al Sharpton on the left or Pat 
Robertson or Jerry Falwell on the right,” 
the senator was pandering to the right. 

Despite McCain’s denials that making 
amends with Falwell was an attempt to 
make nice with a base of the party, even 
Falwell acknowledged to ABC News that 
what McCain was doing was nothing short 
of political maneuvering.

“I do think, like any wise politician 
moving toward a presidential election, 
he is trying to build alliances,” he said.

Unfortunately, McCain chose to build 
an alliance with a man who has stated 
that gays and feminists were to blame for 
9/11. It was an awkward alliance to say the 
least, as McCain still voted against a con-
stitutional amendment banning gay mar-
riage that same year. But by reaching out 
to the homophobic wing of the Republican 
Party instead of rejecting it, McCain was 
essentially tolerating the intolerant. 

It’s now clear, had McCain spoken out 
against Bush from the start, he would 
be in an even better position in what has 
become the anti-Bush election. Instead, 
he chose ever-visible support, even visit-
ing the White House to accept the pres-
ident’s endorsement. With his political 
pandering, as well as his fervent support 
of the Iraq War and self-proclaimed igno-
rance on economic issues, McCain has 
morphed from the Republican anti-Bush 
to the next-in-line in the Bush Dynasty. 

Sen. McCain is fond of the phrase, 
“Presidential ambition is a disease, which 
can only be cured by embalming fluid.” 
As the soon-to-be 72-year-old seeks to be 
the oldest person to enter the Oval Office, 
one hopes his “disease” doesn’t further 
cloud his conscience. It was in the spirit 
of ambition he tried to re-court Bush and 
make nice with the religious right, and 
it is unbridled ambition now that causes 
him to seek the highest office in the land 
despite being at an age in which 1/3 of 
Americans begin to lose cognitive skills, 
according to The Boston Globe.

McCain is a man with a more than 
honorable past and a proud career as an 
upstanding and influential senator. But 
before the media and the voters cast him as 
their maverick hero, it should be remem-
bered McCain’s “Straight Talk Express” 
ran out of gas long ago. These days, he has 
found himself a different mode of transpor-
tation — the Bush/Cheney “Death Star.”

Four more years? I didn’t think so.
Kevin Eggleston is a sophomore politi-

cal science and television, radio and film 
major. His columns appear every Tuesday. 

He can be reached at kmeggles@syr.edu.

K E V I N  E G G L E S T O N

still smitten with bill clinton

McCain exposes ‘dark side’ of the GOP

L E T T E R  T O  T H E  E D I T O R

Extremist protests
While reading the column 

“Student protests become 
disrespectful” Friday on a park 
bench, I almost slid off the right 
side. A majority of it presented 
talking points to further the 
confusion and apprehension 
with regard to Iraq and the 
policies therein. Unfortunately, 
every mention of popular media 
you broached was in regard to 
FOX News. And we all know of 
the egregiousness of FOX News. 

You don’t even make mention of 
why the actions taken on the eve of 

the fifth anniversary of Shock and 
Awe are offensive. 

What you did mention was the 
incident in Chicago when six peo-
ple were arrested for yelling and 
screaming and spattering “stage 
blood” on parishioners. To take 
this extreme is disheartening. We 
can’t have the sum of all actions 
taken on this issue with the men-
tion of such an act; it’s distracting. 
People are struggling to come to 
terms with something in Iraq that 
is unconscionable.

Very much like the “Focus 
the Nation” events held at SU 
& SUNY ESF, we need such a 

discussion on the fighting in 
Iraq to understand what we did 
and if we can help. As a student 
body, we need to begin feeling 
empowered and not discourage 
our fellow students from show-
ing their discontent.

Although I wouldn’t be one 
to partake in what went on in 
Chicago, I certainly think the 
president’s misguided policies 
need to be quelled. We must 
respect each of us and in doing 
so, listen. 

Mark Schager
SUNY ESF

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
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Adv. Tix on Sale NIM'S ISLAND (PG) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
21 (PG-13) (1230 100 330 410) 650 720 940 1020
THE SUPER HERO MOVIE (PG-13) (1130 1200 150 220 440) 710 710 930
DR. SUESS': HORTON HEARS A WHO - DP (G) (1150 210 430) 700 920
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (1120 1220 140 240 400 500) 730 950
STOP LOSS (R) - ID REQ'D (1250 355) 715 1000
RUN, FATBOY, RUN (PG-13) (1135 215 445) 745 1015
OC & DA: SHUTTER (PG-13) (245) 1025
SHUTTER (PG-13) (1225 510) 800
TYLER PERRY'S: MEET THE BROWNS (PG-13) (1140 205 435) 655 725

935 1005
GEORGE A. ROMERO'S: DIARY OF THE DEAD (R) - ID REQ'D (455) 955
DRILLBIT TAYLOR (PG-13) (1155 225 450) 750 1030
NEVER BACK DOWN (PG-13) (1240 340) 640 925
COLLEGE ROAD TRIP (G) (1145 200 425) 705 915
THE BANK JOB (R) - ID REQ'D (1245 345) 645 930
10,000 BC (PG-13) (1230 335) 630 910
THE OTHER BOLEYN GIRL (PG-13) (415) 945
VANTAGE POINT (PG-13) (1210 235) 735

Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
21 (PG-13) (100 400) 710 1000
TYLER PERRY'S: MEET THE BROWNS (PG-13) (220 520) 800 1020
DRILLBIT TAYLOR (PG-13) (200 500) 750 1015
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (140 440) 650 930
COLLEGE ROAD TRIP (G) (120 420) 730 945

Adv. Tix on Sale NIM'S ISLAND (PG) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
STOP LOSS (R) - ID REQ'D (100 400) 735 1015
RUN, FATBOY, RUN (PG-13) (150 450) 750 1020
THE SUPER HERO MOVIE (PG-13) (130 430) 730 950
21 (PG-13) (105 405) 705 1000
SHUTTER (PG-13) (145 445) 745 1005
TYLER PERRY'S: MEET THE BROWNS (PG-13) (120 420) 720 955
DRILLBIT TAYLOR (PG-13) (140 440) 740 1010
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (115 200 415 500) 655 725 915
COLLEGE ROAD TRIP (G) (135)
10,000 BC (PG-13) (410) 710 945
VANTAGE POINT (PG-13) 940

©2008Times For 4/1/08

He would draw on patrol offi cers to conduct 
follow-up interviews and didn’t really have the 
capability to conduct more than one investiga-
tion at a time. 

“When I came, I really thought we needed 
the ability to conduct multiple investigations,” 
Callisto said.

With that in mind, Callisto set out to create 
a new investigations unit with an increased 
capacity to handle crimes on a long-term basis. 
Vernon Thompson, a 20-year veteran of the 
Syracuse Police Department, was chosen to 
lead the new team. Joining him were Ed Weber, 
Kathleen Pabis and James Hill. 

Thompson said he was part of the investiga-
tions unit at the SPD for 16 years and was part of 
the major crime scene team.

“For my last 11 to 12 years, I responded to 
every major crime scene in the city,” Thompson 
said. “Burglaries, homicides. I am able to take 
that experience and knowledge and I can give 
that to other DPS offi cers.”

The strength of the investigations team was 
seen earlier this semester through a successful 
investigation in to a South Campus robbery. 

On Feb. 9 at 12:25 a.m., three masked sus-
pects entered Apartment 2 at 320 Winding Ridge 
Road. With six SU students in the apartment, 
the suspects, armed with handguns, stole an 
undisclosed amount of cash and marijuana.

As per DPS’s parameters, violent felony 
investigations are turned over to the SPD inves-
tigations team but, Callisto said, SPD was over-
run with other cases at the time.

“There were two homicides and an assault 
already being investigated,” he said. “They were 
swamped with very violent crimes. One homi-
cide pretty much takes their whole resources, 
and we were confronted with taking a backseat 
to other crimes. Our memorandum of under-
standing requires that we turn over violent 

crimes, but we can help.”
The South Campus robbery investigation 

was brought back to the DPS investigation team 
early in the weekend, and the team spent their 
normal off days re-interviewing witnesses and 
victims. Through those interviews, the team 
was able to come together and identify three of 
the four possible suspects involved. 

They brought the information to the SPD 
who, with the help of the investigations unit, 
conducted search and arrest warrants on the 
suspects. Through further interviews, Pabis 
and Weber were able to identify the fourth 
suspect who was soon after arrested. 

The suspects were apprehended by the 
SPD and were taken to the Onondaga County 
jail. They were all given $50,000 bail require-
ments, and only one of the four posted bail. 
The other three will remain in jail until trial. 
Each suspect has been charged with a Class 
B felony carrying a sentence of up to 25 years 
in prison. 

Callisto said it is likely that each, being fi rst 
offenders, will receive one-to-three or two- to-
six year sentences. 

The DPS investigators will be called to testify 
at the grand jury indictments. If the suspects are 
indicted and the case proceeds to trial without a 
plea bargain, they will be called to testify again 
before the county court. 

The key to the arrests, according to the inves-
tigation team, was the combination of informa-
tion from all the different offi cers — something 
a one-man team couldn’t have accomplished.

“If this was a one-man unit, it wouldn’t have 
gotten done,” Weber said. “We all spent at least 30 
hours that weekend and if it had been one man, he 
would not have had the names to SPD that fast.”

Team leader Thompson felt the same way.
“We interviewed all the victims and wit-

nesses, and with a culmination of all those 
interviews, we were able to put the pieces 
together and identify the suspects,” Thompson 
said. “Each person got a different piece of the 
puzzle at the same time, it was great team-
work.”

In addition to working on criminal investi-

gations, the investigations team fulfi lls many 
other functions for the university. They pres-
ent judicial affairs cases, do campus fi nger-
printing and background checks and handle 
any internal affairs investigations for DPS and 
the university administration as a whole. 

“We are open to the whole community,” 
Weber said. “Different university departments 
have issues that are not publicized, that don’t 
end in an arrest situation. It is as simple as two 
roommates not getting along and getting them 
to go to confl ict resolution.”

Problems involving relationships or sexual 
harassment are referred to the investigations 
unit. Trudi Shaffer, a senior newspaper, politi-
cal science and fi ne arts major, recently was 
involved in a sexual harassment case handled 
by the investigations unit and had nothing but 
praise for the offi cers.

“My experience was really good,” said Shaf-

fer. “I think they went above and beyond what 
they need to do.”

That included sitting next to Shaffer and 
coaching her though a speakerphone conver-
sation with the male harassing her in order to 
set up criminal circumstance if the man ever 
contacted her again. 

The actions feed right in to Callisto’s com-
munity policing model. Since taking charge 
of DPS, Callisto has tried to make the agency 
part of the community. But the investigations 
unit likes to think of it as teamwork. 

“It is just a team effort,” Thompson said. 
“Building relationships with the community, 
we couldn’t do our jobs without it. If it wasn’t 
for the community a lot of the crimes would 
not be solved. We need the information people 
give us to do our jobs. People see a lot more 
than we do.”

mdwoolle@syr.edu

INVESTIGATION
F R O M  P A G E  1

ben addonizio | staff photographer
ED WEBER, a member of the investigations team who helped identify the fourth suspect 
in the South Campus armed robbery, attributed the success to expansion of the unit.

www.dailyorange.com
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Canning spam

In 2005, John Campbell, a senior political sci-
ence major at the Texas Christian University, 
created the first liquid computer after a year 
of experimentation, 10 to 15 old computers and 
more than $500. It started out as an arcade 
machine-sized freezer, filled to the rim with 
liquids, ice and techno-pieces. 

Since then, Campbell, along with his team 
of five specialists who focus on programming, 
chemistry and engineering, have reduced the 
size of the original liquid computer to that of a 
modern desktop. 

The technology, which Campbell says is 70 
to 90 percent unpatented, uses super fluidity 
and a frictionless flow of liquid at extremely low 
temperatures to increase the resistance of com-
puter wires, which allows for a greater flow of 
electricity and higher efficiency.

“There hasn’t been a fundamental change 
in computer technology since 1982, and since 
then, it has just been putting more things in 
smaller places,” Campbell told The Daily Skiff, 
the TCU’s student newspaper. “I think it’s about 
time for something completely new that is so 
practical you can’t ignore it.”

Campbell says one benefit his technology, if 
adopted and funded, could bring to science is it 
could increase the speed of super computers used 
in medical research, such as those that take three 
years to pick out an aspect of the human genome.

“Whether it’s developed next year or 20 years 
from now, for every new advance in technology, 
I can more than double or triple it,” Campbell 
said. “I can completely change the rule. Every-
thing will be twice as fast and faster for the 
global economy.”

While Campbell calls the liquid computer 
technology “potential Nobel material,” he real-
izes he must publish and patent his materials 
before he can develop a marketing plan.

He is attempting to be published in market-
ing, physics and political science.

After transferring to TCU from the College of 
Saint Thomas More, Campbell served in TCU’s 
Student Government Association. In addition, he 
started a computer repair business in his home.

Campbell has a list of 27 inventions to pat-
ents.

—Compiled by Stephanie Musat, asst. news editor

sdmusat@syr.edu

SU professor teams with University of Kansas 
researcher to combat unwanted e-mail messages

TCU student creates liquid computer

courtsey of the daily skiff
John campbell, a senior political science major in the Texas Christian University, 
sticks his hands in the liquid computer which is intended to increase speed and effi-
ciency of the modern computer. 

courtsey of the daily skiff
The liquid computer, when created, was the size of a freezer. Now,the computer is the 
size of a normal desktop.

By Stephanie Musat
AssT. News ediTor

C lick ‘Inbox.’
Ten new messages — three are from 

Facebook, two are from professors and 
five about how to increase sexual stimulation.

“I’m irritated by spam,” said John Kissan, 
professor in the University of Kansas School of 
Business. “So we looked at pricing solutions to 
investigate how to stop spam in a formal way, to 
see if it is feasible.” 

Kissan paired with Alex Thevaranjan, an 
associate professor of accounting in the Martin 
J. Whitman School of Management at Syracuse 
University, to come up with a solution.

Thevaranjan said the team’s research would 
basically limit the number of unwanted e-mails 
from e-marketers. 

“There were attempts to do this with techno-
logical means,” he said. “But it was not effective. 
So this is using the economics behind unwanted 
communication.”

Under their proposal, mass e-mailers will 

pay e-mail services, to assume their message 
will be read. If the recipient deems the e-mail as 
spam, the e-mail service will impose a penalty 
on the marketer who sent the e-mail.

A third party during the transaction con-
firms the legitimacy of the e-mail. 

The research shows the idea improves tar-
geting quality of marketers and increases the 
profits of every marketer, Thevaranjan said

The benefits for the marketers would be that 
the penalty would only be imposed on e-mails 
rejected by the recipient, instead of on every 
e-mail sent out, Thevaranjan said.

This would make marketers focus more on 
their target market so that there would be less 
of a chance that the recipients would say the 
e-mail is spam.

“There is one highway where marketers 
could send whatever they want, free, like the 
way that they are doing it now,” Thevaranjan 
said. “Another highway is where you have to 
pay bonds (for the e-mail service to use a third 
party to help combat spam). The Internet ser-

vice providers would require marketers to pay.”
Thevaranjan and Kissan’s paper will be pub-

lished in the Journal of Interactive Marketing. 
They will pitch their idea to e-mail service providers.

There are varying degrees of spam blockers 
and filters. There are some good filters but there 
are inevitably spam e-mails that get through, 
Kissan said.

The CAN-SPAM Act of 2003, which stands 
for Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited 
Pornography and Marketing Act, establishes 
requirements for those who send commercial 
e-mail, spells out penalties for spammers and 
companies whose products are advertised in 
spam if they violate the law, and gives consumers 
the right to ask e-mailers to stop spamming them.

Legal action proved to be ineffective because 
the government did not have control over what 
was being sent, Thevaranjan said.

Spam prevention turned to looking at the 
technological aspect of e-mail regulation. 

Marketers were encouraged to subscribe to 
services that charge postage for delivery of 

e-mail, essentially becoming a tax to reduce 
the supply of spam. This postage stamp solution 
did not solicit any feedback from recipients 
pertaining to the relevance of the messages, 
Thevaranjan said.

“The postage option simply imposes a fee on 
all communications.” 

Both Thevaranjan and Kissan hope their 
research would lead to action to cut down the 
amount of spam and would serve as a way to 
regulate unwanted marketing.

T.J. Ross, a sophomore supply-chain management 
major, noted the annoyance of spam in an inbox.

“I think spam is a nuisance,” he said. “It 
slows down your computer and it’s not wanted, 
so I think this could cut down the amount of 
spam in circulation.”

The service would be available to all e-mail 
users, although it would not be required, 
Kissan said.

“There is no miracle cure. So let’s discuss it 
and see if there is any potential in it,” he said.

sdmusat@syr.edu
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By Hope Morley 
STAFF WRITER

Jeff Jacoby thinks the media doesn’t know how 
to cover the Middle East, and as a journalist, he 
would know.

Jacoby, a long-time columnist for The Boston 
Globe, will be speaking 
today in the Joyce Her-
genhan Auditorium in 
Newhouse III at 7 p.m. 
His speech, titled “Why 
the Media Gets the Mid-
dle East Wrong,” will be 

followed by a discussion. 
It is free and open to the public.
“Jacoby is an Israel advocate but also a 

journalist,” said Erica Rosenthal, the student 
who brought Jacoby to campus. “So he has a 
non-biased view of what’s going on.”

Rosenthal, a sophomore public relations 
major and staff writer for The Daily Orange, 
is one of 23 campus fellows across the country 
sponsored by the organization CAMERA, Com-
mittee for Accuracy in Middle East Reporting 
in America. 

As part of her yearlong fellowship, Rosenthal 
must plan three events. In return, she receives 
a small stipend and a 10-day trip to Israel over 
the summer.

Back in August, Rosenthal saw Jacoby 
speak at a conference and thought he offered 

an interesting perspective on the Middle East. 
The focus of his speech will be the Israeli-
Palestinian confl ict, but he will also address 
other media problems in the coverage of the 
Middle East.

“More attention needs to be given to the 
Middle Eastern confl ict,” Rosenthal said. 

Jacoby was chosen to speak in a Newhouse 
building because of the school’s focus on free-
dom of speech and of the press, Rosenthal said. 
She said his speech will be mainly aimed at 
journalism students, but Rosenthal encourages 
everyone to attend.

“A lot of our generation is being naive,” 
she said about the Middle East. “For whatever 
reason, they don’t know what’s going on.”

The Boston Globe hired Jacoby in 1994 
as a conservative columnist. He writes two 
columns a week for the paper and a weekly 
online-only column. According to his biogra-
phy on The Boston Globe’s Web site, Jacoby 
often receives more mail in response to his 
columns than all other Globe columnists com-
bined. 

“He writes about a lot of pressing issues, not 
just the Middle East,” Rosenthal said. “He’s had 
a lot of experience.”

Rosenthal said she hopes more students will 
become educated regarding world issues. 

“The United States is a strong Israel sup-
porter and has been for a long time,” Rosenthal 
said. “As citizens, we need to know what’s hap-
pening and make our own decisions.”

hemorley@syr.edu First Year Players presents...

Conceived and Developed by David De Silva

Book by
Jose Fernandez

Lyrics by
Jacques Levy

Music by
Steve Margoshes

Title Song “FAME” written by
Dean Pitchford and Michael Gore

April 3, 4, & 5
8 PM
Schine Student Center
Goldstein Auditorium

Tickets Available at
Schine Box Office

$4 With SU ID
$7 General Admission

...Your Student Fee

Fame is presented through special arrangement with Music Theatre International (MTI). All authorized performance materials are supplied by MTI.
421 West 54th Street, New York, NY 10019

Phone: 212-541-4684
www.MTIShows.com
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Boston Globe columnist to speak

IF YOU GO
What: Jeff Jacoby
Where: Hergenhan 
Auditorium, NCC III
When: Today, 7 p.m.
How much: Free

Jeff Jacoby will discuss media’s 
coverage of the Middle East

tele,” Cowan said.
These items are the “higher end” merchandise, 

said Julie Nemeroff, president of the Sport Man-
agement Club. Countless pieces of signed memora-
bilia are auctioned off each year, she said.

In the past, some of the most popular items 
have been “experiences,” said Michael Veley, 
director of the Sport Management Program and 
faculty adviser to the Sport Management Club.

Last year, Bill Walton, a University of Califor-
nia at Los Angeles alumnus and former National 
Basketball Association star, auctioned off four 
season tickets for a game of the winner’s choice, 
including the chance for the winner to go into the 
locker room and meet his favorite player. Two of 
these packages were sold for $2,200 each.

Veley also told the story of two students in the 
S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communications 
who bid on the chance to go to New York City and 
sit in with Mike and the Mad Dog, a popular New 
York sports talk show. 

Many people, including students, are willing 
to jump at the experience of a lifetime, Veley said.

Veley said he expects to raise a total of $50,000 
between the two auctions — more than the 
$30,000 raised last year.

The items for both auctions were collected 
primarily by the Sport Management Club. Each 
student was challenged to contribute three items, 
and with more than 400 items in the auctions and 
only 90 students, many achieved and surpassed 

this goal. 
“This event took eight months of hard work 

and dedication,” Veley said.
The students have met every week since 

August in order to properly prepare. Both 
Nemeroff and Veley praised the hard work of 
Kate Futrell, an administrative specialist in the 
Sport Management Department who also helped 
coordinate the event. 

Veley estimated that Futrell alone brought in 
85 of the items. Prospective bidders can partici-
pate in both the online and regular auctions at 
the Dome. 

In addition to the increased sales the online 
auction will garner, the Syracuse community is 
eagerly awaiting the return of Donovan McNabb, 
former Syracuse University football star and 
All-Pro quarterback for the Philadelphia Eagles. 
McNabb will deliver the keynote address. 

Veley said McNabb’s return is sure to draw 
increased attendance.

“We’re hoping for our biggest crowd ever with 
Donovan coming back. His popularity will draw 
a record crowd,” said Veley, who is responsible 
for bringing the quarterback to campus.

Many students may come just to see 
McNabb. But students looking to purchase 
items shouldn’t be daunted by the event. 

Nemeroff said there are many items that 
were well within a student’s price range, start-
ing at approximately $50.

Tickets for the Dome auction are $10 for the 
public, and $5 for students. The online auction 
will run through April 10. 

adbrow03@syr.edu

AUCTION
F R O M  P A G E  1

SA
F R O M  P A G E  3

at future SA meetings.
Monday’s meeting was also the SA Open 

Forum, in which Goldenberg presented a sum-
mary of SA’s fi ndings from last month’s Student 
Leaders’ Summit.

Goldenberg said the three main issues dis-
cussed at the summit were campus facilities, 
college affordability and off-campus living.

No concrete proposals have been made to 
address these issues, but Goldenberg said the 
changes she wants to make are on her agenda for 
the future.

“This has already been presented to the 
board of trustees and the chancellor,” she 
said. “I meet monthly with the chancellor, 
and we discuss these issues and the sen-
ate committee on student life is drafting 
a letter with the things they think are 
feasible.”

hdwillia@syr.edu

www.dailyorange.com
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THE MOUNT (DAY/FLINT)
Home to the majority of SU’s freshmen population —  here 
you will fi nd a breeding ground for typical fi rst-year, short-
lasting friendships, a crash course in college weekends 
(complete with carpets that smell of vomit for a week) and 
the early morning, ear-grinding sounds of Graham delivery 
trucks, if you live on the side closest to the dining hall. 
Bonus: the rooms and closet space are slightly bigger than 
most doubles on campus.

Flint 
Built: 1956
Residents: 527 undergraduates
Who lives here: Mainly freshmen
Gender organization: Coed by alternating rooms

Day
Built: 1958
Residents: 607 undergraduates
Who lives here: Mainly freshmen
Gender organization: Coed by alternating rooms

BBB (BREWSTER/
BOLAND/BROCKWAY)
If you want exercise, live at BBB. There are more 
steps and steeper steps (leading up to the Col-
lege of Law), than those going up to The Mount. 
Steps aside, the rooms look like semi-swanky 
apartments, complete with huge windows show-
casing the underbelly of Syracuse. 

BOOTH/DELLPLAIN/HAVEN
For starters, the location is better than most on 
campus. Construction on a new dorm in front of 
DellPlain might prove annoying. However, you 
are guaranteed to wake up on time every day, as 
work on the newest dorm often begins early in 
the morning.

Booth
Built: 1963
Residents: 261 undergraduates
Who lives here: Mainly sophomores and juniors
Gender organization: Coed by alternating rooms

DellPlain
Built: 1961
Residents: 436 undergraduates
Who lives here: Mainly sophomores and juniors
Gender organization: Coed by alternating 
rooms

Haven
Built: 1964
Residents: 373 undergraduates
Who lives here: Mainly sophomores and juniors
Gender organization: Coed by alternating fl oors 
(fi rst through third fl oors), coed by alternating 
rooms (fourth through 11th fl oors)

WASHINGTON ARMS 
(on Walnut)
One of the farthest dorms from campus, this 
building will give you a true taste of indepen-
dence. It’s a bit of a walk to main campus 
(that is, if you get past the line of sororities 
and frats along the way).
Built: 1953
Residents: 62 undergraduates
Number of fl oors: Five
Gender organization: Coed by alternating 
rooms

Brewster
Built: 1966
Residents: 476 undergraduates
Who lives here: Mainly freshmen
Gender organization: Coed by alternating 
rooms

Boland
Built: 1966
Residents: 294 undergraduates
Who lives here: Mainly freshmen
Gender organization: Coed by alternating 
rooms

Brockway
Built: 1953
Residents: 27 undergraduates
Who lives here: Honors students
Gender organization: Coed by alternating 
rooms
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SOUTH CAMPUS BASICS
Available residences:
SkyHalls:
Built in 1966 and currently houses 350 
freshmen on three fl oors.

Slocum Heights:
Built for 250 undergrad and grad students. 
Features one story one and two-bedroom 
apartments and one-bedroom with study 
options, all fully furnished.

Skytop Apartments:
Provides undergraduate housing for 1,900 
non-freshmen. Features two and three-

bedroom apartments, townhouse-style 
two-bedroom apartments and one story 
three-bedroom units are available. 

Getting to South Campus:
Residents must depend on the Centro 
bus system. Average time ranges from 
fi ve minutes to 20 minutes for weekdays. 
During the week, buses come every 10 to 
20 minutes and on weekends, every 40 
minutes. After 8 p.m. on all days, buses 
run every 10 minutes.

House party
Students scramble during next two weeks to 
fi nd the most ideal on-campus residence.fi nd the most ideal on-campus residence.

T he housing reservation process has begun. 

Running through April 15 at 5 p.m., the online 

registration is four-week process that determines 

with whom and where current Syracuse students will live 

next semester. 

Today, the housing department is processing the thou-

sands of registrations currently underway. So far, nearly 

4,000 Syracuse students have paid the housing deposit, said 

Eileen Simmons, director of housing. Learning communi-

ties, single rooms and a majority of three and four-person 

suites have been assigned to students.

In addition to the 17 main campus dorms and South Campus 

housing, construction on “619,” (the dorm under construction 

in front DellPlain) located at that address on Comstock Avenue, 

is under way. Plans for two additional dorms — one each on 

North and South Campus — are in the works. 

While students’ opinions on dorms vary, living in one — or 

two or three or more — is part of the college experience. The 

Daily Orange breaks down available housing at Syracuse.

—Amanda Allison, asst. feature editor

akalliso@syr.edu

—stats compiled by Kelina Imamura, asst. copy editor

kmimamur@syr.edu

DORM CLUSTER
 THE QUAD CARRIER DOME SCHINE MARSHALL ST.
DellPlain/Booth/Haven 4 min. 7 min. 3 min. 4 min.
Washington Arms 9 min. 10 min. 7 min. 4 min.
Watson/Kimmel/Marion 7 min. 8.30 min. 3 min. 6 min.
Shaw/Lyons 3 min. 7 min. 8 min. 10 min.
The Mount 5 min. 7 min. 10 min. 12 min.
BBB 13 min. 3 min. 5 min. 9 min.
Lawrinson/Sadler 6 min. 1 min. 8 min. 10 min.

SHAW/LYONS
These two dorms are polar opposites, as Shaw is almost always bustling during dining 
hall hours, and Lyons is a bit more isolated and less crowded. Generally, they are in 
a pretty decent location though. If you’re living in Shaw, make sure to choose a room 
close to your gender’s bathroom — if not, you could have to walk a good four minutes 
to the nearest one.

Shaw
Built: 1952
Residents: 451 undergraduates
Who lives here: Mix of freshmen and 
sophomores
Number of fl oors: Five
Gender organization: Coed by alter-
nating wings (ground, fi rst and second 
fl oors); coed by alternating rooms (third, 
fourth and fi fth fl oors)

Lyons
Built: 1971
Residents: 39 undergraduates
Who lives here: Mainly freshmen
Number of fl oors: Three
Gender organization: Coed by alternat-
ing rooms

SADLER/LAWRINSON
The location leaves something to be desired. Sadler is 
probably the second best dining hall after Brockway, 
which is good since any other food provides quite the 
trek. An upside to Lawrinson’s terrible architecture: the 
corner doubles offer ample space, almost like having a 
single — except for the other person 12 feet away.

Sadler
Built: 1960
Residents: 471 under-
graduates
Who lives here: Mainly 
freshmen
Gender organization: 
Coed by alternating wings

Lawrinson
Built: 1965
Residents: 552 under-
graduates
Who lives here: Mainly 
freshmen
Gender organization: 
Coed by alternating fl oors

BROCKWAY

WATSON/KIMMEL/MARION
Far and away the favorites on campus, these dorms have 
premiere locations and are ideal for the multi-tasking 
student. Watson alone is home to Citrus TV, a photo 
developing lab, theater stage, some of the best suites and 
a grocery store. Marion sports its own gym. One nega-
tive though is the closest dining hall is a walk outdoors 
— Haven being the nearest. Also, expect to spend your 
SUpercard fast with 2 a.m. runs to Kimmel.

Watson
Built: 1954
Residents: 446 undergradu-
ates
Who lives here: Mainly 
upperclassmen
Gender organization: Coed 
by alternating rooms

Marion
Built: 1954
Residents: 143 under-
graduates

Who lives here: Mainly 
freshmen
Gender organization: Coed 
by alternating rooms

Kimmel
Built: 1962
Residents: 113 undergradu-
ates
Who lives here: Mainly 
upperclassmen
Gender organization: Coed 
by alternating fl oors
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“Shaw. It’s a better location 
than Watson, and it has the 
best dorm food on campus.”  
  
 Patrick Latus

freshman architecture major

“Easy. Watson Hall is straight ballin’.”
  Timothy Hull

freshman bioprocessing engineering major

PersPect ives
compiled by kelina imamura | asst. copy editor

What is your ideal dorm at Syracuse?

“Location wise, I’d say Watson.”
  Glory Chen

junior communications design 
and psychology major

“For this year, it would probably be 
Shaw because of the food. A close 
second is Haven because it’s close to 
the business school and Newhouse.”

Kevin McCarty
freshman information studies major

“Whatever is closest to campus — 
Watson or DellPlain or Shaw.”

Garei Szeto
junior electrical engineering major

“Watson: Ideal location.”

  Peter Orilio
sophomore architecture major

“I think it’d be Day or Flint, even 
though there are stairs. It’s so isolated 
you form more tight-knit groups.”

  Adrienne Becker
freshman undecided in the college 

of arts and sciences

“The triple penthouse in Watson. It’s 
closest to the quad, and the penthouse 
is like an apartment, but you don’t 
have to travel from South (Campus).”

  Lindsay Kulkin
freshman bioengineering major

“WINNER”
The Daily Orange - Battle of the beans 1/26/07
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Alternative rockers R.E.M. return to 
form in new album ‘Accelerate’

R.E.M.
“AccelerAte”
Genre college rock
sOUnDs LIKe counting 
crows, late-90s Pearl Jam
scOre 80 decibels
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By Dan Kaplan
stAff writer

W ith its new album, “Accelerate,” veteran college 

rock band R.E.M. has but one thing to say to the 

world: R.E.M. is back, and better than it’s been 

in a long time.

“No time to question the choices that I make, I’ve got to 

follow another direction — accelerate,” sings Michael Stipe 

in the album’s title track. The song is ominous and strikes an 

eerie parallel to the band’s status prior to the album’s release. 

On each new album since its 1992 classic “Automatic for 

the People,” R.E.M. took slightly different approaches then 

before in refining its sound. Such adjustments worked for 

a while, but by the release of the band’s last album, 2004’s 

“Around the Sun,” many fans had grown disillusioned 

with the band. The album was a critical and commercial 

failure and left the band wondering whether to continue.

So what did they do? First, they tapped Grammy Award 

winning producer Jacknife Lee (Bloc Party, U2) for the new 

record. And with that, the band returned to its college rock 

roots and recorded “Accelerate” in less than nine weeks. 

The result is a glorious return to form and the band’s most 

consistent release since 1996’s “New Adventures in Hi-Fi,” 

if not earlier albums.

Opener “Living Well’s The Best Revenge” is simply 

stunning, a rocker in the style of past R.E.M. album open-

ers “What’s The Frequency, Kenneth?” or “Pop Song 89,” 

but with more gusto than either. Guitarist Peter Buck’s 

riff kicks off the album on a note of rocking rampage that 

doesn’t let up through the next five songs. Included in this 

mix of rockers is the lead single, “Supernatural Superseri-

ous,” an infectious song that strikes the ideal blend of riffs 

and melody. It stands among the album’s best songs.

The middle of the album will appeal to fans of the band’s 

mellow side. “Houston” incorporates mandolins and organs 

into the song, recalling the glory days of “Losing My Reli-

gion.” But its abrupt ending prevents the song from being the 

album’s best. “Until The Day Is Done” is R.E.M. at its folkiest 

and could easily have appeared on 1992’s “Automatic for the 

People.” With Stipe in lyrical attack mode throughout, the 

song is a haunting and visceral masterpiece.

Yet to call “Accelerate” without fault would be an overstate-

ment. In “Mr. Richards” and “I’m Gonna DJ,” the band serves 

up two duds, the latter even more disappointing because it 

closes the album on a sour note. And with an album length 

totaling just 35 minutes, many of the songs feel too short.

The album doesn’t feature the obvious instant classics 

like “Automatic” and “Out of Time.” But for the moment, 

“Accelerate” is the most rocking album the band has put 

out. It’s a breath of fresh air, not only for R.E.M.’s cata-

logue, but for the rock genre.

sdkaplan@syr.edu

speed aheadFULL
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Festival Tickets & Passes at:

The Sound Garden
124 Walton St.  
in Armory Square

Emerald City Video
3208 Erie Blvd. East

Festival office at the  
Hotel Syracuse
500 S. Warren St.

Online at  
www.syrfilm.com
& during the festival 
at all venues

Crush 
Rob Sheffield 
 Rolling Stone isn’t what it used to be, but 
that’s old news. Granted, its Jon Stewart/
Stephen Colbert story was awesome, but 
isn’t that implied?
 But one of the bright spots of Rolling 
Stone’s rapidly declining credibility is writer 
Rob Sheffield. He can write an 80-word CD 
review of Panic at the Disco and make the 
CD sound like it’s a) actually decent, b) make 
fun of them and c) drop an Electric Light 
Orchestra reference. Simply stunning.
 Where Sheffield’s witty repartee really 
shines is in his Pop Life column. Basically, 
he just says something is really cool (Project 
Runway, The Sopranos) or something he 
really hates (Dane Cook, Tila Tequila). Actu-
ally, mostly what he hates. He even made a 
list of things he hates more than Paris Hilton, 
which must have been a tough feat, but 
they include: People who say “the last time I 
checked,” bicycles, people saying “the Inter-
nets” and the fact that there are no deleted 
scenes on the “White Chicks” DVD. 
 Agreed on all counts.
 Also, he may just be the gooniest looking 
person in the world, who knows how to rock 
an oversized sweater like no one I know. 

—Erinn Connor, asst. feature editor

eaconnor@syr.edu

We remember…

“Bop It”
First Premiered: 1996
 Games these days don’t require much coor-
dination — you just need some finger dexter-
ity to push all those buttons on video game 
controllers. (Though the Wii is making small 
strides in causing people to build up those 
biceps and triceps.) But back in the day, there 
was such a device that encouraged kids to 
improve their coordination — Bop It.
 The game (which resembled a sort of a 
stumpy baseball bat made out of plastic) 
was as simple as it gets. An enthused male 
voice would shout out one of three com-
mands: bop it, twist it or pull it. And on the 
plastic bat there was a button to bop, a knob 
to twist and a lever to pull. Seems easy and 

much more conquerable than that new-fan-
gled RPG on your PlayStation 3. However, if 
you were looking for an extra challenge, you 
could play with friends and “pass it,” but that 
was infinitely more difficult and caused a lot 
more mistakes. 
 But after a couple leisurely turns of bop-
ping it and twisting it, the crazed voice 
would start shouting his commands faster. 
And to top it off, the music in the back-
ground, once casual and a nice accompani-
ment, becomes faster and causes you to 
panic, kind of holding the Bop It far in front 
of you, like it’s going to explode like a tick-
ing bomb.
 Well, maybe just I did that. It was a stress-
ful experience. And once you finally missed 
a bop or twisted instead of pulled, and guy 
would scream at you, calling you out like the 
failure that you are. 

—Erinn Connor, asst. feature editor

eaconnor@syr.edu

nostalgia nook

comment on our stories 

at dailyorange.com
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T here are too many devastating trends 
happening in our country right now. 
We’ve got a five-year-old war, extreme 

political divisiveness, education and income 
gaps and Gap stores that use “Puffy” in their 
advertising (alright maybe not that last one, but 
you get the point).  

All of these are on my radar, but I’m a pop 
culture kid. It seems like people are a less aware 
of the potential music industry tragedy that’s 
tearing up my heart and soul more than Justin 
Timberlake ever could.    

The college town record store is slowly disap-
pearing, and the future of musical diversity lies 
in the balance. 

Recently, the Raleigh News & Observer ran a 
feature about the closing of Schoolkids Records 
— the last of the local music stores surrounding 
University of North Carolina’s campus. The store 
had to shut down due to higher CD prices, online 
music access and less disposable college income 
due to higher tuitions and near-campus rent. 

The Tar Heels aren’t alone. According to the 
piece, multiple local music shops have recently 
shut down in State College, Pa. (Penn State),  
Iowa City, Iowa (Iowa) and  Boulder, Col. (Colo-
rado) among others. In order to survive, places 
like The Sound Garden have to find ways to 
adapt while maintaining that atmosphere any 
good local record store needs. 

“Today you have to carry DVDs, we carry 
vinyl and we carry as much of that stuff as we 
can,” said Mike Watson, a manager at Sound 

Garden down in Armory Square. “Someday we’ll 
probably adventure into video games, Blu-rays. 
You need to get into all of it to survive, just to stay 
on your toes. We’re definitely aware of what’s 
going on, but we’ll adapt with our own style.”

Consider the role of music in a college 
atmosphere. College is the time to constantly 
have a stereo playing in the background. It’s the 
time for concerts less than 20 dollars within a 
three-hour drive. It’s the time to ask the music 
snob on your floor what new band with a noun 
and two adjective for a name he’s spinning 
this week. (Think about it: Neutral Milk Hotel 
started this trend back in the day).  

College is the time to get the name of a CD 
you won’t hear on the radio anytime soon and 
feel the need to own it immediately. None of this 
circle of melodic life exists without the local 
record store.  

“You’re in college not to learn the same 
old stuff, you want to learn new things so 
you don’t just listen to the radio anymore,” 
Watson said. “You want new bands and new 
music. Major record stores carry stuff just 
from the major distributors. They won’t have 
indie things we carry — the psychadelic jazz, 
the local acts. And if you can’t find it here, we 
can special order things. You can’t do that at 
Best Buy or FYE.”

In pre-iTunes days, all of this meant head-
ing down to charming hole-in-the-walls like 
Syracuse’s own Sound Garden. You’d have to 
physically enter the store lined with posters, 

interact with the musical librarian behind 
the cash register and inevitably end up buy-
ing three CDs more than you intended. Here 
at Syracuse, this experience still exists. Our 
fellow college students nationwide aren’t as 
fortunate. 

Back home, without a local record store, the 
first three CDs I ever owned were (in no particu-
lar order): “What’s The Story Morning Glory,” 
by Oasis; “Saturday Night Fever,” a soundtrack 
mainly featuring The Bee Gees; and “Bad Hair 
Day,” by Weird Al. 

Here in Syracuse with access to engage my 
basic musical right to listen, the last three 
CDs I bought were by Nas, The National and 
Phil Collins. If that doesn’t prove my point 

nothing will. 
So it’s time for the local music scenes to bond 

together. Avoid the temptations of LimeWire. 
Promise yourself to invest in a new release once 
a month. Acquire albums of every band you 
see live. Take the “Pay it Forward” mentality 
and introduce one new music enthusiast to the 
local record store then encourage them to do 
the same. Put your headphones down and do 
something. 

Remember, the next time a Dell commercial 
comes on and you sense your toes tapping, avoid 
iTunes or the Hype Machine. Buy that Flaming 
Lips album locally. Your college music experi-
ence may depend on it. You know the alterna-
tive; nobody wants to be stuck with the radio. 
My friend Leslie says they play that Hannah 
Montana tune all the time.

Nathan Mattise is a weekly pop-culture 
columnist for The Daily Orange. His columns 

appear on Tuesdays.  The music snob on his 
floor freshman year was named Christopher, 
and he’d appreciate a Beulah shout out here. 
Mattise can be reached at nzmattis@syr.edu.

N at h a N  M at t i s e

lenny kravitz just makes hits

Get offline and save your local record store, one album at a time
Someday we’ll probably 
adventure into video games, 
Blu-rays. You need to get 
into all of it to survive, 
just to stay on your toes. 
We’re definitely aware of 
what’s going on, but we’ll 
adapt with our own style.

Mike Watson
manager at soundgarden 

Need advice on what classes to take?

Want to know what professors everyone loves?

Want to know what classes students hate?

Check out The Daily Orange’s 

Class Registration Guide 
               coming next Tuesday
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and third in career winning percentage 
(.718).

“He’s just one of the best in the country 
in all of NCAA hockey,” Gross said in a 
telephone interview Monday night. “Talking 
to his colleagues, everybody points to Paul 
Flanagan to being arguably the best women’s 
hockey coach in the business. … He’s just got 
such a great record of credentials that it was 

really a no-brainer for us.”
The hire comes 10 months to the day of 

Gross’ announcement last June 1 that Syra-
cuse would add a women’s hockey team and 
cut the school’s swimming and diving teams. 
The fi rst women’s ice hockey game is sched-
uled for October 3, against an opponent yet 
to be decided. Syracuse will play in the fi ve-
team College Hockey America conference.

Flanagan is the ninth head coach Gross 
has hired during his three-and-a-half-year 
tenure as athletic director.

Besides his sterling career record, Flana-

gan was named the 2001 American Hockey 
Coaches Association Coach of the Year, after 
leading St. Lawrence to the national champi-
onship game before losing, 4-2, to Minnesota-
Duluth.

That was the highest fi nish in school 
history. Despite his fi ve trips to the Frozen 
Four, including three straight from 2004-07, 
Flanagan’s teams have only made one cham-
pionship game.

This past season, Flanagan led the Saints 
to a 28-10-1 record and their fi fth straight 
NCAA Tournament.

Flanagan’s resume is not limited to the 
college ranks. He is currently serving as an 
assistant coach for the U.S. women’s national 
team.

Flanagan was with the squad, which is 
competing at the World Championships in 
Harbin, China, and was not available for 
comment Monday night.

“This is an opportunity to build a program 
the right way,” Flanagan said in a statement 
released by the Syracuse athletic department. 
“You do that by bringing in quality people 
with character. I think it will be a lot of fun 
and hopefully something that the university 
and the Syracuse area can be proud of.”

Despite Flanagan’s ties to St. Lawrence 
(his alma mater), and his molding of the 
Saints women into a perennial national con-
tender, Gross maintained it wasn’t hard to 
lure Flanagan away.

“He knows that we’ve got the best of every 
world here,” Gross said. “We’re going to give 

him everything he needs to build this into a 
championship program. He’s really excited.”

Still, Flanagan has quite the challenge in 
front of him. He has just over six months to 
assemble a team before the curtain goes up 
on Syracuse’s inaugural season.

Flanagan has experience recruiting the 
area from his time with the Saints. Also, 
should any of his players from St. Lawrence 
opt to transfer to SU, they will not lose a year 
of eligibility.

“I anticipate everything getting going in 
hurry. We may be young but we’re going to 
have 18 scholarships, the full allotment of 
scholarships available for Paul,” Gross said. 
“… We get e-mails every day from interna-
tional players, some of the best players in 
hockey that have expressed interest in here.”

Also unclear is where the team will play 
next fall. Gross said an announcement should 
be expected shortly, and the venues under 
consideration are Tennity Ice Pavilion on 
South Campus and War Memorial Coliseum 
downtown.

But those are matters for another day. For 
now, 10 months of searching were enough to 
convince Gross he’s found the right man to 
lead SU’s hockey program.

“We feel so comfortable when we fi nally 
made our decision because we’ve done it for 
so long now,” Gross said. “We’ve looked at 
everybody in the country and we feel like we 
got the best coach out of everyone we could 
have gotten.”

jsclayto@syr.edu

477

JOSEPH
F R O M  P A G E  2 0

Joseph is the prototypical SU prospect. Think 
Hakim Warrick Part II. Joseph said his fi nal 
decision was between SU and Georgetown, and 
he considered Texas, Maryland and Clemson 
earlier in the process.

The 9th-ranked small forward prospect by 
Scout.com, Joseph signed his letter of intent 
with Syracuse on Nov. 14 after committing last 
April. He deemed Syracuse his “dream school,” 
a four-hour drive from Montreal, where he lived 
until he left for Carroll before his junior year.

“I was 16 and leaving my family and friends 
behind,” Joseph said of transplanting to the 
prep school in Washington D.C. “It was kind 
of heartbreaking. You leave for college at 18 
when you’re more an adult. (I) had to learn to be 
mature and independent earlier.”

The cross-border move paid off — after he 
convinced his mom to let him go.

“At fi rst she actually said ‘No,’” Joseph said. 
“After me bugging her all the time she changed 
her mind quickly. We had a meeting, my coach, 

her and I and talked about the positives of me 
going to Carroll High School. (It took) maybe 
two weeks or so of me just nagging her.”

Joseph admitted to being distracted and 
struggling academically; he now has a 3.0 GPA. 
His brother, Maurice, then a freshman basket-
ball player at Michigan State before transfer-
ring to Vermont last season, knew a change of 
scenery could help his brother avoid the traps of 
“neighborhood life.”

Of course, as Maurice admitted, “We kind of 
built our dreams on the playground.”

The Joseph brothers, two different breeds 
of basketball talent, stayed on the Kent Park 
courts until the lights went off until 11 p.m. 

“(We’d) do the whole 3-2-1, take the game-
winning shot thing,” Maurice said. 

They learned to duck and dodge the security 
guards who tried to shoo them off. They relied 
on each other, the two best players on most 
courts, never playing on the same team.  

“We weren’t afraid to dream, but coming 
from Montreal, basketball takes a backseat to 
hockey most of the time,” Maurice said. “You 
can’t just go to a gym all the time and fi nd great 
pick-up games.”

Kris Joseph, much longer than his 6-foot-4 
brother, developed as a passer from a young age.

“He has never been a pure shooter,” his older 
brother said. “He can knock down outside shots 
sporadically. As he grew and was able to feel the 
defenses, he would pick guys apart.”

Now more consistent from the fl oor, Joseph 
said the pass fi rst-mentality remains. Murphy 
said SU could have used more players with that 
mindset this past season, when the Orange fi n-
ished 21-14 and lost in the quarterfi nals of the NIT.

“We have guys who love to score the ball if 
you look at our team,” Murphy said, “all except 
Kristof Ongenaet, who did the little things out 
there. We probably needed another guy like 
Ongenaet who would have liked to do other 
things other than score.”

Joseph is ready for that role — or any role. 
Murphy admitted Joseph’s place on the team 

is somewhat in limbo until freshman Donte 
Greene determines whether he will enter the 
NBA draft, but that he will have a place on the 
court regardless.

That reassurance, along with the Jim Boe-
heim-style of play, is the main reason Joseph 
will be at Syracuse instead of Georgetown later 

this year.
“The Georgetown team is a very talented 

team,” Perrow said. “I think he found it hard to 
believe where he was going to fi t in. I think that 
was a heavy piece on him.”

Even being in attendance for SU’s overtime 
loss to the Hoyas in January couldn’t sway 
Joseph away from his commitment, though he 
did face some razzing from his teammates. 

Always the humble type, Joseph knows the 
areas he needs to improve in — his quickness 
and his one-on-one defense — and he’s never the 
one to gloat about his seemingly bright future. 
Perrow said Joseph wears a Syracuse Under 
Armour-type shirt under his Carroll jersey 
and sometimes wore orange shirts when he 
trained last summer, but would never “put it in 
anybody’s face.” 

Joseph doesn’t need to brag. He’s the let’s-
bring-this-on-the-court type.

“(Joseph) plays like an old man, so to speak,” 
Perrow said. “He has the maturity of a very 
seasoned veteran.

“It’s almost like watching a high school kid 
play against a lot of elementary school kids.”

jafriedm@syr.edu

HOCKEY
F R O M  P A G E  1
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Kohn’s NCAA time lone highlight of weekend

daily orange file photo
AULTON KOHN qualified for the NCAA 
Regionals in the 100-meter dash with a 
time of 10.55 seconds, which ranked third 
in the preliminary round.

By McGhee Cost
STAFF WRITER

Chris Fox had a defi nitive game plan months 
ago when he began training his team to hit its 
peak during the outdoor season. There was one 
factor the Syracuse track and fi eld head coach 
couldn’t factor in though: the weather.

Syracuse traveled to Raleigh, N.C. and West 
Point, N.Y. for the Raleigh Relays and the Dick 
Shea Open, respectively. The Orange had hoped 
to face opponents in advantageous conditions, 
but its runners were hampered by cold tempera-
tures and inconsistent weather all weekend in 
both locations.

The effects of adjusting to the outdoor envi-
ronment were seen throughout the weekend. A 
botched exchange relegated the 400-meter relay 
team to a 12th-place fi nish. Meanwhile, times 
were slower in fi nal heats on Saturday when the 
weather was worse. 

With the exception of a standout fi nish by 
senior Aulton Kohn, Syracuse’s weekend con-
tained a dearth of dominant fi nishes for the 
Orange.

“You need heat to run fast, and if athletes 
can’t get warm enough, they can get hurt more 
easily,” Fox said. “We got good weather for one 
day, but the next day, it stunk.”

Jillian Drouin (javelin, 100-meter hurdles) 
and Ramon Sosa (4x100 meter relay), who both 
reached national level competition in the indoor 
season, failed to place better than 12th in their 
respective events in Raleigh.

Kohn was one of a few athletes to make the 
best of the weekend’s dismal situation. Kohn’s 

posted an NCAA regional qualifying time of 
10.55 seconds in the 100-meter dash on day 
one of the Raleigh Relays. He fi nished third in 
the event and fourth in the 200-meter dash on 
Saturday. 

Kohn was injured during his junior season 
and elected to redshirt. He was forced to sit out 
this year’s indoor campaign in order to par-
ticipate in the more elite outdoor portion of the 
season. This weekend’s trip to Raleigh was the 
fi rst meet this season Kohn has participated in.  

“I’m happy that I got back on the track and 
stayed healthy,” Kohn said. “I was impressed 
with my fi nish in the 100, but I still have a lot 
more work to do since I missed the warm-up 
indoor period.”

Kyle Heath, a distance runner who broke the 
SU record in the one-mile run during the indoor 
season, earned a solid second-place fi nish in the 
1500-meter run in Raleigh. Fox was especially 
pleased with Heath’s fi nish, which was outpaced 
only by a professional runner.

Heath also competed alongside fellow Syra-
cuse athletes Dan Busby, Jay Koloseus and 
Jordan Davis on a 6000-meter relay team that 
broke a school record, with a time of 15:35.16. 
The team fi nished third overall.

“I think that this meet is kind of a tune up for 
next week at Stanford,” Heath said of the near 
misses. “I felt good leading up to this weekend, 
and I still have momentum coming in from the 
indoor season.”

Despite the bright spots of Kohn and Heath, 
the Raleigh Relays did not provide an ideal 
opener to the outdoor season, which Fox views 

as the team’s time to peak. Still, Fox said that 
SU’s fi rst real test will come in Stanford next 
week, where the distance runners will have a 
chance to qualify for national level meets.

“The competition at Stanford will be extreme-
ly high,” Fox said. “This is a very important 
meet for the distance kids, but performances 
like Kyle’s are a good omen for success.”

Syracuse failed to secure many postseason 
qualifi cation times in its fi rst outing. Athletes 
have a limited number of chances to receive 
such berths, as they only compete in various 
events a fi xed number of times.

But Fox is still hopeful those times will 
emerge in the coming weeks, when the Orange 
can compete in more ideal conditions.

“The quality of training has gone up for our 
top athletes,” Fox said. “We’ll fi nd out how 
good we are this weekend.” 

mpcost@syr.edu

“You need heat to run 
fast, and if athletes 
can’t get warm enough, 
they can get hurt more 
easily. We got good 
weather for one day, but 
the next day, it stunk.”

Chris Fox
SU HEAD COACH
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up-to-the-minute insight and commentary — 
that has caused tension all month.

The issue began last June when a reporter 
from the Louisville Courier-Journal was 
ejected from an NCAA super-regional 
baseball game for live blogging. The NCAA 
had issued a memo that banned blog updates 
from the first pitch to the last out.

The Courier-Journal’s lawyer protested 
the NCAA’s action. And the media had a new 
battle to fight against the establishment.

Then in December, the NCAA released 
its new policy on live blogging, presumably 
so reporters could be aware of what actions 
would get them booted from the ballpark. 

The new guidelines limited the number 
of live posts a credentialed reporter could 
issue from a championship event (including 
the hyper-covered basketball tournaments). 
For example, during a basketball game, a 
reporter can only update his or her blog five 
times per half, once during halftime and 
twice per overtime period.

Reporters generally agree it is unlikely 
they would want to post more often than 
the limit set by the NCAA. Though it may 
be irritating in principle, in practicality, 
it is a non-issue beyond the association 
attempting to exert unprecedented edito-
rial control.

Yet, the issue that actually set off report-
ers and editors around the country was the 
requirement that all live blogs include a 

link to the NCAA’s Web site while display-
ing the association’s logo. This condition 
was seen as little more than a sly maneuver 
by the NCAA to receive free advertising on 
the blogs.

It forced bloggers covering teams in the 
tournament to either reinvent their live blog-
ging formula or comply with the NCAA’s free 
advertising gambit.

Pete Iorizzo covers the Siena men’s basket-
ball team for The Albany Times-Union. He 
said while the post limits (five per half) were 
reasonable — though irritating in principle 
— it was the logo requisite that crossed the 
line.

“If they wanted the logo up, they could buy 
an ad,” Iorizzo said. The problem “was more 
about the logo and not compensating for it 
in any way, and the blog is property of The 
Times-Union.”

Iorizzo wrote his blog in real time, but 
only posted it once the game was done.

The NCAA misunderstood the role of the 
new technology and wrongly perceived it 
as a threat. Blogs are a supplement to a fan’s 
consumption of the game action, and by 
involving itself in the production of indepen-
dent blogs, the NCAA only created an enemy 
for itself: the very reporters that cover its 
championship events.

It is disappointing the NCAA took this 
stance with new media and especially, as 
in Iorizzo’s case, when the blog serves as an 
integral outlet for disseminating additional 
information and nuanced commentary on 
a team. Iorizzo said he believes devout fans 
benefit from his blog as he can include more 

information and anecdotes than there is 
room for in his print stories.

The sort of devout fans who read sports 
blogs are not bypassing telecasts to read 
brief insights posted during games. The 
policy highlights the impulsive judgment 
being made by NCAA media officials, who 
did not return requests for comment.

Because the policy only applies to creden-
tialed reporters at championship events, its 
effects are generally limited, but if bloggers 
are looking for a way to skirt the regulation 
they could follow the approach taken by The 
Los Angeles Times’ UCLA blogger.

Richard Perelman’s byline does not 
appear in The Times’ print edition because 
the paper has the luxury of retaining him 
solely to blog about the Bruins.

But Perelman refused the paper’s offer 
to travel with the Final Four-bound UCLA 
men’s basketball team throughout the NCAA 
Tournament. He made the decision because 
he thinks the best place to blog from is his 
library — not to avoid the live blogging 
policy.

Perelman described an “information 
super center” he creates for himself in his 
library with the game on television muted 
so he can listen to the local radio broadcast 
while he follows the latest statistics on one 
computer and live blogs on another.

“I don’t see any advantage to being in the 
arena,” he said. “How could I do much better? 
I’m in a much better position to comment on 
what’s going on sitting in my library.”

And while Perelman agrees that the 
NCAA policy is “silly,” he blogs outside of 

its jurisdiction. Though, his design may 
shed some light on the next evolution in live 
sports blogging.

With or without NCAA regulations, live 
blogging is now a fixture for sports writers 
across the country. Newspapers have only 
recently fully embraced the potential (and 
limitless writing space) of the Internet and 
with a concentrated effort on exploiting the 
resources of the Web, only more develop-
ments will be seen.

But unfortunately, the NCAA has not 
taken a forward-thinking attitude concern-
ing new media coverage. It offered an 
archaic, unfounded, unnecessary and inter-
ventionist policy to combat what is really a 
phantom fear. 

It is shocking that the businesspeople who 
run the NCAA actually fear their product 
will be devalued if there is no regulation 
over live blogging. 

“I’m not sure what it is they are afraid of,” 
Iorizzo said.

The answer is they are afraid of what they 
don’t understand.

Matt Reilly is the sports and the media 
columnist for The Daily Orange. He can 

be reached at msreilly@syr.edu.

Well, he and his team will have to start 
thinking about that now. Or, at the very least, 
answer plenty of questions about it.

Syracuse (7-1) was ranked No. 1 in both 
the Nike/Inside Lacrosse media poll and the 
USILA Coaches poll Monday. It’s the first 
time the Orange has held the top spot since 
2004, when Mikey Powell led SU to 14-13 come-
back victory against Navy in the national 
championship game.

The Orange received nine first place votes 
and 347 total points in Monday’s poll. Duke 
came in a hair behind, with 342 points and 
eight first place votes. Maryland, which beat 
the previous No. 1 Virginia Saturday, came 
in third with one first place vote. 

Syracuse also received eight of the 11 first-
place votes in the coaches poll. 

The last time SU was the top-ranked team 
during the regular season was more than 
five years ago, in the second week of the 2003 
season.

Syracuse has been in the top five since its 
14-13 overtime loss to Virginia at the Face-Off 
Classic in Baltimore on March 1. The team 
moved into second place last week after a 16-2 
win against Binghamton.

For a group searching for redemption 
after last year’s 5-8 record, being  No. 1 now is 
a step in the right direction. But just a step.

When asked about the prospect of being 
ranked No. 1 Saturday following a 13-8 win 
over Loyola, Syracuse’s fifth in a row, Desko 
downplayed the issue. His players, like senior 

attack Mike Leveille, followed suit. 
Leveille arrived at SU in 2005, to a program 

saddled with the burden of replacing a super-
star like Powell and remaining a national 
contender. This is his first taste of No. 1, but he 
won’t savor it just yet.

“It’s exciting,” the tri-captain said Sat-

urday. “But at the same time, we’re more 
satisfied just being 7-1, working hard, feeling 
like every game we go out there we can win. 
We just want to keep that going. 

“Like I said, we aren’t satisfied here. We 
aren’t done yet.”

ramccull@syr.edu

polls
f r o m  p a g e  2 0

reilly
f r o m  p a g e  2 0

stephen dockery | photo editor
Steven BrookS scored the game-winning goal for Syracuse at Johns Hopkins March 15. The overtime win is one of four victories 
the Orange has had against ranked opponents to help propel the team to its No. 1 ranking this week.

More inforMation
View the NCAA’s entire policy on live 
blogging at championship events online 
at http://www2.ncaa.org/portal/media _
and _ events/press _ room/media _ kit/
credentials/2008 _ blogging _ policy.pdf

“It’s exciting. But at the 
same time, we’re more 
satisfied just being 7-1, 
working hard, feeling like 
every game we go out 
there we can win. We just 
want to keep that going.

Mike Leveille
SU SeNiOr ATTACk
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classified discount rates

the particulars 

and pricing
extras that personalize and perfect your ad

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info
hours:Mon 12:45-2, tue 11-1, thur 1-3 
fri 1-2
deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. 
each additional word is 10 cents per day. bold 
and capitaliZed words cost anadditional 5 
cents per word.the boxed list pricesare per 
inch. there is no per word charge and bold 
and caps are free.
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ApArtments for rent

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

621 euclid ave
117 Redfield Place
145 avondale place 

available for 2008-2009
fully furnished, laundry, parking, full-

time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

great apartments still available for 
2008/2009 see our website for details: 

campushill.com. or call us at 
315-422-7110

 bedroom apt. female roomate needed for middle 
bedroom $550 per month. big living room, kitchen 
and bathroom for fall 08-spring 09.email at 
annachma@syr.edu

apartMents apartMents 
478-7493

three bedrooMs
rent start at $250/ bedrooM

sonia
350-4191

WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

1,2,3,4,5 bedroom apts and houses, June 
or august occupancy, free offstreet 

parking, free Washer and dryer. 422-7138 
or 445-1808

two & three Bedroom flats excellent condi-
tion fireplace, laundry, backyard, garage, 
hardwoods, finished basement. call 727-3646

three bedrooM apartMents  
WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

sonia
350-4191

110 Comstock
3 Bedroom Apartments

available august 2008
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, microwave, 
dishwasher, garbage disposal, balconies, 

off street parking, laundry. 
$350 pp + utilities.  

Call 478-6504

116 Comstock Ave. 
studios 

available aug. 2008, 
$600/month inc. heat

Large, hardwood floors, lots of light, off-
street parking, laundry.

Call for an appointment!
478-6504

eLeGAntLY oVerLooKInG pArK 
luxurious furnished heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  
1108-1205-1207-1209 Madison st.
no pets CALL 469-0780. 

prIVAte fUrnIsHeD stUDIo 
Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. 
509 University Ave. 

Carpeted, Air-conditioned, furnished, 
secure, Laundry, parking, maintenance. 

Available for 2008-2009. 
University Area Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. #30 479-5005
www.universityarea.com

5/6 bedroom house. furnished, 2.5 baths. fire-
places, porch, quiet neighborhood, free washer/
dryer. June 2008 or august 15, 2008. 422-7138 
or 445-1808

energy star Apartments 
(Low Utilities)

Visit Website 24/7
www.universityhill.com

to see Call sonia 
350-4191

enerGY stAr ApArtments 
(LoW UtILItIes)

VIsIt WeBsIte 24/7 
WWW.UnIVersItYHILL.Com

sonIA
350-4191

south Campus

2, 3 and 4 bedroom apartments
completly furnished!

plasma tVs!
free internet!

air conditioning!
oak floors!

new appliances!
Just bring Your clothes and laptop

Call peach properties 
350-1327

University Apartments 
Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedrooms, 
Walking distance to campus, 
some Available now. 437-

7577

bills are Just liKe hills
once You get on top of theM 
You end up right bacK under 

tHem 
WAnt to eLImInAte YoUr BILLs for 

GooD?
call Wright WaY financial

1-877-406-0220
We can get You on top and help 

You staY on top

HeLp WAnteD
pArt tIme WorK
$14.25 Base- App.

*flexible schedules
*customer sales/service
*all majors welcome
*conditions apply, all ages 18+

Call 434-9553

Undercover shoppers earn up to $70 
per day. undercover shoppers needed to 
judge retail/dining establishments. no exp 

required please call 800-722-4791

serVICes
resume writing starting at $29.95. go to www.
resumeedge.com. use coupon code orange 
for $5 off resume writing services.

5 3

6 3

6 4

9 5 6 7

4 8 9

2 7 4 8

3 6 8

1 7

1 2

evilsudoku!

3 8

2 8 7 9

4 1 5 3

9 7 3

8 4

6 2 5

1 5 2 4

9 8 3 4

6 9

4 3

3 4 7

6 2 4

7 5

9 1 4 8 3

7 8

2 5 8

3 1 5

1 9

hardsudoku!

eaSYsudoku!
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By Andy McCullough
Managing Editor

John Desko doesn’t want to get 
caught up in all this mid-season 
talk about polls. 

“I really only care about being 
No. 1 after your last game,” the 
Syracuse men’s lacrosse coach said 
Saturday. “I don’t look at it too 
much. I guess, you know, it’s maybe 
a little bit of a reward for the guys 
playing well and winning. But as 
soon you start focusing on your 
rankings, you can get in a little bit 
of trouble.”

Nike/iNside 
Lacrosse MeN’s 
d-i Media PoLL
(first-place votes in parenthesis)
1. Syracuse (9) 7-1
2. duke (8) 10-1
3. Maryland (1) 7-2
4. Virginia 9-1
5. georgetown 5-2
6. north Carolina 7-2
7. notre dame 7-1
8. Cornell 7-1
9. navy 8-2
10. Johns Hopkins 3-4

see polls page 18

see reilly page 18

preston keres | the washington post
KriS joSeph (right) is the no. 9 rated small forward prospect by Scout.com. Joseph, who is originally from Montreal, opted to attend 
Syracuse over georgetown, labeling SU as his “dream school.”

m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

sU sits atop 
polls for 1st 
time since ’04

M at t  r e i L Ly

tv umpire

NCAA’s live 
blog restrictions

unfounded

‘He can play everywhere’
At 6-foot-8, Kris Joseph has plenty of versatility with a pass-first mind

By Jackie Friedman
Staff WritEr

K
ris Joseph is a child. He ambles 
through the lunchroom, 
chasing classmates, getting 
laughed at by administrators.

“One of my assistant coaches said, 
‘So that’s what Syracuse is looking 
for — a 6-foot-8 kid who can skip 
around the school,’” said Clinton Per-
row, Joseph’s coach at Archbishop 
Carroll High School. “He’s 6-foot-8 
and 200-some-odd pounds, but he’s 
still a kid.”

On the court, he is a man.
On the court, he’s calm, unfazed. 

He can finish a game with 10 assists 
or 30 points, or both. He can score 15 

straight when the rest of his team is 
slumping. He can read the game and 
will teammates into the slightest of 
gaps. 

Joseph is a basketball cliché — 
versatile, what they call guys who 
can do more than one thing at a time, 
like walk and chew gum. But Joseph 
is not a stereotype. He is versatile.

He can dunk — “I’ve seen him 
jump over another kid’s head to dunk 
the ball,” Perrow said. “I mean this 
kid is 5-foot-2, 5-foot-3, but still. It was 
a game situation. He does things you 
read about and see in the movies.” 
And, he already has a YouTube clip 
in his honor.

But he’s unselfish — “I would 

really much rather make the pass 
then the basket,” Joseph said.

Perrow calls him “a floor gen-
eral” and “a playmaker.” Syracuse 
assistant coach Rob Murphy, who 

recruited Joseph, calls him a player 
who, “when it’s all said and done, 
with three or four years of college 
basketball, will be looked at one of 
the best players that came through 
Syracuse University.”

But mostly, Perrow says, “It’ll be 
hard to keep Kris off the floor.”

Murphy agrees.
“He can play everywhere from 

point, shooting guard, small forward 
and power forward because of his 
height, length and ability,” Murphy 
said.

“I don’t want to say any player is 
too good to redshirt, but he’s defi-
nitely a first-year guy.”

Part 1 of a 3-part series profil-
ing the incoming SU men’s 
basketball recruiting class.
Tomorrow: Mookie jones
Thursday: james Southerland

ne
xt

2008
WAVE

I n the mind’s eye of the NCAA, 
there exist crazed college hoops 
fans who ignore the high-

definition broadcasts of the March 
tournament.

Yet, these fans are not missing the 
live action. They are closely following 
it on their personal computer, read-
ing the live blog of a beat reporter on 
a newspaper Web site.

Sound absurd? So is the current 
NCAA media policy regarding live 
blogging — the practice of updating 
a blog during an event providing 

see joseph page 16
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By Shayna Meliker
Asst. News editor

U nfortunately for the cast of 
First Year Players’ (FYP) pro-
duction of “FAME,” Goldstein 

Auditorium shuts down at midnight. 
Monday night’s dress rehearsal of 

FYP’s show — starring 24 freshmen 
organized by 
more than 50 
upperclass-
men — fea-
tured a com-
plete set and 
full orchestra. 
The group had 
been going 

strong for the past five hours, and the 
actors showed no signs of slowing the 
run of their physically — and vocally 
— demanding musical. 

But then they’re told to stop. To 
take off the vibrant makeup, remove 

their vintage costumes and put back 
all props.

It’s midnight, and on the way out of 
Schine, the cast is still singing songs 
from “FAME.” The troupe — part of 
Syracuse University’s student-run 
theater organization for freshmen 
and transfer students with non-drama 
majors — will return tonight though, 
as they have every night this week.

On paper, it’s called “tech week,” 
in which all elements of the show — 
sound, lights, costumes and dance 
— come together. To theater kids, it’s 
just known as “hell week.”

THE SHOW
Set in the competitive New York 

High School of Performing Arts in 
New York City, the musical follows 
student actors, dancers and singers 
working toward one common goal: 
becoming famous. 

“It’s about fulfilling dreams and 
wanting to be famous,” said Alex 
Rabinowitz, director of this year’s 
show and a junior film major. “That’s 
something we can all relate to. I real-
ly enjoyed getting to see the show 
every night of the semester. When 
this is over, I’ll be upset that I don’t 
get to see this show every single 
night of my life.”

REHEARSALS
The cast has been rehears-

ing since Jan. 24, with a rigorous 
schedule full of acting, dancing and 
singing. With all of the demands of 
the show, Sundays and every other 
Monday were the only days without 
rehearsals. 

For the past three weeks, rehears-
als have been every day. But Ray-
mond Lapena, an ensemble member 
and freshman public relations major, 

said all of the practice has paid off, 
and the group tries to fit everyone’s 
schedule, such as when Lapena has 
rehearsals with SU a cappella group 
Groovestand. 

“As we’ve gotten closer to the 

just kidding 
hi 43° | lo 17°

see diALOguE page 8

see fyp page 15 see fAcuLTy page 9

rachel fus | staff photographer
“FAME” CAST MEMBERS participate in a run-through of the show. First Year Players’ premiere of its annual musical is thursday in Goldstein Auditorium.

Center name 
change sparks 
campus debate 
Students, faculty 
discuss new title of 
R.A.P.E. center

Recent stats of SU hires 
mimic national trend 
of more administrators 
than faculty members

Almost famous First Year Players polish 
musical ‘FAME’ during 
intense week of rehearsals

I N S I D E P U l P

Gamers beware
Nintendo and other companies 
in the succeeding video game 
industry cannot escape effects 
of recession.  Page 17

I N S I D E S P o R t S

Job security
women’s basketball head coach 
Quentin Hillsman signed a five-
year contract extension tuesday.
Page 24

I N S I D E o P I N I o N

The right time
with lots of new right-center 
world leaders, Vinny Napolitano 
says its the perfect time for 
John McCain. Page 5

By Dan Scorpio
stAFF writer

Administrators are beginning to out-
number faculty at universities across 
the country, and some experts are 
wary of the consequences this poses 
to education.

A new report states that insti-
tutions of higher education in the 
United States employ more staff posi-
tions than teaching faculty members, 
according to a report by The National 
Center for Education Statistics 
(NCES) in March 2008.

Faculty
fallout

WhaT is FirsT 
Year PlaYers?
First Year Players (FYP) is a stu-
dent-run theater organization for 
freshmen and transfer students 
with non-drama majors. it was 
founded in 1992 by ed Golden, 
who was the vice president 
for student affairs at syracuse 
University. FYP casts have per-
formed shows including “How 
to succeed in Business without 
really trying,” “Follies” and 
“Anything Goes.”

By Nicole Loring
stAFF writer

Students began to voice concerns after 
they discovered the center for Rape; 
Advocacy, Prevention, Education 
(R.A.P.E.) changed its name to the Sex-
ual Assault Support Services (SASS). 

“What was inflicted on victims of 
sexual assault was not their fault in the 
least,” said Ben Bradley, a member of A 
Men’s Issue, a male student group with 
the professed vision of moving toward 
a society that embraces gender equity 
and is free from sexual violence. 

“This name change means that sur-
vivors will not seek the support they 

I N S I D E N E w S

hard hitters
this past weekend, sUNY-
esF hosted the Annual east 
Coast Lumberjack roundup 
competition. Page 7

iF YOU GO
What: ‘FAMe’
Where: Goldstein 
Auditorium
When: April 3-5, 
8 p.m.
How much: $4 for 
students
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World War I, 
1917

President 
Woodrow 

Wilson asks 
Congress to 
declare war 
on Germany. 

Thomas 
Jefferson, 

1743
The third 

president of 
the United 
States is 

born. 

Charlemagne, 
742

The king and 
emperor of 

the Franks is 
born in 

Belgium.   

U.S. Mint,
1792
The 

Coinage Act 
is passed, 
establish-
ing the U.S. 

Mint. 

u . S .  &  w O R l D  N e w S
compiled by paul stanley

President of Zimbabwe 
defeated after 28 year rule
President Robert Mugabe 
of Zimbabwe was defeated 
at the polls last night after 
28 ruthless years in power. 
Morgan Tsvangirai, the leader 
of the opposition Movement for 
Democratic Change, refused to 
declare victory but told reporters 
that he had achieved “above the 
constitutional requirement” to 
avoid a run-off. He promised to 
wait for the Election Commission 
to announce official results 
before declaring victory. Some 
are suspicious that the election 
might be rigged or that a deal 
may have been made between 
the candidates to make Mugabe 
vice president and ensure that 
he isn’t prosecuted for any 
crimes he committed during 
his authoritarian rule. Western 
diplomats believe that Dumiso 
Dabengwa, the Zanu former 
Home Affaird Minister, who 
left the party five weeks ago, 
will become vice president and 
force Mugabe’s retirement. 

British troop withdrawal 
postponed in Iraq
British Defense Secretary Des 
Browne’s plans to reduce troop 
levels in Iraq have been post-
poned because of increased 
violence in Basra. He made the 
announcement yesterday to 
members of parliament. A British 
military spokesman confirmed 
British units were moving closer 
to the city to support Iraqis on 
the ground. Last October, British 
Prime Minister Gordon Brown 
announced plans to cut the Brit-
ish force from 4,100 to 2,500 
this spring, with an indication 
that further cuts could follow. He 
said this week that Britain will 
continue to play a vital role in 
supporting the Iraqi troops. The 
defense secretary did not give a 
timetable for the delay in pulling 
out British troops, but officials 
say if the Iraqi armed forces 
are strengthened and security 
improves in Basra, British troops 
will be able to return home. 
More 1,000 Iraqi civilians and 
security personnel were killed 
in March, the highest monthly 
death toll since August. 
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Community kitchen
Whitman program leads to community 
test kitchen in downtown Syracuse.     
 
O P I n I O n

Redefining roles
Jessica Johnson analyzes how 
activists are often misconstrued.   
 P u l P
Fashion forward
A makeup artist and fashion designer 
showcase style-driven talent. 

 s P O r t s 
Southerland goes north
James Southerland is the final piece 
of SU basketball’s recruiting class.

S P O R T S  S C H e D u l e

QUEStioN of tHE wEEK
How do you feel about women’s 
ice hockey replacing swimming? 

By Blair Dudik
CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER 

“I think that the swimming and 
diving teams would draw more 
interest. It’s a shame to see them go.”  

 Adam Davidson
fRESHMAN, UNDECIDED BUSINESS

“with this $1 billion campaign, I 
wonder where our money is going and 
why we have to substitute programs.”  

Justin Cole
fRESHMAN, POLICY STUDIES

“I think that’s messed up that they 
got rid of two teams to make one.”  

                               
Tiffany Pierrot 

                                                        fRESHMAN, SOCIAL WORk

“I prefer variety over high standards.”

  

 Myranne Sanchez
fRESHMAN, UNDECIDED ARTS AND SCIENCES

“the difference is negligible. nobody 
really goes to their meets or games.” 

  

AJ Landau
SOPHOMORE, RELIGION

“I don’t think it’s right, but this 
is the first I’ve heard of it.”

  Alex Cox
fRESHMAN, COMMUNICATION DESIGN

T O D AY ’ S  e V e N T S
What: 5th Annual Whitman Day
When: 11:30 a.m.    
Where: Whitman School of Management
How much: free 
 
What: Statistics colloquium: Yanjun Yan
When: 4:15 p.m.
Where: 313 Carnegie Building
How much: free 

What: Jonathan Shay lecture
When: 4:30 p.m.  
Where: Maxwell Auditorium
How much: free 

What: Syracuse Charity Poker Series
When: 7 p.m. 
Where: Nifkin Lounge, Marshall Hall
How much: $5 

MEN’S 
LACROSSE 
Sat., April 5 
vs. Princeton 
@ 3 p.m., Carrier Dome 
 
SOFTBALL 
Fri., April 4 
vs. Providence 
@ 2 p.m., Syracuse, N.Y. 
 
TRACK & FIELD 
Sat., April 5  
Sam Howell Invitational 
@ TBA, Princeton, N.J.

WOMEN’S  
LACROSSE 
Wed., April 2 
vs. Albany 
@ 4 p.m., Albany, N.Y. 
 
TENNIS 
Sat., April 5 
vs. Rutgers 
@ 10 a.m., Syracuse, N.Y. 

ROWING 
Sat., April 5  
vs. Cornell & Yale 
@ All day, Derby, Conn.
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By Hope Morley
Staff Writer

Jeff Jacoby said the media skews 
Middle Eastern coverage because 
even journalists are ignorant of 
what is really happening. 

“There is plenty of room in this 
conflict, as in any conflict, for mis-
information,” Jacoby said about 
bias in Middle East reporting.

Jacoby, a Boston Globe op-ed 
columnist, listed example after 
example of what he sees as severe 
bias in coverage of the Middle East 
conflict in his speech Tuesday night 
in the S.I. Newhouse School of Pub-
lic Communications’ Hergenhan 
Auditorium.  

The goal of his speech, titled 
“Why the Media Gets the Middle 
East Wrong,” was to educate news 
consumers about the possibil-
ity that the news they receive is 
skewed, he said. 

Jacoby read excerpts from two 
New York Times editorials about 
the deaths of terrorists. He showed 
a picture that’s caption described 
an Israeli police officer standing 
over what appeared to be a beaten 
Palestinian youth. In reality, the 
youth was a Jewish boy from Chi-
cago who had just been mugged. He 
was running to the police officer for 
protection.

“Nobody in news media ques-
tioned the storyline of Israeli bru-
tality and a Palestinian victim,” 
Jacoby said. 

Jacoby said one factor that con-
tributes to this bias is ignorance. 

A good journalist is expected to be 
able to cover a story, even without 
prior knowledge of the situation, 
Jacoby said. Too often, these inex-
perienced reporters “get bamboo-
zled.”

“If they go in with ignorance, 
very often they will get the story 
wrong,” he said.

An over-emphasis on Israel in 
the news is another factor in cover-
age bias, he said. Many reporters 
are based in Jerusalem because 
Israel defends the right to a free 
press. Thus, more investigative 
stories about Israel are produced 
because there is no fear of the gov-
ernment harming reporters. 

“Where journalists are concen-
trated, coverage tends to be nega-
tive,” he said.  

Along those lines, fear also 
contributes to biases in the news, 
he said. Jacoby cited the example 
of CNN admitting it knew horror 
stories about Saddam Hussein, but 
did not air them until after he was 
removed from power because of 
fear. 

SU’s fight for workers’ rights continues despite recent setbacks

see union page 9

lucas mccomb | asst. photo editor
jeff jacoby, a Boston Globe op-ed columnist, gave a speech titled “Why the Media Gets the Middle 
east Wrong” and answered audience members’ questions tuesday in the Hergenhan auditorium. . see jacoby page 8

Journalist criticizes media 
coverage in Middle east

Lauren Bertolini
aSSt. NeWS editor 

A student-driven crusade for workers’ 
rights had all but disappeared when 
Nick Cavanaugh’s roommate asked 
for help to revive the group in 2004 – 
something he did without hesitation. 

“I heard about it in the years prior 
and had picked up in some of the lore 
of the organization,” he said. 

Cavanaugh became a driving 
force in the second wave of the Stu-
dent Coalition on Organized Labor 
(SCOOL), a group known for pressur-
ing Syracuse University to join the 
anti-sweatshop movement in the late 
1990s.

SCOOL drew the attention of the 
administration in its early years by 

staging teach-ins and organizing 
informational sessions, said Fran 
Clarke, the program director of the 
SU branch of the New York Public 
Interest Research Group (NYPIRG). 

As time passed, the group orga-
nized sleep-outs on the Quad and 
other vocal protests, “to raise aware-
ness right about the time that the 
administration was deciding whether 
or not to sign on,” Clarke said. 

The efforts by SCOOL paid off 
when SU became one of 176 schools 
to affiliate with the Worker’s Rights 
Consortium (WRC), a watchdog orga-
nization that works to ensure higher 
wages and better working conditions 
in factories where college and univer-
sity apparel is produced.

But most of the groups dropped out 
of the fight for the cause. The events of 
Sept. 11 and the beginning of the war 
in Iraq shifted the focus of student 
activists from the effects of globaliza-
tion to the anti-war movement, Clarke 
said. 

Cavanaugh and a small group of 
students decided to jumpstart SCOOL 
in 2004. The group saw further suc-
cess when SU agreed to publicly sup-
port a WRC program, which limited 
the production of university apparel 
to select factories, allowing them to 
maintain a closer eye on worker con-
ditions. 

“I was hoping that by joining up 
with this national campaign (we 
would) really make a change in the 

industry, and that the power dynamic 
in the industry would shift to the 
needs and desires of the clothing 
workers,” Cavanaugh said. 

The WRC originally oversaw more 
than 3,000 factories, a daunting task 
for one organization, said Gair Eliza-
beth English, the SU director of Book-
stores and Trademark Licensing.

Under the new program, 75 percent 
of all SU apparel would have to be pro-
duced in approved factories within 
three years. And although the uni-
versity became one of the 40 schools 
to announce its public support of the 
initiative in March 2006, the program 
has yet to be implemented.

The reason: the initiative, labeled 

Jeff Jacoby cites 
lack of experience 
as source of bias

Who iS Jeff 
Jacoby?
Jeff Jacoby became a Boston 
Globe op-ed columnist in febru-
ary 1994. the newspaper hired 
him from the Boston Herald, 
where he worked as chief edito-
rial writer for seven years. He 
was a political commentator for 
Boston’s National Public radio 
affiliate, and hosted “talk of 
New england,” a weekly televi-
sion program.

Source: www.bostonglobe.com

ScooL action StepS
Program to limit the number of 
factories manufacturing univer-
sity apparel was not approved 
by the department of Justice.

2001: SU signs on with the 
Workers rights Consortium

2004: SU announces support of 
designated suppliers program

2007: request for positive 
business review letter sent to 
department of Justice in July

2008: WrC executive director 
announces that the request was 
denied in January
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By Julia Terruso
Staff Writer

For many veterans, the horrors of war do 
not cease when they return home. For many 
victims of rape and abuse, experiences do not 
fade but darken as time goes on. For many 
witnesses of tragic events, mental images lin-

ger, affecting lifestyles 
and peace of mind.   

According to the 
National Institute 
of Mental Health, 7.7 
million adults suffer 
from post-traumatic 
stress disorder (PTSD). 

Among those diagnosed are adults, teenagers 
and returning war veterans. The College of 
Arts and Sciences will host a lecture and panel 
today discussing PTSD and its effect on sol-
diers, from the time of the Trojan War to today. 

“(PTSD) is a topic that’s quite prominent 
now on campus and across the country, espe-
cially in connection with the Iraq War,” said 
Gerald Greenberg, associate dean of The Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences. “The people in (The 
Program in Classics) and some of the other 
people on campus tried to think how we could 
broaden that idea.” 

The two-part program consists of a panel 
discussion at 12:45 p.m. in 304AB Schine 
Student Center. The discussion, called “Post 

Traumatic Stress Disorder: The Undoing of 
Character,” will be followed by a lecture 
by author and research specialist Jonathan 
Shay in Maxwell Auditorium at 4:30 p.m.

Greenberg said he sees the panel and 
lecture as an ideal opportunity to bring an 
international issue to a localized setting. 

 “This is a classic example of how research 
in this area can be useful for people every-
where,” he said. “Not just people doing the 
research but people outside, especially for 
the veterans, — we have a VA hospital right 
next door.”

Greenberg helped set up the panel of three 
State University of New York Upstate Medical 
University professors moderated by Stephen 
Maisto, a clinical psychology professor. 

Maisto described PTSD as a syndrome that 
appears six months after the initial stress or 
event actually happened. 

“It’s a delayed response to a major stress,” 
he said. 

Maisto said these stresses include, but 
are not limited to, participation in combat or 
war, rape, a major car accident or witnessing 
a major injury or death. Symptoms include 
avoidance of people and places, high anxiety 
and flashbacks.

“PTSD has been with us for thousands 
of years but really only became recognized 
formally starting about 25 years ago in 1980,” 
Maisto said. 

This is when PTSD was added to the 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders, a handbook listing the criteria 

and formal diagnosis for mental disorders.
Shay, the author and research specialist, 

will lecture on the long history of PTSD, 
tracing the treatment of war veterans today 
all the way back to Homer’s “Iliad” and “The 
Odyssey.” His lecture is part of the Finley 
Lecture Series, sponsored by the classics 
program with a special donation from SU 
alumnus Robert Papworth ’68.

Shay won the MacArthur Fellowship for 
his study of Homer in relation to historical 
and modern-day war veterans. He wrote two 
books on the topic. The first, “Achilles in 
Vietnam: Combat Trauma and the Undoing 
of Character,” associates war experiences in 
Vietnam with those of Achilles in the Iliad. 
“Odysseus in America: Combat Trauma and 
the Trails of a Homecoming” examines a 
veteran’s return home from war.

While Shay’s lecture will center on the 
connection between veterans and PTSD, the 
panelists will also discuss other populations 
affected by the disorder.

Robert Gregory, an associate professor of 
psychiatry and behavioral sciences at SUNY 
Upstate Medical University, specializes in 
treatment teaching and research of border-
line personality disorder, a topic he will 
address at the panel. He is researching the 
effects of childhood trauma and the neglect 
on how adults view themselves and their abil-
ity to understand relationships or develop 
realistic and complex views. 

Gregory said people with PTSD have “a 
very hard time understanding what’s hap-

pening with themselves emotionally, and 
instead, they tend to have a generalized state 
of hyper arousal with symptoms of anxiety 
and irritability.”

Gregory developed a treatment for PSTD 
called “dynamic deconstructive psycho-
therapy.” The treatment consists of creative 
writing, dream exploration and provoking 
patients to talk about experiences. 

“The aim is to help patients to become 
more aware of their emotional experiences, 
so they can develop an integrated and coher-
ent sense of self,” he said. 

Greenberg said he hopes students attend 
the event and gain an understanding of PTSD 
and its effects on different populations. 

“I hope they learn something about the 
issue, how it affects people and how prevalent 
it might be,” he said. “I hope students come to 
have some sort of appreciation for the things 
these people have to deal with.”

jmterrus@syr.edu

Panel, speaker to discuss effects of post-traumatic stress disorder

IF YOU GO
What: health lecture
Where: 304aB 
Schine Student Center
When: 12:45 p.m.
How much: free

Discussion examines illness in 
soldiers who return from Iraq What Is pOst-traUmatIc 

stress dIsOrder?
Post-traumatic stress disorder is an anxi-
ety disorder that can occur after a trau-
matic event. these events include military 
combat, sexual abuse, car accidents and 
natural disasters. Some symptoms of the 
disorder are avoidance of certain people 
and places, flashbacks and feelings of 
hopelessness.
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B efore Sen. John McCain 
became the Republican nomi-
nee for president, his view on 

the war in Iraq seemed to be an issue 
with voters. But today, we are a little 
more than seven months away from 
the general election, and recent poll-
ing indicates McCain is faring much 
better than one would have guessed. 

According to a recent Pew Research 
poll, the economy has replaced the war 
in Iraq as the chief issue among vot-
ers, and a majority of Americans now 
believe the troop surge has worked 
to help stabilize Iraq. Moreover, 53 
percent of voters believe “the United 
States will ultimately prevail in Iraq.”

Questions about the rest of McCain’s 
foreign policy still lingered, however, until 
the senator’s major foreign policy speech 
just last week. As noted by CNN senior 
political analyst Bill Schneider, “One 
thing that is clear from this speech is that 
Sen. McCain is seeking a break from the 
Bush administration’s foreign policy.”

McCain said the United States might 
have non-combat presence in Iraq for 
100 years, as it presently does in other 
nations where it fought wars in the past. 
The key, however, is he also indicated 
combat operations may end sooner 
than that. And he supports drawing 
down American fighting presence in 
Iraq as recommended by officials on the 
ground like Gen. David Petraeus. 

A huge difference between McCain 
and George W. Bush comes with 
McCain’s openness to fostering better 
relationships with our democratic 
allies in the world. The next U.S. presi-
dent will come to power at a unique 
moment in history, when critical 
allies — such as England, France, 
Germany, Canada, Japan and South 
Korea — have pro-American, primar-
ily center-right heads of government 
— something that has not been seen for 
years. Who better to work closely with 
these world leaders than a man who 
himself is center-right politically and 
willing to reach out to the world?

Now is the time for a president capa-
ble of reaching out to these nations and, 
as McCain put it, who can “advance our 
values and defend our shared interests.” 
America can start rebuilding alliances 

with countries such as these which 
— either through fault of President Bush 
or the leaders of other nations — have 
been severed during the past eight years. 

McCain has also reemphasized his 
commitment to action in the Darfur 
region of Sudan, where thousands 
have been slaughtered in what can 
only be called genocide. Both Bush 
and the United Nations have failed 
miserably with this pressing issue, 
but McCain has sworn to “initialize 
NATO protective action” for Darfur, 
as reported by The New York Times. 

Another point to the McCain policy 
is his steadfast belief that global climate 
change and environmental conserva-
tion are issues that must be addressed 
by the world forum. While I do not agree 
with him 100 percent on how to fix these 
problems, it is a welcome change to see 
the environmentalist policies espoused 
by former presidents, like Teddy Roos-
evelt, brought back into the Republican 
Party after years of being lost. 

This column does not imply, however, 
that I agree with everything McCain has 
to say. I cringed to hear the Republican 
Party candidate call for the close of 
Guantanamo Bay and regret he is will-
ing to take waterboarding “off the table” 
for interrogating terrorists. 

But these are details that are minis-
cule in comparison to the overarching 
issues on foreign policy I am in agree-
ment with McCain on. This country 
needs someone to advance the Bush 
polices that worked, but also someone 
who can fix the ones that failed. If what he 
said in his foreign policy address is any 
indication to what he will do as president, 
McCain is the right person to do just that. 

Vinny Napolitano is a senior political 
science, American history and political 

philosophy major. He is the Executive 
Director of the College Republicans. His 

columns appear every Wednesday. He 
can be reached at vsnapoli@syr.edu.

As a thesis student here in archi-
tecture, I am questioning the valid-
ity of a recent article suggesting 
architecture students lack quality 
writing skills. 

In last Wednesday’s “Word Con-
nection,” where was the research 
involved in the formation of the 
central argument? 

We are required to take the 
mandatory writing courses set forth 

by the university. In addition, we 
have separate architectural theory 
courses, which require weekly theo-
retical summaries and proposals. 
The final culmination of our abilities 
occurs in thesis year when fifth-year 
students form cogent commentaries 
on architectural theory in the form 
of a thesis book.

That thesis book translates later 
into an actual building form. 

Lindor clearly states we are 
required to write extensively, yet 
his argument is counterbalanced 

by a Boise State scholar. Was that 
scholar an architect? What were 
his credentials to comment on our 
education? 

I understand time constraints 
with regard to your working pro-
cess. However, please do not misrep-
resent this school to the rest of the 
university, as many people are not 
aware of the architecture education 
available here.  
                  Michael Russick

SenIor TheSIS STuDenT

SChool of ArChITeCTure

opi n ions
i d e a s
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mackenzie reiss | staff photographer
becky bishop, a senior member of the ESF Woodsmen Team, cuts through logs with a chainsaw at the third Annual 
East Coast Lumberjack Roundup Saturday. The SUNY-ESF women’s team took second place with 914.22 points. 

kris wilson | staff photographer

brian boerjan, a SUNY-ESF sophomore cut through 
his foot with an ax during a log chopping event Saturday.  
He went on to finish all of the day’s events. 

kris wilson | staff photographer
A competitor participates in the vertical chop at 
Saturday’s Lumberjack Roundup. Smaller axes are expen-
sive and cost between $300 and $400.

‘Bragging rights’
Regional colleges break out the 
lumberjack toys in annual competition
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By Bill McMillan
STAFF WRITER

A s Brian Boerjan began to chop at his log, 
he swung his axe, cutting through his 
shoes and into his foot, rather than the 

wood.
This one stray swing of the axe in the hard-hit, 

an event in which a competitor chops at a piece of 
wood horizontally, added extra excitement to the 
third Annual East Coast Lumberjack Roundup 
Saturday.

“When I fi nish my last event I’m going to 
the hospital,” said Boerjan a sophomore wildlife 
science major in State University of New York 
College of Environmental Science and Forestry. “I 
probably need like three stitches in my foot.”

The third Annual East Cost Lumberjack 
Roundup was hosted by SUNY-ESF, with an audi-
ence of hundreds.

The free event showcased numerous schools, 
including Finger Lakes Community College 

(FLCC), SUNY Cobleskill and Paul Smith’s Col-
lege, in events similar to The Great Outdoor 
Games on ESPN.

Paul Smith’s College was the overall winner in 
both the men’s and women’s events, with 1150.56 
and 1063.58 points, respectively. 

“They won a trophy,” said Ian Freeburg, the 
captain of the ESF Woodsmen Team, of the win-
ning team.  “And the bragging rights for a whole 
year I guess.”

“The individual event winners from women’s 
and men’s events won a mug,” he said.

FLCC took home second place for the men’s 
team with 914.46 points, and ESF’s women’s team 
took second with 914.22 points.

Events were divided into four categories: 
Team, singles, doubles and triples, according to 
the ESF Woodsmen Web site. A team of woodsmen 
consists of either six males (jacks), six females 
(jills) or three males and three females.  

The Lumberjack Roundup was a full-day com-

petition with events including the axe throw, 
obstacle poll, fi re build, vertical and horizontal 
chops and pulp toss.

Usually a meet takes up the entire day and has 
each member of the team participating in four 
team events — one singles event and one doubles 
event with another teammate.

Spring meets can take up two days, with each 
member participating in fi ve team events: one 
singles events, one doubles event, one triple event 
and a canoeing event.

Gerry Towne, a junior in forest research 
management at ESF has traveled as far as Nova 
Scotia for this type of outdoor game and saw the 
experience as a positive competition rather than a 
cut-throat struggle for glory.

“There’s not much harshness between our 
teams,” he said. “It’s run by fellow woodsmen too, 
so we run it how we like.”

The tools of the trade do not come cheap either, 
Towne said. 

Smaller axes 
can run between 
$300 and $400 a 
piece with a $50 
sharpening charge. 
Bow-saw blades 
typically cost $350 
with a $150 sharp-
ening charge and cross-cut saws go for $1,500 a 
piece with a $300 to $400 sharpening charge.

“The axes are specially made for competi-
tions,” he said. “We have the axes bought over the 
years, and usually we keep them sharp, but we 
usually send them off to professional sharpeners 
to sharpen them for us.”

The event has been rising in popularity, espe-
cially in the United States, New Zealand, Austra-
lia and Canada, he said, but is also making its way 
into Europe. 

Towne had advice for anyone interested in 
becoming a lumberjack or jill.

“To be a professional, you should have the 
height, the build and the form, but in the collegiate 
you just need form,” he explained. “It’s just a lot of 
practice.”

Jess Goblet, a SUNY Cobeskill third year 
majoring in animal science, was one of the women 
competing during the weekend.

“I knew some of the guys on the team, and 
that’s how I got started, and then we just recruited 
other girls from there,” she said.

On average, the Cobleskill team practices 
three times a week, with daily practice as an event 
approaches, Goblet said.

Part of the sport’s appeal is it is not what most 
would consider mainstream, Goblet said. 

“It’s so different, and it’s not something that 
you hear about every day,” she said.

“A lot of people don’t know about it, and a lot 
of people don’t consider it something that is an 
actual sport because at our college we’re not 
considered an athletic team, we’re considered an 
athletic club, so we don’t get a lot of support from 
our college,” she said.  

John Clark, a resident of Rochester who came 
to the event sporting a genuine raccoon hat, was 
interested in the contests because of its real-
life leanings. Clark’s girlfriend competed in the 
annual event.

“I like the axe throwing because it’s kind of 
something that you don’t have to be a lumberjack 
to do,” he said. “The fi re starting is pretty intense 
because it’s actually, I think, really the most 
useful event that anyone who goes camping could 
do.”

Clark, who watched each event from the side-
lines, seemed to embody the excitement that sur-
rounded the event.

“A lot of times what’s cool about it is the teams 
are competitive among themselves but not with 
anybody else,” he said. “A lot of teams are cheer-
ing their opponents on just because everyone 
wants to do good. It’s all pretty low key.”

wfmcmill@syr.edu

YES, You Can Take Classes at ESF
Check course listings and see your academic advisor to register.

ESF Banner AD:Layout 1 10/16/07 1:40 PM Page 2

S U N Y- E S F
every wednesday in the daily orange

Jacks and jills Hundreds attend annual 
Lumberjack Roundup at ESF

kris wilson | staff photographer
A student participates in the horizontal chop at Saturday’s third Annual East Coast Lumberjack Roundup. Students from Finger Lakes 
Community College, SUNY-Cobleskill and Paul Smith’s College traveled to the SUNY-ESF campus to participate in the event. 

Visit us online 
to view more 
photos from 
this event.
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need,” he said. “This will lead to incidences of 
rape on campus being underreported, which 
will further silence the issue.”

An information and dialogue session to dis-
cuss the name change was hosted Tuesday night 
by A Men’s Issue.

Sarah Mart, director of the Office of Preven-
tion Services (OPS), justified the decision as an 
attempt to make the center more inviting.

 “The name change was an attempt to be 
inclusive and reach as many survivors as pos-
sible,” Mart said. “I heard a lot of comments from 
students to the tune of, ‘I didn’t go to the rape 
center because I didn’t know if I had been raped.’ 
It didn’t seem welcoming.”

The name change was announced in a news 
release on Feb. 20. 

Collin Capano, Sacchi Patel and Bradley, 
members of A Men’s Issue, presented informa-
tion the group had gathered about recent chang-
es made involving the OPS. 

“Removing the title of R.A.P.E. shifts the 
focus away from the seriousness of rape on the 
campus,” Patel said. “Twenty percent of the 
population will experience an attempted or com-
pleted rape in their lifetime – 17 percent women, 
3 percent men.”

Students and administrators also talked 
about the consolidation of the R.A.P.E. Center 
and the Options program, which is intended to 
help drug and alcohol abusers with one program 
in the OPS. This change was made without con-
sulting students or student groups on campus.

The Options program recently laid off of two 
out of three “prevention specialists,” which was 
also of concern to students. 

The services provided by the SASS and the 
Options program are not intertwined, Mart 

said. She explained it is normal for the Options 
program to experience a longer waiting list for 
students in the spring semesters. A student was 
told there were no more available sessions this 
semester, as reported by a Daily Orange column 
on Monday. 

Members of A Men’s Issue also said drug and 
alcohol abuse counseling should be kept sepa-
rate from rape and sexual assault support.

A Men’s Issue made it clear it wasn’t implying 
that victims of sexual assault would get worse 
counseling with these changes. But they voiced 
concern that victims’ perceptions of the changes 
to the center could deter them from seeking help.

After presenting its information and discuss-
ing its plans for passing around a petition for 
students and faculty to sign asking the OPS to 
rethink its changes, the A Men’s Issue members 
opened up the floor for audience members to 
voice their opinions.

Linda Alcoff, a professor in the philosophy 
department, said she was a member of the origi-
nal task force that created the R.A.P.E. Center 
in 1989, after a number of high-profile rapes 
occurred on campus. 

“I like the name change,” she said. “I never 
liked the name ‘the R.A.P.E. Center.’ But the new 
link in with alcohol and drug abuse prevention 
is problematic.”

Alcoff mentioned the original R.A.P.E. Center 
had an advisory board made up of students and 
faculty with communication expertise. 

“There needs to be ongoing oversight of stu-
dent input for this to work,” she said.

Larry Seivert, a junior in the Whitman 
School of Management and assembly member 
of the Student Association, voiced concern that 
students had to be turned away from the Options 
program because of the waiting list that cur-
rently stretches into next semester.

“It scares me to hear that students are being 
turned away,” he said. “Where else are they 

going to go?” 
Matthew Snyder, the director of communica-

tion and media relations for Student Affairs, was 
present to address some of the concerns being 
voiced.

“This has been a good faith effort trying to 
reach the broadest range of people,” Snyder said. 
“There have been pockets of misunderstand-
ing.”

Rachel Booth, a sophomore social work major, 
was surprised at the large number of people who 
showed up.

“Sexual violence and rape is very taboo in 
the community on campus and our society as 
a whole,” Booth said. “Meetings like this are 
important to bringing attention to this crucial 
issue.”

Meg Bertram, a junior in The College of Arts 
and Sciences, went to the dialogue in support of 
her friends in A Men’s Issue who informed her 
about the changes. 

“I thought the open forum was a good idea,” 
Bertram said. “There needs to be communica-
tion for both sides. I know it’s difficult for the 
school to get things done sometimes, but at the 
same time, this hasn’t been made clear to the 
students at all.”

Both Snyder and Mart remained positive 
about the possibility for dialogue to occur 
between the OPS and the SU community.

“We need you to continue this dialogue with 
us and help us in our path to make it understood 
that this is available to all on campus,” Snyder 
said. 

But some are still less optimistic.
“If your brother or sister or significant other 

were raped, and you found out that they never 
got help because they didn’t know where they 
couldn’t go, what would you say?” a sexual 
assault survivor said to the group. “What could 
you say? The damage would already be done.”

naloring@syr.edu

dialogue
f r o m  p a g e  1

jacoby
f r o m  p a g e  3

Jacoby said the media tends to attract 
people from more politically liberal back-
grounds. He defends his colleagues in the 
media as professionals who do not intend to 
skew stories, but he sees room for improve-
ment.

“It’s a problem when a newsroom is staffed 
by people who share the same political ide-
ology,” Jacoby said. “The left has taken a 
decided line on the Middle East with Israel as 
the villain and Palestine as the victim.”

Jacoby did offer a solution to this problem. 
He said reporting would be more fair if jour-
nalists recognized the root of the conflict, 
which he said is the failure of other Middle 
Eastern countries to accept a Jewish state.

Following his speech was a heated ques-
tion-and-answer session regarding his views. 
Haifa Jedea, a sophomore broadcast journal-
ism major, was angered that Jacoby seemed 
to be biased himself.

“It sounded like pro-Israel propaganda,” 
Jedea said. “I thought it would be more neu-
tral, not just about Israel.”

Jedea said she wants to study journalism 
because she also sees Middle Eastern report-
ing as problematic. But instead of elaborat-
ing on the region as a whole, she saw Jacoby’s 
speech as too skewed toward Israel.  

But some audience members were in agree-
ment with Jacoby. Kelsie Bouchard, a fresh-
man public relations major, said his speech 
was interesting and thought-provoking.

“I thought his points about photographs 
and ‘fauxtographs’ were the most interest-
ing,” Bouchard said. “I’m going to go look it 
up when I get home.”

hemorley@syr.edu
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“A concern for students is that faculty will 
not often be available outside of class time,” said 
John Curtis, director of research and public pol-
icy for the American Association of University 
Professors. “It likely will become more diffi cult 
to develop relationships with professors, and 
students’ learning will be affected.”

According to the NCES report, 48.6 percent 
of more than 3.5 million employees in higher 
education were full-time professors during the 
2006-2007 academic year. The remaining 51.4 
percent were administrative, student services 
and support staff.

In the past fi ve years, Syracuse University 
has hired 285 full-time employees. Of these 
new hires, 89 were for faculty positions — a 31 
percent ratio. 

The report also shows an increasing reliance 
of colleges and universities on part-time and 
adjunct professors. 

There are some higher education specialists 
who are troubled by these statistics.

Curtis said providing a number of additional 
services is distracting for universities.

“No longer is there just a little bit of advising 
or a few student activities,” Curtis said. “There 
is a wide variety.”

The number of full-time, non-faculty employ-
ees at universities has increased by 281 percent 
over the last several years, Curtis said.

Nationally, the number of tenure-track fac-
ulty has increased by 17 percent. 

New requirements put in place on how uni-
versities report data, further accreditation 
processes and increased emphasis on student 
learning outcomes are causes of the need for 
more administrative staff.

“We believe these numbers show that col-
leges and universities are getting away from 
their core mission,” Curtis said.

Fewer full-time faculty members increase 
the fear that students will have a diffi cult time 
developing meaningful relationships with their 
professors. 

Curtis said academic freedom concerns could 
arise from the use of more part-time professors, 
who are hired on either course-by-course or 
yearly contracts.

“If faculty are operating on limited con-
tracts, a professor will be less able to teach 
controversial material or even comment hon-
estly on the operations of the university,” 
Curtis said. “That is not a good environment 
in which to work.”

Some national experts say there is no reason 
to be alarmed by this trend. The changing 
nature of how universities operate has neces-
sitated the need for different allocation of 
resources.

“Colleges and universities must increasingly 
support areas outside of teaching in order to be 
competitive,” said Allison Vaillancourt, presi-
dent of the College and University Professional 
Association for Human Resources and associate 
vice president of human resources at the Uni-
versity of Arizona.

“Twenty years ago, we didn’t have the array 
of student services, IT support, campus recre-
ation services and so on required now to attract 
high-quality students,” Vaillancourt said.

From 1999 through 2007, there was growth 
in all budgeted staff positions at Syracuse Uni-
versity, said Kal Alston, associate provost for 
academic administration at SU.

Most increases were in the departments of 
technological support, student services, student 
affairs and other staff that “further supports 
the academic mission of the university,” Alston 
said.

Dining services have also seen a large infl ux 
of employees.

“Students want more choices available to 
them,” Alston said. “So there needs to be people 
who can provide for those choices.”

Alston said the number of faculty employed 
by SU has remained fairly constant in propor-
tion to the number of students enrolled.

“SU is very conscientious of the places where 
there are needs,” Alston said. “We believe we 
do a very good job keeping an eye on the main 
issues at hand and providing the full college 
experience for our students.”

This hiring trend raises a debate on the core 
mission of a university; something Alston said 
includes all aspects of student life.

“Our mission is to enrich experiences for 
students on campus,” Alston said, “and all good 
campuses are going to be responsive as to how to 
deploy resources best.”

dpscorpi@syr.edu
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UNION
F R O M  P A G E  3

the designated supplier program (DSP), was not 
approved by the Department of Justice (DOJ) in 
late 2007.

The WRC requested, and was denied, a favor-
able business review letter from the DOJ’s Divi-
sion of Antitrust, something that would aid in 
the installment of the program.

This decision will stall any further prog-
ress until the new presidential administration 
begins in mid 2009, said Scott Nova, the execu-
tive director of the WRC, in an e-mail to affi li-
ated colleges and universities in late January 
2008.

Nancy Stefan, the assistant director of the 
WRC, said issues of trade restriction and poli-
tics played into the decision by the DOJ.

“They gave a couple of reasons,” said Stefan, 
of the response from the DOJ. “They believed 
that the universities were competitors, and that 

the program would restrict some licensees of 
factories access from the market.” 

“We’re continuing to go forward, it is a set-
back, but next time this year we will have 
resubmitted that letter,” she said. “We offered to 
the staff attorneys at the DOJ that we would be 
willing to make adjustments, but they weren’t 
interested in discussing any modifi cations, and 
that leaves us with nothing to do but withdraw 
the letter.”

As SU waits for government approval of the 
DSP, it has taken advantage of opportunities 
offered by workers rights initiatives, which 
enforce the principles behind the stalled pro-
gram.

The WRC teamed up with another watchdog 
association in mid-March to fi nd the easiest 
way to implement a program that would ensure 
factory compliance on labor issues.

“It does make sense,” said Peter Webber, the 
director of auxiliary services at SU. “You can’t 
argue with the cause.”

lrbertol@syr.edu

dailyorange.com
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thedirty.com
College is all about embarrassing moments 
— drinking way too much, vomiting too much 
and drinking too much some more. But what 
happens when it’s all caught on camera and 
posted all over the Internet? Thedirty.com is 
one of several gossip and self-incriminating 
Web sites out there. Anyone who’s anyone 
can post pictures, and the person who runs 
the site, Nik, will comment on the picture — 

usually in some sarcastic fashion. There was 
even a Donald Trump-related scandal ignited 
via photos posted on thedirty.com. It features 
several cities and colleges, though Syracuse 
University is not on there…yet. This Web site 
is a procrastination tool and will give you a 
good chuckle to see those unfortunate, half 
naked, sorority girls getting humiliated all over 
the Internet. 

—Heather Mayer, copy editor 

hlmayer@syr.edu

internet corner   v.2.0
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the sweet stuff in the middle

Google, YouTube join in on April Fools funny business
A J  C h AvA r

the “any” key

koch records

STyleS p headlines the final Bandersnatch Music Series show of the year. Compared to indie rock acts from earlier in the 
semester, Styles P brings more hip hop to the Schine Underground.

style
Styles P brings hip hop 
to last Bandersnatch 
show of semester

Matter   of

A pril Fool’s Day has come and 
gone, but in its wake are sev-
eral tech pranks.

Here are the top online and offline 
April Fool’s technology pranks that 
ruffled feathers and made headlines 
this year — measured in 1-5 whoopie 
cushions. 
 
5: “xkcd,” “Dinosaur Comics” and 
“Questionable Content.”

What Happened?
The authors of these three popular 

Webcomics (Randall Munroe, Ryan 
North and J. Jacques, respectively) 
switched things up for All Fools’ Day, 
literally. xkcd.com redirected to ques-

tionablecontent.net, questionable-
content.net redirected to qwantz.com 
(Dinosaur Comics) and qwantz.com 
redirected to, you guessed it — xkcd.
com. The three authors happen to 
know each other and collaborated for 
the prank.

Prank-o-meter: 
Two out of five whoopies. It’s a pret-

ty ingenious way to confuse regular 
readers without losing them — many 
fans read all three of the comics, and 
it’s also a smart way to gain new read-
ers too. It scores low because a Digg 
user cracked the prank so quickly 
many people heard about the prank 
before they could even be fooled. 

4: Digg
What Happened?”
When users “dugg” any story on 

digg.com, instead of the number of 
diggs updating accurately, they got 
a random mathematical or Greek 
symbol, ranging from ≠ to ∑.

Prank-o-meter: 
Two out of five whoopies. Creative, 
but boring. With so many users, Digg 
could have gone all out and done some-
thing to truly baffle them. Though 
props for using the “sum” symbol 
outside of calculus and fraternities.  

3: Think Geek
What Happened?
Thinkgeek.com has a tradition 

of making fake products on its Web 
site every April Fool’s. This year’s 
included: The Betamax to HD-DVD 
converter, for converting one dead 
format to another. Then there was 
the USB home pregnancy test. From 

the description: “All you need is 
a USB port and some pee, it’s that 
easy!” Another gem is the ZapCam 
YouTube Tazer, a hybrid video cam-
era and tazer that uses Bluetooth 
and WiFi to automatically upload 
your hilarious videos of you tazing 
bros right to YouTube.

Prank-o-meter: 
Three out of five whoopies. The 

fake products ranged from the clear 
jokes to the mildly credible — a ban-
ner advertised, “Wii Games on your 
iPhone” — which could fool the less 
tech savvy. The creativity is pretty 
apparent too.

By Tim Goessling
Staff Writer

S tyles P has shared the microphone with Notori-
ous B.I.G., Jay-Z and Puff Daddy, and tonight, he 
comes to Syracuse. Ending the Bandersnatch 

Concert Series for the year, Styles differs from previous 
shows headlined by more indie artists like Matt Wertz 

and Earl Greyhound.
He is bringing hip hop to the 

Schine Underground at 8 p.m., 
with tickets having sold out a 
week ago. Doors open at 7:30 p.m., 
and DJ AKO and Staxx are the 
opening acts for the evening.

“I think he’s going to put on  
a good show,” said Kyra Zeller, 

co-president of University Union’s Bandersnatch. “I’ve 
seen clips of him performing. I think he’ll definitely live 
up to what the crowd is expecting.”

This is the fifth concert of the year for Bandersnatch, 
a division of UU that puts on smaller, intimate concerts 
held in the Schine Underground. Styles P marks a genre 
departure from the previous Bandersnatch concerts of 
the year, which included indie rock acts like Shiny Toy 
Guns.

Known for his powerful, message-infused lyrics, 
Styles P’s rap career started with The Lox, a group 
formed in the mid 90s with fellow rappers Jadakiss 
and Sheek Louch. Its biggest hits included the mega-hit 
“Money, Power, Respect.”

A Queens, N.Y., native, Styles P released his solo 
debut “A Gangster and a Gentleman” in 2002, which 
featured the popular hit “Good Times (I Get High).” 

IF YOU GO
What: Styles P
Where: Schine 
Underground
When: tonight at 8 
p.m. 
How much: tickets 
are sold out

see Chavar page 16

see sTyles p page 18
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THE TOWN BIKE BY CHRIS GIORGIO | GIORGIO.CHRIS@GMAIL.COM THEN ROB FAY | RAFAY@SYR.EDU

DINOSAUR COMICS BY RYAN NORTH | QWANTZ.COM

CLASSIC PERRY BIBLE FELLOWSHIP BY NICK GUREWITCH | PBFCOMICS.COM

ËFriday Happy Hour-No cover! 
ËFree food 5-7 p.m.
Ë$3 pitchers and more specials

21 & over. Please drink responsibly. Don’t drink and drive.

MAGGIES
Restaurant & Sports Bar

161 Marshall Street

Great food Fun times

C R O S S W O R D
BY THOMAS JOSEPH
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JURASSIC PARK BY DEREK WALBORN | DEREKWALBORN@GMAIL.COM

DUCKMAN

THE PERRY BIBLE FELLOWSHIP BY NICHOLAS GUREWITCH | PILLSBURYSOLDIER@HOTMAIL.COM

A MIDNIGHT FLIGHT BY ALBERT BIRNEY | ALBERTBIRNEY@GMAIL.COM

  BY MICHELE ROSENTHAL | MISHYSHELLY@GMAIL.COM

MR. T
BY VANESSA LAURIA | VANESSALAURIA@GMAIL.COM



Sponsors

Media Sponsors

Festival Tickets & Passes at:

The Sound Garden
124 Walton St.  
in Armory Square

Emerald City Video
3208 Erie Blvd. East

Festival office at the  
Hotel Syracuse
500 S. Warren St.

Online at  
www.syrfilm.com
& during the festival 
at all venues
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Dream

rachel fus | staff photographer

HannaH cordell, who plays the role of Iris, takes notes at dance practice. The cast 
is composed of all freshman non-drama majors. 

rachel fus | staff photographer
KeVIn HIrST, an ensemble member, has his eyeliner applied by makeup artist Caitlin 
Guthoff before a run-through of the show.

rachel fus | staff photographer
KaTlyn MoraHan, choreographer for “FAME,” goes over notes with the cast before 
dance practice begins.

theater
f i r s t  y e a r  p l a y e r s  ‘ fa m e ’
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FYP
F R O M  P A G E  1

show, it’s defi nitely become more intense,” 
he said. “But we’re on track. I really enjoyed 
learning techniques from music students and 
having to work at dance rehearsals, because 
it’s not something I do a lot, but I have fun at 
those rehearsals.” 

GETTING DRESSED, HAIR, MAKEUP
Preparing to perform includes putting on 

vintage-looking 80s clothing and eccentric, 
brightly colored makeup, such as blue and 
hot purple eye shadows. Getting dressed 
takes the least amount of time, because the 
cast is trained to pull off quick costume 
changes. Makeup takes at least 15 minutes to 
put on, and hair could last for 20 minutes or 
more, and involves a lot of hairspray and at 
least 20 bobby pins, said Hannah Cordell, a 
freshman photojournalism major who plays 
conservative dance student Iris.

“The lights will wash you out, and then 
the audience will miss a lot of facial expres-
sion,” she said. “So we do have a makeup 
artist on set, and we help each other out. 
Everything is pulled together fantastically. 
And the costumes are great, all the fun high 
school 80s outfi ts. You wonder what the heck 
they were thinking when they got dressed in 
the morning.”

NOTES
During each run-through of the show, the 

director, music director, choreographer and 
their assistants take notes to give the cast 
items to improve for the next performance. 
Individual notes include, for example, acting 
points and suggestions for what to think 
about during a scene or song. Group notes 
could include points for nailing the right cut-
off notes during songs and special arrange-
ments on set.

“I’d say notes are very effective. They’re 
reminders for the next performance,” said 
Beth Higbee, musical director of the show 
and a junior music and biochemistry major. 
“There are also positive notes, too, about 
things it’s clear the actors worked on since 
the last performance.”

WARM-UPS
Vocal, acting and dance warm-ups are 

an essential part of any rehearsal or perfor-
mance, said Katlyn Morahan, choreogra-
pher of the musical and a junior broadcast 
journalism and Spanish major. The dance 
rehearsals she instructs are typically four 
hours long, so warm-up exercises help get 
the performers energized before they start 
working, she said.

“The warm-ups are great, and they’re 
really helpful,” she said. “It helps unite (the 
performers) before they’re ready to go on 
stage each night.”

Each of the three warm-ups usually takes 
10 minutes. Vocal preparation helps the 
actors warm up their voices to sing, dance 
warm-ups usually include going through a 
stretch and acting sessions feature an ener-
gizing game. 

GETTING MICED
Part of the sound equipment for the show 

includes 17 wireless microphones. All 14 leads 
have their own microphone, and then there 
are three “swinging mics,” which rotate 
between performers after certain scenes. 

Each actor tapes the wire to the back 
of his or her neck, loops the wire around 
the ear or through the hair and then tapes 
the microphone to the side of the face, so 

the microphone doesn’t move or make noise 
while the actor performs.

The hardest thing with getting miced is 
putting it where the actor won’t hit the switch 
to turn it on and off, said Michael Contino, a 
freshman broadcast journalism and interna-
tional relations major who plays Goody, an 
obnoxiously funny trumpet player.

“My mic fell out of my clip during the song 
‘Fame,’ so I had to put it in a different place 
for the next scene,” he said. “I’m glad I found 
that out now, instead of during a perfor-
mance. This week is all about trial and error 
and getting things right.”

RUN-THROUGH
This is the time for the actors to put their 

hard work to the test and try to simulate 
what the actual performance would look 
like. Run-throughs took place Sunday, Mon-
day and Tuesday night, with the final one 
happening tonight. The cast goes through 
the entire performance, only stopping for 
a 10-minute break between the first and 
second acts.

“This is really our time to run the show 
with the orchestra, full set, lights and sound,” 
Rabinowitz said. “I’m very pleased with the 
run-throughs we’ve had so far. If it weren’t 
for fi nalizing the technical aspects, the cast 
could have put this show on days ago and it’d 
be great.”

shmelike@syr.edu

rachel fus | staff photographer
“Hard Work,” just one of many songs in First Year Players’ musical, sits on the piano while the cast goes over notes. 

Visit us online 
to view more 
photos from 
this event.

F I R S T  Y E A R  P L A Y E R S  ‘ FA M E ’
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2: Google/Gmail
What Happened?
This year Google’s annual prank introduced 

the fake feature “custom time” to Gmail. Click-
ing the link took you to a well done page that 
appeared to showcase Gmail’s new service for 
the forgetful. “Couldn’t remember to send a 
paper on time? Use custom time so it appears 
you sent it in two days ago!” 

If only it were true. What makes this prank 
so great is Google appears so god-like it’s hard 
to put anything past them at this point. 

Prank-o-meter: Four out of fi ve whoopies. 
It fooled some people I know, and according to 
tech news site techcrunch.com, it started an 
editing war on Wikipedia.

1: YouTube
What happened?
YouTube had different pranks on several 

different localizations of its Web site, but the 
best by far was this — 

“Never gonna give you up
Never gonna let you down
Never gonna run around and desert you”
— that’s right, the “rickroll.” Those are the 

lyrics to Rick Astley’s hit cheesy ballad “Never 
Gonna Give You Up.” 

For those unfamiliar with this annoying and 
hard-to-kill Internet gag, it’s a popular joke on 
forums/in AIM conversations/e-mails to pretend 
you’re sending someone a link to, say, a video of a 
cat doing something funny, and it turns out to be a 
video of Astley wailing his sappy song.

YouTube took it to the extreme, all links 

under featured videos redirected the user to a 
“rickroll” video. Hopefully this will put an end 
to the annoying fad once and for all.

Prank-o-meter: Five out of fi ve whoopies. 
This was unexpected, creative, annoying, and it 
still made most people laugh. It shows YouTube 
hasn’t sold out yet.

Bonus: The Prank that Should Have Been
Facebook.com
What should have happened?
In short, anything. Facebook’s owners had 

limitless options to temporarily scare the living 
crap out of their users, and they didn’t. I’m sure 
Zuckerberg is scared to do anything too drastic 
since the outcry about News Feed and privacy 
issues, but c’mon man — take a chance!

How awesome would it have been if 
Facebook declared you could now change 
your relationship status to “Baby momma,” 
or “Knocked up, but single.” What if they 
switched every users profi le picture to a lolcat? 
The possibilities are endless, and frankly, I 
was disappointed I didn’t open my account to 
see something absurd there.

AJ Chavar is the tech columnist for The Daily 
Orange where his columns appear every Wednes-

day. He can be reached at ajchavar@syr.edu.
Syracuse U Adrenaline Ad  9/25/07  8:55 AM  Page 1 Ken Bickel Brown Disk 74.5: HH664ME/Army ROTC Ads:Syracuse U Adrenaline Ad:

OTHER ONLINE PRANKS:
Espn4.com: Election deathmatch cover-
age
Google.com: Virgle, a joint between 
Google and Virgin to go to Mars
Onlinedating.typepad.com: “eHarmony 
founder fi nds love on Match.com”
Infoworld.com: Microsoft and Yahoo 
agree on a buyout price
source: aprilfoolsdayontheweb.com

CHAVAR
F R O M  P A G E  1 1

dailyorange.com
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pushing all the right buttons

RECESSION-PROOF GAMES
Penny-pinchers would be wise to invest in these time 
consuming games.

     By Dave Arey
STAFF WRITER

G eorge Orwell once predicted 1984 would be a bad year. But for video games, it was 1983. 
That was the year of the so-called “Video Game Crash of 1983,” which nearly crippled Atari. The crash began 

when the company spent $20 million for the rights to make a game based on the popular fi lm “E.T.”
“The game was a total stinker,” said Chris Crawford, who worked as a designer for Atari 

from 1979 to 1984. “(Atari) advertised the bejesus out of that thing, they spent millions 
of dollars on advertising, and it came out for Christmas and millions of people 

bought that cart.” 
In the long term, “E.T.: The Extra-Terrestrial” did more than lose money. 
It ruined Atari’s reputation and set the industry back three years until the 

Nintendo Entertainment System arrived on the market. Millions of the “E.T.” 
cartridges were buried in a New Mexico landfi ll.

Crawford doubts one company’s mistakes could wreck the industry 
today. Competition, he said, has made mistakes easier to forgive poor 
games. When “E.T.” turned into a dud, the public abandoned the technol-
ogy, with no other systems available. 

But the video game industry is not recession-proof — especially if it 
repeats the mistakes of 1983. 
If it wants to continue succeeding, it needs to respect gamers and give them 

what they want. A recession, which would lead publishers to cut costs, would 
make this task especially diffi cult. 

So far, the video game industry has shown few signs of a possible recession. In 
February, software sales were $668.7 million, up from $453.7 million at the same time 

last year, according to The NPD Group, a sales-tracking company. 
However, there are long-term concerns that the sinking national economy will also 

sink earnings. On March 20, it was reported KBC Securities Japan downgraded Nintendo’s stock, partially 
based on the weakening dollar.

KBC Securities Japan’s decision is interesting because a recession would logically be to Nintendo’s 
benefi t. 

“People would want to purchase entertainment that’s cheaper,” said James Brightman, Biz 
News Editor at GameDaily, a top video game Web site. “Nintendo does offer the cheapest 

solution out there.”
The Wii (at $249.99) and the Nintendo DS (at $129.99) cost far less than their com-

petitors like Xbox 360 (starting at $279.99), PlayStation 3 (starting at $499.99) 
and PlayStation Portable (starting at $169.99) 

Nintendo systems have other advantages for publishers. Nintendo 
Wii games, due to the lesser quality of their graphics and sound, are 

generally less expensive to make. Makers of “casual games” 
have been fl ocking to the Wii and bringing cheap ideas 

with them. Those looking for deeper experiences have 
to look elsewhere, said Brightman.

But as developers cut costs and take fewer 
risks, they have to remember that deeper, 

more expensive games are what bring 
in dedicated gamers, he added. 

If they forget, it may be 1983 
all over again.

dwarey@syr.edu
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Can an imminent U.S. recession bring down the video game industry?

illustration by 
rob fay | art director

Grand Theft Auto IV
Sony PlayStation 3/
Microsoft Xbox 360
Spend your time: 
{censored}

Metal Gear Solid IV
Sony PlayStation 3
Spend your time: 
Watching cut-
scenes, watching 
more cut-scenes 
and slitting the 
occasional throat.

Super Smash Bros.  
Melee 
Nintendo Wii
Spend your time: 
Figuring out how to 
win with Jigglypuff. 

Halo 3
Microsoft Xbox 
360
Spend your 
time: Praying 
there is a Halo 
4. Or playing 
with the level 
creator.

Microsoft Xbox 
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 AMERICA’S #1 SANDWICH DELIVERY!™

 J I M M Y J O H N S . C O M
 ©2007 JIMMY JOHN’S FRANCHISE, LLC  ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

F R E A K Y

FAST!
F R E A K Y

Good! ™

103 MARSHALL ST.
315.479.SUBS

WE’VE GOT THE

 SPEED
TO

 fEED!

STYLES P
F R O M  P A G E  1 1

Styles got more mainstream play after teaming 
up with Mariah Carey for the single “We Belong 
Together” in 2005.

Styles P has collaborated on other major 
rappers’ albums like Ghostface Killah, Jadakiss 
and Akon. His latest album “Super Gangster, 
Extraordinary Gentleman” was released in 
December 2007. 

With Sean Kingston and Fergie coming for 
UU’s Block Party on April 22, Styles P’s rap 
starts out a month of hip hop concerts at SU.

“I’m really excited, because I think it will 
bring a lot of people to the Underground who 
have never been to a Bandersnatch show before,” 
Zeller said. 

“They’re really psyched to do this show,” 
she said. “I’ve seen DJ AKO, and I know he’s 
great.”

tpgoessl@syr.edu

“I think he’s going to 
put on a good show. 
I’ve seen clips of him 
performing. I think he’ll 
defi nitely live up to what 
the crowd is expecting.”

Kyra Zeller
CO-PRESIDENT OF UNIVERSITY UNION’S BANDERSNATCH

google images
STYLES P is the first in a series of hip 
hop acts to come to Syracuse University, 
with Fergie and Sean Kingston playing this 
year’s Block Party.
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By Didier Morais
STAFF WRITER

One glance at the Syracuse softball team’s pitch-
ing statistics reveals exactly how the Orange 
(10-17) has been able to rebound from its 0-13 
start this season.

Throughout February, the SU pitching staff 
allowed 63 runs in 10 games, ending the month 
with a winless record. In March, the staff tallied a 
12-7 record while allowing 55 runs in 17 games.

“They have a presence on the mound now,” 
Syracuse associate head coach and pitching 
coach Kyle Jamieson said. “Along with that 
presence, they are going after hitters right away 
and not being too fi ne.”

The Syracuse pitching staff carried that 
momentum into the weekend as it opened up its 
Big East portion of the schedule by going 3-1 on 
the weekend in a pair of doubleheaders against 
Rutgers and Villanova. 

The most impressive aspect of the weekend was 
its remarkable pitching performances, specifi -
cally the pitchers’ ability to throw four consecu-
tive complete games, two each from senior Chanel 
Roehner and freshman Brittany Gardner.

“It was huge that our pitchers were able 
to throw all seven innings,” Jamieson said. 
“Earlier this year it was a few innings here and 
a few innings there. I’ve always been a big fan of 
complete games. I don’t really believe in reliev-
ers and all that.”

After a poor start, Roehner currently boasts 
an overall 2.07 ERA, while Brittany Gardner 
isn’t far behind with a 2.81 ERA. During the 
last 14 games, Roehner and Gardner have 
compiled a combined 1.58 ERA. Opponents 
are batting .246 against Gardner and a .257 
against Roehner.

“Before the start of the year, I asked the 
pitchers to cut their ERA in half,” Jamieson 
said. “I wanted something that was realistic, 
and last year it was around 5.0. I want to get 
this program to where the ERA is under 1.5, 
but that’s asking for a lot. All I wanted them 
to do this year was cut it in half, and we are 
happy.”

The newfound success hasn’t come by acci-
dent. The staff has dedicated time in practice to 
gain enough stamina to evade the physical and 
mental fatigue of a seven-inning game.

“They’ve also been going (to the gym) Mon-
day, Tuesday, Wednesday doing extra cardio,” 
Jamieson said. “We have a three-person staff, so 
we need to have strong legs.”

In the fi rst game against Rutgers, Roehner 
allowed two earned runs. First baseman Nicole 
Miller fi nished the game with three RBIs as the 
Orange trounced the Scarlet Knights 7-2 behind 
a four-run second inning.

Later in the day, back-to-back home runs in 
the third inning and a four-run seventh were 
more than enough for Gardner. The freshman 

complemented the offensive outburst by allow-
ing just two runs en route to another 7-2 win.

Roehner earned her fi fth win of the season 
the following day in a 4-1 win over the Wildcats. 
She allowed fi ve hits and no earned runs and fi ve 
hits in her sixth complete game of the season. 

Gardner capped her impressive weekend 
hours later in a 2-0 blanking. 

Jamieson was especially happy with the 
streaks of complete games because it gave SU’s 
other main pitcher, freshman Angie Sagnelli, 
an opportunity to rest.

“It’s a big thing when you can get a complete 
game,” Jamieson said. “Then the other pitcher is 
resting the whole time. She doesn’t have to throw 

two or three innings in the fi rst game of a double-
header and then have to start the second game.”

The Orange has drastically progressed 
since its 0-13 start. Still, the squad will need to 
maintain its momentum, if it wants to contend 
against Big East powerhouses like Notre Dame 
and DePaul. For now, Syracuse pitchers can take 
solace in an impressive outing last weekend.

“It’s a seven inning game, and you want your 
starting pitcher to go the distance and give you 
a chance to win the game,” Jamieson said. “All 
you’re asking of a certain pitcher to do is give us 
a chance to win today, and if we’re around two 
or less runs, then that’s giving us a chance.”

dsmorais@syr.edu

stephen dockery | photo editor
KYLE JAMIESON (right), the SU softball team’s associate head coach and pitching 
coach, has helped Syracuse’s pitching staff rebound from a rocky start to the season.

s o f t b a l l

Syracuse off to fast Big East 
start behind upstart pitchers
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There was the ever-needed victory over No. 
2 Albany last April, keeping SU in postseason 
consideration and symbolically maintain-
ing speed with the Great Danes and Cornell, 
Central New York teams uncharacteristically 
at the top of the rankings. But that was followed 
by two straight losses to finish the season and 
left the Orange out of the postseason for the first 
time in 25 years.

But no moment is perhaps more significant 
than Monday, when SU reached the elusive No. 
1 ranking for the first time since winning the 
national championship in 2004 and for the first 
time in the regular season in 2003. It was then 
when SU had its aura of invincibility. They 
might have off years, but never bad years. Like 
Duke in basketball and Notre Dame in football, 
Syracuse lacrosse is a nationally acclaimed 
program that has watched its cache erode in 
recent seasons.

Because of the recent struggles, Monday’s 
No. 1 ranking is so significant. It is impressive 
to look at the program’s milestones — both good 
and bad — during these past three seasons and 
understand the gravity of its return to the top of 
the rankings.

After that May afternoon in 2005, when 
the bitter rivalry with UMass intensified to 
then-unseen proportions, there was a clear 
slash in SU’s otherwise invincible armor. At 
the preseason media day the following year, 
the mission was clear — redemption for the fol-
lowing season. They had a heralded freshman 
class, highlighted by the trio of Pat Perritt, Dan 
Hardy and Kenny Nims — the three of whom 
posed on the cover of Inside Lacrosse before 
ever playing the game.

The opening to the season was disastrous, 
with SU losing four of its first five games and 
two of its top players. Relying more than they 
expected on its talented freshmen — eerily 
similar to the Orange’s basketball team this 
season — the embarrassment reached its 
boiling point when Hobart, of all schools, 
trumped SU on the Carrier Dome turf. Watch-
ing from the press box above the field, I still 
vividly remember the sight of Steve Panarelli 
throwing his helmet and breaking his stick 
out of frustration. 

Whispers circulated among lacrosse fans 
around the country. Is their reign as an elite 
team up? Should they join a conference? Have 
they scheduled themselves out of dominant 
seasons?

The season ended like a hackneyed movie 
script. A players-only meeting was held, and the 

players were reminded of what it meant to play 
Syracuse lacrosse. Panarelli got a tattoo on his 
back after the game, hoping to start fresh. They 
responded by winning out the regular season, 
including a three-game stretch in which SU 
won all each of its games by one-goal. The 
Cornell game stands out in particular, when 
SU beat the No. 4 Big Red on a Tuesday night in 
Ithaca thanks to a Perritt goal in the final sec-
onds. The sheer emotion the Orange displayed 
was an indication of how important it was for 
them as a program to remain at the top. 

When SU beat Hopkins a few weeks later to 
advance to the final four, there was a sense of 
relief. Even after the Orange lost to UVa. in the 
final four, the postgame locker room was filled 
as much with pride in getting that far as it was 

disappointment in the run ending. Nims and 
former midfielder Craig Hammond were both 
especially forthcoming about returning order 
to a program after the one-year hiatus.

Then last year happened. 
SU was supposed to be loaded. Returning 

a young and talented team and an influx of 
injured players from the season before, the 
Orange was primed to capitalize on the previ-
ous season’s momentum. Problems with both 
discipline and defense held SU back. Even 
after the pivotal Albany win, the magic from 
2006 seemed like a distant memory. A loss to 
UMass — of all teams — kept SU out of its first 
postseason in 25 years.

The same questions that arose after the 
Hobart loss in 2006 intensified at the end of last 
year. WAER’s postgame call-in show was domi-
nated by SU loyalists dialing in with gripes 
about a fall from grace.

When the news circulated on Monday about 
the No. 1 ranking, one could have responded, 
this team has teased us before. Yet for however 
long it lasts, take this for what it is. Syracuse 
lacrosse is back at the top, and order has been 
restored.

Zach Berman is the featured sports columnist 
for The Daily Orange, where his columns appear 

weekly. E-mail him at zberman@syr.edu.

kris wilson | staff photographer
Quentin Hillsman led the Syracuse women to a 13-win improvement this past sea-
son. The Orange lost in the first round of the NCAA Tournament.

berman
f r o m  p a g e  2 4

It is impressive to look at 
the program’s milestones 

— both good and bad — 
during these past three 
seasons and understand 
the gravity of its return to 
the top of the rankings.

Staying put
Quentin Hillsman’s coaching career has been nothing short of an odyssey, with nine dif-
ferent jobs in 13 years. The new, five-year contract he signed Monday assured Hillsman 
will be settling down in Syracuse.

Years	 school	 Position
1995-96 St. Mary’s (Md.) Asst. men’s coach
1997-99 Newport Schools Associate boys’ coach
1999-01 Siena Asst. women’s coach
2001-02 American Asst. women’s coach
2002-03 Laurinburg Institute Head girls’ coach
2003-04 The Patterson School Head girls’ coach
2004-05 Alabama Asst. women’s coach
2005-06 Syracuse Asst. women’s coach
2006-Present Syracuse Head women’s coach 

hillsman
f r o m  p a g e  2 4

recruiting classes improve, and it brings stabil-
ity to this program,” Hillsman said in a tele-
phone interview Tuesday night. “It shows such 
a commitment from (athletic director Daryl) 
Gross to have faith and confidence in me, and to 
give me this opportunity to coach until 2013 is 
remarkable.”

Gross said Hillsman’s early success is a 
harbinger of things to come.

“Quentin and I have been in discussion about 
this extension for several months, and it gives 
me great pleasure to make it official today,” 
Gross said in a statement released by the ath-
letic department. “His team’s success is just the 
beginning of what will be an awesome future for 
Orange women’s basketball.”

Hillsman took over as head coach before 
the 2006-07 season after spending a year as an 
assistant under former coach Keith Cieplicki. 
Before he even coached a game, on Oct. 17, 2006, 
he signed a five-year contract. 

In his first season, the Orange went just 
9-20 and failed to reach the Big East tourna-
ment, but Hillsman immediately made his mark 
by recruiting Nicole Michael, who scored 501 
points as a freshman to set the school’s single-
season scoring record.

Before this season, Hillsman brought in the 
most anticipated recruiting class in program 
history, highlighted by McDonald’s All-Amer-
ican Erica Morrow and junior college transfer 
Chandrea Jones.

In just his second year at the helm, Hillsman 
led a 13-win turnaround, resulting in SU’s fourth 

trip to the NCAA Tournament as an at-large bid. 
The Orange set its single-attendance record of 
4,221 on Jan. 15 against No. 1 Connecticut, and 
its 22 wins were the most in program history. 
The Orange also cracked the national polls for 
the first time ever, reaching as high as No. 21.

Though Hillsman has already seen great 
success as a recruiter thus far, he said this new 
contract will just help even more.

“As you start recruiting these kids, the class 
of 2010 and 2011, once they come down here and 
start look at us, they want to know there’s going 
to be some stability here,” Hillsman said. “What 
(Gross) has done is definitely made our program 
secure and a solid place for top recruits from 
around the country.” 

After signing the contract, Hillsman said he 
received text messages from some of his players 
during Tuesday night’s women’s Elite Eight 
games. He also had a lengthy phone conversa-
tion with freshman point guard Tasha Har-
ris, another of Hillsman’s prized recruits, who 
expressed her excitement and congratulations.

Hillsman said with three years remaining 
on his contract, he had not considered leaving 
once the current deal expired. Now, after just 
two seasons and a 31-29 record, he won’t have to.

“It was never a doubt on where I wanted to 
be,” Hillsman said. “This is where I want to be. I 
love it here. My wife loves it here. We developed 
some very good friendships and found a real 
community here.

“This is not something (Gross) had to do. He 
could have let this thing ride out and see what hap-
pens in two or three years. But for him to do this 
now is flattering and humbling in saying he has 
that much faith in me to guide this program.”

jediamon@syr.edu
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Smythe’s pass in the right corner and nailed 
the trey as time expired. A placid Jones back-
pedaled, slowly extended his thin, elongated 
wingspan into the air and was mobbed by team-
mates at center court.   

The shot was the pinnacle of Syracuse 
recruit Mookie Jones’ illustrious career — a 
game-winner in lieu of three Class A state 
championships. It was his first buzzer-beater 
dagger. His first signature, end-of-game pose. 
The shot was affirmation that Jones, the No. 
58 ranked recruit in the nation by Scout.com, 
had finally reached his goal of being more 
assertive. 

The 6-foot-7, 190-pound Jones is a far cry 
from the self-labeled “Clumsy Mookie” of five 
years ago. (“I was always tripping over my 
untied shoes. I was goofy.”)

And, naturally, his penchant for big-time 
shots caught the eye of Orange head coach Jim 
Boeheim. The 32-year coach was intrigued by 
Jones’ unique blend: A quiet, unselfish player 
with a killer’s instinct.

“Mookie makes big plays,” Boeheim said. 
“I’ve seen him play many times, and he has the 
ability to make big plays. He’s very unselfish 
too — a very good team player. He’s a great kid 
and will fit in well with this team. He’ll play 
next year.”

Jones’ confidence “grew leaps and bounds,” 
as he gradually filled into his frame, Pan-
zanaro said. As a junior, Jones averaged 22.6 
points, 11 rebounds and six blocks per game, 
driven by a prove-people-wrong attitude in 
crunch time. He made multiple shots at the 
buzzer to send games to overtime but missed 
a game-winner in the final four of his AAU 
league.  

“The more we relied on him, the more men-
tally tough he became,” Panzanaro said. “He 
wanted the ball in every situation.”   

Even from his recliner. One month ago, 
Jones watched Syracuse’s 82-77 collapse to 
Pittsburgh from his house with a group of his 
friends. With 1.5 seconds left, SU freshman 
Scoop Jardine missed a potential game-winner 
from the corner — Jones’ sweet spot. 

His friends, never shy in taunting Jones 
about SU’s woes, erupted into laughter. Jones 
just grinned. 

“I believe I’m a person who can knock down 
that shot,” Jones said. “I believe so. I just can’t 
wait to get up to Syracuse and work with them. 
Guys always had something to say to me about 
the team, but I see us winning a lot of games 
next year.” 

That persona Jones developed through three 
state titles at Peekskill never blurred the line 
of confidence and selfishness. In fact, during 
his senior season, Jones drastically changed 
his game. His points per game average dropped 
by five. He took 10 shots per game instead of 17. 
Four Red Devils players averaged in double-
figures with a fifth averaging nine a game. And 
Peekskill won 25 straight before losing in the 
state semifinals. 

In their state regional win over Oneonta that 
season, the Red Devils led, 36-6, in the first half. 
Jones had zero of the 36. Instead, he had six 
assists, and Peekskill cruised, 89-32.

“Mookie sacrificed himself this year,” 
Panzanaro said. “His character is impec-
cable. He recognized that there were a 
couple guys on the team that really needed 
the ball. Without that, they kind of moped 
and pouted a little bit. So, he went out of his 
way to get them the ball in good situations 
so they could score. He’s so aware of what’s 
going on and so unselfish.” 

Still, Panzanaro, who has coached Los Ange-
les Clippers’ forward Elton Brand and New 
Orleans Hornets’ center Hilton Armstrong at 

Peekskill, noted Jones must improve his ball-
handling at the next level. 

“He handles the ball very well and can attack 
you off the dribble, but I think he really needs to 
work on that,” Panzanaro said. 

That doesn’t prevent the soft-spoken Jones 
from stuttering in excitement at what’s next. 
The versatile swingman is willing to fill any 
role at Syracuse. Jones had interest from Big 
East schools Marquette, DePaul, St. John’s and 
Rutgers, and spoke highly of them when he 
returned to Peekskill. But when Jones vis-

ited Syracuse, his decision was made. He called 
Panzanaro from campus — something he didn’t 
do anywhere else.

 “Whatever they ask me to do, I’ll be doing,” 
Jones said. “I’m just a baby coming in. If they 
want me to be the water boy, I’ll do it.”

Then again, like many, Jones started as the 
awkward little brother. Day after day, he hum-
bly clung to his brother, Brandon Jackson, fol-
lowing him to basketball courts at a local apart-
ment complex. Jackson, a former Peekskill 
standout and current United States Marine, and 
his friends were six years older than Jones. The 
gangly middle-schooler was bullied, verbally 
and physically, and only played if someone was 
injured or needed a sub. When he was lucky, 
Jones played alone. 

When Jones made varsity, he immediately 
told Panzanaro his goal was to prove the older 
kids wrong. He never forgot the upperclassmen 
mocking his wiry build. It’s the source of his 
cold-blooded attitude in crunch time. 

“People picked on me left and right,” Jones 
said. “I got pushed around and beat up. It was 

very depressing, very depressing. But it was 
a motivation. I wanted to be better than all of 
them.”

Jones was two wins away from becoming 
only the second player in state history to win 
four state championships, according to The 
Journal News (N.Y.). He took no satisfaction in 
defying his bullies. “Proud” and “appreciative,” 
but never satisfied, he said.

After all, he’s just getting started. Draining 
a walk-off 3-pointer at the Glens Falls Civic Cen-
ter was memorable. But a game-winner inside 
the Carrier Dome? 

Jones sighed, chuckled and his voice van-
ished for five seconds. He couldn’t explain the 
possible feeling.

“I can’t even remember how many fans 
were at the (Civic Center),” Jones said. “Some-
one told me that would be just one section of 
the Dome. I can’t wait to play in front of that 
crowd. … If Coach Boeheim gives me the 
chance to make that last shot, I’ll be willing to 
knock it down.”

thdunne@syr.edu

courtesy of the journal news
Mookie Jones visited several other Big East conference schools, before eventually choosing Syracuse. In high school, he nearly 
became the second player in New York state history to win four state championships.

jones
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“The more we relied on 
him, the more mentally 
tough he became. He 
wanted the ball in 
every situation.”   

Lou Panzanaro
PEEkSkIll hIgh coach oN mookIE joNES
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By Matt Ehalt
Staff Writer

Marcus Sales could not commit himself to one 
sport. The gifted senior athlete at nearby Chris-
tian Brothers Academy shined on the gridiron 
and the hardwood for the Brothers. With his prow-
ess in both football and basketball, Sales was not 

able to focus himself solely on 
training for one sport.

“I never put myself into 
one sport,” Sales said. “I was 
always going from basketball 
to football, football to basket-
ball, and now that I can focus 
just on football I think I can 
gain some weight and put on 
a couple pounds of muscle, so 

I think that will be a bigger improvement.”
Syracuse hopes to see that singular focus pay 

off next season when Sales, a four-star wide receiv-
er recruit according to Scout.com, makes his debut 
with the Orange. The widely recruited 6-foot-2 
wide receiver chose the Orange over schools like 
Pittsburgh, Miami and North Carolina.

This past season, Sales caught 39 passes for 
700 yards and five touchdowns for CBA — stats 
that led him to be named the second-best pros-

pect in New York by Rivals.com. On the basket-
ball court, he earned first team All-Central New 
York for the second straight year, averaging 20 
points per game.

When speaking about Sales, the first thing 
CBA head football coach Joe Casamento men-
tions is the upside his star receiver has.

“We’re a small school so a lot of our kids play 
more than one sport, and he spent a lot of time 
with basketball,” Casamento said. “Now that 
he’s chosen football, I just think he has a chance 
to work on his game and also his body in the 
weight room. He’ll be better than he is now.”

Listed at only 185 pounds, there is room to grow 
for the Syracuse native. Sales said he often played 
off raw talent, and if he gets stronger, it can create 
even more problems for his opponents.

In high school, though, Sales simply didn’t 
have time to live in the weight room during the 
offseason. He previously played on the Syracuse 
AAU basketball team, the Syracuse Select. He 
said every weekend he was going to a different 
state to play basketball, sometimes missing 
football practice.

“I can basically just work out in the off-season 
so I think that will be a way better improvement,” 
Sales said. “It’s hard to go from basketball to foot-

ball, and you’re always running so you can’t gain 
weight and it’s a different type of shape you have 
to be in for basketball than football. So by focusing 
on football, I think I’ll be all right.”

CBA head basketball coach Buddy Wleklinski 
said Sales could have been successful if he had 
gone on to play college basketball as well, compli-
menting his guard on his smoothness on the court 
and great anticipation on the defensive end.

Sales actually said he was thinking about play-
ing basketball in college until his sophomore year, 
but realized he would be a football player when he 
started getting interest from colleges.

The decision to go to Syracuse came down to 
the coaching staff and the reputation of the school. 
Sales said he felt comfortable around the coaches 
and felt Syracuse was a good academic school.

He also credited his former teammates at 
CBA, junior wide receiver Lavar Lobdell and 
junior safety Bruce Williams, for guiding him 
through the process of selecting a school.

Earlier this year, though, Sales did not envi-
sion himself at Syracuse. He said there were 
times when he thought he was going to commit 
to Pittsburgh and North Carolina, but he finally 
chose the Orange.

Staying close to home allows his family to 

see his games. Casamento said staying close 
also gives the Syracuse population the chance 
to see Sales, and for Sales, the chance to develop 
into a role model for future athletes at CBA and 
around Syracuse.

“I think he’s a great role model for the kids 
in this community,” Casamento said. “There’s 
a kid out of the city that came to CBA, worked 
hard, studied, qualified, plays well and has 
made an opportunity for himself, and I think 
that’s a great thing for the kids.”

 Rosalee Sales, Marcus’ mother, agreed. She 
recalled one time when a child came up to Mar-
cus and said he wanted him to attend Syracuse. 
Another time, a child sent him a postcard for his 
autograph.

More importantly to the SU coaches, Sales 
brings talent to the Orange’s already gifted 
receiving corps.

“I’m looking forward to playing with those 
guys,” Sales said. “I’m looking forward to learn-
ing from them, and if I can make an impact 
next year, I’ll make an impact next year. If I 
don’t then I’ll definitely try to make an impact 
my sophomore year or redshirt. Whatever the 
coaches want me to do I’ll do it.”

mrehalt@syr.edu

By Christopher James
Staff Writer

By halftime Sunday, Gary Gait was at a loss for 
words, with his women’s lacrosse team dominat-
ing Cincinnati, 17-2.

“What do you tell them?” the Syracuse head 
coach said. “If we just wanted to run the score up 

we could do that, but 
let’s just work on exe-
cuting and making 
sure we’re setting up 
plays.”

The 23-4 drubbing 
is the seventh time this season the No. 5 Orange 
has won by 10 or more goals. In its other three 
games, all against ranked opponents, SU has been 
outscored by 14 goals and went 1-2. Syracuse trav-
els to Albany today to take on the Great Danes, a 
team it beat by 13 last year, at 4 p.m.

Gait said one of his top priorities for the future 
is improving SU’s schedule. For now, Syracuse 
has had no problem beating the teams it is sup-
posed to beat.

“Any of them could be upsets,” Gait said. “You 
got to be focused and prepared to play. … It has 
showed us how to show up and be ready. The hard 
part is (the weaker teams) haven’t brought the 
intensity that the good teams bring.”

By halftime, Syracuse had put away the Bearcats 
with that 17-2 lead and nine points from Katie 
Rowan, who moved to second on the school’s all-
time scoring list. The effort came less than a week 
after Rowan was shut out by No. 1 Northwestern.

Cincinnati is one of two first-year programs set 
to join the Big East in 2009, along with Louisville. 
Rowan said the Bearcats’ youth showed, as she 
had little trouble picking apart the defense. With 
the result guaranteed by halftime, Rowan said 
the team was able to work on improving in a game 
situation.

“A game is a game,” Rowan said. “But we really 
wanted to cut down on our turnovers and their 
goals and work on our draw controls. … I just 
think we’re looking for perfection.”

SU came close to that Sunday, reeling off 16 
straight goals in the first half. The team caused 
20 turnovers, five coming from Shannon Brushe. 
Brushe said the Bearcats left their sticks hanging 
away from their bodies, which made it easy to 
swipe the ball away and collect easy possessions. 

Even with the gaudy numbers, Brushe found 
room for the occasional critique.

“If we aren’t playing well, it doesn’t matter 
what the score is,” Brushe said. “We have to make 
sure those goals are good goals, we are making the 
right decisions.”

With the weaker opposition on the schedule, 
Gait said Syracuse has yet to put in a full 60 
minutes of effort. Both Rowan and Brushe agreed 
they’d much rather play in an exciting game in 
which the goals didn’t come so easy. With No. 6 
Georgetown on the horizon Saturday, SU may 
have its mind more on that matchup with the 
Hoyas tonight when it faces the Great Danes.

“(Albany) is always an athletic team, so it is a 
good game to play,” Brushe said. “But we are always 
looking ahead. Georgetown is in the Big East, and 
that’s we are worried about winning first.”

For now, Gait said his team would deal with the 
schedule as it is. In the future, he said he’d like to 
see the Big East get more competitive and maybe 
add even more top notch non-conference foes to 
his slate.

“I don’t know if I’d pick (Northwestern) nine or 
10 times a year, but at least once a year,” Gait said. 
“Play some more ACC, some Ivy teams. Our Big 
East teams need to strengthen up. … Our goal is 
to make the Big East the number one conference 
in the country.”

chjames@syr.edu

w o m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

Hot-shooting Syracuse wins 
7th game by 10 or more goals

f o o t b a l l  r e c r u i t i n g

Standout receiver Sales finally focused solely on football

UP NEX T
Who: Albany
Where: Albany, N.Y.
When: Today, 4 p.m.

rachel fus | staff photographer
Halley Quillinan ranks third on Syracuse in points (36). the Orange plays albany 
today at 4 p.m. 

SaleS
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classified discount rates

the particulars 

and pricing
extras that personalize and perfect your ad

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info
hours:Mon 12:45-2, tue 11-1, thur 1-3 
fri 1-2
deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. 
each additional word is 10 cents per day. bold 
and capitaliZed words cost anadditional 5 
cents per word.the boxed list pricesare per 
inch. there is no per word charge and bold 
and caps are free.
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ApArtments for rent

116 Comstock Ave. 
studios 

available aug. 2008, 
$600/month inc. heat

Large, hardwood floors, lots of light, off-
street parking, laundry.

Call for an appointment!
478-6504

south Campus
2, 3 and 4 bedroom apartments

completly furnished!
plasma tVs!
free internet!

air conditioning!
oak floors!

new appliances!
Just bring Your clothes and laptop

Call peach properties 
350-1327

three bedrooM apartMents  
WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

sonia
350-4191

two & three Bedroom flats excellent condi-
tion fireplace, laundry, backyard, garage, hard-
woods, finished basement. call 727-3646

University Apartments 
Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedrooms, 
Walking distance to campus, 

some Available now. 
437-7577

1,2,3,4,5 bedroom apts and houses, June 
or august occupancy, free offstreet park-
ing, free Washer and dryer. 422-7138 or 

445-1808

110 Comstock
3 Bedroom Apartments

available august 2008
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, microwave, 
dishwasher, garbage disposal, balconies, 

off street parking, laundry. 
$350 pp + utilities.  

Call 478-6504

great apartments still available for 
2008/2009. see our website for 
details: campushill.com. or call 

us at 315-422-7110

energy star apartments 
(low utilities)

Visit Website 24/7
www.universityhill.com

to see call sonia 
350-4191

3 bedroom apt. female roomate needed for 
middle bedroom $550 per month. big living room, 
kitchen and bathroom for fall 08-spring 09.email 
at annachma@syr.edu

5/6 bedroom house. furnished, 2.5 baths. fire-
places, porch, quiet neighborhood, free washer/
dryer. June 2008 or august 15, 2008. 422-7138 
or 445-1808

energY star apartMents 
(loW utilities)

Visit Website 24/7 
WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

sonia
350-4191

bills are Just liKe hills
once You get on top of theM 
You end up right bacK under 

theM 
WAnt to eLImInAte YoUr BILLs for 

GooD?
call Wright WaY financial

1-877-406-0220
We can get You on top and help 

You staY on top

apartMents apartMents 
478-7493

eLeGAntLY oVerLooKInG pArK 
luxurious furnished heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  
1108-1205-1207-1209 Madison st.
no pets CALL 469-0780. 

prIVAte fUrnIsHeD stUDIo 
Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. 
509 University Ave. 

Carpeted, Air-conditioned, furnished, 
secure, Laundry, parking, maintenance. 

Available for 2008-2009. 
University Area Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. #30 479-5005
www.universityarea.com

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

621 euclid ave
117 Redfield Place
145 avondale place 

available for 2008-2009
fully furnished, laundry, parking, full-

time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

HeLp WAnteD
pArt tIme WorK
$14.25 Base- App.

•Flexible Schedules
•Customer sales/service
•All majors welcome
•Conditions apply, all ages 18+

Call 434-9553

Undercover shoppers earn up to $70 
per day. undercover shoppers needed to 
judge retail/dining establishments. no exp 

required please call 800-722-4791

315-445-9464

Attention SU students: A 
friendly reminder, we’re sorry, 
we DO NOT have cheese  
pizza. Thank you. 

7 9 4

4 8 7 9

7 8 3 5

6 9 4 8

7 1 2 5

4 2 7 3

8 6 9 1 3

3 7 8 9

1 3 4

eASYsudoku!
4 3

3 4 7

6 2 4

7 5

9 1 4 8 3

7 8

2 5 8

3 1 5w

1 9

eVILsudoku!
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By Tyler Dunne
Asst. Copy Editor

T
here were 3.1 seconds left in 
his team’s season. Mookie 
Jones wanted the ball. 

In the 2007 New York 
State Class A Federation Cham-
pionship, Jones’ Peekskill (N.Y.) 
team trailed, 42-41, and had the 
ball underneath Cardinal Hayes’ 
basket. During a preceding tim-

eout, the typically quiet Jones 
repeatedly told his coach, Lou 
Panzanaro, to put the ball in his 
hands.  

One problem. 
“He wasn’t listening to me,” 

Jones said. “He wasn’t even listen-
ing to me at all.”

Panzanaro called an inbounds 
play that had beaten Uniondale at 
the buzzer earlier in the season. 

The primary option on the play 
is a backdoor pass, but Jones had 
other plans. He told the team’s two 
big men to set screens, and told the 
inbounds passer, Michael Smythe, 
to look his way. And Panzanaro 
gave Jones the green light. 

Game over, Jones told himself. 
The three-time state champion 
curled around the screens, caught 

By Jared Diamond
stAff WritEr

A week after Quentin Hillsman’s 
team was upset in the first round 
of the NCAA Tournament the head 
coach was given some consolation.

Hillsman signed a five-year contract 
Tuesday, which will make him the 

Syracuse women’s 
basketball head 
coach through the 
2012-13 season. 
This comes shortly 
after he finished 
leading the Orange 
to a 22-9 record, a 
fifth-place finish in 
the Big East and a 

conference coach of the year award.
The deal replaces his current con-

tract, which had three years remain-
ing. Hillsman said he received a raise 
but would not discuss the financial 
terms.

“The most exciting thing about it 
is it ensures I’ll be here to see the next 

E ver since the Syracuse men’s 
lacrosse team walked off 
Massachusetts’s Garber Field 

on May 15, 2005, after a one-goal loss 
to UMass in the first round of the 
NCAA tournament left SU out of the 
final four for the first time in 22 years, 
there have been moments when the 
Orange has flirted with a return to its 
designation of prominence. 

There was the seven-game win-
ning streak to end the 2006 regular 
season. That run carried into the 
postseason with two wins — includ-
ing a quarterfinals upset over Johns 
Hopkins — to send SU back to the 
final four. But that was followed by a 
disappointing loss to Virginia. 

Give him the ball
And why not? Mookie Jones has a history of making big plays

w o m e n ’s  b a s k e t b a l l

Hillsman 
gets 5-year 
extension

z a c H  b e r m a n

zb’s zone
ne

xt

2008
WAVE

part 2 of a 3-part series profil-
ing the incoming sU men’s bas-
ketball recruiting class.
Tomorrow: James Southerland

courtesy of the journal news
Mookie JoneS won three state championships at peekskill (N.y.) High school and averaged 17.5 points per game his senior year.

Order restored 
with Syracuse’s 
No. 1 ranking

see hillsman page 20

see berman page 20

hillSMan

see jones page 21
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By Kelly Outram
Staff writer

Block Party is getting some competi-
tion this year. 

Celebrated rapper Nas will head-
line the annual Greek Unity Fest at 
Syracuse University on Friday, April 

18 at the Schine 
Student Center. 
The musician 
known for hits 
like “One Mic” 
and “I Can,” 
will perform 
four days before 

Fergie and Sean Kingston take the 
stage at University Union’s yearly 
spring concert, Block Party.

By Julia Terruso
Staff writer

Dr. Jonathan Shay’s opening mes-
sage wasn’t what one might expect to 
hear at a lecture given by an award-
winning author. 

“Not a blessed thing I have to 
say in this regard is new,” he said. 
“Nothing, nothing, nothing, noth-
ing, nothing.”

Shay went on to explain this 
statement to the crowd of nearly 100 
students and faculty who gathered 
to hear him speak Wednesday in 
Maxwell Auditorium.

“I’ve had the great privilege of 
stating the obvious,” Shay said. “The 

Iliad is about war and what matters 
to soldiers in war. As long as human 
beings engage in the social practice 
of war and coming home from war, 
the Homeric experiments will offer 
substantial insights to today.”

The lecture, titled “Homer on 
Military Leadership,” was part of 
the Moses Finley Memorial Lecture 
series celebrating ancient histori-
ans.

Shay is the author of two books: 
“Achilles in Vietnam: Combat Trau-
ma” and “The Undoing of Character 
and Odysseus in America: Combat 
Trauma and the Trials of Homecom-
ing.” Both offer insight into psycho-

logical injuries sustained by ancient 
Greek and modern American sol-
diers.

“Dr. Shay has taught us to listen 
to the words of veterans and attend 
to what they have to say about their 
experiences in warfare,” said Donald 
Mills, professor of classical languag-
es and literatures.

Shay refers to himself a mission-
ary for psychologically injured com-
bat veterans.

“I’ve worked with (them) for 20 
years,” he said. “Those veterans 
don’t want other kids to be wrecked 
in the same way they were.”

Much of Shay’s research focuses 

on the ecology of power within allied 
forces. While the enemy matters in 
times of war, Shay said the most 
detrimental thing to a veteran’s life 
and peace of mind is a failure or mal-
practice within his or her own force. 

“It’s almost as though the enemy 
does not have the power to truly 
wreck the spirit of the fighting man 
or woman in a healthy military orga-
nization,” he said.

An unhealthy military organiza-
tion is another story and one first 
told by Homer more than 1,000 years 
ago.

Shay recalled an incident in which 

fickle-y 
hi 56° | lo 37°

SU hires 
director of 
greek life

Hip hop star 
Nas to rap 
at Schine

see director page 8

author, doctor discusses mental dangers of war

see shay page 6

lucas mccomb | asst. photo editor

Sweet P
styles p sang in the Schine Underground wednesday as the headliner for the last Bandersnatch Music Series show of the year. the 
show sold out more than a week before the performance. Before going on stage, Styles P was informed that he would not be allowed to 
smoke or swear during his 45-minute set. see pages 12-13

I N S I D e p u l p

Bold statement
freshman Dana rae 
ashburn finds future with 
cosmetics, tailors major to 
suit interests. page 11

I N S I D e S p o r t S

Early decision
James Southerland committed to 
SU as a 16-year-old and has worked 
toward making it to campus since. 
page 24

I N S I D e N e w S

Search for the snitch
Students at Middlebury College 
created a Quidditch league, 
which has now expanded to 105 
teams. page 7

I N S I D e o p I N I o N

New name, same service
the D.O. editorial Board 
comments on the insignificance 
of the r.a.P.e. Center’s name 
change. page 5

Job filled after 
eight months of 
interim director

IF YOU GO
What: Nas
Where: Goldstein 
auditorium
When: april 18 at 
7:15 p.m.
How much: $15 
with SUiD 

see nas page 8

By Lauren Bertolini
aSSt. NewS eDitOr

The presidents of four Syracuse Uni-
versity Greek councils sat waiting for 
Eddie Banks-Crosson to meet them 
for lunch. 

The presidents of the National 
Panhellenic Council and the Latino 
Greek Council sat on one side of the 
table, and the presidents of the Inter-
fraternity Council and the Panhel-
lenic Association sat on the other, 
said Michelle Herrera, the president 
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As Taye was delivering his closing 
remarks, people began crowding the 
stage. I shoved through the mob, hit-
ting the shutter while walking, and 
was fortunate to capture his smile in 
a few frames.

—     Mackenzie Reiss

staff photographer
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T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: Pedro Noguera lecture  
When: 4 p.m.
Where: 220 Eggers Hall
How much: Free 
 
What: MES Film Festival  
When: 4 p.m.
Where: 060 Eggers Hall
How much: Free 

What: Prism concert
When: 8 p.m.
Where: Setnor Auditorium
How much: Free 

What: FAME! The Musical
When: 8 p.m.
Where: Goldstein Auditorium
How much: $4

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by megan saucke

abortion opponents in 
south dakota introduce 
new initiative
Anti-abortion activists in South 
Dakota are filing petitions this 
week to put an initiative on 
the November ballot. It would 
restrict abortion to cases of rape, 
incest, or if necessary for the 
health of the woman. In addi-
tion, the rape and incest victims 
are required to report the crime 
to the police before their abor-
tions are approved. Pro-choice 
advocates argued that young 
girls being abused by family 
are unlikely to go to the police. 
The initiative would also make 
performing an abortion a Class 4 
felony. There is currently only one 
abortion clinic in the state.

North Carolina man freed 
from death row
Glen Edward Chapman was 
freed from prison Wednesday, 
after spending 15 years on Death 
Row. He was sentenced to death 
in 1992 after he was convicted 
for two murders. He was given 
a new trial in November when 
a judge found out that detec-
tives on the case withheld and 
hid evidence that Chapman was 
not guilty. The forensics team 
could not even prove that one of 
the deaths was a homicide. The 
judge also found fault with both 
of Chapman’s defense attorneys.

rio de Janeiro, Brazil hit 
hard with dengue fever
Brazil’s military troops are ally-
ing with public health workers to 
fight the most lethal outbreak of 
dengue fever to hit Rio de Janeiro. 
So far, 67 people have died from 
the virus, which is spread by mos-
quitoes, and tens of thousands 
have fallen ill. The majority of the 
fatalities have been children. The 
military sprayed insecticide in 
affected areas and put up hospital 
tents. Brazilians have been criticiz-
ing the government, saying that 
it should have taken preventative 
action sooner, rather than trying 
to help after the problem was out 
of control. 
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T o m o r r o w
n e w s

democracy of the world
The Leaders for Democracy Fel-
lows program teaches ideals of 
democracy.   
 
O P I n I O n

Cheers and jeers
The Daily Orange Editorial Board 
dishes out this week’s critiques.

 P u l P

spring fashion
Creator of clothing line Duane 
New York continues series of 
fashion-forward students. 
 
s P O r t s 

switching sticks
Men’s lacrosse freshman Joel 
White made the switch from 
offense to defensive long pole.

s p o r T s  s C h E d u l E
SOFTBALL 
Fri., April 4 
vs. Providence 
@ 2 p.m., Syracuse, N.Y. 
 
TRACK & FIELD 
Sat., April 5  
Sam Howell Invitational 
@ TBA, Princeton, N.J. 
 
TENNIS 
Sat., April 5 
vs. Rutgers 
@ 10 a.m., Syracuse, N.Y.

ROWING 
Sat., April 5  
vs. Cornell & Yale 
@ All day, Derby, Conn.

MEN’S LACROSSE 
Sat., April 5 
vs. Princeton 
@ 3 p.m., Carrier Dome

PHoto  oF  tHE  wEEK

digging it 
TAyE DIGGS, known for his role in “Rent” and “How Stella Got Her Groove Back,” came 
to campus last weekend to conduct workshops with drama students. 

how I got the shot ... SHOOT FOR
E-mail us at Photo@dailyorange.com for information.
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California, 
1996

The FBI 
arrests 

Theodore 
Kaczynski, 
the famous 
Unabomber.    

United 
Nations, 

1991
Persian Gulf 

War ends 
with

cease-fire 
resolution.  

Super
Outbreak, 

1974
Thirteen 

states hit by 
148 violent 

tornadoes in 
24 hours.  

Missouri, 
1882 

Famous 
outlaw 

Jesse James 
shot in the 
back and 

killed. 
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By Max Woolley
Staff Writer

With the help of a newly launched 
Syracuse test kitchen, anybody, even 
students, can bring their homemade 
recipe to the mainstream industry.

“It’s giving (opportunities to) small 
entrepreneurs who may never have 
had an opportunity to come out and be 
successful,” said Dave Evans, direc-
tor of Nelson Farms. “It gives them 
an opportunity they have never had 
before.”

The new kitchen opened its doors 
for business March 26 at the South 
Side Innovation Center (SSIC) on 
South Salina Street.

The program is helping anyone 
from the community who would like 
to commercialize a product from a 
home recipe, said Lynne Foster, the 
newly hired product development 
coordinator for COMTEK, as the 
employees have dubbed the commu-

nity test kitchen.
The program is a joint effort 

between Syracuse University and Nel-
son Farms at the State University of 
New York at Morrisville. The program 
is an expansion of the entrepreneur-
ship program at SSIC.

The test kitchen was established 
in response to requests at the SSIC 
and the Women Igniting the Spirit 
of Entrepreneurship (WISE) program 
for help in commercializing home-
made food products.

“They were getting requests like, 
‘I make this great sauce or cake or pie, 
and I’d like to put it on the market. Can 
you help?’” Foster said.

With the aid of a $30,000 grant 
from the Central New York Commu-
nity Foundation, the SSIC fulfilled 
the need.

The test kitchen was started to give 
people an outlet for their ideas. Any-
one in the community can propose a 
recipe to develop into a commercial 
food product. The test kitchen the 
helps the entrepreneur work through 
creating a commercially viable recipe 
capable of being scaled to production.

“SUNY Morrisville came to us for 
a grant to get equipment for a test 
kitchen located at South Side Innova-
tion Center, started by Syracuse Uni-

versity,” said Peggy Ogden, director of 
the CNY Community Foundation.

“It’s an incubator for neighborhood 
entrepreneurs,” she said. “The impor-
tance of the SSIC is that on the South 
Side there is not a lot of economic 
development, but there are a lot of 
people with good ideas.”

Though the program costs $100 for 
the first two days of kitchen work and 
$25 for every day after, the program 
provides comprehensive help for those 
attempting to commercialize their 
product.

The process starts by submitting 
an application to SSIC detailing the 
food to be created.

“Once they fill out the application, 
I call people back and set up appoint-
ments to discuss their food more thor-
oughly,” Foster said. “We also talk 

about whom are you going to target 
the product to, who’s your competi-
tion, so they can really learn to market 
a product during that time.”

After the product is finalized in the 
test kitchen, Nelson Farms tests the 
product for commercialization.

“We work with the idea to tweak 
their recipes to meet FDA (Food and 
Drug Administration) requirements 
to be commercial,” Evans, the direc-
tor of Nelson Farms. “I will work with 
(the test kitchen) on those standards. 
We are FDA and Department of Agri-
culture certified. We can process and 
upscale the formulas to try to bottle 
and get it out there. Basically what it 
boils down to, we come in after the test 
kitchen has done everything for food 
safety requirements.”

entrepreneurs perfect recipes in test kitchen

danielle carrick | staff photographer
lynn foster, the newly hired product development coordinator for the community kitchen, helps community members submit and 
develop their recipes for wide-scale production. the kitchen is located in the South Side innovation Center.

see kitchen page 6

Former 
governor of 
puerto rico 
to visit su

see governor page 6

By Sarah DiGiulio
Staff Writer

Syracuse University students will get 
the chance to hear a new perspective 
on Puerto Rico — from the common-
wealth’s former governor. 

Rafael Hernández Colón, the for-
mer governor of Puerto Rico, will 
visit The Warehouse in downtown 
Syracuse tonight to discuss Puerto 
Rico and its current status as a com-
monwealth to the United States.

Colón, the youngest governor’s in 
Puerto Rico’s history, will give his 
presentation at 7 p.m. in the build-
ing’s auditorium. 

“It’s just an opportunity for stu-
dents in general to get a little insight 
into a policy question that impacts 
about six million Puerto Ricans—half 
of which live on the island of Puerto 
Rico,” said Bethaida Gonzalez, dean 
of University College, who helped 
plan Colón’s speech.

SU’s Office of Multicultural 
Affairs, the Latino-Latin American 
Studies program and the Spanish 
Action League of Onondaga County 
also took part in planning the event.

Colón continues to support keep-
ing Puerto Rico’s commonwealth 
status, as he did while in office. As 
a commonwealth, Puerto Rico is a 
self-governing territory that is still 
associated with the United States.

Puerto Ricans debated on whether 
it should become a U.S. state or become 
completely independent of the United 
States when Colón was in office in the 
1970s through the 1990s, and they still 
debate it today, Gonzalez said.

Despite the fact that Puerto Rico 
has had commonwealth status since 
1952, Puerto Rico’s status still raises 
questions for Gonzalez.

Golzalez was born in Puerto Rico, 
but moved to the United States as a 
child. She visited Puerto Rico during 
the summers and was raised with 
both the Spanish and English lan-
guages.

“We are immigrants culturally 
to this country,” she said. “Puerto 
Ricans come to the United States as 
migrant workers, and the assumption 

Colón to discuss 
island’s current 
legal status

w h i t m a n  s c h o o l  o f  m a n a g e m e n t

Local culinary 
program to 
aid economic 
development

About the kitchen
the community test kitchen opened on March 26 at the South Side 
innovation Center (SSiC) on South Salina Street. the program is an 
expansion of the entrepreneurship program at the SSiC, a join effort 
by Syracuse University and Nelson farms at the State University of 
New York at Mooresville.

the Central New York Community foundation provided $30,000 of 
funding.

individual costs for the program include $100 for the first two days 
of kitchen work and $25 a day there after.
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By Rachel Gruber
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

At Syracuse University, Hubert Yang and Molly 
Zimmermann are on the forefront of an innova-
tive program law schools across the country 
are adopting.

The two are assistant directors in a new pro-
gram that features a merger between the New 
York State Science and Technology Law Center 
at Syracuse University College of Law — bring-
ing together the fi elds of technology and law.

The New York Foundation for Science, Tech-
nology and Innovation was originally named 
The New York State Offi ce of Science Tech-
nology and Research (NYSTAR) when it was 
started in August 2004.

NYSTAR provides information to New York 
state centers of technology and research. It 
aids other academic institutions in developing 
new technologies to compete in an expanding 
marketplace, advises stakeholders in legal 
information on technology companies and 
deals with licensing and copyrighting new 
technology. 

Moreover, NYSTAR advises technology cen-
ters in New York on technology-related law 
issues. With such a busy schedule, it is no 
surprise NYSTAR recently hired two associate 
directors. 

Yang, a graduate of the University of Virgin-

ia School of Law, joined the staff of the center 
from Washington, D.C., and Zimmermann, an 
alumna of the University at Buffalo Law School, 
joined from the SUNY Upstate Medical School. 

Both are excited to begin work with the 
program.

“I traded the frantic pace of the D.C. area for 
a slightly quieter existence in CNY,” Yang said 
in an e-mail interview.

“The fi eld of technology commercialization 
is growing quickly, and SU is fortunate to 
claim one of the few programs that squarely 
addresses the wide range of legal, business and 
technical issues related to technology commer-
cialization,” he said. 

Zimmermann said her experiences with the 
students have already been extremely positive 
due to the interesting and creative faculty and 
staff of the College of Law. Yang said he cannot 
wait to start having them capitalize on their 
new ideas.

The two will be interacting with the pro-
gram’s faculty frequently. Zimmermann said 
the law students are an important factor in the 
organization’s work. 

Although the students do a fair amount of 
work with NYSTAR, Yang and Zimmermann 
will still have a lot to do.

“As an associate director, there are many 
day-to-day responsibilities associated with the 
work of the NYS STLC,” Zimmermann said. 
“I enjoy legal research and working with a 
center that provides a high quality intellectual 
property educational resource.” 

Essentially, Yang and Zimmermann are 
responsible for leading and directing research, 
administration and conducting grant activi-
ties within the program. 

Yang would also like to add a few more 
things to his to-do list in the school. “It’s criti-
cal that we continue to increase the visibility 
of the center among its current and potential 
stakeholders,” he said. “So that would-be entre-
preneurs recognize that there are numerous 
resources available to help them capitalize on 
their ideas.” 

Yang and Zimmermann are attempting to 
raise awareness, sponsoring many upcom-
ing events in the surrounding area includ-
ing Accelerate 2008: New Ideas in Technology, 
Manufacturing, Energy and the Environment 
April 30 in Syracuse. 

The second annual conference will host 
technology companies from around the area 
to conference and educate each other, as well 
as consumers, on both existing and upcoming 
products that will infl uence economics and 
environmental awareness.

rgruber@syr.edu

New directors hired to run 
technology research program

c o l l e g e  o f  l aw

SU houses one of few programs in expanding legal fi eld

“SU is fortunate to claim 
one of the few programs 
that squarely addresses 
the wide range of legal, 
business and technical 
issues related to technology 
commercialization.” 

Hubert Yang
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, NEW YORK STATE OFFICE 

OF SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY AND RESEARCH
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r.a.p.e. Center’s name 
change, a non-issue

e d i t o r i a l
by the daily orange 

editorial board

S c r i b b l e

I f the R.A.P.E. Center changed its 
name to an ambiguous title, the 
current controversy on campus 

would be warranted. However, by 
including “sexual assault” in the 
new name, Sexual Assault Support 
Services (SASS), the center still clearly 
conveys its service.

The concern that an office with-
out the word “rape” devalues the 
severity of such a crime is ill-found-
ed. Even though “sexual assault” 
may not carry the same weight as 
“rape” to some, it shouldn’t deter 
rape victims from going to SASS for 
help.

Including the word “rape” in the 
center’s previous title could have 
prevented a number of victims from 
coming to the center for aid, since 
some victims probably don’t want to 
acknowledge they’ve been raped.

If the center continues to provide 
an effective, helpful service, its 
name is irrelevant. It does serve an 
important purpose on this campus, 
aiding victims who have undergone 
particularly damaging crimes, 
injuring them both physically and 
mentally. As long as students know 
about it, of course. 

Though the new name itself doesn’t 
present any issues, the manner 
in which the Office of Prevention 
Services — which encompasses SASS 
— publicizes the new name is an area 
of concern. The Syracuse University 
community needs to be informed of 
the new name because if a serious 
crime were to take place, victims 
would know exactly where to go to 
seek help.

The office needs to issue enough 

materials so every student learns the 
center is now known as SASS. If it 
takes hundreds of posters plastered on 
the walls of every residence hall across 
campus, then so be it. 

Although the office did e-mail 
every student to alert them of the 
center’s new title, further notifica-
tion is in order, especially since 
the name change took place during 
winter break and not during the 
summer, before students came to 
campus. 

With a number of incoming 
transfer students living on campus 
for the first time, as well as a number 
of other changes taking place at SU, 
the center should have waited at least 
until the summer to execute a name 
change. 

Also, the combination of the 
Options Program — which provides 
assistance drug and alcohol-related 
abuse cases — and the R.A.P.E. center 
under SASS isn’t necessarily an issue 
either. The two simply need to continue 
to help students in a valuable, timely 
fashion.

If SASS maintains the same level 
of service and support it provided 
to victims when titled the R.A.P.E. 
Center, the new name doesn’t create 
any complications. The only issue 
is how the school will go about 
marketing the new name. If done 
correctly, future students won’t 
even be able to recall the center’s 
prior name.

    want to be a columnist? 
                           e-mail opinion@dailyorange.com
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is made they are not U.S. citizens, but they are,” 
she said. 

Latino-Latin American Studies program 
Director Silvio Torres-Saillant said the com-
monwealth status is debated because it is not a 
normal political status. “It’s a peculiar arrange-
ment,” he said.

Puerto Ricans are legally U.S. citizens, but 
they don’t have the right to vote for the U.S. 
president, Torres-Saillant said. They are also 
different from other Hispanics in the United 
States because they are not immigrants, he 
said.

 “It’s an unresolved issue. You have a state 
that’s not a state. How long can that ambigu-
ity remain?” he said. 

Despite anyone’s personal political views, 
Colón’s speech is important, Torres-Saillant 
said. Colón’s governorship was a very big 
moment in Caribbean politics, he said.

“You have a major statesman visiting the 
campus,” Torres-Saillant said. “It’s a golden 
opportunity for people interested in the des-
tiny of countries.” 

The Spanish Action League of Onondaga 
County, co-sponsor of the event, expects the 
speech to also attract the Hispanic population 
of the Syracuse community. 

A big percentage of the Hispanic population 
in the community is Puerto Rican, said Rita 
Paniagua, the league’s executive director. She 
suggested holding the event at the Warehouse, 
which is located closer to these communities. 

“It just makes it more accessible to the Lati-
no community,” Paniagua said. “We do like to 
know how things are back in Puerto Rico.”

Paniagua lived in Puerto Rico until she 
came to the United States for college in the 

1980s. She travels back and forth to Puerto 
Rico to visit family and friends as they would 
between other U.S. states, she said. 

Puerto Ricans in Syracuse will be interest-
ed in Colón’s speech because of his popularity 
as a political leader, Paniagua said.

“He was a people’s person,” she said. “He 
was very active within the common people. 
He was a good governor.” 

Myrna García-Calderon, a Spanish profes-
sor at Syracuse University, grew up in Puerto 
Rico before coming to the United States for 
graduate school. She remembers Colón’s cam-
paign in 1973 as the one of the first she was old 
enough to be interested in following, she said.

“He was young. He had different ideas,” 
García-Calderon said. “It was a newer type 
of politician — here you had advisers, cam-
paigns that were meant for TV.” 

Despite her curiosity to hear what Colón 
has to say, García-Calderon questions why 
the former governor is speaking.

“I am baffled by the invitation,” she said. 
“Why now? He’s been out of power for a 
while.”

Chanel Delgado asked the same question. 
The senior advertising major has family liv-
ing in Puerto Rico and has spent time in 
the commonwealth on breaks from school. 
Because of her Puerto Rican heritage, she is 
interested in what the former governor has to 
say, but is not sure many at SU will, she said.

“I don’t know how much interest in general 
it’s going to have,” she said.

Delgado wants Colón to talk about the elec-
tions and the recent scandal regarding the 
current governor, she said.

“I just hope that he talks about the current 
status and the upcoming election,” she said. “I 
want to know if he thinks the people are actu-
ally being heard.” 

sdigiuli@syr.edu
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the character Odysseus’ careless leadership 
leads to tragedy. “The question is, is the leader 
the shepherd of the people, or is the leader the 
destroyer of the people?” Shay asked.

Shay posed this question to the audience: 
“How many of the 600 or so of the youth of Ithaca 
that Odysseus took off to fight at Troy did Odys-
seus come home with?”

Tom Schmitz, an older man wearing a U.S. 
Army hat shook his head. “None,” he said.

Schmitz, a veteran lieutenant of the Vietnam 
War who now lives in Oneida N.Y., read both of 
Shay’s books and then reread the Iliad and the 
Odyssey

“I think he’s really onto something,” Schmitz 
said. “Post-traumatic stress disorder isn’t an 
injury; it’s a wound of the soul. It’s presented 
as being an anxiety disorder, but it’s not. It’s 
a wound, and I find it somehow reassuring to 
think that whoever Homer really was, there 
were people who knew or understood that for 
thousands of years.” 

Schmitz said as a veteran, he’s glad to see 
PTSD as a commonly accepted formal diagno-
sis.

While societies undoubtedly change and 

evolve, there are certain truths in the works of 
Homer still relevant today, Shay said. 

These epics don’t teach strategy, training or 
technology, but Shay said they teach lessons on 
how to protect soldiers during wartime. 

“I say there are three things that can protect 
the mind and spirit of the person that we send 
into horrible danger for our sake,” he said.

Shay listed troop cohesion as the first of the 
three. “Don’t send people to work with strang-
ers,” he said.

His other two forms of protection were expert, 
ethical leadership and prolonged, highly realis-
tic training for possible wartime situations.

Tom Dilella, a sophomore dual political sci-
ence and history major, said he enjoyed Shay’s 
lecture.

“I thought it was brilliant,” he said. “I’m 
going to have to reread “The Iliad” and “The 
Odyssey” in a new light now.”

Mills thoroughly enjoyed the lecture. “I was 
mesmerized. I teach “The Iliad” and “The Odys-
sey,” so it was very relevant for my students 
because they’ve been reading it.” 

Mills also saw the lecture as relevant to 
today’s military situation. 

“With the war in Iraq and Afghanistan, we’re 
going to have vets coming back, and they’re 
going to be psychologically injured,” he said.

jmterrus@syr.edu

shay
f r o m  p a g e  1

The ultimate aim of the project is economic 
development.

“This is a perfect example of community foun-
dation having philanthropic resources. And add-
ing the entrepreneurship of SU and Morrisville 
gives them the ability to serve upon the South 

Side of Syracuse, an area in need of creative eco-
nomic development,” Ogden said. “Many people 
are trying to get into the food product business. 
And in order to be successful, they need the test 
kitchen to help them.”

The program is open to the entire community, 
and people from all walks of life, including stu-
dents, have put in applications to use the kitchen, 
Foster said.

mwwoolle@syr.edu

kitchen
f r o m  p a g e  3
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Photos courtsey of Middlebury College

X
ander Manshel’s favorite sport requires 
that he run around donned in a cape with 
a broomstick between his legs. 

Quidditch, first introduced by J.K. 
Rowling in her Harry Potter series, was adapted 
by Manshel, a Middlebury College student, in 
the fall of 2005. Since then, the Intercollegiate 
Quidditch League has expanded to 105 teams 
from the United States, Canada, the United 
Kingdom and even Argentina. 

Each team must have 
seven players: three 
chasers, two beaters, 
one keeper and one 
seeker, according to the 
official Intercollegiate 

Quidditch Rules and Guidebook. 
The chasers are responsible for scoring 

points with the quaffle — a volleyball — by 
throwing it through their opponents’ three 
hoops on either side of field.  It is the keeper’s 
responsibility to guard the hoops. 

The beaters throw bludgers — dodgeballs 
— at opposing members in attempt to knock 
them off their broom. Any player hit with a 
bludger must immediately stop play and run 
around their goalposts one time to simulate the 
amount of time it would take a real Quidditch 
player to steady themselves while flying on 
their brooms. 

Lastly, it is the responsibility of the seeker 
to find and capture the snitch from the snitch-
runner. 

Alex Benepe, the Middlebury junior who 
developed the official rulebook, said the idea 
for the game was created simply to have a good 
time. 

“He just started it for fun,” Benepe said. “I 
guess (Manshel) enjoyed the idea of just doing 
something for the hell of it.”

Kate Olen, a Middlebury freshman, says the 
rules of the game have been adapted to invent 
a new “Muggle-friendly” version of Quidditch, 
referring to Rowling’s slang word for a non-
magical person.

“A lot of people are immediately like, ‘How 
do you fly? How do you adapt that?’” Olen said. 
“They kind of chuckle and laugh and have this 
image of kids frolicking — running around 

looking like freaks.” 
Chris Free, a Middlebury sophomore, 

explained that in order to be considered flying, 
players must always have a broomstick between 
their legs. 

Rafael Velez, a Middlebury freshman, said 
the broomstick-required rule sets this game 
apart from other versions of Quidditch. It levels 
the playing field between athletes and non-
athletes, he said, because “you can’t do as much 
with a broomstick between your legs.”

Like many of the other players, Velez’s favor-
ite part of the game — or at least what he finds 
most entertaining — is the snitch-runner. 

In this version of Quidditch, the snitch is a 
person, dressed completely in gold, who runs 
at will around the campus, doing anything 
necessary — including hiding behind build-
ings — to avoid being captured by the seeker, 
signaling the end of the game. The guidebook 
recommends using an athletic former var-
sity wrestler and encourages back flips, cart-
wheels and other acrobatic feats to entertain 
the crowd. 

The snitch’s sole task is to humiliate the 
seekers, according to the guidebook. He can 
run from them, hide from them, throw them to 
the ground or dodge away just as they dive for 
them and leave them eating his dust.

“I think the snitch definitely makes that 
game the most amazing,” Olen said. 

The various antics of the snitch keep the 
crowd and players entertained. One snitch 
walked to a bagel store, bought a dozen and 
returned to the field eating a bagel, holding 
the rest in a bag. Another drove a van up to the 
field, honked the horn and drove away, she said. 

As in any civilized sport, there are, of 
course, rules. Any players caught cape-grab-
bing will receive a yellow wand, signaling a 
warning, according to the rulebook. After two 
yellow wands, a player receives a red wand, 
which means expulsion from the game. Other 
offenses include body tackling, hitting, ignor-
ing a bludger hit and using a ball reserved for 
another position. 

Headlocks are also forbidden but “players 
are still allowed to and in fact encouraged 
to target the head with a bludger, mostly for 
the satisfying sound a direct hit makes,” the 
guidebook said. 

kpanetta@syr.edu

Broomtricks
Students at Midddlebury College pioneer 
ground-based version of Harry Potter game

ONLINE NOW
Check out the 
official rule book at 
Dailyorange.com

Campus BrIEfs 
Car tires deflated in April Fool’s prank 
The Badger herald

Some drivers at the University of Wisconsin 
had a message left on their cars this April 
Fools’ Day. More than 300 cars had their 
tires deflated and a note placed in their 
windshield reading “Happy fossil fuel 
day! Drive Less!” according to The Badger 
Herald. One police officer involved with 
the case said no suspects have been named, 
although he said it could have been an 
environmental group. The cars had their 
tires deflated with pellets from a BB gun. The 

culprits placed the pellets inside the tires’ 
air caps, causing the tires to slowly deflate. 
   

Former Harvard professor faces child 
abuse lawsuit  
The daily Crimson

Melvin D. Levine, a former Harvard 
Medical School professor, has been accused 
of sexually abusing at least seven victims 
during his tenure as chief of ambulatory 
pediatrics at Children’s Hospital Boston, 
according to The Daily Crimson. The 
accusations were brought to light when 
a father, “John Doe No. 5,” had to remove 
himself from his son’s routine examination 

at their doctor’s office due to extreme
discomfort. “John Doe No. 5” claims he was 
8 years old when Levine began sexually 
abusing and battering him while the 
plaintiff was undergoing psychotherapy at 
Levine’s hospital. Levine’s lawyer said his 
client has treated more than 15,000 patients 
and “adamantly denies” the charges.

MIT students fall to e-mail scam 
The TeCh 

About half a dozen students at the Manhattan 
Institute of Technology fell to an e-mail scam 
that hit the campus throughout the month of 
March, according to The Tech. The messages, 

sent from what appeared to be the ‘MIT 
Webmail team,’ asked the recipients of the 
e-mail to confirm their accounts by replying 
with their passwords. Instead of going to 
the university, the students’ passwords 
were relayed across the globe to places like 
Hong Kong, The Tech said. The hackers 
used the university service as well as the 
services of a few other schools nationwide 
to send the phony e-mails to students. For 
hackers, using university servers is ideal as 
e-mails from campus are more likely to be 
read, said Jeffrey I. Schiller, MIT’s Network 
Manager in an interview with The Tech. 

             — compiled by Conor Orr, asst. news editor
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of the LGC. 
Banks-Crosson was offi cially announced as 

the director of greek life Tuesday. He was inter-
viewing for the position when he met with the 
four students.

“He walked in and said, ‘So I have my white 
people to one side and my colored people on the 
other side,’” Herrera said. “It was kind of a real-
ity check that even sitting down, the leaders of 
the councils can’t sit together.”

The search for a new director of greek life 
began after Roy Baker, former director of fra-
ternity and sorority affairs, announced his 
resignation in July 2007.

Juanita Williams, the associate dean of stu-
dents, has served as the interim director since 
Baker formerly left the position Aug. 17, 2007.

“I think everyone was expecting to have the 
new director within a month of school starting, 
especially because we had such huge events at 

the beginning of the year,” said Matt Abdifar, 
the president of the IFC. 

Abdifar said a number of different candi-
dates came to visit the campus, but none seemed 
to fi t the needs of SU’s greek community.

“They were good candidates but not for us. 
They were just not good enough,” Abdifar said 
of the fi rst two candidates SU brought in to 
interview for the position.

Herrera was at the Minority Greek Leader-
ship Conference in Texas when she fi rst met 
Banks-Crosson. He was serving in his cur-
rent position of assistant director of Student 
Life-Greek Life at Jacksonville State University 
when the two met.

“I actually kind of scouted him out in a 
conference,” Herrera said. “I saw him there and 
was wondering if he was looking for anything. 
He was a great, great speaker.”

Abdifar was visiting each fraternity house to 
check for violations during recruitment when 
he fi rst met Banks-Crosson.

“I got to tell him what Syracuse was doing,” 
Abdifar said. “I only talked to him for about 

a half hour, but from what I could tell, he was 
going to be really great. If I can get along with 
someone easily, it just makes everything bet-
ter.”

Banks-Crosson will start as director of greek 
life April 28, before the end of the academic year, 
“to become acclimated with our system and 
with our students,” Abdifar said. 

“My position is based on what the students 
need,” Banks-Crosson said in an e-mail Wednes-
day. “Some campuses need a recruitment spe-
cialist, and some need an advocate. What I bring 
is really based on what the students require.”

Herrera said what the students need is more 
attention and someone who is willing to spend 
the time with the greek community.

“Dean (Juanita) Williams is overseeing 
everything right now, and I feel like we’re 
honestly neglected,” she said. “It’s a really hec-
tic season with recruitment, and we made it 
through, thankfully. Greek life is huge; it needs 
its own person to deal with it.”

Emily Thompson, the president of Panhel, 
said she knew Banks-Crosson could handle the 

job within fi ve minutes of meeting him.
“He was immediately open to talking with 

me and sitting down,” she said. “And I thought, 
‘dude, you don’t even have the job yet.’” 

Thompson said she hopes Banks-Crosson 
can repeat the success of his previous position 
at JSU. 

“I am really excited to work with him to have 
greater inter-sorority relationships and greater 
greek community unity,” Thompson said. “The 
school he comes from has a very connected 
greek life, and we’re sort of struggling with that 
here.”

lrbertol@syr.edu

DIRECTOR
F R O M  P A G E  1

“My goal, in becoming president was to 
make sure to have a classic hip hop artist 
(at Greek Unity Fest), and we were fortunate 
enough to get Nas,” said John Carter, president 
of the National Panhellenic Council. “I’m confi -
dent in our lineup, and I wish University Union 
the best of luck.”

Tickets for the event will go on sale Monday, 
according to the Schine Box Offi ce. Prices will 

be $15 with SU ID and $20 for the general public. 
There is also a $25 package available that will 
include tickets for a step show and a party, both 
taking place on Saturday, April 19 in addition to 
a concert ticket.

Opening for Nas will be LeMoyne College 
alumnus and Phi Beta Sigma brother, The Kid 
Fresh, whose music is described as a hybrid of 
hip hop, rock and funk. In addition, Tony Rob-
erts, a comedian who has appeared on HBO’s 
Def Comedy Jam, will be performing. 

“Excited isn’t even the word,” Kid Fresh 
said. “I woke up this morning and just thought 

‘This is a huge deal.’ I grew up listening to Nas, 
and now I get to perform with him, it’s like a 
dream come true.”  

Nas was voted the number fi ve greatest MC 
by MTV and is often described as one of hip 
hop’s greatest lyricists. He is responsible for 
eight hit albums, including 1994’s “Illmatic,” 
which several publications have regarded as 
the greatest hip hop album of all time. His 
highly anticipated, controversial ninth album, 
N----r, (though uncensored) will be released on 
April 22. 

In addition to his hit songs, Nas is also known 

for his outspoken personality, by defending 
himself against FOX news anchor Bill O’Reilly 
about the nature of his lyrics and unoffi cially 
heading the “Hip Hop is Dead” campaign, 
which made several rap artists introspectively 
evaluate the state of hip hop today. 

Previous artists for Greek Unity Fest include 
Jadakiss, Styles P and Juelz Santana. 

“(Greek Unity Fest) has been going strong 
for quite a bit,” said Kid Fresh. “Every year the 
National Panhellenic Council goes out with a 
bang.” 

kaoutram@syr.edu

NAS
F R O M  P A G E  1

“The school he comes 
from has a very connected 
greek life and we’re sort of 
struggling with that here.”

Emily Thompson
PRESIDENT OF THE PANHELLENIC ASSOCIATION
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Scientist to discuss physical effects of college stress levels
By Alex Kish

Contributing writer

Some college students are tired but can’t sleep. 
They have no appetite. And although they’ve 
been falling behind in school, they haven’t been 
able to get out of bed to make it to their 9:30 a.m. 
class. These students, like many other Ameri-
cans, are probably suffering from the pitfalls 
and annoyance of chronic stress.

Yet there’s one man who may actually be able 
to help students overcome their burnout.

Bruce McEwen, celebrated scientist and fore-
runner on the research of the brain’s reaction to 
stress, will speak tonight at 7 p.m. in Maxwell 
Auditorium about stress and its effects on the 
body’s physical and mental health. 

McEwen’s lecture, titled “Stress and Health: 
State of the Science,” is part of Syracuse Uni-
versity’s Center of Health and Behavior’s (CHB) 
annual lecture series. For the past five years, 
the group has hosted prestigious scientists to 
present up-to-date research relevant to anyone 
in the Syracuse community. CHB also looks 
for excellent public speakers to present at the 
lecture, said Michael Carey, director of CHB.

“(McEwen’s) a world-class scientist,” Carey 
said. “Literally just a stellar person in the field 
and is simultaneously a great educator.”

Carey also said McEwen’s lecture topic will 
intrigue any audience member.

“Stress is relevant to every human being,” he 
said. “It’s of universal relevance and importance 
because it’s a natural outcome of being alive.”

McEwen began researching the brain’s reac-
tion to stress in the late 1960s after he received 
his doctorate from Rockefeller University in 
1964. 

After working briefly in Sweden to become 
a neuroscientist at a time when the field was 
still was “very primitive,” McEwen returned to 
Rockefeller to research under the supervision 
of Neil Miller. Miller, a pioneer in behavioral 
medicine, helped McEwen develop an interest in 
the impact of stress in the brain, McEwen said.

McEwen and his research team discovered 
in 1968 that stress hormones, called glucocor-
ticoids, bind to receptors in the hippocampus, 
an area of the brain that regulates learning 
and memory retention. Before his discovery, 
researchers believed stress typically reacted 
in the brain’s hypothalamus, which deals with 
hormone regulation, McEwen said.

“Very few people thought hormones had 
impact on areas of the brain that dealt with 
thinking, learning,” he said.

Since his discovery, McEwen has continued 
to work in the field of neuroendocrinology, 
which revolves around the interaction between 
the nervous system and the endocrine system, 
and has written about his research for many 
scientific journals.

He also published a book, “The End of Stress 
as We Know It,” in 2002, and its content still 
holds relevance in the neuroscience world today, 
McEwen said.

His lecture will briefly touch on his discover-

ies, but will mainly focus on the cumulative 
effects on stress on the body’s biological and 
behavioral functions, McEwen said. 

McEwen talked about the cumulative effects 
of stress like sleep deprivation from school, 
work, commuting or late-night partying. One’s 
body will not be able to recover, and in the 
long run, will suffer detrimental health conse-
quences, McEwen said.

He’ll also discuss why some people have a 
slight advantage in handling stress over others.

“When you’re young, as long as you give 
yourself a chance, you can recover,” he said. 
“But when you’re older, it’s not as easy.”

McEwen will also discuss the concept of allo-
static load, which refers to the wear and tear on 
one’s body when it does not have time to recover 
from long-term stress. A person may have a 
high allostatic load if he or she has personal 
problems or has suffered from some kind of 
abuse, McEwen said.

To help combat a heavy allostatic load, McE-
wen will mention ways to alleviate its negative 
effects.

“I won’t specially give recipes out, but it will 
be clear by the end of the talk what people need 
to do,” he said.

His lecture will also mention the correlation 
between early childhood trauma and the onset 
of adult depression, as well as a stress’ negative 
effects on telomerase, a chemical needed for 
cells to divide properly, he said.

Past Center of Health and Behavior lecturers 

discussed the necessity of sleep to function nor-
mally, the human experience and its effects on 
aging and the health disparities between people 
of different races and ethnicities, Carey said.

Kelly Hedman, an undecided freshman, said 
the lecture will be especially relevant to college 
students.

“There’s a lot to balance,” she said. “I think 
that has a lot to do with the stress that college 
students feel.”

Although he was booked to speak in Syra-
cuse last fall, McEwen said he is still excited 
to lecture in the area due its commitment to 
health.

“There’s a very active program in the whole 
area of health science research and (Carey) 
impressed me about the activity going on at 
Syracuse,” he said.

alkish@syr.edu

“Stress is relevant to 
every human being. It’s 
of universal relevance 
and importance because 
it’s a natural outcome 
of being alive.”

Michael Carey
DireCtor, SyraCuSe univerSity’S 
Center of HealtH anD beHavior
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God bless America: Home to the hot dog eating contest and fast food overload

danielle carrick | staff photographer

DANA RAE ASHBURN hopes to continue her career in cosmetology with her own makeup line. No matter 
where she goes, Ashburn always carries MAC liquid eyeliner with her.

By Tine Petrozzo
STAFF WRITER

Dana Rae Ashburn was not 

allowed to wear makeup 

to school when grow-

ing up. She attended a Quaker 

grade school, and rules prohib-

ited makeup. But as an aspiring 

cosmetic artist, Ashburn wasn’t 

worried about getting in a little 

trouble — and it certainly wasn’t 

going to stop the Syracuse fresh-

man from pursuing her love 

for fashion, cosmetics and hair 

design. 

The countryside surrounded 

by cornfi elds in New Hope, Pa., 

didn’t offer many creative, high-

fashion outlets for Ashburn. In 

high school, she applied makeup 

to her friends for special occa-

sions and later was put in charge 

of doing the makeup for the the-

ater students at her high school. 

At Syracuse University, Ash-

burn has found more outlets for 

her talent. The Visual & Per-

forming Arts student technically 

doesn’t have a declared major, but 

Ashburn isn’t worried — she’s 

inventing her own. Her home col-

lege is helping Ashburn tailor the 

classes offered to her interests. 

When she’s not in her founda-

tion studio art classes, Ashburn 

spends time developing ideas for 

her future makeup line.

The lack of a proper major 

frustrates Ashburn at times. The 

freshman attended Syracuse 

to follow in the footsteps of her 

parents, who also were majors in 

VPA. But the absence of formal 

training bothers Ashburn. She 

said she picks up most of her 

makeup knowledge on her own — 

as Ashburn attempts to hone her 

artistry skills in her classes.

Ripped magazines pages often 

sit on her desk next to an assort-

ment of designer makeup or are 

plastered on her dormitory walls 

for inspiration. Outside of a past 

cosmetology internship, Ashburn 

relies on her own research and 

Make up artist Dana Rae 
Ashburn works to touch 
up cosmetics industry

H ere’s a typical scene: I’m 
eating dinner with family, 
we’re at one of those hibachi 

steak houses. 
Our server, the fi rst Japanese 

“Maurice,” has begun his dazzling 
display. After nearly setting himself 
on fi re with the onion inferno stack, 
he’s attempted, between fi ve and 10 
times, to fl ip a shrimp tail into his 
shirt pocket. Then, it gets crazy.

One by one, he went around the 

table, trying to fl ip pieces of food from 
the table into the open and inviting 
mouths of my family and me. It took 
me four tries, and I still couldn’t get 
the technique down. To make matters 
worse, it turns out he was fl ipping 
uncooked zucchini, something I don’t 
think anyone even wanted.

Though I gladly participated, I had 
one of those mental “look at yourself, 
you slob” moments. I was embar-
rassed at myself. I looked to my left at 

a cousin, mouth wide open.
“Aaaaaaaggggghhhh!!!!  Just 

throw it in here! I’ll take anything!”

I hate to sound condescending, 
that’s not at all what this is. There 
are plenty of examples of Americans 
being overzealous and wasteful when 
it comes to food and eating, and I, by 
no means, am excused of it.

A few examples: When I eat chips 
and salsa, I pit the two warring par-
ties against each other. Whichever 
fi nishes fi rst, the bag or the salsa jar, 
wins out. Another example: Once, 
at a Wendy’s, I ordered two of those 

spicy chicken sandwiches because 
after fi nishing the fi rst, I realized the 
person I was eating with still hadn’t 
fi nished theirs. Jackpot!

My eyes were truly opened to these 
stereotypes when I spent a semester 
in London. I asked one of my friends 
from the city, a rail-thin guy like me, 
to tell me what he expected me to look 
like, being an American.

“I expected you to be a lot bigger, 

st  lin’s racusey
A two-part series that 
profi les SU students look-
ing to make it in fashion
Tomorrow: A look at the 
Tribeca-based fashion 
line Duane NYC, created 
by SU senior Sal Bembury

SEE MAKEUPPAGE 19

SEE SPINELLI PAGE 17

Beauty queen
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lucas mccomb | asst. photo editor
StyleS p sold out his show with DJ AKO and rapper Staxx. Right before Styles P came on stage, a girl fainted in the front row.

lucas mccomb | asst. photo editor
StyleS p headlined the final Bandersnatch concert of the year, Wednesday in the 
Schine Underground.

Rapper styles p puts on a clean yet amped up show
By Tim Goessling

StAff WRiteR

As soon as rapper Styles P took the stage he 
made an announcement — he wasn’t allowed to 
swear or smoke onstage, two of his signatures.

Despite the censorship, Styles P rocked 
the sold out crowd Wednesday night in a 
satisfying concert by playing cuts from his 
personal catalog and from his band The Lox’s 
repertoire.

Styles didn’t curse the whole night, instead 
leaving the crowd to fill in the obscenities.

“They should’ve been able to (curse),” 
said Alex Mitchell-Hardt, a senior marketing 
major. “But he’s the man for having the crowd 
feel ill.”

DJ AKO opened the show with a set that 
succeeded in its execution but failed to ignite 
a crowd waiting for the main event. Rapper 
Staxx also performed a couple songs, and 
while his flow was tight, for some reason he 
never looked at the audience, instead choosing 
to look across the stage. If the anticipation 
couldn’t get any crazier for the main act, right 
before Styles P came out, a girl fainted in the 
front row.

Styles opened his set with “Super Gang-
ster” from his new album “Super Gangster 
(Extraordinary Gentleman).” He followed that 
up with more cuts from his new album and 
recent mixtapes, which had the crowd mosh-
ing and screaming.

The crowd went crazy when Styles jumped 
over the stage barrier and moved through the 
crowd while performing “Kiss Your Ass Good-
bye” and The Lox anthem “Wild Out.”

He had the crowd going crazy and rapping 
along to the anthem “Good Times (I Get 
High),” one of Styles’ classic cuts from the 
album “Gangster and a Gentleman.”

Styles closed out the show with his new 
anthem “Blow Your Mind.” And while Styles’ 
set was a little on the short side, about 45 
minutes, his energy and his crowd interaction 
was topnotch. 

Considering the limitations put on him 
regarding the language, Styles P proved he 
really is a gangster and a gentleman.

“He was a crowd pleaser,” said Paige 
Bresky, a sophomore broadcast journalism 
major. “Very entertaining.” 

tpgoessl@syr.edu
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First Year Players presents...

Conceived and Developed by David De Silva

Book by
Jose Fernandez

Lyrics by
Jacques Levy

Music by
Steve Margoshes

Title Song “FAME” written by
Dean Pitchford and Michael Gore

April 3, 4, & 5
8 PM
Schine Student Center
Goldstein Auditorium

Tickets Available at
Schine Box Office

$4 With SU ID
$7 General Admission

...Your Student Fee
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STYLES P announced as soon as he arrived on stage that he was told not to smoke or 
curse during his 45-minute set.

By Tim Goessling
STAFF WRITER

Rapper Styles P has been a part of the rap indus-
try for more than 15 years doing solo work and 
collaborating with big name rappers like Akon 
and Ghostface Killah. Right before Styles P took 
the stage at the Schine Underground Wednesday 
night, he took the time to answer a few questions 
about his lyrics, fellow rappers and current 
events.

The Daily Orange: You spoke about 
your race on your song “I’m Black.” 
How do you feel race has changed 
in America?

Styles P: I don’t think it’s changed much. I 
think people are pretty prejudiced and just not 
up front about it. And that’s from black-white, 
fat-skinny, tall-small. If you take all the black 
out, Italian people aren’t going to like Irish 
people. Irish people aren’t going to like English 
people. Dominicans are gonna have a problem 
with Puerto Ricans. Everyone has some type 
of tug with each other — it’s just not accepting 
each other’s differences.  

Who you listening to right now?
I’m listening to old school music right to tell you 

the truth. Prince, Marvin Gaye, Public Enemy.

What’s the creative process like for 
you?

Smoke and listen to the beat.

That’s it, that simple?
Simple. I smoke to the beat, and I listen to the 

beat. I rap over feeling. I’m not a good plan-out 
rapper. I got to hear the beat, and everything is 
off the moment. I just got to go off the feeling.

What’s up with former D-Block 
member Jae Hood who recently left 
the group?

Screw Jae Hood. He was an unhappy artist, 
you know, which was understood. The way he 
went about it, being an Internet gangster, get-
ting on stage with 50 was real disloyal. I mean, 
God bless him, I hope the best for him, I just 
think he’s a sucka, the way he went about it.

On the presidential race?
I’m with Barack now. I like Barack, and I like 

Hillary too ‘cause I like change, defi nitely go with 
Barack fi rst, but after that I’ll go with Hillary.

Out of all your songs, which one is 
your favorite one personally?

“I’m Black”
tpgoessl@syr.edu

Q & A with rapper and collaborator Styles P
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Adv. Tix on Sale NIM'S ISLAND (PG) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
21 (PG-13) (1230 100 330 410) 650 720 940 1020
THE SUPER HERO MOVIE (PG-13) (1130 1200 150 220 440) 710 740 1010
DR. SUESS': HORTON HEARS A WHO - DP (G) (1150 210 430) 700 920
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (1120 1220 140 240 400 500) 730 950
RUN, FATBOY, RUN (PG-13) (1135 215 445) 745 1015
STOP LOSS (R) - ID REQ'D (1250 355) 715 1000
OC & DA: SHUTTER (PG-13) (245) 1025
SHUTTER (PG-13) (1225 510) 800
GEORGE A. ROMERO'S: DIARY OF THE DEAD (R) - ID REQ'D (455) 955
TYLER PERRY'S: MEET THE BROWNS (PG-13) (1140 205 435) 655 725

935 1005
DRILLBIT TAYLOR (PG-13) (1155 225 450) 750 1030
NEVER BACK DOWN (PG-13) (1240 340) 640 925
COLLEGE ROAD TRIP (G) (1145 200 425) 705 915
THE BANK JOB (R) - ID REQ'D (1245 345) 645 930
10,000 BC (PG-13) (1230 335) 630 910
THE OTHER BOLEYN GIRL (PG-13) (415) 945
VANTAGE POINT (PG-13) (1210 235) 735

Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
21 (PG-13) (100 400) 710 1000
TYLER PERRY'S: MEET THE BROWNS (PG-13) (220 520) 800 1020
DRILLBIT TAYLOR (PG-13) (200 500) 750 1015
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (140 440) 650 930
COLLEGE ROAD TRIP (G) (120 420) 730 945

Adv. Tix on Sale NIM'S ISLAND (PG) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
STOP LOSS (R) - ID REQ'D (100 400) 735 1015
RUN, FATBOY, RUN (PG-13) (150 450) 750 1020
THE SUPER HERO MOVIE (PG-13) (130 430) 730 950
21 (PG-13) (105 405) 705 1000
SHUTTER (PG-13) (145 445) 745 1005
TYLER PERRY'S: MEET THE BROWNS (PG-13) (120 420) 720 955
DRILLBIT TAYLOR (PG-13) (140 440) 740 1010
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (115 200 415 500) 655 725 915
COLLEGE ROAD TRIP (G) (135)
10,000 BC (PG-13) (410) 710 945
VANTAGE POINT (PG-13) 940

©2008Times For 4/3/08
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rachel fus | staff photographers

“FAME”
“FAME!,” the classic Broadway play about theater students hoping to make it big, 
will debut in the Goldstein Auditorium tonight as the First Year Players’ annual show. 
After surviving a “Hell Week” of rehearsals, the cast - consisting entirely of fresh-
men - will put on three performances, tonight, Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. View an 
audio slideshow the students practicing during “Hell Week” at dailyorange.com

EAT ROUND
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LISTINGS

Philly’s finest 
Donovan Mcnabb 
Carrier Dome, Tuesday, 8 p.m., $5 for students, $10 for general public  

watch this 

first year players’ 
“faMe” 
Goldstein Auditorium, opens tonight and 
runs through Saturday, 8 p.m., $4 with 
SU ID 
The annual First Year Players production 
takes on the musical FAME, where a group 
of New York City high school students get 
trained in order to become famous actors. 

listen to this 

prisM concert 
Setnor Auditorium, Tonight, 8 p.,m., free 
Music industry majors created and pro-
duced this show that intertwines music 
and light in a unique concert experience. 
Fourteen acts will play at this unique con-
cert, including vocal jazz ensemble Wind-
jammer and classical guitarist Hans Garon.

try this 

penguins without pants
Panasci Lounge, Friday, 8 p.m., free 
Orange Night Live presents original sketch 
comedy with its Penguin Without Pants 
comedy troupe. 

 
check this out 

“freeDoM of expression” 
fashion show
Newhouse I Lobby, Friday, 7 p.m., free 
Students in VPA’s fashion design program 
and Newhouse’s fashion milestone pro-
gram team together to produce a fashion 
show that celebrates the First Amendment. 
The show will portray how fashion can 
express political and social messages.

BEST BETS

music

Dry yai
Schine Underground, Wednesday, 7:30 
p.m., $3 
This hip hop band from Sierra Leone 
return to the U.S. to perform at SU. Dry 
Yai’s music was featured in the film 
“Blood Diamond.”

seraphic fire
Hendricks Chapel, Sunday, 4 p.m., free 
Choir Seraphic Fire presents a concert 
sponsored by the Malmgren Concert 
Series. The group performs everything 
from baroque to contemporary music. 

sports 

Mlax: syracuse vs. 
princeton
Carrier Dome, Saturday, 3:30 p.m. 
The No. 1 ranked men’s lacrosse team 
takes on No. 15 Princeton. 

wlax: syracuse vs. 
georgetown
Carrier Dome, Saturday, noon

movies

reel queer filM festival
Watson Theater, Friday and Saturday, 7 
p.m., free

A variety of short and full-length films are 
presented that touch on LGBT issues. One 
film, “The Bubble” is a queer version of 
“Romeo and Juliet” that presents the love 
between two men. 

theater

“the boMb-itty of 
errors”
Syracuse Stage, runs through April 12, 
ticket prices and times vary, check syra-
cusestage.org 
This “ad-rap-tation” tells the story of 
Shakespeare’s “Comedy of Errors” in hop 
hop form. Sets of identical twins and 
mistaken identity cause mass hijinks to 
ensue. 

daily orange file photo

Donovan Mcnabb, pictured during his football career at Syracuse, returns to speak 
in the Carrier Dome before the Sports Management club’s auction.

CHECK IT OUT

SUBMIT YOUR LISTING

A familiar face from Syracuse University 
football’s glory days will be returning 
to SU on Tuesday after nearly a decade.

As part of the Sport Management Club’s 3rd 
Annual Charity Sports Auction, former SU 
and current Philadelphia Eagles quarterback 
Donovan McNabb will give a lecture in the 
Carrier Dome at 6:30pm. The auction will fol-
low at 7:30 p.m. and lasting until 9:30 p.m.

McNabb was a four-year starter at Syracuse, 
achieving a career 33-12 regular season record 
and setting several passing records for both 
SU and the Big East Conference. Since being 
drafted by the NFL’s Philadelphia Eagles in 
1999, McNabb has been named to the Pro Bowl 
five times, and in 2004 led the team to its first 
Super Bowl since 1980.

The auction will feature hundreds of items, 
with college and professional sports memora-
bilia as well as non-sports items like jewelry 
and various gift certificates. Proceeds will go 
to the American Diabetes Association and the 
Sport Management Club.

The event will also see the presentation of 
the club’s 2008 Perseverance in Sport Award 
to 5-year-old Kyle LoGrasso of Perkasie, Pa. 
As a toddler, LoGrasso survived cancer in 
both eyes. He has since been dubbed a golf 
“prodigy,” having been featured in both Golf 
Digest magazine and HBO’s “Real Sports with 
Bryant Gumbel.”

— Dan Kaplan, staff writer

sdkaplan@syr.edu

Want your event to appear on this page? While we can’t guarantee everything, we take 
suggestions. Please e-mail Pulp@dailyorange.com
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PRESENTED BY ORANGE NIGHT LIVE
Contact onl@students.syr.edu 
For more information.
http://students.syr.edu/onl

Jewmongous looks to score 
big laughs with Gentiles

By Carolyn Clark
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Sean Altman is no Jewish expert, but that 
doesn’t stop him from writing songs about the 
faith.

With his fi rst full-length comedy album 
coming out later this month, Altman arrives 

in Syracuse tonight for 
Jewmongous, a combi-
nation of comedy and 
music. Hosted by Syra-
cuse University’s Hillel 
Center for Jewish Life, 
doors open at 7:45 p.m. 
in Gifford Auditorium 
in HBC with the show 
starting at 8 p.m.

Tickets can be purchased in advance at the 
Schine Box Offi ce. The cost is $5 for students, 
$7 for faculty and staff and $10 for the general 
public.

Two SU students will be opening for Jewmon-
gous, including Jacob Perlin as Cod, a senior 
television, radio and fi lm and policy studies 
major, and Jason Mesches as Mesch, a senior 
acting major. 

“(The show) is perfect for college audiences 
because even though it’s been many years 
since I’ve been in college, I haven’t matured a 

bit,” Altman said, who performs both comedic 
songs about the Jewish faith like “Just too 
Jew for You” and secular songs like “Another 
Inch.”

He considers himself a secular Jew who is 
ignorant about much of the Jewish culture.

“Even though the show is a lot of Jewish 
comedy, it’s very welcoming to non-Jews,” Alt-
man said. “A lot of the comedy comes from the 
fact that I don’t really know what I’m talking 
about and trying to explain to the gentiles in the 
audience what this Jewish thing is all about.”

He’s a fan of the Beatles but says there’s a 
large punk infl uence in his music. But Altman 
doesn’t keep it limited and includes different 
genres like blues, ska and ballads. It’s about get-
ting laughs from almost every line, Altman said.

The comedian is also well-known as the 
founder of the musical group Rockapella, which 
performed the theme song for the award-win-
ning show “Where in the World is Carmen 
Sandiego?”

“No matter what I achieve in my career, even 
if I write the best pop song ever — you know the 
one that makes all the girls cry and all the guys 
wish they were me,” he said, “On my tombstone 
it would still say ‘The Guy Who Wrote Where in 
the World is Carmen Sandiego?’”

cjclar02@syr.edu

IF YOU GO
What: Jewmongous
Where: Gifford 
Auditorium
When: Tonight at 8 
p.m.
How much: $5 for 
students

Need advice on what classes to take?

Want to know what professors everyone loves?

Want to know what classes students hate?

Check out The Daily Orange’s 

Class Registration Guide 
       
        coming next Tuesday
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OLD SLUGGER PALE ALE
5.5 percent alc/vol

Cooperstown Brewing Company, 
Milford, N.Y.
$8 per 6 pack

To a dedicated few, the beginning of spring 
means only one thing — baseball. With rival-
ries and grudges abound, there are few things 
baseball fans can all agree on — the game is 
great, and beer is even better. Old Slugger Pale 
Ale combines two great American pastimes 
into a beautiful golden pale ale from just outside 
Baseball Hall of Fame’s home in Cooperstown, 
N.Y. A strong fl oral aroma gives way to a 
refreshing butterscotch and malt taste that 
falls just shy of a home run but still makes a 
wonderful seasonal ale from Fenway to Wrigley 
and beyond.

AVIATOR RED
5.2 percent alc/vol

Flying Bison Brewing Company, Buf-
falo, N.Y.
$8 per 6 pack

Aviator Red descends out of the bottle with the 
deep color typical of quality Irish red beers. 
A harsh aroma of chocolate malts, yeast and 
chestnuts pours from the glass with only a thin 
lace lining the brim. The fi rst taste reveals a 
larger presence of the six different malts used 
while brewing than in the smell, but it settles 
with a heavy, chocolate aftertaste more like a 
porter than an Irish red. Aside from the color, 
Aviator Red, though enjoyable, is not the baron 
of red beers.

BLACKENED VOODOO LAGER
5 percent alc/vol

Dixie Brewing Company, New 
Orleans
$9 per 6 pack

Straight from the bayou to the good ol’ boys 
of Syracuse, Dixie’s Blackened Voodoo Lager 
plays off the same mysterious Southern market-
ing scheme that makes people buy Purple Haze. 
More red than blackened, Dixie’s creation relies 
heavily on its initial maltiness and fi nishes 
light and watery with only a whimper of hops. 
Even with a cool label and Katrina-destroyed 
brewery, Voodoo falls short with a lack of 
magic.

—by Chris Curran, staff writer 

cjcurr01@syr.edu

 thirsty thursday
you know? Sitting in a car, not moving, 
McDonald’s burger in your hand.”

Maybe that’s a bit of an exaggeration, 
but, if you look around, the writing is on the 
proverbial walls. 

How about the hotdog eating contest? 
Think about the idea that we are having 
<italics> eating contests. America has so 
much food we’re eating it for fun. Could you 
imagine trying to explain the idea of a hotdog 
eating contest or any eating contest for that 
matter, to someone living…anywhere else?

“Wait a minute, you’re saying, you have so 
much food, you’re just stuffi ng it down you’re 
throats like a game?”

“Well, fi rst of all, it isn’t a game, it’s seri-
ous, and it’s on ESPN.”

If the hotdog eating contest every Fourth 
of July (as if it couldn’t be any more emblem-
atic of America) doesn’t turn your stomach, 
how about some of the names of your favorite 
restaurants?

In Asia, they have Nike and Reebok 
Factories. Here, we have Cheesecake and 
Spaghetti Factories — America, land of the 
free, and the home of the Bavarian crème 
donut.

People always say, “Oh, he’s just got a 
slight eating problem”. 

“No, he’s got a cheeseburger and two Dor-
itos bags at a time, problem.”

Again, don’t get me wrong, I’m certainly 
not in peak physical condition, and neither 
is everyone in my family. People in my fam-
ily are overweight, and I have no problem 
with being overweight. However, the term 
“overweight” carries with it the connotation 
that at one point, you could actually stand on 
a scale without snapping it in two.

Scott Spinelli is a humor columnist for The 
Daily Orange where his columns appear every 
Thursday. He can be reached at saspinel@syr.

edu. Three dollar tickets for his charity comedy 
show are on sale at the box offi ce. No joke.

SPINELLI
F R O M  P A G E  1 1

www.dailyorange.com
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April is Alcohol  
Awareness 

Month

1) BE OF AGE: Don’t 
jeopordize yourself, 
your future or any 

establishment  that sells 
alcohol.

2) Have a sober  
DESIGNATED DRIVER: 
that’s what friends are 

for!
3) Don’t exceed the 

LIMITS of the LAWS of 
drinking

21 & Over. Please don’t  
drink and drive.

Drink Resonsibly: We care about 
your safety!

Maggies is a member of 

www.dailyorange.com

By Mallory Creveling
STAFF WRITER

It is completely dark in Setnor Auditorium in 
Crouse College. A single spotlight illuminates 
each performer or musical ensemble. When 

they fi nish playing, no 
one applauds. The audi-
ence sits in the dark, 
waiting patiently for the 
spotlight to shine on the 
next act in the “Prism 
Concert.” Awaiting 
another string of musi-
cal notes to engulf those 

in the auditorium.
It’s a 360-degree panoramic concert expe-

rience, said Jonathan Stark, a senior music 
industry major who is co-producing tonight’s 
ninth annual Prism Concert. 

Presented and organized by music indus-
try majors, the show that artfully intertwines 
music and light begins at 8 p.m. With free admis-
sion, viewers can expect to hear genres ranging 
from classical to jazz to pop. Fourteen acts will 
play at this unique concert, including vocal jazz 
ensemble Windjammer; classical guitarist Hans 
Garon; Mandarins, an all-girl a cappella group; 
a clarinet choir; Brazilian Ensemble and other 
singer/songwriters. 

“Acts are stationed at various points through-
out the auditorium,” Stark said. “So (the music) 
is coming at you from different angles.”

Douglas Soyars, the previous music indus-
try chairman who retired last year, created 
the annual show to give students an oppor-
tunity to learn different ways to market an 
event and have them organize each aspect of 
a concert — from staging and lighting, to choos-
ing the acts. 

Brady Clark, a senior music industry major, 
performed at the Prism Concert last year and 
has gone to it every year he’s been at Syracuse 
University. This year, Clark, former lead singer 
of the local band The February, will be singing 
with guitar accompaniment.

“There isn’t really any other kind of concert 
you can compare it to,” Clark said. “It can be 
a little bit different for a performer. There’s 
no applause or anything in between perform-
ers. But it’s a cool experience as an audience 
member.”

Stark describes Prism Concert as a program 
fi lled with variety. Not only do the beats, instru-
ments and vocal arrangements vary, but also the 
appearance, brightness and location of each scene.

“If you have a short attention span,” Stark 
said, “this is the concert to go to.”

mbcrevel@syr.edu

Prism concert syncs light 
and music in unique show

IF YOU GO
What: Prism concert
Where: Setnor 
Auditorium
When: Tonight at 8 
p.m.
How much: Free

“WINNER”
The Daily Orange - Battle of the beans 1/26/07
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magazine clippings as guides for cosmetology. 

“My mom was a photographer when I was 
growing up, and I would be on shoots and 
watch,” Ashburn said. “Those experiences led 
me into high school doing theatrical makeup, 
and I have been stuck in it since.”

It took a trip away from the United States 
for the Syracuse freshman’s love for the art of 
makeup to blossom. In summer 2007, Ashburn 
traveled to Edinburgh, Scotland, for the Fringe 
Festival, an annual performing artist show that 
draws in acting and musical troupes from all 
around the world. Her school’s acting troupe 
qualified, and Ashburn acted as the group’s 
costume and makeup artist. The experience 
ignited her love for the art.

Before long, Ashburn found herself in the 
heart of New York City, assisting the owner and 
founder of the acclaimed Bobbi Brown Cosmet-
ics line for her required high school internship.

The 19-year-old admires her mentor, Bobbi 
Brown, for her pioneering work in makeup. 
She is who inspired her to move to New York 
City for her required high school senior project. 
Ashburn interned for Bobbi Brown Cosmetics, 
taking in everything about the cosmetics indus-
try. She tested new products, attended packaging 
meetings, organized media clippings and learned 
how to name and test colors. 

Her goal remains to open her own cosmetics 
product line.

“I want to target middle-aged women instead 
— not teenyboppers with my line,” Ashburn said.  
“I think makeup should be more of a tool than 
something that covers your whole face.”

She stands behind the ‘less is more’ policy. 
Ashburn said makeup should be used only when 
necessary. She hates when people look like they’re 
wearing a mask due to a makeup overload. 

Also, she has a secret weapon — MAC liquid 
eyeliner, a product Ashburn claims to always carry 
wherever she goes.

While she’s not certified as a cosmetic artist, her 
talent has piqued the interests of fashion designers 
on campus. Allie Weiss, a senior fashion major 
who’s currently working on her collection for the 
senior fashion show, called on Ashburn to help her 
with makeup and hair before she showed one of her 
signature items to a panel of judges. 

“She was so good at working with me,” Weiss said. 
“She took the reins, but knew how not to take over.”

Weiss gave Ashburn a general idea for how 
she wanted her model to look during the presenta-
tion. Ashburn executed Weiss’ idea exactly as she 
wanted — and the jud ges decided Weiss’ overall 
presentation qualified her to show at a fashion show 
with 14 other SU fashion design majors on May 13 
in New York City.

Ashburn’s mother, Cheryl Olsten, said her daughter’s 
talents and creative ingenuity will also bring her far. 

“Dana is not afraid to go after what she 
wants,” Olsten said. “If it’s a job opportunity, 
then she’ll do what she needs to do to get the 
interview and hopefully land the job — or 
anything else for that matter.”

Despite her informal training, Ashburn has 
also honed her skills off-campus, practicing on 
models at her mother’s photography shoots. About 
the only thing she hasn’t figured out in the world 
of makeup is a name for her future line. Though 
she has some thoughts on the potential signature 
for the brand — right now her favorite choice 
seems to be Kiwi, in honor of her 50-pound pug.

However, Ashburn’s focus remains on 
building her portfolio and carving out her 
own fashion niche in Syracuse. 

“I used to be one of those kids who tried 
karate and dropped out or tried piano and did 
the same,” Ashburn said. “I glad I found some-
thing that I am happy about pursuing.”

capetroz@syr.edu

danielle carrick | staff photographer

DANA RAE ASHBURN, a freshman in The College of Visual and Performing Arts, is inventing her own major with VPA tailoring it to 
her specific talents. Ashburn recently worked with Allie Weiss, a senior fashion major, to put the final hair and makeup touches on her 
collection. 

makeup
f r o m  p a g e  1 1
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mates and coaches claim is a far cry from the 
immature player who first came to Syracuse.

“What I see in Lavar is just a more mature total 
person in every way,” Syracuse head coach Greg 
Robinson said. “These first seven days he’s been 
catching the ball very good, blocking. And I notice 
him as a vocal leader, and that’s good to see.”

Robinson also called Lobdell “one of the best 
conditioned guys on the team,” a product of his 
offseason diligence. But then again, as Robin-
son stated, the junior senses the opportunity in 
front of him.

The departure of Smith, who accounted for 
nearly 30 percent of SU’s receiving yards last 
year, left a serious void at wide receiver for the 
Orange. Lobdell, with his ideal size (6-foot-3, 200 
pounds) and obvious talent, appears the evident 
choice for the role.

Sophomores Dan Sheeran and Donte Davis, 
who have four career receptions between them, 
represent Lobdell’s main competition. Come 
fall, highly touted freshman Marcus Sales — 
like Lobdell a four-star recruit from CBA — will 
join the fray.

For the time being, Lobdell appears to be act-
ing the role of elder statesman, helping to show 
SU’s younger receivers the ropes as he himself 
rights for a job.

“Lavar’s our leader right now,” Williams said 
two weeks ago. “We look at him like a veteran. 
He’s taking control of us, saying now that Taj 
and Rice (Moss) left and we gotta be better than 
we were. … He wants everybody to contribute. 

He’s got us out there early in meetings.”
Strong words from Williams, SU’s leading 

receiver who had nearly 700 more receiving 
yards last year than Lobdell has accumulated 
his entire career.

Lobdell still has a job to win in the coming 
months before he can go about amending the quiet 
start to his career. But at the very least, his actions 
don’t bear much resemblance to the can’t-miss 
recruit who joined Syracuse three years ago.

“Mentally, as a player, you reach a point 
where the game becomes a little easier. You’re 
able to pick things up a little quicker,” Lobdell 
said. “Really, just being a consistent player, 
that’s what I’ve focused on this spring. This 
team needs that.”

Hogue stands out
Doug Hogue’s name has eluded most of the talk 

this preseason regarding Syracuse’s backfield.
But after Wednesday’s practice, Robinson 

singled out the sophomore running back as a 
player who impressed during the Orange’s live 
drills.

 “I thought that Doug Hogue jumped out 
today and did some good things,” Robinson 
said. “In the blitz drill, we had him blocking 
linebackers. I thought he did will in that regard. 
I saw him a couple times running the football, 
earning tough yardage.”

Hogue started four games last season after 
then-junior Curtis Brinkley broke his leg in a 
win over Buffalo. He rushed for 251 yards on 
77 carries (3.3 yards per carry) and tallied one 
touchdown last year. But Hogue has been an 
afterthought in a backfield that contains one 
highly touted freshman (Averin Collier) and 

two upperclassmen coming back from injury 
(Brinkley and Delone Carter).

But Hogue has made a case for himself this 
spring, building on the experience he gained as 
a freshman.

“I think that he looks more comfortable, 
there’s no doubt,” Robinson said. “You can tell 
he’s been though our offseason conditioning 
program. He looks a little stouter. He’s in very 
good shape.”

Collier misses practice
The Syracuse backfield was a bit less 

crowded Wednesday, as freshman running 
back Averin Collier missed practice with an 
ankle injury.

Robinson said Collier tweaked the ankle 
halfway through Saturday’s practice. The head 
coach was hopeful that Collier would be back at 
practice Friday.

jsclayto@syr.edu

lobdell
f r o m  p a g e  2 4

lucas mccomb | asst. photo editor
LaVar LobdeLL is listed as a starting wide receiver on Syracuse’s spring depth chart. In two seasons at SU, Lobdell has 13 receptions for 154 yards and no touchdowns.

joey baker | staff photographer
doug hogue was vaulted into a No. 1 role last year when Curtis Brinkley broke his 
leg against Buffalo. Hogue rushed for 83 yards on 23 carries against UB. 

f o o t b a l l
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SOUTHERLAND
F R O M  P A G E  2 4

to Notre Dame Prep.
At Notre Dame Prep, a vastly smaller 

school than Cardozo, Southerland had more 
attention in the classroom. And he had the 
luxury of playing a national schedule at a 
basketball prep powerhouse.

Naclerio knows Southerland’s talent. He 
understands his relative youth will be a 
factor when making the step to the college 
ranks, but Naclerio said Southerland has the 
“tremendous potential” to be a great player 
at Syracuse. 

He just needed a little push.
“His sophomore and junior year, we 

must have talked, if there are 180 school 
days in a year, then we talked 150 to 160 
days for a half hour to an hour,” Naclerio 
said. “I just tried to get him to work harder 
because I don’t think he realized how good 
he could be.”

As a young kid growing up in Queens, 
Southerland’s father taught him how to be a 
good shooter in the family’s backyard. That’s 
where Southerland found his desire to play.  

“I was always playing in my backyard 
with my dad,” Southerland said. “He was 
always working with me, teaching me to 
shoot.

“My dad is the one who drew me to basket-
ball, and ever since, I grew up liking it.”

Southerland started playing around the 
age of 8 and played in his fi rst AAU tourna-
ment at age 9. Though he was one of the tall-
est kids his age, his father had the foresight 
to know he needed to develop other parts of 
his game, like his shooting. 

“We’d go out and work on a lot of things,” 
Jim Southerland said. “When you’re the 
tallest kid, everybody wants to make you a 
center, but I knew that he wasn’t going to be 
a center because he had nice shooting touch 
even for a tall guy, and he was pretty coordi-
nated even at a young age.”

That emphasis on the outside game was 
what would eventually get James Souther-
land noticed among the plethora of young 
New York City players. Step two. (Even if he 
didn’t need it.)

“He’s a talented kid, and he can shoot the 
ball well, at times he can really shoot the 
ball well,” Naclerio said. “He can shoot the 
3 probably as good as any New York City big 
kid has done in a long time.”

Southerland fi ts the typical Syracuse player 
look. At 6-foot-7, he is a long, lanky forward 
with a good 3-point shot, not too different from 
former forward Demetris Nichols.

Southerland admitted he needs to work on 
his dribbling and playing defense, like most 
high school players, but said that it will hap-
pen under the eyes of Boeheim.

Of course, the question of youth will never 
leave Southerland. A year younger for his 
grade, Southerland could take another year 
at prep school to better prepare himself 
for college. But Southerland said he plans 
on graduating from Notre Dame Prep this 

spring to arrive at Syracuse in the fall. Step 
one. (Probably.)

A redshirt season is a distinct possibility 
in 2008-09, though, especially considering 
Syracuse’s anticipated depth for next sea-
son.

“I defi nitely want to look to play my role 
on the team and bring a lot of energy and do 
the little things like hustle plays,” Souther-
land said.

“And if I don’t play a lot then it’s defi nitely 
a learning experience, so whatever role 
coach Boeheim wants me to play, I will do.”

zvzagger@syr.edu

When the Syracuse women’s lacrosse team 
wins, it wins big. Wednesday night was no dif-
ferent as the No. 5 Orange (9-2) defeated Albany, 
21-11. SU has won by at least 10 goals in eight of 
its nine wins.

Senior Kristin Brady tallied a career-high 
fi ve goals, and the nation’s leading scorer, 
Katie Rowan, added to her total with four 
goals and four points. She has 69 points this 
season.

Still, Gary Gait’s team had a brief scare 
at Albany. The Great Danes scored three of 
the fi rst four goals in the second half to slice 
Syracuse’s lead to 11-10. Albany kept pressure on 
SU’s defense throughout the game, out-shooting 
the Orange, 36-31. 

But less than two minutes after Albany’s 
early second-half surge, junior Megan Mosen-
son and sophomore Christina Dove scored two 
goals 33 seconds apart, and Syracuse poured it 
on.

The Orange scored 10 of the game’s fi nal 11 
goals, behind its big guns. Halley Quillinan 
scored three of her fi ve goals during the run, 
becoming the third Orange player this season to 
reach the 30-goal plateau on the season. Rowan’s 
four goals on four shots improved her season 
mark to a team-high 39 goals.

Liz Hogan fi nished strong after Albany’s 
run, holding the Great Danes to one goal during 
the fi nal 21 minutes. The freshman’s 14 saves 
were a career-high. 

— Compiled by asst. copy editor Tyler Dunne

s t a f f  r e p o r t

Women’s lacrosse 
wins by 10 again

“He’s a talented kid, and 
he can shoot the ball 
well, at times he can 
really shoot the ball 
well. He can shoot the 3 
probably as good as any 
New York City big kid 
has done in a long time.”

Ron Naclerio
CARDOZO HIGH COACH ON JAMES SOUTHERLAND

THE NEXT THREE
Syracuse recruited three swing players, who are all similarly sized, in its 
2008 recruiting class. 
NAME POS. HT. WT. HIGH SCHOOL
Mookie Jones SF 6-6 180 Peekskill (N.Y.)
James Southerland SF 6-7 200 Notre Dame Prep (Mass.)
Kris Joseph SF 6-7 190 Archbishop Carroll (D.C.)
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With 6 weeks until tournament, SU downplays No. 1 ranking 
will halsey | asst. photo editor

Pat Perritt (right) and Jovan Miller (left), seen here at Hobart on March 25, combined for six points last Saturday against Loyola. This weekend No. 1 Syracuse hosts Princeton.

By Kyle Austin
ASST. SPorTS EdiTor

John Desko has a lot more microphones in front 
of him these days.

In his first interview session since his Syra-
cuse men’s lacrosse team moved up to the top 
spot in the Nike/Inside Lacrosse Media poll, the 
10-year head coach had a sober approach about 
the No. 1 ranking, in front of a noticeably larger 
media contingent.

Desko was brief when speaking about what it 
means for his team.

“It doesn’t mean a whole lot this time of year,” 
Desko said.

He was excited about what it means for the 
area.

“The way things have been going for the Syra-
cuse area, I think it’s good for the community, too, 
to see one of their teams in the area, especially at 
the university, be No. 1 in the country.”

He was concerned with what it means for his 
opponents.

“It’s a real feather in your cap if you can beat 
the No.1 team in the country, so everybody’s 
shooting for you.”

With increased competition to make the 

NCAA tournament in recent years, which starts 
in a mere six weeks, Desko said his team’s 
upcoming opponents are looking for resume-
building wins at the expense of the Orange.

Following Desko’s lead, his players most-
ly brushed off the team’s top billing in both 
the media poll and the USILA coaches’ poll. 
Instead of taking accolades for the rankings, the 
Orange is setting out to prove that the ranking 
is deserved.

“We are honored to be No. 1 right now, but 
we’re just going to keep working even harder,” 
attack Kenny Nims said. “We’re going to practice 
like the No. 1 team and hopefully play like it.”

Although it may seem like the culmination of 
the long road back, from 5-12 last year to 7-1 this 
year, the players say last year isn’t redeemed 
until the end of the NCAA tournament.

Three teams (Johns Hopkins, Duke, Vir-
ginia) have occupied the No. 1 spot in the nation 
at one point in the season before losing.

“You really have to show the nation now that 
you deserve that spot,” goalie John Galloway said.

Filling the stands
While there has been plenty to be pleased 

with for the No. 1 Syracuse men’s lacrosse team, 
there’s one thing defenseman Evan Brady isn’t 
satisfied with: The fact that he often turns 
around during home games to see more stu-
dents cheering for SU’s opponents than for the 
Orange.

“Football’s over now, they had a rough 
season,” Brady said. “Basketball just ended. 
We’re a good team, No. 1 in the country right 
now, we’d love to have more fans, especially 
student fans.”

The Orange is averaging 4,682 fans at home 
this year, on pace for the third-lowest average 
in the past 20 years. Attendance numbers 
have dipped recently through the team’s 22-19 
stretch from 2005-07 after strong numbers 
when the Orange won three NCAA titles from 
2000-2004.

With Monday’s No.1 ranking, Brady and 
his teammates are hoping to see more students 
showing as the team enters the home stretch, 
with three games remaining in the Dome.

“Hopefully maybe now with the No. 1 
ranking they’ll want to come out and see 
what we can do and support us,” midfielder 
Pat Perritt said.

Slowing it down again
Syracuse will face off against another slower-

paced, defensive-minded team this weekend 
when it takes on Princeton Saturday at 3:30 p.m. 
at the Dome. In Syracuse’s most recent game, 
a 13-8 win over Loyola, the Orange struggled 
early against the Greyhounds’ slow-it down 
style before a five-goal second period helped 
propel the team to a win.

For Perritt, the experience will help his team 
as it prepares for Saturday.

“It was a good learning experience,” Perritt 
said. “We know turning the ball over can’t hap-
pen this weekend. We need to possess the ball 
and not give these guys a chance on offense.”

Looking ahead at the games left on Syra-
cuse’s schedule, Desko said his squad will see 
plenty of teams trying to slow it down against 
the potent Orange offense.

“I think especially with our remaining sched-
ule, some of the teams are going to be a little more 
patient with us,” Desko said. “Loyola was cer-
tainly patient with us for three, three and a half 
periods. Princeton’s never been a team to want to 
run up and down the field against Syracuse.”

kbaustin@syr.edu

m e n ’ s  l ac r o s s e
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classified discount rates

the particulars 

and pricing
extras that personalize and perfect your ad

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info
hours:Mon 12:45-2, tue 11-1, thur 1-3 
fri 1-2
deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. 
each additional word is 10 cents per day. bold 
and capitaliZed words cost anadditional 5 
cents per word.the boxed list pricesare per 
inch. there is no per word charge and bold 
and caps are free.
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ApArtments for rent

1,2,3,4,5 bedroom apts and houses, June 
or august occupancy, free offstreet 

parking, free Washer and dryer. 422-7138 
or 445-1808

south Campus
2, 3 and 4 bedroom apartments

completly furnished!
plasma tVs!
free internet!

air conditioning!
oak floors!

new appliances!
Just bring Your clothes and laptop

Call peach properties 
350-1327

116 Comstock Ave. 
studios 

available aug. 2008, 
$600/month inc. heat

Large, hardwood floors, lots of light, 
off-street parking, laundry.

Call for an appointment!
478-6504

two & three Bedroom flats excellent condi-
tion fireplace, laundry, backyard, garage, hard-
woods, finished basement. call 727-3646

tHree BeDroom ApArtments  
WWW.UnIVersItYHILL.Com

sonIA
350-4191

University Apartments 
Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedrooms, 
Walking distance to campus, 

some Available now. 
437-7577

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKING PARK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  
1108-1205-1207-1209 Madison St.
NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

great apartments still available for 
2008/2009. see our website for 

details: campushill.com. or call us at 
315-422-7110

110 Comstock
3 Bedroom Apartments

Available August 2008
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, micro-
wave, dishwasher, garbage disposal, 
balconies, off street parking, laundry. 

$350 pp + utilities.  

Call 478-6504

three bedrooMs
rent stArt At $250/ BeDroom

sonia
350-4191

WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

prIVAte fUrnIsHeD stUDIo 
Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. 
509 University Ave. 

Carpeted, Air-conditioned, furnished, 
secure, Laundry, parking, maintenance. 

Available for 2008-2009. 
University Area Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. #30 479-5005
www.universityarea.com

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

621 euclid ave
117 Redfield Place
145 avondale place 

available for 2008-2009
fully furnished, laundry, parking, full-

time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

apartMents apartMents 
478-7493

bills are Just liKe hills
once You get on top of theM 
You end up right bacK under 

theM 
Want to eliMinate Your bills for 

good?
call Wright WaY financial

1-877-406-0220
We can get You on top and help 

You staY on top

3 bedroom apt. female roomate needed for 
middle bedroom $550 per month. big living room, 
kitchen and bathroom for fall 08-spring 09.email 
at annachma@syr.edu

enerGY stAr ApArtments 
(LoW UtILItIes)

VIsIt WeBsIte 24/7 
WWW.UnIVersItYHILL.Com

sonIA
350-4191

5/6 bedroom house. furnished, 2.5 baths. fire-
places, porch, quiet neighborhood, free washer/
dryer. June 2008 or august 15, 2008. 422-7138 
or 445-1808

energy star Apartments 
(Low Utilities)

Visit Website 24/7
www.universityhill.com

to see Call sonia 
350-4191

HeLp WAnteD
pArt tIme WorK
$14.25 Base- App.

•Flexible Schedules
•Customer sales/service
•All majors welcome
•Conditions apply, all ages 18+

Call 434-9553

Undercover shoppers earn up to $70 
per day. undercover shoppers needed to 
judge retail/dining establishments. no exp 

required please call 800-722-4791

315-445-9464

Attention SU students: A friendly 
reminder, we’re sorry, 
we DO NOT have cheese  
pizza. Thank you. 

6 4

6 5 9

8 4 9

2 1 3

2 7 4

1 7 4

1 3 9

2 6 8

4 8

EvilSudoku!
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By Zach Zagger
Staff Writer

Ron Naclerio had a plan for his 
raw star James Southerland. 
Do it all backward.

“I told him instead of it being 
step one, getting the grades and fin-
ishing high school, step two, being 
seen and step three, getting what 
you want, maybe we could do it the 
opposite way,” Naclerio said. “Start 
with step three, getting what you 
want, Syracuse, and you don’t need 
step two.”

Naclerio, Southerland’s head 
coach at Cardozo High in Queens 
N.Y., called Syracuse assistant 
coach Mike Hopkins. He told Hop-
kins to keep an eye on Southerland, 
after the SU coaching staff first 
saw Southerland during a camp in 
Syracuse two summers ago. Then 
Hopkins came to visit last April 
19. He brought a scholarship offer 
with him for the 6-foot-7, 200-pound 
forward.

The 16-year-old Southerland 
didn’t think twice about commit-
ting right then. Step three.

“Everyone’s always saying that 
I’m young,” Southerland said. “But 
I’ll be ready.”

Southerand, now 17, made strides 
to make sure he’s ready. He trans-
ferred from Cardozo to Notre Dame 
Prep in Fitchburg, Mass., this year 
to work on his academics. And he’s 
worked at refining his raw basket-
ball talent, mostly under the tute-
lage of Naclerio.

“As hard as he works, I think he 
needs to be pushed, but he’s shown 
flashes of greatness,” Naclerio said.

Naclerio’s advice helped South-
erland, the 39th-ranked forward 

by Scout.com, make the decision 
to accept Syracuse’s offer when it 
was extended. The early commit-
ment to Syracuse as a 16-year-old 
was unconventional, but Souther-
land had long wanted to play for 
Syracuse and head coach Jim Boe-
heim. He said he loves the campus 
and the school’s rich basketball 
history.

“If he had to pick a No. 1 school 
then Syracuse would be it,” South-
erland’s dad, Jim, said. “And that’s 
a good thing because a lot of kids 
are really good, but they don’t get 
their No. 1 school to come knocking, 
so I was real happy with that.”

Southerland will be the first New 
York City prospect to play for Syra-
cuse since Louie McCroskey came 
to SU in 2003.

In his last year at Cardozo, 
Southerland averaged 17.6 points 
and 11.3 rebounds per game. After 
his junior year and the verbal 
commitment to SU, he decided 
to spend his senior year in prep 
school, following the paths of cur-
rent Orange players Paul Harris 
and Sean Williams, who also went 

Part 3 of a 3-part series profil-
ing the incoming SU men’s 
basketball recruiting class.
Tuesday: Kris Joseph
Wednesday: Mookie Jones
Today: James Southerland

ne
xt

2008
WAVE

f o o t b a l l

More mature Lobdell in line to fill receiver void

courtesy of the new york daily news
JaMeS SouTherland is the 39th ranked forward prospect by Scout.com. He committed to Syracuse 
as a 16-year-old last april and transferred to Notre Dame Prep (Mass.) for his senior season.

Step by step

see lobdell page 20

James Southerland finished the  
last part first: picking Syracuse. 
Now he’s doing everything else

see southerland page 21

I N S I D E S p o r t S

Kind of a big deal
Syracuse is ranked No. 1 in 
the latest polls heading into 
its weekend matchup with 
Princeton. Page 22By John Clayton

aSSt. SPortS eDitor

Three years worth of perspective has 
convinced Lavar Lobdell that maybe 
he didn’t come to Syracuse with the 
right attitude.

Back then he was the gem of Syra-
cuse’s 2005 recruiting class — rated 
a four-star recruit and the 17th best 
wide receiver in the nation by Scout.

com. He was fresh off a season in 
which he tallied a stunning 21 touch-
downs at nearby Christian Brothers 
Academy.

“When I first came in here, there 
was a lot of hype coming in,” Lobdell 
said. “I admit, I got caught up a little 
bit in that. A lot of people did. They 
expected a lot from me, and I expected 
it from myself. But in reality, I wasn’t 

ready for it.”
Indeed, Lobdell’s career statistics 

reveal just how ineffective he has 
been with the Orange. In 24 career 
games, the junior wideout has just 
13 receptions for 154 yards. He’s still 
waiting for his first college touch-
down.

But there’s Lobdell, perched at the 
top of the Syracuse depth chart this 

spring as a starter opposite standout 
junior Mike Williams. The departure 
of Taj Smith to the NFL and Da’Mon 
Merkerson’s switch to cornerback 
have placed Lobdell on the inside 
track to get his first collegiate start 
come August.

The opportunity couldn’t come at 
a better time for Lobdell, whose team-
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weekend
april 4, 2008

By Andrew Meola
Contributing Writer

At first, Rafael Hernández Colón 
spoke to his eager audience in Span-
ish. 

But when he started addressing 
the history of Puerto Rico’s status 
with the United States, he switched 
to English. 

Colón, the former of governor of 
Puerto Rico, was well-received by 
a full auditorium, the majority of 
which were Puerto Rican. The for-
mer governor spoke for about an 
hour, including a question-and-
answer session on the current rela-
tionship between the United States 
and its commonwealth, Puerto Rico.

“The ethnic tapestry of the nation 
has changed,” Colón said of his coun-
try. “Multiculturalism is a reality, 
but the sense of nationhood has not 
changed.”

Colón began his speech with the 
history of the ties between the two 
nations, which began in 1898 when 
the United States invaded Puerto 
Rico. In 1953, Puerto Rico officially 
became a commonwealth of the 
United States with permission from 
the General Assembly of the United 
Nations.

“But one thing was clear to Con-
gress from the beginning,” Colón 
said. “Puerto Rico was not destined 
for statehood.”

Much of Colón’s speech focused 
on the economic, cultural and politi-
cal connections between the United 
States and Puerto Rico, an issue 
which hit home for a majority of the 
audience. 

Those in attendance cheered 
loudly when he mentioned Puerto 
Rico’s victory over the United 
States basketball team during the 
2004 Summer Olympics in Athens, 
Greece.

Colón discussed the circular pat-

By Kelina Imamura
Asst. Copy editor

I
t took Souhad Khriesat 14 and a half 
hours to fly from Jordan, a coun-
try in the Middle East, to Syracuse. 
The 25-year-old woman was already 

familiar with many symbols of American 
life — the music, fashion and the food. 

But one aspect of American life she 
was not accustomed to was the liberal 
context she and her colleagues would be 
studying, working and living in.

“I’m not used to sitting in a classroom 
in university and saying whatever comes 
to my mind about the president, the 
king, the policy, religion,” Khriesat said. 
“We’re not used to that.”

Currently, the Maxwell School of 
Citizenship and Public Affairs is host-
ing 20 participants in the Leaders for 
Democracy Fellows program from 12 dif-
ferent countries in the Middle East and 
northern Africa. The fellows — part of a 
program funded through the U.S. Depart-
ment of State’s Middle East Partnership 
Initiative — are spending a 12-week peri-
od in the United States learning about 
the foundations of democracy. 

“Democracy is a matter of much con-

cern in the Middle East, and reform is 
becoming more and more a pressing 
issue,” Khriesat said. “I have a personal 
interest in learning further about democ-
racy given my academic background as 
a political theory specialist. I also had 
an interest in examining the way politi-
cal institutions function in a democratic 
society, which related to my career as a 
diplomat.”

The group members, who range in 
age from 23 to 39 years old, arrived at 
the end of Spring Break for a six-week 
stay in Syracuse. After leaving SU, the 
group will head to Washington, D.C., for 
a six-week internship program. Once 
in D.C., the fellows are placed at profes-
sional organizations, non-governmental 
organizations, think tanks and other 
democracy-focused organizations, said 
Steve Lux, project manager of the pro-
gram.

SU is the only university in the coun-
try taking part in this specific type of 
program with a professional component, 
Lux said.

“It’s a combination of an academic 
component and a professional affiliation 

April showers 
hi 43° | lo 35°

Coming to
Academics from Arabic nations 
spend six weeks at SU to learn 
about ways of democracy in a 
unique fellowship experience

Ex- governor 
discusses
Puerto Rican, 
U.S. relations 

lucas mccomb | asst. photo editor
Paul Chami (Center) is one of 20 participants in the Leaders for democracy Fellows program who are staying at 
syracuse university for six weeks. Chami and the other fellows are from the Middle east and northern Africa.
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effects of 
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America
“Multiculturalism 
is a reality, but the 
sense of nationhood 
has not changed.”

Rafael Hernández Colón
ForMer governor oF puerto riCo

WhaT iS ThE LEaDERS 
foR DEmoCRaCy 
fELLoWS PRogRam?
now in its second year, the Leaders 
for democracy Fellow program is 
an intense 12-week program put on 
by a joint effort between the u.s. 
department of state’s Middle east 
partnership initiative and the Max-
well school. 

the program brings 20 participants 
from 12 different countries in the 
Middle east and northern Africa to 
the syracuse university campus for 
six-weeks to learn about the foun-
dations of democracy. 

After leaving su, the group heads 
to Washington d.C., for another 
six weeks of internships at various 
political organizations. this year, 
participants come from bahrain, 
egypt, iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Leba-
non, Morocco, oman, the palestin-
ian territories, Qatar, tunisia and 
yemen. 
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Debate continues over R.A.P.E. Center name change 
A Men’s Issue, a male student group working toward a society that embraces gender 
equity, hosted a dialogue Tuesday over the R.A.P.E. Center’s name change to Sexual 
Assault Support Services. “This name change means that survivors will not seek the 
support they need,” said Ben Bradley, a member of A Men’s Issue. Sarah Mart, direc-
tor of the Office of Prevention Services, defended the university. “The name change 
was an attempt to be inclusive and reach as many survivors as possible,” Mart said.

T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: Nancy Foner 

When: 4 p.m.

Where: Maxwell Auditorium

How much: Free 
 
What: Fashion show

When: 7 p.m.

Where: Newhouse I lobby

How much: Free 

What: Reel Queer Film Festival

When: 7 p.m.

Where: Watson Theater

How much: Free 

What: FAME! The musical

When: 8 p.m. 

Where: Goldstein Auditorium

How much: $4

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by megan saucke

Bush administration 
opposes shield law
Top Bush administration officials, 
including Attorney General 
Michael Mukasey, are speaking 
out against legislation that 
allows reporters to protect the 
identities of confidential sources 
the provide sensitive information 
about the government. The 
“Free Flow of Information Act” 
was proposed by Arlen Specter, 
a Republican senator from 
Pennsylvania. The administration 
officials argued that the act would 
encourage classified information 
leaks. Mukasey said the broad 
definition of journalists means 
the law may protect journalists 
linked to terrorists and criminals.

North Korea cuts off 
dialogue with south
North Korea said the peninsula 
was about to slip into another war 
Thursday and cut off dialogue with 
South Korea. The announcement 
came after South Korea didn’t 
apologize for a general’s comment 
that the South would retaliate if 
the North attacked them with 
atomic weapons. North Korea 
also said that the South was 
taking on pro-U.S. policies, 
and that it would punish the 
South with “military actions.”

Faa officials neglected 
necessary safety checks
Federal Aviation Administration 
safety inspectors testified Thurs-
day that thousands of passengers 
flew on potentially unsafe jets 
last year due to lax oversight by 
their bosses. The whistle-blowers 
said their managers didn’t push 
for key safety checks. Hundreds 
of flights across the country 
have been canceled in the past 
month, due to overdue safety 
checks and repairs. Thousands 
of passengers were affected by 
the cancellations. The FAA said 
that the safety lapses were an 
isolated incident, but inspectors 
at the hearing Thursday blamed it 
on a close relationship between 
a former FAA employee and a 
Southwest airline official.
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the Syracuse University academic year by The 
Daily Orange Corp., 744 Ostrom Ave., Syracuse, 
NY 13210. All contents Copyright 2008 by The 
Daily Orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. The Daily Orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. Each additional copy costs $1. 
The Daily Orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with Syracuse University.

All contents © 2008 The Daily Orange Corporation
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Editor@dailyorange.com

News@dailyorange.com
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EDITORIAL 
315 443 9798 
 
BUSINESS 
315 443 2315 
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Ta l K  T o  u s
If you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

If you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

We always need new contributors to 
all sections. No experience required. 
E-mail editor@dailyorange.com
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wEEK  IN  rE VIE w

T h I s  d ay  I N  h I s T o r y

Memphis, 
1968

Civil rights 
leader Martin 
Luther King Jr. 
is assassinated 
at the age of 39.  

NATO,
1949

The United 
States and 11 
other nations 

establish 
NATO.

White House, 
1841

President
Harrison dies 
of pneumonia 

after one month
in office.

Washington, 
1818

Congress 
decides the 
flag should 

have 13 
stripes and a 
star per state.

s p o r t s 

Ice man 
Syracuse women’s ice hockey, 
which will debut in six months, 
finally has the first member 
of its program. Paul Flanagan, 
who has coached St. Lawrence 
(Canton, N.Y.) for the past 
nine seasons, was named the 
program’s first head coach on 
Monday night. “Talking to his 
colleagues, everybody points 
to Paul Flanagan to being argu-
ably the best women’s hockey 
coach in the business,” athletic 
director Daryl Gross told asst. 
sports editor Kyle Austin. Now, 
it’s time to find some players.

n e w s 

It’s all greek to him 
SU named Eddie Banks-
Crosson, currently in the same 
position at Jacksonville State, 
as its director of greek life on 
Wednesday. He will take over 
April 28. Juanita Williams, the 
associate dean of students, 
had served as interim direc-
tor after former director Roy 
Baker resigned in August for 
the spot at Penn State. “I saw 
him (at a conference) and was 
wondering if he was looking 
for anything,” Michelle Her-
rera, the president of Latino 
Greek Council, told asst. news 
editor Lauren Bertolini. “He 
was a great, great speaker.” 

p u l p 

Stillmatic                    
University Union isn’t the only 
group able to bring concerts 
to campus. Nas will play the 
Goldstein Auditorium on Friday, 
April 18 as part of the Greek 
Unity Fest. And students have 
the National Pan-Hellenic Coun-
cil to thank. Tickets are $15 
with SUID and $20 without. 
Nas, famed for hits like “One 
Mic” and classic albums such 
as 1994’s “Illmatic,” comes 
to campus four days for his 
ninth studio album is set to hit 
stores. Le Moyne College alum 
Kid Fresh will open the show. 

m o N d ay
n e w s

military style
See how SU compares to national trend 
of building cheaper military-style dorms. 
 
o p I n I o n

Editorial edge
The Editorial Board comments on 
important issues around campus.

 p u l p

Fashionistas
Newhouse’s second annual fashion 
show celebrates First Amendment.  
 
s p o r t s 

Tiger time
Full coverage from No. 1 Syracuse’s 
matchup with No. 14 Princeton.

MEN’S LACROSSE 
Sat., April 5 
vs. Princeton 
@ 3 p.m., Carrier Dome 
 
SOFTBALL 
Fri., April 4 
vs. Providence 
@ 2 p.m., Syracuse, N.Y. 
 
TRACK & FIELD 
Sat., April 5  
Sam Howell Invitational 
@ TBA, Princeton, N.J.

TENNIS 
Sat., April 5 
vs. Rutgers 
@ 10 a.m., Syracuse, N.Y. 

ROWING 
Sat., April 5  
vs. Cornell & Yale 
@ All day, Derby, Conn.

 

stephen dockery | photo editor

rETurN To glory?

F
or four seasons, the Syracuse men’s lacrosse team has searched for 
a return to No. 1, the way they finished the 2004 season. On Monday, 
the Orange (7-1) returned to that perch, ranked No. 1 in both the 
Nike/Inside Lacrosse media poll and the USILA coaches poll. The 

team won its fifth in a row Saturday, dropping Loyola 13-8. Head coach 
John Desko doesn’t put much stock in the rankings, but it’s still an 
important step after last season’s 5-8 record. Syracuse missed the NCAA 
tournament for the first time in 25 tries last year. They won’t have that 
problem this time around.

Read all stories in full online at Dailyorange.com
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By Andrea Alemañy
Contributing Writer 

With the new Spanish-language news-
cast on Citrus TV, students like Necta-
rie Sánchez have a chance to not only 
use their language skills but to be on 
the forefront of media progression.

“I feel very proud that Syracuse is 
one of the first schools that is doing 
something aimed at the Hispanic mar-
ket,” said Sánchez, a sophomore French 
and music industry major.

“I am even more proud to be a part of 
it,” she said. She is a co-anchor on Cit-
rus TV’s new program, “Las Noticias 
en Español.”

With the new addition to its lineup, 
Citrus TV mirrors the national trend 
of schools nationwide looking to the 
future and creating Spanish-language 
media programs.

max nepstad | contributing photographer
Bruce Mcewen, a neuroscience professor at rockefeller university, spoke to a full auditorium thursday about the negative effects 
stress can have on behavior and health. He also talked about how to prevent chronic stress from causing long-term problems.

neuroscientist explains danger of stress on brain, body

new media 
trends turn 
to Spanish 
language
Citrus TV’s program 
follows national pattern

‘Lights Out’ 
encourages 
saving energy

see newscasts page 6

see Lights out page 6

By Heather Mayer
Copy editor 

Hannah Morgan didn’t like how this 
year’s Focus the Nation teach-in 
handled issues of energy consump-
tion, so she took matters into her 
own hands. 

Morgan, a sophomore environ-
mental science major at the State 
University of New York College 
of Environmental Science and 
Forestry, jumpstarted Lights Out 
week, which started Monday and 
runs through today in response to 
the lack of emphasis put on energy 
conservation. Lights Out week is an 
effort to get students and staff in the 
habit of turning off lights.

“They weren’t saying ‘conserve, 
conserve, conserve,’ but instead, 
‘find alternative energy sources,’” 
she said. 

Morgan, an executive member of 

By Paul Squire
Contributing Writer

Instead of staying up all night to fin-
ish that paper, going to sleep may be 
a better option. Sleep deprivation can 
lead to higher blood pressure, higher 
blood sugar levels, depressed mood 
and impaired cognitive function, said 
Bruce McEwen.

McEwen, a professor of neurosci-
ence at Rockefeller University, noted 
that since Americans get less sleep on 
average than they used to, the obesity 
epidemic has grown worse. 

“We are getting less sleep, and 
perhaps we are paying a price,” 
he said.

McEwen was the guest speaker at 
the sixth annual Center for Health 
and Behavior lecture held Thursday. 
He talked about the study of stress 
and its effect on brain chemistry and 
structure to a filled auditorium.

McEwen spent much of the lecture 
describing the interactions in stress 
hormones with the brain. As levels 
of the hormone cortisol increase, 
he said, so does the brain’s stress 
response.

This response can lead to physi-
cal changes in brain structure and 
increased risk of diseases such as 
diabetes, heart disease and psycho-
logical disorders.

Chronic exposure to what McE-
wen calls “toxic stress” can result 
in permanent behavioral changes in 
test animals. These animals, he said, 
become more fearful, more aggres-
sive, more depressed and suffer from 
attention impairments.

But these results are seen after 
repeated exposure to harmful stress 
from a young age. Stress can be man-
aged, and complications are not per-
manent, he said.

McEwen described how changes in 

brain patterns observed in students 
studying for an exam disappeared 
after a month-long vacation from 
school. “(This) gives us some hope 
that at least the young brain is flex-
ible,” he said.

He ended his lecture by explain-
ing a number of ways to prevent 
chronic stress from causing prob-
lems. Pharmaceuticals exist to 
reduce stress hormones, but they 
are most useful in specific situations 
and may lead to further medical 

complications that only cause more 
problems, McEwen said.

For a more natural cure for stress, 
McEwen recommends exercise. 
“Exercise,” he said, “is the one that 
everybody would say is universally 
important.”

One study McEwen quoted found 
that social interaction also lowers 
stress levels. Those who had three or 
more “social ties” had considerably 
less stress hormones than those with 
one or no ties.

Senior citizens who volunteered 
at elementary schools also had lower 
stress levels. McEwen said this may 
have been caused by a newfound 
“meaning and purpose in life,” but 
that “has not been defined in biologi-
cal terms just yet.”

McEwen summarized his talk by 
stating the brain is the key organ 
of stress, which constantly adapts, 
changes and reacts to the surround-
ing social environment.

When asked at the end of the lec-
ture how he handles his own stress, 
McEwen smiled and clicked the next 
slide to show a picture of him and his 
dog, which drew laughs from the audi-
ence. “He’s one of my advisers telling 
me not to take life too seriously,” he 
said.

pjsquire@syr.edu

Ways to fight 
stress: 
-Jogging or aerobic exercise
-yoga or tai chai
-Meditation
-deep breathing 
-Massage therapy 
-Acupuncture 
-Listening to music 
-Volunteer work 
-Keeping a daily journal 
-nutritional supplements
-individual or group therapy
-A well-balanced diet
-Avoiding excess caffeine 

Source: The American 
Institute of Stress

Mental and 
physical effects 
of stress: 
-Frequent headaches 
-tremors
-blushing or sweating
-Feelings of loneliness
-Feeling overwhelmed 
-difficulty making decisions
-panic attacks
-Chest pain
-increased anger, hostility
-Constant tiredness
-Forgetfulness
-insomnia
-difficulty breathing
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component,” Lux said. 
While at SU, the diverse group of fellows 

has a packed schedule — attending various 
lectures, forums and conversations. Some 
spoke at a symposium looking at the Afri-
can caucus, and many are spending time at 
the library furthering their knowledge about 
democratic issues. 

But it hasn’t been all work and no play.
The group went to an SU basketball game, 

which was a brand-new experience for fellow 
Ahmed Hezam Al-Yemeni. In his home coun-
try of Yemen, large sporting events aren’t the 
norm. 

“For me, I don’t see a reaction bigger at 
how sports can push all those people to come 
together maybe more than the election,” Al-
Yemeni, 34, said. “It’s very interesting to see 
all those people come from everywhere to this 
stadium, and it’s cold, snowing, raining. It’s a 
cultural thing.”

The group had some time to attend a Jewish 
holiday celebration in downtown Syracuse. 
Some of the participants had never encoun-
tered Jewish people, allowing for a new expe-
rience that produced in-depth conversation 
and interaction.

Among the challenges of living and work-
ing so far from their home countries is the 
language barrier. Though all were able to 
converse in Arabic, some also spoke French 
and had varying levels of English proficiency. 

Matar Ebrahim Matar, a 31-year-old man 
from Bahrain, often uses an Arabic-to-English 
translator when encountering difficult words. 
Each key shows the Arabic and English let-
ters, and words can be looked up in either 
language. 

Even the laptops each of the participants 
were given upon arrival are equipped to han-
dle both languages. 

For Hafsa Kanoubi, a 26-year-old woman 
from Morocco, transitioning between cultures 

is not difficult due to her work with Ameri-
cans in her home country and the prevalence 
of American and French tourism. 

But this is not the same for others. 
“For me, it’s a big cultural shock,” Al-

Yemeni said. “Yemen is still closed tribal 
society. When you go to Yemen you see tribes 
are different, how women are dressing even. 
I work with more the American institute and 
travel a lot, but when I go there I have to adapt 
myself — my eyes, my things, everything — 
for two, three days.”

With such differences in cultures, transi-
tioning into American life and life on the SU 
campus may be difficult at times. But various 
organizations through Maxwell have stepped 
up and interacted with the fellows — engaging 
everyone in a conversation about democracy. 

“I would say the most significant differ-
ences are in the public sphere as far as politics 
and governance are concerned,” Khriesat 
said. “It is always interesting for an Arab who 
is concerned with reform in her own country 
to attend an academic course in a liberal and 
democratic context, where customary taboos 
are no longer so.”

The selection process for the fellows 
included a competition and screening process 
through the embassy in their respective coun-
tries. This year, participants come from Bah-
rain, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, 
Morocco, Oman, the Palestinian Territories, 
Qatar, Tunisia and Yemen. And many have 
never been to the States, Lux said. 

The program, now in its second year, 
extended the length of time the fellows are 
on campus by two weeks to allow for a more 
relaxed and in-depth schedule. 

Lux said the goal of the program is to 
engage the participants in a dialogue that 
will hopefully never end. And although they 
are not technically students of the university, 
Lux and the other members of the Executive 
Education Department consider them alumni 
when they leave. 

“What people would hope is that we could 
just sprinkle some democracy dust on them, 
and then suddenly, they’ll all be replicating 
what we do in the United States in their coun-

tries,” Lux said. 
But the real story is there is already democ-

racy at some level in their home countries, he 
said.

“It may not look like ours so we think it’s 
foreign,” he said. “But more importantly, 
there are a lot of times needed for them to 
process everything they might pick up here, 
whether it be in a classroom or whether 
it’s from interactions with students or just 
observing everyday life in America.”

kmimamur@syr.edu
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About the fellows
Out of 20 participants, here is a little 
information about four of the fellows:

Hafsha Kanoubi, 26, recently married
From: Morocco
Occupation: Works at a private Ameri-
can university
Differences from home: “Everything is 
big — cars, places, food quantity.”

Matar Ebrahim Matar, 31, has two chil-
dren
From: Bahrain
Education: Master’s degree in computer 
science and artificial intelligence
Occupation: Developer for a children’s 
company
Differences from home: “Internet 
access (is) everywhere and free.” 

Souhad Khriesat, 25, single
From: Jordan
Occupation: Diplomatic attaché for the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Favorite experience in the United 
States: “Going for long walks in the 
streets of Syracuse.”

Ahmed Hezam Al-Yemeni, 34, married 
with four children (and one on the way)
From: Yemen
Education: Master’s degree in politics 
and democratization 
Occupation: Works with international 
political non-governmental organizations
Differences from home: “The cultural 
diversity and the high levels of individual 
freedoms.” 

lucas mccomb | asst. photo editor
TAHAniE AbOUSHi, a graduate law student from Palestine. participated in a Maxwell discussion forum titled “Democracy in the 
Middle East” Thursday. The forum was between students and the Leaders for Democracy fellows.
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Cheer: The National Panhellenic 
Council is bringing Nas for its annual 
Greek Unity Fest. He will perform 
April 18, four days before University 
Union brings Fergie and Sean Kings-
ton for Block Party. We could get into 
the “which concert is better debate” 
or we could just say there’s another 
concert for students to attend. And 
that’s not bad. 

So a cheer definitely goes out to 
the National Panhellenic Council. 
Talk about using money efficiently. 
Each year, the Greek Unity Fest 
headliner is tight, including 
Jadakiss and Juelz Santana recently. 
This can’t be cheap.

Also, cheers to local rapper Kid 
Fresh for scoring the opening act gig. 
He’s as high- profile as it gets for Le 
Moyne. Besides maybe Ted Forrest. 

Cheer: A fifth grader from Michi-
gan, Kenton Stufflebeam — yes, you 
read that correctly — identified a 
fact error at the Smithsonian Sci-
ence Museum, according to FOX 
News. In the museums display 
Tower of Time, which denotes dif-
ferent prehistoric time periods, the 
11-year-old found that the Precam-
brian was marked as an era, accord-
ing to the article. 

OK, so Kenton is probably a dork. 
He probably watches PBS most days, 
worships Ian Malcolm’s character in 
Michael Crichton’s “Jurassic Park” 
— chaos theory, man, chaos theory — 
and all that other nerdy stuff. 

At least he’s putting it to good use. 
Cheers to copy editing, fact checking 
and evolution, but a jeer to the cura-
tor that missed this when the display 
premiered 27 years ago.

Jeer: Jack Kevorkian, who spent 

eight years and two months in jail for 
second-degree murder related to doc-
tor-assisted suicide, is now running 
for Congress in a Michigan district, 
according to the Associated Press. He 
is still on parole and is running with 
no party affiliation, according to the 
article. 

On one hand, it’s nice to see some-
one with dreams after leaving prison. 
On the other hand — he’s Dr. Kev-
orkian. We shudder at the thought of 
the sort of pork barrel he would fight 
for. Yikes. 

After Arnold Schwarzenegger and 
Kwame Kilpatrick, our standards for 
politicians have been slightly low-
ered, but even this is too much.

Besides, what’s his platform going 
to be? “Kurt Vonnegutt named an 
essay collection after me, so vote 
Kevorkian!” That’d be great. 

Cheer: The New York Times ran 
an article Thursday featuring Mark 
Robbins — that’s right, Syracuse 
University’s dean for the School of 
Architecture. 

The article highlighted how Dean 
Robbins had the opportunity to live 
in New York City and work here, but 
instead he chose to renovate a build-
ing downtown and live in it. Beyond 
that, he has influenced other faculty 
members to live downtown and have 
brought up-scale architectures to the 
school. 

It’s nice to see someone from SU 
not named Costas or Boeheim get 
some national attention.  
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Congratulate your 
graduate with  

flowers on any budget

WESTCOTT FLORIST
8Mixed arrangements
8Roses
8Green plants
8Wrapped bouquets

Gifts too!
Fruit baskets  
and snack baskets

delivery to campus and 
surrounding areas!
(315) 474-1283

548 Westcott St.,  
less than 1 mile from campus

tern of migration in which Puerto Ricans 
migrate to the United States to work, then 
return home years later. This pattern, Colón 
said, creates a union between the two coun-
tries.

“The homeland of Puerto Rico has come 
to be not only the island, but the mainland,” 
Colón said.

Colón challenged the audience with impor-
tant issues for the future of Puerto Rico. If it 
becomes a state, he said, federal taxes would 
cause the collapse of the Puerto Rican econ-
omy. He also questioned whether the union 
between the United States and Puerto Rico 
will take the form of a new commonwealth or 
of statehood.

During the question and answer portion of 
the event, one audience member asked Colón 
about the recent proposed bill, signed by 
Democratic Sen. Hillary Clinton of New York, 
which states that commonwealth is not an 
option as a permanent status of Puerto Rico.

“That report will probably cost Hillary 
Clinton the primary in Puerto Rico,” Colón 
said.

When Colón ended his speech, the audi-
ence rose to its feet and delivered a standing 

ovation. For several minutes after the official 
speech was over, students gathered around 
to exchange a few words with the former 
governor.

“I really admire his talking to people of our 
status right now,” said Zoraima Figueroa, an 
undeclared sophomore in The College of Arts 
and Sciences.

Erwin Riefkohl, a sophomore architecture 
student and Colón’s grandson, was equally 
impressed with his grandfather’s speech — 
and proud of his legacy. 

“He established a hope for the future of 
the current political system in Puerto Rico,” 
Riefkohl said. “He regarded Puerto Ricans 
on both lands as part of one big community.”

But it wasn’t just interested students who 
praised the former governor. Bea Gonzalez, 
dean of University College, admired his abil-
ity to teach.

“He took complicated issues and presented 
them in a clear way,” Gonzalez said. “Peo-
ple who knew something learned a little bit 
more.”

As for Colón himself, he enjoyed the whole 
experience.

“I’m very impressed with the university,” 
Colón said. “There is a center of excellence 
here that motivates you when you come here 
to visit.”

azmeola@syr.edu

Governor
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the Green Campus Initiative (GCI), an ESF 
student organization, wanted to send the mes-
sage that there are simpler and less expensive 
ways to save energy.

“If people don’t have enough money to buy 
a fluorescent light, they can get in the habit of 
conserving energy,” she said. 

Morgan worked with other members of 
GCI to coordinate the campaign. One mem-
ber suggested having it this week, which 
immediately followed the global event, 
Earth Hour. 

Last year, Sydney, Australia, turned off 
its lights to raise awareness about coal-
fired electricity, according to earthhour.
org. This year, the event went global, as 
cities all over the world turned their lights 
off for one hour, between 8 p.m. and 9 p.m. 
Saturday.

In Syracuse, there was an Earth Hour lap 
at SU’s annual Relay for Life event, and the 
lights in the Hall of Languages clock tower 
were turned off. 

“We’re empowering people that one small 
action can make a big difference,” said Sarah 
Kelsen, student co-chair of University Sus-
tainability Action Coalition.

Morgan took it upon herself to alert stu-
dents, staff and faculty at both ESF and SU to 
be aware of their habits of turning on lights. 
She e-mailed listservs, made fliers and ban-
ners and relied on word-of-mouth to promote 
Lights Out.

“It’s a matter of networking,” Kelsen, a 
senior environmental resources and forest 
engineering major, said. “We want people to 
be more conscientious of our impact on the 
environment.”

Lights Out week has had positive encour-
agement from its coordinators. 

Rick Martin works with Kelsen for 
Energy and Computing Management, an 
administrative department at SU. He said he 
has seen a positive reaction among students 
with regard to Lights Out week and the 
concept behind it.

“There’s been a tremendous groundswell of 
support (coming from Earth Hour) that once 
a year for one hour is not enough,” Martin 

said. “(Lights Out week) is real grassroots, as 
opposed to AstroTurf. … There is a sense of 
momentum.” 

Paul Otteson oversees the work of GCI, but 
said the students have taken the reigns of the 
group and its projects. 

“(Lights Out week) has very much been 
championed by them,” Otteson said. “I just 
watch and encourage.” 

Otteson said enthusiasm for the campaign 
is mainly coming from those involved in 
organizing the event, but he doesn’t under-
estimate students’ role in campaigns like 
these.

“The biggest effect is a student-to-student 
message,” he said. “It’s an educational oppor-
tunity.” 

Otteson said events like Lights Out week 
are a new, growing trend.

“We have Lights Out week,” he said. 
“When did that happen before? This is the 
front edge of a clearly growing trend. I’m 
impressed.” 

Caroline Massa, an ESF student, has known 
about Lights Out week through e-mails from 
GCI. 

“(I participate) when I can,” Massa, a junior 
environmental studies major, said. “I don’t 
use that many lights anyway. I turn off the 
hall lights, but I haven’t had to change my 
behaviors too much.”

But not all students were aware of the 
weeklong event. 

“Lights out? Are we talking boxing?” said 
Josh Kelley, a junior biochemistry major 
at ESF. “If the library, Jahn (building) and 
Baker (building) don’t turn off their lights, 
why should I? I imagine my apartment would 
consume a lot less energy.” 

Ken Brault, a senior environmental biology 
major at ESF, saw the e-mail in his inbox but 
never got around to reading it. 

Otteson said Lights Out week is a concrete 
event, and its success is measurable because 
light usage is directly related to fossil fuel 
use, which is the root of the global warming 
problem. 

“If you turn out a light, you save kilowatt 
hours,” he said. “I don’t know how big the 
impact (on campus) is compared to society, 
but there is an impact. … I see it on my (elec-
tric) bill.”

hlmayer@syr.edu
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“Las Noticias en Español” is one of the few 
student-run programs in the country that teach-
es students about work in the Hispanic market. 
More and more, universities are paying atten-
tion to the Hispanic populations by creating 
media programs in Spanish.

Jason Tarr, a junior broadcast journalism, 
Spanish language, literature and culture and 
international relations major at SU, started “Las 
Noticias en Español” after realizing a voice was 
missing on campus.

In a similar program to SU’s, a group of 
students at the University of Oklahoma started 
broadcasting its news in Spanish, launched this 
year after Spring Break.

Twice a week, Telemundo-Oklahoma, a 
Spanish television network, aired minute-long 
news briefs made by students in its night news 
program, said Bianca Lopez, a junior broadcast 
journalism and film studies major from Univer-
sity of Oklahoma, in an e-mail.

The Spanish newscast aims to give the His-
panic community in Oklahoma a voice. The 
state population is 6.9 percent of Latino or His-
panic origin, according to a 2006 report by the 
U.S. Census Bureau.

Texas State University announced in Febru-
ary the opening of a new academic research cen-
ter in the School of Journalism and Mass Com-
munication targeted toward Hispanic students, 
according to The University Star, its university 
newspaper.

The Center for the Study of Latino Media and 
Markets will prepare students to work in the 
U.S. Hispanic market, said Federico Subervi, a 
professor and director of the new center. 

He, along with Sindy Chapa, an assistant pro-
fessor from the school, will develop programs for 
the center, which will offer full courses in Spanish. 

Subervi hopes it will be ready by next fall.
He said at least in Texas, Hispanic media 

jobs are usually taken by reporters from Latin 
America, who already know the language. 
Subervi wants to change this with the new 
program, and eventually develop a consortium 
of Latino and Media Markets with other uni-
versities.

 “I want (the universities) to share their most 
talented students,” Subervi said. “That way we 
should develop among all of us the students who 
will be professionals in the field.”

“La Nueva Onda De Texas State” began as a 
monthly show. It will soon be airing weekly in 
KTSW 89.9, Texas State’s official radio station.

Ashley Flores, a producer of La Nueva Onda, 
wrote in an e-mail that even though there are 
so many Hispanics in Texas, she said, still, few 
radio shows represent them. 

“The show is a voice for us,” said Flores, a 
junior mass communication major.

“The number of Hispanics in the university 
is changing,” she said. “It’s important that my 
university changes with time, too.”

Subervi said many universities in the area 
“have a great capital for a Spanish language 
media center.”

“The most important thing that is lacking is 
the professors,” said Subervi, a native of Puerto 
Rico. “There are few that know the field.”

Universities in states with high Hispanic or 
Latino populations, such as Florida Internation-
al University in Miami, already have programs 
for students who want to study Spanish-language 
journalism.

Rebecca Wyant, general manager of Citrus 
TV, said “Las Noticias” could be helpful in 
attracting prospective students who are think-
ing about attending SU. 

“I’m excited to see what having a Spanish 
news show will open up for us,” said Wyant, a 
television, radio and film and biology major.

asaleman@syr.edu
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By Katie Papo
Staff Writer 

I
t’s not a new phenomenon, but it has a new 
name. 

Drunkorexia, according to a New York 
Times article released March 2, is shorthand for 
“a disturbing blend of behaviors: self-imposed 
starvation or bingeing and purging, combined 
with alcohol abuse.”

 “It’s a vicious cycle,” said Dessa Bergen-Cico, 
health and wellness professor at Syracuse Uni-
versity. “It often comes down to a whole host of 
other, more complicated issues. One is looking 
at the complex aspect of why people feel so pres-
sured to obtain a certain body type or a need for 
acceptance.”

Though drunkorexia is not an official medical 
term, it is a studied food-related illness that is a 
variation of anorexia and bulimia.

“I know that researchers are looking at the co-
occurrence of disordered eating and problematic 
drinking,” said Christina Sanchez, a doctoral stu-
dent at Duke University, who is studying drunko-
rexia for her dissertation.

 “The two behaviors have been shown to occur 
within the same person, lead to worse drinking 
outcomes and may stem from similar sources of 
anxiety, impulsivity and emotion regulation,” she 
said in an e-mail interview.  

Bergen-Cico said drunkorexia mostly affects 
women by restricting their eating so they can get 
drunk easier and to compensate for the calories 
taken in from alcohol. 

“You respond quicker to alcohol on an empty 
stomach,” she said.

She also said drunkorexics may also perform 
excessive exercise to compensate for the drinks.  

“They also engage in somewhat bulimic-type 
behavior, by making themselves vomit to get 
rid of the calories,” Bergen-Cico said. “Or they 
drink to the point to vomit and lose the calories 
that way.”

However, drunkorexia also affects men.
Sanchez said recent research has found if 

you include binge eating and bulimia spectrum 
disorders, the co-occurrence of binge drinking 
and binge eating is equally likely amongst both 
genders.

She also said it seems the phenomenon is more 
common among college-aged young adults.

“I would suggest that college students are at 
particularly high risk because binge drinking 
and the onset of eating disorders peak during the 
college years,” Sanchez said. “I would think of the 
manifestations as the interaction between the 
behaviors such as exercising before drinking to 
save calories, as well as to look good.”

Bergen-Cico said drunkorexia has been a prob-
lem for a while, although it has become more 
apparent recently, especially in the media. 

“I think it seems to be a bit more extreme now,” 
she said. “As much as people are rejecting some of 
the media culture, we do see that Paris Hilton and 
Lindsay Lohan are out drinking, and it builds into 
some of the expectations.”

Drunkorexia is often described as temporary 

behavior, but that does not mean the health risks 
do not exist.

“It increases the likelihood of alcohol poison-
ing if somebody is drinking on an empty stomach 
and restricting caloric intake,” Bergen-Cico said.

There are also health risks that are important, 
especially for women, to watch out for, Bergen-
Cico said.

“With high levels of intoxication, you are 
more likely to be a victim of all kinds of violent 
crimes including sexual assault. You’re a target 
when you’re that inebriated,” she said. “You’re 
also less likely to practice safe sex, to give con-
sent or to be able to mentally and physically be 
present for what kind of pressure you might be 
engaging in.”

The health risks involved are often present in 
both alcohol abuse and eating disorders, and it is 
important to learn about both, Sanchez said.

“Both lead to preventable deaths,” she said. “I 
think the tragedy is that most often when these 
individuals present at clinic, only one of their 
troubled behaviors is discussed or treated.”

Though there may be several causes of this 
behavior, there are also ways to help prevent it, 
Bergen-Cico said. 

“One of the key things to keep in mind is to help 
people understand the risks and the things they 

can do to minimize risk,” she said.
Bergen-Cico named some of these things as 

eating before going out to drink, eating while 
drinking, choosing not to drink or eating a more 
balanced diet during the week. 

“If you’re looking to give bits of advice, it 
would be to have people consider it a much more 
balanced approach to how they eat and plan their 
diet regularly and to realize the increased risk 
when they starve themselves to compensate the 
calories,” she said.

kapapo@syr.edu

lucas mccomb | staff photographer
the popular habit of drinking alcohol on an empty stomach and, in some cases, inducing vomiting, has been given the name of 
drunkorexia. College-aged people, especially females, substitute alcohol for food to lose weight.

Not eating before a big night out might be common for 
some students, but for others, it’s the epidemic of...

drunkorexia

“I would suggest that 
college students are at 
particularly high risk 
because binge drinking 
and the onset of eating 
disorders peak during 
the college years.”

Christina Sanchez
DoCtoral StuDent at Duke univerSity 
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Shock

ahh!an
d Recent infl ux of 

horror fi lms can be 
cruel and unusual 
punishments for 
theater-goers

By Dan Kaplan and Matt Levin
THE DAILY ORANGE

Blood, guts and whatever rusty instru-
ments you can find in a toolbox are the 
staples to the recent crop of grisly — 
and pathetically plotted — horror films. 
Affectionately dubbed “torture porn” or 
“gorno,” these movies showcase linger-
ing torture scenes of suffering (and often 
salacious) co-ed victims. Plots exist 
on the backburner in these mov-
ies that emphasize shock factor 

and little else. The latest of the bunch, 
“The Ruins” (about a group of sexy arche-
ologists attacked on a dig in Mexico…or 
something to that effect), opens in theaters 
today. Here’s a list of five other films in the 
genre that also are pain- ful to 
watch:

“THE DEVIL’S 
REJECTS” (2005)
Plot: In this sequel, three 
members of the serial-
killing Firefl y family from 
2003’s “House of 1000 
Corpses” escape a siege 
by the Texas State Police 

at its headquarters. Together, the family 
begins a killing spree as the lone survivors. 
But with a sadistic sheriff and two bounty 
hunters following close behind, how long 
can they last?
Bad guy: The insane sheriff, John Quincy 
Wydell (such is the movie that serial killers 
somehow gain our sympathy).
Most gratuitous scene: Wydell (William For-
sythe) captures the remaining Firefl y mem-
bers and tortures them in full-on psychopath 
mode, nailing their hands to chairs and sta-
pling pictures of victims to their bodies. “The 
Devil’s Rejects” went through eight edits to 
be lowered from a NC-17 to R rating.
Rated R for sadistic violence.

“THE HILLS HAVE 
EYES II” (2007)
Plot: The prelude to this 
sequel was simply a ter-
rible remake. The sequel 
itself, however, is in a 
league of its own when 
it comes to stupid plots. 

In an abandoned part of the New Mexico 
desert, trainees of the National Guard are 
maimed by cannibalistic mutants living in the 
sand dunes.
Bad guys: Mutants — deformed as a result 
of living on nuclear testing ground.
Most gratuitous scene: After one of the 
female trainees bites off the tongue of one 
of the enemies, the lead mutant Papa Hades 
comes along, and a macabre rape scene 
ensues.
Rated R for prolonged sequences of strong 
gruesome horror violence and gore.

“SAW” (2004)
Plot: This is the movie that set the torture porn genre in motion in the 
new millennium. Two complete strangers, Dr. Lawrence Gordon and pho-
tographer Adam Faulkner, awaken after a normal day and fi nd themselves 
locked in an old washroom. Neither knows the other, but one has been 
told he must kill the other in order to save his family. It’s all part of an 
elaborate game put on by the mysterious villain Jigsaw.
Bad guy: Jigsaw, an unorthodox criminal who, in lieu of simply killing peo-
ple, constructs traps in which his victims ultimately kill themselves.

Most gratuitous scene: Toward the end of the fl ick, madness sets in for Dr. Gordon (Cary 
Elwes), and he proceeds to saw off his own foot in an escape attempt. 
Rated R for grisly violence and language. 

mrlevin@syr.edu

sdkaplan@syr.edu

“HOSTEL” (2005)
Plot: Three backpack-
ing males set out on an 
excursion across Europe. 
A mysterious encounter 
in Amsterdam leads them 
to a hostel in Bratislava 
(which you might remem-
ber as the impoverished 

town in “EuroTrip”). One by one, group mem-
bers disappear, as what initially seemed a 
promising vacation quickly becomes a night-
mare. Last year’s sequel “Hostel II,” injected 
some creativity into the plot. This time the 
backpackers were female.
Bad guy: The Dutch Businessman, who we 
later fi nd out to be part of “Elite Hunting,” a 
worldwide murder organization.
Most gratuitous scene: Easy. Josh (Derek 
Richardson) is abducted by the Dutch Busi-
nessman and receives all manner of torture 
including having his joints drilled into, his 
Achilles tendon cut and eventually, his throat 
slit.
Rated R for scenes of torture and violence.

“TURISTAS” 
(2006)
Plot: Brazil winds up 
being not such a sultry 
place to vacation for a 
group of (mainly Ameri-
cans) tourists. The back-
packers are kidnapped 

and tortured by natives of the country. The 
entire country of Brazil took offense to this 
movie, and actor Josh Duhamel even apolo-
gized to the Brazilian government for the way 
the country is represented in the fi lm. 
Bad guy: A foreigner-hating madman/doctor 
who’s a fan of organ harvesting.
Most gratuitous scene: Probably all of the 
blatant racism. 
Rated R for strong graphic violence and dis-
turbing content.

JUICY BITS OF CINEMA
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SALEHE BEMBURY heads up the design team of Duane New York, a clothing line that the Syracuse 
University senior began with two friends.

Senior Salehe Bembury manages, 
designs own New York City 

inspired fashion line

Clothes speak for themselves in First Amendment fashion show
IF YOU GO
What: “Freedom of Expression” 
Fashion show
Where: Newhouse I lobby
When: Tonight at 7 p.m.
How much: Free

By Kelly Outram
STAFF WRITER

From the hippie movement in the 
1960s to the 1990s grunge era, fash-
ion has had a unique public voice 
that shows rather than speaks. And 
in a continuing celebration of the 
First Amendment, students will give 
a visual of freedom of speech through 
a fashion show. 

Tonight, Syracuse University fash-
ion design students will be personify-

ing the freedom of expression through 
a unique fashion show for everyone at 
no cost. Beginning at 7 p.m., the show 
will feature models donning origi-
nal student creations, once the lobby 
stairs of Newhouse I are transformed 
into a fashion runway.  

The event is a part of the S.I. New-
house School of Public Communica-
tion’s yearlong celebration of the 
First Amendment in honor of the 
fall 2007 addition of Newhouse III.  

Produced by the students involved 
in Newhouse’s Fashion and Beauty 
Communications Milestone, the 
fashion show will feature original 
clothing designs of freshman, soph-
omore and junior fashion design 
majors from the College of Visual 
and Performing Arts. 

The theme of the show is to illus-
trate how fashion and clothing have 
the ability to express powerful politi-
cal and social messages. 

“Clothing is an expression of free 
speech and always has been,” said 
Carla Lloyd, director of the Fashion 
and Beauty Communications Mile-
stone program. “For example, it was 
the emblem of protest in the 1960s and 
1970s when Levis were a part of the 
hippie culture.”

The fashion show, which was 
originally intended to be a one-time 
event celebrating the collaboration 
of VPA and Newhouse in the Fash-

ion and Beauty in Communications 
Milestone last year, turned into an 
annual event due to an overwhelming 
turnout and overall happiness with 
the event. Last year’s show attracted 

By Taylor Engler
STAFF WRITER

Last summer looked like 

it’d be a wash for Salehe 

Bembury. 

The industrial design major 

learned he would not be offered 

the internship at a local industrial 

design company. But after think-

ing the summer over, Bembury 

and two of his friends decided to 

try something a bit more, well, 

industrious. The trio would create 

its own fashion line.

“It was a blessing in disguise,” 

Bembury said of his summer 

plans.

The Syracuse University senior 

came to James Camp and Patrick 

Solomon with an idea to create 

their own label — Duane New York 

— named for a street in Bembury’s 

hometown of Tribeca. 

s racusest  lin’y
Yesterday: Aspiring 
makeup artist Dana Rae 
Ashburn, a freshman 
Visual and Performing 
Arts student, showed off 
her cosmetic skills.

Today: Salehe Bembury, 
a senior industrial design 
major, started a success-
ful clothing line in New 
York City. 

Three senior industrial 
design majors formed 
their own T-shirt line 
that went on sale at J. 
Michaels this week.
Page 12

Visit us online 
to view more 
photos from 
this event.

SEE NEWHOUSE PAGE 12

SEE BEMBURY PAGE 11

Street
chic



Join Our 
White Ribbon Community

End the Silence
Stop the Violence

Wear a white ribbon
March28- April 6, 2008
You’ll join thousands in our

community in making a 
personal statement never to:
condone, support, or
commit domestic or

sexual violence.
You’ll be supporting 

Vera House Inc.,
a not-for-profit agency working
for more than 30 years to end

domestic violence

For more information or to 
purchase white ribbons, contact:

Office of  the Senior Vice President 
for Student Affairs

518 Crouse-Hinds Hall
315.443.4263

*************
Approximately 1.5 million women 

are physically assaulted by an
 intimate partner each year.

**
Millions more are

verbally, emotionally, sexually, or 
economically abused.

**
Females between the 

ages of  16 and 24
experience the highest rate of  

domestic violence
**

More than one-third of  teenagers 
in dating relationships 

report being victims
of  violence.

**************

If  you are a victim of  domestic
violence contact:

SU Sexual Assault Support Services
315.443.7273

SU Counseling Center
315.443.4715

Vera House Support Line
315.468.3260
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Salehe BemBury’s clothing company has produced two lines with a new one soon.

“The honest truth is it was incredibly daunt-
ing,” said Camp, a freshman at Hunter College 
(N.Y.), on the start of Duane. “It seemed like 
something impossible, going from talking about 
something to actually getting it done. We all 
buckled down and started making designs and 
printing our own shirts..”

The three boys grew up in three separate 
areas — Bembury in Tribeca, Camp on the Upper 
West Side and Solomon in Harlem. Together, 
they shared an interest in high fashion and high 
art. Raised by parents involved in photography 
and art, Bembury and Solomon also collected 
sneakers together and Camp worked as a ship-
ping manager for a T-shirt company. 

The friends combined their fashion knowl-
edge, and soon the first fashion line had debuted. 
Several streetware stores in New York City 
already carry Duane products. In the most 
recent season, the company had 200 orders on 
its Web site. The force behind Duane that set it 
apart from other aspiring companies was its 
established brand identity.

“It’s a streetwear brand, but it’s really 
inspired by New York,” said Solomon, a fresh-
man at University of Maryland. “We try to 
represent New York culture, New York art and 
the New York environment.”

Bembury heads all the designing for the busi-
ness. He said it can be difficult to balance his 
industrial design work — a career he still hopes 
to go into — with his clothing line. Solomon and 
Camp communicate with Bembury three or 
four times a day via phone or e-mail to discuss 
product ideas.

On the Duane Web site, viewers can find pho-

tograph albums of the clothing styles compiled 
from the owners’ own cameras. The site also 
features art created by Bembury and others. 

“The one thing that is really key in creating a 
company is branding,” Camp said. “We want to 
create an image — a lifestyle brand in the long 
run. There’s a certain kind of feeling to it when 
people see the photos, art and our blog, which 
Bembury updates regularly, people can feel 
more a part of the brand.”

The trio has produced two lines and its winter 
line is on sale on their Web site  (duanenyc.com) 
for $20. The summer line will be dropping in 
mid-May and sold online as well as in boutiques in 
New York City. The line will be previewed in the 
“Fashionably Aware” fashion show on April 12 at 
SU as well as at the University of Maryland. 

“For the upcoming season we have six differ-
ent designs,” Bembury said. “And it comes out to 
12 different pieces.”

The new line will include T-shirts, tank 
tops and sunglasses. Its enterprise is already 
profiting, and once the group earns enough — it 
plans to expand to add more clothing products 
to the line up.

Bembury still sees the group as a side project. 
Camp admits he’s not looking to have clothes in 
thousands of stores. Still, they’d like to see a 
“high-end brand” that has people lining up 
around the block — not bad for a project that 
started out as a simple summer venture. 

“In the next few years I’d like to see us 
become well-established in the T-shirt industry 
and making all kinds of clothes — clothes for 
everything from head to toe,” Camp said. “We 
haven’t had any cut and sew clothing yet, but 
I can’t wait for that because that will include 
much more of a design aspect in it. I want a life-
style brand instilled in minds of the consumer.”

trengler@syr.edu

bembury
f r o m  p a g e  9
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By Kyra Buckley
OpiniOn EditOr

At first glance Derek Brahney’s bedroom could 
be that of any college male. In the corner is an 
unmade bed, beyond that, a dresser and next to 
the door, a pile of shoes. But after taking a closer 
look, one notices a heat press that looks straight 
out of the 1920s. Next to that is a pile of tags with 
the words “DAP & Co.” printed on them. And 
then, in the middle of the room, is a blanket 
with a large display of T-shirts on top with four 
different designs.

Brahney — along with Adam Karl and Pat 
McCool — make up DAP & Co., an up-and-
coming clothing line that focuses on vintage 
designs. The three senior industrial design 
majors have been working on their business 
plan for the last year, and this week their line 
of summer T-shirts was unveiled at J. Michael’s 
Shoes on Marshall Street.

During the week, the three guys have a 
majority of their classes together. In between 
classes they get together to talk about the 
clothing line, designs or any other important 
aspect of the business, Karl said. Because 
the guys are good friends as well as business 
partners, it’s easy for them to find time to have 
meetings. 

Also, they don’t have class on Fridays, mak-
ing it a prime time for them to meet with others 
and work on their projects. Karl said it will be 
even easier next year when the three guys will 
be living together. 

“We were throwing around the idea of start-
ing a clothing company as early as two years 
ago,” Brahney said. “Because we all like cool 
clothes and we’re all artists, we were like ‘Let’s 
do our own.’” 

Brahney, Karl and McCool got serious about 

the designs while they were studying abroad 
in London together last semester. There, they 
treated working on the clothing line as a fifth 
class, Karl said. 

”The idea of DAP & Co. is that we want to 
make timeless clothes that don’t really buy 
into trends,” Brahney said. “We want to set 
our own trends. Influenced by iconic things, 
iconic people and iconic style. They have a 
sense of decadence and a provocative nature 
as well.”

And it’s that iconic idea that inspired the 
name for their clothing company, DAP & Co. 
DAP is short for “dapper,” which was used to 
describe cool or hip when Frank Sinatra and the 
Rat Pack were popular, Karl said. 

 That design displayed the name DAP & Co. 
down the front of the shirt and the graphics 
are influenced by older designs, Brahney said. 
In the corner is a quote that says “Angles are 
Attitudes.”

“The quote references the design itself of 
sharp lines, but it’s also a quote said by Frank 
Sinatra about how he wears his hat, cocked to 
the side,” Brahney said. 

After printing their signature design — a 
stylized logo with the company’s name and a 
Sinatra quote — on the first round of shirts, the 
three mapped out plans for four other designs. 
After getting an order lined up with J. Michaels 
and another store near Brahney’s hometown, 
the three invested in ordering more shirts and 
creating an inventory.

“Our T-shirts and our clothes aren’t going to 
have any unnecessary things on them,” McCool 
said. “Our graphics are going to have small 
details that mean something.”

Their design called “The Provocateur” has a 
large camera in the middle of it, with the name 

of the shirt under the camera.
“It’s kind of like a tribute to the Lyca brand 

of cameras,” McCool said. “Which is the Roll’s 
Royce of cameras. It’s the camera that changed 
photography forever.”

In the lens is a high heel, which is playing off 
the provocative nature of high fashion, Brahney 
said. 

In addition to details in the designs, DAP & 
Co. wants to keep their designs as personal as 
possible, hence the bedroom production facil-
ity. Although they get their shirts printed by 
another company, they place the DAP & Co. logo 
on the clothing themselves with a heat press. 

It keeps things extremely authentic if you 
do everything by yourself,” Brahney said. “We 
don’t have the resources to do that, but we do 
everything we can.”

The heat press was borrowed from a friend 
— one of the reasons they have Co. at the end of 
their name. They’ve learned to tap the resources 
around them and reach out to friends for help, 
like having one of their friends write their press 
release for them. 

While they are still in college, the men of 
DAP & Co. are working to develop the brand. 
However, they have plans to one day do their 
own cutting and sewing, Karl said. 

Currently they are working on getting their 
Web site up at www.dapandco.com and looking 
to designing their winter line. Beyond that, they 
hope to produce jeans, sweaters, sunglasses and 
watches.

“If we don’t do this now, it will never hap-
pen,” Karl said. “For us, this is go time.”

krbuckle@syr.edu

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer
The designers of dap & co. work in a collaborative setting — with most of the 
manufacturing occuring in derek Brahney’s bedroom.

SU students’ original fashion 
line debuts at J. Michaels

newhouse
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students, faculty, parents and even people from 
the community. 

A unique thing about this year’s show is for 
the first time, underclassmen have the oppor-
tunity to showcase their creations. Freshmen, 
sophomores and juniors each had a different 
assignment to add variety to the show and to 
show the progression of technique and design 
knowledge students gain throughout their 
four years. 

“(The students) are definitely going to do 
things that are pretty funky and theatrical,” 

Lloyd said. “For the freshmen, they are mainly 
experimenting with muslin cloth, and they 
tend to get very creative. There could styles 
ranging from avant-garde to a wrap-around 
skort or pantaloons.”

This year, the show plans to capitalize on 
last year’s success. There will be VIP seat-
ing and seven special guests from local high 
schools attending as a part of the Unity project, 
a community outreach initiative. 

“It will be a party atmosphere with loud, 
well-mixed club music,” Lloyd said. “The 
designs will be playful, sexy and inventive 
displayed on dazzling models. Plus it’s free and 
only an hour, why not come?” 

kaoutram@syr.edu

Jewmongous uses raunchy 
humor to tell religious tales

By Carolyn Clark
Staff writEr

A Jew’s favorite Beatles member can’t be John, 
Paul, George or Ringo. To Sean Altman, the 
favorite has to be the most Jewish member of 
all — Brian Epstein, The Beatles’ manager.

Altman, is most known for writing and 
singing the theme song to “Where in the World 
is Carmen Sandiego?” and star of Jewmon-
gous. He opened his two-hour performance 
in Gifford Auditorium Thursday night with 
his own theme song, a catchy tune that intro-
duced and allowed Altman to lament over the 
fact that the majority of his former “Where in 
the World” audience is now grown and prob-
ably owns “nicer cars.” 

After Altman polled the audience, it was 
clear the majority of the audience was Jewish, 
but both Jews and goyim — or non-Jewish — 
alike appreciated the Yiddish phrases and often 
raunchy humor that popped up throughout Jew-
mongous.

The audience of approximately 60 people was 
thrilled when Altman sang his famous “jingle,” 
as he called it, “Where in the World is Carmen 
Sandiego?” early in the show, as they sang along 
with the chorus. 

“He had some funny stuff for Jews and goyim 
alike,” said Maxx Berkowitz, a freshman graph-

ic design and information studies major.
“Be My Little Shabbos Goy,” one of Alt-

man’s original songs, paid homage to his gentile 
friends. “Lend a Christian-helping hand and 
spread some shabbos joy, it’s my Sabbath I 
will not defile it, but I’m starving: please light 
my pilot,” explained that Orthodox Jews who 
observe Shabbos by not working rely on non-
Jews to help with simple tasks.

Altman also poked fun of the more ridiculous 
elements of Judaism. He noted although there 
are more holidays than many people can keep 
track of, they all seem to be similar.

Altman’s wife, Inna Dukach, participated in 
the show. Altman told the crowd the two met on 
JDate, an online dating service just for Jews. 

“That’s where you meet the nice and respect-
able Jews,” he said.

Dukach, a professional opera singer, lent 
her vocals for two songs in the show: “Jews for 
Jesus” and “A Little Off the Top.”

Ten members of “Oy Cappella,” SU’s only 
Jewish a cappella group, joined Altman to close 
the show with “Salam,” a song about peace. 

“I think this audience got 80 percent of my 
jokes,” Altman said after the show. “I think (my 
humor) shocked some people. It may have been 
too over-the-top for some.”

cjclar02@syr.edu

dailyorange.com
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Song and dance help keep 
chaotic ‘FAME’ afloat

By Talie Tebbi
STAFF WRITER

Picture the 80s splashed across a stage — neon 
leggings, high ponytails and jazz hands. 
Against the backdrop of a performing arts 
school hallway, the cast of “FAME” kicked 
and leapt in hand-me-down relics from the 
Jazzercise age. The colors were vivid. The story 
was dead.

First Year Players’ “FAME” is defi nitely a 
fl uff musical. The show, which will run tonight 
and Saturday at Goldstein Auditorium, fea-
tured strong dancing and powerful singing 
— but they clash with weak acting and a sorry 
storyline. It would be unfair to say it had no 
plot. It had at least 17 plots. It’s just that none of 
them were developed. 

Two acting students fall for each other, 
though one is supposed to be gay. Two danc-
ers fall for each other — one is denying his 

dyslexia, the other’s pretending to be rich. 
An English teacher gets violent, the ballet 
teacher gets defensive and a geeky musician 
gets the hot chick. Then there’s the over-
weight ballerina who can’t catch a break, the 
suave comic who “can’t keep it down,” and 
at some point, someone overdoses and dies a 
very un-sad death. 

The plot is not the point of this musical. The 
play is a showcase for triple threats: actors, 
singers and most noticeably, dancers.

“I really thought the dancing helped carry 
it forward,” said Christina Orazio, a fresh-
man in The College of Visual and Performing 
Arts. 

While the dancebreaks added nothing to the 
plot, it meant everything to the entertainment. 
The old-school choreography and dancers, like 
Samora Campbell who played Tyrone, a dys-
lexic dancer, kept the show lively. In the fi nale, 
Campbell performed a series of back fl ips, and 
the audience went nuts. He and a few other 
talented dancers (Lisa Bondi, Hannah Cordell) 
carried the dance portion of the show. 

The sound staff did the singers a disservice, 
forgetting to turn microphones off backstage 
and not remembering to turn them up onstage. 
Still, Nina Elias stood out among the singers. 
Whether her mic was on or off, Elias’s pipes 
ensured she was heard loud and clear. 

Serena, Elias’s character, was a sniveling 
actress in love. But Elias’s voice saved her 
annoying character. 

The roles weren’t supposed to represent real 
people. They were over-the-top caricatures of 
drama kids. That was the one believable part: 
the actors were clearly acting. It was campy 
and over-dramatic with cute or funny moments 
offering a bit of relief. 

Ben Rosen, who played Shlomo the musician, 
was also a welcome relief. Understated and 
heartfelt, he was relatable onstage. Still, as he 
made a somber announcement in one of the 
fi nal numbers, the audience stared deadpan. It 
wasn’t his acting, it was just the fact that no one 
cared. The plot meant nothing. 

The story seemed mostly to be a rush to the 
end, when they fi nally got to the famous title 
song. Even if the sound hadn’t kept cutting 
out and the audience could actually hear all 
the dialogue, it wouldn’t have helped explain 
where each sub-plot began and ended. In fact, it 
seemed none of the students striving for fame 
ever got their big break. 

Instead they all just broke into song — which 
is all the audience wanted. 

nstebbi@syr.edu
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Adv. Tix on Sale FORGETTING SARAH MARSHALL (R) - ID REQ'D �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (1120 1240 200 340 445) 700 730 950 1020 1225
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) � (1130 150 420) 650 925 1145
THE RUINS (R) - ID REQ'D (1150 220 455) 735 1010 1225
SHINE A LIGHT (R) - ID REQ'D (1250 350) 705 945 1220
21 (PG-13) (1230 330 400) 710 1005 1030
OC: 21 (PG-13) (100) 740
DR. SUESS': HORTON HEARS A WHO - DP (G) (1125 145 410) 640 900

1110
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (1155 215 440) 715
STOP LOSS (R) - ID REQ'D (1245 345) 645 930 1205
THE SUPER HERO MOVIE (PG-13) (1200 225 405 500) 750 920 1015 1230
DRILLBIT TAYLOR (PG-13) (1140 205 430) 720 955
RUN, FATBOY, RUN (PG-13) (1145 210 435) 725 1000
SHUTTER (PG-13) (1210 235 505) 800 1025 1230
TYLER PERRY'S: MEET THE BROWNS (PG-13) (1235 335) 635 915 1150
10,000 BC (PG-13) (1100 130) 630 1140
COLLEGE ROAD TRIP (G) (1135 140) 655
THE BANK JOB (R) - ID REQ'D (355) 910 1200
NEVER BACK DOWN (PG-13) 935 1215

Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (1240 340) 750 1030
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) � (120 440) 730 950
21 (PG-13) (100 400) 710 1000
DRILLBIT TAYLOR (PG-13) (220 500) 800 1020
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (200 420) 650 930

Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
THE RUINS (R) - ID REQ'D (145 445) 745 1015
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) � (135 435) 700 930
LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (120 420) 725 1010
STOP LOSS (R) - ID REQ'D (130 430) 730 1005
RUN, FATBOY, RUN (PG-13) 755 1020
THE SUPER HERO MOVIE (PG-13) (140 440) 740 950
21 (PG-13) (100 400) 710 955
SHUTTER (PG-13) (150 450) 750 1000
DRILLBIT TAYLOR (PG-13) (115 415) 720
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (110 155 410 455) 650 915
10,000 BC (PG-13) 945 PM

©2008Times For 4/4/08
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Advertisers: 
Miss out on the guide? Donʼt 
worry, you still two more chances. 
Our next graduation guides run 
April 17 and 23.

Call 315-443-9794 for more information!

477

Congratulate your 
graduate with  

flowers on any budget

WESTCOTT FLORIST
8Mixed arrangements
8Roses
8Green plants
8Wrapped bouquets

Gifts too!
Fruit baskets  
and snack baskets

delivery to campus and 
surrounding areas!
(315) 474-1283

548 Westcott St.,  
less than 1 mile from campus

As much as you seniors may 
want to admit it, graduation 
is just around the corner. It 

can be a stressful time: your entire 
family in town, shuttling from event 
to event, and preparing for life in 
the real world. Whether you are 
making dinner reservations, getting 

ready to move out of your apartment 
for the last time, or getting your 
mom some flowers (she did pay 
for school, didn’t she?), you might 
as well get started planning now. 
Cheers to the graduating class of 
2008. May graduation be a great 
last hurrah in your college career.

Miss out on the guide? Donʼt 
worry, you still two more chances. 
Miss out on the guide? Donʼt 
worry, you still two more chances. 
Miss out on the guide? Donʼt 

Our next graduation guides run 
worry, you still two more chances. 
Our next graduation guides run 
worry, you still two more chances. 
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That fact was downplayed by both Gait and 
senior attack Kristin Brady who alluded to the 
Hoyas’ unimpressive one-goal victory against 
William and Mary, which sits outside the top 20.

“(The Northwestern game) obviously shows 
that they are a very good team,” Brady said. “I 
think they are definitely beatable. It is going 
to be a great game, and we are going to have to 
work hard in order to win.”

Gait said he has gleaned plenty of information 
about Georgetown after watching the game tape of 
the Hoyas’ 7-6 loss to Northwestern last Friday.

The Hoyas’ ability to control possession of 
the ball and keep the talented Wildcats on the 
defensive side of the ball stood out to Gait, 
but his team was still in the same position as 
Georgetown when the game ended.

“I see it’s an L,” Gait said. “It shows they can 
be patient with the ball on offense. It was a little 
different Northwestern team than what we saw 
here after watching the game. They were able 
to take advantage of being patient, but they still 
ended up where we did.”

Syracuse will look to raise its game to an 
elite level again after facing two undermatched 
teams in Albany and Cincinnati. On Wednesday, 
the Orange tallied a 21-11 win against the Great 
Danes (7-4), after tallying eight unanswered 
goals in the game’s final 20 minutes.

One of the primary problems for Syracuse 
this season has been its inability to maintain a 
high level of play for an entire game. In its loss 
to Virginia, the Orange allowed the Cavaliers 
to score five of the game’s final six goals after 
allowing a streak of four unanswered goals in 
the first half. Northwestern was able to put a 
win out of reach from SU with 10 consecutive 
goals in the second half.

Gait knows this problem must be fixed in 
order to fix the bigger problem the Orange has 
— not having a top 10 win.

Sophomore midfielder Christina Dove also 
recognizes just how important it is for her team 
to play a complete 60 minutes against a top-tier 
team like Georgetown.

Gait began preparing his team Thursday by 
focusing on the Hoyas’ defense. Today the study-
ing will shift to the Georgetown offense. SU was 
only allowed one day to prepare for Northwestern.

Brady said the short preparation will not 
play a factor in Saturday’s game. In what will be 
one of her final games in the Dome, Brady is hop-

ing Syracuse can sure up its record for a No.1 
seed in the Big East tournament and a berth in 
the NCAA tournament.

“There’s two home games left in the Dome,” 
Brady said. “Georgetown is the biggest rival we 
have, so yeah, I would love to beat them.”

jssutton@syr.edu

georgetown
f r o m  p a g e  2 0

rachel fus | staff photographer
megan mosenson, seen here against Towson, had two goals and five assists Wednesday in SU’s 21-11 win against Albany.
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Lelan Rogers. “He’s certainly been outstand-
ing.”

That’s enough to please the coaching staff. 
The switch is a feather in a cap for them, and 
a testament to the team’s depth and White’s 
versatility.

Because when practice cranked back up 
in the spring, head coach John Desko, Rogers 
and crew noticed something.

The offensive midfield was deep, the depth 
chart filled to the brim with names like 
Brooks and Hardy and Perritt. The defensive 
pool was shallow, with a void at the long-stick 
midfielder following three-year starter Steve 
Panarelli’s graduation. White’s athleticism 
and field awareness fit the bill. 

So Rogers laid it out for him. The freshman 
could fight for scraps of playing time as the 
sixth, maybe seventh guy in the offensive 
midfield rotation. Or he could be the marquee 
pole on the first defensive line.

That made things easier. 
“I was surprised at first,” White said. “But, 

you know, it was just one of those things in 
which I got to do it to help the team.”

And it helped having Galloway around. The 
roommates were freshmen in flux through the 
beginning of the season.

The two would talk about it every day after 
practice, the goalie looking for the top spot 
and the midfielder looking for any spot.

“It’s stressful, especially being a freshman at 

a program like this,” Galloway said. “It’s really 
hard to figure out where you’re going to be.”

White has his place for now. The long pole 
might not be permanent, but for right now, for 
this year, it’s his spot. And he had his chance 
for a little offense, scoring a transition goal in 
a 13-8 win over Hobart last week.

It was a return to form for a freshman still 
picking up the nuances of Syracuse’s defensive 
schemes. Rogers doesn’t have a problem with 
that though. White only has to focus on the 
basics: guard his man’s hands with the pole 
and use his quickness to mark him. Simple, 
the way Rogers likes it. 

“He can cover a lot of ground in a short 
period of time,” Rogers said. “A lot of defense-
men, I don’t think, can cover the ground that 
he can cover.”

Maybe it shouldn’t be so surprising that 
White adapted well. He made three All-CNY 
teams his senior year in high school: basket-
ball and soccer to go along with lacrosse.

And both Rogers and John Spallone, 

White’s coach at Cortland, noted how basket-
ball helps him today. His court awareness, 
a sense of where he is, translates to the 
lacrosse field.

Spallone loves to spin stories about White, 
from 7-year-old Joel darting across the flag 
football field like Forrest Gump to 17-year-old 
Joel stepping into the faceoff circle when 
injuries and vacations had robbed Spallone of 

his top two faceoff guys. 
It’s that versatility, the willingness to be 

plugged in anywhere, which makes him so 
useful for the Orange. The position doesn’t 
really matter. 

“If I could get back to short stick, I wouldn’t 
mind getting back there,” White said. “But if 
they need me to stay at pole, I’ll do that too.”

ramccull@syr.edu

By Jeff Westfall
Staff Writer

When Luke Jensen first agreed to coach the 
Syracuse tennis team two years ago, his 
longtime friend and SU Director of Athletics 
Daryl Gross made one demand.

Beat Notre Dame, the marquee tennis 
program in the 
Big East and the 
Orange’s opponent 
on Sunday.

“This is a match 
I have been waiting 
for two years, not 
one week,” Jensen 
said. “When I took 

this job, Daryl Gross had one message, and it 
was beat ND. They are the beast of the East; 
they are the standard in our conference. They 
are the standard around the nation.”

Jensen and the Orange will get its chance 
when it travels to South Bend, Ind., to face No. 
20 Notre Dame in Syracuse’s season finale on 
Sunday. Before that, SU will host Rutgers at 
the Drumlins Tennis Center on Saturday.

Sunday’s match will be the first time Syra-
cuse has faced Notre Dame under Jensen. The 
last meeting between the two schools was 
April 23, 2004, when SU lost to the Irish in the 
Big East championship.

The Orange will head into the weekend 
with a newfound confidence from three con-
secutive victories. While Jensen wants to 
avoid overlooking the Rutgers match, the true 
test of his program’s progress will lie in how 
his players compete against Notre Dame.

Notre Dame sits atop the Big East and 
has rattled off seven consecutive wins after 

defeating Purdue on Wednesday. The Irish 
will look to make the Orange the first of 
four victims in its season-ending, four-match 
homestand. 

After suffering a heartbreaking, 4-3 loss 
to Pittsburgh on Easter Sunday, the Orange 
has rebounded and earned three consecutive 
victories, two against conference opponents. 
Syracuse defeated St. John’s on Saturday, 
4-3, and hopes to ride that confidence into the 
weekend.

A win over the Irish would provide the 
colossal upset the team has been waiting for 
all season.

“Their worst player is our best player, it as 
simple as that,” Jensen said, speaking of the 
Irish. “Every one of those kids has multiple 
national championships, we don’t have one. 
But we have a fitness level that the pros don’t 
even see, we have a dedication that the pros 
don’t even see.”

The Orange has lost to No. 69 Depaul and 
No. 44 South Florida this year and has yet to 
beat a ranked opponent on the season. Yet SU 

players and coaches feel the team is peaking 
at just the right time as it approaches the Big 
East tournament.

“We are right there at the top we just need 
that push to get us over the top,” Syracuse 
captain Christina Tan said. “On paper Notre 
Dame is expected to beat us straight up. But if 
we go in there with confidence and knowing 
we can play with them, which we can, we will 
definitely be in the match.”

In order to dethrone Notre Dame, Jensen 
stressed, as he has all season, the Orange must 
take the doubles point. Syracuse has taken the 
doubles point in its last three victories, despite 
having its top pairing of Simone Kalhorn and 
Jacquelyn Tang lose their last two matches. 
But Kalhorn is optimistic about this weekend’s 
matches and pointed to the Orange’s fitness 
level as the key to an unlikely upset.

“We need to remember we are the most 
fit team on the court and believe that we can 
win,” Kalhorn said.

Yet positive thinking will not be enough 
to upset Notre Dame on Sunday. The Irish 
has only lost five points out of a possible 35 in 
its last five matches and has only one loss at 
home this season. 

Preparation and execution are the pillars 
of the program Jensen is attempting to build 
at SU. Both will have to be present if the 
Orange hopes to shock Big East goliath Notre 
Dame.

“I told all the girls to prepare mentally, 
physically and emotionally for the greatest 
ride of your tennis lives,” Jensen said. “It’s 
being prepared. If you’re not prepared, you’re 
prepared for failure.”

jwestfal@syr.edu

megan lange | staff photographer
Luke Jensen and the Syracuse tennis team will play Notre Dame this weekend. ND is 
currently the top team in the Big east and has won seven straight matches.

t e n n i s

Long odds aside, Jensen  
has eyes set on upset at ND

UP NEX T
Who: Rutgers, Notre 
Dame
Where: Drumlins, South 
Bend, Ind.
When: Saturday, 10 a.m., 
Sunday, noon

princeton
f r o m  p a g e  2 0

stephen dockery | photo editor
JoeL White, seen here against Virginia in the face-Off Classic, ranks second on 
Syracuse in groundballs with 37. Danny Brennan leads the team with 39.

“This is a match I have 
been waiting for two years, 
not one week. When 
I took this job, Daryl 
Gross had one message, 
and it was beat ND.”

Luke Jensen
SU teNNiS COaCh ON playiNg NOtre Dame

rEsT of ThE road
No. 1 Syracuse (7-1) has six games 
remaining before the NCaa tournament, 
which begins may 10. 

Date	 OppOnent	 time
Saturday No. 14 princeton  3:30 p.m. 
tuesday at No. 8 Cornell  7 p.m. 
april 12 at rutgers  2 p.m. 
april 18 albany  7 p.m. 
april 26 massachusetts  2 p.m. 
may 3 Colgate  1 p.m.
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By Edward Paik
Staff Writer

He saw the signs. The blurred vision, the strung-
out euphoria and rush of blood to the head that 
made him feel like an overpowered freak.

Martin Etem, the Syracuse men’s crew team’s 
second-year Varsity Eights rower, wanted it. After 

all, signs of a rower’s 
“high” meant he was 
doing something 
right, that he had 
learned. That he was 
pushing and pulling 
on the lime-green 
grips of his oar blade 
like a lifeline — till 
the point of mind-
numbing bliss. 

“You have got to get there,” Etem said. “Hope-
fully you can just reach that point where some-
thing so simple as moving back and forth can get 
you the feeling that makes you go harder.”

It’s something Etem reached and wants to 
experience again this weekend when SU’s Varsity 
Eights opens its spring season at the San Diego 
Crew Classic 35th Regatta. The crew will compete 

for the Men’s Collegiate Varsity Invitational A 
Copley Cup in California, while the Syracuse’s 
women’s rowing team travels to Derby, Conn., to 
face Cornell and top-ranked Yale on the Housa-
tonic River.

In an out-of-body state of euphoria — much 
like a runner’s high — a rower’s experience can 
cause someone to forget the last moments of a race, 
senior captain Ryan Armstrong said. But Etem 
remembered everything.

As the Syracuse sun set over Onondaga Lake 
last week, Etem recalls pulling past the SU Novice 
Eights boat in a challenge race during practice, 
one that he remembers definitely  winning.

He couldn’t forget. Not the freshmen aboard 
the Novice Eights who were pushing as hard as 
they could, forcing Etem and the rest of his boat 
to push harder. Not memories of his sophomore 
year that pushed him to become better, faster and 
stronger, giving him that extra pull to help his 
crew win the race.

Etem’s relaxed and loose state of mind didn’t 
come naturally, he wanted to prove himself and 
prove his power. But his presence on an unde-
feated and senior-dominated Varsity Eights boat 
last year instilled fear of being the weakest link.

“If something went offset it’s always my fault, 
it’s got to be me because (the seniors) have been 
doing this for so long,” Etem said he used to 
believe.

Armstrong, who was the only sophomore on 
the Varsity Eights the year before Etem, has 
since seen the evolution of Etem, from a sopho-
more under the weight of high expectations to 
a junior confident enough to speak on behalf of 
his team.

In fact, Etem’s record on an ergometer, a row-
ing machine that measures an athlete’s power and 
fitness, has proved him to be the crew’s strongest 
rower. And his accomplishment has motivated his 
teammates, young and old, to press harder as well, 
Armstrong said.

But there is no ego in Etem or on SU head coach 
Dave Reischman’s crew, where everybody learns 
and draws from one another, Armstrong said.

“It’s the trickle down effect,” Etem said. “(The 
Novice Eights) went out there hard, and when you 
see that you know you feed off of it.” 

Though Etem’s new strength and leadership 
has created a more relaxed and looser environ-
ment, the transition wasn’t surprising to the 
coach, Reischman said. Etem, after all, defines 

an athlete — the qualities and reason why he was 
asked to join the Varsity boat as a sophomore last 
year.

“(Etem’s) just one of those kids you enjoy coach-
ing,” Reischman said.  “He’s got a great attitude, 
and for being our most physically gifted guy and 
strongest, he sets an example.”

Always consistent, with a work ethic as 
strong as his rowing, Etem will lead a Varisty 
Eights team from coast to coast, to his home 
state of California to face 11 of the nation’s top 
teams.

In retrospect, the Long Beach native will mea-
sure how far he’s come this weekend. From the 
memories of his senior year three years ago, when 
he rowed for the first time of his life, to his return 
to the Crown Point Shores Park at Mission Bay. 
So far, Etem has a grasp of his own strength and 
expectations.

“I expect the sun, the weather and In-N-Out 
burgers,” Etem said, laughing with a sense of 
nirvana and confidence in his smile.

“We’re going to be there to steal (wins), you 
know. I think that’s our whole mentality, to be 
sneaky, and race like we’ve never raced before.”

edpaik@syr.edu

    By Michael Bonner 
Staff Writer

Through the first 13 games of the softball sched-
ule, Syracuse catcher Amy Kelley was batting 
.237 with only one home run, the only run she 
scored all season.

All the drills, sprints and swings in the cage 
during the summer 
that produced drips 
of sweat running 
down her face were 
now producing irri-
tating walks back to 
the dugout.

Kelley was 
excelling at the physical part of the game, but 
couldn’t conquer the mental aspect of getting 
comfortable in the batter’s box. Instead of 
going to a coach or upperclassmen, the junior 
sought advice from a surprising choice — a 
freshman.

“I actually went to Hallie Gibbs and was kind 
of like, ‘What do you to relax?’” Kelley said. 
“Because I mean, her first at bat of her career 
was a home run over the fence. Who does that?”

The advice has paid off. In the last 14 games, 
Kelley raised her average 109 points to a team-
high .346.

Kelly hopes to continue the hot streak this 
weekend as the Orange plays its home opener 
today at the SU Softball Stadium, with a double-
header against Providence at 2 p.m. Syracuse 
will be back in action Sunday for another dou-
bleheader against Connecticut, set to begin at 
noon.

Kelley is hitting .450, with five home runs, 11 
runs and a .925 a slugging percentage in the last 
14 games. During the span, Kelley put together a 
streak of four consecutive games (March 16-30) 
with a homer.

Syracuse is 10-4 since Kelley has found her 
stroke.

The freshman Gibbs’ solution for Kelley 

wasn’t a complicated one. She told Kelley not to 
overthink things. See the ball and hit the ball. 
But it wasn’t a softball she told her to see.

“I just said you’ve got to relax and look at the 
pitcher and think, ‘Here comes that beach ball,’” 
Gibbs said.

It may have been a strange theory, but Kelley 
said she respects Gibbs as a hitter, and even 
though she may not have as much collegiate 
experience, she has just as much knowledge as 
anyone. It looks to be working.

Kelley’s average has gone up in part thanks 
to her plate discipline. She is the 12th-hardest 
hitter to strike out in the nation, getting rung up 
once every 19.5 plate appearances.

“It’s more just being comfortable,” Kelley 
said. “And just knowing no matter what they 
are going to bring, it’s being selective. That’s 
the big thing, waiting for that pitch that’s going 
to come and getting the best possible chance for 
yourself.”

Gibbs wasn’t the only one trying to help out 
Kelley. Syracuse head coach Leigh Ross pro-
jected Kelley as the team’s future cleanup hitter, 
so she knew the third-year player had great 
offensive ability. Ross saw Kelley’s defensive 
swings and told her not to be afraid stepping to 
the plate, there’s a strong possibility the pitcher 
is much more intimidated.

“My gosh, the size of the kid. I mean, pitchers 
when she walks up there, she’s 6-foot-1, (I said) 
you’re a strong athlete,” Ross said. “People do 
not want to throw to you.  They somehow have 
to get a ball past this 17-inch plate and past you. 
And that’s tough, when you’re taking up of that 
batter’s box. You’re just intimidating to look at. 
So start playing that way.”

Kelley did and has propelled herself to the top 
of the team’s batting statistics, including aver-
age (.346), home runs (six), slugging percentage, 
(.615), and on-base percentage (.414).  She not 
only leads those categories but has a distinct 
advantage over the second-best players.

Kelley leads by 19 points in batting average, 
doubles the next player in line in home runs 
and leads slugging percentage by a staggering 
165 points.

Ask Kelley, though, and she may not even 
realize all the success she is having. She’s 
dominating offensively, but the statistical side 
of softball isn’t why she plays.

Kelly may have no problem producing those 

statistics, though, it’s just calculating them 
which can be a problem — so she keeps it easy.

“Stats I don’t (get into), I mean people say 
stuff but I don’t,” Kelley said. “I don’t follow. I 
was just asking (Nicole Miller) what slugging 
percentage is. I don’t know how they calculate 
that. It’s pretty much just set a goal for myself. 
You know just get one hit a game.”

mibonner@syr.edu

stephen dockery | photo editor
amy kelley is hitting.450 for Syracuse in her last 14 games. During the stretch she 
has hit five home runs, scored 11 runs and compiled a .925 a slugging percentage.

s o f t b a l l

Kelley listens to freshman, 
goes on torrid hitting streak

UP NEX T
Who: Providence, UConn
Where: SU Softball 
Stadium
When: Today, 2 p.m., 
Sunday, noon

c r e w

Junior Etem looks to euphoric ‘rower’s high’ for strength on water

UP NEX T
Who: San Diego Crew 
Classic (Men)
Where: San Diego, Calif.
When: Saturday-Sunday

Who: Cornell, Yale 
(Women)
Where: Derby, Conn.
When: Saturday
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classified discount rates

the particulars 

and pricing
extras that personalize and perfect your ad

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info
hours:Mon 12:45-2, tue 11-1, thur 1-3 
fri 1-2
deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. 
each additional word is 10 cents per day. bold 
and capitaliZed words cost anadditional 5 
cents per word.the boxed list pricesare per 
inch. there is no per word charge and bold 
and caps are free.
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ApArtments for rent

110 Comstock
3 Bedroom Apartments

available august 2008
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, microwave, 
dishwasher, garbage disposal, balconies, 

off street parking, laundry. 
$350 pp + utilities.  

Call 478-6504

prIVAte fUrnIsHeD stUDIo 
Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. 
509 University Ave. 

Carpeted, Air-conditioned, furnished, 
secure, Laundry, parking, maintenance. 

Available for 2008-2009. 
University Area Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. #30 479-5005
www.universityarea.com

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

621 euclid ave
117 Redfield Place
145 avondale place 

available for 2008-2009
fully furnished, laundry, parking, full-

time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

tHree BeDrooms
rent stArt At $250/ BeDroom

sonIA
350-4191

WWW.UnIVersItYHILL.Com

bills are Just liKe hills
once You get on top of theM 
You end up right bacK under 

theM 
WAnt to eLImInAte YoUr BILLs for 

GooD?
call Wright WaY financial

1-877-406-0220
We can get You on top and help 

You staY on top

two & three Bedroom flats excellent condi-
tion fireplace, laundry, backyard, garage, hard-
woods, finished basement. call 727-3646

116 Comstock Ave. 
Studios 

Available Aug. 2008, 
$600/month inc. heat

Large, hardwood floors, lots of light, off-
street parking, laundry.

Call for an appointment!
478-6504

5/6 bedroom house. furnished, 2.5 baths. fire-
places, porch, quiet neighborhood, free washer/
dryer. June 2008 or august 15, 2008. 422-7138 
or 445-1808

apartMents apartMents 
478-7493

University Apartments Effi-
ciencies, 1 & 2 Bedrooms, Walk-

ing Distance to Campus, 
Some Available Now. 437-

7577

eLeGAntLY oVerLooKInG pArK 
luxurious furnished heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  
1108-1205-1207-1209 Madison st.
no pets CALL 469-0780. 

energy star apartments 
(low utilities)

Visit Website 24/7
www.universityhill.com

to see call sonia 
350-4191

3 bedroom apt. female roomate needed for 
middle bedroom $550 per month. big living room, 
kitchen and bathroom for fall 08-spring 09.email 
at annachma@syr.edu

energY star apartMents 
(loW utilities)

Visit Website 24/7 
WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

sonia
350-4191

968 ackerman
furnished 2 bedroom available May. all ameni-
ties $800/month. call 469-6665 

great apartments still available for 
2008/2009. see our website for 

details: campushill.com. or call us at 
315-422-7110

south Campus
2, 3 and 4 bedroom apartments

completly furnished!
plasma tVs!
free internet!

air conditioning!
oak floors!

new appliances!
Just bring Your clothes and laptop

Call peach properties 
350-1327

1,2,3,4,5 bedroom apts and houses, June 
or august occupancy, free offstreet park-
ing, free Washer and dryer. 422-7138 or 

445-1808

tHree BeDroom ApArtments  
WWW.UnIVersItYHILL.Com

sonIA
350-4191

HeLp WAnteD

Undercover shoppers earn up to $70 
per day. undercover shoppers needed to 
judge retail/dining establishments. no exp 

required please call 800-722-4791

pArt tIme WorK
$14.25 Base- App.

•Flexible Schedules
•Customer sales/service
•All majors welcome
•Conditions apply, all ages 18+

Call 434-9553

315-445-9464

Attention SU students: A friendly 
reminder, we’re sorry, 
we DO NOT have cheese  
pizza. Thank you. 
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By Kyle Austin
Asst. sports Editor

Three members of the Syracuse men’s soccer team, 
including starting midfielder Luis Martinez, have left 
the program, an SU athletics spokesman confirmed.

Martinez, backup goalie Robert Smith, and redshirt 
freshman defenseman/midfielder Scott Campbell all 

left the team sometime after the final 
game of the 2007 season on Nov. 3, 
Assistant Director of Athletic Com-
munications Mike Morrison said.

Morrison did not offer a reason 
for any of the departures, direct-
ing questions toward SU head coach 
Dean Foti, who declined comment 
through Morrison.

Martinez, a rising junior, has 
already transferred to American University. Morrison 
did not offer any information about the futures of Smith 
and Campbell.

Martinez started in 16 of the Orange’s 18 games in 
2007, tallied two assists and was a third-team All-Big 
East Selection. In his freshman year, Martinez started 
15 of 16 contests, totaling three assists.

Smith saw action in two games last season and did 
not allow a goal in 169 minutes in net. Campbell had yet 
to suit up for Syracuse.

Syracuse finished the 2007 with a 6-8-4 mark, 3-8 in 
the Big East and missed the conference tournament for 
the second season in a row.

kbaustin@syr.edu

By Andy McCullough
MAnAging Editor

A
wkward. That’s how the switch 
felt at first for Joel White, moving 
from short stick to long pole.

A fluid athlete like White 
doesn’t normally look awkward on the 
lacrosse field, but the change meant every-
thing for the freshman on the Syracuse 
men’s team. 

A new mindset: focus on defense, not the 

offense he was recruited for. And some new 
equipment to go along with it.

“Picking up that pole, it’s a lot dif-
ferent,” White said. “Passing, catching, 
playing defense, everything. It’s totally 
different. You’ve just got to get used to it.”

He’s learning quick.
White now starts on the first defensive 

midfield line for the No. 1 Orange (7-1), 
which faces No. 14 Princeton (4-3) Saturday 
at 3:30 p.m. at the Carrier Dome.

The freshman ranks second on the team 
in groundballs — behind senior faceoff 
specialist Danny Brennan — and 23rd in 
the nation as of Sunday. Inside Lacrosse 
magazine currently lists him third on its 
freshman power rankings (John Galloway, 
the Orange’s starting goalie and White’s 
roommate, is fifth).

“To this day, it may be one of the best 
moves we’ve made,” said assistant coach 

By John Sutton
stAff WritEr

There is one glaring hole in the Syracuse women’s 
lacrosse team’s résumé that has alarmed head coach 
Gary Gait. After 11 games, the No. 5 Orange (9-2) is still 
without a win over a top 10 team.

Syracuse has a chance 
to change that with a win 
over No. 6 Georgetown, 
which will travel to the 
Carrier Dome Saturday at 
noon. With the top seed in 

the upcoming Big East tournament likely up for grabs, 
Gait sees Saturday’s opponent as the most important 
his team has faced all season.

“Whoever comes out on top in this game, it gives 
them an opportunity to garner attention for the NCAA 
tournament,” Gait said. “To have a top 10 win is big, 
and we don’t have one right now. They don’t have one 
either. Whoever gets one, if by some chance you don’t 
win the Big East, you still have a chance of getting into 
the NCAA tournament.”

Another common thread the Hoyas and the Orange 
share is a loss to No. 1 Northwestern within their last 
three games. Georgetown (8-2) lost by one goal to the Wild-
cats, while the Orange suffered a lopsided 19-7 loss.

SATURDAY, 3:30 P.M., TW 26
14 PRINCETON AT 1 SYRACUSE

marc squire | staff photographer
Joel White switched to long pole at the beginning of spring practice this year. White starts on the first defensive midfield 
line for syracuse, which hosts princeton saturday. 

Smart switch A move to long pole 
couldn’t have gone 
better for Joel White

see princeton page 17

see georgetown page 16

w o m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

Orange looks for 
1st top 10 victory

UP NEX T
Who: No. 6 Georgetown
Where: Carrier Dome
When: Saturday, noon

martinez

m e n ’s  s o c c e r

Starter Martinez, 
2 others off team
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april 7, 2008

By Lauren Bertolini
Asst. News editor

Within 30 minutes and less than a 
mile apart, two Syracuse University 
students and one Syracuse resident 
were robbed in three separate inci-
dents Sunday, Sgt. Tom Connellan 
of the Syracuse Police Department 
said.

A third-year SU student was 
robbed while walking from his apart-
ment to the bus stop on the corner of 
Comstock Avenue and East Colvin 
Street, according to a report from the 
Syracuse Police Department. 

In the 1100 block of Comstock 
Avenue, the student noticed four or 
five men walking, and then noticed 

cloudy days  
hi 58° | lo 40°

Attempted 
robberies 
near South 
on Sunday

Assistant professor excused from position
David Yaffe on administrative leave; already set to teach at Claremont U.

I N S I D E
p U l p

Critics’ 
choice
As tV shows 
return to the 
airwaves, some 
less popular 
ones search 
for more audi-
ences. Page 15

I N S I D E
S p o r t S

Six pack
syracuse men’s 
lacrosse won 
its sixth straight 
game saturday
over Princeton.
Page 24

I N S I D E
N E W S

Topping 
the list
the Maxwell 
school of 
Citizenship and 
Public Affairs is 
ranked number 
one for gradu-
ate studies in 
public affairs.
Page 3

officers walk 
through bars; 
no violations 

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer

Running free
Stella Berg, a junior in the College of Visual and Performing Arts, models during the second 
annual Freedom of expression Fashion show on Friday. the show was hosted by the Fashion and 
Beauty Communications Milestone and was intended to celebrate the First Amendment. Fifty 
freshman, sophomore and junior designers created and produced the clothing. More than 15 
models walked down an unconventional runway in the lobby of Newhouse i.  PageS 13-14 

By Stephanie Musat
Asst. News editor

Police entered three bars on the Syra-
cuse University Hill early Saturday 
morning as part of a routine walk-
through. No violations were found, 
and no citations were issued.

At approximately 1 a.m., nine offi-
cers went into Harry’s Bar and Grill, 
Chuck’s Café and Maggie’s Tavern. 

 “We just went through and took a 
walk around, and everything seemed 
to be in order,” said Sgt. Joel Cordone 
of the Syracuse Police Department.

The walk-through was organized 
by the SPD, but the New York State 
Liquor Authority, the New York State 
Police and the Onondaga County 
Sheriffs Office were also involved.

The walk-throughs began in 
see raid page 6

see robbery page 4

By Stephanie Musat
Asst. News editor

David Yaffe, an assistant pro-
fessor in Syracuse Universi-
ty’s English department, has 
been on administrative leave 
for approximately the past 
month due to undisclosed rea-
sons. He will remain on leave 
for the rest of the semester.

He will receive the same 
benefits and the same pay, 
but he will not be teaching, 
Yaffe said. Other professors 
have filled his place in the 
classroom.

“Students are upset 
because they aren’t getting 
what they signed up for,” 
Yaffe said. “They didn’t get to 
study with me or get to finish 

the term with me.”
Yaffe, who has been at SU 

for three years, taught two 
classes this semester, ETS 
119 Topics in United States 
Literature History and ETS 
420 Cultural Production.

He had already accepted 
a job and will be conducting 
research at Claremont Uni-
versity in Claremont, Calif.

Yaffe was informed 
approximately a month ago 
he would be put on paid 
administrative leave while 
he was on campus with a few 
colleagues, he said. 

Gregory Lambert, head 
of the English department, 
declined to comment.

When asked what his ini-

tial reaction was when he 
was informed, Yaffe said he 
was in “shock, just shock.”

“For these three years, I 
got the name Syracuse in the 
lime light — and now I will 
get the name Claremont in 
the lime light,” he said.

Although Yaffe will no 
longer be at SU, he did not 
eliminate the possibility of 
returning. 

“If they make it attractive 
for me to return, I wouldn’t 
want to close the door on Syr-
acuse just because they put 
me on paid administrative 
leave,” he said. 

Aaron Katz, a junior film 
major, is a student in Yaffe’s 
ETS 420 class.

Katz said the class was 
informed by the head of the 
English and Textual Studies 
department. Students were 
told he was asked to step 
down.

“I thought he was a great 
teacher and really inspira-
tional,” Katz said. “I learned 
a lot more in the however 
many weeks I had with him 
than I did in a long time.”

Katz said Yaffe sparks con-
versation about readings in 
class in a different way. 

“Instead of analyzing 
books in a normal way, he 
tried to make us break them 
down differently and try to 
find a new way to perspective 

see yaffe page 4

three separate 
incidents involve 
students, resident
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The kids were really excited to be 
photographed. At first it was hard 
to get them to ignore the camera 
and keep working on their activities. 
Finally I was able to get one of a girl 
drawing.    

— Danielle Carrick

staff photographer
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T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
 
What: Healthy Monday: “Step”
When: 1 p.m.
Where: Archbold Gym 
How much: Free 
 
What: Clayton Crockett lecture
When: 3 p.m.
Where: 500 Hall of Languages
How much: Free 

What: Ping Wang lecture
When: 4 p.m. 
Where: 112 Eggers Hall
How much: Free 

What: Marc C. Roe lecture
When: 7 p.m. 
Where: Lender Auditorium
How much: Free
 
What: Verbal Blend Poet Open Mic Nite
When: 7:30 p.m. 
Where: Schine Student Center
How much: Free

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by paul stanley

Clinton campaign’s top 
strategist steps down
Mark J. Penn, chief strategist 
for Sen. Hillary Clinton’s 
presidential campaign, 
stepped down on Sunday. The 
announcement comes after 
months of dissatisfaction with 
his performance and a recent 
conflict of interest involving 
his corporate work. Penn held 
a meeting last week with the 
Columbian ambassador to the 
United States to advocate for a 
free trade agreement that Sen. 
Clinton opposes. He held the 
meeting as the chief executive 
officer for public relations 
giant Burson-Marsteller and it 
demonstrated the difficulty of 
being both a corporate executive 
and a political advisor. There 
were also underlying tensions 
between Penn and other Clinton 
advisors from the onset of 
the campaign. Although Penn 
apologized for his meeting and 
the Columbian government 
cancelled its contract with 
his firm, this proved to be the 
final straw for Penn and he 
was pressured to resign. 

Coach, marathon runner 
killed in sri lanka
A suicide bomber killed 14 
people at an opening ceremony 
for a marathon Sunday in 
Colombo, Sri Lanka. More than 
90 others were wounded. The 
race was to mark the traditional 
new year’s celebrations.   
The dead included Jeyaraj 
Fernandopulle, the minister of 
highways; Olympic marathoner 
K.A. Karunaratne; and coach 
Lakshman de Alwis, the 
government said. Television 
footage showed chaotic images 
of screaming people running 
through the bloodied streets. 
Officials blamed the bombing on 
the Tamil Tiger rebels, a group 
who has fought since 1983 
for an independent homeland 
for the ethnic minority Tamils. 
President Mahinda Rajapaksa 
condemned the attack as an 
act of savagery and vowed to 
push ahead with the war on the 
rebels. The rebel group routinely 
denies attacks on civilians.
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Thinking different
An executive from Apple comes 
to speak to SU students.  

 
p u l p

keepin’ it classy
The D.O. releases its class 
registration guide with the best 
classes, professors. 
 
 
s p o r t s

Going to the draft
At age 25, Taj Smith decided 
it was time to leave college. 

s p o r T s  s C h E d u l E

PHoto  oF  tHe  weeK

working together  
MLK ELEMENTARY STUDENT colors with volunteers from assorted Maxwell 
PAF public policy classes. As part of the curriculum, students go on a weekly basis to 
surrounding schools and centers to play with and tutor children.

how I got the shot ... SHOOT FOR
E-mail us at Photo@dailyorange.com for information.
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Francis Ford 
Coppolla, 

1939
The famous film 
director of “The 
Godfather” and 
“Apocalypse 

Now” is born.  

Rwanda, 
1994

Civil War erupts 
after an airplane, 

carrying the 
nation’s 

president, is 
shot down. 

World Health 
Organization, 

1931
The United 

Nations 
agency comes 
into existence.

Booker T. 
Washington, 

1940
He is the first 

African Ameri-
can pictured 

on a U.S. post-
age stamp.  

MEN’S 
LACROSSE 
Tue., April 8 
vs. Cornell 
@ 7 p.m., Ithaca, N.Y. 
 
SOFTBALL 
Tue., April 8 
vs. Niagara 
@ 3 p.m., Syracuse, N.Y. 
 
MEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 12  
George Washington Invitational 
@ TBA, Washington, D.C.  

 

WOMEN’S 
LACROSSE 
Sat., April 12 
vs. Rutgers 
@ 11 a.m., New  
Brunswick, N.J. 

TRACK & FIELD 
Thu., April 10  
Bulldog Decathlon 
@ TBA, Athen, Ga. 

WOMEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 12 
vs. UPenn &  
Northeastern 
@ All day, Boston,  
Mass.
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max nepstad | contributing photographer                                                                                                                                                         
emily feinberg, a graduate student in the SU College of Arts and Sciences, explains a poster outlining some of her research to visitors 
Friday at the Central New York Earth Sciences Student Symposium which was held in the Heroy Geology Laboratory. 

Graduate and doctoral students present, receive feedback on long-term research m a x w e l l

school ranks
No. 1 in nation

■ A 22-year-old State University of New 
York College of Environmental Science 
and Forestry student, returned home 
Saturday to find police investigating 
a break-in involving her car. Neigh-
bors witnessed a black SUV approach 
the student’s 1997 Nissan and break 
the rear driver’s side window of the 
vehicle with a screwdriver, according 
to a report from the Syracuse Police 
Department. No items were found miss-
ing from the student’s car.

Two similar incidents were report-
ed, one on Greenwood Place and the 
other on Buckingham Drive, according 
to the report. 
■ An SU junior, information technol-
ogy major was issued an appearance 
ticket after throwing a house party in 
the 800 block of Sumner Ave, according 
to a report from the SPD. Partygoers 
spilled into the streets, loitering and 
littering beer cans, when SPD arrived 
at the scene at 1:15 a.m.

Five minutes earlier, a sophomore 
computer engineering major was 
issued an appearance ticket for posses-
sion of an open container. SPD found 
the student walking with a blue plastic 
cup containing beer. 

By Lauren Bertolini, asst. news editor

lrbertol@syr.edu

student returns 
home to find 
car broken into

By Elliott Townsend
CoNtribUtiNG WritEr

The Syracuse University Department 
of Earth Sciences presented research 
posters in the Heroy Geology lab as 
part of the Central New York Earth 
Sciences Student Symposium.

The symposium was held all day 
Friday in Heroy and gave the gradu-
ate and doctoral students the opportu-
nity to present and receive feedback on 
their long-term research.

Among those in attendance were 
SU students and faculty, as well as 
professors from local colleges and uni-
versities in central New York, industry 
representatives and local community 
members.

“The purpose of the symposium is 
to encourage the students to present 
their work and make connections with 
the industry representatives,” said 
Mimi Sarkar, a graduate student in the 
earth sciences program and vice presi-
dent of the Syracuse Geology Club.

In the lobby of the Heroy Geology 
Laboratory, the students set up posters 
outlining their research and findings 
and spent time speaking to and shar-
ing ideas with faculty members and 
others in attendance. The topics of 

research spanned from the fields of 
hydrology to erosion. 

“The students’ work has been pretty 
good,” Sarkar said. “For most of them, 
this research is a work in progress. 
For them, it’s all about the feedback 
they get from the faculty that gives 
them something to build off of.”

And while the focus of the sympo-
sium was on the intensive research 
of the earth sciences students, three 
guest speakers were invited to give 
lectures on specific topics in geology. 

Richard Firestone of the Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory, Tracy 
Gregg of the University of Buffalo and 
Bruce Wilkinson of the SU Earth Sci-
ences Department addressed topics 
such as prehistoric cosmic catastrophes, 
landforms on Mars and the effects of 
humans on continental erosion. 

Speaking in front of students, 
faculty and others, the guest speak-
ers shared their own research and 
answered questions from the audience.

“The members of the Syracuse 
Geology Club decided on the three 
guest speakers,” said Caitlin Keating, 
a junior earth sciences major and 
president of the club.

“Throughout the year, we’ve dis-

cussed different people and narrowed 
it down to those who we thought had 
interesting topics to discuss and who 
would attract a large group of people,” 
Keating said.

John Spencer, a sophomore history 
major, was in attendance at Firestone’s 
lecture, “How Cosmic Catastrophes 
Killed the Mammoths.” He said he 
found the material a bit technical but 
interesting nonetheless. 

During a benefit lunch, industry 
representatives from Chesapeake 
Energy and the New York State Depart-

ment of Environmental Conservation 
discussed their specific fields of work.

Together they emphasized the need 
for highly qualified geologists, com-
mending the students on their hard 
work and wishing them the best in 
their future careers. 

Now in its third year, the student 
symposium was the biggest it’s been, 
Keating said. 

Both Keating and Sarkar said this 
was a positive sign for the earth sci-
ences program and its students, giving 
them a chance to meet industry repre-
sentatives and to get an idea of what 
work in their fields will be like after 
they graduate. 

entownse@syr.edu

By Kelsey Bennett
CoNtribUtiNG WritEr

For the fifth time in the past 14 years, 
the Maxwell School of Citizenship 
and Public Affairs is considered the 
best of its kind. 

The school has been named the 
top graduate school for public affairs 
by U.S. News and World Report. 

“We enjoy our ranking,” said 
Michael Wasylenko, senior associ-
ate dean for academic affairs and 
administration for the Maxwell 
School. “Rankings are not meant to 
be taken totally literally of course, 
but it’s fine to be number one, and 
it’s the result of a lot of hard work, 
a lot of bright faculty and good stu-
dents.”

The ranking listed Maxwell as 
the number-one graduate program 
for public affairs since the category 
was created in 1995.

“I think because we are so con-
see Maxwell page 8

The symposium
the Central New York Earth Sci-
ences Student Symposium, pre-
sented by the Syracuse Geology 
Club, featured research presen-
tations by earth science under-
graduate majors and three guest 
lectures. A lunch with industry 
representatives allowed students 
in attendance to network and dis-
cuss their future careers.

“For most of them, 
this research is a 
work in progress. For 
them, it’s all about 
the feedback they get 
from the faculty that 
gives them something 
to build off of.”

Mimi Sarkar
            viCE prESidENt oF tHE              

 SYrACUSE GEoLoGY CLUb

earth science department hosts student symposium
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two of the men begin to follow him, the report 
said. He crossed the street in an attempt to 
avoid contact, but was attacked from behind at 
an intersection near Manley Field House.

At 2 p.m., two SU students were driving on 
Comstock Avenue as the victim was choked, 
kicked and punched, and stopped to see if the 
victim was all right, according to the report.

“I just thought that it was just a street fight,” 
said one of the witnesses, in an interview 
Sunday. “I just saw him getting assaulted and 
asked if he was alright.”

The two witnesses then drove the victim to 
the SU Department of Public Safety to report 
the incident. 

One of the two perpetrators, a 16-year-old 
Syracuse resident was arrested for attempted 
robbery in the second degree on Sunday short-
ly after the incident, said Mike Rathbun, the 
assistant chief of DPS. 

“We don’t always hear about these things,” 
he said. “It was fairly far off-campus, and 
notifying DPS is not always (SPD’s) first con-
sideration”

The second and third incidents occurred on 
Remington Avenue between 2:15 p.m. and 2:30 
p.m. A Syracuse resident had her purse stolen, 
an incident for which no one was charged, Con-
nellan said. 

Fifteen minutes later, a student’s cell phone 
was stolen after he was approached by a young 
man wielding what was proven to be a pellet 
gun, Connellan said. Soon after, the SPD recov-
ered the cell phone and arrested a 15-year-old 
juvenile on a charge of robbery in the first 
degree. 

“The kids were obviously targeting people 
in the area,” he said. “But it appears to be an 
isolated incident.”

No alerts will be sent to students concerning 
the incidents, said Tony Callisto, chief of DPS. 

“The only time that we’re going to use the 
Orange Alert system is if there is an immedi-
ate threat,” Callisto said. “And we won’t even 
put out a public safety notice because there is 
no on-going threat. There is really no reason 
for us to put something out on this.”

Both Remington Avenue and the corner 
of East Colvin Street and Comstock Avenue 
fall within the Orange Watch zones, but the 
extra patrols only run from 6 p.m. to 4 a.m., so 
officers would not have been in the area at the 
time of the attacks. 

“What was striking was that it happened 
when (the victim) was walking to the bus stop 
at Manley in the middle and the day, and he has 
to be afraid for his life,” said the witness of the 
first incident. “It’s a pretty scary and sobering 
thing to see.”

lrbertol@syr.edu

robbery
f r o m  p a g e  1

By Megan Hess
Staff Writer

The edges of Brother Nana Anim’s lips curled up 
as the thump-thumping on his African drum res-
onated, and his dark curls bounced to its rhythm. 
Puma shells jingled around his neck and wrists, 
and his body shimmied back and forth. 

The local artist’s performance, which sym-
bolized peace, unity and respect to ancestors, 
marked the opening of the daylong event, “Mar-
tin Luther King and the Vision of World Peace 
and Social Justice.”

The commemoration on Friday signified the 
40th anniversary of the assassination of civil 
rights leader Martin Luther King, Jr. King was 
shot on April 4, 1968, on the balcony of the Lor-
raine Hotel in Memphis, Tenn. 

The event was organized by the African Ini-
tiative, Pan African Community of Central New 
York (PACCNY), African Students Union (ASU) 
and Syracuse Peace Council (SPC). Speakers 
from as far as Costa Rica came together at the 
Martin J. Whitman School of Management to 
honor King for his devotion to racial equality and 
economic justice. But instead of only focusing on 
the past, they explained the relevance of King’s 
dream to modern issues like the Iraq War and the 
economic recession.

“We are here today to remind ourselves that we 
still recognize the injustices that Martin Luther 
King, Jr. died for,” said Micere Githae Mugo, 
chair of the African-American studies depart-
ment. “We have to finish the work that has been 

started by those on whose shoulders we stand.”
The commemoration, attended by Syracuse 

students, faculty, staff and high schoolers, was 
the first of its kind at SU. M?go said the event was 
“dreamed up” by Horace Campbell, a professor of 
African-American studies.

“This date 40 years ago was not just an attempt 
to kill King,” said Campbell, during the event. “It 
was an attempt to assassinate his message of 
peace, human dignity and justice.”

Melvin T. Stith, dean of the Whitman School 
of Management, encouraged the students in 
the audience to uphold that message of justice, 
regardless of race, ethnicity or religion. He refer-
enced SU’s various initiatives recognizing that 
responsibility, such as programs with the South 
Side Innovation Center.

King, who had not yet reached his 40th birth-
day, has now been dead for longer than he was 
alive. But the adults at the forum remembered 
the news like it was yesterday.

“The pain in my house that day (when King 
was assassinated) was palpable,” said Kal Alston, 
professor and associate provost of SU. She was 9 
years old when King was shot.

Alston’s father worked closely with King and 
others, through the Southern Christian Leader-
ship Conference (SCLC) during the late 1950s and 
early 1960s. 

“Only later did I recognize the radical theo-
logical roots and politics of King’s dream,” she 
said. “And 40 years later, (the issues King dealt 
with) are still with us.”

The idea of thinking globally and acting 
locally was also enforced by Mark Muhammad, 
PACCNY president and part-time instructor at 
SU. “It’s hypocritical to talk about ending the 
war in Iraq but ignoring the war going on in 
the streets of Syracuse,” Muhammad said. “The 
community beyond the Hill isn’t the Boogeyman. 
There are people there we need to embrace and 
learn from.”

This message of breaking the silence was part 
of what King conveyed in his “Beyond Vietnam” 
speech, which was given exactly one year before 
his assassination.

Also among the forum’s speakers was Walter 
Robinson Davies, minister of regional develop-
ment for Costa Rica. The scheduled keynote 
speaker, Dr. Asha-Rose Migiro, deputy secretary-
general for the United Nations, was unable to 
attend. Migiro’s speech was read at the forum 
by Njeri Mugo, the African-American studies 
department’s sister. Her words stressed the 
importance of King’s vision to U.N. global initia-
tives, including combating AIDS in Africa and 
trying to cut poverty in half by 2015.

“I am optimistic about the future of my conti-
nent,” said Migiro, of Tanzania, in her speech.

As Brother Nana Anim broke out his African 
drum once again, the audience rose in its

seats and joined in with his chanting. 
“We need to happy ourselves,” Anim bellowed 

as his body swayed to the beating of the drum. 
“The spirit is everywhere with us.”

mehess@syr.edu

on it,” he said. “It was great.” 
Several students have been vocal about 

his leave, including a Facebook group titled 
“Bring Back Yaffe.” The group was created by 
Megan Laffey to “unite the fans of assistant 
professor David Yaffe,” she said.

The group has approximately 30 students 
who were in his classes and who do not want 
Yaffe to leave.

Yaffe said teaching is one of the most noble 
things one can do, and he felt like he was doing 
that.

“I though that I was doing it well,” he said. 
“And I think that a lot of kids thought I was 
doing it well.”

sdmusat@syr.edu

yaffe
f r o m  p a g e  1

Event honors anniversary of MLK’s death
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     want to be a columnist?    e-mail opinion@dailyorange.com

In an article in Wednesday’s 
Daily Orange about A Men’s Issue’s 
dialogue meeting Tuesday night, it 
sounds as if our primary concern 
is the name change from R.A.P.E. 
Center to Sexual Assault Support 
Services. It isn’t. 

AMI would like to see the acro-
nym R.A.P.E.: Rape, Advocacy, Pre-
vention and Education placed in 
the name Sexual Assault Support 
Services, but this is not what we 
have taken issue with. 

Our primary concerns are that 
the service still falls under the 
Office of Prevention Services; rape 
advocates who provided services to 
sexual assault survivors are now 
also expected to work on alcohol 
and drug prevention; those rape 
advocates are now called “preven-
tion specialists; the number of 
counselors in the Options program 
has been reduced to one; all of this 
was done without student and fac-

ulty consultation and without any 
discernable logic or reason. 

These employment position 
changes were made in January, 
and we took issue with them imme-
diately. The name Sexual Assault 
Support Services was not added 
until mid-February. We waited to 
see if this meant any of the prob-
lems highlighted above were fixed, 
but they weren’t. Hence our meet-
ing on Tuesday night and our cur-
rent efforts to distribute petitions.

This is not about a mere dif-
ference in opinion in a name of a 
department. In fact, many faculty, 
some of whom spoke at the meeting,  
don’t mind the name Sexual Assault 
Support Services, yet are still deeply 
concerned with the changes that I 
have highlighted above, and have 
given us their support in filling out 
the petition.

Collin Capano
Co-founDer AnD MeMber of AMI

PhySICS DoCTorAl STuDenT 

In Wednesday’s edition of The 
Daily Orange, “Internet Corner” 
was about thedirty.com. I have 
heard of this Web site, and I think 
this blurb was a misrepresentation 
of what it actually is. 

thedirty.com is a perfect example 
of the perverted gossip trends that 
are sweeping our nation, and a full-
length article should have been dedi-
cated to this issue. In the article, the 
writer identifies the Web site as “a 
procrastination tool” and promises 
that “it will give you a good chuckle 
to see those unfortunate sorority 
girls getting humiliated all over the 
Internet.

Procrastination tool? As if we 
need more of those in our grossly 
media-saturated culture. We do not 
need college students playing the 
role of Perez Hilton on their respec-
tive campuses. Getting a laugh at 

another person’s expense is not my 
idea of fun. Making fun of celeb-
rities who you do not personally 
know, especially those who repeat-
edly “forget” their undergarments 
at home, is one thing. However, mak-
ing fun of your fellow students is 
quite another. 

This practice ensures the elimi-
nation of any sense of unity within 
a given student body, as well as any 
sense of community within a uni-
versity. Instead it becomes every 
man for himself, trying to dodge 
the digital cameras to prevent one’s 
drunken face from being displayed 
across the nation.

While talking about thedirty.com, 
the writer states, “Syracuse Univer-
sity is not on there...yet.”  Let’s just 
say I’m glad I’m graduating.

Alana Goldberg
SenIor, CoMMunICATIonS AnD 

rheTorICAl STuDIeS

I write to thank The Daily Orange 
editorial board for its April 3 piece, 
“R.A.P.E. Center’s name change, a 
non-issue,” and to thank the univer-
sity community for its thoughtful dia-
logue on this very important topic. 

While the name is a non-issue to 
some, the editors and the community 
are bringing welcome attention to 
other issues raised by this change. I 
wish to address some of these issues 
and to correct some potentially dam-
aging misperceptions heard from stu-
dent, faculty and staff stakeholders 
during the last few weeks.

Most important: if an SU or ESF 

student is raped, sexually assaulted 
or experiences any other type of 
unwanted sexual contact, she or he 
will always find immediate, welcom-
ing advocacy services in Sexual 
Assault Support Services. Advocates 
are available in person during busi-
ness hours, or can be connected with 
students via our 24/7 hotline, 443-7273 
(RAPE). Our conversations with cam-
pus stakeholders, announcements to 
students, advertising campaigns and 
other efforts will stay true to this 
message.

Second, sexual violence advocacy 
and†alcohol and other drug interven-

tions (the Options Program) have not 
been combined in some new way. Even 
before the reorganization of the Office 
of Prevention Services, these activi-
ties occurred in the same office space, 
and†staff reported up the same line, 
but†clients were never required†to 
participate in both programs or mix 
the services in any way.

Finally, regarding community 
involvement: The ongoing mission of 
Sexual Assault Support Services is 
to advocate for every one of SU’s and 
ESF’s sexual assault survivors. 

Sarah Mart 
DIreCTor, offICe of PrevenTIon ServICeS

I’m unsure if (the Friday, April 4 
edition of Splice) was intended as an 
anti/promo piece for “The Ruins,” 
but in either direction, I don’t see the 
point. Generalizing films, especially 
as “gorno,” is something I find offen-
sive as a fan.

Lumping together movies such as 
“The Hills Have Eyes 2” and “The 
Devil’s Rejects,” which are more 
shock-factor than genre-redefining 
works such as ‘Saw’ and ‘Hostel’ is 
misleading. If the authors seriously 
feel that in “Saw,” as The D.O. wrote, 
“plot exists on the backburner,” then 
I would like to see the paper’s defini-

tion of a well-plotted horror movie. 
If most people remember only gore 

and not the articulate motivations of 
Jigsaw (in “Saw”) it says something 
about society’s lack of depth, not the 
film’s. “The Ruins” is based on a criti-
cally acclaimed book. Perhaps men-
tioning this text, even if the movie 
deviates from it, would add some 
intellectual merit to the critique, if it 
can be called such.

Using widespread generalizations 
and not going beyond face value — 
Brazil took offense to “Turistas,” but 
the movie can be read as a social 
commentary on American greed — 

is not viable or a critical technique. 
Saying they are “pathetically plotted” 
and focusing only on a direct view-
ing, without intellectual or societal 
nuances — even “The Hills Have Eyes 
2” points out military inadequacy — 
is incorrect.

There’s more to these films than 
blood and guts.

I don’t read The D.O.  regularly, 
and if something I enjoy such as hor-
ror movies is treated in such a fash-
ion, I find myself lacking motivation 
to become a dutiful reader.

Miranda Larsen
freShMAn, ColleGe of ArTS & SCIenCeS

l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r

r.A.P.e Center change not No. 1 concern

shame on thedirty.com viewers

lumping horror movies together demeans readers, genre

sAss still provides necessary services after name change

s C r i b b l e
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By Nicole Loring
Staff Writer

This spring, while current Syracuse Universi-
ty students studied for midterms and searched 
for next year’s housing, 22,000 high school 
seniors anxiously waited to hear whether they 
were accepted to SU’s class of 2012. 

SU received 22,000 applications for a fresh-
man class intended to be 3,000 students, said 
Nancy Machles Rothschild, assistant dean of 
SU’s Office of Admissions. 

“This was a very competitive year with 
increases in applications for each of our aca-
demic divisions, and every college has a wait-
list,” she said.

SU won’t know what the incoming class 
looks like until the candidate reply date on 
May 1, the deadline for admitted students to 
make a decision, Rothschild said.

“Many students will visit the campus dur-
ing the month of April — some for the first 
time,” she said. “Students are also responding 
to our waitlist, and we will be able to notify 
them of any remaining space after May 15.”

“The profile of the admitted students is 
very strong,” she said. “The mean GPA is 3.7, 

and the median combined SAT score for the 
critical reasoning and math sections is 1230. 
About 28 percent of the admitted students are 
from underrepresented backgrounds, and 7 
percent are international students.”

Rothschild said admissions were differ-
ent this year because the entire process was 
paperless for the first time. The admissions 
committee read all applications online. 

The trend of increasing numbers of appli-
cants each year will eventually level off, Roth-
schild added. 

According to a Newsweek article published 
Jan. 3, approximately 3.32 million students 
will graduate high school this year.

“Next year, the number (of high school 
graduates) is expected to top 3.33 million,” 
Rothschild said. “The numbers will begin to 
drop back down by 2015.” 

Devron Graham is one of the 7 percent 
of international students who was accepted 
to SU. A native of Jamaica, Graham applied 
to SU as a safety school last year. Four of 
his transcripts were lost in the mail, and he 
feared those schools, including SU, would 
reject him because of it.

“You can imagine my surprise when I got 
an acceptance letter from Syracuse with a 
scholarship offer,” he said.

Graham chose to defer enrollment until 
this year in order to cut the costs of traveling 
to the United States because he was becoming 
a U.S. resident. 

He said very few Jamaicans can afford such 
an expensive tuition. 

Laurie Tewksbury, a high school senior 

from East Syracuse-Minoa High School, 
applied to SU early decision and was accepted 
in December. 

“It was somewhat stressful for me,” Tewks-
bury said. “Newhouse was my number-one 
choice because of its national ranking as a 
communication school.”

Tewksbury said she saved a few hundred 
dollars by applying only to Syracuse and 
waiting to hear if she got in before applying to 
other schools.

“SU definitely held me to higher standards 
than the other schools I was applying to —  
grades, activities, SAT score,” she said.

Nicole Roberts, a high school senior who 
was accepted to SU, plans to visit the campus 
for the first time before she makes her final 
decision. 

“I’m choosing between four colleges, but I’m 
leaning toward SU,” Roberts said. “I’m going to 
visit the campus on April 21 and then decide.”

Roberts says she’s looking for a school that 
will give her the best overall experience. 

“It’s not just about good academics, but also 
quality of life and nice people,” she said.

naloring@syr.edu

Number of applicants grows for 2008-2009 academic year

Armory Square in downtown Syracuse, around 
10:30 p.m, he said. The officers went through 
eight bars and confiscated one fake ID.

After reaching the Hill, the officers went to 
Harry’s Bar and Grill first, where there were 
only eight people present — none who were 
underage, Cordone said.

Afterward, Cordone and the other officers 
walked through Chuck’s Café and Maggie’s 
Tavern without finding anything out of order, 
Cordone said.

The walk-through was not a part of Opera-
tion Prevent, a program intended to discour-
age underage drinking near the campus. The 
program was originally given $18,500 to fund 
the raids in 2003 by the governor’s traffic safety 
committee, but since then it has not received 

any funding.
He said the raids still happen occasionally 

because of organization within the agencies 
involved, not because of funding. 

“We do this with the man power,” Cordone 
said.

Cordone said the SPD is intending to have at 
least one other raid by the end of the year.

He said there was one scheduled earlier, but 
because there were low numbers of people in 
the bars, the raid was ineffective. 

“We were ready to go, but due to the low 
numbers, nothing happened,” he said.

The last raid happened Oct. 26 when police 
raided Lucy’s Retired Surfers Bar and Chuck’s 
Cafe in Operation Prevent’s first return to Syra-
cuse University after a 20-month absence. The 
raid resulted in nearly 100 citations for various 
offenses including underage drinking and the 
sale of alcohol to a minor.

sdmusat@syr.edu

raid
f r o m  p a g e  1

“This was a very 
competitive year with 
increases in applications 
for each of our academic 
divisions, and every 
college has a waitlist.”

Nancy Machles Rothschild
aSSiStant dean of SU’S office of admiSSionS

dailyorange.com
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Top GraduaTe 
SchoolS for 
public affairS
1. Syracuse University 
2. Harvard University
2. Indiana University
4. Princeton University
4. University of Georgia
6. University of California—
Berkeley
7. University of Kansas
7. University of Michigan—
Ann Arbor
10. Carnegie Mellon Univer-
sity (Heinz)

Source: U.S. News and World Report

centrated on all the programs, that Maxwell 
is strong as a public administration program 
because of the variety,” said Amy Chang, a 
student in the master of public affairs pro-
gram.

Maxwell is also ranked as number one in 
public management/administration and pub-
lic finance and budgeting programs.

“I think it’s a great reflection on the faculty, 
the facility and the resources available and 
then the connections that the program has,” 
said Robert Alexander, a doctorate student in 
the public administration program. “I think 
that’s really, to me, what makes it a strong 
program.”

But Alexander said these ranking systems 
could be dangerous.

 “I mean, they’re rankings,” he said. “Per-
sonally, I think that anyone can go to any 
program and if they apply themselves the 
right way they can obtain the best education 
they can get. I think it’s dangerous to have 
these kinds of rankings because some people 
might get a sense of entitlement.”

Wasylenko, the senior associate dean, said 
the Maxwell faculty plays a significant role in 
the school’s ranking.

“We’ve got people winning teaching awards, 
scholarly awards, recognition from national 
organizations, so I mean that really plays into 
the quality of the place,” Wasylenko said.

The Maxwell School Web site includes a list 
of hundreds of the awards won by the faculty 
throughout the years.

“I’m continually amazed with the quality 
and quantity of the effort and dedication of 
the faculty to keep the top ranking,” said Neil 
Katz, an associate professor emeritus of public 
affairs. “I’m honored to be involved.”

Maxwell’s reputation has drawn students 
from across the country.

 “I’m from Oregon, and the school’s reputa-
tion was a way for people back home to under-
stand why I was going so far for school,” said 
Kate Senner, a graduate student in Maxwell.

Students looking into the public affairs 
program can look at the ranking as an added 
bonus, Chang said.

Wasylenko said it could make a difference 
to students to see that other people recognize 
the quality of the program. 

 “It’s helpful for our own U.S. students,” 
Wasylenko said. “But it’s very helpful for 
students overseas who come over that may 
not know a lot about American universities. 
I think it gets us some brand recognition 
overseas.” 

kabenn01@syr.edu

Maxwell
f r o m  p a g e  3

steve gardner | contributing photographer

Newhouse ’92 graduate discusses career at the 2008 citrus TV alumni banquet
MATTHEW BERRY started his career as a TV/film screenwriter and producer, but soon transitioned into the world of fantasy sports. He is now ESPN’s Senior Director of 
Fantasy Sports and appears on many of the network’s most recognizable programming. He has been nominated 17 times and won four awards from the Fantasy Sports Writers 
Association. He was inducted into the Newhouse “Hall of Fame” in 2002.
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T
he Phi Kappa Psi 
fraternity hosted “Phi 
Psi GUTS,” an event 
where eight sororities 

competed in Nickelodeon 
GUTS-style games Sunday 
at Walnut Park. The girls 
competed in an obstacle 
course, jousting, mud ball 
and a tug-o-war to raise 
money for the Boys and 
Girls Club of America. This 
is the first philanthropy 
event hosted by the frater-
nity in seven years since the 
re-founding of their chapter 
at Syracuse University. The 
event raised about $1,300 for 
the charity. Alpha Phi won 
first place, Alpha Chi Rho 
placed second, and Delta 
Delta Delta finished in third 
place.

Girls struggle to get started in the sack race during Sunday’s event in 
Walnut Park. 

Do
haveit?
you

Contestants partitipate in the jousting 
event, where they must maintain balance 
longer than their partner. 

Spectators cheer on partitipants of the jousting event Sunday in Walnut Park as part of 
“Phi Psi GUTS.” 

One participant tries to pry the mudball 
away from an opponent in the mudball 
brawl. 

Thirteen teams participated in Saturday’s event, and each competitor had the opportunity to participate in the mudball brawl. Other 
events included an obstacle course, jousting and tuo-o-war. 

Text by Stephanie Musat 
Photos by Danielle Carrick
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c r o s s w o r d
by thomas joseph

the town bike by erin schechtman | eschechtman@gmail.com then sarah rebar | sarebar@syr.edu

dinosaur comics by ryan north | qwantz.com

classic perry bible fellowship by nick gurewitch | pbfcomics.com

ËFriday Happy Hour-No cover! 
ËFree food 5-7 p.m.
Ë$3 pitchers and more specials

21 & over. Please drink responsibly. Don’t drink and drive.

MAGGIES
Restaurant & Sports Bar

161 Marshall Street

Great food Fun times
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the sweet stuff in the middle

Text and photos  
by Stephen Dockery

Photo Editor

O n Saturday night, DJ Silas 
Maximus sent a fast-paced 
bass line reverberating 
through the dimly lit Funk 

‘n Waffles dance floor. Strobes flashed, 
and color lights danced across the 
room. 

Moments later, Philip Shaw, a 
freshman in the College of Visual and 
Performing Arts, walked out onto the 
nearly empty Funk ‘n Waffles dance 
floor wearing a gas mask and dressed 
in all black. He raised his right hand 
and started nodding his head to the 
music.  

By midnight, the floor was partially 
filled with nearly 40 students and other 
concert-goers wildly dancing to the 
fast-paced bass lines of an on stage DJ 
and the double time rhymes of a fast 
speaking MC. 

But attendance for the concert never 
reached more than 40, and the Funk ‘n 
Waffles floor was never more than par-
tially filled by with people. Audience 
member and MC Ashley McAllister, 
although not performing at the event, 
was a little upset with the turnout.

“I think people don’t know what it’s 
all about yet,” McAllister said.   

The concert, called Konkrete 
Jungle Upstate, featured DJs and MCs 
performing drum and bass music from 
10 p.m. until around 6 a.m. The concert 
is part of a larger series of Konkrete 
Jungle concerts held across the United 
States and originated in New York 
City. 

The DJ and MC line up was head-
lined by DJ SS from the UK, Marcus 
Visionary and Prime from Toronto, 
as well as local talent including Silas 
Maximus from Syracuse and MC Skat-
ter from Rochester, N.Y. 

Drum and bass is known for its 
distinctively fast-paced tempo as well 
as its rhyming DJs and song samples 
spliced throughout a song. With roots 
in 60s and 70s funk music, it features 
bass beats reaching up to 180 beats per 
minute, compared to the 60 bpm of clas-
sical music and 100 of hip hop music. 
Drum and bass can most easily be 
compared to techno and other genres 
of electric music. 

After speeding up and overlaying 
samples from a variety of songs, DJs 

ALL NIGHT LONG

Murdok MC from rochester, 
N.Y., performed at the show 
Saturday. 

see drum and bass page  16

Still dreamy in leather
’Leatherheads’ may have been 
a box office bomb, but George 
Clooney’s suave good looks and 
personability makes him crush-
worthy. Page 16

Wrestlemania
the stars of World Wresting 
Entertainment are not what 
they used to be in the days 
of hulk hogan and the 
Undertaker. Page 16

Fashioning icons
the second annual 
Freedom of Expression 
Fashion Show spoke 
volumes with provocative 
fashion. Page 13

Online now
Check out an audio slideshow 
for the Newhouse Fashion Show 
and a slideshow of the drum 
and bass show. dailyorange.com

PhiliP shaw, a freshman in the College of Visual and Performing Arts, wore a gas 
mask during a performance at the Funk ‘n Waffles show.

PriMe, a dJ from toronto, spun during the drum and bass show. the show started at 10 p.m. and lasted until the early hours of the morning.

“My clothes are an alternate style of dress called Industrial. The idea behind it is the music is lethal”.
Philip Shaw

FrEShmAN ComPUtEr Art mAJor

Drum and bass 
show promotes 
little known genre  
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Story by Dan Kaplan
Staff writer 

Photos by Mackenzie Reiss 
Staff photographer

A white curtain hung from the back wall in 
the center of the Newhouse I lobby, drenched 
in red, white and blue light. Booming jazz and 
dance music echoed through the room, and the 
show began when a girl emerged in an outfit 
resembling a crumpled cardboard box.

Friday night was the second annual Free-
dom of Expression Fashion Show, hosted by 
the Fashion and Beauty Communications 
Milestone. It was the culmination of a yearlong 
celebration of the First Amendment by both 
the S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communi-
cation and The College of Visual and Perform-
ing Arts. Connections between fashion and 
free speech were drawn frequently throughout 
the night.

“With fashion, you have the freedom of 
expression, which leads to such extreme cre-
ativity,” said Karen Bakke, co-director of the 
Fashion and Beauty Communications Mile-
stone. “In our culture, you can wear whatever 
you want, and we like that.”

Students, parents and faculty filled the lobby 
to see the show. Some had to relocate to the sec-
ond and third floors to watch from the balconies.

The event started with a speech from Mile-
stone co-director Carla Lloyd. She outlined 
further connections between fashion and the 
First Amendment before introducing the new-
est class of fashion-journalism students in New-
house.

“Clothing connects [to the First Amend-
ment] because, many times, it’s the first thing 
we learn about a person,” Lloyd said. She gave 
examples of how fashion is used as a means 
of protest or expressing orientation toward 
religion.

Forty-five minutes of fashion modeling fol-
lowed, without a proper runway. More than 
15 models took turns walking down one lobby 
staircase, flaunting the designs on the plat-
form and then walking up the other staircase. 
Fifty freshman, sophomore and junior design-
ers had created and produced the clothing the 
models wore.

“SU has the most lovely and diverse group of 
women,” Bakke said. “It’s a stunning group. Not 
even New York City has the looks that we do.”

The diversity among the models was out-
done only by the variety of the clothing mod-
eled. Outfits ranged from tasteful and wear-
able to simply too abstract to comprehend. 
Early pieces contrasted a white dress with 
black under-garb and often featured extremely 
radical designs. One dress resembled a drape 
of egg noodles. Another made its model look 

like a marionette.
“Sometimes it looked more like art than 

clothing, but you could tell they put a lot of work 
into it,” said Anne McNamara, a freshman 
broadcast journalism major.

Among the later designs were jacket and 
blouse combinations, as well as different types 
of shawls. At one point, a series of models came 
through carrying signs with fashion-oriented 
phrases, such as “Will Work for Shoes” and 

“Freedom of Accessories.” Each drew roaring 
applause from the audience.

“I thought it was cool and could see myself 
in a lot of the clothes” said Samantha Mor-
genstern, a freshman magazine journalism 
and Spanish dual major, and one of the newly 
introduced fashion journalism students. “I 
think if I get to produce one of these, it’d be 
exciting.”

sdkaplan@syr.edu

Model behavior

at one point during the fashion show, the models’ dresses were splattered with paint 
on the runway as a part of the theme “freedom of expression.”

the clothing shown at this year’s second annual freedom of expression fashion Show were designed by students participating in 
the fashion and Beauty Communications Milestone.

During the show, a series of models 
walked the modified runway, carrying 
signs with fashion-oriented phrases like 
“will work for Shoes” and “freedom of 
accessories.”

“Sometimes it looked more like art than clothing, but you could tell they put a lot of work into it.”
Anne McNamara

freShMan BroaDCaSt journaliSM

Fashion show honors
Newhouse freedom
of speech celebration
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658 North Salina St.
315-478-7001
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Adv. Tix on Sale FORGETTING SARAH MARSHALL (R) - ID REQ'D �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (1120 1240 200 340 445) 700 730 950 1020
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) � (1130 150 420) 650 925
THE RUINS (R) - ID REQ'D (1150 220 455) 735 1010
SHINE A LIGHT (R) - ID REQ'D (1250 350) 705 945
21 (PG-13) (1230 330 400) 710 1005 1030
OC: 21 (PG-13) (100) 740
DR. SUESS': HORTON HEARS A WHO - DP (G) (1125 145 410) 640 900
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (1155 215 440) 715
STOP LOSS (R) - ID REQ'D (1245 345) 645 930
THE SUPER HERO MOVIE (PG-13) (1200 225 405 500) 750 920 1015
DRILLBIT TAYLOR (PG-13) (1140 205 430) 720 955
RUN, FATBOY, RUN (PG-13) (1145 210 435) 725 1000
SHUTTER (PG-13) (1210 235 505) 800 1025
TYLER PERRY'S: MEET THE BROWNS (PG-13) (1235 335) 635 915
10,000 BC (PG-13) (1100 130) 630
COLLEGE ROAD TRIP (G) (1135 140) 655
THE BANK JOB (R) - ID REQ'D (355) 910
NEVER BACK DOWN (PG-13) 935 PM

Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (1240 340) 750 1030
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) � (120 440) 730 950
21 (PG-13) (100 400) 710 1000
DRILLBIT TAYLOR (PG-13) (220 500) 800 1020
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (200 420) 650 930

Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
THE RUINS (R) - ID REQ'D (145 445) 745 1015
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) � (135 435) 700 930
LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (120 420) 725 1010
STOP LOSS (R) - ID REQ'D (130 430) 730 1005
RUN, FATBOY, RUN (PG-13) 755 1020
THE SUPER HERO MOVIE (PG-13) (140 440) 740 950
21 (PG-13) (100 400) 710 955
SHUTTER (PG-13) (150 450) 750 1000
DRILLBIT TAYLOR (PG-13) (115 415) 720
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (110 155 410 455) 650 915
10,000 BC (PG-13) 945 PM

©2008Times For 4/7/08

KRISTIN HOLLINS, one of the designers for the Freedom of Expression Fashion Show, 
poses with one of her pieces: a hat made completely of buttons. The show was based 
around the idea that fashion can be used as a vehicle for expression.

SADE ALLEN, an information studies 
junior, was one of 15 models.

Hair styles for the show also expressed natural beauty. This particular hair piece included real moss 
to accent the artificial flowers and butterfly.

FASHION FORWARD
Clothing 
ranged from 
artistic to 
commercial 
in this year’s 
Freedom of 
Expression 
fashion show, 
held in the 
Newhouse I 
lobby Friday 
night.
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“30 Rock”
Thursdays at 8:30 p.m. on NBC

Basic premise: Liz Lemon (Tina Fey) is the 
neurotic head writer for a fictional “Saturday 
Night Live” type show staring the crazy Tracy 
Jordan (Tracy Morgan). Liz lives the glamor-
ous lifestyle of a TV writer trying to control 
her writers, actors and her Condoleezza Rice-
dating, Ann Coulter-birthday party attendee 
boss Jack Donaghy (Alec Baldwin).

Why no one is watching: Unfortunately, 
“30 Rock” premiered around the same time 
as the behemoth Aaron Sorkin hype machine 
that was “Studio 60 on the Sunset Strip” and 
they were basically the same show. But “Studio 
60” and Matthew Perry’s post-“Friends” career 
flopped, and “30 Rock” survived, though it has 
yet to find a large following. 

Why you should watch: Fey is arguably 
one of the best comediennes out there, and “30 
Rock” has enough witty dialogue and obscure 
pop-culture references to satisfy fans of “smart 
comedy.” Baldwin is spot-on as slick business-
focused boss, and there hasn’t been a more 
hilariously naïve character than Jack McBrayer 
as Kenneth the Page.

Fun fact: Fey had to leave her job as a writer 
on “Saturday Night Live” to write and star in “30 
Rock.”

“How I Met YouR MotHeR”
Mondays at 8:30 p.m. on CBS 
 Basic premise: Each episode opens up with 
Ted Mosby (Josh Radnor) telling his kids 
a story related to how he met their mother. 
This smarter-than-average sitcom focuses 
on Ted’s friends Lily, Marshall, Robin and 
Barney, played by Doogie Houser himself 
(Neil Patrick Harris). Lily and Marshall are 
engaged, while Ted and Robin have an on-
again, off-again thing that leaves many view-
ers speculating if she is the mother.

Why no one is watching: The show hasn’t 
had a stable time slot during its three seasons, 
and CBS is known more for its slapstick physi-
cal comedy shows like “Two and a Half Men.” 

Why you should watch: Harris’ Barney is 
an entertaining foil to the rest of the charac-
ters as a womanizing magic enthusiast with 
a love for the phrase “Suit up!” Lily and Mar-
shall make an adorable, non-obnoxious couple 
who balance out the singles’ antics. 

Fun fact: The narrator at the beginning is 
the one and only “Full House” star/raunchy 
comedian Bob Saget.

CLICKER ON THE VERGE
With the strike over, The Daily Orange looks at four TV shows that aren’t getting the attention they deserve

“GossIp GIRl”
Mondays at 8 p.m. on The CW

Basic premise: The mysterious blogger Gossip 
Girl follows the activities of rich kids in New 
York City’s Upper East Side, from their drink-
ing, to their parties to their hookups. Serena, the 
bad girl turned good, takes a chance with Dan, 
the outsider from (gasp) Brooklyn. Snobby Blair 
rules over everyone, causing girls to worship 
her, and good-guy Nate and evil scarf-donning 
Chuck to fall all over her.

Why no one is watching: The CW is a 
bizarre network that promotes the hell out of 
some shows and virtually ignores others. “Gos-
sip Girl” is somewhere in the middle. Because 
the show has no real star power, it gained most 
of the viewers it has from word of mouth.

Why you should watch: Written by “The 
O.C.” creator Josh Schwartz, “Gossip Girl” shows 
superior writing and better acting despite a cast 
of unknowns — so far. (Remember the difference 
between the first and the rest of the seasons of 
“The O.C.?” Night and day.) Ed Westwick’s slightly 
vulnerable but mostly evil take on villain Chuck 
keeps things entertaining, while the sickeningly 
sweet romance between “It Girl” Serena and out-
sider Dan somehow hasn’t managed to turn sour.

Fun fact: “Gossip Girl” was originally sup-
posed to be adapted as a movie starring Lindsay 
Lohan as Blair. Thank God this franchise was 
saved from the curse of the Lohan.

“BattlestaR 
GalactIca”
Fridays at 10 p.m. on 
Sci-Fi Channel

Basic premise: What start-
ed as a series in the late 1970s 
became a mini-series in 2003 
and is finally the show that 
airs now on Sci-Fi. The current 
show follows the journey of the 
last surviving humans from the 
Twelve Colonies of Kobol after a 
nuclear attack by the Cylons, who 
are still going after the survivors. 

Why no one is watching: First of all, it’s 
on cable, which automatically cuts out a 
pretty big chunk of audience. Second of 
all, a sci-fi show inherently comes with a 
smaller niche audience of, well, geeks. 

Why you should watch: Rated No. 2 in 
Entertainment Weekly’s “Best 25 Science 
Fiction” shows and an Emmy award win-
ner, “Battlestar Galactica” is a daring 
metaphor for the war on terror, even 
tackling a prisoner-torture scandal 
that left critics and audiences talk-
ing.

Fun fact: Sheets of paper in the 
show’s scenes have the corners 
cut off. The director did this dur-
ing the miniseries as a reference 
to how he had to “cut corners” 
financially to create the show.

By Erinn Connor
Asst. feAture editor

I t’s time to dust off your TV remotes, 
as this week the first wave of shows 
post-Writers Guild strike premiere. 

Many of them are old favorites, like “The 
Office” and “Grey’s Anatomy,” but also 
returning are shows that, at least as of 
strike time, were f lying below many view-
ers’ radars. Most are beloved by critics but 

not by the majority of the public, which is 
undeserved in most cases. Here are a few 
hidden gems out in TV Land that merit 
more fans.

eaconnor@syr.edu
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GeorGe Clooney
Let’s get one thing out of the way: yes, 
“Leatherheads” bombed this week at the 
box office, we all know. But it is just one 
tiny imperfection in the gem that is George 
Clooney.

George Clooney appeals to everyone. And 
when I say everyone, I mean literally every-
one. Women, men, the elderly, babies… no 
one is exempt from his charm. He exudes 
that sort of “aw shucks” charm that most 
celebrities lack, and he also comes across 
in interviews like he’s inwardly mocking the 
questions. Amiable and a sense of humor? 
Swoon. 

But seriously, I have yet to meet a guy 
who won’t admit Clooney is at least “the 
man,” “pretty cool” or “at the top of their 
man-crush list,” which I think speaks vol-
umes. I can think of few male actors capable 
of gaining this much favor with their own 
gender (save, perhaps, Johnny Depp).

He dates people like you and me, regular 
ladies, brings them to award shows where 
he holds their hand shyly and smooth-talks 
other celebrities. And he’s notorious for stay-
ing away from the long-term thing, so that 

means pretty much anyone has a chance. 
Anyone.

From his humble beginnings as a doc-
tor on “ER” to a high roller on “Ocean’s 11,” 
Clooney has shown his chops as an actor, 
writer and director. So we’ll forgive his fum-
ble with “Leatherheads,” as long as he never 
ditches that charm thing.

— Erinn Connor, asst. feature editor 
 eaconnor@syr.edu

crush

drum and bass
f r o m  p a g e  1 1

add MC rhymes, sometimes altering the original 
songs so they are unrecognizable. 

The crowd at Funk n’ Waffles on Saturday 
night began to slightly grow after midnight, and 
groups of people started to gyrate to the pulsing 
music, which seemed to vibrate the entire room. 
Girls and guys moved their bodies to the distinc-
tive bass beats not following a particular pattern.

“The best part is you can dance however you 
want,” McAllister said. “You don’t even need 
rhythm.”  

Yet the dance sessions were short lived. With-
out a full house, the intensity of the concert rose 
and fell throughout the night. Only occasionally 
would the dance floor be full enough to sustain 
an intense dance session that is characteristic of 
the drum and bass music scene.   

Performer Chris Pollack, who goes by the 
stage name of Krisko, assumed the show would 
sell out — but it didn’t. Pollock credits the low 
attendance to the lack of acceptance of drum and 
bass music in the United States, especially in the 
upstate New York area.

“Soccer and electric music are just not as 
popular as they are in Europe,” he said. “A lot 
of society looks down on the genre. Although in 

some places like New York City and Miami there 
is already a big drum and bass scene.” 

Perhaps one of the main drawing points is 
the culture surrounding drum and bass music. 
Syracuse area resident Jonathan Pikarsky had 
just been introduced to the music two weeks 
ago and said the best part about drum and bass 
music is there are no rules to the scene. 

“Everyone is very accepting,” Pikarsky said.
While most concert goers dressed in a variety 

of styles, from gauged earlobes and dark clothes 
to popular tank top and jeans, no particular 
style seemed to pervade the venue. 

“My clothes are an alternate style of dress 
called Industrial,” said gas mask-wearing Shaw. 
“The idea behind it is the music is lethal.”

“Let’s get hype and make some noise,” shout-
ed the MC around 1:30 a.m. 

Only a few, cheers from the 10 to 15 people 
on the dance floor at the time came back in 
response.

The drum and bass scene in Syracuse has 
slowly risen in the recent years, but has yet to 
catch on enough to bring a large draw, as seen by 
Saturday’s concert.

Fans used to have to go to Rochester or Buf-
falo to see a show said Auburn, N.Y. resident 
Mandy Granger: “It’s just about the music and 
having a good time.” 

sddocker@syr.edu

nostalgia nook
We remember: 

WWF  
When: Early 90s
As an infant, I was exposed to the World 
Wrestling Federation by my father. There I 
was in front of the television, chillin’ in my 
cradle with my Hulk Hogan tank top and 
bandana. Growing up, bullying in elemen-
tary and middle school became less about 
punching the victim and more about giving 
an inverted atomic bomb or a pendulum 
back breaker. This was the heyday of wres-
tling.

Long before World Wrestling Entertain-
ment lost a pathetic battle to the World 
Wide Fund for Nature over the wrestling 
group’s naming rights, the world of wres-
tling used the acronym WWF. Forget about 
when the New World Order (nWo) and 
Extreme Champion Wrestling (ECW) gar-
bage entered the mainstream. Ignore Hol-
lywood Hogan and remember Hulk Hogan. 
Erase from memory when “Macho Man” 
Randy Savage did Slim Jim commercials.

Though I watched wrestling with my 
dad every chance I could, looking back I 
realize that I wasn’t a fan of the “sport.” I 
developed an idolization of the wrestlers 
themselves.  

Wrestlers like Bret Hart may not have 
been authentic (I can still recall learning 
the devastating news I learned at age 13: 
Wrestling was fake,) but they were real 
heroes to kids like me. I remember watch-
ing “The Hitman” walk out to a fight, styl-
ishly remove his sunglasses and put them 
on the head of some kid in the crowd. 

Then there were the sinister-looking 
fighters like Razor Ramon, Bam Bam Big-

elow and ruthless The Undertaker. I got 
chills every time those bells tolled to sig-
nify The Undertaker’s entrance. 

There were epic moments: Hart pum-
meling Yokozuna — a previously undefeat-
ed, 6-foot-9, 700-pound brute. The British 
Bulldog skipping around the ring to taunt 
his enemies. Jake “The Snake” Roberts 
taking his monstrous pet Burmese Python 
and coiling the reptile around his defeated 
opponent’s neck. These are classic theat-
rics lost in today’s ring.

Occasionally the WWF would turn up 
the heat with special events like tag-team 
(Can somebody say the “Road Warriors?”) 
or the 20-plus man brawl known as the 
“Royal Rumble.” Sure, those affairs may 
still be around, but, by God, they just aren’t 
the same. Reminiscing, let’s never forget 
the glory days of wrestling. In the words of 
Randy Savage, “Ohhh yeah, dig it!”

— Eric Gorodetsky, contributing writer

emgorode@syr.edu
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By Meredith Galante
Staff Writer

The Syracuse tennis team is 10-0 when it wins 
the doubles point of a match, but is doing so 
without the help of its No. 1 doubles team.

The duo of Simone Kalhorn and Jacquelynn 
Tang lost 8-4 to Rutgers’s Katrina Elder-Bush 
and Katherine Arlak Saturday. The pair also 
faltered against St. John’s and Colgate’s No. 1 
doubles team, 8-1, 8-9, respectively in its last two 
matches. The duo has a 1-6 record while playing 
at the No. 1 position.

Despite Kalhorn and Tang’s continuing 
struggles, the Orange defeated Rutgers, 6-1, 
Saturday at the Drumlins Country Club.

Kalhorn, Tang, and head coach Luke Jensen 
all attributed the losses to a lack of execution 
and consistency in finishing rallies.

“It’s all about making the shot,” Jensen said. 
“They are in the right position (on the court), 
but they just aren’t following through.”

While watching the pair play, it is noticeable 
Kalhorn is the more energetic player, while 

Tang remains calm. Kalhorn shouts “Come on!” 
or “Let’s go!” after every point scored for the 
team, in which Tang uses the fist pump to show 
her approval.

The players’ attitudes translate to their playing 
styles. Kalhorn tends to attack the net and go for 
the more risky shots. Tang said she is the more 
consistent one, who makes sure the ball gets over 

the net and lets her opposition make mistakes.
“I actually think we are getting better each 

match,” Kalhorn said. “Rutgers was very consis-
tent in making their shots today, and we weren’t.”

In contrast to SU’s No. 1 doubles team, the No. 
2 team of Ashley Spicer and Chelsea Jones are 
on a five-match winning streak, and the No. 3 
team, Maria Vasilyeva and Christina Tan, are 
on a four-match winning streak. Despite the 
difference in records, Jensen kept Kalhorn and 
Tang at the top spot for seven matches. 

At the No. 1 position, Kalhorn and Tang’s 
lone win came in an 8-2 win against Villanova’s 
Jaclyn Williamson and Ashley Reed.

Jensen moved Jones and Spicer to the No.1 
position to play against Notre Dame Sunday. 
Jones and Spicer lost their first doubles match 
in five games, 8-3, in the Orange’s 6-1 loss to the 
Fighting Irish. The loss came against Notre 
Dame’s Brook Buck and Kelcy Tefft — the No. 1 
doubles team in the nation.

“Any of our doubles teams are good enough 
to play at the No. 1 position,” Tang said. “We’re 

just trying to find out who plays best where. It 
doesn’t matter what position we play at, we will 
still go out there and want to win and compete.”

Tang does not doubt her and Kalhorn’s abil-
ity to play at the No. 1 position, despite their 
losing record.

“We are set up points well, but we let games 
slip away for us,” Tang said. “We’re doing the 
right things. The win is going to come, we just 
need to execute.”

During the first and third sets of their doubles 
match against the Scarlet Knights, Tang and 
Kalhorn gave up early leads and eventually lost 
both sets. 

Kalhorn’s doubles lost translated to a singles 
defeat against Rutgers’ Amy Zhang, 6-3. 6-4. Kal-
horn had a three-match singles winning streak 
going into Saturday. Tang didn’t play a singles 
match because Rutgers had an injured player.

“We’re going to be fighting to the end,” Tang 
said. “We just need to smooth out some rough 
edges in order to get some wins.”

mkgalant@syr.edu

By Meredith Galante
Staff Writer

Once again, the Syracuse tennis team’s hopes 
of taking the doubles point were left in the 
hands of Chelsea Jones and Ashley Spicer. SU 
and Rutgers spilt the first two doubles matches 
with the pair’s doubles match still on the court. 
Whichever team won would receive the first 
point of the match.

Going into the match, 
Syracuse was 10-0 when 
it won the doubles point. 
A win from Jones and 
Spicer would give the 
Orange a one-point lead 
going into singles play, 
something it cannot 

seem to win without.
The entire crowd stood around the pair’s 

court, cheering and waiting through the match 
and then the tiebreaker. Jones and Spicer won 
seven straight points in the tiebreaker, win-
ning, 9-8 (7-0).

The rest of the Orange followed suit, defeat-
ing the Scarlet Knights, 6-1, Saturday at the 
Drumlins Country Club. Sunday, the Orange’s 
four-game winning streak was snapped in a 6-1 
loss to No. 20 Notre Dame in SU’s season finale.

Jones and Spicer’s match Saturday captivat-
ed the audience with some nifty play by the SU 
duo. When Rutgers’ Christine Tran and Polina 
Zaretser returned the ball to Syracuse’s side of 
the court, Jones was not prepared, but the ball 
hit her racket by chance and went over the net. 
Tran and Zaretser were unable to return the 
ball, giving Jones and Spicer the point.

The last point of the game was notched 
by Spicer, ending the doubles match with an 
aggressive spike to give Syracuse (10-12, 7-5) the 
coveted double’s point.

“They had a couple match points go against 
them,” SU head coach Luke Jensen said. “But 

they got it together, and Ashley’s positive energy 
is tremendous. When she’s positive, she plays 
her best tennis.”

Jones and Spicer are 5-2 playing together 
and have a five-game winning streak. The two 
continue to be the most enthusiastic doubles 
pair, possessing the best chemistry on the court, 
constantly verbally encouraging each other and 
yelling with the win of every point.

Spicer is on a five-game winning streak in 
singles play, recovering from a mid-season six-
game losing streak. In singles play Saturday, 
Spicer defeated Caitlin Baker, 6-2, 6-2.

“The rest of the team knows Spicer is going 
to win,” Jensen said. “The rest of the team relies 
on knowing she is going to win. It takes a lot of 
pressure off the rest of the team. She walks out 
onto the court and knows she is going to win, not 
hoping. Then when she finishes early, she helps 
add to the cheering energy for her teammates. 

It’s a tremendous help.”
Spicer said her confidence has improved 

tremendously and that she puts a lot of pressure 
on herself to win.  

Jones also is leading the young Syracuse 
squad by winning on the court. Since her heart-
breaking singles loss to Pittsburgh’s Carlie Smith 
on March 23, which resulted in the Orange losing, 
4-3, Jones has tallied a four-game winning streak. 
Jones didn’t falter Saturday when in a similar 
position during the doubles play.

“I grew mentally so much from that match 
(Pittsburgh),” Jones said. “When I’m up match 
point, I can’t let my emotions or nerves get in the 
way of a win.”

Jones won her singles match against Chris-
tine Tran, 6-1, 7-6 (9-7). Not only did the Pitts-
burgh match change Jones, but the sophomore’s 
statistics indicate she has improved dramati-
cally since her freshman year. Last year, Jones 

was 8-34, but she is 23-18 this season.
 Rutgers’ (10-7, 4-3) lone point in the match 

came from Amy Zhang, who defeated Simone 
Kalhorn, 6-3, 6-4, at the No. 2 position.

Jones and Spicer were bumped up to the No. 
1 doubles position for the Notre Dame match 
but suffered an 8-3 loss in South Bend, Ind. It 
was the duo’s first loss since March 14 at Central 
Florida. But the two see themselves matur-
ing emotionally and have been able to execute 
points while the game is on the line.

“Jones and I try to always keep our emotions 
in check,” Spicer said. “We didn’t capitalize on 
winning our first match point. But then we won 
the tiebreak, 7-0, I think that says a lot about 
how Jones and I stay focused and are confident 
in our play. We tried not to think about that our 
match would decide the doubles point, but we 
just try to stay focused in the present.”

mkgalant@syr.edu 

Doubles point 
is difference 
again in win 

megan lange | staff photographer
SyracuSe TenniS  defeated rutgers and lost to Notre Dame this past weekend. the pairing of Chelsea Jones and ashley Spicer 
earned the doubles point for Syracuse Saturday with a key win against the Scarlet Knights.

syracuse 6
rutgers 1

Contrasting styles not resulting in wins for top doubles pair

notre Dame 6
syracuse 1

“We are set up points well, 
but we let games slip 
away for us. We’re doing 
the right things. The 
win is going to come, we 
just need to execute.”

Jacquelynn Tang
SU teNNiS freShmaN
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By Kyle Austin 
and Andy McCullough

The Daily Orange

Danny Brennan’s confidence in his backup was 
summed up in one faceoff on Saturday.

During one draw in the third quarter, the 
faceoff specialist Brennan was the first to the ball 
and simply flicked it up into the air behind him.

And as they have done so many times, the 
midfielders lined up on both sides of him and con-
verged on the jump ball Brennan had created.

As Brennan fought tooth and nail for every 
advantage at the faceoff X, his midfielders were 
there to help control every ground ball

“The thing that’s really overlooked with this 
team is the two athletes they put on the wings 
at faceoffs,” Princeton head coach Bill Tier-
ney said. “Those guys are a bear to deal with 
because they got the ball the whole time.”

As much credit as Brennan has received as 
the country’s top faceoff man, Saturday was a 
case in point that Syracuse’s success at the X 
has been much more than an individual effort. 
Middies Matt Abbott, Joel White, Jovan Miller 
and Sean McGonigle have aided Brennan in 
picking up the loose balls. Abbott had a particu-
larly solid afternoon, finding eight ground balls, 
most of which came off faceoffs.

“Matt Abbott, he’s all over the field, playing 
defense, offense,” defenseman Evan Brady said. 
“That kid does so much for us.”

Against Princeton’s Alex Berg, the nation’s 
second-leading faceoff percentage leader going 
into Saturday, Brennan won 15-of-21 draws. 
Berg could be seen limping around the field, 
and after the game Tierney said he is fighting a 
hamstring injury.

The rest of the team backed up Brennan’s 
effort, doubling up the Tigers on ground balls, 
40-20. 

The faceoff dominance helped Syracuse dic-
tate the tempo for most of the game. As the 
Orange controlled the possession and kept the 
ball on Princeton’s half of the field, it took the 
pressure off the Syracuse defense.

Taking control of the game was particularly 
important playing against the slow, deliberate 
Princeton team.

“We want to be controlling the game, we 
want to be outhustling them so they’re not just 
sitting on it, things along those lines,” attack 
Mike Leveille said.

Low for Leveille
Leveille kept his scoring streak alive Sat-

urday — notching two assists to make it 48 
consecutive games with a point.

That didn’t mean he had an easy time doing it.
Princeton’s All-American defender Dan 

Cocoziello blanketed Leveille all day, his 230-
pound frame always nearby.

“Cocoziello’s a great player,” Leveille said. 
“He has been all four years. I knew it was going 
to be a pretty big test for me today. I felt pretty 
confident when I was dodging him, (but) they 
were sliding pretty quick to me, probably from 
scouting the last couple games.”

Kenny Nims filled the scoring gap a bit, with 
two goals and two assists.

Do we have clearance?
John Galloway came to Syracuse known 

for his clears and his ability to start transi-
tion plays. He showed that last week against 
Loyola (Md.), with a pass nearly the length of 
the field to Nims, who fed Greg Niewieroski 
for a score.

But he struggled a bit Saturday, with four 
errant clears out of 18, giving extra possession 
to the Tigers.

Desko saw that as a byproduct of Galloway’s 

ability though.
“I thought that Princeton showed us a lot of 

respect by trying to get back,” Desko said. “I 
thought they did a really good job as soon as the 

ball was on the ground and John made a save, 
they were hustling to get back.”

kbaustin@syr.edu

ramccull@syr.edu
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Middies help 
Brennan win 
15-of-21 draws 

david krebs | staff photographer
Brendan Loftus and Steven Brooks each recorded a hat trick for Syracuse, which travels to no. 8 Cornell Tuesday. 

rachel fus | staff photographer

Kenny nims scored two goals Saturday, improving his season mark to 20. 

senior attack was held scoreless for the first time 
all year.

Instead of hampering the SU offense, though, 
Princeton’s strategy invigorated the midfield. 
The unit accounted for seven of the team’s 
first nine goals and boosted the Orange to a 
lead it wouldn’t relinquish. Against a Princeton 
defense collapsing around the SU attack close to 
the goal, the midfielders found space and buried 
shot after shot from 10-12 yards out.

“If they shut Mikey off, we have six guys out 
there that can score a goal,” SU midfielder Steven 
Brooks said of Leveille. “Mikey’s a big player on 

our team, but if they shut him off we have other 
people that can step up, and we did today.”

By the end of the first half, Brooks and fellow 
midfielder Brendan Loftus had scored two goals 
apiece, and Pat Perritt had added another as the 
Orange held a slim two-goal lead, 6-4.

Princeton’s attempts to adjust after halftime 
were futile. As the game wore on, the Tiger 
defense moved farther out to respect the shoot-
ing capability of the SU midfield.

“They want to see if you can score from the 
outside first,” SU head coach John Desko said. 
“So fortunately I think we did a good job after 
the first quarter being patient, middies running 
their offensive plays, getting the ball back up top 
and scoring on some of the outside shots.”

As Princeton shifted focus to cover outside 

shooters, the game opened up for the SU attack, 
a unit which scored three of the last four goals to 
put the game away and ensure Syracuse another 
week as the top team in the country.

“You get a nice one-two punch if you can 
stretch some people out with your outside shoot-
ing, now you force them to come play you a little 
farther out,” Desko said. “Like having 3-point 
shooters in a basketball game, that’ll open up 
stuff for the big guys inside.”

It was one of the most complete games the 
Orange has played all year. SU committed only 
12 turnovers, won the groundball battle, 40-20, 
and put 22-of-41 shots on goal, marking a signifi-
cant improvement in shooting percentage.

The well-oiled offense took the pressure off a 
less-proven defense, which saw only 23 shots all 

game, the third lowest total of the year.
“It helps a lot,” defenseman Evan Brady said 

of SU controlling the possession. “If the ball isn’t 
down on their offensive side of the ball, they’re 
not going to score, obviously.”

It was the mark of a No. 1 team: The oppos-
ing coach of six-time national champion Princ-
eton knew exactly what would be coming from a 
Syracuse offense that has now won six straight 
games, the last four by at least five goals. 

But as Tierney watched from the sideline, he 
was powerless to stop it.

“The offense that they ran is nothing new,” 
Tierney said. “It looked good in practice, but 
you’ve got to give them credit. They shoot the 
lights out.”

kbaustin@syr.edu

princeton
f r o m  p a g e  2 4
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basics,” Brady said. 
The basics means limiting shots, forcing 

turnovers and jumpstarting transition. Because 
of that, the Orange is 8-1 and No. 1 in the country, 
with a solid, evolving defense to counterpart the 
pyrotechnic offense.

Saturday provided a small glimpse, a brief 
window, into that relationship.

“I think it’s a great reward to see teams like 
Princeton only scoring six goals and us keeping 
other teams under double figures,” head coach 
John Desko said.

It’s the kind of effort the defense was missing 
last year. 

Sifting through the wreckage of 2007’s 5-8 
record, Desko and his staff knew a change, 
maybe a bit of a gamble, was necessary. They 
did so through recruiting and personnel 
switches.

Rogers took over the defense, preaching 
simple schemes and avoiding bad habits.

Smith, a junior transfer from Onondaga 
Community College and flypaper-tight defend-
er, bolstered the defensive corps already 
manned by senior captains Brady and Kyle 
Guadagnolo. Joel White, a freshman offensive 
midfielder, was given a long-pole and told to 
funnel his athleticism into defense as the long-
stick midfielder. 

And freshman Galloway beat out two-year 
incumbent Pete Coluccini for the spot in front 
of the cage.

The results of the overhaul? So far, so good. 
Check the numbers: With defenders like 

Smith and White sliding out to block shots and 
cut off passing lanes Saturday, the Tigers shot 
the ball just 23 times, with only five from lead-
ing scorers Mark Kovler and Tommy Davis. 

For the fourth game in a row (and seventh 
time this year), the Orange kept its opponent 
under double digits.

Last year? Opponents scored double fig-

ures nine times and averaged 11.38 goals 
per game on a defense that constantly broke 
down.

Those kind of games have been rare this 
year, as the defense protects Galloway, the 
Central New York player of the year last sea-
son at nearby West Genesee High School.

The freshman made the saves he was sup-
posed to Saturday, including four in the first 
period. And when his clears are smooth, he 
starts the engine for the Syracuse offense.

“John’s certainly doing a great job of getting 
the ball out,” Desko said. “I think you look at 
our clearing stats from a year or two ago, we’re 
clearing the ball better. So a lot of good things 
are happening with the defense. And it helps us 
at the offensive end.”

There’s a flip side to that coin. Having an 
explosive offense like Syracuse does — not to 
mention Danny Brennan’s dominant faceoff 
unit winning draw after draw — keeps the onus 
off the defense too.

The pressure frustrated Princeton head 
coach Bill Tierney, who rubbed his hands 
against his face as he answered questions after 
the game Saturday.

“It’s easy to play defense when you’ve got the 
ball,” Tierney said. “That’s been our M.O. for 

years. [But] I’m not disparaging their defense 
at all. They’re fabulous. They’ve got great ath-
letes.”

Brady and his fellow defenders want to use 
that to their advantage. Keep things basic. Keep 
the score low. 

It’s working so far. 
“People try to set a limit at the number of 

goals you want to give up each week,” Brady 
said. “But, you know, we want to give up zero. 
You got to start with a zero on the board and try 
to keep it there.”

ramccull@syr.edu
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6 Goals by Princeton. 
Tough to beat the 
high-powered 
Orange if you’re not 
scoring. Princeton’s 
paltry sum wasn’t 
enough. 

princeton
      G A SOG GB

McBride 2 0 5 2
Davis 1 0 1 1
Schneider 1 0 2 2
Kovler 1 0 1 2
Sgalardi 1 0 2 1
Striebel 0 2 2 0

 GA SAveS
Hewit 13 9
Ashra 0 0

SyracuSe
 G A SOG GB
Brooks 3 3 5 1
Loftus 3 1 3 0
Nims 2 2 3 1
Keogh 2 0 2 0
Perritt 1 0 1 4
Daniello 1 0 1 1
Hardy 1 0 3 4
Leveille 0 2 2 3
Abbott 0 1 0 8

 GA SAveS
Galloway 6 7

FAT LADY SINGS
0:08, third quarter
After he’s hacked by a back check, Matt 
Abbott regains possession and feeds 
Stephen Keogh in front of net for a fancy 
behind-the-back job to make the score 10-6. 
The Tigers collapsed soon after, managing 
just three shots in the final period. .

STORYTELLER
“The offense that they ran 
is nothing new. It looked 
good in practice, but you’ve 
got to give them credit. 
They shoot the lights out.”

Bill Tierney
PriNceTON HeAD cOAcH ON SU’S OffeNSe

Hewit struggles
All-American Alex Hewit certainly didn’t 
expect this for his senior season. The Tiger 
goalie made just nine saves, not enough to 
keep his team close. 

THE UGLY

THE BAD
Leveille held scoreless
for the first time all year, Mike Lev-
eille was shut down. Princeton’s 
Dan cocoziello blanketed the senior 
attack, keeping him goal-less. 

UP NEXT
At No. 8 Cornell             
Tuesday,  7 p.m.  
Schoellkopf Field

THE GOOD
SU’s depth
You pick your poison when you face 
Syracuse’s offense. Steven Brooks 
and Brendan Loftus exploded with 
hat tricks, and career highs in points: 
Brooks with six, Loftus with four. 

defenSe
f r o m  p a g e  2 4

rachel fus | staff photographer

Sid Smith shoves the butt of his stick into the back of Princeton’s Jack McBride. Smith and the Syracuse defense limited the Tigers 
to only 23 shots and six goals, Princeton’s second-lowest output of the season.

“People try to set a limit 
at the number of goals 
you want to give up each 
week. But, you know, 
we want to give up zero. 
You got to start with a 
zero on the board and 
try to keep it there.”

Evan Brady
SU DefeNSeMAN
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By John Sutton
Staff Writer

Gary Gait issued his leading scorer Katie Rowan 
a challenge before Saturday’s game against No. 
6 Georgetown. 

“Now is the time to step up, not against Cani-
sius or teams like that, it’s against a Georgetown, 

and she did it,” the Syra-
cuse head coach said.

Did she ever.
Rowan scored a 

school-record 11 points in No. 5 Syracuse’s sur-
prisingly easy demolition of Georgetown, 18-3, 
in front of 781 at the Carrier Dome. The barrage 
came after Rowan had tallied a combined three 
goals and one assist in Syracuse’s previous two 
games against top 10 teams, both losses to No. 1 
Northwestern and No. 4 Virginia.

It was Syracuse’s first-ever regular season 
win over Georgetown (8-3, 2-1) after nine straight 
losses (SU beat the Hoyas in the Big East cham-
pionship last year). And it was Georgetown’s 
worst loss since 1996. It also set up SU for a clear 
path to the No. 1 seed in the upcoming Big East 
tournament.

Most importantly, Syracuse (10-2, 3-0) clinched 
its first victory against a top 10 team this season, 
and Rowan was at the center of it all. She broke 

her own SU record of points in a single game with 
11 and set a new record with 37 assists this season. 
She finished with four goals and seven assists.

Gait talked to Rowan prior to Saturday’s 
game to discuss the importance her perfor-
mance would hold for the team against a highly 
ranked team like Georgetown. 

“She needed to step it up against a top-notch 
opponent, and today she did that,” Gait said. 
“That’s what she needs to do when we play the 
next team that is at this level. That’s what great 
players do, they step up, and they play their best 
games against the best opponents.”

Rowan found plenty of open room, but so did 
her teammates once Syracuse got the ball. Liz 
Hogan made 11 first-half saves, withstanding an 
opening four-minute Georgetown possession. 
After that, it was no contest.

Christina Dove had five goals. Halley Quil-
linan had three goals and Kristin Brady and 
Jackie DePetris each scored two.

Rowan was able to overcome the double teams 
that troubled her throughout SU’s last loss to No. 
1 Northwestern. More important than anything 
else was Rowan’s ability to find her teammates 
in prime position for goal-scoring chances as 
she did it time and again against a Georgetown 
defense that only allowed seven goals to North-

western in a 7-6 loss on March 28.
“It was awesome, the whole game was great, 

everyone played awesome,” Rowan said. “Liz 
(Hogan) played a great game. We just had a 
lot of opportunities on the attack, and we took 
advantage of them, and it turned out really well 
for us.”

The offensive explosion was something the 
Orange lacked in its two losses to Virginia and 
Northwestern. Throughout the game, the SU 
attack looked fluid and comfortable — more like 
the offense that had given the Orange its early 
season success.

Rowan and Dove, who led the Orange with 
five goals on Saturday, looked to anticipate on 
offense throughout the game, and it paid off 
with countless easy goals.

“We were all moving without the ball,” 
Rowan said. “If they were sliding to doubling, 
we were looking two passes away. Just working 
the ball around and having good possessions 
was the key.”

Georgetown head coach Ricky Fried said the 
confidence from Rowan was the key to her record-
breaking performance. Throughout the game, he 
tried to shake that confidence with different defen-
sive looks against Rowan, but the SU junior was still 
able to perform at her highest level all season.

“She played with confidence, she didn’t get 
rattled,” Fried said. “We tried to throw some 
double-team pressure at her, we tried to go 
one-on-one with her, but she stayed composed 
the whole game. Obviously she is a very good 
player to begin with. She played with a lot of 
confidence, and that is scary for the rest of the 
people on Syracuse’s schedule.”

And for Gait, the first-year head coach, 
Rowan’s performance was exactly what he was 
looking for out of his star player.

“She rose to the challenge today and did an 
incredible job of finding the open players,” Gait 
said. “It was a great game, she kept her head up, 
dodged hard, avoided doubles and moved the 
ball.”

jssutton@syr.edu

wo m e n ’ s  l ac r o s s e

david krebs | staff photographer
katie rowan tallied seven assists Saturday in Syracuse’s demolition of No. 6 Georgetown. the performance gave rowan 37 assists on the season, a school record.

STEPPING UP
No. 5 syracuse      18
No. 6 georgetowN   3

Katie Rowan delivers school-record,  
11-point performance in 18-3 
thrashing of No. 6 Georgetown

record breaker
Katie rowan etched her name into the 
Syracuse record books three times during 
Saturday’s win over Georgetown.

Category	 	 	 Number
Single-game points 11
Single-game assists  7
Single-season assists    37
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Festival Tickets & Passes at:

The Sound Garden
124 Walton St.  
in Armory Square

Festival office at the  
Hotel Syracuse
500 S. Warren St.

Emerald City Video
3208 Erie Blvd. E.

Online at  
www.syrfilm.com
& during the festival 
at all venues

david krebs | staff photographer

Halley Quillinan (center) and Syracuse pounded Georgetown, 18-3. It was the 
Hoyas’ worst loss in 12 years.

With help from post, Hogan 
stops early Georgetown run

By Christopher James
Staff WrIter

With No. 6 Georgetown holding the ball for 
the first four minutes of Saturday’s game, the 
scoreline had the potential to get real ugly, real 
fast for Syracuse.

But by the eight-minute mark, after a Hoya 
shot rang off the post and SU goalie Liz Hogan 
made a giant save, it was 4-0 Syracuse, and the 
No. 5 Orange was off to the races in an 18-3 drub-
bing of its Big East rival.

Like Virginia and Northwestern before them 
(both Syracuse losses), the Hoyas seemed con-
tent to hold the ball and attempt to build a lead 
while keeping it out of the hands of the prolific 
Orange offense.

Instead, the Hoyas ran into Hogan, who 
got lucky when the game’s second shot hit the 
post behind her, rippling the net on impact. 
Moments later, as Georgetown searched for 
an opening, the freshman made one of her 11 
first-half saves. It’s the most saves in a half 
since Jen Kasel stopped 14 Dartmouth shots 
April 11, 2004.

“The defense I think helped (Hogan),” SU 
head coach Gary Gait said. “That and Liz mak-
ing some adjustments, stepping out a little more, 
forces people to hit pipes. You’re not seeing as 
much net.” 

While the Syracuse defense looked over-
matched two weeks ago against No. 1 Northwest-
ern, it left Georgetown little room to breathe. 
Throughout the first half Hogan flew across the 
crease, often hitting the turf in a split to make 
denial after denial.

“Not only me, but our whole defense learned 
(from the Northwestern game),” Hogan said. 
“We learned to help more. We had great help 
from our middies.”

The defense finally showed a complete per-
formance against a top 10 team. Gait said he had 
been searching for the right combination since 
the Orange lost midfielder Bridget Looney to 
injury at Virginia on March 1.

“I think that’s what we’ve been trying to 
adjust for eight, 10 games now,” Gait said. “How 
do we get our defense back to the level it was 
with Bridget in there?”

Against the sharpened defense, Georgetown 

couldn’t find a single crack. Down 4-0, Georgetown’s 
second-leading scorer Molly Ford looked like she’d 
beaten Hogan, catching a pass from across the field 
only to ring another one off the post — the second 
post the Hoyas had hit in a few minutes. 

Later in the period, Ford charged the crease 
and tried to blast one high past Hogan. The 
goalie stuck her stick in the air and stuffed 
Ford. Georgetown head coach Ricky Fried said 
those two plays on Hogan’s doorstep sunk his 
team’s spirits.

“A couple shots, we shot low, and we know we 
are supposed to be shooting to the pipes, and not 
low — not literally to the pipes, maybe they took 
me literally,” Fried said. “She’s a good goalie. As 
her confidence grew, you could see the defense’s 
confidence grow, and that snowballed.”

Fried said at times Hogan was just more 
focused than his shooters. Hogan’s quick moves 
led to errant shots or interceptions as she was 
credited with two caused turnovers.

“Molly (Ford) was lackadaisical at that 
point,” Fried said. “She just saw an open net and 
threw it in there, and Liz kept playing through 
the play. She’s a quick goalie.”

Hogan said it was unfortunate for the Hoyas 
as they kept finding the post, but she remained 
calm, trying to capitalize on the lucky breaks 
thrown her way. With the Georgetown pressure 
mounting in those first few minutes, Hogan let 
the posts ring and focused on what the Hoyas 
planned to do next.

“I don’t really remember what happens in 
games,” Hogan said. “I try to forget everything that 
happens. You just got to move onto the next shot.”

The last time Georgetown played in the 
Carrier Dome (in the Big East champion-
ship last May), another confident goalie, SU 
assistant coach Maggie Koch, was between 
the pipes for the Hoyas. Hogan said Koch had 
given her advice on what to look for out of the 
Georgetown shooters. It came in handy, as 
Hogan had what Gait called the best game of 
her career.

“(Maggie)’s taught me a lot since I’ve been 
here,” Hogan said. “It’s a great boost for me as 
well. I’ve had a few games where I’ve struggled, 
but she’s helped me turn it around.”

chjames@syr.edu
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By Didier Morais
Staff Writer 

Less than 24 hours after its triumphant sweep of 
Providence, the Syracuse softball team reverted 
to old habits.

The same players who effortlessly fielded 
ground balls and fly balls Saturday poorly mis-
played the same balls the following day against 

Connecticut. The same 
pitchers who pitched 
complete game shutouts 
Saturday struggled with 
ball location the follow-
ing day.

“It was just a couple 
mental mistakes, a 
couple critical errors,” 

associate head coach and pitching coach Kyle 
Jamieson said. “The thing that UConn did was 
they jumped on it every time we made a mis-
take. Sometimes you get away with it, but today 
it came back to haunt us.”

In previous games, SU usually escaped erro-
neous innings unscathed. But that was not 
the case against UConn. The Huskies swept 
the Orange — winning the opener, 9-1, in five 
innings, and rallying from a four-run deficit in 
the second game to win, 7-6. 

Sunday’s losses leave Syracuse with a 12-19 
overall record and a modest 5-3 in the Big East. 
The Orange had won five straight games against 
the Huskies going into Sunday and hadn’t been 
swept by the team since 2003.

SU faltered from the opening pitch in the first 
game Sunday. During the first inning, there 
was miscommunication on a fly ball, which 
ultimately dropped in between two outfielders.

“It sucks that the sun is especially bad in our 
stadium, but we tried our best under the cir-
cumstances,” sophomore outfielder Ev Ander-
son said.

Senior pitcher Chanel Roehner never found 
her rhythm as she struggled to locate her pitch-
es. As a result, she never made it past the first 
inning. The senior was pulled in favor of fresh-
man Angie Sagnelli, after she allowed three 
earned runs in a third of an inning’s work.

Jamieson said Roehner’s faulty pitching was 
the result of physical fatigue.

“She did throw Friday. Then she had to throw 
again yesterday, and maybe she was a little tired 
today,” Jamieson said. “Maybe she could have 
worked it out, but we were just in a situation 
where (UConn) went bang, bang, bang in the 
first inning, and we had to make a move.”

Conversely, UConn pitcher Tricia Sullivan 
baffled the Syracuse bats. She surrendered a 
measly three hits, all of which were to Roehner. 
The Huskies’ pitcher also ended hitting streaks 
of 10 games or more from junior catcher Amy 
Kelley and junior shortstop Jamie Kelling.

After a postgame pep talk, SU regained focus 
in its second game. Pitcher Brittany Gardner 
cruised through the first three innings, strik-
ing out seven batters without allowing a run.

But Syracuse blew two leads to lose game 
two. The first, a 3-0 advantage in the fifth, was 
erased after a few misplayed balls by SU. Then, 
after a Kelley three-run shot in the fifth put 
Syracuse ahead, 6-4, UConn tied it in the sixth. 
The Huskies won it on a Sarah Neuschwander 
solo shot to lead off the inning.

Kelley finished the game with five RBIs, tying 
her career-high. She nearly brought SU back 
again with two outs in the seventh and a runner 
on first. But her deep fly ball fell a few feet short 
of the fence, and the Huskies left victorious.

Yet again, mental mistakes and errors led to 
another decisive collapse. It was reminiscent of 
the performances that haunted the team earlier 
this season when SU started 0-13.

“We’ll be fine,” Kelley said. “We’re just going 
to drop it, move forward and keep playing our 
hearts out. It happens, it’s softball and it’s part 
of the game.”

The coaching staff voiced its confidence in 
the players, and praised their ability to rebound 
from the embarrassing first game.

“You got to remember that game could have 
gone any way,” Jamieson said. “Amy Kelley hits 
that ball another five feet, and we walk off that 
field as winners. We just have to come with our 
top game at all times.”

dsmorais@syr.edu

By Didier Morais
Staff Writer

After playing its first 27 games on the road, the 
Syracuse softball team had no plans to disap-
point in its home-opening doubleheader against 
Providence.

With opportune hits, crisp defense and two spec-
tacular pitching efforts, 
the Orange stunned the 
Friars and earned back-
to-back shutout victories 
Saturday, winning 6-0 in 
the opener and 3-0 in the 
second game.

The shutouts marked 
the 11th time SU has held its opponents scoreless 
in back-to-back games. It was the first time SU 
has posted a shutout sweep of a Big East rival 
since blanking former conference member Vir-
ginia Tech, 5-0 and 3-0, in 2002. In the process, 
Syracuse improved to 12-17 overall and 5-1 in 
conference play.

The home-field advantage surely motivated the 
squad, especially freshman third baseman Hallie 

Gibbs who played in her first career home game.
“We wanted to put on a show for (the fans),” 

Gibbs said. “Being at home is such a great feel-
ing. I know that everyone got excited to have 
their own music, and we love having our batting 
songs and warm-up mixes. It just gets everyone 
so pumped up to play.”

Gibbs belted the program’s eighth all-time 
grand slam in the second inning of the opener to 
help SU jump out to a 4-0 lead. It was her fourth 
home run of the season. The four RBIs in the 
game also gave her a team-best 16.

Inclement weather forced the umpires to 
suspend play in the middle of the fifth inning. 
Play continued early Saturday afternoon, and 
Syracuse picked up exactly where it left off. 
Senior pitcher Chanel Roehner continued her 
dominant pitching and finished with a complete 
game shutout as the Orange won 6-0.

“It was just good to play at home,” SU head 
coach Leigh Ross said. “Not to be on a plane, on a 
bus somewhere, or in a hotel. You get to get out of 
your own bed and play on your field.”

Throughout the game, the defensive unit 

played a cohesive, clean game. Players con-
verted put-outs with poise.

“It’s all clicking now,” Ross said. “In the begin-
ning of the season, either one game the pitching 
was off, or the defense was shaky, or the hitting 
wouldn’t come around. Now, everything is click-
ing at the right time. The key is confidence. Every 
day they’re getting more and more confident.”

SU carried its winning bravado into the second 
game. Sophomore pitcher Brittany Gardner set 
the tone for the game by striking out the side in 
the first inning. During the fourth, junior second 
baseman Lindsay Wasek executed a hit-and-run 
with senior outfielder Rachel Tilford on first base. 
Wasek drilled a pitch to the right field fence for her 
second triple of the year and drove in Tilford.

“Lindsay executed the hit-and-run to perfec-
tion,” associate head coach Kyle Jamieson said. 
“When you are already getting phenomenal 
pitching and getting great offensive production, 
it’s really hard not to win.”

Gardner racked up seven strikeouts in her 
sixth complete game and recorded her first shut-
out of the season in the 3-0 win. Yet, she credited 

her brilliant performance to the ambiance of 
having a home-field advantage.

“It’s nice to know that we are in our territory 
here,” Gardner said. “We have to defend it and 
make sure no one comes and takes it away. The 
challenge definitely gives us extra confidence 
and energy.”

Junior shortstop Jamie Kelling extended her 
hitting streak to a career-high 11 games — tied 
for the fifth longest in school history. Syracuse 
catcher Amy Kelley, prolonged her own hit streak 
to 10 games, one game short of her career high.

The Orange has persevered through adversi-
ty on the road, so playing at home only provided 
a boost to the team’s confidence. But despite 
the team’s 5-1 Big East record at the end of the 
day, Ross said she wouldn’t allow Syracuse to 
become complacent in success.

“We still have a lot of Big East left with very 
strong teams,” Ross said. “The rest of the season 
is one game at a time. We can’t think too far 
ahead, and all you can do is be ready for the first 
pitch and see what happens.”

dsmorais@syr.edu

S o f t b a l l

rachel fus | staff photographer
Chanel RoehneR had four hits in Syracuse’s doubleheader Sunday. the Orange lost 
both of its games to Connecticut after sweeping Providence on Saturday. 

Syracuse pitchers toss pair of shutouts in home opener

UConn sweeps error-prone 
SU for 1st time since 2003

ConneCtiCUt 9
SyraCUSe 1

ConneCtiCUt 7
SyraCUSe 6

SyraCUSe 3
providenCe 0

SyraCUSe 6
providenCe 0
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classified discount rates

the particulars 

and pricing
extras that personalize and perfect your ad

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info
hours:Mon 12:45-2, tue 11-1, thur 1-3 
fri 1-2
deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. 
each additional word is 10 cents per day. bold 
and capitaliZed words cost anadditional 5 
cents per word.the boxed list pricesare per 
inch. there is no per word charge and bold 
and caps are free.
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ApArtments for rent

apartMents apartMents 
478-7493

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

621 euclid ave
117 Redfield Place
145 avondale place 

available for 2008-2009
fully furnished, laundry, parking, full-

time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

three bedrooMs
rent start at $250/ bedrooM

sonia
350-4191

WWW.UnIVersItYHILL.Com

University Apartments 
Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedrooms, 
Walking distance to campus, 

some Available now.
 437-7577

1,2,3,4,5 bedroom apts and houses, June 
or august occupancy, free offstreet park-
ing, free Washer and dryer. 422-7138 or 

445-1808

tHree BeDroom ApArtments  
WWW.UnIVersItYHILL.Com

sonIA
350-4191

eLeGAntLY oVerLooKInG pArK 
luxurious furnished heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  
1108-1205-1207-1209 Madison st.
no pets CALL 469-0780. 

prIVAte fUrnIsHeD stUDIo 
Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. 
509 University Ave. 

Carpeted, Air-conditioned, furnished, 
secure, Laundry, parking, maintenance. 

Available for 2008-2009. 
University Area Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. #30 479-5005
www.universityarea.com

enerGY stAr ApArtments 
(LoW UtILItIes)

VIsIt WeBsIte 24/7 
WWW.UnIVersItYHILL.Com

sonIA
350-4191

south Campus
2, 3 and 4 bedroom apartments

completly furnished!
plasma tVs!
free internet!

air conditioning!
oak floors!

new appliances!
Just bring Your clothes and laptop

Call peach properties 
350-1327

110 Comstock
3 Bedroom Apartments

Available August 2008
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, micro-
wave, dishwasher, garbage disposal, 
balconies, off street parking, laundry. 

$350 pp + utilities.  

Call 478-6504

968 ackerman. furnished 2 bedroom available 
May. all amenities $800/month. call 469-6665 

116 Comstock Ave. 
studios 

available aug. 2008, 
$600/month inc. heat

Large, hardwood floors, lots of light, off-
street parking, laundry.

Call for an appointment!
478-6504

5/6 bedroom house. furnished, 2.5 baths. fire-
places, porch, quiet neighborhood, free washer/
dryer. June 2008 or august 15, 2008. 422-7138 
or 445-1808

great apartments still available for 
2008/2009. see our website for 

details: campushill.com. or call us at 
315-422-7110

bills are Just liKe hills
once You get on top of theM 
You end up right bacK under 

theM 
WAnt to eLImInAte YoUr BILLs for 

GooD?
call Wright WaY financial

1-877-406-0220
We can get You on top and help 

You staY on top

HeLp WAnteD

Undercover shoppers earn up to $70 
per day. undercover shoppers needed to 
judge retail/dining establishments. no exp 
required please call 800-722-4791

pArt tIme WorK
$14.25 Base- App.

•Flexible Schedules
•Customer sales/service
•All majors welcome
•Conditions apply, all ages 18+

Call 434-9553

315-445-9464

Wings just taste so much 
BETTER in SPRING!

6 5 2

5 2 8

6 4 2

4 3 9

3 8

7 9 1

7 1 9

7 3 9

3 4 2

EvilSudoku!

2 6

7 4 8

2 8 9 7

5 3 4

9 1 8 6

3 6 5

8 5 7 3

4 2 5

6 9

EaSySudoku!
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By Andy McCullough
Managing Editor

Evan Brady leaned forward when he 
heard the question. 

Could you talk about the reason 
for the defense’s turnaround from last 
year?

The senior tri-captain for the No. 1 
Syracuse men’s lacrosse team, fresh 
off a 13-6 victory Saturday over Princ-
eton, jumped at the chance.

“Sure,” he said, a slight grin break-

ing out across his face. “I mean, it’s 
everything.

“It’s our middie play, short stick 
middies. Bringing in Sid [Smith], 
bringing in a new goalie in John 
[Galloway], a new coaching staff [new 
defensive coordinator Lelan Rogers], 
just switching everything up.”

Then he went back to the mantra 
Rogers preaches each day in practice.

“But I think we just got back to the 

david krebs | staff photographer

Mike LeveiLLe and Syracuse defeated Princeton Saturday, 13-6. Leveille was held scoreless for the first time all season, but Syracuse’s midfield contributed eight goals.
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NEVER IN DOUBT

No. 1 Syracuse wins 6th in a row Tight SU defense holds 4th 
straight foe under 10 goals

see defense page 19see princeton page 18

By Kyle Austin
aSSt. SPortS Editor

B ill Tierney had the book on 
Syracuse.

After watching tape to pre-
pare for the high-powered attack of 
No. 1 Syracuse, the Princeton head 
coach knew precisely what to expect: 
a run-and-gun attack from a deep, 
experienced offense.

But it didn’t matter.
On Saturday, he stood helpless 

on the sideline and watched his fate 
unfold: a 13-6 Syracuse victory in 

front of 6,501 at the Carrier Dome — a 
solid, balanced offensive effort.

“We can anticipate what they 
were going to do,” Tierney said after 
the game. “We knew what they were 
going to do.

“The trouble is we couldn’t stop 
it.”

The Orange stayed true to the form 
that has helped it rise to the top of 
the lacrosse world with a 60-minute, 
near-flawless effort from an offensive 
unit that smothered the defensive-
minded Princeton.

With its sixth consecutive win, 
Syracuse moved to 8-1 on the year 
with five games left to play until the 
NCAA tournament, which now seems 
like a lock. No. 14 Princeton fell to 
4-4. Next up for the Orange is a quick 
turnaround Tuesday night when it 
travels to No. 8 Cornell.

For Tierney, to shut down one scor-
ing option only meant the emergence 
of another. Throughout the game, 
his plan of neutralizing SU leading 
scorer Mike Leveille worked. The 
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Groovy sixties 
hi 64° | lo 41°

see thomas page 8

Dean says 
professor’s 
job secure
Students, faculty 
move forward after 
Thomas’ remarks

lucas mccomb | asst. photo editor

‘One mic, one voice’
CedriC t. bolton, coordinator of student engagement in the Office of Multicultural Affairs, performs at the Verbal Blend Poets Open Mic 
Night at the Schine Student Center on Monday.  Verbal Blend Poets is a workshop meant for students who write and performa live poetry, 
taking in a blend of genres to get a more full experience. 

By Conor Orr
ASSt. NewS editOr

When students attended Laurence 
Thomas’ lecture Thursday, March 27, 
their experience was quite different than 
the one they had just two days earlier.

A relaxed Thomas began his PHI 
191 lecture by talking to students and 
playing a selection from one of his 
favorite gospel-style hits. Although his 
students appeared immersed in discus-
sion about what had happened in the 
class just two days before, the professor 
continued with class as usual. 

On Tuesday, March 25, Thomas can-
celed class after witnessing one of his 
students text messaging in the front 
row. Following the dismissal, Thomas 
sent a series of e-mails to the students 
and some faculty, discussing issues 
surrounding the student’s race as well 
as disrespect in the classroom.

Jonathan Strickberger, a freshman 
management major and student in 
Thomas’ class, said he was aware of 
various e-mails and postings Thomas 
made following the lecture, but has not 
witnessed anything directly. 

Another student in Thomas’ class 
felt that moving on was the right thing 
to do, citing the fact that the event was 
“over and done with.” 

The student, who wished not to be iden-
tified, said she agreed with Thomas’ deci-
sion to continue normally even though 
the class remains divided over the issue. 

“Half the kids are like ‘how can you 
do this, we pay for this and you leave 
class,’” she said. 

In a letter to his students, Thomas 
requested that they all refrain from 
discussing the matter on the course’s 
listserv, which had been populated 
before with the discussions of race and 
disrespect that sparked the original 
incident. 

By Heath D. Williams
StAff writer

A new merit-based scholarship was 
announced Monday night in a joint 
effort between Syracuse University, 
Chancellor Nancy Cantor’s Scholar-
ship in Action program and Student 
Association.

The scholarship will launch this 
fall and will award 11 $6,000 scholar-
ships to students who will be selected 
by their home colleges’ deans. Each 
college within the university will 
award one scholarship, except for The 
College of Arts and Sciences, which 
will award three.

Joe Wieder, a senior political sci-

ence and public relations major and 
SA liaison to the board of trustees, 
worked closely with Vice Chancellor 
and Provost Eric Spina to form the 
scholarship.

“I’ve been working for a long time 
on this new program,” Wieder said. 
“I’m very proud to have it launching 
this year, and it’s a pretty big deal.”

The new scholarship is not related 
to the merit-based scholarship pro-
posed by SA President Marlene Gold-
enberg at last week’s SA meeting. 
Goldenberg’s proposed scholarship 
would have been paid for with left-
over funds from the student activity 
fee.

To be eligible for the new scholar-

ship, students must meet four criteria. 
They are:

■  Students must not already have a 
merit scholarship from SU.

■ Students must have completed 
two years and have junior standing.

■  Students must have a GPA of at 
least 3.0.

■ Students must have “demonstra-
tion of Scholarship in Action in their 
time at Syracuse University,” accord-
ing to the press release announcing 
the new scholarship, which was dis-
tributed at the meeting.

Don Saleh, SU’s vice president for 
enrollment management, was at the 
meeting to announce the scholarship 
with Wieder. Saleh said student appli-

cations for the scholarship would be 
available within a week. After stu-
dents apply, the deans of each college 
will pick that college’s recipient of the 
scholarship.

Saleh said he was hopeful the schol-
arship will grow once it gets rolling and 
alumni become aware.

“We really expect a lot of growth 
with this program, with the excite-
ment it will generate with alumni 
and friends of the university,” Saleh 
said.

Both Saleh and Wieder said a new 
merit scholarship at SU is long overdue.

“Students here at Syracuse need 
more recognition for what they do both 

see sa page 8

Assembly approves upperclassman scholarships

I N S I D e N e w S

Head start
SU’s GeAr UP Program 
allows high schoolers 
firsthand experience in college 
application process  Page 3
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A look at classes and organizatons that get 

Syracuse University students off campus 

and involved with outside The Hill.  Page 12

Humor columnist Scott Spinelli 

refl ects on his search for the 

perfect class. Page 12

Students and professors pick 

their favorite classes offered 

at Syracuse University for 

next semester. Pages 10-11

After surveying more than 100 Syracuse 

students, The Daily Orange compiles the 

best courses the university has to offer. 

Pages 10-11

S p e c I a l  S e c T I o N

Class registration guide
the daily Orange presents an extensive 
color-coded two-page spread highlighting 
the classes you should take next semester. 

The breakdown
where’s the best building on campus to have a class? 
what’s the earliest most students will take a class? 
Are people taking friday classes? Pages 9-12
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u.s. & world news
compiled by megan saucke

olympic torch relay 
interrupted by protesters
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ta l k  t o  u s
If you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

If you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

We always need new contributors to 
all sections. No experience required. 
E-mail editor@dailyorange.com

S TUDENT  OF  THE  WEEK

Tim Liebrock

t H I s  d aY  I n  H I s t o r Y

Rock ‘n’ roll, 
1994 

Nirvana’s
lead singer,

Kurt Cobain,
found dead 
of suicide.

California, 
1986

Actor Clint 
Eastwood 

elected 
mayor of 
Carmel.

Baseball, 
1974

Hank Aaron 
hits 715th 
home run,

breaks Babe
Ruth’s record.

Constitution,
1913

Connecticut
ratifies 

the 17th 
Amendment.

By Kelly Outram
STAff WrITEr

L et’s face it: one major aspect 
of college is bumming 
around the dorm challeng-

ing friends to games of “Super 
Mario Kart,” watching hours of 
television shows and movies on 
end. If you need any help finding 
good ones, look no further than Tim 
Liebrock.

Liebrock, a junior civil engineer-
ing major, decided to help his friends 
create a blog critiquing such vital 
parts of undergrad life — television, 
movies and video games. But unlike 
professional cinema reviews, the 
“Bear’s TV Blog” aims to entertain 
through informality and brings a 
type of wit targeted toward down-to-
earth college students.

“My roommate Casey decided 
that he wanted to start a blog,” Lie-
brock said in an e-mail. “And asked 
us if we wanted to be contributors. 
We said yes, and it took off from 
there. We settled on movies and 
video games and TV because it is a 
huge interest in our house.”

The blog’s readers are mainly 
friends, Liebrock said, and features 
posts by Liebrock and his house-
mates who go by the code names 
Bear and G-Money. Together, they 
have reviewed 14 different films and 
games, from “The Golden Compass” 
to “Super Mario Galaxy,” since 
starting the blog in mid-De-
cember. 

“I like this movie. It’s fun, it’s 
daring, and it really makes me want 
to go steal something valuable,” 
Liebrock wrote in his post about 
“Ocean’s 13.”

Between the burden of school-
work and his search for a bartend-
ing job, Liebrock admits he’s had 
trouble updating his blog lately. He 
plans to voice his opinion on recent 

releases like “The Bank Job,” a 
crime film, and newly issued Wii 
video game, “Super Smash Broth-
ers: Brawl.” And once school lets 
out, the trio plans to expand its pop 
culture repertoire. 

“There isn’t too much coming out 
soon that interests me,” Liebrock 
said. “But the summer months will 
be a huge chance to blog more and 
create a better site.”

kaoutram@syr.edu

stephen dockery | photo editor

The last leg of the Olympic 
torch ceremony in Paris was cut 
short after thousands of rowdy 
demonstrators kept attacking the 
procession. Three thousand french 
police tried to guard the Olympic 
route and even used Mace against 
demonstrators. The torch’s fire 
went out at least three times. 
The incident highlights the recent 
controversy surround the 2008 
Summer Olympics. Sen. Hillary 
Clinton of New York is calling for 
President Bush to boycott the 
Olympics opening ceremony, 
due to China’s poor human rights 
record, especially recently in 
dealing with protests in Tibet.

Bush meets with 
Putin, Medvedev
President Bush and russian 
President Vladimir Putin 
met Sunday to discuss their 
disagreements over missile 
defense. They sought to resolve 
the conflict and agreed to consider 
a joint program. Putin, who is 
stepping down from russia’s 
presidency next month, said 
the talk was no breakthrough, 
while Bush was optimistic. 
Bush also visited with Putin’s 
successor, Dmitry Medvedev.

400 children removed from 
polygamist texas ranch
Authorities have removed more 
than 400 children from a ranch near 
Eldorado, Tex. this past week. The 
ranch is owned by a polygamist 
religious sect. The children, along 
with 133 women, were removed 
after there were allegations of 
abuse and forced marriage of 
young teenagers. State police 
detained the men who live at the 
ranch, called Yearning for Zion. 
The sect leader, Warren Jeffs, was 
convicted last year of being an 
accessory to the rape of a 14-year-
old girl. The investigation started 
after a 16-year old called authorities 
last month. The ranch was built 
by the fundamentalist Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.

s ta r t  t u e sda y

t o d aY ’ s  e V e n t s
What: “The Devil’s Miner”
When: 4 p.m.
Where: 341 Eggers Hall
How much: free 
 
What: Samer Shehata lecture
When: 4 p.m.
Where: Public Events room, Eggers
How much: free

What: Vincent Tinto  
When: 4 p.m.
Where: 304ABC Schine
How much: free 

What: Charity Sports Auction  
When: 6:30 p.m.
Where: Carrier Dome
How much: $5 

What: Brazilian Ensemble concert
When: 8 p.m.
Where: Crouse College
How much: free

C o n ta C t  u s
Editor@dailyorange.com

News@dailyorange.com

Pulp@dailyorange.com

Sports@dailyorange.com

Opinion@dailyorange.com

Design@dailyorange.com

Photo@dailyorange.com

Ads@dailyorange.com

EDITORIAL 
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BUSINESS 
315 443 2315 
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315 443 2869
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t o M o r r o w
n e w s

Cantor’s billions 
An update on SU’s progress in the bil-
lion dollar campaign. 

p u l p

spring training
Joystick takes a swing at newly 
released baseball video games.

s p o r t s 

sweet seven?
SU men’s lax travels to No. 5 Cor-
nell looking for its seventh win in 
a row.

s P o r t s  s C H e d u l e
MEN’S LACROSSE 
Tue., April 8 
vs. Cornell 
@ 7 p.m., Ithaca, N.Y. 
 
SOFTBALL 
Tue., April 8 
vs. Niagara 
@ 3 p.m., Syracuse, N.Y. 
 
MEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 12  
George Washington Invitational 
@ TBA, Washington, D.C.  

WOMEN’S LACROSSE 
Sat., April 12 
vs. rutgers 
@ 11 a.m., New  
Brunswick, N.J. 

TRACK & FIELD 
Thu., April 10  
Bulldog Decathlon 
@ TBA, Athen, Ga. 

WOMEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 12 
vs. UPenn &  
Northeastern 
@ All day, Boston,  
Mass.
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Critique draws 
from personal 
experiences 

stephen dockery | photo editor

spring setting in
Students walk through the Quad on Monday in 61-degree temperatures. Temperatures for the first half of the week will remain in the lower 
60s with sunshine and partly cloudy skies. Showers will occur toward the end of the week, with temperatures in the lower 50s, according 
to weather.com. 

A Syracuse University student 
encountered a man masturbating in 
his dark blue sedan in the 700 block of 
Ostrom Avenue Monday evening. 

The man asked the student for 
directions to downtown Utica, and 
when the student saw what the man 
was doing, he yelled that he was just 
asking for directions and sped away, 
the student said. 

SU Department of Public Safety 
and the Syracuse Police Department 
both responded to the call. 

This incident isn’t the only one of 
its kind, said Vahidin Zagorica, a DPS 
officer.

“That’s not the only one. There are 
more cases of this around the whole 
area,” he said. “We don’t really see 
that very often, but students should 
report anything that doesn’t look 
right.”

By Shayna Meliker, asst. news editor

shmelike@syr.edu

man found in car 
masturbating

Feminist looks 
at nationalism 
in Zimbabwe

By Patricia DiBenedetto
DeSign eDiTor

Patricia McFadden was not allowed to 
receive permanent resident status in 
her own country of Swaziland. She was 
almost deported from Zimbabwe. These 
countries didn’t want her to live there.

It is because of her feminist cri-
tique of nationalism. For 30 years, 
she has been saying that that nation-
alism will lead to instability in the 
patriarchal society in Zimbabwe, 
and finally, people are taking notice.

“It’s good to be a bad woman, a trou-
ble-making woman,” McFadden said. 

Her lecture, originally titled 
“The Limits of Nationalism in Rela-
tion to Citizenship, Militarism and 
the State,” was changed to omit mili-
tarism and focused instead on the 
role of feminism in critiquing the 
patriarchal society in Zimbabwe.

McFadden, the newly Endowed 
Cosby Chair of Social Sciences in 
the Women’s Research and Resource 
Center at Spelman College in Atlan-
ta, spoke Monday as part of the 

geaR up encourages college after graduation
By Lauren Bertolini

ASST. newS eDiTor

The Gaining Early Awareness and 
Readiness for Undergraduate Pro-
grams (GEAR  UP) has two new direc-
tors and a new location in Syracuse 
University’s School of Education, but 
its mission is still the same.

“Syracuse University staff goes 
into the (Syracuse city) schools, and 
they actually push into the classes to 
deliver college education programs,” 
said Bernice Bradway, the new direc-
tor of the state-funded portion of SU’s 
GEAR UP.

GEAR UP is a joint venture 
between SU and the Syracuse City 
School District. The program is cur-
rently following seventh and eighth 
graders at 11 Syracuse middle schools 
and the freshman class of students 
in Henninger, Nottingham, Fowler, 
Corcoran and Central Technical high 
schools.

The program works to provide 
middle and high school students with 
the necessary tools to successfully 

apply for college and receive the nec-
essary financial aid.

GEAR UP’s main program, the 
“college-ed” curriculum was designed 
by the College Board, a not-for profit 
association best known for the SAT 
and PSAT tests. The program works 
with students from eighth to 12th 
grade, introducing new aspects of the 
college admission and financial aid 
processes to students each year.

“If we get kids more college-mind-
ed, they are more likely to cross the 
stage at graduation,” Bradway said.

Further efforts are made to 
encourage students to graduate 
through subcontracted services with 
agencies like the Partners for Educa-
tion & Business. 

“Particularly with urban youth, 
the concern with dropout is number-
one in our mind,” said Joe Vargo, 
the executive director of Partners in 
Education & Business. “Forty to 50 
percent of the kids who enter in ninth 
grade don’t cross the stage at gradua-
tion. Syracuse got this grant because 
of this problem, this big problem.”

The not-for profit corporation uses 
career education and exploration to 
enable students to develop the nec-
essary skills for the job they hope 
to work in teir he future. Students 
take a survey at the beginning of 
each year testing their competence 
in areas such as locating and reading 
information. They are then told how 
much they must improve in this area 
in order to be qualified for the profes-
sion of their choice. 

Students are its target demograph-
ic, but GEAR UP also reaches out to 
teachers to provide in-service train-
ing they can bring back to their stu-
dents. Approximately 10 teachers met 
Monday at the local branch of Eric 
Mower and Associates, a marketing 
and communications agency, to hear 
about what is going on in the field.

After the full series of lectures, the 
teachers will work with Bradway and 
other members of GEAR UP to create 
usable lesson plans that will connect 
the outside business world to inside 
the classroom.

Bradway became director of SU’s 

branch of GEAR UP’s state grant in 
October 2007, after the retirement 
of former Director Lena Kochian. A 
new director for the federal grant 
program has been hired, but “that 
person is not physically here yet,” 
said Bradway, adding the name has 
not yet been announced.

Soon after Bradway started her 
new position, the School of Educa-
tion took over the program, removing 
GEAR UP from the Division of Stu-

Program prepares city high schoolers for college application process
Gear up timeline
January 2001– initial federal 
grant of $1.5 million for Fowler 
and Henninger high schools 
under federal geAr UP program
January 2004 – $487,000 state 
grant from the Higher education 
Services Corporation 
Summer 2006 – $3.4 million 
state grant from the Higher edu-
cation Services Corporation
October 2006 – $8.2 million fed-
eral grant from the Department 
of education

see Gear up page 4
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dent Support and Retention in late January 2008, 
a move that caused some additional confusion 
but plays into her future vision for the program.

“For a while we didn’t know if, or where, we 

were going to move, but now we ended up staying 
in the building where we were,” she said.  

GEAR UP’s team is based at SU, and once the 
new federal grant director settles in, Bradway 
said she plans to work out ways to involve the SU 
community.

“I am hoping to get more students involved 
from SU,” she said. “This will be some real-life 
experience to see how an urban school system 
works. My vision ties in with Scholarship in 
Action.”

The program is funded by a state grant of 
$3.4 million from the Higher Education Ser-
vices Corporation and a federal grant of $8.2 
million from the U.S. Department of Education, 
both of which were granted in 2006.  

The state grant, in its third year, follows 
1,700 ninth grade students in the Syracuse dis-
trict and will expire when the class graduates 
in 2011.

The federal grant follows this year’s seventh 
and eighth grade classes and will expire in 2011, 
Bradway said. 

On Monday, Bradway will travel to her fi rst 
state-wide GEAR UP conference in Rochester, 
the same day her ninth grade students will be 
visiting fi ve different area colleges.

Bradway began working with GEAR UP dur-
ing the city’s fi rst state grant, which ran from 
2001 to 2005. The program was confi ned to two 
local high schools, including Fowler, where she 
worked as a vice principal and liaison between 
the high school and the university-based pro-
gram.

“I monitored and supervised a lot of the 
activities, and I can say that this program helps 
develop a well-rounded person,” she said. “It 
provides kids with a great deal of exposure and 
hope about college careers.”

lrbertol@syr.edu
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SU trial team places third 
in national competition

By Lauren Myers
STAFF WRITER

Olatokunbo Olaniyan, Rafi el Warfi eld and Jen-
nifer Brooks walked into a courtroom, evidence 
in hand. They were ready to defend Gabriella 
Robinson, whose husband died in a plane crash. 
They fought for their client, the judges deliberated 
and they won the case and the third place fi nish.

The Syracuse University College of Law’s 
trial team has just completed the most success-
ful season in SU history, capping off its run with 
a trip to Nationals.

“This has been a great season and a great way 
to top off my career here at SU,” said third-year law 
student Olaniyan, a member of the winning team.

The team fi nished with the best overall record 
out of the trial teams in New York state, and it 
also won the New York State Bar Association 
Tiffany Cup trophy, which was supplemented by 
a $5,000 scholarship for the college.  

The SU Trial Team is made up of 18 students 
who compete in teams of four to six people. They 
compete against trial teams from other universi-
ties and colleges around the country. The team typ-
ically attends two or three competitions a semester 
and fi elds three teams at each competition.

A basic competition has three or four prelimi-
nary rounds, followed by quarterfi nals, semi-
fi nals and a fi nal match. Teams are awarded 
points by judges based on how well they perform 
on certain parts of the match, and the team with 
the most points wins. 

This season the SU sent two teams to the 
regional competition, and both teams advanced 
to the semifi nals at the competition. 

The team of Olaniyan, Warfi eld and Brooks 
made it to the National Finals in Austin, Texas, 
hosted by the Texas Young Lawyers Association, 
where they advanced to the semifi nal round.

Competitions are a valuable and practical 
way for the students to learn various aspects of 
courtroom proceedings, said Brooks, a team 
member in her second year of law. The competi-
tions let students learn how to present evidence, 
how to deal with judges and witnesses, what 
standard courtroom protocol is and how they 
should act in the courtroom, she said.

“We’ve had a very successful season, with a lot 
of hard work and dedication, not only from the stu-
dents but also from our coaches,” Brooks said, cit-
ing the long hours their coaches would spend with 
team members during practice on the weekends to 
help them prepare for their competitions.

Brooks is looking to pursue a career in the 
area of litigations. 

Olaniyan will graduate from the College of 
Law in May and will take a position as an assis-
tant district attorney in the Brooklyn District 
Attorney’s Offi ce.

Warfi eld, the third member of the team that 
competed at nationals is in his third year at the 
College of Law and also serves as president of the 
College of Law Student Senate.

lmmyers@syr.edu

GEAR UP
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still smitten with bill clinton

N.Y. Senate makeover:
Democrats poised to defeat 
multiple incumbents in state 

P aloma Capanna, a Democratic 
candidate for state senate 
in New York’s 54th District, 

spoke up last weekend for a constitu-
ency she felt had been ignored in the 
state capital. And, after her speech 
at the Democratic Rural Caucus in 
Saratoga, N.Y., she had a message for 
her Republican counterparts. 

“There is a belief that the Republi-
cans are omnipotent,” Capanna said 
Saturday. “They are paper tigers. It’s 
time to show up and say ‘Boo.’”

Capanna, a Webster, N.Y., native, 
is part of a wave of candidates facing 
Republican state senate incumbents 
this election year, those who plan to 
shake the incumbents out of power. 
She is the first to challenge Sen. 
Michael Nozzolio (R) in the 54th 
district since 1992. 

And while Republicans may still 
have more bite than paper tigers, 
there is little doubt their accomplish-
ments have been paper-thin. Accord-
ing to the Ithaca Journal, a New York 
University Law School study says the 
New York state Legislature — and 
the Republican-controlled Senate in 
particular — has been one of the most 
unproductive governing bodies in the 
country.

Pet projects have spiraled out of 
control and been unfairly allocated. 
Senate majority leader Joseph Bruno 
and nine fellow Republican senators 
received nearly a third of funds set 
aside for pet projects for their own 
districts, according to a 2006 New 
York Times article.

The top pet project spender, of 
course, was Sen. Bruno himself, who 
for the past two years has also been 
under investigation by the FBI for his 
possibly unlawful business interests.

Bruno is a former boxer from 
Glens Falls, N.Y.  But in this 2008 
election cycle, his party’s control is 
facing a threat from pugilist candi-
dates like Capanna. The Democrats’ 
goal: to take back the majority in 
the New York Senate and deliver the 
knockout punch to Sen. Bruno’s reign 
as the state heavyweight champion of 
government stagnation.

In fact, they’ve already won the 
first round. After Republican Sen. 
Jim Wright resigned from the 48th 
district, Democratic Assemblyman 
Darrel Aubertine won the seat in 
a special election victory this past 
February. It was the first time a 
Democrat won the region in more 
than 100 years. 

Capanna, a family law attorney, 
is more than ready to take on Sen. 
Bruno. In reference to Bruno’s boxing 
career, she said she wanted to bring 
boxing gloves to Albany — and paint 
them blue.

The Democrats are now just one 
seat away from taking the power 
away from Bruno and two away from 
making minority leader Malcolm 
Smith, the new majority leader.

Don Barber, for one, just 
announced his entry into the race 
— and he’s making Republicans ner-
vous. Barber has been raising money 
for two years to prepare to challenge 
22-year-old Republican Jim Seward 
in the 51st district. 

According to the Ithaca Journal, 
Barber wants to go to the state capital 
in Albany to bring accountability 
to government, which he says will 
come from putting the state under 
the control of Democrats, who will no 
longer have Republicans to blame for 
the government’s problems.

This summer, consider volunteer-
ing for a local Democratic candidate. 
If just one more seat goes to the 
Democrats this election season, the 
state senators will not just be bring-
ing the sound of the “Rocky” theme 
to Albany.  They’ll bring something 
much more important: your voice. 

Kevin Eggleston is sophomore politi-
cal science and television, radio and film 

major. His columns appear every Tues-
day. He can be reached kmeggles@syr.edu

s c r i b b l e
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By Kristen Wasik
Contributing Writer

Mark Roe passed a brand-new iPod touch around 
the packed auditorium Monday night to illustrate 
the aesthetic appeal of the product. 

“It’s kind of like jewelry,” Roe said of the silver 
backing. “It’s a product, but it’s really supposed to 
be pretty.”

Roe, Apple’s senior director of worldwide ser-
vice spoke as the final installment of Whitman’s 
Marketing Spring Speaker Series in the Lender 
Auditorium in the Martin J. Whitman School of 
Management.

The Marketing Spring Speaker Series brings 
senior-level managers who represent global cor-
porations onto campus to talk about their experi-

ences, said Angela Petrucco, the director of the 
Whitman Career Center. 

“Innovation,” Roe said. “That is, in a word, 
what Apple is all about. Innovation in design, 
innovation in the business process, innova-
tion in business models, innovation in how 
we conduct meetings, innovation in every 
single thing we do. That is what Apple’s about, 
and that’s what makes it so exciting to be at 
Apple.”

“He’s an alumnus that’s giving his time 
to educate the community,” Petrucco said. 
“This is an integral part of your experience 
on campus.”

Roe gave away the brand new iPod touch to 
the student who was able to guess how much time 

Apple had spent with their customers last year 
through customer service. 

“I thought it was a great presentation,” said 
Lisa Bamel, a sophomore accounting major. “It’s 
hard to engage that many people, but giving away 
an iPod was a good tactic. People wanted to stay 
and see if they won.”

Roe said the appearance of the iPod is an 
important aspect of the product. Apple invested 
in 55 laser-cutting machines to ensure a shine on 
the metal so there would be no scuff marks on the 
iPod during production, Roe said.

Each machine cost more than $1 million and 
had to be made by a company in Germany, who 
designed the machine especially for Apple, he 
said.

This kind of cost is what the company faces 
when it is devoted to the highest-quality products, 
Roe said. “When you’re innovative, you’re not 
doing what other people do. You’re doing some-
thing no one’s ever done before, so you have to 
learn how to do it.”

Roe’s talk of innovation and new ideas 

touched students who want to make a career 
out of marketing. 

Roe discussed a lot of what is mentioned in 
classes, Bamel said. 

“A lot of terms that we use in class were part 
of his presentation,” she said. “And it reflected 
what the school is teaching, which made it really 
interesting.”

kmwasik@syr.edu
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Senior Apple director speaks about innovation of the iPod
The iPod Touch
■  Launched on September 5, 2007
■  Available in 8, 16 and 32 gb of flash 
memory
■  Designed with the iPhone’s touch 
screen feature
■  includes Apple’s Safari internet 
browser
■ Has a 3.5 inch screen with a wide-
screen video feature

Source: Apple.com 

Feminist Scholarship at SU Speaker Series.
The lecture was held in the Peter Gra-

ham Scholarly Commons in the E.S. Bird 
Library.

“She is a woman who really speaks her mind. 
She is not going to leave the ground on which we 
are sitting or standing the same,” Micere Githae 
Mugo, SU African-American Studies depart-
ment chair said before the speech.

McFadden lectured about the devastating 
effects nationalism are having on Zimbabwe, 
which she predicts will determine the out-
come of nationalism in South Africa.

“Zimbabwe is a litmus test for what will 
happen in South Africa,” McFadden said.

She said nationalism arose out of com-
promises made after Zimbabwe received its 
independence in 1980. The compromises ben-
efited those of the upper class, rather than the 
people who fought for liberation.

This is what McFadden criticized.
 These compromises, McFadden said, only 

included details about property and control 
of money, void of comment from those in the 
working class.

McFadden called for new discourses on a 
method of change not including nationalism. 

She called for the people of the entirety of 
Southern Africa to unite and overlook their 
racist barriers so all may be referred to as 
Southern Africans. 

The young people of Zimbabwe must take 
up the political activism of the independence 
movement to avoid a potential civil war, 
McFadden said. 

She said a change is needed in order to 
provide a path for South Africa to succeed in 
attaining stability.

“Dr. McFadden offers a radical interpreta-
tion of a look at African politics, something 
Africans on a continental level must move to in 
order for the continent to resist colonialism and 
imperialism,” said Paul Burgman, a graduate 
student in the Pan African studies program.

McFadden has taught in Africa, Europe 
and the United States and also works to gather 
support for feminist institutions in Africa. 

pldibene@syr.edu

mcfadden
f r o m  p a g e  3
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New website, iConflict, allows citizen journalists to post content

By the people, 
FOR THE PEOPLE

By Kelina Imamura
Asst. Copy Editor

i
conflict was launched only nine days ago, 
and there are already big plans for the 
news Web site. It’s a one-of-a-kind market 
that targets those interested in interna-

tional crises and conflict often left underre-
ported by major news sources.

The site is on the forefront of user-gener-
ated content and multimedia, said iConflict 
co-founder Jason Haber.

 “If you look at current sites like CNN’s 
iReport, NowPublic, Newsline, you can get 
irrelevant news like a cat chasing a hot dog,” 
Haber said. “There is this Wild West, anything 
goes mentality. That just doesn’t work. (Users) 
don’t want to see that. They want a place to 
go and not have to toggle through irrelevant 
news stories.”

And this is what iConflict provides. The 
site outlines all the possible ways for one to 
get his news — whether it is through videos, 
photos or full stories — all posted by Haber 
and other users.

Web sites like iConflict are on the forefront 
of the media transition from print to online. It 
targets people who care about international 
issues and those traveling in conflict zones, 
Haber said. 

Mainstream media doesn’t always cover 
international conflict extensively or exclu-
sively, Haber said. 

“You’re always going to see a conflict or cri-
sis somewhere in the world,” he said. “There 
is always a story that needs to be told.”

Yet some remain unchanged about the 
way they get their news. Matthew Dange-
lantonio, a freshman communication and 
rhetorical studies and Spanish double major, 
keeps up with the news more than he would 
normally because of his COM 107 class. For 
someone who gets his news from CNN.com 
and The New York Times or “The Daily 
Show with Jon Stewart” and “The Colbert 
Report,” Dangelantonio is skeptical of user-
generated content.

“You have no idea who is writing these 
stories on the Internet,” Dangelantonio said. 
“I think you can find credible blogs out there. 
But I’d be more inclined to trust something 
that I read in a newspaper or on The New York 
Times Web site.”

iConflict was founded by Haber and his 
brother Cory. After nine days online, the site 
has traffic from Europe and hopes to expand 
its content to include work produced by uni-
versity students.

The site, Haber said, aims to empower 
people who live and work in conflict regions 
and get them to share their stories online. 
He wants to engage users in the news — read, 
listen and watch it. iConflict also works to get 

users to understand the important issues that 
are shaping the world. 

In the coming months, the site will add 
more features, including working with young 
people who are interested in journalism. One 
of the projects is to allow students to put 
together video packages to appear on the Web 
site, Haber said.

Another plan in the works is a weekly video 
recap of stories that don’t make the evening 
news — a chance to show stories that were 
missed, Haber said. Those videos will be 
uploaded to iTunes and YouTube for users to 
download.

“We’re part of the next round, where any-
thing goes,” Haber said. “We have this focus, 
which makes a difference. It’s the future 
of media. News is becoming open-source. It 
turns the whole notion of news on its head. It’s 
a whole new concept, and it’s all happening 
right now.”

kmimamur@syr.edu

iConflict, a new Web site, is an open forum for citizen journalists to 
post news stories which are normally left out of major newscasts. 
Anyone can put photos, article and videos online. the Web site 
launched nine days ago.

iConflict.com

T e c h n o l o g y
every tuesday in the daily orange
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But Thomas supplemented that letter with 
another follow-up titled “The respect of my stu-
dents: A moral balm,” attempting to put the situ-
ation to rest. 

“There is no end to the number of students who 
respect and admire me and who appreciate my 
endeavors. And that respect has reached across 
every conceivable ethnic combination,” Thomas 
said in a letter to Chancellor Nancy Cantor, The Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences Dean Cathryn Newton, his 
students and The Daily Orange.

“Thus, among those students who have written 
a most supportive note is a Shiite Muslim. In this 
complicated world, affi rmation does not get any 

richer than that,” he said. 
Newton, who has been monitoring the incident, 

said she and Thomas are looking to get together 
and talk about what happened in his lecture that 
Tuesday. 

Newton also said that no action regarding the 
fi ring of Thomas has or will be taken as a repri-
mand for his actions. 

“The chancellor and I, when this issue had been 
raised, wrote back to a couple of people who had 
written in concern to say ‘absolutely not, (his fi ring) 
is not being considered,’” she said.

Cantor, who called the possibility of Thomas 
being fi red “erroneous,” contacted Newton shortly 
after the incident occurred. 

Newton said that there are some matters that 
need to be cleared up between her and Thomas 
— something she hopes to resolve in the meeting 

between the two. 
“I want us to continue to talk about some of the 

issues that are arising here,” she said. “Professor 
Thomas and I have a long collegial history, and I 
have several concerns that I want to discuss with 
him further.” 

The issues, Newton said, were mostly stem-
ming from the correspondence between Thomas, 
his students and the administration following his 
lecture Tuesday, March 25. 

“I agree that it’s something to monitor,” 
Newton said. “This really is considered a course 
that students want to take and feel engaged in, 
so I’m really committed to both the students and 
also to helping faculty to maintain the kind of 
respectful atmosphere in their class that they 
need to.” 

ctorr@syr.edu
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The Syracuse University
Retail Association presents

Spring
Fashion Show

Fundraiser

Friday, April 11, 2008
7:00 PM @ Hendricks Chapel

Sponsored by Macy’s Inc.

Tickets are $10.00
All proceeds benefit the

American Cancer Society

For tickets contact Lindsey Meyer,
retail.assoc@gmail.com

THOMAS
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in and outside of the classroom,” Wieder said. “This 
scholarship will do that.”

Revisions to elections codes
The SA assembly voted down revisions to the 

organization’s elections codes that would have 
allowed candidates for elections within SA to 
campaign in computer clusters and residence 
halls.

The bill, sponsored by SA Parliamentarian 
Natalie Clay, was a result of low voter turnout in 
past SA elections and discrepancies within the 
codes that became an issue in last year’s election 
for president between Goldenberg and assembly 
member Larry Seivert.

Seivert was a write-in candidate, which permit-
ted him to campaign in residence halls where Gold-
enberg, who was offi cially on the ballot, could not.

The bill with the revisions to the elections 
codes would allow campaigning in residence 
halls, but only with the approval of the Offi ce of 
Residence Life.

But it was Seivert, who lost to Goldenberg by 
183 votes, who questioned the ability to campaign 
in residence halls.

“It might be giving too much power to candi-
dates to have them going around residence halls,” 
Seivert said. “These candidates might be crossing 
a line in a sort of personal violation of people liv-
ing in the residence halls. Is there a place where 
we draw the line?”

The bill said only that “forms of campaigning 
will be enabled.”

Clay defended candidates’ ability to campaign 
in residence halls.

“They’re running for the sole purpose of repre-

senting Syracuse University students to the best 
of their ability,” Clay said. “If they could do that 
in residence halls, that would allow for greater 
turnout. It’s not about campaigning for yourself. 
It’s about campaigning to be a great president to 
benefi t Syracuse.”

The bill failed by a vote of 13-3, but many of 
those opposed, like Seivert, said the bill was a step 
in the right direction. 

“For a lot of students, the residence halls are 
their homes,” Seivert said. “Some people wish to 
have some more privacy. Is there something more 
that we can bring to this bill that clarifi es what 
you’re allowed to do in residence halls?”

Clay said she would work to revise the bill with 
more specifi c wording about candidates’ ability to 
campaign in the residence halls.

Elections
The assembly also voted two new members 

into the assembly, a new member to SA’s Judicial 
Review Board and two new liaisons to the board 
of trustees.

A.J. Ellis, a sophomore retail management 
major, and Jonathan Barnhart, a freshman in The 
College of Arts and Sciences, were both elected to 
the assembly.

C.J. Matthews, a freshman in Arts and Sci-
ences, was elected to SA’s Judicial Review Board.

For the board of trustees liaison election, 
fi ve candidates were vying for two positions. 
Assembly members Helene Kahn and Larry 
Seivert ran against President Marlene Gold-
enberg, Vice President Sommer Smith and 
Alec Sim, SA’s board of elections and member-
ship chair.

The candidates had to receive four-fi fths of 
the vote to be elected a liaison. After the fi rst 
round of voting, Goldenberg and Smith were 
eliminated. On the second ballot, Seivert and 
Kahn were elected as the liaisons.

hdwillia@syr.edu

SA
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HOW TO APPLY: 
■ Students must not already have a merit scholarship from SU.
■ Students must have completed two years and have junior standing.
■ Students must have a GPA of at least 3.0.
■ Students must have “demonstration of Scholarship in Action in their time at Syracuse 
University,” according to the press release announcing the new scholarship.
Applications will be available within a week and the students will be chosen by the dean of 
their home college. 

Source: Student Association
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Reaching out
A look at classes and organizatons that get 
Syracuse University students off campus 
and involved with outside The Hill.  Page 12

Decisons, decisions
Humor columnist Scott Spinelli 
refl ects on his search for the 
perfect class. Page 12
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Students and professors pick 
their favorite classes offered 
at Syracuse University for 
next semester. Pages 10-11

What a wonderful week
After surveying more than 100 Syracuse 
students, The Daily Orange compiles the 
best courses the university has to offer. 
Pages 10-11
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TIME MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
9:00 AM

10:00 AM

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

3:00 PM

BEST BUILDINGS

Huntington Beard Crouse

Orange Grove

Physics building

Grant Auditorium

Carnegie 

16 votes

  9 votes

  8 votes

  7 votes

  6 votes

Whitman

Newhouse

Maxwell

Huntington Beard Crouse

Hall of Languages

16 votes

14 votes

  9 votes

  6 votes

  5 votes

WORST BUILDINGS

Shannon Novak, 12:45 p.m.-2:05 p.m. MW, Eggers Hall 070
Study death, but not in a weird, morbid way. This class analyzes 
death through the lens of anthropology, that is, why death is 
important to anthropologists. 

ANT 434: ANTHROPOLOGY OF DEATH

John Marshall Townsend, 11 a.m.-12:20 p.m. T/Th, Eggers Hall 010
This class dissects sexual attraction around the globe, from what cultures 
have in common to what sets their taste in men and women apart from the 
rest of the world.

ANT 365: SEXUAL ATTRACTION IN CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE

Greg Thomas, 12:30 p.m.-1:50 p.m. T/Th, Hall of Languages 114 
Although offi cially labeled an English class, “Ghetto Realism” explores every-
thing from “Menance II Society” to Malcolm X, and its relation to the Global 
African tradition in fi ction and other forms of art.

ETS 340: GHETTO REALISM 

Staff, 3:30 p.m.-5 p.m. Th, Archbold Gym Fencing Room
If you want to learn the technique of swing, this is the class for you. Steven 
Ryan will introduce the four types of swing dances from the songs of the 50s 
(East Coast), to the big band era (Lindy Hop), to 70s disco (Hustle) all the way 
to the blues and hip hop (West Coast).

DTS 200: SWING DANCE

Sarah Short, 12:45 p.m.-2:05 p.m. M/W, Arch Gym 202
For the fi rst time, Short will offer a class on everything you need to 
know about vitamin, mineral and protein supplements. The class 
will examine the Dietary Supplement Act — allowing anything to 
be sold on the market as a supplement — and fi gure out ways to 
get it repealed. Short guarantees a fi eld trip in the class.

NSD 300: DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS

Bob Wilson, Class # 15011, 5 p.m.-6 p.m. Th, Hendricks Fld/
Women’s building 303
This physically intense class will prepare you to 
be a rugby star. Everyone will move inside to 
review skills on video and learn the history of 
“the most exciting team sport in the world,” Wil-
son said. Ruck on!

PED 258: RUGBY 
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MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR WHEN CHOOSING A CLASS

Douglas Brode, 12:45-3:35 p.m. M, Newhouse III 141
From “Snow White” to “Cars,” Saturday morning cartoons and 
corporate mergers, this class examines the vast effects Disney 

movies, icons and technical developments have had on the 
world. 

TRF 530: WALT DISNEY AND POP CULTURE 

Carolyn Davis, 6:30-9:20 p.m. Th, Newhouse III 141
More prevalent than ever during the black hole that was the 
writers’ strike, reality TV has become a cultural phenom-
enon. This class takes a look at reality’s roots and why the 
world is obsessed. You may fi nally discover just how real 
reality TV is through discussions and analysis of shows. 

TRF 530: REALITY TV 

“I remember History of Ancient 
Greece with Professor (Craige) 
Champion; he just made the class 
really fun and interesting. ”

  Hong Ming Mui
JUNIOR NUTRITION 

“The best class I took at SU was 
my Russian Lit class; it didn’t have 
anything to do with my major, but 
read Tolstoy and Doestoyevsky 
and it was amazing. ”

  Erin Curran
SENIOR MAGAZINE JOURNALISM AND POLITICAL SCIENCE

“The best class was NHM 116, 
Food Selection, Preparation, and 
Service. We got a lot of hands on 
experience, from management to 
how to serve a plate. Sometimes 
it didn’t even feel like a class.”

  Eric MacDonald 
FRESHMAN HOSPITAL MANAGEMENT

“The best class so far that I 
have taken is my native studies 
classes. It’s a new thing her for 
SU; it's really eye opening for 
me, being a Native American.”

  Whitney Brooks
FRESHMAN PRE-MED

What is the 
best class 

you’ve taken 
at SU?

P E R S P E C T I V E S
by mackenzie reiss

PTG 203: PAINTING AND DRAWING (FOR NON MAJORS)
2:15-5:05 p.m. M/W
Staff
Shaffer TBD 

key:

* PSC 121: AMERICAN  GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS
10:35-11:30 a.m. M/W
Daniel Hayes 
Maxwell Auditorium

* CFS 388: HUMAN SEXUALITY 
3:30-6:15 p.m. Th
Joseph Fanelli
Grant Auditorium

* COM 107: COMMUNICATIONS AND SOCIETY
3:45-5:05 p.m. M/W
Bradley Gorham
Newhouse I A1 auditorium

PSY 315: DRUGS AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR
12:45-2:05 p.m. M/W
Tibor Palfai
Watson Theater

* SPA 101: SPANISH I
2:15-3:35 p.m. M/W
Watson 147
2:00-3:20 p.m. T/Th
Physics 10

* PHI 191: ETHICS AND VALUE THEORY
12:30-1:25 p.m. T/Th
Laurence Thomas
Grant Auditorium

HST 307: U.S. IN MODERN AGE: 1917-1963
11:00-12:20 p.m. T/Th
David Bennett
Maxwell Auditorium

* FIA 105: ARTS AND IDEAS I
12:30-1:50 p.m. T/Th
Laurinda Dixon
HBC Gifford Auditorium

* ETS 145: READING POPULAR CULTURE
12:45-2:05 p.m. M/W
Michael Dwyer
School of Management 001

ETS 115: MODERN BRITISH COMEDY
2:00-3:20 p.m. T/Th
Sanford Sternlicht
Hall of Languages 105

* ECN 301: INTERMEDIATE MICROECONOMICS
11:00-12:20 p.m. T/Th
Inge O’Connor
Hall of Languages 115

* CHI 101: CHINESE I 
9:30-10:25 a.m. M/W
Eggers Hall 012
11:00-12:20 p.m. T/Th
Heroy 013

* FRE 101: FRENCH I
9:30-10:25 a.m. M/W
Bowne Hall 105
9:30-10:50 a.m. T/Th
HBC 204

* CER 221: INTRODUCTION TO CERAMICS
1:30-6:00 p.m. T
Staff
Comstock Art 130

NEWHOUSE VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTSARTS AND SCIENCES COLLEGE OF HUMAN ECOLOGY

SOC 334: CRIMINAL JUSTICE
9:30-10:50 a.m. T/Th
William Pooler
Eggers Hall 018

ARC 194: INTRO TO ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING
2:00-4:50 p.m. T/Th
Staff
Slocum Hall

Kyle Bass, literary asso-
ciate at Syracuse Stage, 
wants to take: AAS 231: 
African American Drama 
with Renate (Rennie) 
SimsonN obody deserves that crushing feeling 

- the one that comes with realizing the 
class you wanted oh-so-badly has fi lled 

up just before your registration time. But fret no 
more - The Daily Orange is providing a backup 
plan. For those locked out of their dream class 
or simply in search of an attractive course to 
complete that fl awless schedule - here’s the quick 
and painless way to fi nd the perfect fi t.

We polled more than 100 Syracuse Univer-
sity students on their favorite courses (open to 
non-majors) and assembled a chart of the most 
popular classes. The surveys also inquired into 
pressing issues such as: What’s the earliest time 
you’ll take a class? (9:30 a.m.). What building 
has the worst classrooms? (HBC). And every 
student’s burning question - will you take classes 
on Friday? (A resounding...No).

ARCHITECTURE

Class acts
These unique classes are not 
open every semester, but offer 
an alluring range of topics

NO

NO. OF STUDENTS 
PLANNING TO TAKE 
A FRIDAY CLASS

27

62
YES

The perfect schedule
Ease the burden of fi nding the right class 
to complete your ideal schedule with The 
Daily Orange’s class registration guide

Brad Gorham, 
assistant professor 
in public commu-
nications, wants to 
take: Anatomy of 
a Sitcom: Richard 
Dubin

Sam Gorovitz, philoso-
phy professor and found-
ing director of Honors 
program wants to take: 
HNR 350: Water for 
Gotham with Chris John-
son or anything taught 
by Geri Clark in Drama.

Subho Basu, assistant 
professor in history 
department, wants to 
take: Any course on 
Ancient Greece or Rome 
taught by Craige Cham-
pion 

As Syracuse students register for 
classes, we asked professors: 
“What class, or classes, taught 
by a colleague would you want to 
take?”

George Kallander, 
assistant professor 
of history, wants 
to take: Traditional 
China with Norman 
Kutcher

The facts
PROFESSOR'S PICKS

* CLASS OFFERED AT 
MULTIPLE TIMES

EARLIEST TIME 
STUDENTS 
PLAN TO TAKE 
A CLASS

C L A S S  R E G I S T R AT I O N  GU I D E

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Professor teaching the class

Friends recommendation

Class time/day

Don’t care as long as it sounds interesting

Other

More than one factor
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T here truly isn’t a time on cam-
pus I look forward to less than 
registering for classes. You’ve 

just started to dislike your current 
classes, and now, the university is forc-
ing you to figure out which classes you 
are going to dislike next semester.

Fortunately, I’m past that point 
now as a senior. I’m moving on to a 
world where you don’t have to rely on 
random enrollment appointments, or 
RateMyClass.com. 

Though, this all being said, I think 
I can offer some advice on how to 
approach what has basically become 
the equivalent of tax season for 
students. I’ve slept through classes, 
I’ve loved others. I’ve loved profes-
sors, I’ve absolutely despised others. 
I won’t say I’ve experienced it all, not 

even close, but, if you’re this far in, 
you obviously have some interest, if 
only slight, into what I have to say on 
the subject.

Everyone seems to be looking for 
that extremely easy, no-work class. 

This past semester actually, I was 
one of those students. I was on the 
lookout for a Triple-S course (Second 
Semester Senior). You know, the sort of 
course that meets for 20 minutes, twice 
a week, maybe from 1:15 to 1:35 on Mon-
days and Wednesdays. Topics include 
dealing with hangovers and figuring 
out how to best spend your Friday 
afternoons (basketball or bars?).

As you might imagine, I never 
found that class. So, I went where 
most people go, to the divine source: 
ratemyclass.com/su.

Here’s a tip: don’t take anything too 
seriously that you read on that site. 

The reviews on the site are the 
funniest part. As far as I see it, there 
are three types. First usually comes 
the obnoxiously positive “critique.”

“Professor Jones is the nicest 
woman you will ever meet! She loves 
to teach, and I love to learn, so it was 
a match made in heaven. No work, no 
papers, no grades, just fun!”

Scroll down, to find a slightly dif-
ferent opinion.

“Professor Jones might as well 
be Satan’s spawn, because she is a 
devil wearing pant suits that don’t 
match. TONS OF WORK! Avoid this 
class unless you enjoy getting hit in 
the face with a snow shovel, because 
that’s about the amount of anguish 
you’ll endure in her class.”

Then, there’s the review that sounds 
as if it’s written by my mother.

 “Professor Jones’ class is hard, 
but trust me, it’s worth it. Learning is 
fundamental, and you know what, the 
longer you look at this list for an easy 
class, the longer you’ll realize that a 
little hard work will actually not waste 
the money your father and I put toward 
your education, you lazy son of a ...”

After all of my searching, only 
one class truly piqued my interest. I 
couldn’t even believe it was offered 
at this university. The call letters for 
the class, MAG, lead me to conclude 
I’d be taking a course on magic. 

MAG 205 Introduction to Magic, 
Sorcery, and Wizardry. Taught by 
Professor Blaine, the class meets 
twice a week in Hogwarts…errr…
Crouse College. Broomsticks aren’t 
included in the lab fee.

To my dismay, I later found out the 
class actually dealt with magazines 
and not magic. Some things just 
aren’t meant to be.

Scott Spinelli is a humor columnist 
for The Daily Orange. His columns 
normally appear on Thursdays. He 

can be reached at saspinel@syr.edu.
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By Amanda Allison
Asst. FeAture editor

H e spent 55 minutes telling of 
his 1,000-mile escape from 
Sudan — how he ate mud to 

keep from starving, hiked without 
clothing for months at a time and 
eventually took charge of hundreds 
of boys — lost like him — in refugee 
camps across Africa.

When John Dau, Sudanese Lost 
Boy and current Syracuse student 
finished speaking to Bill Coplin’s 
introduction to public policy class, 
he walked across the hall, inviting 
along everyone interested to take part 
in one of the first official meetings for 
his foundation to raise money and 
supplies for his home in Sudan. 

This is just one example of current 
efforts by SU professors to engage 
their students in activities and orga-
nizations off the campus hill.

“Syracuse is just a small city,” said 
Michelle Walker, a public affairs pro-
fessor. “But the people and situations 
are very much like everywhere else. 
If a student is going to be a productive 
citizen, they must realize what’s hap-
pening around them.” 

The Maxwell School of Citizenship 
is home to just one of SU’s attempts 
to integrate the classroom and the 
community. A forerunner in this plan 
is the public affairs program, which 
features multiple classes primar-
ily focused on local service and real 
world experience — last year’s public 
affairs students contributed 50,000 
work hours. 

One class is PAF 110 or public ser-
vice practicum. The class, instructed 
by Walker, requires 35 hours of com-
munity service in the Syracuse area. 
It forces students off of the Hill to 
learn about the city around them.

Allie Glass, a freshman who took 
the introductory public affairs class 

in the fall, is now a PAF 101 teach-
ing assistant, in addition to being 
enrolled in another public affairs 
class, which requires 90 hours of 
community service. She is in charge 
of a group that meets weekly to tutor 
and play with students at the Martin 
Luther King, Jr. Magnet School in 
Syracuse — a 10-minute walk from 
campus. 

“Each day I walk out of the school, 
remember not to take anything for 
granted and to be more independent 
and to stick up for what I believe in,” 
Glass said of her time spent at MLK. 
“I think it’s insane that there are 
some people who live in a city for four 
years and don’t go off campus.” 

Founded in 1993, The Mary Ann 
Shaw Center for Public and Commu-

nity Service — located in the Schine 
Student Center — assists professors 
and organizations in moving their 
classrooms off the Hill to further 
enhance the curriculum. Program 
coordinator Liz Occhino said since 
beginning her current position in 
2001, the program has seen a rise in 
popularity. 

“It brings material to life that (stu-
dents) are learning in the classroom,” 
Occhino said. “Experiences get 
drawn, and sometimes in classes you 
may not have those same chances. 
You develop long-term relationships 
that benefit you more than just doing 
service hours.”

The process begins when a pro-
fessor or organization contacts the 
center, where the staff then works 

with the organization or teacher to 
come up with what experiences are 
wanted in the class, whether it’s man-
aging not-for-profits to tutoring in 
area schools. 

Current projects are a part of every 
SU college’s curriculum, from assist-
ing the writing program with con-
nections at a local retirement home 
where students write biographies of 
residents and organizing and train-
ing Literacy Corps.

“Every discipline should get out of 
the classroom and see what’s going on 
in their field,” Walker said. “Theory 
is good, but real world experience is 
better.”

It is this real-world experience that 
leads to jobs. Coplin, a public affairs 
professor, said while theories may be 

taught in the classroom, they are just 
that — hypothetical. To combat this, 
he is having his students work for 
The John Dau Foundation, started by 
Dau himself, who is a current student 
in Maxwell after surviving a 14-year 
voyage as a Lost Boy from Sudan. 

Coplin hopes to turn this work 
effort — which raises funds, supplies 
and awareness of issues in Sudan — 
into an official Maxwell course in the 
future. 

“The real world is a better teach-
er,” Coplin said. “There are conse-
quences, rather than just losing two 
points in the classroom. You can have 
theory in the classroom, and the real 
world is a stimulus to think about 
those classroom theories.”

akalliso@syr.edu
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funny, how?

danielle carrick | staff photographer
SyracuSe univerSity Public affairS StudentS interact with kids at MLK elementary as part of required community service within 
the Maxwell curriculum.

Movin' out: 
Classes can 
take students 
off campus

Quality advice hard to come by during dreaded class registration time
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the sweet stuff in the middle

T U E S D AY
APRIL 8, 2008

By Mallory Creveling
STAFF WRITER

W hen Elisa Dekaney 
started working as a 
music education profes-

sor at Syracuse University, she 
knew some-
thing was 
missing in 
its music 
scene. Born 
and raised 
in Brazil, 
she grew 
up with 
B r a z i l i a n 
music. She 

and her husband traveled back 
and forth to Brazil, continuing to 
learn about the music of the area. 
Dekaney wanted to bring this type 
of music to SU. 

With fi ve students and few 
instruments, which the Dekaneys 
bought themselves, they began a 
Brazilian ensemble class in fall 
2001. About two years later, they 
received a $2,000 grant from com-
position professor Joseph Down-
ing, to buy more instruments. 

Now in a large class of 44, it’s 
like a scene out of Carnivale. Stu-
dents play instruments like the 
caixas, a kind of snare drum and 
the abes, a kind of large maracas 
with beads on the outside.

“I feel so, so honored that people 
enjoy the music of my country and 
that I have a place here, that I can 
share my culture,” Dekaney said. 
“I’m teaching at a place where 
people are accepting and recep-
tive and really open to the kind of 
music that I have to teach.”

Tonight at 8 p.m. in Setnor 
Auditorium in Crouse College, 
the Brazilian Ensemble, called 
Samba Laranja, will display each 
type of music it’s learned in a free 
concert celebrating the release of 
the group’s new self-titled CD.

“This semester, right now, we 
have enough (instruments) that 
everybody seems to be happy play-
ing whatever they had chosen,” 
Dekaney said.  

Brazilian Ensemble meets 
every Tuesday and Thursday, a 
time when students enrolled can 
practice their instruments and 
learn songs they sing in Portu-
guese. Since the class began, it 
has been open to anyone, even 
those without previous musical 
experience. 

Katherine Dee, a music educa-

tion graduate student, has been 
in the Brazilian Ensemble for 
three semesters,but never played 
Brazilian instruments before she 
took the class. Now she plays sev-
eral instruments and describes 
the exotic music as rhythmic and 
energetic.

While several music education 
SEE ENSEMBLE PAGE 16

Brazilian

After humble start, Samba Laranja to spice up Setnor Auditorium

ben addonizio | staff photographer
BRAZILIAN ENSEMBLE MEMBERS, who performed recently at the Kalabash Dance Troupe show, will showcase their flair tonight in 
Setnor Auditorium at 8 p.m. The concert is free and meant to celebrate the release of the group’s new self-titled CD.

BRAZILIAN 
INSTRUMENTS

Surdos
These large drums keep the 
ensemble together and create 
the center of the sound.

Repiniques 
Joshua Dekaney, the Brazilian 
Ensemble instructor, uses this 
master drum to conduct the 
class. The ensemble also uses it 
to keep the rhythm going.

Agogos
Two bells attached form the 
body of this instrument. Stu-
dents play these by hitting them 
with a drumstick, and when 
brought together, they create 
different sounds and rhythms.

Caixas
These drums are equivalent to 
snares in traditional musical 
groups.

Berimbaus 
This instrument resembles a big 
bowl with a gourd on the bot-
tom and adds another rhythm to 
the ensemble’s sound. 

Surdos

class. The ensemble also uses it 
to keep the rhythm going.

beat

IF YOU GO
What: Brazilian 
Ensemble concert
Where: Setnor 
Auditorium in 
Crouse College
When: Tonight at 8 
p.m.
How much: Free

“This kind of music 
is not performed, 
is not rehearsed, is 
not intended for 
only musicians.”

Elisa Dekaney
BRAZILIAN ENSEMBLE INSTRUCTOR AND

MUSIC EDUCATION PROFESSOR
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c r o s s w o r d
by thomas joseph

the town bike by sarah rebar | sarebar@syr.edu then kath fidler | kefidler@syr.edu

dinosaur comics by ryan north | qwantz.com

classic perry bible fellowship by nick gurewitch | pbfcomics.com

ËFriday Happy Hour-No cover! 
ËFree food 5-7 p.m.
Ë$3 pitchers and more specials

21 & over. Please drink responsibly. Don’t drink and drive.

MAGGIES
Restaurant & Sports Bar

161 Marshall Street

Great food Fun times
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Middle age musicians stay relevant in latter parts of career

By Dave Arey
STAFF WRITER

I n the music business, artists never aged gracefully — until now. 
Elvis began his career as a controversial, pioneering youth artist, and ended it looking a bit 

like a sellout — shaking hands with President Richard Nixon and pledging to help him fi x the 
nation’s drug problem. Bob Dylan became a gospel artist. Even The Rolling Stones, for all its multi-
million dollar concerts, have trouble selling records to new audiences.

However, the musician generation that came up in the late 70s and early 80s was fi lled with art-
ists who are now turning 50, including Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds, whose newest album hit stands 
today. The group has followed the example of mature musicians who valued substance over style 
and have created a template for modern musicians who desire long careers; be yourself. 

dwarey@syr.edu

NICK CAVE 
Age: 50 
Why is he still rel-
evant?: Originally the 
frontman for late-70s 
post-punk band The 
Birthday Party, the 
Aussie and former 
heroin addict has aged 

into an artist who foregoes greatest hits 
collections, instead sticking with what he’s 
always been good at — sex, death and reli-
gion. Take, for instance, “Dig Lazarus Dig!!!,” 
which references the biblical story of Jesus 
resurrected. In some ways, Cave’s storytell-
ing style was ahead of its time.
Most recent album: “Dig, Lazarus Dig!!!” 
released today. 

TOM PETTY
Age: 57
Why is he still rele-
vant?: From “American 
Girl” to “Free Fallin’,” 
Petty’s best songs 
have always been — 
let’s face it — a  little 
corny. However, he 

makes no apologies for this. Even as he’s 
grown older, he hasn’t become one of those 
artists who insists on shoving new things 
down his fans’ throats. If you come to a 
Petty show expecting to listen to classics 
like “Runnin’ Down a Dream,” you’re prob-
ably going to hear it.   
Most recent album: “Highway Companion” 
released July 25, 2006

BRUCE 
SPRINGSTEEN
Age: 58
Why is he still rel-
evant?: Springsteen’s 
music has changed as 
much as his band has, 
but everything has 

always felt distinctly like The Boss. In the 
80s, he redesigned his band into a hit-mak-
ing machine responsible for earnest songs 
like “Born in the U.S.A.” and “Dancing in the 
Dark.” However, it didn’t matter because 
Springsteen never sold himself as being 
anything other than transparent and earnest, 
and as a result he’s been able to do whatever 
he wants to this day. 
Most recent album: “Magic” released Sept. 
25, 2007. Named the second-best album of 
2007 by Rolling Stone magazine.

ELVIS 
COSTELLO
Age: 53
Why is he still rel-
evant?: They may 
share a fi rst name, 
but Elvis Costello and 
Elvis Presley couldn’t 

be more different. A spectacled former 
English teacher, Costello was an offbeat sex 
symbol at best. People listen to a Costello 
album knowing they’re going to get a big 
vocabulary and a wide range of genres, and 
throughout the years he’s sung everything 
from country to vocal jazz, and (mostly) got-
ten away with it.
Most recent album: “The River in Reverse” 
released June 6, 2006 

MORRISSEY
Age: 48
Why is he still relevant?: 
The former lead singer of 
The Smiths is probably the 
most serious man in rock. 
Everything, it seems, is a 
tragedy — politics, animal 
rights even sexuality. He 
was always angry, even 
when he was being funny, 
and as a result he became 
the voice of discontent for 
a generation. Since by all 
accounts he actually is an 
unpleasant person to be 
around, he’s never had to 
change.   
Most recent album: 
“Greatest Hits” released 
Feb. 4, 2008

withAGEBetter
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and music majors do attend the class — the 
class also has students from the Newhouse 
School, the College of Engineering, the School 
of Education and even the State University of 
New York College of Environmental Science 
and Forestry. The idea of opening the class to 

anyone at SU follows the lifestyle of Brazilian 
music Dekaney teaches. 

“It is intended to represent the music mak-
ing that happens in Brazil that is done by 
community,” Dekaney said. “This kind of 
music is not performed, is not rehearsed, is 
not intended for only musicians. It is really a 
social kind of gathering in which you practice 
and you learn it, but you don’t have to have a musical background to participate.”

From folk to pop to bossa nova (a laid back, 
jazzy type) to samba raggae, students learn 
about each genre of the Brazilian sound. One 
category the Dekaneys focus on is based on 
African tradition in South America. Maracatus 
is a type of music originating from African 
descendants, used in the ceremony crowning a 
king and queen. Capoeira is a Brazilian martial 
arts/dance style that slaves use to affi rm how 
strong and fi t they were, for their honor. 

The atmosphere of tonight’s concert is less 
structured and informal, Dekaney said. The 
audience is encouraged to dance to the beat.  

Besides learning the music of Brazil and 
preparing for a university concert, students 
also learn about Brazilian culture — how 
people live and the social customs of the area. 
Dekaney wants her class to understand both 
the musical and cultural elements of Brazil. 

Dekaney said: “We are trying to give them 
a glimpse of what Brazil is and what the music 
that we play represents.”  

mbcrevel@syr.edu
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school of continuing studies

Master’s Degrees
Flexible full-time or part-time evening schedules

Real Estate

Sports Industry
Management

Journalism

Public Relations
Corporate

Communications

Your world is still waiting
for you to change it. Earn
a graduate degree that will
help you use your energy,
passion, and intelligence
to give purpose to your
career, bring people
together, or impact lives.

Georgetown
University

Thursday, February 28, 2008 | 6:00 p.m.
Georgetown University Alumni House

3604 O Street, NW,  Washington, DC 20057

i n f o r m a t i o n  s e s s i o n

purpose

For more information visit
scs.georgetown.edu/mps

or call 202.687.8700
now accepting applications

T his Friday is the most exciting Univer-
sity Union event of the semester — the 
free pre-screening of “Forgetting Sarah 

Marshall” at Gifford Auditorium. (Zing! Too 
easy? I’m sure Fergie will be great, seriously). 
This movie seems interesting for two reasons: 
1) Bill Hader and 2) the advertising.

Billboards that look like they’ve been 
graffi ti’d are popping up everywhere in cities 
like Chicago, New York and L.A. with post-
breakup angst scribbled on them like: “My 
Mother Always Hated You, Sarah Marshall,” 
or “You Do Look Fat in Those Jeans, Sarah 
Marshall.” Hilarious, right? Unless your 
name is Sarah Marshall. 

I’ve been reading accounts of unhappy 
real-life Sarah Marshalls on USA Today 
blogs. One even wrote an editorial that 
appeared in The Chicago Tribune. There are 
more than 250 Sarah Marshalls on Facebook, 
and we happen to have one here at SU. She’s a 
kindhearted junior graphics and geography 
major who I think at least my mother would 
adore.

“I’m glad that UU is previewing the movie 
so that I know what’s in store,” Syracuse’s 
Marshall said. “So far people have only 
brought it up on Facebook, just old friends 
from high school writing on my wall asking 
if I’ve heard of the movie. One friend even 
tagged a picture of a taxi cab in NYC that said 
‘I hate you Sarah Marshall.’ She didn’t even 
know what it was for, but she saw them all 
over the city.” 

Starting this Friday, but going to theaters 
April 18, Sarah Marshall gets to join an 

exclusive club. She’s like my friend, fellow 
senior and skilled break-dancer Alex Rodri-
guez; senior and former communication and 
rhetorical studies classmate of mine Jennifer 
Lopez or junior mechanical engineering 
major Mike Jones. 

“People always ask how much I hate the 
connection, but I really don’t,” Jones said. “I 
would say it has its pros and cons. You get a 
quick response by strangers. It’s also nice 
that people will indefi nitely know your name. 
The con to that is you look like a jerk when 
you can’t remember some girl’s name you met 
three weeks ago during those 10 seconds I 
brought up earlier.”

I can’t comment personally, but from talk-
ing to a few famous names it seems like Jones 
hits it on the head. Having a famous name is a 
two-way street. People remember your name, 
and you never get saddled with some horrible 
pun for a nickname. But you also deal with 
people recycling the same tired jokes, and 
you’re likely never higher than second on the 
list of Sarah Marshalls, Mike Joneses, Jen-
nifer Lopezes, etc. 

“During the fi rst week of classes, I always 

get the stares and comments about my name. 
Some people even ask if my parents named me 
after J. Lo,” Lopez said. “But I was obviously 
born before she was famous. It’s a really com-
mon name so I’m used to the jokes by now. I 
do wish I could Google myself though, I tried 
to do it a couple of weeks ago and was sad 
because nothing about me actually came up.”

For now, the famous names I talked with 
all agree, none would change what their 
mothers gave them. As Marshall said about 
her name, “I’m kind of possessive over it. 
After all, I had it fi rst.” 

These students were the same students 
before anyone ever heard of some movie, a 
one-hit rapper/SU basketball drop-out or even 
Jenny from the block. It’s the whole Shake-
spearean, “a rose by any other name is still a 
rose,” type thing. The name is just one small 
fraction of what defi nes them. They’ve got 
plenty of other admirable characteristics, like 
being able to answer a question with a good 
pop culture reference for example.

 “Would I ever change my name!? Nah, I 
like to think I’m a better Mike Jones, so you 
should consult the rapper to see if he wants 
to change his,” Jones said. “In that same 
light, this reminds me of ‘Offi ce Space’ and 
the Michael Bolton character. He’s asked if 
he should change his name and his response: 
‘F*** that, he’s the one that sucks.’” 

Nathan Mattise is a weekly pop-culture columnist 
for The Daily Orange where his columns appear on 
Tuesdays. He’s never considered naming his child 
Henri, but names like Pencil or Imogen are in the 

running. (Everyone’s played the kids’ names game 
before). He can be reached at nzmattis@syr.edu. 

Double-edged sword for students with celeb names
N AT H A N  M AT T I S E

lenny kravitz just makes hits

ENSEMBLE
F R O M  P A G E  1 3

Want to write for feature?
E-mail us at pulp@dailyorange.com

“It is really a social kind 
of gathering in which you 
practice and you learn it.”

Elisa Dekaney
BRAZILIAN ENSEMBLE INSTRUCTOR AND

MUSIC EDUCATION PROFESSOR
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name as one of the 223 players selected by an 
NFL team.

It’s been more than three months since he 
announced he was leaving Syracuse early to 
jump to professional football. Due to graduate 
in May, Smith has spent five years in college (he 
transferred to Syracuse from Bakersfield (Calif.) 
Junior College in 2006), and despite having one 
more year of eligibility left, he decided he was 
ready to turn the page. 

“I’ve been in school for five years, and I’m 
pretty much exhausted by the whole situation,” 
Smith said. “I’m finishing up in May so I wanted 
to take the chance and go after my dream and see 
how far I can go with it.”

Since that decision, there’s been criticism and 
disapproval from SU fans, all of which Smith has 
heard. And all of which Smith has used to moti-
vate him through his routines in Manley Field 
House, in hopes of answering the same question 
his detractors have posed: Why?

Why, after a solid — if not dubious — 2007 sea-
son, in which Smith finished second on the team 
with 822 receiving yards and second in the Big 
East at 18.7 yards per catch. Why, when at times 
he looked like a dominant playmaker, and other 
times like a lost and unfocused freshman, drop-
ping passes and sinking into defenses.

Why, since Syracuse’s 6-18 record the past two 
seasons drew snickers from Smith’s own peers 
at the NFL Combine in February and couldn’t 
possibly help a wide receiver trying to get noticed 
amongst the nation’s elite. 

For Smith, though, the opportunity to move 
forward outweighs the forces holding him back. At 
24 years old (he turns 25 in September.), the junior 
college transfer in reality, had a fairly easy deci-
sion to make in joining seniors Jameel McClain, 
Joe Fields and Dowayne Davis as NFL hopefuls.

“I always felt I was just as good as anybody on 
any given day,” Smith said. “Just the opportunity 
that (other NFL prospects) had was different than 
mine.”

But Smith didn’t hastily jump into a rash pro-
nouncement. He secured his future with a degree 
(he will graduate as a child and family studies 
major in May) and a career (he plans to be a family 
counselor at the Children’s Hospital at Beth Israel 
Medical Center in his hometown of Newark, N.J.) 
if the whole football thing doesn’t work out.

Though at this point, Beth Israel may have to 
wait. Smith said he made the right decision, and 
lately his performances suggest the same.

He posted a 4.39 in the 40-yard dash at Syra-

cuse’s Pro Day in March and finished seventh 
among wide receivers in the vertical leap at the NFL 
Combine in Indianapolis in February. At 6-foot, 187 
pounds, he has physical tools that are certainly pro-
ready, and most scouting services have him listed 
as a late-round pick in the April 26-27 NFL Draft.

If that’s the case, he will be the first SU receiver 
drafted since Johnnie Morant in 2004. 

“First of all, he has work habits that he will not 
be outworked by anybody,” SU head coach Greg 
Robinson said. “I believe that. He’s worked as hard 
as anybody I’ve been around. He’s got great work 
habits; that’s important. Two, he can run. And 
three, he can catch the ball and get deep and do 
those things.”

In fact, it was Robinson that first came to Smith 
in December and told him he might want to think 
about taking the next step.

“I thought it was definitely worth his while to 
find out where his status was,” Robinson said. “He’s 
been five years to college. I think it’s important that 
he find out where he’s at.”

As Smith made sprint after sprint around the 
Manley Field House track, it was clear to see he’s 
physically in peak condition. Will Hicks, SU’s 
strength and conditioning coordinator, works with 
him in the weight room daily in order to bulk up.

“We just had to give him a little more meat on his 
bones so he would look the part a little bit,” Hicks 
said. “That’s half the battle — they view everything 
you do. How you look, how you run, how you jump, 
how you lift, how you do everything.”

Aside from Hicks’s regular help and a few 
weeks spent at a facility near his hometown in 
Newark, N.J., before the Combine, all of Smith’s 
workouts have been entirely self-imposed. The 
calisthenics routine he devised himself. The daily 
effort is regulated by his will only.

He need only look down at the black NFL Com-
bine T-shirt, now ripped and tattered along his rib 
cage, to remind him why he’s pushing himself.

“A lot of people say I ain’t going to make it and 
saying I ain’t as good as people in the league,” 
Smith said. “And, you know, they ain’t out here 
doing what I’m doing every day, putting forth 
the effort. … And I feel I do have a chip on my 
shoulder.”

Indianapolis, Smith said, was an interesting 
experience. He was anxious and nervous before 
the running drills. And talking with coaches he 
had seen on TV his whole life was a thrill.

But the mental tests, aside from the well-
known Wonderlic (on which he scored an above-
average 37 out of 50), were like nothing he’d 
imagined.

“They ask you crazy questions,” Smith said. 
“Like you take a Giants test, they’ve got 680 ques-
tions of yes and no answers but pretty much the 
same questions just worded differently.”

Another was a geometric exam.
“They give you four circles, and there’s some-

thing wrong with one of them and you’ve got to find 
out which one,” Smith said. “I mean, it was crazy.”

 When he got back to New Jersey after the 

six-day episode, after the 4 a.m. wake-up calls 
for drug tests and ongoing interview sessions, 
Smith said he slept for an entire day. Aside from 
the vertical leap test, the Combine hadn’t gone as 
Smith hoped. His 4.59 in the 40 was surprisingly 
slow, and he blamed the time on being sick.

But he did notice the other receivers also test-
ing their skills all week. Unlike in past years, the 
draft doesn’t have a real dominant pass-catcher, 
and Smith said his skills were very comparable 
to others with bigger names.

“When I did the drills, as far as catching 
the balls, and seeing other players, I knew that 
I could be with them and doing everything,” 
Smith said. “To me, I looked pretty good, better 
than some of them that were out there. That 
made me feel good.”

What will make Smith feel better about his 
decision to flee Syracuse early would be if he gets 
selected in the draft two weeks from now. Smith, 
along with Davis, Fields and McClain, are trying 
to prove that despite SU’s record the past few sea-
sons, there can be individual accomplishments 
stemming from the program.

Let the other prospects flash their bowl stats, 
win-loss records and passes to exclusive train-
ing facilities. All Smith wants is an opportunity 
to prove others wrong and prove to himself he 
was right. 

“I just want a look,” Smith said. “If I get a look, 
I’m going to give it my all.”

zsschonb@syr.edu

c r e w 
SU redeems close loss Saturday with comeback win on following day

smith
f r o m  p a g e  2 0

stephen dockery | photo editor
Taj SmiTh stretches during one of his workouts. Syracuse hasn’t had a wide receiver 
drafted into the NFL since Johnnie Morant in 2004.

Taj in Training
Syracuse head coach Greg Robinson said 
he doesn’t know anybody who works as 
hard as Taj Smith, and his daily training 
routine seems to affirm that belief. Smith 
allowed The Daily Orange an exclusive 
look at his workout routine in preparation 
for the NFL Draft.
 
Calisthenics
10 x 100 reps jump rope
10 x 100 crunches
8 x 60-yard dash
Sprint complete lap around track in 
between every two sets

Weight lifting
10 x 10 reps chest
10 x 10 reps squats
10 x 10 reps shoulder
2 x 10 reps bench press (185 pounds)

Diet
Eat 4-5 meals per day
Lots of chicken, salad, vegetables
Drink a lot of water

By Alexandra Rowley
STaFF WRiTER

The Syracuse men’s crew team got off to a poor 
start on Sunday during the International Petite 
competition at the San Diego Crew Classic. In fact, 
it sat in fourth place for about 300 meters.

“Our timing was off from the beginning, which 
made us slow off the line,” senior John Combs 
said.

The Orange might have begun the race behind, 
but it made it ground quickly. SU picked up the 
pace and found its rhythm after the slow start and 
finished in a strong first place in its season-open-
ing regatta. SU coach Dave Reischman claimed a 
sluggish start can be quite normal.

“Sometimes you can really nail a start,” Reis-
chman said, “Other times you can get scrambled. 
On Sunday, our start was scrambled.”

Although Sunday’s race undoubtedly pleased 
Syracuse, the overall weekend wasn’t a complete 
victory. The Orange took flight in Sunday’s Inter-
national Petite competition because of its loss on 

Saturday during the Invitational A Copley Cup. 
SU placed fourth in Saturday’s 2000-meter race 
with a time of 5:51.17, falling behind No. 17 Wash-
ington, No. 12 Harvard and defending Copley Cup 
champions No. 10 Stanford.

But Sunday — even with the slow start — was a 
fine consolation.

While a strong launch can put a crew in the 
lead momentarily, the rate of the stroke that is 
reached during the body of the race is what really 
determines who will come out on top. Reischman 
likened the race to a distance runner. The race 
starts out fast with strokes as high as 40 per min-
ute before settling down to 30 and 35 per minute 
during the all-important middle of the race. The 
crew picks up the pace for the home stretch back to 
approximately 40 strokes per minute.

Reischman claimed his crew just kept rowing 
aggressively and found its rhythm, which helped 
propel it to the front of the pack after a slow start.

“It doesn’t matter if we’re up or down when we 
start,” Reischman said. “All we need to do is just 

settle down to a good strong rhythm during the 
body of the race.”

The crew also said it doesn’t pay much atten-
tion to where it places on the starting block. 
Combs maintained it’s more important to find and 
sustain a solid pace. He said his crew doesn’t let a 
slow start keep it down, which is apparent from 
Sunday’s win. Syracuse passed the finish line 
with a time of 5:53.80, beating out Ohio State by 
a mere three seconds, followed by Pennsylvania, 
Purdue, California-San Diego and Colgate, all of 
whom came in at the six-minute range.

And despite the loss Saturday, Combs said SU’s 
first race went well, but was upset that they didn’t 
pull off a win.

“(Saturday’s) race was pretty good,” Combs 
said. “We had a good mindset and rhythm, but 
we’re not satisfied with the outcome of the race.”

It’s easy to imagine why. The Orange missed 
the grand finales by three seconds, the same 
margin SU won its race by on Sunday. However, 
the challenge of the classic was unbeatable, as 

there were seven of the top 10 crews in the country 
present. That type of competition is difficult for 
any crew, especially one that lost a staggering 12 
seniors to graduation. In spite of that, Reischman 
is excited about this year’s crew and has high 
expectations for the season.

“I thought it was a good start to the season for 
us,” Reischman said. “The San Diego Crew Clas-
sic is similar to the preseason NIT tournament for 
basketball. … It’s just a way to establish the crew’s 
presence and a chance for us to race challenging 
crews.” 

This season, SU can’t catch a break on its 
schedule, as it has regattas scheduled nearly 
every week between now and June 7. The lineup 
includes several quality crews, including No. 18 
Dartmouth College. As for now, the crew is just 
taking it one race at a time.

“We have to just keep doing what we’ve been 
doing,” Combs said. “We need to keep improving 
everyday and just win some races.”

amrowley@syr.edu 
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ally, he and his staff like to watch their oppo-
nents on Sunday, then sprinkle their scouting 
report information during the week.

With the quick turnaround from Saturday 
to Tuesday, the SU coaches don’t have that 
luxury this week.

“Now it’s back to just a Sunday, Monday 

night (of practice),” Desko said. “So probably, 
for us, we’re not getting as much information 
out there as we’d like to do.”

It would be nice to have, considering Cor-
nell’s personnel changes.

The Big Red graduated several standouts 
from last year’s final four squad — a group 
that spent most of the season ranked No. 1 — 
including its top defender, goalie and entire 
attack line.

But the team still features some of the weap-

ons that burned Syracuse last year: Seibald, a 
pre-season Tewaaraton Trophy candidate, and 
John Glynn, the team’s third-leading scorer 
and faceoff specialist as well.

That’s part of the challenge facing Leveille 
and his teammates, to go along with the lack of 
time between games. Syracuse will also travel 
to Rutgers on Saturday.

When asked about playing twice in four 
days, Leveille, for one of the first times this 
season, looked ahead.

The senior doesn’t usually stray too far 
from talk about the game at hand, but Monday 
he took a brief glimpse toward May and the 
final four at Gillette Stadium in Boston. 

“It’s tough. It’s real tough,” Leveille said 
of the packed schedule. “But it’s something 
you’ve got to be prepared for. The ultimate 
goal at the end of the season is to play in the 
national championship, and that comes after, 
you know, only a day of rest.”

ramccull@syr.edu
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cornell
f r o m  p a g e  2 0

rachel fus | staff photographer
Danny brennan and No. 2 Syracuse travel to No. 5 Cornell tonight. The Orange lost to Cornell last season, 16-15, after the Big Red’s Max Seibald scored with four seconds 
left in regulation. Syracuse won 15-of-21 faceoffs Saturday against Princeton with the help of Brennan.

By McGhee Cost
STaff WRiTeR 

After a weekend in which four of his athletes 
qualified for the NCAA regionals, Chris Fox 
was feeling pretty good about his program.

“It’s not rare that on a good team this many 
athletes will qualify,” the Syracuse track and 
field head coach said. “We think we’re a good 
team.”

The Syracuse track and field team split up 
this weekend — the distance runners traveled 
to Stanford, Calif., for the Stanford Invitational, 
while the sprint and field athletes competed in 
the Sam Howell Invitational in Princeton, N.J.  

At both sites, Syracuse athletes recorded 
NCAA regional qualifying times. Kyle Heath, 
Jeff Scull and Jordan Davis earned qualifying 
times at the Stanford Invitational, while Jil-
lian Drouin earned a first-place finish and her 
NCAA berth with a 1.75-meter mark in the high 
jump event at the Sam Howell Invitational.

Those four join teammate Aulton Kohn in the 
ranks of SU athletes invited to compete in the 
NCAA regionals, which will take place on May 30. 
The results that Heath, Drouin, Scull and Davis 
achieved are indicative of head coach Chris Fox’s 
coaching scheme, which is designed to have the 
team peak during the outdoor season.

Fox was most pleased with the results of the 
Stanford Invitational, which he had referred 
to as a critical meet for the distance runners. 
Heath, already a school record-holder in the 
one-mile run, broke the SU record in the steeple-
chase, a 3000-meter distance event involving 
hurdles and water hazards, with a time of 
8:56.92.

Scull and Davis each set personal records 
in their events. Scull earned a seventh-place 
finish and time of 14:02.39 in the 5000-meter run, 
while Davis earned a sixth-place finish (3:45.11) 
in the 1500-meter run. The Sam Howell Invita-
tional was also a success, but Fox said the sprint 

and field staff did not place a large amount of 
emphasis on the meet. Still, Drouin earned her 
qualifying time, and Sheron Mark captured two 
first-place finishes in the long jump and triple 
jump. 

“Jillian, Jordan, Jeff and Kyle are all veter-
ans, and they were expected to qualify.” Fox 
said. “We’d have been disappointed if they didn’t 
get it.”

While the veterans matched Fox’s expecta-
tions for the weekend’s events, the younger 
members of the track team didn’t fare as well 
as Fox had hoped. In Stanford, Dan Busby and 
Maegan Krifchin both set personal records in 
the men’s and women’s 5000-meter run, respec-
tively, but neither was able to capture an NCAA 
qualification. The duo entered the weekend 
favored to receive berths by the coaching staff 
but missed the necessary times by seconds.

The younger athletes competing in Princ-
eton underperformed as a group, a fact Fox 

attributed to jitters associated with competing 
in such a large meet.

“Nobody was bragging about any break-
throughs,” Fox said. “It was a growing-up expe-
rience for the young folks, though. They’ll get 
Big East marks as the weather warms up.”

Despite minor setbacks, Fox was cautiously 
optimistic with his squad’s performance. This 
weekend’s Bulldog Invitational in Athens, Ga., 
will hold similar relevance for the Orange’s 
sprint and field athletes as the Stanford Invita-
tional did for the distance runners. 

If the Orange can earn a few good times 
there, it will have begun to achieve Fox’s goal of 
peaking during the outdoor season.

“I think we’re on schedule, maybe even a 
little ahead of schedule,” Fox said. “We had a 
good meet (in Stanford), but this is a big meet for 
the rest of the team. We expect some really high 
quality marks.”

mpcost@syr.edu

t r a c k  &  f i e l d

Syracuse qualifies 4 for NCAAs in successful weekend
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classified discount rates

the particulars 

and pricing
extras that personalize and perfect your ad

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info
hours:Mon 12:45-2, tue 11-1, thur 1-3 
fri 1-2
deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each 
additional word is 10 cents per day. bold and 
capitaliZed words cost anadditional 5 cents 
per word.the boxed list pricesare per inch. there 
is no per word charge and bold and caps are 
free.
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ApArtments for rent

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

621 euclid ave
117 Redfield Place
145 avondale place 

available for 2008-2009
fully furnished, laundry, parking, full-

time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

5/6 Bedroom House. Furnished, 2.5 baths. 
Fireplaces, porch, quiet neighborhood, free 
washer/dryer. June 2008 or August 15, 2008. 
422-7138 or 445-1808

116 Comstock Ave. 
studios 

available aug. 2008, 
$600/month inc. heat

Large, hardwood floors, lots of light, off-
street parking, laundry.

Call for an appointment!
478-6504

bills are Just liKe hills
once You get on top of theM 
You end up right bacK under 

theM 
Want to eliMinate Your bills for 

good?
call Wright WaY financial

1-877-406-0220
We can get You on top and help 

You staY on top

University Apartments 
Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedrooms, 
Walking distance to campus, 
some Available now. 437-

7577

south Campus
2, 3 and 4 bedroom apartments

completly furnished!
plasma tVs!
free internet!

air conditioning!
oak floors!

new appliances!
Just bring Your clothes and laptop

Call peach properties 
350-1327

prIVAte fUrnIsHeD stUDIo 
Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. 
509 University Ave. 

Carpeted, Air-conditioned, furnished, 
secure, Laundry, parking, maintenance. 

Available for 2008-2009. 
University Area Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. #30 479-5005
www.universityarea.com

$1400 - 3br 1600 sq foot loft apartment, 2 floors, 
balcony overlooking living room, near bars, free 
wifi, water st & state st, 2 huge 60sqft walkin 
closets, marble & hardwood floors, exposed brick, 
recessed lighting, island kitchen, new appliances, 
new washer/dryer, util $300 avail immediately call 
254-0423 dtiberio5@hotmail.com

968 ackerman
furnished 2 bedroom available May. 
all Amenities $800/month. Call 469-6665 

three bedrooMs
rent start at $250/ bedrooM

sonia
350-4191

WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

Great Apartments still available for 
2008/2009. See our website for 

details: campushill.com. Or call us at 
315-422-7110

1,2,3,4,5 Bedroom Apts and Houses, June 
or August Occupancy, Free offstreet park-
ing, Free Washer and Dryer. 422-7138 or 
445-1808

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKING PARK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  
1108-1205-1207-1209 Madison St.
NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

energY star apartMents 
(loW utilities)

Visit Website 24/7 
WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

sonia
350-4191

sUmmer WorK $15.50 Base-Appt.

·flexible schedules 
·Start now or after finals 
·customer sales/service 

·no experience necessary 
·all majors welcome 

·all ages 17+, conditions apply
We will be accepting applications on 
campus April 14th & April 21st in the 

shine student Center from 10am-2pm! 
CALL noW syracuse 315-434-9553 

rochester 585-321-1810 
albany 518-456-4566 

south buffalo 716-683-7494 
north buffalo 716-836-7032 

Kingston 845-331-5675 
elmira/corning 607-398-9054 
hudson Valley 845-896-1275 

saratoga 518-580-1377 
oneonta 607-432-2224 

Watertown 315-775-0320 
cortland/ithaca 607-272-2898 

binghamton 607-644-9393 
plattsburgh 518-562-2266 

utica 315-733-0575 
st. lawrence co. 315-268-6202

110 Comstock
3 Bedroom Apartments

available august 2008
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, microwave, 
dishwasher, garbage disposal, balconies, 

off street parking, laundry. 
$350 pp + utilities.  

Call 478-6504

three bedrooM apartMents  
WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

sonia
350-4191

apartMents apartMents 
478-7493

studio Apartments
Brand new * fully furnished
located in downtown syracuse

near armory spaure and su Warehouse 
building

only $595 per Month
includes all utilities

plus
free basic/ standard cable tV service

free high speed internet 
free off-street parking

exercise facility, electronic entry security 
system, professional on-site Manage-

ment, laundry facilities, air conditioning, 
located on centro bus line, Kitchenette 

w/ Microwave, refrigerator and stove

brownstone luxury studio apartments
605 West genessee street, syracuse, nY 

13204
(315) 472-4431

Visit us at orangehousing.com

HeLp WAnteD

undercover shoppers earn up to $70 
per day. undercover shoppers needed to 
judge retail/dining establishments. no exp 
required please call 800-722-4791

315-445-9464

Wings just taste so much 
BETTER in SPRING!

6 4

6 5 9

8 4 9

2 1 3

2 7 4

1 7 4

1 3 9

2 6 8

4 8

EvilSudoku!
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By Andy McCullough
Managing Editor

Mike Leveille tries not to think about 
last year’s Cornell game too much. 

No use drudging up nasty 
memories. Cornell midfielder Max 

S e i b a l d ’ s 
last-second 
goal broke 
the hearts 
of the Syra-
cuse men’s 

lacrosse team, and Orange goalten-
der Pete Coluccini broke his stick in 

half soon after the 16-15 loss at the 
Carrier Dome.

Instead Leveille, senior attack 
and tri-captain for No. 2 Syracuse, 
sticks with the mantras that have 
guided the team through this resur-
gent season: 

Learn from the past. But don’t 
dwell on it. 

It’s no different preparing for 
tonight, when the Orange (8-1) faces 
the No. 5 Big Red (8-1) at 7 p.m. at 
Schoellkopf Field in Ithaca, N.Y. 

“What I do remember of the game 

(last year), we got off to a really slow 
start,” Leveille said. “We came on 
strong in the later half of the game. 
I think we want to go out tomorrow 
night and give the full 60 minutes.”

The Orange didn’t do that last 
time against Cornell and needed a 
furious rally to tie the game before 
Seibald buried the game-winner. 
The team fell to 3-6 and missed the 
NCAA tournament for the first time 
in 25 years.

The players don’t like to go into 
the problems of last year too much. 

They prefer to answer those ques-
tions on the field: so far this season, 
the Orange is 4-1 against teams it 
lost to in 2007. 

“I think from the start of this 
year we’ve rededicated ourselves 
to get back to work,” Leveille said. 
“We’ve done that all the way through 
the fall, and it’s consistently held up 
here in the spring.”

Now, instead of scratching and 
clawing to stay alive for the tourna-
ment, the Orange is jockeying with 
teams like new No. 1 Duke — which 

vaulted past the Orange in the Nike/
Inside Lacrosse media poll Monday 
— and No. 3 Virginia for the top 
playoff seeds.

Though Syracuse dropped in the 
media poll, it kept its No. 1 perch in 
the USILA coaches poll.

Not that any of that matters to SU 
head coach John Desko, at least not 
publicly. He said Monday he hadn’t 
even looked at the polls yet; he was 
more concerned with getting his 
team ready for Tuesday night. Usu-

‘I just want 
a look’

see CORNELL page 18

Taj Smith, 24, decided it 
was time to leave school 
for a chance at the NFL

m e n ’s  l a c r o s s s e 

no. 2 sU prepares for Cornell with last year’s loss in mind

see smith page 20

Up neXT
Who: No. 5 Cornell
Where: Ithaca, N.Y.
When: Tonight, 7 p.m.
Channel: TW 26

stephen dockery | photo editor
Taj SmiTh has been working out every day in hopes of being picked in the upcoming nFL draft on april 26 and 27. Last season for Syracuse, Smith caught 44 passes for 822 
yards and five touchdowns. at Syracuse’s Pro day, Smith ran a 4.39 in the 40-yard dash. 

By Zach Schonbrun
StaFF WritEr

B
eth Israel Medical Center will always be there, but right 
now Taj Smith isn’t focused on any backup plans.

He’s hunched over, catching his breath inside a dimly 
lit Manley Field House on a weekday afternoon, before 

the other Syracuse teams spill in and congest the former SU 
wide receiver’s workout space. 

Thousands of miles away, prospects mold NFL-ready phy-
siques in cushy Arizona or Florida retreats with professional 
staffs, five-star facilities, Plex 
programs and hyperbaric 
chambers. Others flash bowl-
game credentials, champi-
onship rings and household 
names as advertisements for a 
promise at the next level.  

Smith grabs his jump rope 
and begins on another set, 
with nobody helping, nobody 
watching and no chambers. 
There are about a dozen oth-
ers ambling through their own routines in the gym. But they 
hardly notice when Smith sprints another full lap around the 
track, his black Dri-Fit NFL Combine T-shirt trying to keep up 
with the rest of him.

The NFL Draft looms large on the horizon three weeks away, 
and Smith’s been working out, daily, in hopes he may hear his 

“I wanted to take 
the chance and 
go after my dream 
and see how far I 
can go with it.”

Taj Smith
ForMEr SU WidE rEcEivEr on 

EntEring thE nFL draFt
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wednesday
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By Matt Gelb 
and Zach Schonbrun

The Daily Orange

A member of the Syracuse coaching staff denied an 
Internet report that Donte Greene will declare for 
the NBA Draft.

SU assistant coach Rob Murphy said by phone 
late Tuesday night that a report 
on Draftexpress.com was incor-
rect, and Greene has not yet 
informed the coaching staff of 
any decision.

“Not at all,” said Murphy, who 
added: “…There’s nothing going on.”

Murphy and the rest of the 
Syracuse coaching staff returned 
late Tuesday from the Final Four 

in San Antonio. He said the staff will take the next 
few days to talk with Greene about his options.

Calls made to Greene Tuesday night were not 

By Darren Benda
STaff WriTer

H
oward Phanstiel remem-
bers his days at Syracuse 
University, back when the 
institution was conserva-

tive with its funds. The 1970 gradu-
ate remembers when the university 
had very few student services, few 
scholarships to offer and no student 
center where students could congre-
gate between classes.

But that’s all changed. 
Nearly four decades later, Phan-

stiel has seen many movements in 
campus life at SU. And for him, the 
opportunity of a lifetime to help his 

alma mater came about two years 
ago with just a phone call. 

“It was through a phone call from 
the development office, who called 
me up at the request of the chancel-
lor,” Phanstiel said. “The chancellor 
felt that I would be a good co-chair 
for the $1 billion campaign that the 
university had embarked on.”

Phanstiel said the campaign to 
raise money for the university came 
at a perfect time — the world was in 
turmoil, and the United States was 
beset with business scandals and 
broken government. He said that’s 
the reason he became more involved 
with education.

“We saw the chancellor’s vision 
of Scholarship in Action and recog-
nized how important (it is) that all of 
the university is adequately funded 
and endowed,” he said. 

Phanstiel is the former chair-
man and CEO of PacifiCare Health 
Systems. He received his B.A. and 
M.P.A. degrees from the Maxwell 
School of Citizenship and Public 
Affairs. 

And two years after he got that 
phone call, he’s back at his alma 
mater as one of the three co-chairs 
of SU’s $1 billion “Insights Incite 
Change” campaign.  

By Michael Jiang
STaff WriTer  

Syracuse University students, specifically South Cam-
pus residents, have the chance tonight to sit down 
with the Department of Public Safety, face-to-face, and 
express their safety concerns.

The DPS Student Advisory Committee is holding an 
open-forum discussion with 
DPS representatives tonight 
at the Goldstein Student Cen-
ter on South Campus at 8 p.m. 
The discussion will focus on 
the concerns of South Cam-
pus residents, although any 
student is welcome to attend.

The Advisory Committee is a new organization 
formed by DPS after the recent burglary on South 
Campus. The committee is composed of eight students 
from all over campus and has worked closely with DPS 
for the past four weeks talking about any concerns 

rain rain, go away 
hi 68° | lo 43°

DPS to hear 
concerns about 
South Campus

see dps page 6see campaign page 8

daily orange file photo
chancellor nancy cantor speaks at the kickoff for the $1 billion campaign on november 2.   

CHANGE
Better students. Better faculty. Better reputation. 

IF YOU GO
What: Open forum 
with students, DPS
Where: goldstein 
Student Center
When: 8 p.m.

I N S I D E
O P I N I O N

Trust 
Petraeus
The surge in 
iraq is work-
ing, says Vinny 
napolitano.
Page 5

I N S I D E
S P O r t S

Winning 
routine
Syracuse men’s 
lacrosse won 
its seventh 
straight game 
without a prob-
lem at no. 5 
Cornell.
Page 20

I N S I D E
N E W S

Pay less
a nyPirg study 
shows most 
professors sup-
port lowering of 
textbook prices.
Page 3

m e n ’s  b a s k e t b a l l

SU assistant: 
Greene hasn’t 
made decision

see greene page 15

Murphy denies report that 
Greene will leave for NBA

greene

With $1 billion 
it’s all about

I N S I D E
P u l P

Straight 
shooters
Professional 
hunters in Mor-
risville, n.y., 
remain unre-
stricted by dis-
abilities.
Pages 10-11
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T H I S  D AY  I N  H I S T O R Y

Frank Lloyd 
Wright, 
1959
The 

American 
architect 
dies in 

Phoenix.  

Journey of 
Reconciliation, 

1947
The first 
interracial 

Freedom Ride 
begins in the 

South. 

Hugh Hefner, 
1926
The 

American 
publisher 

and founder 
of “Playboy” 

is born.  

Civil War,
1865

The war ends 
with the 
surrender 

of the 
Confederate 

forces.

c O R R e c T I O N S
In Thursday’s article entitled, 
“Broomsticks,” Middlebury Col-
lege student Xander Manshel’s 
favorite sports was misidentified. 
His favorite sport is squash. 

In Monday’s article entitled, “Do 
you have it?”, the second-place 
winner of the “Phi Kappa Psi” 
was incorrectly stated. Alpha Chi 
Omega, a sorority, took second.

In Tuesday’s article entitled, “SU 
redeems close loss Saturday 
with comeback win following 
day,” the second-place finisher 
in the International Petite race at 
the San Diego Crew Classic was 
misidentified. Oregon State fin-
ished second. The Daily Orange 
regrets these errors.

u . S .  &  w O R l D  N e w S
compiled by paul stanley

American Airlines to cancel 
as many as 500 flights
American Airlines announced 
Tuesday that it would cancel 
up to 500 flights to check the 
bundling of wires in some 
planes. The airline announced 
that cancellations could spill 
into today and beyond. The 
FAA has tightened inspections 
of planes at all U.S. carriers 
since the agency came under 
fire for letting Southwest 
Airlines Co. fly planes that had 
missed safety inspections. 

Bush awards Medal of 
Honor to Navy SeAl
President Bush awarded the 
Medal of Honor, the nation’s 
highest military tribute, to a 
Navy SEAL who was killed when 
he threw himself on a grenade 
in Iraq to save his comrades. 
Bush presented the award to 
the parents of Michael A. Mon-
soor, who was part of a sniper 
team in Ramadi when he died 
on Sept. 29, 2006, before about 
250 guests at the White House 
Tuesday. Monsoor was the third 
Medal of Honor winner from the 
Iraq war. The emotional ceremo-
ny came as the top U.S. general 
and diplomat in Iraq opened two 
days of congressional testimony 
on the status of the war.
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the Syracuse University academic year by The 
Daily Orange Corp., 744 Ostrom Ave., Syracuse, 
NY 13210. All contents Copyright 2305 by The 
Daily Orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. The Daily Orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. Each additional copy costs $1. 
The Daily Orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with Syracuse University.
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Behind the numbers
A look at SU’s research into academic 
dishonesty and plagiarism.  
 p u l p
Drive time
SU commuter students benefit from 
proximity to school.  

 s p o r t s 
Golden goalie
Freshman goalie John Galloway has 
become a stalwart in net for SU.

S p O R T S  S c H e D u l e

QUEStioN of tHE wEEK
What would you do with $1 billion? 

By Paul Stanley
ASST. COPY EDITOR 

“I would definitely start a charity 
and give a lot to that.” 
                                            Tim Biba 
                          FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED ARTS AND SCIENCES

“I would buy a nice house, invest 
in stocks and give a lot to charity.”  

Dong Hoon Kim
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED COLLEGE OF HUMAN ECOLOGY

“I would pay off my student loans, 
splurge on something really 
big and then save the rest.”                               
                                      Abby Paulson 
SOPHOMORE, COMMUNICATIONS AND RHETORICAL STUDIES

“I’d probably just buy myself 
whatever I needed, a house 
and just live my life out.”
                                  Wesley Merritt  

 SOPHOMORE, INFORMATION STUDIES AND TECHNOLOGY

“I’d pay off my student loans, put 
some to charity and get a nice house.”  

Joe Gervasio 
                                                            FRESHMAN, CHEMISTRY

                                          

“I would go to grad school and 
pay off all of my loans.”

  Samantha McQueen
FRESHMAN, BIOLOGY

T O D AY ’ S  e V e N T S
What: Rosemary Pooler lecture
When: 2:30 p.m.    
Where: 204 College of Law
How much: Free 
 
What: Financial literacy discussion
When: 5:30 p.m.
Where: 228B Schine Student Center
How much: Free 

What: Rubinstein Social Justice Awards
When: 6:30 p.m.  
Where: Maxwell Auditorium
How much: Free 

What: Dry Yai concert
When: 7:30 p.m. 
Where: Schine Underground
How much: $3 

What: Contemporary music ensemble
When: 8 p.m. 
Where: Setnor Auditorium
How much: Free

MEN’S LACROSSE 
Sat., April 12 
vs. Rutgers 
@ 2 p.m., Piscataway, N.J. 
 
SOFTBALL 
Fri., April 11 
vs. Louisville 
@ 4 p.m., Louisville, Ky. 
 
MEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 12  
George Washington Invitational 
@ TBA, Washington, D.C.  

WOMEN’S LACROSSE 
Sat., April 12 
vs. Rutgers 
@ 11 a.m., New  
Brunswick, N.J. 

TRACK & FIELD 
Thu., April 10  
Bulldog Decathlon 
@ TBA, Athens, Ga. 

WOMEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 12 
vs. UPenn &  
Northeastern 
@ All day, Boston
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By Megan Saucke
Asst. copy editor

Patricia Riexinger thinks video games 
are the biggest danger to wildlife.

“I really think that the biggest 
threat to fish and wildlife in this state is 
the Nintendo,” she said. 

She said a new generation of people 
doesn’t care about the environment, 
and its apathy and ignorance will be 
reflected when it votes on policy initia-
tives and for public officials.

Nineteen audience members lis-
tened closely Tuesday afternoon as 
Riexinger discussed the role science 
plays in affecting governmental policy 
concerning natural resources.

Riexinger, the director of Fish, Wild-
life and Marine Resources in New York 
State Department of Environmental 
Conservation (DEC), worked for seven 
years as a field biologist before transfer-
ring to the DEC three decades ago to 
work in the government.

She said she was able to do more for 
conservation working for the bureau-
cracy than in the field.

Riexinger was brought to State 
University of New York College of 
Environmental Science and Forestry 
by the ESF Women’s Caucus, which 
works to improve the climate for female 
students and faculty. She was the third 
guest this year in the Women in Scien-
tific and Environmental Professions 
speaker series.

“She’s very well-known, and she’s 
local,” said Heather Engelman, the grad-
uate student who brought Riexinger to 
ESF. “Sometimes we overlook people that 
are right in our own backyard.”

Riexinger focused mainly on how 
wetland policy is defined and shaped in 
New York state, where 7 percent of the 
landscape is made up of wetlands.

Though science provides the evi-
dence for the government to enact pro-
tective laws, it isn’t the only answer, 
she said.

Science can’t make people care. The 
information needs to be translated into 
layman’s terms so the issue is impor-
tant to the public and useful to the 
legislators making  decisions, she said.

One of Riexinger’s primary goals 
is to reconnect people with nature in 
order to change attitudes toward the 
environment.

Riexinger acknowledged changes in 
policy can be slow, and said that’s what 
makes her job frustrating.

Then a picture of a huge smile with 
colorful braces popped up on the screen, 
drawing laughter from the audience.

“If you apply gentle pressure for a long 
period of time, you can get bone teeth to 
move in bone,” she said. “It takes time. 
You’ve got to be patient, you’ve got to be 

By Edward Paik
stAff Writer

Tenner Bell’s new plush football 
contrasted against the faded blue 
of his jersey. But the worn birth-
day present the 9-year-old received 
from a neighbor still revealed the 
number on the jersey that mat-
tered the most.

“McNabb,” he whispered. The 

reason why he stood on the Astro-
turf of the Carrier Dome.

He wasn’t the only one. The 
number five, printed on orange, 
blue, green and white littered the 
estimated crowd of nearly 2,000 at 
the Carrier Dome Tuesday night 
when former all-pro quarterback 
Donovan McNabb returned to 
Syracuse University for the first 
time since graduating in 1998. 

“In terms of popularity and 
public interest, I think Donovan 
McNabb would be our top choice 
to come back to Syracuse,” said 

n y p i r g

Report shows 
N.Y. faculty 
backs lower 
book prices

wildlife expert 
encourages 
women in field 

see nypirg page 4see riexinger page 4

david krebs | staff photographer
donovan mcnabb (left), an ex-sU quarterback and current NfL star, poses with Kyle Lograsso, 
winner of the perseveration in sports Award. McNabb gave a speech before tuesday’s charity auction. 

McNabb shines at charity auction

By Madison Schmakel
stAff Writer

Faces of frustrated students glared 
from pictures on the wall in room 228B 
of Schine Student Center Tuesday. The 
students in the photos held signs saying 
things like, “I’ve spent $751 on text-
books.”

The New York Public Interest 
Research Group (NYPIRG) held a press 
conference on Tuesday to release a 
statewide report about faculty opinions 
of inflated textbook prices. 

“It’s definitely a timely issue right 
now,” said Christine Elliott, project 
coordinator of NYPIRG. “Students are 
going to return their textbooks hoping 
to get hundreds of dollars back from the 
thousands they spent on books, and a 
lot of them won’t.”

The report also offers suggestions 
for faculty, state and federal legisla-
tures and students that could help to 
curb the rising textbook prices.

The newly released NYPIRG report, 
titled Sticker Shock 101, surveyed 358 
faculty members from 26 colleges and 
universities asking about their opin-
ions on textbook publishers’ business 
practices and prices. The results, the 
panel said, were overwhelming.

“Faculty that we surveyed were 
very open to using those prices as cri-
teria when selecting their books,” said 
Anthony Capece, a junior environmen-
tal studies major. “Ninety-seven per-
cent of faculty said they would consider 
price or consider price an important 
factor in their book decisions.”

Joining Capece in the press confer-
ence was Fran Clark, programming 
coordinator of NYPIRG and Alejandro 
Fernandez-Lovo, a junior communica-
tion and rhetorical studies major. 

“I paid roughly $436.95 on text-
books this semester,” Fernandez-Lovo 
said. “And that’s a lot of money when 
I myself, my parents, need to pay for 
tuition, room and board, fees and trans-
portation to come to this school. That’s 
not cutting it.”

The report focused mostly on statis-
tics of faculty willing to change their 
practices in choosing and assigning 
textbooks and offered suggestions on 
how to make the changes.

Page five of the report suggests to 
faculty and administrators that “when 
content is comparable, choose the 
cheaper textbook,” or “allow students 
to use older textbook editions, when 
appropriate.”

Former SU star 
motivates during 
pre-auction speech

IteMs Up foR 
AUctIoN
■ carmelo Anthony sU elite 
dynasty collage
■ two season tickets for 
sU Men’s Basketball ’08-’09 
season
■ John Madden autographed 
football
■ cal ripken Jr. autographed 
baseball
■ sailing on Lake ontario

source: sU charity sports Auction 
Web site

see auction page 4
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Michael Veley, director of the sport manage-
ment program. “He’s such an icon, one of 
our most decorated student-athletes to play 
at Syracuse, so this is a big coo to have him 
back at the Dome.”

McNabb was at the top of the list of dis-
tinguished lecturers to bring to Syracuse, 
Veley said, in a process that began two 
weeks after last year’s charity auction.

As an annual event, students of the sport 
management program are challenged to 
raise the bar higher every year, Veley said. 
“We raised $10,000 the first year, $20,000 
the last year. I think students get behind, 
they’re equal to the challenge.”

The items were gathered with students’ 
help from donations from corporations and 
the Syracuse community, said Kate Futrell, 
administrative specialist for the sport man-
agement program.

From sports memorabilia and tickets to 
the Belmont Stakes Horse Race, to gas and 
cases of 1812 beer, nearly everything went 
for auction with items starting as low as 
$10 and others that started silent bidding 
at $4,000.

“The community’s support is huge, we 
couldn’t have raised (450 items) without the 
support of the community,” Futrell said. 
“There have been a ton of businesses, res-
taurants and attraction that donated both 
sports and non-sports related items.”

Some of the more unique items went on 
auction on a Web site in conjunction with 
the charity event. Held by Steiner Sports 
Memorabilia, items such as a 16-room vaca-

tion home in Hilton Head to a Barry Bonds 
signed baseball bat went for auction online 
at http://www.steinermarketplace.com

To kick off the silent auction, Veley 
offered a football autographed by McNabb 
and a photo opportunity. And as the former 
alumnus and football star’s head turned 
back and forth, the final bid rang in at 
$1,000 dollars to Julie Raynolds, a mother of 
a sports management student.  

Despite her win, Raynolds handed the 
signed item to the Perseveration in Sports 
winner Kyle Lograsso. The 6-year-old golf 
prodigy was awarded the honor after suffer-
ing four tumors in his right eye and a blood 
infection.

But McNabb only had words of encour-
agement for Lograsso.

“I told him he’ll never beat me at golf,” 
McNabb laughed.

McNabb carried the same tone through-
out the rest of his speech. 

Yet, his focus remained on the Ameri-
can Diabetes Association, as McNabb spoke 
about his father who was diagnosed with 
the disease.

Insulin was McNabb’s reminder of his 
father’s pain, but for his diabetic father, it 
was the source of pride.

“I have diabetes, but I am proud,” Sam 
McNabb said of his son’s natural heart to 
give back. “I would rather judge a person 
by their actions,” he said, “(For Donovan) 
giving back is a given.”

For the students of Sports Manage-
ment Club, Veley said, “Our whole goal 
in this event is to insist in our student’s 
social responsibility and philanthropy in 
sports.”

edpaik@syr.edu
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Recommendations were also offered to stu-
dents. The report advises students to buy and sell 
books at the NYPIRG Book Exchange at nypirg.
org or other online bookswaps, or shop online and 
check international bookseller Web sites for lower 
prices.

Although there is pending congressional and 
state legislation about the solution to high text-
book prices, Syracuse’s chapter of NYPIRG is 
looking to make an influence on the issue imme-
diately.

“The Student Association here had its student 
leadership summit at the beginning of this year, 
and one of the issues that students identified was 
prices of textbooks,” Elliott said. “So they’re doing 
a lot of work trying to maybe get some coalitions 
going on or getting some agreements from the 
bookstores because we know from the past that 
has worked.”

The most effective way the report highlights 
for affecting change is to discuss the problem 

with professors and become proactive before the 
textbooks are ever seen.

“We need to push for faculty members to know 
so they can make enlightened decisions based on 
how much money these books cost so students 
don’t spend so much each semester,” Capece said.

mmschmak@syr.edu

nypirg
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What the Faculty 
RepoRted
The New York Public Interest Research 
Group (NYPIRG) surveyed 358 faculty 
members from 26 colleges to find out 
their opinions on textbook prices and 
publishers’ business practices.
Sixty-four percent said they “rarely” or 
“never” used the bundled extras (CD-
ROMs, workbooks, etc.) that come with 
so many of the textbooks.
Seventy-nine percent said they would 
“approve” or “strongly approve” of leg-
islation requiring publishers to offered 
unbundled texts without the extras.

Source: NYPIRG Report ‘Sticker Shock 101’

persistent, but you can make change.”
Riexinger, who is one of only two female 

directors of fish and wildlife in the nation, was 
happy to speak for the ESF Women’s Caucus. 
She said women can bring a different perspec-
tive, expanding the view of a field that has 
traditionally focused on hunting and fishing.

Her advice for young women aspiring to the 
science field, she said, is to have confidence and 
be assertive.

“I think women bring a real collaborative role 
to conservation decision-making public policy, 
and I think those are real strengths we don’t value 
enough,” she said.

She added that the gender balance has 
improved, and there are many more females in 
the field than when she started more than three 
decades ago.

Monica Giermek, a senior environmental stud-
ies major, said she enjoyed the lecture and learned 
a lot.

“I find it really inspiring to see a woman in 
such a high-scientific career,” she said.

mcsaucke@syr.edu

riexinger
f r o m  p a g e  3
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J ust as stories on the economy 
displaced headlines about the 
Iraq War, attention will shift 

back starting today. Gen. David 
Petraeus, the U.S. Commanding 
General in Iraq, began his testimony 
and hearings Tuesday before the 
U.S. Congress about the war, with 
the 20,000 troop surge in February 
2007 in particular, being the top of 
the Democrat majorityís agenda. 
The Democrats are eager to declare 
the war a failure, but the only way to 
ensure this is by withdrawing from 
Iraq quickly enough so they can say 
in this Novemberís election, ìLook at 
Iraq, look how President Bush failed 
there.î 

Thereís one thing standing in 
their way: success. 

Just last September, Petraeus 
sat before the hostile Democrats in 
Congress to explain why the troop 

surge was a good idea. Today, he 
sits before them reminding them of 
the successes that resulted from the 
surge.  They will probably continue 
to ignore what he has to say, however. 
The far-left Democrats have preferred 
to live in their political fantasyland of 
monumental failures and spew their 
rhetoric about why the United States 
should cut-and-run. But then, what can 
one expect from a party whose elected 
officials are in bed with leftist interest 
groups such as MoveOn.org, who 
smear the troops on a regular basis?

Petraeus urged Congress on Tues-
day to oppose removing ìtoo many 
troops too quickly,î according to The 
New York Times. Can anyone ques-
tion that this is the one person who 
would know what the right strategy 
is? No politician sitting here in the 
United States, Republican or Demo-
crat, has the same first-hand experi-

ence as Petraeus. Politicians should 
not pretend they understand what is 
best, but should instead listen to the 
troops on the ground who report back 
to Washington on their progress. The 
Republicans, for the most part, have 
heeded their advice, while the Demo-
crats continue to smear the war and 
call for an irresponsible reduction of 
American forces. 

Unfortunately for the Democrats, 
the Iraq War ó the very issue the 
Democrats ran and won on in 2006 
ó has now become an advantage for 
Sen. John McCain in his run for the 

White House and for all Republicans 
who stood by the troops at the hardest 
of times. The American people, once 
unbelievably pessimistic ó a 2007 Fox 
News poll had 24 percent supporting 
the troop surge ó has finally seen that 
the war is being won. They are ready 
to move away from the Democratsí 
hollow rants and ravings about fail-
ure ó and the polls show it. 

According to a recent Pew 
Research poll, 53 percent of voters 
believe ìthe United States will ulti-
mately prevail in Iraq.î Moreover, a 
recent CNN poll found that 52 percent 
of Americans think U.S. forces are 
ìmaking progress in improving con-
ditions in Iraq and bringing an end to 
the violence in that country.î This is 
a sharp and drastic change in public 
opinion that even the most pessimis-
tic Democrats cannot deny ó though 
it is almost certain they will try. 

There is good reason to have hope 
for the future of both Iraq and the 
United States; the United States has 
made serious inroads within Iraqís 
borders, but the Democrats, includ-
ing Sens. Clinton and Obama, refuse 
to see it. 

If we run away from our obliga-
tions in Iraq now, we will be sur-
rendering an entire nation to years 
of genocide, terrorism and possibly 
worse. The question of whether it was 
right to enter Iraq in the first place 
is now one for the history books to 
dissect; the question today is whether 
or not we are willing to do the right 
thing: win the war and bring our men 
and women home with honor. 

Vinny Napolitano is a senior political 
science, American history and political 

philosophy major. He is the Executive 
Director of the College Republicans. His 

columns appear every Wednesday. He 
can be reached at vsnapoli@syr.edu.

V i n n y  n a p o l i ta n o

reagan was right

Petraeus won’t betray us: Listen to U.S. commander, not politicians

S c r i b b l e
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and issues they may have, said Nneka Obiekwe, a 
member of the committee. 

In trying to gain a better understanding of 
student living, questions that have been brought 
up by DPS include, “Did the burglary scare you?” 
and “Why don’t students lock their doors?” said 
Obiekwe, a sophomore in the College of Human 
Ecology.  

“We thought that this would be a great discus-
sion for other students to have an opportunity to 
get to know and respect (DPS) on a personal level,” 
Obiekwe said. 

This forum will give students the opportu-
nity to raise any concerns they have and to gain a 
clearer understanding of what DPS is and what it 
has to offer. 

DPS wants to “let (students) know about the 
services that they have available to them,” said 
Drew Buske, deputy chief of DPS. He said the 
plan is to discuss any mutual concerns and issues 
students may have as it relates to the role of DPS 
on campus.

Obiekwe said one of the important goals of the 
meeting is to dispel any negative perceptions of 
DPS for those who have them and to let students 
know that the school and DPS is doing everything 
they can to keep them safe.

Because of role DPS sometimes plays, people 
can view DPS in a negative light, she said. But the 
hope is to get students to “work together with DPS 
instead of always working against them.” 

Obiekwe said with officers introducing them-
selves, students can hopefully be able to recognize 
DPS officers by face and name and allow them to 
feel more comfortable when approaching them.

This meeting will primarily focus on South 
Campus residents because there are different 
security procedures for students living there. 
There are no sign-in policies, and some students 
feel there are not as many resources available to 
them to keep them safe. 

“There are some people who feel very unsafe,” 
Obiekwe said.

While some students may have safety ques-
tions, this has been a “typical year” with a couple 
of incidents, said Deputy Chief Buske. He char-
acterized them as normal in that type of living 
environment.

The forum will bring up the accessibility of 
campus to local Syracuse residents and how local 
residents are getting on campus, showing up at 
parties and creating incidents.

DPS has been discussing a plan to raise the 
level of security on South Campus and make it less 
accessible, but that may or not may be ready to be 
presented at the forum, Obiekwe said. 

“Hopefully this meeting will help bridge the gap 
between students and DPS,” Obiekwe concluded. 

myjiang@syr.edu
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Syracuse grad wins third place 
Pulitzer Prize for local reporting

By Stephanie Musat
Asst. News editor 

When Tiffany Lankes heard she was nomi-
nated for a Pulitzer Prize for an article, she 
immediately went back to her roots.

”I wanted to know if I could be in the New-
house Hall of Fame for this,” she said.

Lankes, a 2003 graduate of Syracuse Uni-
versity and former editor in chief at The Daily 
Orange, was part of a team from The Herald-
Tribune in Sarasota, Fla., that was nominated 
for a Pulitzer Prize in local reporting for a 
story that ran in February. The paper received 
notification it placed third in the category 
Monday.

“When you enter the world of journalism, 
you’ll find out that the Pulitzer is a big deal,” 
Lankes said. “There is lots of vying for it. 
When we first got a whiff that it might be true, 
I didn’t believe it.”

Adam Kilgore, a 2006 graduate of SU 
and former sports editor at The D.O., was 
one of 11 reporters that had bylines in The 
Washington Post’s coverage of the Virginia 
Tech shootings. The staff won the Pulitzer 
for breaking news. 

Lankes worked with fellow reporter Mat-
thew Doig and investigations editor Chris 
Davis on a series titled “Broken Trust,” a 
four-day series which divulged the failures of 
Florida’s disciplinary system in cases of abuse 
in the classroom.

The series, published after a two-year 
investigation, found that abusive teachers 
were allowed to continue teaching or received 
minor punishments because incidents were 
not reported. 

“Teachers will sometimes prey on stu-
dents, and their bosses will look the other 
way because it is a hassle,” Lankes said. “We 
wanted to try to quantify how many people 

have been abused.”
This series was one of three finalists. The 

Milwaukee Journal Sentinel was named 
the winner for its series on pension deals 
for Milwaukee County workers. The articles 
revealed that workers boosted their pensions 
and violated county ordinances and IRS rules.

Although the nomination was an achieve-
ment for her, she found the action taken after 
the series ran to be the most gratifying part.

“Since then, the local system in Florida 
changed the way they handle cases and state 
legislatures are looking toward new laws to 
change how the state handles cases against 
teachers,” she said.

Lankes never expected to win or be nomi-
nated for a Pulitzer Prize only five years after 
graduating, but did acknowledge she thought 
the series had a chance to compete.

“I wasn’t that far out of school, so this was 
beyond my realm of understanding — this whole 
Pulitzer process,” Lankes said. “So I was shocked 
from the get-go that something that I worked on 
would be submitted for something like that.”

She said that she was slightly relieved to 
move on to other stories, because waiting for 
the results was “a bit of a distraction.”

Lankes graduated with degrees in news-
paper journalism and policy studies. She also 
served as feature editor and assistant news 
editor at The D.O.

She said that her experiences at The D.O. 
and at the S.I. Newhouse School of Public Com-
munications helped her in her current career, 
and that her education gave her an edge above 
other reporters.

“When I first got to work, some people didn’t 
even know what an enterprise story was,” she 
said. “I learned that from Syracuse, and that is 
what helped me today.”

sdmusat@syr.edu

dailyorange.com
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YES, You Can Take Classes at ESF
Check course listings and see your academic advisor to register.

ESF Banner AD:Layout 1 10/16/07 1:40 PM Page 2

S U N y- e S f
every wednesday in the daily orange

By Eugene Viderman
Contributing writer

A fter printing 400 copies of their news-
paper each week, students at the State 
University of New York College of Envi-

ronment Science and Forestry became wor-
ried about the wasted paper involved in the 
process. 

“We were really getting concerned about the 
paper usage,” said Tina Notas, editor-in-chief 
of The Knothole, the SUNY-ESF student-run 
newspaper. “It was kind of ridiculous. We’re 
supposed to be an environmental campus.”

In order to combat the problem, The Knot-
hole will now primarily be read online. After 
40 years of publication, the weekly newspaper 
made its online debut April 1.

The staff of The Knothole is optimistic it will 
be able to reach a wider audience and believe it 
will now be more accessible to students and the 
Syracuse community, according to the paper’s 
Web site.

Posting the newspaper online will also help 
increase visibility of the many events and devel-
opments on the ESF/SU campus. 

Patrick Lawler, the faculty advisor of the ESF 
paper for the past 18 years, describes the publica-
tion as a hybrid — it serves both as a newspaper 
and a bulletin board where club announcements 
and events are frequently posted.

“It is a way of getting information out there to 
our campus, to our students and to our alumni,” 
Lawler said.

But the newspaper isn’t solely intended for 
ESF students. Before going online, copies of the 
paper used to be available every Friday under-
neath Hendricks Chapel by People’s Place and 
in the foyer of the Shaffer Art Building.

The idea of putting the newspaper online 

has been roaming around the campus for quite 
some time. 

“I’ve been advocating this for a while, but 
it took time to get the kind of students with the 
right kind of expertise to be able to do this,” 
Lawler said. “Even though we would talk about 
publishing online, and many students were 
very enthusiastic about it, it never seemed to 
get off the ground.” 

A major reason The Knothole was able to 
launch on the Web is because of Craig Lazzar, 
the Web editor for the newspaper. He hopes by 
going online, readership will increase by allow-
ing people to access the publication anywhere. 

“We’ve gotten links inserted in the student 
activity e-mails and other areas, increasing the 
awareness of the Web site and making it pretty 
accessible,” Lazzar added. These links will take 
the students directly to the Web page.  

From now on, there will only be 10 hard cop-
ies printed every week, which will be available 
at Moon Library.

Limiting the amount of paper usage on the 
ESF campus isn’t news to the students. 

Samantha Kastler, a freshman life science 

major, is enthusiastic about the shift. She said 
the campus has already taken the steps in order 
to limit the printing quota.

“This is definitely another good step for us,” 
she said.

Some ESF students are hopeful that by going 
online, it will encourage other publications to 
do the same. 

“If one publication place does that then I 
think that others are more likely to follow suit 
because they will have something to base it 
on, rather than going at it blindly,” said Matt 
Myers, a junior natural history and interpreta-
tion major. 

The Knothole staff is excited about all of 

the benefits that come along with an online 
publication. It thinks more students will be able 
to contribute to the paper by simply following 
a link from the e-mail. Also, the new medium 
will allow for innovative photography and a new 
level of interconnectivity previously unavail-
able with traditional forms of circulation.

Lawler takes great pride in ESF’s weekly 
publication. 

The staff, he says, comes from a variety of 
backgrounds. 

“We do not have Newhouse students, we don’t 
even have English majors on campus,” he said. 
“It’s done out of love more than anything else.” 

yviderma@syr.edu

Saving paper
Weekly student publication creates new Web site to 
gain visibility, popularity while conserving resources

courtesy of http://web.syr.edu/~knothole/paper.html
The Knothole, SunY-eSF’s

“We were really getting 
concerned about the 
paper usage. It was kind 
of ridiculous. We’re 
supposed to be an 
environmental campus.”

Tina Notas
editor-in-ChieF oF the Knothole
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Current administration hopes the campaign 
will bolster SU’s place as an institution of high-
er education across the country and attract 
more lucrative faculty members, while tapering 
off tuition increases for current students each 
year.

More than six months into the ‘public’ 
phase, SU is more than halfway to its goal, 
said Brian Sischo, director of the campaign 
and associate vice president of development 
at SU. 

The campaign had raised $509 million by the 
public kickoff, which was announced Nov. 2, 2007.

“We’re essentially at $540 million right 
now,” Sischo said. “(Since) the launch, we’ve 
added another $30 million, which we’re feel-
ing pretty good about, given the impending 
recession.”

What does the campaign 
do for SU’s reputation?

Among the schools setting goals of $1 billion 
or more are institutions like Cornell Univer-
sity, New York University and the University 
of Notre Dame. So, does Syracuse need this 
campaign to remain competitive, or is it a repu-
tation booster?

Chancellor Nancy Cantor said Syracuse’s 
reputation will be boosted immensely — giving 
the university visibility.

“You’re out there talking to thousands of people 
about the wonderful things that are happening at 
SU,” Cantor said. “People think campaigns are 
totally about money-raising. It certainly is about 
raising money, but they are also about solidify-
ing ideas about the place and talking about the 
identity of the institution, and all of that spreads 

the word about the institution.”
Eric Spina, vice chancellor and provost, says 

the campaign will enhance SU’s faculty and 
increase its notoriety. In terms of faculty and 
endowed chairs, SU is behind, he said.

“The culture and history of Syracuse Univer-
sity simply hasn’t led to the number of endowed 
chairs and endowed professorships that other 
institutions of our quality have,” Spina said. 

Spina said one of the best ways to retain 
and recruit good faculty is by offering money, 
endowed chairs and endowed professorships.

“To retain (and recruit) those faculty mem-
bers, we need to have chairs and professorships 
to offer,” he said. “As we are competing for 
the best faculty, the way you pull someone 
away from another university is by offering 
them a professorship or a chair. This campaign, 
(which) has faculty excellence at its core, is 
really an important evolution for us to increase 
the quality of the faculty.”

One of the non-monetary goals of this cam-
paign is that at its outcome, the reputation of the 
school will increase, Sischo said.

“The whole will be greater than the sum 
of the parts,” Sischo said. “We would expect 
that the institution’s reputation will have been 
significantly improved, thereby making the 
institution more attractive to incoming stu-
dents and making the diplomas of our graduates 
more valuable.”

As co-chair, Phanstiel simultaneously has 
high hopes for Syracuse as the campaign pro-
gresses.

“I do think, if we focus how the money is 
used, that we can become one of the top 20 insti-
tutions in America,” Phanstiel said. 

How does the campaign 
change tuition for students?

Spina says it’s because of the students that 

there’s a campaign in the first place. 
“Obviously we have high aspirations as an 

institution,” he said. “We make sure that we’re 
supporting our students well. We need a cam-
paign from time to time, so we are 

less dependent upon tuition to make good 
things happen.”

According to the SU Web site, the rate of 
tuition increases has declined steadily over the 
past few years. Spina said although the school 
relies on tuition heavily, the campaign will help 
cut the increases.

In order to not raise tuition, Spina said if the 
university can find additional endowment and 
development resources, that will take the place 
of incremental increases.

“We’ve had three years of consecutive 
decreases in the rate of increase,” Spina said. 
“And as the campaign becomes more success-
ful, I’d expect that to continue and deepen.”

Louis Marcoccia, executive vice president 
and chief financial officer at SU, agreed that the 
university hopes the campaign will limit future 
tuition increases.

“Any of the money that comes in obviously 
takes a little bit of the pressure off what has to 
be done with other sources of funds,” he said. 
“Presumably, it can have some impact on the 
rate in which tuition is increased.”

Big capital campaigns are a common trend 
across the country, said Ronald Ehrenberg, 
director of Cornell University’s Higher Educa-
tion Research Institute and a member of the 
American Association of University Professor’ 
Committee on the Economic Status of the Pro-
fession.

“Campaigns are absolutely necessary, as 
(colleges) aren’t going to cut tuition,” Ehrenberg 
said. “What they may do is prevent the tuition 
from going up from as rapid a rate as it other-
wise would have.”

What is Chancellor Cantor’s 
view of the campaign? 

SU Chancellor Nancy Cantor acknowledged 
that across the country tuition, as a whole, has 
been rising. But she said the $1 billion campaign 
will help limit increases.

“We will try to increase our ability to support 
families in order to pay the costs of education,” 
Cantor said. “We’re putting a large emphasis in 
raising financial aid, and that will go directly 
to students to offset tuition costs. The more we 
raise to feed the programmatic and operating 
costs of the campus, the less pressure there is to 
raise tuition.”

Cantor’s commitment is personal, as well as 
professional. Cantor and her husband Steven 
Brechin have donated $1 million of their own 
money to the campaign.

Sischo said Cantor’s contribution made it 
easier to ask donors for money. 

“It’s important in the business of fundraising 
and development that before you can ask others 
to participate, you have to step forward in the 
leadership yourself,” Sischo said. “Dr. Cantor 
and Dr. Brechin’s commitment to the campaign 
and institution really sets a leadership tone to 
the campaign.” 

Cantor’s example shows that a donor doesn’t 
have to write SU a check for that particular 
amount in one piece of paper. It shows that a 
potential donor can have a payment plan to the 
university.

“Obviously we don’t have $1 million today,” 
Cantor said. “But through lifetime planning, 
one can be able to stretch and do that. And if 
we’re going to ask people for money, we should 
be stretching ourselves.”

Phanstiel said Cantor’s generosity was a great 
way to invite potential donors to give back to SU.

“It also shows that there are combina-
tions of upfront money, planned giving and 
bequests,” he said. “This shows that there are 
lots of ways to structure gifts to the university 

without having all the financial resources.”

Why $1 billion?
The university’s last capital campaign, led 

by Chancellor Kenneth Shaw, had a goal of $300 
million. When it concluded on Dec. 31, 2000, the 
final amount raised was approximately $370 
million.

“After the previous campaign ended, we then 
went into the planning mode of what evolved to 
this campaign,” Sischo said. 

According to the Chronicle of Higher Educa-
tion, SU is one of more than 30 schools in the 
midst of billion-dollar campaigns.

Even though other schools have capital 
campaigns, SU’s stands out due to its relation-
ship with Scholarship in Action — the initia-
tive covers a broad range of academic activi-
ties; so does the capital campaign’s objectives, 
Cantor said.

To Cantor, the university wanted to set its 
standards high no matter how ambitious it 
seemed.

“The idea behind the $1 billion campaign is 
really to fulfill our ambitions at a level that’s 
appropriate for all the great things that are hap-
pening at Syracuse,” Cantor said. 

What is the future of the campaign?
SU’s campaign is more than 54 percent com-

plete. With five years to go, Cantor couldn’t be 
more excited.

“I think we’re making really good progress,” 
Cantor said. “You know me, I’m always pushing 
for more, but I am very happy on where we are 
and where we are going.”

Marcoccia, chief financial officer at SU, says 
the future looks bright for SU alumni like Phan-
stiel. 

“I don’t think you ever want to look back 
and say, ‘Gee, the university doesn’t seem to be 
as good as it was when I was there’,” he said. “I 
think most people take pride in saying, ‘Boy, 
it’s even better than when I was there, and I’ve 
played a role in making it better!’”

Looking ahead to 2012 and the completion of 
the campaign, Phanstiel hopes SU will continue 
to make positive strides.

“Syracuse is a great school,” he said. “You 
can see that in terms of the number of appli-
cants that are applying to the university. It’s a 
more selective university than it was when I 
attended. You see the accomplishments of the 
distinguished alumni.”

Phanstiel said other alumni are as excited as 
he is about the multidisciplinary programs that 
are being created at SU, thanks to the $1 billion 
campaign and Scholarship in Action.

“I think that the combination of all those 
things gives the school momentum,” Phanstiel 
said. “I think that alumni are excited to be a 
part of a winning team.”

dhbenda@syr.edu
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The Syracuse University
Retail Association presents

Spring
Fashion Show

Fundraiser

Friday, April 11, 2008
7:00 PM @ Hendricks Chapel

Sponsored by Macy’s Inc.

Tickets are $10.00
All proceeds benefit the

American Cancer Society

For tickets contact Lindsey Meyer,
retail.assoc@gmail.com

Campaign
f r o m  p a g e  1

nancy cantor’s billion 
dollar campaign: last 
10 years of endowment



Sponsors

Media Sponsors

Festival Tickets & Passes at:
The Sound Garden
124 Walton St.  
in Armory Square

Emerald City Video
3208 Erie Blvd. E.

Festival office at the  
Hotel Syracuse
500 S. Warren St.

Online at  
www.syrfilm.com
& during the festival 
at all venues
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Text and Photos by Nick McCann
Staff photographer

A sudden cluster of 20-gauge shotgun 
fire can be heard yards away. On 
a rainy day in Morrisville, N.Y., a 
group of hunters practice its aim on 

clay pigeons in a wet field. The men are all pro-
fessional hunters, and they are all disabled. 

Car accidents and medical conditions have 
left them all in wheelchairs, walkers or with 
prosthetic limbs. Regardless, the men are full 
of life, telling jokes and chewing deer jerky as 
they clean their guns. Once the rain subsides, 
they march in a cluster into the woods look-
ing for pheasant.

These hunting trips, headed by Advanced 
Strategies Adventures, a Central New 
York organization geared toward taking 
disabled outdoorsmen on weekend hunting 
and fishing trips, are still in their infancy. 
Co-founders Mark Spratt and Lloyd Wiegel 
have only now achieved their status as a 

non-profit organization. 
“That status will really get us the funding 

we need for supplies and trips,” said Wiegel, a 
licensed hunting guide 

Wiegel turned down multiple jobs as a 
guide out West to stay in Central New York to 
work with the disabled community.

“I get upset, downright pissed, that if 
you’re disabled you’re not suppose to have 
a life,” Spratt said. “There are thousands of 
disabled people in Central New York, but you 
never see any of them. It’s so important for 
people with disabilities to remain active, to 
stay healthy, mentally and physically.”

nrmccann@syr.edu

mark spratt lost the use of his legs in an automobile accident in 1992 but remains an avid outdoorsman. “I’ve never considered myself disabled,” said Spratt, co-founder of advanced Strategies 
adventures. “I’ve just had to do it all from a chair.” 

a successful hunt in Morrisville, N.Y.

pheasants lay on the ground after a day’s hunt. 

DischargeD shotgun shells lay in a wet field 
in Morrisville, N.Y. hunting remains the most popu-
lar form of recreation in this rural community.

 Open 
New Central New York organization allows 
disabled hunters to venture into the woods

trevor van auken (right), 14, hands off his shotgun to a few friends when a shell becomes jammed in the barrel. Van 
auken lost his left hand in a firework accident, but continues to hunt in Kirkville, N.Y.

lloYD Wiegel (left) leads John Nelson on a whitetail deer hunt in the adirondack Mountains. Nelson 
lost his eyesight and most of his hearing in a welding accident during his time in the U.S. Marine Corps. 

ONLINE NOW
go to dailyorange.com to view the audio 
slideshow of the disabled hunters by 
Nick McCann.

season
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C R O S S W O R D
by thomas joseph

THE TOWN BIKE BY KATH FIDLER | KEFIDLER@SYR.EDU THEN DAN TICKNER | DANTICKNER@GMAIL.COM

DINOSAUR COMICS BY RYAN NORTH | QWANTZ.COM

CLASSIC PERRY BIBLE FELLOWSHIP BY NICK GUREWITCH | PBFCOMICS.COM

ËFriday Happy Hour-No cover! 
ËFree food 5-7 p.m.
Ë$3 pitchers and more specials

21 & over. Please drink responsibly. Don’t drink and drive.

MAGGIES
Restaurant & Sports Bar

161 Marshall Street

Great food Fun times
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By Zach Berman
STAFF WRITER

A t the end of every February, 
baseball teams convene in towns 
in Florida and Arizona for spring 

training — a month of practice held in an 
effort to return to the shape required of a 
pro baseball player.

In an effort to simulate realism, “Major 
League Baseball 2K8” has taken a similar 
approach — forcing gamers to grasp a learn-
ing curve that feels like it’ll take all of spring 
training to understand. The creators from 
2K Sports made the game too realistic — 
and the gameplay requires patience to fully 
learn.

To the creators’ credit — and they certain-
ly deserve it in many areas — it is a tribute to 
the advancement of video games when the 
major gripe is how realistic the game is. The 
problem arises when a novice tries playing 
the game, and the controls are more diffi cult 
than molecular physics. The famed baseball 
movie “Bull Durham” provided perhaps the 
best summation of baseball: “This is a very 
simple game. You throw the ball, you catch 
the ball, you hit the ball. Sometimes you win, 
sometimes you lose, sometimes it rains.” 

When playing a video game — at least 
for the fi rst time — that seems to be a 
realistic expectation. Allow the user to 
throw, catch and hit in a practical man-
ner. Instead, “Major League Baseball 2K8” 
developed a robust overhaul in the gameplay 

that promotes the complexities 
a baseball fan loves, but one 
that is developed and refi ned 
over time. When learned, the control 
might be terrifi c and authentic. But it takes a 
while to pick up. 

The best advice: If users are not devoted to 
learning such in-depth controls, just revert 
back to classic mode, in which pitching and 
hitting is much simpler. This might be the 
easy way out — but so are video games.

As for the rest of the game, there 
is much to praise. The graphics are 
outstanding, with stadium models that 
make one yearn for a summer evening 
at the ballpark. Each ballgame is introduced 
with an interior view of the stadium, provid-
ing a virtual ballpark tour without the price 
of admission. 

The game modes also play well, particu-
larly the franchise mode. For every Boston 
Red Sox fan on this campus that idolizes 
Theo Epstein, the franchise mode presents 
the perfect opportunity. The realism extends 
to demanding owners. These big shots 
request to unload payroll and acquire an out-
standing base stealer all at the same time.

The player ratings are appropriately 

determined. Users despise 
video games in which a pedes-

trian ballplayer can hit a home 
run at will as they do the one in 

which a franchise player cannot extend into 
the 90s. This game fi nds a happy medium, 
and the potential indicator places a pre-
mium on prospects — just like the real Major 
League Baseball.

Overall, “Major League Baseball 2K8” 
offers enough opportunity and excitement to 
spend downtime in the spring and summer 
building a dynasty and playing with your 
favorite players. But casual gameplay is hin-
dered by controls that, although ambitious, 
seem to require a spring training to learn.

zberman@syr.edu

“MLB ’08 THE SHOW”
Platform: PS3, PS2, PSP
“The Show” — the biggest adversary for 
“MLB 2K8” — seems to be way ahead of 
the curveball in its most recent release. The 
2008 version received rave reviews for improv-
ing almost every area of the game. Pitching, 
batting and fi elding have been upgraded — 
along with the games A.I.  and graphics. The 
highlight is the “Road to the Show” career 

mode. Gamers create a player 
and work their way through the 
minors in hopes of becoming a 
Major League all-star.  Although 

it took criticism for not add-
ing anything new to the 

plate, it’s impossible not 
to be impressed by all 
the improvements to 
previous issues with 

the game.

“DEREK JETER PRO BASEBALL 
2008”
Platform: Cell phone
One of baseball’s larger-than-life celebrities now 
appears on your cell phone screen. “Derek Jeter 
Pro Baseball 2008,” which was released in early 
March for most mobile carriers, features the top 
baseball simulation for cell phones. (yes, that’s 
a genre and Gameloft’s “Jeter” series appar-

ently crushes EA’s “MVP Baseball.”) The fourth 
installment includes sounds like an organ 
player pumping the crowd with a rendition of 
“charge” and for the fi rst time ever a catcher 
is featured in the game. If you’re interested in 
playing a 58-game season while receiving tips 
from the New York Yankees’ pretty boy along 
the way, why not do it from the comfort of a 
device that fi ts easily into your pocket?

—Compiled by Matt Levin, feature editor

mrlevin@syr.edu
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over time. When learned, the control 
might be terrifi c and authentic. But it takes a 

The best advice: If users are not devoted to 
learning such in-depth controls, just revert 
back to classic mode, in which pitching and 
hitting is much simpler. This might be the 
easy way out — but so are video games.

As for the rest of the game, there 
is much to praise. The graphics are 
outstanding, with stadium models that 
make one yearn for a summer evening 

determined. Users despise 
video games in which a pedes-

trian ballplayer can hit a home 
run at will as they do the one in 

around
Batting
2K Sports whiffs with latest baseball game

“The Show” — the biggest adversary for 
“MLB 2K8” — seems to be way ahead of 
the curveball in its most recent release. The 
2008 version received rave reviews for improv-
ing almost every area of the game. Pitching, 
batting and fi elding have been upgraded — 
along with the games A.I.  and graphics. The 
highlight is the “Road to the Show” career 

mode. Gamers create a player 
and work their way through the 
minors in hopes of becoming a 
Major League all-star.  Although 

it took criticism for not add-
ing anything new to the 

plate, it’s impossible not 
to be impressed by all 
the improvements to 
previous issues with 

“Major League Baseball 2K8”
Platform: Xbox 360, Wii, PS3, PS2, PSP
Developed by: Kush Games
Published by: 2K Sports
Rating: ★★★✩✩

pushing all the right buttons
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Sierra Leone’s Dry Yai brings 
inspirational rap to Schine

Documentary follows lives of 
army-bound  Israeli teenagers

By Kelina Imamura
Asst. Copy Editor

Six Israeli teenagers, transitioning from 
students to soldiers, are at the center of 
the documentary “Mechina: A Preparation.” 
They are on the cusp of joining the Israeli 
Defense Force. 

This documentary, 
brought by StandWi-
thUs, will be shown 
tonight at 7 p.m. in 
Kittredge Auditorium 
in HBC. Following the 
showing, there will be 
a question-and-answer 
session with the direc-

tor Maital Guttman.
Filmed in summer 2004, the hour-long film 

presents the teens with an honest perspec-
tive — a look at what it means to be 18 years 
old, Israeli and required to face conflict as a 
part of the Israeli army. The film’s subjects 
are Guttman’s own cousin, Amitai, and his 
five friends.

The event is being hosted by StandWithUs 
Emerson fellowship, which works on Israel 

advocacy and accurate Middle East report-
ing.

“It is a chance to see a non-controversial 
film that shows what college-age students 
across (Israel) are experiencing,” said 
Matan Cafri, a freshman international 
relations major who worked to bring the 
film to SU.

“A lot of times, people don’t know the 
whole story about what’s going on in the 
Middle East,” he said.

In addition to StandWithUs, the Commit-
tee for Accuracy in Middle East Reporting 
in America (CAMERA), Hasbara Fellowship 
and The Hillel Center for Jewish Life are co-
sponsoring the film.

“It is interesting to see as an American 
student,” Cafri said. “When we turn 18 or 
19, we’re thinking about what college we are 
going to enter and what fraternity parties 
we’re going to be attending, while our peers 
across the country who live in this war-torn 
area have to worry about which army unit 
they’re going to be in and if it’s safe to ride 
the bus to the mall today.” 

kmimamur@syr.edu

IF YOU GO
What: “Mechina: A 
preparation”
Where: Kittredge 
Auditorium in HBC
When: tonight at 7 
p.m.
How much: Free

By Edward Paik
stAFF WritEr

Sierra Leone natives Dry Yai rap from experi-
ence. The group’s skill comes from its famil-
iarity with a nation torn apart by violence. 
And the inspired lyrics have led to the group 
selling out stadiums throughout Africa.

From social issues, poverty and casualties 
of Sierra Leone’s decade of civil war, the trio 
has fused a theme of peace with its hip-hop 
and dancehall beats.

Flown in from the West African nation, Dry 
Yai will rap tonight at the Schine Underground 
at 8 p.m., when the Music and Entertainment 
Industry Student Association and the Student 
Peace Action Network host the band.

With a six-piece backing band, featuring 
background instruments, it is the band’s sec-
ond full performance in the United States, 
Eric Herman, background bassist and pro-
ducer, said.

“In terms of human rights, Dry Yai is kind 
of like a success story about civil war,” said 
Marshall Henry, the president of the Student 
Peace Action Network. “I think there’s a lot 
of buzz about them in the hip hop community. 
They’re on the verge of international star-
dom.”

In Sierra Leone, the group plays to enor-
mous crowds in international stadiums that 
hold up to 20,000 people, said band Manager 

Vanessa Wruble.
The band has already tasted fame in the 

United States, when its music was featured in 
the in 2006’s controversial Oscar-nominated 
thriller “Blood Diamond.” The movie starring 
Leonardo DiCaprio and Djimon Hounsou was 
set in Sierra Leone. 

But even with Dry Yai’s huge success in 
Africa, the band doesn’t mind playing smaller 
venues.

“I don’t think the fact that (Schine Under-
ground) is a smaller venue diminishes at all 
how happy (Dry Yai) is to be here,” Wruble 
said. “You can see it in their music.”

The combination of hip hop and dancehall 
styles reveal the band’s Jamaican and Sierra 
Leone influence.

Bajah, the band’s leading member, hopes to 
bring a message of universal love and unity to 
America as well.  

“I have the talent, and I’m seeing things 
that are not right so I have to speak out,” he 
said.

“It’s rare to get a band from West Africa 
that hasn’t really toured that much in the 
United States,” Henry said. “So bringing 
them here exposes (Syracuse University) 
students to Sierra Leone and how much 
they’ve been through and how much has yet 
to be done.” 

edpaik@syr.edu

dailyorange.com
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returned. 
Murphy said Greene has spent the past few 

days in Baltimore talking with friends and 
former coaches. He has until April 27 to enter 
into the draft. If Greene chooses to do so, he 
could pull his name out by June 16, provided he 
doesn’t hire an agent.

Greene’s former AAU coach, Darrell Corbett, 
told The Daily Orange Tuesday he saw Greene 
at home briefly this past weekend but was not 
aware of his future plans.

Draftexpress.com reported late Tuesday 
night the Syracuse freshman forward will leave 
school after one season, according to a source 
close to Greene. The Web site said Greene also 
plans on hiring an agent.

Greene’s decision has been up in the air since 
he finished this season averaging 17.7 points 
and 7.2 rebounds per game for the Orange. 
The 6-foot-11 wing player is projected by many 
sources to be a mid first-round pick.

Greene’s 17.7 points per game were the second 
most for a freshman in Syracuse history, behind 
Carmelo Anthony’s 22.2 in 2002-03. Greene 
would be the first SU player to leave early for 
the draft since Anthony did after winning the 
national championship in 2003.

Syracuse (21-14) finished its season with a loss 
in the NIT quarterfinals for the second year in a 
row.

magelb@syr.edu

zsschonb@syr.edu

greene
f r o m  p a g e  1

www.dailyorange.com

nick ruggiero | staff photographer
Donte Greene averaged 17.7 points per game last season, which is second most in Orange history for a rookie. Draftexpress.com 
reported Tuesday night that Greene would leave SU for the NBA Draft after one season. An SU assistant coach denied the report.



By Kyle Austin 
and Tyler Dunne

The Daily Orange

ITHACA, N.Y. — Of the eight losses Syracuse 
endured last season, none may have been more 
painful than the one against Cornell.

With four seconds left to play, Cornell mid-
fielder Max Seibald scored the game-winner, 
sending the Orange in a downward spiral the 
rest of the season.

Tuesday, it was a different story.
The Orange played tough defense as the 

attack built what would be an insurmountable 
lead. There would be no opportunity for a game-
winner after SU head coach John Desko’s game 
plan held Seibald to two goals and the team to 
eight goals, tied for a season-low.

“We really wanted to concentrate on not let-
ting Glynn and Seibald create a lot of unsettled 
situations,” Desko said. “I think we did a pretty 
good job getting in against them, collapsing 
against them defensively and double-teaming 
when we needed to.”

The SU defense worked in streaks during its 
15-8 win over Cornell Tuesday night. After giving 
up a quick goal 19 seconds into the game, it held 
the Big Red scoreless in the ensuing nine minutes. 
And after allowing a goal at the 5:09 mark of the 
first quarter, the Orange gave up only one goal in 
the next 23 minutes as it built a four-goal cushion.

It was a solid, if not spectacular, performance 
from a reworked, up-and-coming unit. But the 
defense was there when the Orange needed it. 
When Cornell mounted a fourth-quarter come-
back to cut the lead to four, the defense went on 
another streak, this time nearly eight minutes, 
as SU pulled away with a four-goal run.

“Our defense is keeping us in games,” attack 
Kenny Nims said. “Sid (Smith) and Kyle (Gua-
dagnolo) and (Evan) Brady and (John) Galloway 
are really strong as a unit now.”

Desko was pleased with the work of his 
defense, keeping a Cornell attack to three goals 
below its average, and helping Syracuse to its 
seventh consecutive win.

“I think all-in-all, for what they’ve been doing 
all year, the defense did pretty good,” Desko said.

Sweet revenge
Mike Leveille isn’t going to get caught up in 

revenge. 
For the fifth time this season, Syracuse 

defeated a team that knocked them off in 2007. 
But Leveille views the retribution as something 
supplementary to the Orange’s overall success.  

“You know those losses obviously stung a lot 
last year,” he said. “It’s nothing we forgot about. 
But, we’re just trying to take it game by game no 
matter if the team beat us or we beat them. We 
want to come out on top either way.”

Last year, Cornell stunned SU, 16-15, after 
Seibald scored with four seconds left.

Syracuse has also earned payback wins 
against Princeton, Loyola, Johns Hopkins and 
Army this season. SU is an overtime away from 
being 5-for-5 against teams that beat them last 
year. Virginia edged the Orange, 14-13, in the 
Face-Off Classic on March 1. 

Massachusetts and Colgate also knocked off 
Syracuse in 2007. This season, SU hosts UMass 
on April 26 and will travel to Colgate on May 3.

Faceoff problems
Maybe teams are figuring Danny Brennan out.
Through the first eight games of the season, 

Brennan was consistently dominant over his 

opponents. But in two of the last three contests 
he has trailed off. On March 29, Brennan was 
10-of-19, working mostly against Loyola’s Tim 
McDermott. After rebounding against Prince-
ton (15-of-21), the nation’s No. 1 faceoff specialist 
struggled against Cornell, winning just 9-of-19 
draws.

Cornell uses a two-man attack on faceoffs. 
Tommy Schmicker (11-of-19) and John Glynn 
(4-of-8) helped Cornell gain possession, but 
Syracuse made up for its faceoff problems in 
other areas. SU had more ground balls (34 to 
29) than Cornell, and the Big Red also had 23 
turnovers.

kbaustin@syr.edu

thdunne@syr.edu
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will halsey | asst. photo editor
Kenny nims and the Syracuse offense scored at least 13 goals for the sixth straight game Tuesday night. The Orange scored four goals in a two-minute span late in the game.

will halsey | asst. photo editor
miKe LeveiLLe scored five goals Tuesday after being held scoreless against Princeton.

Streaky defense keys series 
of crucial runs for Syracuse
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When he saw the Princeton defense collapsing on 
him Saturday, Leveille traded goals for assists, 
tallying two. His team still managed 13 goals.

“Mike’s the kind of player that no matter how 
hard someone tries to keep him down he’s going 
to make huge plays whether it’s goals or assists,” 
fellow attack Kenny Nims said. “Last week he had 
a couple assists, but he had so many plays that led 
to goals and hustle plays. He’s such a great player, 
you can’t keep him down for long.”

Cornell tried a different strategy against 
SU’s leading scorer Tuesday. Instead of commit-
ting numerous defenders on Leveille like Princ-
eton did — leaving other dangerous SU attack 
open — Big Red head coach Jeff Tambroni stuck 
6-foot-4, 235-pound Nick Gradinger on him, and 
tried to outmuscle the smaller Leveille.

It didn’t work. By the end of the first half, Lev-
eille had two goals and an assist, and Gradinger 
had picked up three penalties as he slashed, 
pushed and was unnecessarily rough with Lev-
eille and other SU attack.

“I think he created some matchup problems for 
their defense tonight,” SU head coach John Desko 
said of Leveille. “There was a very physical player 
on him, and he really rose to the occasion.”

Leveille’s quick start helped key a 7-2 run that 
the Big Red was never able to overcome. Against 
Cornell, Leveille scored three more goals than 
any other SU player, and quickly put to rest any 
notion that his team could suffer from a letdown 
game after a quick two-day turnaround.

For Desko, it’s something he’s seen all 
year from the anchor of an SU attack that 
ranked fourth in the nation in scoring aver-
age coming into the game.

“I think Mike all year long in the big games when 
we need it most he’s played pretty well,” Desko said.

The soft-spoken Leveille deflected — as he 
has all season — any attention for being the 
team’s leading scorer with 27 goals and a place 
on Tewaarton Trophy watch lists, for the best 
player in college lacrosse.

The biggest numbers for Leveille are 9-1, the 
Orange’s record after cruising past Cornell.

“As long as that keeps going, I’m happier 
than ever,” Leveille said. 

kbaustin@syr.edu

M e n ’ s  L ac r o s s e
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cornell
      G A SOG GB

Glynn 3 2 3 3
Seibald 2 1 6 1
Hurley 1 0 5 1
Doctor 1 0 1 0
Romero 1 0 1 1

SyracuSe
 G A SOG GB
Leveille 5 1 7 1
Nims 2 5 6 1
Keogh 2 0 4 0
Hardy 1 1 10 2
Miller 1 1 3 0
Loftus 1 1 1 1
Niewieroski 1 0 2 0
Van Shaak 1 1 3 0
Brooks 1 0 5 2

 GA SAveS
Galloway 7 4

FAT LADY SINGS
4:48, fourth quarter
After Cornell cut the lead to four, Syracuse 
scored two goals in 34 seconds to finish off 
the Big Red.

STORYTELLER
“Last season was a great 
lesson for us. We haven’t 
had a letdown yet, and 
that’s what we’re going 
to continue to do the 
rest of the season.”

John Desko
SU HeAD CoACH

Cornell attacks
The team totaled eight goals, but had only 
three goals at halftime. While SU controlled 
possession, Cornell didn’t attempt more than 
10 shots in any quarter.

THE UGLY

THE BAD
Faceoffs
Danny Brennan was only 9-for-19 at 
the faceoff X against Cornell’s Tommy 
Schmicker. Not terrible, but certainly 
subpar for the nation’s No. 1 faceoff 
man. 

UP NEXT
Rutgers                  
Saturday,  2 p.m.  
Piscataway, N.J.

THE GOOD
Mike Leveille and Kenny Nims
The attack duo had a hand in 10 of 
SU’s 15 goals, including each of the 
first four, as Syracuse jumped out to a 
quick lead. 

LeveiLLe
f r o m  p a g e  2 0

CorNeLL
f r o m  p a g e  2 0

smart and executed well, as you can see on the 
score.”

It’s a sense of tranquility the consistent 
Orange maintained throughout the game. Nine-
teen seconds in, Cornell’s Rocco Romero fired a 
shot past SU’s John Galloway. No visible panic. 
Syracuse answered 90 seconds later when senior 
Mike Leveille circled around the Cornell cage 
and whipped a low scoop shot into the net. 

Less than four minutes later, Cornell’s 
Andrew MacDonald was flagged for a slashing 
penalty. Syracuse’s man-up offense — which has 
scored a goal in every game this season — began 
whipping the ball around the attack zone. Kenny 
Nims nestled into a gap, Leveille found him and 
Nims easily flushed it.  

Syracuse never trailed again.
“We can’t panic,” Brooks said. “You gotta 

expect that kind of stuff. You’re going to be up, 

and you’re going to be down. It’s all about how 
you execute and keep running your offense.”

Syracuse’s defense held Cornell scoreless 
through the second quarter — a far cry from the 
punching bag that surrendered 50 shots and 16 
goals in last year’s heartbreaking, last-second 
loss to the Big Red. Behind Leveille (five goals, 
one assist) and Nims (two goals, five assists), SU 
methodically built 7-3 and 10-4 leads. Cornell’s 
John Glynn scored two goals in a two-minute 
span at the start of the fourth quarter to slice the 
Orange’s lead to 11-7. But again, no panic.  

The Orange lambasted Cornell with four goals 
in a two-minute stint of its own to secure the win. 
Despite just a two-day layoff from its win over 
Princeton, Syracuse showed no fatigue. In three 
of its previous four games, Syracuse has played 
plodding, slow-it-down offenses. Through it all, 
SU’s approach never changed. 

The offense hasn’t let up — Syracuse has 
taken at least 40 shots in every game this sea-
son. And assistant coach Lelan Rogers’ refined 
defense remained pickle-lid tight. Cornell’s mid-

field duo of Max Seibald and John Glynn came 
into the game with a combined 23 goals. On 
Tuesday, the duo only had five goals.  

“Last season was a great lesson for us,” SU 
head coach John Desko said. “We haven’t had 
a letdown yet, and that’s what we’re going to 
continue to do the rest of the season.”

Added Nims: “We’re all going toward a com-
mon goal, especially after a season like last year. 
Having to go through the whole summer with 
people saying, ‘Ahh, what happened? What’s 
wrong?’ We use it for motivation every game.”

Syracuse is one win away from doubling its 
win total in 2007, as the payback tour continues. 
For the fifth time, Syracuse defeated an oppo-
nent it lost to last season. 

But still, no acknowledge of resurgence. The 
routine doesn’t change.  

“Any team can easily beat us,” Brooks said. 
“We’re still the top team. Everybody’s going to 
come to play. We just need to execute like we did 
today and just keep winning.” 

thdunne@syr.edu

will halsey | asst. photo editor
Steven BrookS scored a man-up goal for Syracuse on Tuesday night. The orange went 4-of-10 with the man advantage.
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Combined points by Mike 
Leveille and Kenny Nims, two 
more than the entire Cornell 
team.
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By Michael Bonner
Staff Writer

Leigh Ross walked out of the dugout to hand the 
ball to Brittany Gardner in the third inning of 
game one of Syracuse’s doubleheader against 
Niagara.

The Orange had just gained the lead, but 
Niagara was threatening to take it back, and 
the Syracuse head coach looked to Gardner to 

stop the bleeding in the 
middle of the third, even 
though the sophomore 
had thrown 14 innings 
this past weekend.

Gardner did exactly 
what Ross asked, and 
more. She pitched the 

next 11 2/3 innings to preserve a doubleheader 
sweep for the Orange. Syracuse defeated Niaga-
ra, 6-4 and 2-1, Tuesday at the Syracuse Softball 
Stadium as Gardner earned both wins. She 
struck out 10 Purple Eagles in the nightcap, a 
season-high.

“I expect that out of myself,” Gardner said. 
“I never expect anything less than going the 
distance.”

One thing Gardner didn’t expect was to pitch 
both games. She thought she might see some 
playing time in one, but because she threw 14 
innings over the weekend, she wasn’t expect-
ing much action, and it showed when she first 
entered the game.

After freshmen southpaw Angie Spagnelli 
struggled in her start, Gardner took the mound 
in relief with runners on first and second, but 

she loaded them up after hitting the first batter 
she faced. Niagara’s Tory Healy then singled to 
right driving in another run. 

After a sacrifice fly scored another run, 
Gardner wound up and the ball slipped out of 
her hand, rolling behind her and allowing a 
runner on third to score easily. The Orange 
escaped the inning clinging to a 5-4 lead. 

The runners Gardner inherited scored, but 
they were the last earned runs that would cross 
the plate rest of the day. After a shaky start, she 
finished the day having thrown 11 2/3 innings 
without allowing an earned run and striking 
out a combined 13 Purple Eagles.

“You could tell that something was just off 
(in the beginning),” Ross said. “But she kind of 
picked it up and around the fifth inning started 
coming around and shutting them down. Her 
pitches started working. You could see it early 
on that she was struggling to get her pitches 
to work but five, six, seven she was throwing 
well.”

Since Ross had to make a pitching change 
so early in game one, it was fairly obvious to 
her that Chanel Roehner would make the start 
in the second game. But Gardner changed her 
mind as the game progressed. 

“In between games we thought, ‘We might 
as well just keep rolling with Brit,’” Ross said. 
“She’s doing fine if she can get us a couple 
innings then Chanel (Roehner) can come and 
finish up. But she kept rolling, I was very proud 
of her.”

Gardner breezed through the first four 
innings of the second game striking out six 

but showed signs of tiring during the fifth and 
sixth. She began the fifth with walk. A sacrifice 
bunt and a base hit allowed the runner to get to 
third.  Healy, the Purple Eagles cleanup hitter, 
then entered the batter’s box with her .400 bat-
ting average and six home runs. 

Like she did all day, though, Gardner had 
the answer, albeit a near catastrophe. Healy hit 
a deep fly ball that barely stayed in the park as 
Roehner made the catch in center field with her 
back against the wall to preserve SU’s lead. 

“There were times when they had runners in 
scoring position but I just knew, I’ve done this a 
million times, there’s no question I could get out 
of it,” Gardner said. 

Syracuse held a 1-0 lead for much of the game 
until the sixth, when a Gardner throwing error 
eventually led to a run for Niagara, tying the 
game. 

But the pitcher who saved Syracuse received 

some relief from her teammates in the bot-
tom of the sixth. Rachel Tilford and Lindsay 
Wasek hustled down the line for a pair of infield 
hits, then freshman Tawni Irvine drove Tilford 
home with a line drive up the middle. It was not 
only the game winner, but Irvine’s first career 
RBI as well. 

“We always want it for (Gardner),” Irvine 
said. “She’s an awesome pitcher, and she really 
works hard. We always, always want it for her.”

Once the Orange took back the lead, it 
turned to Gardner who showed no signs of 
slowing down, retiring the last five batters 
in a row, three of which came on swings and 
misses.

“I just knew I had to dig down, deep down 
inside,” Gardner said. “It wasn’t like ‘Oh I have 
to make this pitch sharper.’ I just had to find my 
zone, and once I’m there, I’m there.”

mibonner@syr.edu

By Kevin Ware
Staff Writer

Mike Jones must be wondering where he fits in 
Syracuse’s backfield plans next season.

After all, the running back position should 
be by far the deepest for the Orange. Curtis 

Brinkley and Delone Carter 
are both slated to return 
from injuries. Sophomore 
Doug Hogue and highly 
touted freshman Averin 
Collier will also compete for 
time.

Despite the deep depth 
chart, Jones is more than 
happy to fight for his time at 

running back.
Though he’s listed by Scout.com as a cor-

nerback recruit for the Orange, the 5-foot-11, 
205-pound recruit from Bishop McDevitt High 
School in Harrisburg, Pa., will be given a good 
look in the backfield, where he made a name for 
himself in high school.

“I talked to the (Syracuse) coaches just a week 
or two ago, and they seem to think he can come in 
and at least compete (in the backfield),” said Jeff 
Weachter, Jones’ coach at Bishop McDevitt. “… I 
think they’re looking at him more as a running 
back.”

Many high school athletes play quarterback 

or running back in high school only to switch 
positions in college, and there is pressure on 
Jones to do the same. But the primary reason 
he chose Syracuse was because he wants to be a 
running back, Weachter said.

In his senior season at Bishop McDevitt, 
Jones rushed the ball 173 times for a whopping 
1,390 yards (an average of 8.04 yards per carry) 
while scoring 21 touchdowns. 

However, Jones was primarily recruited as a 
cornerback because of an injury-plagued junior 
season — arguably the biggest year for a player 
being recruited by colleges. Before the season 
started, Jones went to a Penn State football camp 
during which he rolled an ankle and was never 
the same afterward, Weachter said. Despite 
playing through the pain, Jones suffered from 
turf toe and other nagging injuries.

Multiple attempts to reach Jones for com-
ment were unreturned.

“What happened was his junior year he 
was nicked up most of the year and was never 
healthy,” Weachter said. “He didn’t have a great 
year running the ball; he played more defense 
and only had about 600 yards rushing as a 
junior. So not a lot of people took a good look at 
him as a running back as a junior.”

People did take notice of Jones during his 
sophomore season, though. Bishop McDevitt 
was ranked seventh in the nation behind the 

stellar play of current Pittsburgh running back, 
LeSean McCoy. The Crusaders were rolling 
at 3-0 when McCoy suffered a broken ankle in 
a 38-24 win over Harrisburg High School that 
abruptly ended his season.

Jones replaced McCoy in the backfield and 
started to make a name for himself after he ran 
for two touchdowns against Altoona (Pa.) High 
School. He finished the year with 1,055 rushing 
yards and nine touchdowns. Behind Jones and 
quarterback Jeremy Ricker, who now plays for 
Maryland, the Crusaders would not lose a game 
until their season was ended by McKeesport 
(Pa.) High School, 14-13, in the second round of 
the state playoffs.

With his performances that year, Jones 
started to get the some of the attention that had 
previously been reserved for McCoy.

“The week before LeSean got hurt, we played 
out in Hollidaysburg (Pa.) — which is like a 
two-and-a-half hour drive from (Harrisburg) — 
and we took LeSean out even before halftime,” 
Weachter said. “And their coach kind of accused 
us of running up the score because in the second 
half Mike Jones took a run 80 yards, and they 
thought it was McCoy.”

Weachter later realized just how similar the 
two running backs were.

“Mike’s just physical,” Weachter said. “Peo-
ple were scared to tackle him. He’s a very physi-

cal kid, a very good athlete.”
But with the Syracuse backfield as crowded 

as it supposes to be next year, being such a good 
athlete may land Jones in the secondary — 
where SU needs all the help it can get.

None of the returning players in the Orange’s 
secondary boast more than a season of true 
experience on defense. The players who did 
play last year weren’t impressive either. The 
Orange defense was last in the Big East in scor-
ing defense at 34.8 ppg, and the secondary was 
bewildered time and time again, finishing last 
in the conference in passing defense at 260.9 
yards allowed per game.

With both the cornerback and safety posi-
tions so thin, the addition of three freshmen and 
Jones to the secondary could be imperative.

If Jones is to make a name for himself at 
Syracuse, the journey figures to begin either 
deep down in the depth chart at running back or 
near the top in the secondary.

“I think wherever he plays, whether it be 
running back or safety, he’s a good football 
player, and he’s a great athlete so he’ll make a 
mark wherever he plays,” Weachter said. “Don’t 
count him out as a running back because not 
only did he have (1,390) yards rushing last year, 
but we blew out about four or five teams where 
he didn’t play the second half.”

kjware@syr.edu

s o f t b a l l
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rachel fus | staff photographer
Brittany Gardner, seen here in a game this past weekend, struck out 13 in 11 2/3 
innings against albany on tuesday. Her era this season is now at 2.23.

syracuse	 6
niagara	 4

syracuse	 2
niagara	 1

gardner	goes	11-plus	innings,	
wins	both	games	for	Orange

Cornerback recruit Jones hoping for chance at running back

jones
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classified discount rates

the particulars 

and pricing
extras that personalize and perfect your ad

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info
hours:Mon 12:45-2, tue 11-1, thur 1-3 
fri 1-2
deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each 
additional word is 10 cents per day. bold and 
capitaliZed words cost anadditional 5 cents 
per word.the boxed list pricesare per inch. there 
is no per word charge and bold and caps are 
free.
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ApArtments for rent

 studio Apartments
Brand new * fully furnished

located in downtown syracuse
near armory spaure and su Warehouse 

building
only $595 per Month
includes all utilities

plus
free basic/ standard cable tV service

free high speed internet 
free off-street parking

exercise facility, electronic entry security 
system, professional on-site Manage-

ment, laundry facilities, air conditioning, 
located on centro bus line, Kitchenette 

w/ Microwave, refrigerator and stove

brownstone luxury studio apartments
605 West genessee street, syracuse, nY 

13204
(315) 472-4431

Visit us at orangehousing.com

Two & Three Bedroom Flats Excellent 
Condition Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, 
Hardwoods, Finished Basement. Call 727-3646

4 BR Madison Apartment 08-09 year. $450/ Bed-
room, 1, 1/2 bathrooms, dishwasher, fireplace, 
alarm. Contact flhollan@syr.edu

116 Comstock Ave. 
studios 

available aug. 2008, 
$600/month inc. heat

Large, hardwood floors, lots of light, off-
street parking, laundry.

Call for an appointment!
478-6504

PRIVATE FURNISHED STUDIO 
APTS. 

1011 E. Adams St. 
509 University Ave. 

Carpeted, Air-conditioned, Furnished, 
Secure, Laundry, Parking, Maintenance. 

Available for 2008-2009. 
University Area Apts. 

1011 E. Adams St. #30 479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Great Apartments still available for 
2008/2009. See our website for 

details: campushill.com. Or call us at 
315-422-7110

University Apartments Effi-
ciencies, 1 & 2 Bedrooms, Walk-

ing Distance to Campus, 
Some Available Now. 437-

7577

5/6 Bedroom House. Furnished, 2.5 baths. 
Fireplaces, porch, quiet neighborhood, free 
washer/dryer. June 2008 or August 15, 2008. 
422-7138 or 445-1808

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKING PARK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  
1108-1205-1207-1209 Madison St.
NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

South Campus
2, 3 and 4 Bedroom Apartments

Completly Furnished!
Plasma TVS!
Free Internet!

Air Conditioning!
Oak Floors!

New Appliances!
Just Bring Your Clothes and Laptop

Call Peach Properties 
350-1327

1,2,3,4,5 bedroom apts and houses, June 
or august occupancy, free offstreet park-
ing, free Washer and dryer. 422-7138 or 

445-1808

110 Comstock
3 Bedroom Apartments

Available August 2008
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, micro-
wave, dishwasher, garbage disposal, 
balconies, off street parking, laundry. 

$350 pp + utilities.  

Call 478-6504

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

621 euclid ave
117 Redfield Place
145 avondale place 

available for 2008-2009
fully furnished, laundry, parking, full-

time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

bills are Just liKe hills
once You get on top of theM 
You end up right bacK under 

theM 
Want to eliMinate Your bills for 

good?
call Wright WaY financial

1-877-406-0220
We can get You on top and help 

You staY on top

tHree BeDrooms
rent stArt At $250/ BeDroom

sonIA
350-4191

WWW.UnIVersItYHILL.Com

sUmmer WorK $15.50 Base-Appt.
flexible schedules 

Start now or after finals 
customer sales/service 

no experience necessary 
all majors welcome 

all ages 17+, conditions apply

We will be accepting applications on 
campus April 14th & April 21st in the 

shine student Center from 10am-2pm! 
CALL noW 

syracuse 315-434-9553 
rochester 585-321-1810 

albany 518-456-4566 
south buffalo 716-683-7494 
north buffalo 716-836-7032 

Kingston 845-331-5675 
elmira/corning 607-398-9054 
hudson Valley 845-896-1275 

saratoga 518-580-1377 
oneonta 607-432-2224 

Watertown 315-775-0320 
cortland/ithaca 607-272-2898 

binghamton 607-644-9393 
plattsburgh 518-562-2266 

utica 315-733-0575 
st. lawrence co. 315-268-6202

315-445-9464

Wings just taste so much 
BETTER in SPRING!

9 8 6 1 4

6 3 1 7

5 1 6

3 7 1 4

4 9 3

1 6 5 2

6 7 2

4 3 7 6

3 2 1 8 9

Easysudoku!

$1400 - 3br 1600 sq foot loft apartment, 2 floors, 
balcony overlooking living room, near bars, free 
wifi, water st & state st, 2 huge 60sqft walkin 
closets, marble & hardwood floors, exposed 
brick, recessed lighting, island kitchen, new ap-
pliances, new washer/dryer, util $300 avail
 immediately call 254-0423 dtiberio5@hotmail.
com

three bedrooM apartMents  
WWW.UnIVersItYHILL.Com

sonia
350-4191

apartMents apartMents 
478-7493

968 Ackerman. Furnished 2 Bedroom Available 
May. All Amenities $800/month. Call 469-6665 

enerGY stAr ApArtments 
(LoW UtILItIes)

VIsIt WeBsIte 24/7 
WWW.UnIVersItYHILL.Com

sonIA
350-4191

HeLp WAnteD

undercover shoppers earn up to $70 
per day. undercover shoppers needed to 
judge retail/dining establishments. no exp 
required please call 800-722-4791
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By Tyler Dunne
Asst. Copy Editor

I THACA, N.Y. — Who knows what 
would happen if Steven Brooks 
put his right sock on before his left 

sock?
The Syracuse midfielder isn’t 

about to find out. He’ll keep on putting 
every single piece of his equipment on 
from left to right. He’ll keep on listen-
ing to the same music and praying to 
his mom. And the Orange will keep 
on winning.  

“If I don’t put all of my stuff on left-
to-right, then I get rattled,” Brooks 
said. 

Behind the numbing, routine con-
sistency it’s maintained all season, 
No. 2 Syracuse looked completely 
unfazed at Schoellkopf Field, trounc-
ing No. 5 Cornell, 15-8, for SU’s sev-
enth straight win.

At some point exhaustion is sup-
posed to set in. The Orange (9-1) is 
supposed to get a wakeup call. One let-
down game. One trap game. One hic-
cup along a smooth, effortless season 

— especially after a semi-surprising 
demotion in the national rankings 
from first to second this week.  

Tuesday night had the makings of 
such a letdown. In the past four games 
of the 88-year-old Syracuse-Cornell 
rivalry, no team has won by more 
than two goals. The Big Red had been 
on its own seven game win streak, 
outscoring its opponents, 87-42, dur-
ing the span. 

But the Orange played with the 
never-in-doubt confidence it has 
embodied this season and handed 
Cornell its most lopsided loss in five 
years. 

“Coming in here, everybody pre-
dicted us to lose,” Brooks said. “I 
thought it would be closer, but the 
offense executed well, and the defense 
played phenomenal against one of the 
best middie groups in the country.” 

Brooks smiled into a squint, turned 
and pointed to the far-side scoreboard 
with a suave sense of calm. 

“We came out here and played 

By Kyle Austin
Asst. sports Editor

ITHACA, N.Y. — For Syracuse, Tues-
day’s game started and ended with 
Mike Leveille.

When Cornell jumped out to an early 
lead on a Rocco Romero goal 19 seconds 
into the game, it was Leveille, the SU 
attack, who answered 90 seconds later 
with a goal on his signature move: a 
sweep around the goal, a quick turn-
around on his defender and a strike to 
the back of the net to tie the game.

Two hours later, Leveille put the 
cherry on top of SU’s impressive 15-8 
win, as he netted the team’s final goal 
to lead the No. 2 Orange past No. 5 
Cornell for its seventh win in a row.

Leveille finished the game with 
five goals, tied for a career high. He 

added an assist to total six points — 
the fourth time in his career he has 
accomplished that feat. 

The performance erased any 
notion of a slump for the senior attack, 
who was held scoreless for the first 
time all season in Saturday’s win over 
Princeton.

But after the game, he shrugged off 
his comeback performance.

“It doesn’t really mean too much to 
me,” Leveille said. “I had a lot of good 
looks today. Guys were setting me up 
and doing a good job of that. I’ve got to 
finish those, the other day I didn’t get 
as many shots. But whatever, we have 
guys that step up, and all that matters 
is we’re coming out on top.”

Leveille’s selfless notion has merit. 

1 5  S Y R A C U S E  V S .  C O R N E L L  8

EASY GOING

will halsey | staff photographer

Kenny nims celebrates one of his two goals in syracuse’s 15-8 defeat of No. 5 Cornell on tuesday 
night. Nims added five assists and the orange scored nine second-half goals for its seventh-straight win.

see leveille page 17

see cornell page 17

It’s 7 in a row as SU 
throttles No. 5 Cornell

Leveille back on track 
with 5-goal onslaught
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Graduate 
students 
top integrity  
violators 

m e n ’s  b a s k e t b a l l

Greene 
declares 
for draft

see dps page 4see greene page 18 see violation page 6

By Matt Gelb 
and Zach Schonbrun

The Daily Orange

Donte Greene has declared for the 
NBA Draft, according to a statement 
released by Syracuse athletics.

Greene informed SU head coach 
Jim Boeheim on Wednesday of his 

intent.
“After discuss-

ing my future 
plans with my fam-
ily and coach Boe-
heim, I’ve decided 
to declare for 
the NBA Draft,” 

Greene said in the 
statement. “The Syracuse coaching 
staff is going to gather information 
on my behalf and help me begin that 
process.”

Pete Moore, Syracuse’s sports 
information director, confirmed 
Greene has not hired an agent. By 
NBA rules, Greene can withdraw his 
name by June 16 provided he hasn’t 
hired an agent.

Greene was not available for fur-
ther comment.

Boeheim told ESPN Radio 1260 
he was not surprised about Greene’s 
decision to enter his name.

“He made up his mind last year at 
high school that he was going to put his 
name in,” Boeheim said. “…It’s never 
been a secret. He had a solid year.”

Greene is the first player to declare 
for the NBA early since Carmelo 
Anthony did after one season in 2003. 
The NBA Draft is June 26.

ESPN’s Chad Ford rates Greene as 
the 19th best draft prospect for 2008. 
He says Greene projects to be a lottery 
to mid-first round pick.

I N S I D e p u l p

For the love of sports
Club sports at universities 
across the nation are 
increasing in popularity. 
Page 11

I N S I D e S p o r t S

A different Donovan
Zach Berman says Donovan 
Mcnabb’s visit to Syracuse 
Tuesday provided a rare side of 
the former SU superstar. Page 20

I N S I D e N e w S

Becoming pop cultured
Colleges and universities are 
offering new classes on topics 
ranging from harry Potter to 
radiohead. Page 4

By Shayna Meliker
aSST. newS eDiTOr

It’s typically during first-year classes 
Syracuse University students receive 
warnings, instructions and guide-
lines about academic integrity. But a 
new report shows graduate students 
commit more violations than any 
other grade level.

A report published March 20 by the 
SU Academic Integrity Office (AIO) 
stated of all the class levels, graduate 
students have committed 20 of the 60 
violations reported in the 2007 fall 
semester.

“That’s awful,” said Ruth Feder-
man Stein, interim director of the 
AIO. “It’s sad to think that so many 
graduate students violate the policy. If 
you’re a senior or a graduate student, 
you should know what you’re doing.”

The report, e-mailed to all SU 
students last Thursday, showed nine 
violations from first-year students, 
nine violations from sophomores, 13 
violations from juniors, nine viola-
tions from seniors and 20 violations 
from graduate students.

Patrick Wilcox, president of SU’s 
Graduate Student Organization and 
a sixth-year history graduate student, 
said he isn’t surprised by the data.

“Graduate students are just as 
culpable as undergrads,” he said. 
“Graduate students occupy a differ-
ent place when it comes to plagiarism. 
Hopefully, once you get to the gradu-
ate level, this training has already 
been in place at the lower institution. 
That may or not be the case. One of 
the assumptions is they should know 
better.”

Wilcox served as the graduate 
representative on the Vice Chancel-
lor and Provost’s Committee on Aca-
demic Integrity (VPCAI), a precursor 
organization to the current AIO. The 
VPCAI was created in fall 2004 to 
organize research and conduct stu-

Freshman can still 
return if he does 
not hire an agent

ben addonizio | staff photographer

Fighting ‘the system’ 

DrY Yai, a group of three singers from Sierra leone, performed in the Schine Underground 
wednesday. The group brought a message of universal love, while addressing the government 
corruption and civil war in their home country. a local reggae band, akuma roots, opened the 
show.  Marshall henry, a member of the Syracuse-based group and the event’s coordinator 
said, “i was very impressed when i saw Dry yai perform and i just knew that i had to bring 
them to SU.”  See page 6. Check out a Dry Yai audio slideshow online at dailyorange.com.

d e pa r t m e n t  o f  p u b l i c  s a f e t y

DPS meeting draws low turnout
open forum addresses South Campus safety concerns

By Michael Jiang 
STaff wriTer 

The Department of Public Safety 
responded to 325 South Campus 
noise complaint calls this year, but 
only 14 reports were filed—12 of 
them were for intoxication.

For students with concerns about 
DPS presence on South Campus, 
an open-forum discussion was held 
Wednesday night at the Goldstein 
Student Center to talk about living 
on South Campus and the role of 
DPS in serving residents.

Ten to 15 students attended the 
forum, and there were eight mem-
bers from the Department of Public 
Safety. Several students also joined 

in the discussion when they saw it 
was taking place. 

Members from both the DPS Stu-
dent Advisory Committee and DPS 
expressed their frustration that so 
few students attended the event. 

“It’s a shame that more stu-
dents aren’t here,” said Officer 
C.J. McCurty, manager of South 
Campus Crime Prevention. “More 
students need to get involved.”

While the student turnout was 
small, it didn’t take away from the 
topics at hand. The leadoff issue was 
the negative stereotypes and per-
ceptions students may have about 
DPS. If these stereotypes exist, then 
“how quickly is someone going to 

go and call DPS (when there is a 
problem)?” asked Nneka Obiekwe, a 
sophomore in the College of Human 
Ecology and a member of the DPS 
Student Advisory Committee.  

Many students on campus are 
wary of DPS because they are afraid 
they are going to get written up. 
This is a perception that needs to 
be dispelled, Obiekwe said. She 
said students shouldn’t be afraid of 
the people who are there to protect 
them.

People have the perception that 
“things on South Campus are dealt 
with disproportionately,” said 
McCurty. 

greene
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By Paul Stanley
Asst. Copy Editor

It’s an exciting and hectic 
week to be an OrangeSeed, 
as months of planning will 

culminate on Saturday with The 
Big Event, SU’s largest single day 
of community service.  More than 
400 SU students are expected to be 
awake bright and early to help 25 
community service agencies with 
trash collection, painting and 
landscape, among other things.

The event is organized entirely 
by the OrangeSeeds’ first-year 
membership and begins at 8:30 a.m 
on Saturday morning. Students 
can register to volunteer at thebig-
event.syr.edu. 

OrangeSeeds, SU’s first-year 
leadership empowerment program 
was founded in 2004 by SU students 
and was modeled after FishAides, 
the student leadership program 

at Texas A&M University.  The 
purpose of the club is to provide 
first-year students with the skills 
to become future campus leaders, 
said Rob Magliaro, director of com-
munity relations for OrangeSeeds.

Twenty-two first-year students 
are accepted into the program each 
fall through an application pro-
cess. They are assigned an upper-
classmen mentor, attend bi-weekly 
meetings with guest speakers and 
participate in community service 
projects throughout the fall semes-
ter.

“We have a lot of workshops and 
we have different speakers come 
in and talk about different sorts 
of skills that students can use and 
leadership in general so like net-
working, time management, and 
we usually have a panel of stu-
dent leaders on campus come and 
speak,” said Magliaro, a senior in 

the College of Arts and Sciences. 
Magliaro said that students use 

the workshops, mentoring and 
community service events from 
the fall to help them plan The Big 
Event during the spring semester. 
First-year students are broken 
into committees and work with the 
executive board to plan the logis-
tics of the event. 

Although the event is a large 
undertaking for the students, 
Magliaro said that SU students 
who attend The Big Event should 
be pleased with the results.  

“The OrangeSeeds have done a 
great job, so your time definitely 
won’t be wasted if you come out and 
volunteer,” Magliaro said. “The 
agencies that we work with are 
really excited about being involved 
with us and volunteers can expect a 
really positive atmosphere.” 

pastanle@syr.edu
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T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: Bone Marrow donor registration  
When: 11 a.m.
Where: 228B schine student Center
How much: Free 
 
What: dan Wang lecture  
When: 12:30 p.m.
Where: 341 Eggers Hall
How much: Free 

What: yemane Asmerom lecture  
When: 4 p.m.
Where: 113 Heroy Geology Lab
How much: Free 

What: reel Queer Film Festival
When: 7 p.m.
Where: Watson theater
How much: Free 

What: Keith Wann
When: 8 p.m.
Where: Gifford Auditorium
How much: Free

c o r r E c T i o N s
in Wednesday’s story about the 
$1 billion campaign, Howard 
phansteil’s degrees were cred-
ited incorrectly. He received his 
M.p.A from the Maxwell school 
of Citizenship and public Affairs, 
and his B.A. from the College 
of Arts and sciences. the daily 
orange regrets the error.

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by megan saucke

High food prices 
cause riots in Haiti
rene preval, Haiti’s president, 
tried to stop a week of rioting 
Wednesday by calling on lawmak-
ers to cut taxes on imported food.  
the rioters were protesting over 
high food prices, which have risen 
40 percent globally in the last 
year. this has an extreme effect 
on Haiti, where most live on $2 a 
day or less. protestors set up road 
blocks of burning tires, looted 
warehouses and tried to storm the 
presidential palace. Five people 
have been killed in the riots so far.

deaths in Nepal on eve 
of important election
At least eight people have died in 
three separate incidents in Nepal 
on the eve of a historic election. 
Nepal’s voters will choose a spe-
cial assembly thursday to rewrite 
the Constitution after a decade-
long Maoist insurgency. the elec-
tion is intended to bring peace to 
Nepal, but there has been wide-
spread intimidation and violence 
among the rival parties.

Petraeus testifies again
david petraeus, a top U.s. general 
in iraq, testified in front of Congess 
Wednesday. petraeus said that 
since his last testimony seven 
months ago, there has been prog-
ress in iraq. However the progress 
is “fragile” and “reversible,” he 
said. petraeus recommended that 
troop withdrawals be paused after 
the reduction to 140,000 in July. 
He was challenged by democratic 
congressmen to explain why Amer-
icans should stay in iraq with high 
troop numbers. sen. Joe Biden of 
delaware said that continued U.s. 
involvement is unsustainable. 

the daily orange is published weekdays during 
the syracuse University academic year by the 
daily orange Corp., 744 ostrom Ave., syracuse, 
Ny 13210. All contents Copyright 2305 by the 
daily orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. the daily orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. Each additional copy costs $1. 
the daily orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with syracuse University.

All contents © 2306 the daily orange Corporation

c o N Ta c T  u s
Editor@dailyorange.com

News@dailyorange.com

pulp@dailyorange.com

sports@dailyorange.com

opinion@dailyorange.com

design@dailyorange.com

photo@dailyorange.com

Ads@dailyorange.com

EDITORIAL 
315 443 9798 
 
BUSINESS 
315 443 2315 
 
GENERAL FAX 
315 443 3689 
 
ADVERTISING 
315 443 9794 
 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
315 443 2869

Ta l k  T o  u s
if you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

if you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

We always need new contributors to 
all sections. No experience required. 
E-mail editor@dailyorange.com
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T H u r s d ay
n e w s

Money teaches
some sU faculty buy a slice of 
democracy with campaign donations.

 p u l p

drivers beward
Commuter students face drive time, 
parking challenges. 
 
 
s p o r t s 

The unknowns
three unheralded players have 
helped sU men’s lacrosse to its 
seven-game winning streak.

s P o r T s  s c H E d u l E

GrouP  oF  tHE  wEEK

courtesy of orangeseeds

OrangeSeeds
the group behind the Big event

T H i s  d ay  i N  H i s T o r y

England, 

1970
Guitarist 

Paul
McCartney 
announces  
the Beatles 

breakup.

Philippines, 

1942
Japan forces
POWs to start
the Bataan 

Death March,
85 miles over

six days.

United States,
1933 

President 
Roosevelt

creates the 
Civilian

Conservation 
Corps.

NYC,
1866 

American 
Society for the

Prevention 
of Cruelty 
to Animals 

formed.

MEN’S LACROSSE 
Sat., April 12 
vs. rutgers 
@ 2 p.m., piscataway, N.J. 
 
SOFTBALL 
Fri., April 11 
vs. Louisville 
@ 4 p.m., Louisville, Ky. 
 
MEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 12  
George Washington invitational 
@ tBA, Washington, d.C.  

WOMEN’S LACROSSE 
Sat., April 12 
vs. rutgers 
@ 11 a.m., piscataway, N.J. 

TRACK & FIELD 
Thu., April 10  
Bulldog decathlon 
@ tBA, Athens, Ga. 

WOMEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 12 
vs. Upenn & Northeastern 
@ All day, Boston
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Professor wins
award for AIDS
advocacy

Alcohol education campaign comes to SU

rachel fus | staff photographer

Hittin’ time: SU players tune up during spring practices
SYRACUSE FOOTBALL PLAYERS practice outside Manley Field House Wednesday afternoon. The team practiced with one less running 
back, as highly touted freshman Averin Collier watched from the sidelines with his fractured left foot in a walking boot. Collier will miss 
the rest of spring football because of the injury, which he suffered during practice March 29. 

By Catherine Basham
STAFF WRITER

Before arriving on campus, incom-
ing freshmen must spend a few 
hours of their summer clicking 
through the AlcoholEdu online 
education program. The online 
program was most students’ fi rst 
encounter with underage drinking 
prevention at Syracuse University. 

Now, there’s a new campaign 
aimed at students to inform them 
about the dangers of alcohol 
abuse. 

The “Underage Drinking: Not 
a Minor Problem” campaign has 
won national recognition and been 
implemented at other universities 
across the state. Last week, the New 
York State Offi ce of Alcoholism and 
Substance Abuse Services (OASAS) 
announced a $10,000 grant for SU to 
install the program. 

The campaign consists of multi-
media advertising and public rela-
tions efforts to target college stu-

dents and their families with infor-
mation about underage drinking. It 
includes newspaper, television and 
radio advertisements.

Ads will appear in the The 
Syracuse New Times, The Post-
Standard, The Daily Orange and 
in campus Centro buses and bus 
stops. Plans are also in the works 
for commercials to air on the local 
public broadcasting station WCNY 
and before movies at the Carousel 
Mall, said Sarah Mart, director of 
the Offi ce of Prevention Services 
at SU.

The information in the cam-
paign comes from materials devel-
oped for a statewide audience, so 
not all of the messages are tailored 
to resonate with SU students in 
particular, Mart said. OASAS 
asked college students for feedback 
about the effectiveness, in hopes 
that the messages could reach a 
broad audience.

But some students might think 

drinking is so ingrained in college 
life, messages like these are of little 
use. 

“Unless the advertisements are 
saying anything other than what is 
already general knowledge, I doubt 
they’d have a signifi cant effect,” said 
Chauncey Brown, a junior biochem-
istry major. 

A 2003 study revealed that all 
measures of underage alcohol 
use have signifi cantly decreased 
compared to 1998. The number of 
students who drank alcohol in the 
past year dropped from 58 percent 
to 51 percent and in the past month 
from 42 percent to 34 percent. The 
number of students who binge drink 
has dropped from 34 percent to 29 
percent, according to information 

provided by OASAS, 
which collects data regularly 
to gauge the success of its programs 
and campaigns. 

The programming launched in 
February and will continue through 
May, with the possibility of exten-
sion into the fall. Mart said the end 
of the spring semester is an espe-
cially important time for students to 
consider these messages.

“We know that when the sun 
comes out and springtime comes, 
everyone comes out of where they’ve 
been burrowed for the winter,” Mart 
said. “It’s important to remember 
that this is a very celebratory season 
coming up ... and for students to just 
keep safety in mind.” 

cvbasham@syr.edu

By Paul Stanley
ASST. COPY EDITOR

Gregg Heffner’s compassion for those 
living with AIDS and HIV led him to 
reach out to the community, yet he has 
also been inspired by those he’s helped. 

“I may have been able to give some-
thing to the HIV/AIDS community over 
the years, but I’ve received so much 
more in return,” Heffner said. “I fi nd 
tremendous strength and resiliency in 
the HIV community. Their ability to look 
into and beyond layer upon layer of life’s 
challenges is truly an inspiration.”

Heffner, a professor at the College 
of Human Ecology took the stage to 
receive the 28th annual Dan and Mary 
Lou Rubenstein Social Justice Award 
Wednesday night in Maxwell Audito-
rium. He looked out at an audience full of 
students, colleagues, former professors 
and friends and refl ected on his work of 
the past nine years. 

 “Would it be fair to consider that HIV 
or AIDS is a rightful pain for being chal-
lenged in such ways?” Heffner asked the 
audience. “I reject the claims of many 
that HIV infection is about choices. 
It’s about a virus, and it’s about being 
human.”

The Rubenstein Social Justice Award 
is presented to recognize a person who 
refl ects the values of social justice in 
his or her professional or personal life. 
It was an occasion to recognize Heffner 
and also commemorate the 50th anniver-
sary of the College of Human Ecology’s 
School of Social Work.

Since 2004, Heffner has worked as 
a program manager and therapist at 
ARISE Child and Family Services. He 
is an advocate there for the rights and 
access to services of people living with 
HIV/AIDS in the community. 

Heffner returned to his roots at SU 
where he teaches AIDS: Social and Pre-
ventative issues in the master of social 
work (MSW) program as an adjunct 
professor. Heffner, a 2001 graduate of 
the SU School of Social Work, said while 
attending SU, he realized the power and 
ability he had to make changes in the 
HIV community. 

Alejandro Garcia, director of the 
School of Social Work, remembers when 
Heffner was a “poor, humble student” at 
SU, but admires what he has done in the 
time since. 

“Now we see him as an accomplished 
professional and leader in the commu-
nity, continuing the good fi ght on behalf 
of persons with HIV/AIDS,” Garcia said. 
“For that we’re truly grateful to have 
such a wonderful role model for our 
students and faculty members.” 

Cheryl Palmer is one of those stu-
SEE HEFFNER PAGE 6

Statewide underage drinking prevention program gives $10,000 grant

INSIDE
A new study reveals that in New York state, more than 10 
percent of people aged 12 and older reported using illegal 
drugs, which include marijuana, cocaine and heroin. Page 7

Alcohol education campaign comes to SU

provided by OASAS, 
which collects data regularly 

sary of the College of Human Ecology’s 
School of Social Work.

Since 2004, Heffner has worked as 
a program manager and therapist at 
ARISE Child and Family Services. He 
is an advocate there for the rights and 
access to services of people living with 
HIV/AIDS in the community. 

Heffner returned to his roots at SU 
where he teaches AIDS: Social and Pre-
ventative issues in the master of social 
work (MSW) program as an adjunct 
professor. Heffner, a 2001 graduate of 

Statewide underage drinking prevention program gives $10,000 grant

A new study reveals that in New York state, more than 10 
percent of people aged 12 and older reported using illegal 

Page 7
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“Perception isn’t always reality,” said Mike 
Rathbun, assistant director and assistant chief 
of community policing. 

Out of 325 calls that DPS responded to, 14 
reports were filed. On main campus, 72 of the 
89 noise complaints resulted in reports being 
filed.

“DPS is not looking for parties to bust when 
we are patrolling campus,” said Cpl. Kwamena 
Morris, the midnight shift supervisor. She 
stressed that when DPS is patrolling, they are 
looking to find suspicious people who are out to 
harm and victimize students.

“Nine out of 10 parties are busted because 
of a call from a neighbor, not us initiating,” 
she said.

Another issue discussed is the matter of 
local Syracuse residents causing problems at 
South Campus parties and then leaving. South 
Campus is not a gated community so if there is 
an issue students need to call DPS and let them 
know what is going on, McCurty said. 

Both the advisory committee and DPS agreed 
that more information needs to be sent out 
to students informing them of the issues and 
to answer any concerns that they may have. 
Referring to the statistics showing that very few 
students had been actually written up, Obiekwe 
said, “the numbers speak for themselves, but we 
are kids, and we perceive things as we perceive 
them.” 

DPS said it is doing its best to try to reach out 
to students. 

“Crime Prevention was formed as a way to 
meet people,” said Morris. “We are catering to 
students more than they think we are.” 

The big question for DPS is how to best get 
students to pay attention. DPS has tried setting 
up tables, putting up bulletin boards and even 

utilizing Facebook, but they are always open to 
suggestions, McCurty said.

“We hope to hear from more students,” he 
added. “Maybe it won’t change our policies, but 
it would be good to hear where the students are 
coming from.”

Students also called into question the pro-
tocols for visiting and gaining access to South 
Campus. Before, if students wanted to enter 
South Campus, they had to provide their names, 
show a college ID and have an SU student sign 
them in. This is no longer the case.

“Students thought it was too strict and com-
plained about how strict it was,” Morris said.

Tim Wilke, a freshman environmental studies 
major and a member of the Student Association, 
brought up several topics that were sources of con-
fusion for students. He mentioned some students 
are unwilling to call DPS because they are afraid 
DPS will bust the entire party and not just remove 
the individual who is causing trouble. 

“If there is no brawl and no obvious signs of 
underage drinking and intoxication, we will 
only (remove the individual),” McCurty said. 

Another issue of importance was the Shuttle 
U Home service DPS provides. There was confu-
sion among students on whether or not the 
service extended to main campus and South 
Campus students. McCurty said at this time, the 
Shuttle U Home service is only for off-campus 
residents, but it will service students who live 
on campus during the gap when the buses are 
not running. 

While this event may not have been as well-
attended as expected, more discussions and 
forums are possible in the future.

“We understand that this is coming at the end 
of the semester, and kids have papers and proj-
ects,” Rathbun said. “Director Callisto (Chief of 
DPS) is committed to establishing inroads with 
students and developing collaboration them and 
the university community.” 

myjiang@syr.edu

Festival Tickets & Passes at:

The Sound Garden
124 Walton St.  
in Armory Square

Festival office at the  
Hotel Syracuse
500 S. Warren St.

Emerald City Video
3208 Erie Blvd. E.

Online at  
www.syrfilm.com
& during the festival 
at all venues

By Kelsey Bennett
Contributing Writer

Star Trek, The Simpsons and YouTube are now 
in the classroom. In a new trend, universities 
across the country have attempted to bridge the 
gap between college courses and pop culture 
with classes targeted toward specific icons.

At Georgetown University, students can take 
a course titled “Philosophy and Star Trek.” “The 
Simpsons: Sitcom as Political and Social Satire” 
is available at UC Berkeley and “Learning from 
YouTube” is now a course at Pitzer College in 
California.

Anne Patron, a freshman at Frostburg State 
University in Frostburg, Md., said she’s heard 
of some literature courses about topics on Harry 
Potter.

“I’ve heard of people here that have had 
to read the Harry Potter books for a British 
literature class, and there is even a class based 
on Harry Potter that you can get credit for,” she 
said.

Frostburg students enrolled in “The Science 
of Harry Potter” have daily quizzes, three big 
tests with essays and a final paper to complete. 
And while UC Berkeley students taking “The 
Simpsons: Sitcom as Political and Social Satire” 
course get to watch reruns of the show in class, 
their final paper is to write their own 22-minute-
long episode.

Here at Syracuse University, a new group 
of pop culture classes is being added for the 
fall semester in the S.I. Newhouse School of 

Public Communications. The class is open to all 
upperclassmen. 

The television, radio and film department 
has added TRF 530, a series of classes covering 
Walt Disney, classic films, reality television and 
sports on television.

Carolyn Davis, a doctoral student and adjunct 
professor who will be teaching the reality TV 
course, said these courses are to ensure that the 
curriculum stays relevant to students so they 
are participating in class. 

“I think there is an initiative on their part to 
want to show how not only are these things fun, 
but they’re also relevant within their own stud-
ies,” she said. “I think it’s what gives Newhouse 
its edge, you know, the fact that they have things 
like this.”

But Newhouse isn’t the only school on cam-
pus offering pop culture courses that appeal to 
students.

In The College of Arts and Sciences, English 
and textual studies has a course titled “Reading 
Nation and Empire: Hip-Hop Eshu, QUEEN 
B@#$H Lyricism!” This course focuses on Lil’ 
Kim and the effects her lyrics have on women 
and in the black community.

The University College offers a course called 
“The Music of Radiohead,” which looks into the 
music of the band as well as the cultural and 
historical situation in which the music took 
place. The course is also offered during the 
Maymester.

kabenn01@syr.edu

Campuses nationwide offer 
new courses in pop culture

dps
f r o m  p a g e  1
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M ove over celebrities, we’re 
not interested in you 
anymore. We now want to 

know everything about the lives of 
everyday students like you and me

Enter juicycampus.com.
The Web site is a rapidly growing 

college gossip mill that, according 
to The Daily Orange on March 28. It 
“allows anyone with Internet access 
to post anything they want about 
anyone they want.” The Web site 
threatens to challenge the personal 
privacy of common folk like you and 
me.

According to recent reports from 
Fox News, Newsweek and MSNBC, 
many of the students discussed on 
this Web site have been targeted 
with sexual exploits and racial 
epithets that not only interrupt 
personal privacy, but shatter repu-
tations. 

Take for instance the story of a 
Cornell University junior who had 
a full page of filthy ramblings about 
all of his sexual encounters posted 
by an anonymous student on his 
own campus, according to FoxNews.
com. 

Since when did college under-
graduates become tacky tabloid 
writers? 

The fact of the matter is no one 
seems to be taking into consid-
eration the invasion of personal 
privacy and space in today’s society. 

Why do we all of a sudden care 
what our distant classmates are 
doing in their spare time? And when 
did it become our responsibility to 
tell the world about the personal life 
of the kid sitting third row center 
in an anthropology lecture? When 
did sex, drugs or late night runs to 
Denny’s become breaking news? 

“It’s sad, but I think people use 
gossip to distract them from their 
own lives and their own issues,” 
said Braelyn Weaver, a senior biol-
ogy major. 

Web sites like juicycampus.com 

are walking a fine line between 
being entertaining and being 
inflammatory and illegal. The inva-
sion of personal privacy is not just 
a laughing matter, but a classifiably 
despicable action that can lead 
straight to the courthouse. 

It’s clear the writers who intrude 
into the personal lives of others 
on sites like juicycampus.com are 
doing so for the sole purpose of 
defamation. 

“The people who post things on 
juicycampus.com and other Web 
sites like these are just as bad as 
the actions that they are trying to 
denounce on the Web site,” said 
Terrance Smith, a freshman com-
munication and rhetorical studies 
major. 

Society has overstepped its 
boundaries as tactfully nosy beings, 
and we have become downright pry-
ing gossip-filled snobs. Although it’s 
becoming easier to blast a strangers 
personal bedroom stories on the 
Internet, we must never forget to 
consider the personal and profes-
sional goals of our peers.

“People have feelings, and being 
exposed on an international level 
can hurt your reputation and 
dignity and people will be quick to 
judge your character,” Smith said.

A person’s personal life should 
never become another’s news story. 
To gossip over a stranger’s lifestyle 
is utterly pointless and shameful. In 
the end, it always pays to mind your 
own business.

Tahira Lindsay is a senior 
communication and rhetorical 

studies and Spanish major. Her 
columns appear bi-weekly. 

ta h i r a  l i n d s ay

yeah...i said it

Gossip about this: 
New Web site brings down 

already nosy society

s c r i b b l e

Got opinions? Let’s hear ’em.
e-mail opinion@dailyorange.com
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dents. Palmer, an adult master of social work 
candidate, is a student in Heffner’s class and 
also knows him through her placement at 
ARISE. 

“He is very open and warm and welcom-
ing,” Palmer said. “He’s not intimidating at 
all. You feel very free to say anything that you 

want or ask any question and not feel like it’s 
going to be a stupid question.”

Heffner has no plans to stop what he’s 
doing. He will continue to advocate for the 
needs of the HIV/AIDS community and act as 
a resource for anyone in need. 

“In this work I fi nd patience in my own 
challenges and strength,” Heffner said. “It 
is truly a blessing and an honor, as is this 
recognition.” 

pastanle@syr.edu

Dry Yai delivers peaceful, political 
message in Schine performance

VIOLATIONS
F R O M  P A G E  1

dent, teaching assistant and faculty surveys. 
It presented its fi nal recommendations to Vice 
Chancellor and Provost Eric Spina in May 
2006.

Research from the VPCAI established 
the fi rst university-wide academic integrity 
policy, as well as the AIO, on July 1, 2006. The 
report published in March is the second report 
put together by the AIO since its inception.

In addition to a breakdown of violations by 
class level, the report included the number of 
violations reported by each school or college.

The two colleges to report the most viola-
tions – 15 each – were The College of Arts and 
Sciences and the L.C. Smith College of Engi-
neering and Computer Science, according to 
the report’s data.

The College of Law, the School of Archi-
tecture, the School of Information Studies 
and University College did not report any 
violations.

Most of the schools and colleges run their 
own programs to educate students about aca-
demic integrity, Stein said.

“It’s probably more effective to do it through 
a course that you’re taking than having this 
outside person coming in and talking,” she 
said.

She spoke to some of the First Year Forums 
required for students in Arts & Sciences in the 
beginning of fall semester and gave a presenta-
tion at an orientation program for student 
athletes. She said the School of Education has 
an academic integrity element in its First Year 
Forum, and the concept is covered in COM 107, 
the Communications & Society class taken 
in the S.I. Newhouse School of Public Com-
munications.

Vita Racko, academic integrity advisor for 
Arts & Sciences who teaches one of the First 
Year Forums, said students benefi t when their 
professors review the policy of what will hap-
pen if they’re caught doing something dishon-
est. 

“Every single fi rst-year student will hear 
the lecture about what constitutes plagiarism 
and all the different forms of academic dis-
honesty,” she said. “Whether it’s cheating on 

an exam or misquoting sources, to lying about 
research, to using calculators when you’re not 
supposed to.”

Anne Fitzsimmons, teacher training coor-
dinator and academic integrity adviser for 
the Writing Program, said the majority of 
cases she sees from the writing classes happen 
when students either willfully or accidentally 
misuse sources. 

AIO’s report places 24 of the 60 violations 
in the “use of sources” category. The other 
three types of violations are “course work 
and research,” “representations and materials 
misuse” and “communications.”

The writing 105 and 205 courses provide 
explicit instruction for fi nding, evaluating and 
integrating sources, Fitzsimmons said. But 
she said the emphasis on responsible academic 
writing tapers off after the fi rst few years of 
undergraduate education.

“It’s sad and disheartening to see grad 
students in that position,” she said. “As an edu-
cator, it leads me to wonder if the university is 
doing enough to attend to those issues at (the 
graduate) level. That’s a question we should be 
asking. Grad students would benefi t from help, 
feedback and guidelines.”

In the past two years, Stein said, some of the 
graduate students who committed violations 
were international students, saying the lan-
guage barrier may be part of the issue. 

The Lillian and Emanuel Slutzker Center 
for International Services offers education 
on SU’s academic integrity policies during 
orientation for international students, Stein 
said.

Larry Bennett, professor of entrepreneur-
ial practice in the Martin J. Whitman School 
of Management, said it’s a responsibility of 
faculty members to set up assignments that 
require original thought and cannot be taken 
from the Internet.

For Bennett, academic integrity goes 
beyond just the classroom.

“Academic integrity is going to translate 
outside the classroom,” he said. “If it’s violated 
knowingly, that helps lend itself to the Ivan 
Boeskys, the Enrons and the other negative 
infl uences of the world. It becomes a moral 
issue, rather than just taking someone else’s 
work.”

shmelike@syr.edu
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By Nya Wilson
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Dry Yai got the crowd out of its seats in the 
Schine Underground by offering a message of 
universal love.

“Remember the message: People should love 
people. People should respect people. Take care 
of women — respect them in the fi rst place. We 
are all the same. Race does not matter,” said 
AKlass, one of the singers of Dry Yai, who was 
seen on stage dancing as the group performed 
its entire album.

Dry Yai is composed of Pupa Bajah, AKlass and 
Dovy Dovy, three former refugees of Sierra Leone, 
West Africa. The group performed at the Schine 
Underground Wednesday, sponsored by the Music 
and Entertainment Industry Student Association 
and the Student Peace Action Network. 

The band is most known for contributing 
to the soundtrack for Oscar-nominated “Blood 
Diamond,” starring Leonardo DiCaprio.

To the group, the name Dry Yai represents 
the hope for crying “Mama Africa.”

The themes of the songs ranged from politi-
cal to endearing, with lyrics including “she’s 
my lady, she’s my honey.”  The political lyrics 
referenced the corrupt government and the civil 
war presently taking place in Sierra Leone. 

“We took the mic to preach,” Dovy Dovy said. 
“There is no way for us to support the war but 
musically, and this is how we give advice to the 
youth.”

The group has managed to use its political lyr-
ics to spread their message. Dry Yai has performed 
in London, Maryland, Philadelphia and New York 
City, but feels more proactive at home. 

“Recently, Dry Yai got a crew together to clean 
the streets of Sierra Leone,” said Bajah, a member 
of the group. “The crew reached out to the Minis-
try of Health to get trucks to get the trash that was 
collected. The reactions were all positive.” 

Akuma Roots, a band composed of 10 men, 
opened for Dry Yai. Two of the men are from 
Ghana and one from Jamaica. Its music is heav-
ily infl uenced by these cultures, and its sound 
could be classifi ed as reggae with afro-beat 
infl uences. Akuma Roots played for 20 minutes 
to the full crowd. 

Adrianna Gricius, a freshman music educa-
tion major, came to the show for entertainment.

“I was really glad to see this type of show,” 
Gricius said. “This past week has been stressful 
so I came to let loose, hang out with friends and 
enjoy the show.”

But others have walked away with a new 
appreciation for Dry Yai.

Samantha Wilder, a freshman international 
relations and policy studies major, agrees with its 
message for peace in Africa and around the world. 

“I think it needs to be said now because the 
peace agreement in Darfur was broken not too 
long ago,” Wilder said. “It’s an important mes-
sage on every level; it goes beyond just Africa.”

nywilson@syr.edu

“WINNER”
The Daily Orange - Battle of the beans 1/26/07
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courtesy of carlissa carson
Carlissa Carson (left), Charles swift (Center) and lara aryani (right) 
are working on the defense of Salim Ahmed Hamdan, a detainee at Guantanamo Bay.

B e yo n d  t h e  h i l l
every thursday in the d.o.

By Abram Brown
ContriButinG writer

S alim Ahmed Hamdan is a detainee at 
Guantanamo Bay. He is considered a 
high-value target by the U.S. govern-

ment. And he is being defended by two graduate 
students from the Emory University School of 
Law.  

Lara Aryani and Carlissa Carson went to the 
U.S. military base in Guantanamo to assist in 
the defense of Hamdan. 

Aryani said Hamdan’s lawyers maintained 
the status of a prisoner of war.  The prosecution 
argued that the POW status didn’t apply to 
Hamdan. 

The prosecution said he should be consid-
ered an illegal enemy combatant, a status 
that means the government can hold him 
indefinitely without trial. This status is not 
recognized under the Geneva Convention, 
which regulates the treatment of human 
beings during war time.

“It’s a new category the Bush administration 
created,” Aryani explained. “(They are) trying 
to circumvent precedents, international law 
and to some extent constitutional law as well.” 

Despite the judge ruling against the defense, 
neither student expressed any regrets, even 
though “it kind of put us behind a bit,” Carson 
said.

Aryani and Carson became involved in the 
defense of Hamdan after enrolling in a law 
course offered at Emory, taught by professor 
Johan D. Van der Vyver. 

Van der Vyver said the college selected six 
students to work with attorneys appearing for 
Guanatamo captives. 

He described Aryani and Carson as “some 

of our brightest students.” Van de Vyver said 
the purpose of the clinic was designed to give 
“practical experience (to students by) work-
ing with attorneys dealing with humanitarian 
operations.” 

Carson and Aryani went down to the U.S. 
military base in Guantanamo Bay during the 
first week of December 2007 and stayed for five 
nights and six days. They returned to the island 
for the second time in February, staying for 
seven nights and eight days.

The students were essentially legal interns, 
aiding the defense of the detainee. Attorneys from 
two Atlanta firms participated in the case, with 
JAG officer Charles Swift acting as lead counsel. 

“We (did) whatever the legal team (needed) 
us to do,” Aryani said. “It wasn’t Spring Break.” 

Van der Vyver spoke highly of Aryani, say-
ing she was a particularly useful member of 
the team because of Yemini background and 
fluency in Arabic. 

“Things were difficult,” Carson, the other 
law student, said. “We were up at 6:30 a.m., and 
sometimes we would work till 10, 10:30 p.m.” 

She said she spent her time doing research 
projects, and looking at 302s — the documents 
FBI interrogators filled out after speaking to the 
prisoner.

Carson said she learned a lot during the expe-
rience. “It raised my awareness of international 
law,” she said.

Aryani called it “the most interesting read-
ing holiday,” she had ever spent. 

Both relished the experience of attending a 
military commission, a form of trial that had 
not been used since World War II. “It’s quite 
literally history in the making,” Aryani said. 

adbrow03@syr.edu

Campus Briefs 
UW student to return to campus 
Source – The Daily carDinal

Tope Awe, a third-year student at the 
University at Wisconsin at Madison, will 
return to campus after being released from 
federal custody Tuesday. She was originally 
ordered to be deported from the country 
March 27. According to the statement released 
Tuesday by U.S. Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement officials, both Awe and her 
brother Oluwagbenga are required to wear 
ankle-monitoring bracelets and check in 
regularly. Awe’s family emigrated from 
Nigeria in 1989 and applied for immigration 
benefits, but their requests were denied.  

I want to hold your tentacles
Source – The Daily californian 

A University of California-Berkeley 
researcher issued a report saying that 
octopuses hold hands in a similar fashion 
as humans, just with their tentacles. In the 
study, the researchers provided the first 
detailed study of octopus mating behavior. 
The report said it is romantic between mates, 
traditionally thought to be common for birds, 
mammals and crustaceans. The study was 
published in the April issued of Marine 
Biology. The researchers found that mating 
pairs of octopuses spent most of their time 
together throughout the reproductive process. 
As a protective measure, male octopuses also 
accompany their mate on feeding expeditions.  

Votes for sale 
Source – The Technician 

Sara Yasin, a senior at North Carolina State 
University, put her Democratic primary 
election vote up for purchase on eBay Friday. 
The textiles and apparel management major 
then got a mandate from the North Carolina 
State Board of Elections, demanding she 
remove the listing. The idea originally began 
as a joke, Yasin told The Technician, N.C. 
State’s student newspaper. A conversation 
about the competition within the Democratic 
Party motivated the eBay listing. She 
planned on giving her profits from the sale 
to a campus charity called SATELLITE, a 
camp for students from rural areas in North 
Carolina who don’t usually get to go to college.

College bunny 
Source – The Daily Trojan 

Tanya Lind, a junior psychology major at the 
University of Southern California, was named 
as a top 10 finalist in the 2008 Miss Playboy 
Mobile Competition. Lind traveled along with 
nine other finalists to Las Vegas to participate 
in the Grand Finale Week of the competition. 
The girls competed for a $5,000 cash prize 
and a photo shoot at the Playboy Mansion. 
Over the course of three days, the contestants 
attended a press conference, did a number of 
photo shoots and attended a gala in which the 
contest winner was crowned. More than 1,000 
girls submitted applications to this new online 
extension of Playboy Entertainment Group. 
Last year, Lind posed for Playboy magazine. 

Law students defend pOW in Guantanamo Bay

courtesy of carlissa carson
Cuba and the u.S. territory on which the Guantanamo Bay detention camp is based are 
separated only by a chain fence along the border.

courtesy of carlissa carson
Carlissa Carson (left), standing in one of the semi-permanent tents called, ‘tent 
city,’ where the two students stayed in December during their trip to Guantanamo Bay.
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By Catherine Basham
Staff Writer

Nearly 1.4 million New Yorkers abuse or are 
dependent on alcohol, drugs or both. 

A new report from the Substance Abuse 
and Mental Health Services Administration 
(SAMHSA) provided this and other informa-
tion about substance abuse and mental health 
patterns in each state. Rates vary state to 
state, but all areas of the country are affected 
to some degree by drug, alcohol and mental 
health issues.

Nationwide, 9.2 percent of respondents 12 
years old and older reported dependence on or 
abuse of illicit drugs or alcohol in the last year. 

New York state had some of the highest rates 
of drug use in the country. More than 10 percent 
of people aged 12 and older reported using illicit 
drugs, which include marijuana, cocaine or 
heroin.

Stephen Maisto, a psychology professor who 
specializes in addictions research at Syracuse 
University, said this comes as no surprise, given 
New York’s geographical location. Heavy drug 
use and drinking tend to be more common 
in the Northeast region of the United States. 
Maisto said high rates of cocaine use are also 
partly due to New York’s large cities.

Approximately 2.81 percent of New York-
ers used cocaine in the last year, making it 
the state with the sixth-highest rate in the 
country.

“If you were to separate out New York City 
from the rest of the state, I don’t know where New 
York would stand,” Maisto said. “The numbers 
probably wouldn’t be as high. Where the largest 
cities are, that’s where you see the rates go up.” 

Reports like these are helpful for individual 
researchers, Maisto said, but are also used by 
policymakers and governments to develop and 
acquire funding for prevention and treatment 
programs. 

The New York State Office of Alcoholism and 
Substance Abuse Services (OASAS) is the larg-
est and most comprehensive treatment, preven-

tion and recovery agency in the country. 
OASAS uses data from the yearly SAMHSA 

reports to implement programs and policies 
based on the needs of the state.

“I think what you see in the news a lot is: did 
things go up or down? We want to know that, 
too, but we also want to know what we are going 
to do about it,” said Dianne Henk, director of 
communications at OASAS. 

Researchers look at the new data, compare 
them to reports from previous years and find 
differences, consistencies and trends. OASAS 

completes its own surveys and reports and also 
compares those findings to the numbers in 
federal reports. 

“It’s a big job, and we try to target the areas 
that we feel we can be effective,” Henk said. 
“There’s always more to do than what we can do. 
You just keep going because it makes a differ-
ence in people’s lives.”

The findings were categorized by underage 
alcohol use and binge drinking, illicit drug use, 
tobacco use, substance dependence and abuse 
and mental health problems.

Rates of underage binge drinking were low-
est in Georgia at 15.2 percent and highest in 
North Dakota at 28.5 percent. North Dakota had 
the lowest rates of illicit drug use at 7.7 percent, 
and Rhode Island had the highest with 11.2 
percent. 

All estimates are based on the 2005-2006 
National Survey on Drug Use and Health. SAM-
HSA surveyed 136,110 respondents to gather 
information about 23 measures of substance 
abuse and mental health issues. 

cvbasham@syr.edu

Alcohol-relAted 
consequences on 
people between the 
Ages of 18-24:
■Death: 1,700 die each year from alcohol-
related unintentional
injuries, including motor vehicle crashes
■ injury: 599,000 are unintentionally 
injured under the influence of alcohol
■assault: More than 696,000 are assault-
ed by another student who has
been drinking
■Sexual abuse: More than 97,000 are vic-
tims of alcohol-related sexual
assault or date rape
■Unsafe Sex: 400,000 have unprotected 
sex and more than 100,000 report
having been too intoxicated to know if 
they consented to having sex
■academic Problems: about 25 percent 
of students report academic
consequences of their drinking including 
missing class, falling behind,
doing poorly on exams or papers, and 
receiving lower grades overall
■Health Problems/Suicide attempts: 
More than 150,000 develop an
alcohol-related health problem
■Drunk Driving: 2.1 million drive under 
the influence of alcohol each year

Source: collegedrinkingprevention.gov

N.Y. among highest rates of drug, alcohol use in country

“I think what you see in the news a lot is: did things 
go up or down? We want to know that, too, but we 
also want to know what we are going to do about it.”

Dianne Henk 
Director of coMMUnicationS at oaSaS

cross fingers

fight global warming.com
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EAT ROUND

internet corner   v.2.0

MUSESMUSE.COM
In an industry in which it’s hard to get feed-
back, aspiring songwriters are always look-
ing for a place to share their songs and get 
other people to take notice. 
MusesMuse.com offers up-and-coming 
musicians and poets valuable information 
on how to get their name out there and 
other advice.
Started in the mid 90s, MusesMuse.com 
has become one of the premiere Web sites 
for songwriters — beginners and profes-
sionals alike. It offers articles from regular 
columnists on a wide range of topics, 
such as independent CD reviews to advice 
on copyright laws. There is even a store 
with books and software for the budding 
songwriter and listings for those looking 

for someone to collaborate with or start a 
band.
However, the highlight of the Web site is 
the user forum. Here, users can talk about 
a variety of subjects ranging from everyday 
conversation to music and lyric structure. 
There is a place to post your lyrics and 
completed demos and have them critiqued 
by musicians with all levels of experience 
and expertise.
But, most importantly, MusesMuse.com 
features a special section for poets, where 
a message board enables users to post 
their poetry and get other opinions and 
feedback on their work. 
 MusesMuse.com is a great place for aspir-
ing songwriters to get started.

— Chris Cresswell, contributing writer

cecressw@syr.edu

budget…”
Once you’ve basically agreed to sign over 

the deed to your house, give away your fi rst 
born and give a blood sample just to have a 
chance to buy the product, they always keep 
roping you in. Then comes the “free” stuff, the 
stuff that they’re just going to throw in, as if 
you’re the only one getting that deal.

“If you call right now, this exact millisec-
ond…”

The best throw-in, in the history of all 
throw-ins, is the fl avor injector — basically a 
fl u shot for a rhinoceros. That demonstration 
Ron always does with it never makes any sense. 
Also, I’ve never thought of using some of the 
combinations he uses, but somehow they always 
come out good.

“First, you take the lamb shank. Then, you 
load up your fl avor injector. Buckle up, folks, 
next stop, Flavorville, USA! All right, let’s try 
using…orange peels, rosemary, dog crap and 
some thyme.”

I’m sitting in my room, lights dimmed, 
wearing nothing but my boxers, potato chips 
all over my stomach, thinking, “Wait just a 
gosh darned second! Rosemary and orange 
peels?!”

Somehow, it seems more often than not, 
people are trying to sell knives really late at 
night, which doesn’t seem wise. People half 
conscious at 3 a.m. shouldn’t be purchasing 20 
different ways to cut steak.

Could you imagine if someone went a little 
out of the box? 

“For just six easy payments of $99.95, this 
entire cocaine cartel can be yours. But wait! 
Call now, and we’ll throw in two free fl avor 
injectors, a set of steak knives and a brand new 
T-shirt folder!”

I can’t talk about infomercials without 
bringing up my old pal, Chef Tony. He’s that 
clown who dresses up in a ridiculous chef’s 
outfi t, as if anyone thinks that A) he’s a real 
chef and B) his pencil-stache makes him more 
Italian. 

Truth is, it could be the Ronco grill, the 
George Foreman grill, the Magic Bullet or 
something Chef Tony has whipped up, one 
thing that remains constant is these jokers 
are damn good. You’ve got to hand it to them. 
They’ve mastered the art of convincing people 
they need things they clearly don’t. If you’ve 
ever been a single guy down at the bar, you 
know for certain that’s a lot easier said than 
done.

Scott Spinelli is the humor columnist for The 
Daily Orange where his columns appear every 

Thursday. He knows you haven’t bought tickets to 
his charity comedy show. You know, that one on 

April 26.  He can be reached at saspinel@syr.edu.

SPINELLI
F R O M  P A G E  1 1
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the sweet stuff in the middle

T his just in: I am a sucker.
Late at night, I can be 
convinced to buy almost 

anything. Knives that cut through 
cement. Cement that cuts through 
knives. Whatever.

To date, I haven’t actually 
purchased anything. But I have 
come alarmingly close. In fact, I’d 
be less concerned if I had bought 
these items. The idea that I’ve 
convinced myself these are useful 
contraptions is what worries me 
most.

The crème-de-la-crème of info-
mercials has to be that Ron Popeil 
fella, commonly known as the 
“Set It and Forget It!” guy with the 
rotisserie grill. Though, even if you 
haven’t heard of Ronco, all of these 
late night pirates employ the same 
tactics.

Each one starts off with the 
biggest loser of all, the helper, Mr. 
or Mrs. “Please, Tell Me More.” It’s 
always some “random” guy, almost 
as if they found someone who hap-
pened to know about rotisseries 
and asked if he wouldn’t mind 
shooting a commercial. 

Once Ron has gone through each 
and every example of what this 
grill can do, he finally gets to the 
price. But, at this point, it really 
doesn’t matter what the price is, 
does it? 

He looks you right in the eye, as 
if you’re going to purchase his soul, 
and then astronomically high num-
bers start appearing in the upper 
right hand corner.

“You won’t pay one million dol-
lars. You won’t pay 500 thousand 
dollars. You won’t even pay 100 
thousand dollars…Not even…”

After this seemingly endless 
charade, the final price still isn’t 
on the screen.

“What you will pay (you’re 
thinking, ‘YES I WILL PAY THIS’) 
is four, eaaasy payments of just 
$39.95.”

The simple inclusion of that one 
descriptor does it for me. If this guy 
is saying it’s easy, how hard could 
it be? He could say four easy pay-
ments of $399.95, and I’d still find a 
way to make it seem easy.

“You know, if I just stop eating 
for a few months, I could probably 
squeeze this rotisserie grill into my 

s c o t t  s p i n e l l i

funny how?

see spinelli page 10

Infomercials a 
late night trap of 
crazy products

Popularity of club 
sports has risen over the 
years due to range of 
activities, unique sports

photo courtesy of debbie burkhoff 
Jeanette vyhanek throws upfield during an ultimate Frisbee tournament. Fox Force Seven, the women’s Frisbee club team, attends 
several tournaments a year, including a trip to Las Vegas.

the club
Join

By Matt Ehalt 
StaFF writer

Joe Lore had a simple question.
With a list of 47 club sports for the 2004-
2005 academic year at Syracuse 
University in front of him, the then-

director of club sports wanted to know 
how more he could get added.

“It seemed as though student interest 
in forming clubs had peaked,” Lore said of 
three years ago.

It hadn’t.
Syracuse added three new clubs this 

year (Asian dance group, chess, kendo) to 
give the university its highest total ever at 
57, and that number will most likely grow 
in the future, Lore said. Back in 2000-2001, 
Syracuse had 34 clubs.

“Going back to 1984, when I started as 
club director we had 20 clubs,” said Lore, 
now the director of the department of rec-
reation services at Syracuse. “We had 20 
clubs and a $12,000 budget. Now, we have 
57 clubs and a $135,000 budget. It’s become 
bigger.” 

New club sports are being added across 
the country, and the popularity of club 
sports is increasing across college cam-
puses.

The University of Connecticut (UConn) 
has added eight clubs during the past two 
years, going from 31 club sports to 39. Ohio 
State University now offers 80 different 

clubs sports, the most in the history of 
club sports’ program. Pennsylvania State 
University also has a school-record of 62 
club sports, several more than the previ-
ous year.

“Our clubs have definitely gotten big-
ger,” said Jason Halsey, director of sport 
clubs at The University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill (UNC). “Competitive team 
sports have gained a lot of legitimacy in 

see club sports page 14

in the club

57
Club sports at Syracuse University, 
the highest number ever

80 
Club sports offered at Ohio State 
University, the most of any school in 
the country

$135,000
Club sports’ budget in 2008

$12,000
Club sports budget in 1984 - SU had 
20 clubs then
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 thirsty thursday
Samuel adamS White ale
5.2 percent alc/vol
Boston Beer Company, Boston
$8 per 6 pack

Renowned Bostonian Samuel Adams abandons 
his patriotic roots with the seasonal White Ale 
in a bold attempt to bring Belgium beer-making 
to the colonies. A filmy blonde color and a thick 
white head define White Ale’s namesake and 
appearance. A quick swirl releases a stream of 
wheat, lemon and orange zest aromas. The first 
mouthful springs (pun intended) across every 
inch of the pallet and gives a light reflection of 
the aroma with a nice oily hop coating to wrap 
everything up. White Ale hits the mark as great 
match with the recent balmy weather.

lindemanS FramboiSe
8 percent alc/vol
Brouwerij Lindemans, Vlezenbeek, 
Belgium
$10 per 750ml bottle

Pouring deep purple into a seven-ounce wine 
glass, Lindemans Framboise tastes and smells 
like a raspberry Italian ice pop. The Framboise 

(pronounced fram-bwoi-s) is brewed almost 
exclusively with raspberry and other fruits 
that give it a character more like champagne or 
cider than beer. Tart and sweet, Framboise has 
a potent taste unique unto itself. Coming off as 
refined and delicate, Framboise is a beer to be 
savored and enjoyed and may be a good idea to 
hold off on until the set in of post-college drink-
ing habits.

baSS ale
5 percent alc/vol
Bass Brewers Unlimited, Burton-on-
Trent
$9 per 6 pack

A classic English pale ale, Bass Ale serves 
as a British Pub goers’ alternative to lighter 
mainstream American beer. A deep amber 
color and lacy head gives Bass a warm, 
inviting look, but the absence of visible 
carbonation bubbles translates the flatness 
to the taste. Regardless, Bass still has a but-
tery taste backed up with a crisp maltiness 
and oily hop kick that bolsters the taste that 
would otherwise be average. Bass finishes 
subtly without a crisp kick but still has a 
refreshing smoothness that warms and fills 
in the typical Brit fashion.

— Chris Curran, staff writer

cjcurr01@syr.edu
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LISTINGS

Helping hand  
the big event 
Meet at Panasci Lounge, Saturday, 8:30 a.m. and runs all day, free (requires registration)

watch this 

zamboni revolution
Panasci Lounge upstairs in Schine, Fri-
day, 8 p.m., free

In its final performance of the semester, 
the Zamboni improv group is calling the 
show its Grand Slam. 

listen to this 

a cappella afterhours
Setnor Auditorium, Thursday, April 17, 10 
p.m., free 
This night of a capella features all five of 
SU’s a cappella groups: Orange Appeal, 
Main Squeeze, Oy Cappella, The Manda-
rins and Groovestand.

try this 

monday for mutts
The Quad, Monday, anytime between 11 
a.m. to 1 p.m., free

Organized by Healthy Monday and PRL 
206, students and faculty can register 
online to strut on the quad with their dogs. 
Healthy snacks for both humans and dogs 
will be provided, in addition to prizes.

 
check this out 

fashionably aware fash-
ions conscience
Goldstein Auditorium, Saturday, 7 p.m., 
$8 with SU ID, $10 for public

A collaboration of Fashions Conscience 
and Lambda Sigma Upsilon, this year’s 
fashion show will highlight underground 
designers like Lavie, Coogi and more. 
Headling artist is Trey Songz, who has 
appeared with AIk, Obie Trice and Yung 
Joc.

BEST BETS

music 
morton schiff jazz 
ensemble 
Setnor Auditorium, Tuesday, 8 p.m., free 
Conductor Joseph Riposo and John Cog-
giola lead the jazz ensemble in perfor-
mances composed by Charles Mingus, 
Charlie Parker and other jazz favorites. 

movies

uu cinemas presents 
“forgetting sarah  
marshall”
Gifford Auditorium, Friday, 7 p.m., free, 
need ticket from Schine box office 
With a 92 percent rating on RottenToma-
toes.com, this movie is being hailed as 
this year’s best comedy: the story of one 
man’s attempts to get over an ex. 

uu cinemas presents 
“walk hard”
Gifford Auditorium, Saturday, 8 p.m., 
Goldstein Auditorium, tonight and Sun-
day, 8 p.m.

John C. Reilly stars as Dewey Cox, a John-
ny Cash/Elvis-esque entertainer in this 
satirical biopic. Written by Judd Apatow, 
the comedy also features The Office’s 
Jenna Fischer. 

theater

“sweat”
 Syracuse Stage, running tonight 
through Saturday, 8 p.m., free

James Miller, a junior political science 
and acting major directs the play. It tells 
the story of a woman finding her indepen-
dence, while struggling to free herself 
from the reins of an abusive husband.

“a lovely mess” 
Schine Underground, Friday and Sat-
urday, 8 p.m., tickets $4 for students

Featuring songs from musicals, this cab-
aret-style performance is being put on by 
The Warehouse Architecture Theatre. 

courtesy of orange seeds
Volunteers from last year’s Big Event, sponsored by Orange Seeds, complete a vari-
ety of community service projects including gardening. This year’s event is Saturday.

CHECK IT OUT

SUBMIT YOUR LISTING
Want your event to appear on this page? While we can’t guarantee everything, we take 
suggestions. Please e-mail Pulp@dailyorange.com

On Saturday, Syracuse University fac-
ulty and students will participate in the 
fourth Big Event. Started at Texas A&M, 

the day of service is meant to engage with the 
community and “thank it for continually sup-
porting the university,” according to SU’s Big 
Event Web Site. 

The day is now recognized at more than 50 
universities throughout the country and this 
year, Orange Seeds — the group responsible for 
bringing the event to campus and organizing 

it — predicts more than 2,000 hours of volunteer 
work will be done on Saturday. 

Volunteer opportunities include gardening 
and construction work, mural painting, neigh-
borhood clean up and singing to the elderly at 
Crouse Hospital. 

Online registration to volunteer ended 
Wednesday after more than 400 people signed 
up. 

— Amanda Allison, asst. feature editor

akalliso@syr.edu
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R e g i s t e r  n o w  f o r  s u m m e r  c l a s s e s

Registration is going on now at sunyocc.edu  •  (315) 498-2000

convenient, transferable—on campus or online

Commute or live on campus 

Live and Learn at Onondaga

10-week session:
June 2 – August 10

First 5-week session:
June 2 – July 3

Second 5-week session:
July 7 – August 10

the past five to 10 years as well and have a lot 
of publicity, and kids see that and want to be a 
part of it in the same sense.”

A club sport is defined as a campus group 
that provides recreation, competition and/or 
instruction in sports-related activities, and 
the club must be registered within the depart-
ment of recreation services, Lore said.

Syracuse offers club sports like baseball, 
chess, cricket, equestrian, handball, roller 
hockey, tennis, ultimate Frisbee and yoga. 
Lore said Syracuse ranks within the top five 
schools in the nation in terms of club sports 
available.

One of the biggest reasons behind the surge 
in addition of club sports is student interest.

“I think it’s just a matter of student interest 
evolving and changing,” said Scott Catucci, 
director of club sports at Syracuse. “Students 
find something that becomes interesting to 
them but also to other students at the univer-
sity.”

The requirements needed to petition to 
become a club sport at Syracuse include pro-
posing a brief overview of the activity, holding 
a meeting to gauge student interest, register-
ing and identifying four officers and a faculty/
staff advisor and following the rules and regu-
lations of the Club Sport Handbook. 

There can be a review by university risk 
managers and attorneys to evaluate the poten-
tial injury risk of the new club sport.

Students have noticed the ease of starting 
up their own club.

“(At Syracuse) it’s a lot more smooth with 
a lot of trust in the students,” said Samuel 
Rivier, a graduate physics student who helped 
form the kendo club at Syracuse this year. “I 
think that makes a much better environment 

for making it successful.”
Club sports have also been on the rise because 

of the different types of activities that can fit the 
requirements. Club sports allow for a wide 
range of activities and non-traditional forms of 
recreation that individuals may have never par-
ticipated in before, such as underwater hockey, 
played in a pool with snorkeling gear.

“The great thing about sports clubs is they 
are all driven by student interest, and I think 
students interests have become more varied 
so you see these different clubs popping up,” 
Halsey, UNC club sports director, said. “The 
more especially television coverage that all 
the extreme sports or sort of non-traditional 
sports have gotten it creates interest right 
there as well as everything else.”

Unique sports also help launch distinctive 
clubs, said Kate Durant, the coordinator of 
club sports at UConn. The university added 
airsoft (similar to paintball but with plastic 
BBs) as a club this year, and Durant said hav-
ing paintball as a club helped do so.

“We’re national champions in paintball, 
and that has a huge following here,” Durant 
said. “I think things like that give way to other 
clubs forming. I definitely foresee that’s how 
air soft came about. They say the publicity 
and how good the paintball team was and they 
threw it off that because they are similar.”

Durant also said club sports popularity 
stems from venue availability for athletes to 
continue doing the sport they played in high 
school on a competitive level, which can 
appeal to students.

She said club sports give students opportu-
nities to pursue their passions on a collegiate 
level, but not a Division I level and can provide 
a more competition than intramurals.

Though in some cases, club sports even 
lead to competing on the Division I level. 
Durant said several players on the club soccer 
team at UConn were recruited to play for the 

varsity team. 
Michael Skalak, graduate administrative 

associate for club sports at Ohio State Uni-
versity, said some wrestlers have started on 
the club wrestling team and walked onto the 
varsity program, and the coach has even told 
recruits that they should start off on the club 
level to see how they do.

But for those who don’t make the Division 
I level, club sports teams are often involved in 
organized competitive leagues. At Syracuse, 
Lore said the figure skating is part of The Unit-
ed States Figure Skating Association and the 
men’s ice hockey teams is part of the American 
Collegiate Hockey Association, among others. 

Like many types of organizations on a col-
lege campus, there is a social aspect as well. 
Several of the directors commented on how 
club sports provide opportunities to meet new 
students and develop friendships while doing 
different types of recreations. Halsey said he’s 
heard numerous students saying one reason 
they stayed at their schools was because of 
friends they met through club sports.

The athletes and competitors agree.
“I think it’s a pretty good system of meeting 

people,” said Brendan O’Brien, a Syracuse 
wrestling club sophomore. “I met kids from 
different areas and different states, and it’s 
cool to talk to them about how life is where 
they are from and stuff like that, which I prob-
ably wouldn’t have been able to if I hadn’t been 
on the club team.”

No matter the reasons, popularity of clubs 
sports is increasing across the nation, as 
shown by the addition of numerous new clubs. 
With an already large number of 57 clubs at 
Syracuse, Lore said he would like to see that 
number increase.

“More is better,” Lore said. “We’re diversi-
fying our offering to our students, and we’re 
reaching out to the students.”

mrehalt@syr.edu

club sp0rts
f r o m  p a g e  1 1

students attempting 
to start up new 
club sports
Cheerleading club

Taryn Klein and Beth Doud were at a 
Syracuse men’s basketball game in the 
fall when the two were inspired by some-
thing along the sidelines.

They had been watching the cheerlead-
ers. Feeling a bit nostalgic, both freshmen 
girls longed to continue their cheering 
days from high school.

The girls decided to search for shared 
interest among their peers and students 
who would be willing to help start a club 
cheerleading team. They created a Face-
book group, and at first about 20 girls, 
mostly freshmen, had joined.  

The next step was to contact some-
one in Recreation Services. Doud and 
Klein started e-mailing Scott Catucci, the 
assistant director of outdoor education 
and club sports, to start the process. He 
helped them find a faculty adviser, a place 
to practice and guided them through 
the numerous forms for getting the club 
approved. 

“It’s mostly for fun,” Klein said. “Mak-
ing up dances and doing stunts — that’s 
what we miss the most. People keep 
asking if we are going to cheer for club 
sports, but I haven’t even thought about 
that yet.”

One of the main obstacles Doud and 
Klein have encountered is scheduling 
times to practice with more than 20 girls 
dealing with classes, work and rushing for 
sororities, which temporarily delayed the 
work Klein and Doud were doing to attain 
approval for the club.

The two expect to get cheerleading 
club approved by the end of this semes-
ter, and if all goes smoothly, including 
finding adequate practice times and facili-
ties, they hope to have the club in prog-
ress by the fall semester.  

“Hopefully as the years go by it will 
get stronger,” Doud said. “Right now we 
aren’t expecting a huge turnout. We are 
doing this for other people in the future, 
too.” 

Freestyle figure skating club
Krista Bussi figured the combination of 

chilly weather and an underused ice skat-
ing rink on South Campus might indicate 
her favorite sport existed at Syracuse Uni-
versity. However, once the freshman and 
lifelong skater learned a freestyle figure 
skating club didn’t exist here, she decided 
to change that. Bussi started the process 
of creating a club as soon as she arrived 
on campus. 

First Bussi, undecided in The College 
of Arts and Science had to find students 
to sign up for the club. She had been in 
contact with Marissa Diaz, a junior com-
munication sciences and disorders major, 
currently on the SU synchronized skating 
team. 

Through Facebook, Bussi found eight 
or nine girls that were interested. Two 
incoming freshmen even contacted Bussi 
asking how to sign up.

Bussi said the skills of the potential 
club members vary from beginners to 
those who have skated their whole lives. 
She plans for some members of the team 
to participate in intercollegiate competi-
tions. Even if a club never officially forms, 
Bussi said the participants can enter in 
college-level contests. 

She plans to obtain enough signatures 
for the club so it can kick off at Tennity 
Ice Skating Pavilion for the fall semester. 
After, she expects the group’s popularity 
to take off. 

“Somebody just has to start it up then 
it’ll grow,” Bussi said. 

— Jen McCaffrey, staff writer

jcmccaff@syr.edudailyorange.com
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berman
f r o m  p a g e  2 0

david krebs | staff photographer
Donovan Mcnabb spoke to nearly 2,000 people at the Carrier Dome Tuesday night. 
McNabb was a three-time Big East offensive player of the year at Syracuse. 

said. “I mean — some days I didn’t make it. You 
know, you seniors, you know the routine. Hump 
days on Wednesday. It snows. The bus didn’t 
really come on time. All the excuses we could 
use. I just didn’t wake up.”

He joked about nights on Marshall Street. 
When he brought it up, there was a hesitant 
laugh around the Dome. 

“Yeah, I know you like that one,” McNabb 
shot back. “You know, Harry’s, 44’s, Faegans. 
Never been to Chuck’s. But I’ve never had any-
thing like I’ve had Acropolis Pizza. Best believe 
I’m going to get myself a slice before it’s over.”

He told of the 2003 graduation speech 
delivered by President Bill Clinton. McNabb 
revealed he was called first to speak, but he 
“decided to let Bill talk.”

“I’m the one that let Bill talk here, so you 
can thank me later,” McNabb said. Whether 
this was true or not really didn’t seem to mat-
ter. He was back as a college student giving 
a “remember when…” story when memories 
seem clouded, and puffery is a premium.

As requisite of just about any alumnus that 
returns, McNabb covered all his bases. He 
talked about how his greatest memory at SU 
was graduating with a major and two minors. 
He gave the advice of believing in what you 
want to do, seemingly from the Manual of 
Speaking to College Students. But he was able to 
inject that human touch even in the most cliché 
on moments.

McNabb told the nearly 2,000 in attendance 
they don’t need to play football — they can work 
to own the team. “It’s better when you own it,” 
he deadpanned. “If you can own it, own it.”

He instructed the students to enjoy their 
time on campus because much changes when 

the time expires. “You payin’ bills. …You 
payin’ bills. …You payin’ bills,” McNabb said. 
“I’m talking car insurance bills, electric bills 
whatever it may be. And then you got to eat on 
top of that.”

The students laughed in response. But this 
wasn’t from that Manual of Speaking to College 
Students. McNabb was serious.

“You laugh now — but there ain’t no cafete-
rias,” McNabb said. “Believe me, you know 
what I’m saying? The food in the cafeteria 
really was nasty. But when you leave, you 
realize, there was a full-course meal in that 
cafeteria.”

McNabb has been gone for 10 years, and he 
was both admittedly and evidentially emotional 
when called up to the stage. He remembered 
his parents dropping him off at South Campus 
for the first day of football practice, with his 
mother emotional and his father sticking out 
the chest and telling him to “be a man,” like 
any other student can relate on that first day of 
college. 

For these short moments, McNabb wasn’t 
the guy from the Chunky Soup commercials, 
nor the one on television hoisting the NFC 
Championship trophy nor the quarterback 
mired in controversy about a diva wide 
receiver or conservative talk-show host. He 
was the student next to you in speech commu-
nications class or the one hoping tails wins at 
Flip Night or the one indulging in late-night 
pizza at Acropolis.

For the weeks leading up to the McNabb 
speech, the sports marketing students walked 
around campus with those ugly electric-green 
shirts that read “McNabb Home to the Dome.” It 
seemed more advertising than actuality. Turns 
out they knew what they were talking about.

Zach Berman is the featured sports columnist 
for The Daily Orange, where his column appears 

weekly. E-mail him at zberman@syr.edu.
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It all starts with him
Do-it-all Justin Pennington is holding together 
young Rutgers team after taking on leadership role

By Jesse Caputo
Staff Writer

Gerhard Buehning, the sophomore Rutgers 
midfielder, put it best about teammate Justin 
Pennington.

“A lot of stuff goes through him, and we 
depend on him a lot actually in all aspects of 

the field from face-
offs, to defense, to 
offense,” Buehning 
said. “He pretty 
much does every-
thing.”

Scarlet Knights head coach Jim Stagnitta calls 
Pennington a throwback. The midfielder is from a 
time long past when a player was expected to play 
and saw minutes at several positions — before the 
dawn of specialization in sports.

Even as a freshman last year, Pennington 
was multitasking by playing virtually every 
position on the field. But that didn’t stop him 
from earning ECAC Rookie of the Year and 
racking up 19 goals, eight assists and 27 points, 
all second best on the team.

What is even more impressive than Penning-
ton’s freshman year accolades is the fact that 
he arrived in Piscataway, N.J., as a pass-first 
midfielder. Stagnitta and his staff quickly tried 
to change his mentality to make him more of 
a scorer, acknowledging he could make the 
adjustment; all he needed was some coaxing and 
confidence.

“From an offensive standpoint he wasn’t a real 
polished player nor would you have thought he 
would be the scorer he’s become,” Stagnitta said. 
“He was just so well rounded, I wouldn’t have said, 
‘Hey, this is a guy who right away is going to have 
an impact from a scoring perspective.’”

Pennington’s performance has quickly made 
him the go-to guy on offense and a leader on the 
offensive line. The sophomore is already play-
ing like a seasoned veteran on a team compiled 
of mostly freshmen and sophomores and has led 
Rutgers to a 4-5 record.

The Scarlet Knights face off against Syracuse 
Saturday at 2 p.m. in Piscataway.

After a breakout freshman campaign for Rut-
gers, it’s no surprise Pennington tends to draw 
the long pole defender on offense. With him 
maneuvering around the extra defender, Pen-
nington is able to give less-experienced players 
such as Buehning an opportunity on offense.

“I know that if I’m drawing the long pole, it 
gives one of my other teammates a chance to break 

down a (short stick midfielder),” Pennington said.  
“A lot of the time we work off that, and if he can 
break him down, he may draw the long pole. Also, 
if I’m drawing the long pole, I can stay out of it and 
it pulls (the defender) out of the slide action.”

That is what helps make Pennington such 
an asset to the Scarlet Knights. This season he 
has tallied a team-high seven assists to go along 
with 14 goals, second best on the team. Buehn-
ing has benefited from the attention Pennington 
has attracted as well, generating 13 goals of his 
own along with seven assists.

Pennington will often initiate conversation 
with Buehning and the rest of his offensive 
unit to talk about plays, how the defense is 
being run, matchups and offensive sets for 
next time. Pennington sees it all as a chance 
to help his new teammates adjust to collegiate 
play; just as junior Jeff Rommel helped him 
last year.

Stagnitta admits he talks often with Pen-
nington about the role he plays on the team. The 
Scarlet Knights have placed a lot on Penning-
ton’s shoulders, and even for a guy playing well 
above his class standing, the coach is worried it 
can become overwhelming.

“Sometimes you wonder if it’s fair to put all 
this on someone like him, but at the same time, 
when you have those tools and gifts, this is one 
of the things that come with it,” Stagnitta said. 
“When you’re as talented as he is, you have the 
ability to make a difference on a daily basis with 
teammates and in the program.”

Pennington doesn’t seem to think there is 
too much pressure on him, especially with the 
team being as young as it is. The Scarlet Knights 
have only had lacrosse scholarships for three 
seasons now and will finally have four scholar-
ship classes come this fall.

When the team is getting down in a game, or 
seeming to lack effort, Pennington is usually 
the one who steps in and tries to be positive and 
relax his teammates.

At times, Stagnitta sees the mindset as a 
crutch and unfair for players to always assume.

“Sometimes people sit back when the going 
gets tough and wait for Justin to do something,” 
Stagnitta said. “He’s a guy everyone looks to, 
and that’s an enviable position to be in, but 
sometimes the expectations of him may be 
unrealistic. He can only do so much.”

Still, Pennington has a large effect on the rest 
of the team and has garnered the respect of his 
teammates, Buehning said. In practice Penning-

ton holds a standard for himself as well as others 
and helps to push teammates to the next level.

“I listen to what he says because I think 
about what he’s saying, and it has a lot of mean-
ing behind it,” Buehning said. 

While Stagnitta sees Pennington’s role as 
necessary, there is little likelihood a young 
player will have such an integral role again 
soon. Starting next year, an overwhelming 
amount of players will be juniors, and those 
upperclassmen will be relied upon much more, 
as most successful teams do.

“It won’t be easy to come through the door 
and start as a freshman unless you’re unbeliev-
ably talented to come in and get into the lineup,” 
Stagnitta said.  “Our top 10 out of 11 starters 
right now are freshmen and sophomores, so 
you’re going to have to be pretty good to break 
into that.”

jtcaputo@syr.edu

UP NEX T
Who: Rutgers
Where: Piscataway, N.J.
When: Saturday, 2 p.m.

courtesy of rutgers athletic communications
Justin Pennington leads rutgers in points (21) this season. Last year, he earned 
eCaC rookie of the year honors after recording 19 goals and eight assists.
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Greene’s high school coach, Josh Pratt of 
Towson Catholic in Baltimore, said he text 
messaged Greene Tuesday night and purposely 
didn’t ask him what his decision would be. Pratt 
told The Daily Orange on Wednesday he was 
surprised by the timing of the announcement, 
not the announcement itself.

“As far as surprise, it doesn’t really surprise 
me,” Pratt said. “That’s his and his family’s deci-
sion. I’m not really surprised by it now in this day 
and age. I’m sure he thinks he’s as good as any of 
those other guys (who have already declared).”

Boeheim said the team and Greene would 
gather opinions and evaluations from NBA 
scouts after Greene attends the NBA pre-draft 
camp in May and then make a judgment on 
whether Greene is satisfied with where he 
could be selected in the draft.

 “Putting your name in is fine,” Boeheim 
said. “It’s a question of whether you keep 
your name in. It’s something Donte has to 
decide. It’s something he could very well end 
up doing.”

Pratt said Greene has talked about playing 
in the NBA since his high school days, when 
he was named a McDonald’s All-American his 
senior season en route to becoming one of the 
top-rated forward prospects in the nation. As 
to why he decided to make the jump after only 
one college season, Pratt said he didn’t have a 
concrete answer.

“I really can’t answer that,” Pratt said. “It 
might have to do a little bit with his family, with 
himself. He’s always dreamed about playing in 
the NBA. Maybe he feels he’s ready, maybe he 
feels he’s good enough, and that’s what he wants.” 

The 6-foot-11 Greene averaged 17.7 points 
per game in his freshman season, the second 
most for a first-year player in Syracuse history, 
behind only Anthony’s 22.2 in 2002-03.

After a report on Draftexpress.com Tuesday 
night said a source close to Greene said he would 
declare for the draft, Syracuse assistant coach 
Rob Murphy told The Daily Orange the report 
was incorrect, and Greene had not informed the 
staff of his intentions as of late Tuesday night.

“He loved Syracuse,” Pratt said. “I think he 
really enjoyed school. He especially loved the 
student body. I guess that part of it is what really 
surprised me.”

magelb@syr.edu

zsschonb@syr.edu

season.
“For a senior captain to come up to a fresh-

man and say something like that really helped 
me out,” Galloway said.

The Hopkins win was a turning point for 
Syracuse, too. The Orange, now 9-1, has not 
won a game by fewer than five goals since the 
March 15 win as it cruises toward the NCAA 
tournament.

It’s been a series of small steps for the young 
goalie still learning the ropes. But with the 
regular season winding down and four games 
left before the tournament, Galloway is finally 
at ease.

That stability has helped the freshman, who 
has played all but 49 minutes this season, relax 
and settle into his spot in the goalmouth. And 
that, Galloway said, is paramount for his position.

“Being a goalie, you have to be calm and 
know what the assignments are and know how 
you’re going to control your defense,” Galloway 
said. “As a goalie, you have to make sure that 
your defense is calm too.”

Galloway has garnered high praise among 
his teammates and coaches, despite the fact 
that his numbers aren’t blowing anyone away. 
Through Sunday, Galloway had a 54.9 save 
percentage, 32nd best in the nation. His goals 
against average stands at 7.66, good enough for 
17th in the nation.

He isn’t happy with those, and Galloway 
said he’s looking to improve them on a game-
by-game basis. But with the Orange at 9-1, any 
questionable play has been overlooked.

“I don’t think anybody really looks at the 
numbers too much,” Galloway said. “If we’re 
winning, that’s all that matters. I don’t care 
what people say about me as long as our record 
keeps improving and we go on to the playoffs.”

The preseason was littered with questions 
regarding the defense, after it gave up more 
than 11 goals per game in 2007, during Syra-
cuse’s first losing season in 30 years. Galloway 
was in the center of the biggest dilemma. 

Head coach John Desko spent the offseason 
gauging whether to go with the freshman or 
Pete Coluccini, the starter from 2007. Practices 
became something of a mini-tryout, as the pres-
sure mounted for Galloway and his fellow goal-
ies as the season approached.

“Every time he was in the cage during 
practice, he felt like he had to prove himself,” 
Syracuse midfielder Jovan Miller said. “He 
had to do something that would kind of make 
him stick out from the rest. … John had a lot 

of pressure on him because he just wanted to 
do something great every time he got in the 
cage.”

The goalie controversy dragged out into the 
regular season, as Galloway and Coluccini split 
time in the opener against Villanova, before 
Galloway played the full game in an 8-7 win over 
Army in the second week.

But there was no time to relax. Syracuse 
went through a period of four games decided by 
a total of four goals with a total of four overtime 
periods, all against top-12 teams, but came out 
with three wins.

“It’s tough,” Galloway said two weeks ago. 
“It’s really stressful right now. I didn’t realize 
it was going to be this tough from week to week. 
But that’s what you play for, overtime games 
and one-goal games.”

Syracuse’s collective heartbeat has simmered 
since then, as it has been able to cruise through 
its last five games, including a 15-8 win over No. 
5 Cornell Tuesday. Galloway and the Orange can 
settle into the notion that it will return to the 
tournament after missing it last year.

It’s familiar territory for Galloway. While at 
nearby West Genesee High School, the lacrosse 

breeding ground and feeder school for Syracuse, 
Galloway’s teams went 63-6 and played in three 
state championships, winning the title in 2005.

“I was fortunate enough to go to a high school 
where we did have a pretty good success rate,” 
Galloway said. “We had great coaching, and I 
think that’s the same thing that’s carried over 
here. It’s spilled over. To be able to be winning 
games like we have been, it’s getting back to 
normal.”

Galloway said he has been watching more 
film lately, something that makes him feel more 
comfortable and prepared heading into match-
ups. Desko has seen the intangibles like that 
and uses it to gauge Galloway’s progression 
throughout the year. 

“I think he’s just become more comfortable in 
defensive situations, what we’re doing out there 
and beginning to understand other Division I 
players now,” Desko said. “I think he’s doing a 
good job just getting comfortable playing with 
the defense now.”

His increased comfort level behind the back 
line has led him into a leadership role. It’s a job 
that Brady, who initiated it all with that mid-
game advice, said is crucial for a young goalie 
to do.

“He’s grown up a lot,” Brady said. “It’s tough 
coming in as a freshman when you’ve got two 
senior captain defensemen to take control, but 
that’s what a goalie has to do.”

kbaustin@syr.edu

galloway
f r o m  p a g e  2 0

stephen dockery | photo editor
John Galloway was 32nd in the nation in save percentage as of Sunday, but the 
Orange is 9-1 with him in net heading into Saturday’s matchup against Rutgers. 

greene
f r o m  p a g e  1

What does it mean for the team?
Greene was Syracuse’s most consistent 
3-point threat as well as a matchup night-
mare, proven scorer and solid rebounder 
and shot blocker. 

But with the return of slasher Eric 
Devendorf and shooter Andy Rautins from 
injuries, Greene’s minutes and shot oppor-
tunities would likely have gone down next 
year. Paul Harris’ decision to stay gives 
Syracuse two returning forwards (Harris 
and Kristof Ongenaet) on top of four start-
worthy guards (Devendorf, Rautins, Scoop 
Jardine and point guard Jonny Flynn).

Keep in mind SU is also bringing in 
three freshmen, each listed as forwards. 
Six-foot-7 Kris Joseph and 6-foot-6 Mookie 
Jones are both ranked by Scout.com in the 
top 15 in the nation as small forwards.

With Greene out of the picture, SU 
loses potentially 20 points, 10 rebounds 
and two blocks per game. His size, length, 
and ability are almost impossible to rep-
licate. But SU won’t have a glaring hole if 
he’s playing in an NBA uniform next sea-
son.

—Zach Schonbrun, staff writer

“I don’t think anybody 
really looks at the 
numbers too much. If 
we’re winning, that’s all 
that matters. I don’t care 
what people say about 
me as long as our record 
keeps improving and we 
go on to the playoffs.”

John Galloway
SU FRESHMAN GOAliE

easing up
John Galloway’s goals against average 
has plummeted in the second half of the 
season, but that’s because his workload 
has, too. Syracuse has won its last five 
games by an average of 8.2 goals, after 
holding a 3.4 goal-per-game advantage in 
the first five games.
	 SaveS/G	 Gaa	 Opp.	ShOt	%
First 5 games 9.98 9.53 .310

Second 5 games 7.68 5.76 .158
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By Jared Diamond
Staff Writer

Greg Robinson came into spring practice not 
knowing who would wind up starting in the 
secondary next season. Four weeks and nine 
practices later, the Syracuse head coach knows 
just about as much now as he did then. 

“That’s a good way to put it: It’s up for 
grabs,” Robinson said. “No, no, no. No head-
way.”

Last season, the Orange ranked 102nd in 
the nation in pass defense, allowing 261 pass-
ing yards per game. Now it is relying on a 
group of inexperienced cornerbacks and safe-
ties to begin showing signs of improvement.

Looking at the preseason depth chart doesn’t 
provide much help, either. Rising sophomore 
cornerback Mike Holmes is the only returning 
starter from last year, but he made his mark last 
year returning kicks in between splitting time 
at corner and safety. He has settled into his role 
of corner this year and is no longer practicing 
as a safety. 

Rising senior Bruce Williams, who will prob-
ably start at free safety, played all 12 games 
in 2007, but also found his best success in the 
return game.

The other two starting jobs are even more 
questionable. For strong safety, the depth chart 
lists either rising senior A.J. Brown or Kevyn 
Smith, who has yet to play a game of college 
football after redshirting his freshman year. 
The other cornerback spot is currently a battle 
between Nico Scott and Da’Mon Merkerson, 
a converted wide receiver who caught eight 
passes, including a touchdown, as a freshman 
last season.

“It would be nice to say I have Tanard Jack-
son coming back and Steve Gregory and Antho-
ny Smith,” secondary coach Jim Salgado said. 
“That would be nice. It’s a challenge.”

As the two most experienced players in the 
bunch, Brown and Williams have established 
themselves as the unit’s vocal leaders, but Salgado 
said not even their spots are locked at this point.

Merkerson may prove to be the wild card of 
the group with his pure speed and athleticism 
moving from the offensive side of the ball. 
But considering he’s only played defense for a 
month, he is very much still a work in progress.

“I still have the tendency to do receiver 
things like come out of the break a little differ-
ently, not like a corner, more like a receiver” 
Merkerson said. “That’s something I got to 
break out of my head. When I’m breaking on 
balls, I’m not trying to catch them. They’re not 
being thrown to me.”

Now Salgado, Robinson and safeties and nickel 
backs coach Scott Spencer have the difficult chal-
lenge of deciding who deserves to play from a 
group of players who have not yet distinguished 
themselves. And with the spring game looming 
on April 19, every position is still a legitimate 
competition, and everybody knows it.

“They’ve been told from winter workouts to 
practice No. 1 to today,” Salgado said. “They know 
the clock’s ticking. They have to produce. We’re 
going to do everything we can to help them, and 
then they have to go out and play and perform.”

Collier to miss rest of spring
Syracuse head coach Greg Robinson confirmed 

Wednesday that freshman Averin Collier, one of 
SU’s prized four-star recruits competing for time 
in the backfield next season, will miss the rest of 
spring practice with a stress fracture in his left 
foot. It’s a tough blow for Collier, who enrolled 
at school in January to participate in the spring 
workouts with the rest of the team.

Robinson said Collier hurt himself in a 
scrimmage on March 29 but continued to play. 
Later that week, the foot flared up, keeping Col-
lier out of practice since. Last week, Robinson 
said he expected Collier back on the field by last 
Saturday, but when the pain did not subside, he 
went in for an MRI. The coaching staff heard the 
results Monday.

Collier was at practice Wednesday riding a 
stationary bike. He will be in a walking boot for 
four weeks and will not need a hard cast.

With Collier out, and fellow running backs 
Delone Carter and Curtis Brinkley still recover-
ing from their own injuries, Syracuse has been 
primarily using Doug Hogue and Daniel Bailey 
in practice since and will go through the rest of 
the spring shorthanded.

“You have some limitations in that regard,” 
Robinson said. “They’re taking a lot of reps, but 
I give them credit, they’ve kept it going.”

Inspiration from No. 5
Donovan McNabb still wears his Syracuse 

garb in NFL locker rooms. So naturally the for-
mer Orange and current Eagles star quarterback, 
who was in town for Tuesday’s charity sports auc-
tion, found time to meet with the current group. 
McNabb addressed the team Wednesday morning 
and gave a speech cornerbacks Da’Mon Merker-
son and Mike Holmes called “inspirational.”

“It was about the tradition here in Syracuse 
and how we need to uphold it,” Merkerson said. 
“…Basically his love for the school and for the 
tradition and how much he watches us. It was 
good to know there are people out there who 
still stick with us even though we’re not doing 
so well.”

jediamon@syr.edu

f o o t b a l l

rachel fus | staff photographer
Nico Scott (28) and Da’Mon Merkerson (6) are battling for a starting cornerback spot. Last season, Scott started two games at 
corner while Merkerson played wide receiver, catching eight passes for 108 yards and a touchdown.

Still no answers 
with secondary 
picture muddled
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classified discount rates

the particulars 

and pricing
extras that personalize and perfect your ad

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info
hours:Mon 12:45-2, tue 11-1, thur 1-3 
fri 1-2
deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. 
each additional word is 10 cents per day. bold 
and capitaliZed words cost anadditional 5 
cents per word.the boxed list pricesare per 
inch. there is no per word charge and bold 
and caps are free.
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ApArtments for rent

116 Comstock Ave. 
studios 

available aug. 2008, 
$600/month inc. heat

Large, hardwood floors, lots of light, off-
street parking, laundry.

Call for an appointment!
478-6504

tHree BeDroom ApArtments  
WWW.UnIVersItYHILL.Com

sonIA
350-4191

1,2,3,4,5 bedroom apts and houses, June 
or august occupancy, free offstreet park-
ing, free Washer and dryer. 422-7138 or 

445-1808

4 br Madison apartment 08-09 year. $450/ bed-
room, 1, 1/2 bathrooms, dishwasher, fireplace, 
alarm. Contact flhollan@syr.edu

prIVAte fUrnIsHeD stUDIo 
Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. 
509 University Ave. 

Carpeted, Air-conditioned, furnished, 
secure, Laundry, parking, maintenance. 

Available for 2008-2009. 
University Area Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. #30 479-5005
www.universityarea.com

studio Apartments
Brand new * fully furnished
located in downtown syracuse

near armory spaure and su Warehouse 
building

only $595 per Month
includes all utilities

plus
free basic/ standard cable tV service

free high speed internet 
free off-street parking

exercise facility, electronic entry security 
system, professional on-site Manage-

ment, laundry facilities, air conditioning, 
located on centro bus line, Kitchenette 

w/ Microwave, refrigerator and stove

brownstone luxury studio apartments
605 West genessee street, syracuse, nY 

13204
(315) 472-4431

Visit us at orangehousing.com

energY star apartMents 
(loW utilities)

Visit Website 24/7 
WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

sonia
350-4191

5/6 bedroom house. furnished, 2.5 baths. fire-
places, porch, quiet neighborhood, free washer/
dryer. June 2008 or august 15, 2008. 422-7138 
or 445-1808

two & three Bedroom flats excellent condi-
tion fireplace, laundry, backyard, garage, hard-
woods, finished basement. call 727-3646

$1400 - 3br 1600 sq foot loft apartment, 2 floors, 
balcony overlooking living room, near bars, free 
wifi, water st & state st, 2 huge 60sqft walkin 
closets, marble & hardwood floors, exposed brick, 
recessed lighting, island kitchen, new appliances, 
new washer/dryer, util $300 avail immediately call 
254-0423 dtiberio5@hotmail.com

eLeGAntLY oVerLooKInG pArK 
luxurious furnished heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  
1108-1205-1207-1209 Madison st.
no pets CALL 469-0780. 

University Apartments 
Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedrooms, 
Walking distance to campus, 

some Available now. 
437-7577

great apartments still available for 
2008/2009. see our website for 

details: campushill.com. or call us at 
315-422-7110

sUmmer WorK $15.50 Base-Appt.

flexible schedules 
·Start now or after finals 
·customer sales/service 

·no experience necessary 
·all majors welcome 

·all ages 17+, conditions apply

We will be accepting applications on 
campus April 14th & April 21st in the 

shine student Center from 10am-2pm! 

CALL noW 

syracuse 315-434-9553 
rochester 585-321-1810 

albany 518-456-4566 
south buffalo 716-683-7494 
north buffalo 716-836-7032 

Kingston 845-331-5675 
elmira/corning 607-398-9054 
hudson Valley 845-896-1275 

saratoga 518-580-1377 
oneonta 607-432-2224 

Watertown 315-775-0320 
cortland/ithaca 607-272-2898 

binghamton 607-644-9393 
plattsburgh 518-562-2266 

utica 315-733-0575 
st. lawrence co. 315-268-6202

apartMents apartMents 
478-7493

three bedrooMs
rent start at $250/ bedrooM

sonia
350-4191

WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

south Campus
2, 3 and 4 bedroom apartments
completly furnished!
plasma tVs!
free internet!
air conditioning!
oak floors!
new appliances!
Just bring Your clothes and laptop
Call peach properties 
350-1327

110 Comstock
3 Bedroom Apartments

available august 2008
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, microwave, 
dishwasher, garbage disposal, balconies, 

off street parking, laundry. 
$350 pp + utilities.  

Call 478-6504

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

621 euclid ave
117 Redfield Place
145 avondale place 

available for 2008-2009
fully furnished, laundry, parking, full-

time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

968 ackermanfurnished 2 bedroom available 
May. all amenities $800/month. call 469-6665 

bills are Just liKe hills
once You get on top of theM 
You end up right bacK under 

theM 
Want to eliMinate Your bills for 

good?
call Wright WaY financial

1-877-406-0220
We can get You on top and help 

You staY on top

HeLp WAnteD

undercover shoppers earn up to $70 
per day. undercover shoppers needed to 
judge retail/dining establishments. no exp 
required please call 800-722-4791

315-445-9464

Wings just taste so much 
BETTER in SPRING!

5 6 7 4 3

3 5 2 9

1 8 3 5

2 9

4 7

1 2

3 2 5 7

7 6 4 9

6 9 3 5 8

easysudoku!
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I
t was the tipping point in Syracuse 
lacrosse’s return to prominence, and John 
Galloway felt unsettled.
The Orange was trying desperately to 

mount a comeback against then-No. 4 Johns 
Hopkins in Baltimore, but couldn’t quite 
break through to take a lead.

The jury was still out on whether or not 
Syracuse could return to its roots and climb 
back to the top of the lacrosse pantheon. The 
team was 3-1, but hadn’t beaten a top 10 team 
yet. A come-from-behind win at Hopkins 

would do the trick.
Galloway, the SU freshman goalie, and 

his defense were struggling to hold off the 
Hopkins attack. Every time the Orange 
would pull within one, Hopkins would rally 
to open the game back up.

That’s when defenseman and senior cap-
tain Evan Brady, seeing Galloway getting 
down on himself, decided to give the young 
netminder some encouragement.

“Listen, it’s your spot,” Brady said to him 
after a goal. “This is you. It’s all you. You’ve 
got this.”

Galloway relaxed. The momentum shift-

ed. After giving up 13 through three-and-a 
half quarters, the Galloway-led defense shut 
down the Hopkins attack, holding it score-
less throughout the final eight minutes of 
the game.

And after Steven Brooks scored the game-
winner on a long bounce shot, the Orange 
players paraded off the field with shouts of 
“We’re back!” Syracuse had proven 2007 was 
over with its first win at Hopkins in 10 years.

Remembering that game three days ago, 
Galloway said Brady calmed him down and 
ultimately inspired a turning point in his 

P ick your favorite Donovan 
McNabb criticism. There are 
plenty. Go down to Philadel-

phia and you’ll hear some — even 
though the detractors are not nearly 
as numerous as the reputation makes 
them seem. The point is outside 
Syracuse or Solvay, Liverpool or 
Lafayette, McNabb is not universally 
beloved. 

So when he took the stage in the 
Carrier Dome Tuesday night, there 
was something uniquely genuine 
that was equal parts interesting 
and intriguing. McNabb operated 
with a sense of ease, a comfortable 
human touch, seldom seen from elite 
professional athletes. For a moment, 
he wasn’t McNabb the quarterback. 
He wasn’t McNabb the endorser. He 
wasn’t McNabb the icon. He was just 
Donovan McNabb, an SU alumnus 
like the many others who left and 
returned with arms just as wide and 
a reception just as warm. 

“I came to Syracuse as a young 
boy, and I left as a man,” he said. “It 
was the most enjoyable time of my 
life.”

He still had that aura of not being 
fazed, of always offering the “right” 
answer when moderator Michael 
Veley interviewed him in the Q&A 
session following McNabb’s speech. 
Yet there were times when McNabb 
was simply a former Syracuse stu-
dent, with the esoteric language of 
Syracuse students.

“I used to go to class and think, 
‘I’m going to have to do this for four 
or five years.’ And you know what? I 
enjoyed every minute of it,” McNabb 

z a c h  b e r m a n

zb’s zone

For one night, 
McNabb just 

another SU alum

see berman page 15

see galloway page 17

Settling in
stephen dockery | photo editor

John Galloway replaced incumbent goalie pete Coluccini this season. the freshman has made 82 saves in 10 games.

Freshman John Galloway 
doesn’t have the gaudy stats, 
but he’s gaining confidence F o o t b a l l

another rb down
Highly touted freshman Averin 
Collier has a fractured foot 
and will miss the rest of spring 
practice, making him the third 
injured sU tailback. Page 18
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slick times 
hi 54° | lo 47°

Shaw Hall 
fire leaves 
two injured 

see fire page 8see donations page 8

Most of the donation 
dollars from faculty 
members in the 2008 
presidential campaign 
go to Democrats

I N S I D e p u l p

Drive safely
Travel time, logistics 
and problems living at 
home plague commuter 
students. Page 11

I N S I D e S p o r t S

Drawing the line
The Syracuse women’s lacrosse 
team needs an edge in draw 
controls to beat Rutgers this 
weekend. Page 16

I N S I D e N e w S

Silent comedy
Comedian Keith Wann, brought to SU by the 
Beyond Compliance Coordinating Committee, 
performs his routine in a unique way--through sign 
language. Page 3

SU’s donations revealed
hillary clinton

barack obama

By Melissa Daniels 
NeWS ediToR 

T
he faculty of Syracuse Uni-
versity is making its con-
tribution to democracy this 
election cycle — a sum of at 
least $19,000.

And 32 of the 35 contributions made 
by employees of Syracuse since Jan. 1, 
2007, have gone toward Democratic can-
didates, according to the U.S. Federal 
Election Commission records. 

David Murray, an associate dean of 
advancement at SU, gave $500 to Sen. 
Barack Obama (D-Ill.) in January. He 
was convinced Obama was the candi-
date to back after listening to a speech 
the candidate gave about race.

“His speech on race was the first 
in my lifetime that anyone had talked 
about race to the American public as 
if we were adults,” Murray said. “That 
was the day I gave him that money.”

Going by the numbers, it’s the edu-
cation industry — not just SU — that 
leans left. 

Massie Ritsch, communications 
director for the Center for Responsive 
Politics, said donations from the educa-
tors are usually largely Democratic. 

“The education industry is as Demo-
cratic as the oil industry is Republi-
can,” Ritsch said.

The Center for Responsive Politics 
is a non-partisan, non-profit research 
group that tracks political donations 
and analyzes its effects on elections 
and public policy, according to its Web 
site. 

So far in the 2008 presidential cam-
paign, 75 percent of donations from 
educators have gone to Democratic 
candidates, according to the Center for 
Responsive Politics Web site. The field 
is ranked 10th out of 80 tracked indus-
tries, contributing almost $18 million 
so far. 

“Democrats can count on money 
from college professors and other edu-
cators,” Ritsch said.

By Stephanie Musat
ASST. NeWS ediToR

A fire in Shaw Hall resulted in two 
injuries and minor damage to seven 
rooms early Thursday morning. 

The fire started in a junior’s 
second-floor room because her 
clothes were hanging too close to 
an incandescent light bulb, said Lt. 
Joe Galloway of the Syracuse Fire 
Department. 

The clothes caught fire and trig-
gered the building’s alarm system 
at approximately 3:40 a.m. 

The junior was taken to an ambu-
lance on a gurney and treated for 
minor burns. One other person sus-
tained a minor burn to the finger, 
said John Day, a Department of 
Public Safety officer.

The fire caused minor damage 
to the room. Six other rooms on the 
floor had water damage from the 
sprinklers, Galloway said. 

One sprinkler head discharges 15 
to 20 gallons of water per minute. It 
can cost several hundred dollars to 
replace and do thousands of dollars 
of damage, according to the DPS 
Web site.

Items are not supposed to be hung 
on the ceiling or on the walls within 
two feet of the ceiling, lighting fix-
tures or covering electrical outlets, 
according to the Web site. 

The building’s 451 residents were 
evacuated when the alarm went off, 
said Cpl. Kim Isaac from DPS. 

Two fire trucks responded as stu-
dents waited outside on Comstock 
Avenue. Firefighters were seen 
pushing water with brooms out of 
a first floor door and into the Shaw 
parking lot on the north side of the 
building.

The students remained outside 
for an hour before returning inside. 

A second alarm went off at 
approximately 6 a.m., and residents 
on the second and third floor were 
told to gather their belongings and 
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What they’ve given: 
Since Jan. 1, 2007, these SU 
faculty members have donated 
the following amounts to Sen. 
Hillary Clinton (d-N.y.) and Sen. 
Barack obama (d-ill.). in total, 
Clinton has received $8,550 and 
obama has received $7,500.
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Reward money 
SU announced at Monday’s Student Association meeting it would award, 
for the first time, scholarships based on college academic performance. 
The new scholarship is worth $6,000 and will be available to one stu-
dent in each of the 11 colleges at SU. Students must not already have a 
merit-based scholarship; they must have completed two years and have 
junior standing; they must have a 3.0 GPA; and they must have, “demon-
stration of Scholarship in Action in their time at Syracuse University.”

T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: Whitman School International Day 

When: Noon

Where: Flaum Grand Hall

How much: Free 
 
What: Televisuality forum

When: 1 p.m.

Where: Warehouse Auditorium

How much: Free 

What: iFaire: Mike Librizzi lecture

When: 2:30 p.m.

Where: 347 Hinds Hall

How much: Free 

What: Film: “The Groung Truth”

When: 3 p.m. 

Where: Maxwell Auditorium

How much: Free

What: Nikol Alexander Floyd 

When: 4 p.m. 

Where: 112 Shaffer Art Building

How much: Free 

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by paul stanley

Bush defies calls to 
withdraw troops
Much to the dismay of Demo-
crats in Congress, President Bush 
defied their calls to withdraw 
more troops more quickly from 
Iraq, but did support shorter tours 
for troops. He said on Thursday 
that the senior commander in 
Iraq could “have all the time he 
needs” before reducing troops 
further. Bush defended the costs 
of the war, in lives and money, 
and said that withdrawing from 
Iraq would be catastrophic to the 
national interests. He signaled 
that an American force nearly as 
large as at any point in the last 
five years would remain in Iraq 
through his presidency, leav-
ing any significant changes in 
policy to the next president. He 
also announced that American 
troops headed to Iraq after Aug. 1 
would deploy for only 12 months, 
instead of 15 months, a hugely 
unpopular extension he imposed 
as part of the buildup in Iraq last 
year. 

olympic president 
criticizes China
The president of the International 
Olympic Committee, Jacques 
Rogge, offered a rare criticism of 
the Chinese government on Thurs-
day. His comments made at a 
Beijing news conference Thursday 
on the authorities to respect its 
“moral engagement” to improve 
human rights and to provide the 
news media with greater access 
to the country ahead of the Beijing 
Games. His words were a depar-
ture from his previous statements 
that strenuously avoided any men-
tion of politics, and the Chinese 
government immediately rejected 
Rogge’s remarks, saying they 
amounted to an unwelcome med-
dling in the country’s domestic 
affairs. The chaos that has inter-
rupted the torch relay and rattled 
the International Olympic Commit-
tee came as Chinese authorities 
announced the discovery of what 
they described as a plan by ter-
rorists from the country’s Xinjiang 
region to disrupt the games by 
kidnapping foreign journalists, ath-
letes and spectators at the sum-
mer games.

The Daily Orange is published weekdays during 
the Syracuse University academic year by The 
Daily Orange Corp., 744 Ostrom Ave., Syracuse, 
NY 13210. All contents Copyright 2008 by The 
Daily Orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. The Daily Orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. Each additional copy costs $1. 
The Daily Orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with Syracuse University.

All contents © 2008 The Daily Orange Corporation

C o N Ta C T  u s
Editor@dailyorange.com

News@dailyorange.com

Pulp@dailyorange.com

Sports@dailyorange.com

Opinion@dailyorange.com

Design@dailyorange.com

Photo@dailyorange.com

Ads@dailyorange.com

EDITORIAL 
315 443 9798 
 
BUSINESS 
315 443 2315 
 
GENERAL FAX 
315 443 3689 
 
ADVERTISING 
315 443 9794 
 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
315 443 2869

Ta l k  T o  u s
If you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

If you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

We always need new contributors to 
all sections. No experience required. 
E-mail editor@dailyorange.com

w E aT h E r
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wEEK  IN  rE VIE w

T h I s  d ay  I N  h I s T o r y

Einstein, 
1905
Albert 

Einstein 
reveals his 
Theory of 
Relativity. 

Apollo 13,
1970

The third 
manned 
lunar- 

landing 
mission is 
launched.

Buchenwald, 
1945

U.S. forces 
liberate 

Buchenwald 
concentration 
camp during 

WWII. 

Cigarette tax, 
1921,
Iowa 

becomes the 
first state 
to impose 
a cigarette 

tax. 

p u l p 

Let’s get registered 
Class registration for the fall 
semester swung into full 
gear this week, and The Daily 
Orange was there to help on 
Tuesday. Based on surveys of 
more than 100 students, the 
class registration guide came 
packed with classes recom-
mended by students (David 
Bennett’s American history 
courses) and faculty (Rennie 
Simson’s drama class) alike.

n e w s 

Three attempted 
robberies near South 
Two SU students and one 
Syracuse resident were robbed 
within 30 minutes and within 
a mile of each other on Sun-
day, Sgt. Tom Connellan told 
The D.O. In the first attempted 
robbery, a third-year SU stu-
dent was choked, kicked and 
punched in the face, according 
to a report from the Syracuse 
Police Department. One of the 
two perpetrators, a 16-year-old, 
was arrested for attempted 
robbery in the second degree. 
In the two other incidents, 
the victims had a purse and 
a cell phone stolen, respec-
tively. No charges were filed 
in the second incident. Police 
arrested a 15-year-old on a 
charge of robbery in the third. 

s p o r t s 

Greene enters NBA draft                   
Guess the T-shirts weren’t 
enough. Donte Greene, fresh-
man on the Syracuse men’s 
basketball team and the source 
of fan shirts saying “Don’te 
Leave,” declared himself eli-
gible for the NBA Draft on 
Wednesday. This came after 
Orange assistant coach Rob 
Murphy denied an online report 
Tuesday night that said Greene 
was leaving. Greene told the 
coaching staff of his decision 
the following day. The Baltimore 
native averaged 17.7 points 
per game this year, the second 
most for a first-year player 
in Syracuse history, behind 
only Carmelo Anthony’s 22.2 
clip in the championship year 
of 2002-03. Greene has yet 
to hire an agent, so he could 
withdraw his name before June 
16 and return to the Orange. 

nick mccann | staff photographer

opEN sEasoN

s
taff photographer Nick McCann chronicled a new Central New 
York organization that organizes hunting and fishing trips for the 
disabled with a photo spread in Wednesday’s print edition and an 
audio slideshow at dailyorange.com. McCann recently followed 

hunters in Advanced Strategies Adventures to Morrisville, N.Y., and 
Kirkville, N.Y., on several of the trips. “I get upset, downright pissed, 
that if you’re disabled you’re not supposed to have a life,” co-founder 
Mark Spratt said. “There are thousands of disabled people in Central 
New York, but you never see any of them. It’s so important for people with 
disabilities to remain active, to stay healthy, mentally and physically.”

Read all stories in full online at Dailyorange.com

m o N d ay
n e w s

police academy
DPS launches a new training 
program for its officers. 

 p u l p

Finding the way
Students rely on GPS devices to get 
around Syracuse.  
 
s p o r t s 

Jersey boys
Full coverage from No. 2 Syracuse’s 
Saturday trip to Rutgers.

MEN’S LACROSSE 
Sat., April 12 
vs. Rutgers 
@ 2 p.m., Piscataway, N.J. 
 
SOFTBALL 
Fri., April 11 
vs. Louisville 
@ 4 p.m., Louisville, Ky. 
 
MEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 12  
George Washington Invitational 
@ TBA, Washington, D.C.  

WOMEN’S LACROSSE 
Sat., April 12 
vs. Rutgers 
@ 11 a.m., Piscataway, N.J. 

TRACK & FIELD 
Fri., April 11 
Bulldog Decathlon 
@ TBA, Athens, Ga. 

WOMEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 12 
vs. UPenn & Northeastern 
@ All day, Boston
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Comedian performs in sign language to unite deaf, hearing

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer
Keith wann performs his comedy act, “Watching Two Worlds Collide,” entirely in sign language on Thursday. Although Wann isn’t deaf, 
both of his parents are, and his performance compared his experiences going between a deaf house and a hearing outside world. 

Big Event 
to kick off 
Saturday

see big event page 4

Price Waterhouse 
first sponsor of 
volunteering day

By Brian Hayden
STAff WriTer

Hundreds of students will be arriving 
at Schine Student Center tomorrow, 
rain or sun, awaiting their assign-
ment to volunteer in Central New 
York.

Tomorrow is the fourth annual 
Syracuse Big Event, where nearly 400 
SU students will venture out into the 
community to help those less fortu-
nate. This year’s theme is “Savor the 
Experience,” emphasized by the Life 
Savers adorned — posters around 
campus created by the OrangeSeeds 
leadership team, who organize the 
event. This year’s Seeds even handed 
out the candies at the registration 
table in Schine.

In addition to more volunteer sites 
than last year, Saturday’s event is 
the first sponsored by a major corpo-
ration — Price Waterhouse. Jessica 
Nichols, a sophomore and member 
of the Big Event E-Board, said that 
the sponsorship eased the burden of 
financing the catering, transporta-
tion and other expenses. 

“It really gives the students the 
opportunity to see how easy it is to 
get off of the hill and help others out,” 
Nichols said.

She said she returned to Orang-
eSeeds because of the effect the Big 
Event had on her last year. It is espe-
cially meaningful because Nichols 
grew up in nearby Onondaga Hill. 
Last year gave her a chance to see the 
needs of the less fortunate in Central 
New York.

“I hope afterward students will 
keep in contact with those they helped 

What iS thE 
Big EvEnt?
Nearly 400 SU students will be 
sent to volunteer at one of more 
than 20 locations in or around 
Syracuse.  Students will help 
with yard work, painting, and 
other maintenance tasks at their 
designated sites. The event 
was almost entirely planned by 
the 22 freshmen in the Orange 
Seeds first-year leadership 
empowerment program.

By Missy Zielinski
CONTribUTiNg WriTer

When Keith Wann took the stage 
Thursday night, there was no roar 
of applause. Instead, the deaf mem-
bers of the audience cheerfully shook 
their hands above their head-the 
American Sign Language (ASL) sign 
for clapping. 

Wann performed his comedy act, 
“Watching Two Worlds Collide,” 
sponsored by The Beyond Compli-
ance Coordinating Committee 
(BCCC), a part of disability studies 
program at SU.

Wann started the night with a 
short and clear explanation, “I live in 
two worlds — the hearing world and 
the deaf world.”

From there, he jumped right into 
his ASL comedic performance. His 
first laughs came from his college 
roommate’s sexual curiosity, and 
then he went on to compare his home 
life with his school life. 

“I wanted to go to deaf school,” he 
signed, “I didn’t want to learn the 
handicapped language of English.” 

While his whole performance was 
in ASL, Wann is not deaf. He is a 
CODA, which stands for children of 
deaf adults. Many members of Syra-

cuse’s deaf community were present, 
but only one other shared the CODA 
experience with Wann. 

“Can you plug his ears and make 
him deaf like us?” Wann signed, 
mimicking what his parents said to 
him. Because he grew up in a deaf 
house and a hearing outside world, 
a lot of his performance came from 
comparisons of what seems like two 
different worlds.

“He’s connected to the deaf com-
munity,” said Marybeth Mugavin, a 
former masters student who came up 
with the idea. “His performance is in 
ASL, which is interesting. You’re see-
ing comedy in a different language.” 

Unlike other entertainers who 
have come to Syracuse, students 
actually get to take something away 
from this performance, Mugavin 
said. “There are similarities in the 
deaf and hearing world, and Keith 
helps bridge that gap,” she said. 

BCCC aims to promote awareness 
of disability issues on and off cam-
pus. With about half the audience 
representing the deaf community, 
hearing students got some of their 
first glimpses of the non-hearing 
world. 

Ryan Johnson, a freshman com-

puter arts major said, “by signing 
his act, students would get a better 
understanding of the world and look 
beyond speech.”

Wann’s act seemed to be an easy 
way to make connections through 
humor. 

“Three years ago, during our 
annual disability films festival, 
BCCC had a weekend on movies that 
were called ‘Laughing with us?,’“ 
said Jitka Sinecka, a doctoral student 
in disability studies. 

Sinecka is Czech and picked up 
Czech Sign Language from her deaf 
grandparents. “We showed a lot of 
humorous movies, they challenge 
our assumptions in a very smart and 
direct way.”

Wann is a fan of using humor 
to mesh his two worlds. “I’m super 
CODA,” he signed, “I watched rat-
ed-R movies until my mom finally 
decided to buy a decoder closed cap-

tion machine, then I said, ‘I’m going 
to save the world, love you, bye!’”

His ASL comedy didn’t seem to 
be a problem for anybody; it actually 
connected the deaf and hearing audi-
ence through laughter.

Any audience member, hearing or 
deaf, could appreciate Wann’s signed 
imitation of Sir Mix A Lot’s, “I like 
big butts.” Wann’s explanation, “My 
dad was deaf mainstreamed.”

mlzielin@syr.edu

“I wanted to go to deaf school.  
I didn’t want to learn the handicapped 
language of English.”

Keith Wann
COmediAN

Who iS KEith Wann?
 born to deaf parents
 Performs in sign language 
while his wife translates
 Tours across the country per-
forming his shows to the ASL 
community
 featured in a new Pepsi com-
mercial
 Appeared as an extra in both 
“Law and Order” and “Court TV”
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out, so that they can volunteer there again in the 
future,” Nichols said.

Registration is now closed and, due to logisti-
cal concerns, showing up as a “walk-on” without 
registering beforehand is discouraged. Michael 
Dolan, a freshman advertising major and a 
fi rst-year OrangeSeed, said that volunteers can 
expect to be placed in one of more than 20 
different sites in and around Syracuse. Many 
will complete yard work, painting and other 
maintenance tasks that would otherwise not be 
fi nished without the students’ help.

Planning the event was no easy task and fell 
primarily upon the 22 freshmen OrangeSeeds 
and the E-Board. Dolan said he thinks the plan-
ning will help him with future events, too.

”It was a stressful but good bonding experi-
ence,” Dolan sad. “We really got to know one 
another because of it.”

Syracuse isn’t the only school with a Big 
Event. The volunteering day originated at Texas 
A&M in 1982 and has spread to colleges around 
the country since then. Sarah Dane, a senior 
policy studies major and executive director of 
the event’s e-board, said in the years she has 
been here the event has defi nitely grown.

“I found it to be my fi rst opportunity to get 
off campus and do service,” Dane said. “It is so 
important to have that chance each year, and I 
hope SU students will still have that opportu-
nity for many more years to come.”

bghayden@syr.edu
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By Elliott Townsend
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The old saying goes, “Beauty is in the eye of the 
beholder.” 

Now, the beholder is a computer.
For his master’s thesis in computer science, 

Amit Kagian created a program that can “deter-
mine” a woman’s facial attractiveness. 

Under the guidance of professor Eytan Rup-
pin and professor Gideon Dror of Tel Aviv Uni-
versity, Kagian’s research and exploration into 
programming and psychology has unearthed 
both the age-old controversy of beauty, as well 
as technological advancement.

In a series of stages, Kagian and his team 
polled a group of 30 participants. These partici-
pants were asked to judge roughly 100 pictures 
of Caucasian women on a scale of one to seven, 
based on the aesthetic beauty of the women in 
the pictures. In rating the pictures, the partici-
pants were instructed not to give reasons as to 
why they rated each woman the way they did. 

After this fi rst stage, Kagian processed the 
number ratings of each picture. After math-
ematically mapping each number, Kagian’s 
research team came to a fi nal set of 98 categories 
for characterizing a face, ranging from the 
shape of a woman’s eyes to the width of her 
nose. 

Kagian’s team input the data into a computer 
along with new pictures of women who weren’t 
rated in the fi rst stage. The computer was then 
asked to rate each woman. The results sur-
prised Kagian, as they appeared very similar 
to the results produced by humans.

Despite the similarities, the results are 
not universal, said Kagian in his fi nal thesis 
paper. 

Robin Riley, assistant professor in women’s 
studies at Syracuse University, agrees with 
Kagain’s assessment. 

“These things are completely subjective,” 
she said. “Each society has different cultural 
and gender preferences.”

What Kagian’s program arrived at was an 
“average beauty” based on the compilation of 
results from the human ratings. Regardless, 
Riley believes there are too many variables to 
take into account.

Like Riley, some feel that because beauty is 

based on an individual bias, it seems unlikely 
that a computer could process the same emo-
tions.

Tim Korecky, a sophomore computer science 
major, doesn’t think the computer can be as 
accurate as a pair of human eyes. 

“Everyone has their own tastes,” he said.
Korecky said that because computer code 

is based on a series of zeros and ones, it would 
be diffi cult to elaborate on such basic decision-
making skills most computers have. 

He also mentioned that programming such as 
this is fairly advanced and requires many lines 
of code. Despite the complexity, Korecky said he 
still believes it’s unrealistic to think a computer 
can make such complex judgments, given that 
humans have far more preferences.

From a social perspective, Kagian’s work has 
stirred up controversy. But on the technologi-
cal front, his research may lead to promising 
advances in both plastic and reconstructive 
surgery, as well as Artifi cial Intelligence in 
computers.

“Depending on how sophisticated it is, 
(Kagian’s program) could be used in facial 
recognition and security,” Korecky said. “This 
could be a step in the right direction.”

Kelly Mehler, a sophomore English and tex-
tual studies major, said Kagian’s work only 
perpetuates the stereotypes that already exist 
in society. In a world where women are con-
stantly pressured to conform to the stereotypi-
cal “celebrity body,” Mehler said she believes 
this further alienates those who don’t resemble 
society’s “perfect” woman.

Kagian’s research and developments have 
recently been published in the scientifi c journal 
Vision Research. In future research, Kagian 
plans to shift his focus to men. He said that 
because the social defi nitions of male attractive-
ness aren’t as universal as those of females, 
the process and programming will probably be 
more complex.

Kagian’s software may revolutionize certain 
scientifi c fi elds, but the social controversy of 
beauty still remains.

“There are already standards of beauty in 
place,” Riley of SU’s women’s studies program 
said. “I don’t think people are naïve enough to 
base their opinions on it.”

entownse@syr.edu

Temple Society of Concord
910 Madison St. 
315-475-9952  

office@templeconcord.org
Visit the Old Jewish Ward photographic 

exhibition all month. 
Enjoy musical performances, tours and 

stories on Saturday, April 26 from  
1-5 pm when the temple opens its 

doors for the  
Baldwin Corridor Cultural Crawl.

St. Thomas More Campus Ministry
Taking Summer Classes and need a 

place to stay? We offer housing at 112 
Walnut Place 

Rooms available starting May 14th 
until August 13th. 

Weekly program fee- $125 Monthly 
program fee- $450

8 single, furnished bedrooms include 
all utilities and wireless internet

Contact Father Linus- ldesanti@syr.edu 
or Patrick Donahue-pdonahue@syr.edu

Phone: (315) 478-5959

Plymouth Congregational Church 
United Church of Christ

232 E. Onandoga St., Syracuse, NY
474-4836

“Whoever you are and wherever you 
are on life’s journey, 

 you are welcome here”
10:00am Sunday services

7965 Oswego Road
(Seneca Mall Plaza)
Liverpool, NY 13090

315-652-3160
www.northsideonline.org
Sunday Morning Worship  

9:30 & 11:00AM
Sunday Evening Worship 6:30PM

Orthodox Christian Fellowship
Next meeting April 17 at 7 pm in the 
Noble Room of Hendricks Chapel.  

See our Facebook group,  
OCF (Syracuse Chapter), or e-mail  

ocf.syr@gmail.com for local Holy Week 
and Pascha schedules.

Saint Therese’s Catholic Church
112 Lancaster Place

Syracuse, NY
442-9934

A short walk from campus!
Saturday vigil Mass at 4:00pm;  

Sunday Mass at 10:30am
Daily Mass Monday-Friday at 11:30am

RELIGIOUS SERVICES DIRECTORY

To place a listing in the religious services directory, contact:  
Irene Azarkh, Advertising Representative: 508-523-6458

Computer program evaluates 
physical beauty of women

BIG EVENT
F R O M  P A G E  3

dailyorange.com

“It really gives the students 
the opportunity to see how 
easy it is to get off of the 
hill and help others out.”

Jessica Nichols 
MEMBER OF BIG EVENT E-BOARD
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S c r i b b l e

S cholarship in Action (SIA) 
seems to have a decent 
percentage of students at SU 

confused. Chancellor Nancy Cantor, 
on the school Web site, says SIA is, 
“a university where excellence is 
connected to ideas, problems, and 
professions in the world — a place 
where excellence is tested in the 
marketplace.” 

When giving an example of this, 
Cantor is as clear and specific as 
Barack Obama is about his policies 
during a campaign speech: not very.

But a concrete example of SIA 
can be found in the form of the first 
annual ECAROcon Symposium, 
which will be hosted by a number of 
computer art students in the School 
of Visual and Performing Arts.   

The ECAROcon Web site 
describes the conference as a chance 
for various professionals in the com-
puter art industry that specialize 

in movie and video game graphics 
to speak at the university. It will be 
held on April 19 at 11 a.m. in Stolkin 
Auditorium. 

Speakers include past and cur-
rent employees of big-time compa-
nies such as Dream Quest Images, 
Inc., which has worked on movies 
such as “Flubber” and “Inspector 
Gadget.”  

“I wish we had something like this 
two years ago when I went to SU,” 
Andrew Lewitin, one of the speakers 
of the conference and 2006 SU alum-
nus, said in a telephone interview. 
“It’s really a perfect example of what 
students can do when they set goals 
for themselves in order to achieve 
something this big.”

Lewitin, who works for Film-
works/FX in Santa Monica, Calif., 
didn’t decide to attend until recently, 
when he learned the magnitude of 
the conference.  

It makes sense that Lewitin was 
unaware of the event’s importance. 
He lives across the country. We live 
where the symposium is taking 
place. There have been no e-mails 
making the campus aware, a limited 
amount of flyers and an almost 
nonexistent anticipation from those 
outside of ECAROcon, according to 
the leaders of the event.

It is a shame that students’ 
achievements may often get over-
looked by not only peers, but also 
the school in general. This probably 
isn’t the first student-run organiza-

tion to get ignored.    
“I really don’t think we get 

enough credit as we should,” said 
Scott Yapp, a junior computer art 
major and associate director of the 
symposium. “This was started by 
computer art majors about a year 
ago. It is run totally by students. 
We’re trying to get a feel for the 
industry, and this conference is an 
extension of that.”

Student initiative, when done 
correctly, is one of the most gratify-
ing things that can happen to any 
campus. It should cause a ripple of 
satisfaction for all students, knowing 
that our colleagues have made some-
thing significant from a small idea.  

“We got the money through the 
VPA program,” Yapp said. “They 
were really in support of our whole 
project, so we were really fortunate 
that they could help us out.”

The mission statement on the 

ECAROcon Web site states: “We 
strive to show the fusion of art, inno-
vation and technology, as it exists in 
both academic and industry-driven 
environments, to both students, pro-
fessionals and the general public.” 

If you go back to the “vision state-
ment” of Scholarship in Action, you’ll 
find it eerily similar to this one.

The difference between the two is 
ECAROcon paints a clearer picture. 
It shows the result of what happens 
when students turn their interests 
into a reality to achieve something 
that reaches outside of the campus. 

The students’ goal is to show how 
the computer art industry works, 
both here and outside of SU. It took 
a year of nonstop effort. Whether or 
not computer art is your interest, we 
as a student body should be proud.  

Al Ortiz is a junior writing major. 
His columns appear every Friday. He 

can be reached at asortiz@syr.edu.

A l  O r t i z

the weekend welcome

Cheer: Students can finally get a 
reward for good grades at Syracuse 
University. Besides getting into 
graduate school, that is.

What a brilliant concept.
Syracuse University announced 

on Monday its first merit scholarship 
based on a student’s collegiate aca-
demic performance. 

All that used to matter was that 
you cared in high school and your 
overall GPA didn’t fall below 2.75 (up 
from 2.5 for all juniors and seniors).

Now, one junior or senior from 
each college who did not earn a merit-
based scholarship because of their 
high-school grades can still earn a 
$6,000 scholarship.

Unfortunately, that’s only 11 schol-
arships. Jeer to that. Why not have 
more? How can each dean decide 
who’s worthy? 

Of course, the university left 
it vague on how to pick the lucky 
winners. Students must, naturally, 
exhibit Scholarship in Action.

Good luck arguing that one.
Jeer: For the second time in three 

weeks, cats made the cover story of 
The Post-Standard. 

The first time, Bishop the Cat 

came back home. On Wednesday, it 
was reported that more than 200 kit-
tens have been found at the same spot 
in Lysander. 

As terrible as this may sound — 
not that cats can’t deal with this sort 
of treatment, they’re ferocious — it 
happened during a yearlong period. 

Is that really more important 
than, you know, Gen. David Petraeus’ 
reports to Congress on the Iraq War? 

Maybe if cats were sent off to fight, 
people would care more. 

Jeer: A recent report from SU’s 
Academic Integrity Office found 60 
violations from students in the fall 
2007 semester. 

Right.
That’s less than half of one percent 

of the student body at SU. 
We think the percentage is much 

higher. And we suspect most students 
and faculty would agree.

The administration took the 
correct step to form an office for 
academic integrity violations in 2006, 
but professors must carry the burden 

by making better effort to look out for 
and report potential violations. 

Students know it’s difficult to 
discern most forms of plagiarism, 
and they aren’t going to stop until 
academic integrity becomes a prior-
ity for faculty. Right now it’s not.

Jeer: San Franciscans didn’t 
have much credibility protesting the 
Olympic torch’s only appearance in 
the United States this week.

First, while a worldwide event 
like the Olympics is good way to 
call attention to the human rights 
violations in Tibet, but it’s not as if 
those problems are new. China exiled 
the Dalai Lama in 1959 and has been 
allegedly treating the natives poorly 
ever since. If people had such an 
issue with China’s treatment of Tibet, 
where were the protests when Beijing 
was a finalist for the Olympics seven 
years ago?

Second, the Olympics go back to 
ancient Greece. The modern games 
started in 1896. The torch represents 
hundreds, even thousands, of years 
of athletic competition intended to 
bring people and countries together. 
The torch is much more than the loca-
tion of one Olympic Games.

c h e e r S  &  j e e r S
by the daily orange 

editorial board

Don’t be a scaredy cat, get good grades
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Festival Tickets & Passes at:

The Sound Garden
124 Walton St.  
in Armory Square

Festival office at the  
Hotel Syracuse
500 S. Warren St.

Emerald City Video
3208 Erie Blvd. E.

Online at  
www.syrfilm.com
& during the festival 
at all venues

i s c h o o l

iFaire celebration uses contests, 
events to promote school, students

By Dwiveck Custodio
Contributing Writer

The SU School of Information Studies is 
branching out with a new method of express-
ing itself. 

It’s making a quilt. 
Constructing an iQuilt will be part of 

iFaire, an 11-day event starting Friday and 
culminating on Mayfest, April 22. Students, 
alumni, faculty and administrators are join-
ing to promote the culture of the iSchool. 
Events including gaming, karaoke and a per-
formance by iBand — a group of iSchool 
faculty — will fill up the celebration.

The idea for iFaire was created when fac-
ulty members at iSchool decided to find a way 
to expose students’ abilities as well as the new 
resources available in the school, said David 
Dischiave, director of Information Manage-
ment. This event will also celebrate iSchool’s 
new renovations and its new dean, Elizabeth 
Liddy. 

Jeffrey Stanton, the associate dean, said 
this event is all about, “trying to get our stu-
dents more involved in the life of the school. 
There are a lot of opportunities.”

Many people have been involved in plan-
ning iFaire in hopes of making it a success. 
Dischiave said Anne Marie Patterson, an 
iSchool graduate student, has been the driv-
ing force behind this event, organizing almost 
everything.

“I’ve been in the school for six years, and 
I love it,” Patterson said. “I try to explain to 
people what the school is, but it’s hard to put 
into words. To anyone who isn’t in it, it just 
seems abstract. This is a good way to show-
case our school.”

Dischiave has been doing work for about a 
year to secure a grant with JP Morgan Chase.

“Rather than coming for a career fair and 
leaving again, JPMC will be coming to partici-
pate in the life of the college,” Dischiave said.

Monil Sundesha, the comptroller and busi-
ness chair for the iSchool Graduate Organiza-
tion (iSGO), has assisted the organization by 
planning iSGO events for iFaire, such as the 
Multiculutral Fiesta and the Case Competi-
tion. 

In the Multicultural Fiesta, the partici-
pants wear their country’s traditional attire 
and bring a sample of their country’s food.

“Anyone who shows up will enjoy it,” Stan-
ton said about the iFaire’s events.

Jeffrey Stanton, David Dischiave, Dave 
Molta and Paul Brenner, all faculty members 
at the iSchool, make up the iBand, which will 
play today.

Ashley Nelson, an iSchool sophomore, said 
she is most looking forward to the band, 
“because it will be pretty funny watching 
four iSchool professors I respect for their bril-
liance inside the classroom jam.”

Mike Librizzi, a 2005 graduate from iSchool 
and the Martin J. Whitman School of Manage-
ment, will also participate. Librizzi gave up 
his career as a Morgan Stanley employee to 
follow his aspirations of helping small busi-
nesses by launching Briz.com.

Librizzi said he will talk today, “about what 

it’s like to start a dot-com on your own.” He’ll 
give some insight from his own experiences 
and will be available to answer any questions 
students may have.

“When someone who graduated and has 
done something comes and speaks about it, 
the impact is a lot greater,” Patterson said.

The faculty and administration will also 
be amused. Dischiave and Stanton said they 
are not only excited about the iBand’s per-
formance, but also for interaction with the 
students.

“We’re here to help the students, and the 
only way we can do that is by hearing what 
they have to say,” Stanton said.

Despite the time constraints as finals 
approach, students at the iSchool are hoping 
to fit iFaire into their schedule. 

“I am definitely planning to attend as many 
iFaire events as possible,” sophomore Nelson 
said. “It’s really exciting to see the iSchool 
faculty step up and work toward improving 
school unity.”

Members of the iSchool hope that iFaire 
will be a uniting force and also raise aware-
ness about their school’s value.

“We’re a fun school,” said Dischiave. 
“We get the job done, but we like to have 
fun doing it. A lot of people don’t know that 
about us.”

dmcustod@syr.edu

What is the ifaire?
the iFaire, held by the School of informa-
tion studies, takes 11 days out of the end 
of the semester to celebrate. the events 
will allow students and faculty to come 
together, while networking with the likes 
of JPMorgan Chase, travelers, and ge. 
Here are a few upcoming events that kick-
off and complete the celebrations:

Today
noon 
Hinds Hall Lobby 
Multicultural Fiesta 

2:30 p.m.
Katzer room
“bringing a .com to life… and losing part 
of mine” Mike Librizzi 

4 p.m.
Hinds Hall Lobby 
Performance by the iband

April 22
10 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
121 Hinds Hall
Display of the iQuilt 

10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
117 Hinds Hall
Wireless grids Demo 

2 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
111 Hinds Hall
enitiative Presentation 

4 p.m. 
111 Hinds Hall
iFaire Awards (Poker run, iSt 971, You-
tube Contest)

dailyorange.com
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By Candace Tracy
Staff Writer

H
olly walks through the Syracuse 
University quad and has a hard time 
finding someone just like her. Holly, 
an 8-year old golden retriever and the 

pet of Brenda Wrigley, a public relations 
professor, was the inspiration for “Mutts 
for Monday,” a dog-walk on the Quad. 

Sponsored by campus-wide initiative 
Healthy Monday, “Monday for Mutts” is 
a free event where Syracuse University 
students, faculty and staff are invited walk 
their dogs 

together on the Quad. 
“Monday for Mutts” will take place on 

April 14th from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. on the Quad.
Wrigley proposed the idea, designed to 

promote a fun approach to health awareness.
Described as “the biggest dog lover 

ever,” Wrigley proposed a walking event in 
response to Healthy Monday’s call for health, 
wellness and stress reduction mini-projects, 
said Rebecca Langford, Healthy Monday pro-
gram manager and a media studies graduate 
student.

The inspiration for “Monday for Mutts” 
came from Wrigley’s 8-year-old golden 

retriever Holly, who often accompanies 
her to work.

“Students always say, ‘Oh I miss my dog’ 
when they see Holly,” Wrigley said. “So, I 
decided to propose a walking event.” 

Within 24 hours of submitting a propos-
al to Healthy Monday, Wrigley received 
a response from Langford. The event is 
being organized by a team of public rela-
tions students in Wrigley’s PRL 206 class.

“I gave them the option to attend a 
speaker or join this team, for practice 
with event 

planning,” Wrigley said. A group of 
students have been meeting once a week 
for the past 

month to plan and promote “Monday 
for Mutts.”

Nicole Savva, a sophomore retail man-
agement major, created a Facebook group 
to build awareness about the event. Other 
students wrote press releases, designed 
flyers and manned an informational table 
at the Schine Student Center with Wrig-
ley’s dog, Holly, as a special guest. As a 
sister of one of SU’s sororities, Savva has 
also been promoting the event within 
Greek Life, because many fraternities 
have “house dogs,” she said.

Response to the event has been positive 
thus far, with approximately 50 partici-
pants 

registered as of Wednesday. The goal 
is to make “Monday for Mutts” an annual 
event, 

Langford said.
“People are very excited,” Wrigley said. 

“I was surprised by how many people off-
campus have dogs.”

The aim is to motivate everyone to get 
involved and start exercising, not just dog 
owners, according to the press release.

“What’s going to happen is, if the own-
ers are OK with it, students can walk 
another 

person’s dog,” said Ari Lipsky, a student 
in PRL 206 and member of the “Monday for 
Mutts” team. 

To ensure the safety of humans and 
canines, all dogs must be leashed, up to 
date on vaccinations and remain within 
the parameters of the event space, which 
will be marked by chalk paw prints. With 
every lap, dogs and walkers are eligible 
for prizes like leashes, sweaters, collars, 
bowls and gift certificates, Wrigley said.

Milkbones will also be available at the 
finish line for the hungry participants, 
though 

walkers can opt for healthy, people-
friendly snacks if they prefer.

cktracy@syr.edu
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‘Monday for Mutts,’ sponsored by Healthy Monday, encourages 
pet owners to spend the day outside with their canine pals

every thursday in the daily orange

stock.xchng

Every dog has his day
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Here’s the breakdown of contributions since 
Jan. 2007 from Syracuse University employees 
to the 2008 presidential candidates:
$8,850 went to Sen. Hillary Clinton (D.-N.Y.) 

from 17 individual donations
$7,500 went to Obama from 13 individual 

donations
$500 went to Sen. John McCain (R.-Ariz.) 

from two individual donations
$250 went to Republican Mitt Romney from 

one donation
$250 went to Gov. Bill Richardson from one 

donation
$200 went to Sen. John Edwards from one 

donation
An additional $1,800 was donated to the 

Democratic National Committee from three 
separate donations.

Rosemary O’Leary, a professor in the Max-
well School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, is 
one of Clinton’s top supporters at Syracuse with 
a donation of $1,000 in Nov. 2007. It’s the largest 
donation she’s ever made to a candidate. 

Though she’s a registered Democrat, O’Leary 
said she doesn’t support candidates along party 
lines — she votes for who she thinks is the best 
person for the job. In this election, that’s Clinton.

“I support her because she’s already smashed 
the first-lady stereotype,” O’Leary said in an 
e-mail interview. “I believe she will continue to 
make history not only as the first U.S. woman 
president, but as a great U.S. president.”

Edward Russell, an advertising professor 
in the S.I. Newhouse School of Public Com-
munications and registered independent, now 
considers his $250 donation to Richardson in 
March of 2007 a waste of money.

He had never contributed to a presidential 
campaign before. But when Richardson threw 
his hat into the ring, Russell initially felt he 
found the candidate to back. 

But when Richardson made a comment 
about his position on the war in the Iraq that 
was different than what Russell understood 
his position to be, Russell was completely 
turned off. 

“It struck me as pandering for votes,” Rus-
sell said. “Completely irresponsible, something 
like an, ‘I’d pull (the troops) all out tomorrow’ 
comment. It was a change from what he’d said ear-
lier. And I thought it was terribly irresponsible 
for a country that’s caused so many issues.”

Though he may donate to a candidate in the 
future, and he’s glad he made the contribution for 

personal reasons, Russell thought this time he 
was throwing his money away.

“I’d rather give it to some homeless guy stand-
ing on the street,” he said. 

Russell said he’s shocked by the quantity of 
money that goes into presidential campaigns.

“When it gets down to whoever raises the most 
money wins,” he said. “That’s just wrong.”

This election season, fundraising records 
were shattered with more than $800 million 
raised so far. A projected $500 million more 
will be raised once the nominees for each 
party are in place, according to the Center for 
Responsive Politics.

The 2004 presidential campaign funds 
totaled more than $528 million. It was during 
that season that the education industry had 
such a prolific role in political donations.

In 2000, the education field ranked 26th 
among 80 tracked industries, with a dona-
tion amount of almost $17 million. But the 

contributions spiked and hit a high at just over 
$37 million in the last presidential election. 
Seventy-eight percent of campaign contribu-
tions from educators went to Democrats.

“There were big supporters of Howard 
Dean, then John Kerry once he became the 
Democratic nominee,” said Ritsch, of the Cen-
ter for Responsive Politics, “seems they almost 
universally shared the singular goal of getting 
George Bush out of the White House.”

In this election, the associate SU dean Murray, 
a registered Democrat, said he thinks Obama will 
bring about the kind of change he’d like to see. 
Murray is passionate about Obama’s personality, 
intellect and perspective on the world. 

While Murray consistently donates to political 
campaigns and charities, there’s something dif-
ferent about his contribution to Obama. 

“Those donations were more out of duty or 
intellectual desire, rather than out of passion.”

mdanie01@syr.edu
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leave. Students were allowed to return into 
the building fewer than five minutes later.

Stacey Berman, an undecided freshman 
in the College of Visual and Performing Arts 
who lives on the second floor, said when 
the first alarm went off, she and her room-
mate grabbed their coats and sneakers and 
evacuated the building, thinking that it was a 
routine fire drill.

“We didn’t know what was going on,” she 
said. “We didn’t find out any information.  We 
were standing out there for a really long time, 
and I was petrified to go back in.”

When the second alarm sounded, Berman 
said she was told to gather her belongings and 
leave because the floor was flooded. 

Marisa Novak, an undecided freshman in 
the College of Human Ecology who lives on 
the third floor in Shaw, said she, too, thought 
that it was a false alarm at first.

“I was really surprised and a little scared 
when I first heard the alarm,” she said. “I was 
sound asleep. It was startling.”

She evacuated the building and waited out-
side, thinking that the residents would be let 
in soon after the alarm originally sounded.

“Nobody told us what was going on, so we 
were standing outside with no information,” 
she said. “I thought it was a false alarm

—  photo editor Stephen Dockery and asst. 
feature editor Erinn Connor contributed reporting. 

sdmusat@syr.edu

donations
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“Democrats can count on money from 
college professors and other educators.” 

Massie Ritsch
communications director for the center for responsive politics

Sen. John McCain 
(R-Ariz.)
christian day: $500

Gov. Bill Richardson 
(D-N.M.): 
edward russell: $250

Fmr. Gov. Mitt  
Romney (R-Mass.): 
Jenny sacco: $250

Fmr. Sen. John 
Edwards (D-S.C.): 
James sharp: $200

su’s other donations
the following donations have been made 
to presidential candidates by su employ-
ees since Jan. 1 2007:

source: the federal elections commission

What they’ve received
here’s the top 10 of how much employ-
ees in the education industry have 
donated to the candidates so far in the 
2008 presidential election cycle: 

1) Barack obama: $5,145,209
2) hillary clinton: $3,319,724
3) mitt romney: $802,245
4) rudy Giuliani: $611,687
5) John edwards: $552,386
6) John mccain: $511,338
7) Bill richardson: $509,772
8) ron paul: $326,759
9) chris dodd: $177,416
10) fred thompson: $146,422

source: center for responsive politics

top college contributors in 
the 2008 election cycle
the following numbers come from donations in the 
2007-2008 election cycle, according to the center for 
responsive politics Web site.

1) university of california: $791,719
2) harvard university: $586,988
3) stanford university $324,472
4) columbia university: $286,359
5) university of chicago: $227,418
6) college of William and mary: $211,375
7) Georgetown university: $202, 070
8) Yale university: $191,054
9) apollo Group: $181,200
10) university of pennsylvania: $180,862

source: center for responsive politics
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“Nobody told us what 
was going on so we were 
standing outside with no 
information, I thought 
it was a false alarm.”

Marisa Novak
undecided freshman

fire
f r o m  p a g e  1

stephen dockery | photo editor
after a fire in shaw hall early thursday morning set off automatic sprinker alarms, a 
firefighter sweeps water from the hallways outside and into the parking lot.
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the sweet stuff in the middle

By Jared Diamond
Staff Writer

M arielle Messenger lives 
fewer than three miles 
away from campus — 
but it takes her up to an 

hour every day to reach her classes. 
Every morning, Messenger leaves 

her house at least 45 minutes before 
class to drive just a couple exits 
down Interstate 81 from her home 
outside downtown Syracuse before 
parking in the lot outside Manley 
Field House. From there, she boards 
the already-packed bus coming from 
South Campus — if there’s room — 
and sprints the rest of the way to her 
first class.

If the traffic on the highway isn’t 
bad, if the bus doesn’t pull away just 
as she parks and if there isn’t a foot 
of snow on the ground, she may just 
make it on time. She could leave 
earlier, but sometimes that would 
mean driving on I-81 as the sun 
comes up.

Messenger is one of about 250 
students at Syracuse University 
considered commuters — full-time 
students who live anywhere besides 
campus or the East Campus area, 
according to the Office of Orien-
tation and Off-Campus Programs. 
Though a majority (55 percent) com-
mutes from within 11 miles of cam-
pus, some come from as far away as 

Cortland or Oneida counties, said 
OOCP program coordinator Kerry 

Fiesinger.
Eighty percent of commuters 

drive to campus, and 55 percent of 
them park their cars at the Manley 

lot, Fiesinger said. Almost everyone 
else parks in the West Campus lot 

or on the street. And though not 
everyone faces the same troubles 
as Messenger, commuter students 
make up an important and largely 

w e e k e n d
april 11, 2008

Number of commuters at 
Syracuse University

Percent of commuters who 
live at least 11 miles from 

Syracuse’s campus, according to 
the Office of Orientation and Off-
Campus Programs (OOCP)

amount it costs 
for a Manley park-

ing pass and West Campus park-
ing pass respectively, according 
to OOCP

 
average number of years 
nationally it takes commuter 

students to graduate

Sneak peek 
of ‘Sarah 
Marshall’  
tonight

Fashion show 
to benefit 
cancer fund

see sneak peek page 11

see fashion page 11

david krebs | staff photographer
sean lamb is one of about 250 commuter students at SU. More than half live at least 11 miles off campus. the Office of Orientation and 
Off-Campus Programs, now in charge of commuters, is working on making commuters feel more connected to campus.

‘I willnever graduate
at this rate’

By Kelina Imamura
aSSt. COPy editOr

Francesca Tizzano spent last summer 
interning with Macy’s department 
store. The senior retail marketing 
major and president of the Retail 
Association at the Whitman School of 
Management kept in touch with peo-
ple at the fashion retailer. The result 

— Tizzano and 
crew will host a 
Macy’s fashion 
show on cam-
pus. 

The orga-
nization has 
partnered with 
Macy’s to pro-
duce an hour-
long fashion 

show tonight at 7 p.m.
The show — one of the first large-

scale events the Retail Association 
has put on this year — will be held in 
Hendricks Chapel. Tickets are $10 and 
available at the door. All the proceeds 
will be donated to the American Can-
cer Association, specifically raising 
money for breast cancer.

“We really wanted to show stu-
dents here on campus that Macy’s 
does have a lot of the brands that they 
love,” Tizzano said. 

College more of a struggle for commuter students at Syracuse

By Matt Levin
featUre editOr

Blockbuster producer Judd Apatow’s 
next release hopes to be a film Syra-
cuse students won’t likely forget — 
especially with a free sneak peek of 
the movie, “Forgetting Sarah Mar-

shall,” show-
ing tonight.

The movie 
will premiere 
at 7 p.m. 
in Gifford 
Auditorium. 
The preview, 
presented by 
U n i v e r s i t y 
Union Cin-

emas, requires a ticket that can be 
picked up for free at the Schine Box 
Office. Tickets are limited to two 
per person. “Forgetting Sarah Mar-
shall” will hit theaters nationwide 

IF YOU GO
What: retail 
association 
fashion show
Where: Hendricks 
Chapel
When: tonight 
at 7 p.m. 
How much: $10

IF YOU GO
What: “forgetting 
Sarah Marshall”
Where: Gifford 
auditorium (HBC)
When: tonight at 7 
p.m.
How much: free 
(ticket from Schine 
Box Office required)

6
55

$57; $311250

bY the nUmbers: cOmmUters at sYracUse
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c r o s s w o r d
by thomas joseph

the town bike by gwen legget | gplegget@syr.edu then alison black | alblack@syr.edu

dinosaur comics by ryan north | qwantz.com

classic perry bible fellowship by nick gurewitch | pbfcomics.com

ËFriday Happy Hour - No cover! 
ËFree food 5-7 p.m.
Ë$3 pitchers and more specials

21 & over. Please drink responsibly. Donʼt drink and drive.

MAGGIES
Restaurant & Sports Bar

161 Marshall Street

GREAT
 FO

OD FUN TIMES



Still thinking about what to do after graduation?

For more information about this outstanding opportunity, contact Traci Washburn, Graduate Admissions Recruiter  
 t  315.443.2505 
 e  tmwashbu@syr.edu
 w  http://soe.syr.edu/33scholarship

Consider Teaching as a Career

Visit our Open House on April 18 and learn about a new 
33% tuition scholarship from the School of Education.

The School of Education 33% Tuition Scholarship is available to all 
SU graduates who enroll in a School of Education master’s program 
that leads to New York State Certification.

See if a career in teaching is right for you. 

Come to our Open House on Friday, April 18th  
from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. in the Huntington Hall Atrium. 

La BLogotheque
It all starts with Zach Condon counting down 
the beats to a track from his 2007 album 
“The Flying Cup.” An accordion comes in, 
humming a melody in the background and 
Condon — known with his band as Beirut — 
begins to sing. He is walking alongside the 
accordion player on a French street, passing 
by outdoor restaurants, people walking their 
dogs and curious onlookers.

This is a La Blogotheque Take Away Show. 
Number 64 in the series to be exact. Each of 
the shows feature indie musicians — every-
one from R.E.M., Animal Collective, Stephen 
Malkmus and more — performing live on 
streets all over the world. 

And this one, featuring Condon and his 
band, is probably one of the best. It took 

the La Blogotheque staff nearly four years 
to create this clip, too, as Condon suffered 
from exhaustion shortly before the original 
shooting.

Clad in a simple sweater and jeans, Con-
don sings “Nantes,” one of his many Eastern 
European-inspired melodies. What makes it 
a classic, though, is the passion behind it — 
Condon begins singing a capella, joins the 
accordion and later meets up with his per-
cussionists playing in trash cans and boxes, 
all the while taking a stroll down a French 
street in the middle of the day. 

The La Blogotheque Take Away Shows are 
some of the most unique clips out there, and 
Condon makes this one all about the passion 
behind his music. 

— Amanda Allison, asst. feature editor

akalliso@syr.edu

Hoping to create a fashion-conscience atmo-
sphere, the Retail Association is showcasing 
student models wearing Macy’s clothing, said 
Lindsey Meyer, a freshman retail manage-
ment major and public relations chair. All the 
looks will follow the theme of a day in the life of 
a college student — complete with everything 
from dorm wear like sweats, to going-out looks 
and formal dresses.

The organization is made up of about 60 
students — a majority of which are in Whit-
man — that are interested in furthering their 
careers in the retail world, Tizzano said.  The 

Retail Association often works with compa-
nies like Macy’s to network and understand 
skills needed in the industry.

“A lot of our members are very interested in 
fashion retail as in just fashion,” Tizzano said. 
“But the majority of us focus on apparel — the 
going and buying of apparel.” 

During the fashion show’s intermission, 
there will be a raffle for gift certificates and 
prizes, including $50 to Ambrosia, free ski 
passes, $100 to Macy’s and more, Tizzano said. 
Also, DJ duo Smash Brothers will provide 
music for the event.

“We’re really excited and hope everyone 
comes out to support breast cancer,” Tizzano 
said. “It’s just going to be a great time.”

kmimamur@syr.edu

fashion
f r o m  p a g e  9

April 18.
“I think it’s a great way to end the year,” 

said Marguerite Moore, co-director of UU Cin-
emas. “It should be pretty funny, it’s gotten 
good reviews, and it’s got Judd Apatow.” 

The bawdy romantic comedy belongs in the 
same vein as past Apatow films. The acclaimed 
producer of hits like “The 40 Year Old Virgin” 
and “Superbad” will try to turn Jason Segel 
into his next big comedy star. Segel (who 
played one of Seth Rogen’s stoner friends in 

“Knocked Up” and stars in CBS sitcom “How 
I Met Your Mother”) plays Peter Bretter, a 
devastated twenty-something who decides to 
take a Hawaiian vacation to cope with a recent 
break up.

As luck would have it, Bretter’s ex (played 
by Kristen Bell) happens to show up on the 
same island with her new rock-star boyfriend. 
Disaster ensues. And if Apatow still has the 
magic touch — so does hilarity.

Doors open at 6 p.m.
Moore said: “Based on comments on our 

Facebook group and just general vibe, people 
seem to be excited about the movie coming.”

mrlevin@syr.edu

sneak peek
f r o m  p a g e  9
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Want to write for feature?
E-mail us at pulp@dailyorange.com



Storage Guide
The best ways to stash and ship your stuff 

DRIVEINSELFSTORAGE.COM

Waiting to the last minute to 
book your summer storage 
and shipping needs will 

mean two things: headaches and 
wallet-aches.  Now is the time to work 
these details out.  The Daily Orange 
has compiled these local business 
in one spot for your convenience.

ADVERTISERS:
Miss this storage guide? Don’t worry! 
You still have two more chances. 
Our next guides run April 15 and 25. 

Call 315-443-9794 for more information!



Student shipping at 
The UPS Store™ . 

• Low rates direct frm UPS™

• Extra care for your packages
• Superior customer service
• A wide range of shipping options
• A variety of boxes and shipping supplies

Nottingham
445.0455
Near South Campus

118 Julian Place
(behind P&C)

Packing/

Pick-up 

available — 

call for info! ™

™

STORAGE TIPS:

1. Contact storage company 
now and reserve space

2. Review contract details and 
ask about all potential charges

3. Label boxes on all sides

4. Put most valuable items 
in the back of storage area

5. Stand tables and 
sofas on sides

6. If possible, remove table legs

7. Fills up drawers and other 
spaces with valuables

Storage Guide
The best ways to stash and ship your stuff 

DRIVEINSELFSTORAGE.COM

Waiting to the last minute to 
book your summer storage 
and shipping needs will 

mean two things: headaches and 
wallet-aches.  Now is the time to work 
these details out.  The Daily Orange 
has compiled these local business 
in one spot for your convenience.

ADVERTISERS:
Miss this storage guide? Don’t worry! 
You still have two more chances. 
Our next guides run April 15 and 25. 

Call 315-443-9794 for more information!
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unrecognized demographic on campus, whose 
problems are rarely discussed or addressed.

“Commuting just sucks a lot,” Messenger 
said. “Just the fact that I commute makes college 
so much more diffi cult for me.”

She’s not the only one struggling to get to 
class on time. Senior Sean Lamb, who com-
mutes from East Syracuse, is currently in his 
fi fth year after transferring from State Uni-
versity of New York College of Environmental 
Science and Forestry to SU. Fiesinger said her 
offi ce did not have data about the graduation 
rates of commuter students, but said nationally 
commuters are taking an average of almost six 
years to graduate.

There are ways to make commuting easier, 
but they are more expensive. Seventeen percent 
of commuters, including Lamb, splurge for a 
parking spot on main campus to avoid taking 
the bus every day. Though the West Campus lot 
near the Brewster/Boland complex is far away 
from many class buildings, Lamb said it saves 
time and is worth the extra expense. Parking 
at Manley on South Campus costs $57 while the 
passes for West Campus cost $311.

Still, the time it takes to reach campus is 
just a logistical problem. Once they arrive, 
commuters have the inherent problem of fi nd-
ing a niche on campus. By not living on 
campus with their peers, commuters often 
struggle to fi nd their identity and develop a 
social life in college.

Commuters Peter Finocchiaro and Kerry 
McDermott, Lamb’s girlfriend, both compared 
commuting to high school. They come to school 
in the morning and leave in the afternoon, 
therefore missing the experience of living full-
time with other students.

“The people I know aren’t really friends but 
more like acquaintances at the moment,” Finoc-
chiaro said. “I defi nitely feel like I’m missing 
out. The $10,000 to live on-campus is a lot, but I 
don’t want to be in high school anymore.”

For McDermott, the problem isn’t maintain-
ing friendships, but enjoying the freedoms resi-
dential college students take for granted. She 
still lives at home with her family, and she still 
answers to her father.

McDermott said her father still treats her 
like she is in high school, and even though she is 
22 and legally allowed to drink, she sometimes 
feels oppressed in her home when she wants to 
go to parties with her friends.

She frequently has to check in with her father 
on weekends, McDermott said, and sometimes 
misses out on activities her friends are enjoying 
? events she would never miss if she lived on 
campus ? and she called commuting an exten-
sion of high school.

“You have this dichotomy of, ‘I’m in college, 
I’m a big girl, I’m an adult’ and ‘I still live at 
home,’” McDermott said. “It’s weird because 
I’m still living at home and parents are used to 
always questioning. But in college, people think 
it’s weird I have to check in with my parents and 

be asked all those questions.”
These are the issues Fiesinger has tried 

to alleviate since her offi ce took control of 
commuter student issues in June 2006. Before 
that, commuter student problems and situations 
were diverted to a number of different offi ces 
throughout campus, so very few records and 
statistics existed of what commuters were going 
through.

When OOCP took over, Fiesinger sent out 
surveys to all the commuter students as a way 
to gather information about the number of com-
muters and where they were coming from. 

Realizing that commuter students often do 
not feel part of campus life, Fiesinger plans to 
start a commuter student advisory council — a 
formal board for commuters to provide feedback 
about their experience — and a fully funded 
commuter student campus organization within 
the next 12-18 months, hoping to create a com-
munity at SU for commuters.

“We do know that a lot of these students are 
feeling disconnected,” Fiesinger said. “We want 
to give these students more opportunities to 
interact with the community and interact with 
each other. There defi nitely are some benefi ts to 
living in the residence hall, but it’s just not the 
right choice for everyone, and it’s not possible 
for everyone.”

That leaves Fiesinger with the task of trying 
to give commuter students a place on campus. 
Considering there are about 22,000 students at SU, 
including graduate students, the 250 commuters 
represent a tiny portion of the university.

SU did not even have an organized offi ce 
for commuters until 2006. Right now, all of 
Fiesinger’s plans are just a work in progress, 
but she hopes it’s a step in the right direction.

“What we are learning as fi eld is there are 
more and more students who don’t necessarily fi t 
the traditional mold,” Fiesinger said. “They don’t 
take just four years, and they aren’t living on cam-
pus. Commuter-student programming in general 
is a fairly new fi eld, and we’re learning more and 
more as students populations change.”

The current commuting system leaves some 
in dire need for modifi cations to the way com-
muting works at SU. 

Though Messenger started at Syracuse as a 
freshman during the fall semester in 2005, she 
currently only has junior status because she 
had to take light class loads to keep her regular 
job. Messenger grew up in Syracuse, but her 
parents moved south after she graduated high 
school, and she has lived alone ever since.

To help pay for school, she works four days a 
week for a realtor in a private offi ce and takes 
classes the other three days. With limited funds, 
Messenger cannot afford to live on campus or 
buy a parking pass for a lot on main campus. So 
instead of graduating in May, she has another 
year ahead of her — a year she vows will be 
different.

“I thought about transferring or moving in 
with my parents and doing community college 
or somehow moving on campus,” Messenger 
said. “I don’t know. But I will never graduate at 
this rate commuting.”

jediamon@syr.edu
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Adv. Tix on Sale FORGETTING SARAH MARSHALL (R) - ID REQ'D �
Adv. Tix on Sale IRON MAN (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
PROM NIGHT (PG-13) (1150 1220 210 240 430 500) 720 750 945 1015

1155 1225
STREET KINGS (R) - ID REQ'D (1230 100 330 400) 700 730 955 1025 1230
SMART PEOPLE (R) - ID REQ'D (1135 215 440) 725 1000 1220
21 (PG-13) (1250 350) 710 1005
DR. SUESS': HORTON HEARS A WHO - DP (G) (1145 205 425) 715 935
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (1115 135 355)
LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (1235 335) 635 705 915 1010 1215
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) � (1120 140 405) 640 910
THE RUINS (R) - ID REQ'D (230 455) 745 1020 1235
OC: THE RUINS (R) - ID REQ'D (1210) PM
PERSEPOLIS (PG-13) (1130 150 415) 655 925
SHINE A LIGHT (PG-13) (1240 340) 645 930
STOP LOSS (R) - ID REQ'D (1225 325) 630 915 1150
THE SUPER HERO MOVIE (PG-13) (1125 145 410) 650 920
10,000 BC (PG-13) (450) 1020
DRILLBIT TAYLOR (PG-13) (1140 220) 735
TYLER PERRY'S: MEET THE BROWNS (PG-13) (1155 225) 740
SHUTTER (PG-13) (445) 1030

Adv. Tix on Sale IRON MAN (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
PROM NIGHT (PG-13) (220 500) 800 1020
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) � (200 430) 750 1015
LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (120 420) 730 1010
21 (PG-13) (100 400) 710 1010
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (100 400) 710 1000

Adv. Tix on Sale IRON MAN (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
STREET KINGS (R) - ID REQ'D (110 415) 715 950
PROM NIGHT (PG-13) (1210 235 500) 745 1025
THE RUINS (R) - ID REQ'D (1205 230 455) 755 1005
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) � (1200 225 450) 710 935
LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (130 420) 725 1015
STOP LOSS (R) - ID REQ'D (440) 1020
THE SUPER HERO MOVIE (PG-13) (1220 245 510) 735 955
21 (PG-13) (100 400) 700 945
SHUTTER (PG-13) (140) 750
DRILLBIT TAYLOR (PG-13) (430) 1000
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (1215 240 505) 720 930
THE OTHER BOLEYN GIRL (PG-13) (120) 730

©2008Times For 4/11/08

The Syracuse University
Retail Association presents

Spring
Fashion Show

Fundraiser

Friday, April 11, 2008
7:00 PM @ Hendricks Chapel

Sponsored by Macy’s Inc.

Tickets are $10.00
All proceeds benefit the

American Cancer Society

For tickets contact Lindsey Meyer,
retail.assoc@gmail.com

COMMUTERS
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In honor of American Airlines canceling more than 500 fl ights, we name our top fi ve favorite 
modes of transportation:

Velocipede

Aston Martin — you know, the car James Bond drives…yeah, that one 

Airboat

Segway

Floo powder

Want to write for feature?
E-mail us at pulp@dailyorange.com
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JUICY BITS OF CINEMA

Nightmare
‘Prom Night’ a date with disaster

By AJ Chavar
STAFF WRITER

D o not see “Prom Night.”
Seriously, don’t see it.
This 90-minute “movie” centers 

around high school senior Donna Keppel (Brit-
tany Snow), and surprisingly enough, her prom.

But wait! There’s a catch.
It turns out three years ago Donna witnessed 

her mother murdered by an insane, obsessed 
teacher (Johnathon Schaech as Richard Fenton) 
who was after Donna. He also killed the rest of 
her family, but she didn’t seem to mind that as 
much.

The movie is predictable horror/slasher 
tripe. The “mirror trick” is overused (you 
know, the helpless female lead closes her cabi-
net mirror and the killer is suddenly there), 
and by overused, I mean more than fi ve times. 
“Prom Night” goes for tons of cheap scares, 
using lamps, shower curtains and shadows to 
scare the pubescent main characters, but it 
doesn’t work on the audience.

The audience reactions to the spooks did 
come in surround sound — not good when the 
main responses are laughs. 

Volumes could be written about the magni-
tude of the fi lm’s awfulness. But it’s possible to 

sum up in a sentence the 
depth of its dreadfulness: 
The movie was so predict-
able that the 8-year-old 
sitting next to me was 
shouting out what would 
happen next.

It’s scary movie 101: if 
you see a bed, someone 
is under it. If you see 
detectives, they’re incom-
petent, and if you see a 
mirror or a closet, guess 
what happens next?

The detectives were possibly the worst 
travesty in “Prom Night.” It took them days to 
alert Donna’s aunt and uncle to the murderer’s 
escape from the insane asylum, and when 
charged with watching after Donna (the one 
person the killer really wants) the junior detec-
tive goes in the opposite direction. 

All of the danger in this movie could have 
been avoided if Donna and her family were 
immediately informed of Fenton’s escape. As 
a result, they could’ve kept her under police 
watch until the murderer was found. Instead, 
her uncle lets her attend prom — even after he 
fi nds out the killer’s out there.

Now, bad horror movies have their place, 
and they can be damn enjoyable (the remakes 
of “The Haunting” and “House on Haunted 
Hill”), but “Prom Night” does these movies a 
disservice. 

“Prom Night” doesn’t know how bad it is. 
And that makes it even worse.

ajchavar@syr.edu

“PROM NIGHT”
Directed by: Nelson McCormick
Starring: Brittany Snow, Johnathon 
Schaech
Rating: ★   ✩✩✩✩

PROM SCENES THROUGHOUT 
MOVIE HISTORY

“Never Been 
Kissed”
1999
Josie Geller (Drew Bar-
rymore) confesses to a 
tulle-fi lled ballroom that 
she is not a high-school 
student, but an aspir-
ing Chicago journalist 
doing her fi rst big story. 

During a dance scene with hockey-loving 
English teacher Sam Coulson (Michael 
Vartan), Josie has to prevent the popular 
girls from pouring dog food on loyal nerd 
Aldys Margin (Leelee Sobieski). The night 
ends in a quick escape, but a few weeks 
later, Josie gets her kiss — and a front-
page story. 

“Carrie”
1976
In this classic horror 
movie and example of 
mega teen-angst, Car-
rie White (Sissy Spacek) 
is asked to the prom 
by Tommy (William 
Katt), the hottest boy in 
school. But his friends, 

including a young John Travolta, don’t 
want the loner girl with telekinetic powers 
disturbing the social equilibrium, so they 
decide to play one gross prank. Prom night 
ends in a slightly irritated drenched in pig 
blood Carrie burning down her high school.

“Not Another Teen 
Movie”
2001
This kinda-funny parody 
attempts to send up 
every angst-ridden teen 
high-school fi lm. And 
naturally, the fi lm ends 
with a prom scene — 
where the hip jock must 

show off his once-dorky, now-beautiful 
date in order to win a bet (with the 
catch being he’s fallen in love with her. 
Oh snap!). Every stereotype imaginable 
shows up at the big dance, from the slut-
ty foreign exchange student, to the cocky, 
preppy guy, to the really, really crappy 
band — Good Charlotte. It’s a semi-hilari-
ous night to remember.

“10 Things I Hate 
About You” 
1999
Tensions runneth over 
at the prom in this adap-
tation of “The Taming 
of the Shrew.” Quasi-
rebel Kat Stratford (Julia 
Stiles) takes outcast Pat-
rick Verona (Heath Led-
ger) to the prom with 

secret hopes that their bickering, sexual-
tension fi lled friendship will become 
something more at the prom, only to fi nd 
out that Patrick has been getting paid to 
take her out on dates. Kat leaves in tears, 
while Patrick realizes his true feelings for 
Kat and eventually wins her over with a 
sweet new Fender guitar.
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By Christopher James
Staff Writer

Two players stand across from each other at the 
center circle, the pockets of their sticks back-
to-back with the ball in between waiting to be 
flung to their piranha-like teammates, dueling 
for possession.

Winning the 
draw control, a play 
unique to women’s 
lacrosse, may be the 
key to getting No. 5 
Syracuse (10-2) into 

the final four and beyond. After a blowout win 
over No. 7 Georgetown, the Orange may be 
poised to do just that.

Attack Halley Quillinan and her teammates 
will try to dominate the draws this weekend 
when they travel to Piscataway, N.J., to play 
Rutgers on Saturday at 11 a.m. Despite all the 
offensive talent, Quillinan said she knows her 
teammates are useless without success in the 
center circle.

“It was just very showing in Northwestern,” 
Quillinan said. “They get the ball and they 
score. If we don’t have the ball, we’re obviously 
not scoring.”

In that game against the Wildcats, No. 1 
Northwestern used five-straight draw controls 
to blow away Syracuse. In its last four losses 
dating back to last year, the Orange has lost the 
overall draw control battle, 61-35. In its 11 wins 
during the same period, the team has won an 
average of four more draws per game than the 
opposition.

While it lost on draw controls again in Satur-
day’s win over Georgetown, SU coach Gary Gait 
said the stat was deceiving, as the draws the 
Hoyas won never resulted in real possession.

“We were on it, making the check and coming 
away with the ball,” Gait said Saturday. “The 
difference is we are causing turnovers right off 
the draw.”

In the chaos that is a draw control, what 
happens outside the circle can be just as critical 
as the moves made inside it. The draw often 
deteriorates into an all-out scrum. In a game 
at the Carrier Dome earlier this year, the ball 
skipped in and out of several sticks, leading the 
press-box statistician to throw her hands up and 
declare, “Draw control to everyone!”

Gait said the player taking the draw is taught 
to communicate where she’ll try to sling the ball 
to her teammates, and the team works on a vari-
ety of formations to prepare for each matchup 
inside the circle. Losses in the circle this season 
have not been for lack of strategy, but sometimes 
just plain fatigue.

“We try and give them the right techniques…
but it’s up to them to be fresh,” Gait said. “They 
can slip in one game just by lack of hustle.”

Gait said he’s been focusing on resting every-
one more to keep the team fresh down the 
stretch. In the last few games, Megan Mosenson 
has been taking draws on a more regular basis, 
giving Christina Dove a rest. The losses in the 
circle to Northwestern mostly came in the sec-
ond half, when the Orange ran out of gas. 

“It’s how you deal with that loose-ball situa-
tion,” Gait said. “How you stay focused around 
the scrum. There’s all kinds of things you talk 
about and practice, but it comes down to want-
ing that ball.”

Both Quillinan and Gait said the team has 
done a better job as the year has progressed in 
hustling after the ball. Part of that has come 
from more frequent subbing, which Gait said 
was the biggest lesson he learned from the two 
losses this season. If SU is to make a dent in the 
final four, gaining that quick possession will be 
key.

“Look at the men’s program, and Danny 
Brennan gets a great percentage of the faceoffs 
and they win a lot of games,” Quillinan said. 
“If you have the ball, you win games, and if 
you don’t, you have to work a lot harder to get 
it back.”

chjames@syr.edu

w o m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

Potent SU offense useless 
without winning draw controls

david krebs | staff photographer
Christina Dove and the Orange have won an average of four more draws per game 
in their last 11 wins, dating back to last season.

UP NEX T
Who: Rutgers
Where: Piscataway, N.J.
When: Saturday, 11 a.m.
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By Michael Bonner
STAFF WRITER

The Syracuse softball team has won 14 of its 
last 20 games, boasts a 5-3 record in the Big 
East and sits atop or near the top of many of 
the conference’s statistical categories. 

The reason for the recent hot streak may be 
the same reason the Orange started 0-13. 

The Orange 
scheduled peren-
nial powerhouses 
like Baylor and 
Purdue to start the 
season. Though 
those games result-
ed in a poor record 

to start the year, facing the elite teams has 
also made the Big East less intimidating. 

“I mean, when you’re facing the best pitch-
ers in the nation and the best hitters in 
the nation it’s something that, no questions 
asked, is going to prepare you for the Big 
East,” second basemen Lindsay Wasek said. 
“I feel like its essential that we do something 
like that, travel down south and play those 
teams because it just makes us better.” 

The Orange will try to continue its confer-
ence success this weekend when it travels to 
Louisville to face the Cardinals today in a 
doubleheader at 4 p.m. Sunday SU will play 
another road doubleheader against South 
Florida and its Big East-leading 7-1 record. 

During Big East play, SU (14-19) is batting 
.300, the only team to hit above the .300 pla-
teau in the conference. Syracuse also ranks 
third in the conference in slugging percent-
age (.432), on-base percentage (.371) and runs 
scored (34).

The diffi cult early season schedule has 
translated into Big East wins just as head 
coach Leigh Ross drew it up. After seeing the 
nation’s best, SU now digs into the batter’s 
box extremely confi dent it will produce. 

“When you’re facing a Big East pitcher 

you’re like, ‘Oh, OK I’ve faced one of the top 
fi ve pitchers in the nation,” Wasek said. “I can 
do well against her, too.’ It’s just that extra 
confi dence you get.”

Wasek entered Big East play hitting .197 
and was one of four Orange players hitting 
below .200. The team as a whole could only 
manage a .243 average in non-conference 
play. In conference play, only two players are 
hitting below .295 with at least 10 plate appear-
ances. Wasek has increased her average to 
.260 as a result of batting .400 in Big East play, 
eighth-best in the conference. Catcher Amy 
Kelley is batting .429, good enough for sixth in 
the conference.

The offense isn’t the only facet of Syra-
cuse’s game that has seen a spike in the right 
direction. The pitching staff also improved 
through the conference schedule. SU’s ERA 
was 3.30 on March 28. After seven conference 
games it stands at 1.85, with Brittany Gard-
ner’s 1.30 ERA leading the way, qualifying 
10th in the Big East. 

The tough schedule has resulted in out-
standing conference numbers, but it also 
contributed something that can’t be seen on 
paper. 

“I think seeing those teams early on really 
helped us not only physically but mentally,” 
Gardner said. “We had to learn to fi ght, and 
one way to do that is play those teams like 
that. If we got back and play those teams now 
it’s anybody’s game to take.”

SU will need to continue that type of domi-
nation in the Big East if it wants any chance 
to play those teams again in the postseason 
tournament. Syracuse focuses so much on 
the Big East because it doesn’t have the 
name recognition to receive an at-large bid to 
postseason play. Ross said she will continue 
scheduling elite teams but doesn’t plan on 
many more 0-13 starts.

“Big East is when we really start going,” 
Ross said. “I think in the future of the 

program we’d like to be thinking of our 
preseason as a good chance for us to get 
Power Points and working on our RPI, so we 
don’t have to just rely on the Big East and 
that tournament to try to get a bid to the 
NCAAs.”

Until then, the Orange, even after facing 
elite teams, has to play an unyielding Big East 
schedule.

“They don’t have the name recognition,” 
Gardner said. “But I know that they want 
to get that recognition, so they are going to 
fi ght.”

mibonner@syr.edu

s o f t b a l l

Early season struggles pay off in Big East

rachel fus | staff photographer
SYRACUSE SOFTBALL has won five of its eight Big East games after starting the season 0-13. The Orange is the only Big East team that has hit .300 in conference play. 

UP NEX T
Who: Louisville, USF
Where: Louisville, Ky., 
Tampa, Fla.
When: Today, 4 p.m., 
Sunday, noon

BIG EAST STANDINGS
TEAM CONF. OVERALL
South Florida  7-1 32-13
Notre Dame  5-1 24-10
Pittsburgh  6-2 21-14
Louisville  6-2 20-14
Connecticut  4-2 15-14
Syracuse  5-3 14-19
DePaul  3-3 24-12
Villanova  3-5 14-14-1
Rutgers  2-6 16-21
Seton Hall  2-8 15-22
St. John’s  2-8 15-24
Providence  1-5 15-16-1

“When you’re facing a 
Big East pitcher you’re 
like, ‘Oh, OK I’ve faced 
one of the top fi ve 
pitchers in the nation. I 
can do well against her, 
too.’ It’s just that extra 
confi dence you get.”

Lindsay Wasek
SU SECOND BASEMAN
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By Edward Paik
Staff Writer

They followed her into the dark last Thursday 
night. Forced to practice after sunset due to a 
conflict of schedules, the Syracuse women’s row-
ing team had no other choice. They had to trust 
Tina Campagna’s dark brown eyes, with their 

backs faced against 
the current.

“You can’t see 
what’s going on,” 
said Kris Sanford, 
head coach of Syra-
cuse’s women’s 
rowing team. “(A 
night practice) is 
very quiet. It’s very 
peaceful.”

For the senior 
coxswain, the con-
ditions were per-

fect. No turbulence, wind or bitter cold.  Just an 
opportunity to break the silence from the stern, 
through the mic sticking out from beneath her 
cap.

So she did what she always did. She just 
spoke.

“I don’t remember saying anything in par-
ticular,” she recalled. “I was happy, and we saw 
that everything we had been working for, it does 
come together.”

Campagna expects the same connected atmo-
sphere when the Orange rowing team faces 
Pennsylvania and Northeastern this Saturday 
on the Charles River in Boston, Mass., to com-
pete for the annual Orange Cup Challenge. 
The Syracuse men’s crew team races today 
and tomorrow at the 21st George Washington 
Invitational Regatta to defend its Ten Eyck Cup 
in Washington, D.C.

Guiding her team is natural for Campagna, 
who guides her crew through her Cox Box, a 
battery-powered amplifier that allows her to com-
municate to her teammates. It’s been her role ever 

since she first stumbled onto rowing at SU.
“I really had no idea what rowing was, me 

and my friends just saw it in a rowing maga-
zine,” she said. “I was 4-foot-11, so I realized that 
I was the perfect size to be a coxswain, and then 
once I got in the seat, I just kept doing it.”

In fact, Campagna doesn’t consider herself a 
rower, not only because she doesn’t physically 
row, but because she has a different perspective. 
Facing forward down the stretch of the water, 
she can see what other rowers can’t.

“I’m their eyes,” Campagna said, “I can see 
to the right, to the left, ahead. So I can see 
everything, and as opposed to a bow seat who 
can see everything but can’t do anything, I have 
a chance to speak.”

Christine DePompeo sometimes wishes for 
her own microphone. From the bow, or front, of 
the boat, DePompeo can’t change a rower’s stroke 
mid-race or motivate a teammate like Campagna, 
who shares her coach’s words with others.

“She’s a bit of the coach on the boat,” Sanford 
said. “The coxswain’s role is always really impor-
tant, because her No. 1 job is to steer straight.”

And her role on the Varsity Eight has become 
rightfully hers. As a leader and an organized 
teammate, she’s earned her captaincy, Sanford 
said.

She’s the first coxswain to be a captain on the 
team in four years, and it’s changed her role on 
the team, but not on the water, DePompeo said.

“She just kind of stepped into the role of an 
informant, but once she gets in the water she’s 
just back to, ‘I’m your coxswain, you’re my 
rower.’”

Campagna sees herself as an intermediate 
between the coach and her rowers. When row-
ers row, Campagna said she has to worry about 
the head games.

She wants to be that coxswain who gets into 
her opponents head, the one who can motivate 
her teammates to row faster and to better under-
stand the rowers on her Varsity Eight boat.

“Just changing my calls around, reacting 

differently to what they do and to see if I can 
say something that will make them row faster,” 
Campagna said.

But, when speaking to the crew, Campagna 
does what she always does.

“We go through the race plan, talk about 
where we are during a race, or where the other 
boats are,” Campagna said. “Oh, and I just 
talked about putting everything on the line.”

edpaik@syr.edu

By Heather Crowley
Staff Writer

For all of Lynne Mundy’s success as a runner, it 
may all stem from one failure as a softball player.

Mundy joined the track team in seventh grade 
after being cut from the softball team and quickly 
became arguably the top member of her team.

Eight years later, 
she’s one of the top 
runners of Syra-
cuse’s team. After 
qualifying for the 
NCAA Regionals 
as just a freshman, 
she’s looking to 
get back there as a 
junior.

The SU track and field teams are split up this 
weekend, between the Spec Towns Invitational 
in Athens, Ga., and the Tony Waldrop Open in 
Chapel Hill, N.C.

Mundy was sold on Syracuse after having con-
versations with SU head coach Chris Fox and was 

enticed by the program’s dedication to winning.
Yet when Mundy arrived at SU, she quickly 

realized at her new track-and-field home she 
may not be able to be as dominant as she was in 
high school, with her All-State and All-County 
awards at Cornwall (N.Y.) High School.

At Cornwall, Mundy ran the 3,000-meter run 
and the steeplechase, but not at the same time. A 
distance runner, Mundy transitioned from run-
ning a 2,000-meter steeplechase to a 3,000-meter 
steeplechase. The switch of running a longer 
event is something that Mundy had to adjust to, 
something that typically happens to runners 
when they enter the collegiate level.

“She had to make an adjustment,” Fox said. 
“She came from a low-mileage high school, and 
we are considered a medium mileage college. It 
was a gigantic step for her, and she just kept get-
ting stronger and stronger. She was one of the 
better freshmen when she came in.”

This was not always so simple for Mundy. 
Before coming to college she typically ran with 
her neighbors for shorter distances than a com-

petitive team would.
“Yeah, it’s different with the training,” Mundy 

said. “I used to run about 35 to 40 minutes and that 
has been bumped up for my training. Now it’s 
about an hour. But 1,000 meters doesn’t really mat-
ter that much. I mean it does in terms of training, 
but not so much when you are in the race.”

The training paid off. In her first season with 
the Orange, Mundy grabbed numerous Big East 
qualifying times in the 3,000-meter run and was 
able to post a time that propelled her to a nation-
al level. At the Larry Ellis Invitational she took 
fifth in the 3,000 steeplechase with an NCAA 
Regional qualifying time (10:47.93). Two weeks 
later, at the Big East championships, Mundy 
grabbed seventh place in the same event.

In her NCAA Regional in Gainesville, Fla., 
Mundy finished 32nd in the field of 40. Although 
Mundy personally has set no major goals for 
her season, she wants to keep improving her 
times. Yet Fox said the staff wants Mundy to be 
thinking in the direction of becoming a great 
steeplechaser with a Big East and potentially 

national reputation. 
“Coming in, I didn’t really know what good 

times were,” Mundy said. “I had no times to 
compare it to. So the coaches came up with some 
good standards of where I should be at. It was 
definitely challenging at times.”

Mundy is an extremely vocal member of the 
team who is constantly smiling and chatting 
about topics from track to her passion for the 
New York Mets, something that Fox said is a 
tremendous asset to the team. 

Fox describes Mundy as one of his personal 
favorites to coach on the team. So it’s no wonder 
that Mundy was ecstatic to hear Fox signed a 
contract extension in January.

“I am very pleased that Coach Fox is staying,” 
Mundy said. “It’s important to be able to get along 
with your coaches really well. You also want some 
sort of stability, because you don’t want the coach 
who recruited you to pick up and leave. He is part 
of the reason I came here, and he believes in the 
program enough to stay with it.”

hscrowle@syr.edu

w o m e n ’s  r o w i n g

Coxswain captain Campagna 
has guiding eyes for boat

t r a c k  &  f i e l d

Steeplechaser Mundy looking for return trip to NCAAs

jenna passmore | design editor
SyracuSe rowing will face Pennsylvania and Northeastern this Saturday in Boston 
in the annual Orange Cup Challenge.

UP NEX T
who: Penn, Northeastern 
(Women)
where: Boston
when: Saturday

UP NEX T
what: Spec Towns 
Invitational, Tony 
Waldrop Open
where: Athens, Ga., 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 
when: Today - Sunday

UP NEX T
what: Ten Eyck Cup 
(Men)
where: Washington, D.C.
when: Today-Saturday
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classified discount rates

the particulars 

and pricing
extras that personalize and perfect your ad

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info
hours:Mon 12:45-2, tue 11-1, thur 1-3 
fri 1-2
deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each 
additional word is 10 cents per day. bold and 
capitaliZed words cost anadditional 5 cents 
per word.the boxed list pricesare per inch. there 
is no per word charge and bold and caps are 
free.
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ApArtments for rent
south Campus

2, 3 and 4 bedroom apartments
completly furnished!

plasma tVs!
free internet!

air conditioning!
oak floors!

new appliances!
Just bring Your clothes and laptop

Call peach properties 
350-1327

5/6 Bedroom House. Furnished, 2.5 baths. Fire-
places, porch, quiet neighborhood, free washer/
dryer. June 2008 or August 15, 2008. 422-7138 
or 445-1808

University Apartments 
Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedrooms, 
Walking distance to campus, 

some Available now.
 437-7577

1,2,3,4,5 bedroom apts and houses, June 
or august occupancy, free offstreet park-
ing, free Washer and dryer. 422-7138 or 
445-1808

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKING PARK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  
1108-1205-1207-1209 Madison St.
NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

 

bills are Just liKe hills
once You get on top of theM 
You end up right bacK under 

theM 
WAnt to eLImInAte YoUr BILLs for 

GooD?
call Wright WaY financial

1-877-406-0220
We can get You on top and help 

You staY on top

Two & Three Bedroom Flats Excellent 
Condition Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, 
Hardwoods, Finished Basement. Call 727-3646

prIVAte fUrnIsHeD stUDIo 
Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. 
509 University Ave. 

Carpeted, Air-conditioned, furnished, 
secure, Laundry, parking, maintenance. 

Available for 2008-2009. 
University Area Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. #30 479-5005
www.universityarea.com

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

621 euclid ave
117 Redfield Place
145 avondale place 

available for 2008-2009
fully furnished, laundry, parking, full-

time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

4 br Madison apartment 08-09 year. $450/ bed-
room, 1, 1/2 bathrooms, dishwasher, fireplace, 
alarm. Contact flhollan@syr.edu

studio Apartments
Brand new * fully furnished
located in downtown syracuse

near armory spaure and su Warehouse 
building

only $595 per Month
includes all utilities

plus
free basic/ standard cable tV service

free high speed internet 
free off-street parking

exercise facility, electronic entry security 
system, professional on-site Manage-

ment, laundry facilities, air conditioning, 
located on centro bus line, Kitchenette 

w/ Microwave, refrigerator and stove

brownstone luxury studio apartments
605 West genessee street, syracuse, nY 

13204
(315) 472-4431

Visit us at orangehousing.com

116 Comstock Ave. 
studios 

available aug. 2008, 
$600/month inc. heat

Large, hardwood floors, lots of light, off-
street parking, laundry.

Call for an appointment!
478-6504

110 Comstock
3 Bedroom Apartments

available august 2008
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, microwave, 
dishwasher, garbage disposal, balconies, 

off street parking, laundry. 
$350 pp + utilities.  

Call 478-6504

968 ackermanfurnished 2 bedroom available 
May. all amenities $800/month. call 469-6665 

three bedrooM apartMents  
WWW.UnIVersItYHILL.Com

sonia
350-4191

$1400 - 3br 1600 sq foot loft apartment, 2 floors, 
balcony overlooking living room, near bars, free 
wifi, water st & state st, 2 huge 60sqft walkin 
closets, marble & hardwood floors, exposed brick, 
recessed lighting, island kitchen, new appliances, 
new washer/dryer, util $300 avail immediately call 
254-0423 dtiberio5@hotmail.com

apartMents apartMents 
478-7493

Great Apartments still available for 
2008/2009. See our website for 

details: campushill.com. Or call us at 
315-422-7110

sUmmer WorK $15.50 Base-Appt.

flexible schedules 
Start now or after finals 
customer sales/service 

no experience necessary 
all majors welcome 

all ages 17+, conditions apply

We will be accepting applications on 
campus April 14th & April 21st in the 

shine student Center from 10am-2pm! 
CALL noW 

syracuse 315-434-9553 
rochester 585-321-1810 

albany 518-456-4566 
south buffalo 716-683-7494 
north buffalo 716-836-7032 

Kingston 845-331-5675 
elmira/corning 607-398-9054 
hudson Valley 845-896-1275 

saratoga 518-580-1377 
oneonta 607-432-2224 

Watertown 315-775-0320 
cortland/ithaca 607-272-2898 

binghamton 607-644-9393 
plattsburgh 518-562-2266 

utica 315-733-0575 
st. lawrence co. 315-268-6202

three bedrooMs
rent start at $250/ bedrooM

sonia
350-4191

WWW.UnIVersItYHILL.Com

enerGY stAr ApArtments 
(LoW UtILItIes)

Visit Website 24/7 
WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

sonia
350-4191

HeLp WAnteD

undercover shoppers earn up to $70 
per day. undercover shoppers needed to 
judge retail/dining establishments. no exp 
required please call 800-722-4791

315-445-9464

Wings just taste so much 
BETTER in SPRING!
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SU has a 7-game win streak with 
the help of 3 unheralded players

Matt abbott
Junior midfielder

SatURDaY, 2 P.M.
2 SYRACUSE (9-1) AT RUTGERS (4-5)

John CaRRozza
Senior midfielder

John Carrozza doesn’t stuff the stat sheet, but 
he’s often the quiet catalyst to Syracuse’s high-
powered offense.

At the beginning of the second quarter 
Tuesday, Cornell slashed into Orange ter-
ritory, only trailing 5-3 when SU’s defense 
swarmed the Big Red immediately. SU’s 
defensive midfielders, led by the senior Car-
rozza, extended outward, allowing only a 
yard or two of breathing room, flailing their 
sticks. The Big Red was forced to backpedal 
and make multiple off-balance passes from 
30 yards away, before finally turning it over. 
On the ensuing Orange possession, Mike 
Leveille scored, and Syracuse had a three-
goal cushion. 

Defensive plays like that aren’t tangible and 
go unnoticed by most. But like a center in bas-
ketball affecting (if not blocking) a shot, such 
subtle pestering has been a big reason for Syra-
cuse’s defensive turnaround. Carrozza, who 
has seen his minutes increase as the season 
progresses, is often at the core of the Orange’s 
defensive midfield lineup.  

“John’s played well within the system,” SU 
head coach John Desko said. “He’s very ath-
letic, and he’s a strong kid, so he matches up 
well on an individual basis.”

—  Tyler Dunne, asst. copy editor

SiD SMith
Junior defenseman

Sid Smith doesn’t make the highlight tapes as a 
close defender. But for head coach John Desko, 
that means he’s doing his job.

“It’s the nature of the beast in a sport like 
lacrosse, especially at a Syracuse program 
known more for offense,” Desko said. “Any 
time you see a highlight film, you’re going to 
see more goals being scored than good stops 
and good saves.”

The soft-spoken Smith, in his first season 
with Syracuse after transferring from Onon-
daga Community College and playing for the 
Iroquois Nationals, has been in the background 
of the SU defense, even though he’s started all 
10 games. Senior captain Evan Brady does the 
talking. John Galloway has drawn attention as 
the young hotshot goalie.

But Smith has quietly been the workhorse 
of a much-improved defensive unit. He leads 
all defenders in ground balls, leading to an 81.7 
team clear percentage, up from last year. As 
Smith has harassed opposing attack as they 
charge the goal, the SU defense is allowing 
nearly 10 fewer shots per game than it did last 
year.

It’s all kept Smith off the evening news, for 
all the right reasons.

— Kyle Austin, asst. sports editor

I N S I D E S p o r t S

Quick draw
The Syracuse women’s lacrosse offense is one of 
the highest scoring in the nation, but the Orange 
has struggled when it doesn’t win draw controls. 
Page 17

The game’s not on TV, so rely on 
the live blog for instant in-game 
updates from New Jersey. 
               sports.dailyorange.com

Behind
the scenes

photos by rachel fus and marc squire 
staff photographers

The only thing preventing Matt Abbott 
from getting more time on the first offen-
sive midfield line is, well, Matt Abbott. 

See, the junior midfielder starts on 
that first unit — the team’s “blue” line — 
with seniors Steven Brooks and Brendan 
Loftus. But Syracuse still needs him in 
transition on defense. And on the wing 
for faceoffs. And on the man-down unit.

“We ask so much of him, he’s not 
always able go on the blue midfield,” said 
Orange head coach John Desko. “Some-
times he needs a blow on the sidelines.”

That rest has his kept his scoring 
down to only five goals and six assists 

from the wiry 6-foot-2, 177-pound middie. 
Still, Abbott finds his way onto the stat 
sheet.

He has scooped 46 groundballs, tied 
with senior faceoff specialist Danny 
Brennan for the team lead. Abbott and 
fellow wing Joel White team with Bren-
nan on the Orange’s elite faceoff unit.

 “The game starts with the faceoff and 
he’s gotten a bunch of groundballs on the 
wing on the faceoff,” Desko said. “And 
if we aren’t winning the faceoff, he’s 
out there, and he’s a good, solid player 
defensively.”

— Andy McCullough, managing editor
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bananas 
hi 46° | lo 26°

Mitch Browning was hired to fix the dismal Syracuse offense.  
The no-nonsense coach is not afraid to change everything

Specialized program 
first of its nature

By John Clayton
Asst. sports Editor

M itch Browning fixed a 
suspicious gaze upon his 
offensive linemen as they 

repeatedly hurtled into one another 
at an early April practice.

Browning was brought in to 
repair the entire Syracuse offense, 
but he doesn’t seem too concerned 
with the big picture right now. 

He hovers over his offensive line-
men, peering out from under his 
blue Syracuse hat. He is wearing 

blue athletic shorts and a gray sweat-
shirt, seemingly in defiance of the 
40-degree weather that has forced 
the rest of the SU coaching staff 
into big blue parkas and highlighter-
orange knit hats.

If his dress would indicate he is 
a no-nonsense coach, his running 
critique of SU’s linemen confirms 
the fact. While head coach Greg Rob-
inson claps and cajoles on another 
field in his upbeat manner, Brown-
ing is stern and serious. He’s quick to 
pick out the slightest imperfections 

in blocking fundamentals — when a 
guard fails to keep his elbows tight to 
his body when delivering a block or 
a tackle doesn’t form a wide enough 

I N S I D e p u l p

Right turns
Navigating around 
syracuse becomes 
easier for students 
with Gps.  Page 9

I N S I D e S p o r T S

Patience pays off
the sU men’s lacrosse team  
crushed rutgers with 17 
goals on saturday for its 
eighth win in a row. Page 20

I N S I D e o p I N I o N

Safety first
After concerns raised by 
students, the d.o. Editorial 
Board analyzes the state of 
campus safety. Page 5

By Max Woolley
CoNtriBUtiNG WritEr

With help from the Department of Public 
Safety at Syracuse University, the first 
university-based police academy in the 
country will be opening its doors this 
May.

In conjunction with Onondaga Com-
munity College (OCC) and the Public 
Safety Training Center at the Onondaga 
Hill, SU’s DPS is creating a regional 
peace officer academy with a curriculum 
specifically designed for the university 
setting. 

The academy is the first campus 
policing based academy in the country 
— another one of the many reforms 
DPS Chief Anthony Callisto initiated to 
better serve the SU community.

“The unique nature is that it will 
be taught 90 percent by university law 
enforcement professionals,” Callisto 
said “It will focus on policing in the 
academic setting.”

With the help of Jill Lentz, lieutenant 
of training and recruitment at DPS, Cal-

I N S I D e N e w S

Big stuff
Leadership program 
orangeseeds helps out the 
syracuse community in artistic 
ways. Page 3

d p s

Academy 
to train 
university 
officers

year
in sports
2 0 0 7  -  2 0 0 8

lucus mccomb | asst. photo editor
mitch browning has made the offensive line a priority in revamping the sU offense, which finished 115th in total offense in 2007. 

see browning page 15

see academy page 6

today: Part 1 of 10

what is Year in Sports?  
during the next three weeks, 
the d.o. will feature 10 
stories of topics relevant to 
syracuse sports. the annual 
series includes revenue and 
olympic sports, plus athletic 
department issues.

tomorrow: syracuse
follows the national trend of 
more men coaching women’s 
teams. 

Startingover
ABout the AcAdemy: 
A new police training academy will 
specialize in training campus safe-
ty officers for colleges throughout 
the northeast. the program, the 
first of its kind in the nation, was 
developed by sU’s department of 
public safety, onondaga Commu-
nity College and the public safety 
training Center at the onondaga 
Hill. dps officers and employees 
make up 90 percent of the teach-
ing staff for the new academy, 
which allows the department to 
train its own officers without pay-
ing to bring in other instructors.  
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I rested my knee in the mud and 
crouched down low to get level 
with the action. The kids loved 
having their picure taken. They 
worked much faster with the camera 
focused on them. 

— Mackenzie Reiss

staff photographer
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T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
 
What: Healthy Monday: Free fruits
When: All day
Where: Health Services
How much: Free 
 
What: “Monday for Mutts”
When: 11 a.m. 
Where: SU Quad
How much: Free 

What: F. Gregory Gause III
When: Noon 
Where: 341 Eggers Hall
How much: Free 

What: Healthy Monday: “Super Street”
When: 1 p.m. 
Where: Archbold Gym
How much: Free
 
What: Doug Frantz lecture
When: 5:15 p.m. 
Where: 251 Newhouse III
How much: Free

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by paul stanley

dalai lama likely to resign 
if Tibet violence worsens
The Dalai Lama has threatened 
to resign as leader of Tibet’s 
exiled government if violence in 
his homeland worsens. He made 
the comment Sunday at a news 
conference in Seattle, Wash., 
where he has been attending a 
five-day “Seeds of Compassion” 
conference. Recent protests 
in Tibet against five decades 
of Chinese rule have been the 
largest in almost two decades 
and have disrupted the global 
torch relay for this summer’s 
Olympic Games in Beijing. The 
exiled Tibetan spiritual leader 
denied Chinese claims that he 
has called for Tibet to split from 
China and that he is behind the 
recent turmoil. The Dalai Lama 
said the whole world knows that 
he is seeking autonomy for the 
region. Also Sunday, the Chinese 
media accused the Dalai Lama 
of encouraging violence in a 
drive for Tibet’s independence. 
The Dalai Lama said Saturday 
the idea that he has “militant 
power” is “nonsense.” 

Iraq fires 1,300 after 
Basra offensive
The Iraqi government announced 
Sunday that it had dismissed 
1,300 soldiers and policemen for 
refusing to fight or performing 
badly during last month’s 
offensive against Shiite militias 
in the southern city of Basra.
Maj. Gen. Abdul-Kareem Khalaf, 
an Interior Ministry spokesman, 
said that 500 soldiers and 
421 policemen were fired in 
Basra, including 37 senior 
police officers up to the rank 
of Brigadier General. Police 
officials said the remainder 
were fired in Kut, where fighting 
also spread. The government 
offensive was wadely criticized 
as being poorly planned. Prime 
Minister Nuri Kamal al-Maliki’s 
forces failed to disarm Shiite 
militias, in particular the 
Mahdi Army militia loyal to 
the cleric Moktada al-Sadr. 
However, they claim to have 
restored order to the streets. 

The Daily Orange is published weekdays during 
the Syracuse University academic year by The 
Daily Orange Corp., 744 Ostrom Ave., Syracuse, 
NY 13210. All contents Copyright 2008 by The 
Daily Orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. The Daily Orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. Each additional copy costs $1. 
The Daily Orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with Syracuse University.

All contents © 2008 The Daily Orange Corporation

C o N Ta C T  u s
Editor@dailyorange.com

News@dailyorange.com

Pulp@dailyorange.com

Sports@dailyorange.com

Opinion@dailyorange.com

Design@dailyorange.com

Photo@dailyorange.com

Ads@dailyorange.com

EDITORIAL 
315 443 9798 
 
BUSINESS 
315 443 2315 
 
GENERAL FAX 
315 443 3689 
 
ADVERTISING 
315 443 9794 
 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
315 443 2869

Ta l k  T o  u s
If you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

If you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

We always need new contributors to 
all sections. No experience required. 
E-mail editor@dailyorange.com
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T o m o r r o w

n e w s

money troubles
Students may find it difficult 
to afford school with banks 
leaving the loan business.   

 
p u l p

British rock
Decibel looks at The Kooks and 
the release of “Konk.” 
 
 
s p o r t s

a question of gender
Daryl Gross has hired more men 
to coach SU’s women’s sports. 

s p o r T s  s C h E d u l E

PHoto  oF  tHe  weeK

The Big Event 
Syracuse City School students worked hand-in-hand with more than 300 volunteers 
from Syracuse University as part of The Big Event on Saturday. The fourth annual day of 
community service, organized by OrangeSeeds, had participants working on 22 
different volunteering projects, including painting and yardwork. 

how I got the shot ... SHOOT FOR
E-mail us at Photo@dailyorange.com for information.

T h I s  d ay  I N  h I s T o r y

Titanic, 1939
The ship 
strikes an 
iceberg at 
11:40 p.m. 

and begins to 
sink. 

Babe Ruth, 
1935

“The Bambino” 
plays his first 

National League 
game at Fenway 
Park in Boston. 

Merriam-Webster 
dictionary, 

1828
Noah Webster 
copyrights the 
first edition of 
his dictionary. 

Abraham 
Lincoln, 

1865
The 16th 

President of 
the U.S. is 

shot in Ford’s  
Theatre.  

MEN’S LACROSSE 
Fri., April 18 
vs. Albany 
@ 7 p.m., Carrier Dome 
 
SOFTBALL 
Wed., April 16 
vs. Cornell 
@ 3:30  p.m., Ithaca, N.Y.  
 
MEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 19  
Goes Trophy 
@ All day, Ithaca, N.Y.   

WOMEN’S LACROSSE 
Wed., April 16 
vs. Colgate 
@ 7 p.m., Carrier Dome

TRACK & FIELD 
Sat., April 19 
Larry Ellis Invitational 
@ TBA, Princeton, N.J. 

WOMEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 19 
Charles River Challenge 
@ All day, Boston
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By Jeffrey Moses 
Staff Writer

Syracuse University students will 
get the chance to hear guest speak-
ers tackle issues from Sierra Leone 
human rights to the 2008 presidential 
election to a trip to the bottom of the 
ocean next year.

The speakers in the annual Uni-
versity Lecture series are:

• Ishmael Beah, a human rights 
activist and author, will speak Sept. 
23 about his time spent as a child 
soldier in Sierra Leone.

• Patricia Williams, a professor of 

law at Columbia University School of 
Law, and Fred Barnes, co-host of the 
“Beltway Boys” on FOX News, will 
speak Oct. 21 about their predictions 
and analysis for the 2008 election.

• James Anderson, chair and pro-
fessor of educational policy studies at 
the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, and William Trent, a 
professor of education policy studies 
at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, will speak Nov. 11 about 
race, desegregation and American 
public schooling.

• Janine Benyus, a biologist and 

natural sciences writer, will speak 
March 3 about her book, “Biomim-
icry: Innovation Inspired by Nature.”

• Robert Ballard, the oceanogra-
pher who discovered the RMS Titanic, 
will speak March 24 about his career 
in deep sea exploration. 

Esther Gray, special assistant for 
academic affairs at SU, has been orga-
nizing the university lecture series 
since 2001. Gray said there is an advi-
sory board that selects the speakers 
for the upcoming year.

“The advisory board comes up 
with topics that they want,” she said. 

“And we come up with people in that 
field that are right for us and that are 
affordable.”

Unlike the Syracuse Symposium, 

which focuses on themes, the univer-
sity lecture series has a more cross-
disciplinary appeal, Gray said.

c a m p u s  b r i e f s big event uses 
outdoor services 
to aid community

Titanic oceanographer, election panel highlight lecture series

sophomore 
attacked while 
heading to party
A sophomore in The College of Arts 
and Sciences was sent to the emer-
gency room at Crouse University 
Hospital Sunday at approximately 1 
a.m. after he was hit in the face on his 
way to a party at 733 Ackerman Ave. 
The sophomore was walking with a 
few friends when he was stopped by a 
group of eight to 10 black males. The 
groups exchanged words, and then 
the sophomore was hit, according to a 
Syracuse Police Department report. 

Another male and friend of the 
victim, who does not attend Syracuse 
University, was also punched in the 
face twice and then kicked several 
times. After the altercation, the group 
of black males went into a car and 
drove away. The sophomore was treat-
ed with stitches for a large laceration 
on the side of his face where he was 
hit, according to the report. 
 Twenty to 30 people were fighting in 
the street outside of Trexx Nightclub 
when police arrived at approximately 
3 a.m on Saturday. The police broke 
up the fight and found a Syracuse resi-
dent and patron of the nightclub with 
four stab wounds in his back and a 
bloody nose. When police questioned 
the victim about what happened, he 
said he thought he was punched and 
stepped on by patrons from the club.

According to the police report, 
there were several Syracuse Univer-
sity male basketball players in the 
club who were being harassed by 
other patrons. The victim said in the 
report he helped the players leave 
the club and escorted them to their 
car on the corner of Herald Place and 
Clinton Street. He said to the police he 
didn’t know who the basketball play-
ers were, but he thought a fight might 
break out if they stayed there. 

By Brian Hayden
Staff Writer

Along an underpass on Renwick Avenue, just a 
few hundred feet away from Brewster-Boland-
Brockway residence halls, is a bare orange con-
crete wall littered with garbage and graffiti. In 
desperate need of a paint job, it serves as an 
unofficial welcome to those who travel from the 
university Hill into South Syracuse.

Thanks to the Big Event, organized by Orang-
eSeeds, a freshmen leadership program, the wall 
will have some new colors to represent Syracuse 
in a better light.

A mural painting to cover part of the wall was 
one of 22 different volunteering projects in the 
fourth annual Big Event, a day of community 
service organized by OrangeSeeds. More than 300 
people attended Saturday’s activities, said Sarah 
Dane, a senior and executive director on the event’s 
E-Board, the executive board for the program.

Freshman Tim Biba, who oversaw Saturday’s 
painting at the Dunbar Community Center on 
South State Street, said it was meaningful for him 
to see the project through from beginning to end. 
Though it was hard work for him and the 21 other 
members to oversee the marketing and campus 
and community relations, Biba can now see the 
product of his work every day. He passes the wall 
every week when he travels to Literacy Corps in 
South Syracuse.

“Sometimes when you volunteer you don’t 
always see lasting effects,” Biba said. “Today we 
were able to make something lasting for the city 
of Syracuse.”

The mural will be placed over part of the wall 
later this spring. On it is a depiction of several 
black children who represent the community’s 
youth, said Jacquelyn Johnson, designer of the 
mural. 

Johnson, a social worker with the Syracuse 
School District, said the other half of the mural, 
depicting an elderly woman quilting, represents 
mothers and grandmothers watching over the 
youth.

“The Syracuse students really were a signifi-
see big event page 7see campus briefs page 4

see series page 7

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer
natasha benjamin, a freshman in the College of arts and Sciences, paints part of a 
mural as part of the Big event Saturday. the mural will be hung near renwick Street.  

The universiTy LecTure series
the University Lecture Series, created in 2001, brings a diverse group 
of speakers to Syracuse University each year. the series, managed by 
the Office of academic affairs, looks to bring speakers from a cross 
section of disciplines and industries to provide a variety of perspec-
tives. Past lecturers include architects, designers, writers, business 
and media experts, and statesmen, with names such as William Safire,  
robert f. Kennedy, Jr., Garrison Keillor and al Gore.

SOUrCe: OffiCe Of the viCe ChanCeLLOr and PrOvOSt WeB Site
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By Nicole Loring
STAFF WRITER

Kristian Rodriguez was frustrated with the lack 
of artistic expression outside the classroom at 
Syracuse University, so he decided to do some-
thing about it. Rodriguez, with the help of the New 
York Public Interest Research Group (NYPIRG), 
is hosting Artfest, a festival to allow artists at 
SU to share ideas and show their independent 
artwork outside the educational setting.

“At Syracuse, it seems like we’re all dis-
connected,” Rodriguez said of the art com-
munity. “Art is about coming together and 
bouncing ideas off each other and expressing 
our thoughts. I haven’t found that here.”

Artfest, a weeklong program sponsored by 
NYPIRG, will feature video and visual art, two 
undergraduate-directed plays and an open-mic 
night for poets and musicians—all of which are 
free to the public.

Rodriguez, a sophomore acting major in 
the College of Visual and Performing Arts, is 
the intern at NYPIRG in charge of organizing 
Artfest. 

 “I have friends who are video art majors, 
musicians and writers, and we’re always talk-
ing about having an opportunity to present 
what we do in a non-classroom, non-Syracuse 
related way,” Rodriguez said.

Rodriguez said he advertised for submis-
sions, but had to personally ask artists he knew 

to get involved. 
NYPIRG will be at the different Artfest 

events all week, while attempting to register 
people to vote, Rodriguez said. The program’s 
theme, “Activate Yourself,” refers to the politi-
cal activism NYPIRG works for as well as the 
goal of Artfest itself.

“We want to encourage people to activate, 
turn yourself on and realize this is your life 
and you can do what you want to do,” Rodriguez 
said. “Art is one of the biggest ways we do that. 
To make art, it’s our souls coming out — we 
need a space to show that to people.”

Dave Wolfe, a sophomore video art major 
and Rodriguez’s roommate, contributed two 
video-art pieces to the Artfest collection. 

“One really cool thing about this is that 
it’s independent of the school,” Wolfe said. 
“It’s appealing because it doesn’t have that 
controlled, artifi cial sense of energy — it has 
sort of an edge to it.” 

Putting this event on and getting the word 
out has taken a tremendous amount of effort 
because the connection between community 
artists isn’t solid, Wolfe said.

“It’s an enormous undertaking,” he said. 
“It’s as if there is a disconnect in the art 
community. People just aren’t communicating 
amongst themselves.” 

Crystal Choi, a freshman illustration major, 
is unsure about whether she will attend Art-

fest. She said she heard rumors from a profes-
sor that art students are supposed to skip their 
classes on Tuesday to attend the event. 

“I think everyone knows about it in gen-
eral, but no one really talks about it,” Choi said 
about artists on campus. “I did see a lot of art 
students working really hard on projects and 
sculptures that I think are for the Artfest, but 
no one really talks about it.”

Choi did not submit any work to the Artfest 
this year but plans to in the future.

“I acwtually don’t have much time to do any 
extra projects, but in the next couple years I do 
want to get more known on campus,” she said. 
“I will defi nitely submit work just to see if I can 
get people to look at it and get some feedback.” 

Rodriguez encouraged any undergrads who 
are interested in Artfest to attend.

“Come, read a poem, sing a song, talk to 
people and create a community,” he said.

naloring@syr.edu
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Aim higher.
At Ernst & Young, we encourage you to shoot for the sky.  
You’ll gain invaluable experience helping us deliver quality  
services to world-class clients, and with each new challenge,  
you’ll take another step towards a great future. Next stop: the top.
 
Move on up to growth and success.

Visit us at ey.com/us/careers and our Facebook.com group.
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‘Artfest’ provides forum for independent workThe patrons who were harassing the 
players attacked the victim after he had 
helped the basketball players leave. He was 
rushed to Upstate Medical Center Emer-
gency Room, according to the report. 
     —Compiled by  Stephanie  Musat, asst. news editor

sdmusat@syr.edu

“To make art, it’s our 
souls coming out — 
we need a space to 
show that to people.”

Kristian Rodriguez
SOPHOMORE ACTING MAJOR, NYPIRG INTERN 

NOTE TO PUB: DO NOT PRINT INFO BELOW, FOR I.D. ONLY. NO ALTERING OF AD COUNCIL PSAS.
Buzzed Driving Prevention - Newspaper 11 1/2 x 21  B&W DD204-N-05032-I “Martini” 85 line screen

Digital Files at Schawk 212-689-8585  Reference #: 252080

252080A02

The “I’ll Just Have One More” Martini

3 oz. gin or vodka
1/2 oz. dry vermouth
3 olives
1 automobile
1 long day
1 diminishing attention span
1 too many

Combine ingredients. Drink. Repeat.
Mix with sharp turn, telephone pole.

Never underestimate ‘just a few.’
Buzzed driving is drunk driving.

CAMPUS BRIEFS
F R O M  P A G E  3
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poor publicity for DpS programs 
raises safety concerns

e d i t o r i a l
by the daily orange 

editorial board

    want to be a columnist? 
                           e-mail opinion@dailyorange.com

P
ublic safety on college campuses 
is certainly an age-old topic of con-
versation. However, in light of the 

recent crime that has occurred in the 
Syracuse University area, the issue 
of whether students know enough 
about the presence of the Department 
of Public Safety raises some serious 
concerns.

While some may not spend more 
than five seconds contemplating public 
safety on campus, other students evi-
dently believe safety — at least on South 
Campus — is an important topic. So the 
members of the DPS Student Advisory 
Committee, a newly formed organiza-
tion aimed at increasing awareness and 
developing a close relationship between 
students and DPS officers, held an open 
forum Wednesday in hopes of enabling 
students to learn the names and faces 
of those working to maintain a safe 
campus.

But the forum was both poorly pub-
licized and ill-focused. And though the 
goal behind the meeting, one aimed 
at bridging the gap between DPS and 
students, was substantial, choosing 
to publicize the meeting through an 
e-mail with a subject line that read, 
“Sick of South Campus parties being 
shut down too early?!” was a mistake.

Do students read those e-mails 
DPS issues regarding robberies and 
physical attacks? More importantly, 
do students really care about the 
crimes taking place on their campus 
— potentially even taking place on 
their path home at night — unless 
something happens to them?

The DPS Student Advisory Com-
mittee has a responsibility to make 
safety an important topic among 
students. Such an important role is 

not something that can be fulfilled 
with poor planning.

Another serious issue related to 
campus safety is DPS’ programs and 
the manner in which students are 
notified of them. Though its services, 
like “Shuttle-U-Home” and the escort 
service, are helpful, they could be 
publicized better. 

While on the topic of the services it 
offers, it’s become clear DPS needs to 
create its programs in an effort to bet-
ter complement students’ priorities. 
For instance, the “Shuttle-U-Home” 
service, though vital, is only offered 
from 8:15 p.m. to 3:30 a.m., and you 
have to report to Sims Hall to receive 
the transport. With choosing to place 
this tight time restriction on its 
shuttle service, is DPS trying to send 
the message that crime doesn’t take 
place after 3:30 a.m.? 

In order to fully bridge the gap 
between DPS and students and to 
spread proper awareness of all the pro-
grams put in place by the university to 
maintain a safe campus for students, 
SU should try to incorporate some 
type of DPS-related activity during 
freshman orientation. Have an officer 
meet with freshmen on each floor, for 
example. Make students aware that 
the officers are there to help.  

What’s important is that public 
safety becomes more known to stu-
dents on campus and its importance 
accurately reflects through DPS and 
the student advisory committee’s 
publicity.

S c r i b b l e
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Intrepid Travel… 
do something different, 
do something real

www.intrepidtravel.com/events

africa • asia • australasia • europe • latin america • middle east

April 11 - April 22, 2008 @ Hinds Hall, Syracuse University

        The iSchool presents a series of events that allow 
students from every program and level to hang out with 
faculty and network with potential future employers in a 
fun and casual atmosphere. 
        Participate in games and competitions to win door 
prizes, large cash prizes, gifts certificates and more!

WIT 

Alumni 

Event

BLIST  

Alumni  

Conference

MayFest 

preview

April 2
2

Waffles!

YouTube 
Competition 

Deadline!
APRIL 18!

Week of April 14, 2008 Schedule

Successful female graduates share their 
stories, talk about their careers and offer 
advice for the future
3:00pm, April 18

3:00pm, April 18

Campus favorite Funk N’ Waffles 
provides delicious waffles with ice 
cream, chocolate, fruit and more.
4:30pm, April 18

• Buy or make iQuilt patches   
• Crazy faces photo 
combination  
• Wireless grids demo   
• E*LIT collaboration project  
• Collaborative technology 
interactive session 
 • Enitiative presentations  
• iFaire awards reception
All events take place in Hinds 
Hall

For more info: www.ischool.syr.edu/ifaire

listo has designed a program that exceeds the 
requirements of the New York State Division of 
Criminal Justice Services and adds $30,000 to 
DPS’s training budget.

The Division of Criminal Justice Services 
requires that a campus peace officer go through 
320 hours of training before being certified. The 
new academy will provide more than 560 hours 
during a 12 or 14-week program depending upon 
if the cadet takes the two-week firearms course.

The inaugural session of the academy will 
begin the last week of May. The summer, a time 
when campus activity is slowed, was decided 
as the best time for the academy to alleviate 
the influence of smaller agencies sending their 
officers to train.

“It’s the ideal time for campuses to send 
people off site,” Callisto said. “We can complete 
training close to opening of fall semester. It 
helps people send folks without a dramatic 
impact on their operation.”

To Frank Lawrence, director of campus 
safety and security at OCC, the timing of the 
program is key in his agency’s participation.

“If I send somebody and the training is in 
September, I can’t afford to send five people. But 
during the summer time I can do that,” he said. 
“Especially for a small department, we are not 
taking the person off line. It bodes well for the 
campuses.”

The community college system in New York 
state recently had many of its agencies pro-
moted to peace officer status — a rank that has 
all of the powers of a typical police officer but 
only within their authorized jurisdiction. With 
the designation comes a need for state certi-
fied training, something the new academy will 

provide. 
In addition to OCC, Herkimer Community 

College, Tompkins Cortland Community Col-
lege and Hudson Valley Community College 
have expressed interest in sending officers to 
attend. Private universities, like Ithaca College, 
have also expressed interest.

“I have had people from New Jersey and Con-
necticut asking to send their people,” Callisto 
said. “What we would like to do is institutional-
ize it as an annual academy.”

The curriculum for the academy is not yet 
set in stone. Among other courses, fitness test-
ing, law classes, arrest procedure and criminal 
investigation techniques will be covered by 
the program. The academy will provide all 
the training of a normal police academy — but 
the material will be taught through the lens of 
university policing.  

Adam Wheeler, a DPS officer who will be the 
supervisor of the new academy, said there’s a 
difference between city and university police 
officers. 

“They do different things, they need different 
training, and this is something we are working 
to provide — training for peace officers in a 
university setting,” Wheeler said. 

Officer Robert Dugan of the State Univer-
sity of New York College of Environmental 
Science and Forestry Police Department went 
to a normal police academy for his training but 
finds some of what he learned inapplicable to a 
university setting.

“I came here, and what I learned at the acad-
emy was not what I had to do. I have to be much 
more community service-oriented,” Dugan 
said. “You are working with your community. It 
is not the same as if you’re a beat cop.” 

Dugan said after finishing up at the academy, 
he wanted to be very proactive and use what 
he’d learned. 

“Never finding a reason to use (his acad-
emy training) is just part of the job and you get 
adjusted to it,” he said. “I got used to it, but I still 
keep (the training) in the back of my mind.”

Ninety percent of the program will be taught 
by current DPS staff, with the other 10 percent 
of the faculty composed of specialized training 
personnel who are certified in areas such as 
firearms or domestic abuse training. 

By using in-house personnel to staff the 
school during the slow summer months, DPS is 
saving thousands of dollars for its own depart-
ment and has been able to keep enrollment costs 
down for other schools. For the past two years, 
DPS has had to pay upward of $30,000 to put 
on its own academies, hiring Syracuse Police 
Department instructors and other specialty 
instructors to teach the program. 

Because of its extensive staff involvement in 
the project, DPS can send its officers through 
the academy at no additional cost. Other schools 
pay $1,200 in tuition for the 12-week program 
and $1,400 for the 14-week program, per cadet. 
Housing and a meal plan at OCC is offered for an 
additional $1,650.

Keeping the cost down was a major goal for 

Callisto and Lentz.
“Most of these agencies don’t have $6,000 a 

person to send people to the academy,” Callisto 
said.

By putting on its own academy, DPS can use 
the extra money in the training budget for other 
training opportunities.

“Instead of paying $30,000, that money 
remains in the training budget, and now we 
look at other training opportunities throughout 
the year,” Lentz said. “We do training for our 
already in-house staff.”

That means sending current officers to spe-
cialized training conferences throughout the 
year. In the next month DPS will be sending 
six officers to a vehicle and traffic stop course 
in Oswego and four officers to a field training 
officer certification program at Rutgers. 

“We really are able to do three things (with 
the new academy),” Callisto said. “We are able 
to have professional training at a period of time 
that works best for us. We are able to provide our 
officers with campus specific law enforcement 
training to get the skills necessary to protect 
the students, faculty and staff. And three, we get 
do it in a cost-effective way.”

mwwoolle@syr.edu

academy
f r o m  p a g e  1

What the academy 
teaches: 
The campus police oriented program 
will teach all the basics offered in any 
other police academy—but through the 
lens of a university community. Courses 
including fitness testing, law classes, 
arrest procedure and criminal investiga-
tion techniques will be taught, along with 
an optional two-week firearms training 
program. Along with DPS officers from 
SU, Ithaca College, Onondaga Community 
College, Herkimer Community College, 
Tompkins Cortland Community College 
and Hudson Valley Community College 
have expressed interest in sending offi-
cers to the academy when it holds its first 
session at the end of May. 

“I have had people 
from New Jersey and 
Connecticut asking to 
send their people. What 
we would like to do is 
institutionalize it as 
an annual academy.”

Anthony Callisto 
CHIef Of THe DePArTMenT Of PUblIC SAfeTy

Start protecting yourself from yourself.
Call 1-866-399-6789 or 
visit us at everydaychoices.org.

215279A01

NOTE TO PUB: DO NOT PRINT INFO BELOW, FOR ID ONLY. NO ALTERING OF AD COUNCIL PSAs.
Preventive Health Partnership - Newspaper - B&W - PHPPH1-N-05074-F  “Lock” 2 1/16 x 5 1/4  85 Line Screen

digital files at Schawk: (212) 689-8585 Ref#:215279
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R e g i s t e r  n o w  f o r  s u m m e r  c l a s s e s

Registration is going on now at sunyocc.edu  •  (315) 498-2000

convenient, transferable—on campus or online

Commute or live on campus 

Live and Learn at Onondaga

10-week session:
June 2 – August 10

First 5-week session:
June 2 – July 3

Second 5-week session:
July 7 – August 10

“We try to appeal to all students,” she said. 
“A good example of this is our fi rst speaker in 
the spring of ’09. Janine Benyus is a biologist, 
who was recommended by faculty. She is going 
to appeal widely across the disciplines, which 
is what we like.”

Gray said the university’s focus is always 
on academics and fi nding speakers who are 
engaging. 

“It takes real talent,” she said. “We try to 
fi nd speakers who are engaging for everyone.” 

The university’s trustees, alumni and friends 
fund the series, according to its Web site. 

Gray said since the series began in 2001, 
it’s hosted more than 80 speakers ranging 
from vice presidents to oceanographers — and 
she’s enjoyed every single one of them.

 But she wishes more students would, too.
“It stresses me when students don’t come,” 

she said. “I know everyone is busy, I wish 
more students would come out. I am not satis-
fi ed unless every seat in Hendricks is full. I 
think it is a great opportunity.”

Amy Nightingale, a sophomore fi nance major, 
said of all the events, she’d most likely attend 
Ballard’s oceanography lecture because of the 
potential for visual and interactive displays.

“The oceanographer sounds the most inter-
esting to me,” she said. “Having someone come 
to engage the students visually is more fun 

than just sitting in on a boring lecture.”
 Edwin De Leon, a sophomore international 

relations major, said he’s most excited for the 
2008 election roundtable. 

“Having it right before the election is a good 
idea because it will help people choose who are 
still not sure,” he said.

For Gray, the lecture series is a way for stu-
dents to make connections and gain knowledge 
they would not learn in the classroom.

“When I think back about the speakers and 
their presentations, I think about the individu-
al stories, the students who make connections,” 
she said. “If two or three students are engaged 
or learn something, if two or three students 
connect, it is worth it. I am a satisfi ed person.”

jmoses@syr.edu

SERIES
F R O M  P A G E  3

BIG EVENT
F R O M  P A G E  3

cant help to us today,” Johnson said.
Senior Amy Wevodau, a mentor for one of the 

freshmen involved, also helped paint the mural 
Saturday. She said the event is a great way for 
students to witness the problems that exist in 
the city beyond the Hill. She said she knows of 
many students who are afraid to go past Mar-
shall Street.

“The Big Event does a really good job con-
necting to groups (in the city) that have a 
tendency to be disconnected,” Wevodau said. 
“Doing this provides a sense of community and 
family and fi lls in the gap.”

Also painting the mural were middle and 
high school students who attend the “Each One, 
Teach One” after school program at the Dunbar 
Center every Tuesday and Thursday. 

“It shows that they care about others and 
not just themselves,” said Alteunisha Carter, a 
student at Nottingham High School.

Other volunteer sites Saturday included 
the L’Arche homes for the developmentally dis-
abled, First English Lutheran Church and the 
Chadwick Residence. Many of the volunteers 
completed yard work and painting for the sites. 
The cool weather aided the efforts, and rain held 
off for most of the day.

Saturday’s efforts meant a lot to Frances 
Howard, director of youth services at the Dun-
bar Center. She said Saturday’s mural painting 
will mean much more than improving a wall in 
the long run.

“The children are learning about service 
learning,” Howard said. “They see (the SU stu-
dents) giving back. When they go to college, they 
will want to give back too.”

bghayden@syr.edu
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the town bike by allison black | alblack@syr.edu then rob fay | rafay@syr.edu

dinosaur comics by ryan north | qwantz.com

classic perry bible fellowship by nick gurewitch | pbfcomics.com

ËFriday Happy Hour - No cover! 
ËFree food 5-7 p.m.
Ë$3 pitchers and more specials

21 & over. Please drink responsibly. Donʼt drink and drive.
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161 Marshall Street
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the sweet stuff in the middle

Story by Terricha Bradley
Contributing Writer

Photo illustration 
by Lucas McComb

asst. photo editor

Maxx Berkowitz admits his sense of direc-
tion is — well, not the greatest.

Fortunately for Berkowitz, the freshman 
has a companion in his car that he can 
always depend on for help. 

Berkowitz owns a portable GPS system. 
The gadget, which he received for Christmas 
last year, rests on his dashboard as he navi-
gates around Syracuse and when traveling 
home to Connecticut. Not only does it get 
the information studies and graphics major 
from point A to point B, but Berkowitz also 
relies on the device to highlight restaurants 
and gas stations during his travels.

Berkowitz is one of millions of American 
drivers who own Global Positioning Systems 
(GPS) installed in their cars or mounted 
on their dashboards. The number of GPS 
devices made and sold since 2002 have grown 
by the millions, according to data from Tele-
matics Research Group (TRG), a research 
and intelligence firm that tracks automo-
bile electronics and wireless trends. TRG 
predicts the worldwide portable navigation 

market will grow from 50 million devices 
sold in 2007 to more than 500 million sold by 
2015.   

“It has a good battery life,” Berkowitz 
said. “One time, it lasted during a four-
hour trip…and they’re getting cheaper. Why 
wouldn’t you want to get one?” 

Portable devices are popular among driv-
ers because they are easy to move between 
vehicles, according to Consumer Reports 
magazine blogger Jim Travers. All brands — 
including Harman Kardon, Audiovox, Nav-
man and Lowrance — range in price from 
$250 to $700, a pleasant shift from $1,000 for a 
PDA-based device in 2003.  

Automobile manufacturers like Toyota, 
Lexus, Ford and Acura also include in-dash 
GPS systems as an option in sedans and 
sport utility vehicles. Like portable systems, 
in-dash comes with Bluetooth-enabled phone 
use, traffic information, MP3 and points 
of interest. A larger screen makes viewing 
videos, maps and directions easy while an 
automated voice narrates the directions. 

The only differences between factory-
installed systems and portables are price 
and map upgrades, said Luke Osiecki, sales-
man for Burdick Lexus of Cicero, N.Y. He 
said GPS systems are best for drivers who 

travel frequently, but are not yet must-have 
accessories.

“The fact that people spend more time 
on the road traveling for business or other 
reasons (caused) a lot of manufacturer fleets 
come with a GPS option,” Osiescki said.

At his dealership, 50 percent of models 
sold contain navigation systems. Installa-
tion costs between $2,500 and $3,200 depend-
ing on the package. 

In-dash systems seem to be win-
ning the current popularity battle for a 
driver’s GPS system of choice. The ease of 
use and upgrades are a prominent reason 
drivers choose in-dash systems over por-

The right direction

By Jared Diamond
staff Writer

When Timothy Bond became the pro-
ducing artistic director of Syracuse 
Stage, he knew he wanted his first 
season on the job to reach out to 
the immigrant and minority com-
munities of Central New York. He 
then thought of hosting “Ma Rainey’s 
Black Bottom” and “Crowns,” to 
appeal to black audiences.

He didn’t intend to have a theme 
for next year’s shows; it just worked 
out that way. But as Bond prepares 
to be the fourth artistic leader in the 
35-year history of Syracuse Stage, he’s 
relishing the unplanned link between 
the eight shows on the docket for next 
year.

“It coincidentally has strong 
themes around the idea of dreams,” 
Bond said. “Dreams denied, dreams 
deferred, dreams achieved and the 
courage many of the characters in 
these plays to dare to dream.”

The fall season begins on Sep. 9 
with “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom.” 
Next year will feature an original 
world premiere production called, 
“Don’t Look Back: Stories from the 
Salt City” and a collaborative pro-
duction with Syracuse University’s 
drama department for “Godspell.”

“Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom”
Sep. 9-Oct. 4, 2008
This play comes from August 

Wilson’s seminal 10-play cycle that 
chronicled the 20th century experi-
ence of African-Americans. The 
show focuses on Ma Rainey, one of 
the first-ever blues singers and 
the struggles of her band trying to 
record an album despite pressure 
from prejudiced white producers. 

“Don’t Look Back: Stories from the 
Salt City”

Oct. 14-Nov. 2, 2008
Playwright and director Ping 

Chong worked with Bond on an origi-
nal show in Seattle, and they come 
together again this fall to produce 
another original show about the dif-
ferent ethnic communities histori-
cally in Syracuse.  

Currently, Chong and Bond are 
searching for average Syracuse resi-
dents with greater-than-average sto-
ries, who will be put on stage and used 
in the show.

“We want to know how people came 
to Syracuse, what their dreams were 
in coming,” Bond said. “We want to 
know if they are refugees or if their 
great-grandparents came from Ire-
land. We want to show commonalities 

see SyRaCuSe Stage page 12 see gpS page 14

Syracuse 
Stage reveals 
new lineup

Put down the roadmap: Global Positioning Systems 
growing as popular accessory for drivers navigating the road

“It has a good battery 
life. One time, it lasted 
during a four-hour trip 
and they’re getting 
cheaper. Why wouldn’t 
you want to get one?”

Maxx Berkowitz
freshman, information studies and graphiCs
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5:00 to 8:00 p.m. 
Newhouse 3 Auditorium 

 

Numerous companies at the Career Fair  
will be looking to fill slots for on-campus  

interviews that will take place April 15 & 16!  

Graduation is almost here and  
you haven’t found a job yet. 

Abrams Artists Agency 
Action Airgun 
Atlantic SE Airlines 
Beyond Interaction 
BlissPR 
BrightLine iTV 
Capital News 9 
CJP Communications 
Clear Channel Radio 
Condé Nast Publications 
Constituency 
Cooney/Waters Group 
Crain Communications 
Draftfcb 

MediaCom  
Mediaedge:cia 
MediaVest Worldwide 
MindShare 
Momentum Worldwide 
NBC Universal 
New York Times Digital 
NHL Productions 
Philip Morris 
Procter & Gamble Prods. 
Publicis 
Regional News Network 
Rx Mosaic Health 
TracyLocke 

EPA 
Eric Mower & Associates 
Galaxy Communications 
Gannett 
GCI Group 
Grey New York 
Horizon Media, Inc. 
Initiative 
INTEREP Radio 
Katz Media Group 
KSS Architects 
Manning Selvage & Lee 
Marina Maher Comms. 
Marketing Mentors Network 

CCAREERAREER F FAIRAIR    
TTODAYODAY!!  

ALL YEARS  & MAJORS WELCOME! 

658 North Salina St.
315-478-7001

For all your event needs

of their stories in their hopes and dreams.”

“Godspell”
Nov. 25-Dec. 28, 2008
Based on the Gospel of Matthew, “Godspell” 

is a musical that presents a series of parables, 
set to modern music interspersed with lyrics 
from traditional hymns.

Director Rajendra Ramoon Maharaj is work-
ing on a multimedia world music program to 
contemporize the popular musical and incorpo-
rate more world cultures for this collaborative 
project between Syracuse Stage and SU Drama. 
A few students from SU will be featured in “God-
spell,” both onstage and off.

“It transcends religion and deals with great 
stories and great ideas about loving your neigh-
bor and about learning from other people,” 
Bond said. “We want to let the audience go on a 
tour around the globe and wind up in Syracuse 
again after the show.”

 “The Santaland Diaries”
Dec. 2, 2008-Jan. 4, 2009 
Based on humorist David Sedaris’ essay, 

“Santaland Diaries,” this one-man, one-act 
show will run in the Storch Theatr while “God-
spell” plays the Archbold Theatre. The show is 
about Sedaris’ true experience working as an elf 
in Macy’s department store during the Christ-
mas season. The show debuted in New York in 
November 1996.

“Souvenir”
Jan. 27-Feb. 15, 2009
This two-character play showcases the 

musical career of Florence Foster Jenkins, 

a famous opera singer who famously had 
no sense of pitch or key. With her mediocre 
pianist, Cosme McMoon, Jenkins went out 
to earn a cult following, culminating with a 
sold-out performance at Carnegie Hall in 1944. 
Everyone knew she couldn’t sing, but nobody 
dared to tell her.

“Up”
Feb. 25-March 15, 2009
Walter Griffi n wanted to make his lawn 

chair fl y, so he strapped it to 42 weather balloons 
and watched it fl y 16,000 feet into the air. Young 
playwright Bridget Carpenter showcases that 
dreams can come true in this show, while trying 
to answer the question, “Why do people need to 
try the impossible?”

“The Diary of Anne Frank”
March 31-May 3, 2009
It’s one of the most famous books of the 20th 

century: A young girl writing about her experi-
ences hiding during the Holocaust in a house in 
Amsterdam. The play is based on her revealing 
diary and information from additional survivor 
accounts and hopes to give audiences a better 
understanding of the real Anne Frank.

“Crowns”
May 13-June 7, 2009
A group of church-going ladies from the 

South tell a series of funny and powerful stories 
all set to a singing choir in “Crowns.” It includes 
gospel, freedom singing and hip hop.

“This is an important celebration and explo-
ration of African-American history and cul-
ture,” Bond said. “Anyone who loves jazz, blues, 
gospel, spiritual, freedom songs or hip hop are 
going to fi nd something in this play that will 
move them.”

jediamon@syr.edu 
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By Kelly Outram 
Staff Writer

W  ith a solid seven seasons and 

two successful spin-offs behind 

it, “CSI” wasn’t too worried 

about losing its audience after the Writ-

ers Guild strike.

Unlike cop shows like “Law and 

Order,” crime shows like “CSI” simply 

use the evidence to guide the case. In this 

episode, “A Thousand Days on Earth,” 

lead forensic investigator Catherine Wil-

lows (Marg Helgenberger) breaks from 

her role as an objective investigator and 

became personally attached to the case 

since it reminds her of her daughter. She 

decides to play police officer, which lands 

her in deep trouble and ruins a suspect’s 

(who turns out to be innocent) life. 

In the more recent seasons of “CSI,” 

perhaps in an effort to shake up the show’s 

usual one-crime-an-episode formula, writ-

ers have been focusing more on character 

development rather than thinking up 

weird new cases. While this works in some 

instances (learning anything about intro-

verted head investigator Grissom feels like 

a victory), lately it has been taking away 

from what audiences have come to like 

about “CSI” and its scientific plot twists.

The actual crime of this past week’s 

“CSI” was reminiscent of its earlier sea-

sons due to the unexpected plot twists 

no one could have guessed the outcome 

even with the evidence presented in the 

show. It stood out from other episodes 

earlier in this season because it showed 

another side of crime investigation the 

show doesn’t often highlight: the influ-

ence these investigations have on the 

accused, especially when they turn out 

to be innocent. 

In typical “CSI” fashion, the show 

begins with a random person discovering 

a dead body. 

In this case, it was a 3-year-old girl 

whose body was found inside a box out-

side of a comedy club.

A piece of evidence linking the box in 

which the girl was found and who bought 

it, brings the team to the doorstep of Leo 

Finch, a registered sex offender who 

changed his name and now lives with his 

naïve fiancée. Give Willows her shovel 

because this is where she digs her own 

grave with her wrong intuition and closed-

minded values. While the name change 

and the former molestation charges turned 

out to be slightly misunderstood, (he went 

streaking near a preschool; nobody was 

hurt) puts Finch in a bad light.

The evidence doesn’t seem to match up 

with Finch, and Grissom (William Petersen), 

the ever-rational leader of the team, tells Wil-

lows she’s headed in the wrong direction, but 

she continues to press Finch. 

In the end, it turns out the death 

occurred when the small child was 

playing hide-and-go-seek with her other 

young siblings. They encouraged her to 

hide underneath the kitchen sink amongst 

all the cleaning products. The child safety 

latch on the cabinet trapped the young girl 

(which begs the question, how did she get 

inside in the first place. But “CSI” is not 

always known for its realism.) And when 

her stepfather (another plot twist, an ex-con) 

came home, he found her dead and decided 

that disposing the body himself was a better 

idea than going to the cops. 

At the end, while the viewer thinks the case 

is closed, Willows is walking back to her car, 

and several ominous camera angles alerts 

viewers something is amiss. There stands 

crazy looking Leo Finch to tell Willows that 

thanks to her handy dandy detective work, he 

has lost his job, fiancée and self-respect. 

Threatening to commit suicide on 

her front lawn, he walks away, opening 

up yet another mystery for the series 

to follow just as one was solved. It’s 

another story arc that forces viewers 

to tune in week after week to see the 

outcome — something “CSI” has been 

using in recent seasons to mix up the 

show’s format.  

Despite confusing parts like a random 

shootout between the stepfather and the 

police near the end, this episode of CSI 

was superb. It went back to its crime solv-

ing roots rather than focusing on staff 

relationships and cases that take up mul-

tiple episodes. 

kaoutram@syr.edu

CLICKERSearching 
for clues

‘CSI’ breaks from crime-solving format 
to explore characters, long story arcs
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Festival Tickets & Passes at:

The Sound Garden
124 Walton St.  
in Armory Square

Festival office at the  
Hotel Syracuse
500 S. Warren St.

Emerald City Video
3208 Erie Blvd. E.

Online at  
www.syrfilm.com
& during the festival 
at all venues

By Jen McCaffrey
Staff writer

Trumpets blared, and drums beat to keep with 
the rhythm. Three couples in elegant clothing 
danced in unison across the stage to salsa music 
as Latin America came to Syracuse Friday 
night. 

Women in flowing black dresses coupled 
with men in white collared shirts and black 
pants swayed to the smooth, energetic melodies 
of the salsa music. The men twirled the women, 
making their dresses billow in the air before 
the women fell gracefully into the arms of their 
partner. 

These spicy dance moves highlighted the 
Raices Dance Troupe performance, which also 
featured poetry readings, modern dance moves 
and a selection of Spanish food that lined Gold-
stein Auditorium. The show, entitled “Design of 
a Decade,” celebrated Raices’ 10th anniversary 
on campus. 

Michael Rosero co-founded Raices as a Syra-
cuse University student in 1998 in response to 
the growing Latino culture on campus. Rosero 
returned to host the 10-year anniversary elicit-
ing screams and laughter while he was onstage, 
while reminiscing about his time at SU. 

“We told him we were having a show, and he 
asked if we would be okay with him hosting,” 
said Joselyn Tejeda, a senior co-chair of Raices. 
“We said that would be great as a commemora-
tion for the 10 years. We still have that connec-
tion with our founders. He was so proud of the 
fact that 10 years later, his troupe, his creation, 
his vision, is still alive here.” 

The traditional Latino food of rice, beans, 
chicken and flan served before the show pre-
pared the audience for the performance. At one 
point, the English and Spanish chatter from the 
crowd turned to cheers and screams of pride 
when Rosero called out to different Latino coun-
tries from Chile to Colombia to the Dominican 
Republican. 

Several fraternities and sororities were 
present including Lambda Upsilon Lambda, of 
which Rosero is a brother, and Sigma Lambda 

Upsilon, which helped Raices with the event. 
Jenn Carmona, a senior magazine journal-

ism and Spanish major, was a member of Raices 
for two years.  She came in support of the group 
because she says they are like family for her.

“(When) you’re away from home, you miss 
your family,” Carmona said. “And when you’re 
with your family, you’re doing all (the Raices) 
dances and listening to this type of music. For 
me, it was a way to be with my family (while 
being) away from my family.” 

In addition to traditional salsa, merengue 
and bachata — a type of dance originating from 
rural Dominican Republic — Raices members 
choreographed dances to hip hop songs by art-
ists like Beyonce and Danity Kane. 

“(Dance) is a big part of our lives and a big 
part of culture,” said Tejeda. “Generally, it’s a 
vibrant culture, and it’s important to feel the 
music and always be dancing.”

Tejeda and her co-chair Madelyn Garcia 
also included poetry readings in the show to 
make a connection with past Raices shows.  One 
of the more poignant pieces of the night was a 
dramatic poetry reading from senior Lorraine 
Tristan, the editor of La Voz, a publication for 
La L.U.C.H.A., the Latin American Undergradu-
ates Creating History in America.  

Tristan’s piece expressed her Latin Ameri-
can pride through her poetry.

“I don’t let Latina identify me, I identify it,” 
she said in her poem. “I am a Spanish girl with 
indigenous roots of Mexican decent. I am second 
generation American, first generation college 
student that’s bound for success, who are you?”

While the show had many elements of Latino 
pride and culture, the group’s performance 
appealed to non-Latinos as well. Tom and Cyn-
thia Kazior, parents of an incoming freshman, 
decided to attend the show to get a feel for the 
culture at Syracuse.

“It’s the fact that a group that started 10 years 
ago and has gotten bigger,” Cynthia Kazior said. 
“It’s supporting this culture, it’s supporting this 
mission; I think that’s wonderful.”

jcmccaff@syr.edu

Spicy salsa moves heat up Raices 
Dance Troupe performance

tables. Also, the in-dash is not susceptible to 
theft like portables that are in plain view. 

One downside, however, is the cost of 
upgrades. 

 “Manufacturer upgrades are several hun-
dred dollars,” Osiescki said. 

The in-dash navigation system helps Nikita 
Chinery, a junior in The College of Arts and 
Science from Atlanta, when she drives home. 
Her father purchased a Nissan Maxima with a 
navigation system for her in July 2007 to help 
her get around — and the device has already 
proven its worth. 

“(In Georgia) my parents sent me on an 
errand, and I had the wrong street, so I got lost,” 
Chinery said. “I forgot I had the GPS to use, so I 
(eventually) found my way.” 

In Chinery’s case, some GPS systems only 
work regionally. Up north, she is unable to use 
her system because it only works in southeast-
ern states, North Carolina and farther south. 
She would have to purchase a DVD upgrade in 
order to add more states. However, the detailed 
map features and turn-by-turn directions make 
Chinery’s GPS a worthwhile investment. 

“I get around easily,” she said. “And I’m not 

always printing directions on MapQuest.” 
Consumer Reports has rated countless por-

table GPS systems since 2003, and the number 
of GPS manufacturers has grown over time to 
include mobile phone makers such as Nokia, 
Samsung and LG. The most popular GPS brands 
are Garmin, TomTom and Magellan, which get 
the best ratings every year for controls, infor-
mation and route options. 

Byron Canada, a Syracuse native and SU 
alumnus, knows his way around Central New 
York when he travels with SU’s Black Celestial 
Choral Ensemble as the director. However, he 
purchased a Garmin Nuvi portable navigation 
system — the same brand Berkowitz owns — 
about two weeks ago to use while commuting 
from New York to Pennsylvania and Maryland 
with the ensemble. 

Already, Canada said he’s a satisfied custom-
er. The firm and Consumer Reports magazine 
say the trend comes from a need in traffic infor-
mation, more features and affordable prices. 
Sales were up more than 300 percent in 2007 
compared to 2006, Travers said.

“When I’m driving alone, (the device) makes 
it easier to navigate when the directions are 
spoken to you instead of having to depend on 
someone to read them to you,” Canada said. “It’s 
efficient.” 

tmbradle@syr.edu

gps
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base with his feet.
Browning, the most notable addition to an 

SU coaching staff that nearly didn’t survive 
last year’s 2-10 debacle, was brought in to 
shake things up. Brought in to repair an 
offense that ranked 114th out of 119 Division 
I teams in total offense. To repair a mistake-
ridden line that allowed 54 sacks.

His solution is simple. Start over.
“We changed the system, we changed the 

technique, we changed everything,” Brown-
ing said. “We started from scratch.”

That means the end of the West Coast 
offense, which has staggered through three 
seasons under Robinson. The pistol, Syra-
cuse’s hybrid shotgun formation? Forget about 
that, too. (“I don’t know anything about the 
pistol,” Browning said.)

Since he was hired Dec. 7, Browning has 
slashed pages out of the playbook. He’s set about 
installing the simpler system he presided over 
during his seven years as offensive coordinator 
at Minnesota. A balanced mix of power runs and 
pass plays that produced the top five offenses in 
Golden Gopher history.

And in the process, everything on the SU 
offense — from the lineman’s stance to the 
proper way to deliver a block — has been 
questioned by Browning in an attempt to 
turn around this Syracuse offense before the 
Robinson regime runs out of time.

So if Browning, SU’s third offensive coor-
dinator in four years, seems like a taskmaster 
on the field, it’s because he knows the Orange 
can’t afford the mistakes that plagued last 
year’s sloppy group.

“More games are lost than they are won by 
the opponent at the end of the day,” Browning 
said. “They need to know that, no, it’s not OK to 
jump offsides. It’s not OK to drop the football. It’s 
not OK to throw a bad pass. It’s not OK to block 
the wrong guy or make the wrong call up front.”

Those errors were common last year, when 
the Orange too often took itself out of the game 
with early miscues. Browning knows this. 
He sat in Iowa’s Kinnick Stadium last Sept. 
8 and watched the Syracuse offense muster 
103 yards in a 35-0 beating. He watched the 
SU offensive line get pushed around and the 
offense commit penalties.

Syracuse fans endured a year’s worth of 
similar mistakes from SU, culminating in 
the departure of Brian White after a two-year 
stint at offensive coordinator.

Browning abhors mental mistakes like the ones 
he saw in Iowa. Any coach does. But Browning’s 
offense is predicated on avoiding those errors.

While newer schemes like the West Coast 
and spread offenses rely on complex plays and 
fancy verbiage, Browning keeps his system 
simple and the playbook thin. He spends time 
teaching fundamentals, like blocking. The 
theory is if the players are fundamentally 
sound and control the line of scrimmage, it 
doesn’t matter what play is called.

“I think things are simplified in a lot of 
ways,” SU’s rising junior quarterback Andrew 
Robinson said. “There’s definitely more of an 
emphasis on running the ball. Establishing a 
balance between the run and the pass.”

Browning will tell you the key to any 
offense, and especially his system, is the 
offensive line. The line’s struggles doomed 
Syracuse last year, too often leaving Andrew 
Robinson on his back.

That’s why Browning spends so much time 
with SU’s offensive line. He sees the playmak-
ers — a stacked group of running backs and an 
all-Big East receiver in Mike Williams — and 
assumes if he fixes the offensive line, he can 
fix SU’s offense.

Knowing this, it’s understandable why 
Browning is so neurotic when it comes to his 
linemen’s fundamentals. Coupled with his 
straight-shooting nature, Browning has no 
problem calling his players out.

Ryan Durand found that out in a hurry. The 
first time the SU senior guard ever met Brown-
ing, the coach invited him into his office, only 
to spend the next several minutes confronting 
Durand about a missed assignment that led to 
sack in a Sept. 15 loss to Illinois.

“He was just like ‘What the hell were you 
doing?’” Durand said. “That doesn’t happen 
very often. I was like, ‘Oh, here we go.’”

But more than just blocking technique is 
being refined. Browning issued his much-pub-

licized 300-pound edict — that all his offensive 
linemen had to be at or around 300 pounds or 
they wouldn’t play.

That was just an extension of the discipline 
Browning preaches on the field. Overweight 
players get tired. Tired players make mis-
takes, and Browning won’t let his offense have 
many of those.

“He wants things done the way he wants 
them done,” said rising sophomore guard 
Adam Rosner, who has lost 30 pounds since 
Browning’s arrival, down from 330. “You mess 
up once? That’s alright. You mess up twice? 
He starts getting angry. You mess up three 
times? He’ll kick you in your butt. He’s very 
focused.”

The same mandates helped Browning and 
former Minnesota head coach Glen Mason 
turn the Golden Gophers into one of the most 
consistent offenses in the nation. Minnesota 
ranked among the top 35 offenses in the nation 
in each of Browning’s seven seasons as offen-
sive coordinator.

“The success we had offensively, especially 
running the football at Minnesota, which 
many would say we ran the football consis-
tently better than anybody in the country,” 
Mason said. “That was really a result of Mitch 
not only being the architect but the captain 
that steered that ship for many years.”

Browning’s offensive philosophies have 
their root in Mason. The two coached together 

for 21 years, during which time Browning 
took quickly to Mason’s simplified offensive 
strategy that employed an effective running 
game behind a cohesive, fleet offensive line.

The apex came in 2003, when Minnesota 
produced a Big Ten-record 6,430 yards of offense 
behind current NFL running backs Laurence 
Maroney and Marion Barber III. That year 
Browning was a finalist for the Frank Broyles 
Award, given annually to the top assistant coach 
at the NCAA Division I level.

In one game that season, Minnesota rushed 
for 424 yards in a narrow loss to No. 20 Michi-
gan. The day after the game, Mason got a tele-
phone call from legendary former Michigan 
head coach Bo Schembechler.

“He said, ‘Coach Mason, I never thought I’d 
see the day Ohio State or Notre Dame would 
run for 424 yards against Michigan, let alone 
Minnesota,’ and he hung up,” Mason recalled. 
“I went into the staff room and said, ‘Bo 
Schembechler just called, and I think he gave 
us a compliment.’”

More specifically, it was a compliment to 
the offense Browning had played a preeminent 
role in building.

After all, it was Browning who called 
the plays. Browning who took the recruits 
shunned by Big Ten powerhouses — the ones 
who were 10 pounds too light or a split-second 
too slow — and turned them into disciplined, 
technical machines. Browning who crafted an 
offense at Minnesota that was fundamentally 
sound.

“We won in Minnesota because we were a 
well-coached team,” Browning said.

But those offenses lost at least a bit of their 
luster, and Mason was fired in 2006 after a 6-7 
season. Browning wasn’t retained, and after 
taking a year off, he got a phone call from 
Robinson, who had twice previously tried to 
lure Browning to Syracuse (the two met as 
assistants at North Carolina State in 1980).

Browning bit, and thus began the overhaul 
that now is gradually taking place as spring 
practice crawls along.

If Browning’s excessively critical, it’s 
because he feels he needs to be. He knows the 
unstable footing this SU coaching staff is on, 
that the pressure to win is as acute as it’s ever 
been around Syracuse.

There won’t be the grace period that 
Mason’s system got in Minnesota, when it 
took two sub-.500 seasons before the Golden 
Gophers managed a winning year. And, for 
the first time in 21 years, Browning won’t be 
able to defer to his mentor Mason. To install a 
completely different system and expect imme-
diate results may be asking too much from 
Browning.

“Let’s face it. I think anybody that knows 
anything about this program knows that 
the future is right now and we have to win 
right now,” Browning said. “And to be honest, 
there’s no reason why we can’t.”

Time will tell if Browning is able to morph 
Syracuse’s offense, to cure its propensity for 
drive-killing mistakes. For now Browning, 

like Greg Robinson, will settle for calling his 
offense “a work in progress.”

All he can do is continue to pick apart 
his linemen’s techniques and preach his new 
system in the hopes his players buy in. 

If they don’t, Syracuse might be starting 
from scratch again next year. 

“If we can improve fundamentally and we 
can improve controlling that line of scrim-
mage then we’ll be a drastically improved 
football team,” Browning said. “And we’re not 
there yet by any stretch of imagination, but 
we’re making improvement.”

jsclayto@syr.edu
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“He wants things done 
the way he wants them 
done. You mess up once? 
That’s alright. You mess 
up twice? He starts 
getting angry. You mess 
up three times? He’ll 
kick you in your butt. 
He’s very focused.”

Adam Rosner
SU gUard

Browning’s stops
New offensive coordinator Mitch Browning comes to Syracuse with a rich track record of 
successful running games — along with an extensive resume.

Years	 school	 position
2005-06 Minnesota Offensive Coordinator/Tight ends/Tackles 
2000-04 Minnesota Co-offensive Coordinator/Tight Ends/Tackles 
1999 Minnesota Tight Ends/Offensive Tackles/recruiting
1997-98 Minnesota Tight Ends/recruiting Coordinator 
1995-96 Kansas Tight Ends/recruiting Coordinator 
1991-94 Kansas Linebackers  
1988-90 Kansas defensive Backs
1985-87 Kent State Offensive Coordinator/Quarterbacks/Tight Ends
1983-84 Kent State  Quarterbacks/Wide receivers 
1982 Ohio State graduate assistant/Wide receivers 
1980-81 North Carolina State Part-Time assistant/Wide receivers 
1979 Miami (Ohio) graduate assistant/defensive backs

lucas mccomb | asst. photo editor
Mitch Browning led Minnesota to a 
Big Ten-record 6,430 yards in 2003.

M i t c h  B r ow n i n g
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By Andy McCullough
 and Kyle Austin

The Daily Orange

PISCATWAY, N.J. — Just one early goal. That’s 
all it takes. If that one falls, Dan Hardy can start 
rolling. 

“And after that it just seems easy for me,” the 
junior midfielder said. “I’m back to myself, and I 
can just start shooting, and things can start flow-
ing for us.” 

It was like that Saturday against Rutgers. 
Hardy scored on his first shot and kept going 
strong as the game progressed, finishing with a 
career-high four goals in the 17-9 win. He tacked 
on an assist as well. 

The first goal was typical: A big blast from 15 
yards out early in the second quarter. The next 
two were a change of pace. 

Both times, he came in from the sideline as the 
Orange shifted to put its offensive midfield unit 
on the field. Both times, Hardy rumbled down the 
center of the field, took a feed from the outside and 
flicked the ball past Rutgers goalie Bill Olin. 

“I think sometimes when you take your first 
two, three, four shots and they don’t go, then you 
start to think about it,” Desko said. “I think that’s 
true for Danny but true for most players, too.”

But most players don’t deal with the things 
Hardy does. His size — 6-foot-4, 224 pounds — 
draws attention. So does his number, the fabled 22. 

His size means a long-stick midfielder, wielding 
those crucial extra inches of pipe, usually guards 
him. And his number means he has to live up to 
standards set by guys named Gait and Powell. It’s 
a difficult combination to deal with. 

“In the past he’s been shooting trying to throw 
it as hard as he could,” Desko said. “Today he tried 
to aim it. I think he just got more comfortable as 
the game went on as a result of scoring. I think 
when he tried to aim it and it worked, he just 
stayed with it, so it was good to see.”

The trouble is consistency.
Hardy scored a hat trick against Loyola on 

March 29 and seemed to be getting into the groove. 
Except in the next two games he scored two goals 
on 19 total shots against Princeton and Cornell. 

“He struggled a little bit, and obviously that 
hurts your confidence,” Leveille said. “But he’s 
done a great job hanging in there and working 
hard every day, and it was great to see the shots 
falling of him today.”

Now comes the hard part.
“And we expect that from him the rest of the 

way,” Leveille said.

No excuses
In the days leading up to the Rutgers matchup, 

Desko repeatedly warned anyone who would lis-
ten about the factors that would be in play against 
Syracuse on Saturday.

SU would be playing its third game in eight 
days. It would be the first time Syracuse played 
on grass all year. Rutgers would have six days to 
prepare. Syracuse would have one.

And while those factors showed in Syracuse’s 
closer-than-expected win over Rutgers Saturday, 
they couldn’t derail Syracuse’s now-eight game 
winning streak.

“Any time you have three games in a week 
it’s a tough situation,” Leveille said. “You throw 
in the heat today and the grass. We knew it was 
going to be tough, we prepared mentally for 
that. At times, I think we showed a little sign of 
tiredness, but we battled in there and we hung 
in there all the way through to the end and 
pulled it out.”

All in the family
Desko joked after the game about the ease in 

scouting some of the Rutgers team. And with good 
reason.

RU junior midfielder Jeff Rommel is the 
younger brother of Greg Rommel, who gradu-
ated from Syracuse last season, and led the 
Orange in 2007 with 78 shots and four man-up 
goals.

SU volunteer assistant coach Kevin Donahue 

watched his son, Rutgers freshman attack Collin 
Donahue, tally an assist and a ground ball.

Rutgers’ most famous relative, Bill Belichick, 
could be seen strolling the sidelines at Yurcak 
Field Saturday. The three-time Super Bowl-win-

ning coach of the New England Patriots was in 
attendance to watch his son, Stephen, a freshman 
defender for the Scarlet Knights.

kbaustin@syr.edu

ramccull@syr.edu
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Hardy’s early 
goal sparks 
career game

Midfielder Dan Hardy found the shooting touch 
that has eluded him most of the season and netted 
a career-high four goals to lead the Orange. Mike 
Leveille scored three, while Kenny Nims and Greg 
Niewieroski added two apiece.

With freshman goalkeeper John Galloway 
struggling, making only four saves while giving 
up nine goals, the offense effectively usurped the 
role of defense. Galloway saw 13 shots on net, tied 
for the second-lowest total for an SU opponent all 
year. 

“They carried us,” Galloway said of the offense. 

“They scored 17 goals. When you’ve got an offense 
doing that, you’ve got a little room to mess up, and 
that’s what happened today.”

Syracuse set the tone of the game from the 
opening faceoff. After Danny Brennan won the 
draw, the SU offense milked 3:10 off the clock 
before Leveille found Niewieroski wide open at 
the doorstep for an easy goal.

“We’ve just been trying to focus on valuing 
our possessions and waiting for our good oppor-
tunities,” Leveille said. “I think that’s why we’re 
scoring so early.”

Rutgers wouldn’t lay down without a fight, 
though. Syracuse was out-played in the latter 
stages of the first quarter and held just a one-goal 
advantage (3-2) going into the first break.

The Orange went on an 8-2 to run to cruise 
through most of the second and third quarters 
before the Scarlet Knights threatened again. 
Rutgers closed the gap to four, 13-9, with 6:54 
left, but a four-goal spurt ensured the win for 
Syracuse.

The same slow-it-down tactic that had helped 
Syracuse gain a lead bailed it out in the end as 
well. At the beginning of the fourth quarter, after 
RU midfielder Justin Pennington cut the lead 
to five, Syracuse used another long possession 
to work through the Rutgers zone, before Hardy 
took a pass from Nims and launched a shot past 
Rutgers goalie Bill Olin.

“That was really a big one for us,” Desko said. 
“We got a lot of zone work, the guys showed a lot of 

patience against it, and not only did we take time 
off the clock but we scored too.”

It was a relief win for Syracuse, a team that 
had plenty of reasons to fall victim to a late-season 
upset. The Orange was playing in its third game 
in eight days, on an unfamiliar grass surface, 
with essentially one day of preparation. The Scar-
let Knights had all week to prepare.

So it didn’t bother Hardy that nettlesome Rut-
gers wouldn’t let Syracuse run away with a win, as 
the Orange has so many times this year.

“It just came down to us concentrating, play-
ing our game, settling down a little bit, working 
the ball,” Hardy said. “They came back a couple 
times, but we just had to hold it off.”

kbaustin@syr.edu 
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stephen dockery | photo editor
Dan HarDy (22) scored four goals on six shots against rutgers. in his previous two games, hardy scored two goals on 19 shots.  

stephen dockery | photo editor
Bill BelicHick, head coach of the new england Patriots, was on the rutgers sideline. 
his son, Stephen, is a freshman defender for rU.
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matched Scarlet Knights cut the lead to four 
with 6:54 to play before the No. 2 Orange’s 
pyrotechnic offense regained control.

“I felt great in goal the first couple quar-
ters,” said Galloway, who gave up three goals 
in the first half. “I felt like I was seeing the 
ball well. A couple went in: I saw the ball, but I 
just missed it. I was feeling pretty confident.

“But you know, they just opened the gates 
in the fourth quarter.”

Four goals on five shots came through 
those gates. Justin Pennington started the RU 
scoring in the fourth and ended it too, slipping 
inside the Orange man defense and beating 
Galloway on a man-up goal to complete a hat 
trick, and pull to 13-9.

In between, Taylor Bottar and Jeff Rommel 
each found the back of the net. Rommel had 
to jump and twist to score. Bottar just had to 
shoot.

Though the Orange would go on a 4-0 run 
of its own to close out the scoring, Galloway 
was still troubled afterward. His save percent-
age for the season now stands at .518, just .04 
higher than former starter Pete Coluccini’s 
mark last year.

It was the second game in a row, both on the 
road, in which Galloway stumbled. The fresh-
man gave up seven goals, with just four saves, 
in a win over Cornell Tuesday night in Ithaca. 

His difficulties carried over Saturday. Gal-
loway made his saves in the middle periods 
— a highlight came late in the second, as he 
flashed his stick and stoned a mid-range shot 
from Pennington.

That, along with his solid clearing num-
bers — 16 for 19 on the day — had SU head 

coach John Desko optimistic.
“I think a team like this has to work for 

really good shots against a Syracuse team,” 
Desko said “They have to be a little bit more 
patient. They sometimes, as a result, get high-
er percentage shots.”

But Galloway didn’t want to hear that. 
He’d rather jump on his sword than listen to 
excuses.

The defense didn’t falter, he said. 
The shifting sightlines, caused by clouds 

rolling back and forth above the field, didn’t 
affect him, he said.

And the low number of shots didn’t make it 
harder for him to get acclimated, he said. 

“That’s not an excuse any more,” Galloway 
said. “Teams are only taking like 10 shots 
a game anyway. I need to be used to that by 
now.”

Such is the strain on the freshman goalten-
der. The team hasn’t needed him to stand on 
his head yet, but they soon might. 

The NCAA tournament creeps ever closer 
— just three weeks away now. And with 
it comes the probability of meeting better 
offenses than Galloway has seen recently: 
Maybe a rematch with No. 3 Virginia, which 
dropped 14 on the Orange in an overtime vic-
tory in March, or maybe a dance with No. 1 

Duke, which pounds out 16 goals a game.  
Until then, the Orange will have a week to 

prepare for Albany (5-6) — a break after play-
ing three games in the past eight days. Gallo-
way himself has a week to work with assistant 
coach Kevin Donahue, to go over all the things 
that disappointed them both on Saturday. 

“I think he’s just going to get better,” Desko 
said.

Galloway has leaned on his team this year, 
leaned on the guidance of senior captain Evan 
Brady and the rest of his defense. He wants to 
return the favor.

“I’m just going to work on being there the 
whole game,” Galloway said. “I haven’t given 
that to my team yet, playing a whole game.”

ramccull@syr.edu
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FAT LADY SINGS
4:43, fourth quarter
After Rutgers cuts the lead to four, Mike 
Leveille scores Syracuse’s second goal in 
16 seconds to put the game out of reach for 
Rutgers.

STORYTELLER
“We’ve just been trying 
to focus on valuing our 
possessions and waiting for 
our good opportunities. 
I think that’s why we’re 
scoring so early.”

Mike Leveille
SU SenioR AttAck

John Galloway
He gave up nine goals while making only 
four saves, including no stops in the first or 
the fourth quarter.

THE UGLY

THE BAD
Rutgers’ zone defense
Besides giving up 17 goals, it effec-
tively took the RU attack out of the 
game by letting the SU offense con-
trol the tempo of the game.

UP NEXT
Albany
Friday, 7 p.m. (TW 26)
Carrier Dome

THE GOOD
The SU offense
the unit continued its recent domi-
nance by putting up 17 goals and took 
the pressure off a struggling John 
Galloway.

BI
G 

NU
M

BE
R

consecutive wins for Syra-
cuse, its longest regular-sea-
son streak since 1995.

stephen dockery | photo editor
John Galloway allowed nine goals on 22 shots, while only making four saves. His save percentage for the season is .518.  

SyracuSe
	 G	 A	 SH	 GB
Hardy 4 1 6 1
Leveille 3 3 7 1
nims 2 4 4 1
niewieroski 2 1 5 0
Brooks 2 1 5 1
Bartig 2 0 2 0
Abbott 1 0 3 3
keogh 1 0 2 0 

	 GA	 S
Galloway 9 4

rutgerS
	 G	 A	 SOG	 GB
Pennington 3 0 7 7
kelly 2 1 3 0
Bottar 2 0 2 0
Stanwick 1 1 2 0
Rommel 1 0 3 0 

	 GA	 S
olin 17 6

galloway
f r o m  p a g e  2 0

“I’m just going to work on 
being there the whole 
game. I haven’t given 
that to my team yet, 
playing a whole game.”

John Galloway
SU GoALie
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Still thinking about what to do after graduation?

For more information about this outstanding opportunity, contact Traci Washburn, Graduate Admissions Recruiter  
 t  315.443.2505 
 e  tmwashbu@syr.edu
 w  http://soe.syr.edu/33scholarship

Consider Teaching as a Career

Visit our Open House on April 18 and learn about a new 
33% tuition scholarship from the School of Education.

The School of Education 33% Tuition Scholarship is available to all 
SU graduates who enroll in a School of Education master’s program 
that leads to New York State Certification.

See if a career in teaching is right for you. 

Come to our Open House on Friday, April 18th  
from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. in the Huntington Hall Atrium. 

f o o t b a l l

Flaherty looks for chemistry 
in new-look linebacker corps

rachel fus | staff photographer
Jake Flaherty had 95 tackles last season for SU, second most on the team.

By John Clayton
ASSt. SportS Editor

Jake Flaherty is used to seeing new faces next to 
him in Syracuse’s defensive backfield.

“I’ve played (weakside) and (middle) line-
backer so I’m no stranger to having to adapt to 
different situations,” the rising senior middle 
linebacker said. “Since my freshman year, I’ve 
played with quite a few linebackers.”

So it’ll come as no surprise to Flaherty that, 
come Syracuse’s opener against Northwestern 
on Aug. 30, he will once again be lining up with 
a new pair of linebackers, trying to develop 
chemistry that has often been absent from the 
position during his career.

Last year, Flaherty played primarily next to 
then-juniors Ben Maljovec and Vincenzo Giru-
zzi. Both outside linebackers struggled in their 
first seasons as starters, and this spring were 
moved to different positions — Maljovec to tight 
end and Giruzzi to defensive end.

So Flaherty, second on the team last year 
with 95 tackles, finds himself the stalwart in the 
middle, waiting to find out who exactly he’ll be 
lining up alongside in August.

That picture is far from clear. On the weak 
side, rising sophomore Mike Mele, who started 
two games last year, is the favorite to win the 
job.

The strong side is more muddled. Rising 
sophomore Parker Cantey is currently the 
starter, but his position has come under siege by 
another sophomore, Derrell Smith.

“That’s a dogfight,” SU head coach Greg Rob-

inson said. “Those guys, they’re going at it. It’s 
very competitive.”

Smith’s size is certainly a perk for the Syra-
cuse coaching staff. Both Cantey and Mele are 
somewhat undersized, weighing 215 and 218 
pounds, respectively. At 225 pounds, Smith could 
add some muscle to a defense that gave up 207.8 
rushing yards per game.

Cantey has experience on his side. Smith 
spent much of last year at running back and is 
still adapting to defense. Meanwhile, Cantey 
spent his time as an understudy on the strong 
side, even starting a pair of games.

Still, Smith’s athleticism has intrigued the 
SU coaches, and it earned him some reps with 
the first team at last Wednesday’s practice.

“He’s a good athlete,” Robinson said of Smith. 
“He can change direction. It’s one thing to say a 
guy can run but you have to maneuver. And he 
maneuvers well. He’s been a running back and 
safety as well. He’s that kind of athlete.”

Regardless of who ends up flanking Flaherty, 
the senior will once again start from scratch in 
terms of developing chemistry with his team-
mates. It’s an especially important factor at 
linebacker, a position in which players have to 
be in constant communication.

“You play football for the guy next to you,” 
Flaherty said. “It really is the sort of camarade-
rie you develop. … Once you have faith in the guy 
next to you that you know he’s going to do his job, 
that’s where that confidence comes from.”

The battle for who will get to join Flaherty in 
the backfield will likely extend past Saturday’s 

spring game. There won’t be much time for 
the SU linebackers to develop the sort of trust 
Syracuse will need to improve last year’s poor 
defense.

That will leave the onus on Flaherty to pull 
the group together.

“We’ll find out in the fall, that’s the only way 
to really know that,” Flaherty said. “Time will 
tell.”

One step back
Mitch Browning was none too pleased with 

his offensive line after Wednesday’s practice. 
The Syracuse offensive coordinator has 

spent this spring working extensively with 
his offensive linemen, trying to eliminate 
the mistakes that led to 54 sacks against the 
Orange last year.

On Wednesday, Browning said some of the 
mental errors resurfaced.

“Really I think we’ve seen great improve-
ment every day, with the exception of today 
unfortunately,” Browning said. “Sometimes 
you gotta take a step back to take a step for-
ward. But as the old saying goes, you either get 
better or you get worse and we didn’t get better 
today.”

One week to go
Syracuse is entering the final stretch of its 

spring schedule. The Orange has just two more 
practices — Wednesday and Friday — before 
the annual spring game, which takes place Sat-
urday at the Carrier Dome. A time has yet to be 
determined.

jsclayto@syr.edu
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classified discount rates

the particulars 

and pricing
extras that personalize and perfect your ad

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info
hours:Mon 12:45-2, tue 11-1, thur 1-3 
fri 1-2
deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each 
additional word is 10 cents per day. bold and 
capitaliZed words cost anadditional 5 cents 
per word.the boxed list pricesare per inch. there 
is no per word charge and bold and caps are 
free.
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ApArtments for rent

studio Apartments
Brand new * fully furnished
located in downtown syracuse

near armory spaure and su Warehouse 
building

only $595 per Month
includes all utilities

plus
free basic/ standard cable tV service

free high speed internet 
free off-street parking

exercise facility, electronic entry security 
system, professional on-site Manage-

ment, laundry facilities, air conditioning, 
located on centro bus line, Kitchenette 

w/ Microwave, refrigerator and stove

brownstone luxury studio apartments
605 West genessee street, syracuse, nY 

13204
(315) 472-4431

Visit us at orangehousing.com

Two & Three Bedroom Flats Excellent Condi-
tion Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, Hard-
woods, Finished Basement. Call 727-3646

University Apartments 
Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedrooms, 
Walking distance to campus, 

some Available now. 
437-7577

apartMents apartMents 
478-7493

three bedrooMs
rent start at $250/ bedrooM

sonia
350-4191

WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

three bedrooM apartMents  
WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

sonia
350-4191

968 Ackerman
Furnished 2 Bedroom Available May. All Amenities 
$800/month. Call 469-6665 

PRIVATE FURNISHED STUDIO 
APTS. 

1011 E. Adams St. 
509 University Ave. 

Carpeted, Air-conditioned, Furnished, 
Secure, Laundry, Parking, Maintenance. 

Available for 2008-2009. 
University Area Apts. 

1011 E. Adams St. #30 479-5005
www.universityarea.com

116 Comstock Ave. 
studios 

available aug. 2008, 
$600/month inc. heat

Large, hardwood floors, lots of light, off-
street parking, laundry.

Call for an appointment!
478-6504

5/6 Bedroom House. Furnished, 2.5 baths. Fire-
places, porch, quiet neighborhood, free washer/
dryer. June 2008 or August 15, 2008. 422-7138 or 
445-1808

Great Apartments still available for 
2008/2009. See our website for 

details: campushill.com. Or call us at 
315-422-7110

energY star apartMents 
(loW utilities)

Visit Website 24/7 
WWW.UnIVersItYHILL.Com

sonIA
350-4191

eLeGAntLY oVerLooKInG pArK 
luxurious furnished heated 1-2-3 bedroom apart-
ments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 Madison 
st.no pets CALL 469-0780. 

$1400 - 3br 1600 sq foot loft apartment, 2 floors, 
balcony overlooking living room, near bars, free 
wifi, water st & state st, 2 huge 60sqft walkin 
closets, marble & hardwood floors, exposed brick, 
recessed lighting, island kitchen, new appliances, 
new washer/dryer, util $300 avail immediately call 
254-0423 dtiberio5@hotmail.com

bills are Just liKe hills
once You get on top of theM 
You end up right bacK under 

theM 
WAnt to eLImInAte YoUr BILLs for 

GooD?
call Wright WaY financial

1-877-406-0220
We can get You on top and help 

You staY on top

south Campus
2, 3 and 4 bedroom apartments

completly furnished!
plasma tVs!
free internet!

air conditioning!
oak floors!

new appliances!
Just bring Your clothes and laptop

Call peach properties 
350-1327

1,2,3,4,5 bedroom apts and houses, June 
or august occupancy, free offstreet park-
ing, free Washer and dryer. 422-7138 or 

445-1808

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

621 euclid ave
117 Redfield Place
145 avondale place 

available for 2008-2009
fully furnished, laundry, parking, full-

time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

HeLp WAnteD

sUmmer WorK $15.50 Base-Appt.
flexible schedules 

Start now or after finals 
customer sales/service 

no experience necessary 
all majors welcome 

all ages 17+, conditions apply

We will be accepting applications on 
campus April 14th & April 21st in the 

shine student Center from 10am-2pm! 
CALL noW

 syracuse 315-434-9553 
rochester 585-321-1810 

albany 518-456-4566 
south buffalo 716-683-7494 
north buffalo 716-836-7032 

Kingston 845-331-5675 
elmira/corning 607-398-9054 
hudson Valley 845-896-1275 

saratoga 518-580-1377 
oneonta 607-432-2224 

Watertown 315-775-0320 
cortland/ithaca 607-272-2898 

binghamton 607-644-9393 
plattsburgh 518-562-2266 

utica 315-733-0575 
st. lawrence co. 315-268-6202

undercover shoppers earn up to $70 
per day. undercover shoppers needed to 
judge retail/dining establishments. no exp 
required please call 800-722-4791

315-445-9464

Wings just taste so much 
BETTER in SPRING!

7 9 1

9 3

6 3 8 7

4 7

7 9 8 6

3 5

3 9 6 2

5 9

8 4 2

EvilSudoku!

7 1 8 2

8 4 6 7

2 6 3 5

1 4 6 5

6 3

5 3 1 9

5 6 7 8

3 7 2 9

8 1 4 3

7 4

3 1

6 9 4

1 4 9 8

1 3 7 9 5

3 9 6 2

1 3 6

9 7

5 8

hardSudoku!

EaSySudoku!
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SITTING PRETTY

SU cruises in 8th straight victory
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stephen dockery | photo editor
Kenny nims had two goals and four assists in Syracuse’s 17-9 victory over Rutgers Saturday. The Orange scored four goals in the game’s final five minutes to win comfortably.

By Kyle Austin
ASST. SpORTS EdiTOR

P
ISCATAWAY, N.J. — The goals 
didn’t come quickly for the 
Syracuse offense Saturday. 

The Orange didn’t play the 
run-and-gun style that had served so 
well this year.

And that was just fine. 
The Syracuse offense patiently and 

methodically picked apart Rutgers’ 
zone defense throughout the Orange’s 
17-9 win over the Scarlet Knights Sat-
urday at Yurcak Field in front of 2,305.

“That’s what the zone will do,” SU 
head coach John Desko said. “It forces 
you to be more patient, and as a result 

I think they had to play more defense 
against our offense.”

The win puts the Orange (10-1) in 
a strong position to run the table and 
secure a high seed in the NCAA tour-
nament, which starts in three weeks. 
Syracuse’s win streak now stands 
at eight games, the longest regular-
season streak since 1995.

Rutgers’ zone defense, instead 
of actively challenging the Syra-
cuse attack to force quick shots and 
turnovers, allowed the Orange open 
passing lanes around the perimeter. 
It’s a scheme Syracuse has seen only 
a handful of times all season, and 
the Orange was forced to be patient 

throughout extended possessions.
Meanwhile, the Rutgers (4-5) attack 

was confined to lean over the midfield 
line and watch SU turn lacrosse into 
keep away, and waste clock time.

“If we had possession of the ball, we 
would have opportunities to score,” 
RU head coach Jim Stagnitta said. 
“That was our thought going into the 
game, that we were capable of put-
ting some points on the board against 
them. But the key was to be able to 
have the ball.

The 17-goal total was the second-
highest of the year, behind only a sea-
son-opening 21-6 win over Villanova. 

see rutgers page 16

galloway struggles for 
2nd consecutive game

By Andy McCullough
MAnAging EdiTOR

PISCATAWAY, N.J. — Cheeks a bit 
red, face a bit weary, John Gallo-
way slipped off his helmet Saturday, 
wiped his brow with his jersey and 
faced the small pack of reporters 
nestled in the corner of Rutgers’ 
Yurcak Field.

The rest of the Syracuse men’s 
lacrosse team strode past, a stream 
of chatter following its 17-9 win over 
the Scarlet Knights.

The freshman goalie, meanwhile, 
had a reason to stand out, a reason 
to look dejected, despite his team’s 
eighth win in a row.

“It was frustrating for me to let 
those guys down,” Galloway said.

Why the long face? Easy. The 
numbers hurt: 22 Rutgers shots, 
nine goals and just four saves from 
the freshman.

That included zero stops in a 
fourth quarter in which the over-

see galloway page 17
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By Elliott Townsend
Contributing Writer

Six men are going to talk about femi-
nism tonight. But the speakers want 
to make it clear that males aren’t 
sacrificing their masculinity to be 

considered a 
feminist. 

“We want 
explore what 
the terms femi-
nism and sexism 
mean,” said Col-
lin Capano, mod-

erator of the “What it Means to be a 
Man and a Feminist” discussion. 

“We’re getting men to address 
issues that have typically been asso-
ciated with women,” he said.

The discussion is intended to shed 
light on issues that face women in 
society, said Capano, also co-chair of 
the faculty and staff sub-committee 
for the 2008 Take Back the Night 
Committee. The men will tell their 
insights into the topic as well as their 
personal stories tonight at 7 p.m. in 
500 Hall of Languages. It is open to 
all students. 

As part of the 2008 Take Back the 
Night event series, the Syracuse Uni-
versity Office of Prevention Services 

is sponsoring a panel discussion on 
the male role in feminism. 

“The panel discussion is mainly 
for the issues of sexism and femi-
nism, but from a male perspective,” 
Capano said. “All of the members 
on the panel identify themselves as 
males and feminists.”

On the panel will be Richard Shin, 
assistant professor of Counseling & 
Human Studies; Amit Taneja, associ-
ate director of the LGBT Resource 
Center and doctoral student; 
Tremayne Robertson and Jacob Bar-
tholomew, students in the cultural 
foundations of education program; 

Benjamin Bradley, a junior social 
work major; and Sacchi Patel, junior 
psychology and family studies major.

Hosted by the SU Sexual Assault 
Support Services, this discussion 
and the other events of Take Back the 
Night 2008 are aimed to raise aware-
ness of violence and discrimination 
across gender lines, Capano said.

According to the SU Web site, 
organizers of Take Back the Night 
2008 hope to “create an atmosphere 
of zero tolerance of violence against 
women.” To honor the victims of 
violence and celebrate the survivors, 

tuesday
april 15, 2008

a typical day 
hi 54° | lo 29°

m a x w e l l

Dean notes 
fundraising 
strong during 
school address  

Six panelists to discuss male role in feminism 

I N S I D e p u l p

The magic school bus
the M-LAb began as a class 
project, but the students 
who are working on it turned 
it into much more. Page 13

I N S I D e S p o r t S

Men at work
Syracuse mirrors the 
national trend of more 
males coaching women’s 
teams. Page 24

I N S I D e N e w S

Movie mayhem
Su professor finds the cost of 
movie tickets are a direct result 
of studios’ expenditures. Page 3

I N S I D e o p I N I o N

Drowning in plastic
Kevin eggleston analyzes the 
inefficiency of new York’s 
bigger better bottle bill. Page 5

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer

Puppy love
Kim Coyle and her dog, Caesar, participate in Healthy Monday’s “Monday for Mutts” program. Approximately 40 dogs, their owners 
and Syracuse university students and faculty took part in playing and walking around the Quad Monday. organizers of the event called it a 
success and hope to make it a yearly practice. the program was planned by students in brenda Wrigley’s public relations class in the S.i. 
newhouse School of Public Communications. this week’s spring weather allowed more opportunities for dogs and their owners to spend 
time outdoors. see Page 3

see wallerstein page 8 see femenist page 6

IF YOU GO
What: Panel on 
feminism
Where: 500 Hall 
of Languages 
When: 7 p.m.
how much: Free

By Alex Kish
StAFF Writer

Mitchel Wallerstein announced 
the status of the Maxwell School of 
Citizenship and Public Affairs in his 
address to the Syracuse University 
community Monday, citing improve-
ments in the doctoral program and the 
need for more fundraising to attract 
more students and faculty.  

He discussed the school’s new 
developments in educational and 
international programs as well as the 
challenges the school will face in the 
future.

“Clearly, to continue to improve 
faculty compensation and to attract 
the most talented students, we must 
raise additional support,” he said in 
his speech.

Because Wallerstein, dean of the 
Maxwell School, is completing his 
fifth year in office, he said it would 
be appropriate to give an address that 
would not only discuss the current 
status of Maxwell, but would also eval-
uate a strategic vision he announced 
for the school in 2004.

Wallerstein began his speech by 
evaluating the “to-do” list he proposed 
in 2004, acknowledging that he took 
the time to get a bird’s-eye view on 
Maxwell’s inner workings. 

He emphasized the improvement in 
the academic spectrum of the school, 
specifically in the doctoral program. 
Recently, its doctoral programs added 
anthropological fieldwork in Africa 
as well as in its graduate school, add-
ing two interdisciplinary graduate 
programs. 

He also added that the school has 
slowly improved relations with its 
undergraduates.

To make Maxwell undergradu-
ates to feel more connected to school, 
Wallerstein created a focus group, an 
electronic newsletter and a personal 
congratulatory letter he sends to each 
student after graduation. 

He also personally communicates 
with each undergraduate student who 
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c o r r e c t i o n s
In Monday’s article “The Right 
Direction,” Byron Canada was 
described as traveling through 
New England with SU’s Black 
Celestial Choir Ensemble due to 
a copy editing error. He actually 
travels through New York, Penn-
sylvania and Maryland for his job 
with M&T Bank in Syracuse. The 
Daily Orange regrets this error.

The Daily Orange is published weekdays during 
the Syracuse University academic year by The 
Daily Orange Corp., 744 Ostrom Ave., Syracuse, 
NY 13210. All contents Copyright 2305 by The 
Daily Orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. The Daily Orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. Each additional copy costs $1. 
The Daily Orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with Syracuse University.

All contents © 2306 The Daily Orange Corporation

ta l k  t o  u s
If you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

If you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

We always need new contributors to 
all sections. No experience required. 
E-mail editor@dailyorange.com

S TUDENT  OF  THE  WEEK
Dave Katz

t H i s  D aY  i n  H i s t o r Y

Cambodia, 
1998 

Pol Pot, 
leader of

Khmer Rouge
movement, 

dies.

Germany, 
1945

Nazi camp
Bergen-Belson 
is liberated 
by Allied 
troops.

Brooklyn, 
1947

Jackie 
Robinson 
becomes 
first MLB 

black player.

Atlantic,
1912

“Unsinkable”
Titanic hits 
an iceberg 
and goes 

under.

By Chris Cresswell
CONTRIBUTINg WRITER

A hedgehog named Abbey and 
a 19-year-old turtle are just a 
few of the pets Dave Katz has 

had growing up. But this Manhat-
tan native has been an animal lover 
for his entire life and hopes to not 
only have more pets, but to someday 
help animals all over the world.

While most of his friends went 
on to study business, the sophomore 
came to State University of New 
York College of Environmental Sci-
ence and Forestry for its wildlife 
science program.

Despite growing up in New York 
City —where nature is hard to find 
among the skyscrapers — Katz has 
always loved animals.

“I’m actually allergic to dogs and 
cats, but we always had fish around 
and we even raised baby turtles,” 
Katz said. “I still have one that’s 19 
years old.”

Currently, Katz is taking a class 
in ichthyology, the study of fish. 

This love of the environment was 
encouraged by one of his high school 
science teachers, who had sincere 
interest in sharing nature with 
Katz’s high school class. His teacher 
had students raise praying mantises 
and even dissect a pregnant cat.

Katz’s childhood love of nature 
came full circle this semester when 
he got to meet one of his heroes, 
animal expert Jack Hanna. 

“I used to wake up every Satur-
day morning at 6 a.m. to watch Jack 
Hanna with my dad,” Katz said. “To 
get a chance to see him live was 
amazing. It was life-affirming; it put 
my goals into perspective and made 
them seem feasible.”

Katz’s dream job is to travel 
around the world working with for-
eign countries, researching animals 
and helping to stabilize wildlife 

populations.
Syracuse offers a more environ-

mentally friendly atmosphere for 
Katz.

“In New York City the only nature 
is Central Park, and you’re sharing 
that with eight million people,” Katz 
said.

After graduating from ESF, Katz 
plans on returning to the concrete 
jungle, hoping to attend Fordham 
University for graduate school. The 
university works with inner city 

zoos, providing real world zoo expe-
rience during the day with night 
classes. Until then, Katz continues 
to keep interesting pets at his home 
in Manhattan.

“I recently got an African Pygmy 
Hedgehog; I named him “Johnny” 
after Johnny Cash, until I realized 
she was girl,” Katz said. “Now her 
name is Abbey, after (The Beatles’ 
album) ‘Abbey Road.’ Still she’s kind 
of a confused hedgehog.”

cecressw@syr.edu

stephen dockery | photo editor

u.s. & worlD news
compiled by megan saucke

riots over food prices 
continue across globe
People in Haiti, Egypt and 
Bangladesh are rioting over 
skyrocketing food prices, including 
a 120 percent increase in wheat 
prices in the past year. The prime 
minister of Haiti was ousted from 
office Saturday over the rising 
food costs. World Bank President 
Robert Zoellick predicted that the 
high prices could set back the 
fight against worldwide poverty 
up to seven years. Some people 
worry about filling their gas tanks 
while other worry about filling 
their stomachs, Zoellick said. He 
urged governments to provide 
the United Nations World Food 
Program with $500 million in 
emergency aid by May 1. The 
White House announced that it 
would aid $200 million through 
the U.S. Agency for International 
Development. Analysts have 
pinned the rise in prices partially 
in the rising cost in fuel.

two major airlines merge
A deal was agreed on Monday 
that Delta Air Lines will take over 
Northwest Airlines to become 
the world’s biggest carrier. The 
combined company will have an 
enterprise value of almost $18 
million. Northwest shareholders will 
receive 1.25 Delta shares for every 
Northwest share they own. Both 
airlines have been losing money, 
one year after they lost Chapter 11 
bankruptcy protection. The deal will 
need antitrust approval before the 
two airlines can officially combine, 
and the integration of pilots, who 
are all unionized, may be tricky.

s ta r t  t u e sda y

t o D aY ’ s  e V e n t s
What: Adrienne Socci lecture
When: 12 p.m.
Where: 204 Maxwell Hall
How much: Free 
 
What: David Szanton lecture
When: 12:30 p.m.
Where: 341 Eggers Hall
How much: Free

What: Men and feminism panel  
When: 7 p.m.
Where: 500 Hall of Languages
How much: Free 

What: “Alicia in Africa”  
When: 7:45 p.m.
Where: 132 Lyman Hall
How much: Free 

What: Morton Schiff Jazz Ensemble
When: 8 p.m.
Where: Setnor Auditorium
How much: Free

c o n ta c t  u s
Editor@dailyorange.com

News@dailyorange.com

Pulp@dailyorange.com

Sports@dailyorange.com

Opinion@dailyorange.com

Design@dailyorange.com

Photo@dailyorange.com

Ads@dailyorange.com

EDITORIAL 
315 443 9798 
 
BUSINESS 
315 443 2315 
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315 443 3689 
 
ADVERTISING 
315 443 9794 
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315 443 2869
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stacking up 
How SU’s rape center’s role compares 
to centers at other colleges. 

p u l p

teamwork
Professors gina and Jeff Pauline 
use sports to mold their careers.

s p o r t s 

Girl power
It’s no coincidence that the wom-
en’s teams at Syracuse are having 
more success than ever.

s p o r t s  s c H e D u l e
MEN’S LACROSSE 
Fri., April 18 
vs. Albany 
@ 7 p.m., Carrier Dome 
 
SOFTBALL 
Wed., April 16 
vs. Cornell 
@ 3:30  p.m., Ithaca, N.Y.  
 
MEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 19  
goes Trophy 
@ All day, Ithaca, N.Y.   

WOMEN’S LACROSSE 
Wed., April 16 
vs. Colgate 
@ 7 p.m., Carrier Dome

TRACK & FIELD 
Sat., April 19 
Larry Ellis Invitational 
@ TBA, Princeton, N.J. 

WOMEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 19 
Charles River Challenge 
@ All day, Boston
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s t u d e n t  a s s o c i a t i o n

Applications now available for new merit scholarship

h e a lt h y  m o n d a y

su dog day 
draws 40 
canines 

will halsey | asst. photo editor
marlene goldenberg and eric persons discuss future plans for the Connective Corridor at the Monday meeting. The Student 
Association also heard from A Men’s Issue, which is fighting the name change of the R.A.P.E. center to S.A.S.S.

deal between film studios and theaters raise ticket prices
By Abram Brown

ConTRIbuTIng WRITER

Eunkyu Lee said the high ticket pric-
es moviegoers pay could be partially 
due to contracts drawn up between 
movie studios and theaters

Lee, an associate professor in the 
marketing department at the Mar-
tin J. Whitman School of Manage-
ment, is conducting new research 
into these contracts. He first started 
this research at the University of 
British Columbia before coming to 
Syracuse University. 

For every movie released, the dis-
tributors negotiate a contract with 
each theater that wants to show the 
picture, he said. These contracts are 
based on a sliding scale — in the first 
weeks the studio will retain a larger 
share of the profits at the box office 
than the theater. 

Lee said the studios will some-
times keep upward of 70 to 80 percent 
of the profits in the first week. In the 
following weeks, the balance slowly 
moves toward the movie theaters. 

“This is a very complex and 

interesting question,” Lee said. 
“The studios are the ones that 
spend millions of dollars in upfront 
investment. They are taking all the 
risk. If the theaters don’t like it, 
they can take it off the screen, and 
the loss is entirely for the movie 

studios.”
Lee’s research finds the studios 

and theaters end up each keeping 50 
percent of the profit, despite the slid-
ing scale contracts for the majority of 
movies released. 

see movies page 8

see healthy page 4

By Heath D. Williams
STAff WRITER

Future plans for the Connective Cor-
ridor were presented to the Student 
Association Monday night.

Eric Persons, head of the commit-
tee for planning the Connective Cor-
ridor, also presented the SA assembly 
with the corridor’s progress since the 
program was launched three years 
ago. Persons praised the program 
for acting as a bridge between the 
university’s resources and the city’s 

weaknesses.
“We don’t have all the answers 

to the struggles within this commu-
nity,” Persons said. “But we do think 
the strength of this university can 
contribute to a better vision of urban 
design planning in the city.”

Persons admitted the program 
has been slow to fully launch because 
of lack of awareness within the com-
munity, but he expressed confidence 
that with increased funding and 
resources, the corridor will begin to 

fully take shape.
“It’s all about how much money 

we get,” Persons said. “Once we get 
more funding, we can go on to phase 
two, phase three of the program.”

Persons outlined what a com-
pleted Connective Corridor may look 
like and include:
More attractive public social spots
Increased use of public transporta-
tion
Lights throughout the corridor for 
safety

Timers at bus stops to let travelers 
know when the next bus will arrive
More “green” resources and a focus 
on environmentally friendly spaces

The key to getting the corridor 
to work, Persons said, is making 
students aware of its benefits and 
getting them to use it.

“We need to do a better job of 
figuring out how to communicate 
with students,” he said. “We know 
the best way to get students involved 

By Candance Tracy
ConTRIbuTIng WRITER

People had to watch their step on the 
Quad Monday after dogs and their 
owners spent the day going for a walk 
as part of Healthy Monday’s initiative 
to get active.

More than 40 canines crowded 
around a table in the Quad to get 
treats, while others played fetch 
and walked with SU students, fac-
ulty and staff during “Monday for 
Mutts.”

“It was an absolute success,” said 
Ari Lipsky, a student organizer of the 
event and freshman public relations 
major. “It was a much bigger turnout 
than we thought, and we were very 
happy about it.”

“Monday for Mutts” was a 
Healthy Monday initiative designed 
to promote exercise and wellness 
campus-wide. The idea for the event 
was first suggested to Healthy Mon-
day by Brenda Wrigley, a public 
relations professor. Once approved, 
Wrigley turned the concept into 
an event planning and promotions 
project for her PRL 206 class in the 
S.I. Newhouse School of Public Com-
munications.

Though the event started slowly, 
“Monday for Mutts” was in full swing 
by 11:30 am. An enthusiastic crowd 
gathered at the informational table 
in front of Hendricks Chapel, while 
dogs of all breeds, shapes and sizes 
interacted and played together, Lip-
sky said.

The funding from Healthy Monday 
was part of an initiative that encour-
aged students, faculty and staff to 
apply for $50 to $500 awards to fund 
their own mini-programs promoting 
health, nutrition and fitness.

The proposals for the projects were 
due Feb. 18.

Event organizers anticipated 
attendees to come primarily from 

“If the theaters don’t like it, they can 
take it off the screen, and the loss is 
entirely for the movie studios.” 

Eunkyu Lee
 ASSoCIATE MARkETIng PRofESSoR. 

WhAt is heAlthy 
MondAy?
Healthy Monday is a health 
program under the direction of 
the S.I. newhouse School of 
Public Communications. The 
event offers free massages, 
fruits, fitness classes, herbal 
tea and Zen meditations each 
week. The program was created 
to promote healthy lifestyles on 
campus.

SouRCE: HEAlTHyIM.SyR.Edu
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is through word-of-mouth from other students. 
We’re just now beginning to get the staff and 
support to make that happen.”

Merit Scholarship
Applications for the merit-based scholarship 

announced at last week’s SA meeting are now 
available on the Offi ce of Financial Aid and 
Scholarship Programs’ Web site.

The scholarship provides 11 juniors and 
seniors $6,000 each. This is the fi rst merit-based 
scholarship awarded to students with high aca-
demic standings.

Joe Wieder, a former SA liaison to the board 
of trustees, announced the application to the 
assembly. Wieder worked closely with Vice 
Chancellor and Provost Eric Spina to create the 
scholarship.

The application requires a 500-word state-
ment and three references. Wieder said next 
year’s application will be longer and more in-
depth. This year’s application had to be cut 
short this year because of the quick turnaround 
after the announcement of the scholarship. 

A Men’s Issue
The assembly also received a presentation 

from A Men’s Issue, a male student group work-
ing toward social gender equality. The group 
spoke about the controversy over changes made 
to the R.A.P.E. center, which changed its name 
to Sexual Assault Support Services (S.A.S.S.) 
Feb. 20.

Collin Capano, a member of A Men’s Issue, 

stressed that the group is concerned with other 
changes made to the center.

“It’s not just about the name change,” he said. 
“It’s about all of the other changes that went 
with it.”

With the name change, counselors at the 
center became known as prevention specialists, 
and two of the three positions were cut. Capano 
urged assembly members to sign a petition by A 
Men’s Issue to resolve their problems with the 
changes. They include:
Remove the title of prevention specialists from 
counselors at the center. This title implies that 
the victims of sexual assault should have pre-
vented it, Capano said.
Remove S.A.S.S. from the Offi ce of Prevention 
Services.
Request that future changes to the center not 
be made without input from the student body.

hdwillia@syr.edu

“We don’t have all the 
answers to the struggles 
within this community, 
but we do think the 
strength of this university 
can contribute to a better 
vision of urban-design 
planning in the city.” 

Eric Persons
HEAD OF THE COMMITTEE FOR PLANNING 

THE CONNECTIVE CORRIDOR
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the Newhouse School, because it is the home 
college of the Healthy Monday program. But 
they were pleased to see students, faculty 
and staff from all different colleges partici-
pate. Lipsky was even able to convince his 
Spanish professor to participate. 

All dogs had to be leashed, up to date on 
vaccinations and remain within the param-
eters of the event space, which was marked 
by chalk paw prints. Dogs and walkers had 
the chance to win prizes like leashes, sweat-
ers, collars, bowls and gift certifi cates.

There was a two dog maximum per per-
son.

Students who did not have a dog of their 
own had the opportunity to walk another 
participant’s dog. Owners were more than 
happy to let other people walk their dogs, 
Lipsky said. 

Though there were dozens of dogs, some 
owners didn’t participate. “I just didn’t hear 
about it. I probably wouldn’t have time to go 
anyway,” said Niko Rechul, a junior fi nance 
major. Rechul has a black lab named Jager.

Based on Monday’s success, organizers 
hope “Monday for Mutts” will become an 
annual event.

“We had so many people asking, ‘This is 
so great, are we going to have it next year?’” 
Lipsky said. “I’m sure plans will be in the 
works to make it an annual thing.”

Asst. news editor Shayna Meliker contrib-
uted reporting.

cktracy@syr.edu

HEALTHY MONDAY
F R O M  P A G E  3
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still smitten with bill clinton

Sen. Bruno botched N.Y.’s Bottle Bill 

l e t t e r  t o  t h e  e d i t o r

gPs system: Potential safety hazard?

s c r i b b l e

I would like to give a piece of 
advice to anyone who is tempted 
into buying a GPS system some-
time this year. 

It’s a great piece of equip-
ment and is essentially a mobile 
MapQuest or (even better) 
Google Maps for your car. 
However, if you plan on using 
one, be sure to completely erase 
its presence from your car once 
you are done driving. 

My car was broken into 

yesterday in the middle of my 
permit-only parking lot. The 
passenger side window was 
shattered, and my GPS was 
stolen along with my cell phone 
charger. 

The idiot probably thought it 
was the GPS charger when he took 
it.

The main point here is my 
GPS wasn’t even in plain view; 
it was hidden in the glove 
compartment along with the 

dock. The circular indent left 
from the dock being placed on 
the windshield, along with my 
visible cell phone charger in the 
lighter socket, is what caused it 
to be robbed. 

If you use a GPS, don’t leave 
your car open to potential rob-
bery by showing signs your 
car has a GPS in it...take it out 
every time!

Randy Heubel
Senior aeroSpace engineering major

opi n ions
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P lastic, plastic everywhere, those 
bottles never shrink; plastic, 
plastic, everywhere, the remnants 

of your sports drink. 
Were Samuel Taylor Coleridge to 

write his masterpiece today, his Arc-
tic-stranded crew in the “Rime of the 
Ancient Mariner” would not be salivat-
ing over a salt-water ocean. Instead, it’d 
simply head below deck and drink its fill 
of Gatorade and Poland Spring.  

“But what to do with the bottles?” the 
crew might wonder. It’d check the label 
for a deposit, and finding none, toss them 
into the sea.  

Sound familiar? Replace sailors with 
students and the deep blue sea with a dirty 
green dumpster, and there’s no doubt it 
happens countless times every day here 
at Syracuse University. Across New York 
State, the situation is even worse.

The reason that cola cans, beer 
bottles and other carbonated beverages 
can be returned for a deposit in New 
York — and newfangled items like water 
bottles and sports drinks cannot — has 
mostly to do with timing. 

New York’s current bottle bill is 
ancient. Passed in 1982, it failed to pre-
dict and address the recent phenomenon 
of our bottled-water obsessed culture.  

These days, without a legislated 
deposit on non-carbonated beverages, 
only 10 percent of water bottles are 
recycled, according to the New York State 
Department of Environmental Conserva-
tion. That means more than 90 percent of 
the 2.5 billion bottles of water sold in New 
York State every year end up as unneces-
sary trash — and as any highway driver 
knows, not all of it ends up in a landfill.

To address this problem, the New 
York Public Interest Research Group 
(NYPIRG) has been pulling out all the 
stops to get a Bigger Better Bottle Bill 
passed in the New York State legislature. 
The bill would not only expand the bottle 
deposit to include non-carbonated bever-
ages like juice and water bottles, but also 
force bottle distributers to turn over mil-
lions in unclaimed deposits to the State 
Environmental Protection Fund.

As NYPIRG’s bottle bill advocate 
Chad Brooker said, the group has been 
holding almost daily meetings with 
assembly members and state senators in 
order to finally get the bill included in 
the 2008 state budget.

Despite the fact that the movement 

for the bottle bill has generated massive 
grassroots support, NYPIRG has been 
disappointed during recent and past 
budget deliberation processes as the 
Republican Majority Leader, Sen. Joseph 
Bruno, worked to successfully prevent the 
passage of the Bigger Better Bottle Bill.

“While NYPIRG is a nonpartisan 
group, it sticks true to this in everything 
we do, it can accurately be said that it 
is the Republicans in the Senate, under 
the strong guidance of Bruno, who are 
blocking this measure,” said SU sopho-
more Chad Brookeand.

Republicans in the state Senate 
have opposed the Bigger Better Bottle 
Bill since it was proposed in 2002. The 
Albany Times Union quoted Bruno in an 
article published April 2 saying the bill 
is “prohibitive to consumers.”

Perhaps Bruno failed to understand 
that when it comes to excessive water bottle 
consumption, consumer prohibition may 
be part of the point. More likely, however, 
he realized passing the bill would be pro-
hibitive to Republican fundraising. State 
Senate Republicans received $300,000 in 
donations from the bill’s opponents in 2007, 
according to the Albany Times Union.

Brooker looked at these campaign 
contributions and observed, “This 
money will surely come in handy for 
reelection campaigns, but at a cost: the 
degradation of New York’s landscape, 
habitats and environments.”

If Bruno and Senate Republicans 
shoot down the bill again, they will have a 
plastic albatross around their neck. With 
the number of plastic bottles thrown away 
in New York state alone, their burden is a 
heavy one. It’s time for Captain Bruno and 
his crew of Senate Republicans to realize 
their folly before it is too late.

As for everyone else, before there really 
is plastic, plastic everywhere, think about 
trying that classic source of water: the sink.

Kevin Eggleston is a sophomore politi-
cal science and television, radio and film 

major. His columns appear every Tuesday. 
He can be reached at kmeggles@syr.edu.
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Take Back the Night 2008 seeks to not just edu-
cate, but empower individuals to take action.

For Katherine Salisbury, a freshman maga-
zine journalism major, this is the heart of the 
issue. Despite the fact that opportunities for 
men and women are becoming more equal, she 
said the proper changes have yet to occur.

“It involves both men and women,” says 
Salisbury. “It can’t just be women who think 
they’re equal.”

Salisbury stressed that everyone has a role, 
and in the meantime, until men view women as 
their equals, women need to prove they’re just 
as infl uential as men.

Freshman Dani Colvin said she shares Salis-
bury’s belief that both sexes play a vital role in 
recognition of the issues that face women and 
what it takes to make positive changes.

The struggle affects men and women, she 
said. “You don’t have to be a woman to change 
the roles and perceptions.”

And it starts with grassroots efforts like 
those on the SU campus.

The university’s role in advocating for the 
empowerment of women is a positive step, and 
both Colvin and Salisbury said this is the right 
move.

“(The university) is probably doing as much 
as (it) can,” Salisbury said. “The effort has to 
start somewhere.” 

Capano expects the audience to consist 
mostly of women’s studies professors and their 
students. Other faculty, fraternity and sorority 
members and students have also been encour-
aged to come. But most of all, he hopes to see a 
large number of males in the crowd.

entownse@syr.edu

FEMINISM
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Adv. Tix on Sale IRON MAN (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
PROM NIGHT (PG-13) (1150 1220 210 240 430 500) 720 750 945 1015
STREET KINGS (R) - ID REQ'D (1230 100 330 400) 700 730 955 1025
SMART PEOPLE (R) - ID REQ'D (1135 215 440) 725 1000
21 (PG-13) (1250 350) 710 1005
DR. SUESS': HORTON HEARS A WHO - DP (G) (1145 205 425) 715 935
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (1115 135 355)
LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (1235) 635 705 1010
OC & DA: LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (335) 940
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) (1120 140 405) 640 910
THE RUINS (R) - ID REQ'D (1210 230 455) 745 1020
PERSEPOLIS (PG-13) (1130 150 415) 655 925
SHINE A LIGHT (PG-13) (1240 340) 645 930
STOP LOSS (R) - ID REQ'D (1225 325) 630 915
THE SUPER HERO MOVIE (PG-13) (1125 145 410) 650 920
10,000 BC (PG-13) (450) 1020
DRILLBIT TAYLOR (PG-13) (1140 220) 735
TYLER PERRY'S: MEET THE BROWNS (PG-13) (1155 225) 740
SHUTTER (PG-13) (445) 1030

Adv. Tix on Sale IRON MAN (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
PROM NIGHT (PG-13) (220 500) 800 1020
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) (200 430) 750 1015
LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (120 420) 730 1010
21 (PG-13) (100 400) 710 1010
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (140 440) 650 930

Adv. Tix on Sale IRON MAN (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
STREET KINGS (R) - ID REQ'D (110 415) 715 950
PROM NIGHT (PG-13) (1210 235 500) 745 1025
THE RUINS (R) - ID REQ'D (1205 230 455) 755 1005
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) (1200 225 450) 710 935
LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (130 420) 725 1015
STOP LOSS (R) - ID REQ'D (440) 1020
THE SUPER HERO MOVIE (PG-13) (1220 245 510) 735 955
21 (PG-13) (100 400) 700 945
SHUTTER (PG-13) (140) 750
DRILLBIT TAYLOR (PG-13) (430) 1000
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (1215 240 505) 720 930
THE OTHER BOLEYN GIRL (PG-13) (120) 730
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declares a major in the Maxwell School. 
Wallerstein also spoke about necessity of 

fundraising for the school — most notably to 
attract students to the Maxwell school and pay 
its faculty competitive salaries.

“We do this both because it is a constant and 
natural requirement for any private institution 
such as ours, and because it is critical to main-
taining the competitive position of the Maxwell 
School,” he said. 

He noted since he became dean of Maxwell, 
the school has received four endowed professor-
ships. It has raised $56 million in funding, which 
is more than any other SU college or any athletic 
department, he said. In addition, the school’s 
public affairs division was recently Dnamed 
number one by U.S. News and World Report.

Wallerstein said since his deanship, Max-
well’s permanent endowment has doubled, 
standing at $82 million.

As for the school’s challenges, Wallerstein 
acknowledged the school’s ranking and reten-
tion of fine faculty among them but also focused 
on the changing field of public affairs.  

To retain Maxwell’s status as a competitive 
public affairs unit, Wallerstein is currently talk-
ing with a group in Dubai, an up-and-coming 
city in the United Arab Emerties, to create a 
satellite campus with other international uni-
versities in the city. 

“The Dubai Founding group, as it is called, 
is keenly interested in the possibility that Max-
well and Syracuse University, might join with a 
number of other leading universities in this new 

endeavor in the United Arab Emirates,” he said. 
He also mentioned the school must heav-

ily evaluate the pros and cons of creating new 
degree programs as it tries to increase its fund-
raising, and is currently seeking an endowment 
from an alumni to build a third Maxwell build-
ing on campus.

Francine D’Amico, associate professor of 
international relations in the Maxwell school, 
liked that Wallerstein addressed undergraduate 
issues at the event.

D’Amico said many SU undergraduates have 
a mixed perception of the Maxwell School since 
it’s not a traditional college. Instead, they are 
confused because many of the social sciences 
are housed in the Maxwell school, yet their home 
school is The College of Arts and Sciences. 

By creating a newsletter and addressing some 
of these issues, Wallerstein is helping to change 
the perception of the Maxwell school on campus.

Maxwell professor Mark Monmonier found 
the speech to be overall positive, but hopes 
the possibility of United State’s deteriorating 
economy will not interfere with all of Waller-
stein’s plans.

“He’s definitely forward-thinking,” Mon-
monier said.

Graduate international relations and public 
relations student Tony McGovern said Waller-
stein is ambitious but retains ideas that “are 
always couched in reality.”

 “He’s doing a great job,” he said. “Wallerstein 
is a good man for the job.”

alkish@syr.edu
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ben addonizio | staff photographer
mitchel wallerstein discusses his goals of increasing fundraising, retaining 
excellent faculty and improving relations with undergraduate Maxwell students.
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In fact, Lee points out theaters and studios 
may be losing more money negotiating con-
tracts with these scale-based contracts.

Lee called the process “complicated and inef-
ficient,” because of the “manpower” the process 
consumes.

Tula Goenka, an associate professor in the 
television, radio and film department of the S.I. 
Newhouse School of Public Communications, 
supported Lee’s conclusion. 

“It’s like one giant talking to another giant,” 
Goenka said. “I’m sure there is a lot of money 
being spent.”

Lee said there are several solutions for this. 
One of the solutions he detailed was an even 
split between the movie studios and the theaters 
as soon as the movie is released, saying it’s not a 
bad possibility.

He also referenced a growing trend he found 
in the movie industry. Some are beginning 
to toy with the idea of “simpler structures” of 
contracts, he said. 

“We believe that this be a growing trend, and 
(it will eventually become) standard practice in 
the industry,” Lee said.

Richard Dubin, a professor in the television, 
radio and film department, questioned how 
Lee had gotten his numbers to formulate his 
research.

“The studios hold those numbers close to 
the chest,” Dubin said. “They’re notorious 
for being very stingy with information of all 
kinds. They are also known for some very 
creative accounting in all aspects of their 
business.”

He went on to question the truthfulness of the 
studios in general, saying they aren’t beyond 
lying in his experience. 

Dubin said relying on these numbers may be 
an error. He remains skeptical that (Lee) has 
gotten good information to work with. 

Evan Smith, an associate professor in the 
television, radio and film department, also said 
it would be hard for someone to obtain this 
information from the studios. 

“I would agree that it’s very difficult to get 
accurate information because that’s their pro-
prietary information,” Smith said.   

Goenka, however, points that the entire 
business is “in a state of flux,” due to the 
various methods of distribution the movie 
industry can now use. These include com-
puter downloads, DVD sales and rentals and 
on-demand movies. 

While these other forms of distribution 
appear to give the studios an advantage in 
negotiation, the theaters now have solidarity in 
their favor. The theater business is dominated 
by a few massive chains, such as AMC, Regal 
and Carmike and is now better able to negotiate 
with the studios than in the past. Before, there 
were thousands of independent theaters at the 
mercy of the large studios.

Though Goenka doesn’t know what the future 
of the industry will hold, she maintains “we will 
never get rid of theater. (The experience there) 
is too visceral, too magical.” 

adbrow03@syr.edu
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With a rise in both accessibility and convenience, many students are finding television 
online to be a better experience. Web sites like alluc.org stream TV content for free, 
while network Web sites like NBC stream shows with brief commercial breaks

Tuning
As major television networks stream their most popular 
shows online, college students fi nd less need for TV sets. 

out
By Pete Smith
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I t seems more and more college students 
are putting down their remote controls 
and picking up their laptops to watch their 

favorite television programs. A nationwide 
trend is showing a shift in interest from fl at-
screen TVs to fl at-screen computer monitors 
— especially on college campuses.

“When my daughter started college six years 
ago, every single dorm room had a television,” 
said Glenda Manzi, a professor at Tufts Univer-
sity’s Experimental College, in an interview 
with The Tufts Daily.

“Two years later, my son started college, and 
barely anybody had TVs in their room — there 
were maybe three people on his fl oor who had 
them,” she said. “Now, I can’t even imagine what 
the case would be.”

 Manzi extended this notion of a trend to those 
in her class — 21st Century Television: Media in 
the Age of YouTube, Facebook and MP3s. 

“I fi rst taught (the class) in the spring semes-
ter of last year, and even in one year, the amount 
of video consumed by students on laptops has 
doubled,” Manzi said. “When I fi rst taught the 
class, maybe half the class would say they watch 
(TV online). Now, virtually everyone raises 
their hand.”

According to Nielsen Media Research, a 
provider of television audience measurement 
and advertising information services, while 
9.7 million people watched the fourth season 
premier of NBC’s hit show, “The Offi ce,” 2.7 
million people streamed that same episode 
online that same week — meaning more than 
one quarter of the broadcast viewing audience 

watched the episode online.  
“I don’t have a TV in my room, so if I’m going 

to watch TV it’s going to be on my computer,” 
said Eliot Bugda, a freshman engineering major 
at Syracuse University. “It’s so much easier 
because I can pause and rewind whenever I want, 
and there are very little to no commercials.” 

Media conglomerates are quickly recogniz-
ing there is money to be made in online stream-
ing media. Corporations such as ABC, NBC and 
CBS have started streaming classic shows such 
as “Star Trek,” “MacGyver,” “The A-Team” and 
“I Dream of Jeannie” on their Web sites as a 
way to sell more advertising space.  

Nielsen Media Research also 
reported online consumption is 
at an all-time high, with 35 
million viewers stream-
ing online content 
within the last three 
months.

While the topic 
of streaming media 
brings up a wide 
array of issues regarding 
ratings and compensation for online viewing 
(a topic that recently incited the Hollywood writ-
ers strike), college students seem to be silently 
reaping the rewards of free streaming media at 
their hands.  

Syracuse University students are adapting 
well to this nationwide trend in media consump-
tion. Convenience is the reason SU students 
gave when it comes to how and when they watch 
television.

“I think that in the next few years, increased 
bandwidth and improved Web and computer 
technology will quickly replace standard TV 
practice,” said Dan Bagnall, a freshman in the 
Bandier Program for music and entertainment 

industries.
 “I think that You-

Tube.com was really a pioneer and 
has given birth to an ‘on-demand’ media cul-
ture,” he said. “(Our generation) wants search-
able content at our fi ngertips. Personally I really 
like Joost.com, as it’s helping to render cable 
obsolete for me.”

Andrew DiOrio, a sophomore engineering 
major, said when he comes back to his room from 
classes, he doesn’t have time to watch his favor-
ite shows so having the shows available online 
makes it easier to tune in. 

“It’s just easier for me to watch at my com-

puter when I have the time,” he said.
Manzi summed up these sentiments in a state-

ment in The Tufts Daily. “The biggest benefi t 
about online television is that you watch it when 
you want it, where you want it and in which 
format you want to watch it,” she said. “Choice 
is the difference between online television and 
actual television.”

pwsmithj@syr.edu
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TOP RATED ONLINE T.V. SHOWS
1. America’s Next Top Model 
2. House
3. The O.C.
4. Weeds
5. Dexter
6. Sex and the City
7. CSI
8. The L Word
9. Kenny vs. Spenny
10. That 70’s Show

alluc.org With a rise in both accessibility and convenience, many students are finding television 
online to be a better experience. Web sites like alluc.org stream TV content for free, 
while network Web sites like NBC stream shows with brief commercial breaks

TOP RATED ONLINE T.V. SHOWS
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by thomas joseph

the town bike by allison black | alblack@syr.edu then rob fay | rafay@syr.edu

dinosaur comics by ryan north | qwantz.com

classic perry bible fellowship by nick gurewitch | pbfcomics.com

ËFriday Happy Hour - No cover! 
ËFree food 5-7 p.m.
Ë$3 pitchers and more specials

21 & over. Please drink responsibly. Donʼt drink and drive.

MAGGIES
Restaurant & Sports Bar

161 Marshall Street
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Be the enV of your friends.

Win a hybrid!
Sign up for service at a participating  
Verizon Wireless Communications Store 
and ask how you could win a brand 
new hybrid car! Your friends — and  
the planet — will love you!  
No purchase necessary.

Switch to America’s Most Reliable Wireless Network®              For sweepstakes details go to vzwcar.com. 

Verizon Wireless Communications Store 

connect in more ways:
txt, pix, video, email & IM
know what’s going on:
download new music & video on the 
go, get the game score and keep an 
eye on social networking sites

$7999
after rebate

LG VX9900: $129.99 2-yr. 
price – $50 mail-in rebate. 
With new 2-yr. activation.

enVTM by LG     

Get the enV and see what it can do!
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Let us 
POYNT 

you in the right direction

Make �nals easier with fabulous prizes!!
Participate in the Poynt Scavenger hunt 

for your chance to win:

Ipod Touch
Up to $2000 cash prizes

and more!

All participants will receive a Starbucks giftcard and T-shirt

Place: Newhouse I Room A1
Time: Saturday, April 19 @ 12:00

Sign up by Thursday- contact: kmschult@syr.edu
Search: Poynt Scavenger Hunt for more information on Facebook
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the sweet stuff in the middle

By Will Halsey
Asst. Photo Editor

Once Vincent Appel gutted the inside of a 
used recreation vehicle in freezing Janu-
ary temperatures, the fifth-year Syra-
cuse University architecture student 

realized working on the Mobile Literacy and Arts 
Bus was more than just an assignment for class. 

The project turned into a way for him to reach 
out to the Syracuse community. Nine SU undergrad 
students and one graduate student renovated an RV 
transforming it into the M-LAB, a mobile classroom 
for local high schools to use. 

“Local high schools just lack space and resourc-
es, and this bus is part of the solution, Appel said. 

The M-LAB started as a project for a social sculp-
ture (SCU 300/500) class, taught by Marion Wilson, 
a professor and director of community initiatives 
for the College of Visual and Performing Arts. 

The purpose of the class was to make a public 
artwork that can involve the community instead 
of just a sculpture that simply sits there, said Arjan 
Zazueta, a graduate assistant in the class.

The class originally was intended for a single 

semester for fall 2007, Wilson said. But the bus 
didn’t even get started until the winter months 
of the spring semester in 2008. The project began 
as Wilson looked for ways to be involved with 
Scholarship in Action, a program designed to have 
Syracuse University involved with the local com-
munity. 

What prompted Wilson to begin the project were 
the stories she heard about the lack of space in the 
public schools. 

“When we heard about men’s bathrooms being 
used as classrooms,” Wilson said. “We really got a 
feel for how bad it was.” 

Everything from the design of the actual bus 

SU students renovate RV to 
provide on-the-go learning 
for Syracuse-area students

t u e s d ay
april 15, 2008

n at h a n  m at t i s e

lenny kravitz just makes hits

Comic books becoming geek chic with movie adaptations

Going mobile

see m-lab page 14

see mattise page 14

will halsey | asst. photo editor
M-lab, a refurbished recreation-
al vehicle, has been modified 
to become a mobile classroom 
complete with projectors, print-
ers, cameras and laptops. the 
project is about 85 percent com-
pleted, said one of the collabora-
tive designers, Vincent Appel. 

C omic books, in the past 
20 or so years, have been 
classified as a nerd activity. 

Didn’t matter what kind they were, 
who the superhero was, they were a 
dorky thing to buy, read and collect. 
But apparently this wasn’t always 
the case.

Growing up, they seemed more 
irrelevant than my “Goosebumps” 
collection does today.  Comics were 
for the Bart Simpsons and Milhouses 
of the world. Milhouse was the rule 
when I was a kid, but in the 1950s and 
right now, it’s all about Bart. 

On Friday, former Entertainment 
Weekly editor, pop-culture aficio-

nado and former SU faculty member 
David Hajdu is coming to speak at 
Newhouse in conjunction with his 
new book “Ten-Cent Plague: The 
Great Comic Book Scare and How It 
Changed America.” 

It chronicles comics in American 
popular culture post-World War II, 
when they were surprisingly the 

most far-reaching and culturally 
relevant form of entertainment. 
Hajdu cites that back in the 1940s and 
early 50s, anywhere between 60 and 
100 million comics were consumed 
per week. 

“I don’t think we’ll ever see that 
again,” Hajdu said. “It’s hard for 
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‘NHL Hockey ’94’
1993
No, you can’t make Wayne Gretzky’s head 
bleed. But even without that guilty plea-
sure, “NHL Hockey ’94” still earns the title 
of greatest hockey video game ever made 
— and possibly best sports game, too. 

The revolutionary game that introduced 
one-timers and an entire roster of authentic 
players and teams (thanks to a licensing 
agreement with the NHL), provides the 
ultimate entertainment for those who can’t 
watch NHL hockey playoffs — since major 
TV networks don’t host the sport. (Honest-
ly, there’s a better chance you have a Sega 
Genesis and a dusty NHL Hockey cartridge 
lying around than the prospect that your 
cable carrier has the obscure Versus net-
work.) And with the state of hockey today, 
reliving the 90s might actually be more 
enjoyable than the real thing.

No Crosby. No problem. A plethora of super-
stars like Theron Fleury, Brian Leetch and Ron 
Hextall are available for your satisfaction. Oh, 
and of course, there’s also The Great One — 
Gretzky. 

This hockey simulation earned such 
acclaim it even scored a cameo in the 1996 
comedy hit “Swingers.” In the movie, Vince 
Vaughn joins a couple of friends playing 
“NHL Hockey ’94,” and immediately starts 
headhunting for Gretzky in hopes of making 
“Gretzky’s head bleed.”

It’s a bit of an anachronism since gore 
was removed from this version of the 
game. However, if a game is cool enough 
to star alongside Jon Favreau and Heather 
Graham — that’s when you know there’s 
something special about it. (Take that Mad-
den!)

Matt Levin, feature editor

mrlevin@syr.edu

RiveRs cuomo
With a 30-second demo circling the 
Internet from its next album, Weezer is a 
strange band. It makes pretty good music, 
but it is still a strange, strange band.
What makes up a good 90 percent of Wee-
zer’s weirdness is frontman Rivers Cuomo 
(the other 10 percent was reflected when 
the band renamed itself “Goat Punishment” 
so it could play to “dedicated fans”) who 
manages to be a dead ringer for Buddy 
Holly and one of the most reclusive human 
beings on the planet.

Here are just a few of the… interest-
ing things Rivers has done throughout his 
life:
■ Has a brother named Leaves. 
■ Raised in a Hindu ashram.
■ Posted his Harvard admissions essay on 
his MySpace.
■ Wrote a song dedicated to the U.S. men’s 
soccer team.
■ Did not talk to crowds at shows until late 
2001, when he became quite the chatter-
box.
■ Admitted to having a “fascination” with 
Asian girls.
■ Took a two-year vow of celibacy in 2003 
and succeeded.

And that’s just a taste of Rivers’ eccen-
tricities (we won’t get into the life-jacket 
wearing phase), but it’s also what makes 
him so endearing. Endearingly crazy. 
If you’re wondering, Weezer’s new album 

(tentatively titled “The Red Album”) suppos-
edly sounds like “The Blue Album.” Which 
means, it should be pretty good. Go on 
with your craziness, Rivers.

Erinn Connor, asst. feature editor

eaconnor@syr.edu

me to imagine how any one thing can be that 
popular because the modes of distribution are 
so split, and popular culture is no longer as 
centralized. Think about the most popular TV 
shows today like ‘American Idol,’ and its viewer-
ship isn’t 100 million — it’s only a fraction.” 

Comics were so ingrained in society that 
in 1954 a self-governing body was formed to 
create publishing restrictions in response to a 
growing public concern that they were having 
negative influence on its readers. Some folks felt 
comics were influential to the point that they 
needed to be feared. 

No crimes could be portrayed, the words 
“horror” or “terror” couldn’t appear in the 
titles, obscenity and profanity needed to be gone 
and any comics focusing on love and romance 
needed to promote the values of home and sanc-
tity in marriage. Talk about one single entity 
being highly bad ass, counter-culture or simply 
cool even back in the conservative 50s. Comic 
books were indie rock, Sundance films and 
alternative ‘zines combined, times 10. 

“For something to be cool it has to be not 
just edgy, it has to be enigmatic,” Hajdu said. 
“It has to be a puzzle to the masses because it 
has to exclude the masses, if it doesn’t it can’t 
be cool. Membership in the club of cool has to 
be restricted by definition: the smaller the audi-
ence, the cooler comics can be.”

Hajdu is right. It seems almost nothing will 
ever reach the “Comics of the 1950s” level of 
simultaneous hipness and prominence today or 
in the future. At the same time, I don’t find myself 

dismissing comics as lame like I used to. Despite 
the idea that mainstream popularity varies indi-
rectly with coolness (i.e. what’s cool in popular 
culture typically isn’t in mass culture), I think 
there’s a new appeal in comics now. 

Today’s comic book industry is similar to 
how things work in the fashion industry — it’s 
always cool to be one of the few people ahead of 
the curve. The Spider-Man trilogy may not be 
cool, but reading the series that inspired it still 
is. 

Among this summer’s biggest blockbusters 
you’ll inevitably find the film renditions of “Bat-
man,” “Iron Man” and “The Incredible Hulk.” 
OK, but to be hip, head down to the local library 
or hobby shop to do your prerequisite reading.  
Watching Seth Cohen on SOAPnet doesn’t 
increase your street cred (trust me), but if you 
can follow his references to “The Amazing 
Adventures of Kavalier and Clay” you’re on to 
something. The same principle can be applied 
to comics related to NBC’s “Heroes” or the ones 
drawn by Maynard from Tool. Today’s comic 
books can be cool because they’re a little known 
spin-off or inspiration for something that later 
becomes a massive hit. 

So I’m not sure how my comic books will 
look next to the Power Ranger action figures 
still in my closet at home, but unlike my youth 
no one will be calling me a nerd when I own my 
first graphic novel soon. It may not as cool as it 
would’ve in the 1950s, but Woody Guthrie was 
cool then. I think I can live.

 
Nathan Mattise is a pop-culture columnist for The 

Daily Orange. His columns run on Tuesdays. He real-
ly does have the Power Ranger figures still and can 

name the original rangers by the order in which they 
morphed. He can be reached at nzmattis@syr.edu. 

to making the pillows for the interior were the 
ideas of architecture and sculpture students. 
Design for the bus also came from collaborative 
meetings with focus groups made up of public 
school students, who offered their thoughts on 
how the bus should work.

The outside of the RV’s driver’s side has 
“M-LAB” spray painted in bright colors. As 
you enter, the bus has large, open space, with a 
white ceiling and magnetic white-board walls. 
Wilson said a centerpiece of the bus is the floor, 
which took six months to create and is made of a 
composite of reused scrap wood. 

The bus is outfitted with a photo lab, consist-
ing of four laptops, two photo printers and 40 
digital cameras, courtesy of a $150,000 donation 
from Verizon Communications Inc. The money 
will also go toward the staffing of the bus and for 
its fall 2008 use. In addition, the bus will have a 
projector, so the students can show their work. 
Wilson hopes the bus will be used for other 
things besides photography, such as a gallery 
for work, a design studio or a creative writing 
workshop.

Wilson recalled one time when directors 

of SU’s architecture and sculpture programs 
contacted her asking for the students to return 
to their class work. The M-LAB was unveiled at 
Nottingham High School on April 4, as part of 
a preview for the students who would be using 
the bus. The M-LAB also will be on display at 
MayFest next Tuesday.

“The students had a great reaction to the 
bus,” Appel said. “It was great to see them make 
connections the moment they got on.” 

The M-LAB was funded by a grant, presented 
by Sen. David Valesky (D-N.Y.), in the amount of 
$15,000. Robert Pomfrey, president of local real 
estate company POMCO, matched this grant 
with a donation of $30,000.  

“At first I thought the course was going to be 
like pimp my truck,” said Jessica Posner, a fifth-
year sculpture student. “But then it turned out 
to be a pretty important project.” 

Appel plans on working on the bus during 
the summer by adding the access ramp and also 
coming back to see the progress in fall 2008. For 
Appel, the many hours spent working through 
the Syracuse winter were worth it.  

“I know it sounds sappy,” he said, “but 
I was really impressed by how this project 
brought together families, friends and the 
community.”

wlhalsey@syr.edu

EAT ROUND
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By Dan Kaplan
Staff Writer

C ross the pond to the United 

Kingdom and you’ll find a 

music industry filled with rock 

bands that know exactly what sound 

they want to achieve. The city of Shef-

field boasts the relentlessly fast indie 

rock of the Arctic Monkeys, while Lon-

don’s Bloc Party tackles a more melodic, 

danceable post-punk sound. 

Yet in a country full of goal-oriented 

bands and sounds, The Kooks remain 

the odd man out.

The group’s new album, “Konk,” is a 

disappointing effort that renders sound 

or genre classification impossible. As 

its contemporaries release music that 

reflects years of hard work in attaining 

a particular sound, The Kooks has done 

the exact opposite: giving listeners an 

album in which no two songs sound like 

they’re from the same band.

That’s not to say the songs are ter-

rible. The 12 songs on “Konk” display 

a wide range of songwriting influences 

and the even more impressive ability to 

make catchy music, regardless of genre. 

But by dipping into so many styles, the 

group spreads its talent too thin.

For most of the album, The Kooks 

suffers from an identity crisis or has 

simply gotten lazy in its newfound 

celebrity. That’s the trouble when a 

band is signed to a major label after 

less than two years of existence — it’s 

too much, too fast, and The Kooks is 

no exception. The band’s stellar debut 

album “Inside In/Inside Out” went 

triple platinum in the UK, leading to 

the band’s appearances at the Reading 

and Leeds Festivals and an opening slot 

for the Rolling Stones.

To put it simply, having shared the 

stage and been surrounded by innu-

merable bands has allowed The Kooks 

to take sonic influence from everyone 

but itself. After doing its best Franz 

Ferdinand imitation on “Do You 

Wanna,” the band gives us “Gap,” a 

song strikingly similar to Weezer’s 

“Say It Ain’t So.” In some cases, these 

experiments work, but most of them 

just scream rip-off.

Still, the upbeat lead single “Always 

Where I Need To Be” recalls the band’s 

earliest hit “Eddie’s Gun,” and shows 

us there are still glimmers of the band’s 

much more original past. Another 

such moment occurs with 

the reflective acoustic 

song “One Last Time,” a 

shorter, less infectious 

rewrite of another earlier 

hit, “Ooh La.”

The wild success of 

“Inside In/Inside Out” makes “Konk” 

all the more disappointing. The former 

wasn’t a masterpiece, but its songs 

worked together to document a band 

having fun at what it was doing. “Konk” 

serves up several good songs, but with-

out any flow or consistency. The Kooks 

of this album is at a critical stage in its 

career in which the group must take 

the next step, but inexplicably hasn’t. 

Maybe the members are afraid to, or 

maybe they just don’t know how.
sdkaplan@syr.edu

The Kooks
“konk”
Genre indie rock — kinda
sOUnDs LIKe the feeling, 
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Identity CRISIS
Latest Kooks album dabbles in just about every 
genre as band searches for signature sound



Storage Guide
The best ways to stash and ship your stuff 

DRIVEINSELFSTORAGE.COM

Waiting to the last minute to 
book your summer storage 
and shipping needs will 

mean two things: headaches and 
wallet-aches.  Now is the time to work 
these details out.  The Daily Orange 
has compiled these local business 
in one spot for your convenience.

Student shipping at 
The UPS Store™ . 

• Low rates direct frm UPS™

• Extra care for your packages
• Superior customer service
• A wide range of shipping options
• A variety of boxes and shipping supplies

Nottingham
445.0455
Near South Campus

118 Julian Place
(behind P&C)

Packing/

Pick-up 

available — 

call for info! ™

™

ADVERTISERS:
Miss this storage guide? Don’t worry! 
You still have another chance. 
Our next guide runs April 25. 
Call 315-443-9794 for more information!



1. Contact storage 
company now and 
reserve space
2. Review contract 
details and ask about 
all potential charges
3. Label boxes on all sides
4. Put most valuable 
items in the back 
of storage area
5. Stand tables and 
sofas on sides
6. If possible, remove 
table legs
7. Fills up drawers 
and other spaces 
with valuables

STORAGE TIPS: PROTECT YOUR GOODS
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Festival Tickets & Passes at:

The Sound Garden
124 Walton St.  
in Armory Square

Festival office at the  
Hotel Syracuse
500 S. Warren St.

Emerald City Video
3208 Erie Blvd. E.

Online at  
www.syrfilm.com
& during the festival 
at all venues

REILLY
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content for the Orange All Access subscription 
service on suathletics.com.

Orange All Access offers a behemoth of 
content for its paying subscribers ($79.95 for 
the year). Practice footage, pre-and-postgame 
press conferences, player interviews, game 
highlights, a few feature stories and complete 
games await subscribing Orange fans. The site 
is constantly updated and the video is high-
quality.

Springfi eld said Orange All Access has the 
most video content of any collegiate sports site 
in the country and has been a priority for Direc-
tor of athletics Daryl Gross since he arrived at 
Syracuse.

The purpose is to supplement games with 
insider access for fans. Springfi eld considers 
the lengthy highlights and complete press 
conferences as the un-truncated edition of what 
is shown on local TV news.

“It is just like a television news operation, 
but we do the full-length version,” Springfi eld 
said. He added traditional media will have to 
reinvent itself because it will not be able to 
compete with the freedom of control and depth 
of content on sites like SU’s.

The revolution still hasn’t taken place 
though. 

The service is chiefl y used to open the 
window of Syracuse sports to displaced fans, 
provide local diehards with comprehensive 
footage and to allow the families of athletes to 
follow their kin. 

Orange All Access also serves as an outlet 
and promotional tool for potential recruits, 
Springfi eld said.

The site’s numbers back up the relatively 
segmented audience. There are currently 
3,000 subscribers — there have been 7,000 

since the service launched in spring 2005. 
An average men’s basketball game will be 

viewed by 800 fans. For its marquee matchup 
with Connecticut the women’s team attracted 
300 fans — an increase from the 10 to 15 viewers 
Orange All Access drew per game just a season 
ago.

A mere 472 users watched a recent men’s 
lacrosse game against Georgetown, while 
another 115 listened to the audiocast.

Yet, growth is still possible.
Springfi eld said Orange All Access will be 

redesigned in the fall. He hopes to include more 
free content and feature classic Syracuse games 
from the archives. 

“That will be a big draw for people to go back 
and watch those games whenever they want,” 
he said.

It may come at a cost, but for a dedicated 
Syracuse fan there is no better way to immerse 
oneself in the minutiae of all things Orange. 
For both the far-off alum and the potential 
athlete at SU, there are opportunities to follow 
all 19 teams’ every step, no matter how far from 
the Salt City they may be.

Online broadcasts and team-produced 
content is currently defining itself as it goes 
through the gauntlet of legal challenges 
and reacts to impulses of the sports market-
place.

But, these issues are rarely evident to the 
average fan. 

It is even less likely that they are concerned 
with the ramifi cations of court decisions and 
revenue analyses. The Internet has offered 
them the taintalizing possibility of living wher-
ever they want while watching endless hours of 
old and new footage without having to jump on 
the local team’s bandwagon — or jump off their 
computer.

Matt Reilly is the sports in media 
columnist for The Daily Orange. He can 

be reached at msreilly@syr.edu.

EAT ROUND
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Still thinking about what to do after graduation?

For more information about this outstanding opportunity, contact Traci Washburn, Graduate Admissions Recruiter  
 t  315.443.2505 
 e  tmwashbu@syr.edu
 w  http://soe.syr.edu/33scholarship

Consider Teaching as a Career

Visit our Open House on April 18 and learn about a new 
33% tuition scholarship from the School of Education.

The School of Education 33% Tuition Scholarship is available to all 
SU graduates who enroll in a School of Education master’s program 
that leads to New York State Certification.

See if a career in teaching is right for you. 

Come to our Open House on Friday, April 18th  
from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. in the Huntington Hall Atrium. 

r o w i n g

Coxswain Todd’s adjustment 
leads SU to comeback win

By Alexandra Rowley
STAFF WRITER

Displayed on the walls of the crew room at Arch-
bold Gym are the 10 things a Syracuse rower 
must be accountable for. On the list, communica-
tion falls third.

While the varsity eight was defeated this 
weekend at the Orange Challenge Cup in Boston, 
the varsity four came out on top, claiming com-
munication as a factor to the win. During the 
race, SU fell behind Penn with only 500 meters to 
go, when Kate Todd, a junior coxswain, decided 
to change the rowing team’s mindset. 

“The best part of the race was in the third 500 
(meters),” senior Zaula Usman said, “Kate Todd 
made a call and told us that she was not going to 
tell us our stroke rate, we were just going to make 
the boat move.” 

The coxswain sits facing forward in the boat, 
helping to verbally direct the boat and dictate the 
rower’s stroke count. Before Todd’s instructions, 
SU’s stoke rate was at 34 strokes per minute — an 
increase by two since the beginning of the season 
— but picked up to about 37 stokes per minute 
after Todd gave her commands. Usman said it 
was a great call because it allowed the crew to 
pick up the pace and respond to what Penn was 
doing.

In the last and most diffi cult 500 meters of the 
race, Penn was leading by two seats when the 
Orange began its sprint. SU managed to break 

even with Penn then surpass it at the end of 
the race. Syracuse crossed the fi nish line a few 
seconds later placing fi rst with a time of 7:55.1 
beating Penn by one second and Northeastern 
in third.

“We came off the start with a lead, and we 
kept it through the middle (of the race),” junior 
stroke Ashley Tabor said, “By the third 500 we 
fell behind, but by the time the last 500 hit we 
responded and took the lead.”

The varsity four’s victory was a consolation 
after the varsity eight lost the Orange Challenge 
Cup, which has been around since 1977. Syracuse 
came in third with a time of 7:04.1 behind North-
eastern (6:52.2) and Pennsylvania (6:58.6). 

The Syracuse men’s crew was also victorious 
this past weekend, taking the Oliver T. Carr Bowl 
after recording a record-breaking 114 points at 
the annual George Washington Invitational in 
Washington D.C. The men also beat Rutgers to 
win the Ten Eyck Cup for the third consecutive 
season.

For the women’s varsity four race, the crew’s 
mind was focused intently on Todd’s instruc-
tions.  Tabor said Todd’s orders are what really 
kept them in the race. 

“Our focus was somewhere completely dif-
ferent,” Tabor said. “We were focusing on being 
quick and being light, and it ended up going 
really well.”

When the Orange rowers neared Penn and 

could see its boat out of the corner of their eyes, 
Todd kept motivating her crew to keep gain-
ing ground, which is something Tabor said is 
important.

“Even if you’re far behind, she’ll still make 
you believe that you’re still in the race and 
that you still have a chance,” Tabor said. “Her 
strength is her effectiveness.” 

Todd did a good job focusing her crew, consider-
ing the recent lineup changes. Lydia Wong coxed 
the varsity four during the last regatta, but SU 
head coach Kris Sanford said lineups are always 
changing, and Todd was up for the job this week. 

“I think Kate provided for them what they 
needed in this race,” Sanford said. “Kate is a 
great racing coxswain.” 

Todd’s aggressive style was needed. Sanford 
said Penn., Northeastern and Syracuse all 
have similar programs, and Usman stated all 
of the schools are similar in both numbers and 
strength. 

That type of competition might have been the 
fuel behind Todd’s will to win, but either way 
it was Syracuse’s response to Todd’s effective 
communication and overall desire to cross the 
line fi rst that allowed the Orange to walk away 
with a win. 

“I think we responded really well to what Penn 
was doing,” said Usman, “How we responded to 
what Penn did and Katie said was our greatest 
aspect.”

amrowley@syr.edu 

jenna passmore | design editor
SYRACUSE WOMEN’S ROWING, seen here earlier this season, won the varsity four 
race against Penn and Northeastern but lost the Orange Challenge Cup.

dailyorange.com
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Intrepid Travel… 
do something different, 
do something real

www.intrepidtravel.com/events

africa • asia • australasia • europe • latin america • middle east
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teams, according to the 2008 edition of R. Viv-
ian Acosta and Linda Jean Carpenter’s annual 
study “Women in Intercollegiate Sport.” The 
two women, both professor emeriti at Brooklyn 
College, have put out the study since 1978. That 
year was also the cut-off for mandatory compli-
ance with Title IX: 58.2 percent of team’s then 
were coached by women. 

The number has steadily decreased since. 
The Orange coaching roster is a snapshot of 

that trend: Quentin Hillsman pacing the side-
line during women’s basketball games, Gary 
Gait doing likewise during women’s lacrosse, 
Jing Pu’s quiet presence during volleyball sea-
son. 

“When you look at the big picture of things, 
when the statistics show 42 percent,” said Celia 
Slater, executive director of the NCAA Women’s 
Coaches Academy, “that’s when it gets your 
attention.”

Part of the reason for the shift is a surplus of 
male candidates and a dearth of female ones. 

“I think there are certainly more men prob-
ably out there looking for coaching jobs as 
well,” said Jim Livengood, athletic director at 
Arizona, where eight of 11 women’s teams are 
coached by men. “One of things, I know we’re 
always looking in the profession trying to get 
more females to become interested in coach-
ing.”

Slater is trying to rectify that through the 
coaches academy, to recruit future coaches 
— and keep current ones in the profession. 
For her part, she is fine with men coaching 
women’s teams — as long as the hiring process 
is evenhanded. 

“For me, it’s really just that women be given 
an equal opportunity in athletics, in every 
aspect,” Slater said. “That they have equal 
opportunity to apply for jobs and be given an 
interview, an opportunity to get the job. To me, 
it’s about the fairness of it all.”

Since Director of athletics Daryl Gross 
arrived at Syracuse in December 2004, there 
have been nine coaching vacancies on women’s 
teams. He filled seven with men. Chris Fox 
took up two of those spots, part of his role as 
head coach of four teams: men’s track and field, 
women’s track and field, men’s cross country 
and women’s cross country. 

A man replaced a woman in only Gait’s case. 
It’s not about gender, Gross said. It’s about 

talent. 
“We want to give our student-athletes the 

best coaching and teaching available,” Gross 
said via e-mail. “ . . . It doesn’t matter as long as 
they are the best we can get.”

In the past year, the best Syracuse can get 
means: 

■ Paul Flanagan leaving St. Lawrence, a 
school he guided to five women’s Frozen Fours 
in eight years, to coach Syracuse’s inaugural 
women’s hockey season. 

■ Phil Wheddon leaving his spot as goalie 
coach on the U.S. women’s national team to take 
over a stagnant women’s soccer program. 

■ Gait, considered the greatest lacrosse 
player of all time, leaving his head coaching 
job in the National Lacrosse League to run his 
alma mater’s women’s team.  

And it also means Jensen, 1993 French Open 
doubles champion and ESPN tennis analyst, 
dragging himself and his team out of bed before 
dawn to practice at Drumlins Country Club. 

Pat Jensen taught Luke equality. His team 
bears the brunt of that now: five-mile runs, 
sets of pushups (“guys’ pushups,” he said) and a 
Spring Break conditioning trip to “Camp Hell” 
in Tampa, Fla. 

They study men’s tennis — the women’s 
game is 10 years behind the men’s, Jensen said. 
He wants his players to be ahead of the curve. 

And the women on the team — the ones 
who’ve stayed since Jensen arrived in 2006, at 
least — don’t complain to him, Jensen said. 

“The gender issue, once again, really never 
plays a part,” he said. “They never say, ‘Well, 
I can’t do this because I’m a girl.’ There’s no ‘I 
can’t’ on this program, or on this team.”

So is there a difference between coaching 
men and women? Sure. Little things.

They’re close-knit, Jensen said, more so 
than any teams he had been a part of. He never 
remembers hugging a teammate after a loss.

Still, it’s mostly the same as working with 
men.

Quentin Hillsman has experience with both 
sides — he started out as a men’s coach. But he 
said he has no plans to go back. 

Hillsman fell into the women’s game by 
accident. He filled in when the girl’s coach at 
Maryland’s prestigious Newport School left the 
team less than a decade ago. He’s run with the 
ladies ever since. 

Women are more “detail-oriented,” Hills-
man said

“I think that you really have to game plan a 
lot harder,” he said. “Because I don’t know if at 
all times if purely their athleticism gets them 
out of as a many jams as it does on the men’s 
side.”

Not much difference besides that, he said. 
It’s all basketball. 

Gary Gait had a similar perspective. He too 
had experience with women before coming 
to SU. After winning three national titles at 
Syracuse and beginning a pro lacrosse career, 
Gait spent nine years as an assistant on the 
Maryland women’s team. 

So he’s picked up a few things. He emphasiz-
es the positive and runs more drills and fewer 
scrimmages for his players — a different type 
of practice than those he runs as a head coach of 
the Canadian men’s Under-19 team. 

But Gait brushed off the idea of having 
difficulty adjusting to the women’s lacrosse 
game. It’s just another set of rules, he said. No 
different than segueing from indoor to outdoor 
lacrosse. The rules change, the game stays the 
same 

Gait also hired Maggie Koch and Shannon 

Burke, both a year out of college, as assistants 
— a dash of female youth to counteract himself 
and assistant coach John Battaglino. 

“Well, there’s a reason for everything, 
right?” he said. “I looked at myself and John 
and said, I need a goalie coach, and I’d like to 
have a couple young coaches who can relate to 
these players and really get an understanding 
of where they’re at.”

The players get that. Katie Rowan, the junior 
attack and the nation’s leading scorer, said it 
was helpful having Burke and Koch around. 

“Since we are more on their level, (for) more 
personal issues, if you ever needed help, I think 
I would personally feel more comfortable going 
to them,” Rowan said. 

For Jensen, that’s what coaching is all about. 
Building relationships, getting to know play-
ers. He’s still learning that after just a year on 
the job. 

“It’s not a gender issue, but a communication 
issue,” Jensen said. “If you’re a good teacher, 
you can get through to anybody.”

ramccull@syr.edu

SU mirrorS trend
Ten out of 13, or 77 percent, of coaches 
for Syracuse women’s teams are males. 
According to the national Women in Inter-
collegiate Sport study, men make up 57.2 
percent of coaches on women’s sports 
in 2008.

Sport	 CoaCh
Basketball Quentin Hillsman
Cross Country Chris Fox
Field Hockey Ange Bradley
Ice Hockey Paul Flanagan*
Lacrosse Gary Gait
Rowing Kris Sanford
Soccer Phil Wheddon
Softball Leigh Ross
Swimming Lou Walker
Diving Lou Walker
Tennis Luke Jensen
Track & Field Chris Fox
Volleyball Jing Pu

*Ice hockey will begin competition in 
2008-09.

megan lange | staff photographer
Luke Jensen is in his second year as head coach of Syracuse tennis team. He has accumulated a 21-21 record during his tenure.
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By Michael Bonner
STAFF WRITER

The Syracuse softball team traveled to Louisville 
and South Florida with the same goal it has for 
every game: total nine hits throughout the game. 
During the four-game road trip, the top of the 
Orange’s lineup set the table to easily eclipse its 
goal, but the bottom of the order didn’t deliver. 

“We talk about as a team trying to get nine hits 
a game,” SU head coach Leigh Ross said. “If we 
can do that, that’s a very strong hitting team. But 
you can’t rely on three of four kids to get all nine of 
those hits.”

Besides the fi rst game of the weekend against 
Louisville, in which the Orange managed four 
hits scattered throughout the lineup, the table 
setters for SU got on base but didn’t advance very 
far. Syracuse (14-23, 5-7) lost all four games to 
Louisville and South Florida this past weekend, 
dropping the Orange to seventh in the Big East.

In the fi nal three games of the road trip, the 
fi rst four Orange batters hit .571 (16-for-28), while 
the rest of the lineup mustered four hits. 

After the cleanup spot the offense sputtered, and 
as a result, the Cardinals swept Syracuse on Friday, 
6-1 and 8-5. Sunday was much of the same story, as 
South Florida took both games, 5-4 and 1-0. 

After managing fi ve hits against Louisville 
(23-15, 9-3) the struggles of the bottom half of SU’s 
lineup intensifi ed in Florida. The fi ve through 
nine hitters amassed one hit in the doubleheader 
against the Bulls (36-13, 11-1) going 1-for-29. 

“I was just a little disappointed with our hitting 
against South Florida,” Ross said. “The bottom half 
of the order, we just didn’t make anything happen.”

The hitting woes proved especially costly in 
the pair of close games in Tampa, Fla. In the fi rst 
game Syracuse had a chance to tie the game in the 
seventh but couldn’t convert. Trailing 5-3, leadoff 
hitter Jaime Kelling, who had seven hits on the 
four-game road trip, started the inning with a 
single. Chanel Roehner then reached on an error, 

and Hallie Gibbs drove in Kelling with a single to 
cut the USF lead in half. 

The Orange had runners on fi rst and second 
with no outs, and its four, fi ve, and six hitters were 
coming to the plate. 

But like most of the weekend, there weren’t 
many hits to speak of with runners on base. Amy 
Kelley’s fi elder’s choice erased Roehner at third. 
Tilford struck out swinging, and Lindsay Wasek, 
who began the weekend batting .400 in the Big 
East, fl ied to right to end the game. 

Against Louisville Friday, the struggles of the 
fi ve through nine hitters, who went 5-for-29, were 
masked by the Orange being out of the game early. 
The .172 average is even infl ated, as two of the fi ve 
hits came from the fi fth hitter Rachel Tilford in 
the second game versus Louisville. 

Syracuse never led in Louisville but was able to 
cut the lead to one in the nightcap, but the Cardi-
nals answered immediately tacking on two runs 
in the next frame. 

“At Louisville I was a little disappointed 
because I felt like we weren’t really focused,” Ross 
said. “We were kind of caught off guard and play-
ing back on our heels.” 

Even after a long weekend — with six separate 
fl ights in three days amounting to four losses — 
Syracuse may be able to tally a mark in the moral 
victory column. 

Excluding the fi rst two innings of the Louisville 
games the Orange actually outscored the Cardinals, 
6-5. In the two games against the league’s best team, 
SU lost both by a combined margin of two, while its 
fi ve through nine hitters batted .034.

“(The players are) recognizing, ‘Well yeah, 
they’re fi rst place in the Big East, but we’re 
right with them,’” Ross said. “That’s got to be 
good for the girls, I would think. Next time we 
play them they need to realize is, ‘Hey all we 
need to do is hit the ball better, and we can win 
this game.’”

mibonner@syr.edu

s o f t b a l l

Bottom of lineup struggles 
mightily in 4 road losses

t r a c k  &  f i e l d

Orange falters after weekend airline crisis sends team into disarray
By McGhee Cost

STAFF WRITER

The Syracuse track and fi eld team is used to 
being split up. On any given weekend, various 
parts of the team compete in different locales 
throughout the country. This weekend though, 
the team was separated by something other 
than a scheduled meet: federal airline regula-
tions.

Several members of the SU team were scat-
tered throughout the nation this weekend 
when federal aviation regulations forced 
American Airlines to ground and reroute 
thousands of fl ights. 

En route to Athens, Ga., for the Bulldog 
Decathlon, Heptathlon and Spec Towns Invita-
tional, the SU athletes were turned away from 
planes. Some were sent back to Syracuse to start 
over again, and others were diverted through 
other fl ights.

“Whenever you’re fl ying, you’re taking 
chances, but this is by far the biggest ordeal 
I’ve ever faced in traveling to a meet,” assis-
tant coach Enoch Borozinski said. “It’s not the 
way you want to ideally go into a meet.” 

Despite the unfavorable travel conditions, 

the team was able to add three more NCAA 
regional qualifying times and three more 
provisional times, in what head coach Chris 
Fox described as a successful weekend.

The qualifying time total could have been 
higher, had it not been for the travel mess. 
Borozinski said some athletes were forced to 
miss their main events because of the error, 
opting instead to compete in a secondary event. 
Missing a main event at this point in the season 
has the potential to be devastating — there are a 
limited number of opportunities for competitors 
to qualify for various postseason meets.

Sheron Mark, a jumper for the Orange who 
was caught up in the fl ight debacle, landed 
at Hartsfi eld-Jackson Atlanta International 
Airport nine hours behind schedule, at 1 a.m. 
There she was picked up by Borozinski, who 
was on call throughout the night to transport 
members of the team to Athens.

The situation truncated Mark’s sleep 
schedule. But it hardly showed the next day, 
as she parlayed the situation into two NCAA 
regional berths (long jump and triple jump), 
adding her name to an ever-growing list of 
SU athletes who have earned a spot at the 

meet.
“We went through a lot to get to Georgia,” 

Mark said. “I was pretty happy with what I did, 
given the circumstance.”

“It’s hard for the kids because they’re 
focused on doing one event,” Borozinski said. 
“It’s kind of a letdown, but there’s not much 
you can do about it. It’s really just a learning 
experience with traveling.”

Sprint coach Dave Hegland, who booked 
the fl ights with American Airlines, said he 
received little warning about the changes to 
the team’s fl ight plans, receiving a phone call 
Wednesday night. After informing Borozinski 
of the problem, Hegland attempted to have the 
fl ights rescheduled, but to no avail.

“The team made the best of the situation,” 
Hegland said. “They did a good job of rolling 
with the punches.”

Despite the setbacks incurred by the chaotic 
fl ight schedules, the team was able to rally and 
put forth an effort comparable to those it has 
shown so far during the outdoor season. Mark 
led the way in Athens with her two NCAA 
regional qualifi cations, and Jillian Drouin, 
Kaity Lambracht and Uhunoma Osazuwa all 

posted NCAA provisional qualifying times in 
the heptathlon.

Members of the team who traveled to Chapel 
Hill, N.C. for the Tony Waldrop Open were able 
to avoid any hang-ups with American Airlines 
but had to endure stormy weather instead. 
Flings Owusu-Agyapong turned in the best 
fi nish of the meet, recording a fi rst-place time 
in the women’s 100-meter dash, but failed to 
secure an NCAA berth. Sprinter Aulton Kohn 
qualifi ed for his second NCAA regional berth 
of the season with a third-place fi nish in the 
100-meter dash. 

The coaching staff was pleased with the 
results of the meets, which it considered to 
be critical elements of the outdoor season. 
Borozinski and Hegland were both impressed 
with the fi nishes and qualifi cations earned by 
the team in the face of the fl ight problems and 
weather diffi culties.

“Everything went well as far as perfor-
mances are concerned,” Borozinski said. 
“Even if all of the issues with the fl ights would 
never have happened, I would have been satis-
fi ed.”

mpcost@syr.edu
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classified discount rates

the particulars 

and pricing
extras that personalize and perfect your ad

runs classifieds boxed
1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info
hours:Mon 12:45-2, tue 11-1, thur 1-3 
fri 1-2
deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each 
additional word is 10 cents per day. bold and 
capitaliZed words cost anadditional 5 cents 
per word.the boxed list pricesare per inch. there 
is no per word charge and bold and caps are 
free.
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ApArtments for rent
two & three Bedroom flats excellent 
condition fireplace, laundry, backyard, garage, 
hardwoods, finished basement. call 727-3646

energY star apartMents 
(loW utilities)

Visit Website 24/7 
WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

sonia
350-4191

1,2,3,4,5 bedroom apts and houses, June 
or august occupancy, free offstreet park-
ing, free Washer and dryer. 422-7138 or 

445-1808

116 Comstock Ave. 
studios 

available aug. 2008, 
$600/month inc. heat

Large, hardwood floors, lots of light, off-
street parking, laundry.

Call for an appointment!
478-6504

three bedrooMs
rent start at $250/ bedrooM

sonia
350-4191

WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

studio Apartments
Brand new * fully furnished
located in downtown syracuse

near armory spaure and su Warehouse 
building

only $595 per Month
includes all utilities

plus
free basic/ standard cable tV service

free high speed internet 
free off-street parking

exercise facility, electronic entry security 
system, professional on-site Manage-

ment, laundry facilities, air conditioning, 
located on centro bus line, Kitchenette 

w/ Microwave, refrigerator and stove

brownstone luxury studio apartments
605 West genessee street, syracuse, nY 

13204
(315) 472-4431

Visit us at orangehousing.com

eLeGAntLY oVerLooKInG pArK 
luxurious furnished heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison st. no pets CALL 469-0780. 

4 bedroom, furnished, first floor, parking. 
$900 plus utilities. apt on harvard place 
call 699-7616. rent credit for early pay-

ment 

University Apartments 
Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedrooms, 
Walking distance to campus, 

some Available now. 
437-7577

5/6 bedroom house. furnished, 2.5 baths. fire-
places, porch, quiet neighborhood, free washer/
dryer. June 2008 or august 15, 2008. 422-7138 
or 445-1808

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

621 euclid ave
117 Redfield Place
145 avondale place 

available for 2008-2009
fully furnished, laundry, parking, full-

time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths
University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

968 ackerman. furnished 2 bedroom available 
May. all amenities $800/month. call 469-6665 

apartMents apartMents 
478-7493

bills are Just liKe hills
once You get on top of theM 
You end up right bacK under 

theM 
WAnt to eLImInAte YoUr BILLs for 

GooD?
call Wright WaY financial

1-877-406-0220
We can get You on top and help 

You staY on top

prIVAte fUrnIsHeD stUDIo 
Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. 
509 University Ave. 

Carpeted, Air-conditioned, furnished, 
secure, Laundry, parking, maintenance. 

Available for 2008-2009. 
University Area Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. #30 479-5005
www.universityarea.com

three bedrooM apartMents  
WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

sonia
350-4191

Great Apartments still available for 
2008/2009. See our website for 

details: campushill.com. Or call us at 
315-422-7110

$1400 - 3br 1600 sq foot loft apartment, 2 floors, 
balcony overlooking living room, near bars, free 
wifi, water st & state st, 2 huge 60sqft walkin 
closets, marble & hardwood floors, exposed brick, 
recessed lighting, island kitchen, new appliances, 
new washer/dryer, util $300 avail immediately call 
254-0423 dtiberio5@hotmail.com

south Campus
2, 3 and 4 bedroom apartments

completly furnished!
plasma tVs!
free internet!

air conditioning!
oak floors!

new appliances!
Just bring Your clothes and laptop

Call peach properties 
350-1327

HeLp WAnteD
undercover shoppers earn up to $70 

per day. undercover shoppers needed to 
judge retail/dining establishments. no exp 

required please call 800-722-4791

sUmmer WorK $15.50 Base-Appt.

flexible schedules 
Start now or after finals 
customer sales/service 

no experience necessary 
all majors welcome 

all ages 17+, conditions apply

We will be accepting applications on 
campus April 14th & April 21st in the 

shine student Center from 10am-2pm! 
CALL noW 

syracuse 315-434-9553 
rochester 585-321-1810 

albany 518-456-4566 
south buffalo 716-683-7494 
north buffalo 716-836-7032 

Kingston 845-331-5675 
elmira/corning 607-398-9054 
hudson Valley 845-896-1275 

saratoga 518-580-1377 
oneonta 607-432-2224 

Watertown 315-775-0320 
cortland/ithaca 607-272-2898 

binghamton 607-644-9393 
plattsburgh 518-562-2266 

utica 315-733-0575 
st. lawrence co. 315-268-6202

315-445-9464

Wings just taste so much 
BETTER in SPRING!

6 5

4 9 6

2 8 7

4 6 1 9

2 6

9 6 1 3

7 2 9

5 9 3

3 8

9 1 8

6 1

5 9 4

4 3 1

1 8 6

3 6 9

7 3 2

1 5

7 4 8

1 3 5 6 7

8 2 6 1

4 5

6 2 1 3

3 2 8 9 4 1

9 3 4 5

6 8

3 1 4 6

7 8 6 1 2

EASYSudoku!

hArdSudoku! EVILSudoku!
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By Andy McCullough
Managing Editor

Luke Jensen learned how to treat 
women when he was just a kid. All 
he had to do was watch his mom Pat 
coach her high school gymnastics 
team practice, 30 to 40 girls tumbling 
in the Ludington High gym with no 
ice machines in sight.  

“In the middle of the winter,” said 
Luke, now coach of the Syracuse ten-
nis team, “if a gymnast twisted her 
ankle, this is no lie, in a leotard, she 
put her outside in a snow bank, shove 
her foot in the snow for 20 minutes. In 
a leotard in the middle of winter.

“I mean, she wasn’t too worried 
that (the gymnast) was a little girl in 
high school. She was an athlete. You 
got to ice that ankle.”

The lesson stuck.
Jensen observed that epoch of 

women’s athletics through his family, 
listening to his mother and watching 
his sisters as they rose through the 
tennis ranks. 

He carts around that education 
today, in which he again has first-

hand knowledge of the latest trend 
in women’s athletics: men coaching 
women’s teams. Men currently coach 
10 of 13 women’s squads at Syracuse. 

Women coached more than 90 per-
cent of women’s team in 1972, the year 
Title IX took effect. The federal law 
prohibits sex discrimination in all 
education programs but applies most 
often to sports. It ensures institutions 
provide the same number of men’s 

and women’s athletic scholarships.
Title IX meant equal opportunity. 

It meant more exposure: ESPN, for 
example, televises the women’s bas-
ketball tournament. It meant more 
money: the average salary for the 
head coach of a women’s collegiate 

team is $131,037 a year, according 
to the 2006-07 Equity in Athletics 
Disclosure Act. 

It also meant more men.
Women now coach just less than 

43 percent of women’s collegiate 

More men are coaching women,  
and Syracuse is no exception

year
in sports
2 0 0 7  -  2 0 0 8

Today: Part 2 of 10

Tomorrow: the rise of wom-
en’s sports at Syracuse this 
season is no coincidence after 
more attention from the athletic 
department.

Syracuse follows 
national trend 
with men leading 
10 women’s teams

photos by kris wilson, megan lange, stephen dockery | the daily orange
QuenTin Hillsman (left), Luke Jensen (top right) and gary gait (bottom right) are three of Syracuse’s male coaches. Hillsman’s basketball 
team went 22-9 and made the nCaa basketball tournament, while gait’s lacrosse team is currently no. 4 in the nation.

Webcasts ideal 
medium for 
college fans

see reilly page 19see coaching page 21

InsIde the numbers
Since title iX was enacted in 1972 (enforced in 
1978), there has been a sharp increase in the 
amount of men coaching women’s teams.
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Source: women in intercollegiate Sport, 2008 edition, Linda Jean Carpenter, and r. Vivian acosta

T here is a certain order to 
the universe that should 
not be tempered with. One 

natural rule is that sports fans 
must root for their hometown 
team.

And at Syracuse, the Internet 
is helping a dislodged bunch of 
students remain hometown fans.

With the advent of widespread 
high-speed Internet connections, 
team and league officials across 
the sports spectrum recognized 
the potential for streaming games 
over the Web (whether live or after 
the fact). A variety of models have 
evolved, but the trend is only grow-
ing, and nearly every potential 
player (the leagues, individual 
teams, the networks) is jousting 
for a slice of the profit pie.

The unaddressed consequence 
is the collapse of the need to 
actually be within a team’s media 
market to watch its games.

College campuses offer a prime 
example of the rising popularity of 
fans watching far-off teams from a 
personal computer stream. While 
Central New York audiences only 
get the daily Mets and Yankees 
games on cable television, students 
from Boston can be seen huddled 
in front of a laptops keeping tabs 
on Jonathan Papelbon and Big 
Papi through the online service 
MLB.tv.

“It is now possible for a fan of 
a particular team to watch every 
game no matter where they live 
and, in some ways, regardless 
of their schedule,” said Heidi M. 
Parker, an assistant professor in 
the sports management depart-
ment, in an e-mail. “Also, with the 
younger generation, using a com-
puter has become a very integral 
part of their lives.”

In the transcendent, mobile 
American culture of the 21st 
century, the net has made it pos-
sible for pockets of random fans to 
accumulate in cities regardless of 
the home team.

Even SU Athletics is on the 
online video act.

Roger Springfield is the 
director of media properties and 
production for the university. 
He spends his days editing video 

m at t  r e I l ly

tv umpire
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wednesday
april 16, 2008

By Hope Morley
Staff Writer

A march, rally and speak-out on the 
steps of Hendricks Chapel today will 
conclude a week of events for Take 
Back the Night, a protest against 
sexual and domestic violence. 

“Sexual vio-
lence is a per-
vasive problem 
today,” said 
Kristin Blake, 
a graduate 
assistant in 
the Office of 

Prevention Services and an event 
coordinator. “Take Back the Night 
raises awareness.”

Sexual Assault Support Services 
(SASS) planned the event in April 
because it is Sexual Assault Aware-
ness month. Last year’s march and 
rally drew more than 600 people to 
the steps of Hendricks, and Blake 
expects at least that many to attend 
this year. People from outside the 
Syracuse University and the State 
University of New York College of 
Environmental Science and Forestry 
are also invited to attend. 

The conclusion will feature the 
Take Back the Night events, which 
will begin at 7 p.m tonight. The march 
will begin at Hendricks Chapel, walk 
across campus and down Marshall 
Street and loop back to Hendricks. 
The march is intended as a protest of 
the concerns women feel when walk-
ing at night.

After the march, a speak-out will 
be held in the chapel. The speak-out 
is a place for people who have been 
affected by sexual violence in some 
way to have a safe space to speak 
about their experiences. There will 
be counselors available for anyone 
who wants to speak to a professional. 
No media is allowed to attend this 
event.

sunny side up 
hi 67° | lo 42°

stephen dockery | photo editor
SU SexUal aSSaUlt SUpport ServiceS include crisis response and support for those who have been sexually assaulted or affected 
by sexual violence. SaSS operates out of the SU Office of Prevention Services. twenty-five to 50 people come to the center each year. 

Campuses nationwide 
offer different forms of 
sexual assault services

I N S I D e p u l p

Working as a team
Sports management professors 
Gina and Jeff Pauline used their
love of sports to mold their
careers at SU. page 9

I N S I D e S p o r t S

Meet the team
New women’s soccer coach Phil 
Wheddon met his players for the
first time tuesday. page 20 

see services page 8 see take back the night page 8

week of 
events to 
culminate 
with rally

IF YOU GO
What: awareness 
rally
Where: Hendricks 
Chapel
When: 7 p.m. today 
How much: free

By Julia Terruso
Staff Writer

T he name change of Syracuse 
University’s R.A.P.E. center 
to Sexual Assault Support 
Services sparked controver-

sy in recent weeks within the campus 
community. 

Yet the center’s intent, representa-
tives say, is not to discourage victims, 
but to make them comfortable asking 
for help, similar to other services on 
campuses nationwide. 

“It’s important to use language 
that meets people where they’re at, 
and, in reality, lots of these people 
don’t use either term,” said Margaret 
Nicholson, director of Students Active 
for Ending Rape (SAFER). “What’s 

important is that services and policies 
are in place to protect survivors, no 
matter what they call it,” 

Nationwide, college campuses 
spend thousands of dollars on support 
services, education and prevention. 
While some institutions meet the bare 
minimum, others excel in the develop-
ment and implementation of effective 
and innovative programs.

Syracuse University’s R.A.P.E. 
(Rape Advocacy Prevention and Edu-
cation) center announced the change 
of its name to SASS (Sexual Assault 
Support Services) in February.  

SASS operates under the Office of 
Prevention Services and offers aid to 
students who have experienced any 
type of attempted or completed sexual 

violence. Sarah Mart, the director of 
the SU Office of Prevention Services, 
said advocates at the center outline 
the services and processes available 
to survivors. The number of people 
who come in each year range from 
25-50, Mart said.

Currently the OPS has three full 
time staff members — one of whom 
is assigned to the Options program 
— and one part-time administrative 
assistant. The office is in the process 
of interviewing for two additional 
positions. 

Like many universities, SU has 
an agreement with an off-campus 
rape crisis center, Vera House. Advo-
cates at Vera House respond to calls 
on the SU crisis line after university 

office hours during the week and on 
weekends. 

The Office of Prevention Services 
is also home to the Options program, 
which deals with alcohol and other 
drug related interventions for stu-
dents. Students typically become 
involved with the Options program 
through judicial affairs or faculty 
referral. 

Mart said a common misunder-
standing is the notion that Options 
and SASS are being combined. The 
name change is in no way a co-min-
gling of the direct services, she said. 

“Options always has been and 
always will be separate. Separate ser-
vices and a separate staff.” Mart said. 

More 
than a name

I N S I D e o p I N I o N

Foreign foreshadowing
Vinny Napolitano examines the 
striking similarities between 
italy’s presidential campaign 
and the U.S. race. page 5

I N S I D e N e w S

Student activism
the Syracuse Peace Council 
moved locations to east 
Genesee Street to get more 
students involved. page 3
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Virginia Tech 
massacre, 

2007
Cho Seung-Hui 

shoots 32 
people to death 
and injures 23 

others.   

Apollo 
program, 

1972
Apollo 16 
launches 

from Cape 
Canaveral, 

Fla. 

Wilbur 
Wright, 1867

The 
American 
aviation 

pioneer is 
born in 

Milville, Ind. 

Washington 
D.C., 1862
Abraham

Lincoln signs 
an act abol-
ishing slavery 
in the nation’s 

capital.  

c O R R e c T I O N S
The front page photo in Tues-
day’s edition misidentified the 
subject and her dog. Jackie 
Saunders, a senior in the S.I. 
Newhouse School of Public 
Communications, was pictured 
with her dog Ricky.

In an April 1 story about the 
Department of Public Safety, 
a case involving a student was 
misidentified. It was a case of 
harassment. The Daily Orange 
regrets the error.  

u . S .  &  w O R l D  N e w S
compiled by paul stanley

Plane crashes at 
takeoff in congo
A Congolese airplane crashed 
Tuesday as it was taking off from 
the eastern city of Goma. The 
plane was spewing debris and 
flames across a crowded market 
district, officials said. Accounts 
of the toll of the accident varied 
widely in the first, chaotic hours 
after the crash. Initial reports 
said more than 70 people had 
died, but an official with the 
airline later said most of the 79 
passengers on board the airliner 
had survived. Hours after the 
accident, raging fires made the 
recovery of bodies difficult and a 
precise toll impossible to deter-
mine as rescue workers contin-
ued to pick through the debris 
of concrete homes and market 
stalls. 

Dozens killed in Iraqi 
suicide bombings
Deadly suicide bombs exploded 
on Tuesday killing at least 53 
people in two Iraqi cities that 
American forces say they 
have largely taken back from 
Sunni insurgents. At least 40 
people died in the first attack, 
in Baquba, the capital of Diyala 
Province, according to the chief 
of security operations for the 
city. In Ramadi, the capital of 
Anbar Province west of Baghdad, 
a suicide bomber struck a res-
taurant, killing 13 people. Bomb-
ers also struck Mosul, where 
12 civilians were wounded, and 
Baghdad, where one person was 
killed and eight were injured. 

The Daily Orange is published weekdays during 
the Syracuse University academic year by The 
Daily Orange Corp., 744 Ostrom Ave., Syracuse, 
NY 13210. All contents Copyright 2305 by The 
Daily Orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. The Daily Orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. Each additional copy costs $1. 
The Daily Orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with Syracuse University.

All contents © 2306 The Daily Orange Corporation

c O N TA c T  u S
Editor@dailyorange.com

News@dailyorange.com

Pulp@dailyorange.com

Sports@dailyorange.com

Opinion@dailyorange.com

Design@dailyorange.com

Photo@dailyorange.com

Ads@dailyorange.com

EDITORIAL 
315 443 9798 
 
BUSINESS 
315 443 2315 
 
GENERAL FAX 
315 443 3689 
 
ADVERTISING 
315 443 9794 
 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
315 443 2869

TA l k  T O  u S
If you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

If you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

We always need new contributors to 
all sections. No experience required. 
E-mail editor@dailyorange.com

w e AT H e R

today tomorrow friday
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T O m O R R O w
n e w s

Night rally 
SU students fight back against domes-
tic violence and sexual assault with 
annual rally.  
 p u l p
Basement brewer
Student Colby Marple runs a brewery 
from his house on Comstock Avenue.

s p o r t s
Spring ball
A special pullout section previewing 
Saturday’s annual spring football game.

S P O R T S  S c H e D u l e

QUEStioN of tHE wEEK
What are your plans for Mayfest? 

By David Krebs
STAff PHOTOGRAPHER

“shooting hoops with the homies.”
      
          Doug Finkelstein 
                                                                    JUNIOR, BUSINESS

“Go to Green lakes state park.”  

Laura Dobler
JUNIOR. PHOTOGRAPHY

“sleep in and hang out on the quad.”                               
                        
      Rae Ann Bochanyin

SOPHOMORE, PHOTO ILLUSTRATION

“sleeping till 2:00, then going to 
Fergie.”
                                  Mary Puchalski  

 SOPHOMORE, TELEvISION, RADIO AND fILM

“sleeping.”  

Lindsey McNeal 
                               SOPHOMORE, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

                                          

“playing some pong.”

  Eric Newman
JUNIOR, fINANCE

T O D AY ’ S  e V e N T S
What: The first Amendment in Cyberspace
When: 4 p.m.    
Where: A1, Newhouse I
How much: free 
 
What: Ellen Litman reads fiction
When: 5:30 p.m.
Where: Gifford Auditorium
How much: free 

What: Gail Lewis lecture
When: 6 p.m.  
Where: E.S. Bird Libray
How much: free 

What: Take Back the Night march and rally
When: 7 p.m. 
Where: Hendricks Chapel Steps
How much: free

What: Nunan Lecture: Nick Donofrio
When: 7 p.m. 
Where: Lender Auditorium
How much: free

MEN’S LACROSSE 
Fri., April 18 
vs. Albany 
@ 7 p.m., Carrier Dome 
 
SOFTBALL 
Wed., April 16 
vs. Cornell 
@ 3:30  p.m., Ithaca, N.Y.  
 
MEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 19  
Goes Trophy 
@ All day, Ithaca, N.Y.   

WOMEN’S LACROSSE 
Wed., April 16 
vs. Colgate 
@ 7 p.m., Carrier Dome

TRACK & FIELD 
Sat., April 19 
Larry Ellis Invitational 
@ TBA, Princeton, N.J. 

WOMEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 19 
Charles River Challenge 
@ All day, Boston
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By Max Woolley
Staff Writer

It was 36 hours before their competition, 
and the presentation to win a regional 
competition still wasn’t finished.

“We rehearsed in the airport, on the 
plane and in our hotel room the night 
before and the morning of the com-
petition,” Jamie Lamacchia, a junior 
accounting major said.

But the hard work — even short 
notice — paid off for Lamacchia, along 
with five other Martin J. Whitman 
School of Management students, who 
placed second in a regional audit com-
petition Feb. 16. 

The students were part of SU’s first 
team to compete in the annual Deloitte 
Audit Case Competition. The team com-
peted regionally against University of 
Villanova, Rutgers University and the 
University of Connecticut and finished 
second. 

For the last 13 years the Deloitte 
Foundation, the non-profit arm of the 
accounting firm Deloitte Touche Tohm-
atsu, has held a national audit competi-
tion. Each school is given a unique tax 
audit case, and a team of six students 
puts together a presentation of how to 
remedy the situation. 

SU’s team was selected three weeks 
before the competition by assistant pro-
fessor Kofi Appiah Okyere, the faculty 
advisor to the team. From his Account-
ing 356 class he chose six junior class 
students: Ellen Firth, Jamie Lamac-
chia, Ahmed Madry, Rob Peterson, 
Ellen Robinson and Justin Zucker.

“We were random accounting 
majors picked out of a group, but once 
we were out together we put on an 
amazing presentation,” Robinson said. 
“The Thursday before, we didn’t think 
we’d do well, but we made Syracuse 
proud.”

With just 36 hours left before the 
team was scheduled to be in New York 
City for the competition, it was still 
juggling with the presentation. The 
team members had midterms during 
the week prior to the competition on 
Feb. 16, and the extra time spent with 
the team was taking its toll on the 
students. 

“We’d meet once a day at the begin-
ning for an hour, but toward the end 
we’d meet in the afternoon and night 
for at least four hours,” Firth said. “The 
last week before we went was midterm 
week. Everybody was overwhelmed, 
but it was unbelievable. Villanova went, 
and they had the same problem, and 
they were horrible, so it says something 
that we put out that much effort.”

will halsey | asst. photo editor
tremayne robertson, a doctoral student in the cultural foundations of education and diversity education specialist, sat on the panel 
titled, “What it means to be a man and a feminist,” tuesday night. robertson said that becoming a feminist has required work. 

Male panel debates connotation of feminism
Discussion addresses issues with masculine stereotypes, women’s role

w h i t m a n

Audit team 
places second 
in regionals 

see feminism page 4

see council page 4

peace council relocates to encourage student involvement 

see AuDiT page 6

By Megan Hess
Staff Writer

Andy Mager is doing his best to help 
students at Syracuse University find 
peace with a new location. 

After 36 years on Burnet Avenue, 
the Syracuse Peace Council (SPC) 
moved its office to the Syracuse 
Center for Peace and Social Jus-
tice on Saturday at 2013 E. Gene-
see Street., said Mager, a Syracuse 
Peace Council staff member. Mager 
is one of three part-time paid staff 
who helped coordinate the transi-

tion to the new home.
“It was a meandering process that 

led us here,” Mager said. “Our old 
office was off the beaten path. Now 
we’re on three major bus lines, so we’re 
visible and easy to find.”

The center enhanced its visibility 
with a neon orange sign suck into the 
center of the front yard to advertise the 
Syracuse Peace Council’s new home.

The peace council shares the build-
ing with four other community-based 
organizations, allowing interactivity 
and development on common projects. 

The new lobby area can accommodate 
approximately 60 people. This will per-
mit the council to hold presentations 
and larger meetings, Mager said.

The Syracuse Peace Council was 
founded in 1936 as an antiwar and 
social justice organization. The cen-
ter “educates, agitates and organizes 
for a world where war, violence and 
exploitation in any form will no longer 
exist,” according to its Web site. 

The council not only lobbies against 
war, but also hate groups, gender 
oppression, racism and the support of 

traditional indigenous peoples. It initi-
ates and supports various programs 
that help build a sense of community.

While the council employs a few stu-
dent interns, its members are mostly 
adults from Central New York, a situa-
tion that gives them little exposure on 
the SU campus. 

“We’re not represented on campus 
enough,” Mager said. “Our first prior-
ity is to support peace organizations, 
not to recruit students to join us.”

In an effort to rally more involve-

 By Pete Smith
 Staff  Writer

Jacob Bartholomew says he will 
always remember the night Don 
McPherson changed his life. McPher-
son spoke at the ‘Home to the Dome’ 
annual event for incoming students 
during Bartholomew’s first year in 
2006.

 McPherson addressed the 
students with words about hate-
speech, sexism and hegemonic male 

dominance — a theme that seemed 
to stick with Bartholomew. 

 Laying in his bed that night, 
he began to partake in what he 
described as a “deep-routed process 
in unlearning the sexist and male 
dominant patterns that (he) perpe-
trated every day,” he said.

Bartholomew, a master’s student 
at SU studying the cultural foun-
dation of education and a coordi-
nator of the Intergroup Dialogue 

Outreach, was one of six members 
of a panel that addressed the topic 
of male’s role in feminism. 

The panel, titled “What it means 
to be a man and a feminist,” was 
held Tuesday and is part of a series 
of events leading up to the Office 
of Prevention Services’, “Take 
Back the Night” event that begins 
tonight.

“If there is one thing that I would 
like people to take away from this 

event it is that it’s important for 
men to work with other men and to 
work collaboratively with women to 
alleviate issues of racism, sexism, 
ethnocentrism et cetera,” said Amit 
Taneja the associate director of the 
LGBT Resource Center at SU and 
a doctoral student in the higher 
education program.

The panel discussed a wide range 
of topics, including asking if a man 
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ment from students, John Burdick, an anthro-
pology professor at SU, co-founded Community 
Research Fellows. The project helps undergradu-
ates connect classroom learning to real-world 
experience, Burdick said. 

“My long-term vision is for the university to 
require all undergraduates to spend one semester 
abroad and one semester volunteering at a com-
munity-based organization,” said Burdick, who 
became involved with the SPC in 2003. “Students 
need experience working with groups outside of 
their comfort zones. You don’t need to leave the 
United States to have an intercultural experience.”

The council’s $100,000 annual budget is largely 
supplemented by monthly donations from locals, 
fundraising and foundation grants. 

Supporters also helped the organization 
survive WWII by laying low. Most peace-based 
groups “closed shop” after the bombing of Pearl 
Harbor, said Mager.

Now, more than 60 years later, the Syracuse 
Peace Council raises awareness through a weekly 
television program, antiwar speakers and the 
monthly Peace Newsletter.

“Our new homier location will increase our 
work with students to end the Iraq War as quickly 
as possible,” Mager said. It’s also a convenient 
10-minute walk from popular restaurants like 
Alto Cinco.

The grand opening of the Syracuse Center for 
Peace and Social Justice will be held on May 31.

“It’s all about building a movement,” Burdick 
said. “We need to keep fighting, however we can 
demonstrate that there are people willing to take 
risks, stand up and be heard. That will empower 
others…and that’s how the world gradually 
changes every day.”

mehess@syr.edu
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can truly be a feminist to what men can do to 
alleviate issues of sexism.

In detail, the panel seemed to express that 
being a feminist is something you have to 
work at every day and ultimately a lofty goal 
that should be considered an honor to have 
obtained.

Richard Shin, an assistant professor in 
counseling & human studies, said “It’s a 
danger to identify yourself as a feminist 
simply because you do some of the things 
that perpetuate feminist ideas.” 

“It’s really a badge of honor (to be able to 
identify as a feminist), and you don’t deserve 
to call yourself a feminist if it’s not some-
thing you think about all the time,” he said. 
“And I admit that I slip up often.”

Tremayne Robertson, a doctoral student 
in cultural foundations of education, and a 
diversity education specialist in the Office of 
Multicultural Affairs, said he has to remind 
himself that becoming a feminist is some-
thing he has to work on. 

“Just because we are on this panel today 
doesn’t mean that we don’t perpetrate or per-
petuate male dominance or sexism,” he said. 
“It’s something that I have to remind myself 
of over and over again, that I am working on 
this.”

The panel also discussed the issues sur-
rounding unfair pay for women who do the 
same work as men.

“Women make 77 cents to the male dollar,” 
Shin said. “This is one of those concrete 
things that we as men should work to allevi-
ate.”

A memorable moment was when Taneja 
challenged the audience to call SU’s human 

resource department and question its policy 
on maternity leave. 

Taneja said pregnancy at the university is 
counted as a vacation day before it goes on to 
maternity leave.

“Call up your parents and ask them 
if pregnancy is a vacation,” he said. “If 
you’re really interested, call up SU’s Human 
Resource department and ask them why they 
use up vacation days before they give mater-
nity leave. I’d love to hear that answer.”

SU students seemed particularly pleased 
that such an event was held on campus.

 “I think it’s a great thing that this event 
was held on campus,” said Christina Fletcher 
a freshman inclusive education major, who 
attended the panel. “It seems pretty relevant, 
and I don’t see how it can be a bad thing.”

Although there were only about 12 men in 
the audience out of approximately 50, mem-
bers of the panel seemed pleased they could 
speak about these issues to anyone at all.  

“I’m not really discouraged with the low 
turnout,” Taneja said. “That’s 12 more men 
who got to hear the message.”

pwsmithj@syr.edu
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“It’s really a badge of 
honor (to be able to 
identify as a feminist), 
and you don’t deserve to 
call yourself a feminist 
if it’s not something you 
think about all the time.” 

Richard Shin
assistant professor in counseling 

& human studies 
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Big Event volunteers deserve recognition

American Democrats should 
take lessons from Italy

V I N N Y  N A P O L I TA N O

reagan was right

S C R I B B L E

Carol Dwyer (director of the 
Community Benchmarks Program 
in the Maxwell School of Citizenship 
and Public Affairs), Karen Ventrone 
(Government and Community Rela-
tions), Elaine Cardone (associate 
director for Alumni Relations), Ellen 
King (Alumni Relations), Mark 
Wright (director of the Cultural 
Resources Council, the non-profit 
group responsible for providing the 
artist, supplies and panels for the 
project), Corrie Driscoll (Government 
and Community Relations), Linda 
Littlejohn (a member of the South 
Side Initiative) and the Traditions 

Commission (a registered student 
organization involved in bringing all 
parties together) are just a few of the 
names that could have been credited 
in Monday’s article pertaining to the 
Renwick Avenue Mural Project and 
the BIG Event, but were not. 

While I am grateful to the Orange-
Seeds and the BIG Event for providing 
the many volunteers who came out 
to paint on Saturday, the completion 
of this mural is due to the hard work, 
dedication and persistence of many 
people over the past three years. 

While we have seen the creation 
of a beautiful piece of art in just a few 

short hours, we cannot forget that 
longstanding, reciprocal and trusting 
relationships must be cultivated before 
any sustained efforts can be successful. 

Oftentimes I think we try to 
simply focus our efforts in changing 
the very surface of some pretty big 
problems. While these changes may 
be wonderful, we cannot forget that 
structural changes are necessary 
in creating any lasting effects. This 
cannot be done in a day.

Lauren D’Angelo
SENIOR GEOGRAPHY AND POLICY STUDIES 

MAJOR
PRESIDENT, TRADITIONS COMMISSION

W hile Pope Benedict’s visit 
to the United States will 
remain the primary focus 

of the American media for the next few 
days, another story from the Italian 
peninsula should be closely followed by 
those interested in the 2008 elections.

The Italian presidential campaign 
had many similarities to the future 
campaign brewing on the American 
front. Silvio Berlusconi, the candidate 
of the People of Freedom Party, was 
painted by his opponent as a “more of 
the same” candidate. At the age of 71, he 
was seen as “too old” by some to become 
president of Italy. He was painted as 
being too involved with big business, 
too stubborn and too hot-headed to lead 
his country in a time of uncertainty, 
according to the Associated Press. 

Berlusconi’s opponent, however, was 
painted as the agent of change. Left-wing 
Walter Veltroni was portrayed in the 
media as the “youthful” candidate — one 
who understood what the people “really 
wanted.” He was inexperienced in com-
parison to Berlusconi, but argued that 
“hope and change comes from ideas and 
from the people, not from becoming part 
of the failed system,” as reported by CNN. 

If these comparisons aren’t close 
enough to Sen. Barack Obama’s 
campaign, take the fact that Veltroni 
even ran on the ticket of the Italian 
Democratic Party with the slogan “Si 
Può Fare!” or, as we know it here in 
the United States, “Yes, We Can!” 

The result: Italian voters over-
whelmingly chose Berlusconi’s party 
on the ballot.

In spite of movie actors, left-wing 
interest groups and the Italian media 
trying to steer the campaign in the 
direction of Veltroni, the voters wouldn’t 
buy it. The hollow concepts of “hope” 
and “change” meant little to voters seek-
ing substance, and on Election Day they 
used their voices to crush the left-wing 
on a scale unimaginable by the Demo-
cratic Party of Italy just one day before.

This result is hardly surprising, as 
there has been an ongoing shift to the 
right by the principal powers in Europe. 
Italy joins the ranks, including France 
and Germany, of nations that have seen 
abrupt shifts to the right in the past few 

years — a club that many believe Eng-
land will be joining later this year.

So will the United States follow 
the path Italy has taken? Polling and 
conventional wisdom would say “yes.” 
As reported by RealClearPolitics, most 
polls show Sen. John McCain inching 
ever farther ahead of Obama — the 
likely Democrat nominee — both on 
national and state levels.

The gilded message “Yes, We Can!” 
didn’t work in Italy, and it won’t work 
here. People around the world are yearn-
ing for politicians who take real stances 
on issues. Voters are rejecting politi-
cians who are pushing liberal agendas 
at a time of economic uncertainty, 
knowing full well that conservatives are 
best prepared to tighten the belt of gov-
ernment during hard economic times. 

While the Republicans failed at 
doing so in the United States under 
President Bush, there is little doubt 
McCain’s White House will be one of 
greater fiscal discipline, especially 
during an economic recession.

If Obama is smart, he will take a 
lesson from the Italian campaign of 
Veltroni and stop assuming people 
are just yearning for “change.” 

What they are yearning for is the 
right type of change, change that will 
secure their economic futures, protect 
them from outside harm and ensure 
that only the bad parts of previous 
administrations are rooted out. How-
ever, given that Obama seems bent on 
pitching the same watered-down mes-
sage of a hollow hope as Veltroni, bets 
would be better placed on the assump-
tion that we will see American results 
similar to Italy’s come November.

 Vinny Napolitano is a senior political 
science, American history and political 

philosophy major. He is the executive 
director of the College Republicans. His 

columns appear every Wednesday. He 
can be reached at vsnapoli@syr.edu.
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Working into the night, with Professor Okyere 
at its side, the team put together a PowerPoint 
presentation and Thursday before leaving, the 
team finally began to practice its full presentation 
without scripts. For Zucker, the difference in the 
team’s success was Okyere and his dedication.

“Not many teachers stay at night well in to 
the early hours and professor (Okyere) was at 
almost every meeting for two weeks straight,” 
said Zucker. “Translating from school books to 
real life experience was very new, and he kept 
us on track. He was always there helping with 
presentation skills.”

The team tied the presentation together and 

traveled to New York that weekend for the compe-
tition — even though the presentation still wasn’t 
finalized.

That afternoon the team went to the financial 
district, and, in a 20-minute presentation, it dis-
played its audit case in front of four partners from 
Deloitte’s national headquarters. 

“We were pretending we were auditors and the 
panel was the client, we treated them like we were 
representing them,” Robinson said. “We showed 
them financial accounting standards, official 
rules for accounting and why that was the right 
move to use. We explained tax benefits and why 
our way was beneficial.”

The SU team presented first but were bested by 
UConn, which won the regional competition and 
continued to the national competition in Scotts-
dale, Arizona last Wednesday.  Brigham Young 

University won the national title in Scottsdale. 
Even without a win, for the team members, the 

competition was still a worthwhile experience.
“The competition was great, and I got an oppor-

tunity for five new friends. We met everyday for 
two weeks and became close,” Zucker said.

Zucker said the team also became close with 
professor Okyere; even going shopping to buy 
Syracuse-colored ties for the competition. In addi-
tion to new friends the team also gained valuable 
real life experience, at times absent from school.

“It will definitely help my resume, it looks good 
that I went above and beyond,” said Robinson “I 
think it’s good to look at a different perspective of 
the accounting world. In school you do a lot alone, 
but working in a group and feeling things out 
together — that will help me a lot.”

mwwoolle@syr.edu

Visit www.pace.edu/summer 
and register for one of our two summer 
sessions today.

Undergraduate Courses now 
$650 per credit!
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By Caitlin Donnelly
Contributing Writer 

The Tutoring and Study Center has expanded into 
an office in the E.S. Bird Library, as announced 
on the library Web site March 27. The program 
provides tutoring services for undergraduate 
students of all majors in all subjects Tuesday, 
Wednesday and Sunday nights from 6 p.m. to 9 
p.m. in Room 123 of the library. 

While tutoring sessions are offered throughout 
the semester, the tutoring center is now trying to 
publicize its services as final exams approach and 
stress sets in. With its location on the first floor of 
Bird Library, the center hopes to attract more usage 
of its resources, as well as recruit potential tutors. 

“It is only natural that tutoring would be 
offered at the library,” said Abby Kasowitz-Scheer, 
head of Instructional Services at Bird Library. 

“It’s nice to be able to offer students extra help 
while they are already here studying.”

Jane Neuburger, director of the Tutoring 
and Study Center, said there has been a posi-
tive response from students using the library’s 
resources to date. Students in need of a tutor can 
stop by the office hours on Tuesday, Wednesday 
and Sunday nights to sign up for help. 

Gerri Dowling, head of the center’s satellite office 
in Bird and a liberal arts and legal studies dual 
major in University College, said the enrollment in 
the tutoring program as simple and worthwhile. 

She said the sessions between students and 
tutors as casual and laid back. 

“Students can relax and simply talk about 
their concerns they may have in a particular 
subject,” she said.

Neuburger advised students not to cram all 

their studying in at the last minute.
“If you are struggling in a subject, come in 

early and regularly,” she said.
Individual tutoring sessions charge $14 an 

hour for undergraduate tutors and $18 an hour 
by graduate tutors. Group fees are $17 an hour for 
undergraduate tutors and $25 an hour for gradu-
ate tutors. The fee is then divided up among the 
number of students who attend the session. All 
fees are charged to the student’s bursar account. 

To make it easier for certain students, the center 
will be holding a free organic chemistry review 
session April 30 from 2 to 5 p.m. in the Sci-Tech build-
ing, Room 1-019. It is the only review session offered.

“I think I would actually use the center if it 
were free,” said Luis Torrens, a junior history 
major. Despite his displeasure in the cost of the 
services, he said he would be more likely to use 

the services since they are easily located right 
there in the library. 

The center is also currently recruiting tutors 
in all subjects. Students interested in tutoring 
must maintain a 3.0 GPA, and a “B+” or higher 
in the specified field, along with a teacher recom-
mendation from that subject. Applications are 
reviewed by the Tutoring Center, followed by 
an interview and mandatory training session. 
Tutors are employed through the federal Work 
Study program.

For additional information, students can con-
tact the Tutoring and Study Center at 443-2005, or 
by email at tutorctr@syr.edu.  The office is located 
at 111 Waverly Ave., Suite 220, right above the 
Health Center, and the satellite office is in room 
123 of the library.

cmdonn01@syr.edu

Tutoring service expands into Bird during exam season

AUDIT
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YES, You Can Take Classes at ESF
Check course listings and see your academic advisor to register.
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By Rebekah Jones
Contributing Writer 

T he State University of New York 
College of Environmental Science 
and Forestry has had yet another 
development in the field of alterna-

tive energy resources with two additions to 
the local green movement —and it’s not just 
in Syracuse.

The Ranger School, a satellite campus of 
ESF located three hours away in Wanakena, 
N.Y., will be replacing a 20-year-old oil boiler 
with a new wood boiler that saves 8,200 gal-
lons of fuel per year. 

The new boiler will use 90-120 tons of wood 
chips and is expected to reduce the annual 
cost of heating by $30,000. Most of the boiler 
costs will be covered by a grant from the New 
York State Energy Research and Development 
Authority (NYSERDA), said Michael Kelleher, 
the director of renewable energy systems at 
ESF.

“Importantly the wood chips, because they 
come from trees, a renewable resource, will 
significantly reduce the carbon emissions 
from the boiler because as trees grow, they 
sequester or capture carbon from the atmo-
sphere,” he said.

“We will use the Ranger School wood boiler 
project as a demonstration to help communi-
ties understand the environmental and eco-
nomic benefits of utilizing wood as a source of 
heating,” Kelleher said. “Another advantage 
of this type of system is that because the 
fuel (wood) is obtained locally, more of the 
economic benefits stay in local communities, 
rather than being sent to large oil companies 
and foreign countries.”

The boiler was developed in Europe and will 
be manufactured in New York by Advanced 
Climate Technologies, he said.

A wind turbine is used to meet all energy 
needs of the classrooms at Heiberg Forest, 
another ESF satellite campus located about 25 
miles south of Syracuse. 

The wind speed at the Heiberg site is 
expected to average 12.3 mph at the tower 
height of 100 feet, Kelleher said. The Endur-
ance wind turbine is projected to produce 
approximately 7,000 kWh per year.  The 
wind turbine cost is just less than $47,000, 
with a $26,000 incentive from NYSERDA. 
The net cost to ESF will be approximately 
$20,000, he said.

“The energy use at the classrooms is simi-
lar to some New York homes, and the wind 
turbine is a good example of technology that 

homeowners on good wind sites can consider,” 
Kelleher said. “Both projects are part of ESF’s 
efforts to reduce our carbon footprint and 
adopt more sustainable energy sources.  We 
see the projects as providing environmental, 
economic and educational benefits.”

Students in the forestry department take 
frequent trips to the Heiberg forest site as part 
of their curriculum. 

“My brother makes regular visits as part 
of his forest management classes,” said David 
Urffer, a freshman at ESF. “It gives students 
perfect field experience, even if you aren’t in 
the forestry department.”

ESF students demonstrate true dedication 
to the green movement by becoming activists 
in the community and educating the campus 

on environmental movements.
Rick Nelson, a sophomore environmental 

biology major, said he wants to help more 
people on campus become active in reducing 
pollution and sees the new facilities as a 
chance to educate students.

“We’re trying to change people’s outlook on 
the world,” Nelson said. “Students at Syracuse 
don’t care enough about the environment and 
need to realize how their actions affect the 
environment.”

Ryan Marcy, a sophomore environmental 
studies major, said wind turbines, like the one 
to be constructed at Heiberg, should be more 
widely used than they are.

“The nation should be more proactive about 
the global climate crisis,” Marcy said. “Insti-
tutions like SUNY-ESF have been leading the 
way in finding new resources, and it’s great to 
see ESF add two more facilities that promote 
higher research.”

rdjone03@syr.edu

stock.xchng
The endurance wind Turbine will be used at the Heiberg Forest, a satellite cam-
pus of SunY-eSF. it was built to cost-effectively use wind for home power generation. 
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endurance is expected to produce 
approximately 7,000 kWh per year.
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Earth, wind and fire
ESF installs wood-burning boiler, wind turbine 
on satellite campuses to promote energy saving

What does a Wind 
turbine do?
Wind turbines convert kinetic energy 
from the wind into mechanical power, 
which is then converted into electricity 
through a generator, according to the 
Department of energy’s Web site. “good 
wind areas” cover 6 percent of the con-
tiguous united States and could provide 
more than one and a half times the coun-
try’s current electricity consumption, 
according to the Doe Web site.
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While direct services remain separate, Mart 
said the Offi ce of Prevention Services is looking 
into some prevention and education initiatives, 
which explore connections between sexual vio-
lence and alcohol. These programs would be in 
addition to the offered services, not alterations to 
current programs.

Mart said the Options program has stopped 
taking new cases for the remainder of the year due 
to a growing waitlist caused by the large number 
of drug and alcohol cases occurring in the spring. 

While Syracuse’s support staff may sound low 
in number, it’s on par with similar programs at 
other schools. 

At Northwestern University, Katie Guilfoyle is 
the coordinator of violence prevention and sexual 
health education. And when it comes to sexual 
assault support services, she’s a one-woman staff. 

“We’re in sort of a transition phase,” she said. 
“We’re sort of trying to reevaluate our response 
and hopefully add on to it. Right now it’s pretty 
bare bones.” 

Guilfoyle’s offi ce, like SASS at SU, is also a 
bridge between survivors and their options, 
whereas SU has three advocates for a student 
population of approximately 19,000, Northwestern 
has one for about 14,000.

Guilfoyle said Northwestern’s main challenge 

is streamlining the process to make options clear, 
accessible and easy for survivors. 

“Ideally, a survivor — no matter whom they 
talk to fi rst — they’re always referred to the same 
place,” she said. “I would like to eliminate some of 
this shuffl ing around from me to counseling and 
make it as easy as possible for them.”

Guilfoyle trained 50 students to serve as peer 
educators on campus. The group makes itself 
visible by wearing peer advocate T-shirts and 
displaying stickers around their dorm rooms. 

“The hope is that if a student is assaulted and 
knows a peer educator lives around or on her fl oor, 
she might feel comfortable going to her,” Guilfoyle 
said. “The goal is for (the peer educators) to help 
facilitate a survivor’s next step.”

Issues of rape were in campus conversation at 
Ithaca in February, where, according to The Itha-
can, a resident assistant was found guilty of sexu-
ally assaulting a girl on his fl oor. The RA retained 
his position until university policies changed, and 
he was let go, according to The Ithacan, Ithaca’s 
newspaper.

“We think we’re safe in Ithaca and that that 
could never happen here, but of course it happens 
here, it happens everywhere,” said Daniel Wald, 
founder of Ithaca Students Active for Ending Rape 
(SAFER).

Since the reported rape in February, two other 
women have come forward and said they were 
sexually assaulted in the past year. The admis-
sions have sparked dialogue and a demand for 

policy changes on campus. Wald said he and other 
students were so outraged by the case and lack 
of clear policies they took matters into their own 
hands. 

Wald formed the sexual assault work group 
consisting of students, RA directors, counselors 
and members of Judiciary Affairs. “We really 
didn’t have much of a policy before,” he said. Now 
Ithaca has a zero tolerance policy for resident 
assistants who have been found guilty of sexual 
assault.

Like SU and Northwestern, Ithaca has an 
advocacy center that provides transportation and 
accompaniment for victims to local hospitals. But 
Wald wants students to become more involved in 
the issue.

“I’m trying to push students not to be the 
bystanders anymore,” he said. “Rapists aren’t 
born, they’re created by the society we live in.”

Margaret Nicholson, director of Students 
Active for Ending Rape (SAFER), said student 
involvement is key to any successful program. 
SAFER, which has no affi liation with Wald’s 
student group at Ithaca, is a non-profi t national 
organization that aims to help students hold col-
leges accountable for incidents of sexual assault in 
their campus communities.

 Nicholson said while she’s seen progress since 
the Jeanne Clery Act was amended in 2000, there 
is still work to be done. 

The act, formerly known as the Campus Secu-
rity Act of 1990, requires that all universities 

report incidents of crimes and sexual assault, as 
well as afford victims of campus sexual assault 
certain rights. 

Nicholson said policies aren’t enough unless 
supported by programs such as mandatory pre-
vention education and bystander intervention. 
Often times these programs and the groups run-
ning them struggle to get necessary funding and, 
as a result, incidents of sexual assault go unno-
ticed.

 “The same stuff is happening,” she said. “Still 
we’re seeing cases of students being encouraged to 
shut up or to not pursue disciplinary actions from 
their attackers, and it can be very frustrating.”

SAFER frequently helps students implement 
amnesty policies at their schools, which encour-
age victims of sexual assault to come forward, 
regardless of extenuating circumstances.

“If a student is assaulted while they’re violat-
ing campus alcohol or drug policies, they should 
be able to report the assault without concern for 
getting in trouble,” Nicholson said.

Nicholson said many schools are still lacking 
in support services.

“Where we’re seeing diffi culty is with the con-
tent of campus policies, which vary widely,” she 
said. “You’ve got schools like William and Mary 
with a fairly comprehensive policy supported by 
an excellent Web site, and then you’ve got schools 
with sexual assault policies that meet bare mini-
mum and nothing more.” 

jmterrus@syr.edu

SERVICES
F R O M  P A G E  1

“A lot of people think sexual assault is some-
one else’s problem. It’s not. And it’s not just a 
women’s problem,” Blake said.

The event has been sponsored by SASS since 
2003. Take Back the Night itself is an interna-
tional event that may have started as far back as 
1877 in London when women took to the streets 
to protest violence against women after dark. 
Others say it began in 1976 in Belgium after 
the International Tribunal on Crimes Against 
Women, according to the event’s Web site.

The events began Monday in the Schine 
Student Center with “Hands Against Violence,” 
where students could stop by a table and leave 
their handprint on a banner stating their desire 
to stop sexual assault. That event continued all 
day Tuesday will culminate today.

Tuesday night, a panel discussion titled 
“What it Means to be a Man and a Feminist” 
was held in the Hall of Languages. The discus-
sion was aimed at men to prove that feminist is 
not a term only applied to women. 

“It’s a problem for the entire campus, not just 
those personally affected by sexual violence,” 
Blake said. “We must take a stance.”

hemorley@syr.edu

TAKE BACK THE NIGHT 
F R O M  P A G E  1

cross fingers

fight global warming.com
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the sweet stuff in the middle

jeff pauline

Positions before coming to Syracuse:
Asst. tennis coach (University of Miami), 
research team (Barry University), sports      
psychology dept. head (Ball State University)

Classes teaching next semester:
Managing the Sports Organization (SPM 225), 
Sport Fan Violence/Aggressive Behavior (SPM 
300)

By Heather Mayer
COPy editOr 

W hen Gina and Jeff Pauline watch 
sports, it’s more than just a game. 
It’s business. 

Even when the New York Yankees 
fans sit down to watch a game it’s hard for them to 
concentrate on just their beloved pinstriped base-
ball squad. Gina focuses her attention on the types 
of sponsorships present, the facility management 
and the marketing tools. Jeff is a more intense fan of 
the game itself, noticing players’ behaviors on and 
off the field.  

Both part of Syracuse University’s sports man-
agement department, Gina, 30, and Jeff, 37, have 
shifted from their undergraduate degrees in psy-
chology to studying the marketing aspect of sports 
and sports psychology on a collegiate level.   

“I knew I wanted to work in sports in some sector 
because it was a segment of my life that I’ve always 
known and really wanted to continue,” Gina said.

While working at Ball State University in Indi-
ana, Gina heard about SU’s new sports management 
department and recognized its potential. Origi-
nally, she applied for the director’s position but was 
not offered the job. 

Once the department started looking for faculty, 
it called Gina, who was then seven months pregnant 
but determined to become part of SU.  

“It was fairly obvious (that I was pregnant),” she 
said. “But they (the department) were great about it.” 

The University Partnership for Spouses program 
at SU, which works to find jobs for spouses working 
at the university, coincidentally found work for Jeff 
also in the sports management department and 

Believe it: Religion professor Gail Hamner pairs faith, science in the classroom

Husband and wife professors 
Gina and Jeff Pauline go 
pro in sports management

see paulines page 15

see hamner page 15

By Stephanie Musat
ASSt. NewS editOr

April is a busy month for Gail Ham-
ner.

Maybe it’s because she is working 
on her second book, tentatively titled 
“In Good Faith: Teaching Religion 
and Film Amid the Presumptions of 
Secularity.”

Or maybe it’s because she is work-
ing on a long-term project examining 
feminist and Marxian theorists’ use 
of love as the central force of their 
politics.

It could be that she is busy teaching 

two classes at Syracuse University.
“April is an exceedingly crowded 

time of the semester,” she said. “I am 
already squelched between standing 
obligations.”

Hamner is an associate profes-
sor in religion at SU specializes in 
religion and culture, with teaching 
interests in religion and film, culture, 
literature and feminist theory — cer-
tainly different from her bachelor’s 
degree in biology from Duke Univer-
sity in 1985.

After college, Hamner conducted 
diabetic research for Pfizer Phar-

maceutical, a pharmaceutical and 
biomedical company which makes 
medicine like Zoloft, Celebrex and 
Detrol LA.

But she couldn’t stay away from 
religion. 

“I do have a B.S. in biology and 
worked in Pfizer Pharmaceutical,” 
she said. “But then I left science to 
earn a masters and Ph.D. in religion.”

In 1997, she returned to Duke Uni-
versity  — to a completely different 
school of thought, she said. She stayed 
away from the biology lab, the bea-
kers and pipettes and traded it in for 

the Bible, Quran and Torah.
She earned her doctorate from 

Duke in 1997.
Instead of returning to the work 

field, she stayed at Duke, lecturing 
for the religion department at the 
university. 

She came to SU in 1998, becoming 
an assistant professor in religion.

“I don’t exactly teach outside my 
area,” she said. “I just have broad 
training.”

This semester, she taught Criti-
cal Issues in Religious Thought and 
Theory and Methods in the Study of 

Religion. 
Her courses focus on how religion 

affects daily life and what role reli-
gion plays in the individual. 

“We hear said, or feel ourselves, 
that being in the woods, on a moun-
tain top or at the beach is ‘very spiri-
tual,’” she said. “Sometimes experi-
ences of nature are felt to transmit 
‘the divine’ much more palpably than 
more regular expressions of religious 
devotion such as participating in an 
institutionally-based service, ritual 
or tradition.”

playersteam

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer

gina pauline

Positions before coming to Syracuse:
eastern College Athletic Conference (Mass.), 
Big east Conference (rhode island), physical 
education teacher and sports management 
department coordinator (Ball State University)

Classes teaching next semester:
Sport Law (SPM 415), Sports Marketing    
Management (SPM 444) 
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C R O S S W O R D
by thomas joseph

THE TOWN BIKE BY SARAH REBAR | SAREBAR@SYR.EDU THEN KATH FIDLER | KEFIDLER@SYR.EDU

DINOSAUR COMICS BY RYAN NORTH | QWANTZ.COM

CLASSIC PERRY BIBLE FELLOWSHIP BY NICK GUREWITCH | PBFCOMICS.COM

ËFriday Happy Hour-No cover! 
ËFree food 5-7 p.m.
Ë$3 pitchers and more specials

21 & over. Please drink responsibly. Don’t drink and drive.

MAGGIES
Restaurant & Sports Bar

161 Marshall Street

Great food Fun times



Sponsors

Media Sponsors

Festival Tickets & Passes at:
The Sound Garden
124 Walton St.  
in Armory Square

Emerald City Video
3208 Erie Blvd. E.

Festival office at the  
Hotel Syracuse
500 S. Warren St.

Online at  
www.syrfilm.com
& during the festival 
at all venues



A DV E R T I S E M E N T

Boom Babies
489 Wescott St. Syracuse, n.y. 13210
www.boombabies.biz
315.472.1949
New Hours: Mon-Fri. 11-8   Sat. 11-7  Sun 12-5
What To Expect: Casual and formal fashions for stylish young 
women at a reasonble prices. New products are constantly 
being shipped here, ensuring a large stock of key seasonal 
items.

J. Michael Shoes
173 Marshall St. , Syracuse, N.Y. 13210
www.jmichaelshoes.com
315.471.4237
Hours:  Mon- Sat. 10-7 Sun 12-5
What to Expect: "If it's Hot, It's Here"- Steps away from main 
campus, you'll find the most popular brands and most 
sought after products.

Cluttered Closet
742 S. Beec St., Syracuse, Ny 13210
315.422.6294
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-9; Sun. 12-6
What to Expect: This friendly consignment store in Wescott 
is filled wth great vintage pieces from the 1920s to the 
1980s.

Shoes & More
208 E. Jefferson St., Syracuse, N.Y. 13202
shoesandmoreny.com
(315) 214-4253
Hours: Mon.- Fri. 10-5:30: Sat 11-3
What to Expect: Inexpensive , celebrity-inspired shoes and 
accessories. Great for a fashionista with a smaller budget.

The Fashion Exchange
6901 E. Genesse St. (Lydon Corners). ; Fayetteville, N.Y. 13066
315.251.0414
Hours: Mon, Tues, Wd, 10-6; Thurs, 10-8; Sat. 10-5
What to Expect: Second-hand bags by Fendi and Louis 
Vuitton, as well as Seven Jeans, and Juicy Couture tops are 
just some of the great designer, gently used items you 
might find.

Oleander at Armory
270 W. jefferson St. ; Syracuse, N.Y. 13202
315.426.7813
Hours: Tues.- Thurs. 11-6; Fri. - Sat. 11-7
What to Expect: High-end brands and one-of-a-kind pieces 
make this boutique one of the trendiest stores in Syracuse, 
Features elegant dresses perfect for gradauation or formals.

C.

D.

B.

A.

F.

G.

E.

A. Floral embroidered peasant tand top. $44.99 Boom Babies
B. Vintage plastic bandle set. Cluttered Closet
C. Pale yellow floral V-Neck tank top. Cluttered Closet
D. High-waisted Skinny Jean by Dollhouse. $ 49.99 Boom Babies
E. Red canvas tote by Angry Girl Reads: "Whats Wrong?- 
    I wake up and you're still here" $24.99 Boom Babies
F. White peep toe patent slingbacks. $25.99 Shoes and More.
G. The Baller Shoe seen in red. (Comes in three colors:
     black, red, and sky blue) Canvas Material with ankle
     strap. $15.99 Shoes and More



Wednesday, April 30
Nicholas J. Pirro Convention Center at Oncenter

Accelerate2008.com

BE AT THE FOREFRONT OF COOL—Experience the most exciting developments  
in Technology, Manufacturing, and Sustainability as leaders, innovators,  

and forward thinking professionals gather in Central New York.

Now Here’s a Good Idea ...

And Here’s a Good Deal ...

Presented by the Case Center, Central New York Technology Development Organization, FOCUS Greater Syracuse, 
Greater Syracuse Chamber of Commerce, Manufacturer’s Association of Central New York,  

and the Syracuse Center of Excellence in Environmental and Energy Systems

✓ New Technology on display in the Exhibit Hall
✓ Networking Opportunities with industry, academic, and community leaders

✓ Keynote speakers: Jeremy Gutsche of Trendhunter.com and Charles Fishman of Fast Company Magazine
✓Sustainability Learning Center with interactive opportunities for students and businesses to connect

✓Workshop Tracks: Technology and Business Innovation; Energy; Environmental Stewardship;  
Manufacturing Excellence; and Sustainable Business Growth

✓ Students register for FREE
✓ Meals provided for students with valid ID

✓ Pre-registration required: accelerate2008.com/register
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called him for an interview a week after their 
daughter Gabriella was born in May 2006.  

Working together in SU’s sports management 
program seemed like the ideal opportunity for 
the Paulines, whose love of sports existed since 
childhood.

Like Gina, who swam the 100 and 200-meter 
butterfly in college, Jeff was also an athlete — 
an avid tennis player — and wanted sports to be 
a part of his professional life. 

“Sports always had a huge influence in my 
life, I guess,” Jeff said. “In high school, I played 
a lot of different sports. I always enjoyed sports. 
I enjoyed sports in college as well. The idea of 
being part of a team and the dynamics of a team 
were always very interesting to me.”

During undergrad in the mid 90s, the two 
found themselves thumbing through the course 
guides, trying to find classes that would suit them, 
Gina at Binghamton University (N.Y.) and Jeff at 
Old Dominion University in Virginia. Gina, with 
a psychology degree, wanted to work in the sports 
psychology field but later concluded that career 
wasn’t feasible. 

“It really was about what fit for me. … The 
field of sports psychology is extremely competi-
tive to work in,” she said. “…The reality of me 
going on to be a fulltime sports psychologist 
wasn’t very likely.” 

The dean of the health, physical education 
and athletics department at BU, Joel Thirer, 
helped Gina sort through her options for post-
graduate study and possible career routes. 

“Some students make an impact more than 
others,” he said. “Gina was one of those.” 

As a senior at Binghamton, Gina worked in 
all areas of the sports field, focusing on the mar-
keting and management side. She even worked 
on the business side at minor league baseball 
team, the Binghamton Mets, but missed being 
around college athletes. 

“I really liked it, but I recognized that my pas-
sion was more being on a college campus, being 

involved with student athletes, as opposed to being 
in a minor leaguer baseball setting,” she said. 

Finding a topic of study wasn’t easy for 
Jeff either. It took dipping into three different 
majors —pre-med, engineering and business 
— before Jeff decided he wanted to learn the 
behaviors of athletes. 

“I tried it all,” he said. 
Jeff went on to grad school at Barry University 

in Florida, where he studied the effects of exercise 
on people with HIV and AIDS. He also was the 
assistant tennis coach at the University of Miami. 

It was love of sports that would finally bring 
the two together — in West Virginia. 

When a member of Jeff’s research team 
took a job at West Virginia University, Jeff 
followed a couple years later to earn his doc-
torate in sports psychology. 

“It kind of got to the point whether I had to 
decide, do I want to go on to get a doctorate or do 
I want to pursue coaching,” Jeff said. “I kind of 
decided that I really liked tennis, but I wanted 
more of a grown-up job, not that that it isn’t a 
grown-up job, but I thought I could benefit and 
reach more people because I still had that inter-
est in human behavior.” 

Jeff had already been at WVU for a year 
when Gina entered the sport management doc-
toral program. The two met during Gina’s first 
week of classes, at least that’s what she says. Jeff 
responded lightheartedly, “I guess I’ll go with 
that. … So we met that first week huh? Sounds 
good to me.” 

Due to the different programs, the couple was 
only in school together for a year. Jeff popped 

the question in 2003, after three years of dating. 
“Gina — she’ll kill me — five years, or was 

it four years? I’m cheating here,” Jeff said as 
he looked through his online calendar to deter-
mine how long the pair had been together before 
he proposed.

After Gina graduated from WVU, she worked 
for the Eastern College Athletic Conference in 
Massachusetts and on her long distance relation-
ship, while Jeff finished was at Ball State in 
Indiana. 

“It was incredibly challenging for me, and at 
that point I was ready to walk out the door and try 
something else, but it was really rewarding for me 
to do that,” Gina said about working for the ECAC. 

Adding to the difficulty of her time-con-
suming and intensive job, Gina was in a field 
largely dominated by men. As an intern, Gina 
didn’t think twice about the male workforce, 
but that changed as she moved forward in sports 
management. 

“Then I started to look around, and there 
were a lot of males, and I started to question 
it, but continued on and went to grad school 
and realized it is a challenge,” she said. “You 
don’t see many female administrators at all, 
and further, you don’t see many females who 
are married with kids. It is a very demanding 
field, and it’s hard to balance the two things.”

Before moving to Syracuse, the Paulines 
were working and living in Indiana — Jeff 
heading the sports psychology department at 
Ball State University and Gina teaching physi-

cal education classes and working toward her 
doctorate in sports management after she left 
the Big East conference to be closer to Jeff.

“She took a gamble on us,” Jeff said.
When an opportunity for Gina opened up at 

SU, Jeff knew it was his turn to take a chance, 
leaving behind his job in Indiana to return to 
Central New York, where he grew up. 

“At that point we were all set to go,” Gina 
said. “We had a baby, and we were going to move 
in a month in a half, we were trying to sell our 
house, trying to figure out new jobs, trying to 
figure out parenthood, so we had a fun couple of 
months.” 

The Paulines have been a part of SU’s sports 
management department for nearly two years, 
where Gina teaches a sports marketing class, 
giving students hands-on experience with local 
businesses like KeyBank. 

Senior Mikki Mandarano has taken three 
classes with Gina as a finance, accounting and 
sports management major. 

“My favorite aspect is that she prepares us for 
the real world,” said Mandarano, who has taken 
marketing, sales and sports law with Gina. 

On a professional level, Jeff said SU is better 
for Gina than himself. 

“I had some apprehensions, not about taking 
the job because I knew the quality of this school, 
but I knew I couldn’t do exactly what I’d been 
doing at Ball State, which was a prime, perfect 
job for me in terms of what I wanted to do and 
had the ability to do,” he said. 

Jeff teaches research methods in sports man-
agement, but in the future he hopes to create a 
psychosocial class designed for sports manage-
ment students. 

Although he hasn’t had the same opportunity 
to focus on sports psychology at SU, Jeff said he’s 
lucky to be able to spend every day working next 
door to his wife. 

“You always have someone you know you can 
go and talk to about something,” Jeff said. “… 
You know you’ll always get an honest answer.” 

hlmayer@syr.edu

But she hasn’t completely abandoned her 
science roots.

At SU, Hamner taught a course titled “Reli-
gion and Biology,” which examines the bridge 
between the two fields to see if there is a connec-
tion between science and faith.  

“We want to know how and why do natural, 
especially ‘wild’ environments produce (or at 
least evoke) holiness,” she said in the class 
description. 

She became quite an expert in her field, inter-
viewed by Adam Graham of The Detroit News 
and Chris Wagner of Dallas Morning News on 
the religious principles in Mel Gibson’s The 
Passion of Christ. 

Even with her busy schedule, she doesn’t 
seem to be stopping anytime soon. There are 
still questions, and she wants to answer them.

“What is vacated when we go on vacation? Do 
we encounter nature differently from persons 
who lived before our media saturated world? 
These are some of the questions we will set out 
to explore.”

sdmusat@syr.edu

April 11 - April 22, 2008 @ Hinds Hall, Syracuse University

        The iSchool presents a series of events that allow 
students from every program and level to hang out with 
faculty and network with potential future employers in a 
fun and casual atmosphere. 
        Participate in games and competitions to win door 
prizes, large cash prizes, gifts certificates and more!

WIT 

Alumni 

Event

BLIST  

Alumni  

Conference

MayFest 

preview

April 2
2

Waffles!

YouTube 
Competition 

Deadline!
APRIL 18!

Week of April 14, 2008 Schedule

Successful female graduates share their 
stories, talk about their careers and offer 
advice for the future
3:00pm, April 18

3:00pm, April 18

Campus favorite Funk N’ Waffles 
provides delicious waffles with ice 
cream, chocolate, fruit and more.
4:30pm, April 18

• Buy or make iQuilt patches   
• Crazy faces photo 
combination  
• Wireless grids demo   
• E*LIT collaboration project  
• Collaborative technology 
interactive session 
 • Enitiative presentations  
• iFaire awards reception
All events take place in Hinds 
Hall

For more info: www.ischool.syr.edu/ifaire

paulines
f r o m  p a g e  9

“Sports always had a huge influence in my life, I guess. 
In high school, I played a lot of different sports. I 
always enjoyed sports. I enjoyed sports in college 
as well. The idea of being part of a team and the 
dynamics of a team were always very interesting to me.”

Jeff Pauline
SportS management profeSSor

hamner
f r o m  p a g e  9
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(Nov. 8, 2005)
The thing that has always made games 
seemingly antisocial is how they leave 
viewers with little to do while the gamer 
is playing. The interactivity and rock 
soundtrack of “Guitar Hero” changed 
that. It became the game to have at 
parties because it was almost as fun to 
watch players master “Cowboys from 
Hell” as it was to play. As a result, plastic 
guitar prowess became just as valuable 
as a good beer pong shot.

By Dave Arey
STAFF WRITER

Illustration by Rob Fay
ART DIRECTOR

F or seniors, it’s been four years of 
papers, parties — and video games.

Ever since the current graduating 
class entered college, the amount of progress 
games have made is staggering. Everything 
from new systems to gameplay innovations 
has created more mainstream games and con-
versely more specialization. Games now have 
the power to bring people together or blow 
them apart, as evidenced by this list of titles 
likely to be found in every dorm. 

(Nov. 19, 2006)
This is the game for people who hate 
video games. This series of mini-games 
requires almost no button-pushing, 
especially in the case of tennis and bowl-
ing, which are clearly the most popular 
games. The fi rst game for the Wii has 
popped up everywhere, from “Late Night 
with Conan O’Brien” to the Oscars, and 
in the process it became the one game 
that anyone (and I do mean anyone) can 
play.

(Nov. 23, 2004)
Blizzard’s massive online role-playing 
game legitimized an entire genre of 
games. Suddenly, people who spent 
hours casting spells and killing orcs 
weren’t simply a stereotype — they 
were your classmates, your roommates, 
your friends. The game also became a 
byword for addiction. At the height of 
its popularity, there was even a popular 
Facebook group fi lled with angry girl-
friends who wanted their boyfriends 

to stop playing, thus proving it was 
clearly a game college students 
either got or didn’t want to get.

(Oct. 26, 2004)
It has sold more than 20 million cop-
ies worldwide, but “Grand Theft Auto: 
San Andreas” will always be known for 
more than its popularity. The incredibly 
violent “Grand Theft Auto” series has 
been no stranger to controversy. How-
ever, the “hot coffee” scandal — started 
when hackers found leftover game 
code that contained a sex scene — was 
disastrous to gamers. In the hands of 
able politicians, “San Andreas” became a 
symbol for everything wrong with video 
games. It made gamers seem like crazed 
perverts, a role college students were 
surprisingly willing to accept.  

(Nov. 9, 2004)
There are very few events more central 
to being a male in college than getting 
together for a game of “Halo.” Even 
though the fi rst game began the trend, 
“Halo 2” improved on the original in 
every way, especially with the inclusion 
of online play, which made Microsoft’s 
Xbox Live the go-to online service for 
college students. To this day, “Halo 2” is 
the fi fth-highest all-time selling game in 
the United States — and possibly, with 
apologies to the next game on our list, 
the most played online.

FINISHING
Game on: The fi ve video games that enthralled the class of 2008

WITH HIGH SCORES

(Nov. 8, 2005)
The thing that has always made games 
seemingly antisocial is how they leave 
viewers with little to do while the gamer 
is playing. The interactivity and rock 
soundtrack of “Guitar Hero” changed 
that. It became the game to have at 
parties because it was almost as fun to 
watch players master “Cowboys from 
Hell” as it was to play. As a result, plastic 
guitar prowess became just as valuable 
as a good beer pong shot.

By Dave Arey
STAFF WRITER

Illustration by Rob Fay
ART DIRECTOR

or seniors, it’s been four years of 
papers, parties — and video games.

Ever since the current graduating 
class entered college, the amount of progress 
games have made is staggering. Everything 
from new systems to gameplay innovations 
has created more mainstream games and con-
versely more specialization. Games now have 
the power to bring people together or blow 
them apart, as evidenced by this list of titles 
likely to be found in every dorm. 

(Nov. 19, 2006)
This is the game for people who hate 
video games. This series of mini-games 
requires almost no button-pushing, 
especially in the case of tennis and bowl-
ing, which are clearly the most popular 
games. The fi rst game for the Wii has 
popped up everywhere, from “Late Night 
with Conan O’Brien” to the Oscars, and 
in the process it became the one game 
that anyone (and I do mean anyone) can 
play.

(Nov. 23, 2004)
Blizzard’s massive online role-playing 
game legitimized an entire genre of 
games. Suddenly, people who spent 
hours casting spells and killing orcs 
weren’t simply a stereotype — they 
were your classmates, your roommates, 
your friends. The game also became a 
byword for addiction. At the height of 
its popularity, there was even a popular 
Facebook group fi lled with angry girl-
friends who wanted their boyfriends 

to stop playing, thus proving it was 
clearly a game college students 
either got or didn’t want to get.

It has sold more than 20 million cop-
ies worldwide, but “Grand Theft Auto: 
San Andreas” will always be known for 
more than its popularity. The incredibly 
violent “Grand Theft Auto” series has 
been no stranger to controversy. How-
ever, the “hot coffee” scandal — started 
when hackers found leftover game 
code that contained a sex scene — was 
disastrous to gamers. In the hands of 
able politicians, “San Andreas” became a 
symbol for everything wrong with video 
games. It made gamers seem like crazed 
perverts, a role college students were 
surprisingly willing to accept.  

There are very few events more central 
to being a male in college than getting 
together for a game of “Halo.” Even 
though the fi rst game began the trend, 
“Halo 2” improved on the original in 
every way, especially with the inclusion 
of online play, which made Microsoft’s 
Xbox Live the go-to online service for 
college students. To this day, “Halo 2” is 
the fi fth-highest all-time selling game in 
the United States — and possibly, with 
apologies to the next game on our list, 
the most played online.

Game on: The fi ve video games that enthralled the class of 2008
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Add Obama as a Facebook friend: Candidates fight for online presence
A J  C H AVA R

the “any” key

Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton are 
still vying for the Democratic nomina-
tion and, as always, the college demo-

graphic will play a big part in who the nominee 
and president will be.

So, who’s doing a better job getting to the 
younger voters? Who is youth-savvy enough to 
capture the precious 18 to 24 age bracket? Who, 
in essence, has got the 411?

Well, as the old-timers will tell you, us kids 

“spend too much time on that darn computer,” so 
what better way to see how the two presidential 
hopefuls stack up to our generation than through 
their online presence.

I decided to compare and contrast the impressions 
both candidates make online, via their Web site, their 
Google results, presence through online communities 
and blogging and their stances on tech issues.

Based solely on the numbers, Barack is the 
winner — but it’s a close race. Obviously you 

shouldn’t choose your candidate by his or her 
online persona, but that persona is indicative 
of more than you might think. Whether or not 
your mind will be decided by a double-click, it’s 
a good idea to check out the candidates online 
where you have access to their policies, histo-
ries and, um, MySpace accounts.

AJ Chavar is a tech columnist for The Daily 
Orange where his columns appear every Wednesday. 

He would really like it if you commented on his sto-
ries online. He can be reached at ajchavar@syr.edu

Offi cial Web Site (fi rst time visit)
Note: Both sites redirect you to a different 
page the fi rst time you visit

Visiting for the fi rst time presents you with 
an option to sign up for an e-mailing list, 
along with a video introduction from Obama. 
Very simple and sparse.

First timers to the Clinton site will be over-
whelmed with the different ways they can 
donate to her party. 

OBAMA

Obama’s comes off as less desperate than 
Clinton’s. 

Web site (normal use)
Obama’s team managed to get some of his 
personality in the design, as well as mak-
ing it easy to navigate and fi nd ways to gt 
involved, though the page requires endless 
scrolling.

The brightest element on the page is how to 
donate money to the campaign, and with no 
color scheme, it is diffi cult to navigate all of 
the multimedia present. 

OBAMA

Simple enough: If I can’t fi nd what I want, I 
get frustrated.

Social Networking Facebook, BlackPlanet, MySpace, FaithBase, 
YouTube , Eons, Flickr, Glee, Digg, MiGente, 
Twitter, MyBatanga, Eventful, Asian Ave, 
LinkedIn, DNC, PartyBuilder

Facebook, MySpace, YouTube, Eons, Flickr, 
Twitter

OBAMA

This is a sheer by-the-numbers thing. Think 
of it like the candidates going out and cam-
paigning: Obama is simply reaching more 
people, but Clinton has more time to culti-
vate and monitor each site. 

Blog Obama’s people post to his blog a lot, but 
the most notable thing is the interaction 
with readers, as they can pose questions for 
upcoming events and vote on where future 
events should be held.

Clinton’s people put just as much thought 
into her blog, except she allows the archives 
to go back endlessly. The posts are very well 
organized and well written — if a bit long.

CLINTON

What I was really looking for was direct 
candidate/reader interaction, though neither 
blog had posts by the actual candidate (that 
I could fi nd).

Tech issues Obama’s technology stances include:

■ Ensure an open Internet.

■ Encourage a modern communications 
infrastructure.

■ Employ technology to solve our nation’s 
most pressing problems.

■ Improve America’s competitiveness.

Clinton’s stances on tech issues are not 
easily found on her Web site. The most I 
could fi nd was that Clinton hopes to make 
the United States a force when it comes to 
broadband information delivery. 

Clinton has a very clear and structured plan 
to make broadband access accessible, and 
to bring the United States back on track in 
broadband deployment, besides that, there’s 
not much.

OBAMA

He knows the issues and seems to be devot-
ed to them. Hillary seems to know the issues 
exist, but hasn’t fully confronted them yet.

BARACK OBAMA HILLARY CLINTON WINNER
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to do,” Gross said. “Which is fine. In those 
areas we made changes and brought in people 
who wanted to have a plan and a vision.”

Gross went about constructing his new 
staff by recruiting what he viewed as the 
best of the best. He brought in Gary Gait 
and Luke Jensen from the professional 
ranks to coach women’s lacrosse and ten-
nis, respectively. Most recently, Gross hired 
Phil Weddon and Paul Flanagan from the 
women’s national soccer and ice hockey 
teams, respectively. 

Gross wanted a staff that worked together 
and built on each other’s success, constantly 
raising the bar for the next season. Just a few 
steps down the hall from Bradley’s office sits 
Quentin Hillsman and the women’s basketball 
wing. 

As Bradley’s team climbed the rankings in 
the fall, she found herself making the short 
walk to pick Hillsman’s brain.

“We would always just banter back and 
forth,” Bradley said. “He’d be like ‘What are 
you doing working?’ and I’m like, ‘I got to keep 
up with you.’ So we have our own little back-
and-forth competition.”

Hillsman enjoys those challenges. Last 
year Gross told Hillsman he’d be lucky to win 
one game. The coach took the challenge to 
heart and won nine in his first season.

After a 22-win campaign this year, Hills-
man was at a loss for words when it came 
to explaining the rise of his team. No doubt 
Gross played a major role. The women now 
have their own director of basketball opera-
tions thanks to Gross expanding the budget, 
and they play in the Carrier Dome, a spot 
reserved for so many years for the men. 
Hillsman sees Gross courtside at most home 
games. It’s a level of support the second-year 
coach said he’s never had anywhere.

“I don’t want to say I feel extra emphasis,” 
Hillsman said. “I feel equal emphasis. That’s 
the most important thing, for every sport to be 
equal. … Every sport has a legitimate chance 
to win.”

Even the athletes themselves appreciate 
Gross’s support. After Pat Farmer resigned in 
January, Gross called in Amanda Arcuri and 
the women’s soccer team to get their input on 
a new coach.

“He really wanted our feedback and really 
respected what we had to say,” Arcuri said. 
“That’s how athletic directors should be.”

Gross’s passion often seems vast and never-
ending. He jumps from talking about basket-
ball to soccer to softball to football in the space 
of a few sentences. Talking about being the 
very last team out of the tournament draws a 
raised eyebrow until the listener realizes he’s 
talking about the cross country teams and not 
men’s basketball.

“We don’t deal in the level of the B.S. stuff 
that holds other people back” Gross said. 
“Who has the van or who has the practice 
building. We’re beyond that.”

Gross isn’t alone in what just may be a 
new wave of thinking. Five months after Gross 
arrived in Syracuse, Bernard Muir landed at 
Georgetown in July 2005. Muir undertook a 
similar restructuring, said Patricia Thomas, 
the Hoyas’ senior associate director of athletics. 

For years Georgetown had designated 
sports as national, regional or local. Muir 
threw those designations out the window and 
sought equality in resources and expectations 
for each of the school’s 23 sports.

“We’ve abandoned that (tiered) model,” 
Thomas said, “which of course makes it 
more difficult to do, but he felt it was very 
important that we gave the same message 
that we wanted to be competitive to all of 

our programs.”
Former SU Athletic Director Jake 

Crouthamel said there never was a tiered 
system of sports during his tenure. He said all 
sports were treated equally. When women’s 
lacrosse, softball and women’s soccer were 
added in the 90s, those sports were fully 
funded from the start. 

Crouthamel also said equality was relative, 
and preserving the revenue streams from the 
major sports sometimes superceded promot-
ing lesser ones.

“Is it more important for 40,000 fans to be 
in the Dome than 3,000 to be at, pick a sport, 
softball game?” Crouthamel said. “Yes, it is 
more important for obvious reasons. Revenue 
to support the programs.”

Crouthamel has a point. Football and men’s 
basketball are the two money-generating 
sports, and both have faltered in the last three 
years. Average football attendance is down 
7,250 fans from five years ago. And Syracuse 
basketball hasn’t won an NCAA Tournament 
game since 2004.

“I didn’t take over a management job,” 
Gross said. “We took over a position that is in 
flux, and there’s a lot of transition. …You’re 
going to take a lot of heat when you’re doing 
transition, and that’s part of the deal.”

Bradley said she could tell Gross was seri-
ous about sports other schools may ignore. 
Gross left Bradley a four-minute voicemail 
last year when he first contacted her about 
coming to Syracuse. This year, Gross helped 
Bradley beat out Maryland and Connecticut 
on a recruit when he was the only athletic 
director to speak to the player.

The field hockey coach said she feels 
inspired by the energy Gross shows. Where 
Gross finds that energy is anyone’s guess. He 
admits exhaustion but never loses that excite-
ment infused into every text message and 
e-mail to his coaches.

Judging by the results, it appears to be 
working.

“Daryl said to me, ‘Let me know if you 
need anything, and dream like you are the 
only program that exists here,’” Bradley 
said. “Daryl’s passion, his enthusiasm, his 
excitement and his drive for excellence is 
special. It inspires me, and it is something 
that’s welcome and just valued in my life 
right now.”

chjames@syr.edu

women
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Marked iMproveMent
Almost every women’s team that keeps 
track of wins and losses has shown an 
increase in wins from last year. 
Team	 2006-07	 2007-08
Field hockey 10-9 12-7
Volleyball 11-25 21-13
Women’s soccer 4-12-3 7-8-4
Women’s basketball 9-20 22-8
Tennis 11-9 10-12*
Women’s lacrosse 13-6 11-2*
Softball 21-31 14-23*

* denotes team is still playing

“I don’t want to say I feel 
extra emphasis. I feel 
equal emphasis. That’s 
the most important 
thing, for every sport 
to be equal. … Every 
sport has a legitimate 
chance to win.”

Quentin Hillsman
SU Women’S bASkeTbAll coAch
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often compared to — it will be the second con-
tract or even the third contract that will push 
the money into eight digits.

The notion he can only improve his stock 
by coming back is erroneous. He will most 
certainly improve his game, but returning is 
a gamble — just as leaving is a gamble. Greene 
clearly has work to do to improve his game, but 

another year at Syracuse does not ensure he’s 
a more attractive prospect. There are so many 
factors. Consider:
■ One reason Syracuse fans want Greene 
back so badly is the prospect of next year’s 
team. With guards Eric Devendorf and 
Andy Rautins returning from injury, fresh-
men Kris Joseph, Mookie Jones and James 
Southerland enrolling and everyone from this 
year’s team a year older, SU should have one 
of the strongest and deepest rosters in the Big 
East. Yet with more scorers, there is no guar-

antee Greene will still receive as many shots. 
Syracuse averaged 79 points per game this 
season. Some scoring averages will likely go 
down, but Devendorf will score 15-20-points 
per game. So unless Syracuse is scoring 100 
points per game next season, it’s doubtful 
Greene sees a big bump in his scoring.
■ If Greene ever needed a reason to worry about 
coming back, Syracuse’s rash of injuries might 
shoot to mind. Both Devendorf and Rautins tore 
their ACLs, ending their seasons and putting 
them on long rehab tracks. There were whis-
pers before the season — with enough validity 
to warrant publishing on ESPN.com — that 
Devendorf was going to leave for the NBA after 
this season. The knee injury thwarted that 
attempt. Injuries are never planned, but they 
might be easier to take if the check is already 
cashed.
■ Coaches work in the NBA, too. If ball-
handling and defense are areas Greene needs 
improvement, whichever team invests in 
Greene will no doubt work with him on these 
defi ciencies. Drafting a freshman is almost 
always a risk. This hasn’t stopped teams in the 
past. In last season’s draft — one of the best 
drafts in years — eight freshmen were taken 
in the fi rst round. Only one, Kevin Durant, has 
been a standout. The players drafted in the 
range Greene projects — Spencer Hawes, Thad-
deus Young, Javaris Crittenton and Daequan 
Cook — are developing at different rates. All 
could have used another year of college to refi ne 
their games. In the NBA, though, they’re still 

receiving the personal instruction but without 
all the distractions of college. Plus, they’re get-
ting paid to do it.

The most practical argument for Greene to 
return — and ironically, one seldom mentioned 
by the fans who want him back — is the 2009 
NBA Draft appears weaker than the 2008 NBA 
Draft. Yet claims Greene can shoot himself into 
the Top 5 of the 2009 draft are entirely prema-
ture and a bit misguided. Even if the 2009 draft 
is not as stacked with American prospects, 
early reports are touting the international 
prospects in 2009.

Nonetheless, the best reason for Greene 
to enter the 2008 NBA Draft is that he wants 
to enter the 2008 NBA Draft. One of the great 
parts of sports is it allows for argument and 
debate. Yet when reading the message boards, 
the comments on stories or simply listening 
to fans debate Greene’s stock, it’s as if he’s 
merely a character on television or in a video 
game. 

Greene made up his mind. Ready or not, it’s 
his decision to make — not our decision.

Zach Berman is the featured sports columnist 
for The Daily Orange, where his column appears 

weekly. E-mail him at zberman@syr.edu.

will halsey | asst. photo editor
PHIL WHEDDON was hired as the Syracuse’s new women’s soccer coach on March 27. 
The Orange hasn’t won more than three Big East games in a season since 1998.

w o m e n ’s  s o c c e r

Wheddon pledges fast-paced 
style in 1st meeting with team

By Andy McCullough
MANAGING EDITOR

Phil Wheddon has tapes and tapes of game fi lm 
stacked in the corner of his new offi ce in Manley 
Field House — evidence of his Syracuse women’s 
soccer team’s 11-20-7 record the past two seasons 
before he arrived. 

But the tapes, like the team’s new head coach, 
won’t be in the offi ce for long. Wheddon — hired 
March 27 — will bring the fi lm with him when 
he leaves Monday to hook up with his other 
squad, the U.S. women’s Olympic team. 

It’s part of his dual assignment for the sum-
mer: Study up on his new squad while still serv-
ing as goalie coach of the national team. 

“I’m certainly going to try to watch the 
majority of the last season as soon as possible,” 
Wheddon said. “And I’ll also be watching the 
year before as well.”

Wheddon met his team for the fi rst time 
Tuesday, explaining his philosophy, account-
ability both on and off the fi eld and coaching 
style, a fast-paced, possession-based soccer, dur-
ing breakfast at Manley.

“It’s going to be more of a creative take on 
the game,” said Amanda Arcuri, a rising senior 
forward who made eight starts last season. “A 
lot more possession. I think we’re ready for it. 
I think we’re ready for a change. We needed a 
change.”

The new coach has individual meetings 
scheduled with each of the players this week. 
He leaves for North Carolina Tuesday and will 
spend the summer with the national team: June 
in South Korea, July in Sweden and August in 
Beijing for the Olympics. 

The national team punched its ticket to 
China with a 6-5 win over Canada Saturday in 

the championship round of the CONCACAF 
Women’s Olympic Qualifying Tournament.

Assistant coach Robyn Pepicelli will run 
the team in Wheddon’s absence. Pepicelli is 
a holdover from the staff of former coach Pat 
Farmer, who accumulated a 23-41-13 record in 
four seasons as head coach.

When Wheddon returns from China follow-
ing the Games, he’ll get to be a full-time head 
coach for the fi rst time. The Basingstoke, Eng-
land native has served as assistant at Division II 
South Connecticut State, the MLS’ NY/NJ Met-
roStars and now the women’s national team. 

“It’s time for me to move on and fulfi ll a 
different type of role,” Wheddon said. “Being a 
head coach is the logical next step.” 

He takes the helm of a team that hasn’t won 
more than three games in the Big East in a 
single season since 1998. Syracuse hasn’t had 
an overall winning record since 2003 and has 
qualifi ed for the NCAA tournament twice in its 
12-year existence.

“It’s obvious that the team has under-
achieved,” Wheddon said. “There’s a lot of tal-
ent on the team. There’s a lot more prospective 
talent out there as well that can benefi t the 
team and help the team. For some reason, they 
haven’t achieved the goals that they could 
have.”

It’s Wheddon’s job to fi x that, even if he’s half-
way across the world. That’s where the tapes 
come in. Plus he has the daily phone calls and 
e-mails with Pepicelli. And video conferences, 
if need be. 

Said Wheddon: “It’s great with modern com-
munication that you can do those things, you 
know?” 

ramccull@syr.edu
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Greene made up his 
mind. Ready or not, it’s 
his decision to make 
— not our decision.
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By John Sutton
Staff Writer

When Kristin Brady began her career as a Syra-
cuse women’s lacrosse player, she never thought 
she would witness the success she’s been a part 
of this year. In the season prior to her arrival, 
the Orange went 9-6, without a victory over a top 

20 team.
Things have 

changed in her four 
years in a Syracuse 
uniform. This 
year’s senior class 

is already the winningest class in Syracuse 
women’s lacrosse history.

For Brady and four other seniors, tonight will 
mark their last chance to perform in front of the 
Carrier Dome faithful during the regular season. 
No. 4 SU will host Colgate tonight at 7 p.m.

Syracuse (11-2, 4-0) is coming off an 18-6 win this 
past Saturday at Rutgers. In the win, junior attack 
Katie Rowan set the single-season points record 
with three goals and four assists, upping her sea-
son points total to 87. The win also improved SU’s 
Big East record to 4-0, a record the team has never 
before achieved in its history.

Although Colgate (7-7) may not match the talent 
SU will face in the upcoming Big East and NCAA 
tournaments, Brady still is aware of the possibil-
ity of the upset in her final game at the Dome.

“You’ve got to be pumped up for every game, 
I mean there are so many upsets, you never 
know,” Brady said. “You really want to go all out 
in your last regular season game in the Dome.”

Tonight’s game may not be the last chance 
for these seniors to play at home, with the very 

likely possibility of a home game during the 
NCAA tournament. The first two rounds of 
the tournament are played at the site of the 
top-ranked team, giving the No. 4 Orange a solid 
chance of hosting at least one game.

One of the biggest adjustments that had to 
be made by this year’s senior class was dealing 
with the coaching change after last season. 
Gary Gait took over after the senior class had 
already played for three years under former 
head coach Lisa Miller.

Gait feels that those seniors have formed the 
core of the Orange’s success, particularly on the 
defensive side of the ball, where Christina Gib-
son and Shannon Brusche will be leaving their 
starting positions after the season’s end.

Gait also appreciates the way in which they 
were able to adjust to his coaching style and 
the goals he set forth for them and the team as a 
whole when he took over the team in the fall.

“They’ve been great because they have wel-
comed me with open arms and the change in 
the way I do things,” Gait said. “When you come 
in as a new coach, you always worry that they 
may not buy into the way you coach because 
they have been under somebody else for the last 
three years. They were very welcoming and 
ready to try anything and everything.”

The welcome attitude the older players had 
to Gait’s coaching style is just one aspect of the 
success that SU has experienced this season. 
Gait said one of his primary goals coming into 
the season was to teach his players how to con-
duct themselves like elite-level players.

While he does not believe his team has totally 
reached that level, his seniors have led the total 

team progression the Orange has gone through.
“We have been trying to teach them what a 

championship caliber team does, how they act, 
how they are,” Gait said. “They’re getting there, 
and I think that’s key.”

Gibson said this season has been special for 
her because of what might lay ahead for SU. But 
that doesn’t mean she’s looking past her final 
regular season home game.

“My parents and my grandparents will be 
here, and I think my sisters will be here,” Gib-
son said. “It will be a good chance for them to see 
a game, and it will cap it all off.”

jssutton@syr.edu

Still thinking about what to do after graduation?

For more information about this outstanding opportunity, contact Traci Washburn, Graduate Admissions Recruiter  
 t  315.443.2505 
 e  tmwashbu@syr.edu
 w  http://soe.syr.edu/33scholarship

Consider Teaching as a Career

Visit our Open House on April 18 and learn about a new 
33% tuition scholarship from the School of Education.

The School of Education 33% Tuition Scholarship is available to all 
SU graduates who enroll in a School of Education master’s program 
that leads to New York State Certification.

See if a career in teaching is right for you. 

Come to our Open House on Friday, April 18th  
from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. in the Huntington Hall Atrium. 

Intrepid Travel… 
do something different, 
do something real

www.intrepidtravel.com/events

africa • asia • australasia • europe • latin america • middle east

w o m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

Seniors looking to leave Dome on high note

UP NEX T
Who: Colgate
Where: Carrier Dome
When: Tonight, 7 p.m.

iNsidE lacrossE 
mEdia Poll
1 Northwestern 13-0
2 Princeton 10-0
3 Maryland 12-1
4 Syracuse 11-2
5 Virginia 11-3
6 Penn 10-1
7 Notre Dame 10-4
8 Georgetown 9-4
9 Boston University 12-2
10 Duke 8-5
11 North Carolina 10-4
12 George Mason 10-2
13 Yale 10-4
14 Vanderbilt 10-4
15 New Hampshire 10-4
16 towson 10-4
17 Johns Hopkins 6-7
18 Denver 8-5
19 Stanford 8-7
20 Cornell 7-4
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By Didier Morais
Staff Writer

The Syracuse coaching staff had no clue how it 
was going to fill the void in its pitching staff.

Last year, Erin Downey and Brittany Gard-
ner were projected to lead the pitching rotation. 
But injuries ravaged Downey’s season, leaving 

Gardner, a fresh-
man, as the only 
starting pitcher 
going into the sea-
son. The impasse 
left the coaching 

staff clueless about its next move. 
As a result, SU head coach Leigh Ross was 

forced to ask for pitching volunteers. Junior 
outfielder Chanel Roehner volunteered, even 
though she had not pitched since high school. 

“They asked if anybody else had any pitching 
experience since the new coach (Ross) didn’t 
know that I used to be a pitcher in high school,” 
Roehner said. “So I said I used to pitch since I 
was 8 years old, and I could do it if you give me a 
chance and a lot of work. I thought of it like there 
was no pressure because nothing was expected 
of me, so it could only get better.”

Roehner has been a staple in the SU pitching 
staff in the year-and-a-half since and has hit her 
stride this season. In 18 pitching appearances, 
the senior has posted 2.94 ERA with nine com-

plete games and two shutouts. But those feats 
would have never been possible without her 
momentous sacrifice during her junior year. 

Roehner seeks to continue her pitching suc-
cess today as the Orange travels 60 miles south 
to play a doubleheader against out-of-conference 
rival Cornell (29-7) at 3:30 p.m.

The coaches hesitantly accepted and gave 
Roehner double duty. Along with her hitting and 
fielding workouts, she now had to participate in 
the pitching drills.

But after a mediocre junior season, Roeh-
ner has regained the pitching command and 
dominance that made her a renowned recruit in 
high school. She has flourished against out-of-
conference opponents this season, throwing 30 
innings, striking out 19 en route to a 3-0 record 
and a 1.87 ERA in 12 games.

Cornell’s impressive record means nothing 
to Roehner, who feels she can play against anyone.

“I think I work well under pressure,” Roeh-
ner said. “I always have when I pitched on my 
old teams. I just relax, do my best and try to 
throw strikes.”

After watching Roehner efficiently convert 
back to pitching without instituting mechani-
cal changes, SU associate head coach Kyle 
Jamieson, who works closely with the pitchers, 
is no longer surprised by her accomplishments.

“Well, with Chanel anything you ask her to 

do whether it’s hit, play outfield, if you ask her to 
play second base or pitch, she is just a tremendous 
athlete,” Jamieson said. “And to be able to come 
in and pitch and have the pop that she has and the 
mechanics that she has, she is just a true athlete.”

Roehner has had to sacrifice another thing 
for the team — her shoulder. Throughout the 
past few years, she had been accustomed to 
throwing long, accurate balls from the outfield. 
Now, as a pitcher, she throws to a closer target 
while increasing the velocity on her pitches. 

Occasionally, during games, the coaching 
staff has even rotated her between the pitching 
mound and the outfield. But Roehner’s body has 
not responded well to the burden.

“Back when I was just an outfielder I would 
throw a couple balls long, and that was it,” Roeh-
ner said. “Now, I throw long, and when you have 
to throw it as hard as you can home, and you just 

finished pitching you feel it in your back and it 
tears your shoulder up.”

The strenuous throwing motions have fur-
thered the damage in Roehner’s shoulder. She 
battled a pulled bicep in the past, but now she 
developed tendonitis in her right shoulder.

“I go to treatment every single day with Lisa, 
our trainer,” Roehner said. “She takes care of 
it, but if I pitch a lot during the weekend, I won’t 
be able to lift my arms on Monday. My arms are 
huge sometimes.”

Jamieson has recognized Roehner’s sacrifices 
and remains convinced her shoulder will hold up.

“She took some lumps in the past, but she 
learned the whole time,” Jamieson said. “She 
kept on getting better and better and more 
confident and confident. Now, she has one of the 
better ERAs in the Big East.”

dsmorais@syr.edu

Pay back
other lenders

Have more
for yourself

Pay back 
less to Citi

STUDENTLOAN.COM

© 2008 The Student Loan Corporation. The Student Loan Corporation is a subsidiary of Citibank, N.A. Citi and Citi with Arc Design are registered service marks of Citigroup Inc. Let’s Get It Done is a service mark of Citigroup Inc.
*Specific terms and conditions apply to these offers. Visit studentloan.com or call 1-800-STUDENT for full details and disclosures. Federal Loans are originated and held by Citibank, N.A. as trustee for The Student Loan Corporation.

WITH A STUDENT LOAN FROM CITI, YOU’LL

END UP PAYING A WHOLE LOT LESS.

When you get a Federal Stafford Loan from

Citi you’re getting more than money to pay for

college, you’re getting a loan that will cost you

less in the long run, allowing you to do a whole

lot more.

To learn more call 1-800-STUDENT or visit

studentloan.com/schools/syracuse.

PAY BACK LESS
R E D U C E  Y O U R  R A T E

STUDENTLOAN.COM I 1-800-STUDENT

s o f t b a l l

Roehner holds surprise role 
as leader of pitching staff 

UP NEX T
Who: Cornell
Where: Ithaca, N.Y.
When: Today, 3:30 p.m.

rachel fus | staff photographer
chanel roehner has a 2.94 era and two shutouts in 18 appearances this season.
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classified discount rates

the particulars 

and pricing
extras that personalize and perfect your ad

runs classifieds boxed
1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info
hours:Mon 12:45-2, tue 11-1, thur 1-3 
fri 1-2
deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each 
additional word is 10 cents per day. bold and 
capitaliZed words cost anadditional 5 cents 
per word.the boxed list pricesare per inch. there 
is no per word charge and bold and caps are 
free.
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ApArtments for rent

University apartments 
efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedrooms, 
Walking distance to campus, 

some available Now. 
437-7577

bills are Just liKe hills
once You get on top of theM 
You end up right bacK under 

theM 
WAnt to eLImInAte YoUr BILLs for 

GooD?
call Wright WaY financial

1-877-406-0220
We can get You on top and help 

You staY on top

two & three Bedroom flats excellent 
condition fireplace, laundry, backyard, garage, 
hardwoods, finished basement. call 727-3646

great apartments still available for 
2008/2009. see our website for 

details: campushill.com. or call us at 
315-422-7110

eLeGAntLY oVerLooKInG pArK 
luxurious furnished heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison st.no pets CALL 469-0780. 

prIVAte fUrnIsHeD stUDIo 
Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. 
509 University Ave. 

Carpeted, Air-conditioned, furnished, 
secure, Laundry, parking, maintenance. 

Available for 2008-2009. 
University Area Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. #30 479-5005
www.universityarea.com

116 Comstock Ave. 
studios 

available aug. 2008, 
$600/month inc. heat

Large, hardwood floors, lots of light, off-
street parking, laundry.

Call for an appointment!
478-6504

1 and 2 Bedroom apartments

621 euclid ave
117 Redfield Place

145 avondale Place 

available for 2008-2009
fully furnished, laundry, Parking, full-time

Maintenance and Management
Wall to Wall carpet and/or

Refinished Hardwood floors
Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University area apts.
1011 e. adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

three bedrooM apartMents  
WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

sonia
350-4191

south Campus
2, 3 and 4 bedroom apartments

completly furnished!
plasma tVs!
free internet!

air conditioning!
oak floors!

new appliances!
Just bring Your clothes and laptop

Call peach properties 
350-1327

studio apartments
Brand New * fully furnished

located in downtown syracuse
Near armory spaure and sU Warehouse 

Building
Only $595 Per Month
includes all Utilities

PlUs
fRee Basic/ standard cable TV service

fRee High sPeed internet 
free Off-street Parking

exercise facility, electronic entry security 
system, Professional On-site Manage-

ment, laundry facilities, air conditioning, 
located on ceNTRO Bus line, Kitchenette 

w/ Microwave, Refrigerator and stove

Brownstone luxury studio apartments
605 West Genessee street, syracuse, NY 

13204
(315) 472-4431

Visit us at Orangehousing.com

1,2,3,4,5 bedroom apts and houses, June 
or august occupancy, free offstreet park-
ing, free Washer and dryer. 422-7138 or 
445-1808

968 ackerman furnished 2 bedroom available 
May. all amenities $800/month. call 469-6665 

energY star apartMents 
(loW utilities)

Visit Website 24/7 
WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

sonia
350-4191

5/6 bedroom house. furnished, 2.5 baths. fire-
places, porch, quiet neighborhood, free washer/
dryer. June 2008 or august 15, 2008. 422-7138 
or 445-1808

apartMents apartMents 
478-7493

tHree BeDrooms
rent stArt At $250/ BeDroom

sonIA
350-4191

WWW.UnIVersItYHILL.Com

HeLp WAnteD
sUmmer WorK $15.50 Base-Appt.

·flexible schedules 
·Start now or after finals 
·customer sales/service 

·no experience necessary 
-all majors welcome 

all ages 17+, conditions apply

We will be accepting applications on 
campus April 14th & April 21st in the 

shine student Center from 10am-2pm! 

CALL noW 
syracuse 315-434-9553 
rochester 585-321-1810 

albany 518-456-4566 
south buffalo 716-683-7494 
north buffalo 716-836-7032 

Kingston 845-331-5675 
elmira/corning 607-398-9054 
hudson Valley 845-896-1275 

saratoga 518-580-1377 
oneonta 607-432-2224 

Watertown 315-775-0320 
cortland/ithaca 607-272-2898 

binghamton 607-644-9393 
plattsburgh 518-562-2266 

utica 315-733-0575 
st. lawrence co. 315-268-6202

315-445-9464

Wings just taste so much 
BETTER in SPRING!

undercover shoppers earn up to $70 
per day. undercover shoppers needed to 
judge retail/dining establishments. no exp 
required please call 800-722-4791

Industrial sales opportunity 
local Manufacturer expanding. We are 
looking for an energetic, outgoing, goal 

oriented person to promote our products 
to local business. We offer training, sal-
ary, commision, repepat business, fuel 

reembursment, health, dental insurance 
and pension plan. call 315-437-3806 
or fax/ email resume to 315-437-2651/ 
sales@cmssupplies.com attention Mrs. 

fowler

6 9

9 3

5 2 1 4

7 1

6 1 9 8 7 4

4 8

5 4 9 7

2 3

8 6

easY sUdOKU!
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By Christopher James
Staff Writer

A nge Bradley doesn’t hesitate 
when asked why she saw so 
much success in her very 

first year as Syracuse field hockey 
coach. 

It all comes down to one man: 
Daryl Gross.

“You know, it’s field hockey. 
Reality is sometimes people don’t 
get excited about that,” said Brad-
ley, who took over the field hockey 
team in 2007. “Daryl gets excited 
about all sports. Checkers, mar-
bles, whatever.”

While men’s basketball and 
football have regressed in the 
first three years of Gross’ tenure 
as athletic director, the women’s 
programs have reached a level 
of success rarely seen at Syra-
cuse. Three teams — women’s 
lacrosse, women’s basketball and 
field hockey — have been nation-
ally ranked in the last year, and 
a fourth, women’s cross country, 
received its first votes ever in a 
national poll.

Within months of arriving on 
campus Gross undertook a major 
restructuring of athletic depart-
ment staff in June 2005. Part of 
the new program was to have 
women’s basketball, volleyball 
and tennis directly under Gross, 
in addition to men’s basketball 
and football. For Gross, elimi-
nating the hierarchy of revenue 
sports reigning over Olympic 
ones was priority No. 1.

“We all understand the obvi-
ous impacts of football and bas-
ketball revenues, but everybody 
is competing for a champion-
ship,” Gross said. “Everyone is 
working just as hard, so there’s 
no de-emphasis on any sport. …
When we won in women’s water 
polo (at Southern California) we 
celebrated like it was the world 
championship.”

Syracuse has yet to reach that 
feat in a women’s sport, but the 
strides made in 2007-08 were cer-
tainly measurable.

Women’s basketball completed 
a 13-win turnaround from last 

season, debuting in the national 
rankings for the first time in 
school history before falling 
in the first round of the NCAA 
Tournament to Hartford. SU was 
ranked as high as No. 22.

Field hockey returned to the 
national rankings for the first 
time since 2004, rising as high 
as No. 18 before losing in the 
Big East semifinals. Women’s 
lacrosse has built on last year’s 
run to the national quarterfinals 
with a No. 4 ranking this year, its 
highest ever, and an 11-2 record 
with three games to play before 
the postseason.

Gross wants that success to 
trickle down throughout the 
department. In the new-look 
Manley Field House, those who 
don’t get excited get left behind. 
Disregarding the soon-to-be 
defunct swimming and diving 
teams, volleyball coach Jing Pu 
and women’s rowing coach Kris 
Sanford are the only women’s 
sports coaches who were here 
before Gross arrived in Decem-
ber 2004. 

Gross said it was time for the 
Orange to live up to a Syracuse 
name he said was well- known 
across the country for athletic 
success. Gross asked each coach 
to submit a plan for making the 
NCAA tournament.

“Some people submitted that 
plan, and some people never 
bought into what we were trying 

F or the past week, Syracuse 
fans sounded off on Donte 
Greene’s decision to enter 

his name in the NBA Draft. The 
reaction has been full of venom. 
This reaction has been misguided. 
Greene made a decision that was 
entirely practical.

You would have thought Greene 
never hit a jump shot, never helped 
Syracuse win a game and no NBA 
team will find him promising. And 
another year at SU will all of a sud-
den rectify his problems.

How nice of all these detractors 
to be looking out for Greene’s well 
being. 

In online versions of two news 
stories from The Daily Orange 
reporting Greene’s decisions, 
reader comments call the SU star a 
“cancer,” “the most useless recruit 
in school history” and one who 
will “be out of the league in three 
years.”

The fans flooding the message 
boards and posted comments criti-
cizing everything about Greene 
— from his shot selection to 
personality to his wardrobe — say 
this in the guise they care about 
Greene. They care about Syracuse 
basketball and view Greene as a 
means to a better end next season. 
This is the nature of being a fan. 
But it’s downright insulting to a 
player like Greene, who scored 17.7 
points, grabbed 7.2 rebounds and 
embraced Syracuse fans at every 
turn.

Early indications suggest 
Greene is a surefire first-round 
pick. He might not be a lottery 
pick, but no doubt a first-round 
pick and likely somewhere in the 
teens. First-round picks receive 
guaranteed contracts. Based on 
the fixed rookie salary scale, the 
15th pick in June’s NBA Draft will 
make $6,749,300 in his first four 
years. If he’s an absolute bust, he’ll 
make $2,807,7000 in guaranteed 
money for two seasons before he 
can come off the books.

With the way the NBA works, 
the major money is made on 
the second contract. So even if 
he takes two or three years to 
develop — like the Orlando Magic’s 
Rashard Lewis, a player Greene is 

year
in sports
2 0 0 7  -  2 0 0 8

Fans have no 
right to attack 

Greene’s choice

Z A c h  B e r m A n

z.b.’s zone

Women’s teams have thrived 
under new structure within 
Daryl Gross’ administration

see berman page 20

see women page 19

More attention, 

Today: Part 3 of 10

Friday: Senior Jillian Drouin 
has already qualified for the 
NCaas in the heptathalon, 
but she has greater aspira-
tions.

more success

Field hockey

lacrosse

Volleyball

basketball
photos by david krebs, kris wilson and will halsey
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SPECI A L SEC T ION

Battle lines
There are six positions to 
watch at this year’s Spring 
Game at the Carrier Dome 
on Saturday. Pages 11-14

I N S I D E N E W S

Just a test
Syracuse University will once 
again test its Orange Alert 
notifi cation service after fi xing 
glitches in the system. Page 3

THURSDAY
april 17, 2008

KITE FLYING
HI 72° | LO 48°

I N S I D E P U L P

Brewmaster
Junior Colby Marple 
transforms his kitchen into 
his own brewery of Marple 
Ale. Page 24

I N S I D E O P I N I O N

Wrap it up
Jessica Johnson comments on 
rap artist Trey Songz and safe-
sex themes in music. Page 5

Mayfest 
parties 
planned at 
36 houses

SEE MAYFEST PAGE 8

Owning the night
SU students fi ght 
against sexual 
violence at Take 
Back the Night

SEE TAKE BACK THE NIGHT PAGE 6

ben addonizio | staff photographer
NICOLE VENDETTI, a freshman in The College of Arts and Sciences, sits on Joe Sirianni’s shoulders 
as the Take Back the Night march moves toward Marshall Street on Wednesday.

By Lauren Bertolini
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Eli Hariton isn’t very concerned that 
more than 2,000 people may be com-
ing to a party at his house in the 500 
block of Euclid Avenue next week.

Hariton, along with three of his 
roommates, created a Facebook 
event page advertising the “Mayfest 
Block Party.” Thirty-six houses are 
participating, spread across Euclid, 
Livingston, Redfi eld, Ackerman and 
Lancaster avenues, and 2,250 people 
have confi rmed their attendance, 
according to the group’s page. The 
event is scheduled to last from noon 
April 22 to 5:05 a.m. April 23.

“I’m excited for just having a full 
day of fun with my friends,” said 
Hariton, who is getting three live 
bands for the event. “I can’t wait to 
see how all of SU comes out to play.”

The quasi-block party will coin-
cide with the SU-sponsored Mayfest, 
a day of academic student presen-
tations for the community, which 
canceled Tuesday classes for SU 
students. The event also precedes 
the University Union-funded Block 
Party, featuring musicians Fergie, 
Sean Kingston and local band, 
Sophistafunk. 

On April 24, 2007, the day of last 
year’s Mayfest, students living along 
Euclid Avenue hosted simultaneous 
events, lining the small front lawns 
that divide the private buildings 
from the public sidewalks. The event 
was also organized through a Face-
book page, intending to fi ll the void 
of SU’s lack of a senior week. 

The event was scheduled to last 
from 11 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. with a 
specifi c note encouraging of-age 
partygoers to only provide alcohol 
for those of legal age, as previously 
reported in The Daily Orange.

As the event grew larger, the 
description was altered to read that 
the event had been canceled because 

By Hope Morley
STAFF WRITER

A
mid shouts of “2-4-6-8 No 
More Date Rape!” and “Take 
Back the Night! SU Unite!” 
protesters spoke out against 

sexual and domestic violence as part 
of the Take Back the Night march, the 
culmination of three days of events. 

The march followed a rally on the 
steps of Hendricks Chapel led by Min-
nie Bruce Pratt, a women’s studies 
professor at Syracuse University.

Pratt called for people to learn 
from the mistakes of history and 
cease violence against women and 
gender non-conforming people. She 
cited statistics that said 30 percent of 
female soldiers experienced rape or 
attempted rape while serving in the 
military. She argued this was unac-
ceptable for our time.

Pratt stood above the crowd on 
the cement platforms that line the 
stairs of Hendricks Chapel and tried 
to rally the crowd, but her speech was 
diffi cult to hear through the crowd’s 
own cheers and chants. 

“We grieve the state of our world,” 
Pratt said. “I’m in the world to change 
the world!”

Students listening held signs with 
such rallying cries as “I am woman, 
hear me roar!” and “People of the 
world, take back the night!” After 
the march, a speak-out was held in 
Hendricks Chapel, which served as 
an open forum for students who have 
been affected by sexual violence.

The whole event was both a pro-
test of violence against women and 
a chance to raise awareness of the 
problem. 

“It’s a problem for the entire cam-
pus, not just those personally affected 
by sexual violence,” said Kristin 
Blake, one of the event’s organizers 
and a graduate assistant in the Offi ce 
of Prevention Services. “We must take 
a stance.”
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By Megan Saucke
Asst. Copy Editor

The Swing Dance Club doesn’t 
compete or perform, but stu-
dents come together every 

Tuesday night to learn, dance and 
socialize. 

Samantha Wiese, president of 
the club since the fall 2007 semes-
ter, said that everybody enjoys the 
meetings and that it has become a 
nice community.

“We’re a pretty fun group, we’re 
pretty easy-going,” said the sopho-
more social work and policy stud-
ies major.

The group, which meets in the 
fencing room from 10 p.m. to 11 p.m. 
in Archbold Gymnasium, does both 
east coast and west coast swing 
styles. Though moves aren’t taught 
every week, new members are 
always helped along, Wiese said. 

Though east coast swing is the 
simpler style, west coast swing can 
be danced to most contemporary 
songs – “basically anything you 
hear on the radio,” Wiese said. She 
gave the example of Justin Timber-
lake’s “SexyBack” as a song they 
can dance to. 

“It’s a way of using your body 
to show that you like music,” said 
Mark Schager, a senior environ-
mental studies major who joined 
the club after taking a swing danc-
ing class last semester.  

Doctoral religion student Paul 
Morris, who sometimes teaches 
the club new moves, said he likes 
the connection between partners 
in swing dancing, “unlike other 
kinds of dances where you’re kind 
of doing your own thing.”

Though the club doesn’t have 
any of its own events, it works 
closely with the Syracuse Swing 
Dance Society, which holds weekly 
dances on Thursdays at Knights of 

Columbus on East Taft Road.
The club also has a committee 

that is planning a dance marathon 
for the fall semester.

People who attend meetings can 
expect to rotate partners, Wiese 
said. “Swing dance is a social 
dance. You’re supposed to dance 
with everyone,” she said.

The turnout is usually around 

14 students, with an equal num-
ber of males and females. Most 
are regulars, but new people are 
always welcome, Wiese said.

“Lately it’s been a lot of free-for-
all,” she said. “If you want to learn 
more steps or if you have questions, 
then this is a great time for people 
to ask them.”

mcsaucke@syr.edu
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T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: “War spin”  
When: 4 p.m.
Where: 060 Eggers Hall
How much: Free 
 
What: “Never perfect”  
When: 6:30 p.m.
Where: Kittredge Auditorium
How much: Free 

What: Cassatt string Quartet  
When: 7:30 p.m.
Where: Hergenhan Auditorium
How much: Free 

What: sU Women’s Choir
When: 8 p.m.
Where: setnor Auditorium
How much: Free 

What: A Cappella Afterhours
When: 10 p.m.
Where: setnor Auditorium
How much: Free

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by megan saucke

Experts: Bush’s emission 
plan too little, too late
president Bush called on Congress 
to halt the growth of greenhouse 
gas emissions from the United 
states by 2025. though he offered 
no specific proposals, he said Con-
gress should take the lead role in 
dealing with global warming. How-
ever, his target of halting growth is 
not nearly enough, say environmen-
talists, scientists and democratic 
lawmakers. the senate will be vot-
ing on legislation in June that aims 
to halt the growth of emissions in 
2012, a full 13 years before Bush’s 
deadline. the sierra Club, one of 
the largest environmental advo-
cacy organizations, said emissions 
need to be reduced rather than just 
restrained in order to prevent cata-
strophic effects of global warming.

obama, Clinton spar in 
Philadelphia debate
sens. Hillary Clinton and Barack 
obama participated in the 21st dem-
ocratic debate Wednesday, six days 
before the pivotal pennsylvania pri-
mary tuesday. the 90-minute debate 
was held in the National Constitu-
tion Center in philadelphia. the first 
half of the debate centered around 
issues of character. obama fielded 
more questions about his former 
pastor, the rev. Jeremiah Wright, 
his connections with a member of 
Weather Underground, his choice 
not to wear a flag lapel pin and his 
comment that pennsylvanians cling 
to religion and guns because they 
are “bitter” over economic loss. Both 
presidential contenders refused to 
commit to making the other their 
vice presidential running mate 
should they win the nomination.

lethal injection upheld
the supreme Court voted 7-2 
Wednesday to uphold Kentuckey’s 
use of lethal injection as a means 
of carrying out capital punishment. 
the question was whether or not 
the method constituted “cruel and 
unusual punishment” because of 
the possibility that inmates feel 
excruciating pain before they die. 
Chief Justice John roberts wrote 
the majority opinion in Baze and 
Bowling v. rees. the two dis-
senters were Justices ruth Bader 
Ginsburg and david souter.

the daily orange is published weekdays during 
the syracuse University academic year by the 
daily orange Corp., 744 ostrom Ave., syracuse, 
Ny 13210. All contents Copyright 2305 by the 
daily orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. the daily orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. Each additional copy costs $1. 
the daily orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with syracuse University.

All contents © 2306 the daily orange Corporation
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Editor@dailyorange.com

News@dailyorange.com
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EDITORIAL 
315 443 9798 
 
BUSINESS 
315 443 2315 
 
GENERAL FAX 
315 443 3689 
 
ADVERTISING 
315 443 9794 
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315 443 2869

Ta l k  T o  u s
if you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

if you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

We always need new contributors to 
all sections. No experience required. 
E-mail editor@dailyorange.com
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n e w s

Teaching it right
the school of Education offers a new 
scholarship for graduate students.

 p u l p

south american life
New sU Abroad program springs up 
in Chile. 
 
s p o r t s 

New heights
Jillian drouin has her eyes set on 
the olympics. But she’s very out-
spoken on political issues.

s P o r T s  s C h E d u l E

GrouP  oF  tHE  wEEK

lucas mccomb  | asst. photo editor

Swing Dance Club
Jumpin’ and jivin’ in syracuse

T h I s  d ay  I N  h I s T o r y

Apollo 13,
1970

Apollo 13 
safely 

returns to 
Earth after a
malfunction.

Cuba,
1961

The Bay of
Pigs Invasion,
orchestrated 
by the U.S., 

begins.

Warner Bros,
1937 

Warner 
Brothers 

debuts the 
character of 
Daffy Duck.

Philadelphia,
1790 

Founding 
Father

Benjamin 
Franklin dies 
at age 84.

MEN’S LACROSSE 
Fri., April 18 
vs. Albany 
@ 7 p.m., Carrier dome 
 
TENNIS 
Thurs. to Sun. 
Big East Championship 
@ 3:30  p.m., tampa, Fla  
 
MEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 19  
Goes trophy 
@ All day, ithaca, N.y.   

WOMEN’S LACROSSE 
Sat., April 19 
vs. Loyola 
@ 1 p.m., Loyola, M.d.

TRACK & FIELD 
Sat., April 19 
Larry Ellis invitational 
@ tBA, princeton, N.J. 

WOMEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 19 
Charles river Challenge 
@ All day, Boston

PAUL MORRIS AND STEFANI QWAM are members of syracuse 
University’s swing dance Club.
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By Kasey Panetta
Staff Writer

Nick Donofrio’s father, a 10th-grade 
dropout, worked three jobs to sup-
port his family, pushed his children 
to get an education and work hard. 

“He drove me personally crazy,” 
Donofrio said. “Everything was all 
about change with him.”

He once asked his dad why he 
pushed him so hard, to which his 
dad replied, “If nothing changes, 
nothing changes.”

This has become a personal motto 
for Donofrio, IBM’s executive vice 
president of innovation and technol-
ogy. 

The SU alumnus, who graduated 
with a master’s in science in 1971, 
spoke to a crowd of both profession-
als and students in Lender Audito-
rium as the distinguished speaker 
for Nunan Research and Lecture 
Day, sponsored by L.C Smith Col-
lege of Engineering and Computer 
Science.

“In the end, it is my conclusion 
that it is your capacity for change 
that determines just how successful 

you are going to be,” he said.
Donofrio said invention, creation 

and discovery are no longer the nec-
essary conditions for innovations. 
The field of innovation is changing 
rapidly, he said. 

“It’s a time of high change, and I 
like change,” he said. “Steady state 
stinks. You make more money when 
things are changing and changing 
fast.”

Donofrio began the lecture, titled 
“Creating a Culture of Innovation,” 
talking about his own experience 
with change after he graduated from 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute as 
a vacuum tube circuit designer and 
went to work for IBM. 

“I have never in my freakin’ life, 
designed a vacuum tube circuit,” 
Donofrio said, explaining he never 
had a chance because the world of 
innovation was changing so rapidly. 

He asked the audience to consider 
the whole concept of innovation and 
how it is now different. Donofrio 
said he doesn’t believe in “the next 
big thing.” He believes there are 
“thousands of next big things.”

The important thing is to create 
an environment and a culture for 
this new type of innovation. It has 
to be open, multi-disciplinary, col-
laborative and global, he said. 

As an example of this new type 
of innovation, Donofrio spoke about 

Blue Gene, the supercomputer devel-
oped jointly by the U.S. Department 
of Energy and IBM. The supercom-
puter was created using pedestrian 
technology and is now considered 
the world’s most powerful — and 
greenest — supercomputing system. 

“You don’t start with the fact 
that you can’t do it, you start with 
the fact that there is a better way 
to do it,” Donofrio said about the 
computer, which is used to ensure 
that nuclear weapons work. “They 
used ho-hum technology to make 
something everyone else wanted to 
make.” 

Donofrio said he proposed an 
idea to bring top technologists and 
consultants together to envision the 
future of innovation, a revolution-
ary idea.

“They thought I was crazy,” he 
said, referring to the reaction of his 
employees. “Then they realized they 

all worked for me.”
The conferences, called the 

Global Innovation Outlook (GIO), 
went through four phases in which 
the groups discussed health care, 
government, water and oceans, 
work/life balance, Africa and other 
pertinent topics. 

When it came to water and 
oceans, the groups discussed the 
percentage of drinkable water avail-
able on Earth. 

“Don’t tell Al Gore about this,” 
Donofrio said of the research. 

The theme of change ran through 
his entire speech, including his rec-
ollection of SU’s history. 

“Pink and green,” he said. “Can 
you imagine the football team in 
pink and green? Well, that’s why 
they were changed. They couldn’t 
imagine themselves in pink and 
green either.”

kpanetta@syr.edu
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IBM exec pushes for innovation in technology 

lucas mccomb | asst. photo editor
nick donofrio, SU alumnus and executive Vice President of innovation and technology for iBM, tells students and professionals that in 
order to be truly innovative, the environment and culture must be open, multi-disciplinary, collaborative and global.

Second trial of 
Orange Alert 
to test system

By Andrew Meola
ContriBUting Writer

For the second time this semester, 
Syracuse University will be conduct-
ing a test of the Orange Alert Campus 
Crisis Alert Notification System. The 
test will take place today at 8 a.m.

The Department of Public Safety 
will send out 30,000 e-mails and 15,000 
text messages to the university com-
munity. The goal is to have the messag-
es received by all individuals within 10 
minutes, said Kevin Morrow, director 
of news services.

“Ideally, we want to do measure-
ments to make sure the e-mails and 
texts get to all the recipients we have 
identified in a timely fashion,” Mor-
row said.

The test is happening now because 
the university has been working to 
fix the glitches that plagued the first 
test. 

An e-mail was sent to students 
Tuesday to notify them of the upcom-
ing test. The preliminary notifica-
tion was part of the overall test, said 
Anthony Callisto, director of DPS. 
More than 31,000 notifications were 
successfully sent out.

The last Orange Alert test, which 
took place in early February, involved 
a barrage of e-mails, text messages 
and phone calls. Unlike the previ-
ous test, this one will not require a 
response to the notification, and it 
will only contact students through 
e-mails and text messages.

Since the first test, DPS has been 
working with MIR3, the San Diego-
based company that provides the 
product that sends out the notifica-
tions, to fix the technical problems 
with the system.

During the first test, 26,000 mes-
sages were sent out but only 20,000 
were received, Callisto said.

“That’s the reason you do the test, 
to find out if there are any problems,” 
he said.

SU’s portion of the MIR3 system 
is managed by DPS. DPS officers are 
trained to use the system, in which 
they can send out a set of predeter-
mined messages should a crisis occur 
on campus, from a shooting to a chemi-
cal spill, Morrow said.

After the test is conducted, MIR3 
will analyze the data and tell the uni-
versity how many people were contact-
ed, by what means and how quickly. 
Information Technology and Services 
will determine the number of mes-
sages that are sent into the Syracuse 
University e-mail system. 

Public Safety plans to test the sys-
tem again during the summer and in 
the upcoming fall semester.

azmeola@syr.edu

WhAt iS the NuNAN ReSeARch ANd LectuRe dAy?
it was made possible by a gift from the estate of Jim and Marge nunan 
in 2006, according to the L.C. Smith College of engineering and Comput-
er Science Web site. the annual event includes a lecture from a speaker 
in the field and a display of research by graduate students from within 
the college.

Bernard amadei, professor of civil engineering at the University of 
Colorado at Boulder and founder of engineers Without Borders, spoke at 
last year’s event. environmental engineer Keri Hornbuckle spoke at the 
inaugural 2006 event. 

SU alum cites 
importance of 
change in field
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Campuses install siren alert systems for security 
By Abram Brown

Contributing Writer

Technology continues to benefit campus 
safety, with the new trend of alert sirens 
being installed on college campuses across 
the country.

Sirens are proving beneficial because they 
make use of rapid deployment and add another 
means of message delivery, said Chris Coffin, 
CEO of Digital Acoustics, a company that 
installs audible notification systems.

“You’re going to get the best response,” Cof-
fin said. “It’s going to be heard. If the coverage 
is there, it’s going to be heard.”

The University of Iowa, Washington State 
University and the University of Houston 
have all paid for these systems. Colleges with 
smaller student populations, such as Haver-
ford College in Haverford, Pa. and St. Joseph’s 
University in Philadelphia have also acquired 
similar systems.

At Syracuse University, such a system 
is being discussed. Mike Kearns, manager 
of technology and security services in SU’s 
Department of Public Safety, said they have 
recommended purchasing a siren system that 
also has voice message capabilities. Kearns 
stressed the importance of the voice compo-
nent — saying it could be confusing to have 
just a siren sound.

“The siren system not only reaches out to 
all the transients on campus but also com-
municates immediately to anybody that’s out-
side,” Kearns continued.

A siren system was set off on the day of the 
Virginia Tech shootings a year ago. 

They did more than simply emit a screech-

ing noise. They broadcast an “audible message 
asking students to seek further information,” 
said Mark Owczarski, director of news and 
information for Virginia Tech and 1986 Syra-
cuse University alumnus.

Owczarski said the campus originally 
installed them in the fall of 2005 through 
a federal grant that gives money to cam-
puses for weather alert systems. The sirens 
were originally intended to notify students of 
severe weather, Owczarski said. 

“These kinds of systems are very common 
in (schools located in) Tornado Alley,” he 
said.

He noted that Virginia Tech was unlike SU, 
pointing out the fact that Virginia Tech boasts 
a 250-acre campus where a significant portion 
of students, faculty and staff don’t spend their 
days in a building.

“It is a way to reach to people who are out-
doors and is most useful for notifying those in 
the agricultural fields,” Owczarski said.

Owczarski also pointed out that the sirens 
are not acting alone, and they are a part 
of what he called a multi-prong emergency 
system. He said there are other security mea-
sures in place at Virginia Tech such as text 
and instant messaging, telephone messages, 
e-mails, using the school Web site home page 
and the local public media.

The system installed at U. Iowa also serves 
a dual purpose, doubling as a weather noti-
fication device as well, similar to Virginia 
Tech, said Chuck Green, director of U. Iowa’s 
Department of Public Safety. 

He said the system there is capable of an 
automated voice message and a live voice 

message. 
U. Iowa installed the system in the fall of 

2007, for approximately $150,000. The sirens 
were part of an entire security update. The 
campus also installed new cameras and more 
public safety personnel.

“We hope that we will be able to respond to 
any situation,” Green said. 

Other measures suggested by Kearns at 
SU include a closed-circuit television system 
similar to the one used in London, although 
not to that great of an extent.

Even without the proposed siren and closed-
circuit TV system, Kearns said the campus is 
prepared for an emergency. 

“It’s a sad reality that if someone is deter-
mined, in today’s society, there’s no way to 
stop them,” Kearns said. “You can put certain 
safeguards up that will hopefully alert people 
that something is going to happen.”

Current security measures center around 
Orange Alert, a mass notification system. 
A test of e-mails and text messages will be 
issued today at 8 a.m.

adbrow03@syr.edu

“You’re going to get 
the best response. It’s 
going to be heard. If the 
coverage is there, it’s 
going to be heard.”

Chris Coffin
Ceo of Digital aCoustiCs
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‘Fashionably Aware’ artist  
Trey Songz sings safe-sex tune

J E S S I C A  J O H N S O N

vote for peachez

G oldstein Auditorium was 
filled Saturday night with 
hundreds of the most fly peo-

ple to ever grace Syracuse University. 
Fashion’s Conscience and Lambda 
Sigma Upsilon Latino Fraternity, 
Inc. hosted this year’s runway show, 
“Fashionably Aware.” R&B singer 
Trey Songz was there, too.

Forget Fashion Week downstate 
— if you weren’t in Syracuse this week-
end, you missed it.

Student models worked the cat-
walk in garbs fit for the untouchable 
underground scene. DJ StaiFly kept 
the crowd live until Songz could grace 
the stage 

While there is plenty to say about 
the degree of “fabulosity” (as Kimora 
Lee might say) tinting the atmosphere, 
this isn’t my only excuse for bringing 
up Songz. 

More artists ought to do what 
Songz is doing. The singer has quietly 
attempted to make it, daresay, sexy to 
be forthright about safe sex in the 21st 
century. 

When TLC first cranked over 
radio dials across the country, they 
talked about sex. In the 1992 music 
video “Ain’t 2 Proud 2 Beg,” not only 
was the trio unashamed about ask-
ing, but it wasn’t scared of protection 
either. A wrapped condom covered 
rapper Lisa “Left Eye” Lopes’ iris, 
and there were a number of rubbers 
all over each of their bright and 
baggy garments. 

Recall Salt-n-Pepa’s heyday. “Let’s 
Talk About Sex” did, in fact, achieve 
circulation, along with “Whatta Man” 
and “Shoop.” The often slammed 
dancehall DJ Buju Banton had his 
own spin, “Willy (Don’t Be Silly)” in 
1993. Coolio even had his own safe-sex 
anthem called “Too Hot” in 1995.

Even though it had been identified 
as early as 1981, the HIV/AIDS crisis 
was still relatively new and terrify-
ing to every community, regardless 
of sexuality or race identification 
at the time. In 1991, Magic Johnson 
announced he was HIV-positive, and a 
number of other celebrity cases made 
every STD scare that much more dis-

tressing. All these factors made the 
social climate particularly ripe for 
safe-sex tunes in the early 90s.  

The popularity of such singles, 
however, shouldn’t be mistaken 
for broad social acceptance. The 
public wasn’t ready for TLC’s candid 
condom approach, and the television 
show “In Living Color” asked the 
group to remove the condoms before 
a live performance — TLC refused, 
and the group wasn’t allowed to 
perform.

In 2008, it’s hard to hear a public ser-
vice announcement about “wrapping it 
up” when an entire cycle of songs like 
Usher and Young Jeezy’s “(Love) In 
This Club” and Ray J and Yung Berg’s 
“Sexy, Can I” dominate the airwaves. 
The problem is, however, the statistics 
are no less problematic than they were 
in the 20th century. 

The New York Times reported 
one in four young women is infect-
ed with human papillomavirus 
(HPV), chlamydia, genital herpes 
or trichomoniasis. “Nearly half the 
African Americans in the study 
of teenagers ages 14 to 19” were 
infected with at least one of these 
diseases, according to the study 
published March 12.

Please understand just because 
African Americans are identified as 
the “most” affected, it doesn’t stop 
STDs from affecting other groups. It 
doesn’t prevent you from getting one 
too.

But this is why I tip my hat to Mr. 
Trey Songz. The track “Store Run” 
contains these lyrics: “Ain’t you heard 
of AIDS?”

Jessica Johnson is a junior televi-
sion, radio and film major. Her 

columns appear biweekly. She can 
be reached at jtjohn03@syr.edu.
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The march left from the steps of Hendricks 
Chapel immediately after the rally. The crowd 
stretched from the chapel down Crouse Avenue 
almost to Waverly Avenue. The walk continued to 
Marshall Street and circled back to Hendricks. 

The majority of the crowd was composed of 
sororities and fraternities. Despite their atten-
dance, several groups left after the rally without 
completing the 15-minute march. 

The event was sponsored by the Offi ce of 
Prevention Services, which includes the recently 
renamed Sexual Assault Support Services. The 
goal of the center is to provide advocacy for 
those whose lives have been victimized by sexual 
assault as well as to develop and implement pre-
vention programs. 

“Each of us plays a role in creating a safer 
community,” said Janet Epstein, a prevention 

specialist in SASS. “We need to send a message 
saying we won’t tolerate it.” 

According to Department of Public Safety’s 
Web site, there were eight reported forcible sexual 
offences on campus in 2006, down from 19 in 2005. 
Seven of those attacks were reported to have 
occurred in residence halls. These numbers are 
only those that were reported to either DPS or the 
Syracuse Police Department. 

“Sexual assault is the most underreported 
crime,” Epstein said. “These numbers are only 
the ones that come.”

Epstein continued to say that sexual assault 
is not reported for many reasons. Sometimes, 
the victim does not even realize what hap-
pened was a crime. Sexual assault is also a 
very private experience and can be incredibly 
painful to discuss.

C.J. McCurty, a DPS offi cer, said he esti-
mates more than half of sexual assaults never 
get reported. He said that percentage is greatly 
reduced after students have talked to a counselor. 

SASS does not encourage or discourage stu-
dents from reporting sexual assaults. Instead, 
they leave that decision entirely up to the stu-
dent, Epstein said. 

All of the services provided by SASS are 
completely confi dential, unless otherwise 
requested by the student. Prevention specialists 
like Epstein work to inform students about the 
services available and create programs to raise 
awareness of sexual violence. 

“We always can do more,” Epstein said. 
“Everyone can have an impact.”

SASS works closely with DPS to develop 
programs that can help prevent sexual assault 
at SU. McCurty and his partner Jim Thompson 
make up the Crime Prevention Unit, a subdivi-
sion within DPS. They work to make campus 
safety services known around campus and 
encourage students to use them.

McCurty said he and Thompson are always 
looking for new ways to get their message 
across. 

“Safety is our priority,” McCurty said. “One 
person being sexually assaulted is too many.”

hemorley@syr.edu
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Adv. Tix on Sale IRON MAN (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
TRAVIS PASTRANA: 199 LIVES (NR) 700 PM
PROM NIGHT (PG-13) (1150 1220 210 240 430 500) 720 750 945 1015
STREET KINGS (R) - ID REQ'D (1230 100 330 400) 700 730 955 1025
SMART PEOPLE (R) - ID REQ'D (1135 215 440) 725 1000
21 (PG-13) (1250 350) 710 1005
DR. SUESS': HORTON HEARS A WHO - DP (G) (1145 205 425) 715 935
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (1115 135 355)
OC & DA: LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (335) 940
LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (1235) 635 705 1010
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) (1120 140 405) 640 910
THE RUINS (R) - ID REQ'D (1210 230 455) 745 1020
PERSEPOLIS (PG-13) (1130 150 415) 655 925
SHINE A LIGHT (PG-13) (1240 340) 645 930
STOP LOSS (R) - ID REQ'D (1225 325) 915
THE SUPER HERO MOVIE (PG-13) (1125 145 410) 650 920
DRILLBIT TAYLOR (PG-13) (1140 220) 735
10,000 BC (PG-13) (450) 1020
TYLER PERRY'S: MEET THE BROWNS (PG-13) (1155 225) 740
SHUTTER (PG-13) (445) 1030

Adv. Tix on Sale IRON MAN (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
PROM NIGHT (PG-13) (220 500) 800 1020
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) (200 430) 750 1015
LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (120 420) 730 1010
21 (PG-13) (100 400) 710 1010
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (140 440) 650 930

Adv. Tix on Sale IRON MAN (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
STREET KINGS (R) - ID REQ'D (110 415) 715 950
PROM NIGHT (PG-13) (1210 235 500) 745 1025
THE RUINS (R) - ID REQ'D (1205 230 455) 755 1005
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) (1200 225 450) 710 935
LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (130 420) 725 1015
STOP LOSS (R) - ID REQ'D (440) 1020
THE SUPER HERO MOVIE (PG-13) (1220 245 510) 735 955
21 (PG-13) (100 400) 700 945
SHUTTER (PG-13) (140) 750
DRILLBIT TAYLOR (PG-13) (430) 1000
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (1215 240 505) 720 930
THE OTHER BOLEYN GIRL (PG-13) (120) 730

©2008Times For 4/17/08

TAKE BACK THE NIGHT
F R O M  P A G E  1

“It’s a problem for the 
entire campus, not just 
those personally affected 
by sexual violence. We 
must take a stance.”

Kristin Blake 
ORGANIZER, TAKE BACK THE NIGHT 

rachel fus | staff photographer
MINNIE BRUCE PRATT, a women’s studies professor, calls for an end to domestic and 
sexual violence against women and gender non-conforming people at the rally.
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New Harvard 
undergrad admissions 
policy puts 2-year 
freeze on transfers

campus briefs
Compiled by Stephanie Musat 

 Asst. news editor

Do it like the Discovery Channel 
The Michigan Daily
A report issued by the University of Michi-
gan shows that students who participated 
in a professor’s study said they had been 
offered –  or themselves offered – sex 
for tickets to sporting events or help 
with laundry, vacuuming or class papers. 
daniel Kruger, a research scientist in the 
school of Public Health, took his research 
and compared it to a list of animals like 
primates, hummingbirds and penguins 
that trade sex for investment. About 27 
percent of men said they had offered an 
investment at least once or twice, com-
pared with 14 percent of women. the 
study also showed that women are more 
likely to receive offers of investment for 
sex. About 20 percent of women reported 
being offered goods or services for sex, 
while 14 percent of men said they had. 
students in the study reported that 90 
percent of these exchanges occurred out-
side long-term relationships.
 
Protest leads to 31 arrested
The Daily collegian 
thirty-one students were arrested 
wednesday after staging a daylong sit-in 
to demand the university sign onto an 
anti-sweatshop labor program on the 
Pennsylvania state University campus. 
the students were charged with criminal 
trespass after refusing to leave the presi-
dent’s office when it closed at 5 p.m. dur-
ing the afternoon, Penn state President 
Graham spanier sat in his office at 201 
old Main, while about 35 people chanted, 
clapped and danced while holding signs 
that insisted the university approve the 
designated suppliers Program (dsP). the 
sit-in began at about 11 a.m. wednesday, 
and those involved were charged at about 
5:30 p.m. Penn state Police made the 
arrests with the assistance of the state 
College Police department. officers from 
University Police referred all questions to 
university relations.

Date for sale  
The gW haTcheT
sophomore Jackson trugman needed a 
date for his Pi Kappa Alpha formal this 
weekend, so he made an application for 
the George washington University female 
student body. He created not Your nor-
mal Formal blogspot, a site asking girls 
to explain why he should choose them to 
go to the overnight event in Leesburg, Va. 
thirteen girls responded to his blog that 
was advertised on fliers he posted around 
campus. trugman also said he received 
37 Facebook friendship requests from 
girls he didn’t know — including one from 
a mother asking him to meet her daugh-
ter. the site has received more than 2,000 
hits since it launched March 25, trugman 
said. Maxine Peltz, a member of Kappa 
Kappa Gamma sorority, won the contest. 

Turtle Power 
The Daily TarguM
More than 700 students dressed up as 
Michelangelo, Leonardo, raphael or 
donatello in a successful attempt to 
break the Guinness world record for the 
Largest Gathering of People dressed as 
teenage Mutant ninja turtles Friday at 
rutgers University. the event, sponsored 
by rutgers residence Life and rutgers 
recreation, was organized to encourage 
students to come together and complete 
a goal. supplies allowed 700 students to 
receive a long-sleeved ninja shirt, face 
paint, turtle mask and commemorative 
certificate for their participation. students 
were photographed and videotaped for 15 
minutes. 

DENIED
Story by Paul Squire

stAFF writer

Illustration by Rob Fay
Art direCtor

arvard University has recently 
announced it will not be accepting 
transfer students for the next two 
years, according to a message sent 

to transfer student applicants this March. 
The message cited an overcrowding of stu-
dent residential housing as the reason for 
the decision.

The decision will affect those trying to 
transfer to Harvard College, the under-
graduate school in Harvard University.

“Harvard College conducted the most 
thorough examination of residential hous-
ing in Harvard’s history,” the message 
from the university said. “That exhaus-
tive study revealed that overcrowding in 
Harvard’s residential houses was more 
extensive than previous information had 
indicated.”

As a result, 1,308 transfer students were 
turned down, the highest number in Har-
vard history, according to the message. 
This past year, approximately 50 transfer 
students would likely have been accepted, 
out of a total undergraduate population 
of about 7,000 students, according to Har-
vard’s Web site.

In the message sent to all transfer 
applicants, Harvard apologized for the 
inconvenience. It assured applicants their 
application fee would be returned to them 
in the next few weeks, and thanked them 
for applying, saying they “regret the disap-
pointment (we have) created for the stu-
dents who honored Harvard by applying 
for admission.”

When asked how long this policy will 
remain in place, Robert Mitchell, director 
of communications for the faculty of arts 
and sciences, said the policy will last for 
the next two years.

“At this point we’re only saying two 
years,” Mitchell said, “But (a change in 
policy) will be up to the dean of the faculty 
of arts and sciences, the dean of Harvard 
College and the president of the university 
to determine what happens after two years. 
That’s not been determined yet.”

Drew Faust, president of Harvard Uni-

versity, was unavailable for comment.
As an alternative to transferring, 

Harvard offers a visiting undergraduate 
program. This program allows students 
to enroll in Harvard College for academic 
credit while remaining at their current 
institutions, according to the school’s Web 
site. 

Students participating in the visiting 
undergraduate program would not be eli-
gible to transfer later in their academic 
careers as degree candidates.

The transfer student field will not be 
the only applicant field to be cut down. 
Harvard, in response to the growing num-
ber of incoming freshman classes and an 
overcrowding in the dorms, will admit 
fewer freshmen next year to help alleviate 
the problem. 

“Transferring is a really difficult pro-
cess in a lot of ways,” said Greg Horowitz, 
a student at Binghamton University, for-
merly known as SUNY Binghamton, who 
transferred from the University of Rhode 
Island last semester. “You have to have 
your high school grades, APs, SATs, any 
major tests you took in high school, plus 
your college grades. …It’s pretty competi-
tive.

“It’s basically like applying to college 
all over again,” Horowitz said. “It’s almost 
like walking on new ground you’ve never 
seen before. You’re just supposed to jump 
in.” 

pjsquire@syr.edu
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it had morphed beyond the intended senior-
only function. The end of the post read, “For 
future events, people should try to go through 
the appropriate school channels so that a coor-
dinated and well-planned event may be created 
with the best results.”

In an effort to keep the peace, Syracuse 
Police Department officers patrolled the affect-
ed blocks, telling students to stay on private 
property. Only one arrest was made, and it was 
not an SU student.

Lt. Joe Sweeny of the SPD said although the 
patrols were effective, the organizers, not the 
city, should pay for the service.

“To be perfectly honest with you, for that 
event there, they did not request a permit, they 
advertised like crazy without following any 
of the rules,” Sweeny said. “The people who 
planned this did not follow proper procedure.”

There are two permits involved with a block 
party, an assembly permit and a street-closing 
permit. For a street to be closed, four separate 
entities must approve the request – the Depart-
ment of Public Works, the SPD, the Syracuse 
Fire Department and the Department of Parks 
and Recreation.

If students are willing to take responsi-
bility for the event, Sweeny said, the SPD 
would entertain any permit, although any one 
department can stop the process. Due to past 
events, certain locations are not likely to be 
approved.

“Anyone can apply for a permit,” Sweeny 
said. “But there are certain areas that we 
definitely do not give out permits to.”

The 700 block of Livingston Avenue, Sum-
ner and Clarendon avenues, as well as the 
main thoroughfares of Lancaster and Euclid 

avenues would all fall under the ineligible 
umbrella, he said. 

“We look extremely closely to see what’s 
going on,” Sweeny said of any event located on 
the east side of campus.

Hariton, the SU student, said he is in the 
process of applying for a noise ordinance from 
the city so he will not get ticketed for the music 
from the three live bands. 

“Regardless, we might just take the ticket, 
I mean, as long as nobody gets in trouble,” he 
said. 

The SPD’s caution of student-organized 
block parties originates with riots on May 1, 
1999, in the 700 block of Livingston Avenue. 
That afternoon, the block was closed to traf-
fic for the student-organized party “Living-
stock.”

The street-closing permit expired at 10 
p.m., and when the students continued to 
block the roadway, the police moved in, said 
Lt. Joe Cecile of the SPD.

Enraged by the police presence, students 
dragged furniture into the road and lit it on 
fire to ignite a series of bonfires in the road, 
Cecile said.

“It escalated to the point where fire control 
had to move in. It was jeopardizing the safety 
of not only people, but houses,” Cecile said 
about the flames that began to reach the tops 
of trees and overhead power lines. “The fire 
trucks came in to douse the fire, and students 
began pelting them with bottles, rocks and 
debris.”

The present-day celebrations of Mayfest 
are far from what occurred on Livingston in 
1999, but Sweeny emphasized that precaution-
ary measures are the best way to ensure the 
same thing will not happen again.

“We know that students are going to have 
parties in their yard, and that’s not necessar-
ily a bad thing,” Sweeny said. “When the 20 

people who started the party end up with 200, 
that’s when we start having the problems.”

Scott Hammer, a senior public relations 
major, hosted one of the parties on Euclid 
Avenue last year with three of his roommates. 

“Our friend, a DJ, wanted to play at the 
party, but when we were setting up the speak-
ers the cops told us that we could party but to 
be careful with the noise,” he said. 

As a result, the roommates decided not to 
play music outside, and Hammer said they 
were not bothered by the cops for the rest of the 
afternoon.

Gary Sommer, an attorney whose office 
represented approximately half the students 
charged in the Livingston Avenue riot, said 
there should not be an expectation that when 
students have a large gathering, there will be a 
negative outcome.

“(The event on Euclid Avenue) was totally 
different” in comparison to the Livingston riot, 
Sommer said. “That was more open houses, 
and everyone was well-behaved. It was people 
hanging out. That’s a whole different thing 
than people starting bonfires in the street.”

lrbertol@syr.edu
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“We know that students 
are going to have parties 
in their yard and that’s not 
necessarily a bad thing. 
When the 20 people who 
started the party end up 
with 200, that’s when we 
start having the problems.”

Joe Sweeny 
Lieutenant, SyracuSe PoLice DePartment
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By Christopher James
Staff Writer

E
ven with his team firmly ahead 
late in the first half, Gary Gait 
found room to critique the Syra-
cuse women’s lacrosse team.

Up 16-2, Gait chatted up Athletic 
Director Daryl Gross who was on 

hand for the 
senior night 
c e r e m o n y . 
Gross asked 

the coach if he was happy with the 
score line.

“He goes ‘You’re probably not, 
right?’” Gait recalled Gross asking. 
“And I go, ‘No, I’m not happy with our 
defense, I’d rather have that at a zero 
right now.’ So, that was the discus-
sion. He goes ‘That’s what I thought.’”

The Orange may not have been as 

crisp as Gait would have liked, but 
No. 4 Syracuse still found a way to put 
up record-setting numbers in a 24-6 
blowout of Colgate Wednesday in the 
Carrier Dome. The win moves the 
Orange to 12-2 on the season — one 
win shy of tying the most wins in a 
season set last year. The 24 goals ties 
the record for most in school history, 
set earlier this year against Canisius.

The game began with a sloppiness 
rarely seen from the Orange. The ball 
hit the turf on errant passes and even 
slid out of sticks when players were 
all alone. In the game’s first six and 
a half minutes, six ground balls were 
collected. The teams finished with 
just nine in the entire first half.

But that beginning soon transi-
tioned into a barrage of SU goals that 

By Jeff Westfall
Staff Writer

At the end of Monday’s practice, Luke 
Jensen knew the reality he might 
bring his team when he called the 
women in for their final huddle at the 
Drumlins Tennis Center in the 2008 
season.

The ever-
c o n f i d e n t 
J e n s e n 
urged his 
team that its 
goal from the 

beginning of the season — an NCAA 
championship — was still possible.

Today at noon, the sixth-seeded 
Orange (10-12) will take its first step 
toward reaching that goal when it 
faces 11th seed Connecticut (9-6) 
in the first round of the Big East 
tournament in Tampa, Fla. SU beat 
UConn 6-1 earlier in the season on 
Feb. 17.

The Orange won four of its final 
five matches of the season before drop-
ping its finale to top-seeded Notre 
Dame. SU needs to win the Big East 

tournament in order to receive a spot 
in the women’s tennis NCAA tourna-
ment. Riding high from late-season 
successes, the Orange players come 
in confident that they are up to the 
challenge.

“I think we are great, I think we 
are ready to go in there and win 
it,” sophomore Ashley Spicer said. 
“It’s what we have to do. All of us 
are mentally prepared and physically 
prepared to do that.”

Syracuse feels it can compete with 
any squad within the 12-team field 

and is intent on avenging its regular 
season losses in the postseason. Most 
notably Jensen and the Orange are 
itching to get another shot to dethrone 
top-seeded Notre Dame, which dealt 
SU a 6-1 loss in South Bend, Ind., a 
little more than a week ago. Syracuse 
and Notre Dame can only meet in the 
tournament’s championship.

Team captain Christina Tan made 
no attempt to hide what team Syra-
cuse hopes to put on the chopping 
block.

“I think if you ask anyone on this 

team who they want to play we would 
all have the same response and that 
is that we want to play Notre Dame 
again,” Tan said.  “We are ready, we 
just played them, and even though we 
lost, we competed really hard, and it 
motivates us more for the next time.”

Jensen concurred with Tan’s senti-
ment about wanting another matchup 
with the Fighting Irish. He even took 
several early swipes at the Irish sug-
gesting it was overrated and too con-
tent with its game.

rachel fus | staff photographer
Christina Dove scored four goals and had three assists in Syracuse’s 24-6 rout of Colgate. the No. 4 
Orange scored 17 goals in the first half and improved to 12-2 on the season.

see big east page 18

see colgate page 17

Syracuse ties season high in goals, 
routs Colgate on Senior Night

Fine finale

t e n n i s

Orange hoping for rematch with Notre dame in Big easts

syracusE 24
colgatE 6

uP NEX t
Who: Connecticut  
(Big East tournament)
Where: Tampa, Fla.
When: Today, noon

Junior rowan sets record 
with 239 career points

see rowan page 17

By John Sutton
Staff Writer

When Katie Rowan received the ball 
about 15 yards from Colgate goalie 
Sara Drexler, there were two defend-
ers and one point remaining in her 
way of setting the Syracuse career 
scoring record. With a move between 
the two defenders and a fake in front 
of Drexler, Rowan flicked the ball into 
the back of the net. There was nothing 
left in her way.

With 10:22 remaining in the first 

half of the 14th game of her junior sea-
son, Rowan scored the 234th point of 
her career, vaulting her above Leigh-
Ann Zimmer (2001-04) to the top of the 
all-time SU scoring list. The goal also 
gave the No. 4 Orange a commanding 
11-2 lead over the Red Raiders in a 
24-6 win.

In typical Rowan fashion, the 
junior attack did not seem to realize 
her accomplishment as the majority 
of the 545 in attendance Wednesday 
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Ë$3 pitchers and more specials
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Spring football 2008

Plenty of positions up for grabs as Syracuse 
concludes spring practice with scrimmage

UNSETTLED
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By Jared Diamond
Staff Writer

i
f Greg Robinson has learned any-

thing about his team these past four 

weeks of practice, it’s that there are 

still more questions than answers. 

It has been a month since Syracuse first 

took to the field, and the depth chart 

remains nothing short of a mess.

The secondary is a hodgepodge of 

inexperience, the new-look offensive 

line is still ridden with uncertainty and 

more running backs are in the trainer’s 

room than out carrying the ball.

Now the spring schedule culminates 

with the annual Spring Game — SU’s 

intra-squad scrimmage, to be played in 

the Carrier Dome Saturday afternoon at 

2 p.m. It’s the last chance for Robinson 

to evaluate what he has before practice 

resumes in the summer. The game will 

be scored with a special system, which 

assigns a specific point value to certain 

achievements. 

With the contest days away, the only
see SpriNg page 14

SatUrDaY, 2 p.M., CarriEr DoME

photo by 
rachel fus  
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OFFENSIVE LINE
Everybody vs. Everybody
Offensive coordinator Mitch Browning promised to shake things up 
on an offensive line that allowed 54 sacks last year. Therefore who 
exactly starts come August may not become clear until the last 
minute. Center Jim McKenzie and right guard Ryan Durand are two 
returning starters, while a third, Corey Chavers, moved to right tack-
le this spring. The left side could be wide open, with guard Adam 
Rosner and injured tackle Jonathan Meldrum trying to unseat listed 
starters Ryan Bartholomew and Tucker Baumbach, respectively.

RUNNING BACK
Doug Hogue vs. Delone Carter vs. Curtis Brinkley vs. 
Averin Collier
Spring has not been a good season for the SU running backs. Last 
year, Carter suffered a dislocated hip that cost him the entire sea-
son and will keep him out Saturday. This year, it claimed Collier, who 
will be in a walking boot the next few weeks with a fractured left 
foot. With Brinkley still recovering from a broken leg suffered last 
Oct. 20, the Spring Game will be a huge opportunity for the rising 
sophomore Hogue (left) to shine.

STRONGSIDE LINEBACKER
Parker Cantey vs. Derrell Smith
Cantey (left) was a relatively prized recruit for the Orange two 
years ago out of South Shore High School in Brooklyn. So when the 
strongside linebacker position opened up, the rising sophomore 
seemed the logical choice. That is, until Smith mounted a challenge 
this spring. At 225 pounds, Smith is 10 pounds bigger than Cantey, 
and he’s a good enough athlete that he spent most of last year as a 
backup running back. Cantey’s experience and instincts could win 
out, though.

BATTLES TO WATCH
Saturday is another chance for these players to distinguish themselves from the pack

DEFENSIVE END
Vincenzo Giruzzi vs. Jared Kimmel
Syracuse needs to improve on the three-and-a-half sacks it got from 
its defensive ends last year. Who starts opposite Brandon Gilbeaux 
will probably boil down to Giruzzi and Kimmel. Saturday is a big 
opportunity for the converted linebacker, Giruzzi — Kimmel will miss 
the game, recovering from a torn ACL suffered last September. But if 
he can get healthy, the rising sophomore Kimmel’s size (6-foot-6, 252 
pounds) and talent could be tough to keep out.

SAFETIES 
A.J. Brown and Bruce Williams vs. Everybody else
Seniors Brown (left) and Williams have the upper hand at winning 
the two safety spots next season because of their experience. Brown 
played in every game last season, starting fi ve, and made 38 tackles 
and two interceptions. Williams also played all 12 games last year but 
found most of his success in the return game. Their competition is 
mostly inexperienced, including sophomores Max Suter and Randy 
McKinnon, and converted running back Paul Chiara.

CORNERBACK
Nico Scott vs. Da’Mon Merkerson
Scott clearly comes into Saturday’s game the more experienced cor-
nerback. As a true freshman last season, he fi lled in at corner for the 
injured Dowayne Davis against Buffalo on Oct. 20 and made two tack-
les. Merkerson (right) is a complete wild card, having converted from 
wide receiver this spring to bolster a depleted unit. Merkerson brings 
great speed, but after just four weeks practicing with the defense, he 
is still learning the fundamentals of the position.

PATRICK 
SHADLE
SENIOR KICKER

In 2006, Shadle 
surprised as one 
of the best kick-
ers in the coun-
try. Last season 
wasn’t quite as 
strong, but he 
still proved to be 

a dependable player, having hit 10-of-14 
fi eld goals.

TRENDS TO REVERSE
Everyone knows Greg Robinson’s record 
in his fi rst three years (7-28). But here are 
some alarming statistics that need to be 
fi xed for Syracuse to have success in year 
four.
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2008 SCHEDULE
DATE OPPONENT TIME
Aug. 30 at Northwestern TBA
Sept. 6 Akron TBA
Sept. 13 Penn State TBA
Sept. 20 Northeastern TBA
Sept. 27 Pittsburgh TBA
Oct. 11 at West Virginia TBA
Oct. 18 at South Florida TBA
Nov. 1 Louisville TBA
Nov. 8 at Rutgers TBA
Nov. 15 Connecticut TBA
Nov. 22 at Notre Dame 2:30 p.m.
Nov. 29 at Cincinnati  TBA

JAKE 
FLAHERTY
SENIOR LINEBACKER

The senior line-
backer is the 
Orange’s leading 
returning tackler 
from last season 
(95). He’ll have 
to be a stalwart 
in the middle of 

a defense that will have at least six new 
starters come August.

ANDREW 
ROBINSON
JUNIOR QUARTERBACK

Some speculated 
Robinson’s job 
would come under 
siege this spring. 
That doesn’t look 
like the case. Rob-
inson is the guy, 
provided his line 

can keep him upright and healthy this 
time around.

BRANDON 
GILBEAUX
JUNIOR DEFENSIVE 
END

Gilbeaux started 
every game last 
season and returns 
this year to reclaim 
his spot at defen-
sive end. Last year, 
he made 49 tack-

les, including a sack against Pittsburgh on 
Nov. 3.

ARTHUR 
JONES
JUNIOR DEFENSIVE 
TACKLE

Jones made an 
impression as a 
sophomore last 
season with 17.5 
tackles for loss, 
placing him third 

all-time on Syracuse’s single-season list. 
He earned a second-team All-Big East 
selection for his efforts.

MIKE 
WILLIAMS
JUNIOR WIDE RECEIVER

The rising junior will 
enter the season as 
the team’s premier 
playmaker — and 
with his nine-game 
touchdown streak 
intact. He’ll also 
have to deal with 

more attention from opposing defenses 
after Taj Smith’s departure.

No pressure
These 6 players don’t 
have to worry about losing 
their starting jobs

SPRING FOOTBALL 2008
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Offensive coordinator Mitch Browning promised to shake things up 
on an offensive line that allowed 54 sacks last year. Therefore who 

minute. Center Jim McKenzie and right guard Ryan Durand are two 
returning starters, while a third, Corey Chavers, moved to right tack-

Rosner and injured tackle Jonathan Meldrum trying to unseat listed 

Scott clearly comes into Saturday’s game the more experienced cor-
nerback. As a true freshman last season, he fi lled in at corner for the 
injured Dowayne Davis against Buffalo on Oct. 20 and made two tack-

 is a complete wild card, having converted from 
wide receiver this spring to bolster a depleted unit. Merkerson brings 
great speed, but after just four weeks practicing with the defense, he 

Returning 
starters, not 
counting 
special teams

Sacks allowed 
in 2007, second 
worst in Football 
Bowl Subdivision54

Injured running backs 
— Delone Carter, 
Curtis Brinkley, Averin 
Collier — that won’t play 
in the Spring Game3

Players started 
games at 
linebacker 
in 20077

was a relatively prized recruit for the Orange two 
years ago out of South Shore High School in Brooklyn. So when the 
strongside linebacker position opened up, the rising sophomore 
seemed the logical choice. That is, until Smith mounted a challenge 
this spring. At 225 pounds, Smith is 10 pounds bigger than Cantey, 
and he’s a good enough athlete that he spent most of last year as a 
backup running back. Cantey’s experience and instincts could win 

Saturday is another chance for these players to distinguish themselves from the pack

SAFETIES 
A.J. Brown and Bruce Williams vs. Everybody else
Seniors Brown (left) and Williams have the upper hand at winning 
the two safety spots next season because of their experience. Brown 
played in every game last season, starting fi ve, and made 38 tackles 
and two interceptions. Williams also played all 12 games last year but 
found most of his success in the return game. Their competition is 
mostly inexperienced, including sophomores Max Suter and Randy 
McKinnon, and converted running back Paul Chiara.

Players started 

linebacker 

11
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2008 spring depth chart

QB
9 Andrew Robinson (6-3, 222, Jr.)
4 Cameron Dantley (6-1, 218, Sr.)
8 Cody Catalina (6-3, 205, RFr.)
2 David Legree (6-3. 190, RFr.)

RB
32 Doug Hogue (6-2, 215, So.)
23 Daniel Bailey (5-7, 167, Jr.)
28 Averin Collier (5-10, 200, Fr., INJURED)
3 Delone Carter (5-10, 214, So., INJURED)
22 Curtis Brinkley (5-9, 204, Sr., INJURED)

FB
43 Tony Fiammetta (6-1, 235, Sr., 
INJURED)  

Z WR
11 Lavar Lobdell (6-3, 200, Jr.)
81 Dan Sheeran (6-3, 217, So.)
83 Chaz Cervino (5-10, 180, RFr.)

X WR
1 Mike Williams (6-2, 204, Jr.)
7 Donte Davis (6-0, 169, So.)
82 Van Chew (6-1, 165, Fr.)
13 John Barker (5-8, 155, Sr.)

 
 
 

TE 
85 Mike Owen (6-4, 255, Jr.) 
33 Ben Maljovec (6-3, 223, Sr.) 
87 Nick Provo (6-4 1/2, 225, RFr.) 
49 Darnell Pratt (6-4, 220, RFr.) 
40 Ryan Donnelly (6-3, 222, Sr.)

LT
77 Tucker Baumbach (6-5, 322, So.)
59 Nick Speller (6-5, 210, Fr.)  

LG
70 Ryan Bartholomew (6-3, 290, So.)
62 Ray Simpson (6-2, 295, Sr.)
52 Oliver Haney (6-3, 275, RFr.)

C
60 Jim McKenzie (6-4, 280, So.)
79 Dalton Phillips (6-3, 275, Sr.)
52 Oliver Haney (6-3, 275, RFr.)

RG 
75 Ryan Durand (6-5, 310, Sr.)
71 Adam Rosner (6-6, 308, So.) 

RT 
64 Corey Chavers (6-5, 295, Sr.)
78 Josh White (6-5, 290, RFr.)
73 Jonathan Meldrum (6-5, 327, So., 
INJURED)

OFFENSE

K
42 Patrick Shadle (5-8, 201, Jr.)
13 John Barker (5-8, 155, Sr.)
39 Austin Wallis (5-10, 185, Fr.) 

P
47 Rob Long (6-4, 175, So.)
13 John Barker (5-8, 155, Sr.)
94 Niko Rechul (6-2, 195, Sr.)

LS
57 Maximillian Leo (5-11, 210, Jr.)
63 Dave Zaske (5-10, 250, So.)  

 
 
 

Holder
13 John Barker (5-8, 155, Sr.)
4 Cameron Dantley (6-1, 218, Sr.)  
 
PR
21 Ryan Howard (5-8, 185, Sr.) 
15 Bruce Williams (6-0, 200, Sr.)
28 Averin Collier (5-10, 200, Fr., INJURED)

KR
24 Max Suter (5-11, 190, Sr.)
35 Mike Holmes (5-11, 185, So.)
21 Ryan Howard (5-8, 185, Jr.)
20 Randy McKinnon (5-10, 200, So.)
23 Daniel Bailey (5-7, 167, Jr.)

Bold indicates returning starters

SPECIAL TEAMS

DE
91 Brandon Gilbeaux (6-3, 271, Jr.)
88 Lamar Middleton (6-2, 230, RFr.)
72 Chris Basile (6-4, 280, Jr.)

NT
97 Arthur Jones (6-4, 289, Jr.)
94 Bud Tribbey (6-0, 280, So.)
57 Elon Mitchell (6-2, 232, Jr., INJURED)

DT
95 Nick Santiago (6-3, 302, Sr.)
55 Anthony Perkins (6-4, 268, So.)
61 Dan Pena (6-2, 266, Sr.)

RE
30 Vincenzo Giruzzi (6-3, 232, Sr.)
96 Zary Stewart (6-4, 220, RFr.)
54 Mikhail Marinovich (6-4, 222, Fr.)
90 Jared Kimmel (6-6, 252, So., INJURED)

SLB
46 Parker Cantey (6-3, 215, So.) OR
25 Derrell Smith (6-1, 225, So.)  

 
 
 

MLB
45 Jake Flaherty (6-1, 228, Sr.)
58 Mike Stenclik (6-0, 225, Jr.)  
 
WLB
50 Mike Mele (6-0, 218, So.) OR
53 Chad Battles (6-3, 220, RFr.)
41 Ryan Gillum (5-11, 205, RFr.)

LCB
35 Mike Holmes (5-11, 185, So.)
21 Ryan Howard (5-8, 185, Sr.)

SS
17 A.J. Brown (6-0, 201, Sr.) OR
26 Kevyn Scott (5-11, 185, RFr.)
34 Paul Chiara (5-11, 210, Sr.)

FS
15 Bruce Williams (6-0, 200, Sr.)
20 Randy McKinnon (5-10, 200, So.)  OR
24 Max Suter (5-11, 190, So.)

RCB
28 Nico Scott (5-10, 180, So.) OR
6 Da’Mon Merkerson (6-1, 185, So.)
19 Matt Reid (6-1, 195, RFr.)

DEFENSE

david krebs | staff photographer
ANDREW RoBINSoN threw for 2,192 yards and 13 touchdowns last season.
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that’s certain is it’s going to take a lot more than 
a single exhibition to decide who will be on the 
field when the Orange opens its season against 
Northwestern on Aug. 30.

“That’s exactly what I kind of expected, and 
that’s a good thing, really,” Robinson said. “It’s 
been competitive in a lot of different places, and 
that’s why I say I wish we had another month of 
spring ball, because as much work as we can get 
is helpful.”

The Spring Game seemingly presents a per-
fect opportunity for the coaching staff to start 
seeing who has separated himself from the pack 
and who deserves an extra look. But the team 
has not yet even talked about the game and 
won’t until after Friday’s practice.

Perhaps the most anticipated player Saturday 
is rising sophomore running back Doug Hogue, 
who will handle much of the ball-carrying duties 
along with Daniel Bailey. With tailbacks Delone 
Carter and Curtis Brinkley still rehabbing from 
previous injuries, and freshman Averin Collier 
nursing a fractured foot he suffered during the 
spring, Hogue has become Syracuse’s primary 
backfield threat — mostly because he’s the only 
one who is healthy. Even starting fullback Tony 
Fiammetta suffered a high ankle sprain last 
Saturday and will miss the game, too.

Robinson singled out Hogue as the one player 
who especially impressed him this spring, com-
ing off his freshman year when he rushed 77 
times for 251 yards and a touchdown. With the 
other backs nearing their return, Saturday 
could be Hogue’s best chance.

“I got that position, I hate to say it, by default,” 
Hogue said. “…Nobody wants to hear that. No 
athlete, no competitor, wants to hear they got 
anything by default. They want to get the position 
by working hard and effort.”

It’s not just Hogue looking to establish himself. 
The offensive line picture is still muddled, as 
first-year offensive coordinator Mitch Brown-
ing hopes to fix one of the worst front lines in 
the country. The tight end spot is still a battle 
between rising junior Mike Owen and converted 
linebacker Ben Maljovec. And last week, Rob-
inson said there had been “no headway” in the 
secondary, as eight players are competing for the 
four starting jobs. 

But regardless of how well anyone performs 
Saturday, the game’s influence may be marginal. 
Browning said the team has scrimmaged three 
times already.

“This is just the 15th out of 15 practices for 
spring practice, and I don’t look it as especially 
important at all,” Browning said. “It’s just anoth-
er day for us to go out and work at what we’re 
going to do and get better and what we’re doing.

“I’m not downplaying it. I’m just telling you 
the truth.”

Browning is not at all concerned there is 
so much uncertainty heading into the game. 
Robinson took it a step further: The uncertainty 
is a good thing.

“Competition is what it’s all about, and I don’t 
care what you’re in,” Robinson said. “We need to 
be pushed. There’s nothing like having someone 
right next to you trying to take your job away to 
get you to get better and that person to get better, 
too. Competition is what makes your football 
team get better.”

jediamon@syr.edu
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By Matt Ehalt
Staff Writer

Gamp Pellegrini has seen his fair share of 
high school players in his 30 years as head 
football coach at Malvern Prep (Pa.) High 
School. So when the long-tenured coach tried 
to think of a player his former quarterback 

and Syracuse recruit, Ryan 
Nassib, reminded him of, 
there were plenty of options 
to choose from. The answer, 
though, lay in an upcoming 
first-round pick in the NFL 
Draft.

“He reminds me a whole 
lot of (Boston College quar-
terback) Matt Ryan,” Pel-

legrini said of Nassib. “He reminds me a whole 
lot of what Matt was in high school.”

Syracuse can only hope Nassib’s career will 
mirror that of Ryan, who is a projected top pick 
in the April 26 NFL Draft. Pellegrini said both 
quarterbacks have the ability to move in or out 
of the pocket and make plays, and both possess 
strong arms.

Nassib, a two-star recruit according to Scout.
com, is Syracuse’s only recruit at quarterback 
and adds more depth to an already deep posi-
tion. He is the product of a Malvern Prep school 
which produced former Syracuse punter Bren-
dan Carney.

Nassib led Malvern Prep to a 9-1 record last 
season, while throwing for 1,237 yards. Pel-
legrini said Nassib could have had better stats, 
but the team often ran the ball because it built 
large leads on its opponents. As a junior, he 

threw for 17 touchdowns.
The similarity between the two quarter-

backs begins in their proximity within Penn-
sylvania. Ryan attended Penn Charter high 
school, a rival school in the same league as 
Malvern.

Coaching against Ryan for his high school 
years gave Pellegrini plenty of chances to see 
the former BC quarterback and make the com-
parison to Nassib.

One area he said the two were similar in 
during their high school days was the ability 
to move around in the pocket. Although he 
said neither quarterback is necessarily the 
fastest player on the field, they both could 
move in the pocket and still make plays, which 
becomes important when defensive ends are 
able to beat the tackles and cause pressure 
from the edge.

Nassib said that is one of his strengths in his 
game, being able to adapt to the situation and 
make a play on the run.

“Throwing on the run is one of my strengths,” 
Nassib said. “I did that a lot in my last two years 
in high school. (With) high school linemen, it’s 
hard to stay in the pocket very long, so I was 
forced to break free a lot, and a lot of the time, I 
had to throw on the run, break out of the pocket 
a bit, set up and throw. I got a lot of experience 
doing that.”

Nassib had plenty of experience doing such 
in a game against Salesianum. In that game, he 
said the two solid defensive ends were able to 
beat Malvern’s young tackles quite often, which 
made him roll to the left and the right for the 
whole game. Despite the pressure, Nassib was 

able to throw and rush for a touchdown in a 38-0 
win.

Perhaps the biggest similarity between the 
two, though, is located within their throwing 
arms, as both have strong arms and the ability 
to connect on the deep ball.

Often this season, Ryan was shown in high-
lights making deep throws that helped lead 
Boston College through the rankings and rack 
up great statistics. Having the ability to air the 
ball out and make the big play is something Nas-
sib is known for.

“He has the big-time arm,” Pellegrini said. 
“He has a gun. I don’t know if there is a limit 
to how far he can just throw the ball if he just 
unloads it.”

Nassib said since a young age, the reason he 
played quarterback was his strong arm. In high 
school, he had to learn how to put some touch on 
the ball and just not air it out because his receiv-
ers were not able to catch the balls.

Beyond the physical attributes the quarter-
backs possess, the former Pennsylvania high 
school football stars are both complimented on 
their ability to be cerebral quarterbacks, both 
on the field and academically.

Gil Nassib, who played football at Delaware, 
said that is one of his son’s strongest traits.

“He’s a very cerebral kid,” Nassib’s father 
said. “He’s a student of the game. He enjoys 
studying the game, he enjoys studying the 
opponent at the same time. I think in today’s 
game, especially at the college level and at the 
Syracuse level, you have to know the game and 
be cerebral in my opinion, so I think he has the 
physical attributes, and at the same time he is a 

thinking man’s player.”
The academic component is what helped 

lure Nassib to Syracuse. He said the great 
academic situation and the football program’s 
tradition were some of the main factors. 
Although he does not know what he wants to 
major in, he will be a student in the highly 
regarded Martin J. Whitman School of Man-
agement.

Nassib has a long road ahead of him if he 
wants to be in Matt Ryan’s shoes four years from 
now. But that doesn’t mean he won’t try to follow 
in his footsteps.

“I always watched him on Saturday’s, and he 
always came up big in the big time situations,” 
Nassib said. “He’s a really humble kid and he 
comes from a good family. I just really look up 
to his work ethic. He doesn’t take anything for 
granted, he comes out each and every week and 
tries to play his hardest, and that’s a kid I’ll 
always try to play toward.”

mrehalt@syr.edu
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Quarterback Nassib finds player to emulate in BC’s Ryan

nassib
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By Zach Zagger
STAFF WRITER

Steve and Mike Ammann don’t know much 
of lacrosse without one another. The senior 
Albany midfi elders, and identical twins, have 
played next to one another in midfi eld since they 
picked up the sport together nearly 10 years ago.

In the words of 
Brian Kuczma, 
their high school 
lacrosse coach at 
Putnam Valley, 
the two are “about 
as identical as two 

people can possibly be.”
“Honestly they’re very rarely apart,” Albany 

head coach Scott Marr said. “They’re brothers, 
but they’re like best friends too, you know it’s 
kind of crazy, you’re always seeing them going 
to and from places together.”

Both Ammanns will visit the Carrier Dome 
Friday night when the Great Danes try to launch 
an upset big against No. 2 Syracuse (10-1).  SU is 
currently riding an 8-game winning streak.

The Ammann duo will have a lot to say about 
whether Albany can mount a challenge Friday. 
Steve and Mike Ammann have played on the 
same team since they were in eighth grade. 
As a result, they have a connection on the fi eld 
unlike with the rest of their teammates.

“It’s actually funny, we have been playing 
sports for so long, basically since I can remember, 
there’s no verbal communication, it’s all non-
verbal right now,” Steve Ammann said. “I’ll know 
where he is, and he’ll know where I am, and it’s 

actually helped our team a lot, that synergy when 
we are on the fi eld together, we can make those 
plays or fi nd each other for goals or assists.”

That chemistry has shown up throughout 
this season. Steve is currently third on the team 
in points with 21 from 11 goals and 10 assists. 
Mike has six goals and six assists of his own. 
Both are team captains but have only managed 
to guide Albany to a 5-6 record this year.

“Whether Steve is dodging or not, I always 
know where he is and where to fi nd him,” Mike 
Ammann said. “Same thing with him, it’s kind 
of like having a sixth sense almost from playing 
sports all these years. So it defi nitely benefi ts 
our team to have some communication without 
having to open up our mouths.”

And their styles of play are similar as well. 
Both play in the midfi eld, but Steve said he is 
more of a fi nesse player than his brother, who 
he said likes to get into more physical play. Still, 
Mike said without the numbers on their jerseys 
it would be hard to tell one from the other.

Their similarities in style of play are not sur-
prising since both learned the game together at a 
relatively late age. Eighth grade was the fi rst year 
their school started a lacrosse program. Before 
that they had never picked up a lacrosse stick.

“We really hadn’t had any exposure to game,” 
Mike Ammann said. “It was the fi rst time we 
had seen lacrosse, and we decided to start play-
ing it because we weren’t really doing anything 
else in the spring. And we really loved it right 
away because of the physical aspect, like foot-
ball, and the speed involved.”

But playing for the same college team was 

not always their plan; it was just the way things 
worked out. But the twins embrace the opportu-
nity to play together.

“It just happened that our interests aligned,” 
Steve Ammann said. “And it turned out to be a 
great fi t for the both of us.”

Kuczma said both twins were looking at 
schools with high academics because of their 
strong grades and were planning to attend Tufts 
(Mass.). The scholarship did not come through, 
and they were left in April without a place to 
play in the fall despite Steve being a 2004 U.S. 
Lacrosse high school All-American.

Kuczma called his old high school teammate 
and head coach at Albany, Steve Marr, and Marr 
offered them both a spot. The Albany coach said 
the two have been important contributors to the 
team since, especially because of their on-fi eld 
connection.

“It does play an important role in how they 
play together,” Marr said. “Really over the years 
we have tried to play them together as much as we 
can because it kind of gives them an extra edge.”

Despite their appearance and similarities, 

Marr said he rarely got them confused. At least 
before they both got the same haircut. 

“For a while there, Mike had a lot longer hair 
than Steve,” Marr said, “and Mike had to go and 
mess with me and come in with the same kind of 
haircut as Steve. I don’t think I confused them 
name-wise until this year when they came in 
with the same haircut.”

zvzagger@syr.edu

UP NEX T
Who: Albany
Where: Carrier Dome
When: Friday, 7 p.m.
Channel: TW 26

m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

Double team: Chemistry a breeze for Albany’s Ammann twins

courtesy of albany media relations
STEVE AMMANN and his identical broth-
er, Mike, are midfielders on Albany. Steve 
is third on the team in points with 21. 

“It’s kind of like having 
a sixth sense almost 
from playing sports 
all these years.”

Mike Ammann
ALBANY MIDFIELDER ON HE AND HIS BROTHER
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night in the Carrier Dome rose to its feet with 
applause for her. Only a few minutes later, play 
was stopped, and the ball was put aside on the 
Syracuse sideline for Rowan to keep.

Even in the moment that she had surpassed 
every other player to put on a Syracuse uniform, 
Rowan looked to acknowledge those who came 
before her in the program’s history and now in 
the record books.

“It’s really an honor because of all the great 
players who have played here at Syracuse,” 
Rowan said.

Tying her own personal best with seven 
goals, Rowan was also able to add three assists 
on the night leaving her one point shy of her 
single-game record of 11 points, set earlier this 
season against Georgetown.

SU head coach Gary Gait has always chal-
lenged his star player to step up in the games 
that matter the most. After doing that against 
Georgetown, Rowan’s performance on Wednes-
day night came against a much weaker oppo-
nent but still was important to Gait.

He acknowledged the sheer talent Rowan pos-
sesses and the work she has put into her game 
since arriving at Syracuse.

“I’m very happy with the accomplishment,” 
Gait said. “That’s what comes from hard work 
and dedication. Add some talent and skill in 
there, too.”

Gait also said her biggest asset is the strong 
teammates she has around her. With the opposing 
defense not able to constantly focus on Rowan, 
more opportunities open up, and Rowan has been 
able to take advantage of them. Fellow attacks Hal-

ley Quillinan and Christina Dove have been able 
to score 45 and 50 goals, respectively, on the season 
giving SU other scoring threats besides Rowan, 
who leads the team with 53 goals.

One of those teammates who has been with 
Rowan since her career began is junior attack 
Megan Mosenson, who added two goals and two 
assists to the onslaught. As Mosenson spoke 
about her teammate’s game, a smile never left 
Rowan’s face.

“She executes very well whenever she gets 
the ball,” Mosenson said. “She doesn’t hesitate. 
She is a very smart player, and she reads the 
plays well. When she has her chances, she takes 
them, which is why she is so successful.”

With one year remaining in her Syracuse 
career, Rowan still has much to accomplish 
before it is her turn to celebrate Senior Night, 
which five of her teammates did Tuesday. 
From the experience Gait has gained, he 
knows what a good supporting cast can do for 
a star player.

“Katie is very fortunate that she has some 
great players around her,” Gait said. “Having 
been a player and being a coach that is the best 
way to have success.”

Setting the Syracuse career scoring record 
was not something Rowan envisioned when she 
first arrived. Without a clear role on the team 
set in her mind, Rowan has certainly developed 
one, and it will go down for a long time in the 
Syracuse record books.

“Coming to play Division I you don’t 
really know what to expect,” Rowan said. 
“I wasn’t really sure what my role would be 
on the team, but freshman year I became a 
dodger, and I see a lot of opportunities in the 
game.”

jssutton@syr.edu
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left the Red Raiders helpless.
“I’d say we didn’t have the best start,” 

attack Halley Quillinan said. “We decided 
to put it together and really play a complete 
game. You know, get the passes on the stick, get 
the ground balls, get the draw controls.”

Junior attack Katie Rowan tallied 10 
points — seven goals and three assists — 
to pass Leigh Ann-Zimmer as Syracuse’s 
career points leader. But even Rowan saw 
the ball slip out of her stick twice on a drive 
early in the game. 

Those miscues didn’t last long. Up 1-0 five 
minutes into the game, SU put up 6 goals in a 
little more than two minutes.

With the pressure off, even ugly goals start-
ed to fall for SU. In the first quarter, Awehiyo 
Thomas curled across the fan and looked up 
to find the ball bouncing precariously around 
the pocket of her stick.

After several seconds, the ball settled, and 
Thomas blasted it into the net to make it 3-0.

Syracuse head coach Gary Gait said the 
start was normal — sometimes games have a 
sort of chaotic start before teams calm down. 
After 10 minutes, Syracuse had done more 
than settle in, rolling its way to a six-goal 
lead.

“I thought we shot much better today,” 
Gait said. “They were a little more relaxed…
Six- goal run you score on six or seven shots, 
it’s going to happen.

“As much as you tell the players you got to be 
ready, you got to be prepared, in the back of your 
mind you know it’s an unranked opponent.”

Rowan said the senior night festivities 
before the game may have left the team a bit 
distracted. After a Colgate timeout in the first 
quarter, Rowan said SU had no trouble.

“It has been the goal all year to stay men-
tally focused,” Rowan said. “Get pumped for 
every game and as Halley (Quillinan) said 
play a full 60 minutes.”

Gait said keeping focus against another 
weaker opponent can be a challenge.

At the end of the day, Gait said allowing 
six goals was still a little high for his liking. 
Improving the defensive sliding and double 
teams, a common theme all season, remains 
a priority. 

“Happy with the win,” Gait said. “We all 
know, or at least I know, they could play a little 
better if they really, really dug down.”

chjames@syr.edu
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Colgate
	 G	 A	 SOG	 GB
Lawler 2 0 3 0
Van der Meulen 2 0 4 1
Moran 1 0 1 0
Bubnack 1 0 2 1

SyraCuSe
	 G	 A	 SOG	 GB
Rowan 7 3 8 2
Dove 4 3 5 2
Qullinan 4 2 5 0
Mosenson 2 2 2 0
Brady 2 1 2 2
Terracciano 2 0 2 0
Thomas 1 2 2 1
Brushe 1 0 1 0
Connell 1 0 2 0
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“We went to the beast of the east and found 
out the beast doesn’t have teeth,” Jensen said. 
“The beast has a lot of titles but has been living 
of the reputation of the past and isn’t hungry 
anymore. There are some new players around 
and we are one of them.”

In order to back up Jensen’s strong words and 
get the opportunity to defeat Notre Dame on a 
neutral court, the Orange will need to overcome 
the inconsistencies that have plagued it this sea-
son. Often unable to claim the coveted doubles 
point, the Orange was 2-11 away from Drumlins 
this season. Such erratic road performances 
have cloaked the potential Jensen believes his 
squad possesses.

“The bottom line is Notre Dame beat us, 
Pittsburgh beat us, I could go down every single 
loss and even the wins where we didn’t play 
our best tennis,” Jensen said  “We have yet to 

play our best tennis. If it gels at the Big East 
tournament we are going to win, if it doesn’t, if 
we continue to play the way we have this up and 
down deal we are going to struggle, that’s the 
bottom line.”

The Orange spent its Spring Break practic-
ing at South Florida, the site of this weekend’s 
tournament, and Jensen said the familiarity 
they built with the Florida terrain will serve as 
a strong advantage in this weekend’s matches. 
The Orange will need to win four matches in 
as many days on those courts in order to make 
the NCAA tournament. Wide-eyed and clearly 
hungry for respect in the Big East, the Orange 
is hoping to surpass last year’s second-round 
exit to Louisville and face Notre Dame in the Big 
East championship.

“Those kids are getting worse, and their 
ranking refl ects it,” Jensen said. “We are get-
ting better. Eventually we are just going to pass 
them. Listen, they are still up a little ways, but 
we see them.”

jwestfal@syr.edu
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KEYSTONE LIGHT
4.2 percent alc/vol
Coors Brewing Company, Golden, 
Colo.
$13 per 30 rack

The Mayfest beer preview kicks off with what 
is generally considered, at least by yours truly, 
to be the “Offi cial Beer of College.” When not 
hiding inside red solo cups, Keystone Light 
shows why it is the poor man’s Coors Light 
with a watery, yellow color and complete lack 
of beer ingredient taste. For the role it was 
designed for, though, who really cares? Key-
stone Light is refreshing when it needs to be, 
and whether shotgunned or enjoyed through a 
funnel, it is sure to make this year’s Mayfest a 
memorable one… for someone.

PABST BLUE RIBBON
4.7 percent alc/vol
Pabst Brewing Company, San Antonio 
$13 per 30 rack

Pabst Blue Ribbon is surprising in that when 
poured into an actual glass, it looks and smells 

like a real beer. PBR has a distinct yeast and 
malt aroma and a signifi cant lace around a 
real glass. The taste is more of the maltiness, 
but it is surprisingly medium bodied for a beer 
often equated with urine. When warm, PRB has 
an aftertaste that will send even the toughest 
blokes running for the porcelain goddess. It has 
glimmers of decency, but until the folks at PBR 
refi ne it into a quasi-attempt at real beer, it is 
doomed to remain an average cheap beer.

MILWAUKEE’S BEST LIGHT
4.5 percent alc/vol
Miller Brewing Company, Milwau-
kee, Wis.
$15 per 30 rack

Last but certainly not least, there is the Beast. 
Milwaukee’s Best Light, better known by its 
surname “Beast,” rounds out the Mayfest Beer-
stravaganza Preview with sickening results. Its 
potent aroma conjures up images of deer hunt-
ing and rusty Ford pick-up trucks, and the taste 
does not help the Beast’s cause either. Mostly 
yeast with a slight carbonation tingle to fi nish, 
Beast Light struggles to break from the dark 
shadows of its big brothers Beast and Beast Ice. 
And with a $2 higher price tag than Keystone or 
PBR, the Beast should only be tangled with if 
your sobriety depends on it.

— Chris Curran, staff writer

cjcurr01@syr.edu
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MARPLE
F R O M  P A G E  2 4  thirsty thursday
and controlled. He fi lls a tall stainless-steel pot 
with two gallons of generic bottled water, treasur-
ing each drop as if it were holy water. Nothing is 
left to chance when brewing Marple Ale except for 
the brewer. His fi rst attempt at brewing was under 
the watchful eye of his father, a home-brewing 
enthusiast with 11 years experience, but now Colby 
is out of the nest and fending for himself.

“It’s not so easy without the master brewer 
around,” he says, checking things over one last 
time. “Let me call him and check on one thing 
before we get going here.”

Colby traces his beer-loving roots back 
to his great-great-grandfather, Tom Marple. 
According to his journal of the account, Tom 
Marple left Liverpool, England with his wife, 
child and a case of Bass Ale, which he hid since 
the crew’s policy was to confi scate any liquor 
on board for its own consumption. Tom Marple 
succeeded in keeping his treasure hidden and 
wrote the only thing that kept him alive in 
the frigid Antarctic conditions while round-
ing Cape Horn, on the southern tip of South 
America, was his “secret friend Mr. Bass.”

Back in the present tense, Colby Marple fi dg-
ets with his iPhone while trying to scribble fi nal 
instructions on the crumpled sheet of white 
lined paper with the recipe for Marple Ale.

“OK, so how long should the malts soak?” he 
asks, still scribbling on his recipe. “Right, and how 
many cups of water to hydrate the yeast? Alright, 
I’ll call you if I have any more questions.” He hangs 
up the phone with his father and refocuses, know-
ing that any small miscue on the laundry-list of 
steps could ruin the entire batch. 

“Timing and temperature,” he says with a 
newly enthused sense of confi dence. “That’s 
what it’s all about.”

He shifts from monitoring to preparing 
and violently begins crushing dry malts with 
a wooden spoon, reducing the kernel shaped 
ingredient to a mashed power. Now multiple 
processes need to happen at once: the dry 
malts need to be bagged and thrown in the 
near boiling pot, the syrupy liquid malt needs 
to be heated so it will pour from the can, the 
yeast needs to be hydrated and the fl avor hops 
added when the whole mixture reaches the 
temperature that is just right.

The mixture, called the wort, is left to sim-
mer with the fl avor hops in it for just less than 
an hour, and the smell fi lls the entire house 
with the sweet aroma of warm, cooking beer. 

Finally, when Marple decides it is time, a dash 
of fi nishing hops is tossed in to boil for another 
fi ve minutes before the whole pot is taken off the 
stove and left to cool.  When the temperature is 
right, the hopped wort is combined with chilled 
water and added to the fermentation tank that 
will sit undisturbed in darkness for another 
three weeks while yeast feeds on sugar and 
produces sweet alcohol for all to enjoy.

The art of home-brewing is an alien phe-

nomenon to all but a few dedicated Syracuse 
students. Generally seen as a hobby reserved 
for more well-off, older people, home-brewing 
is no more out of reach for students than spend-
ing $120 in one night on an open bar tab. 

Kits at that price include everything needed 
to start, including ingredients, said Ed Wren, the 
owner of EJ Wren Homebrewer Inc. in Liverpool, 
N.Y. The problem has more to do with impatience.

“It is a lot cheaper to make a quality tasting 
beer than it is to go out and buy one,” Wren 
said. “But when you tell younger people that 
it’s going to take six weeks until you can actu-
ally drink it, they say, ‘Forget it.’”

Marple, however, said there is more to 
brewing beer than the time or the money.

“You have to be patient, and you have to be 
clean, but really you have to have fun,” Marple 
said. “If you are really jet-set on doing it, you 
can make a beer that you can be proud of and 
that you are going to enjoy.”

The cleanliness is especially ironic for a 
home-brewer such as Marple. While major 
breweries have shining cooper-cast ferment-
ing tanks and stainless-steel pipes, Marple has 
porcelain countertops and a dishwasher full 
of used beer bottles. With neither the fi nancial 
resources nor the space to open a Comstock 
brewery, Marple makes do, however quirky 
and scattered his beer parlor may be.

Equipment aside, the foundations for major 
commercial breweries are rooted in home-
brewing. Large beer companies like Anheuser 
Busch and the Boston Beer Company use 
home-brewers from within their own ranks 
to experiment with and introduce new beer 
fl avors into the market.

“Every Brewmaster I talk to is a home-brewer,” 
said Timothy Barr, the instructor of the popular 
Wine and Beer Appreciation class at Syracuse. 
“The Budweiser Brewmaster is a home-brewer…
The Sam Adams people are required to home-brew, 
so even the big guys see the value in experimenting 
around and trying new things.”

Marple hopes he can take his brewing 
skills, though still in their infancy, and use 
them to one day open an energy self-suffi cient 
brewery with his dad. Marple said the founda-
tion for success is clear — by using solar power 
and natural water sources to brew great beer 
with zero energy costs or emissions. 

The potential for greatness is there, but for 
now Marple is content to continue doing what 
he has fallen in love with — brewing.

Now the most gratifying part of brewing is a 
weekend away for Marple. On Tuesday, he will 
have the opportunity to share his latest creation.

“I was very nervous the fi rst time I unveiled 
it, but the fi rst thing that came out of my friend’s 
mouths was, ‘Wow, you made this?’ and that was 
really gratifying,” Marple said. “At the end of the 
day, brewing is a social process. You’re making a 
drink that you want to share socially, and it’s just 
fun to include your friends while you’re doing it. 
It’s not hard, and so long as you have a good atti-
tude, good things are bound to happen.”

cjcurr01@syr.edu
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By Megan Hess
STAFF WRITER

It’s 24 hours before the Orange Pulse 5th 
Annual Charity Showcase. Choreographers 
are scrambling to hem dancers’ skirts and 
adjust mix tapes, when the directors instruct 

everyone to relax 
— it’s time for 
rehearsals.

Practice begins 
as red and blue 
stage lights spill 
over women 
stretching in leg-

gings and socks. Tumbles of hair fl ash across 
the stage as the dancers touch heads to feet 
and legs to shoulders.

Tonight at 8 p.m. in Goldstein Auditorium, 
Orange Pulse will perform a variety of hip 
hop, modern, lyrical, jazz and tap numbers. 
The showcase also will feature student groups 
including DanceWorks, T.A.P. (a tap dancing 
group), First Year Players and the Ballroom 
Dance Organization. 

All proceeds from the night will benefi t Dr. 
King Elementary School. Tickets are $3 with 
an SU ID and $5 without and are available at the 
Schine Box Offi ce. Tickets will also be available 
tonight.

“Orange Pulse is all about equality and 
trying new things,” said Afton Waters, public 
relations chair for show promotion. Waters, 
a junior psychology major, has been dancing 
since age 3. “I was mainly trained in tap and 

hip hop, but (through Orange Pulse) I can 
learn new techniques that I was never exposed 
to,” she said.

The showcase will feature dances set to 
the Black Eyed Peas’ “Let’s Get It Started,” 
Rihanna’s “Don’t Stop the Music,” and Alien 
Ant Farm’s “Smooth Criminal.” There will be 
everything from “funky, in-your-face” moves to 
“stiff, isolated” ones, said Kerri Adler, president 
of Orange Pulse.

Orange Pulse was started fi ve years ago by 
students interested in “dancing for the sake of 
dancing,” according to the group’s Web site. In 
addition to its annual showcase, Orange Pulse 
dancers perform at the Homecoming showcase, 
Multicultural Dance Show, Club Sport Activity 
Fair and Juice Jam.

Throughout the night, attendees will have 
opportunities to win a 4GB iPod nano with video 
by purchasing raffl e tickets. Other consolation 
prizes include movie tickets and rental passes at 
Blockbuster, Waters said.

“Our theme is raising money and giving our 
talents back to the community,” she said.

Orange Pulse’s membership for this year is 
53 members — increasing from about 30 last 
year. The skill level ranges from people who 
have never participated in an organized dance 
group before to those who have had professional 
training their whole lives.

“We’re expecting a good turnout this year,” 
Waters said. “People won’t only be attending to 
see their friends, but also to support charity.”

mehess@syr.edu
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Orange Pulse charity show 
showcases variety of dance groups

IF YOU GO
What: Orange Pulse 
Charity Showcase
Where: Goldstein 
Auditorium
When: Tonight at 8 p.m. 
How much: $3 with SU ID

“WINNER”
The Daily Orange - Battle of the beans 1/26/07

in the middle — not so easy.
The worst kind of person is the person 

openly trying to fool you. The kind of person 
who asks for money outside of Chuck’s and 
is way too upfront about why they need the 
money.

“Can you spare a few bucks…Just whatever 
you could…I could use it…I have three kids 
on the way, two hospital bills to pay, two car 
payments…”

Something about that last one usually tips 
me off, and the old brain buzzer goes off.

This all being said, I’m about to pull the 
move I’ve been railing against the last 400-plus 
words.

“Excuse me, public of Syracuse, could you 
spare three dollars?”

Not bad, huh? My pitch is pretty similar 
to those other guys, but the difference is I’m 
offering something tangible in return for your 
money. Normally, all you get for your change 
donation is a good feeling that fades as soon as 
you remember you haven’t called your mom 
in a week. 

Here’s what I’m offering in exchange for 
three dollar bills: A comedy show, with me, 
Alex Adelson, and Max Meisel. Yes, that Max 
Meisel.

The tickets are available at the Schine 
Box Offi ce. You can also show up and any 
donations taken at the door (tickets aren’t 

mandatory), and all proceeds will go to Cystic 
Fibrosis, a condition that’s affected a cousin 
of mine. 

Actually, correction, the donations will go 
to fi ghting Cystic Fibrosis, not just to Cystic 
Fibrosis.

Not to make a sob story of it — she’s doing 
all right, we’ve talked about putting her face 
all over the campus on fl iers. Surprisingly she 
didn’t go for it.

Honestly, we didn’t talk about that, but I’ve 
had reservations about letting people know 
why I’m doing the show, as I’ve feared that it 
might make it seem like a charity case.

All of this said, I’d be lying if I said arro-
gance had nothing to do with it. I’m puffi ng 
my ego to an absolutely unmanageable size. 
Truth be told, I’m having trouble sleeping at 
night, my bed won’t support the new weight.

There are fl iers all over campus with my 
ugly mug on it. In Schine, I actually convinced 
people to not only photograph me, but also to 
print out a larger-than-life poster with me on 
it. You want to talk about a freak out moment, I 
had one when I went to pick it up.

“Uhhh, I’m here to pick up the poster 
with…my own giant face on it.”

Arrogance mixed with a bit of desire to do 
something good for someone else. Now that’s 
not the worst combination in the world.

Scott Spinelli’s humor column appears every 
Thursday in the Daily Orange. He’s only got 

one more left, and he used his second to last one 
as a part promo. What an arrogant schmuck. 

He can be reached at saspinel@syr.edu. 

SPINELLI
F R O M  P A G E  2 4
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LISTINGS

Carrying a tune
a cappella afterhours
Setnor Auditorium, Tonight, 10 p.m., free  

watch this 

orange pulse showcase
Goldstein Auditorium, Tonight, 8 p.m., 
free 
Orange Pulse presents its 5th annual show 
with performances by Orange Pulse, Ball-
room Dance Organization, DanceWorks, 
First Year Players and T.A.P., a tap dancing 
group.

listen to this 

bill cole’s untempered 
ensemble
Kittredge Auditorium in HBC, Saturday,  
8 p.m., free 
This improvisational jazz ensemble was 
formed in 1992 at Dartmouth College, and 
due to its popularity, has expanded to a 
seven-person ensemble and played at mul-
tiple music 

try this 

david hajdu
Newhouse III Room 432, Friday, 3 p.m., 
free 

Former Newhouse professor David Hajdu 
will discuss his latest book “The Ten-Cent 
Plague: The Great Comic Book Scare and 
How It Changed America,” which talks 
about the effect comic books had on 
American culture.

 
check this out 

nas
Goldstein Auditorium, Friday, 8 p.m., 
tickets are sold out 
Rapper Nas will headline the annual Greek 
Unity Fest. The musician known for hits 
like “One Mic” and “I Can,” Opening will be 
Le Moyne College alumnus and Phi Beta 
Sigma brother, The Kid Fresh.

BEST BETS

music

block party featuring 
fergie and sean kingston
Carrier Dome, Tuesday, 8 p.m., $40 
Three-time Grammy Award winner Fer-
gie, Sean Kingston and Syracuse’s own 
Sophistafunk will headline Syracuse Uni-
versity’s annual Block Party concert.

sports 
su women’s choir
Setnor Auditorium, Satirday, 8 p.m., free 
The Women’s Choir prepares for its partic-
ipation in New York University’s Women’s 
Choir Festival by playing a wide repertoire 
of music from Moses Hogan and Gregg 
Smith.

uu cinemas presents: 
“national treasure 2”
Gifford Auditorium and Goldstein Stu-
dent Center on South Campus, Friday 
and Saturday at Gifford and Thursday 
and Sunday at Goldstein, 8 p.m., free 
Treasure hunter Benjamin Franklin Gates 
(Nicolas Cage) looks to discover the truth 
behind the assassination of Abraham 
Lincoln, by uncovering the mystery within 
the 18 pages missing from assassin John 
Wilkes Booth’s diary.

middle eastern studies 
film festival
060 Eggers Hall, Today, 4:30 p.m., free 
The film Tells the story of captured Pri-
vate Jessica Lynch and her recovery in 
an attempt to reveal troubling facts about 
how American news media often spins 
the truth to increase war-time morale.

“the fantasticks”
Syracuse Stage, runs through May 17, 
times and prices vary, check syracuses-
tage.org

A girl and a boy grow up next door to 
each other. They are perfect for each 
other and they fall in love. To ensure the 
success of their romance, their fathers 
devise schemes to keep them apart.

courtesy of orange appeal

Orange appeal is one of five a capella groups performing at A Capella Afterhours 
tonight. 

CHECK IT OUT

SUBMIT YOUR LISTING

A
ll it needs to start is the snap of 
a finger or a simple countdown. A 
cappella is singing at its simplest, 
and all of Syracuse University’s a 
cappella groups will be performing 

at this semester’s A Cappella Afterhours.
 The event will take place tonight at 8 p.m. 

in Setnor Auditorium in Crouse College. The 
concert is free, and no tickets are necessary.

 The groups performing are Orange Appeal, 
The Mandarins, Oy Cappella, Groovestand and 
Main Squeeze, which range from co-ed groups 
to all-male and all-female groups. It is being 
hosted by The Mandarins, an all-female group.

 “It’s just going to be one group performing 
after the other,” said Amy Zubieta, a senior in 
the College of Visual and Performing Arts and 
a member of The Mandarins. “We always have 
a really good turnout, it’s one of the best for 
Setnor Auditorium.”

 The groups will be performing a wide vari-
ety of songs, mainly pop covers but songs from 
other genres as well.

 “Everyone’s going to sing all different stuff,” 
Zubieta said. “Not all mainstream. The show 
will be full of surprises.”

—Erinn Connor, asst. feature editor

eaconnor@syr.edu

Want your event to appear on this page? While we can’t guarantee everything, we take 
suggestions. Please e-mail pulp@dailyorange.com
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classified discount rates

the particulars 

and pricing
extras that personalize and perfect your ad

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info
hours:Mon 12:45-2, tue 11-1, thur 1-3 
fri 1-2
deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each 
additional word is 10 cents per day. bold and 
capitaliZed words cost anadditional 5 cents 
per word.the boxed list pricesare per inch. there 
is no per word charge and bold and caps are 
free.
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ApArtments for rent

116 Comstock Ave. 
studios 

available aug. 2008, 
$600/month inc. heat

Large, hardwood floors, lots of light, off-
street parking, laundry.

Call for an appointment!
478-6504

apartMents apartMents 
478-7493

University Apartments 
Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedrooms, 
Walking distance to campus, 

some Available now. 
437-7577

three bedrooMs
rent start at $250/ bedrooM

sonia
350-4191

WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

Two & Three Bedroom Flats Excellent Condi-
tion Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, Hard-

woods, Finished Basement. Call 727-3646

great apartments still available for 
2008/2009. see our website for 

details: campushill.com. or call us at 
315-422-7110

studio Apartments
Brand new * fully furnished
located in downtown syracuse

near armory spaure and su Warehouse 
building

only $595 per Month
includes all utilities

plus
free basic/ standard cable tV service

free high speed internet 
free off-street parking

exercise facility, electronic entry security 
system, professional on-site Manage-

ment, laundry facilities, air conditioning, 
located on centro bus line, Kitchenette 

w/ Microwave, refrigerator and stove

brownstone luxury studio apartments
605 West genessee street, syracuse, nY 

13204
(315) 472-4431

Visit us at orangehousing.com

three bedrooM apartMents  
WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

sonia
350-4191

1,2,3,4,5 bedroom apts and houses, June 
or august occupancy, free offstreet park-
ing, free Washer and dryer. 422-7138 or 

445-1808

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

621 euclid ave
117 Redfield Place
145 avondale place 

available for 2008-2009
fully furnished, laundry, parking, full-

time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

968 AckermanFurnished 2 Bedroom Available 
May. All Amenities $800/month. Call 469-6665 

5/6 Bedroom House. Furnished, 2.5 baths. 
Fireplaces, porch, quiet neighborhood, free 
washer/dryer. June 2008 or August 15, 2008. 
422-7138 or 445-1808

eLeGAntLY oVerLooKInG pArK 
luxurious furnished heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison st. no pets CALL 469-0780. 

south Campus
2, 3 and 4 bedroom apartments

completly furnished!
plasma tVs!
free internet!

air conditioning!
oak floors!

new appliances!
Just bring Your clothes and laptop

Call peach properties 
350-1327

energY star apartMents 
(loW utilities)

Visit Website 24/7 
WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

sonia
350-4191

prIVAte fUrnIsHeD stUDIo 
Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. 
509 University Ave. 

Carpeted, Air-conditioned, furnished, 
secure, Laundry, parking, maintenance. 

Available for 2008-2009. 
University Area Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. #30 479-5005
www.universityarea.com

#1 easy college biz opportunity up to $5K/wk 
~special~ http://kbo.vactionpower.com 

HeLp WAnteD

undercover shoppers earn up to $70 
per day. undercover shoppers needed to 
judge retail/dining establishments. no exp 

required please call 800-722-4791

Industrial sales opportunity local Manu-
facturer expanding. We are looking for an 
energetic, outgoing, goal oriented person 
to promote our products to local business. 

We offer training, salary, commision, 
repepat business, fuel reembursment, 
health, dental insurance and pension 
plan. call 315-437-3806 or fax/ email 

resume to 315-437-2651/ sales@cmssup-
plies.com attention Mrs. fowler

#1 easy college biz opportunity up to $5K/
wk~special~ http:// kbo.vactionpower.com

sUmmer WorK $15.50 Base-Appt.

·flexible schedules 
·Start now or after finals 
·customer sales/service 

·no experience necessary 
·all majors welcome 

·all ages 17+, conditions apply

We will be accepting applications on 
campus April 14th & April 21st in the 

shine student Center from 10am-2pm! 
CALL noW 

syracuse 315-434-9553 
rochester 585-321-1810 

albany 518-456-4566 
south buffalo 716-683-7494 
north buffalo 716-836-7032 

Kingston 845-331-5675 
elmira/corning 607-398-9054 
hudson Valley 845-896-1275 

saratoga 518-580-1377 
oneonta 607-432-2224 

Watertown 315-775-0320 
cortland/ithaca 607-272-2898 

binghamton 607-644-9393 
plattsburgh 518-562-2266 

utica 315-733-0575 
st. lawrence co. 315-268-6202

315-445-9464

Need a little extra cash before 

the semester is over?

Drive for Wings!

3 9 8

7 4 2 6 5

8 5 3 7

7 3 9 5

8 1

7 5 4 6

5 3 8 9 6

4 7 5 8 1

3 4 5

easysudoku!
4 8 6 5

3 6 9 8

7 5

5 6 1

1 9

3 1 4

3 7

8 3 7 2

1 8 6 9

Hardsudoku!

FIGureITouTyourseLFsudoku!



Sponsors

Media Sponsors

Festival Tickets & Passes at:
The Sound Garden
124 Walton St.  
in Armory Square

Emerald City Video
3208 Erie Blvd. E.

Festival office at the  
Hotel Syracuse
500 S. Warren St.

Online at  
www.syrfilm.com
& during the festival 
at all venues



By Chris Curran
Staff Writer

Colby Marple scurries around the 
kitchen of his Comstock Avenue 
home, furiously wiping down 
countertops, placing pots on the 

stove and moving ingredients and equip-
ment to where he will need them when he 
starts brewing his second batch of Marple 
Ale. 

His head is on a swivel, turning and jerk-
ing from one object to another down a mental 
checklist of tasks to be completed. He heads 
to the fridge.

“Can’t make beer without drinking beer,” 
he chuckles, as he pops the tops off of two 
Magic Hats for himself and his assistant.

Colby Marple is not your typical colle-
giate beer drinker.

While most Syracuse students are content 
to swig back Keystone and Natty Lights on 

the weekends, Marple, a junior public rela-
tions major, usually settles in with a higher 
class brand of beer — his own. 

What started as intrigue into his father’s 
beer-making prowess quickly turned into a 
passionate hobby of his own.

“I kind of forced it upon him,” said his 
father, James Marple. “Some parents force 
their kids to play baseball or soccer; I wanted 
mine to brew beer.”

Colby Marple started brewing his most 
recent incarnation — his first attempt 
came under parental supervision last 
semester — of Marple Ale on March 1 and 
has waited ever since in anticipation for 

the second coming of his ale.
 Following the brew cooking, a six-week 

fermenting span is broken up by a compli-
cated bottling process. The practice feeds 
infant Marple Ale into a five-gallon bucket 
through an elaborate beer funnel into used 
(but washed) Samuel Adams and Corona 
bottles. 

A touch of yeast at the bottom of each 
bottle and a kick start of sugar reinvigorates 
the fermenting process, upping the alcohol 
level while adding to the already complex 
taste. All that is left now for Marple is time. 
He plans to debut his completed brew to close 
friends Tuesday — not-so-coincidentally 
joining students showcasing their creative 
accomplishments on Mayfest — a university-
designated day off from school.

When he starts off a new brew, the move-
ments around his home brewery are cautious 

see spinelli page 20

david krebs | staff photographer
Colby Marple, a junior public relations major, brews his own beer from his Comstock avenue home. Marple began 
home-brewing after his father showed him how the process works.  

s c o t t  s p i n e l l i

funny how?

Spare a buck: If 
you don’t give to 
another charity, 

give to mine

see marple page 19

Home-brew Junior Colby 
Marple prefers his 
beer homemade

pa g e  2 4
the daily orange

t h u r s d ay
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the sweet stuff in the middle

Sports is inside today see page 9

G uilt is a part of my life. 
There’s really no way 
around it. 

Italian guilt, from my dad’s side, 
tends to be angrier. Jewish guilt, 
from my mom’s side, tends to be more 
subtle, with the intent of solely mak-
ing you feel bad about yourself.

“Listen, if you don’t want to call 
your aunt for her birthday, I guess 
it’s not really a  huge deal, but it’s 
ultimately up to you.”

One of the worst forms of guilt 
comes from when people ask you for 
donations. I could be a billionaire, it 
still wouldn’t matter, I feel like I’m 
always inventing excuses to not give 
to these people. 

Is that horrible? Does that make 
me a terrible person? Likely, but, in 
fairness, if you’re reading this and 
you’re human, there’s a more than 
strong chance you’ve been in the situ-
ation I’m describing.

“Sir, excuse me, sir, could you 
spare a dollar for Ronald McDonald 
House?”

I even could have just come from 
the strip club, pockets filled with 
singles. 

“Mmmmm…wow...You really did 
catch me at a bad time, I’m sorry.”

How about the people who ask for 
change — the “do you have any spare 
change?” people. First of all, let’s give 
them credit. They’re not stupid, they 
know that every single person they’re 
asking has some form of change 
because they just came from some 
place where change is given.

So when you say: “I’m sorry man, I 
don’t have any change.” Is this person 
to actually believe I just bought some-
thing with exact change? My grocery 
bill, for the first time ever in the his-
tory of groceries or money came out 
to a whole number. Sorry, too bad.

The awful part about this is the 
people asking for the money and 
spare change generally do need it, 
and the people being asked for it 
generally do have it. Meeting the two 

Beer bites
Chris Curran, the Daily Orange’s 
resident beer expert, rates the frosty 
brews you’ll likely be drinking this 
weekend. page 19
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By Kyle Adams
STAFF WRITER

S ANTIAGO, Chile — We stood 
at the base of the volcano  in 
our snow gear, staring at each 

other through goggles. The guides 
said the climb was risky with rain 
on the horizon and the clouds as they 
were. It was up to us. 

Shuffl ing around the rocky 
ground, we stared at the sky and 
swore under our breath. We piled 
back into the small bus and took the 
slow, shaky ride back down into the 
town of Pucón. Instead of volcano-
climbing, we went rafting in the 
driving rain, in class four rapids. At 

the end of the river, after changing 
out of our wetsuits, we were served 
Pisco Sours — the drink of choice in 
Chile, where I am living until mid-
July with 16 other Syracuse Univer-
sity students, pioneering one of SU’s 
new study abroad locations. 

The Santiago de Chile program is 
SU’s fi rst abroad center in South Amer-
ica, a continent known superfi cially 
for its supermodels. But, in actuality, 
there’s a lot more to the continent.

“The United States has a huge 
debt with Latin America,” said 
Mauricio Paredes, director of the 
program and professor of the con-
temporary issues seminar, referring 

to a long history of often-covert 
intervention in Latin American 
affairs. “And you have to come here 
to learn about it.” 

This being the fi rst attempt at the 
program, there have of course, been 
glitches: having to be fi ngerprinted in 
the Miami International Airport for 
Chilean immigration on our way to 
Chile instead of months prior; nearly 
being detained in the Santiago airport 
while trying to fl y to Argentina; 

spending 12 action-packed hours 
in the Lima airport in Peru; being 
stuffed into cabs without money or 
direction and hoping for the best. 

It was while in one of the cabs that 
Dave Good, an electrical engineer-
ing student at Rochester Institute 
of Technology and the only non-SU 
student on the trip, made a com-
ment that’s stuck with me this trip: 
“Things could go horribly wrong at 
any moment.” 

So far, they have not. We are 
halfway through our six months 
here, now settled, with the most of 
the frenzy behind us. 

By Edward Paik
STAFF WRITER

When Evan Mychal Smith heard the 
news — that all the Nas tickets were 
gone — he had one reaction. 

“I was surprised,” Smith said.
Believing lack of advertising for 

the concert 
would secure 
him a ticket 
to see one of 
his favorite 
artists, Smith 
thought he had 
time to grab 
one April 7 — 
the day tickets 

went on sale. He was wrong. 
Four hours after the Schine Box 

Offi ce began selling tickets to the 
National Panhellenic Council’s annu-
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I N S I D E P U L P

Unforgettable
Judd Apatow’s latest fi lm 
‘Forgetting Sarah Marshall’ 
brings TV stars to the big 
screen. Page 17

I N S I D E S P O R T S

Work it out
Strength and conditioning coach 
Hal Luther whipped the SU lacrosse 
players into shape and turned them 
into a fourth-quarter team. Page 24

I N S I D E N E W S

Labeling it
Cornell University decides 
to attach nutritional 
information to their retail 
food packages. Page 7

I N S I D E O P I N I O N

Cheers and jeers
The D.O. Editorial Board 
dishes out this week’s 
critiques.
Page 5

Sold out 
Nas concert
hits tonight

Orange Alert 
trial fi xes 
prior glitches

SEE NAS PAGE 16

SEE ALERT PAGE 6

kyle adams | staff writer
SU ABROAD STUDENTS studying in Chile look out over Lago Llanguihue in Puerto Varas. Across the water is Volcano Osorno. Santiago, 
Chile, the latest location for Syracuse’s study abroad program, offers students a six-month excursion into South America.

Way down south

SEE CHILE PAGE 13

Student evaluates SU’s newest 
study abroad program in Chile

By Andrew Meola
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

At 8 a.m. Thursday morning, the 
Department of Public Safety pushed 
a button that started a test of the new 
Orange Alert system.

In the second Orange Alert test 
this semester, DPS was able to send 
out 31,184 e-mails and 11,228 SMS text 
messages to members of the univer-
sity community within fi ve minutes, 
said Kevin Morrow, director of news 
services. 

“This was a test to test the capabil-
ity of the system, to send out mass 
e-mail and text messages in a very 
short amount of time,” Morrow said. 

IF YOU GO
What: Greek Unity 
Fest Concert
Where: Schine 
Student Center
When:  Tonight at 
7:15 p.m.
How much: 
Sold out

INSIDE
Syracuse students currently 
abroad refl ect on their 
experience. Page 12
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Police academy coming to SU 
The Department of Public Safety will open the first university-based 
police academy in the nation, in conjunction with Onondaga Com-
munity College and the Public Safety Training Center at the Onondaga 
Hill in May. DPS officers and employees will make up 90 percent of 
the teaching staff for the new academy, which allows the department 
to train its own officers without paying to bring in other instructors.

T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: David Hajdu lecture

When: 3 p.m.

Where: 432 Newhouse III

How much: Free 
 
What: 33% Scholarship Open House

When: 4 p.m.

Where: School of Education

How much: Free 

What: David Roche

When: 6 p.m.

Where: Goldstein Faculty Center

How much: Free 

What: “Maria Full of Grace”

When: 6:30 p.m. 

Where: 207 Hall of Languages

How much: Free

What: Prabha Atre concert 

When: 8 p.m. 

Where: Everson Museum of Art

How much: Free 

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by megan saucke

sexual abuse victims 
meet with pope
Three victims of sexual abuse 
by Catholic priests met with 
Pope Benedict XVI Thursday. 
They prayed together and 
shared their personal stories. 
One of the victims told the 
pope there was a cancer in his 
ministry, and that action must 
be taken. During the Mass, 
the pope said the church has 
worked hard to deal with the sit-
uation, and told Catholics to do 
their part. The pope will travel to 
New York City today to address 
the United Nations. 

John McCain to run
non-traditional campaign
Sen. John McCain of Ari-
zona is preparing to run an 
unconventional presidential 
campaign. First, his will lean 
mostly on the Republican 
National Committee to fund 
his campaign, since he doesn’t 
do well fundraising for his 
personal campaign and will be 
going up against one of two 
possible Democrats, both of 
whom are very effective at rak-
ing in donations. Second, he 
will have 10 regional campaign 
managers. Third, he will rely 
on free media to broadcast his 
message and save money.

al Qaeda releases
new audio tape
Al Qaeda’s media arm released 
an audio recording Thursday 
saying U.S. troops have failed 
in Iraq. The audio is purportedly 
from al Qaeda’s second-in-
command, Ayman al-Zawahiri. 
The tape referred to Gen. David 
Petraeus’ recent testimony 
before Congress. Al-Zawahiri’s 
last public statement was April 
3, when he announced that 
Osama bin Laden is healthy 
and denied that al Qaeda kills 
innocent people. He also said 
the Democrats running for 
the presidency are trying to 
deceive the public by saying 
they will withdraw troops.

The Daily Orange is published weekdays during 
the Syracuse University academic year by The 
Daily Orange Corp., 744 Ostrom Ave., Syracuse, 
NY 13210. All contents Copyright 2008 by The 
Daily Orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. The Daily Orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. Each additional copy costs $1. 
The Daily Orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with Syracuse University.

All contents © 2008 The Daily Orange Corporation

C o N Ta C T  u s
Editor@dailyorange.com

News@dailyorange.com

Pulp@dailyorange.com

Sports@dailyorange.com

Opinion@dailyorange.com

Design@dailyorange.com

Photo@dailyorange.com

Ads@dailyorange.com

EDITORIAL 
315 443 9798 
 
BUSINESS 
315 443 2315 
 
GENERAL FAX 
315 443 3689 
 
ADVERTISING 
315 443 9794 
 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
315 443 2869

Ta l k  T o  u s
If you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

If you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

We always need new contributors to 
all sections. No experience required. 
E-mail editor@dailyorange.com
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T h I s  d ay  I N  h I s T o r y

Einstein, 
1955

Albert Einstein, 
famous

physicist,
dies of an 
aneurysm. 

Worldwide,
1946

Pre-U.N. 
League

of Nations 
goes out of 
business.

California,
1906

Three thousand 
people die 

in major San 
Francisco 

earthquake. 

Lexington,
1775,

Paul Revere 
rides to 

warn that 
the British 

are coming. 

p u l p 

Brewmaster 
Colby Marple never had a 
choice. The junior public 
relations major was always 
going to brew beer. “I kind 
of forced it upon him,” his 
father James Marple said 
in an article in The Daily 
Orange Thursday. And his 
son’s latest creation, aptly 
named Marple Ale, began 
brewing on March 1 and 
should be ready to go in 
the coming weeks. He does 
all the brewing in his Com-
stock Avenue apartment.

n e w s 

Owning the night
 
They swooped down on 
Marshall Street, a crowd 
moving from Hendricks 
Chapel carrying signs and 
shouting chants, a puls-
ing, protesting wave to 
culminate Thursday’s Take 
Back the Night march. 
The march was the final 
touch in a three-day set of 
events put on by the Office 
of Prevention Services to 
protest and raise aware-
ness about the problem 
of violence toward women. 

s p o r t s 

Time for football                   
Watch six positions in par-
ticular at this year’s Spring 
Game at the Carrier Dome 
on Saturday at 2 p.m. The 
D.O.’s annual four-page 
pullout preview Thursday 
highlighted running back, 
offensive line, defensive 
end, strongside linebacker, 
cornerback and safety as 
the spots the most up for 
grabs at this point for the 
2008 season. Said Orange 
head coach Greg Robinson: 
“It’s been competitive in a 
lot of different places, and 
that’s why I say I wish we 
had another month of spring 
ball because as much work 
as we can get is helpful.”

kris wilson | staff photographer

yEar IN sporTs

T
he D.O.’s 10-part Year in Sports series started Monday. The annual 
series dissects a variety of topics each April, covering trends and 
developments in Syracuse athletics that surfaced in the past year. 
Asst. sports editor John Clayton started this year’s series with 

an examination of the challenge ahead of new no-nonsense offensive 
coordinator Mitch Browning. The next two stories covered trends in 
women’s sports at SU. Managing editor Andy McCullough described the 
rise of men coaching women at SU and across the country. Staff writer 
Chris James illustrated Director of Athletics Daryl Gross as the reason 
for the steady improvement in most women’s sports at SU. The series 
culminates with seven stories in the final seven papers of the semester.

Read all stories in full online at dailyorange.com

M o N d ay
n e w s

Taking home the prize
Maxwell students compete for scholarship 
money with weekend presentations. 

 p u l p

rapper’s delight
Nas rocks the annual Greek Unity 
Fest with The Kid Fresh opening.
 
s p o r t s 

Going for 9
Syracuse lacrosse looks to extend 
its 8-game win streak Friday.

MEN’S LACROSSE 
Fri., April 18 
vs. Albany 
@ 7 p.m., Carrier Dome 
 
TENNIS 
Thurs. to Sun. 
Big East Championship 
@ 3:30  p.m., Tampa, Fla  
 
MEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 19  
Goes Trophy 
@ All day, Ithaca, N.Y.   

WOMEN’S LACROSSE 
Sat., April 19 
vs. Loyola 
@ 1 p.m., Loyola, M.D.

TRACK & FIELD 
Sat., April 19 
Larry Ellis Invitational 
@ TBA, Princeton, N.J. 

WOMEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 19 
Charles River Challenge 
@ All day, Boston
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By Kristen Wasik
Contributing Writer

Top special effects and video game 
artists from across the country will 
speak to students interested in find-
ing their own career in computer arts 
Saturday.

ECAROcon, 
a symposium 
scheduled to 
run from 11 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. Satur-
day, will bring 
to campus four 
e x p e r i e n c e d 
leaders in fields 

that combine technology and art to 
tell students about their experience 
in the industry, said Andrew Black-
more, the symposium’s director and 
co-founder of Extracurricular Com-
puter Art Organization (ECARO).

The symposium is hosted by 
ECARO, a group that works to edu-
cate and foster interest in computer 
art among students.

“There’s a stigma over the fields of 
film and video games and animation, 
especially with kids within these 
programs, that it’s very difficult to 
get a job,” Blackmore said. “We’d like 
to talk to these people, find out that 
hopefully it’s not as hard as it seems.”

The event’s speakers have already 
proved it’s not impossible to break 
into these industries. Many of the 
event’s speakers are young and suc-
cessful. 

One speaker, Cory Barlog is 33 
years old, and he’s done all kinds of 
incredible things, Blackmore said. 

Barlog’s career has included work 
on Disney movies Mighty Joe Young, 

By Kelina Imamura
Asst. Copy editor

Children and members of the local 
community are going to ride to this 
year’s annual Earth Day festival in 
style. 

Beginning at Edward Smith 
E lement a r y 
School on Lan-
caster Avenue, 
the group will 
bike through 
the Syracuse 
streets. The 
group’s arriv-
al is the kick 

off of Earth Day 2008 in the Thorn-
den Park Amphitheater.

The annual festival will host a 
variety of local environmentally 
conscious organizations, live music 
and locally grown food. The opening 
bike ride will leave the school at 1:30 
p.m. Saturday, and the main event 
begins at 2 p.m.

The Syracuse Peace Council, 
New York Public Interest Research 
Group, Citizens Campaign for the 
Environment, Syracuse Real Food 

Co-Op and the Onondaga Creek 
Conservation Council are sponsor-
ing the free event.  

The focus of this year’s festival is 
on local and regional solutions for 
environmental sustainability, said 
Sarah Eckel, program coordinator for 
Citizens Campaign for the Environ-
ment.

“It’s (about) simple individual 
solutions that positively impact our 
environment and the economy,” Eckel 
said. “Buying locally produced food 
reduces the fuel we need to transport 
the food. It supports our local farmers 
and keeps our dollars in our local 
community. So, it helps our environ-
ment, and it helps our economy.”

Throughout the event, there will 
be a variety of speakers discussing 
topics that are prevalent in the envi-
ronmental community in Syracuse, 
Eckel said. Many will be talking 
about their group’s accomplish-
ments throughout the year and their 
continuing efforts to address global 
climate change. The speakers will 
also focus on what local individuals 

By Mackenzie Reiss
stAff photogrApher

The academic year is coming to a 
close, and students aren’t the only 
ones under pressure. Schools across 
the nation are grappling to fill 2.4 
million teacher posts in the most vul-
nerable areas: urban districts and 
special needs fields, according to the 
National Education Association. 

In some cases, strained adminis-
trations issue emergency contracts 
to fill vacancies in math, science and 
inclusive education. These last-min-
ute hires are often unqualified for the 
high needs fields in which they are 
appointed to teach. 

Syracuse University’s School of 
Education has responded to the need 
for teachers nationwide by unveil-
ing the Graduate Student Tuition 
Scholarship Program that will cover 
one-third of graduate student tuition. 
Eligible applicants include SU seniors 
or alumni who have graduated with a 
bachelor’s degree from the university 
within the past five years. 

The scholarship applies only to 
graduate programs that prepare stu-
dents for careers in teaching, rather 
than administration. Fields of study 
that qualify include art, early child-
hood and inclusive education, which 

Earth Day event pushes 
for local sustainability 

Computer artists to speak 
at eCaROcon symposium

see earth day page 8

see ecarocon page 6

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer
the graduate student tuition scholarship program will give scholarships to school of ed. graduate stu-
dents who are preparing for careers in teaching. the scholarship will cover one-third of their tuition.

Pay it forward

see education page 8

New School of Ed. scholarship pays one-third grad tuition

IF YOU GO
What: earth day 
celebration
Where: thornden 
park Amphitheater
When: 2 p.m.
How much: free

IF YOU GO
What: eCArocon 
symposium
Where: stolkin 
Auditorium
When: 11 a.m. to 
5 p.m. 
How much: free

AbOUt thE 
SchOlArShIp 
the graduate student tuition 
scholarship program awards 
33.3 percent of tuition to 
accepted applicants. the schol-
arship is available to syracuse 
university seniors and alumni 
who have graduated in the past 
five years.

students who wish to learn 
more about the scholarship can 
attend an information session 
in the atrium of huntington hall 
from 4 to 6 p.m.

thE SpEAkErS
the eCArocon symposium 
will feature the following 
speakers, all of whom have 
worked in the industry of 
video-game development and 
computer animation, to discuss 
the future of the technology-
driven art industry.

Alyson Markell
11:10 a.m.- 12:15 p.m.

Michael Carriere
12:30 p.m.-1:45 p.m.

Andrew Lewitin 
2:00 p.m.-3:15 p.m.

Cory Barlog
3:30 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.
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By Megan Saucke
Asst. Copy Editor

Bridget Schultz, Anne McCarthy and Katelyn 
Schultz were understaffed and faced a fast-
approaching deadline. But the three sophomore 
public relations students managed to beat out 
12 other schools to win a chance to promote 

an instant messaging 
product.

The Bohle Company, 
a public relations firm 
in Los Angeles, invited 
22 schools to compete 
for the chance to repre-
sent Multiplied Media, 
an online content dis-

tributor. The client wanted a proposal to 
promote Poynt Service, a program that helps 
users find local entertainment, restaurants 
and concerts.

The competition’s winners received an 
$18,000 budget to carry out their proposal for the 
company.

The student-run public relations firm, 
Campus Hill Public Relations, already had 
several clients lined up for the semester, so the 
firm’s director, junior Sara Guzzone, sent an 
e-mail out to the rest of the local chapter of the 
Public Relations Student Society of America 
(PRSSA).

Schultz, McCarthy and Schultz answered the 
e-mail and formed the team with six weeks to 
work on the proposal.

Fourteen schools across the country respond-

ed with proposals. The two winners were Syra-
cuse University and the Fashion Institute of 
Technology (N.Y.).

Sue Bohle, founder of The Bohle Company, 
said the team from SU stood out with its well-
rounded proposal. 

“We felt that the Syracuse team offered 
several creative approaches to interest the 
student body on campus,” she said. “They had 
already done a survey of students that gave 
us a benchmark for how students might react 
to the proposal and whether they would be 
equipped to do so. They were the only team to 
do that.”

Bohle was also impressed that the team was 
only composed of three people, rather than the 
whole local PRSSA chapter, as other schools 
had done.

Bridget Schultz said the team wasn’t expect-
ing success at the national level. 

“We didn’t anticipate having to go through 
with all of (our ideas),” she said. “So now that 
we’ve won, we’re kind of overwhelmed because 
our proposal was so creative.”

Since the sophomores were unfamiliar with 
how to write a proposal, they had guidance from 
Guzzone of Campus Hill Public Relations.

“She’s been our savior, basically,” Bridget 
Schultz said.

Although the team members credited Guzzone, 
the firm director gave more accolades to the team. 
“It was with my supervision, but the rest was all 
their idea and their brainchild,” she said.

For its first act as the public relations direc-
tors of Poynt Service, the group decided to put 
on a raffle. The raffle, which took place in the 
Schine Student Center, offered a MacBook and 
several Visa CheckCards.

The main event for the group, a scavenger 
hunt, will take place Saturday. 

The scavenger hunt is intended to introduce 
students to the Poynt technology. It was adver-
tised in The Daily Orange, on fliers around 
campus and at a table in Schine Student Center.

The teams will meet noon Saturday in the 
S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communica-
tions, where they will receive a tutorial in 
Poynt technology. They will then use the tech-
nology on their own laptops to find several 
businesses around the city, where they will 
have to document their presence by taking 
a picture or answering a question about the 
location. The first team to finish or the team 
with the most locations at the end of the time 
limit wins.

“We’re using the scavenger hunt as a good 
way to get people registered, get people famil-
iar with it and drive up interest,” McCarthy 
said.

Though money was spent on spreading 
awareness about the event, the team is trying 
to use the budget to give back to the student 
body. All participants will receive a $20 gift 
card to Starbucks. The grand prize of $2,000 
will be divided among the winning team’s 
members. They will also be giving out iPod 
touches.

This is the first time a group at SU has won 
a national public relations competition, said 
professor Robert Kucharavy, adviser to Campus 
Hill Public Relations.

“It says a lot about the quality of public rela-
tions students we have in Newhouse,” he said.

The teammates said the competition and 
carrying out their winning proposal was a lot of 
work, but the experience was worth it.

“It is a lot of work, it is stressing us out, but 
I wouldn’t trade the opportunity for anything,” 
Bridget Schultz said.

mcsaucke@syr.edu

Pay back
other lenders

Have more
for yourself

Pay back 
less to Citi

STUDENTLOAN.COM

© 2008 The Student Loan Corporation. The Student Loan Corporation is a subsidiary of Citibank, N.A. Citi and Citi with Arc Design are registered service marks of Citigroup Inc. Let’s Get It Done is a service mark of Citigroup Inc.
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WITH A STUDENT LOAN FROM CITI, YOU’LL

END UP PAYING A WHOLE LOT LESS.

When you get a Federal Stafford Loan from

Citi you’re getting more than money to pay for

college, you’re getting a loan that will cost you

less in the long run, allowing you to do a whole

lot more.

To learn more call 1-800-STUDENT or visit

studentloan.com/schools/syracuse.

PAY BACK LESS
R E D U C E  Y O U R  R A T E

STUDENTLOAN.COM I 1-800-STUDENT

Students win national public relations competition

IF YOU GO
What: poynt 
scavanger hunt
Where: Newhouse 
lobby
When: Noon
How much: Free

Three sophomores earn 
grant to promote instant 
messaging software 
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J eer: Dogs are all well and good. 
They’re man’s best friend. But 
40 dogs running rampant in the 

Quad? That’s too much. 
SU’s “Monday for Mutts” may have 

seemed like a good idea at first, but 
once the pups left, their leftovers were 
not too pleasant. 

We understand the program some-
what exhibited the notion of “Scholar-
ship in Action.” In following the goals 
of Chancellor Nancy Cantor, we must 
fulfill our commitment to diversifying 
the campus. 

Back to the problem, though. Dogs 
in the Quad may make some students 
happy, but stepping in dog poop? Not 
so much.

Cheer: Being the Pope is no easy 
job. Let’s give the man some credit. 
After all, he did choose a pretty cool 
name for himself. Pope Benedict XVI 
— it’s nice, it reminds us of one of our 
favorite breakfast foods.

Anyway, the pope doesn’t deserve 
just some credit; he deserves a 
medal for tackling controversy 
Thursday after leading a mass in the 
Washington Nationals’ new baseball 
stadium. 

Following mass, the pope privately 
met with victims sexually abused by 
priests in the Boston area, The New 
York Times reported.

This issue of sexual abuse 
among members of the Catholic 
Church has stirred an incredible 
amount of controversy and public 
debate and has hurt the Church’s 
standing for some its followers. 
Choosing to address such a critical 
issue not only aids the reputation 
of the church but also highlights 
the quality of character of the 
pope.

Jeer: Wednesday’s Democratic 
presidential debate gave us some 
insight into the integrity — or lack 
thereof — of ABC News journalists. 
The broadcasters selected questions 
that attacked Sen. Barack Obama’s 
patriotism and dedication to the 
United States. 

ABC anchor Charles Gibson let 

Nash McCabe, a voter from Latrobe, 
Pa., pose this question to Obama: “I 
want to know if you believe in the 
American f lag. I am not question-
ing your patriotism, but all our 
servicemen, policemen and EMS 
wear the f lag. I want to know why 
you don’t.”

Questions like this made the debate 
downright ridiculous. 

Questioning the presidential 
candidate’s commitment to his 
country should not have been 
the focus of the debate, to say the 
least. Here’s a piece of advice to 
those running these debates in the 
future: don’t waste these people’s 
time. Such debates should be used 
to enable the candidates to reach 
out to the public and expand on 
their policies. 

Jeer: A former actress and play-
wright thought it was a good idea to 
divorce her husband in a YouTube 
video posted Thursday.

Tricia Walsh-Smith verbally 
attacked her husband in an angry, 
tear-filled video that has garnered 
more than 150,000 hits, The Associ-
ated Press reported. Her husband, 
Philip Smith, allegedly tried to 
evict her from her luxury apart-
ment. Not only is he “insincere,” 
he’s also loaded; he’s the president 
of the Shubert Organization, mak-
ing him the largest theater owner 
on Broadway.

While a cheer is in order for the 
idea, Walsh-Smith’s execution was 
pitiful. Going through her wedding 
album badmouthing her husband’s 
family members and bashing him for 
their nonexistent intimate life was 
low. 

We’re all for divorce, but come on. 
Spice it up. Get some stud to walk into 
the room wearing nothing but a smile 
(maybe he could hold a glass of orange 
juice). Or something like that. Think 
outside the box. 
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Flubber and Inspector Gadget as well as work 
in the video game world on God of War and God 
of War II. 

Barlog plans to tell students about his experi-
ence entering the world of computer art and 
working with a team to create the God of War 
series, Blackmore said. 

Alyson Markell, another speaker at the event, 
will speak about her experience working with 
Industrial Light and Magic, a special effects 
company, Blackmore said. 

Markell worked for 10 years creating creature 
models including Dobby from Harry Potter and 
the horse from Van Helsing. Markell graduated 
from the College of Visual and Performing Arts 
painting program in 1983. 

The symposium aims to interest other stu-
dents who aren’t in technological majors to con-
sider a career in computer arts, he said.

“There are a lot of things that you wouldn’t 
think about,” Blackmore said. “Kids who are 
in illustration, for example, wouldn’t neces-
sarily think about, ‘Oh I want to go into video 
games,’ or ‘Oh, I want to go into film.’ But 
there’s such a need for concept artists and 
storyboard artists.”

The illustration department provides the 
opportunity for students to learn different aspects 
of computer art, but it isn’t a main focus, said 
Rebecca Bennett, a junior illustration major.

The department brings in a lot of more tradi-
tional examples of illustrators, but it would be 
interesting to get a young, modern idea of what 
is out there, she said. 

Diana Salles, a transmedia studies professor, 
said these are real industry leaders coming to 
campus to speak, and they will give students 
real insight into the world of graphic arts and 
video games. Students will get to meet these 
people and learn what it takes to get into the 
industry.

The students who started this conference — 
and ECARO — showed incredible initiative and 
a motivation to learn, Salles said.

“I’ve been to some of their meetings, and 
they showcase their own art,” she said. “They 
produce great work.”

The group was founded a year ago by Scott 
Yapp, ECARO’s president, and Blackmore to give 
students another way to learn about and share 
their love of computer art.

Yapp said the symposium exists to create 
stronger industry connections with students.

“I wanted to found a group that would estab-
lish a real strong network between computer 
arts students and also provide more opportuni-
ties for students to get involved in the industry,” 
Yapp said.

During meetings, ECARO members will give 
tutorials on Adobe PhotoShop, Final Cut Pro, 
Adobe Flash and any other programs that are 
graphics intensive. The group also hosts video 
game tournaments and career building work-
shops to help students get themselves out in the 
real world, Yapp said.

The group meets Sundays at 7 p.m. and wel-
comes all majors who have any interest in learn-
ing more about computer arts. 

“We’re looking to grow our base and 
expand,” Blackmore said. “We would love it if 
we had kids from all different sorts of majors 
who are even just casually interested in these 
things.”

kmwasik@syr.edu

“In that sense, it was quite successful.”
During the first test of this system, which 

took place in early February, DPS sent out 26,000 
messages, but only 20,000 were received. Syracuse 
University and MIR3, the company that makes 
the product which is used during the tests, was 
able to use the information to make adjustments, 
Morrow said. 

Morrow said Thursday’s test was a remark-
able improvement over the first one.

“We have confidence now that should we 
need to use the system, it would work well to 
reach a critical mass of individuals within the 
university community,” he said.

DPS will continue to analyze the data from 
the test, specifically the time in which the 
e-mails were received. The university does not 
have the capability to measure the time of 
receipt of text messages and e-mails sent to non-
Syracuse University accounts, Morrow said.

Approximately 5,000 of the 31,184 e-mails 
were sent to home e-mail accounts such as 
Yahoo!, Gmail and AOL.

Oleksiy Fedorov, a freshman economics 
major, received his notification through a text 
message, but he said more needs to be done for 
the Orange Alert to be a complete success.

“They need to incorporate more than just 
messages and make people aware of it in other 
ways,” Fedorov said.

David McIsaac, a junior sport manage-
ment major, was notified via both e-mail and 
text message. The multiple means of alerting 
students of a crisis, he said, makes the system 
effective.

“Anything you can do to protect the students 
should be the number-one priority,” McIsaac 
said. He added that the university should run 
more tests before the semester is over.

Another test will take place during the sum-
mer, which will involve only faculty and staff. 
All modalities of the system will be tested, 
including e-mail, text messages and mobile and 
landline phone calls, Morrow said.

Although the complete results of the test 
have not yet been analyzed, Morrow is optimis-
tic about the progress.

“The preliminary data from the tests is very 
encouraging,” he said.

azmeola@syr.edu
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Adv. Tix on Sale IRON MAN (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
FORBIDDEN KINGDOM - DP (PG-13) (1230 330) 650 940 1215
FORBIDDEN KINGDOM (PG-13) (1105 140 430) 720 1010
FORGETTING SARAH MARSHALL (R) - ID REQ'D (1250 350) 700 950

1220
88 MINUTES (R) - ID REQ'D (1145 1240 220 340 455) 710 740 1000 1030

1225
PATHOLOGY (R) - ID REQ'D (1200 215 440) 725 1015 1230
EXPELLED: NO INTELLIGENCE ALLOWED (PG) (1210 230 450) 745 1020
SMART PEOPLE (R) - ID REQ'D (1245 400) 715 945 1200
21 (PG-13) (1225 320) 640 930 1210
STREET KINGS (R) - ID REQ'D (1235 345 415) 645 935 1005 1210
PROM NIGHT (PG-13)(1150 1220 210 240 435 500) 730 800 955 1025 1205
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) (150 425) 705 925
OC & DA: NIM'S ISLAND (PG) (1120) AM
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (1140 200 420) 655 910
LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (1215 310) 630 915
THE RUINS (R) - ID REQ'D (100) 735 1235
THE SUPER HERO MOVIE (PG-13) (1205 225) 750
STOP LOSS (R) - ID REQ'D (445) 1020

Adv. Tix on Sale IRON MAN (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
FORBIDDEN KINGDOM (PG-13) (120 420) 730 1010
FORGETTING SARAH MARSHALL (R) - ID REQ'D (140 440) 750 1030
PROM NIGHT (PG-13) (220 500) 800 1020
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) (200 430) 650 930
21 (PG-13) (100 400) 710 1000

Adv. Tix on Sale IRON MAN (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
FORBIDDEN KINGDOM (PG-13) (130 430) 730 1020
FORGETTING SARAH MARSHALL (R) - ID REQ'D (120 420) 720 955
88 MINUTES (R) - ID REQ'D (140 440) 740 1010
STREET KINGS (R) - ID REQ'D (125 425) 725 1005
PROM NIGHT (PG-13) (115 415) 715 1000
THE RUINS (R) - ID REQ'D (145) 745
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) (110 410) 710 925
LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (135 435) 735 1015
THE SUPER HERO MOVIE (PG-13) (445) 1025
21 (PG-13) (105 405) 705 950
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (100 400) 700 920
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ecarocon
f r o m  p a g e  3 Artist uses mirrors in long-term 

‘Labyrinth’ exhibit at local gallery
By Stephanie Musat

Asst. News editor

Swietlan Nicholas Kraczyna stood in front of 
two figures on the wall before him. The figures 
didn’t have faces or genders.

The figures’ bodies were covered with a 
small, circular maze made out of pieces of 
mirror, only allowing a few parts of their nude 
bodies to be seen. 

The rest was filled in with the Kraczyna’s 
reflection. His reaction to the piece filled in the 
missing flesh of the figures in front of him.

He was standing in front of “Inside the 
Mirror Labyrinth,” one of the pieces in his 
exhibit “Labyrinths,” now on display at The 
Point of Contact Gallery on East Genesee Street 
in downtown Syracuse. The gallery is part of 
Syracuse University’s Coalition of Museum and 
Arts Centers.

 “I want people to enter my work,” Kraczyna 
said. “When you are looking at an image that is 
flat, you can take it or leave it, but if you have a 
mirror inside that image, your slightest move-
ment will attract, because it creates movement 
within the picture. You enter inside.”

The exhibit displayed 28 of Kraczyna’s works, 
which span from 1976 to the present. The pieces 
were etched using pen, ink and mirror.

Viewers were greeted in the gallery with 
their own reflection and continued through a 
maze of Kraczyna’s works and reflective walls 
so that they were a part of the art. 

To those walking through the maze setup, 
their neighbor’s reflection looked like an art 
piece — the idea was the reflection would allow 
the viewer to infuse themselves into the maze 
portrayed in front of them.

In this sense, each piece of art varies depend-
ing who is looking at it.

“The idea that it is us that creates our social 
labyrinth,” he said. “I began to create the geo-
metric labyrinth out of mirrors so that we saw 
ourselves reflected in that geometric structure 
that restricts us.” 

The maze-like structure was conceptualized 
by the curators of the gallery to create a new 
context for the art display.

Pedro Cuperman, one of the curators, said 
for a small gallery, this project was ambitious, 

but the objective of the gallery is to showcase the 
art of the community, and this was an example 
of a very successful exhibit.

“We are always looking for something 
groundbreaking,” he said. “We showcase paint-
ings with an interest in experimental art.”

Tere Paniagua, manager of the Point of 
Contact Gallery said the mirrors added a 
surprise aspect to the small gallery and an 
unexpected and exciting alternative to the 
normal setup.

 “A lot of the work is from the 1970s and 1980s 
so it’s not new, but I think this is a new way to 
present it in an experimental dimension,” she 
said. “It was truly a collaboration of the art and 
the set.”

The design and the construction of the maze 
were led by Alexander Koziara, associate profes-
sor in SU’s drama department as well as members 
from the International Alliance of Theatrical 
Stage Employees, the local theater union.

The maze-like layout of the display is the first 
for the exhibit, although it has been displayed 
142 other times in five different continents. 

“They are beautiful images. The installation 
is a wonderful structure for the work, and it is 
certainly an engaging experience,” said Kath-
rin Navmann, a gallery visitor and Syracuse 
resident. 

She said of the exhibits she has seen at the 
gallery, this one was especially unique and 
demonstrated the creativity of the artist.

Kraczyna received his bachelor’s degree 
in fine arts from the Rhode Island School of 
Design. He now lives in Florence and teaches in 
the SU Abroad program in Florence.

“There is a lot of meaning behind these 
works. I’m not sure exactly what the meaning 
is, but you can tell the artist put a lot of work 
into the exhibit,” said Nick Dealma, a freshman 
English major at the State University of New 
York at Oswego. 

The exhibit will be on display until June 24. 
Admission is free.

“It’s a plus for the city, for the community,” 
Cuperman said. “It shows that a small gallery can 
become big. We are lucky to be able to show such a 
good artist so for us, this is a moment of growth.”

sdmusat@syr.edu

“I wanted to found a group 
that would establish 
a real strong network 
between computer arts 
students and also provide 
more opportunities for 
students to get involved 
in the industry.”

Scott Yapp
PresideNt of eCAro

seNior iN the College of VisuAl 
ANd PerformiNg Arts
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S tudents at Syracuse University can’t see 
how many calories are on a piece of cake 
they bought from Kimmel or how many 

grams of sodium are in that last salad they 
picked up.

Despite the health-conscious attitude some 
students may have, nutritional information is 
not available on the prepackaged food prepared 
by SU Food Services for on-campus eateries. But 
when students returned from Winter Break at 
Cornell University, they found all prepackaged 
salad and sandwich products available on cam-
pus had nutrition fact labels on them. 

These labels were put on retail products at 
the request of Cornell students.

“There had been quite a lot of interest from 
students (to put labels on the products),” said 
Michelle Wilbur, dining nutritionist at Cornell. 
“And we have received a lot of great feedback 
from students.”

It took Cornell more than a year and a half to 
get labels on all its retail products, Wilbur said.

The process fi rst started with creating a recipe 
and a system for each item and then linking each 
product to a nutritional database, said Richard 
Anderson, the general manager of residential din-

ing and retail store operations at Cornell. 
The process prompted Cornell to make 

changes to not just the packaging but the ingre-
dients of some products.

 “For the southwest chicken salad, where 
we once used a breaded product, we switched 
to a grilled product and we have gone from 
sandwiches prepared with regular mayonnaise 
to light mayonnaise,” Anderson said. 

Going back and labeling every retail product 
was not easy task, but something Anderson 
said more schools should do. “It was very com-
plicated and time-consuming,” he said. “It’s an 
arduous task, and it took a lot of work, but if they 
have the ability to do it, they should.”

At SU, nutrition information for food served 
in dining halls is only available in an electronic 
format on the Food Services Web site. 

On prepackaged items such as salads and 
wraps, the label only informs students of what the 
product is. SU Food Services offers more than 75 
different prepackaged salads, wraps, fruits, des-
serts, veggies and sandwiches on a rotation, and 
40 to 45 options are available each day, said Ruth 
Sullivan, dietician for SU Food Services. 

“No student has ever asked to put labels on 
prepackaged foods, but if they are looking for 
it, it is certainly something that we could do,” 
she said. But she did note if they were to provide 
the information, labels would not be put directly 

onto the products. 
“We haven’t said that we won’t do it,” Sul-

livan said. “If we choose to do it, we will put 
(nutrition facts) for prepackaged foods on our 
Web site so students can access it anywhere, 
anytime.” 

As an institution, SU has chosen to make nutri-
tion information solely available online. At the 
Food Services Web site, students can fi nd nutri-
tional facts for all hot foods served in the dining 
halls and for cereal and bagels, Sullivan said.

It will not be diffi cult to make nutrition facts 
for prepackaged foods available for students 
because for food products at Syracuse, there 
is a recipe in the database. “We monitor these 
recipes. The black bean and rice salad you get at 
one place is exactly the same as the black bean 
and rice salad you will get at another place,” 
Sullivan said. 

SU made the decision to put nutritional facts 
only online a long time ago, said Tanya Horacek, 
associate professor in the nutrition and hospi-
tality management program in the College of 
Human Ecology.  

Horacek said students exist on two ends of 
the spectrum. There are those who have chronic 
eating disorders that could lead to obesity and 
would benefi t from nutrition facts at the point of 
purchase, and students who have eating disor-
ders and poor eating habits who are already too 

obsessive about what they eat.
“It’s a catch-22,” Horacek explained. “You 

can’t approach (all students) the same way.  
Students really shouldn’t be evaluating (what 
they eat) food by food. Students need informa-
tion, but if it becomes obsessive, then it gets 
problematic,” Horacek said. 

SU uses a star system in which the star would 
simply signify the entrée most nutritious for the 
amount of calories it has. 

Students have had mixed reactions to this 
debate. Some feel it is very important to have 
nutritional facts for prepackaged items, and 
some expressed confusion as to where nutri-
tional facts can be found.

“I don’t think that everyone knows that nutri-
tional facts are available online,” said Jonathan 
Chan, a freshman management student.

Chan said it’s necessary for people who are 
dieting to know nutritional information about 
what they’re eating. But he said he personally 
would not be interested in knowing the nutri-
tion information.

D.J. Caliguri, a freshman in The College of 
Arts and Sciences, agreed with Chan. She said 
she never pays attention to nutrition informa-
tion. 

“You can see what is inside a salad so you 
don’t really need nutrition facts,” Caliguri said.

myjiang@syr.edu 

At the request of students, Cornell University adds nutrition labels to its retail food products
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By Sierra Jiminez 
Contributing Writer

Brooke Safran, a senior management student, 
has been living and breathing a business since 
November. 

Safran, along with three fellow undergraduate 
management students, is one of the competitors in 
the Syracuse Panasci Business Plan Competition, 
eligible to win $40,000 to get their business started. 
Safran group’s business is called Bike‘NGo, a bike 
rack featuring a built in lock with the option of a 
parking meter. 

The idea for the product developed from one 
of Safran’s group members who lived in the city 
atmosphere and felt the bike parking capacity 
did not meet bikers’ needs. 

The Bike’NGo team has been working on the 
business plan since November, constantly fine-
tuning the idea. 

“We’ve been adapting it and changing it 
every day,” Safran said.

A total of 16 teams of young entrepreneurs will 
compete today for the $40,000 prize after emerging 
from a pool of more than 100 competitors. 

The groups will present their ideas during 
the semi-finals of the competition today, hosted 
by the Falcone Center for Entrepreneurship at 
the Whitman School of Management.

The Panasci Business Competition is 
designed to spark the entrepreneurial spirit 
of Syracuse University and State University of 
New York College of Environmental Science 
and Forestry students. 

“It gives them a framework to develop their 
ideas and move their ideas toward commercial-
ization,” said Michael Morris, chairman of the 
department of entrepreneurship & emerging 
enterprises (EEE). 

Morris is one of the many professors avail-
able to the students to aid in creating and refin-
ing the contestant’s business plans. 

From the beginning of the fall semester, 
students are encouraged to prepare for the 
competition. 

After the pool is narrowed down to four 
teams in the semi-finals today, the final round 

will start Saturday with presentations from two 
of the teams from 1:30 p.m. to 2:50 p.m. The next 
two teams will present from 3:05 p.m. to 5:05 
p.m. in the Whitman Auditorium.

The winners will be announced at an awards 
ceremony in Flaum Grand Hall from 6:30 p.m. to 
9:00 p.m. Saturday evening. 

Larry Bennett, a professor in the EEE pro-
gram, said he strongly supports the competition 
and believes students reap tremendous benefits 
from participating. 

“The competition itself drives a razor-sharp 
focus on critical thinking and nailing down 
the details, being able to go from one area of 
the business plan to another area without there 
being huge gaps in the logic,” Bennett said.

The diverse student contingent involved with 
the Panasci business competition provides a 
wide range of original business plans ranging 
from environmental concerns to meeting the 
party needs of college students. 

Past winners of the competition have gone 
on to open businesses in the Syracuse area such 
as campus eatery and music venue, Funk ‘n 
Waffles. 

Graduate management student, Pedro 
Tichauer is giving the competition a second try 
this year with a revamped version of his busi-
ness, called Bolivia Fair Trade. The company 
focuses on meeting the unsatisfied need for 
alpaca wool in the United States and improving 
the living conditions for people in Bolivia. 

This is the second year Tichauer has brought 
his fair trade company to the competition. Last 
year, as the competition heated up, Tichauer 
said he discovered that the basic idea of the 
company needed to be refined. 

“Based on last year’s experience, we’ve total-
ly reshaped the business,” Tichauer said. 

The semi-final round kicks off today at 1:30 
p.m. in rooms 102, 103 and 104 in the Whitman 
building. After today’s presentations, the judges 
will choose four teams to present at the final 
rounds this Saturday in which one team will be 
chosen to be the recipient of a $40,000 prize. 

sirodrig@syr.edu

$40K prize for business plan 
competition starting Friday

train teachers for special education programs. 
A 2007 policy brief on teacher turnover 

by the National Commission on Teaching 
America’s Future addressed the problem 
of employment shortages in the education 
industry. 

“High-need urban and rural schools are 
frequently staffed with inequitable concen-
trations of under-prepared, inexperienced 
teachers who are left to labor on their own to 
meet the needs of their students,” the report 
said. 

The scholarship is also meant to raise the 
profile of the School of Education within SU. 

Amie Redmond, assistant dean for aca-
demic and student services in the School of 
Education, defines the scholarship as “an 
attempt to attract people to the field who have 
been considering it but need that financial 
piece to get there.”

Currently, full-time graduate students 
spend $28,820 on tuition annually. For award 
recipients, that figure would drop to $19,222.24 
per year, food and board not included. 

The scholarship is funded through money 
accumulated in the Dean’s Discretionary 
Fund, with no projected limit on the number of 
awards available. 

“We are going to offer this out to as many 
students that come forward,” Redmond said. 

Gerald Mager, associate dean and professor 
in the School of Education, noted the issues 
with the price tag attached to a graduate 
degree.

“When people graduate from here and 
become teachers, they’re going to go and 
get jobs that start at around $40,000,” he 
said. “They come out of here with enormous 
debt.” 

All teachers in New York state must earn 
their master’s degree to gain certification. 
Mager said he hopes the graduate scholar-
ship program will make that process more 
efficient. 

The School of Education has long main-
tained its status as one of the smaller schools 
within the university. 

Enrollment figures for the school have 
been consistent throughout the past five 
years, Redmond said. Last year, 582 students 
— 75 percent of them female — made up the 
undergraduate class. The graduate students 
outnumbered them, with 732 students in the 
program. 

Chris Brightman is a literacy graduate 
student, who notes the advantages of intimate 
academia within the School of Education.

“Since it’s a smaller school, you really get 
to know the faculty and staff,” he said. “You 
establish relationships with them; you have 
them there to guide you, support you and give 
recommendations.” 

U.S. News and World Report ranks the 
school 53rd out of 278 graduate education pro-
grams nationwide. 

The school takes a stronger lead when it 
comes to inclusive education. 

“We were the founders of the inclusive con-
cept,” Mager said. “What that means is that 
kids with special needs have the same right 
and access as students who don’t have special 
needs, in a classroom.”

Prior to the advent of inclusive theory, 
disabled students were contained within their 
own classrooms, distancing them from con-
ventional social practice. There are still many 
districts that have yet to employ inclusive 
education, and deficiencies persist in the pool 
of math, science and special education profes-
sionals, Mager said.

“There’s something about the way we’ve 
set up our society that it seems to discourage 
people from considering teaching in one of 
those fields,” Mager said. 

He recognizes the graduate scholarship 
program as one big step in the right direction.

“I think that’s our effort locally,” he said. 
“We can’t just look to everywhere else and say 
‘why aren’t they doing something?’” 

Douglas Biklen, dean of the School of Edu-
cation, said the scholarship will also open 
an avenue of communication between the 
School of Education and students in other 
disciplines.

“We are interested in exciting people about 
education,” Biklen said. “This scholarship is giv-
ing us a way to talk about teaching as a career.”

mjreiss@syr.edu
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mackenzie reiss | staff photographer
the scholarship aims to fill teacher posts in urban districts and special needs fields, 
which are the areas vulnerable to inexperienced or unqualified teachers.

are able to do. Youth participants will also per-
form skits prepared by children’s organizations 
in the community.

Games for kids and informational tables will 
be staffed by dozens of local groups. The Syra-
cuse Real Food Co-Op will provide food with an 
emphasis on eating local.  

After 3 p.m., NYPIRG has arranged live 
music ranging from African Marimba to Har-
vey Nusbaum, according to a tentative schedule. 
Three local bands will end the event— The 
Luna Ticks, Sophistafunk, who will open this 
year’s Block Party concert, Kid Fresh and The 
House Party, who is opening for Nas tonight. 

Gene Wexler, a freshman television, radio and 
film major, is playing twice at the event — a solo 
set and then as the guitarist with Kid Fresh.

“It’s cool to see Syracuse outside and actu-
ally using Thornden Park,” Wexler said. “We’re 
taking advantage. No one actually uses it, and it 
has a really cool amphitheater, not to mention 
it’s for Earth Day. Maybe if (people) just come to 
see the music, they’ll actually invest themselves 
in the cause and they’ll actually start learning 
about what the point of Earth Day is.”

Earth Day, which falls on April 22, is a day 
meant to inspire awareness about the Earth. 
The organizers of this event said they want 
people in the community to take some time to 
enjoy the weather and the environment.

But many students glaze over Earth Day as 
just another day.

“I normally forget about Earth Day,” said 
Eric Montgomery, a freshman linguistics major. 
“But I think it will become a more popular holi-
day with global warming and a more perceived 
need to do something about the environment. 
Right now, nobody really celebrates a work in 
progress.”

Last year, the festival focused on “Step it 
up,” a transportation-centered theme that 
tried to get individuals to use alternative 
methods of transportation, like bikes, Eckel 
said.

For the past several years, Thornden Park 
has been the location of the event because of its 
status as a staple in the community. And this 
year, rain or shine, the earth-centric festival 
will be held there again. 

“It’s going to be really fun,” Eckel said. “(We 
hope) that everyone feels empowered to go out 
and make an individual difference for global 
warming.”

kmimamur@syr.edu

earth day
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dinosaur comics by ryan north | qwantz.com

classic perry bible fellowship by nick gurewitch | pbfcomics.com

ËFriday Happy Hour - No cover! 
ËFree food 5-7 p.m.
Ë$3 pitchers and more specials

21 & over. Please drink responsibly. Donʼt drink and drive.
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161 Marshall Street
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the sweet stuff in the middle

By Megan Hess 
Staff Writer

S tacey Herman gave the five-minute 
warning to her fellow dancers as she 
adjusted her sailor’s hat and tugged at 

her midriff-baring top.
“Be angry, be sexy, be sassy,” the sophomore 

elementary education major boomed to a room 
of 53 dancers. They knew it was time to hit the 
stage.

Herman, the coordinator for the Orange 
Pulse 5th Annual Charity Showcase, went 
through her mental checklist. She’s responsible 
for making sure every number is prepared, 
communicating with the stage crew and not to 
mention dancing in two tap and modern dance 

performances.
“Cue strobe lights,” a voice shouted. The 

audience began to rock to the Black Eyed Peas’ 
“Let’s Get It Started,” the first number in the 
showcase. 

Along with various other student organiza-
tions, including Ballroom Dance Organization, 
DanceWorks, First Year Players and T.A.P. (a 
tap dancing group), the Orange Pulse dance 
group performed in Goldstein Auditorium 
Thursday night to a crowd of about 300 students 
and parents. All proceeds from the night went 
to after-school arts and music programs at Dr. 
King Elementary School in Syracuse.

Girls in red and blue neckties, short, pleated 
skirts and knee-high argyle socks sidled on 
stage. Terrance Smith, a freshman communica-
tion and rhetorical studies major, was in the 
spotlight in a silver vest, the only guy in a group 
of nine girls. Catcalls rose from the front rows.

Performances were interspersed by jokes 

Celestial 
choir sings 
Saturday

By Tory Marlin
contributing Writer

Ja-el-Lucina Dozier had never been to 
church before her first concert with 
the Syracuse University Black Celes-
tial Choral Ensemble. Now she regu-
larly attends church downtown with 

other choir 
m e m b e r s . 
And she cred-
its the choir as 
a large part of 
her spiritual 
growth.

“It’s about 
just letting 
go and letting 

God use you instead of always trying 
to be in control,” said Dozier, a senior 
psychology and African-American 
studies major.

Dozier and the rest of the Black 
Celestial Choral Ensemble (BCCE) 
will share vocal talent, complex har-
monies and uplifting lyrics during its 
31st anniversary concert Saturday at 
8 p.m. in Hendricks Chapel.

For the members, the concert 
means more than singing notes on 
sheet music. They view each perfor-
mance as a chance to preach to the 
audience and to spread the gospel 
through songs with positive mes-
sages.

“All of our songs are religious in 
nature,” said Adam Wilson, a sopho-
more aerospace engineering major. 
“It’s sort of the purpose of our choir. 
It’s tied into everything we do.”

Though they are one of the longest-
running Christian organizations 
at SU, BCCE performs mostly off-
campus, said Nicole Alexander, the 
group’s assistant business manager 
and SU alumna. The choir, founded 
in 1977, has traveled all over the 
Northeast to sing at other schools and 
churches. It also visited New York 
City during Spring Break to perform 
at some of the members’ home church-
es in Queens and on Long Island.

“We’ve been able to minister in 
places where you wouldn’t even imag-
ine you could do that,” said Kristine 
Delgado, a senior public relations 
and Spanish major and the group’s 
treasurer.

BCCE frequently receives requests 
to perform in churches on its own or 
with big-name gospel singers. Last 
Friday, BCCE sang at Bethany Baptist 
Church in Syracuse with Grammy-
award winning gospel singer Karen 
Clark Sheard. 

Wilson said BCCE concerts can 
affect audience members, because 
they are unlike any experience any-
thing he’s ever witnessed. 

see choir page 18

IF YOU GO
What: black 
celestial choral 
ensemble concert
Where: Hendricks 
chapel
When: Saturday at 
8 p.m. 
How much: free

stacey herman | contributing photographer
Orange pulse members danced during the organization’s 5th annual charity showcase. ballroom Dance organization, DanceWorks, 
first Year Players and t.a.P., a tap dancing group, also performed.

see orange pulse page 16

Orange Pulse showcase 
features medley of dance 
groups and genres

The beat 
goes on
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For those  
chilly mornings 

and nights,  
cover up with a 
delicate hand 
weaved scarf

Made entirely from 
alpaca wool

Available in bright 
blue, red, green, 

pink, orange, yellow, 
purple, black, and 

brown

Arts Crafts and Natural 
Products from Bolivia

chile
Carnaval hit us in Ecuador as soon as 

we arrived. Literally, it hit us with water bal-
loons. Although the actual celebration was 
still a month off, the boys of Ecuador began 
throwing bombas (water balloons) at just 
about anyone on the street — with bonus 
points for gringas.

“Carnaval made Ecuador hell for me,” said 
Alejandra Arenas, a junior art photography 
major. “I got hit twice a day every single day. 
I wore a raincoat out of the house.” 
She wasn’t alone. A lot of the girls in our 
group began wearing raincoats, walking 
toward traffic to see the attack coming, strat-
egizing routes around high-threat areas and 
staying in the house when schools let out.
But it wasn’t long before we had bought 
bombas of our own for the counterattack, 
and I was receiving calls like, “Yo. Meet me 
in Parque Calderon in 15. Bring bombas. 
Retaliation.”

It was a unique freedom. 
“You can’t just throw water balloons at 

people in the States,” said George Williams, 
a sophomore broadcast journalism and inter-
national relations major and Daily Orange 
staff writer. 

And it wasn’t just water balloons. It was 
buckets of water, hoses, water bottles, 
cups. Pretty much any method of drenching 
strangers was acceptable.

The activity reached a crescendo in early 
February with the actual celebration of Car-
naval — the wildly celebrated holiday and a 
weekend most students spent in the country 
with their families, relaxing and “playing Car-
naval” (soaking each other). But those who 
stayed behind in Cuenca tell a different story: 

“Imagine having a water balloon fight in 
a phone booth. Imagine that,” said Kylee 
DeCoste, a junior Spanish major. 

DeCoste, Nick O’Rourke, a junior inter-
national relations major and Lewis Wheel-
wright, a senior international relations (who 
goes by “Lucho” here, the Spanish equiva-
lent of Luis, which translates, awesomely, to 
“I fight.”) armed themselves and went to war 
with Cuenca. 

“We had at least 50 bombas in that back-
pack,” said DeCoste. “I knew what I was get-
ting into. I went out that day prepared.” 
DeCoste described an Eastwood-esque 
encounter with a stranger on the street, a 
man of maybe 30. They made eye contact, 
then, “I put my bomba up… he put his water 
bottle up… and we went at each other.”

 The trio came back soaked, covered 
in ketchup, mustard and what I can only 
describe as “silly foam” (like silly string, but 
foam). The sight of them walking the streets 
elicited knowing nods from those they 
passed.

Said DeCoste: “After that, we gained a 
lot of respect from the whole Cuenca com-
munity.

—Kyle Adams, staff writer

kyadams@syr.edu

STRASBOURG, FRAnce 
After a week in Nice for Spring Break, my 

travel friends and I were running out of ideas 
for the remaining three days. We had already 
seen the major attractions, fishing villages 
and museums. That left us with no choice — 
we went skiing in the French Alps.

Of course, I a) had never been skiing 
before and b) was afraid of crashing into 
a tree or sliding down the mountain head-
first. But, after a little persuasion from mes 
amis, I hopped on the bus at 8 a.m. and got 
psyched for a day in the snow — something 
I originally had hoped to avoid by escaping 
Syracuse this semester.

I was so nervous, but I had a lot of help 
from fellow SU students Tina Detchon, 
Agatha Lutoborski and Martha Swann, who 
were ever-so patient with me on the bunny 
slope. immediately, but after that, I mea-
sured my progress by the number of times I 
landed on my feet. 

While on the ski lift up there, “Even if we 
slide down on our butts the whole time, at 
least we did it.”

At one point, I remember looking up at the 
incredible panoramic view — snow-covered 
mountaintops, a crystal blue sky — and feel-
ing free, even confident in my skiing abilities. 
That was, of course, until I cut off a snow-
boarder, and in my attempt to apologize, 
got thrown onto the snow by gravity and ate 
it hard. One of my skis even came off my 
boot, but the snowboarder I had flown past 
stopped to help me, and we communicated 
in broken Franglish to successfully put my 
ski on so I could make it slowly down to the 
bottom.

After the trip, I couldn’t move the next 
day. Still, I was content — how many people 
can say they learned to ski in the Alps?  
        —Lindsay Kenton, staff writer

lekenton@syr.edu

lOnDOn 
With only two weeks left in London, I’ve 

started to think about the things I’m going to 
miss when I return to the States:
1. Getting into political debates about the 
2008 U.S. presidential election… at a pub. 
I’m not kidding, Brits know way more about 
U.S. politics than most Americans do, and 
they will bring it up anywhere.
2. Two words: Strongbow pints. Somehow 
measly cans of Keystone simply aren’t going 
to cut it anymore.
3. Getting cheap, amazing Middle Eastern or 
Indian food at any time of day or night. 
4. Hyde Park. I have never seen more gor-
geous parks than in London. 
6. Proximity to the rest of Europe. I’m always 
amazed at the ability to be in a completely 
different country earlier than I wake up most 
mornings in Syracuse. 

—Melanie Hicken, staff writer

mghicken@syr.edu

MADRiD
No city nightlife compares to Madrid’s, 

and nowhere have I found a better example 
of this than in Chueca in the capital city.
We decide it’s a good idea to pay a visit to 
the renowned gay and lesbian area.
So following a few rounds of drinks, we 
stumble upon place that appears, from the 
outside at least, to contain a bit of fun. 
Once the doors open, a blast of techno/
dance party remix/someone-hand-this-girl-
a-microphone music resonates from the 
intimate room ahead. On a stage, a drag 
queen belts her heart out alongside a catchy 
beat. And on the floor a foot or so below her, 
sweaty bodies melodically grind against one 
another. The drag queen pauses from her set 
and waves us in, completing the club’s unof-
ficial newbie welcome.                                   
         —Eric Hughes, staff writer

ejhughes@syr.edu

illustration by emily meluch

Florence, italy: Brush with the Renaissance 
Syracuse’s abroad program in Florence, Italy appeals to the artists of SU students due 
to its lavish architecture and sculptures.

Crossing the border
Students share their 
favorite memories 
while studying abroad

OTheR ABROAD PROGRAMS
-SUAbroad also has abroad centers in the 
East Asian cities of Hong Kong and Beijing. 
-Syracuse University offers other abroad 
programs through “partners” like Australia 
and Central America.
-Summer programs offered by SU include 
Canada, Israel and India.
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The city of Santago sits surrounded by moun-
tains near the center of this long country. The 
Andes rise to the east, white-capped and smaller 
cerros (hills) to the north and west. A polluted 
haze rests almost always over the metropolis, and 
often the mountains are barely visible, if at all. It 
is a bustling modern capital, with all the comforts 
of any U.S. metropolis. 

Except for the comfort of speaking English. In 
fact, we can barely speak Spanish here. Chileans 
often say things like, “we speak horrible Spanish, 
but perfect Chilean.” 

Guide books call it the hardest Spanish in the 
world, challenging even to native speakers. It’s 
fast and low and full of modismos — slang and 
contractions. I bought a Chilean slang dictionary, 
which contains 21 expressions for “to have sexual 
intercourse,” many of which refer to livestock. 

Track I: The Andean Experience 
The program is organized into two options: 

Track I and Track II. Track I students spend the 
first month of the trip (starting in early January), 
in Cuenca, Ecuador, taking intensive Spanish 
classes. Track II students (there are only four) join 
the group in Santiago in early February.

I chose the Track I option, along with 12 other 
SU students (and Good) because we wanted to 
develop our Spanish and experience the Andean 
culture before living in Chile. We lived with host 
families, as we do now in Santiago. Since Ecuador 
is poorer than Chile, the lodgings were more 
modest, and the families tended to be more con-
servative. 

My host father, the shoemaker, questioned me 
nearly daily about the geography of New York 
state. In trying to explain glaciers to him, not 
knowing the word in Spanish, I described giant 
sheets of ice cream moving across the land, appar-
ently also not knowing the word for ice. He was 
very confused. 

“The family situation was ideal,” said George 
Williams, a sophomore broadcast journalism and 
international relations major and Daily Orange 
staff writer, who spent Carnaval with his family 
in the country.  He participated in the most tradi-
tional of Carnaval activities: making a disgusting 
mess of one another with water, flour, condiments 
and anything else at hand. 

“I was putting dulce de leche in my 65-year-
old mother’s hair,” he said. “We spent the night 
dancing. I think that’s why a lot of people came to 
Latin America — to get that experience with your 
family and the culture.”

Cuenca, a city of 400,000, felt like a small, 
intimate town. We had a regular bar that served 
the strongest Cuba Libres (rum and Cokes) you’ll 
find for a dollar. We took salsa dancing classes and 
went out every Wednesday night — salsa night — 
to the same bar, La Mesa. 

But it wasn’t all play. Track I students had 
the option of taking either an intensive Spanish 
course (SPA 201 taught in four weeks) or a service 
learning class at CEDEI (Centros de Estudios 
Interamericanos) in Cuenca. I, like many of the 
Track I students, was told that my Spanish level 
was beyond the class, and the service learning 
class would be more beneficial by immersing me 
in the culture. 

“But as we all know, that class was a joke,” 
Williams said. 

We complained, and SU listened. From now 
on Track I will offer a 300-level Spanish course 
in place of the service learning course, with the 
option of a full-time internship for fluent speakers, 
according to Sue Shane, director of programs at 
SU Abroad. 

CEDEI, where the classes were hosted, is an 
intimate learning center where the founder (and 
proud anarchist), Steve Wille, often lectures per-
sonally about the economic and political situa-
tions in South America. He offers a refreshing and 

engaging perspective of the United States and its 
role in the world. Not a flattering perspective but 
probably an accurate one. 

“He’s a citizen of the world,” said Lewis Wheel-
wright, a senior international relations major, 
who has been in Cuenca taking classes at CEDEI 
since the fall semester. “A very critical thinker. 
He doesn’t accept what’s given to him — almost 
to a fault.” 

While practicing our Spanish in Ecuador, we 
also got our first taste of the Latin American 
culture. Unfortunately for the girls, this included 
the machismo. 

“I’ve never heard so many catcalls in my life,” 
said Kylee DeCoste, a junior Spanish major. “I felt 
like I had to cover my body up and down.” 

The catcalls, or piropos, have been ubiquitous 
in every country we’ve been in, but Assistant 
Director in Santiago Isable Yévenes said they are 
more about the men reinforcing their own mas-
culinity than anything else. “It’s their problem,” 
she said, and as long as it’s only verbal, the girls 
should ignore them and continue walking. 

Wanderlust
The next phase of the program, after a tough 

goodbye to Cuenca, was the field seminar. We 
arrived first in Santiago, left our heavy luggage, 
then flew to Buenos Aires and Montevideo — the 
respective capitals of Argentina and Uruguay. 
We spent about four days in each, maintaining 
a rigorous schedule of tours and lectures about 
the politics, history and culture of the southern 
cone. It was educational, but many students felt 

they missed an opportunity to really experience 
the cities. 

“That was honestly the most disappointing 
thing so far,” said Alejandra Arenas, a junior art 
photography major. “I feel like I really didn’t get to 
see anything (in Buenos Aires).” 

Most of us came to South America in the spirit of 
adventure and exploration. That spirit has pushed 
us repeatedly out of Santiago, to explore the moun-
tains that make up 80 percent of this country’s 
topography, and also the lakes, rivers, volcanoes and 
sea. But that spirit can make class time, no matter 
how valuable, also torturous. 

“You come here to learn to be patient,” Yévenes 
said. “To try new things, to do new things, to develop 
a sense of humor — to learn to laugh at yourself.”

Many of students here had already traveled to 
Europe and were looking for a new experience and 
a chance to learn Spanish. Some had family ties to 
the area and some, like me, were called at the last 
minute and offered $6,000 grants to switch from 
the Madrid program. But all of us were willing 
to be guinea pigs — or pioneers, as we prefer to 
think of it.

Que Sera, Sera Mejor 
(What Will Be, Will Be Better)

The Chile directors, Paredes and Yévenes, who 
both have extensive experience working with 
abroad programs, are already considering the 
student’s feedback and working to improve the 
program for next semester, including changes to 
the field seminar. 

“(Mauricio Paredes) was hired because of his…

very relevant academic work/teaching experience 
and his calm, caring personality,” said Daeya M. 
Malboeuf, associate director of marketing and 
communications for SU Abroad, in an e-mail. 

“Mauricio — the majority of my phone calls 
are from him,” Williams said. “I can’t say enough 
about the people that are in charge. They’ve 
been…increíbles.” 

Paredes, who was a political prisoner during 
the Augusto Pinochet dictatorship, will teach a 
course on human rights in the southern cone next 
semester instead of the general contemporary 
issues seminar he is teaching now. 

He also plans a major change to the academic 
structure of the program: to work with Univer-
sidad Catolica and Universidad de Chile, where 
students are taking classes this semester. 

“That will improve the quality of this program 
toward the sky,” Parades said. 

He proposed the involvement of Universidad 
Catolica from the start, but when he was hired, SU 
had already made agreements with Universidad 
de Chile that couldn’t be changed. 

“Some of the designs were not very good, so that 
was a huge, huge problem,” Paredes said, pointing 
to cultural differences between the academic sys-
tems as a major stumbling block. Chilean classes 
tend to be more disorganized, especially in the 
first few weeks, than U.S. classes. 

Eighteen of the 38 approved Universidad de 
Chile courses ended up cancelled or in conflict 
with the required Spanish classes. 

“But everything is getting better,” he said. 
Getting better thanks in large part to our 

constant complaining. “I feel very sorry for you 
guys, really,” Paredes said. The fall group, now 
estimated to be about 15 to 20 students,  will benefit 
from these changes, not us. 

“We are planning to be the best program in 
Santiago — academic program,” said Yévenes. 

I only say, future students: you owe us a drink 
— and make it a Pisco Sour.

Kyle Adams is a junior magazine 
journalism and anthropology major cur-

rently studying abroad in South America. 
He can be reached at kyadams@syr.edu.

chIlE
f r o m  p a g e  1

courtesy of theresa walsh
The group of Chile Su AbroAd STudenTS pose for a photo on one of their numerous adventures around South America. This 
is the first year that Chile has been a destination in the SU Abroad program. 

“My host father, the shoemaker, questioned me 
nearly daily about the geography of New York state. 
In trying to explain glaciers to him, not knowing 
the word in Spanish, I described giant sheets of ice 
cream moving across the land, apparently also not 
knowing the word for ice. He was very confused.” 
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Cole’s jazz Untempered 
Ensemble to perform

By Shelley Kandpal
Contributing writer

William Cole doesn’t just stick to traditional 
jazz instruments like piano and trumpet in his 
ensemble — he also uses foreign instruments 
like Asian double reed horns, Chinese sonas and 
Korean hojoks to create a distinct sound that 

has gained his ensemble 
national recognition.

Cole, who is also an 
African-American stud-
ies professor at Syracuse 
University, will perform 
with his Untempered 
Ensemble Saturday at 8 
p.m. in Kittredge Audi-
torium in HBC. The 

event is free and open to the public. 
“I have the gift of music,” Cole said. “And if I 

didn’t do everything then that would be the big-
gest sin because it was the gift given to me, and I 
should see it through,” 

While Cole’s daytime visage may be that of 
a professor, his other passion lies in music. In 
1992, Cole started a trio called “Untempered 
Ensemble” which first performed at Dartmouth 
College and expanded to a seven-musician 

ensemble shortly after.
 “I just wanted to play my music,” Cole said of 

starting his ensemble. He began to write music 
from proverbs in the 1980s, performing them 
in Boston and New York City. In the 1990s, Cole 
decided he wanted to put a trio together, made 
up of him along with musicians Warren Smith 
and Joe Daley. The show will consist of mainly 
improvised jazz, the ensemble’s specialty. Cole 
cited influences like Miles Davis, Sam Rivers as 
well as John Coltrane as some major contribu-
tors to his creations

“They’re incredibly accomplished musicians 
and artists all who have put their stamp on the 
music that we play. …They are all just incred-
ible musicians,” Cole said.

Cole said by using proverbs, he is able to com-
municate through the lyrics of the composition. 
For the music side, he uses the syllables of the 
piece as the rhythmic structure. He also has 
written pieces that question war, particularly 
the lack of support from other countries in the 
world.

 “I want people to take pleasure of the music,” 
Cole said. “I don’t know if my music is always 
beautiful, but it is always thought-provoking”.

skandpal@syr.edu

IF YOU GO
What: bill Cole’s 
untempered 
ensemble
Where: Kittredge 
Auditorium in HbC
When: Saturday at 
8:00 p.m.
How much: Free

top 5 ✪

max nepstad | contributing photographer

United nations
international student-atHletes gathered in Manley Field House for the international Soiree, sponsored by the Student-Athletes Across borders (SAAb). Hosting the 
event was vice president of SAAb and international student-athlete terry Marshall, who originates from barbados. entertainment for the event included performances from the 
west African Drumming ensemble, the Kalabash Dance troupe, orange Kendo, the Asian Dance troupe and Santiago bueno.

Ann Landers and Dear Abby

SeeInG dOUble
in honor of a Maryland woman giving 
birth to quadruplets, including three 
identical boys, we name our top five 
favorite twins:

Arnold Schwarzenegger and Danny DeVito

Jose and ozzie Canseco

the olsen twins

Lindsay Lohan in “the Parent trap” 



Lindsay Lohan in “The Parent Trap” 
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annual Greek Unity Fest Concert — which 
headlines the famous rapper — close to 
1,500 tickets were gone, leaving Smith 
without one.

“But then again, it is Nas,” he said.
The renowned musician will perform on 

stage at the Schine Student Center tonight, 
as a part of the sold-out Greek Unity Fest 
Concert. Known for his controversy and 
contribution to the East Coast hip hop scene. 
Nas headlines the concert four days before 
University Union’s annual Block Party, 
featuring hip hop stars Fergie and Sean 
Kingston. 

“The event will be one of the highlights 
of the year,” said John Carter, president 
of the National Panhellenic Council. “It’s 
something we put a lot of effort into, not only 
for the event (tonight), but also the whole 
weekend.” 

The concert will be followed by a step 
show and a party, both this Saturday at Gold-
stein Auditorium.

With tickets going fast, some students 
even used Nas’ arrival to turn a quick profit.

After spending two hours at the Schine 

Box Office to buy three tickets, Alex Marti, 
a sophomore marketing major, resold one of 
them for a $35 profit. 

“I figured that there were people that 
would be willing to pay more than retail,” 
Marti said.

With three albums that topped Bill-
board Music Charts since his debut album 
“Illmatic” in 1994, Nas has gone from 
being an eighth grade dropout to record-
ing eight successful albums through the 
past 17 years. Spawning hits such as “One 
Love” and “New York State of Mind,” the 
rapper is scheduled to release his ninth 
album, “N****r,” (except spelled out) next 
Tuesday.

“Man, I almost s*** my pants to tell you 
the truth,” said The Kid Fresh, when he 
heard he would open for Nas. The Le Moyne 
College alumnus and Phi Beta Sigma brother 
said he grew up listening to Nas and is influ-
enced by his work. Comedian Tony Roberts, 
who appeared on HBO’s Def Comedy Jam, 
will also share the stage.

“They do this every year, and they go out 
with a bang,” The Kid Fresh said. “The step 
show, the party, all that makes a spectacular 
event. Everybody has a good time, that’s 
what it’s all about.”

edpaik@syr.edu

from emcee Scott Spinelli, who’s also a Daily 
Orange columnist. His PG-13 quips covered 
everything from “The Price is Right” to leave-
in conditioner and hotdog-eating contests. He 
received a mediocre response from the audi-
ence, which only tittered here and there.

Other hip hop, lyrical, modern, jazz and 
tap performances were set to songs like Snow 
Patrol’s “Chasing Cars,” Alien Ant Farm’s 
“Smooth Criminal” and Frou Frou’s “Let Go.”

“Some of the music (Orange Pulse) chose, 
like the alternative rock, seemed difficult to 
dance to,” said Bryant Sculos, a freshman 
political philosophy major.

But parents clasped bouquets of flowers 
and younger siblings bobbed in their seats 
as dancers formed a Rockette-style kick line 
to Christina Aguilera’s “Candyman.” They 
clapped to the beat during DanceWorks’ per-
formance to a cover of “You Oughta Know” by 
The Killing Moon.

“I like how the show incorporated different 
types of dances,” said Hillary Bell, a freshman 
finance major. “It wasn’t just all about hip hop 

or jazz.”
In addition to the various dance groups 

on stage, First Year Players performed a 
musical number from this year’s rendition 
of “FAME.”

One of the highlights of the night was 
the raffle. Students won, among other prizes, 
a dancing toy Otto, movie tickets to Regal 
Cinemas, hair products from Nexxus and a 
Cold Stone Creamery basket. The hot item of 
the night was a silver 4GB iPod nano. To the 
disappointed sighs from the crowd, the iPod 
was awarded to a father of one of the dancers.

By the end of the night, students were heat-
ed up to a hip hop mix featuring Justin Tim-
berlake and Timbaland. The choreography 
complemented the smooth, upbeat rhythm.

Tulips and balloons filled the stage as danc-
ers took their final bows.

“Tonight was fantastic,” said Debi Smith, 
mother of Orange Pulse vice president and 
senior Lindsay Smith. Debi drove five hours 
from Belchertown, Mass. to see her daughter 
perform. “It’s bittersweet for me as a parent 
because it’s one of my last times coming up to 
Syracuse. But Orange Pulse has helped shape 
who these girls are today.”

mehess@syr.edu

EAT ROUND

Q&A with ‘Harold and 
Kumar’ stars Penn and Cho

nas
f r o m  p a g e  1

The Daily Orange participated in a conference 
call with Kal Penn and John Cho, stars of the 
new film “Harold and Kumar Escape from 
Guantanamo Bay.” The sequel to 2004’s hit 
“Harold and Kumar Go to White Castle” hits 
theaters next Friday.

How did the idea for the plot for “Guantan-
amo Bay” come about? Admittedly, it is a 
little bit of a departure from the first movie.
Cho: I think the idea for the plot, well, I’ll 
preface it by saying that if they had written 
the sequel after the first one, if the first movie 
had been a box office hit they would’ve prob-
ably written the sequel soon after the first 
one, and the plot wouldn’t have been what we 
have now. And I think because we didn’t get 
the green light for a few years really, they had 
time to sit on it and also time to kind of clock 
what people were appreciating about the first 
one and kind of the political, racial and social 
humor became such an identifying mark of 
the first movie that the audience kind of forced 
the hand. And they felt that they had to inject 
some of that subversive, political humor into 
the second one as well. And they needed some-
thing bigger and better, and at the time the 
Guantanamo stuff was really in the news, as it 
continues to be. So they felt that that would be 
a fun way to get that going.

It sounds like you’re touching on a bit of 
discrimination, human rights, social and 
political injustices in the new film, will this 
movie be more political and less silly than 
the first one?
Penn: I don’t think it’s a political film in 
terms of taking a stance on anything, but it 
inherently deals with some of the pop culture 
that surrounds the political sphere right now. 
I mean, we’ve got a caricature of President 
Bush in the movie, so you can’t deny that 

you’re playing with the idea of politics, but I 
don’t think it’s a departure. 
Cho: And I think the political premise is a 
way to make fart and poo jokes funnier.
Penn: Probably true, actually, yeah.

Do you guys take personal credit for the 
resurrection of Neil Patrick Harris’ career?
Cho: Do we take credit, did she say?
Penn: Yeah, I wanna take credit for it right 
now. No, I think Neil has talked about how 
(writers) Jon (Hurwitz) and Hayden’s (Schloss-
berg) script and playing the part has opened 
up some other opportunities for him. What do 
you think, Cho?
Cho: Yeah, I think he’s been open about that. 
I think that Harold & Kumar, the first movie, 
allowed people to see him in a different light, 
and I believe he has said, “I don’t think I’d be 
on ‘How I Met Your Mother’ without Harold & 
Kumar.”

Will we see any future Harold & Kumar 
spin-offs or sequels, or is that unknown at 
this point?
Cho: Unknown, I think, and I think it would 
depend on how people react to this one. Really 
it just depends on whether people vote with 
their dollars for this movie, just like the first 
one.
Penn: Yeah, I would second that. The reason 
we have a sequel now is because of the support 
from fans on the DVD. But we’re also four 
years older, so if you want to see a third movie 
would you please go see it opening weekend, 
then we can make it next year instead of four 
years from now when we will be considerably 
older.
Cho: My body is declining at an incredible 
rate.

—Dan Hubsher, staff writer

djhubshe@syr.edu

orange pulse
f r o m  p a g e  1 1

dailyorange.com
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Forget me not
JUICY BITS OF CINEMA

me not
By Dan Hubsher

STAFF WRITER

T he most popular 
hal lmark of a Judd 
Apatow-produced 
comedy is the almost 

constant stream of random and often vulgar jokes 
and banter between characters. But, what makes a 
great Apatow fi lm — like “Knocked Up” and “The 
40-Year-Old Virgin” — is the decidedly mature 
and realistic take on its story.

Fortunately, both of these hallmarks are 
present in the crude, yet witty, “Forgetting Sarah 
Marshall.”

In “Marshall,” Jason Segel stars as Peter 
Bretter, a humorously heartbroken mope who 
struggles to get over his ex, TV starlet Sarah Mar-
shall played by Kristen Bell. 

Peter eventually decides to escape his troubles 
with a vacation to Hawaii, only to encounter 
Sarah and her new beau, rock star Aldous Snow 
(played by the relatively unknown Russell 
Brand).

Segel, who also wrote the screenplay, lends 
wit and depth to the beleaguered Peter who is 

able to come off as more than a downtrodden 
version of the signature Apatow man-child. Be 

forewarned though: Segel is way too com-
fortable with full-frontal nudity. Way 

too comfortable.
Bell’s titular Sarah, who could 

have easily fallen into the one-
dimensional role of a selfi sh cheat 

of an ex-girlfriend, also gets her fair 
share of character complexity. She’s 

still a selfi sh cheat of an ex-girlfriend, 
but she has her reasons for being that 

way. 
Mila Kunis’s Rachel Jansen, who Peter 

falls for in the midst of his torturous vaca-
tion, came across rather fl at as an affable 

hotel concierge. While Kunis is actually the 
most forgettable part of the movie — it’s Bell’s 

new boyfriend Brand who steals the show. 

His ridiculous mash-up of Bono and Mick Jagger 
gives both Segel and Bell a hilarious foil to play 
off. Particularly enjoyable is a bedroom battle 
between the couples in which Bell and Brand try 
to “out-sex” Segel and Kunis through the walls of 
their hotel rooms.

A slew of cameos and bit parts, as expected 
from an Apatow fi lm, keep “Marshall” from get-
ting too caught up in its romantic plot — whether 
it be Jonah Hill of “Superbad,” who plays a waiter 
obsessed with Snow or “30 Rock’s” Jack McBray-
er’s prudish uptight newlywed. 

However, Apatow mainstays Bill Hader and 
Paul Rudd are criminally underused as Peter’s 
stepbrother and a stoner surfi ng instructor, 
respectively.

“Marshall” does suffer slightly due to a formu-
laic story, if only because its predecessors have 
treaded on similar ground. At times, it seems to 
get lost in a sequence of poorly put-together scenes 
that don’t seem to advance anything, whereas 
“Knocked Up” — arguably Apatow’s strongest 
fi lm — always had a driving force behind its story. 

Additionally, the plot itself is dangerously close 
to gimmicky as is the downright odd subplot of 
Peter developing a Dracula-based rock opera with 
puppets.

These missteps can be forgiven though, as it is 
fairly consistent with what we’ve seen in the past 
from Apatow Productions. Deftly blending lewd 
and raunchy comedy with adult sensibilities and 
a level head, “Forgetting Sarah Marshall” never 
truly loses its footing in entertaining and keeping 
its audience laughing. And at the end of the day, 
that’s all it’s really meant to do.

djhubshe@syr.edu

“FORGETTING SARAH 
MARSHALL”
Directed by: Nicholas Stoller
Starring: Jason Segel, Kristen Bell, Mila Kunis, 
Russell Brand 
Rating: ★★★★✩

‘Forgetting Sarah 
Marshall’ overcomes 
generic plot with 
crude wit 
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“There are plenty of people who have come 
and who have started their relationship with 
Christ through being here at one of the con-
certs,” Wilson said.  “There have been many 
stories of salvation like that.”

Because they believe in ministering to audi-
ences through their music, many of the mem-
bers said they feel a sense of responsibility in 
what they do. 

Many of BCCE’s 43 members are connected 
through other religious outlets; they often 
attend church and Bible study classes together 
outside of the choir.

“Everybody has that relationship, and 
they’re growing in that relationship,” said 
choir-member Jesse Poe, a senior psychology 
major. “We help each other, and we go to church 
together and we pray together.”  

Not every member of the choir comes seek-
ing the same spiritual growth.

“People kind of come in just to sing, and 
they want to be part of something that’s 
positive,” Poe said. “And then afterward, 
it becomes a lot more of a spiritual experi-
ence.”

Brandon Richardson, a sophomore who’s 
been in the choir for two years, said being a 
member has enriched his experience at Syra-
cuse University.

Richardson takes BCCE with him outside of 
Hendricks, often onto the Quad when he walks 
to class. 

“After we learn a song, I’ll buy it and put it 
on my iPod,” he said, “just so I know I’m doing 
my best.” 

vlmarlin@syr.edu

choir
f r o m  p a g e  1 1

courtesy of the black celestial choral ensemble
the Black celestial choral ensemBle will perform during its 31st anniversary concert Saturday at 8 p.m. in Hendricks 
Chapel.
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and become fourth-quarter-oriented, all while 
remaining injury-free. After its most recent three-
games-in-seven-days whirlwind, the Orange has 
had six days to prepare for Albany (5-6). They’ll 
meet tonight in the Carrier Dome at 7 p.m.

At the fi rst workout in September, Syracuse 
(10-1) stayed in the “squat hold” for 30 seconds. The 
next week, 45 seconds. The next week, one minute. 
One week later, 1:15. Another week, 1:30.  And on 
the fi nal “squat hold” in December? Five minutes.

Luther, who has worked primarily with 
the football team since coming to SU in 2000, 
brought a new culture to the team’s off-season. 
Twice this season — against Georgetown and 
Johns Hopkins — Syracuse trailed by three 
goals in the fourth quarter and came back to 
win in overtime. It’s not a coincidence. 

“I think it’s hard to say there isn’t a correla-
tion,” SU junior midfi elder Matt Abbott said. 
“We worked hard in the offseason last year but 
not nearly as hard as we did for this season. 
Without it, we defi nitely wouldn’t be where we 
are today.”

Added head coach John Desko, “(Luther) 
helps keep the guys motivated. He’s very upbeat 
and has a great feel for how to push them.”

The re-haul began last July when Desko and 
Luther discussed a new workout plan for this 
season. Desko offered Luther full reign, and 
he obliged. Under one condition. The usual six-
week gap in training created by fall ball from 
September to mid-October was unacceptable. 
Luther wanted continuous training.

“Quite honestly, in the fall, we don’t play any-
body. It doesn’t count,” Luther said. “It counts 
in the spring. So I was very adamant in telling 
John that we need to train in fall ball. … (I said) 

‘These guys are going to get killed, but in the 
end it’s going to be better for them.’”

So Luther “smashed them” in the fall. The 
Orange lifted weights three times per week and 
ran four times per week. Luther had worked 
individually with several Syracuse lacrosse 
players before, including four-time All-Amer-
ican Michael Springer and Jake Plunket. But 
now he needed the entire team unifi ed.

Commitment had been sporadic — an “after-
thought,” Luther said. But after last season’s 5-8 
letdown, the mood changed. Syracuse lost fi ve 
games by three goals or less last season. The 
status quo needed a shakeup.

“Guys bought into his system,” Abbott said. 
“Guys really believe in what Hal says. Everyone 
is in much better shape than they were at this 
point last season. It’s showing as the season has 
gone on.”

Previously, Syracuse gauged preseason fi t-
ness with a two-mile test, Luther said. Lacrosse, 
however, is built on a different energy system. 
It’s anaerobic (without oxygen), demanding the 
body release and reload lactic acid — without 
oxygen readily available — at a frantic rate. 

Luther instilled a new run test to coincide with 
the sport’s biological demands.

At the start of fall training, Luther had Syra-
cuse run three “400-yard gassers,” a down-back-
down-back sprint on the football fi eld. Players 
needed to fi nish the fi rst run under 62 seconds, 
the second under 68 seconds, and the third 
under 72 seconds. A workout culture shock. 
Only 10 of 50 players passed the fi rst test in 
September. All who failed were required to put 
in additional conditioning. Four months later, 
40 of the 50 passed.

A carryover effect has resulted. Syracuse is 
dominating the end of games this season. In the 
fourth quarter and overtime, SU is decisively 
out-shooting (139-71) and outscoring (45-24) its 
opponents — appearing as fresh in the fourth 
quarter as it does in the fi rst. Syracuse’s con-
ditioning was also put to the test with two 
stretches of three games in seven days. In both 
three-game fl urries, SU went 3-0.

And unlike years past when mainstays were 
lost for the season (Steven Brooks and Greg 
Niewieroski in 2006), injuries have been a non-
issue this year. 

Luther is the constant common denomina-
tor. 

“Defi nitely, defi nitely. It’s the strength and 
conditioning,” SU senior Evan Brady said. 
“Guys aren’t getting hurt as much as before.”

Sitting on a track mat inside Manley Field 
House, with his hands clasped behind his head, 

Brady smiles as if reminiscing.
“He’s just like a really intense guy,” Brady 

said. “But at the same time, he really cares 
about us. He comes to our games and is looking 
out for us.”

Luther admits his “hold the rope” metaphor 
is extreme, but it’s caught on. Syracuse still 
trains twice a week, albeit with slightly less 
intensity. But the “hold the rope” culture has 
become permanent, and SU is one overtime 
blemish away from being undefeated. 

“That was a philosophy we built,” Luther 
said. “When one guy wanted to give in or one 
guy wanted to stand up or one guy wanted to 
catch a blow, whatever, we’d say ‘Hold the rope. 
Hold the rope.’ …These guys held onto that 
phrase and bought into everything.” 

thdunne@syr.edu

ALBANY
F R O M  P A G E  2 4

stephen dockery | photo editor
MATT ABBOTT has six goals, six assists and 49 ground balls through 11 games this season. Abbott and the Orange have endured a new workout program under Hal Luther.

“Guys really believe in 
what Hal says. Everyone 
is in much better shape 
than they were at 
this point last season. 
It’s showing as the 
season has gone on.”

Matt Abbott
JUNIOR MIDFIELDER

UPCOMING SCHEDULE
DATE OPPONENT   TIME
Today Albany   7 p.m.
April 26 Massachusetts 2 p.m.
May 3 at Colgate  1 p.m.
May 10-11 NCAA 1st round TBA
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By Heather Crowley
Staff Writer

It didn’t take Flings Owusu-Agyapong long to 
make it to the top.

Owusu-Agyapong didn’t start training for 
track and field until her 11th year of school 
but was soon a three-time team MVP. In 2006, 

Owusu-Agyapong 
became the Ontario 
Federation of School 
Athletic Associa-
tions champion in 

the 100-meter dash. 
It was a place she fast became accustomed to.
“Well competitions in Toronto, or at least 

the region I was in, it wasn’t really that big,” 
Owusu-Agyapong said. “There weren’t really 
a whole lot of runners there. Coming out here 
it’s like everyone is running really, really fast. 
You’re like ‘Wow,’ and you have to step back and 
find yourself again.”

Next up for the Owusu-Agyapong and the 
Orange is the Larry Ellis Invitational in Princ-
eton, N.J., as the Big East championships loom 
just two weeks away.

This season, as member of the Syracuse 
track and field team, Owusu-Agyapong outran 
the vast majority of her fellow, and often more 
experienced, teammates. In her first indoor 
season with the Orange, Owusu-Agyapong 
broke the school record in the 60-meter dash 
with a time of 7.52 at the ECAC Championship 
in January.

She fell short of her goal of posting an 
NCAA Regional qualifying time during the 
indoor season, and her name didn’t enter 
the record books under easy circumstances. 
Her performance at ECAC came after signifi-
cant strife because of something else she had 
become accustomed to.

Owusu-Agyapong’s season training took a 
devastating blow when she was sidelined with 
what the coaching staff reported as a minor 
injury. This wasn’t a huge surprise as Owusu-
Agyapong battled injuries throughout her high 
school career. Owusu-Agyapong had to work her 
way back through a slow rehabilitation process. 
Each month represented a different benchmark 
as she fought to return.

During the month of October, Owusu-Ag-

yapong didn’t run at all.  As weeks fell off the 
calendar, progress gradually occurred. Novem-
ber marked the return of running but still no 
sprinting. After nearly three months, Owusu-
Agyapong could finally come back to sprinting 
in December.

“She’s able to sprint three times a week,” 
sprints coach Dave Hegland said. “That’s that 
litmus test for us in terms of whether or not 
we’re getting a full workload in, if you can 
sprint three times a week.”

Although she finally made a strong return 
at ECAC for the indoor season, she missed 
a large portion of training time with the 
injury, which could hamper her ability to run 
outdoor. Owusu-Agyapong is running with 
a disadvantage training-wise and has yet 
to reach the potential Hegland knows she is 
capable of.

“The first time I went up and recruited her 
in Toronto and watched her train I knew she 
was really talented,” Hegland said. “She’s 
really explosive, and she looks like a sprinter, 
plus I think she’s got all the tools to be really 
great.”

Owusu-Agyapong wants to spend the remain-
der of the outdoor season focused on reaching 
the NCAA regionals. The disappointment of 
the indoor season has turned into fuel for the 
outdoor season.

“I hope she’s a top five at the Big East kind of 
runner,” SU head coach Chris Fox said. “I really 
hope that she qualifies for the NCAA regionals, 
which I think is a great goal for a freshman. She 
is perfectly capable of doing that.”

Thus far in the outdoor season Owusu-Agy-
apong has posted an ECAC qualifying time in 
the 100-meter dash, as she did with the 60-meter 
in indoor, yet still has failed to tally the seem-
ingly elusive NCAA regional time. Although 
her opportunities are dwindling (only three 
meets remain) Owusu-Agyapong still could 
qualify to compete against some of the world’s 
best runners.

“This year is really about acclimating to the 
training and being in college,” Hegland said. 
“She needs to try to train for the year and stay 
healthy. That’s going to be paramount for her 
through her entire career.”

hscrowle@syr.edu

awareness, while the rainbow button shows she 
is an LGBT ally. A safety pin with a red ribbon 
attached promotes AIDS awareness, while yet 
another pin shows her pro-choice beliefs.

She wears a green ribbon against domestic 
violence, showing support for Take Back the 
Night, in which she is a member of the plan-
ning committee. She is also president of the 
Student-Athlete Advisory Committee, founder 
and president of Student Athletes Across Bor-
ders, vice president of the Student Peace Action 
Network, and is a member of the planning 
committee for the “Ten Tons of Love” charitable 
donation drive.

They have always been a part of her life, just 
like athletics.

But Drouin worries the politics could decide 
her athletic future. While it remains unlikely, 
activists have been pushing Canada and other 
countries to boycott the entire Olympics.

Drouin said this type of action would be 
unfair to the athletes because it eliminates their 
opportunity to choose whether or not they wish 
to attend.

“This would be my best shot at going, and 
I haven’t decided if I want to invest another 
four years after working so hard to try to make 
the next one,” she said. “So if I didn’t have the 
opportunity to go at all because of a government 
choice that would probably disappoint me.”

	 ❊	 ❊	 ❊

Like many aspiring athletes, Drouin had 
dreamed of going to the Olympics since she 
started high jumping in fourth grade. But that 
dream had started to lose its luster when she 
entered college.

“There was one point in time where I thought 
I didn’t want to do it,” Drouin said of qualifying 
for the Olympics. “I had been doing sports for a 
long time, and if I don’t improve enough while 
I’m in college, do I really want to invest another 
10-15 years of my life trying to reach that goal? 
And I didn’t know that I did.”

That point in time came during her first 
two years at Syracuse. She was practic-

ing longer and harder than ever in her 
career, and the results just weren’t what she 
expected.

Inexperienced at multi-events — she had 
only competed at single events in high school 
— coincided with Drouin’s first real bouts with 
nagging injuries. She developed tendonitis in 
her knees and formed a habit of spraining her 
ankles.

Then came the Big East championships 
in May 2007. All the hard work finally paid 
off, and Drouin earned the league title in the 
heptathlon with a school-record 5,890 points 
earned.

SU assistant coach Enoch Borozinski 
approached Drouin after the competition and 
told her the score was an Olympic B qualifying 
mark (Drouin needs to reach the A qualifying 
mark to make the Olympic team). She was 
surprised and at first did not completely believe 
her coach. But after some research on her own, 
she discovered the Olympics might not be just a 
pipe dream after all.

“I honestly thought that it would have 
taken a lot higher (score),” Drouin said. “Not 
that that’s not a good score, but I was just 
assuming I’m not at that level yet. I was really 
amazed. I guess it was surprising that I could 
do that.”

And just like that, the dream was back.
“It got me a lot more excited,” Drouin said. 

“The fact that that was a possibility did get me 
a lot more excited for the prospects after the 
university. And that lasted probably through 

the entire summer and start of the school year.”

	 ❊	 ❊	 ❊

Now comes the hard part for Drouin: actu-
ally qualifying for the Olympics after all the 
talk about her chances for the past year.

She had a strong indoor season, winning 
the Big East championship in the pentathlon 
in February. Her NCAA championships were 
less exciting; she earned 17th place in the high 
jump and did not compete in the pentathlon, 
but that was all part of the long-term plan, said 
Borozinski.

“Right now it’s kind of like we’re on cruise 
control, just kind of waiting our time and fine-
tuning some things until the Big East comes 
around,” he said. “We’re barely halfway into the 
year right now where most kids are finishing 
up.”

Drouin needs to accumulate the 6,000 points 
in the heptathlon during a major meet to qualify 
for the Canadian team. Those meets include the 
NCAA regional and championship meets, the 

Canadian National Championship and some 
later European meets.

As the qualifying events inch closer, Drouin 
admits the pressure is on her mind.

“I think, well, now that I’ve been talking 
about this and people know, what happens if 
it doesn’t happen?” she said. “What if I don’t 
make the team? I start getting worried about 
that.”

If she doesn’t make the team this year, 
Drouin has not decided if she will continue 
to train for the 2012 Olympics. She plans to 
attend chiropractic school in either California 
or England, and she does not know if she 
will be able to keep up her training at a high 
enough level.

Drouin’s mother, Sheila, said her stomach 
will be in knots because she knows how much 
pressure her daughter will be facing at the 
NCAAs.

“I said, ‘You know what Jillian, if it doesn’t 
happen it doesn’t happen,’” Sheila said. “‘You 
have nothing to be ashamed of. To be where 
you are at 21 years old, you’re a winner as far as 
anyone’s concerned.’”

	 ❊	 ❊	 ❊

Drouin said unless the situations in China 
and Tibet escalated dramatically in the com-
ing months, she would not choose to boycott 
the games. This may be the only chance she 
has to qualify, and she wants to take advan-
tage of it.

She doesn’t want to look like she’s sitting on 
the fence. She doesn’t want to look like a hypo-
crite for not acting on the beliefs she displays so 
proudly with the pins on her backpack. 

She also doesn’t want to miss out on perhaps 
the best athletic opportunity of her life.

But Drouin thinks there is a way she can 
compete and display a prominent protest on an 
international stage.

“People have done crazy things before,” 
Drouin said. “Wearing a warmup T-shirt that 
says ‘Free Tibet’ or something would not be out 
of the question I don’t think.

“There are still ways to participate and show 
that I don’t agree with what’s going on at the 
same time.”

bntahmos@syr.edu

t r a c k  &  f i e l d

Owusu-Agyapong hoping comeback trail ends with NCAA regional bid

Road to Beijing
Drouin’s Big east championship perfor-
mance in 2007 was just 110 points shy of 
the Canadian Olympic qualifying mark. 
Syracuse assistant coach enoch Borozin-
ski said she could stand to improve her 
800-meter time and her javelin throw, 
but just a small increase in all the events 
would put her over the top.

“She’s at that point where everything is 
going to continue to improve just a little 
bit,” Borozinski said. “But just that little 
bit is a lot. i’m very confident that she has 
a good shot.”

EvEnt	 timE/distancE
High jump 1.84m
Long jump 6.07m
Javelin throw 41.13m
100m hurdles 13.88
Shot put 12.22
200m dash 24.71
800m run 2:28.16
total 5,890 points 

for a more detailed description of the 
scoring, visit www.iaaf.org.

drouin
f r o m  p a g e  2 4

UP neX t
What: Larry Ellis Inv.
Where: Princeton, N.J.
When: Friday, Saturday

“I think, well, now 
that I’ve been talking 
about this and people 
know, what happens 
if it doesn’t happen? 
What if I don’t make 
the team? I start getting 
worried about that.”

Jillian Drouin
SU SeNiOr
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By Christopher James
Staff Writer

Before practice Thursday on Wohl Field, the Syra-
cuse women’s lacrosse players seemed relaxed, 
discussing crab cakes and the dinner menu this 
weekend in Baltimore’s inner harbor.

It didn’t take long before junior Halley Quil-
linan switched topics and started explaining to 

a pair of teammates 
how one upset 
could alter the No. 4 
Orange’s fate.

Syracuse’s 12-2 
record belies uneasiness below the surface as 
it heads south to take on Loyola (Md.) Saturday 
at 1 p.m. If the Orange beats the Greyhounds, SU 
clinches the regular season Big East crown.

But that’s of no consolation right now.
Due to a weak strength of schedule, SU’s RPI 

is ninth according to the NCAA. That ranking 
would prevent the Orange from earning a single 
home game in the postseason.

“(Our schedule has) been something that 
we’ve had a little bit of difficulty with this year,” 
Quillinan said. “Going into the tournament, we 
just have to win out.”

According to laxpower.com, Syracuse has 
the 31st toughest schedule. SU plays five teams 
with an RPI higher than 50. There are only 85 
teams in Division I. 

Syracuse has beaten 11 teams by 10 goals or 
more this season.

Orange coach Gary Gait said he already 
has an agreement to play road games against 
Stanford and Cal, both in the RPI top 25, next 
season. Gait said he’s doing research on who 
else he could add to bolster his team’s ranking. 
There may not be much Gait can do.

“It’s tough for people to make big changes 
these days,” Gait said. “The teams that we’ll 
probably be dropping won’t be happy with 
it because they’re trying to improve their 
strength of schedule. It’s a difficult thing to 
deal with, but you got to do what’s best for 
your team.”

Both Gait and Quillinan said they’d like to 
add another team from the Atlantic Coast Con-
ference, generally regarded as a top conference 
in women’s lacrosse with four teams currently 
in the RPI top 10. Even as a former assistant at 
Maryland, Gait said he’s gotten a lukewarm 
response from those schools.

“For them I don’t think it’s something they 
may be necessarily interested in,” Gait said. “If 
you’re already at the top it’s not doing you any 

good. Put a couple feelers out…we’ll get there. 
We’ll get somebody.”

SU lost the Terrapins from its schedule 
three years ago when it added No. 1 Northwest-
ern. It has played ACC power Virginia each of 
the last 10 years in a series that began as a 
doubleheader with the men’s teams. Cavaliers 
coach Julie Myers said it is difficult to make 
a significant schedule change in the ACC 
because the conference sprinkles its games 
throughout the season, instead of playing all 
games in April. 

Unfortunately for Syracuse, this means most 
open dates in the ACC come during the heart of 
the Orange’s conference slate.

“One game is maybe added or dropped every 
three years or so,” Myers said. “Everybody wants 
to add us in March, but our month of March is so 
packed. … This year we had one extra game we 
could’ve played. We didn’t play it because it just 
didn’t fit into the flow of our scheduling.”

For Gait, finding middle ground has been a 
challenge. Stanford and Cal were both eager to 
face the Orange because Syracuse was willing 
to travel to California, something many eastern 
teams shy away from. 

The first-year coach is hoping to get a head 
start on next year. Last fall, Gait said he was 
more concerned with winning games and had to 
add Canisius late to fill out the schedule. In 2009, 
the Orange will already have to add another 
weak team in Louisville when it officially joins 
the Big East.

Seeing a top seed in jeopardy this year, Gait 
said he wants to solidify a stronger schedule 
before the summer.

“I didn’t even think about it,” Gait said. “I 
had so many other things to worry about. Then 
as the season goes all of a sudden you start 

thinking seedings. You go, ‘Oh my God, we 
really do need to improve this.’”

chjames@syr.edu

w o m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

Weak strength of schedule 
leaves little room for error

stephen dockery | photo editor
Gary Gait is aiming to schedule tougher games for his women’s lacrosse team next 
season. Syracuse has won 11 games by 10 goals or more this season. 

Change of sChedule?
Despite being No. 4 in the inside 
Lacrosse poll, Syracuse is No. 9 in the 
rPi according to the NCaa. the Orange’s 
strength of schedule is 31st, thanks 
mostly to playing five teams with an rPi 
below 50.

Team	 RPI
Colgate 51
Canisius 55
Binghamton 61
Connecticut 63
Cincinnati 71

SOurCe: NCaa rPi figures

uP neX T
Who: Loyola
Where: Baltimore
When: Saturday, 1 p.m.

s t a f f  r e p o r t

Syracuse tennis advances in Big East tournament
Syracuse tennis moved one step closer to head 
coach Luke Jensen’s lofty NCAA tournament 
goal Thursday.

Syracuse advanced to the round of eight in 
the Big East tournament by beating Connecti-
cut, 4-2, in Tampa, Fla. Syracuse’s victory was 
its fourth in its last five outings.

Maria Vasilyeva led the way with a 6-0, 6-0 
win, her team-leading 16th victory of the year, 
and improved her Big East mark to 11-2. Ashley 
Spicer, Chelsea Jones and Jacquelynn Tang 

added wins, while Christina Tan’s match was 
suspended in the third set, after the overall 
outcome was already decided.

The tourney continues for sixth-seeded SU 
(11-12) today at noon, when it faces South Flor-
ida, the No. 3 seed and tournament host. The 
Orange fell to the Bulls, 6-1, on March 16.

The Orange worked from behind against 
UConn after losing the doubles point, the open-
ing point of the match. It marked the first time 
all season Syracuse had won a match following 

a doubles point loss.
All four of the first-round tournament 

matches were won by the higher seed, as No. 5 
DePaul, No. 7 St. John’s and No. 8 Rutgers all 
advanced along with Syracuse. The top four 
seeds received first-round byes and will play for 
the first time tomorrow.

To earn an NCAA tournament bid, the 
Orange must win its next three matches to 
claim the Big East tournament title

— compiled by asst. sports editor Kyle Austin
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By Alexandra Rowley
Staff Writer

Dave Reischman quipped that his nine-man 
crew is just a bunch of idiots from Syracuse. 

The SU men’s crew head coach made the 
comment in reference to his team’s expectations 
for this weekend’s race and the overall laid back 

attitude.  
“This is a differ-

ent group of guys,” 
Reischman said. “I 
think they do a good 
job of just keeping 

things simple…What do we have to lose?”
That casual attitude comes as a surprise 

considering this weekend’s race. The Orange 
will compete for the Goes Trophy against No. 
10 Cornell and Navy. The Midshipmen are 
currently tied with SU for the No. 12 spot in 
the U.S. Rowing Collegiate Coaches Poll. The 
Goes Trophy is the most important cup on SU’s 
schedule, excluding the Eastern Sprints and 
the I.R.A. Regatta (the oldest collegiate race 
in the country). The race for the Goes Trophy 
has been around since 1955 and is competed for 

exclusively by the varsity eight teams from the 
three schools. 

“Out of the cup races on our schedule, this 
one has the most history,” Reischman said. “It is 
the one that most of our alumni are most fond of, 
so it’s an important race.” 

Syracuse has won the cup for the past two 
years, but has never won the race for three 
consecutive years. In fact, SU has won the cup 
the least amount of the three teams, tallying 
a total of only nine victories in the 52 years of 
the cup’s existence. Despite the opportunity 
to make history, junior Mike Bagnall does not 
feel pressured to produce a win. He said his 
main goal for the weekend is to just focus on 
the race.

“All I can do is focus on staying relaxed and 
putting maximum effort in getting the boat 
down the race course for a full 2,000 meters,” 
Bagnall said. 

Reischman explained that crew is unique in 
the sports world. While a defensive strategy is 
present in most sports to prevent a defeat, crew 
can not do anything to deter another team. Each 
crew can only control themselves. Because of 

this, Reischman insists a race must not focus 
around the results. 

“When you’re coming up to a big competi-
tion, it’s easy to get caught up in the outcome,” 
said Reischman. “I think you have to focus on 
what you need to do to get the outcome you want. 
We focus on ourselves by making sure we’re 
mentally and physically ready to race. What 
happens on race day happens.”

The Orange will face a more difficult course 
this year than last year’s race at Annapolis, 
Md., which was a pretty straight track. Cornell’s 
water is a protected canal and is much narrower 
than most courses. The water winds to the left 
and then turns back to the right at the end. 
Reischman said this offers some dimension, 
but is more challenging. Bagnall said he looks 
forward to the race, and his crew already has a 
basic game plan. 

“We’re going to go down (to Ithaca) and have 
a good race,” said Bagnall. “We’re going to race 
hard, and that’s all you can do.”

While the course presents an obvious chal-
lenge, the competition should be the biggest hur-
dle of the weekend. The three crews are ranked 

within two places of each other, and both Cornell 
and Navy are more experienced than SU. 

“I think of us as the underdog,” Reischman 
said. “Both Cornell and Navy have good per-
sonnel coming back from last year’s crew. …
There’s always motivation when you’re the 
underdog, and that’s what we’re looking for-
ward to.”

Motivation has been running deep through the 
veins of the varsity eight all year. Bagnall said he 
and the rest of the crew hold personal responsi-
bilities to both self-motivate and to make his own 
technical improvements. Reischman agrees that 
additional motivation is not necessary with this 
low-maintenance crew because it is already eager 
to get out on the water.

History will be made if SU wins the Goes 
Trophy, but the Orange seems to brush off its 
shoulders at the weight of the pressure.  

“Our expectations are that we’re going to go as 
hard as we can and see where that puts us,” said 
Reischman. “We’re just nine idiots from Syracuse, 
that’s our motto. We try not to over think things. 
We just keep everything pretty simple.”

amrowley@syr.edu

By Michael Bonner
Staff Writer

Only a few outs were needed to conclude the simu-
lated game during practice. Syracuse associate 
head coach Kyle Jamieson tossed the ball in the 
air with one hand and then immediately met it 
with the bat he had already started to swing. 

The follow-
through led to a 
hot shot ground 
ball in the hole 
between short-
stop and third. 

Jamie Kelling dove, arms fully extended, creat-
ing a small dust storm to make the stop and from 
her knees threw across the diamond almost 
effortlessly. 

The play comes easily now for Kelling, but 
a year ago after shoulder surgery, the junior 
transfer could only dream of making those 
types of Web gems. 

“They tightened it so tight so I couldn’t even 
move my arm,” Kelling said. “…For the first two 
or three months it was just slowly moving it to 
get my mobility back and my extension back. 
And I couldn’t throw for three of four months 
after that.”

After seven months of rehabilitation the 
only side effect Kelling noticed was her arm 
was actually stronger. Kelling and Syracuse 
square off against St. John’s today in a double-
header set to begin at 2 p.m. On Sunday Seton 
Hall makes the trip to Syracuse for a double-
header at noon. 

Kelling’s shoulder had been nagging her 
since she was a sophomore in high school. The 
doctors couldn’t do anything unless she had 
surgery to find out exactly what was wrong. 

During the surgery the doctors found that 
Kelling’s bicep tendon was stuck under her collar-
bone. At the same time, once finding the problem, 
they shaved off half her collar bone and had to 

tighten the ligaments in her arm. Kelling had no 
idea until she woke from the surgery. 

“It was OK with me, it doesn’t hurt,” Kelling 
said. “You can cut off whatever you want.” 

The surgery would keep Kelling sidelined 
for about seven months, but it also affected her 
off the field. Kelling was unhappy at Northern 
Iowa after a coaching change and wanted to 
transfer. 

She started looking at schools in February 
but wouldn’t find out if her medical redshirt 
would be accepted until July, so Kelling had no 
way of knowing if she had one or two years of 
eligibility left. 

Syracuse head coach Leigh Ross didn’t place 
much value on the amount of eligibility Kelling 
had. Ross said talented college transfers can 
jumpstart a program because they’re polished 
college athletes. Kelling’s ability on the field out-
weighed any imperfections the surgery might 
leave on it. 

After all the uncertainty, Kelling is now 
the table-setter for Syracuse. She’s one of two 
SU players batting over .300 and defensively is 
second on the team with 78 infield assists. 

“She’s so quick at short, she moves so well 
and she’s got a great glove,” Ross said. “She 
makes up for having that injury. She makes 
up with a quick release…It’s not like we took a 
chance because physically she’s capable.” 

Kelling gained the arm strength and quick 
release from starting rehab one day after the 
surgery. She began using elastic bands to 
strengthen her arm and increased the resis-
tance as her arm got stronger. 

After three months of rehabbing, Kelling 
could finally throw a softball, but her technique 
was far from game ready. Kelling said in the 
beginning she threw the balls more like darts 
than a softball, but as her rehab progressed, so 
did her arm. 

“My arm’s a lot stronger now actually,” Kel-

ling said. “I’m really happy with everything 
that happened. I don’t remember the last time 
I could throw a backhand throw on the fly so it 
feels good to be 100 percent again.” 

Impressive, considering Kelling doubted 
whether she’d ever regain her ability to play the 
game she loved. 

“It was probably one of the most stressful 
times of my life,” Kelling said. “But looking 
back at it now it was worth it 100 percent. I 
wouldn’t change anything. I’m so happy here. 
So much more happy than I was at UNI, it’s a 
dream come true type thing.” 

mibonner@syr.edu

s o f t b a l l

Freak injury makes shortstop 
Kelling’s arm even stronger

rachel fus | staff photographer
Jamie Kelling is one of two players on SU batting .300. Kelling transferred to 
Syracuse from Nothern iowa, where she turned 17 double plays as a sophomore.

c r e w

Syracuse taking laid-back approach in chase for historic Goes Trophy

UP NEX T
Who: St. John’s, Seton Hall
Where: SU Softball Stadium
When: Today, 2 p.m., 
Sunday, noon

UP NEX T
Who: Goes Trophy 
Where: Ithaca, N.Y.
When: Saturday
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classified discount rates

the particulars 

and pricing
extras that personalize and perfect your ad

runs classifieds boxed
1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info
hours:Mon 12:45-2, tue 11-1, thur 1-3 
fri 1-2
deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each 
additional word is 10 cents per day. bold and 
capitaliZed words cost anadditional 5 cents 
per word.the boxed list pricesare per inch. there 
is no per word charge and bold and caps are 
free.
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ApArtments for rent

prIVAte fUrnIsHeD stUDIo 
Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. 
509 University Ave. 

Carpeted, Air-conditioned, furnished, 
secure, Laundry, parking, maintenance. 

Available for 2008-2009. 
University Area Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. #30 479-5005
www.universityarea.com

5/6 bedroom house. furnished, 2.5 baths. fire-
places, porch, quiet neighborhood, free washer/
dryer. June 2008 or august 15, 2008. 422-7138 
or 445-1808

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

621 euclid ave
117 Redfield Place
145 avondale place 

available for 2008-2009
fully furnished, laundry, parking, full-

time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths
University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

1,2,3,4,5 bedroom apts and houses, June 
or august occupancy, free offstreet park-
ing, free Washer and dryer. 422-7138 or 

445-1808

studio Apartments
Brand new * fully furnished
located in downtown syracuse

near armory spaure and su Warehouse 
building

only $595 per Month
includes all utilities

plus
free basic/ standard cable tV service

free high speed internet 
free off-street parking

exercise facility, electronic entry security 
system, professional on-site Manage-

ment, laundry facilities, air conditioning, 
located on centro bus line, Kitchenette 

w/ Microwave, refrigerator and stove

brownstone luxury studio apartments
605 West genessee street, syracuse, nY 

13204
(315) 472-4431

Visit us at orangehousing.com

eLeGAntLY oVerLooKInG pArK 
luxurious furnished heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison st.no pets CALL 469-0780. 

tHree BeDroom ApArtments  
WWW.UnIVersItYHILL.Com

sonIA
350-4191

two & three Bedroom flats excellent 
condition fireplace, laundry, backyard, garage, 
hardwoods, finished basement. call 727-3646

University Apartments Effi-
ciencies, 1 & 2 bedrooms, Walk-

ing distance to campus, 
some Available now. 437-

7577

three bedrooMs
rent start at $250/ bedrooM

sonia
350-4191

WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

116 Comstock Ave. 
studios 

available aug. 2008, 
$600/month inc. heat

Large, hardwood floors, lots of light, off-
street parking, laundry.

Call for an appointment!
478-6504

south Campus
2, 3 and 4 bedroom apartments

completly furnished!
plasma tVs!
free internet!

air conditioning!
oak floors!

new appliances!
Just bring Your clothes and laptop

Call peach properties 
350-1327

great apartments still available for 
2008/2009. see our website for 

details: campushill.com. or call us at 
315-422-7110

apartMents apartMents 
478-7493

968 ackerman. furnished 2 bedroom available 
May. all amenities $800/month. call 469-6665 

enerGY stAr ApArtments 
(LoW UtILItIes)

VIsIt WeBsIte 24/7 
WWW.UnIVersItYHILL.Com

sonIA
350-4191

HeLp WAnteD
undercover shoppers earn up to $70 

per day. undercover shoppers needed to 
judge retail/dining establishments. no exp 

required please call 800-722-4791

Industrial sales opportunity local Manu-
facturer expanding. We are looking for an 
energetic, outgoing, goal oriented person 
to promote our products to local business. 

We offer training, salary, commision, 
repepat business, fuel reembursment, 
health, dental insurance and pension 
plan. call 315-437-3806 or fax/ email 

resume to 315-437-2651/ sales@cmssup-
plies.com attention Mrs. fowler

sUmmer WorK $15.50 Base-Appt.

·flexible schedules 
·Start now or after finals 
·customer sales/service 

·no experience necessary 
·all majors welcome 

·all ages 17+, conditions apply

We will be accepting applications on 
campus April 14th & April 21st in the 

shine student Center from 10am-2pm! 
CALL noW 

syracuse 315-434-9553 
rochester 585-321-1810 

albany 518-456-4566 
south buffalo 716-683-7494 
north buffalo 716-836-7032 

Kingston 845-331-5675 
elmira/corning 607-398-9054 
hudson Valley 845-896-1275 

saratoga 518-580-1377 
oneonta 607-432-2224 

Watertown 315-775-0320 
cortland/ithaca 607-272-2898 

binghamton 607-644-9393 
plattsburgh 518-562-2266 

utica 315-733-0575 
st. lawrence co. 315-268-6202

315-445-9464

Need a little extra cash before 
the semester is over?
Drive for Wings!

5

8 9

7

9

2 4

9

7

6 1

hardsudoku!

eaSYsudoku!

evilsudoku!
3 4

4 7 3

2 6

1 6 4 5 8

7 5

7 1 8 4 6

8 9 1

9 3 7

6 8

3 2 1 9 7

9 1 6

3 1

3 1 7 9

7 1 9 8 3 4

4 8 2 6

7 5 6

9 6 7

6 1 8 9 2
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Today: Part 4 of 10
Monday: Athletes aren’t graduating at the same 
rate as their non-athlete peers, but there’s a story 
behind the numbers. Too many athletes see a 
degree as the backup plan to their real dreams, no 
matter how tangible they may be.

Conflicted 
ambition
Jillian Drouin is close to 
making the Olympics. 
But her politics have 
made things complicated

ben addonizio | staff photographer
Jillian Drouin scored 5,890 points in the heptathlon at the Big East championships 
last year. She needs 6,000 to qualify in the upcoming Olympics for Canada.

year
in sports
2 0 0 7  -  2 0 0 8

m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

Luther’s revamped training regiment making difference late in games
By Tyler Dunne

ASST. COpy EdiTOr

The exercise began every off-season 
workout. Shoulder-to-shoulder, the 
entire Syracuse lacrosse team col-
lectively dropped down into a squat 
with its thighs parallel to the ground 
and back completely straight. Strik-

ing pain started in the pelvis and 
progressively crawled outward. 
Knees wobbled and faces cringed — 
accompanied by aching yelps. Bodies 
wanted to drop, but a three-word com-
mand by its strength and condition-
ing coach Hal Luther helped keep it 
upright. 

Hold the rope! Everyone hold the 
rope!

“If your mother, your father, your 
brother, your best friend, your wife, 
whomever, is hanging over a cliff and 
they’re holding onto a rope and you’re 
holding onto the other end, no matter 
what happens, you cannot let go,” 

Luther said. “You can’t let go.”
The Orange’s strength and con-

ditioning program has taken on a 
life of its own this season. Out is the 
individual-based off-season work of 
the past. In is the fiery Luther and a 
grueling, accountability-based work-
out regimen.

It’s paying off. No. 2 Syracuse has 
endured difficult stretches of games 

UP NEX T
Who: Albany
Where: Carrier Dome
When: Tonight 7 p.m. 
Channel: TW 26

By Brian Tahmosh
STAff WriTEr

Until now, it has been relatively simple for Jillian 
Drouin to pursue her two passions. 

She is an athlete and a political activist; two 
lives, distinctly different and clearly separate.

Until now.
After scoring 5,890 points in the heptathlon at the Big 

East championships last year, the senior from Ontario 
sits just 110 points away from qualifying for the Canadian 
Olympic Team that is heading to Beijing this summer. The 
6,000 points needed is a score she and her coaches believe 
is attainable in the qualifying period between May 25 and 
July 6.

But the games Drouin has dreamed of competing 
in since she was a child have already been marred by 
political activism months before they are scheduled to 
begin. The Olympic torch route to China has been halted, 
rerouted and may even be cancelled in several countries 
because of protests over the Chinese occupation of Tibet 
and other humanitarian issues. 

“I’m kind of torn,” Drouin said. “Because being some-
what of an activist, I want to speak out and show my dis-
content. But at the same time, being an athlete and putting 
so much work in, it’s hard to say I’m going to give up this 
one shot at going to such a huge event to show my political 
views. So, it’s tough.”

	 ❊	 ❊	 ❊	

While she speaks, Drouin displays the two sides of her 
life that have just now come into conflict. She sits in Man-
ley Field House, wearing Big East athletic clothing, with a 
backpack over her shoulder.

Six pins adorn the backpack strap, each showing her 
political beliefs. The obvious one calls for President Bush 
to be put in jail. The pink ribbon symbolizes breast cancer 

see drouin page 20

see albany page 19
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By Jackie Friedman
Staff Writer

H
e slinked off his overstuffed 
backpack and clunked it 
down in the chair next to 
him.

He thought he’d traded in the 
bookbag, at least the kind brimming 
with notebooks and study guides 
and paper outlines and grading 
rubrics and syllabi and pens and 
highlighters.

You look at him and expect to see 
some sign of disappointment, regret 
or just plain sadness. Some crack in 
his voice when he reminisces. Some 
distant look in his eyes that says he’s 
physically in Syracuse but really 
dreaming of greener fields far, far 
away, with goals on each end and 
thousands of fans looking on.

Richard Asante made it. He was 
the highest drafted soccer player 
in the history of Syracuse’s pro-
gram, chosen 27th in the 2007 Major 
League Soccer SuperDraft during 
January of his senior year. He start-
ed every preseason game for Toronto 

FC. Playing for his hometown team, 
he was living the dream.

A dream that ended 105 days 
later. 

The life of weekend trips across 
the country and stockpiling as many 
shoes as he possibly could from the 
team’s equipment manager — gone. 

He was maybe one good game 
or one impressive play away from 
collecting his supposedly prom-
ised salary and never returning to  

By Edward Paik
Staff Writer

With this year’s Block Party, Uni-
versity Union tried to bring artists 
of similar genres opposed to the 
scattered variety of last year’s show. 
The outcome — hip-hop star Fergie 
and reggae maestro Sean Kingston 
— looks to fill that bill.

“We decided to go with both of 
them this year because they are 
a crossover,” University Union’s 
director of public relations Brittany 
Frederickson said. “The two artists 
have similar audiences.”

Fergie, who won three Grammy 
awards with the Black Eyed Peas, 

will headline University Union’s 
Block Party 2008. She will showcase 
her hit pop and R&B tracks at the 
Carrier Dome on Tuesday at 8 p.m. 
But the annual event will rely on 
Sean Kingston’s reggae and rap to 
complete the fraction.

Together, both artists will bring 
pop and rap to a stage that might 

hazy day 
hi 76° | lo 46°

I N S I D e p u l p

Puppeteer
Class creates towering 
structural puppets as 
community service work. 
Page 11

I N S I D e S p o r t S

Spring fling
Syracuse shortened its annual 
spring scrimmage because of 
all the injuries the team has  
endured this spring. Page 24

I N S I D e N e w S

Sleeping soundly
Panasci Business Plan 
Competition winners develop 
‘Dream Water,’ an all-natural 
sleep supplement. Page 3

For some athletes,  
class an afterthought
Su’s grad rates lowest in at least 8 years

see academics page 22

Fergie, Sean Kingston to 
shake up Block Party

see block party page 14

will halsey | asst. photo editor
Nas headlined the Greek Unity fest, hosted by the National Panhellenic Council friday. Opening for Nas 
were comedian tony roberts, the Kid fresh and the House Party and rapper MO CHiPS.

One man, one mic

year
in sports
2 0 0 7  -  2 0 0 8

Today: Part 5 of 10
Wednesday: Donte Greene 
is likely headed for the NBa. 
So what do those around him 
think of the decision?

IF YOU GO
What: Block Party 2008
Where: Carrier Dome
When: tuesday at 8 p.m.
How much: $20 for students; 
$40 for general public

see nas page 14

Nas’ sold out show 
rocks Goldstein audience

t h u r S D a y

Athletics & money
the Daily Orange presents a  
six-page special investigation 
on the athletic department’s 
current financial outlook. 

By Kelly Outram
Staff Writer

       sea of hands waved in the air 
as passionate voices sang the 
words, “we’ll walk right up to 
the sun, hand in hand,” into 

the microphone Nas held out to the 
audience.

The hip hop superstar’s grin, while 
looking around the auditorium at a 

crowd of students, appeared to be a 
dead giveaway that even he could still 
be humbled by that type of audience 
response. “If I Ruled the World,” was 
a song that produced the most mov-
ing response and demonstrated the 
“unity” part of the National Panhel-
lenic Council’s Greek Unity Fest. 

The event brought rapper Nas and 
acts including two-time Def Comedy 

Jam performer Tony Roberts, local 
hip hop/funk band The Kid Fresh and 
the House Party and MO CHIPS band 
from Washington, D.C., to Goldstein 
Auditorium on Friday night.

When Nas finally took the stage 
about two hours into the show, the 
crowd immediately showed its appre-
ciation. Not one person was sitting 
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The giant puppet sits right outside 
his door in the Open Hand Theatre. 
It was really cool meeting a guy who 
makes giant puppets for a living and 
who speaks so passionately about it.  

— Danielle Carrick

staff photographer
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What: Healthy Monday: Free fruits
When: All day
Where: Health Services
How much: Free 
 
What: Iason Athanasiadis
When: Noon 
Where: 204 Maxwell Hall
How much: Free 

What: Healthy Monday: “Power Yoga”
When: 1 p.m.  
Where: Archbold Gym
How much: Free 

What: Eric Lichtblau lecture
When: 4 p.m. 
Where: Hergenhan Auditorium
How much: Free
 
What: The Architect’s Work 5 Exhibition
When: 6 p.m. 
Where: Architecture Gallery
How much: Free

The Daily Orange is published weekdays during 
the Syracuse University academic year by The 
Daily Orange Corp., 744 Ostrom Ave., Syracuse, 
NY 13210. All contents Copyright 2008 by The 
Daily Orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. The Daily Orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
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The Daily Orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with Syracuse University.

All contents © 2008 The Daily Orange Corporation

C o N Ta C T  U s
Editor@dailyorange.com

News@dailyorange.com
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Sports@dailyorange.com
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EDITORIAL 
315 443 9798 
 
BUSINESS 
315 443 2315 
 
GENERAL FAX 
315 443 3689 
 
ADVERTISING 
315 443 9794 
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315 443 2869

Ta l k  T o  U s
If you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

If you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

We always need new contributors to 
all sections. No experience required. 
E-mail editor@dailyorange.com
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W E d N E s d ay

n e w s

spring festivities
The campus community 
celebrates a day off from 
classes with MayFest events.

 
p u l p

Fergalicious
University Union’s Block Party 
takes over the Carrier Dome. 
 
 
s p o r t s

Greene going
Inside Donte Greene’s decision 
to leave Syracuse for the NBA. 

s p o r T s  s C h E d U l E

PHoto  oF  tHe  weeK

puppets 
An 25-foot puppet hangs outside of Geoff Navias’ office at the Open Hand Theatre in 
downtown Syracuse. Navias is director of the theatre and also teaches a Puppetry and 
Community class through the Soling Program at SU. Students in Navias’ class build their 
own puppets and perform alongside local elementary school and children’s groups. 

how I got the shot ... SHOOT FOR
E-mail us at Photo@dailyorange.com for information.

T h I s  d ay  I N  h I s T o r y

Brasilia,
 1960

Brazil’s 
capital moves 

to Brasilia 
from Rio de 

Janeiro. 

Women’s 
Rights, 
1944

Women in 
France receive 

the right to 
vote.  

Spanish-
American War, 

1898
A state of 
war begins 
between 

the U.S. and 
Spain. 

Rome, 
753 BC

Romulus and 
Remus found 
Rome on the 
Palatine Hill.   

MEN’S LACROSSE 
Sat., April 26 
vs. Massachusetts 
@ 2 p.m., Carrier Dome 
 
SOFTBALL 
Thu., April 24 
vs. Canisius 
@ 3 p.m., Buffalo, N.Y.  
 
MEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 26  
Conlan Cup  
@ All day, Syracuse, N.Y.   

WOMEN’S LACROSSE 
Tue., April 22 
vs. Cornell 
@ 7 p.m., Ithaca, N.Y

TRACK & FIELD 
Thu., April 24 
Penn Relays 
@ TBA, Philadelphia, Pa. 

WOMEN’S ROWING 
Sun., April 27 
BIG East Championship 
@ All day, Oak Ridge, Tenn.

C o r r E C T I o N s
A column last week misidentified 
the president of Italy. His name 
is Giorgio Napolitano. The Daily 
Orange regrets the error. 

 

U . s .  &  W o r l d  N E W s
compiled by paul stanley

pope ends U.s. visit 
with Mass in NyC
Pope Benedict XVI ended his 
six-day visit to the United States 
with a Mass for 57,000 people 
in Yankee Stadium on Sunday. 
The service was held hours 
after the Pontiff made a solemn 
stop to pray at the site of the 
Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks 
on the World Trade Center. He 
repeated a core message of his 
trip– that faith must play a role 
in public life, citing the need 
to oppose abortion. Worship-
pers filled the seats, chanting, 
clapping and waving white and 
yellow handkerchiefs in the Vati-
can’s colors as the Popemobile 
pulled in. At the end of the ser-
vice the German-born Benedict 
again processed out slowly, to 
Beethoven’s “Ode to Joy.” 

russian space capsule 
lands off target
The Russian Soyuz capsule 
returning South Korea’s first 
astronaut landed on Saturday 
260 miles away from its target 
and also about 20 minutes late. 
The crew was composed of the 
South-Korean bioengineering 
student Yi So-yeon, an American 
astronaut Peggy A. Whitson and 
Colonel Yuri I. Malenchenko, 
a Russian flight engineer. The 
three had a hard time with the 
powerful G-forces during the 
re-entry but managed to get by. 
Officials explained that the craft 
had a so-called ballistic re-entry, 
which subjected the crew to 
extreme physical forces due to 
a very steep trajectory. Federal 
Space Agency chief Anatoly 
Perminov said that the capsule 
would be examined by engineers 
in order for the malfunction to 
be discovered but put some of 
the blame on the crew for not 
informing Mission Control about 
their descent problems.
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By Angela Cave
Staff Writer

T
ere Paniagua could not sup-
port her three children with 
the $3,500 Syracuse Univer-
sity was paying her to teach 

part-time in 2002.
“Part-time teaching at SU would 

not permit me to be a provider for 
my family,” said Paniagua, a single 
mother.

Paniagua, a journalist of 25 years, 
pioneered the Hispanic journalistic 
practices course at the school. But she 
received no benefits until she took 
on an additional full-time position as 
senior editor at Punto de Contacto/
Point of Contact Inc., a publishing 
group affiliated with the university.

This way, she gets benefits, and 
she also gets an office both on and off 
campus. 

In a recent study examining four 
public four-year universities in a 
southeastern state, researchers dis-
covered that part-time instructors’ 
treatment may be linked to freshman 

drop-out rates. The authors found that 
freshmen were more likely to drop out 
if their large introductory courses — 
defined as classes with more than 90 
students — were taught by part-time 
instructors. 

The study can easily be applied to 
private universities, said Kevin Eagan, 
co-author of the study and a doctoral 
student at the University of California 
at Los Angeles. 

“We’re not out to blame part-time 
faculty,” Eagan said. “Part-time fac-
ulty tend to be less satisfied with their 
positions, because they’re paid less.”

The results do not reflect instruc-
tors’ abilities or inabilities, he said.

Institutions often give part-time 
instructors no benefits, no office space 
and no pay to hold office hours, Eagan 
said. As a result, they tend to be less 
connected with students.

But private schools hire part-time 
instructors to teach large courses less 
frequently, because it gives them an 
edge over public schools, Eagan said. 

Cathryn Newton, dean of The Col-

lege of Arts and Sciences at SU, said it 
is extremely unusual for a part-time 
instructor to teach a course with more 
than 90 students within her school.

“We are completely on the other 
end of the spectrum,” Newton said. 
“We just made a decision a long time 
ago here that we’re not going to be that 
kind of place — that we’re going to 
hire talented all-arounders.” 

Anne Shelly, executive director 
of student support and retention at 
SU, said her office finds that there is 
rarely one trigger that makes students 
drop out.

Shelly said she doubts the cred-
ibility of the study.

Most first-year students who leave 
SU — about 10 percent each year — 
feel they don’t fit in or they’re not 
challenged academically, according 
to a 2005 study conducted by Shelly’s 
office. 

“They were saying, ‘It’s not worth 
the amount I have to pay,’” Shelly said. 
“They didn’t feel there was a place to 
have a good, rigorous academic experi-

ence with their peers.” 
SU employs 897 full-time faculty 

members, 107 part-time faculty mem-
bers and 431 adjunct faculty members, 
according to the university’s Web site.

Jack Matson, director of staff rela-
tions and recruitment at SU, said that 
part-time faculty is defined as any 

c a m p u s  b r i e f s

will halsey | asst. photo editor

flute and trumpet ensembles
Billy kaleta (right), a freshman in the College of Visual and Performing arts, performs at the SU flute and trumpet ensembles 
Concert in Setnor auditorium on Sunday. the concert featured “Porch Music for flute ensemble,” a piece composed by Diane Jones, a 
graduate student in the Setnor School of Music.

see briefs page 8 see instructors page 9

A recent study links part-time 
instructors to the freshman 
drop-out rate. At SU the 
positions have a different effect. 

student pulls 
pellet gun after 
disagreement
During a barbeque in the 1100 block 
of Madison Street, two students were 
threatened with what appeared to 
be a black handgun, according to a 
Syracuse Police Department report. 
On Sunday at 1:50 p.m., two Syracuse 
University students — a junior and a 
senior — were in their friend’s back-
yard when they were approached by 
a student from the State University of 
New York College of Environmental 
Science and Forestry. 

They had met the student in the 
past and discussed their interest in 
Subaru vehicles for nearly 45 min-
utes, according to the report. When 
the ESF student approached them on 
Sunday, the three got into a disagree-
ment regarding Subarus. The student 
then reached into his waistband and 
pulled out what appeared to be a black 
handgun and said, “I will f*cking end 
your life,” as he pointed the gun at 
the two SU students, according to the 
report.

After the ESF student left the area, 
a friend called the police, according to 
the SPD report. When they arrived, 
the two victims recognized a man 
standing on a porch a few houses 
away. As police approached the house, 
they saw the ESF student place a 
black object underneath a bench. The 
student was ordered to stand up and 
take his hands out of his pockets, after 
which, the SPD recovered two 6mm 
pellet guns that resemble handguns. 

The sophomore landscape archi-
tecture major was arrested after he 
was identified by the two victims and 
charged with two counts of menacing 
in the second degree and one count of 
criminal possession of a weapon.
■ Two Syracuse residents were issued 
tickets for possession of an open con-
tainer in the 100 block of Clarendon 
Street at 11:55 p.m. Saturday. They 
were walking down the block car-
rying cans of Keystone Light Beer, 
according to a report from the SPD. 

An hour later, a senior SU student 
was issued a ticket for playing his 
music too loud in the same block of 
Clardendon Street. The noise could 
be heard over property lines and from 
a distance of more than 100 feet away 
from the building. 
■ Two SU juniors were arrested 
Friday at 1:30 a.m. for petit larceny, 
attempted petit larceny and criminal 
mischief. According to a report from 
the SPD, the two were impaired by 
alcohol at the time of their arrest. 
■ A man was arrested for mastur-
bating in his car in the 900 block of 
Walnut Avenue on April 1 at 10:30 

Part-time
connection

431

107
897

breakdown of 
faculty at su

fUll-tiMe 
faCUlty

Part-tiMe 
faCUlty

aDJUnCt 
faCUlty

Source: syr.edu
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‘God of War II’ video game animation 
director speaks at annual symposium

By Brian Goetsch
Web editor

Cory Barlog would ask potential designers look-
ing to work with him an open-ended question.

“You’re at a Coke machine and you want a 
Coke. A single Coke costs 50 cents. You have a 
quarter. How do you get a Coke?” he said.

Barlog asks the Coke machine question 
because, “You really get to know a designer’s 
mindset when you ask the question.”

Written and verbal communication will help 
an applicant show his or her personality and 
creativity to a potential employer, he said.

Barlog’s own answer to the Coke machine 
question was straightforward: “I would throw 
the machine to the ground and get my Coke the 
easy way.”

Many students, as well as numerous faculty 
and staff from the College of Visual Performing 
Arts, flocked to Stolkin Auditorium in the Phys-
ics Building on Saturday for the first annual 
ECAROcon Symposium. 

Four speakers involved in video game 
development and computer animation from all 
over the country spoke about their careers 
and answered the students’ questions about the 
industry, according to the ECAROcon Web site. 
The speakers were Alyson Markell, Mike Car-
riere, Andrew Lewitin and the keynote speaker: 
Cory Barlog.

Barlog left his education at Columbia Col-
lege, a small school in Chicago, in search of a 
job instead of graduating. His friends at school 
bet him $50 that he could not find a job in six 
months.

Barlog began his career at Dream Quest 
Images just in time to win the bet. He worked as 
a visual effects character animator on Disney’s 
“Mighty Joe Young,” “Flubber” and “Inspector 
Gadget” before moving over to the game indus-
try in 1999. 

“It was $50, I had to do it,” Barlog said, 
displaying a playful smile in regards to leaving 
school early.

In the nine years he has spent working in the 
game industry, Barlog has worked on several 
titles across multiple platforms, including his 
more recent job as the animation director work-
ing on “God of War” for PlayStation 2.

He worked without sleep for the first two days 
of his new job, creating 15 new combat anima-
tions in the process. Barlog’s creative influence 
on the series continued as he went on to write 
and direct “God of War II” to PlayStation 2, 
according to the ECAROcon Web site.

“He was such an amazing speaker because he 
had real-life examples of what it’s like out there 
in the industry,” said Ramon Sosa, a senior 
computer art and animation major. “It really 
allowed us to relate to him.”

After his lecture, Barlog answered several 
students’ questions.

One member of the audience asked, “What 
solutions are there to make cheap yet popular 
games?”

He responded by saying the public audience 
needs to be convinced that graphics are not the 
most important part of a video game. “The rea-
son it’s so expensive to produce a game now is 
because the public demands stunning graphics. 
The better the graphics are, the longer a game 
will take to be released.”

He also received questions about his job 
directing the “God of War II” project.

“It was a great and horrible job at the same 
time,” he said. “You oversee everything; it all 
gets checked over by you. That may seem great, 
and it is, but it takes up a lot of your time.”

Students were also interested in how to get 
their ideas known when starting to work in the 
animation industry. 

Barlog stressed the importance of knowing 
when to, “stop trying to implement an idea when 
working with others and know when to come up 
with a new, better idea.”

He also encouraged students to play a lot of 
games so they can pick out specific problems 
in the design. “This will help you better under-
stand what it takes to make a great game and 
also help you get the job during the interview.”

After he answered all of the audience’s ques-
tions and the time had come to end — Barlog’s 
speech had lasted for about two hours — he left 
with one last life lesson.

“Don’t let anyone tell you what you can and 
cannot do,” he said. “It’s your career, so go do 
what you want. The only person that’s going to 
care about your future is yourself.”

He looked at all of the students and gave 
one last smile, leaving with one more piece of 
advice.

“And the only thing that matters is fun.”
The conference ended with thunderous 

applause.
bsgoetsc@syr.edu

“Don’t let anyone tell you 
what you can and cannot 
do. It’s your career, so 
go do what you want. 
The only person that’s 
going to care about your 
future is yourself.”

Cory Barlog
ecarocon symposium keynote speaker
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As the organizer for “Monday for 
Mutts,” I’d like to take issue with 
your “Jeers” editorial printed Fri-
day. Your headline “Dogs: They’re 
cute, but dangerous” was sensational 
and misleading. 

You characterized the event 
as “dogs running rampant in the 
Quad,” but every dog at the event 
was in fact on a leash. Our orga-
nizers had very specific rules for 
participation and every dog owner 
abided by those rules. “Running 
rampant” makes for good allitera-
tion, but doesn’t represent the facts.

Our event was not part of Scholar-
ship in Action, although some may 
view it that way. Rather, it was spon-
sored by Healthy Monday and was 
designed to get people and their dogs 

walking. In a nation plagued with 
obesity, heart disease and stroke, 
getting people active makes a lot of 
sense.

Our participants did their best 
to clean up after their dogs. We 
provided bags for them to do so. Did 
it occur to your editorial board that 
perhaps a dog walking on campus 
before or after the event may have 
left a “present” on the Quad? Unlike 
the litter that many feel free to 
scatter, at least the dogs’ “litter” is 
biodegradable.

The student team who planned the 
event — and I — feel you’re “barking 
up the wrong tree.”

Brenda Wrigley
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, PUBLIC RELATIONS

“MONDAY FOR MUTTS” ORGANIZER
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By Rebekah Jones
Contributing Writer

The door closes. This is it.
For the next half hour, Salvatore D’Amelio 

and his three teammates, Matthew Malone, 
Graham Tuttle and John Cuyler, pitch their 
Some Where Out There business plan to a panel 
of judges who could make or break their entre-
preneurial plans.

Some Where Out There, an outdoor sporting 
goods manufacturing company, was one of 16 
semi-finalist groups competing for the Panasci 
Business Plan Competition’s $40,000 worth of 
prizes Friday and Saturday at the Whitman 
School of Management. 

The team tied for second overall in the com-
petition, and Dream Water, an all-natural sleep 
supplement envisioned by the youngest entre-
preneurs at the event, won first place. 

 “We are here because we love to design, con-
ceptualize and innovate,” said Matthew Malone, 
a fifth-year industrial design major and one of 
the Some Where Out There designers.

After the Friday presentations, Malone, his 
teammates and their fellow competitors waited 
in the Whitman Grand Hall for the judges to 
announce the top five finalists of the 16 teams 
who would continue on to Saturday’s judging. 

Each team was required to have some sort of 
connection to Syracuse University, but not all 

group members were SU students. 
An hour and a half later, Michael Morris, 

chair of the entrepreneurship and emerging 
enterprises department, called the attention 
of the eager crowd and began announcing the 
finalists in random order. 

The first finalist group announced was 
Light Innovation, a medically orientated group 
designed to provide testing to diagnose eye 
disorders. Another finalist was Let Us Fish, 
a 1-year-old organic produce company, which 
plans on growing lettuce and tilapia using envi-
ronmentally friendly materials. Water Enhance-
ment Technologies, Inc, which seeks to install 
salt-water to fresh-water conversion pumps in 
nations across the globe, was named fourth.

As Morris called off each finalist, the Some 
Where Out There team members sat on the edges 
of their seats. A look of disappointment washed 
over Graham Tuttle’s face as one-by-one their 
opportunity slipped from them — until Morris 
announced that Some Where Out There had made 
the top five and would move on to the next round. 

SWOT teammates Tuttle and D’Amelio 
clapped vigorously and jumped from their 
chairs in excitement. 

The five finalist teams traded their wine for 
coffee, met with the judges who scored their 
presentations and left to prepare for what could 
easily become one of the most important days of 
their lives, Tuttle said.  

On Saturday, all of the teams came in early to 
prepare. Suits freshly pressed, hair styled to per-
fection and coffees-in-hand, the teams presented 
their business plans to a new panel of judges. 

Sophomores Michael Gursha and Gregory 
Porpiglia of Dream Water waited anxiously in 
the lobby outside the Whitman Auditorium, but 
Gregory’s brother, Vincent, didn’t seem to break 
a sweat.

“We’ve worked constantly on this product, 
day in and day out,” Gursha said. “Being the 
youngest team here and winning just shows 
how ambitious we are.”

While Dream Water presented, the members of 
SWOT prepared outside the auditorium. In their 
business suits, they didn’t look like they should be 
presenting an outdoor business plan. But Tuttle, 
D’Amelio, Malone and Cuyler stood confidently 
during their 40-minute presentation. 

A banquet Saturday evening honored stu-
dents and professors who have contributed to 
the advancement of entrepreneurship through-
out the year. Several hours later at the end of the 
ceremony, the Panasci Business Competition 
prizes were awarded.

WET, Inc. was given the first honorable men-
tion and received $1,000 for the technology award. 

Let Us Fish received the second honorable 

mention and small funds contributed by an 
anonymous donor. 

Morris paused to tell the audience that there 
would be no third place prize this year because 
the competition was so tough. Instead, there 
would be two second place prizes in the amounts 
of $7,500 each. 

“The first second-place winners are team 
Light Innovation,” Morris said.

Applause immediately follows, and the compe-
tition comes down to Dream Water and SWOT.

SWOT members sigh. D’Amelio pulls at his 
hair while Malone wipes sweat off of his forehead. 

At the Dream Water table, Gregory bites his 
lip, Michael clasps his hands and keeps looking 
down. Vincent finally breaks a sweat, covering 
his face with his hand.

Morris continues with the ceremony.
“Our second-second place winners are team 

Some Where Out There.”
The applause heightens, and looks of relief 

rush across Dream Water’s table. Vincent’s 
father smiles, claps and gives his son a pat on 
the back. 

“Who’d have thought that a product that 
makes you go to sleep would walk away the 
winners,” Morris said. “The winners of the 2008 
Panasci Business Competition are team Dream 
Water!”

“I’m extremely proud,” said Vincent Por-
piglia, father of Vincent and Gregory Porpiglia, 
Dream Water’s inventors.

Justin Carlucci, a Syracuse graduate stu-
dent and coordinator of the Panasci Business 
Competition, noted that the competition brings 
publicity and networking even for students who 
don’t win.

“The outside community has been informed,” 
Carlucci said. “Business leaders from Central 
New York are here to judge, and if the judges 
see a business that they like, they can get those 
team members in contact with people who can 
help them succeed.”

Vincent Porpiglia envisioned the product three 
years ago and has dedicated the last year to con-
stant work on his Dream Water sleep supplement. 
He stood in the Grand Hall holding his check for 
$25,000 and said, “It was all a dream.”

rdjone03@syr.edu

658 North Salina St.
315-478-7001

For all your event needs

Sleep supplement proposal places first in business competition

image courtesy of gregory porpiglia
Dream water, an all-natural sleep supplement, won first place at the Panasci 
business Plan Competition at the Whitman School of Management on Saturday. 
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Adv. Tix on Sale IRON MAN (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
FORBIDDEN KINGDOM - DP (PG-13) (1230 330) 650 940
FORBIDDEN KINGDOM (PG-13) (1105 140 430) 720 1010
FORGETTING SARAH MARSHALL (R) - ID REQ'D (1250 350) 700 950
88 MINUTES (R) - ID REQ'D (1145 1240 220 340 455) 710 740 1000 1030
PATHOLOGY (R) - ID REQ'D (1200 215 440) 725 1015
EXPELLED: NO INTELLIGENCE ALLOWED (PG) (1210 230 450) 745 1020
SMART PEOPLE (R) - ID REQ'D (1245 400) 715 945
21 (PG-13) (1225 320) 640 930
STREET KINGS (R) - ID REQ'D (1235 345 415) 645 935 1005
PROM NIGHT (PG-13) (1150 1220 210 240 435 500) 730 800 955 1025
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) (150 425) 925
OC & DA: NIM'S ISLAND (PG) (1120) 705
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (1140 200 420) 655 910
LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (1215 310) 630 915
THE RUINS (R) - ID REQ'D (100) 735
THE SUPER HERO MOVIE (PG-13) (1205 225) 750
STOP LOSS (R) - ID REQ'D (445) 1020

Adv. Tix on Sale IRON MAN (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
FORBIDDEN KINGDOM (PG-13) (120 420) 730 1010
FORGETTING SARAH MARSHALL (R) - ID REQ'D (140 440) 750 1030
PROM NIGHT (PG-13) (220 500) 800 1020
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) (200 430) 650 930
21 (PG-13) (100 400) 710 1000

Adv. Tix on Sale IRON MAN (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
FORBIDDEN KINGDOM (PG-13) (130 430) 730 1020
FORGETTING SARAH MARSHALL (R) - ID REQ'D (120 420) 720 955
88 MINUTES (R) - ID REQ'D (140 440) 740 1010
STREET KINGS (R) - ID REQ'D (125 425) 725 1005
PROM NIGHT (PG-13) (115 415) 715 1000
THE RUINS (R) - ID REQ'D (145) 745
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) (110 410) 710 925
LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (135 435) 735 1015
THE SUPER HERO MOVIE (PG-13) (445) 1025
21 (PG-13) (105 405) 705 950
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (100 400) 700 920

©2008Times For 4/21/08

First place: 
Dream Water, a team that created an all-
natural sleep supplement. the team won 
$40,000 to jumpstart their business.

Second place (tie)
Light innovation, a group that aims to pro-
vide testing for retina scanning to diagnose 
eye disorders. the team won $7,500.

Second place (tie): 
Some Where out there, an outdoor sport-
ing goods manufacturing company. the 

team won $7,500.
Honorable mentions:
Water enhancement technologies, inc, 
Wet, a company organized by five Whit-
man students who seeks to install salt-
water to fresh-water conversion pumps in 
nations across the globe. the team won 
$1,000. 

Let us Fish, an organic produce company 
based out of buffalo created by two SunY-
eSF students.

The Top five
Here are the top five finalists from the weekend’s Panasci business Plan Competition: 
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Festival Tickets & Passes at:

The Sound Garden
124 Walton St.  
in Armory Square

Festival office at the  
Hotel Syracuse
500 S. Warren St.

Emerald City Video
3208 Erie Blvd. E.

Online at  
www.syrfilm.com
& during the festival 
at all venues

m a x w e l l 

Prospective students share public 
policy plans in scholarship contest

By Brett LoGiurato
Staff Writer

Approximately 105 prospective Syracuse Uni-
versity students presented public policies to 
improve their local communities as part of the 
63rd Annual Maxwell Citizenship Scholarship 
Conference at Schine Student Center Saturday 
afternoon.

The conference, which started in 1946 and 
is sponsored by the public affairs program in 
the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public 
Affairs, announces a winner each year who 
receives $5,000 in scholarship money for each of 
his or her four years at SU. In 1977, the program 
was taken over and revamped by William Cop-
lin, Maxwell’s current public affairs chairman.

Coplin said the inspiration and purpose of 
the program is to, “further the mission of the 
Maxwell school and promote public service and 
citizenship.”

The winner is determined by a combina-
tion of essay and group discussion scores. To 
apply, students send in an essay in which they 
propose a public policy to improve their local 
community.

“The finalists come Saturday to participate 
in small group exercises,” Coplin said. “They 
then argue and rate each other. The scholarship 
results from the essay score, which I graded, 
and the peer group score, which are determined 
by their peers.”

The winner of the scholarship this year was 
Andrew Swab from Massachusetts. He proposed 
to have his school district use solar panels to cut 
energy costs.

In contrast to years past, Coplin explained, 
new entities were added to the program this 
year. “I invited every admitted student to send 
in policy memo and selected those most reason-
able as finalists,” Coplin said.

Coplin described some of the more intrigu-
ing and practical policies he has seen students 
propose over the years.

“The key is for the student to define some-
thing in their society and come up with a rea-
sonable solution,” he said. One student proposed 
to put more Automated External Defibrillators 
(AEDs) in their local hospital and actually went 
to the local town board to recommend it, Coplin 
said. There have also been many ways to fix 
schools and safeguard school cafeterias from 
diseases like E. coli.

Zach Kravat, a prospective student from 
Long Island, offered a strategy that would com-
pletely reform property taxes in his community. 
“My policy would update market values and cap 
property taxes based on income,” he said. 

Kendyl Bressant, from Harford County, Md., 

outlined a plan to combat the sizeable amount of 
gang violence in her county.

Haley Lesavoy from Allentown, Penn., who 
plans to major in broadcast journalism, lives in 
a county that has not yet banned smoking. She 
put forward a plan to outlaw smoking in indoor 
public places. 

All three of those students felt relieved at 
the overall process of the conference Saturday, 
especially the peer discussion. “It wasn’t as 
intense as I imagined it was going to be,” Lesa-
voy said. 

Both Kravat and Bressant described the pro-
cess as relaxed and generally friendly, with 
many good ideas coming to the surface.

Winning and even competing in the con-
ference has led to much success for students. 
Coplin even told of one past participant who was 
inspired to choose her profession because of 
her policy proposal. “I recently received a letter 
from the girl that won in 1985 who just became a 
district attorney. Her experience at the confer-
ence and interest in her policy got her started on 
the idea of being district attorney.”

The participants of the conference can also 
be placed in the Maxwell learning community, 
Coplin said. 

“The learning community is made up of great 
people and good friends who I intend to keep in 
touch with for my four years here and beyond,” 
said Zach Lax, a freshman in the College of Arts 
and Sciences and last year’s winner.

Another participant in last year’s conference, 
Justin Cole, a freshman in the College of Arts 
and Sciences, said, the learning community is a 
great opportunity to meet new people. 

“It really opened my eyes to a lot of new 
things,” he said.

Besides giving prospective students the 
chance to compete, the Maxwell Scholarship 
Conference is important for the Maxwell school, 
its students and its faculty. 

“We are here to continue the tradition of the 
conference and of the Maxwell school and to do 
good deeds,” Coplin said.

bplogiur@syr.edu

“The key is for the 
student to define 
something in their society 
and come up with a 
reasonable solution.”

William Coplin
Chairman of publiC affairS in maxWell
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a.m. The 31-year-old Syracuse resident said 
that he parked his car after becoming aroused 
while looking at pictures of “sorority girls sexu-
ally interacting with each other,” according to a 
report from the SPD. He said that he had not had 
sex with his wife in a month and a half.

The man had already been interrupted twice 
before encountering the SPD. He stopped once 
as a man walked by the car and again when his 
wife called, according to the report. He said he 
was almost ready to drive away when he noticed 
the police behind him.
■ E-mail phishing scams have been circulat-
ing through the MyMail server, according to 
an e-mail sent out Saturday by Information 
Technology and Services. The e-mails appear 
to come from a “syr.edu” account and request 
students’ e-mail account name, NetID, password 
and other personal information. 

ITS has found that, “accounts are being used 
as a source for sending additional spam to the 
Internet,” once students give out their informa-
tion, according to the e-mail. 

The e-mail recommends that students change 
their NetID as soon as possible if they have 
fallen victim to the scam.

Compiled by Lauren Bertolini, asst. news editor

lrbertol@syr.edu

Six professors honored with teaching awardbriefs
f r o m  p a g e  3

By Abram Brown
Contributing Writer 

Johanna Keller’s first paid job was as a teacher 
when she was 12 years old, helping a younger 
neighbor learn to read.

“I was fascinated with the process,” she said.
Keller decided she wanted to be a teacher 

at a young age, and now she is being honored 
for her commitment as one of three professors 
to receive the Meredith Professor’s Teaching 
Recognition Award for her development of the 
Goldring Arts Journalism Program in the S.I. 
Newhouse School of Public Communications.

Keller, along with five other recipients of 
the award, will be honored today at a 4 p.m. 
ceremony and reception in the Public Events 
Room in Eggers Hall. 

The professors were awarded for the follow-
ing reasons:
■ Keller’s Goldring program is the first in the 
field to offer a graduate degree in arts journal-
ism. 
■ Theo Cateforis, a fine-arts professor, was 
honored for his hands-on method in the class-
room, and teaching and grading without the 
help of teaching assistants. 
■ Inge O’Connor, an economist in the Maxwell 
School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, cre-
ated a new course called The Economics of 
Social Issues.
■ Julie Causton-Theoharis, assistant profes-
sor of teaching and leadership in the School 
of Education, teaches her students about new 
methods of facilitating special and inclusive 
education.

■ Kathleen O’Connor from the College of Law 
has developed a law class that allows students 
to write from the perspective of both the pros-
ecutor and the defense attorney. 
■ Roger Hallas of the English and textual 
studies department in the College of Arts and 
Sciences won the award for the Interpretation 
of Film course he teaches, which exposes stu-
dents to film practices.

The ceremony will also honor Kendall Phil-
lips, an associate professor of communication 
and rhetorical studies in the College of Visual 
and Performing Arts. Phillips will receive the 
2008 University Scholar/Teacher of the Year 
award.

For the Meredith awards, faculty members 
are nominated by their colleagues. Each nomi-
nee must have three letters of recommendation 
from students, and concurrence from the dean 
and department chair from whichever college 
they teach in. 

Nominees must have been employed by SU 
for at least two years and must not be tenured. 
Winners are selected by a committee of Mer-
edith professors and students, and each recipi-
ent is given $3,000.

The award was established in 2001 and 
proposed by professors in the Laura J. and L. 
Douglas Meredith Professorship Program. The 
awards were designed to honor non-tenured 
faculty, and adjunct and part-time instructors.

“These types of awards are rare,” Cateforis 
said, “to be honor(ed) by both your peers and 
your students.” 

Cateforis said his teaching style reflects the 

students he teaches because the students are 
very receptive to his class and they have worth-
while contributions to the class topics. 

Keller said experience is the best teacher, 
and professors should create experiences in the 
classroom that students can learn from. She 
said students in college only learn 50 percent of 
their education from their professors and the 
other half from peer interaction.

“I try to facilitate peer-to-peer learning,” 
Keller said. “Everyone can learn the mate-
rial. It’s only a matter of making it relevant to 
people’s lives.” 

She explained that peer-to-peer learning 
is done at an intense level in the Goldring 
program. 

Though she said plenty of professors at 
SU deserve the Meredith award, Keller feels 
honored to be a recipient.

“A teaching award is the best thing you can 
get,” she said. “A Meredith is very meaningful 
for me.”

adbrow03@syr.edu

“I try to facilitate peer-to-
peer learning. Everyone 
can learn the material. It’s 
only a matter of making it 
relevant to people’s lives.”

Johanna Keller
AssoCiAte professor of CommuniCAtions

dailyorange.com
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Music, speakers encourage 
sustainability on Earth Day

By Melanie Zilora
Staff Writer

The Kid Fresh and House Party took the stage 
with two guitars, a bass, a drum set. As he took 
the microphone, the audience started cheering 
and shouting, “What’s poppin’, Kid,” getting 
ready for a good show.

After opening for Nas in Syracuse Univer-
sity’s Goldstein Auditorium on Friday night, 
Kid Fresh, a LeMoyne College alumnus, spent 
Saturday helping an environmental cause.

The concert, which brought more than 250 
students and community members together at 
the Thornden Park amphitheater Saturday, was 
part of the larger annual Syracuse Earth Day 
Festival. It was organized through a joint effort 
by the Syracuse Peace Council, New York Public 
Interest Research Group (NYPIRG), Citizens 
Campaign for the Environment (CCE), Syra-
cuse Real Food Co-op and the Onondaga Creek 
Conservation Council.

Earlier in the day, representatives from the 
Onondaga Nation, Syracuse Real Food Co-Op 
and Robin Kimmerer, a professor of environ-
mental and forest biology, spoke to community 
members at the festival. 

“You see this place empty all summer; it’s 
great that it’s getting some use,” said Justin 
Mrazik, fifth year industrial interaction and 
design major. 

Other performers at the event included: 
Jamian Shapiro, a freshman television, radio 
and film major at SU, Sophistafunk, a band fea-
turing local Funk n’ Waffles owner Adam Gold, 
Eli, a local Syracuse resident who recorded with 
SU’s Marshall Street Records, The Mustached 
Riders and Luna Ticks.

Hannah Gibbons, a sophomore environmental 

studies major at the State University of New York 
College of Environmental Science and Forestry 
and a leader for NYPIRG’s environmental project, 
said the music helped NYPIRG achieve its goal. 

“We wanted it to be free so that people would 
be drawn to it,” she said. “It shows that there’s 
no cost to be more green.”

Gibbons pointed to a table of handouts 
that gave examples of green behavior, such as 
unplugging chargers or not using plastic bags. 
She also emphasized bioregionalism — buying 
local food — and the myriad of tables staffed by 
local co-ops proved its ease.

Gibbons said though NYPIRG had been plan-
ning the event all semester, this is not their only 
environmental initiative. They have also been 
working on passing the Bigger Better Bottle 
Bill, an update to New York state’s bottle recy-
cling and deposit policy. “We want to promote 
how easy it is to just change little things about 
your lifestyle,” Gibbons said.

Shapiro took the stage after Kid Fresh. His 
original pieces intermixed with pickle jokes 
brought a group of girls who Shapiro referred 
to as “the Brockettes” out of their seats to the pit 
area. “I’ve never played at a venue this big; it’s 
usually more of a broom closet,” he said.

Katie Wolcott, a freshman biology major, was 
enjoying the event but questioned the occasion. 
“I don’t think there needs to be an Earth Day,” 
she said. “Every day should be Earth Day.” 

Despite this sentiment, she planned to stay 
until the end. “It’s a really great venue. People can 
play soccer or hacky sack or drink their beer or 
just chill out and fall asleep to great music.”

Shapiro summed up his reasons with ease.
“I’m a big fan of the earth — I live on it.”

mazilora@syr.edu

untenured instructors with less than full-time 
status. Adjuncts are part-time instructors who 
generally have a career outside of the university 
and outside of teaching. 

This semester, an informal canvassing of col-
leges found only one introductory course with 
more than 90 students taught by a part-time 
instructor, said university spokesman Kevin 
Quinn.

The instructor of that course, A. Randall 
Wenner, said he teaches as an adjunct for the 
course, IST 195, but he is employed full-time at 
the S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communica-
tions, where he teaches and manages labs. 

“Many of our part-time instructors have 
been here a long time and do a phenomenal job,” 
Quinn wrote in an e-mail. “We don’t make deci-
sions based entirely on employment status; we 
match skills, experience and expertise to course 
and student need.”

The University of Rochester employs a simi-
lar method. 

“There is an absolute effort to assure that 
incoming freshmen have access to full-time 
faculty,” said Nancy Speck, the registrar there. 
“The intent is to get students exposed to research 
as early as possible.”  

With an undergraduate population of 4,111, 
the freshman retention rate at Rochester last fall 
was 99 percent, Speck said.

Full-time professors who teach introductory 
courses at SU help recruit students into majors, 
said geography department chairman Tod 
Rutherford. 

But issues can arise in large courses no mat-
ter who teaches them. 

“There’s always what I call potential teething 
problems when someone teaches for the first 
time,” Rutherford said. “It’s not just the mate-
rial; it’s teaching it effectively. It always takes a 
few tries to get a course.”

Adjunct chemistry and research professor 
Tess Freedman also said teaching a large course 
can be difficult for anyone. 

“It takes a special concern for the students,” 
said Freedman, who teaches CHE 116, which 
enrolls more than 200 students. “Even a new 
assistant professor doesn’t always have the 

experience and commitment to knowing the 
students.”

For Michelle Bobe, a junior chemistry major, 
having a part-time instructor caused her to drop 
a math course this semester after she trans-
ferred to SU from the University of Puerto Rico. 

“I don’t think they can control large groups,” 
Bobe said. “And their offices are always in the 
middle of nowhere.”

Kora Gould, a philosophy teaching associate 
and graduate student, said she shares an office 
and a phone with other instructors, but this has 
never created any problems. 

When Gould started as a teaching assistant 
five years ago, she made $13,000 per year. Now 
that she teaches her own class, Theories of 
Knowledge and Reality, she makes $17,000 in an 
academic year.

Part-time instructors who are not earning a 
degree report very different salaries — such as 
Paniagua’s $3,500 a class per semester.

There are still SU adjuncts making salaries 
that are too low, said David Thomas, Syracuse 
organizer of the New York State Union of Teach-
ers (NYSUT). In 2001, some salaries were below 
the federal poverty level. 

Negotiations for Adjuncts United, a NYSUT-
supported union, started at SU in June 2006, 
Thomas said. None of the adjuncts have signed 
yet, because details need to be worked out.

“The adjuncts are completely at-will employ-
ees,” Thomas said. “They take what is offered, 
because they really have individually no bar-
gaining power. It’s a highly exploited group of 
people.”

Negotiations are also being made for Adjuncts 
United at Le Moyne College, Thomas said. The 
State University of New York system is already 
organized with the union, and many downstate 
colleges have been joining.

The part-time instructor study reports that in 
2003, colleges nationwide employed 46.3 percent 
of faculty in part-time appointments. 

In addition to saving money, Thomas said 
schools and students benefit from these instruc-
tors’ backgrounds.

“As demanding as that kind of lifestyle is,” 
Thomas said, “I think it ultimately brings 
a person with a broader life experience and 
a broader academic experience to the class-
room.”

amcave@syr.edu 

dailyorange.com
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c r o s s w o r d
by thomas joseph

the town bike by steve defino | definoart.com then sean leary | sleary45@yahoo.com

dinosaur comics by ryan north | qwantz.com

classic perry bible fellowship by nick gurewitch | pbfcomics.com

ËFriday Happy Hour - No cover! 
ËFree food 5-7 p.m.
Ë$3 pitchers and more specials

21 & over. Please drink responsibly. Donʼt drink and drive.

MAGGIES
Restaurant & Sports Bar

161 Marshall Street

GREAT
 FO

OD FUN TIMES
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photo courtesy of geoffrey navias

PuPPetry and Community students unveil their 25-foot tall puppet creations. As a part of the Soling program, the 

class constructed the puppets and will perform with elementary school students in Hendricks Chapel Tuesday.

P
masters

uppet
Students pull strings to create giant 
puppets for Syracuse community 

By Kelly Outram
STAff wriTer

S uspended in the air dangles a 
pale face with almost perfect 
cheekbones and deep red lips 
— the 25-foot puppet smiles 

down with a seemingly knowing stare. 
Even though the object is inanimate, it 
still has a way of creating the feeling of 
another human presence in the room. 

But there’s no reason to feel creeped 
out. It’s not an oversized Chuckie doll. 
It’s an oversized puppet — and it is 
going to unify the community.

Joining the ranks of established 
community service work such as feed-
ing the hungry and donating outgrown 
sweaters to the clothing drive, is pup-
petry. 

It might seem a bit outlandish, but 
for the class Puppetry and Community 
(SOL 345), offered through Syracuse 
University’s Soling Program, puppets 
are a way to bridge the SU community 
to the surrounding city. 

“Puppetry is very valuable, espe-
cially dealing with the construction of 
larger puppets,” said Geoff Navias, pro-
fessor of the Puppetry and Community 
class. “It’s creating a form of art, and a 

see puppets page 14

IF YOU GO
What: The Color of invention 
puppet show
Where: Hendricks Chapel
When: Tuesday at 10 a.m.
How much: free
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Spring Fashions
:: For night

   
    SexySultry  

Photos taken at:
Metro Lounge & Sushi Bar
505 Westcott Street 
Syracuse, New York 
315.428.0810
What to expect: Metro 
 Lounge & Sushi Bar is just 
a few blocks from main 
campus. With a hip, cool atmosphere and 
sushi made fresh right when you order it, 
the Metro Lounge is a great place to hang 
out and eat with friends. Metro Lounge gives 
live entertainment almost every night! There 
is a dance �oor, a stage and a pool table in 
the back; so if you are 21 and older, Metro 
Lounge & Sushi Bar is perfect for a night out 
on the town.

Syracuse University  
Graduation Special

ONLY $19.99 – Express Pedicure
ONLY $24.99 - Full Set of  Permanent 

White Tips (Reg. $30)
ONLY $44.99 – Express Pedicure & 
Full Set of   Permanent White Tips

ONLY $49.99 - Full Set of  Permanent 
White Tips & Regular French Pedicure 

(Reg. $60) 
Free Eyebrow Wax or French Tips w/

purchase of  Spa Pedicure
*Discounts valid with coupon.  

Expires May 15, 2008
315.242.8888

Located in the Carousel Mall, next to Macy’s 

Shoes & More
208 E. Jefferson St. , Syracuse, NY 13202
866-682-4245
shoesandmoreny.com
Hours: Mon-Fr. 10-5:30; Sat. 11-3
What To Expect: Inexpensive, celebrity-
inspired shoes and accessories. Great for a 
fashionista with a smaller budget.
 

 

The Fashion Exchange
6901 E. Genesse St (Lyndon Corners) 
Fayetteville, NY, 13066
315-251-0414
Hours: Mon, Tues, Wed., Fri 10-6; Thurs. 
10-8; Sat. 10-5
What to Expect: Secondhand bags by Fendi 
and Louis Vuitton, Seven Jeans, and Juicy 
Couture tops are just some of the great 
designer, gently used items you might �nd. 

Oleander at Armory
270 W. Jefferson St. ; Syracuse, NY 13202
(315) 426-7813
Hours: Tues. – Thurs. 11-6;  
Fri. - Sat. 11-7
What to Expect: High-end brands and one-
of-a-kind pieces make this boutique one of 
the trendiest stores in Syracuse.  Features 
elegant dresses perfect for graduation or 
formals.

Left to Right (Top to Bottom) 

A.  Short chocolate brown halter dress with 
gold accents at empire waist.  

$152 :: J Michael Shoes.

B. Hand Blown glass pendant by local artist. 
$74 :: The Enchanted Bazaar

C. Golden yellow silk dress with ruf�es. Ties 
in the back. By Yoana Baraschi.

$335 :: Oleander’s in Armory

D. Vintage Chanel bag in black leather. 
$90 :: The Fashion Exchange.  

E. Satin Bead retro necklace.
:: Cluttered Closet

F. Gray �ouncy bubble dress by Susana 
Monaco. 

$324 :: Oleander’s at Armory

 
 

G. Violet and Lime Green Circle Print Dress  
by Glam. 

$64.99 :: Boom Babies

H. Long sleeved purple �oral bubble dress. 
$64.99 :: Boom Babies

I. Black leather “Spy Bag” inspired by Fendi. 
Features a change purse and lipstick holder 
in the �ap.

$45 :: Shoes and More

Get your style on
Presenting �ve sassy and �irty styles perfect for impressing a date or having a fun night out with your best friends

A
fter a dreary winter, Spring is finally in the air and 
the Daily Orange is celebrating an upcoming month 
of warm weather and sunny skies by introducing 
the hottest spring trends. Store your snow boots and 
fleeces—it’s time to put on your peep toe shoes and 

flirty dresses. This season’s clothes will surely uplift your mood 
with floral patterns, bright citrus colors, and cute ruffles. 

Last week we showed you what to wear for day, now we spice it up a 
notch with five sultry and sophisticated looks for night. Make every 
one stop dead in their tracks when you show up to a bar or club in a 
satin mini—or dazzle your dinner date in a charming bubble dress.  
Searching Syracuse far and wide, we have found the best stores to 
liven up your wardrobe. 
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for relaxation and reducing STRESS................

now at 2 locations:
1) Marshall Square Mall on SU campus
2) The Spa at 500 @ 500 W. Onandoga St.

315.475.9164
theartofmassageonline.com

For relaxation and  
reducing STRESS

Now at 2 locations:
1. Marshall Square Mall on the 

 SU campus
2. The Spa at 500 @  

500 W. Onondaga St.

   315.475.9164
   theartofmassageonline.com

Sassy

(lower level of Shoppingtown Mall)

Get glowing, sun kissed skin with our 
Velocity HP Tanning Bed

(No UV Rays)

*Gift certifi cates available for massages, facials, 
waxing and tanning services*

Wave goodbye 
to embarrasing 
cellulite with a 
dermosonic 
treatment.

The Enchanted Bazaar
120 W Jefferson St., Syracuse, NY 13202
315-426-0650
theenchantedbazaar.com
What To Expect: Accessorize with one-of-a 
kind, hand-made jewelry from local artists. 
From semi-precious stones to hand-blown 
glass treasures, you will �nd something 
to spruce up any out�t.  Plus, get henna 
tattoos, psychic readings, and learn how 
to make candles at one of the specialty 
classes offered here. 

Boom Babies
489 Westcott St., Syracuse, NY 13210
315-472-1949
Hours: Mon.– Fri. 11-8; Sat. 11-7; Sun. 12-5
What To Expect: Casual and formal fashions 
for stylish young women at reasonable 
prices. New products are constantly being 
shipped here, ensuring a large stock of key 
seasonal items.  
 

 

J. Michael Shoes
173 Marshall St., Syracuse, NY 13210
315-471-4237
Hours: Mon. –Sat. 10-7; Sun. 12-5
What To Expect: “If it’s Hot, It’s Here” –Steps 
away from main campus, you’ll �nd the 
most popular brands and most sought after 
products.

Cluttered Closet
742 S. Beech St., Syracuse, NY 13210
315-422-6294
Hours: Mon.- Sat. 10-9; Sun. 12-6
What to Expect: This friendly consignment 
store in Westcott is �lled with great vintage 
pieces from the 1920’s to the 1980’s. 

A DV E R T I S E M E N T
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connection that takes a high level of cooperation, 
teamwork and leadership.”

The large angelic creation hanging from the 
ceiling was an original by Navias, who also serves 
as the director of the Open Hand Theater, a puppet 
museum and theater in downtown Syracuse.

His course explores the art of storytelling 
through puppetry. The class requires students 
to build their own puppets and produce a play 
alongside local elementary schools and other 
children’s groups such as the Syracuse Chil-
dren’s Chorus.  

During the Mayfest celebration Tuesday, the 
class will perform “The Color of Invention” in 
Hendricks Chapel with fifth-grade students from 
Van Duyn Elementary. The show will tell the 
story of early science inventions, following the 
lives of innovators such as Samuel Hopkins, the 
man who received the first United States patent 
and Jean Baptiste Jolly, the man who created dry 
cleaning. 

“Puppets are a way for a culture to take a mini-
version of itself and present it,” Navias said. “They 
push aspects of culture and humor, which allows 
people to get away with things that ordinarily 
can’t be done or said.”

The Soling Program is an interdisciplinary 
program that includes approximately 100 stu-
dents. The courses involve semester-long projects 
that benefit the community. 

Other courses in the Soling program include 
a Folk Arts Festival and Public Display class 
where students design folk art, and a Hospice and 
Elderly Legacy Project classes where students 
create mementos for families of hospice patients. 
Students even have the option of creating their 
own projects. A few years ago a team of engineer-
ing students proposed and created a knee brace 
to help physical therapy patients learn how to do 
their workouts correctly.

“The program offers solutions to world problems 
through creativity, collaboration and community,” 
said Jim Spencer, the Soling program director 

However, no other Soling program involves 
20-foot tall dummies. The students in the course 
work closely with the youth in the Syracuse com-
munity in creating the dolls. Earlier this year, 
they performed with the Syracuse Children’s 
Chorus in Hendricks Chapel, telling the story of 
the history of Lake Onondaga through puppets 
and song.

The strong bond the college students form with 
the younger students is what drew Seung-Hyun 
Chun, junior international relations and political 
science major, to the program. 

“I just love being around kids, and it also feels 
great to feel engaged with the community and see 
what they are doing in the elementary schools,” 

Hyun said. “Most people on the SU campus I 
would assume don’t know how the local elemen-
tary schools in the area run, but it’s critical.” 

The class learns to build all sorts of puppets 
like modern American puppets, which could 
include anything from Sesame Street Muppets 
to shadow puppets — cutout figures presented in 
front of a translucent screen. 

The construction itself is time consuming. 
Hyun said the students spend anywhere between 
four and 10 hours constructing a single puppet. 
Although the class syllabus outlines that the class 
will take 20 hours of outside work time in the 
semester, Hyun added when everything is taken 
into account, it seems to run a bit over. 

“We mainly build them using paper-mache, 
cloth and attached strings,” he said.  “The process 
is simple but also has a lot of complex architec-
tural intricacies.”  

Five students are enrolled in this semester’s 
class, and Navias readily acknowledges the class’ 
huge time commitment. For a class that is made 
up of students with majors like biology and inter-
national relations, learning how to build a puppet 
is another type of learning process on its own. 

“Almost everyone’s major is irrelevant to pup-
pet making,” Hyun said. 

While the puppets and the stories told with 
them are educationally benefiting students, the 
program also offers them a new way of viewing the 
world and provides them with older role models. 

“It’s important to get into something that is 
so far out of the conventional ways of learning, 
because people all learn differently,” Navias said. 
“Also, working with the SU students shows (the 
elementary students) college, which might not be 
something that they’ve been exposed to before. 
This opens up conversation about the future in 
ways that unites parents that didn’t seem possible 
and invites parents for Mayfest.”

The time and effort that goes into creating the 
puppets is critical, and Navias believes it forges a 
bond between the two groups of students.

Navias got involved in puppetry when he found 
himself highly discouraged with the state the 
country was headed into during the 1960s. 

“There was a lot of yes, no yelling,” Navias said. 
“The public dialogue didn’t allow certain types of 
values, and I was looking for other ways to express 
myself and be a part of civil conversation.” 

As an outlet, he started to create puppet shows 
for his community. 

The performances were accessible, easy and 
inexpensive to run, and after realizing the chil-
dren would bring their parents along, it pushed 
him to see how it applied around the values of life 
between parents and children. 

“I think that within puppetry a sense of won-
derment is invoked,” Navias said. “That is a valu-
able thing, because it gets people to think outside 
of the box.”

kaoutram@syr.edu
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down throughout the buzzing audience; even 
the balcony was on its feet. Nas performed 
favorites such as “Made You Look,” “Nastra-
damus” and “Hate Me Now.” 

Since his 1994 debut album “Illmatic,” Nas 
has been hailed as one of the hip-hop world’s 
top minds — spawning top Billboard hits 
such as “One Mic” and gaining a legion of 
fans. The rapper is scheduled to release his 
ninth album, “N****r,” (except spelled out) 
this Tuesday.

Between songs, Nas voiced several social 
and political views such as, “If he ruled the 
world, he would give everyone George W. 
Bush’s head on a platter.” 

“The ticket was great,” said Brian Henry, 
a senior real estate and metro development 
major at Le Moyne College. “(Kid) Fresh 
threw down, the D.C. guys were great, and 
of course there was Nas, which goes without 
any explanation.”

The highly anticipated event sold out about 
four hours after tickets went on sale — and 
that enthusiasm for Nas’s appearance car-
ried over to Friday’s show. Excitement and 
anticipation enveloped the venue, bringing 
together a large group of students from vari-
ous backgrounds under the common theme 
— Nas’s smooth beats. 

Alvin Kumar, a sophomore biology stu-
dent, sat on the floor in the Schine Atrium 
outside Goldstein Auditorium for about two 
and a half hours listening to his iPod, wait-
ing for an indication that they were ready to 
let people inside. 

Outside and down the steps from Kumar, 
Chrissy Jacobs, a sophomore information 
studies and African American studies major, 
stood behind a steel barricade itching to get 
her promised floor seat and possibly even an 
autograph. 

“I love the diverse turnout,” said Cas-
sandra Medard, parliamentarian for the 
National Panhellenic Council and junior bio-
engineering major. “When an artist is able to 
pull people from all different backgrounds, 
that’s great.” 

The concert started with comedian Rob-
erts. With his foul language, there wasn’t one 
button that Roberts didn’t push during his 
act. He made fun of gender, race and periodi-
cally broke out into freestyle raps, where he 
talked about anything from his gangster 
grandmother to paternity tests on the Maury 
Povich show.  

His material that seemed to draw the most 
laughs was when he made fun of those in 
attendance and put some hecklers antsy for 
Nas in their place. 

The Kid Fresh and the House Party gave 
a highly energetic performance next with its 
hip-hop/reggae/funk style that resembled 
Sublime superimposed with rap lyrics. The 
band members looked like they were having 
the time of their lives on stage, especially 
the two guitarists who played amazing solos 
during the set. D.C.-based MO CHIPS fol-
lowed, and got everybody loose and dancing 
in preparation for the main act. 

The star, of course, was Nas. During his 
performance, the audience members rushed 
to the front of the stage and stood on chairs to 
move closer to the rap luminary. At one point, 
the rapper threw his shirt into the audience, 
and several hands popped up frantically 
swiping for the once-in-a-lifetime souvenir.

“(The turnout of the concert) shows how 
hip-hop unites people,” Henry said. “Whole 
different races, religions and creeds can 
appreciate the power of words as long as 
they’re using positive words.” 

kaoutram@syr.edu
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have been hurt by too much variety last year. Both 
performers bring mainstream national musical 
success, which should make for a great event, 
Frederickson said.

Last year’s Block Party featured R&B artist 
Ciara, hip-hop singer Lupe Fiasco and rockers TV 
on the Radio.

Fergie began her career as a child actress, appear-
ing on “Kids Incorporated” and Nickelodeon.

But the artist’s rise to fame wasn’t all glamour. 
After her first band, Wild Orchid, failed to earn a 
record deal, she suffered a drug addiction marked 
by Ecstasy and crystal meth use until she joined the 
Black Eyed Peas during its album recording in 2003. 

Fergie and the Peas found mainstream success 
with pop hits like “My Humps” and “Where Is The 
Love?” Her 2006 debut solo album “The Dutchess” 
spawned six top-10 singles and sold more than 6 

million copies internationally.
Eighteen-year-old Kingston’s mainstream suc-

cess came with his hit single “Beautiful Girls” in 
summer 2007. The song peaked at No. 1 on the U.S. 
Billboard Hot 100. Fusing pop with reggae and 
dancehall vocals, the Jamaican native released 
his self-titled debut in September of last year.

“Both of (the artists) had a lot of hits recently,” 
Frederickson said. “Both artists will bring a lot of 
energy.”

The event coincides with Syracuse University’s 
annual Mayfest, but the collaboration should fur-
ther student involvement and attendance for both 
events, Frederickson said.

Remaining tickets are still available for $20 for 
students and $40 for general audiences of all ages. 
Tickets can be purchased online at suathletics.com, 
the Carrier Dome Box Office or Schine Box Office.

“As it is every year, this is our big spring 
concert,” Frederickson said, “so we hope for great 
turnout, and we think it’ll be a great show.”

edpeik@syr.edu

block Party
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Nate archibald
Role: Obligatory handsome blonde guy

Romantic entanglements: Practically betrothed to Blair since birth, 
hooked up with Serena on top of a bar, now unattached
Seen on the Upper East Side: Nate constantly hangs out with his 
best friend Chuck. Nate has dreams of going to USC, but his coke-
snorting dad wants him to follow his footsteps to Dartmouth. Nate is 
in love with Serena and pines obviously from afar. 
Better than “OC” counterpart: Nate talks more than Ryan 
Atwood, but has zero personality.

blair Waldorf
Role: Resident mean girl 

Romantic entanglements: Had dated Nate since first grade, hooked 
up with sleazy Chuck Bass, currently unattached
Seen on the Upper East Side: Blair ruled the Upper East Side with 
a nail-polished fist until Gossip Girl (the show’s narrator) let the word 
out that she hooked up with Nate and Chuck in the same week. She’s 
trying to recover from an eating disorder, and her controlling mom 
isn’t helping much. Blair is currently friendless, save for Serena, and 
she almost moved to Paris to stay with her gay dad just to get away 
from all the gossip. 
Better than “OC” counterpart: It isn’t that hard to be better than 
Marissa Cooper.

CLICKER Dirty little secrets

I t’s been awhile since “The OC” gripped 
those yearning for teenage angst, 
romance and debauchery. But let’s face 

it, only the first season of “The OC” was 
good, and we’ve been waiting for something 
like it that isn’t “Laguna Beach.” Luckily, 
“OC” creator Josh Schwartz came up with 
“Gossip Girl,” (based on a book series) which 
brings the drama to New York City, in the 
posh Upper East Side. So far it’s about as good 
as the debut season of the “OC,” but without 
the inconvenience of a rabid mass following. 
So who are these New Yorkers, and how do 
they stack up to their California predeces-
sors? Let’s just say there are a lot more plaid 
skirts and a lot fewer wifebeaters. 

— Erinn Connor, asst. feature editor

eaconnor@syr.edu

if YoU Watch:
What: “Gossip Girl” post-
strike premiere
When: Tonight at 8 p.m.
Where: CW

chUck bass
Role: Evil guy who can’t stop hitting on girls

Romantic entanglements: Hooked up with Blair a couple of 
times, sexually harasses any girl with a pulse.

Seen on the Upper East Side: Chuck has a great wardrobe, 
from his pink suits to his signature polka-dot scarf. 

He drinks, smokes and sleeps his way around 
Manhattan and even helped open 
a burlesque club. Chuck has great 
chemistry with Blair, and together 
they could probably take over New 
York City.
Better than “OC” counterpart: 
There really is no “OC” equivalent 
for Chuck, except perhaps any char-
acter who got in the way of the epic 
Seth/Summer romance. 

sereNa vaN der WoodseN
Role: Bad girl gone good

Romantic entanglements: Hooked up with her best friend’s boy-
friend, Nate Archibald, currently dating nice guy Dan Humphrey
Seen on the Upper East Side: Fresh from boarding school, Serena 
returns to the Upper East Side a changed girl. Serena and BFF Blair 
Waldorf get in a tiff when Blair finds out Serena hooked up with her 
boyfriend, but their friendship remained intact, even as Serena fell 
for Brooklynite Dan and their relationship became (almost) sicken-
ingly perfect.
Better than “OC” counterpart: It’s a tough call, Summer Roberts 
turned out to be pretty lovable as Seth Cohen’s girlfriend, and Serena 
is just a tad more annoying. 

daN hUmphreY
Role: Obligatory good guy but is kind of emo about it

Romantic entanglements: Loved/stalked Serena from afar until 
“coincidences” brought them together
Seen on the Upper East Side: Dan actually lives in lowly Brooklyn 
but ventures to the Upper East Side to attend school. His relationship 
with Serena is going well, almost too well, despite interference from 
his obnoxious best friend Vanessa. He really wants to go to Dart-
mouth, probably to major in creative writing. 
Better than “OC” counterpart: Seth Cohen set a high standard, and 
Dan cannot compare, no matter how dorky his football bed sheets 
look.

Psst! Catch up on all of the juicy 
details of teen drama ‘Gossip Girl’
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Master druMMer saMMi (last name withheld), rests his hands 
in between teaching drumming classes at the Westcott Community 
Center. Resting is crucial in preventing a drummer’s hands from 
becoming injured.

etse Nyadedzor, 39, teaches advanced African drumming classes at the Seven Rays bookstore in the Westcott area of Syracuse 
Saturday, March 29. A native of the West African country of Ghana, Nyadedzor originally came to the United States in February 1998 
to teach drumming and dancing workshops.

Mary-aNN Belle watches Sammi (last name withheld), a member of Nyadedzor’s Adanfo African 
Dance Troupe, as he teaches her traditional Ghanaian drumbeats. Belle and her husband Bill have been 
coming to the community center for two years now to learn the West African musical tradition.

Native Ghanaian 
Etse Nyadedzor 
teaches others way of 
African drumming

When Etse Nyadedzor came to the United States, 
he didn’t think he’d stay for long. 

 “I just remember stepping off the plane, seeing 
the weather, the town, and felt like I wasn’t going 
to last long here,” said Nyadedzor of his first trip to 
the United States.

Nyadedzor, an African master drummer, came 
in February 1998 to teach a drumming and danc-
ing workshop at Syracuse University.

 He soon went back to his home country Ghana 
in West Africa to continue his studies in the 
capital city of Accra, where he completed his work 
in drumming at the Folkloric Selamta Center for 
National Culture.

In addition to Ghanaian drumming techniques, 
he also learned more than 30 dance techniques 
from countries such as Nigeria, Senegal, Zimbabwe 
and South Africa. But Nyadedzor wanted to return 
to the United States to teach what he had learned.

 “I first started teaching at the Westcott Com-
munity Center,” Nyadedzor said. Every Saturday, 
along with Nagina, the native Ghanaians teach 
beginning and advanced drumming and dancing 
classes to children and adults at both the Com-
munity Center and the Seven Rays bookstore on 
Westcott Street.

 In addition to teaching, Nyadedzor has also 
become an accomplished musician with several 
different groups, including the Adanfo African 
Dance Troupe, which he founded, and his reggae 
band Akuma Roots, which he founded and is the 
lead singer.

 “There was a guy that I used to jam with, and we 
decided to start a band, combining all of our differ-
ent interests in music,” Nyadedzor said. “We decided 
to call the band Akuma Roots because in my native 
language, the word ‘akuma’ means the ‘heart’, and 
this is something very important to me.”

ncruggie@syr.edu

Text and photos by Nick Ruggiero 
STAFF phoToGRApheR     
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By Didier Morais
Staff Writer

With the season winding down, the Syracuse 
softball team knew it needed to approach 
each conference game with urgency. No one 
answered the challenge better than catcher 

Amy Kelley.
Kelley blasted three 

home runs during the 
Orange’s sweep, 4-3 and 
5-4, Sunday against 
Seton Hall. The junior, 
who leads the Big East 
with 11 home runs, 

became only the second Orange player to hit 
three homers in one day, the first to do so since 
Alexis Switenko accomplished the feat in 2003 
against Providence. With the sweep of the 
Pirates, the Orange improved to 18-25 overall 
and 9-7 within the conference.

“Amy just had one of those days when she 
was just in the zone,” said SU head coach Leigh 
Ross. “This game is just one of many great ones 
she has had this year, and she keeps proving 
that she is one of the top players in the Big East. 
Our team fed off what Amy did.”

Kelley’s sensational day began in the sixth 
inning of the opening match when she belted a 
solo shot to straightaway center. The home run 
jump-started a three-run inning, helping SU 
overcome a 3-0 deficit to the Pirates.

But for the second time in three days, SU 
relied on late-inning heroics to claim victory — 
which was sealed for the Orange on a peculiar 
play.

In the bottom of the seventh, the game was 
knotted at three with junior shortstop Jamie 
Kelling on first. Chanel Roehner laid down a 
sacrifice bunt, attempting to advance Kelling to 
second. To the crowd’s surprise, Kelling passed 
second and started hustling toward third. The 

aggressive decision startled Seton Hall second 
baseman Leah Menichetti, who forced a wild 
throw to third that rolled into the outfield, 
allowing Kelling to score the game-winning 
run.

“I had faith in Chanel, so I knew she would 
lay the bunt down,” Kelling said. “But when I 
was rounding second, I saw that nobody was 
really covering third, so I went for it.”

But the real highlight of the doubleheader 
was Kelley’s personal home run derby. In 
her first at-bat of the second game, Kelley 
unloaded a two-run shot, giving the Orange 
an early 2-0 lead. The Pirates answered with 
two runs in the top of the second. During 
her next plate appearance, Kelley drove in 
Kelling and Roehner with a three-run bomb 
and became the first Orange player to hit 

three home runs on three consecutive plate 
appearances.

“I was really relaxed, but the credit goes to 
Jamie and Chanel,” Kelley said. “If they weren’t 
on base, then it would be a completely different 
ball game, so props to them as well.”

Kelley’s success came in part from a switch 
in the batting order. After Friday’s sweep of St. 
John’s, Ross and the coaching staff made the 
decision to insert Kelley into the three-hole of 
the line-up.

“She just works hard at everything she does, 
whether it’s conditioning or adjustments at the 
plate,” SU associate head coach Kyle Jamieson 
said. “She changed her swing a little bit, too, and 
now she’s up there and basically seeing beach 
balls. Every time a pitcher makes a mistake, she 
takes advantage of it.”

The home run barrage did not please Seton 
Hall pitcher Kim Schweitzer. She tried to intimi-
date Kelley during her third at-bat of the 
second game. Schweitzer threw two fastballs 
far inside, which barely missed hitting Kel-
ley. The junior catcher eventually grounded 
out but was visually upset with the daunting 
pitches.

Still, she finished the doubleheader 3-for-6 
with six RBIs, and three runs scored, helping 
the Orange cap off an unbeaten weekend.

“I have a routine before I hit,” Kelley said. 
“For me, it’s not thinking. I can’t think. I can’t 
try to guess what pitches the pitcher will throw, 
or think about my batting form. I don’t even take 
practice swings on the on-deck circle. I just use 
that time to focus and do my thing.”

dsmorais@syr.edu

s o f t b a l l

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer
Amy Kelley belted three home runs in Syracuse’s sweep of Seton Hall Sunday. Kelley leads the Big east conference in home runs 
with 11, and became the first SU player ever to hit a home run on three straight plate appearences. 

By Michael Bonner
Staff Writer

Rachel Tilford stood waiting in the on-deck 
circle for an opportunity to resurrect her power 
numbers. She watched Amy Kelley foul a pitch 
almost directly behind her, and right on line to 

hit Tilford.
Tilford swung and hit 

Kelley’s foul ball, which 
then landed on the field 
of play creating a scary 
situation into an erup-
tion of laughter inside 
the Syracuse dugout.

“I said (to my teammates), ‘That would be my 
only hit of the day,’” Tilford said. 

Thankfully for the Orange it wouldn’t be.
Nine innings later, Tilford hit another ball 

resulting in another eruption by her team-
mates. This time, though, she was in the batter’s 
box, and the ball landed over the fence. Tilford’s 
walk-off home run with one out in the ninth 
gave SU a 1-0 win in the first game of the double-
header against St. John’s.

The momentum from the second walk-off 

home run in Syracuse history bled over into the 
second game, another SU win, 2-1.

Syracuse had opportunities in the first game 
to score but couldn’t come up with the key hit 
when it needed it most. In the first and third 
innings, SU managed to get runners to third 
with two outs but couldn’t advance the runner 
the final 90 feet.

“We had some hits here and there, it just 
wasn’t the right time,” Syracuse head coach 
Leigh Ross said. “…My general overall feeling 
was why aren’t we hitting the ball? Pitching is 
on. Defense was good now we have to pull that 
other part together.”

It took nine innings for the offense to finally 
come alive. Tilford was 0-for-3 on the day but 
revived the offense, along with her power num-
bers. Tilford finished last season as the team 
leader in home runs with 10. Through 38 games 
this year the outfielder was tied for sixth on the 
team with one home run.

In the second inning, Tilford thought she 
put one over the fence, but Red Storm left fielder 
Bionka King made the catch on the warning 
track. In the ninth, Tilford had the same feeling 

but wasn’t going to take any chances.
“I thought it was out, yeah,” Tilford said. “I 

thought the one I hit out to the warning track 
earlier was out, too, so I was like, just run the 
bases and if it’s not out at least I’ll have double.”

It took one clutch hit in game one, and in 
game two Syracuse needed two clutch hits but 
almost didn’t get the second. 

Hallie Gibbs stepped to the plate in the fifth, 
and just like Tilford in game one, she had had 
a rough day at the plate. Gibbs was 0-for-6 with 
two strikeouts on the entire day. 

It looked as though Gibbs was going to be 
0-for-7 as her swing resulted in a weak pop up to 
the first baseman in foul territory. Gibbs trotted 
down the line slamming her bat to the ground 
in disgust. The ball, though, deflected off Kacee 
Cox’s glove and fell to the ground. With a second 
chance, Gibbs made the Red Storm pay for their 
mishap smacking a double that allowed Chanel 
Roehner to score the game-winning run. 

“I would’ve been really upset if I didn’t come 
through for the team,” Gibbs said. “I had an 
opportunity earlier, and I didn’t do anything 
with it. I just let that all go and finally got a hit.”

Tilford’s and Gibbs’ late-inning heroics over-
shadowed dominant pitching performances by 
both Roehner and Brittany Gardner. The duo 
combined for 16 strikeouts, the most of any in 
one day this season.

Gardner allowed a first-inning run to cross 
the plate but shut down the Red Storm there-
after, not allowing a hit after the second and 
retiring the last 10 batters of game two.  Roehner 
set the tone for the day not allowing a run and 
striking out 10 while not rendering a walk. At 
one point in the game, the senior retired 12 in a 
row. Roenher pitched all nine innings and was 
going to come back out if Tilford hadn’t gone 
yard.

But make no mistake; there wasn’t a happier 
person in the dugout than Roehner that there 
would be no 10th inning.

“I was like, ‘Thank the Lord,’” Roehner said. 
“‘Please don’t make me go out there for the 10th. 
I will if I have to, but I am exhausted. My quads 
hurt. I got beamed in the shoulder, my left shoul-
der’s hurt, my right shoulder’s sore, my finger’s 
bleeding. God I just don’t want to pitch.’”

mibonner@syr.edu

Catcher Kelley’s 
3 home runs cap 
tense weekend

Late-inning heroics from Tilford, Gibbs lead SU to sweep of St. John’s

syraCuse 5
seton hall 4

syraCuse 4
seton hall 3

syraCuse 2
st. john’s 1

syraCuse 1
st. john’s 0
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mostly smooth sailing. Nine wins in a row with 
the offense (13.65 goals per game before Friday) 
acting as the turbine and generator.

So for the first time since that Georgetown 
game, the Syracuse offense sputtered.

“I saw a couple turnovers I really, really 
didn’t want to have,” Desko said.

Here’s a snapshot of Desko’s frustration.
Late in the second quarter, freshman Steven 

Keogh found senior attack Mike Leveille slashing 
toward the net, a wide-open chance for the Tewaara-
ton Trophy finalist. Except his lay-up spiked wide.

Late in the fourth, Matt Abbott flashed down 
the right side off a Galloway clear, blowing past 
two defenders to set up the counter attack. Except 
his centering pass skipped off Leveille’s shoes.

The constants were there: Leveille tallied a 
hat trick while senior midfielder Steven Brooks 
and junior attack Kenny Nims each notched two 
goals and an assist.

But Syracuse had to resort to grunt work to 
pick up most of its scores, crashing the net and 
back-checking to disrupt Albany’s clears to 
pounce on turnovers.

“Sometimes when you don’t play as clean a 
game as you’d like, you pick it up in just hard 
work,” said Evan Brady, senior defender and tri-
captain. “Ground balls, riding, and just doing 
the little things.”

And even if Albany actually won the ground 
ball battle (38 to 34), Brady had a point.

“We weren’t as crisp as we usually are,” said 
Leveille, whose hat trick was his eighth of the 
season and 21st of his career.

It didn’t seem like that early on, however.
Syracuse jumped out to that early lead, and 

Keogh bulled his way in front of net to pump the 
score to 7-2 with 9:22 remaining in the second. 
It seemed then, as it has so many times in this 
resurgent season, that the rout was on.

It wasn’t.
Albany shifted into a zone defense and the 

SU offense pressed too much thereafter, shoot-
ing too soon and passing too wildly at times. 
The goals came in drips and drabs after that: 
two in the second and third quarter and one 
in the fourth, when Syracuse got off just five 
shots.

“It was a little different zone than most 
people were playing,” said Albany head coach 
Scott Marr. “So I think it kind of throws you a 
little bit. And hey, give us some credit. It was 5-2 
at the end of the first quarter, and we held them 
to five goals over the next three [quarters].”

The Orange didn’t help itself, of course, 
spraying shots (41 in all) and passes and never 
truly settling in to a rhythm.

Syracuse has more than a week to fix that, to 
settle back into the groove before it faces Mas-
sachusetts at home next Saturday.

“I think if we just stay patient,” Leveille said, 
“keeping running our offense, even our zone 
offense, we should be able to execute.”

ramccull@syr.edu

AlbAny
f r o m  p a g e  2 4

rachel fus | staff photographer
John Galloway made 14 saves Friday, one save away from a season-high. The freshman stopped six Albany shots in the fourth 
quarter to bail out a stagnant Syracuse offense that only scored three goals in the second half. 

By Tyler Dunne
ASST. Copy EdiTor

John Galloway was searching for answers. 
Sunk in a two-game funk, the befuddled 

Syracuse freshman trudged toward the Carrier 
Dome a couple hours before the Orange’s 10-5 
win over Albany Friday, when he spotted a 
nearby field. And it hit him. It was time to revive 
a high-school tradition.

Galloway dug up a handful of the dirt and 
stuffed it into a plastic bag. In the locker 
room he added some water and splattered 
the dirt-turned-mud all over his pale com-
plexion.

That’s more like it. Galloway got into a zone 
early against the Great Danes and never looked 
back, bailing out an SU offense that went stale 
in the second half. One week after making zero 
saves and allowing four goals in the fourth 
quarter of Syracuse’s win at Rutgers, Galloway 
responded with arguably his best game of the 
season. The freshman allowed five goals — 
three below his season average — while making 
14 saves.

“We started doing it after games in high 
school,” Galloway quipped with the now-dried, 
crusty mud wearing off. “…I think I’m going to 
keep doing it now.”

Good call. After sprinting to a 7-2 lead, the 
Syracuse offense shut down. During the 
game’s final 39 minutes, the Orange (11-2) only 
scored three goals. Galloway, who allowed 11 
second-half goals against Cornell and Rut-
gers, needed to deliver. Even with its top 
scorer, Corey Small (28 goals), sidelined with 
an injury, Albany bombarded Galloway dur-

ing the fourth quarter.
This time, the freshman was ready, 

stif ling Albany to its lowest goal count 
since it lost to Johns Hopkins in the season 
opener.

Galloway made six of his 14 saves in the 
final stanza, highlighted by a lights-out 
sequence during an Albany frenzy. On a 
delayed penalty, Albany’s Mark Cometti fired 
a point-blank shot five yards in front of Gallo-
way, who instantly lifted his left shoulder for 
the save. An amped up Galloway bounced up 
and down five times in his crease, confidence 
high.

Seconds later, on the ensuing man-down, 
Galloway deflected a Kyle Brunk bullet out-
of-bounds, garnering a subtle nod from senior 
defenseman Evan Brady. Twenty seconds 
later, Galloway plucked a Nate Sullivan-
missile from the wing, ending Albany’s man 
advantage.

Any hope of an Albany comeback was denied, 
even as SU’s offense mustered only five shots 
and one goal in the fourth quarter. 

“If (Galloway) lets in a couple more goals, it’s 
a two- or three-goal game,” said SU head coach 
John Desko. “He got in front of some shots, 
and otherwise the game would have been a lot 
tighter.”

During the postgame press conference, a 
modest Galloway — sporting a mud stain on 
his Nike undershirt — deferred all praise to 
his defense for sliding and communicating. 
Then Brady clutched the goalie’s shoulder and 
cracked a smile out of him. 

“Look at this kid, look at this kid. He’s got 

dirt on his face,” Brady said. “He wants to win 
so badly. You can see it every day in practice. He 
just wants it so much.”

Especially during the week leading up to 
the Albany game. After playing three games 
in one week, Galloway took advantage of a 
six-day layoff. Working individually with Syra-
cuse assistant coach Kevin Donahue, Galloway 
focused on stopping specific types of shots he 
was “uncomfortable” with.

“I think I wasn’t working as hard as I should 
have been,” Galloway said. “Me and (Dona-
hue) went after it this week. He’s always there, 
always helping me out. To be able to have him 
help me out this week really benefited me for 
tonight.”

Galloway has stayed in the shadows 
through Syracuse’s resurrection this season. 
While Syracuse’s offense has torched oppo-
nents for 14 goals per game (third in the 
country), Galloway has been on-and-off. His 
goals against average of 7.81 is hardly glamor-
ous — 17th in Division I.

But on Friday, he was the finisher Syra-
cuse could need in May at the NCAA tour-
nament. For now, though, it was all about 
getting back on track and bringing back the 
mud. 

“It was frustrating all week after a game 
like (Rutgers),” Galloway said. “I kind of let my 
guys down. … The offense deserves to mess up a 
couple times for all they’ve done this season, so I 
was happy to make a couple saves for them at the 
end of the game. 

“I can’t take (the mud) off anymore.”
thdunne@syr.edu

Old ritual helps Galloway break out of slump

The sTreak
Syracuse’s winning streak has reached 
nine games, its longest in the regular sea-
son since 1994.

Date	 OppOnent	 ScOre
March 9 No. 12 G’town W 9-8 (2oT)
March 15 at No. 4 Hopkins W 14-13 (oT)
March 22 Binghamton W 16-2
March 25 at Hobart W 13-5 
March 29 No. 18 Loyola W 13-8
April 5 No. 15 princeton W 13-6  
April 8 at No. 5 Cornell W 15-8 
April 12 at rutgers W 17-9
April 18 Albany   W 10-5
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By Tyler Dunne
Asst. Copy Editor

Syracuse’s nationally third-ranked offense 
was held to its lowest goal output in more than 
a month. But that didn’t stop Mike Leveille. 

The senior attack looks forward to playing 
Albany every year, having grown up in the 
Albany suburb of Delmar, N.Y. So even as the SU 
offense sputtered, Friday was more of the same 
for Leveille, who recorded his eighth hat trick of 
the season and 21st of his collegiate career.

“It’s an exciting game for me,” said Leveille, 
who has scored 20 career points against the 
Great Danes. “I just try to go out and give my 
best effort when I’m playing Albany. I thought 
they did a good job of playing defense tonight. 
They threw a different look at us with their 
zone and we weren’t as crisp as we usually are. 
But it’s an exciting game for me to play in and I 
have a lot of fun doing it.”

Leveille scored two of the Orange’s three 
second-half goals. On his third goal, Lev-
eille started behind the net and sprinted to the 
wing, pulling an Albany defender with him. 
He stopped on a dime to freeze the defender, 
turned around and fired an overhand shot 
at the goal. The ball went in, and Leveille 
tumbled into a backward somersault. 

On the season, Leveille now has 33 goals 
and 22 assists. More impressive is his patience 
around the cage. Leveille’s shooting per-
centage inched up to .423 Friday — a major 
improvement from last season (.310). He also 
extended his point streak to 51 gam es, second-
longest in the nation.

High school reunion
John Galloway knew exactly what Albany’s 

Joe Pompo was going to do.
“He’s a big lefty that always tries to go off-

stick high,” the SU goalie said. “I mean, he did it 
all last year.”

That’s because the two were teammates at West 
Genesee High School, along with three other play-

ers on the Great Danes. On an Albany man-up in 
the first quarter, the 6-foot-4, 220-pound Pompo — 
starting in place of Corey Small, Albany’s leading 
scorer — caught a pass on the right side and had 
a wide open lane at Galloway. The goalie rotated 
quickly and stoned Pompo’s high shot. 

“I had an idea,” Galloway said. “I didn’t want 
to guess, but I had an idea where he was going to 
go. I talked to him after the game and gave him 
a hard time.” 

Galloway didn’t fare as well against a former 
high-school rival. Albany freshman Brian Cau-
field, who played for West Islip, defeated Gallo-
way in two straight high-school state champion-
ship games. On Friday, Caufield scored three of 
Albany’s five goals.

“Caufield’s still got my number,” Galloway 
said.

This and that
Albany goalie Brett Queener plays offense 

in man-up situations. He got one shot off, but 
was stopped by Galloway. … SU long-stick mid-
die Joel White drew a mini-standing ovation 
after a nifty spin and poke check in the fourth 
quarter to jar the ball loose. … Head coach John 
Desko has used Stephen Keogh more on attack 
lately — sharing more time with junior Greg 
Niewieroski. The freshman responded with a 
goal in the second quarter, while getting drilled 
in back, to put Syracuse ahead 7-2.

thdunne@syr.edu

510

21

FAT LADY SINGS
12:10 fourth quarter
Galloway stones a mid-range shot from Kyle 
Brunk while syracuse was a man-down. it 
was Galloway’s second big save of the quar-
ter, and made clear that he was more com-
fortable than last week..

STORYTELLER
“Sometimes when you don’t 
play as clean a game as 
you’d like, you pick it up 
in just hard work. Ground 
balls, riding, and just 
doing the little things.”

Evan Brady
sU sEnior dEfEnsEmAn

The SU offense
for the first time in forever, the orange stum-
bled. it was hot out the starting blocks with 
five goals in the first quarter. After that, the 
team puttered along, and notched just five 
more. the 21 turnovers didn’t help. 

THE UGLY

THE BAD
Ground balls
Albany mucked their way to a 38-34 
win in scoops. syracuse has to 
improve in that area.

UP NEXT
UMass
Saturday, 2 p.m.
Carrier Dome

THE GOOD
John Galloway
the freshman from West Genesee 
turned in his best performance of the 
season saturday. He tallied 14 saves, 
including six in the fourth to hold off 
any sort of Great dane charge. 

BI
G 

NU
M

BE
R

the number of syracuse 
turnovers. the game stayed 
close because the orange 
kept shooting itself in the 
foot. it had more turnovers 
then shots on goal (20).

M e n ’ s  L ac r o s s e

rachel fus | staff photographer
Mike LeveiLLe scored three goals friday to up his season mark to 33, a career-high. His shooting percentage of .423 is second on 
the team amongst players with at least 20 shots.

Leveille’s hat trick bright spot for attack 

rachel fus | staff photographer
John Desko screams at the officials during syracuse’s 10-5 win over Albany. 
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Delone Carter participated in the low-contact, “thud” portion of the scrimmage Saturday. The rising redshirt sophomore missed last season with a dislocated hip.

For now, Carter stays away from contact as practice ends
By Andy McCullough

 and Matt Gelb
The Daily Orange

Delone Carter smiled, like a kid who couldn’t 
keep a secret. Yes, the tailback had been held 
out from full contact during Saturday’s Spring 
Game. But that wouldn’t be the case for long. 

“I mean, I’m going to be out there,” the rising 
redshirt sophomore said. “Today was that last 
day of me not receiving any contact. Once we get 
back at it, I’ll be back out there.”

That’s good news for the Orange as it heads 
into offseason workouts. 

Carter rushed for 713 yards in 2006 and 
appeared to be the favorite to carry the load 
going into 2007. That was until he dislocated his 
hip during the spring. A year of rehab followed.

The former Mr. Ohio is just getting back to 
where he was. Carter took a few handoffs during 
a “thud” drill before the scrimmage. A yellow 
penny covered his jersey.

“I think with Delone, if I said he could go 
right now, in his mind, he is ready to go,” 
head coach Greg Robinson said. “What we’ve 
done is err on the side of caution in regards 
to him.”

The running back situation is muddled 
as spring practice comes to a close. Rising 
sophomore Doug Hogue got the bulk of the 
carries Saturday, but that doesn’t hold much 

water now. Carter waits in the wings, as do 
rising senior Curtis Brinkley and freshman 
Averin Collier.

Collier is still nursing the foot he fractured 
during spring practice and did not participate 
on Saturday. Brinkley, himself recovering from 
a broken leg last season, wore a penny like Cart-
er and ran the ball during the pre-scrimmage 
drills. 

Brinkley just started taking reps in practice 
a week ago and is about 80 to 90 percent healthy, 
Robinson said. 

“I saw one play yesterday that looked like 
him,” he said. “But I saw another play later in 
the afternoon where the stamina wasn’t there. 
And that takes time to build up.”

Still, Robinson said, the running back situa-
tion is strong. Carter is a part of that.

“It’s been a whole year since my injury,” 
Carter said. “That’s what I needed to come back 
fully. They just want me to fulfill the term.”

No Chestnut
Starting cornerback Nick Chestnut was sus-

pended from school in January for academic 
reasons and Robinson said Saturday after the 
Spring Game he doesn’t expect to get Chestnut 
back for 2008.

“No, I’m not planning on that right now,” 
Robinson said. “That’s really not part of the 

equation as we speak. But I’d never say never on 
something like that.”

Chestnut, who would be a senior in 2008, 
started 11 of 12 games in 2007 and had 60 tackles, 
sixth-best on the team. He played as a true 
freshman at wide receiver in 2005 and scored a 
touchdown at Florida State.

Not having Chestnut would even further 
complicate things in the secondary. Robinson 
said no one has truly emerged yet among all 
four of the cornerback and safety positions.

“I like what I’m seeing. It’s very competitive,” 
Robinson said. “But there’s nothing in granite 
right now. It’s not because of a lack of talent. 
I think there’s some experienced players and 
some young players that show skills at times. 
But somebody will emerge. It hasn’t happened 
yet.”

Quarterback carousel
Sure, Andrew Robinson only threw four 

passes Saturday. That may have disappointed 

fans, but it gave quarterbacks coach Phil Earley 
a chance to look at the others on his depth chart. 

Senior Cameron Dantley, Robinson’s backup, 
was part of the game’s highlight, a 50-yard 
touchdown to wide receiver Mike Williams. 
And Cody Catalina and David Legree each got 
time with the second offensive units.

Legree looked good in spots, using his legs 
and completed three of four passes for 35 yards. 
Catalina struggled: no completions and three 
sacks.

The two redshirt freshmen are still picking 
up the college game. Growing pains come with 
that, but Earley is happy with where they’re 
at. 

“Especially with the young guys, because 
they had so far to go when it came to the thought 
process,” Earley said. “In high school you don’t 
have to adjust protection that much. You don’t 
have to check plays that much.” 

ramccull@syr.edu

magelb@syr.edu

“I mean, I’m going to be out there. Today was 
that last day of me not receiving any contact. 
Once we get back at it, I’ll be back out there.”

Delone Carter
SU rUnning back
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DaviD Tyree was in attendance for Syracuse’s Spring Game Saturday. The former SU 
receiver made a key 32-yard reception in Super Bowl XLII for the New York Giants.

Super Bowl hero Tyree 
relishes return to Syracuse

By Matt Gelb
SporTS EdITor

Between the newborn twins, the Sports Illus-
trated cover, talk show appearances and the 
immortality of the catch, David Tyree’s life has 
changed. That’s easy to see. 

The former Syracuse wide receiver turned 
Super Bowl legend made his first trip back 
to campus since his miraculous over-the-head 
catch in Super Bowl XLII more than two months 
ago that made Tyree and the New York Giants 
champions.

“It’s always good to be back,” Tyree said. “I 
really don’t get a chance to come back, so each 
and every time it’s precious. It’s different.”

But it’s a lot more different this time, right?
“Oh yeah, yeah, yeah,” Tyree said. “I never…

yeah. I’ll just be simple and say, yeah.”
There’s no official name for the catch, 

immortalized almost everywhere in the sports 
world, yet. Although, Tyree hinted one he likes 
(without divulging it) is on its way. His 32-yard 
reception over the head of New England Patriots 
safety Rodney Harrison, while falling down, 
kept the New York drive alive with 59 seconds 
left. The Giants won, 17-14.

Tyree sat in Director of Athletics Daryl 
Gross’ suite and watched the Spring Game with 
his wife and four children. Before the spring 
scrimmage started, SU head coach Greg Rob-
inson and the entire team saluted Tyree from 
the field.

Relegated to crutches after surgery for what 
Tyree called “offseason repairs” to his right 
knee (“I’ll definitely be good to go for the sea-
son.”), he briefly stood from the luxury box when 
showed on the JumboTron and shook hands 
with fans who reached up from the bleachers.

“It’s been great,” Tyree said. “It’s been a nice 
roller coaster ride for me. I’m just enjoying it.

“I’ve done enough, sitting down with you 
guys, the media, talking about this catch,” he 
laughed. “It’s been a great moment in my life.”

Tyree tries to come back to Syracuse every 
offseason to train with his old conditioning 
coach, Will Hicks. But with the injury, this 
was a time for Tyree to meet and great Syra-
cuse officials, fans, and also to speak with the 
team.

Tyree said a book about his life, titled “More 
Than Just a Catch,” is due out in September. 
He will co-write the book with his “spiritual 
mother,” Kimberly Daniels.

“It’s really going to get into the meat and 
bones of what my life has been,” Tyree said. 
“Not to say it’s been the biggest struggle, but 
just the journey and how God has dramatically 
impacted my life.”

Since the catch, Tyree has opened up about 
his life, especially his time at Syracuse, which 
was riddled with marijuana use and excessive 
drinking until he often blacked out, he told The 
New York Times in February.

Still, Tyree smiled when he remembered 
Syracuse’s 50-42 triple-overtime win over No. 
8 Virginia Tech during his senior year in 2002. 
That was his finest memory here, he said. Tyree 
caught nine balls for 229 yards, blocked a punt, 
and made two tackles.

Tyree said he “wasn’t 100 percent content” 
with the way his career at Syracuse ended, but 
he was happy he could bring recognition to his 
old school. And he planned to impart some of 
that wisdom on the current Syracuse squad.

“From underdogs to underdogs, they can 
accomplish more than they can imagine if they 
look at what we (the Giants) did this year,” 
Tyree said. “They can come together, unite, and 
have a great season.”

magelb@syr.edu

ers got a rest, too. Andrew Robinson’s day was 
finished after seven plays. He ended the afternoon 
2-of-4 for 25 yards.

“I’m not disappointed at all,” Robinson 
said. “It was a good thing getting out there and 
getting the reps I got. I thought I took advan-
tage of them. … I got six plays [sic] in there, 
but they were a solid six plays. You can’t ask 
for more than that.”

With many of its key parts out, the SU 
offense was spotty. The Orange ran the ball 
23 times, tallying just 56 net rushing yards. 
Many of those carries went to rising sopho-
more Doug Hogue, who ran for 34 yards on 
eight attempts.

The net rushing yards would have been 
higher had Syracuse’s much-maligned offen-
sive line not allowed four sacks, totaling 28 
lost yards.

Carter and Brinkley did participate during 
the “thud” period prior to the scrimmage. Carter, 
who claims to be 100 percent recovered from a 
dislocated hip suffered last spring, said he felt like 
he could have played.

“Absolutely, I felt like I was able to get out there 
and do some things,” Carter said. “I just feel like 
today was the last day of that, and now I can go 
forward.”

Senior backup quarterback Cameron Dantley 

provided the game’s most memorable moment, 
lofting an inch-perfect 50-yard bomb to rising 
junior receiver Mike Williams for the game’s first 
touchdown.

David Legree was also impressive. The red-
shirt freshman quarterback completed 3-of-4 
passes, threw a touchdown and showcased good 
elusiveness in the pocket.

On defense, rising sophomore Parker Can-
tey made his case to be the team’s starting 
strongside linebacker in August — he had a 
team-best six tackles, one sack and one bone-
jarring hit on wide receiver Donte Davis. 
Backup middle linebacker Mike Stenclik also 
had six tackles.

But on the game’s final play, with the score tied 
13-13, Legree tossed a four-yard touchdown pass 
to a wide open Nick Provo to give the offense the 
win. 

Then Robinson gave his parting words to 
the Carrier Dome audience, who couldn’t have 
gleaned much from the abbreviated display about 
the state of the Syracuse team. They’ll have to wait 
until SU’s Aug. 30 opener at Northwestern to find 
that out.

“I know what this football team is like,” Rob-
inson said. “I’ve seen them work through the 
offseason, I’ve seen them in spring ball, and 
they are going to do everything in their power 
to make themselves more prepared for training 
camp, even from where they are at right now. I 
look forward to getting going.”

jsclayto@syr.edu

rachel fus | staff photographer
Lavar LobDeLL had two catches for 26 yards during Saturday’s scrimmage. Lobdell is 
trying to solidify his hold on the No. 2 wide receiver position behind Mike Williams.
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Syracuse. Instead, he played a month-long game 
of phone tag with SU coaches last spring, plead-
ing for a route back to the classrooms.

Today, here’s Asante, back in a South Cam-
pus apartment with the teammates he once left 
behind for a sporting career. Back in a college 
setting he figured to abandon, at least for a “long 
time.” Back to planning a professional soccer 
career, possibly in Norway or Sweden this time 
around, where contracts are guaranteed.

A study published by the NCAA last fall 
stated that 37 percent of athletes who enrolled at 
Syracuse in the fall of 2000 left campus without 
a degree. Asante once belonged to that group — 
but doesn’t anymore. 

He’s not dejected that his first stab at pro-
fessional soccer didn’t work. He’s grateful he 
learned the hard way how rough and fickle 
sports are at the next level. 

On May 11, he’ll walk across a stage, shake 
some hands and leave Central New York, again.

This time, with a degree.
“Of course I wanted to play, but I know that 

can end at any point in time,” Asante said. “If 
you don’t have a degree to fall back on, then 
what do you do then?”

Too many athletes, he believes, forget to ask 
themselves that very question.

The 63 percent rate at which athletes gradu-
ated from Syracuse is a low in eight years 
of available archives, though it matches the 
national average. Meanwhile, 82 percent of the 
general student population in the same class 
graduated, giving Syracuse the eighth worst 
discrepancy in the nation. 

Sixty percent of Division I institutions gradu-
ate athletes at a higher rate than the general stu-
dent population. Syracuse athletes graduated at 
the same or higher rate six out of the last eight 
years. The study allocates six years for students 
to complete their degree.

“I think for some kids they’re just worried 
about being eligible (not graduating),” said Ryan 
Durand, a rising senior on the football team. 
“They haven’t really figured it out yet. They 
think football is going to be it; football is going 
to take them to the Promised Land.”

The 59 percent rate at which football players 
graduated was also the lowest in eight years.

“It has to be reminded to them sometimes 
that there’s life after football, and you need to 
take care of your business in the classroom,” 
said Kevyn Scott, who redshirted his freshman 
year. “I would get guest speakers, some who 
graduated and are in the NFL right now. Or, we 
have plenty of businessmen who played football 
here. Just get the message across, that’s all.”

Plenty of individuals are willing to chime in 
on what Scott called “some scary numbers.”

Ferna Phillips, the director of Boston Col-
lege’s Learning Resources for Student-Athletes 
department, is bluntly honest with starry-eyed 
athletes.

“Only 1,500 people get to be in the pros, 
and you may not be one of them,” Philips tells 
athletes. “There are 1.6 million people you’re 
competing against. So let’s be realistic.”

At Syracuse, Kenneth Miles, associate athlet-
ics director for student-athlete support services, 
also noted the small percentage of those who 
actually play at the next level, no matter how 
many may dream about it. 

Miles attributed SU’s current dismal rate to 
coaching changes that have provoked transfers. 
Eight head coaches have changed since Daryl 
Gross took over as athletic director four years 
ago.

In 1995, the NCAA began measuring schools’ 
“graduation success rate” (GSR), which 
excludes athletes who leave the institution in 
good academic standing and includes students 

who transfer in. Syracuse athletes’ GSR was 
84 percent for the 2000 incoming class, which 
graduated 63 percent at SU. The national GSR 
average was 77 percent. There is no comparable 
way of measuring for non-athletes.

Miles considers GSR a better measure of suc-
cess, saying an institution should not be penal-
ized for students who leave voluntarily and 
would be invited back if they chose to return. 

Michael Wasylenko, the NCAA faculty rep-
resentative at Syracuse, like Miles, wants to 
believe the latest statistics are a fluke. He said 
the implementation of harsher requirements 
for admission into college should start being 
reflected on the back end. 

An extra year of math and an additional 
year of a “core course,” which could include 
subjects such as foreign language or philosophy, 
are being required by the NCAA of incoming 
students beginning next fall.

Also, SAT/ACT scores are being judged on 
a sliding scale, which allows higher GPAs to 
compensate for lower test scores. For example, 
an 820 SAT score is needed to accompany a 2.5 
core-course GPA, but a 3.0 would only require 
a 620. Wasylenko said this puts more emphasis 
on the work done in the classroom, which is a 
greater indicator of the potential to be success-
ful at the collegiate level.

Still playing the optimist, Wasylenko points 
to encouraging numbers.

“The women’s teams are all doing fine,” he 
said, as female athletes graduated at 72 percent. 
“It’s really isolated to a few places. The fact of 
the matter is that’s good news. We know where 
to put our resources.”

Men’s sports graduated 53 percent of its play-
ers in the 2000 incoming class. Wasylenko said 
the football team recently hired another aca-
demic counselor. 

Men’s basketball, which has also historically 
been a problem area, is difficult to measure, 
because class sizes are so small. The four-class 
average (1997-2000 entering freshmen) is 46 per-
cent. The national average is 45 percent.

Jillian Drouin, a senior on the track team 
who has compiled academic awards since step-
ping on campus, discusses academic services 
offered to athletes with skeptical delight. Drouin 
praised the tutoring program, in which athletes 
simply have to decide which class they need 
assistance in and when they are available to be 
tutored — for free. But she said some individu-
als become too reliant on extra aid. 

“Some (athletes) have been pushed through 
high school so they can get to college and suc-
ceed athletically,” Drouin said.

“There are all these services here that we can 
depend on, but the hard part is having (athletes) 
learn that they can’t depend on someone else 

their entire lives.”
Men’s lacrosse head coach John Desko, who 

played at SU in the late ’70s, knows the grind. 
But that doesn’t stop him from holding his play-
ers accountable.

“We’ll ask for feedback from professors,” 
Desko said. “‘How is the attendance? Is the work 
in on time?’

“Some of it comes into the recruiting process. 
If you have a choice between two equal players 
and one is good to outstanding in academics 
then you would choose that one, because you’re 
not going to have to deal with that headache, so 
to speak, of having to constantly monitor how 
they’re doing.”

The other side of the equation for coaches is 
increased levels of accountability on their part, 
which began in the fall of 2004. Limitations 
can be placed on scholarships, recruiting and 
postseason competition.

Wasylenko doesn’t believe Syracuse will 
reach that stage.

“You change coaches, kids leave,” Wasylenko 
said. “I don’t think we have a long-term problem 
here. I don’t think it’s an issue with the program. 
I don’t think they don’t make the kids study.”

The 63 percent graduation rate may be an 
anomaly. But Miles knows a dip lower than 
the school has faced in nearly a decade leaves 
reason for internal scrutiny.

“What we’re starting to do is looking at 
our own processes, seeing where the gaps are, 
controlling the things within our own param-
eters: study environment, tutoring, mentoring, 
computer cluster updates, that type of thing,” 
Miles said.

Still, NCAA restrictions, endless resources 
and reinforcement from players’ professors and 
coaches can only do so much. 

If players want to go pro, they are enticed 
to leave early and not finish school. The NFL 
Scouting Combine occurs in late February. 
Asante’s MLS combine took place in early Janu-
ary, around the time the spring semester of his 
senior year would have begun. 

And yet, even as Asante decided to hightail 
it back to Syracuse, he had no misgivings about 
initially deciding to leave. 

“Now I know what it takes to get to the next 
level,” Asante said. “I’ve seen it; I’ve been there; 
I’ve done that.”

He also saw what life could be like when an 
athletic career strays from expectations. 

“(If I have a long professional soccer career,) 
my life will be complete to some extent because 
yes, I’m happy I’m playing soccer, but when I 
stop playing … then I would have been too old 
to go back to school. I would have gone to college 
for four years with nothing to show for it.”

jafriedm@syr.edu

academics
f r o m  p a g e  1

The privaTes
Among private schools that play Division I 
football, Syracuse has the second largest 
gap between athletes’ and regular stu-
dents’ graduation rates. The 63 percent 
athlete rate is fifth worst. 

School	 AthleteS	%	 StudentS	%
Stanford 95 95
Notre Dame 90 96
Southern Methodist 90 74
Duke 90 94
Vanderbilt 86 89
Northwestern 85 93
Rice 81 93
Wake Forest 77 88
Boston College 76 91
Southern California 69 84
Tulane 67 71
Tulsa 66 61
Syracuse 63 82
Miami 62 73
Baylor 61 74
Brigham Young 52 78
Texas Christian 48 68

Source: 2007 NCAA Report on the Federal Graduation-Rates 
Data

BoTTom of The easT
Syracuse has the highest discrepancy of 
graduation rates between athletes and 
students in the Big East, according to the 
most recent data of the 2000-01 incom-
ing class. The average graduation rate for 
athletes at Big East schools is 69 percent 
and the average rate for students is 70 
percent.
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Source: 2007 NCAA Report on the Federal Graduation-Rates 
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Large discrepancy
The 19-percentage point difference 
between Syracuse’s athletes and stu-
dents graduation rates is among the 
worst in the nation. 

Source: 2007 NCAA Report on the Federal Graduation-Rates 
Data
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sharp decLine
Syracuse athletes graduated at the lowest rate in at least eight years. The gap between 
athletes and non-athletes is eighth-worst discrepancy in the country.

Source: 2000-07 NCAA Reports on the Federal Graduation-Rates Data
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classified discount rates

the particulars 

and pricing
extras that personalize and perfect your ad

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info
hours:Mon 12:45-2, tue 11-1, thur 1-3 
fri 1-2
deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each 
additional word is 10 cents per day. bold and 
capitaliZed words cost anadditional 5 cents 
per word.the boxed list pricesare per inch. there 
is no per word charge and bold and caps are 
free.

A PR I L  2 1 ,  2 0 0 8  23

ApArtments for rent

great apartments still available for 
2008/2009. see our website for 

details: campushill.com. or call us at 
315-422-7110

University Apartments 
Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedrooms, 
Walking distance to campus, 

some Available now. 
437-7577

prIVAte fUrnIsHeD stUDIo 
Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. 
509 University Ave. 

Carpeted, Air-conditioned, furnished, 
secure, Laundry, parking, maintenance. 

Available for 2008-2009. 
University Area Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. #30 479-5005
www.universityarea.com

968 ackerman. furnished 2 bedroom available 
May. all amenities $800/month. call 469-6665

apartMents apartMents 
478-7493

south Campus
2, 3 and 4 bedroom apartments

completly furnished!
plasma tVs!
free internet!

air conditioning!
oak floors!

new appliances!
Just bring Your clothes and laptop

Call peach properties 
350-1327

two & three Bedroom flats excellent 
condition fireplace, laundry, backyard, garage, 
hardwoods, finished basement. call 727-3646

three bedrooMs
rent start at $250/ bedrooM

sonia
350-4191

WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

eLeGAntLY oVerLooKInG pArK 
luxurious furnished heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  
1108-1205-1207-1209 Madison st.
no pets CALL 469-0780. 

116 Comstock Ave. 
studios 

available aug. 2008, 
$600/month inc. heat

Large, hardwood floors, lots of light, off-
street parking, laundry.

Call for an appointment!
478-6504

5/6 bedroom house. furnished, 2.5 baths. fire-
places, porch, quiet neighborhood, free washer/
dryer. June 2008 or august 15, 2008. 422-7138 
or 445-1808

three bedrooM apartMents  
WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

sonia
350-4191

energY star apartMents 
(loW utilities)

Visit Website 24/7 
WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

sonia
350-4191

studio Apartments
Brand new * fully furnished
located in downtown syracuse

near armory spaure and su Warehouse 
building

only $595 per Month
includes all utilities

plus
free basic/ standard cable tV service

free high speed internet 
free off-street parking

exercise facility, electronic entry security 
system, professional on-site Manage-

ment, laundry facilities, air conditioning, 
located on centro bus line, Kitchenette 

w/ Microwave, refrigerator and stove

brownstone luxury studio apartments
605 West genessee street, syracuse, nY 

13204
(315) 472-4431

Visit us at orangehousing.com

1,2,3,4,5 bedroom apts and houses, June 
or august occupancy, free offstreet park-
ing, free Washer and dryer. 422-7138 or 

445-1808

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

621 euclid ave
117 Redfield Place
145 avondale place 

available for 2008-2009
fully furnished, laundry, parking, full-

time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

HeLp WAnteD

undercover shoppers earn up to $70 
per day. undercover shoppers needed to 
judge retail/dining establishments. no exp 

required please call 800-722-4791

earn extra cash, assist with student move 
out, crew leaders and laborers $10-$12 an 

hour. email olan@lazybones.net or 758 
north salina st. 

sUmmer WorK $15.50 Base-Appt.

·flexible schedules 
·Start now or after finals 
·customer sales/service 

·no experience necessary 
·all majors welcome 

·all ages 17+, conditions apply

We will be accepting applications on 
campus April 14th & April 21st in the 

shine student Center from 10am-2pm! 
CALL noW 

syracuse 315-434-9553 
rochester 585-321-1810 

albany 518-456-4566 
south buffalo 716-683-7494 
north buffalo 716-836-7032 

Kingston 845-331-5675 
elmira/corning 607-398-9054 
hudson Valley 845-896-1275 

saratoga 518-580-1377 
oneonta 607-432-2224 

Watertown 315-775-0320 
cortland/ithaca 607-272-2898 

binghamton 607-644-9393 
plattsburgh 518-562-2266 

utica 315-733-0575 
st. lawrence co. 315-268-6202

315-445-9464

Need a little extra cash before 
the semester is over?
Drive for Wings!

9 7 2 5

1 9 6

4

2 7 5 4

3

6 5 8 3

8 9

7 9 4

9 8 1 7

hardsudoku!

eaSYsudoku!

evilsudoku!
2 3

7 1 9

1 5 3

2 1 6

4 9 5 8

8 2 7

8 6 7

3 2 1

8 9

3 9 8

1 5 9 3

4 3 2

4 5 8

2 9 3 4 6 1

7 5 2

4 6 8 2

1 2 5 6

3 2 7
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I
t was inevitable that at some point, the No. 2 Syracuse 
men’s lacrosse team would stumble, would trip over its 
feet during this season’s return to prominence. At some 
point, all these blowouts would stop and the Orange 

would find itself in an actual game.
Friday night’s 10-5 win over 

Albany was a chance for that: a 
night game against an in-state 
rival combined with an overeager 

SU offense that produced more turnovers (21) than shots 
on goal (20) facing a talented goaltender (Brett Queener).

Seems like a recipe for an upset. Or, at least, a bit of a scare.
“We had some turnovers,” SU head coach John Desko 

said afterward. “And I don’t think we were as sharp or as 
crisp as we have been in a few games.”

But did it matter? Nope. Was it ever close? Try again.
The Orange (11-1) still scrapped its way to a win against 

the Great Danes (5-7), jumping out to a 5-2 lead in the first 
quarter and shuffling toward the finish line in fits and 
starts. With the win, Syracuse stays on track for the sec-
ond seed in the NCAA tournament, just two weeks away.

The defense did its part. John Galloway recuperated 
well from a disappointing performance last Saturday 
against Rutgers. His 14 saves kept Albany — playing with-
out leading scorer Corey Small — at bay and made sure it 
was never really that close.

Still, it was a scuffling sort of game, the kind Syracuse 
had avoided most of this season. The Orange had a few 
earlier in the season, an 8-7 win over Army, a 9-8 double 
overtime thriller against Georgetown. Since then, it’s been 

m o n d ay
april 21, 2008

By John Clayton
asst. sports Editor

Greg Robinson felt compelled to 
apologize to the fans who dotted the 
Carrier Dome bleachers.

Less than an hour into Syra-
cuse’s annual 
Spring Game 
s c r i m m a g e , 

the Syracuse head coach explained 
avoiding any more casualties in this 
injury-plagued spring was more 
important than extending the fes-
tivities any longer. 

“The most important thing is 
that we got out of here with no one 
getting hurt,” Robinson announced 

over the Dome’s public address 
system.

The early ending gave the Orange 
offense a 20-13 victory over the 
defense. The scoring for the game 
was based on a unique system Rob-
inson employs for the Spring Game, 
designed to reward explosive plays 
and consistency.

But Robinson’s decision also 
likely left many of the 3,428 fans 
in attendance wanting more. The 
scrimmage itself consisted of just 
37 plays, and many of those took 
place without SU’s most notable 
players. Several players sat out 
with injuries, while starting quar-

terback Andrew Robinson played 
only the game’s opening posses-
sion.

“We had an agenda today which 
was not to do too much scrimmag-
ing, because we have scrimmaged 
more (in spring practice) than I 
ever really wanted to,” Greg Rob-
inson said after the game. “We 
doubled the number of reps in live 
scrimmaging this spring, and I 

think it has been very good for us 
as a football team.”

Indeed, Saturday at the Carrier 
Dome resembled a carnival more 
than a football game. Rock band 
Luna Halo provided the SU play-
ers a soundtrack as they warmed 
up on the field. The actual scrim-
mage action was broken up by 
on-field contests — including one 
in which a fan attempted to catch 
balls booted by SU punter Rob 
Long. 

Robinson himself emceed the 
event, explaining pre-scrimmage 
drills to fans and providing occa-
sional commentary.

There was football, too, albeit 
less than most would have expect-
ed. 

Some of that certainly can be 
chalked up to SU’s injury situa-
tion, especially at running back. 
Delone Carter and Curtis Brin-
kley were held out of the game, 
as was incoming freshman Averin 
Collier, who fractured his foot in 
spring practice. Defensive tackle 
Arthur Jones, arguably SU’s most 
consistent player on defense last 
year, also sat out the game with a 
virus.

Many of Syracuse’s healthy play-

RIGHT ON 
TARGET

After injury-riddled spring, Robinson cuts scrimmage short
f o o t b a l l

offense 20
defense 13

see albany page 18

see spring page 21

david krebs | staff photographer
Mike LeveiLLe and syracuse overcame sluggish offensive play to defeat albany, 10-5, for its ninth-straight win. the 
orange had more turnovers than shots on goal, but relied on solid goaltending from John galloway to win.  

SU overcomes sloppiness 
for 9th straight victory

InsIde
it’s been a whirlwind offseason 
for super Bowl hero david tyree, 
who visited syracuse to watch the 
game saturday. Page 21

syRAcuse 10
AlbAny 5
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wednesday
april 23, 2008

By Stephanie Musat
Asst. News editor

Cpl. Joe Shanley of the Syracuse 
University Department of Public 
Safety stood under a tree in front 
of 514 Euclid Ave., complete with 
a button-up navy blue police uni-
form. The skin on his face and arms 
was red after a day spent watching 
crowds of students walk by. 

That’s when junior SU student 
Katie DeSisto helped out, bringing 
Shanley a bottle of sunscreen to 
protect him from the sun.

It was part of Tuesday’s Mayfest 
celebrations, in which 36 houses 
along Euclid Avenue held parties 
on the day of cancelled classes 
hosting more than 2,500 students. 
Representatives from both Syra-
cuse Police Department and DPS 
monitored the streets and mingled 
with students, making no arrests.

This is the second year Euclid 
Avenue has played host to student-
organized parties on Mayfest. 
There were approximately 700 
attendees last year, with one arrest 
of a non-SU student. 

The parties started at 11 a.m. 
Tuesday and ended early Wednes-
day morning.

“It is actually rather pleasant 
that the police are here,” said 
DeSisto, a music education major. 
“They seem to be enjoying them-
selves, and they aren’t interrupt-
ing anything, so there haven’t been 
any problems yet.”

There was an announcement 
at the beginning of the festivities, 
clarifying the role of the officers 
present. They said they were there 
to ensure the scene is safe and to 
warn attendees to stay on private 
property.

“The directions were to stay on 
private property and not to go into 
the streets with open containers,” 
said Anthony Callisto, chief of the 
DPS. “By and large, there has been 
pretty good compliance.”

There were at least two police 
officers stationed at every corner 
on Euclid Avenue, starting at 
Ostrom Avenue and reaching down 
to Lancaster Avenue.

Several officers patrolled the 
sidewalks, occasionally stopping 
to speak with students and other 
officers.

bye bye sunshine 
hi 78° | lo 48°

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer

Party Avenue
students flooded house parties on euclid Avenue yesterday in celebration of Mayfest, a university holiday. Now in its 
second year, the unoffical block party brings students face to face with patrolling police officers. this year, before the fes-
tivities began, an annoucement was made to clarify the rolde of the officers and to ask everyone ion attendence to remain 
on private property. see page 9

Police: No 
arrests on 
Mayfest 

Girls just want to have fun

kris wilson | staff photographer
fergie danced her way through this year’s 
Block Party. the hip hop star sang all of her hit 
songs and a medley of Black eyed Peas tunes. 

T hur sday

Athletics
& money
the d.o. 
presents a six-
page special 
investigation 
on the athletic 
department’s 
current financial 
outlook.

I N s I d E
p u l p

Reggae 
wonder
the daily orange 
spoke with hip 
hop star sean 
Kingston. 
page 9

I N s I d E
s p o r T s

Draft 
backlash
since donte 
Greene 
declared for 
the NBA, every-
one’s had an 
opinion about 
it — except for 
Greene.
page 28

I N s I d E
N E W s

Money 
matters 
student asso-
ciation allocates 
funding for fall 
programs
page 3

see mayfest page 10

Mainly female audience grooves to 
Fergie, sean Kingston at Block party

By Erinn Connor
Asst. FeAture editor

a camera zoomed in on a lone 
“We Heart Fergie” sign in 
the midst of a screaming Car-

rier Dome crowd Tuesday night as 
The Dutchess sang her hit single 
“Clumsy.”

Last night’s annual Block Party 
brought out the teenybopper in the 
mainly female audience as they 
screamed and danced to Fergie and 
reggae sensation Sean Kingston’s 
radio hits.

The girls clearly loved Fergie’s 
performance, as she danced and 
gyrated across the stage and with 
her dancers, the crowd mirroring 
her actions, just looking to be enter-
tained by the stars.

“There were so many girls here 
tonight,” said Adele Carr, a senior. 
“I think if the acts were less poppy, 
more guys would have come, but all 
the girls around me loved it. Fergie 
knows how to put on a show.”

Fergie’s show was eclectic to say 

the least. She opened with the high 
energy “Here I Come” and segued 
right into popular single “London 
Bridge.” Arguably, her biggest hit 
— the rendition got the hundreds of 
students and audience members on 
their feet, standing on the bleachers 
and waving their hands in the air. 
On stage, Fergie danced up against 
two men dressed as Buckingham 
Palace guards.

She followed up one hit pop single 
with another, the slower love song 
“Clumsy,” which elicited more high-
pitched screams from the females 
in the audience, and they yelled the 
words back at the stage at the top of 
their lungs.

Afterward, Fergie took a trip to 
her roots by playing a medley of Black 
Eyed Peas songs like “My Humps,” 
“Don’t Phunk With My Heart” and 
“Where Is The Love?” Though she 
only teased the crowd with short, 
30-second snippets of the songs before 
moving onto a dance break. 

see block partypage 15
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Coca-Cola, 
1985

The company 
anounces that 
it’s changing 
the secret 

flavor formu-
la for coke. 

Hank Aaron, 
1954

The Brew-
ers slugg-

ger hits the 
first of his 
record 755 
home runs.

James 
Buchanan, 

1791
The 15th 

president of  
the United 
States is 

born. 

William 
Shakespeare, 

1564
The English 
poet and 
playright 
is born in 
Warcickshire. 

u . S .  &  w O R l D  N e w S
compiled by paul stanley

Man charged with passing 
secrets to Israel
 A 84-year-old former U.S. 
Army mechanical engineer was 
arrested Tuesday on charges he 
slipped classified documents 
about nuclear weapons to an 
employee of the Israeli Consul-
ate in the 1980s. Ben-ami Kadish 
was charged in U.S. District 
Court in Manhattan with four 
counts of conspiracy, including 
allegations that he disclosed U.S. 
national defense documents to 
Israel and acted as an agent of 
the Israeli government. Prosecu-
tors say Kadish, a U.S. citizen 
who worked at an Army base in 
New Jersey, took home classi-
fied documents for six years and 
let the Israeli photograph them 
in his basement. Prosecutors 
say the Israeli called Kadish on 
March 20 and told him to lie to 
federal law enforcement agents 
who were investigating possible 
espionage. In addition to the 
spying counts, Kadish is charged 
with conspiring to hinder a com-
munication with, and to make a 
materially false statement to, a 
law enforcement officer. 

Dozens killed in Iraqi 
suicide bombings
The Chinese government 
announced Tuesday that a ship 
carring Chinese-made arms to 
Zimbabwe may soon turn back 
towards China. South Africa’s 
High Court on Friday barred 
transport of the ammunition, 
rockets and mortar bombs 
across South Africa from the 
port of Durban to landlocked 
Zimbabwe, after an Anglican 
archbishop argued that the arms 
were likely to be used to crush 
the Zimbabwean opposition after 
last month’s disputed election. 
South Africa’s dock workers also 
said they would refuse to unload 
the shipment, a call backed up 
by the country’s powerful coali-
tion of trade unions.  A spokes-
woman for China’s Foreign Min-
istry said the shipment was part 
of “normal military trade” and 
called on other nations not to 
politicize the issue. But acknowl-
edging the resistance to the 
shipment, she said China was 
considering shipping it back.
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Heat of the moment 
Asian students at Syracuse University 
lack their own ethnic studies. But that 
all might be changing in the near future.  
 p u l p
Spare change
A photo story of Gertas McDowell, 
the man from M-Street. 

s p o r t s
Prolific
Katie Rowan has set almost all of SU’s 
women’s lacrosse scoring records.

S P O R T S  S C H e D u l e

QUEStioN of tHE wEEK
What are you doing this summer? 

By Megan Saucke
ASST. COPY EDITOR

“I’m trying to transfer into industrial 
design so I’ll be taking some 
studio classes over the summer.”
                                   Nick Garritano 
                                              FRESHMAN, INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

“I’lll probably work for a restaurant or 
somewhere so I can get some money.”  

Danielle Lewis
FRESHMAN. PUBLIC RELATIONS

“I’m going to live in an apartment 
with a bunch of friends and we’re 
goig to try to find jobs in NYC.”                               
                                       Carl Shapiro

SOPHOMORE, INDUSTRIAL AND INTERACTION DESIGN

“I’m working at a camp in philadelphia 
for underprivileged children.”
                                     Marshall Moritz

FRESHMAN, CHEMISTRY AND POLICY STUDIES

“I’m going to Austria for chemistry 
research for ten weeks.”  

Alicia Barnes 
                                                            JUNIOR, BIOCHEMISTRY

                                          

“I’m going to Arizona to stay with 
my boyfriend and do research 
at the university of Arizona.”
                                        Ashley Leon

JUNIOR, ExERCISE SCIENCE

T O D AY ’ S  e V e N T S
What: Prabha Atre lecture
When: 2:15 p.m.    
Where: 500 Hall of Languages
How much: Free 
 
What: Dirk Olin lecture
When: 2:30 p.m.
Where: 204 College of Law
How much: Free 

What: Denis Johnson reads fiction
When: 5:30 p.m.  
Where: Gifford Auditorium
How much: Free 

What: Peter Montemurno lecture
When: 7 p.m. 
Where: 301 Whitman 
How much: Free

What: SU Wind Ensemble Concert
When: 8 p.m. 
Where: Setnor  Auditorium
How much: Free

MEN’S LACROSSE 
Sat., April 26 
vs. Massachusetts 
@ 2 p.m., Carrier Dome 
 
SOFTBALL 
Thu., April 24 
vs. Canisius 
@ 3 p.m., Buffalo, N.Y.  
 
MEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 26  
Conlan Cup  
@ 8 a.m., Syracuse, N.Y.   

WOMEN’S LACROSSE 
Fri., April 25 
vs. Rutgers 
@ 5:30 p.m., South Bend, Ind.

TRACK & FIELD 
Thu., April 24 
Penn Relays 
@ TBA, Philadelphia

WOMEN’S ROWING 
Sun., April 27 
BIG EAST Championship 
@ All day, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
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UU receives 
$370K 
less than 
requested 
Fall funds distributed 
by finance board

will halsey | asst. photo editor
A water line break beneath University Avenue affected air conditioning within Bird Library and caused traffic detours through campus on 
Monday and Tuesday.  Crews worked to repair the break Tuesday afternoon and traffic flow will return to normal today. 

Water line breaks in front of Bird Library

symposium examines art in the labor movement

By Heath D. Williams
STAff WriTer

The Student Association Finance 
Board began allocating its budget of 
nearly $2 million for the 2008-2009 
school year at Monday night’s SA 
meeting.

While the meeting ran smoothly 
without major problems, some groups 
felt undermined by the funding they 
were denied.

University Union requested 
$540,704.18 for various programming 
and received $167,810.40. SA Comp-
troller Sacha Forgenie said the funds 
were denied because of excessive pro-
gramming and incomplete budgets.

UU Speakers was denied all of the 
funding it requested because it did 
not provide the finance board with a 
list of possible speakers it would like 
to bring to campus, Forgenie said

“We have no idea who they’d want 
to bring,” Forgenie said. “It would be 
like writing them a blank check.”

UU’s Bandersnatch Concert 
Series was also denied an extra 
show in October, and UU Special 
Events’ request to hold a Laser Spec-
tacular featuring music from Pink 
Floyd was also denied. UU Comedy 
received less than 25 percent of the 
funding it requested. Forgenie said 
this was because the group wanted 
to have a comedian come to the 
Landmark Theatre, which is a more 
expensive venue and inconvenient 
for students.

Alec Sim, SA’s board of elections 
and membership chair, defended 
the finance board’s decision. When 
SA and UU brought former Mexican 
President Vicente Fox to Landmark, 
Sim said, bussing students downtown 
for the event was a problem.

“Some students just get confused,” 
he said. “You never know what’s 
going to happen with the buses and 
everything.”

The finance board allocated a total 
of $603,870.65 in programming for the 
fall semester and $601,554.70 in oper-
ating budgets. The operating budgets 
include:

see sA page 4

By Caitlin Dewey
ConTriBUTing WriTer

A gathering of Ivy League profes-
sors, working-class advocates, inter-
national performers and local com-
munity members began converging 
on campus Tuesday for this year’s 
Ray Smith Symposium. 

The three-day event – entitled “Art 
Works: The Role of Arts in U.S. Work-
ers’ Struggles” – will run tthrough 
Thursday and celebrate the interac-
tion between the arts and the labor 
movement.

“This isn’t like most academic 
conferences,” said Steve Parks, an 

associate professor in the Writing 
Program and one of the symposium’s 
directors. “So many conferences are 
three people reading a paper to 20 
people in the audience. We have musi-
cians, performers, artists, students, 
faculty, union members, community 
members. It’s actually going to be 

interesting. We’re bringing different 
ways of talking to the same space.”

The Ray Smith Symposium is a 
traditional program put on by The 
College of Arts and Sciences Human-
ities Council, but this year’s theme is 
unique. It is the brainchild of Parks, 
anthropology professor John Bur-

dick, instructor Diane Swords and 
graduate student Fethi Keles, all who 
began discussing the project eight 
months ago.

“We were talking about how cul-
tural politics support labor struggles, 
which led us to question the role 

see Artworks page 4

IF YOU GO
What: Art Works
Where: Shine Student Center 
rm. 304, A, B and C
When: Today and Thursday, 8:30 
a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
How much: free

“It’s a crucial thing to think about. How 
does this stuff (that students learn in class) 
relate to the global political picture?”

Nick Pollard
PreSenTer AT The rAy SMiTh SyMPoSiUM

By Shayna Meliker
ASST. neWS ediTor

An underground chilled water line 
beneath University Place broke Mon-
day morning, affecting air condition-
ing to Bird Library and detouring 
Centro city bus routes traveling 
through campus, said Kevin Morrow, 
director of news services at Syracuse 
University.

University Place was closed to 
traffic Monday and Tuesday between 

its intersection with South Crouse 
Drive and its intersection with Col-
lege Place. The Q2 parking lot was 
also closed. University Place and the 
parking lot will reopen today, Mor-
row said.

“The risk management depart-
ment worked with the university 
steam station to resolve the issue,” 
he said. The break was repaired 
Tuesday afternoon. He did not give a 
reason for the break.

Morrow was unsure if the air 
conditioning to Bird Library was 
completely shut off. He said he thinks 
that domestic water — water ser-
vice to drinking fountains and the 
bathroom in the library — was not 
affected by the break.

A few students and employees at 
Bird Library said they were aware 
of the break via an e-mail from SU 
News, but they didn’t notice the effect 
it had on the library.

Charles Harvey, a librarian assis-
tant, worked from 4 p.m. to midnight 
Monday and Tuesday and was noti-
fied of the water line break.

“I know it happened Monday 
morning, but I didn’t notice anything 
different about the air conditioning 
in here,” he said.

Ritika Anand, a graduate student 
in engineering management, was 
stuck at Bird Library for two hours 

see wAter line page 4
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SIFE to make third national 
championship appearance

By Michael Jiang
STAFF WRITER

Syracuse University’s Students in Free Enter-
prise (SIFE) team will make its third consecutive 
national championship appearance at the SIFE 
USA National Exposition May 13-15 in Chicago.  

The winner of that competition will then go on 
to compete in the 2008 SIFE World Cup, which will 
be held this October in Singapore.  The SU team is 
looking to advance past the fi rst round of national 
competition, something it has yet to accomplish. 

“This is our third year going, and we would 
really like to move forward,” said April Hace, 
president of SU SIFE and a senior retail market-
ing and fi nance major. 

Thirty-one schools competed in the SIFE USA 
Regional Competition in New York City. Schools 
were divided into six separate leagues, with two 
winners advancing from each league. SU compet-
ed in League Six and was one of 12 teams chosen to 
advance to the national competition. 

The goal of SU’s SIFE is to “follow the mis-
sion of going into the community and trying 
to change the world project by project,” said 
Amanda Nicholson, the faculty adviser of SIFE 
and an assistant professor of marketing and 
retail management. The team takes on service 
projects that empower the lives of citizens in 
social and economic need, she said. 

Only in its third year, SIFE has grown from just 
a few students to having more than 70 members. 
During these three years, the team has estab-
lished service projects to teach college students 
about credit, help educate Sudanese refuges at the 
West Side Learning Center and work on fi nancial 
literacy with ESL (English as a Second Language) 
students at H.W. Smith Elementary School. 

Other projects work to provide General Edu-
cational Development (GED) and SAT tutor-
ing to women at the Chadwick Residence, a 
transitional home for women. They have also 
worked with impoverished Mayan women from 
Guatemala and the Free Trade Organization to 
create economic opportunities for them such as 
selling their products at the SU Bookstore. 

A team of students is assigned to each one 
of these projects, with one student serving as 
the project leader. Each of these projects is 

designed to fulfi ll one or more of the pillars of 
SIFE: market economics, success skills, entre-
preneurship, fi nancial literacy, business ethics 
and sustainability. 

At the national competition, teams are judged 
on the quality of the group’s projects as well 
as the quality of their presentation, Nicholson 
said. Teams are given seven minutes to set up, 
24 minutes to present and seven minutes of ques-
tion and answer from the judges. 

The competition component of SIFE serves 
as an “incentive to keep things going,” Nichol-
son said. “It keeps people focused on what they 
are doing and on point.”

Judges can tell how much effort is being put 
in by the team, so commitment to the projects 
and having the energy to sustain them is criti-
cal, she said.

Members of the team agree with this senti-
ment. 

“Competition is great,” Hace said. “It gives 
students a chance to be recognized for the work 
that they do. It is encouraging to know other 
people think that you are doing a good job.”  

Being a part of SU SIFE is a major part of a 
member’s life and many of them say it has been 
an extremely rewarding experience. 

“(SIFE) has shown me that people really can 
have goodness in their heart and can go out 
and do things without asking for anything in 
return,” Hace said. 

Kelly Fisher, a sophomore management stu-
dent and SU SIFE member, credits SU SIFE with 
helping develop her leadership skills and push-
ing her to take on more responsibility. 

Nicholson credits Melvin Stith, dean of the 
Whitman School of Management and a member 
of SU SIFE’s Business Advisory Board, as one of 
the team’s biggest supporters. 

SIFE prepares students to succeed and be 
leaders in a global marketplace, Stith said, and 
its success is a “confi rmation of what they do in 
the classroom.” 

Stith feels strongly that his job is to be sup-
portive.

“(Everything) really is all about the stu-
dents.” 

myjiang@syr.edu

of writing, performance and art in the union 
struggle,” Parks said.

The project developed during the next eight 
months, as Parks, Burdick, Swords and Keles 
began recruiting musicians, writers, profes-
sors, union leaders, union members, nonprofi t 
boards and other experts to take part in the pro-
gram. Their intention was not only to document 
the role of the arts in the labor movement, but 
also to create a forum for discussion and com-
munity interaction. To this end, the program-
ming includes a play by Syracuse University 
SEIU 200 Workers and a series of readings by 
working-class community members, as well as 
academic discussions on labor and the arts.

Esther Cohen, executive director of the 
Bread and Roses cultural program, will give 
the keynote address at 7 p.m. today in Stolk-
ien Auditorium. Like many of the Art Works 
participants, Cohen has encouraged working 
people to document their lives through art. Her 
foundation, Bread and Roses, produces plays, 
poetry programs, street fairs, documentaries, 
concerts and art exhibits with the members 

of the New York Health and Human Service 
Union, 1199/SEIU. 

Parks hopes that the symposium will present 
a different view of both art and society, ulti-
mately helping students grow as individuals.

“Populations will come together that we don’t 
usually see on campus,” he said. “I hope students 
take away a deeper sense of how their education 
is connected to the economic plight of the greater 
population. I hope they ask themselves how they 
can contribute to the civic good.”

Nick Pollard, a labor activist in the United 
Kingdom and a presenter at the event, echoed 
Parks’ wish.

“It’s a crucial thing to think about,” he said. 
“When you graduate, what do you do with your 
degree? What good will you do? How do you pay 
it back?”

The symposium is funded by a number of 
on- and off-campus organizations, including 
SEIU Local 200 United, SEIU 1199, the Gifford 
Foundation and the anthropology department. 
Chancellor Nancy Cantor has also praised the 
project, contributing funds to what Parks calls 
an excellent example of Scholarship in Action. 

A full schedule of events is available on the 
Art Works Web site, http://artworks.syr.edu.

cedewey@syr.edu

ARTWORKS
F R O M  P A G E  3

■ $75,000 for the New York Public Interest 
Group (NYPIRG)
■ $130,185.49 for SU Ambulance
■$193,927.87 for Student Legal Services
■$82,578.04 for Citrus TV

WERW received no funding because it 
missed its budget hearing with the fi nance 
board.

A total of 10 groups missed their budget 
hearing, leaving them without funding for 
the fall semester unless they go through the 
appeals process. Budget appeals will take 
place at next Monday’s SA meeting. Among 
the groups that missed their hearings were 
WERW, 20 Watts magazine, Pride Union and 
Groovestand. The number of groups that 
missed their hearings is typical for a budget 

season, Forgenie said.
The assembly, which voted on the fi nance 

board’s decisions, passed every allocation 
without much debate. But one theme that 
troubled the assembly was the fi nance board’s 
reluctance to allow growth for established 
organizations.

The Out Crowd, Jerk magazine and The 
Student Voice each requested an increase in 
funding for more issues, but each was denied 
that funding. Forgenie said the fi nance board 
reviewed each publication’s performance and 
decided an increase was not warranted.  But 
many assembly members, like Helene Kahn, 
said the fi nance board should be encourag-
ing student organizations to grow.

“If these groups want an increase I think 
they should have that chance,” Kahn said. “We 
should be looking for growth for these groups 
and reward them for their hard work.”

hdwillia@syr.edu

SA
F R O M  P A G E  3

Monday afternoon because she couldn’t fi nd 
out how to take the Westcott bus back to her 
house due to the bus reroutes. 

“I didn’t read the e-mail alert (about the 
break) until much after,” Anand said. “I was 
trying to take a 2:20 bus back, but I was 
stranded here until about 4:30.”

Wayne Chen, a freshman aerospace engi-
neering major, arrived at the library Monday 
at approximately 3 p.m. and didn’t realize 
anything had happened.

“There’s air conditioning in here?” he said. 
“I didn’t notice anything, really.”

But for some, the break had more severe 
effects.

Colleen Woodward, security supervisor 
for evening hours at Bird Library, said the 
effects the break had on the library were 
noticeable but tolerable. She said she thought 
chilled water had been shut off to the build-
ing, but that everything was repaired by 4 
p.m. Tuesday.

“Even though it was a bad break, SU did 
its best to repair it,” she said. “It was a sticky 
situation.”

shmelike@syr.edu

WATER LINE
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Staffing deficiency raises concerns

Life lessons to take away from college
V I N N Y  N A P O L I TA N O

reagan was right

S C R I B B L E

We write to express concern with 
the abolition of the R.A.P.E. Center as 
a separate entity, and its reorganiza-
tion within the Office of Prevention 
Services under the Division of Stu-
dent Affairs. 

We believe this change raises the 
question of whether the safety and 
care of students has been jeopardized 
through a narrowing of access and 
services and a de-emphasis in vis-
ibility, regarding rape, sexual assault 
and harassment on the Syracuse 
University campus. 

This issue touches all students of all 
sexualities and genders, since rape and 
sexual assault occur inter-gender as 

well as intra-gender, and in situations 
involving every expression of sexuality.

The Division of Student Affairs 
is currently in discussion with us 
regarding our concern over the deliv-
ery of services to the students and the 
possibility of difficulty of access by stu-
dents to counselors fully qualified to 
deal with difficult questions raised by 
rape, sexual assault and harassment. 

Inadequate staffing, delays and 
rerouting of students seeking help 
concern us, even when they are 
successful in actually locating the 
relocated and deemphasized R.A.P.E. 
Center services. 

We recognize the process of add-

ing staff is under way, but we are very 
concerned there are not enough coun-
selors available to meet students’ 
immediate needs. 

The Advocacy and Political 
Action Committee

CO-AUTHOR, WOMEN’S AND 
GENDER STUDIES DEPARTMENT

Leslie Bender 
PROFESSOR, SCHOOL OF LAW

Minnie Bruce Pratt
 PROFESSOR, WRITING AND WOMEN’S AND 

GENDER STUDIES, A&S

Jennifer Hyndman 
PROFESSOR OF GEOGRAPHY, MAXWELL

Lori A. Brown
 ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Dalia Rodriguez
 ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, CULTURAL 

FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION

I nstead of ending my time here 
with one last conservative politi-
cal rant, I chose to leave behind 

some words of wisdom on what I have 
learned during my three short years 
at Syracuse University. 

First and foremost, try to live each 
day to the fullest. Tempting as it may 
be to stay under the covers when 
three feet of snow is falling, force 
yourself to get up and face the world. 

During my first week of classes 
in college, I received a zero on a quiz 
for being late to my Critical Issues 
in the United States class (MAX 123) 
with professor Robert McClure. After 
pleading for a retake, he gave a reply 
that remains the best advice for col-
lege — and life — I have ever received: 
“You cannot change the past, but 
you can make what has happened 
insignificant.” 

Remember those words: I know 
I have. They will help you through 
some tough times.  

Keep in mind that nothing is 
impossible. If someone tells you, “It 
can’t be done,” get out there and do it. 
If you do fail, be happy that you don’t 
have to live with the “what ifs.”

Believe in something larger then 
yourself. Find a cause — be it a move-
ment, a political campaign or a peti-
tion for better lunch meats — for which 
you can fight. When you find it, fight 
like hell for it. If you lose, think of it as 
an opportunity to do better next time.  

Never forget how it felt the first time 
you fell in love, and use that feeling to 
remind you of the beauty on this planet 
when you are at your most cynical. 
Likewise, never forget what it felt like 
when someone you cared about broke 
your heart — and take care to never 
hurt someone else the same way.

Tell your significant other that you 
love him or her only if you mean it. 
When you do truly love that person, tell 
him or her every single day. The deeper 
you fall in love, the easier it is to take 
that person for granted — do every-
thing you can to not let that happen. 

Take the time to talk to your par-
ents. You may not want to admit it all 
the time, but deep down you know they 
are the people who will stand by your 
side no matter how wrong you are and 
who will love you until the end. Ask 
them about their childhoods. You may 

be shocked to discover the people they 
were before you came along. And don’t 
wait to do this; you never know how 
long you will be blessed enough to still 
have them in your life. 

Also take the time to let those 
around you know how much they 
mean to you. They’ll be happy you did. 

Leave drama on the stage, where 
it belongs. There are too few people in 
this world to make enemies. If you don’t 
like someone, get to know them better 
and see if feelings toward them change. 

Reach out to someone different 
from yourself. Some of the greatest 
people I met on this campus were made 
from a different mold than I was. 

I am close with an atheist who lives 
her life with more acceptance and car-
ing than some of the most passionate 
Christians I know. I am friends with 
a gay man who fights harder for the 
principles of the Republican Party on 
a day-to-day basis than even I do at 
times. I am friends with a Californian 
and an Iowan, both of whom are proud 
of whom they are and have taught me 
valuable lessons in life. 

The most touching moment during 
my time at SU came in seeing the Col-
lege Republicans and College Democrats 
come together in a vigil for the victims 
of Virginia Tech. It showed me different 
isn’t bad — meeting someone who chal-
lenges your own world view can be the 
greatest gift life can throw your way. 

I could go on for days about what 
I have learned here at Syracuse, but 
I hope these words are enough for 
now. Thank you, Syracuse, for the 
memories, for the opportunities and 
for the experiences. For better or for 
worse, you have been my home away 
from home, and I will miss you more 
than any words can describe. 

Vinny Napolitano is a senior political 
science, American history and political 

philosophy major. He is the executive 
director of the College Republicans. His 

columns appear every Wednesday. He 
can be reached at vsnapoli@syr.edu.
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By Andrew Meola
Staff Writer

S yracuse University’s next door neighbors 
are getting a new home. Transfer students 
to the State University of New York College 

of Environmental Science and Forestry will 
soon have a new residence hall to call their 
own.

As reported by The Knothole, ESF’s student-
run newspaper, the school is undertaking a 
new project, which would provide housing for 
approximately 300 students. The college is plan-
ning to build the new facility behind Lawrinson 
Hall, on Oakland Street to the west of ESF’s 
campus, said Cornelius Murphy, president of 
ESF.

“We would be building a new residence facil-
ity from the ground up,” Murphy said. 

The main reason behind the project is there 
is insufficient housing for ESF students, Mur-
phy said. The top two floors of Sadler Hall on the 
SU campus are reserved for ESF students, and 
some ESF students are also scattered through-
out Lawrinson Hall.

Approximately 2,200 students are currently 
enrolled in ESF, Murphy said.

Aside from transfer students, the new resi-
dence might also be used for incoming ESF fresh-
men and international graduate students, he said.

Murphy expects the residence facility to be 
ready for transfer students by August 2010.

The entire project, which will cost approxi-
mately $25 million, will be privately financed. 
The money will come from a nonprofit subsid-
iary corporation, which has already invested 
$3.5 million into the project, Murphy said.

A feasibility study has already been complet-

ed to determine if the location and plans for the 
project are realistic. Interviews with developers 
will begin soon to execute the designs of the 
residence hall.

“We’re talking to developers,” Murphy said. 
“We need to make sure we appropriately reflect 
their input. It would either be one building or a 
cluster of buildings.”

The new residence facility would be town-
house-like housing, Murphy said.

“I’d say it would be a combination between 
South Campus and a regular residence hall,” 
he said. 

Meghan Johnstone, a sophomore transfer 
student in ESF, said the project can only benefit 

the school.
“I think it’s a great idea because I know some 

ESF students feel it would be nice to have our 
own dorms,” she said.

Johnstone said she enjoys living in Sadler 
with fellow ESF students but also enjoys inter-
acting with SU students and likes living in the 
same building with them. She said she feels like 
she is a part of the SU experience. 

If she were a transfer student entering in 
2010, though, Johnstone said she would probably 
choose to live in the new residence hall.

“It probably would have brought me closer to 
ESF,” Johnstone said. “I consider myself right 
now half SU, half ESF.”

Kevin Reagan, a junior in ESF, lives in Law-
rinson Hall. Because the housing project will be 
directed primarily at transfer students, he does 
not think it will influence many ESF students.

Reagan said he would rather live in an all 
ESF dorm because he would be able to relate to 
the people with whom he lives and find people 
who share his classes and major. On his floor 
in Lawrinson, all the residents are SU students, 
none of whom are in his classes or major.

“I’m not ever going be a transfer student so 
I guess it will never really affect me,” Reagan 
said, “but I know there’s a pretty big housing 
crunch in ESF.”

azmeola@syr.edu

YES, You Can Take Classes at ESF
Check course listings and see your academic advisor to register.

ESF Banner AD:Layout 1 10/16/07 1:40 PM Page 2

Housing to be built 
on Oakland Street

stephen dockery | photo editor
sadler (left) and lawrinson residence halls house many of the 2,200 stu-
dents enrolled at eSf. the new residence hall will house more eSf students together. 

stephen dockery | photo editor
the new residence hall will be town-house like housing. the entire project is expected 
to cost $25 million and be financed privately. 

stephen dockery | photo editor
SUNY-eSf plans to build a new residence hall behind Lawrinson Hall on Oakland Street. it would be completed by august 2010 and 
provide housing for 300 transfer students, incoming freshmen and international graduate students. 

New residence hall available for transfer students in 2010

e s f
every wednesday in the daily orange
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circle, fists up and pumping in unison to blar-
ing techno beats. But these aren’t the only two 
locations for parties. Every yard, porch and 
balcony on Euclid is flooded with partiers, all 
doing their own thing. 

“I love that about Mayfest,” Horstkotte says. 
“If you get sick of one party, you can just walk 
to another.”

Rather than heading toward to the Quad 
where the majority of the school-run academic 
activities were held, Horstkotte rolled out of bed 
in Kimmel Hall around noon — after a previous 
night of partying. 

While going to a barbeque on Walnut Avenue, 
she heard the music of Z89 penetrating through 
the hot spring air from Watson Hall. It was a 
beautiful sunny day — in the mid 70s — perfect 
for Mayfest. Perfect for students looking to 
celebrate a day off.

Students were already sun bathing in Walnut 
Park, many with Dixie cups at their sides. 

“Getting started early, huh?” Horstkotte 
mentions. Girls filed onto the street, decked out 
in what seemed their nicest day dresses they 
hadn’t been able to sport since last September. 

After grabbing something to eat, Horstkotte 
chats with her friends, making plans for what’s 
next. Sounds of the Red Hot Chili Peppers float 
over from next door, but Horstkotte and her 
friends are ready to move on. 

“OK, let’s get going,” she says. They hop off of 
their blankets and start walking toward Euclid. 

Tons of people emerge from houses along 
Comstock. Hot beer trickles down one driveway 

from the night before. The girls follow the 
stream to the back door of the house to discover 
no alcohol was being served. They quickly decide 
it’s getting too late to hang around.

As Horstkotte and her friends are about to 
leave, a freshman says to a girl next to her, “I 
never knew Mayfest was supposed to be for 
school. All I heard was that there’s no class, it’s 
really fun, and it’s actually in April, not May.”

“Neither did I,” laughs Horstkotte. 
Finally making it to the intersection of Com-

stock and Euclid, the group turns the corner at 

Shaw Hall. Stretching out in front of them was a 
full block of parties.

Each lawn Horstkotte passes has at least one 
game of beer pong in action. Clouds of smoke 
puff steadily from mini barbeques, and the smell 
of burgers and beer resides. Suddenly, the wind 
picks up and remnants of cardboard beer boxes 
blow in front of cars inching by. 

They move slowly because mobs of people 
overflow onto the street, bordered by scattered 
cops that stand and watch. A student living in a 
house hosting one of the many parties mentions, 

“The police told us as long as we keep it in cups 
and watch the volume of our music, we’ll be 
fine.”

Horstkotte passes a few guys with water guns 
— attached are backpacks full of ammunition. 
Water balloons drop left and right among kitty 
pools in lawns. She hears a horn, turns and sees 
a sign on the house next door: “YOU HONK! WE 
DRINK!”

As the group walks down Euclid, Horstkotte 
notices she has friends at many different houses. 

“I don’t know where anyone else would be 
today,” Horstkotte says. “I feel like every person 
I know in Syracuse is here.” 

After surveying several blocks on Euclid, the 
parties began to dwindle, and Horstkotte and 
her friends turned around, heading back to a 
party in the middle of the action. 

As they walk up to the porch, a green water 
balloon falls from above directly onto a party-
goer’s head after they pass. Students double fist 
beer cans on the street corner with cops only 
steps away. 

“It’s crazy that there are people from every 
grade at this one party,” Horstkotte says. “I’ve 
said ‘hi’ to freshmen and seniors.” 

The mixed group continues to play games, 
drink and eat. People come and go and the side-
walk traffic doesn’t falter.

Hours have past, and the block party is still 
going strong. The only thing that seems to have 
changed is the amount of garbage on the ground. 
Crossing the street to get a better view of the 
madness, Horstkotte climbs up a steep front 
yard, sits and observes.

“This is the greatest day ever,” Horstkotte 
says, “I just wish I didn’t have a test tomorrow.”

amdavi04@syr.edu

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer
Down on Euclid Avenue, there were 
parties on both sides of the street and 
students enjoying the weather and a day 
without classes. 

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer
Police patrolled Euclid Avenue during off-campus Mayfest festivities, making sure    
students stayed on private property.

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer

Police officers patrolled Euclid Avenue throughout the day. An announcement was made at the beginning of festivities remind-
ing students to be responsible and to remain on private property.

parties
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“This is the greatest day ever. I just wish I didn’t have a test tomorrow.”
Kate Horstkotte

soPhoMorE PrE-MED biology AnD inforMAtion stuDiEs MAjor

m a y f e s t
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the sweet stuff in the middle

By Ashlee Davis
Contributing Writer

K ate Horstkotte sits on a green lawn overlooking Euclid 
Avenue. She doesn’t know the crowd of people playing 
a game of beer pong behind her — let alone who lives 
in the house behind the makeshift collapsible table. 

“I have two tests this week that I’ve barely studied for, but 
I have to go out today,” says Horstkotte, a sophomore pre-med 
biology and information studies major. “I want to see all of my 
friends.”

This is Mayfest. An official day without classes dedicated to 
student work, performances 
and other activities across 
campus. Meant to be an 
opportunity for students to 
participate in educational 
events, most consider the 
day a break from the class-
room and a reason to party.

Down the sloping grass 
in front of Horstkotte, there 
is more traffic on the side-
walk than on the street. 
Almost every student walk-
ing by holds a Dixie cup, a sea of red and blue. 

Across the street, hundreds of kids squeeze onto four yards. 
The porch of the first house to the left serves as a concert stage 
for a live band, jamming out for an excited audience packed to 
the curb. 

“That looks like a great time,” Horstkotte says, as the crowd 
becomes a mosh pit. 

She looks toward another group. Three houses down, 
people with a competing stereo system dance in a packed 

Party
One student’s trip down 
Euclid Avenue shows the 
wilder side of Mayfest

Q & A with Sean Kingston

see parties page 8

see kingston page 12

‘The Fantasticks’ hits tonight

By Jared Diamond
Staff Writer

Peter Amster had seen “The Fanta-
sticks” before. Not really a surprise 
for a theater director, considering it’s 
the longest-running production in the 
history of show business. After 42 
years and more than 17,000 perfor-

mances on a bare stage at the Sul-
livan Street Playhouse in New York 
City, Amster thought it was time to 
spruce things up.

Amster began researching the ori-
gin of the musical — an 1894 French 
play called “Les Romanesques” — 
and decided to base the set entirely 
around the work of surrealist artist 
Rene Magritte. 

The result is entirely new take 
on “The Fantasticks,” which opens 
tonight and will run until May 17 
under Amster’s direction to conclude 
the 2007-08 season at Syracuse Stage. 

“I needed to find a way to magnify 
and expand the piece without losing 
its charm,” Amster said. “What was 
a goofy whimsical element that could 
match the whimsy and strangeness 
of ‘The Fantasticks?’ …This will help 
make it strange again like when the 
show first opened.”

To create a sense of intimacy, 
playwrights Tom Jones and Harvey 
Schmidt staged the original produc-
tion on a crude wooden platform — 
perfect for the small off-Broadway 
Sullivan Street venue. 

Longest-running 
show arrives at 
Syracuse Stage 

see fantasticks page 17

“I love that about 
Mayfest. If you 
get sick of one 
party, you can just 
walk to another.”

Kate Horstkotte
Sophomore pre-med biology and 

information StudieS major

ON!

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer
euclid avenue partygoers played numerous games of beer pong on their front lawns. 

The Daily Orange had the chance 
to talk with Sean Kingston during 
Tuesday night’s Block Party. Kings-
ton opened for Fergie at the annual 
concert in the Carrier Dome. 

The Daily Orange: Are you excited 
to be opening for Fergie? 

Sean Kingston: Yes. I love her.

Do you like playing at colleges?
Love playing at colleges. The kids 

are having fun, partying.

How did you feel about crowd?

Lots of energy, real good crowd.

What are your plans for the next 
album?

Everything that I did on my first 
album, but taking it to the next 
level.

Are you planning any collabora-
tions with anyone? 

Alicia Keys, Kanye West, Toni 
Mitchell.

Who are some of your musical 
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By Bryan Young
Staff Writer

Forensic presentations. Chemistry and physic 
magic shows. Poker. Science presentations. 
French cuisine. African drummers. Break danc-
ing. Glass blowing.

This is Mayfest at Syracuse University.
While SU students were given the entire day of 

classes off, many set their alarm clocks and got up 
to present on what they learned in the classroom 
throughout the semester.

“It’s a great way to move beyond the traditional 
class experience,” said James Spencer, a chem-
istry professor who teaches the forensic science 
class. “I really like seeing the diversity of what 
goes on during the day. It’s a great opportunity for 
us to see what the university is all about.”

Spencer’s forensic science students set up 
mini-presentations about specific aspects of 
the field they learned about during the semes-
ter. The presentations included the method 
of fingerprinting and blood spatter analysis, 
presentations about the Unabomber and the 
Bobby Romano murder, as well as arsenic and 
thallium poisoning.

While SU students were making presentations, 
members of the community, including hundreds 
of elementary, middle and high school students 
from the surrounding area, came to the campus 
to experience the festivities.

Jennifer Schantz, a fifth-grade teacher, 
brought the entire fifth-grade class from Brewer-
ton Elementary.  

“I think it’s a good experience for the kids to 
get on the college campus and to basically see 
that college students do projects just like we do,” 
Schantz said.

Her class went to see the chemistry magic 
show, break dancing performance and the corn-
starch exhibit.  

“We came last year on a parent’s recommenda-
tion, and we’ve really enjoyed it,” Schantz said.

At the chemistry magic show, students of the 
Alpha Chi Sigma chemistry fraternity showcased 
different chemical experiments for the audience. 

Highlights from the show included color chang-
ing liquids, the turning of a copper penny into a 
gold one and the effects of dry ice.

But the highlight for many students was the 
cornstarch experiment conducted on the Quad. 
There, the Society of Physics Students mixed 
cornstarch and water that resulted in partici-
pants being able to walk on water.

“There’s nothing that draws people’s attention 
to science more than something that’s exciting,” 
said Jessica McIver, a junior physics and maga-

Students use Mayfest to showcase presentations
Spectators gather to 
witness student-made 
experiments and analysis

see soling page 12

“It’s nice to see the softer side of the law,” 
DeSisto said.

Officers stopped to pose for pictures with 
party-goers at a house on Euclid Avenue, show-
ing they were not there to interrupt the celebra-
tion.

Callisto said DPS had a good experience 
during Mayfest last year. But this year, he knew 
there would be a larger attendance, and he 
wanted to ensure that the people involved knew 
the rules. 

“We had a good experience last year with 
Mayfest,” he said. “So the SPD and our office 
and the Office of Student Services went around 
to the each participating house and made sure 
that people knew what the ordinances were.”

Callisto said trash was one of the main things 
that he wanted the houses to look out for on their 
lawns, so each house had garbage bags available 
to make sure the area stayed clean.

Lt. Joe Sweeny of the SPD said every house 
that required an ordinance obtained one, so 
there were no noise or assembly violations. 

Overall, he said there were no problems or 
altercations between attendees and officers.

“Certainly the Syracuse Police Department 
did a nice job making sure that the area was 
under control,” Callisto said. “There were cer-
tainly more people here than last year. I would 
say it probably doubled the number of folks 
there were out next year, but there were no 
problems.”

Mya Lambrecht, an undecided freshman in 
The College of Arts and Sciences said the police 
presence didn’t bother her because they weren’t 
there to get anyone in trouble.

“The whole situation reminds me of Spain, 
when I was visiting the plazas,” she said. “There 
were people drinking and smoking, and the 
police didn’t care. It is only when there are 
fights that the police step in.”

She described the police activity as peaceful.
“They haven’t interrupted anything so I don’t 

mind them being here,” Lambrecht said.
Tim Scott, a junior in the State University 

of New York College of Environmental Science 
and Forestry said he didn’t even realize the 
police were there for most of the time.

“They pretty much stayed to themselves,” he 
said. “Occasionally they would come to talk to 
people at the parties, but they seemed like they 
were having a good time.” 

sdmusat@syr.edu 
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will halsey | asst. photo editor
karen hall, a professor in the College of arts and Sciences, helps a participant over the “earth ball” used during Mayfest activi-
ties. the ball was used to illustrate non-violent, cooperative play, two ideas that Hall’s classes are build around. 

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer
SU students enjoyed a day on euclid 
avenue at the many parties held. 

katie schuering | staff photographer
members of alpha chi sigma, the chemistry fraternity, presented a chemistry 
magic show during Mayfest. Highlights included color changing liquids, changing a 
copper penny into a gold one and the effects of dry ice. 

“I really like seeing the diversity of what goes on during the day. It’s a 
great opportunity for us to see what the university is all about.” 

James Spencer 
SU CHeMiStry profeSSor

m a y f e s t
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danielle carrick | staff photographer
The corn starch experiment, organized by the Society of Physics Students, was a popular attraction for children during Mayfest. Participants were able to walk on water. 

ben addonizio | staff photographer
dale sherman, a consultant with the SU Sustainability 
Division, talks about light bulbs with elementary students.

danielle carrick | staff photographer
andres patino (left) and david sfass (right), students in Gail Bulman’s SPA 463/663 
class perform “Rojo amanecer” as part of the Latin American Theater Performances on Mayfest. 

m a y f e s t
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zine journalism major from SU.
The kiddy pool of cornstarch and water 

drew constant attention from people of all ages 
who wanted to walk on water, McIver said. As 
McIver explained, the combination of corn-
starch and water forms chains that form a tight 
fabric when they experience a force, allowing 
people to walk on top of the liquid.

For sixth-grader Donald Hughes of Lowville 
Middle School, the cornstarch exhibit was his 
favorite.

“It was messy,” Hughes said. He was covered 
from head to toe in the cornstarch solution as 
he and his schoolmates played in the pool of 
cornstarch. Instead of just running over the 
pool, they let themselves sink in to the solution 
and played with the gooey substance.

Other activities on the Quad included the 
Adanfo Drummers concert and ice-sculpting 
and glass-blowing exhibits.  

In the Carrier Dome, more students set-
up presentations highlighting their research 
from their classes. Some of these included an 
analysis of poker playing based on shirt color, 
French cuisine and numerous other research 
exhibits.

For the SU students who chose to attend the 
festivities, they got to experience other parts 
of the university they might not have been 
familiar with.

“I feel like it offers a lot of different things,” 
said Shannon Peterson, a sophomore televi-
sion, radio and fi lm and communication and 
rhetorical studies major. “You get a chance to 
see other classes and experience the rest of the 
university.”

Niki Schloss, a sophomore broadcast jour-
nalism and communication and rhetorical 
studies major, said she agreed.

“I think it’s a great way to bring the com-
munity members up on campus,” Schloss said. 
“I’d defi nitely take a schedule of events and 
look at some events again next year.”

bjyoun01@syr.edu

Baruch College 
Summer Classes
SESSION u: 
June 2nd to July 3rd
SESSION v:
July 7th to August 14th

Enroll in one or both sessions and earn credits toward your degree. 
Join other talented students and Baruch College’s renowned faculty 
in classes this summer. Registration begins May 1st.  

$250 per credit for NY State residents
$530 per credit for out-of-state residents

Get Ahead While 
You’re Back in 
New York City

Your 
Summer 
Pass

www.baruch.cuny.edu/summer
summer@baruch.cuny.edu
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 “It was great, it was the 
best Block Party ever.” 

Julia Kim
SU STUDENT

PERSPECT IVES
by kris wilson

What did you 
think of the Block 

Party concert?

“Amazing, I knew it was going to be 
amazing. I think the show surpassed 
every expectation everyone had.”

Caitlin Prince
PROMOTER FOR UNIVERSITY UNION

“I thought it was really good, 
she knows how to keep the 
crowd entertained.”

Alfredo Colon
SOPHOMORE IN THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE

inspirations?
Bob Marley, Stevie Wonder, Biggie, Tupac, 

Jay-Z.

How do you feel succeeding so young? 
Feels great man, I feel blessed.

Where do you get your ideas for songs?
My ideas come off life in general.

How do you feel as a role model, especially 
after winning Nickelodeon awards?

I like that lots of kids can look up to me.

What are you listening to right now?
Akon.

Where do you see yourself in fi ve years?
Owning own record label, clothing line, 

bringing out new artists.
— Erinn Connor, asst. feature editor, 

eaconnor@syr.edu

KINGSTON
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C R O S S W O R D
by thomas joseph

DINOSAUR COMICS BY RYAN NORTH | QWANTZ.COM

CLASSIC PERRY BIBLE FELLOWSHIP BY NICK GUREWITCH | PBFCOMICS.COM

ËFriday Happy Hour-No cover! 
ËFree food 5-7 p.m.
Ë$3 pitchers and more specials

21 & over. Please drink responsibly. Don’t drink and drive.

MAGGIES
Restaurant & Sports Bar

161 Marshall Street

Great food Fun times

THE TOWN BIKE BY STEVE DEFINO | DEFINOART.COM THEN SEAN LEARY | SLEARY45@YAHOO.COM
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Dancing was just as much a part of the 
Black Eyed Peas’ singer’s set as the singing. 
She shared the stage with her backup danc-
ers, often swaying suggestively past them and 
even doing flips across the stage.

After changing into a black tank top and 
skin-tight metallic leather pants, Fergie took 
another break from her usual radio hits — 
playing a rock medley that included Led Zep-
pelin, Heart and Sublime. She whirled around 
a mic stand and climbed the amps. This got 
the guys present at the show to sing along, as 
it looked like most of them were coerced into 
going by their girlfriends.

“She was trying to be it all, a rock star, a 
reggae star,” said Allie Freedberg, a senior. 

“She kind of wants to be Gwen Stefani, but she 
wasn’t too superstar about it.”

After the little set within the set, she 
slowed it down and played two ballads from 
her album “The Dutchess,” which caused 
many people to sit down and start texting or 
leave all together.

Her varied set was broken up by routines 
by her backup dancers and solos from her 
band, including an impressive trumpet solo 
that received half-hearted applause.

Fergie ended her part of Block Party in a 
black mini dress, singing another radio hit 
“Glamorous,” which got the girls back on 
their feet singing and dancing. Though her 
popular songs were clearly what the crowd 
wanted to hear, she once again sang a ballad. 

“Finally” — a duet she sang with John 
Legend at the Grammys. The performance 
showed off her vocal talent but went for the 
most part, unappreciated by the crowd.

But then Fergie knew what the crowd 
wanted and ended her set with back-to-back 
hits “Big Girls Don’t Cry” in which opener 
Kingston joined her and “Fergalicious,” end-
ing the show with just as much energy as she 
started with.  

“I think it’s good she spread out her popu-
lar songs,” said Kevin Dong, a junior. “The 
other songs she sang were really only known 
by people who have her album.”

Block Party opener Kingston did not have 
as many radio hits to work with as Fergie did, 
but he did his best to get the crowd into his 
reggae songs.

Turntables were front and center as a DJ 
took his time introducing Kingston, playing 
clips of Justin Timberlake’s “My Love” and 
Alicia Keys’ “No One.” He hyped up Kingston 
for almost 10 minutes before the 18-year-old 
rapper took the stage with another singer, 
appropriately called his “Hype Man.”

block party
f r o m  p a g e  1

kris wilson | staff photographer
sean kingston performed the hits 
“Take You There” and “Beautiful Girls.”

kris wilson | staff photographer
fergie kept audiences enchanted with her hit songs. However, many of her ballads were not received well by the mostly female audience.

Kingston opened up his set with single “Me 
Love,” which got the energized crowd on their 
feet, bobbing to the smooth reggae rhythm. His 
Jamaican influence was apparent the entire 
show, mixed with rap and hip hop elements.

“I was really surprised by Sean Kingston’s 
set,” Carr said. “He knew how to get the crowd 
going, especially when he went out and sang 
in the stands.”

But if the audience didn’t recognize one 
of Kingston’s songs, they easily lost interest 
and sat down and began chatting with one 
another. The crowd knew what they wanted 
to hear and wasn’t going to pretend otherwise.

An a cappella intro to hit single “Take You 
There” got everyone back up on the bleachers 
singing along. The Hype Man did his best to 
get the crowd into the show the whole way, 

trying to get them to clap and sway along with 
“their boy Sean Kingston.”

Before ending his set, Kingston gave every-
one a reminder that “Sean Kingston writes 
all his own music, and he’s only 18 years old… 
word.” He then immediately went into last 
summer’s hit “Beautiful Girls,” in which the 
girls singing nearly drowned out Kingston — 
who went out into the audience for the final 
song. The onstage DJ cut the song midway, 
breaking up the momentum Kingston had 
built by proclaiming the audience wasn’t into 
it. A few minutes later, Kingston returned 
into the audience to finish his set. 

“This is a lot better than last year’s bands,” 
Freedberg said. “A lot more people were into 
it and were entertained.”

eaconnor@syr.edu
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Since Syracuse Stage is bigger, Amster knew 
he had the opportunity for more. With the help 
of scenic designer Scott Bradley, he chose to use 
Magritte’s work to tell the story of two young 
neighbors falling in love and their fathers build-
ing a wall between the two houses to keep them 
apart.

With its catchy score featuring notable songs 
like “Try to Remember,” and themes prevalent 
for college students, Amster hopes the show 
especially appeals to Syracuse University stu-
dents who wouldn’t otherwise see a musical.

“They love the idea of romance, but they 
have to go through a bunch of horrible things to 
realize what love really means,” Amster said. 
“That process of moving from innocence to 
experience is exactly aimed at a person who is 
going through college.”

Like all Syracuse Stage productions, “The 
Fantasticks” is an Actors’ Equity Association 
performance, so all eight actors are profes-
sionals. That includes SU senior and musical 
theater major Alexa Silvaggio, who was cast as 
The Mute, in her first Equity production merely 
weeks before she graduates.

During rehearsals, Silvaggio had the oppor-
tunity to work with Tony and Emmy Award- 
winning actors and will earn her union card 
with her first performance. Syracuse Stage 
regularly casts one student in certain shows, so 
it’s not uncommon, but an exciting and impor-
tant experience nonetheless. 

“There’s a quality of assuredness and self-
preparedness the professionals have come in 
with that really raises the bar,” Silvaggio said. 
“They’ve been wonderfully incredibly support-
ive.”

Besides serving as the final show of the cur-

rent season, “The Fantasticks” also marks the 
end of an era in Syracuse Stage as it will be the 
final show chosen by former artistic director 
Robert Moss, who announced his decision to 
step down in June 2006. Before officially resign-
ing, he set the lineup for this year.

Timothy Bond took over in July 2007, and he 
unveiled his first season earlier this month.

Although Amster had not previously worked 
with Moss or Syracuse Stage before this produc-
tion, he recognizes its importance to the theater 
and hopes to give Moss a proper sendoff.

Said Amster: “What I’m trying to do is make 
sure the last show under is artistic directorship 
is a graceful valedictory.”

jediamon@syr.edu

courtesy of syracuse stage
‘the fantasticks’ tells the story of two young neighbors who fall in love and the 
desperate attempts of their fathers to keep them apart.

fantasticks
f r o m  p a g e  9

“(The Fantasticks) love the idea of romance, 
but they have to go through a bunch of horrible 
things to realize what love really means.”

Peter Amster
SyracuSe Stage director
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progarchives.com
Fans of Krautrock, rocking flute solos and the 
crime of the century: Rejoice. 
There’s a site for you. Tune into the ProgA-
rchives to hear the most technically spec-
tacular music you’ll ever experience.

If you enjoy guitar solos that last longer 
than the average Fergie song or you love 
lyrics so complex they make a John Mayer 
song sound like a Mother Goose nursery 
rhyme —then log onto “Your ultimate prog 
rock resource.”

This place literally has it all as far as pro-
gressive rock music goes — including a defi-
nition so detailed it includes explanations of 
such bizarre genres as Math Rock, Zeuhl and 
Krautrock (Neu! anyone?). Here’s the short 
version: “Progressive rock is an ambitiou, 
eclectic and often grandiose style of rock 
music…(seeking) to move away from the 
limitations of radio formatted rock and pop, 
and ‘progress’ rock to the point that it could 
achieve the sophistication of jazz or classical 
music.” (Yeah, that’s the short version. No 

definition can achieve the magnificent pom-
posity of prog rock.)

Check out this sophistication by clicking 
on an artist—such as prog stars like Genesis 
(The band before Peter Gabriel left), Van Der 
Graaf Generator and the flute-wielding Jethro 
Tull. Get an overview of all their albums, a 
brief biography and best of all —streaming 
of hit prog songs.

No memory of your favorite Yes song? 
Listen to all 18 minute of the band’s epic 
Close to the Edge. Can’t sleep without prog 
metal champions Dream Theater? Rock to the 
11-minute instrumental “Steam of Conscious-
ness.” Crave the ear-piercing falsetto of Rush 
lead Geddy Lee or the rumbling growl of 
Opeth’s Mikeal Akerfeldt? Yep, you can sample 
the 10-minutes hits “The Camera Chase” from 
Rush’s seminal album “Moving Pictures” and 
the death metal scorcher, “The Drapery Falls,” 
respectively.

For those hoping to have the most mature 
taste in music around — head to ProgArchives. 
And rock on…and on…and on…and on.

—  Matt Levin, feature editor

FREE WI-FI
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Most racing games are about 
fi ghting your opponents from 
turn to turn, getting the lead and never relin-
quishing it. “Mario Kart” is different — and we 
prefer it that way.

The franchise, which began in 1992 with 
“Super Mario Kart” on the Super Nintendo, has 
always been about the fragility of the front-run-
ner. Thanks to the game’s bevy of items (includ-

ing heat-seeking red koopa shells, shrinkage-
inducing lightning bolts and speed-increasing 
mushrooms), players can go from last to fi rst in 
a matter of seconds. 

Nintendo knows a lot about going from last to 
fi rst. Right now, the Wii is at the top of the vid-
eogame industry, largely thanks to Nintendo’s 
own fancy technology — interactivity, motion 
control and “Wii Sports.” Now with the release 
of a past classic — Nintendo hopes to continue 
to hold off its closest competition.

“Mario Kart Wii” does not reinvent the steer-
ing wheel, though its packaging may make you 
believe otherwise. The game comes with a plas-
tic wheel that attaches to the Wii remote, thus 
adding to the game’s sense of immersion. It’s an 
intelligent-but-risky move, as history has shown 
that such add-ons usually fail to catch on. 

Most other additions are promising but not 
surprising. Bikes, Mii support and new items 
(including the mega mushroom, which allows 
players to become gigantic) are all incorpo-
rated. Online play will also be included for the 
fi rst time in the series. The new feature will 
have player-friendly details like rankings and 
skill levels. 

Players come to “Mario Kart” games expect-
ing such changes, but in the end they only care 
about one thing. As they race on the game’s 32 
tracks (16 new, 16 remakes of old ones), they 
hope Nintendo has done enough to recapture 
that old magic and not gone spiraling off the 
track they’ve come to love.      

— Dave Arey, staff writer

dwarey@syr.edu

Prostitution, drug peddling and 
ultraviolence go mainstream once 

again — with what could quite possibly 
be the fastest-selling video game of all 
time. 

“Grand Theft Auto IV: Liberty City” 
— the latest game from the always-
controversial “Rockstar Games” 
series — dropped in stores across 
the country Tuesday. And early 
projections indicate the game could 
outsell the previous title holder of 

best selling game “Halo 3” — with 
reports showing GTA IV could bring 

in nearly $400 million. 
And, soccer moms aside, who’s not going 

to like this game — it’s already receiving 
rave reviews. All the classic elements from 
previous games are back, from the ability to 
roam and wreak as much havoc throughout 
Liberty City (a modifi ed New York City) as 
possible to the super-kitschy names like 
Brucie Kibbutz, Playboy X and the star, 
Eastern European criminal Niko Bellic.

As Bellic, gamers try to achieve the 
“American Dream” by helping out his 

heavily in debt brother Roman and taking over 
the seedy underbelly of Liberty City. 

Despite all of the insanity, the game has 
gotten smarter — including the artifi cial intel-
ligence. In fact, cell phone technology might be 
one of the most unique upgrades. Not only does 
your own cell phone have more abilities than 
ever before, but witnesses can now use their 
cell phones to report crimes you’re committing. 
And interactions (or lack thereof…) such as 
ignoring a call an affect your relationship with 
characters.

“Grand Theft Auto IV” will be the fi rst in the 
series to support online play.  But the real heart 
of the series is the lurid gameplay.

While dodging police (and the SWAT team 
and FBI), Bellic can take on a variety of mis-
sions or just maim citizens and hijack vehicles 
for the hell of it. And with the graphics technol-
ogy of the PS3 and Xbox 360, Bellic can do these 
things in style — there’s even new car damage 
physics!

Now that’s a game that knows its target audi-
ence — lock and load, everybody.

— Matt Levin, feature editor

mrlevin@syr.edu

Two highly anticipated 
releases ‘GTA IV,’ ‘Mario 

Kart’ arrive next weekThe big
guns

“Mario Kart Wii”
Platform: Nintendo Wii
Developed by: Nintendo
Published by: Nintendo 
EAD
Release Date: Sunday

MARIO KART 64

“Grand Theft Auto IV: Liberty City”
Platform: Xbox 360/PS3
Developed by: Take-Two Interactive
Published by: Rock Star Games
Release Date: Tuesday

pushing all the right buttons

SUPER MARIO KART

MARIO KART: DOUBLE DASH

GTA: SAN ANDREAS

GTA: VICE CITY

GTA: III

Prostitution, drug peddling and 
ultraviolence go mainstream once 

again — with what could quite possibly 
be the fastest-selling video game of all 
time. 

“Grand Theft Auto IV: Liberty City” 
— the latest game from the always-
controversial “Rockstar Games” 
series — dropped in stores across 
the country Tuesday. And early 
projections indicate the game could 
outsell the previous title holder of 

best selling game “Halo 3” — with 
reports showing GTA IV could bring 

in nearly $400 million. 
And, soccer moms aside, who’s not going 

to like this game — it’s already receiving 
rave reviews. All the classic elements from 
previous games are back, from the ability to 
roam and wreak as much havoc throughout 
Liberty City (a modifi ed New York City) as 
possible to the super-kitschy names like 
Brucie Kibbutz, Playboy X and the star, 
Eastern European criminal Niko Bellic.

As Bellic, gamers try to achieve the 
“American Dream” by helping out his 

guns
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CHUCK BASS
In her hand, Serena van der Woodsen held a baggie of cocaine, presumably from the resident 
bad boy of “Gossip Girl”. S was ready to confront her new stepbrother - berate him for plaguing 
her with horrid gifts and his presence in her life. 

Just as she was ready to let loose years of annoyance, disgust and hatred for Charles Bartholom-
ew Bass, he stepped out wearing a cardigan sweater with not one, but at least three whales on it. 

And this is why no one can hate New York City’s darker, more intelligent and Ken doll that is 
Chuck. Highlights from his wardrobe in the 
inaugural season of “Gossip Girl” include a 
lavender suit, pink argyle sweater, purple 
cardigan/yellow pants/brown loafers com-
bination and last night’s crowning glory: 

a zip up sweater with a whale adorning it, 
complete with little air bubbles. 

Miraculously, Chuck pulled off every 
single one of these outfi ts. You fi rst see him 
and your thought process goes something 
like this:

1) What the hell is he wearing?
2) Are those pastel colors?
3) Where does he fi nd these articles of 

clothing?
4) He doesn’t look half bad.
Then, of course, he makes some sexist, 

harassing remark and it’s back to good old 
evil Chuck Bass again. But you’ve got to 
admit, the boy’s got style.

— Erinn Connor, asst. feature editor
eaconnor@syr.edu

315-445-9464

Need a little extra cash before 
the semester is over?
Drive for Wings!
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Busby, Marshall newest SU runners to make NCAA regionals  
By Heather Crowley

STAFF WRITER

Since arriving at Syracuse last year, sopho-
more distance runner Dan Busby has quali-
fi ed for four Big East championships. But 
before this weekend, he had yet to qualify for 
an NCAA regional event.

Busby did just that Friday at the Larry Ellis 
Invitational, earning a second-place fi nish 
in the 5,000-meter run with a time of 14:09.14. 
At the beginning of the season Busby had his 
sights set on grabbing an invite to the NCAA 
regionals after being shut out last season.

Junior hurdler Terry Marshall also tallied 
an NCAA regional qualifying time with a fi rst-
place fi nish in the 110-meter hurdles (13.99 
seconds). SU now has eight athletes qualifi ed 
for the regionals, which take place May 30 and 
31.

Earlier this year, during the indoor season, 
Busby placed 13th in the Big East champion-
ships in the 5,000-meter and failed to improve 
upon his time for last season. Unfortunately 
for Busby, this did not result in team points, 
which only go to the top eight fi nishers in each 
event.

That race lingers in Busby’s mind as he 
approaches the Big East championships, which 
are May 3.

“I would like score at the Big East this year,” 
Busby said. “I don’t know what I would have to 
place to get that, maybe in the top eight in the 
event. But that’s what I really want to do.”

Although he is proud of achieving his ini-
tial goal of posting an NCAA time, Busby has 
not set expectations for the event and views it 
as just an opportunity to race against the best 
in the nation.

Marshall, like Busby, seemed focused on 
the upcoming Big East championships.

“There are mostly championship meets 
left,” Marshall said. “The Big East is in two 
weeks. Right now focus on a fast time in the 
Big East. Try to come in fi rst, aim high, be a 
champion, be the top team in the Big East and 
just trying to go as fast as I can.”

Marshall’s time was somewhat surprising, 
as he dedicates most of his training to the 
400-meter hurdles. He has qualifi ed for the 
NCAA regionals in that event every season 
since arriving at Syracuse yet with only a few 
opportunities remaining he has yet to do so 
this season.

“Yeah it would defi nitely be a disappoint-
ment (if he fails to qualify for the 400),” SU 
sprint coach Dave Hegland said. “We’ve been 
talking about 400-hurdles for three years. 
I don’t think with one good race in another 
event we are ready to say, ‘Scrap all those goals 
we found a new toy.’”

The reason why Marshall took on the event 
was to help him with his times in the 400-hur-
dles and have the ability to grab more points at 
the conference championship.

“It was a really breakthrough performance 
for him.” Hegland said. “That’s only his second 

meet ever in college running the 110 hurdles. 
In his freshman year and his sophomore year 
we didn’t run those at all, only the 400s. It was 
huge for him.”

Besides Busby and Marshall, fi ve SU ath-
letes qualifi ed for the Big East championships 
during the weekend.

Marshall’s performance even grabbed him 
accolades on a smaller scale than the NCAA 
level. His career best times earned him the 

outstanding runner of the week honor from 
SU’s head coach Chris Fox. Still, Fox hopes 
Marshall qualifi es for the NCAA’s in the 
400-hurdles as well.

“Terry had a great meet,” Fox said. “He 
ran two great times because in the semifi nals 
he ran as fast as he’d ever run and then came 
back in the fi nals was unbelievable with the 
13.99.”

hscrowle@syr.edu
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SU finishes 7th at Big East 
tournament to end season 

rachel fus | staff photographer
Maria VasilyeVa defeated Connecticut’s BreAnn Cheung in the first round of the Big 
East Championships, 6-0, 6-0, but Syracuse then lost to South Florida and St. John’s. 

Berman
f r o m  p a g e  2 8

or something definitively poetic, but what was 
written here was never about me. Instead, 
this column has been about the personalities 
included in these pages on a daily basis and the 
people reading about those personalities on a 
daily basis.

In a media landscape where writers get their 
face on television or voice on the radio for the 
mere qualification of having an opinion and 
being able to articulate it — and some don’t 
even qualify for the latter — The Daily Orange 
provides all its writers a humbling reality. 

It’s called the crossword puzzle. Or recently, 
Sudoku.

And if ever I wanted a pat on the back and 
feel perhaps students picked up the paper on 
Wednesday to read this column, I just had to 
peer around class and see the outside pages on 
the floor and the crossword folded in front of the 
“readers.”

From sitting in the crowded Bird Library 
first floor on a Thursday night with Gustavo 
Kertzscher, a swimmer from Sweden, to 

standing by Demetris Nichols’ locker in a 
crowded NBA locker room, the intent was the 
same. As much as the athletes are glorified 
or scrutinized — and The Daily Orange is 
guilty of extending both boundaries at times 
— it’s important to realize these are college 
students. This is not meant in a Mike Gundy-
sort-of-way, but instead in a practical manner. 
They are simply gifted at a skill set that com-
mands attention and a college scholarship, 
but they’re normal people with an exceptional 
skill — the same way the business students 
who won the Panasci Competition are at 
entrepreneurship or the dance team members 
are at dancing. 

This sports section has a unique role on 
this campus, going where the students who 
patiently camp out by the Carrier Dome’s 
entrance for a Georgetown game cannot 
go. The same events that unfold for the fan 
unfolds for the reporters — except the impli-
cations are different.

On the field, as special as it is to see Delone 
Carter break through for his fourth touch-
down against Wyoming or Gerry McNamara 
hit an improbable season-saving game-
winner against Cincinnati, there is Carter 

fumbling on the goalline against Louisville or 
McNamara, nowhere to be found in the NCAA 
Tournament against Texas A&M.

Sometimes it becomes even more com-
plicated — like watching Pat Perritt score 
a game winner against Cornell to watching 
Syracuse lacrosse get eliminated from the 
potseason to seeing Perritt in front of the 
media apologizing for an Armory Square 
arrest.

The sports section survives through all of 
them, reporting on the stories as a service to 
the readers. Nowhere in there is it about us, 
nor should it be.

Yet there is something prestigious about cover-
ing these teams, about sitting with a shirt and tie 
in a press box full of sports information interns, 
drinking watered-down Pepsi and writing a story 
for Monday about a game on Saturday.

There are students envious of the fact we go 
to these basketball games, sit behind the basket 
and ask Jim Boeheim what he was thinking 
afterward, often with a returned glance of 
“what are you thinking asking that question?” 

The reason is readers care. Whatever hap-
pens with Syracuse, there are readers from 
Maxwell to Manlius to Massachusetts who take 

an interest in what is written. 
On multiple occasions, a column drew reac-

tion from fans that thought it was too harsh, too 
light or simply illogical. This could mean I did 
my job well or couldn’t please anyone, depend-
ing upon how you look at it. But what it also 
means is people are reading. And for someone 
who writes what he thinks, there is no better 
compliment.

So this column comes with no grandiose les-
son. It won’t have the “Best of” nor a homage to 
anyone who worked within the decrepit build-
ing on Ostrom Avenue.

This column, as all the columns before, is for 
the readers.

The only difference is the subject in this 
case is me, which is still difficult to grasp. Mind 
you, I’ve tried to avoid the farewell column alto-
gether, yet my editors insist readers want it.

Well here it is. You get your money’s worth.
Zach Berman wrote for The Daily Orange for 

four years. He served as sports editor, assistant 
sports editor, assistant copy editor and was a 

member of the board of directors. He covered men’s 
basketball for two seasons, as well as football and 

men’s lacrosse. This was his final column after two 
semesters as featured sports columnist. You can 
now reach him at zacharyberman@gmail.com.

By Meredith Galante
StAFF WritEr

Luke Jensen saw something he never had before 
at the Big East tournament: other teams’ play-
ers and coaches watching and taking notes on 
his Syracuse tennis squad’s matches.

Notre Dame, Marquette and other teams all gath-
ered around the Varsity Courts in Tampa, Fla., to 
watch an energetic, sixth-seeded Syracuse team 
beat Connecticut, 4-2, Thursday and then go o nto to 
lose to South Florida, 4-0, and St. John’s, 4-2, to finish 
in seventh place in the Big East tournament. 

SU head coach Jensen said seeing all the 
coaches and players scouting his team proved 
what a threat they have become this season, 
despite the final outcome of the tournament.

The Orange (11-14, 8-7) finished the tourna-
ment tied for seventh with Rutgers, a team they 
defeated, 6-1, on April 5.

During Syracuse’s first-round match against 
11th-seeded Connecticut, Thursday, the other 
Big East teams watching saw something never 
seen from SU tennis this season: a doubles point 
loss followed by a comeback match win.

“We didn’t get defeated this time, we got inspired,” 
Jensen said. “The most exciting part about the 
match was the huddle in between the doubles and 
singles. Instead of defeat, I saw a team that was ready 
to go and take care of business. They used to look 
panicked. Now I saw a calm demeanor.”

Throughout the tournament, Jensen kept 
Simone Kalhorn and Jacquelynn Tang at the 
No.1 doubles position, even though the pair had 
a 1-7 record. Against Notre Dame on April 6, 
Jensen moved Ashley Spicer and Chelsea Jones 
to the No. 1 spot because he said they had more 
of an emotional swing to compete with Notre 
Dame. However, Jensen said during practice, 
Kalhorn and Tang seemed to be the best duo for 
the No. 1 spot, during the tournament. 

During the four-and-a-half-hour match 
against the Huskies, junior Maria Vasilyeva 
and Christina Tan won their fifth doubles match 
in six tries, 8-3. During the singles portion of the 
match, Vasilyeva easily defeated the Huskies’ 
BreAnn Cheung, 6-0, 6-0. She has been a more 

consistent player for the Orange and has a 12-2 
record against Big East opponents.

After advancing past the first round, Syra-
cuse faced another familiar foe, third-seeded 
South Florida, Friday. South Florida defeated 
Syracuse for the second time this season, 4-0. 
The Orange lost to the Bulls, 6-1, March 16.

South Florida swept the doubles play and 
didn’t falter for the rest of the match, hold-
ing Syracuse scoreless. Vasilyeva won her first 
set, 6-2, and was ahead, 3-1, against the Bulls’ 
Allyn Mueller before her match was suspended 
because South Florida already won the match.

The loss to South Florida put the Orange in 
the fifth-place bracket. On Saturday, Syracuse 
faced No. 7 seeded St. John’s for the second time 
this season. On March 29, SU narrowly defeated 
the Red Storm, 4-3, at home. This time the Red 
Storm knew what to expect.

“St. John’s was a big upset in my opinion,” 
Jensen said. “They got a few players healthy 
that didn’t play us last time. The rest of confer-
ence knows we are very energetic and loud, so 
St. John’s came out with a lot of fire. I admire 
how they stepped up. They played better.”

St. John’s won the doubles points, and then 
three of the singles matches to edge SU. Vasily-
eva continued her success at the No. 3 position, 
defeating Emily Barnett, 6-2, 6-0.

“Maria is Miss Automatic,” Jensen said. 
“This team is taking the next step. That we 
have Maria’s point is a great confidence boost. 
The rest of them have to get the swagger and 
confidence to execute at that level.”

Despite second-year head coach Jensen’s 
team finishing two places lower than last year’s 
squad in the tournament, he didn’t want to use 
the word “disappointed.”

“I can’t speak for the players, but for me, ‘dis-
appointed’ is a strong word,” Jensen said. “We 
set a tone for programs to come, and we did some 
strong things. So many teams were talking 
about us, our enthusiasm…I’ve yet to see a team 
here play to its full potential, but it’s something 
we are going to work on for next year.”

mkgalant@syr.edu
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greene
f r o m  p a g e  2 8

nick ruggiero | staff photographer
Donte Greene is projected to go to the Portland Trail Blazers at the 13th pick in the NBA Draft by Draftexpress.com

statement, which can be construed either as a 
conscious effort to maintain privacy or Greene’s 
way of defiantly disappearing into the sunset 
with one pronounced finger pointed straight up 
in the air.

For a freshman who shied from neither spot-
light nor camera light, leaving for the NBA 
without a final press conference does seem 
shocking. And the final media image of Greene 
at Syracuse may well be after the Massachusetts 
loss in the NIT, his shrugging shoulders and 
clipped responses, “I don’t know. I don’t know.”

In truth, Greene may now know little more 
than he knew then. According to SU head coach 
Jim Boeheim, the process up until the NBA 
Draft on June 26 is pure guesswork.

The NBA has a committee of general managers 
who can provide a confidential projection evalu-
ation of a players likely draft position. Boeheim 
said he has already met with that committee.

“They give you an idea of what his posi-
tion might be, according to the committee, but 
that fluctuates, depending on who’s coming out, 
who’s not,” Boeheim said in a phone interview. 
“That changes right up until draft day really.”

Greene made his decision after delibera-
tion with his family and trips to his home in 
Baltimore. He let Boeheim know the day it was 
announced, although Boeheim told ESPN Radio 
1260 it was almost a foregone conclusion.

“I don’t know if he said, ‘OK, I’m going to be 
one-and-done,’” Pratt said. “But I guess as the 
year went on and he was playing against all these 
teams and all these good players, maybe over the 
year he evolved and just made his decision.”

Greene’s said before, if the NBA rules allowed 
it, he would have put his name into the draft out 
of high school, without hiring an agent. Yet 
his decision landed like a bomb on the campus 
of Syracuse, after weeks of speculation and 
months of bated breath.

Greene made headlines and local news broad-
casts wearing the “Don’te Leave” T-shirt before 
the Georgetown game in mid-February. Fans 
took it as a sign of loyalty; now, they point to it as 
the symbol of infidelity.

“I’ve been reading on these message boards 
people saying that we fed his ego by making 
these shirts and stuff,” Yager said. “In a way I 
guess it is kind of ironic.”

Most mock draft sites have Greene landing 
with an NBA roster with picks between No. 10 
and No. 20. His 17.7 points per game were fourth-
most in the Big East and second-most all-time 
for a Syracuse freshman. His size (6-foot-11) and 
shooting stroke (fourth in the conference in 
3-pointers made) are all undoubtedly enticing 
to pro scouts.

“I think long term he’s a very nice prospect,” 
Draftexpress.com’s Jonathan Givony said. 
“There are not too many 6-10 small forwards 
with a skill level like he has.”

Givony’s Web site has Greene going at No. 13 
to the Portland Trail Blazers. He thinks teams 
like Phoenix (15th pick), Golden State (14th pick) 
and Denver might be interested because of how 
Greene would fit in their up-tempo, spread-out 
style of play.

“Some people really like him and have him 
in the late lottery,” Givony said. “Some people 
don’t like him at all and have him later in the 
first round.”

It’s an unfortunate myth that some fans fol-
low that staying in school for another year will 
automatically boost one’s draft position. Givony 
said they need only look at Georgetown’s Roy 
Hibbert this season, who may have sacrificed a 
lottery selection by staying for his senior season 
with the Hoyas.

“Nobody at Georgetown is crying right now 
over the fact that Roy Hibbert lost God knows 

how much money by coming back for a year,” 
Givony said. “Nobody’s up in arms about that.”

People are up in arms in Syracuse, though, 
and those outwardly in support of Greene’s deci-
sion are quickly drowned out by the detractors 
who say he has no idea what he’s doing.

Truth is, Greene has more of a worldly sense 
than many. He’s fluent in German, having been 
born and raised in Munich, and has lived in 
Japan. He can play drums, sings and once said 
he’d like to be in Newhouse. His mother died 
when he was 13. The chip on his shoulder stems, 
at least partly, from being passed over by his 
original dream school, Georgetown.

He turned 20 three months ago, and back in his 
hometown, he’s quickly becoming regarded in the 
same celebrity light as fellow NBAers Rudy Gay, 
Sam Cassell, Juan Dixon and even Anthony.

When Greene returned home in early April 
for the Charm City basketball tournament, Pratt 
said he saw groups of kids line up for Greene’s 
autograph as he sat and watched the games. 

According to Pratt, the last in-depth conver-
sation they had focused around Greene’s love 
for Syracuse and the SU fan base, how much 
he truly enjoyed being on campus and going to 
class and signing autographs at practice.

That was before he declared his intentions 
of going pro, and, in the minds of many in those 
same classes, stabbed Syracuse in the heart.

As more and more freshmen are jumping — 
as many as 10 or 12 could be in this year’s draft, 
Boeheim said — Greene is not an anomaly. 
Though Boeheim added he thinks no freshman 
nor sophomore in the country is truly ready to 
become a pro, they’re following the trend of a 
draft that has become almost entirely based on 
projection and potential.

But that’s the name of the game. Whether 
he’s following his heart or his wallet, Greene’s 
decision — if he stays in the draft — will never 
be fully understood in Syracuse.  

“He’s still going to school, still doing the right 
thing,” Pratt said. “That’s my thing: just doing 
the right thing. Be conscious of what you’re 
doing and really think things through.

“It’s a tough decision, man.”
zsschonb@syr.edu
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By Jared Diamond
STAFF WRITER

Fantasia Goodwin was anxiously waiting and 
hoping to hear her named called by WNBA 
President Donna Orender on April 9, meaning 
she had just been drafted to play at the highest 
level of women’s basketball.

She went to bed that night disappointed.
But now, two weeks later, she has received 

the opportunity she wanted. And one of her for-
mer Syracuse teammates will have the chance 
at making the pros, too.

Goodwin and last season’s starting center 
Vaida Sipaviciute signed training camp con-
tracts as unrestricted free agents with the 
Detroit Shock and Los Angeles Sparks, respec-
tively. Each will compete for a roster spot before 
the season begins in mid-May. They are the 
fourth and fi fth SU players to join WNBA ros-
ters since the league’s inception in 1997. 

So far at least, it’s a fi tting end to the most 
successful season in SU’s program history, in 
which the Orange went 22-9 and reached the 
NCAA Tournament.

“I think they have a shot,” SU head coach 
Quentin Hillsman said in a telephone interview 
Tuesday afternoon. “People don’t bring these 
kids as token tryouts. Both of those kids have a 
legitimate chance of making these teams. They 
both played in the Big East — the highest level of 
play in women’s basketball.”

Neither player was available to comment for 
this story.

Sipaviciute’s signing is especially exciting 
for Hillsman, who recruited her as a high school 
player in Lithuania and brought her to the 
United States. In her four-year Syracuse career, 
Sipaviciute played in 116 games and scored 
1,180 career points, good for 11th–best in school 
history. Her 234 blocks put her second on Syra-
cuse’s career list, and her 41-point, 21-rebound 

performance on Nov. 29, 2005 against Colgate is 
the best single- game performance by an Orange 
player.

This season, Sipaviciute started all 31 games, 
averaging 4.6 points and 2.2 rebounds per game. 
At 6-foot-4, she would be tied for the second-
tallest player on Los Angeles’ roster, so her size 
may have played a factor in her signing.

“Vaida has to make those 12-foot face-up 
shots because they will push you off the block at 
that level,” Hillsman said. “Playing on the block 
will be more diffi cult, but she’s good facing the 
basket.”

Goodwin joined Syracuse as a junior col-
lege transfer from Monroe (N.Y.) College before 
the 2006-07 season and made an immediate 
contribution. In her fi rst year with the Orange, 
the 6-foot forward averaged 12 points and 6.8 
rebounds per game.

Last year, Goodwin accepted coming off the 
bench and thrived as the team’s fi rst player off 
the bench. She led SU with nine double-doubles 
and improved her rebounding average up to 
eight per game, including a school-record 25 
boards on Dec. 22 against Saint Peter’s.

Goodwin was the only Syracuse player to 
enter her name in the WNBA Draft. Though she 
wasn’t drafted, Detroit is giving her a second 
shot. The head coach of Detroit is Bill Laimbeer, 
the ex-NBA player and father of former SU 
forward Keri Laimbeer.

To make the team, Goodwin will have to 
overcome her undersized frame by rebounding 
as well as she did in college.

“Fanny has to play hard and keep running 
the fl oor hard,” Hillsman said. “She has to prove 
how tenacious she is on the glass.”

When last season ended in disappointment — 

a 59-55 loss to Hartford in the opening round of 
the NCAA Tournament — Hillsman told Good-
win and Sipaviciute to stay in shape, knowing 
the WNBA was a possibility.

Apparently, both listened, and now they have 
the opportunity to play professional basketball 
somewhere. The only question now is where.

“It says a lot for what they’ve done and how 
far we’ve come,” Hillsman said. “Now we have 
two players who have a chance to play at the 
professional level either in the WNBA or inter-
nationally. They will both have the chance to 
play at one of those levels.”

jediamon@syr.edu

kris wilson | staff photographer
FANTASIA GOODWIN and Vaida Sipaviciute landed training camp contracts with the 
Detroit Shock and Los Angeles Sparks, respectively. 

Seniors Goodwin, Sipaviciute 
receive tryouts with WNBA teams

wo m e n ’s  b a s k e t b a l l

Women’s lacrosse sets school record with 14 wins

“I think they have a shot. 
People don’t bring these 
kids as token tryouts. 
Both of those kids have 
a legitimate chance of 
making these teams.”

Quentin Hillsman
SU HEAD COACH ON FANTASIA GOODWIN 

AND VAIDA SIPAVICIUTE

s t a f f  r e p o r t

After a sluggish start, the Syracuse women’s 
lacrosse team used a run in the fi rst half to bury 
No. 13 Cornell on the road Tuesday night, 19-7, 
and break plenty of records in the process.

With the win, No. 3 Syracuse (14-2) secured the 
most wins in a single season in the program’s his-
tory, 14, headed into the Big East tournament.

SU and Cornell (9-5) were tied 4-4 with 15 
minutes remaining in the fi rst half, with Cor-
nell becoming only the second team all season 
to score fi rst against the Orange. But Syracuse 
quickly responded with a 7-1 surge to pull away. 

Christina Dove tied a career-high with seven 
points, scoring fi ve goals and two assists, while 
Tewaaraton Trophy candidate Katie Rowan fi n-
ished with three goals and three assists. Rowan’s 

assist on a Halley Quillinan goal lifted her into 
sole possession of fi rst place as Syracuse’s all-time 
assists leader (88). Rowan’s third goal on the 
night tied the Syracuse single-season record of 59, 
which she set last season. Qullinan fi nished with 
four goals, and Megan Mosenson added three.

Syracuse will be the No. 1 seed in the Big 
East tournament this weekend at Notre Dame. 
SU takes on the fourth-seed, Rutgers, in the 
semifi nals at 5:30 p.m. 

Student season tickets on sale Wednesday
All full-time Syracuse University students 

are invited to purchase 2008-09 student season 
tickets for football and men’s basketball games 
beginning Wednesday. The combination pack-

age, including both football and men’s basket-
ball, is discounted to $235 for purchases before 
Aug. 8. The combination package will cost $275 
if purchased after Aug. 8.

Students can purchase the tickets online 
at suathletics.com or at the Carrier Dome Box 
Offi ce (888-DOMETIX).

Syracuse plays four home games in September 
after opening on the road at Northwestern on Aug. 
30. Akron (Sept. 6), Penn State (Sept. 13), North-
eastern (Sept. 20) and Pittsburgh (Sept. 27) all visit 
the Dome during the four-game homestand.

The Orange also plays Louisville (Nov. 1) and 
Connecticut (Nov. 15) at home.

Staff report compiled by Tyler Dunne 
and Matt Gelb, The Daily Orange
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f o o t b a l l  r e c r u i t i n g

Chandler Jones ready to join brother Arthur on SU defense
By Kevin Ware

Staff Writer

The Syracuse defensive line is about to become 
a family matter.

If Big East quarterbacks aren’t tired of see-
ing SU defensive tackle Arthur Jones hurling 
at them, they shortly will be introduced to his 
brother, Chandler.

It offers a potential scenario of quarterbacks 
getting up off their backs, shaking their heads, 
trying to decide which one of the Jones brothers 
just put them on the ground.

Chandler Jones will fit right in alongside 
his brother. And at 6-foot-5 and 230 pounds, 
the Union-Endicott (N.Y.) High School product 
Chandler has the physical build to go up against 
the gritty and mean offensive tackles in the Big 
East.

While the two may line up next to each other 
next year, with Arthur at defensive tackle and 
Chandler at defensive end, they are very differ-
ent players.

In high school, Chandler starred at tight end 
and defensive tackle while Arthur did the dirty 
work at defensive and offensive tackle.

“It’s really not fair (to compare them),” said 
Shane Hurd, the head football coach at Union- 
Endicott. “Arthur was a kid who junior and 
senior year was triple-teamed every play. … 
He kept the offensive line off our linebackers 
and allowed them to lead the team in tackles 
because everyone had to block him hard. If you 
didn’t block him hard with two, three guys he 
made the play every time.

“Chandler was a big play guy. If you single-
blocked Chandler and you ran a five-step drop, 
there was a pretty good chance every time you 
did that, Chandler was going to get to your 
quarterback, force a bad throw, bat a ball away 
or get a sack for you.”

The brothers do have certain resemblances 
in their games, though. They both have the 
reputation of being a big hitter, and to Hurd 
it became obvious after watching their play-
calling that the opposing team seemed to always 
know where the Jones’ were on the field.

“The major similarity between the two of 
them is that no one ran (the ball),” Hurd said. 
“They both had that respect from opponents 
that not many people ran right at Arthur, and 
not many people ran right at Chandler. And 
when you did, they made a play.”

Chandler provides the Orange with the much 
needed — and always desired — dimension 
of versatility. He’s ranked as the eighth-best 
prospect in New York by Scout.com, and a big 
reason may be his ability to make plays on both 
sides of the ball.

“I will play whatever position gets me on the 
field the fastest,” Chandler said.

Chandler said he’ll be able to see more time 
early as a tight end, but Hurd sees it differently. 
According to Hurd, Chandler runs good routes 
and has fantastic hands making him an ideal 
tight end, but in the beginning that won’t mat-
ter.

“I think they’ll give him an opportunity on 
the defensive side of the ball first, I really do. In 

talking to them and talking to (SU co-defensive 
coordinator Derrick) Jackson I really think 
they’ll give him his first initial shot on the 
defensive side, which is fine.”

Chandler is listed as a defensive end on the 
Syracuse spring roster. In his senior season at 
Union-Endicott, Chandler recorded 75 tackles 
and seven sacks while forcing two fumbles and 
recovering three.

It is his older brother whom Chandler looks 
up to. It is his older brother whose approval on 
the football field he believes he needs.

“I’m going to feel that I’m going to have to 
press him in a way to show him that I’m able to 
play defense and offense and be able to play up 
to the caliber the rest of the guys are playing 
to,” Chandler said. “So I’m going to be trying to 
impress him as well as the coaches too.”

Chandler may be a bigger asset to the Syra-
cuse football program than his skills alone 
bring to the table. The younger Jones is par-
tially responsible for keeping Arthur in school 
instead of declaring for the NFL Draft.

With his high school class graduated for 
three years, Arthur’s 2007 breakout season 
prompted whispers of big checks and a shot 
in the NFL if he wanted it. Arthur said a lot of 
people were in his ear telling him he could have 
left after last season, in which he recorded 51 
tackles, 17.5 for loss. However, he said having 
his brother coming to play with him made him 
more excited to be at Syracuse.

“I’m happy he’s coming here,” Arthur Jones 
said. “He’s a good player, he’s better than me 

coming out of high school. He’s a hell of a player 
and look for him to play early.”

The brothers talk almost every day, and the 
bond between the two is strong — Chandler 
says they may room together next year — and 
has been formed through times of hardship 
and misfortune. When Chandler was in eighth 
grade, his sister, Carmen, who was a senior in 
high school, passed away from brain cancer. 
Then during his freshman year of high school, 
his grandmother died from cancer as well.

“His personality is more that of Arthur’s 
where he doesn’t show a ton of emotion,” Hurd 
said, “but you know by the way he goes about 
doing things — the hard work he puts into 
everything — you know the kid had to come 
through some tough times in order to get where 
he is.”

Arthur has already made a name for him-
self in the Big East. It’s his little brother who 
now comes into a desperate Syracuse football 
program in need of noise on the field from an 
incoming recruit.

Hurd isn’t worried about Chandler — just the 
players he hits.

“He’s hit a couple kids playing for me where 
I got nervous for the other kid,” Hurd said. “... 
When he hits you, you feel it. He’s a big-time 
hitter. … Chandler hit a quarterback during 
a scrimmage game, and I think there were 11 
coaches on the field and all 11 sprinted to see 
if he was still alive. That’s what Chandler has. 
That’s what he brings to the table.”

kjware@syr.edu
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By Edward Paik
Staff Writer

Dave Reischman felt the weight. The 54, and 
counting, years that have continually added to a 
laggard gain of mass.

“It’s heavy,” said Reischman, head coach of 
Syracuse’s men’s crew. “The Goes Trophy weighs 
about 150 pounds, with more plaques added under 
(to compensate for years after 1969).”

Aged with copper blemished to shades of 
brown, to Reischman, the historic cup is still a 
sign that fortune hasn’t faded, that his crew is as 
competitive as years before.

And despite the rowers who have left, who 
have graduated leaving behind legacies of wins, 
the No. 12 Orange still brought back the Goes 
Trophy for the third consecutive year Saturday, 
a first for SU. History accomplished, No. 12 
Syracuse took home the cup against No. 12 Navy 
and No. 10 Cornell in a 1.5-second margin, the 
closest finish for the Varsity Eight this season.

The women’s Varsity Eight boats placed third 
and second at the Charles River Challenge in 
Boston this past weekend.

For the men, this was supposed to be a 
“rebuilding year,” according to the critics, 
Reischman said. He and his crew refused to 
believe that, proving critics wrong at Ithaca, 
N.Y., even against teams hovering right around 
the Orange in the rankings.

“We’re fortunate to have won it,” Reischman 
said. “Fortunate enough to win one.”

Syracuse (5:40.9) bested Navy (5:42.4) and 
Cornell (5:48.6) for its 10th-consecutive cup win 
dating back to the 2006 season.

“The crew was determined in every race to 
make their own way, to show that the program 
isn’t going to lose speed on their watch,” Reis-
chman said.

It was an opportunity that took 48 years for 
another shot; the Orange nearly fell again to 
Navy, which stripped SU of a historic three-peat 
in 1960. 

Syracuse has won the Goes Trophy 10 times 
since competition for it began in 1955, making 
the three victories in a row even more notable.

Separated by only a seat or two, Navy chal-
lenged Syracuse’s lead down to the last 500 
meters after Cornell had fallen behind. Yet the 
close race was similar to others Reischman has 
seen this season, opening in a scramble then 
relying on determination and grit to pull past an 
opponent’s rally.

But, what made the difference was the man-
agement of the crew’s weight of expectations. It 
wasn’t history that was on the crew’s mind, but 
composure.

“We went expecting to race side-by-side for 
2,000 meters,” Reischman said.

Sophomore Tyson Bry was reminded of the 
historical aspect of the race. He was given a 
pamphlet from Reischman about the history 
of SU rowing, dating back to Syracuse’s first 
national championship against Cornell in 1904.

“It was an inspirational story,” Bry said. 
But it didn’t get into his head. 
“Thoughts like that will do nothing other 

than make you more nervous and throw off the 
rhythm of the boat.”

The similarities from SU’s first national 

championship are there. From the freshman 
team that got away with a win, to the lower-
ranked Varsity Eight that came back to win 
against Cornell.

The only difference this time was that the 
Orange didn’t need a comeback. After 700 
meters, Cornell had fallen behind, finishing 17.7 
seconds later than Syracuse. 

The same mentality has yielded the Varsity 
Eight an undefeated cup season thus far, though 
things still aren’t perfect, especially at the starts.

“We were a little scrambled in the first 500 
meters and not quite as efficient getting the boat 
up and started,” Reischman said.

Bry noticed the jumpy start but had a differ-
ent reaction. 

“We started off to a 47 or 48 stroke rate, and 
we usually get up to 45,” he said. “But that 
was good, to start of at a high stroke rate and 
then to settle down so we can get the boat up 
to speed.”

Yet, the crew as a whole won the Stagg Tro-
phy for most overall points as well. Though ini-
tially disappointed in the Junior Varsity Eight 
due to their lack of composure and relaxation, 
Reischman was satisfied with two firsts and a 
second-place win.

“In the grand scheme of things, this race 
gives the crew a little bit of confidence that we 
can go to big races and perform well,” Reis-
chman said, confidence that will help when the 
crew faces against a faster Navy and Cornell in 
the Eastern Sprints.

“We know now that we can beat them, and 
there’s probably more to work on to improve, 

but the win is a good stepping stone, and we can 
move forward from there,” Bry said. 

After the race, Reischman expects the 
Orange may move up one position in the new 
USRowing Collegiate Poll rankings today, but 
he isn’t thinking about it too much, or about 
weight of history upon the crew.

Said Reischman: “We don’t talk a lot about 
winning or losing in this program, that takes 
care of itself.”

edpaik@syr.edu

USRowing Collegiate Poll 
Men’s Varsity Eights
Team	 PoinTs
1. Washington 340
2. Brown 312
3. Princeton 292
4. California 281 
5. Harvard 273
6. Wisconsin  242
7. Northeastern 236
8. Stanford 233
9. Yale 200
10. Cornell 181
11. Columbia 176
12t. Navy 141
12t. Syracuse 141
14. trinity College  93
15. Oregon State 84
16. Georgetown 83
17. Boston University  63
18. Virginia  51
19. Michigan  31
20. George Washington 29

Syracuse makes history with 3rd straight Goes Trophy win
c r e w
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the ContaCt info
hours:Mon 12:45-2, tue 11-1, thur 1-3 

Deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. Cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 
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ApArtments for rent

eLeGAntLY oVerLooKInG pArK 
Luxurious furnished heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison St. no Pets CALL 469-0780. 

thRee BeDRooMS
Rent StaRt at $250/ BeDRooM

Sonia
350-4191

WWW.UniVeRSitYhiLL.CoM

Two & Three Bedroom Flats Excellent 
Condition Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, 
Hardwoods, Finished Basement. Call 727-3646

University Apartments 
Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedrooms, 
Walking Distance to Campus, 

some Available now. 
437-7577

aPaRtMentS aPaRtMentS 
478-7493

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

621 euclid ave
117 Redfield Place
145 avondale Place 

available for 2008-2009
fully furnished, Laundry, Parking, full-

time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

116 Comstock Ave. 
studios 

available aug. 2008, 
$600/month inc. heat

Large, hardwood floors, lots of light, off-
street parking, laundry.

Call for an appointment!
478-6504

5/6 Bedroom House. Furnished, 2.5 baths. Fire-
places, porch, quiet neighborhood, free washer/
dryer. June 2008 or August 15, 2008. 422-7138 
or 445-1808

south Campus
2, 3 and 4 Bedroom apartments

Completly furnished!
Plasma tVS!
free internet!

air Conditioning!
oak floors!

new appliances!
Just Bring Your Clothes and Laptop

Call peach properties 
350-1327

thRee BeDRooM aPaRtMentS  
WWW.UniVeRSitYhiLL.CoM

Sonia
350-4191

968 AckermanFurnished 2 Bedroom Available 
May. All Amenities $800/month. Call 469-6665 

1,2,3,4,5 Bedroom apts and houses, June 
or august occupancy, free offstreet park-
ing, free Washer and Dryer. 422-7138 or 

445-1808

Great apartments still available for 
2008/2009. See our website for 

details: campushill.com. or call us at 
315-422-7110

prIVAte fUrnIsHeD stUDIo 
Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. 
509 University Ave. 

Carpeted, Air-conditioned, furnished, 
secure, Laundry, parking, maintenance. 

Available for 2008-2009. 
University Area Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. #30 479-5005
www.universityarea.com

studio Apartments
Brand new * fully furnished
Located in Downtown Syracuse

near armory Spaure and SU Warehouse 
Building

only $595 Per Month
includes all Utilities

PLUS
fRee Basic/ Standard Cable tV Service

fRee high SPeed internet 
free off-Street Parking

exercise facility, electronic entry Security 
System, Professional on-Site Manage-

ment, Laundry facilities, air Conditioning, 
Located on CentRo Bus Line, Kitchenette 

w/ Microwave, Refrigerator and Stove

Brownstone Luxury Studio apartments
605 West Genessee Street, Syracuse, nY 

13204
(315) 472-4431

Visit us at orangehousing.com

for sALe

Big screen tV  19 inches with DVD and 
VHs. 1 year old. My loss is your gain! 
Must pickup from Day hall before May 7th. 
asking $95. Call 347-583-4200 for more 
info

House for Sale, roosevelt Ave. 4 br. 1.5 bath 
updated kitchen, off street parking, fpl 436-8092

HeLp WAnteD

nanny needed - P/t Summer. Looking 
for an energetic experienced SU student 
to care for our 2 sons (2yr/ 6mo). Manil-
ius area,  own  transportation required. 
interested please email maliusnanny@
gmail.com

Earn extra cash, assist with student move 
out, crew leaders and laborers $10-$12 

an hour. Email olan@lazybones.net or 758 
North Salina St. 

Undercover Shoppers earn up to $70 
per day. Undercover shoppers needed to 
judge retail/dining establishments. no exp 

required please call 800-722-4791

our newest rep earned $7000 this month 
outside B2B sales. Looking for hungry go 
getters. www.capitalbankcard.com 888-

231-1448

sUmmer WorK $15.50 Base-Appt.

·flexible schedules 
·Start now or after finals 
·Customer sales/service 

·no experience necessary 
·all majors welcome 

·all ages 17+, conditions apply

We will be accepting applications on 
campus April 14th & April 21st in the 

shine student Center from 10am-2pm! 
CALL noW Syracuse 315-434-9553 

Rochester 585-321-1810 
albany 518-456-4566 

South Buffalo 716-683-7494 
north Buffalo 716-836-7032 

Kingston 845-331-5675 
elmira/Corning 607-398-9054 
hudson Valley 845-896-1275 

Saratoga 518-580-1377 
oneonta 607-432-2224 

Watertown 315-775-0320 
Cortland/ithaca 607-272-2898 

Binghamton 607-644-9393 
Plattsburgh 518-562-2266 

Utica 315-733-0575 
St. Lawrence Co. 315-268-6202

OUTLAWED in 7 States!

Lowest Price Guaranteed

Buy PURPLE STICKY SALVIA DIVINORUM Today 

enter code: ORANGE and get 15% off! 100% 
items found. www.BlackWidowProducts.com 
Salvia Divinorum is the Next Craze. More info and 

www.blackwidowproducts.com To Order, Call: (320) 491-8118

Ads by Google

eneRGY StaR aPaRtMentS 
(LoW UtiLitieS)

ViSit WeBSite 24/7 
WWW.UniVeRSitYhiLL.CoM

Sonia
350-4191
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By Zach Schonbrun
Staff Writer

Still hanging unsold on a rack in the 
school bookstore in Schine Student 
Center are two replicas of the No. 5 
Syracuse basketball jersey. The rest, 
according to the bookstore’s divi-
sional merchandise manager Gale 
Youmell, sold out in January.

It’s been two months since SU 
seniors Scott Yager and Ian Wishin-
grad sold the last of their infamous 
“Don’te Leave” T-shirts, too. The 
T-shirts, like the jerseys, have quickly 
fallen out of style.

“Nobody really has any more inter-
est,” Yager said.

No name has swung across Syra-
cuse’s campus the past few weeks as 
sharply as “Donte,” and the very men-
tion of Greene often stirs a debate.

A debate that can be socially, ath-
letically, racially, economically or 
even philosophically driven. It has 
been brought up in classrooms, din-
ing rooms, living rooms and chat 
rooms, often ending in a variation on 
the same hypothetical self-inquiry, 
“Would I do the same thing?”

Greene’s decision to leave Syracuse 
after his freshman season and enter 
the NBA Draft has angered local fans 
deeply. They’ve vented their frustra-
tion in blogs, forums and Facebook 
messages — enough hurtful wall 
posts that Greene has since disabled 
posting on his page.

They’ve made it clear he is no 
Carmelo Anthony. And it stands as 
deeply ironic that Greene attended 
Anthony’s high school, played for an 
AAU team named “Team Melo” and 
his first real introduction to the Syra-

cuse community came at Anthony’s 
press conference in early October at 
the groundbreaking ceremony of a 
basketball facility to be named in his 
honor.

It’s almost safe to say, if Greene 
stays in the draft this summer, no 
building on SU’s campus will be 
erected with his name. Despite the 
fact he’s following the same route for 
the same reason as his idol, Anthony.

“He’s going to have to mature 
quickly, kind of grow up and take 
the criticism,” said his high school 
coach, Josh Pratt of Towson Catholic 
in Baltimore.

Greene is still here at SU, still 
training and working out, and still 
has yet to sign with an agent.

But since his announcement on 
April 9, Greene has denied all media 
requests, and, according to sports 
information Director Pete Moore, 
there have been lots. Greene’s deci-
sion was voiced as a two-sentence 

I needed to write this at some 
point. I tried avoiding it, like 
the required science course 

you delay until the final semester. 
The farewell column was sup-

posed to appear a year ago when I 
finished as sports editor, but I was 
able to convince the editors I’d stay 
on for a semester to write a weekly 
column.

I was supposed to write this 
farewell column in December, but 
the editors were able to convince 
me to stay and write a weekly 
column for another semester.

Now I have no semesters left — and 
more disheartening, no column left.

This leaves me here, writing this. 
And it all feels so, for a lack of a bet-
ter word, awkward.

I joke with management that 
we sell more papers when my face 
appears on the back page. The joke, 

of course, is this paper is free — 
which is another way of implying 
my opinion is worth exactly what 
we charge for it. But the reason this 
feels so awkward is I’ve already 
used “I” more times in this column 
than all my previous columns com-
bined. 

I wish there was some clever 
reason that alluded to word choice 

z a c h  b e r m a n

zb’s zone

Refuse-to-be-hack finally gives in, says farewell

see berman page 22

see Greene page 23

rachel fus | staff photographer
Donte Greene declared for the NBa Draft after one season at SU. He averaged 17.7 points per game.

Fans chastised him. Coaches 
stood by him. But since declaring 
for the NBA, Donte Greene has 
kept his reasoning to himself 

year
in sports
2 0 0 7  -  2 0 0 8

today: Part 6 of 10

tomorrow: the Daily Orange 
presents a six-page special 
investigation on the athletic 
department’s current financial 
outlook.

The decision

I N S I D E S p o r t S

Going pro
two former SU women’s 
basketball players will go to 
camp with WNBa teams  
Page 24
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thursday
april 24, 2008

ready, set, tan! 
hi 72° | lo 44°

kris wilson | staff photographer
daryl gross and nancy cantor share a moment at a women’s basketball game in February.

I N S I D e p u l p

The view from M-Street
Known for his rattling can of 
change on Marshall Street, Gertis 
McDowell’s story will make 
passersby think twice. Page 14-15

I N S I D e S p o r t S

Scoring at will
Katie Rowan won’t brag about 
it, but she’s set almost every 
SU women’s lacrosse scoring 
record this year. Page 28

I N S I D e N e w S

Creating a curriculum  
SU students, faculty fight to 
develop a new Asian studies 
program within the university.
Page 3

see incoming class page 9

year
in sports
2 0 0 7  -  2 0 0 8

today: Part 7 of 10
tomorrow: Head coach Dave 
Reischman is quietly building a 
powerhouse men’s crew program 
at Syracuse.

see athletics page 18

The cost of losing

A  d A i ly  o r A n g e 
e x C l u S i v e

 Athletics gets the highest 
subsidy on campus. Why? 
Is it worth it? Is it enough? 
How does it affect other 
parts of the school? Page 19
 
 Football revenues have 
sharply decreased under 
head coach Greg Robinson. 
How soon does he need to 
turn things around? Page 21

 An exclusive Q&A with 
Chancellor Nancy Cantor 
Page 22; dailyorange.com
 
 Fund raising continues to 
increase each year even as 
football continues to strug-
gle on the field. How has 
Athletics done it? Page 23

 Charts, lists and graphs 
on all six pages 

 Reaction from the leading 
officials at the university

c o n n e c t i v e  
c o r r i d o r

N.Y. gives 
$20M for 
projects

record-high 
applicants for 
class of ’12

see corridor page 4

Athletics has survived 
football’s decline so far. 
Can that continue?

By Matt Gelb  
and Ethan Ramsey

THe DAIly ORANGe

S
yracuse University’s athletic 
department has nearly offset 
a decline in football earn-
ings the last two years with 

an increase in fund raising, according 
to university documents and a series 
of interviews with top officials at the 
school.

The athletic department used its 
reserve funds to balance a $1.2 mil-
lion deficit in 2006-07 and expects a 
“comparable” situation in 2007-08, 
senior associate athletic director Rob 

Edson said. The department’s reserve 
funds totaled $5.9 million as of July 
2007, according to the university-wide 
projected budget for 2007-08.

The football program lost $157,085 
in 2006, the program’s first deficit 
since the government started requir-
ing data from all universities in 1995.

A 21-year low in average atten-
dance, 35,009, in 2007 would indicate a 
further decline, though specific num-
bers are not available until October. 
The Orange went 2-10 last season to 
match 2005 for the most losses in the 
program’s 119-year history. 

Conversely, the athletic depart-

ment raised $10.3 million in direct 
gifts in 2006, The Chronicle of Higher 
Education reported last year. That is 
more than double just three years 
prior, University Senate records indi-
cate.

Athletics has raised $54 million 
out of $545 million for Syracuse’s cur-
rent $1 billion campaign as of March 
31, said Brian Sischo, director of the 
three-year-old campaign and associ-
ate vice president of development. 
Campaign donations include pledges 
in addition to direct gifts.

Out of the 28 primary units on 
campus, only the Maxwell School of 

Citizenship and Public Affairs has 
raised more at $56 million, Sischo 
said. The S.I. Newhouse School of Pub-
lic Communications is third at $53 
million.

“Fund raising has been going real-
ly well, and that’s great,” Chancellor 
Nancy Cantor said. “Let’s hope that 
continues because we’re going to need 
it in Athletics.”

The athletic department earned 
$42.5 million and spent $43.7 million 
in 2006-07, the university’s Equity 
in Athletics Disclosure Act (EADA) 
report to the government stated. The 

By Peter de Montmollin
STAFF WRITeR

The New York state executive budget 
has set aside $20 million for Con-
nective Corridor projects, includ-
ing areas downtown Syracuse and 
near the university on East Genesee 
Street.

The money was included in the 
$121.7 billion state budget enacted 
April 9. It is part of the $700 million 
Upstate Revitalization Fund, pro-
posed by former Gov. Eliot Spitzer to 
promote economic growth in upstate 
New York.

Half of the $20 million for the cor-
ridor is for a pedestrian-friendly path-
way between Armory Square and 

By Rachel Gruber
CONTRIbUTING WRITeR 

When Jessica Bagley visited Syracuse 
University during her college search, 
she knew this was the school for her.

“It was that indescribable feeling,” 
said Bagley, a high school senior from 
Buffalo, N.Y. Bagley applied to SU 
after being attracted by the journal-
ism programs offered by the S.I. New-
house School of Public Communica-
tions. 

“I felt like it was the right size for 
me, the right distance from home, 
and I would still be able to explore the 
field of communications fully and be 
prepared for a career,” she said. 

But when she heard back from 
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By Paul Stanley
Asst. Copy Editor

A ngie Cho wanted to start 
an organization on campus 
that would allow its mem-
bers to volunteer abroad. 

But when she realized how much 
trips overseas would cost, she 
began researching other possibili-
ties and ran into the American Red 
Cross Web site. Since SU didn’t 
have a chapter on campus, Cho 
decided to start the American Red 
Cross Club of SU. 

“I went to the Red Cross chapter 
and talked to them and they were 
like, ‘Oh we’ve been waiting to tap 
into the SU volunteers,’” said Cho, 
a senior magazine journalism and 
entrepreneurship and emerging 
enterprises major. “There are 
so many volunteers at SU, and 
the Red Cross needs volunteers, 
but no one really linked the two 
together.”

Now in its second year, the Amer-
ican Red Cross Club of SU’s primary 
mission is disaster training.

But club members also teach 
CPR and first aid classes, perform 
community service, go to soup 
kitchens and take part in interna-
tional initiatives to raise money 
for disease-stricken countries. Last 
semester members reached out to 
troops fighting in Iraq.  

“There’s a platoon that we actu-
ally adopt in Iraq during the war,” 
Cho said. “We gather all these dif-
ferent boxes of things, and we send 
them to this platoon to help them 
out.”  

The club has more than 250 
names on its listserv, but members 
tend to volunteeer in spurts, Cho 
said. 

Cho calls the Red Cross an 
“umbrela organization” and said 
members have more opportuni-

ties than they may have in other 
“niche” organizations. 

“For Habitat for Human-
ity you’re building houses, and for 
other organizations you’re doing 
something very specific,” Cho said. 
“With the Red Cross, it ranges so 
there are all these different oppor-
tunities.” 

Cho encourages students to 
look outside of the SU campus to 
see what problems people face and 

what issues are in the world. She 
said it has really helped her appre-
ciate what she has. 

“It’s only takes 10, 15 minutes 
or an hour a week to really learn 
what’s going on outside there,” Cho 
said. “You can donate a dollar and 
save a life. People don’t know that, 
and the Red Cross helps to educate 
people about that.”

pastanle@syr.edu
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T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: 2008 senior Fashion show  
When: 12:30 p.m.
Where: Goldstein Auditorium
How much: $6  
 
What: Vadim Volkov lecture  
When: 3 p.m.
Where: 100 Eggers Hall
How much: Free 

What: James M. russell lecture
When: 4 p.m.
Where: 113 Heroy Geology Laboratory
How much: Free 

What: “Women and Wallace”
When: 8 p.m.
Where: syracuse stage
How much: Free 

What: orange Night Live pool tournament
When: 8 p.m.
Where: Goldstein student Center
How much: Free

the daily orange is published weekdays during 
the syracuse University academic year by the 
daily orange Corp., 744 ostrom Ave., syracuse, 
Ny 13210. All contents Copyright 2305 by the 
daily orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. the daily orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. Each additional copy costs $1. 
the daily orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with syracuse University.

All contents © 2306 the daily orange Corporation

C o N Ta C T  U s
Editor@dailyorange.com

News@dailyorange.com

pulp@dailyorange.com

sports@dailyorange.com

opinion@dailyorange.com

design@dailyorange.com

photo@dailyorange.com

Ads@dailyorange.com

EDITORIAL 
315 443 9798 
 
BUSINESS 
315 443 2315 
 
GENERAL FAX 
315 443 3689 
 
ADVERTISING 
315 443 9794 
 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
315 443 2869

Ta l k  T o  U s
if you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

if you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

We always need new contributors to 
all sections. No experience required. 
E-mail editor@dailyorange.com

W E aT h E r

today tomorrow saturday
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f r i d ay
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leading lady
Ann Clarke, new dean of VpA, 
plans for 15-month term. 

 p u l p

full of energy
For those who guzzle down energy 
drinks to stay awake during exam 
time. Find out how that might not be 
such a good idea.
 
s p o r t s 

rise of reischman
dave reischman, syracuse’s crew 
coach, has taken a floundering row-
ing program and put it back on top.

s p o r T s  s C h E d U l E

GrouP  oF  tHE  wEEK

photo courtesy of angie cho

American Red Cross Club of SU
teaching students disaster training

T h i s  d ay  i N  h i s T o r y

Timothy 
McVeigh,

1998
The

 Oklahoma 
City 

bombing 
trial begins.  

Winston 
Churchill,

1953
The British 

statesman is 
knighted by 
Queen Eliza-

beth II. 

Library of 
Congress,

1800 
Congress 

approves a bill 
establishing 

the Library of 
Congress.

Troy,
1184 B.C. 

Greeks enter 
Troy using 
the Trojan 

Horse. 

MEN’S LACROSSE 
Sat., April 26 
vs. Massachusetts 
@ 2 p.m., Carrier dome 
 
SOFTBALL 
Thu., April 24 
vs. Canisius 
@ 3 p.m., Buffalo, N.y.  
 
MEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 26  
Conlan Cup  
@ 8 a.m., syracuse, N.y.   

WOMEN’S LACROSSE 
Fri., April 25 
vs. rutgers 
@ 5:30 p.m., south Bend, ind.

TRACK & FIELD 
Thu., April 24 
penn relays 
@ tBA, philadelphia

WOMEN’S ROWING 
Sun., April 27 
BiG EAst Championship 
@ All day, oak ridge, tenn.

U . s .  &  W o r l d  N E W s
compiled by paul stanley

fierce fighting kills 
90 in sri lanka
tamil rebels and sri Lankan 
troops fought one of their fierc-
est battles in years Wednesday, 
battering each other with small 
arms and mortars in a confronta-
tion that the military said killed 
52 guerrillas and 38 soldiers. the 
rebels claimed they killed more 
than 100 soldiers and lost only 
16 of their fighters in a 10-hour 
firefight they characterized as a 
rout of the heavily armed gov-
ernment forces. As with most 
battles, the two sides gave very 
different accounts. the mili-
tary said fighting broke out just 
before dawn when rebel forces 
overran government positions 
in the rugged Muhamalai region 
of the Jaffna peninsula, north 
of rebel-held territory. A rebel 
spokesman accused the military 
of sparking the battle said the 
fighting began about 2:30 a.m., 
when troops backed by armored 
vehicles and artillery batteries 
tried to capture rebel fortifica-
tions on the front line. 

Grizzly bear from ‘semi-
pro’ kills its trainer
the grizzly bear that wrestled 
Will Ferrell’s character in the 
recent film “semi-pro” killed its 
trainer with a bite to the neck 
tuesday. three experienced 
handlers were working with the 
grizzly at the predators in Action 
wild animal training center when 
the bear attacked stephan Miller, 
39, the cousin of training center 
owner randy Miller. pepper 
spray was used to subdue and 
contain the bear, and there were 
no other injuries, the san Bernar-
dino sheriffs department said. 
paramedics arriving shortly after 
the initial emergency call around 
3 p.m. were unable to revive 
stephan Miller. the state depart-
ment of Fish and Game and 
occupational safety and Health 
Administration were investigat-
ing the incident. the predators 
in Action Web site said rocky 
is 7 1/2 feet tall and weighs 700 
pounds. the site identified rocky 
as the animal that appeared with 
Ferrell’s character in the scene 
from “semi-pro.” randy Miller 
doubled for Ferrell in the scene. 
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By Caitlin Dewey
Contributing writer

The poets who gathered in Maxwell 
Auditorium Tuesday were not the 
type one might expect at a typical 
poetry reading. Some drove buses for 
a living, others washed floors. Some 
wore wrinkled work shirts with their 
names stitched above their pockets. 
Some had dropped out of college after 
one or two years, while others had 
never made it through high school. 

Their voices varied as they spoke, 
as did the subjects of their poems and 
the range of their life experiences. 

Each poet, though, had two things in 
common: all belonged to local unions, 
and all had spent the past three years 
preparing for this reading.

The event was a powerful and 
appropriate opening for Art Works, 
the 2008 Ray Smith Symposium, 
which celebrates the role of the arts in 
the U.S. labor movement. Sponsored 
by several university departments 
and community organizations, the 
symposium aims to bring students 
and community members together 
for three days of presentations, dis-
cussions and performances. 

The event formally kicked-off 
Tuesday with an opening ceremony in 
Maxwell Auditorium, and continued 
Wednesday with a series of panel dis-
cussions in Schine Student Center and a 
keynote address in Stolkin Auditorium. 

“Art is transcendent,” said Kathy 
Goldfarb, executive director of the 
Gifford Foundation, a sponsor of 
the symposium. “It doesn’t matter 
if you’re upper class, middle class, 
working class, white, black or Latino 
— art transcends all other issues. 
That’s one of the reasons we were so 

SU’s largest minority 
group looks for a 
program of its own 
Asian-American students hoping 
to finalize ethnic studies program

ben addonizio | staff photographer
francesco herrera  plays acoustic guitar at the opening ceremony for Art works in Stolkin 
Auditorium tuesday. the event celebrates the role of the arts in the u.S. labor movement. 

see tasp page 6

see facebook page 4 see art works page 8

Facebook posts cause some 
colleges to monitor site
SU refrains from screening student accounts   

Art event showcases union poetry

By Matt Levin
FeAture editor

S
yracuse University already 
offers minors and majors for 
African-American studies, 
Middle Eastern studies and 

Native American studies — among 
other ethnic studies programs. 

And now the largest minority on 
campus might, finally, receive its pro-
gram.

“The missing gap was Asian-
American studies,” said Carina Lui, 
a graduate architecture student who 
has pushed for the program since 
arriving at SU six years ago.

Lui is one of more than 1,200 Asian-
American students at Syracuse. She 
and many of her colleagues have 
campaigned to faculty for the Trans-
national Asian Studies Program 
(TASP). In the last couple years, sup-
porters have gained the momentum, 
due to rising faculty involvement, to 
make the program a reality. 

And it doesn’t hurt to have the 
chancellor now onboard. 

In November 2007, Chancellor 

Nancy Cantor, Vice Chancellor and 
Provost Eric Spina and The College 
of Arts and Sciences Dean Cathryn 
Newton approved the program. They 
met with Lui, Angela Cho, a senior 

By Ryan Balton
StAFF writer

Hasty postings on Facebook have 
come back to bite college students 
around the world, raising the ques-
tion of how Syracuse University uses 
the social-networking Web site to con-
duct judicial affairs.

Violations making the news at 
other universities in recent months 
have ranged from academic dishon-
esty, to threats of violence and under-
age drinking. 

In one case, freshman Chris Ave-
nir at Toronto’s Ryerson University, 
was suspended for creating a Face-
book study group in which he and 146 
classmates shared tips for chemistry 
homework questions last fall, accord-
ing to The Toronto Star. Avenir’s pro-
fessor found the group during their 

Winter Break.
Last month, 15 members of the track 

team at Slippery Rock University in 
Slippery Rock, Pa., were suspended 
from a meet after posting photos on 
Facebook of a drinking party they had 
while on a trip with the team during 
Spring Break, according to Slippery 
Rock’s student newspaper, The Rocket.

Rami Badawy, director of the 
Office of Juddicial Affairs at SU, said 
there isn’t the manpower at SU to 
monitor students on Facebook, and 
the university simply doesn’t think 
it’s “right.” Facebook only plays a role 
when a student or someone from the 
Office of Residence Life or Depart-
ment of Public Safety brings it to the 
university’s attention, he said. 

“I hear all the time students are con-

The proposed 
minor
the transnational Asian Studies 
Program will create a minor for 
students that brings together 
fields of Asian studies and 
Asian-American studies in an 
18-credit minor. the coursework 
includes two core courses, two 
transnational Asian America 
upper-division courses and two 
Modern Asia upper-division 
courses. the minor is designed 
to explore questions about the 
roles of race, ethnicity, class, 
gender, religion and experiences 
of people in Asia and Asian 
communities.

Source: transnational Asian Studies  
Program initiative
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IN DECIDING WHICH LAW SCHOOL TO ATTEND,

CONSIDERTHIS:
Quinnipiac University School of Law ranks among the top 100 law schools in such categories as full-time student
LSAT scores (median – 158); admission acceptance rates; student/faculty ratio (13:1); and employment rates after
graduation. Not to mention, we offer merit scholarships ranging from $3,000 to full tuition. Before you decide
which school to attend, make sure you review the facts. To learn more, visit law.quinnipiac.edu, email
ladm@quinnipiac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.

LAW.QUINNIPIAC.EDU      HAMDEN, CONNECTICUT
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cerned with and students believe the university 
actively monitors Facebook, and I want to make 
it clear that is not something the university 
does,” Badawy said. “The only time the univer-
sity becomes even aware of what’s posted on 
Facebook is if it’s brought to our attention in the 
form of a complaint or another party.”

Cases at SU involving Facebook are usually 
related to harassment, relationship violence 
and threats, Badawy said.

SU doesn’t have the duty to take disciplin-
ary action against students for what they have 
posted on their accounts but to be proactive in 
its approach, Badawy said. 

When the university became aware of May-
fest party plans posted on Facebook Friday, 
the Division of Student Affairs distributed 
literature to remind students to be aware of 
the local laws and to make sure they are care-
ful and safe, he said.

“With that kind of knowledge, the univer-
sity then has I believe, in some instances, a 
duty to act,” Badawy said.

SU Information Technology and Services 
does not monitor traffic on Facebook on the SU 
network, said Paul Gandel, vice president for 
ITS. He also said ITS has never worked with SU 
in any investigation of a Facebook incident — 
generally, the complaints are available publicly 
where anyone with a computer can access them.

“People have to realize that what they say 
and do in today’s electronic medium can be 
distributed widely,” Gandel said. “So people 
just need to be careful of what they do and they 
say in any kind of public forum and under-
stand the whole world may see what they do.”

In extreme cases, students who aren’t care-
ful enough can end up having run-ins with 
university officials — or even the police.

A student at Wake Forest University in 
North Carolina who wasn’t looking forward 
to returning to school from Spring Break last 
month changed his Facebook status to “Lucas 
Caparelli recommends not going to class on 
Wednesday because he is going to blow up 
campus. For those left standing he will have 
an uzi locked and loaded in his bag.”

When Caparelli arrived back in North Caro-
lina, he stepped off a plane and into a police car, 
according to The Washington Post. Wake Forest 
suspended him for the rest of the semester.

Though Caparelli claimed his threat was 
only a joke, it went a long way in a country still 
shaken by last year’s Virginia Tech shooting.

Other instances of Facebook abuse are less 
serious. Browsing through the list of Facebook 
profiles in the SU network, which contains more 
than 28,200 users, it’s easy to spot photos of stu-
dents drinking, holding or near bottles or plastic 
red cups containing alcoholic beverages.

“You wouldn’t leave the doors of your apart-
ment open and invite the world to come in,” 
Gandel said. “Likewise, I think you do need to 
exercise the same caution when using other 
mediums like Facebook.”

Continuing to emphasize that SU does not 
actively seek problems with students’ Face-
book accounts, Badawy said it’s still unwise to 
post potentially harmful content on Facebook. 
It could be seen not only by university faculty, 
but also by potential employers. 

“If you want to be seen as an upstand-
ing, professional member of the community 
it might not be a good idea to post pictures of 
yourself doing a keg stand,” Badawy said. 

“I think in today’s world, where everyone 
has access to a computer, and everyone can 
see what’s going on online — whether it’s your 
professor or whether it’s your employers — I 
do think students should be responsible with 
what they post online,” Badawy said. 

rsbalton@syr.edu

the Convention Center Hotel, a yet-to-be-started 
building project next to the downtown conven-
tion center. 

The pathway will highlight downtown’s 
assets, said Marilyn Higgins, SU’s vice presi-
dent for community engagement and economic 
impact.

“That’s so that visitors who come to the city 
have a really pleasant experience and want to 
come back and spend money,” she said. 

Though still in the design phase, the pathway 
will entail improving sidewalks, adding street 
furniture and lighting and reforestation of the 
area, Higgins said.

As for the remaining $10 million, the univer-
sity will use it for a federally funded project on a 
section of East Genesee Street — between Uni-
versity Avenue and Interstate-81 —and smaller 
projects along the rest of the corridor, which 
extends from the university to just past the 
Warehouse in downtown Syracuse. 

The state money for East Genesee Street will 
complement the $6 million of federal highway 
money Rep. Jim Walsh (R-N.Y.) secured in 2005. 
Also still in its design phase, the project will 
focus on improving street conditions for pedes-
trians and bicyclists, said Eric Persons, director 
of community engagement and economic devel-
opment at SU.

But restrictions on the federal money limit 
what Barton and Loguidice, the engineering 
firm overseeing the project, can do with it. 

“They are going to inevitably design things 
that are not going to be paid for with the federal 
money,” Higgins said.

That’s where the state money proves itself 
useful. With fewer restrictions, it can be used 
for more creative design elements, such as pub-
lic art installations, Higgins said.

When Spitzer was still in office, he announced 
the $20 million for the corridor during an Octo-
ber visit to SU. It was originally part of his 
City-by-City initiative, an attempt to jumpstart 
major projects in upstate cities with state fund-
ing. The initiative was later incorporated into 
the Upstate Revitalization Fund.

To lobby in support of the fund, a delegation 

that included representatives from the univer-
sity, the county, the city, SUNY Upstate Medical 
University and several regional development 
organizations went to Albany March 27. The 
Connective Corridor was among the projects 
the delegation discussed with lawmakers, who 
were in the midst of finishing the budget.

The Upstate Revitalization Fund was even-
tually reduced to $700 million from $1 billion 
— Spitzer’s original proposal, also supported 
by Gov. David Paterson after he took office 
— during budget negotiations with the state 
Legislature. But the money for the corridor 
remained.

“The project will better integrate Syracuse 
University into the city’s downtown area, pro-
viding significant cultural and economic ben-
efits,” said Matt Anderson, a spokesman for the 
state Division of the Budget, explaining why the 
money for the corridor was not cut. “That’s why 
it was viewed as priority.”

Assemblyman Bill Magnarelli (D-Syracuse) 
said he has supported the Connective Corridor 
since Chancellor Nancy Cantor approached him 
about it about three years ago.

“From a government standpoint, we’re try-
ing to get to the point where we can showcase 
the city to students to show that it’s a great place 
to live,” Magnarelli said. “There’s just a huge 
amount of schools (in Central New York) that 
produce fine students, and we want to keep them 
here.”

Other support for the corridor includes $5 
million of federal transit money, also secured 
in 2005, but by Democratic Sens. Hillary Clin-
ton and Charles Schumer, both of New York. 
About half will pay for the free CENTRO bus 
service along the corridor, Persons said, while 
the other half will pay for additional buses and 
bus shelters. 

National Grid also pledged $1 million, while 
Time Warner Cable promised to help develop 
Internet access points along the corridor route. 

But even with that support and the recent 
help from the state, the corridor will likely 
require more money. 

“This will give us a really fabulous start,” 
Higgins said of the state money, “but once 
people see what we’re doing, I’m sure they’ll 
want more money.”

pbdemont@syr.edu

corridor
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“If you want to be 
seen as an upstanding, 
professional member of 
the community it might 
not be a good idea to 
post pictures of yourself 
doing a keg stand.”

Rami Badawy
Director of JuDicial affairs
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Numbers show student-athletes 
do care about their education 

Clearing the air for the R.A.P.E. Center’s name change

L E T T E R  T O  T H E  E D I T O R

K E N N E T H  O .  M I L E S
guest columnI  am writing this column in 

response to Jackie Friedman’s 
article Monday titled, “For some 

athletes, class an afterthought.” I 
believe the headline and data pre-
sented is misleading. 

Whether academic success is the 
goal of the student-athlete or not, 
the bottom line is there are specific 
criteria set by schools and colleges, 
the Big East conference and the 
NCAA that our student-athletes must 
adhere to in order to compete. Stu-
dent-athletes are often viewed under 
a microscope for their life choices. 
The reality is that these are the same 
“relative” choices all students make 
during their college tenure, no matter 
the length. 

With respect to the 2007 gradu-
ation rate, there were 64 student-
athletes who contributed to the 
cohort. These numbers represent the 
first-time, full-time student-athlete 
enrollees who are receiving athletics-
related financial aid. Forty student-
athletes persisted and graduated 
from Syracuse University. Twenty-
four student-athletes departed SU, 
including five who earned their 
degrees at other institutions of 
higher education. 

One of a few concerns athletic 
and academic administrations have 
had with the federal graduation rate 
is the calculation is not an accurate 
reflection of graduation rates, not 
only for student-athletes but for all 
students. 

If you have 10 students in a cohort 
and one transfers and graduates 
from another university, the highest 
possible graduation rate is 90 percent, 
provided the remaining nine persist 
and graduate. Where is the fairness 
in that calculation? If we are truly 
interested in graduation rates, then 
the federal calculations must be 
redefined so as to not penalize an 
institution for the departure of one 
student-athlete, particularly when 
he or she graduates from another 
institution. 

The five student-athletes who left 
SU and earned their baccalaureate 
degree at another university will not 
be accounted for within the gradua-

tion rates at their respective institu-
tions because — unlike the gradua-
tion success rates (GSR) — transfers 
and mid-years are not calculated 
within the federal graduation rates. 

This is why the GSR makes much 
more sense. It calculates freshmen 
entering the spring semester and 
transfers receiving athletics-related 
financial aid. Our GSR is 84 percent 
in comparison to the Division I aggre-
gate, which is 77 percent. Essentially, 
it shows we do a great job at SU when 
a student-athlete decides to persist 
and graduate. 

Fairly recently, a study was con-
ducted to help us better understand 
why students depart or transfer from 
SU. It showed many students trans-
ferred because of their major, family 
circumstances, etc. Regardless of the 
reason, life choices are made and we 
have a responsibility to approach the 
concerns and decipher the issues, 
which is what we are doing. Many 
of those students, like our student-
athletes, departed in good academic 
standing. 

The five student-athletes who 
graduated from other institutions 
would have translated into a 7 
percent increase, thus boosting the 
rate from 63 percent to 70 percent. 
The aggregate Division I norm is 63 
percent, one percent higher than the 
aggregate Division I for all students. 
Two additional student-athletes 
departed to compete professionally; 
two out of 24 doesn’t sound like class 
is an afterthought. 

From another perspective, that 
would translate into two more suc-
cesses in addition to the other five 
student-athletes who completed their 
degrees. We are in the process of 
developing a strategic plan to ensure 
we are making strides for the future 
and remaining among the elite, both 
within the classroom and within the 
athletics arena.

Kenneth O. Miles is the associ-
ate Athletics director for Student-
Athlete Support Services. He can 
be reached at komiles@syr.edu.

I applaud The Daily Orange for its 
balanced coverage of Sexual Assault 
Support Services and thank the 
community for engaging with related 
issues. 

However, I am dismayed that mis-
information continues to circulate, 
most recently in Thursday’s Letter 
to the Editor. Inaccuracies have 
dangerous implications for students 
who could be deterred from seeking 
needed, readily available assistance. 

On behalf of the Division of 
Student Affairs, I wish to correct the 
record.  

There has been no diminution in 
access to survivor advocacy services 
as a result of the program’s name 
change. No sexual assault advocacy 
staff members have been removed 
from their roles. Twelve trained 
volunteer advocates are in place, and 

our partnership with Vera House, 
Inc. remains in force. No student who 
comes for sexual assault survivor 
advocacy has been or will be rerouted 
or delayed. 

Furthermore, the program’s 
placement in the Division of Student 
Affairs does not commingle sexual 
assault survivor advocacy and alco-
hol and other drug (AOD) interven-
tion. And the joint reporting of these 
areas is not new. 

The University R.A.P.E. Center 
has variously reported to the Coun-
seling Center, to the Office of Multi-
cultural Affairs and to the Dean of 
Students Office in a joint but distinct 
grouping with AOD services. This 
allows for substantial infrastructure 
and resources dedicated to survivors 
who should be reassured they can 
access advocacy of singular focus. 

As we did at the R.A.P.E. Center’s 
founding, we welcome the opportu-
nity to work closely with members of 
the university community. We have 
invited students, faculty and staff 
from outside the division to meet. 
We have attended student-organized 
events and open forums. We also have 
included a wide array of community 
members in a consultant-aided review 
of the Division of Student Affairs. 

Please consider the needs of our 
student body — and help us remind 
students, as we continue to do via 
news and advertising — that Sexual 
Assault Support Services is available 
24 hours-a-day, seven days-a-week, 
365 days-a-year for ample, free, confi-
dential advocacy.

Anastasia L. Urtz
ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT AND 

DEAN OF STUDENTS
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entrepreneurship and emerging enterprises 
and magazine journalism major, and Ellee Kim, 
a 2007 graduate with a degree in biology. The 
three students presented the TASP proposal, 
complete with 100-page binders filled with all 
the information anybody needed to know about 
the planned program.

But even with the finish line in sight, obstacles 
remain. The program’s finality is up in the air. 

Most importantly, the program still lacks 
a director — a key potential candidate turned 
down a job offer at SU last weekend. There’s also 
not enough personnel to teach all the courses. 
But as Asian-American students show more 
dissatisfaction at SU, TASP advocates hope to 
get the program off the ground in the next two 
years, if not sooner.

A draft of the program’s curriculum already 
exists. The courseload would combine Asian 
studies and new Asian-American studies 
courses. Asian studies classes would focus on 
history and culture. Asian-American courses 
would give perspective on being Asian in the 
United States — topics such as immigration and 
integration into American society.

Syracuse has close to enough professors 
to teach Asian studies courses, Lui and oth-
ers maintained, but almost nobody who can 
instruct an Asian-American studies class. 

But as interest in the program increases, 
that’s a hole students and administrators trust 
can soon be filled. In more than a decade of cru-
sading, the program has never been this close to 
a realization.

Still, program coordinators know they 
shouldn’t celebrate yet. Not with the barriers 
that remain. 

“If there’s anything that I realized it takes 
forever for this school to do anything,” Lui said. 
“It takes a lot of administrative bureaucratic B.S.”

         

 
Susan Wadley, associate dean of curriculum 

for Arts and Sciences, said a program’s progress 
took a hit last week when the potential director 
for TASP rejected a position at Syracuse for 
personal reasons. 

In May 2006, Wadley helped draft TASP’s cur-
riculum. And Lui said the curriculum appears 
ready to go, although Wadley added the program 
still lacks an introductory course. Nevertheless, 
without a program head, it’s hard to expect much 
more progress with the program to be made.

In the years before meeting with Cantor and 
Newton, Lui said it’s been difficult to earn even 
the Arts and Sciences administration’s support, 
saying the TASP force was constantly pushed 
aside by mid-level administration. 

Wadley, for her part, said there were no road-
blocks in her office.

“Almost a year and a half ago we sat here, 
we created this (curriculum),” she said. “They 
went to see (former Vice Chancellor) Debbie 
(Freund). I never saw them again. I kept wonder-
ing where they went.”

However, the TASP coordinators disagree. 
Lui insisted each time they tried to work with 
the administration, those in charge would keep 
sending away the students, asking them to 
fill out another form or complete another task 
before anything could be accomplished. 

Cathryn Newton, who will be stepping down 
from her position as dean of Arts and Sci-
ences in June, said it’s her aim to establish the 
program before her tenure ends. The Office 
of Multicultural Affairs has organized faculty 
meetings that have been filled with encourag-
ing professors. 

“I really want to make sure by the end of this 
semester that it’s crystallized,” Newton said.

Lui and other students were doubtful 

about that. 
And with the recent setback of losing a possible 

TASP director, that target date might be impos-
sible without an internal hire, Wadley said.

Tae-Sun Kim, an associate director in the 
Office of Multicultural Affairs, added the pro-
cess is complicated by Newton leaving as dean. 
She said an incoming dean could put the pro-
gram on the backburner and choose to work 
on other goals. Interviews for a new Arts and 
Sciences dean have not begun, Wadley said. 

“The idea that the Asian-American studies 
initiative gets dropped because somebody else 
decides ‘I’m too busy’ is very realistic,” Kim 
said. 

The one internal hire Wadley said can lead 
the TASP program is Prema Kurien, a sociology 
professor, with extensive background on Asian-
American studies. 

But Kurien said a student has approached 
her only once — more than two years ago — 
about the program. She’s also heard little from 
faculty members until a few weeks ago. In addi-
tion, when Kurien saw the outlined curriculum, 
she was assigned to teach a subject that she 
would normally instruct.

“I‘m certainly very supportive of (TASP), 
and when somebody approached me I told them 
I was very supportive,” Kurien said. “But I have 
not been contacted after that. So I’ve been left 
out of the loop.”

Kurien offered an Asian-American studies 
class this semester on religion, transnationalism 
and contemporary Asian immigrants (SOC 400). 
But only four students enrolled in the class. The 
sociology professor expressed disappointment for 
the poor turnout — although she noted it may 
have been a result of a mix-up in SU’s course cata-
log — saying as a result she won’t be able to offer to 
teach it again for a few semesters.

Added Wadley: “I want to see the enthusiasm 
show up in the courses.”

That’s the wrong attitude, Kim said, and 
there’s too much blaming the students. She finds 
it hard to expect students to schedule Kurien’s 
class with mistakes in the course catalog. And if 
faculty like Kurien and Wadley want to be more 
involved with the program, they need to put 
their own effort into it as well.

Kim also said Arts and Sciences needs to do a 
better job of keeping OMA and TASP coordinators 
up to date on the progress being made toward 
making hires. More student activism — including 
perhaps some radical action — could be helpful, 
Kim added, if everyone outside of Arts and Sci-
ences continues to be left in the dark. 

“(I have) zero information about potential 
deans or chairs,” she said. “I have no informa-
tion.”

     

When Andrea Wangsanata met Cho and 
Lui, the freshman was filling out papers to 
transfer to another college — places Wang-
sanata considered more diverse, like New 
York University or the University of Southern 
California. 

After learning other Asian-American stu-
dents suffered from similar slights — students 
asking what country she’s from, for example — 
Wangsanata had already experienced at SU, the 
international relations major chose to stay in 
upstate New York. She will now lead the TASP 
force when Cho and Lui graduate in May.

Statistics show Wangsanata almost joined a 
trend — 14 percent of Asian students leave Syra-
cuse before graduating as of 2004, the highest 
rate of any group at SU. 

“The only reason why I don’t want to transfer 
is because I want this (program) to happen,” 
Wangsanata said.

The hands-on involvement of certain faculty 
members has done much to assuage concerns 
like the one’s posed by Wangsanata. 

The program’s biggest ally among faculty 

appears to be Kim, who has played a large role 
in helping students pitch a model program that 
will satisfy Asian-American students at SU. 
The main points of interest remain getting a 
section in the course catalog labeled for Asian 
courses, creating a TASP minor and building a 
mentoring program. She and the rest of OMA 
have organized faculty meetings that have been 
filled with encouraging professors.

But at this point in the process, it’s the fac-
ulty that needs to find who’ll lead the program 
and enact a curriculum.  

“You need upper administration to buy into 
the vision because most people don’t give a 
damn,” Kim said. “But if their leaders, the 
chairs of their department tells them … ‘Our 
program is incomplete because we don’t have 
this. Or wait a minute we don’t have any faculty 
diversity. That is a problem, and we’re going 
to fix it.’ If you’re upper person says that then 
people have to comply.”

George Kallander, a history professor who 
specializes in East Asian history, attended some 
of the OMA meetings set up to gauge interest 
in TASP and said he’s noticed faculty members 
with an interest in Asia see a reason to be 
enthused over the program’s growing strength 
at Syracuse. 

“I’m working in an environment where 
there are no clear Asian studies or Asian 
history program,” Kallander said. “So I’ll be 
very excited for any kind of program with the 
students to take because there’s such value in 
studying East Asia. It’s really going to be an 
Asian century.”

Kim emphasized this point. This program 
would not just benefit Asian students at SU. 
With globalization and China’s expanding 
prominence worldwide, an Asian Studies initia-
tive is a vital ethnic studies program for college 
students, she said. 

The deadline to pass the TASP curriculum 
would be October. Although Newton hopes 
to have everything set in place to make that 
deadline, both Wadley and Lui said that’s not 
possible. Wadley said it should happen the fol-
lowing October. Lui expressed doubt about that 
intended date, too.

Still, Lui said she’s optimistic that the 
momentum the program has created will force 
whoever replaces Newton to stay supportive for 
TASP. But she’s less confident a leader will be 
found within any of the time frames currently 
set — or even in the next two years. And without 
that keystone faculty member, it’s difficult to fig-
ure out when any other part of the TASP dream 
can be certain.

“We need one more catalyst to make it hap-
pen,” Lui said. “We need one major hire. If we 

get this one major hire who will head this, we 
will have this. Everything is in the bag after 
that.”

mrlevin@syr.edu

The Denny’s IncIDenT
The struggle Asian-American students 
wage at Syracuse — along with faculty 
members with a keen interest in East 
Asia and student organizations like Asian 
Students in America (ASIA) — was stirred 
by another conflict at Syracuse.

On April 11, 1997, in what’s now 
known as the “Denny’s Incident,” six 
Asian-American students and one white 
student were denied access to a Denny’s 
in Syracuse. After leaving the restaurant, 
about 15 white patrons followed the 
students into the parking lot and racially 
assaulted them, according to reports. 
All charges against the attackers were 
dismissed — causing an uproar in the 
Asian-American community and provid-
ing the drive for Asian-American students 
to convince Syracuse University a pro-
gram focused on Asian-Americans was 
essential.

More than 10 years later, with the 
program reaching more support from 
students and the administration than ever 
before, the program finally could soon 
come into fruition.

—  Matt Levin, feature editor

TASP
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The number of Asian-American has increased steadily since the Denny’s incident in 1997 
(see box below). Asian-American students now are the largest minority group on cam-
pus. 

Asian/pacific islander students make up 
the  largest minority group at Syracuse 
University.

Source: Office of Intitutional research and Assessment

Source: Office of Intitutional research and Assessment
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By Pete Smith
Staff Writer

D own on the grass of Texas A&M’s Kyle 
Field in College Station, Texas, fresh-
man Courtney Roland took a break from 

pacing the sidelines and listening in on play 
calls to reflect on what was literally a life long 
goal achieved.

Roland, who one day wants to be a foot-
ball sideline reporter, was one of two students 
selected by Texas A&M head football coach 
Mike Sherman to be honorary coaches for the 
Texas A&M Aggie’s annual spring, Maroon and 
White Scrimmage.  

“It was pretty amazing to be able to be down 
there,” Roland said. “After sitting on the alumni 
side since I was like two and then going to the 
student section, being down on the field was 
really a big thing for me.”

Roland’s father played football for Texas 
A&M back in the early 1970s. 

Junior Joseph Delgado, who was selected 
along with Roland, said they found out about 
this opportunity after they saw an advertise-
ment placed by Sherman in the A&M student 
paper. The ad challenged the Aggie fan base to 
send in their best two-minute YouTube style 
video clip explaining why they should be coach 
for the day.  

Delgado’s video featured the smashing of a 
computer monitor with a baseball bat, which 
was supposed to symbolize how he responds to 
criticism from one of several anti-A&M blogs.

The clip also showed football team’s current 
starting center enthusiastically thanking him 
for being such a great coach and ultimately 
ended with Delgado smashing a giant cake with 
“victory” written across it into his face.     

The A&M football team watched all of the 

student submissions and voted for its favorites. 
Roland and Delgado were then announced to the 
public and fielded questions from the media, in a 
press conference with coach Sherman.  

In an article on Texas A&M’s Web site, Sher-
man said the new addition to the spring game 
would ultimately bring the student body closer 
to the football team, which is, as it is as many 
colleges, such a large part of campus life for the 
Aggie faithful.

“One of the things I wanted to accomplish 
early this spring was to integrate our football 
team with the student body and the student body 
with our football team,” Sherman said. “We 
wanted to let the 12th Man feel that they were a 
huge part of what we are trying to accomplish.” 

The 2008 Maroon and White game marked 

Sherman’s first as head football coach at Texas 
A&M, replacing former head coach Dennis 
Franchione. Sherman was the coach of the 
Green Bay Packers from 2000 until 2005. 

The game, which drew in 32,000 fans, ended 
in a score of 14-3 with quarterbacks Stephen 
McGee and Tommy Dorman defeating the 
opposing team, headed by quarterbacks Jerrod 
Johnson and Ryan Tannehill. 

The students at Texas A&M certainly appre-
ciated the opportunity they were given, Delgado 
said. 

“Down here in Texas, football is a big deal, 
so to be able to stand on the sidelines facing the 
(student section) with the A&M band blaring at 
my back was a dream come true,” he said.

pwsmithj@syr.edu

b e yo n d  t h e  h i l l
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Field goal
Two Texas A&M students live dream as guest coaches for spring football game

photo courtesy of texas a&m athletics
tHE tEXAS A&M FOOtBALL tEAM closed out spring practice with the annual Maroon 
and White Scrimmage in front of 32,000 fans. two honorary coaches experienced the 
action up close. 

photo courtesy of phillip crowson, the battalion
jOSEpH dELgAdO (LEFt) And cOurtnEy rOLAnd (rigHt) attend a press conference after being named honorary coaches for 
texas a&M’s Maroon and White Scrimmage. 

IPFW endures 2 murders in less 
than a month
the CoMMuniCator  
Liette “Lola” Martinez was found stabbed 
to death in indiana university-Purdue uni-
versity at fort Wayne student housing fri-
day, according to the Communicator. the 
22-year-old sophomore’s murder marks the 
second on or near campus in less than one 
month following the death of 19-year-old 
freshman frederick Jones, who was shot at 
an off-campus party. although there is no 
suspect in the shooting death of Jones, 
police arrested tina Loraine Morris, 36, in 
connection with Martinez’s death. Police 
found Morris driving a car that belonged 
to Martinez shortly after the murder. 
authorities are still trying to figure out a 
connection between Martinez and Morris, 
as sources could not confirm whether or 
not Morris was related to one of Marti-
nez’s roommates. 

West Virginia students build 
dream beer pong table
 the DaiLy athenaeuM  
West Virginia univeristy graduate student 
Wes hardin, seniors rob fernandez and 
C.J. Grimm and junior Blake Baldwin have 
elevated the game of beer pong to a whole 
new level. the four students, three of 
which are electrical engineers, created a 
beer pong table that features more than 
600 LeD lights which flash in coordination 
with music and a self-refreshing water 
cup, according to the Daily athenaeum. 
the table started out as a bland wooden 
creation in hardin’s basement before fer-
nandez suggested they start adding lights. 
Before long, the group began construction 
on the ultimate beer-pong table. the cost 
of constructing the table was approximately 
$1,000. hardin, fernandez, Grimm and 
Baldwin debuted their new table on St. Pat-
rick’s Day, and since then the spectacle has 
been placed on youtube, receiving more 
than 53,000 views and 166 comments. 

Victims of sexual assault could 
potentially sue universities 
the Pitt neWS 
the Washington Court of appeals has 
recently allowed an on-campus rape victim 
to sue the university of Washington for 
damages, according to the Pitt news. the 
lawsuit determined that because the univer-
sity mistreated the victim during the rape 
case — causing the victim to feel discrimi-
nated against — the university of Wash-
ington is in direct violation of the student’s 
title iX rights. the rape allegedly occurred 
when the student, an equipment manager 
on the school’s football team, was raped 
by a member of the football team. When 
the victim approached officials from the 
football team they failed to tell her about 
any legal action the student could take. the 
court ruled that the schools mishandling of 
the case caused the student to not enjoy 
her employment and further her educa-
tional opportunities on campus, causing 
“deliberate indifference.”

Brown student hits Times colum-
nist with pie
BroWn DaiLy heraLD 
thomas friedman, a columnist for the new 
york times, came to Brown university tues-
day to give a lecture on environmentalism 
but left with a pie all over his face and shirt, 
according to the Brown Daily herald. the 
unidentified suspect was sitting in the front 
row of the auditorium with a pie tucked 
inconspicuously in her red book bag. all 
of a sudden, the student threw the pie at 
friedman while her partner leaped on stage 
and tossed pamphlets into the crowd. the 
pamphlets were from a “Greenwash Gueril-
las” and featured a critique of friedman’s 
book “the World is flat.” on the opposite 
side of the pamphlet was a bulleted list of 
why friedman deserves a pie in the face. 
Police later caught the suspect who threw 
the pie but did not release her name. 

c a m p u s  b r i e f s
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By John Giammatteo
Contributing Writer

Joanna Masingila wants to see some ink.
Masingila, a math professor at Syracuse 

University, is working with Pens for Educating 
Children in Kenya (PECK), a campus drive to 
help get pens and other office supplies to less 
fortunate children in Kenya.

Primary and most secondary education in 
Kenya is free. Students must be able to provide 
their own uniforms, pens and other classroom 
supplies. And those who cannot afford such 
object cannot attend class.

PECK aims to provide pens to these children 
through donations from SU students. It was found-
ed in 2007, when Mitch Gartenberg, former direc-
tor of SU Recreation Services, traveled to Kenya 
on vacation. After being repeatedly asked for pens 
by children, he vowed to do something.

Back in Syracuse, he contacted Masingila.
Masingila has been connected to Kenya since 

the 1980s, including teaching at Kenyatta Universi-
ty as a Fulbright 
Scholar. In 2002, 
she started a 
project to update 
a school in the 
village of Kama-
nzi, bringing in 
books, medicine 
and other sup-
plies, as well as 
running work-
shops for Kenyan 
teachers.

M a s i n g i l a 
has used her 
contacts in 
Kenya to expand 
the reach of the 
PECK program.

“We carried 
7,000 pens in our 
suitcases last 
year and dis-
tributed them,” 
Masingila said. “Now we have 30,000 pens so 
we’re going to work with the Rotary Club in 
Kenya to distribute these to needy children.”

She emphasizes that the project is about work-
ing with Kenyans. “What we really try to do is 
stress that it’s not us going and doing things, but 
rather we’re working in collaboration with them,” 
she said. “We’ve responded to their needs.”

As for her efforts, she remains optimistic 
about how far it will go. “It’s like when you 
throw a rock into the water and the ripples just 
keep expanding.” 

This ripple effect has been noticeable. When 
a school in Pennsylvania heard of the PECK 
program, it donated 1,000 pairs of athletic shoes. 
These shoes will be added to the shipment of 
pens and other supplies to be sent over at the end 
of this month. Masingila will travel to Kenya in 
July to help with the shipment.

The PECK program will continue to collect 
pens throughout the year. Donation sites are 
in the Schine Student Center and the Goldstein 
Student Center on South Campus.

For the future, Masingila is open to sugges-
tions from the campus community. “If people 
have ideas, I’d be glad to hear them and see 
how they’d fit in,” she said. “Any way people 
want to be involved, I’m open to those ideas.”

jhgiamma@syr.edu

art works
f r o m  p a g e  3 Campus drive 

sends pens to 
Kenyan students

interested in this event.”
According to organizers, Art Works has suc-

ceeded in drawing a diverse crowd so far. More 
than 60 people gathered Tuesday for the open-
ing ceremony, which, in addition to the poetry 
reading, included performances by acoustic 
guitarist Francisco Herrera and singer-song-
writer Tom Juravich. Both the music and the 
poetry were well-received by the crowd as it 
applauded loudly after each performance.

“It was definitely very interesting,” said Steve 
Doles, a graduate student in the English depart-
ment. “It was unusual to hear poetry and writing 
from (the working class) perspective.”

The symposium continued Wednesday with 
several panel discussions, a documentary 
screening, and keynote addresses by Esther 
Cohen and Maria Castaneda, representatives 
of the New York Health and Human Service 
Union, 1199/SEIU. Cohen heads the union’s 
cultural branch, the New York City nonprofit 
organization Bread and Roses, and Castaneda 
has been the union’s secretary-treasurer since 
April 2007. Both women discussed the history 
of their work and the importance of art and 
culture to the labor movement.

 “What would the world look like if people 
could tell their own stories?” Cohen asked dur-
ing her speech. 

The question drew an enthusiastic response 
from the crowd, which consisted mostly of 
older union members. 

“They were so passionate about their work,” 

said Miranda Benevides, a freshman history 
education major. “It made me want to find some-
thing similar — something to share that passion. 
I feel like I’ll want to be part of a union someday.”

“Our teacher asked us to drop in on one of 
the lectures,” said Stephanie Deng, a student in 
the English Language Institute. “I didn’t know 
anything about Bread and Roses before, but 
it was very interesting. I would have liked to 
attend some of the other events.”

But some students said the symposium did 
not do enough to include undergraduates and 
questioned its location on a college campus. 
Kyle Fahey, a freshman biology major who 
attended one of Wednesday’s discussions, was 
particularly disappointed.

“They were really pretentious,” Fahey said 
of the presenters. “The discussions were not 
aimed at students, and I think it was a big 
mistake to alienate the student population — 
especially if they’re going to hold this on a col-
lege campus. They’re getting a lot of our tuition 
money for this. Why?”

Manuel Iravedra, a junior history major, 
and Ashley Humes, a sophomore biology major, 
were similarly disappointed with the keynote 
presentation.

“It was OK,” Humes said. “I really can’t say 
anything about it because I don’t understand 
what was going on.”

“I don’t understand what they’re talking 
about,” Iravedra said. “I have no idea who these 
people are, I don’t know what SEIU is, I feel like 
they’re all talking about things that they know 
about and I don’t, and they aren’t explaining it 
at all. I feel completely ignorant in there. Plus I 
still don’t understand why SU is paying these 

SEIU people to come here.”
There were few, if any, undergraduate stu-

dents in the audience for Tuesday’s opening 
ceremony, though organizers said approximately 
30 students attended a documentary screening 
Wednesday afternoon. There were eight under-
graduate students at the keynote presentation 
and all but one left well before the end of the 
program. But Steve Parks, one of the symposium 
directors, said he was satisfied with the turnout, 
and it included a “nice mix” of community mem-
bers, union members and university students.

The symposium will continue today with 
panel discussions on graphic arts, music and 
drama, as well as a 1 p.m. documentary screen-
ing in Schine Room 304 and a presentation on 
labor movement literature by Bird Library’s 
Special Collections Research Center. The last 
event, a cumulative discussion in Schine, will 
take place from 4:15 p.m. to 5 p.m. and will be 
led by SU philosophy professor Linda Alcoff.

cedewey@syr.ed

“It doesn’t matter if 
you’re upper class, 
middle class, working 
class, white, black or 
Latino. That’s one of 
the reasons we were so 
interested in this event.”

Kathy Goldfarb
exeCutive direCtor of the gifford foundation

“We carried 
7,000 pens in 
our suitcases 
last year and 
distributed 
them. Now 
we have 
30,000 pens 
so we’re going 
to distribute 
these to needy 
children.”

Joanna Masingila
Su math profeSSor
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Bagley found out, unfortunately, that she’d 
been waitlisted. And this year, her story isn’t 
unusual. 

Due to the highest number of applicants 
in SU’s history, the admissions office wait-
listed or denied 18,940 applicants for the fall 2008 
semester. SU received 22,000 applications for the 
fall 2008 semester – that’s approximately 10,000 
more applicants than current students at SU. 

The university can only accommodate 3,060 
incoming students –a 14 percent chance of get-
ting in. 

 “There are so many exciting things happen-
ing at the university, and it’s very attractive 
to students,” said Nancy Rothschild, assistant 
dean of admissions. “There is a record-high 
number of high school graduating students, and 
those who are concerned with the increased 
amount of competition are applying to more 
schools.” 

SU identifies itself in the U.S. and World Col-
lege Report as “more selective,” ranking with 
the likes of Boston College, Cornell University 
and New York University. 

High school seniors often know what they want 
in a school. In the case of incoming freshman 
Caitlin Murphy, SU was the perfect fit. “I’m pretty 
sure I’m coming here,” Murphy said when visit-
ing for a spring reception. “I really like the school. 
I really liked all the programs and the fact that 
you are in the city of Syracuse, and that there’s so 
much stuff going on all the time.”

Jordan Rapoport, an accepted student from 
Philadelphia, applied to SU for similar reasons. 
“I really wanted a school that was near an urban 
area,” Rapoport said. “That was really impor-
tant. And I wanted a school that was heavy in 
the arts but also had a broad range of people and 

students and classes.”
The admissions department takes the appli-

cant’s program choice into consideration when 
deciding which students it wants to admit for 
the academic year. 

 “We try to be sensitive to the demand of 
specific programs and how many students can 
fit into programs,” Assistant Dean Rothschild 
said. “We try not to over-enroll and be very care-
ful not to enroll too many students.” 

Some students are often given the option to 
be placed on a waitlist if they do not meet initial 
admissions standards. 

“I did tell myself the high number of appli-
cants was why I was waitlisted, but I’m not sure 
if this was just to make myself feel better or if 
selectivity really had gone up so much,” she 
said. “I had also never seen admissions statis-
tics specific to just Newhouse, so I wasn’t really 
sure how I fell into the mix and how realistic my 
admission really was.”

The majority of admission decisions are based 
on secondary school academics, but some pro-
grams are based on portfolios, Rothschild said.

“We look for students who have had a 
strong foundation, who have taken a strong 
college prep curriculum, students who chal-
lenge themselves and did well,” Rothschild 
said. “That is the weight of our decision, 
but then we look at a host of other factors. 
We’re looking to consider standardized tests, 
extra-curriculars, leadership, what special 
talents and interests they might bring to the 
community.”

But not every applicant sees SU as a perfect fit. 
Jenna Heller, a prospective student from 

Miami, discovered she didn’t like SU after visit-
ing for a spring reception. 

“After I left the reception, I lost all interest,” 
Heller said. “It was very boring and unorga-
nized. The only redeeming part of the day 
was actually listening to a professor from Arts 

and Sciences talk and go over his curriculum. 
It made me excited for classes, but I was just 
overall turned off by the introduction to the 
campus.” 

Rothschild said she knows why kids want 
to be in a big city, but she tries to show why 
SU’s moderately sized city is a perfect fit. It can 
offer big city opportunities and yet still give a 
small-town atmosphere — whichever the stu-
dent desires. She also tries to tell students that 
although SU is a large university, it can have the 
feeling of a smaller college as well. 

 “I think we combine a number of elements 
that are very attractive to students,” she said. 
“With nine schools and colleges at the under-
graduate level, you have the opportunity to 
have a small home within the university, but 

at the same time, you can take advantage of the 
resources of a large university.”

She said she hopes the many students touring 
the campus will be able to see beyond SU’s slight 
imperfections and see the bigger picture of what 
SU can offer the incoming freshman class.

“We are in a real period of growth — not 
just in terms of the size of enrollment but of the 
campus,” she said. She noted the construction 
of the new residence hall on 619 Comstock Ave. 
and the Life Science Complex, the opening of 
Newhouse III and the renovations of Tolley and 
Link Halls. 

“There is such a sense of energy at Syra-
cuse that it’s pretty remarkable,” Rothschild 
said.

rgruber@syr.edu

Hendricks Chapel
Syracuse University

presents

A Spring Concert!
with

University Organist 
Kola Owolabi

and 
Percussionist 

Dianna Hnatiw

Sunday, April 27th 
4:00 p.m.

Hendricks Chapel
Featuring:

� e Hendricks Chapel 
Choir and

� e SU Men’s 
Glee Club

Free Admission 
Parking available in the Irving Garage

For more information 443-2901 
hendricks.syr.edu

incoming class
f r o m  p a g e  1
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c r o s s w o r d
by thomas joseph

the town bike by allison black | alblack@syr.edu then rob fay | rafay@syr.edu

dinosaur comics by ryan north | qwantz.com

classic perry bible fellowship by nick gurewitch | pbfcomics.com

ËFriday Happy Hour - No cover! 
ËFree food 5-7 p.m.
Ë$3 pitchers and more specials

21 & over. Please drink responsibly. Donʼt drink and drive.

MAGGIES
Restaurant & Sports Bar

161 Marshall Street

GREAT
 FO

OD FUN TIMES



By Kelly Outram
Staff writer

She is an entrepreneur, fashionista and boss of two 
MTV reality stars. Kelly Cutrone, founder of People’s 
Revolution, where Whitney and Lauren from “The 
Hills” work, will be speaking Friday at the S.I. New-
house School of Public Communications. 

Cutrone will speak 
at 2 p.m. in Room 102 
located in Newhouse 1, 
where she plans to talk 
about the importance 
of branding in fashion

“Students can learn 
a lot about public relations and what it’s like to 
be in the limelight,” said Carla Lloyd, director 
of the Fashion and Beauty Communications 
Milestone and advertising professor in the 
Newhouse school.

Cutrone, a Syracuse native, is the founder 
and head of People’s Revolution, a well-known 
fashion public relations, branding and market-
ing firm. Recently, the business has made news 
as the place of “The Hills” star Whitney Port’s 
internship. Lauren Conrad was recently asked 
to join the team as well.  

Her appearance, which is co-sponsored by the 
Bleier Center for Television and Popular Culture 
and the Fashion and Beauty Communications 
Milestone Program, comes at the hand of senior 
advertising major Rachel Abzug, who interned 
for Cutrone this past summer. 

“As soon as I started taking Fashion Adver-
tising and Promotions class, I knew I wanted 
her to come up here to speak,” Abzug said. “It’s 
just a coincidence that this is happening while 
the show’s appearing on air.” 

Cutrone and the world of fashion PR 
influenced Abzug during her internship for 
People’s Revolution, and she maintained ties 
with Cutrone throughout the school year. 
She hatched the plan for Cutrone to come to 

Syracuse since February even though it just 
recently fell into place. 

Abzug said as a Syracuse native, Cutrone has 
had a deep interest in coming back and settling 
in the area, and she has even expressed an inter-
est in one day teaching for the university. 

Once described in Vanity Fair as “the coolest 
mover and shaker in PR,” Cutrone is responsible 
for holding the record for most shows produced 
during New York City’s Fashion Week, and her 
firm helped develop known brands such as Long-
champ and IMG’s Fashion Week. 

“This isn’t just for people interested in fash-
ion or just Newhouse and (the College of Visual 
and Performing Arts) students,” Abzug said. 
“Everyone has something to learn from her, 
she built her business from the ground up.”  

Cutrone grew up in the Camillus area of Syra-
cuse, N.Y., and attended West Genesse High School. 

“She can offer excellent career advice,” Lloyd 
said. “It’s great anytime to see someone move on 
and make it big, especially from the community.”

kaoutram@syr.edu
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funny how?

Humor columnist thankful for space to try and make people laugh 

‘The Hills’ fashion guru 
and boss Cutrone to speak

iF YoU Go
What: fashion Pr 
Where: room 102, 
Newhouse 1
When: 2 p.m. 
How much: free

A bsolutely nothing can com-
pare to these last two semes-
ters. Under some crazy set of 

rules that govern the universe, I was 
allowed to fill the space this column 
provides. 

Want to read a funny story? 
Though I don’t think anyone ever 
responds in the negative to a question 
like that. 

“Ehh…funny would be OK, I 
guess. Do you have a mildly depress-
ing story? I’m in the mood.”

On top of that, those stories aren’t 
usually very funny if they need to be 
prefaced like that. Instead, are you 
up for a mildly entertaining, more 
revealing than really funny story?

This column wasn’t supposed to be 
given to me. In fact, a friend of mine 
had spoken to me about her desire 
to do the column. We spoke over the 
summer about it, and, like the snake I 
am, I inquired about it with the folks 
over at The Daily Orange. Long story 
short, I got the column, she didn’t. 
Surprisingly, she still speaks to me.

Writing this column every week 
has been nothing short of a true joy. 
Then again, that may be just a bit of 
an overstatement.

Was I annoyed when I’d read the 
paper and find jokes of mine taken 
out? Yes. How about when I’d read 
the paper and an old column was 
reprinted instead of a new one? 
Definitely. Or, what about when 
new jokes were added in? Three for 
three.

In all seriousness, I’ve had a great 
time writing this. The one thing it’s 
done for me is it gave me a taste of 
what it might feel like to be “cool.” 
I’d imagine it’s how fraternity guys 
feel every second of the day. As you’re 
reading this, you’re probably think-
ing, “Who does this kid think he is? 
What a loser.”

Well, doubters, I’ll say this: I’ve 
run into people all over the place 
who had a ton of (likely phony) good 
things to say about my column. 
However, for whatever reason, people 
felt like as long as they were talking 

to me about the column and had read 
just one, they had the greatest new 
and funny idea for my next one.

“You should write a column 
about the two blonde girls you met at 
Chuck’s!”

“You know what would be a good 
column, this (insert exceedingly nor-
mal, everyday social situation here)! 
This would be a good column, am I 
right, or am I right?”

Maybe it’s what some folks like to 
call “beer courage.” Maybe this cam-
pus is just teeming with great sitcom 
writers. Who knows?

Let me also take this space to say 
that being recognized in public, ever, 
by anyone, is one of the most amazing 

things that’s ever happened to me. 
I’ve been at family gatherings where 
not everyone recognizes me. I don’t 
want to make it like I get showered 
with praise, girls throwing panties at 
me, when I head through the Quad. 
No, not that at all. First of all, the 
girls are throwing bras. Second of 
all, it’s usually at a bar, not in the 
middle of the Quad. That would just 
be ridiculous.

Easily the craziest part of any day 
this or last semester would be when 
friends of mine would tell me their 
own friends (whom I didn’t know) 
loved the column. I’m specifically 
thinking about a few ladies from the 
women’s lacrosse team. I wasn’t even 
sure the athletes at this school could 
read, so just knowing they under-
stood the column, regardless of how 
they felt about it, made me feel good. 

In writing this column, I’ve 
thought for a while about how I want-
ed to end it. I didn’t want to try for one 
of those Seinfeld-type endings that 
tries to incorporate some running 

theme, to be “the best ever” ending of 
all time. Those episodes always stink 
and disappoint.

Instead, I decided to just say thank 
you. Thank you to Erinn, Matt and 
Andy at The D.O. for listening to me 
rant, for not really giving me a hard 
time during the first few weeks. 
Thank you to the girl who verbally 
assaulted me at Chuck’s and now 
stares me down every time she sees 
me because of this column. Thank 
you to anyone who’s ever read it. 
Thank you to anyone who’s had the 
courage to tell me they liked it, and 
even more thanks to anyone who had 
the real sac to say they didn’t like it.

This column isn’t something I 
really deserved, but it’s something 
I’ve really enjoyed. 

Scott Spinelli’s humor column no 
longer will appear on any day in The 
Daily Orange, as long as his replace-
ment doesn’t stink too bad. He wants, 
one last time, to ask people to come to 

his charity comedy show this Saturday. 
Any questions, comments, e-mail him 

at saspinel@syr.edu. It’s been real.

“This isn’t just for people 
interested in fashion or 
just Newhouse and (the 
College of Visual and 
Performing Arts) students. 
Everyone has something 
to learn from her, she 
built her business 
from the ground up.”  

RachelAbzug
 SeNior advertiSiNg major

WainY DaYs
one part of the epic yet doomed comedy 
trio “Stella,” david wain, has created and 
produced his own webisodes called “wainy 
days,” which follow his daily antics and hap-
less dates with women.

the shorts are random, have plenty of 
strange, nonsensical jokes that come out of 
nowhere, really, really strange “plots” and 
even dance breaks. who doesn’t love a good 
dance break?

But the best part of “wainy days” is how 
wain is able to fit all of his friends — a.k.a. 
some of the funniest people in comedy — 
into his skits. guests include elizabeth Banks 
(the sushi puking girl from “the 40-Year-old 

virgin”), rashida jones (Karen from “the 
office”), jonah Hill (“Superbad”) and Paul 
rudd (“forgetting Sarah marshall”). 
rudd’s cameo is without a doubt the best. 
He stars as a pickup artist who dresses like a 
huge creeper and calls himself “alias,” as he 
picks up girls by insulting them with misogy-
nistic remarks. Surprisingly (or not really), the 
girls throw themselves all over alias. Some 
things never change.

there is also a season two, which focuses 
mostly on david trying to pick up girls. Lots 
and lots of girls, and in a not-so-surprisingly 
awkward fashion. Some other things also 
never change.

— Erinn Connor, asst. feature editor

eaconnor@syr.edu
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Congratulate your 
graduate with  

flowers on any budget

WESTCOTT FLORIST
8Mixed arrangements
8Roses
8Green plants
8Wrapped bouquets

Gifts too!
Fruit baskets  
and snack baskets

delivery to campus and 
surrounding areas!
(315) 474-1283

548 Westcott St.,  
less than 1 mile from campus

As much as you seniors may want to admit 
it, graduation is just around the corner. 
It can be a stressful time: your entire 

family in town, shuttling from event to event, 
and preparing for life in the real world. Whether 
you are making dinner reservations, getting 
ready to move out of your apartment for the 
last time, or getting your mom some flowers 
(she did pay for school, didn’t she?), you might 
as well get started planning now. Cheers to 
the graduating class of 2008. May graduation 
be a great last hurrah in your college career.

477

Syracuse University 
Graduation Special

ONLY $19.99 – Express Pedicure
ONLY $24.99 - Full Set of  Permanent 

White Tips (Reg. $30)
ONLY $44.99 – Express Pedicure & 
Full Set of  Permanent White Tips

ONLY $49.99 - Full Set of  Permanent 
White Tips & Regular French Pedicure 

(Reg. $60) 
FREE Eyebrow Wax or French Tips 

w/purchase of  Spa Pedicure
*Discounts valid with coupon. Expires May 15, 2008

315.424.8888
Located in the Carousel Mall, next to Macy’s 
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LISTINGS

Final cut 
Sweeney todd
Syracuse Stage,opens Friday and runs through May 10, 7 p.m., $16 for students  

watch this 

electric art Show
Saturday, 7 p.m., Taskale Gallery  
713 E. Fayette St., Free

Presented by VPA graduate students and 
faculty in the department of transmedia, 
the show will feature interactive art dis-
plays and 3-D computer animation. All 
artwork uses electronic sources or com-
puters. 

listen to this 

i hope god’S wearing   
earmuffS
Saturday, 7 p.m., Gifford Auditorium, $3 
at Schine Box Office and door

Scott Spinelli, Daily Orange humor colum-
nist, will appear on stage to benefit Cystic 
Fibrosis. You’ll laugh and help out a good 
cause.  

try this 

orange night live pool 
tournament
Tonight, 8 p.m., Goldstein Student Center 
on South Campus, Free

Play against your friends in this South 
Campus social and pool tournament. The 
winner even gets a trophy—not to mention 
bragging rights. 

 
check this out 

“the fantaStickS”
Syracuse Stage, runs through May 17, 
times and prices vary, check syracuses-
tage.org

This musical has been performed over 
17,000 times off Broadway, and tells the 
classic story of one’s first true love. But of 
course there’s a wrench, when the fathers 
get involved to try and keep them apart. 

BEST BETS

music

Su Symphony Band concert
Tonight, 8 p.m., Setnor Auditorium, Free

The band will be playing works by 
Kozhevnikov, Unger, Whitacre, Holst, 
Barnes and Reed and will feature Cedric 
Solice as a graduate conducting assistant.

 
Judy hung Solo piano 
recital
Sunday, 5 p.m., Setnor Auditorium in 
Crouse College, Free

The current SU music fellow and accom-
plished pianist and violinist will perform 
Beethoven, Rachmaninoff, Liszt and Cow-
ell and Crumb. 

sports

mlaX: SyracuSe vS. 
umaSS
Carrier Dome, Saturday, 8 p.m., Free

theater

“crownS”
Syracuse Stage, Friday and Saturday,  
7 p.m., $15 for students 
Paul Robeson Performing Arts Company 
presents a musical in which hats help to 
explain black history and identity through 
the eyes of a native New Yorker who goes 
down south after her brother is killed. 

movies

SyracuSe film feStival
Begins Friday and runs through May 4, 
various locations throughout city, $6 for 
students per screening, package options 
available for purchase 
More than 60 filmmakers are expected to 
appear at the festival, including New York 
native Stephen Baldwin for his film, “The 
Flyboys.”

david krebs | staff photographer
“Sweeney Todd” culminates the 2007-2008 Syracuse University drama department 
season. The musical opens Friday.

CHECK IT OUT

SUBMIT YOUR LISTING

A nthony Salatino had a vision for what 
he wanted Syracuse University Drama 
department’s production of “Sweeney 
Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet 

Street.” 
The SU drama professor directs an all stu-

dent cast in a mature dark comedy, a horror 
film come to life and as Stephen Sondheim, who 
wrote the original music and lyrics, calls it, an 
opera. 

“I thought about shows that would be a chal-
lenge to the students,” Salatino said. “Challenge 
(them) in lots of ways. Usually the actors who 
play these roles are older and they’ve had a little 
bit more life experiences in terms of what has 
affected their inner soul.”

Set during the Industrial Revolution, the musi-
cal tells the story of Todd, played by senior acting 
major Eric Bilitch, an exiled barber who returns 
to London seeking revenge against the judge who 
raped his wife and imprisoned his daughter. Upon 
returning, he meets a bakeshop owner by the 
name of Mrs. Lovett. The two shortly begin a 
string of opportunistic killings, with the victims 
ending up in Mrs. Lovett’s meat pies.

The show opens Friday at 8 p.m. in the 
Arthur Storch Theater at Syracuse Stage and 
runs through May 10. Tickets, which are avail-
able at the Syracuse Stage Box Office, are $16 
for students and $18 for adults. 

— Kelina Imamura, asst. copy editor

kmimamur@syr.edu

Want your event to appear on this page? While we can’t guarantee everything, we take 
suggestions. Please e-mail Pulp@dailyorange.com
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Text and Photos by Will Halsey
Asst. Photo Editor

Y ou may know Gertis McDowell by the 
sound of his bucket jingling with coins 
or his calls for spare change. Chances 
are, if you walk near the corner of 

Marshall Street near Starbucks, you have seen 
McDowell. He is a 61-year-old Syracuse resident 
and lives south of the university in Brighton 
Towers, an assisted-living community. McDow-

ell is restricted to his 
wheelchair because of an 
incident that occurred 
years ago. 

In a bizarre acci-
dent, McDowell fell 
five stories to the 

ground from a YMCA fire escape. Upon 
landing, he used his forearms to protect his 
head as he fell face down. He was sent to the 
Upstate Medical University where doctors 
reconstructed his knees, pelvis and arms. 
To this day McDowell is unable to perform 
simple tasks such as putting on his socks 
or making breakfast. McDowell often tells 
stories of his youth in Birmingham, Ala., 
where he grew up. 

Now he’s here, occupying the corner of 
Marshall Street at Starbucks, willing to make 
friends with anyone who passes by. With-
out any family nearby, everyone and anyone 
entering and exiting the campus is a potential 
friend. And that’s how he likes it.  

“People treat me lovely,” McDowell said. “No 
one shows disrespect. I love to meet all of the 
people on Marshall.”

McDowell talked of love, relationships, travel 
and adventure in his past, but now reflects on 
those memories while in his motorized wheel-
chair. He is ailed by the leftover side effects of 
his surgery in addition to diabetes and arthri-

tis. McDowell injects himself twice daily with 
medicine for his diabetes and says he has to 
always watch what he eats. 

McDowell is recognized by many on Mar-
shall Street, and he said most people are nice 
to him. He knows many of the town officials 
because of all the time spend on street corners 
downtown. 

At the end of his day, McDowell takes 
his money downtown to the bank where he 
changes it to cash or puts it in savings.  From 
there he sometimes goes shopping for grocer-
ies, while other times he saves the money to 
pay his bills. McDowell receives a monthly 

check but says it does not cover the expenses 
he has to pay. He maintains he does not ask 
for people to feel sorry for him; that this is the 
hand he was dealt by God, and he will play 
that hand till the end. Until then, he will be 
out on the corner of Marshall Street, asking 
for some spare change. 

“I do what I can to get by,” McDowell said. 
“What do they say? ‘Like a rock in a hard place?’ 
I do what I can to keep pluggin’ away. The people 
help me out.”

wlhalsey@syr.edu 

— Tyler Dunne , asst. copy editor 

contributed reporting to this story
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the sweet stuff in the middle

Gertis McDowell, 61, was originally born in Birmingham, Alabama, and now spends his days on Marshall street. he’s out there every day but sunday, his day of rest. Mcdowell takes his change to a bank downtown and uses the 
money to pay his bills and other things. he used to be a medical technician.

McDowell lives in a one-room apartment in Brighton towers, located south of 
University Place. his bills total about $650 a month, his monthly check does not cover 
his expenses. 

1. theresa arrives at Mcdowell’s home at 
6 a.m. most mornings to help him through 
his morning routine and to ensure that he 
catches his 9:15 a.m. bus. Being wheel-
chair-bound, Mcdowell is unable to do daily 
tasks such as putting on shoes or cooking.
2. Mcdowell says that most students treat 
him in a respectable manner. When they have 
spare change, they are more willing to give. 
3. diabetes is a daily battle for Mcdowell. 
he injects himself twice a day and stays 
away from sugary foods. he also suffers 
from arthritis.
4. Mcdowell fell five-stories and broke his 
fall with his forearms hitting the ground 
first. he was transported to Upstate 
Medical Center where doctors recon-
structed his knees, pelvis and forearms. 
the surgery restricts his movements and 
prevents him from working. 

1 32 4

Man of the streets

Online now
read more about 
Gertis Mcdowell’s 
life story at www.
dailyorange.com. 

Marshall Street regular Gertis McDowell looks for spare 
change from students and residents to pay for bills
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By Dan Kaplan
Staff writer

The far end of the Panasci Lounge has been 
transformed into a private vintage library. 
Inside, a group of approximately 20 students 
stages a play within a play, complete with detec-
tives, mysterious German maids and a wild, 
red-headed director. Yet as the characters go 
about their business, a murder is revealed. To 
some, it might resemble the movie “Clue,” but 
for the group — Drama L’Orange — it’s all part 
of the show.

This Friday and Saturday, Drama L’Orange 
will stage its spring play, “The Musical Com-
edy Murders of 1940” at 8 p.m. in the Panasci 
Lounge. Admission is free. The product of an 
entire semester spent casting, designing and 
rehearsing, the play will showcase the talents 
of a diverse group of thespians outside the Syra-
cuse University drama department.

“It’s great because we give non-drama majors 
a chance to do theater,” said director and Drama 
L’Orange co-founder Shaina Rosenthal, a senior 
English and television, radio and film major. 
“Even people who aren’t involved directly in the 
cast can take part.”

The play is set at a party full of actors and 
producers who think they’re there for a new 
play. In fact, their hostess has invited them 
because they are all suspects in the murder 
of one of her friends. Yet despite being a mur-
der mystery, the play is filled with comedic 
twists.

“Expect a lot of surprises,” said co-founder 
Kate Rovito, a junior television, radio and film 
major. “It’s a funny show. Each character has 
something questionable about them that adds to 
the mystery.”

For the cast, the weekend’s performances 
mark the end of a very turbulent semester. All 
of the sets and costumes were self-produced, 

and the group was often shuffled between three 
unorthodox rehearsal spaces on campus: Link 
Hall, Grant Auditorium and the art gallery in 
Panasci.

“It’s been pretty inconsistent,” said Terrance 
Smith, a freshman communication and rhetori-
cal studies major and cast member. “Sometimes 
we’ll go to these places, and you can’t even move 
around right.”

Rosenthal was quick to qualify the lack of 
adequate space, stating because the group is so 
new (Drama L’Orange was founded last fall), it 
is not established enough to have its own space 
and essentially is still being tested.

“It says a lot about the cast, that they can 
perform in any space,” she said.

Despite the difficulties, the group has perse-
vered in recreating the play. The cast members, 
while weary from the intense practice schedule 
and shuffling between locations, remain upbeat 
and quick to promote.

“We’re not a widely known group,” said Kiala 
Vislocky, a freshman in the College of Visual 
and Performing Arts and cast member. “But 
people should come out because we have a lot 
of talent that people might not expect from non-
drama majors.”

sdkaplan@syr.edu

Drama L’Orange group to    
perform murder mystery play5 6 7 4 3
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“Expect a lot of surprises. 
It’s a funny show. Each 
character has something 
questionable about them 
that adds to the mystery.”

Kate Rovito,
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Festival Tickets & Passes at:

The Sound Garden
124 Walton St.  
in Armory Square

Festival office at the  
Hotel Syracuse
500 S. Warren St.

Emerald City Video
3208 Erie Blvd. E.

Online at  
www.syrfilm.com
& during the festival 
at all venues

 thirsty thursday
Export AlE
5 percent alc/vol

Shipyard Brewing Company, Port-
land, Maine
$8 per 6 pack

Export Ale deceives the olfactory neurons 
with a light, fruity smell that is absent in any 
aspect of the taste. The golden color holds a 
distinct malt taste with a small dash of hops 
that struggles to round out the balance of this 
bland beer. A rush of carbonation also tries 
to convince the tongue there is more flavor as 
well. If Shipyard had harnessed Export Ale’s 
great smell, they would have a winner, but 
what came out of the brewing process falls far 
short of that.

old thumpEr ExtrA 
SpEciAl AlE
5.9 percent alc/vol

The Ringwood Brewery, Hampshire, 
England

$9 per 6 pack

An earthy, medium body distinguishes the 
wicked awesome Extra Special Ale that is Old 

Thumper. This self-promoting ale hits the pallet 
with a creamy and buttery texture that both coats 
and fills. An initial rush of maltiness peters off 
into a bold hop kick that adds life to Old Thumper 
giving it a proper British taste worthy of any 
U.K. pub. Unfortunately, according to the best 
enjoyed before dating notch, I just indulged in a 
beer best had four months ago. That serves as a 
good reminder to check the date on beers before 
buying them and that Old Thumper does not sell 
as Ringwood would like. 

Shock top BElgiAn WhitE
5.2 percent alc/vol

Anheuser-Busch, Inc., St. Louis
$9 per 6 pack

Shock Top is a beautiful Belgium white ale 
from all but the most unlikely place to brew 
such — the Anheuser-Busch brewery in St. 
Louis. An orange slice with a wheat Mohawk 
and sunglasses adorns that label that barely 
displays the roots of its massive parent com-
pany. A cloudy yellow-white appearance and 
overpowering aroma of oranges marks goliath’s 
attempt at micro brewing, but the end result is 
tragically average. A medium body and light 
wheat and malt tinge makes up the moderate 
taste in a half-hearted attempt for Bud moguls 
to do something different.

— Chris Curran, staff writer

cjcurr01@syr.edu
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department made an average profit of $5.7 million 
per year the previous three years, The Chronicle’s 
EADA database states.

“(The reserve fund) bails us out,” said 
Director of Athletics Daryl Gross, hired in 
December 2004. “We’ve built that up.”

Cantor said her administration encourages 
units to dip into their reserve funds on occa-
sion because the university considers those 
dollars part of a unit’s available resources. 
However, she acknowledged using reserve 
funds each year isn’t viable.

“That’s why we watch (reserve funds) care-
fully, and Athletics has been very good about 
that,” Cantor said. “They’ve really husbanded 
that reserve over the last few years, especially 
because we knew that with football revenues 
down, there was going to be more pressure. 

“There’s no getting around it. Football rev-
enues are down. We hope that it turns around. 
We believe it will turn around.”

The football program made an average profit 
of $3.6 million from 1995-2005, The Chronicle’s 
database states. In 2006, the program earned 
$14.9 million and spent $15.0 million during a 
4-8 season, SU’s EADA report stated. In 2007, 
the team went 1-6 at home, losing by an average 
of 28 points.

In the 119-team Football Bowl Subdivision, 
56 percent of schools showed a profit in 2006, 
according to the NCAA’s latest financial report 
released last week.

“I think what it will do is put us in a posi-
tion where we feel there’s more stability from 
year to year,” said Edson, speaking on how 
football will affect the athletic department 
overall, “where you aren’t necessarily hinging 
on every game.”

Head coach Greg Robinson is 7-28 (2-19 Big 
East) in three seasons at the helm of a program 
that has won the 14th-most games in NCAA 
history and the 1959 national championship. 

“Football needs to win so they can sell more 
tickets,” said Dan Fulks, the director of the 
accounting program at Transylvania Univer-
sity in Lexington, Ky. He authored the NCAA’s 
report and agreed to look over Syracuse’s data 
for The Daily Orange.

“Some schools, like the University of Ken-
tucky, it doesn’t matter if you win or not, 
they’re going to sell tickets,” Fulks said. “Part 

of that is climate-related because it’s a three-
day tailgating party. I don’t think you have 
that benefit at Syracuse.” 

Edson said the only other sport that gener-
ates significant revenue, men’s basketball, five 
years after winning its first national title, “is 
arguably doing as well as it probably could.” 

Box seats and courtside seating helped reve-
nues increase, without any spike in attendance 
or expenses, almost 50 percent since 1997-98, 
when the first men’s basketball numbers are 
available on The Chronicle’s database. 

Men’s basketball turned a $7.0 million profit 
during a 24-11 season that culminated with an 
NIT appearance in 2006-07, SU’s EADA report 
stated. The program earned $13.8 million and 
spent $6.8 million. 

Attendance dropped slightly in 2007-08 to a 
six-year low of 20,345 as the Orange missed the 

NCAA Tournament in consecutive years for 
the first time since 1981-82.

That men’s basketball’s revenue increase 
has been offset, though, by a near-50 percent 
expense increase not related to football or 
men’s basketball, The Chronicle’s database 
indicates.

Some of those rising expenses come from 
ever-increasing utility costs, but others are a 
result of spending more on the Olympic sports. 
The operating budget for Olympic sports 
totaled $18.7 million in 2006-07, compared 
with $13.0 million in 1997-98, The Chronicle 
reports.

“We want all of our programs to be suc-
cessful, and that’s a change,” Edson said. “Not 
that we didn’t want that before, but in terms 
of supporting the other programs we’ve put 
forward a whole lot more resources to make 

those programs competitive.”
With the increased non-football and men’s 

basketball expense canceling out the increased 
men’s basketball revenue, fund raising has been 
relied upon to compensate for football’s slump. 

And even if football starts profiting again, 
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SU AthleticS’ 2006-07 bUdget
The following pie charts indicate, by percentage, how 
Syracuse University’s athletic department allocated its 
revenues and expenses in 2006-07. The hard numbers can 
be found in the chart below. Overall, the department lost 
$1,247,467 in 2006-07. (The breakdown by sport in 2007-08 
is not available yet.) 

Sport(S)	 	 revenueS	 expenSeS	 net	profit
Football 14,866,061 15,023,146 -157,085
Men’s basketball 13,820,791 6,813,736 7,007,055
Other men’s teams 3,831,103 5,902,960 -2,071,857
Women’s teams 6,671,561 12,824,776 -6,153,215
Non-gender 3,295,399 3,167,764 127,635
Total  42,484,915 43,732,382 -1,247,467

Source: 2006-07 Syracuse University’s Equity in Athletics Disclosure Act
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Matt Gelb, a junior newspaper journalism and 
history major, is serving as sports editor from May 

2007-May 2008. Contact him at magelb@syr.edu.

Ethan Ramsey, a senior history major, is serving 
as editor in chief from January 2008-May 2008. He 
served as sports editor from January 2006-Decem-

ber 2006. Contact him at egramsey@syr.edu.

daily orange file photo
a lone syracuse football fan watches the end of Syracuse’s 55-14 defeat to No. 13 West Virginia on Oct. 6. The 55 points 
scored by the Mountaineers were the most ever by a visiting team against SU in the school’s 119-year football history.

defining momentS
Syracuse University switched to a new 
school-wide budget model in 2006-07, 
called rCM (see right). here are the five 
terms to know:

rcM: responsibility Center Management

center: A unit on campus. There are 28 of 
them. half are academic, half are not.

Participation: The tax money each cen-
ters pays. Each center is taxed on its 
revenues, which contributes to an overall 
pool of tax money.

subvention: The amount of participation 
money each center receives back from 
that overall pool. 

net subsidy: The difference between 
subvention and participation

athletics
f r o m  p a g e  1

see athletics page 20

“We want all of our programs to be successful, and that’s a 
change. Not that we didn’t want that before, but in terms of 
supporting the other programs we’ve put forward a whole 
lot more resources to make those programs competitive.”

Rob Edson
SENiOr ASSOCiATE AThlETiC DirECTOr
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Give and take
Athletics projects to have the highest net subsidy of all 28 centers in the RCM’s revenue-
sharing system in 2007-08, according to the university-wide budget. 

Net subsidy is the difference between how much tax money a center receives (subven-
tion) versus how much it contributed to the pot (participation). 

Three centers (Sheraton Hotel, SU Press, Drumlins) are not involved in revenue-sharing.

Center	 PartiCiPation	 Subvention	 net	SubSidy
Athletics 1,852,282 10,154,737 8,302,455
Maxwell 6,968,968 10,889,340 3,920,372
University College 1,367,366 3,628,840 2,261,474
Parking Services 361,842 2,506,412 2,144,570
Engineering & Computer Science 3,391,179 5,101,218 1,710,039
Student and Support Retention 145,700 1,797,138 1,651,438
SU Abroad 3,361,411 4,530,891 1,169,480
Law 2,636,943 3,743,678 1,106,375
Education 2,053,639 3,105,378 1,051,739
Printing Services 190,204 940,478 750,274
Word Processing and Bulk Dist. 159,470 586,914 427,444
Carrier Dome 667,587 1,088,239 420,652
Steam Station 344,173 739,397 395,224
Architecture 1,358,525 1,606,635 248,110
Minnowbrook 103,500 260,166 156,666
Bookstores 657,455 774,583 117,128
Arts & Sciences 15,119,679 14,781,452 -338,227
Project Advance 388,102 35,197 -352,905
Information Studies 1,735,408 1,311,835 -423,573
Health Services 981,211 -359,716 -1,340,927
Human Ecology 3,012,701 1,105,907 -1,906,794
Visual and Performing Affairs 5,694,594 3,039,843 -2,654,751
Newhouse 3,885,023 113,280 -3,771,743
Management 5,296,427 412,693 -4,883,784
Food Services 4,385,376 -542,559 -4,927,935
Residence Services 8,564,104 546,232 -8,017,872

Source: Syracuse University’s 2007-08 budget 

Note: “Net subsidy” is The Daily Orange’s term. The university formed a committee to label the statistic
 but could not settle on a name.

Their fair share
The university just changed its entire budget model.  
Is Athletics subsidized too much? Too little? Just right?

By Matt Gelb 
and Ethan Ramsey

THE DAILy ORANgE

Chancellor Nancy Cantor’s biggest external 
initiative since arriving at Syracuse University 
in 2004 remains the ubiquitous “Scholarship in 
Action,” a concept aimed at students applying 
class work in their chosen field during college.

Cantor’s largest internal project is implement-
ing a brand-new budget model for the university: 
Responsibility Center Management (RCM), which 
debuted in 2006-07.

RCM puts each of the campus’ units, now 
called centers, in charge of its own budget while 
at the same time ties each center’s budget to one 
another through revenue-sharing. 

That means the financial success, or disap-
pointment, of any center on campus — including 
the athletic department — is now more directly 
linked to the university’s overall finances.

Prior to RCM, the units did not know spe-
cifically how much money they were each respon-
sible for generating to the university. The cen-
tral budget office collected the total amount the 
campus generated and gave centers an expense 
budget they could not exceed.

In RCM, each of the 28 centers is responsible 
for calculating its own revenues and expenses. 
That puts more of an incentive on each center to 
find new sources of revenue because that revenue 
shows up in their individual budget. 

One of the stickiest issues on campus with 
RCM, predictably, is revenue-sharing. Each cen-
ter is taxed a percentage of its revenues. That pool 
of tax money is then given back to the centers 
the university decides need it most and counts 
toward a center’s yearly revenue.

Athletics will benefit more than any other cen-
ter on campus from revenue-sharing in 2007-08, 
the university-wide projected budget states.

The athletic department will contribute $1.9 
million to the pool (participation) and will receive 
$10.2 million back (subvention), the budget states. 
That results in a net subsidy of $8.3 million, more 
than the double the next-highest at $3.9 million 
for the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public 
Affairs. 

Director of Athletics Daryl Gross said his 
department’s subvention didn’t change with RCM. 
The difference is Athletics pays a tax now. There-
fore, its net subsidy is less than what it received 
from the university before RCM, Gross said.

Sans participation, Athletics would have made 
a $700,000 profit in 2006-07 instead of needing its 
reserve funds to balance a $1.2 million deficit.

“Before RCM we were in pretty good shape,” 
said Gross, who was hired in December 2004. 
“Now with RCM, it’s a different animal for us 
because now we’re paying a lot of (expenses) that 
we weren’t paying for before. It’s made it even 
more challenging. There’s more revenues that we 
have to keep (generating).”

A higher subvention isn’t in the works. Chief 
financial officer Lou Marcoccia said the univer-
sity has not changed subvention amounts for 
non-academic centers in the first two years of 
RCM and has no plans to do so in 2008-09. 

“They’re not getting any more help,” Marcoc-
cia said of Athletics.

In response, Gross said, “I don’t even know 
how he can make that statement, but that’s fine.”

Rob Edson, senior associate athletic director, 
said the challenge for Athletics is to make enough 
additional revenue to make up for the increased 

money that would be taken away in participation.
“If you got a dollar and you have to give away 25 

cents, you’ve got 75 cents. You’re up,” said Edson, 
chief financial officer for the athletic department. 

“Do you want the whole dollar? Absolutely we 
want the whole dollar, but that’s part of being part 
of a larger organization and a larger university. 
We have to contribute to the greater good, and 
this participation tax is part of doing that.”

The athletic department receives the univer-
sity’s largest net subsidy for two reasons — schol-
arships and space, Cantor and Marcoccia said.

First, while academic centers fund financial 
aid through tuition, Athletics has no tuition rev-
enue to support its scholarships for its near-600 
athletes. Second, the athletic department’s facili-
ties cover more area than most other centers on 
campus and demand higher utility costs. Part of 
the participation tax involves square footage.

Cantor wants people to consider subvention 
money in another way as well — it funds the Olym-
pics sports, including all the women’s sports.

“When people think athletics, they think, ‘Oh 
gosh, all this money just to mount these pre-
professional football and basketball (programs),’” 
Cantor said. “But actually, that’s not what the 
money is for. That’s the most important thing 
from my perspective. The money is for the non-
revenue generating portion of their portfolio.”

Gwenn Judge, director of Budget and Plan-
ning and one of only five ex-officio members on 
the RCM budget committee, said while RCM 
allows all centers to see for the first time exactly 
how much of a subsidy Athletics receives, the 
centers knew what to expect. 

“Realistically, the leadership in the responsi-
bility centers understood it, and I don’t think they 
were all that surprised,” said Judge, who added 
the university conducted a study that touched on 
the topic in the early-90s. “Where (the subvention 
goes) is sensible. It makes sense.”

At Syracuse, the percentage of Athletics’ rev-
enue that comes from subvention is less than the 
national average at private schools — 20 percent 
compared to 28 percent.

Still, Gross questions whether his current net 
subsidy will remain sufficient.

“Our biggest concern is that expenses con-
tinue to rise at a rate higher than we can bring in 
because of inflationary things that go up,” Gross 
said. “Fringe costs, salary costs, those types of 
things continue to go up. Utilities continue to go 
up. Because the price of gas per barrel goes up 
everyday it seems like, our utility costs are going 
to be even higher now.”

“It is difficult that subvention doesn’t 
increase,” Edson said. “At the same time, that’s 
one of the big premises of the (RCM) model. 

“The model is designed to say, ‘Figure out 
how to do it better and more efficiently. Do it 
more effectively. Use your resources more wisely. 
Prioritize.’ That’s a difficult thing to go through. 
But ultimately, that’s good business.”

“Before RCM we were in 
pretty good shape. Now 
with RCM ... It’s made it 
even more challenging.”

Daryl Gross
DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS  

ON SU’S NEW BUDgET MODEL

joey baker | staff photographer
dAryl gross has spent more money on Olympic sports since taking over as athletic 
director in December 2004, without receiving more money from the university.
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fund raising isn’t off the hook. Expenses continue 
to grow at a faster rate than revenues at all lev-
els of intercollegiate athletics, Fulks’ NCAA 
report states.

“Do I think it’s viable going forward?” Can-
tor asked of her athletic department. “Only if 
we keep raising money.”

Athletics’ two-year decline comes during 
the first two years of the university’s entirely 
revamped campus-wide budget model, called 
Responsibility Center Management (RCM). 
For the first time, revenues and expenses from 
every unit of the university are intimately 
bound to each other.

RCM includes a revenue-sharing system 
that taxes revenues from all 28 units, called 
centers, and distributes that tax money back to 
the centers the university decides need it most. 
That return counts toward a center’s yearly 
revenues.

Athletics received $10.2 million in revenue-
sharing money, called subvention, the first two 
years of RCM and will get the same amount in 
2008-09, chief financial officer Lou Marcoccia 
said. That number mirrored Athletics’ subsidy 
from the university before RCM, Gross said.

The athletic department contributed $1.9 
million in tax, called participation, to the pool 
of subvention money. That makes for a net sub-
sidy of $8.3 million — the highest of any center 
at the university but less as a percentage of 
total revenue than the average private school 
that competes in major college sports.

Only 19 schools profited in athletics in 
2006-07, Fulks’ NCAA report states.

Hence, in the future, Syracuse’s athletic 
department must earn enough additional rev-
enue that offsets the accompanying increase 
in participation in order to balance its budget 
without tapping its reserve fund every year. It 
needs to do that without an increase in subven-
tion, at least for now. 

“What they’ve got to do is generate more 
revenues,” Marcoccia said.

Which may be easier to accomplish than 
most centers on campus without raising 
expenses.  

For example, an academic center could gen-
erate additional revenue by admitting more 
students, but that could require the salary 
of more professors in expenses. In Athletics, 
selling thousands of more tickets or securing 
more donations uses minimal expenses.

“We’ve been smart enough to balance (our 
budget) without us winning at the rate that 
we want to right now,” said Gross, referring to 
football and men’s basketball, “knowing that 
when (football) hits, it’s going to help us out.”

Gwenn Judge, director of Budget and Plan-
ning and one of only five ex-officio members 
on the RCM budgeting committee, said prior 
to RCM the university budget did not list the 
reserve funds for each center. 

The new model is designed to give centers a 
better idea of all their assets, and in fact, urges 
centers to use their reserve funds some years, 
Judge said.

“I wouldn’t call it a deficit,” Judge said 
of Athletics using $1.2 million in reserves 
in 2006-07. “I would call it an all-funds 
approach.”

She added: “Obviously, when you look at 
their balance, if they had to use $1.2 (million) 
per year, then it would only last six years. I 
don’t think that’s going to happen.” 

Athletics’ reserve fund of $5.9 million is the 
fifth-highest of the 28 units on campus, behind 
Residence Services ($10.3 million), The College 
of Arts & Sciences ($8.9), the Carrier Dome 
($7.3) and Maxwell ($6.1). The Carrier Dome is 
a separate unit from Athletics.

“I don’t think they’re in any dire straights,” 
said Marcoccia, who played baseball at Syra-
cuse in the 1960s and has donated money to the 
athletic department. “Now, could something 
happen in the future? Sure. But I think Syra-
cuse University is smart enough to figure out 
how to adjust.”

2 0  a p r i l  2 4 ,  2 0 0 8 t h e  c o s t  o f  l o s i n g

nick ruggiero | staff photographer

jim boeheim and Syracuse men’s basketball have made two straight NIT apperances.

Syracuse’s men’s basketball program has increased its revenue by nearly 50 percent 
and its profit by almost 100 percent in the last 10 years. The program accomplished the 
feat without an increase in attendance. The new revenue streams primarily come from 
new, pricey box seats and courtside seating.
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Booster seats

on the docket
Syracuse’s 2008 football schedule is one 
of the quirkiest in recent memory. The 
Orange plays four home games in Sep-
tember and two in November. The high-
light appears to be Penn State’s first trip 
to the Carrier Dome since 1989.

Date	 OppOnent
Aug. 30 at Northwestern
Sept. 6 Akron
Sept. 13 Penn State
Sept. 20 Northeastern
Sept. 27 Pittsburgh
Oct. 11 at West Virginia
Oct. 18 at South Florida
Nov. 1 Louisville
Nov. 8 at Rutgers
Nov. 15 Connecticut
Nov. 22 at Notre Dame
Nov. 29 at Cincinnati
 

athletics
f r o m  p a g e  1 8

Syracuse was one of only three major-con-
ference schools to lose money in football in 
2006, according to the U.S. Department of 
Education’s Equity in Athletics Disclosure 
Act (EADA) database.

But EADA reports have come under fire 
since their inception because the reporting 
method allows schools to shift revenues 
and expenses in and out of football to show 
a better bottom line. As a result, The D.O. 

decided not to compare SU’s EADA reports 
to other those of other schools. 

“Our (EADA report) is grossed up to 
show the true impact of everything that’s 
happening, but I don’t believe that’s the 
case everywhere,” senior associate athletic 
director Rob Edson said. “In fact I know 
that’s not the case when talking to a lot of 
my colleagues.”

no comparisons?
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emptying Bleachers
SU football averaged 35,009 fans per 
home game in 2007, the lowest since 
1986. Ten years ago, the Carrier Dome 
sat an average of 47,898 per game.
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lucas mccomb | asst. photo editor
greg robinson is 7-28 since being named head coach in January 2005. With three 
of his own recruiting classes, the pressure is on Robinson to win in 2008.

The time is now
Football’s turnaround needs to start in 2008. Or else, 
as Daryl Gross says, ‘You can wreck it into the ground’ 

By Matt Gelb 
and Ethan Ramsey

The Daily ORange

Delone Carter slices through a hole and cuts back 
against the grain, his yellow pinnie flapping in 
the spring breeze and concealing the No. 3 that 
last ran free in 2006.

A few yards away, Daryl Gross marvels at the 
rising redshirt sophomore’s comeback from a 
dislocated hip last April that wiped out his 2007 
season.

“It’s just so nice to see him out there,” said 
Gross, unprompted.

Ten minutes later, though, Carter is still 
receiving all the reps in a spring practice run-
ning drill. Still exploding into a 22-pack of bodies. 
Still juking on his recovering pelvic joint. 

The increasingly perplexed athletic director 
interrupts himself again.

“God, they’re running him a lot,” said Gross, 
with a dash of disbelief. 

Questions dart through his mind. Does he 
have the stamina to keep going? What if he 
gets hurt again? What’s the point of spring ball, 
anyway?

“I guess they really want to get him some 
work,” he finally mustered.

He is reminded no defender could touch 
Carter, the only player in the drill sporting a 
red cross over yellow, not solid orange, blue or 
white. 

No dice.
“If they hit him now, I’ll go out and tackle that 

guy.”
Hard to tell if he was joking or not.
Carter, who became the first freshman since 

1978 to lead Syracuse in rushing with 713 yards 
in 2006, can produce more for Gross than just 
yards, touchdowns and wins in 2008. 

He can generate dollars, too.
The football program lost money in 2006, 

the program’s first loss since the government 
started collecting data from all universities in 
1995. Revenues declined from $19.1 million in 
Greg Robinson’s first season as head coach to 
$14.9 million in his second.

Then came the 2-10 campaign in 2007, when 
average attendance slipped to 35,009, the lowest 
since 1986. Financial data from last season isn’t 
available until October.

The athletic department almost compensated 
for football’s decline the last two seasons via 
fund raising, but the department still needed 
its reserve funds to balance a $1.2 million deficit 
in 2006-07 and plans to use its reserves again in 
2007-08. 

Gross isn’t shy about saying what football 
means to his department’s bottom line.

“We can’t keep going like this obviously,” 
Gross said. “Then you can wreck it into the 
ground.” 

Plus, it doesn’t help that the Big East distrib-
utes its revenues based on performance, unlike 
most other major conferences that dole out money 
evenly, said Rob Edson, senior associate athletic 
director.

Edson said an increase in football revenue 
would allow the athletic department to spend 
more in other areas. 

“You don’t question as much the ability to get 
it done,” said Edson, chief financial officer for the 
athletic department. “You know that you’ve got 
the resources, you feel good about where you are, 
so you go ahead and you do it. 

“Whereas now, every decision that comes 

across our desk gets a debate as to, do we really 
need to do it? Is it a need or a want?”

Syracuse needs to jump out to a good start this 
fall. Right away.

“Success breeds interest,” Edson said. “If you 
win that first game, you have a chance to sell 
more tickets. If you win the first game, you’re that 
much closer to being eligible for a bowl.”

That scenario hasn’t played out since Gross 
and Robinson arrived on the Hill. 

In 2005, the Orange struck first with a touch-
down but fell, 15-7, to West Virginia in the Carrier 
Dome. SU gained 103 yards in 57 plays.

Syracuse only trailed by three in the fourth 
quarter in the 2006 opener at Wake Forest but lost, 
20-10. This time it managed 136 yards on 49 plays.

Washington extended the streak with a 42-12 
thumping of the Orange to start 2007 in the Dome. 
Offensive totals: 207 yards on 61 plays.

Syracuse opens the 2008 campaign at North-
western, a 6-6 squad in 2007 with only one win-
ning season in the last seven years. 

Next come four straight September home 
games against Akron, Penn State, Northeastern 
and Pittsburgh.

Fans should pour in for the Nittany Lions, an 
old rival that faced Syracuse all but one year from 
1922-90 when the schools were independents. 
Fielding a competitive team remains the biggest 
catalyst for stuffing the bleachers in the other five 
home contests. 

“Let me just say, I want in the worst for that 
attendance to get up again,” Robinson said at his 
final weekly press conference before last Satur-
day’s Spring Game. “I find that it’s our responsi-
bility as a team to generate as much interest by 
the way we play.”

Carter figures to have a hand in that increased 
interest. After all, it was the running back’s 
injury last spring that nearly cracked the ever-
ebullient Robinson.

“I’ve got to stay positive in front of everybody,” 
the head coach told Gross in a private moment 
before walking out to face his team after learning 
he’d be without Carter.

“I thought he was going to start crying,” Gross 
said.

Easy to see Gross in the same position if foot-
ball, his “golden goose,” doesn’t win and fill his 
department’s coffers this fall. 

Said Robinson: “All I can worry about is get-
ting our team right now, but I know how all that 
works. But also I want it for the fans. I want them 
to see what this is all about. 

“I want them to follow this football team. But 
at the same time, they want to see progress, and 
that’s the only way I can look at it.”

Asst. sports editor John Clayton  
contributed reporting to this story.

“Success breeds interest. If 
you win that first game, 
you have a chance to sell 
more tickets. If you win 
the first game, you’re that 
much closer to being 
eligible for a bowl.”

Rob Edson
seniOR assOciaTe aThleTic DiRecTOR
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syracuse’s football program lost money in 2006, the program’s first deficit since 
1995. sU earned $14.9 million and spent $15.0 million. attendance dipped even 
further in 2007 to a 21-year low of 35,009, signifying football may have lost money 
again.

REVENUES
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down under
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From the top
Nancy Cantor stresses need to subsidize athletics to 
compensate for scholarship and Olympic sports costs

lindsay adler | staff photographer
nancy cantor believes the success of the athletic department is dependent on 
future fund raising. “Do I think it’s viable going forward? Only if we can keep raising 
money,” she said.

By Matt Gelb  
and Ethan Ramsey

The DaIly Orange

Nancy Cantor knows big-time collegiate athlet-
ics. From her time as provost at Michigan to her 
stint as chancellor at Illinois to her current post 
as chancellor at Syracuse, she has dealt with the 
constant battle of fielding sports programs that 
are both successful on the field, off the field and 
on the books.

She sat down for a half-hour interview with 
The Daily Orange on Tuesday to talk about the 
state of Syracuse’s athletic department. This is a 
partial transcript of the interview. Her answers 
have been edited for length and re-arranged in a 
different order. Listen to more of the interview 
at dailyorange.com.

Daily orange: Is there a sense that the next 
few football seasons are a little more crucial?

Absolutely, without question. But every 
season has been crucial. But yeah, absolutely. 
Everybody has been pretty clear about that. 
And part of that is frankly it’s really important 
to the community, to our alumni, to the student 
body. I get on the one hand complaints about, 
‘Why do we give Athletics any money?’ and on 
the other hand I get complaints every time we 
lose a game.

It seems like everything athletics has done 
lately is going smoothly, but if football could 
just get going, the department would be in 
much better shape. Is that the sense you 
have?

I do, actually. I’m pretty optimistic. Yeah, 
I really do. They’ve been able to balance their 
budget, but again under (Responsibility Center 
Management) using reserves is exactly what we 
expect places to do.

Is athletics viable going forward?
I think that going forward we have the same 

challenge with Athletics that we do lots of our 
units on campus that don’t have lots of different 
revenue sources. And that is we’ve got to keep 
an aggressive fund raising profile so that just 
what (Athletic Director) Daryl (Gross) is trying 
to do in, for example, he didn’t build the (new 
basketball) practice facility until he knew he 
could raise enough money for it. That’s one big 
challenge.

Do I think it’s viable going forward? Only if we 
can keep raising money. We’ve got to turn around 
football because it’s one of our main revenue 
(sources). We can’t put it on the backs of the rest of 
the institution any more than we are and do what 
we are doing, what we always did (subvention). I 
think that it will be very important to build really 
strong women’s programs. I think ultimately 
that women’s ice hockey (could succeed because) 
here we are in the Northeast with lots of young 
girls doing ice hockey in schools, certainly in the 
region, and a lot of men getting interested in men’s 
sports. We have a facility like Tennity. I think we 
could really generate some things. 

The notion of is it viable. Is it always a chal-
lenge? Absolutely. Could we ever sit still and 
think it’s easy to mount this level of Athletics? 
No. Do we always have to look for efficiencies? 
Absolutely. Those are hard decisions. Mount-
ing ice hockey couldn’t be done at the same 
time as preserving swimming. Those are hard 
decisions. Not that they’re in a one-to-one. We 

didn’t close swimming because of ice hockey. 
We closed swimming because it would’ve taken 
a huge facility.

So I don’t think it’s straightforward by any 
means. But I also think that a vibrant intercolle-
giate athletics program, held to high standards 
— and that’s something I care more about — is 
an enormous burden to an institution. It’s very 
important to our region. We don’t have a lot of 
professional sports teams in our region. This 
means a lot to our region. That’s important to 
us because it keeps the quality of life around 
here up.

athletics spent $1.2 million of its reserve fund 
to balance its budget in 2006-07 and expects 
a “comparable” situation in 2007-08. While 
you said rcM encourages centers to use their 
reserve funds, you can’t use them each year.

No, you can’t, exactly, and that’s why we 
watch carefully, and Athletics has been very 
good about that. They’ve really husbanded 
that reserve over the last few years, especially 
because we knew with football revenues down, 
there was going to be real pressure on them. 
There’s no getting around it, as you said. Foot-
ball revenues are down. We hope that turns 
around. We believe it will turn around.

Programs have weathered this. I remember 
at Illinois the same kind of thing when they 
went for several seasons and then turned it 
around. Big-time programs are just very depen-
dent on and sensitive to the ups and downs and 
their revenue-generating sports. 

Both (chief financial officer) Lou Marcoccia 
and I, and the Board of the Trustees, watch very 
carefully to make sure Athletics keeps a reason-
able reserve because they’re going to need it if 
something goes wrong in a facility, our whole 
athletics program goes down if you don’t have 
a reserve to pay for it. So for example, they’re 
doing renovations to Tennity to be able to put 
in the locker room and all that. They’re going 
to use the reserve fund for that. They have to 
have that because again we’re not going to pay 
for athletic facilities. They’re really either doing 
fund raising as with the Carmelo Anthony facil-
ity, or they’re using carryover reserves.

Why is subvention at the level it is at  
Syracuse?

The thing to think about Athletics is that 
the vast portion of its portfolio, namely the non-
revenue generating Olympics sports, and all of 
the women’s sports. And this is going to be a very 
important point — all of the women’s sports, are 
at this point (non-revenue). We hope ultimately 
they might be revenue-generating, like (women’s) 
basketball might, women’s lacrosse might.

The comparable thing would be the library. 
You always have to, quote, subsidize a library, or 
a museum, or parking services. This may sound 
odd to you, but parking services has a huge 
subvention relative to (its revenues). We would 
never want to charge what you’d need to charge 
to break even on something like that.

The point of this, is really simply to say, the 
aim of RCM is to be able to make all of our deci-
sions — it wasn’t to not have subventions — was 
to make our decisions transparent. For example 
the Maxwell school doesn’t enroll separately all 
of its undergraduates because it’s a part of Arts 
and Sciences. But it’s a fabulous school, and you 
would want that subvention to be there.

Nancy Cantor
ChanCellOr 
Cantor is the first female chancellor in the 
university’s 138-year history. She came 
under fire during her first chancellorship, 
a three-year tenure at Illinois, for trying to 
ban the school’s controversial Chief Illini-
wek mascot. In her four years at SU, Cantor 
branded “Scholarship in action,” activated 
a new budget model and initiated a $1 bil-
lion fund raising campaign.

Eric Spina
VICe ChanCellOr anD PrOVOST 
Spina earned his promotion to the no. 2 
spot at the university last year after serv-
ing as dean of the College of engineering 
and Computer Science for four years. Spina 
occupies an ex-officio spot on all the major 
budget committees and helps determine the 
subsidy amounts for every unit on campus. 

Lou Marcoccia
ChIef fInanCIal OffICer 
Marcoccia is the longest tenured top official 
at Syracuse, having served in the administra-
tion since coming back to his alma mater as 
Director of Internal audit six years after he 
graduated in 1969. The athletic department 
used to report directly to him until nancy 
Cantor placed the Director of athletics in her 
cabinet when she arrived in 2004.

Daryl Gross
DIreCTOr Of aThleTICS 
gross took over in December 2004 for the 
widely respected Jake Crouthamel, who 
built the Carrier Dome and helped create 
the Big east conference in his 26 years on 
the job. The new aD has hired nine new 
head coaches, overhauled athletics’ fund 
raising efforts added one sport (women’s 
ice hockey) in an effort to brand Syracuse 
as the team of new york state.

Rob Edson
SenIOr aSSOCIaTe aThleTIC DIreCTOr 
edson, who serves as the chief financial 
officer for athletics, joined the athletic 
department a year after graduating from 
Syracuse in 1990. he files SU’s equity in 
athletics Disclosure act report to the gov-
ernment each year. he also helps with the 
football and men’s basketball schedule.

Scott Sidwell
SenIOr aSSOCIaTe aThleTIC DIreCTOr  
fOr DeVelOPMenT 
Sidwell came to Syracuse six months after 
the quiet launch of the university’s $1 bil-
lion campaign in 2005 and has re-energized 
the athletic department’s fund raising arm. 
Sidwell has helped manage donations for 
the new basketball practice facility named 
in former star Carmelo anthony’s honor.

The major players
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Getting a raise

Show me 
the money
University and college 
athletic departments 
raised $1.2 billion 
in 2006-07 through 
donations, according 
to The Chronicle of 
Higher Education. Big 
East schools raised at 
least $108.9 million of 
that total. Here’s how 
much each school in 
the conference raised. 
Information for four of 
the schools was not 
available. 

Note: Information not available for Connecticut, 
Georgetown, Marquette and South Florida

Money raised (in millions $)

School

Syracuse athletics is raising more money than ever.  
How? A more aggressive, yet welcoming approach

Louisville
Notre Dame

West Virginia
Cincinnati
Syracuse

Rutgers
Pittsburgh

Villanova
Providence

St. John’s 
DePaul

Seton Hall

stephen dockery | photo editor
orange club raised $10.3 million in 2006 and has “double-digit (percentage) increas-
es in fund raising annually,” said Scott Sidwell, senior associate athletic director.

By Matt Gelb  
and Ethan Ramsey

THE DaILy ORaNGE

Nancy Cantor kept coming back to it.
It was the reason why Syracuse athletics 

has been able to sustain a substantial decrease 
in football revenues. It was how, at the same 
time, Director of Athletics Daryl Gross could 
raise the profile of his Olympic sports teams. 

And even if football brings in more revenue, 
the chancellor thinks fund raising remains 
the key to operating a successful athletic 
department.

“They’ve got to generate a lot of counter-
acting funds,” said Cantor, chancellor since 
August 2004. “That’s why fund raising is so 
important, and that’s why we’re really glad 
they’re doing such a bang-up job of fund rais-
ing.”

Even with its most notable sport mired in a 
prolonged slump, Syracuse athletics is expe-
riencing “double-digit (percent) increases in 
fund raising annually,” said Scott Sidwell, a 
senior associate athletics director for develop-
ment.

That’s because of a change in the way dona-
tions are solicited, new benefits for donors, 
increased communication with other fund 
raising offices on campus and new sources of 
revenue. The thought-process: stronger per-
sonal relationships with donors will make 
them more eager to give money. 

Syracuse raised $10.3 million in straight 
cash gifts in 2006, according to The Chronicle 
of Higher Education. SU ranked fifth among 
12 Big East schools that reported data. 

Sidwell said with an increase in that cash 
number, plus promissory pledges to be paid 
over a period of time, SU athletics raised more 
than $20 million in the most recent year.

“(That) is a significant amount of money to 
raise in a year,” Sidwell said. “We’re on pace 
to continue that type of growth through a vari-
ety of different programs we have in place.”

That increase in fund raising helped close 
the gap to a $1.2 million deficit for the athletic 
department in 2006-07.

“Putting a heavy emphasis on fund raising 
has been a key for us to be able to maintain a 
solid financial standing,” said Edson, chief 
financial officer for the athletic department. 
“If we weren’t able to do that we would really 
struggle. We would really, really struggle.”

Athletics has raised $54 million out of $545 
million for Syracuse’s university-wide $1 billion 
campaign as of March 31, said Brian Sischo, 
associate vice president of development and 
director of the campaign. Only the Maxwell 
School of Citizenship and Public Affairs has 
raised more, with $56 million, Sischo said.

Sidwell, who was hired in December 2005, 
attributes the success of athletics’ fund rais-
ing to a complete revamping of the infrastruc-
ture of raising money.

He is in charge of overseeing Orange Club, 
the primary fund raising unit for Syracuse 
athletics. Before Orange Club was established 
in 2006, 21 different gift clubs existed under 
the guise of “Orange Pack.” Each club, such as 
the Ernie Davis Club for football or the Dave 
Bing Club for basketball, had independent 
benefits associated with them.

Sidwell said that created problems with 
people who donated to smaller sports. 

“Their gift was not treated as important 
because it went to a specific area that didn’t 
have benefits that transcended all of our 
sports,” Sidwell said. “There are a lot of people 
who support our programs across the board. 
They’re not just football fans, they’re not just 
basketball fans, they have an affinity for our 
women’s athletics. Or our Olympic sports. 
Those gifts are as important.”

Now, there’s one benefit system for those 
who donate $125 or $50,000. The fund raising 
departments have been consolidated; donors 
no longer receive as many as five invoices in 
the mail. Donations can now be made online, 
too. And those who give can still earmark 
certain funds for specific sports or programs 
within athletics.

There’s even more dialogue between the 
university and the athletic department when 
it comes to donors who want to contribute to 
other schools or colleges at SU, along with 
athletics.

“We communicate better than we ever have 
at this institution, based upon what people tell 
me,” Sidwell said.

But perhaps even more important than 
the clearer benefits and reorganization are 
the new sources of revenue that the athletic 
department has established under Gross.

There are 207 courtside seats for basketball 
games at the Carrier Dome, which generated 
close to a $1 million total annually, Sidwell 
said. Almost all of those were installed in the 
last three years. Three luxury boxes were 
added to generate a total of $250,000 annu-
ally, not including the ticket sales. And an 
executive club box that can hold 60-70 people 
was installed, which also brings in a couple 
hundred thousand dollars, Sidwell said.

Together, the addition of that premium 
seating means $1.5 million annually in new 
revenue from donations, creating “a huge part 
of what we do,” Sidwell said.

“I am willing to try anything and every-
thing to get some stuff going,” Gross said. 
“Otherwise we can’t survive. If we’re going 
to be as good as we want to be, I have to be out 
making some deals.”

That includes renegotiating Syracuse’s 
apparel contract with Nike. And a new deal 

THE DaILy ORaNGE       SOURCE: Chronicle of Higher Education
 

“I am willing to try 
anything and everything 
to get some stuff going.”

Daryl Gross
SyRaCUSE DIRECTOR OF aTHLETICS

with ISP Sports for broadcasting rights. 
There were longstanding donors who ques-

tioned the sweeping changes to the old Orange 
Pack, Sidwell said. His staff, which includes 
former NFL tight end Chris Gedney and all-
American lacrosse goalie Matt Palumb, has 
stressed the benefit structure, which Sidwell 
calls, “better than (it’s) ever been.”

Cantor can see that. She knows the major-
ity of the athletic department’s sports will not 

generate revenue. With scholarship costs she 
said will continue to rise, Syracuse athletics 
will constantly have to maintain its success in 
fund raising — it can’t always fall back on its 
two revenue sports.

“Is it always a challenge? Absolutely,” Can-
tor said of a private school fielding a major 
intercollegiate athletics program. “Could we 
ever sit still and think it’s easy to mount this 
level of athletics? No.”

footing the bill
Syracuse joined the club of universities 
embarking on a $1 billion campaign in 
2005. The school is at $545 million as of 
March 31. Here are the top five fund rais-
ing centers on campus.

Center	 Amount	rAised	of	mArCh	31
Maxwell $56 million
athletics $54 million
Newhouse $53 million
Whitman $44 million
arts & Sciences $43 million

Source: Brian Sischo, associate vice president  
of development
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John Galloway in net. Freshman Jovan Miller 
shares the second midfield line with junior 
roommates Dan Hardy and Pat Perritt. 

And Keogh is the fourth man in the veteran 
attack rotation — he usually replaces starter 
Greg Niewieroski for the second quarter and 
also plays on the man-up unit. He has 13 goals 
on the season, seventh on the team. Niewieroski 
holds the fifth place spot with 15. 

“They both do a great job inside, being able 
to get open, catch the ball and finish in tight 
spaces,” senior attack Mike Leveille said. “And 
that’s what you need from a crease guy. Greg is a 
little more experienced, but Steve’s been doing a 
great job this year.”

Playing with passers on the attack line like 
Leveille (22 assists) and junior Kenny Nims (17) 
makes sure of that. Keogh’s shooting percentage 
(.464) is the second-highest on the team and the 
highest of any player with more than 10 goals.

The 21-year-old spent two years at Brewster 
Academy, a prep school in New Hampshire, 
before coming to Syracuse. But his lacrosse 
apprenticeship began with box lacrosse in 
Canada, a hybrid form of the field game played 
in college. Box lacrosse is played indoors on 
a space the size of hockey rink, will all short 
sticks and smaller goals.

Improvisation is key. Inventive shots, like 
the one against Hewit, are the norm up north. 
And the cramped space makes the field game 
seem roomy.

“(Canadians) have a great knack from the 
indoor game of where to be and how to get open,” 

Leveille said.
Keogh felt shaky in the fall, adjusting to the 

long poles and larger field, but Leveille was able 
to help him through that, working with him 
after practice to get comfortable. 

Now, the freshman can focus on finishing. 
And where he comes from prepared him for 
that. 

“The box goal is a lot smaller than the field 
goal,” he said. 

The Tewaaraton? Whatever
Maybe if the Tewaaraton Foundation just 

gives Leveille its Trophy, he’ll get excited about 
it. Maybe once this season ends, there’ll be a 
time for that, to revel in all he’s done this year 
(33 goals and 22 assists so far).

Leveille, along with fifth-year senior Steven 
Brooks, was named a finalist for the award 
last Wednesday, one of 22 players on the list. 
But the senior from Delmar, N.Y., sits in the 
two-hole on the list of Tewaaraton favorites, 
behind Duke’s Matt Danowski, the winner 
last year. 

That doesn’t mean Leveille’s too worried 
about it. 

“It’s nice, but really, what’s great about this 
season so far is the success we’ve been having as 
a team,” he said. “As long as that keeps continu-
ing, that’s all that really matters to me after 
these last three years.”

ramccull@syr.edu

Keogh
f r o m  p a g e  2 8

nick ruggiero | staff photographer
Stephen Keogh ranks seventh on Syracuse in goals this season with 13 through 12 games. The freshman attack from Toronto 
comes from a box lacrosse background, which helped instill a scoring touch around the cage. 
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By Michael Bonner
STAFF WRITER

Chanel Roehner stood on the mound having 
retired 11 straight St. John’s batters. The Syra-
cuse senior pitcher seemed to be in a zone where 
nothing could distract her, until she noticed 
blood dripping down her right pinky. 

Roehner hit the 
next batter to stop the 
streak. As the batter 
walked to fi rst, Roeh-
ner walked toward the 
dugout, as the blood 

dripping from her lacerated pinky became too 
much of a distraction.

 “The ball keeps rubbing (my fi nger),” Roeh-
ner said after game against St. John’s.  I knew it 
was bleeding, but I was like I don’t want to stop; 
I’m in a rhythm, but then it was getting really 
bad. It was on (my ring fi nger) and started run-
ning down my hand.”

The trainer managed to stop the bleeding, 
and Roehner fi nished the sixth inning and 
pitched three more scoreless innings in the 1-0 
extra inning win for Syracuse.

Roehner and Brittany Gardner have been 
workhorses for the Orange (18-25, 9-7) this sea-
son, logging 242 of the 283 2/3 innings the entire 
staff has pitched this year. The two hurlers will 
look to shut down Canisius (26-11) today in a 
doubleheader at 3 p.m. 

While racking up the innings, Roehner and 
Gardner have also racked up every bruise and 
blister imaginable on their fi ngers. The para-
mount concern is the blisters on their ring and 
middle fi ngers. Their pinky fi ngers are also a 
concern but for different reasons. Roehner’s 
pinky is lacerated while Gardner deals with the 
stiffness in the fi nger. 

“You can’t throw how you normally throw,” 
Gardner said. “If you were 100 percent those 
pitches would be that much sharper. They fall 
off sometimes just because I can’t put the pres-
sure I normally would.”

Roehner’s blisters have been nagging her all 
season long, but her pinky started giving her 
problems a few weeks ago. Gardner suffered her 
wound against Louisville on April 11. 

“I threw a change-up, and as soon as I did it I 
was like ‘Ohhh,’” Gardner said. “I had the same 
thing last year.”

Gripping the ball determines how much pain 
they feel. Gardner said rise balls and change-

ups cause the most pain. She had to change the 
grip of her fastball, moving her fi nger to the 
side of the ball to reduce friction. Roehner said 
the seams tear into her skin the most when she 
throws a screwball. 

The pain isn’t enough to sideline the duo for 
any extended amount of time and doesn’t seem 
to be affecting their numbers. Gardner’s ERA 
sits at 2.43, while Roehner can boast a 2.94 ERA, 
good enough for 15th and 19th, respectively, in 
the Big East. But the blisters still cause a nag-
ging pain present almost every pitch. 

“Oh it hurts every pitch,” Gardner said. “…I 
mean it’s a pinky, but it’s not to the point where 
I want to keel over in pain, but it’s there. It’s a 
nagging pain.”

Gardner described the pain as a six on a scale 
of one to 10, depending on the pitch. The two 
agreed the pain is worse during practice than 
in game because they are more focused on the 
batter than their fi nger.  

The only way to fully heal is to allow both pitch-
ers to rest, but that’s what summer is for.

“It’s just part of being a pitcher,” pitching and 
associate head coach Kyle Jamieson said. “…In a 
season like ours you know you’re going hard for 
three and half months, and then you have the 
next fi ve months to rest.”

To try to combat the blisters, Roehner and 
Gardner put superglue or an ointment called 
New Skin on the blisters during practice so 
the ball’s seams won’t tear into the skin. The 
applications help avoid more tearing of the skin, 
but come with high price of their own.

“When I put the superglue on I know it 
shouldn’t be on that skin layer underneath the 
skin,” Roehner said. “It defi nitely burns when I 
put it on. I mean it burns bad. I always joke that I 
can hear it sizzling. It’s like acid on my fi nger.” 

The superglue is only used during practice, 
though, as NCAA rules do not allow any sub-
stances on a pitcher’s hands during a game. 

There are many baseball and softball myths 
claiming the secret to curing blisters can be as 
simple as soaking your hands in pickle juice or as 
extreme as soaking them in human urine. A few of 
those ideas have fl oated around the SU clubhouse.

“For blisters there are a lot of things you 
can do,” Gardner said. “Put your hand in pickle 
juice or actually urinate on it, which I have not 
tried and will never try. So I might go the pickle 
juice route.”

mibonner@syr.edu  

s o f t b a l l

Blisters, bruises pile up for 
overworked pair of pitchers

david krebs | staff photographer
CHANEL ROEHNER is 7-9 with a 2.94 ERA for Syracuse this season. Roehner and 
Brittany Gardner have logged a combined 242 total innings this season.
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Adv. Tix on Sale IRON MAN (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
DCI: THE COUNTDOWN (NR) 730 PM
FORBIDDEN KINGDOM - DP (PG-13) (1230 330) 650 940
FORBIDDEN KINGDOM (PG-13) (1105 140 430) 720 1010
FORGETTING SARAH MARSHALL (R) - ID REQ'D (1250 350) 700 950
88 MINUTES (R) - ID REQ'D (1145 1240 220 340 455) 710 740 1000 1030
PATHOLOGY (R) - ID REQ'D (1200 215 440) 725 1015
EXPELLED: NO INTELLIGENCE ALLOWED (PG) (1210 230 450) 745 1020
SMART PEOPLE (R) - ID REQ'D (1245 400) 715 945
21 (PG-13) (1225 320) 640 930
STREET KINGS (R) - ID REQ'D (1235 345 415) 645 935 1005
PROM NIGHT (PG-13) (1150 1220 210 435 500) 730 800 955
OC: PROM NIGHT (PG-13) (240) 1025
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) (1120 150 425) 705 925
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (1140 200 420) 655 910
LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (1215 310) 630 915
THE RUINS (R) - ID REQ'D (100) 735
THE SUPER HERO MOVIE (PG-13) (1205 225)
STOP LOSS (R) - ID REQ'D 1020 PM

Adv. Tix on Sale IRON MAN (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
FORBIDDEN KINGDOM (PG-13) (120 420) 730 1010
FORGETTING SARAH MARSHALL (R) - ID REQ'D (140 440) 750 1030
PROM NIGHT (PG-13) (220 500) 800 1020
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) (200 430) 650 930
21 (PG-13) (100 400) 710 1000

Adv. Tix on Sale IRON MAN (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
FORBIDDEN KINGDOM (PG-13) (130 430) 730 1020
FORGETTING SARAH MARSHALL (R) - ID REQ'D (120 420) 720 955
88 MINUTES (R) - ID REQ'D (140 440) 740 1010
STREET KINGS (R) - ID REQ'D (125 425) 725 1005
PROM NIGHT (PG-13) (115 415) 715 1000
THE RUINS (R) - ID REQ'D (145) 745
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) (110 410) 710 925
LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (135 435) 735 1015
THE SUPER HERO MOVIE (PG-13) (445) 1025
21 (PG-13) (105 405) 705 950
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (100 400) 700 920

©2008Times For 4/24/08

UP NEX T
Who: Canisius
Where: Buffalo, N.Y.
When: Today, 3 p.m.
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rachel fus | staff photographer
Katie Rowan and No. 3 Syracuse (14-2) will be the first seed in the Big East champi-
onships this weekend. The Orange plays fourth-seeded Rutgers on Friday.

Rowan
f r o m  p a g e  2 8

played with Rowan at Bethlehem Central and now 
SU, said she can tell when her friend is frustrated 
or upset.

Oftentimes that emotion translates into suc-
cess on the next play instead of a temper tantrum, 
her father, Marty, said. Against Colgate, Rowan 
was stuffed point-blank by the Red Raiders’ goalie. 
As Colgate tried to clear, Rowan hunted down the 
goalie, stick-checked the ball away and scored.

“I would just say ‘Uh oh,’” Marty Rowan said. 
“I say, ‘OK, watch out.’ You can definitely see 
it, at least I can definitely see it when she’s mad 
about something.”

Rowan’s outbursts are few and far between, 
but when she speaks, her teammates listen. Last 
season, senior Kristin Brady got a green card 
for moving after the whistle had been blown. 
Rowan yelled, “Brady, stop moving!”

“It’s funny because she never yells at me,” 
Brady said. “I was like, ‘Oh I guess I should stop 
moving.’ She never yells at me ever.”

Instead, Rowan spends most of her time 
quietly leading by example. Brady said Rowan 
constantly points out adjustments everyone can 
make based on the opposition’s defense. It’s led 
to a school record 88 career assists.

“She always cares about how her teammates 
are doing,” Marty Rowan said. “She wants to 
play well and help her teammates play well. 
Whatever she can do to add to the team.”

Being a leading goal scorer hasn’t come natu-
rally to Katie Rowan. Last year, assistant coach 
John Battaglino sat down with Rowan and told 
her she needed to score more. Rowan was in the 
midst of setting the then-school record for goals, 
but Battaglino and former coach Lisa Miller felt 
Rowan was passing up too many shots.

“She’s a sharer,” Battaglino said. “I’ll watch 
her, and I’ll start to see her feet slow down and 
she’ll be looking to pass first and go to goal 
second. That makes her less effective.”

Marty Rowan said his daughter took a similar 
attitude as a four-year basketball player in high 
school. After leading the team in scoring as a 
junior, Katie Rowan returned for her senior sea-
son only to hear the team had added some young 
players who could really score.

“She said, ‘Oh, that’s great,’” Marty Rowan 
said. “She likes assists. I always said she’ll go for 
an assist quicker than she goes for a goal.”

That selfless attitude may also come from 
working so many years under Battaglino, who 
introduced Rowan to lacrosse when the attack 
was in junior high when he was running clinics 
in the area Rowan grew up. While Rowan’s tal-

ent was evident, Battaglino said she didn’t draw 
much attention in early recruiting. In 2005, 
Battaglino brought his “secret weapon” with 
him to Syracuse. Even after she set the fresh-
man scoring record, Battaglino said he could 
see even more potential from Rowan.

“You knew she could do that,” Battaglino 
said. “You want to push her, push her, push her, 
push her, but she’s the kind of kid that it’s just a 
little bit at a time until she feels comfortable.”

Rowan’s unselfish nature made it difficult 
for her to step in and take the ball straight to 
the cage. The junior is constantly aware of her 
teammates’ stats more than her own.

The challenge for the coaches was to get 
Rowan comfortable with scoring six goals when 
her teammates post just three. This year, Rowan 
has finally begun to assert herself. With each 
record that falls, Rowan shrugs it off, seeming 
much more pleased that her assists are almost 
as plentiful as her goals.

“I learned that if I have the goal, that’s posi-
tive, and we’ll need it,” Rowan said. “Just going 
to goal, but always keeping my head up so if I 
don’t have it, I can always feed (to someone).”

Rowan’s kindness still shines through occa-
sionally. Miller said sometimes a tight face-
guard can unnerve Rowan. No. 1 Northwestern 
used that tactic to shut out the junior this year. 
Both Mark Nealon, Rowan’s high school bas-
ketball coach, and Battaglino said it’s not easy 
adjusting to that kind of pressure as teams put a 
bulls-eye on the nation’s leading scorer.

“It’s hard when another team’s focus is on 
shutting you down,” Battaglino said. “She’s 
working at bringing her best every game. It’s 
hard as hell. It really is.”

Against Albany this year, Rowan became 
irritated when the defense began pressuring 
her and taking cheap shots. In typical fashion, 
Rowan put up eight points on the Great Danes.

“That always pisses me off,” Rowan said. “I 
try to score and do something positive, not go 
after someone.”

Orange coach Gary Gait has talked all sea-
son about Rowan stepping up her skills in a big 
game. The junior followed the Northwestern 
debacle with 11 points, seven of them assists, in 
a rout of then No. 6 Georgetown.

Rowan may need reminding every once in a 
while of what she can do. The process of nour-
ishing that talent Chatnick saw so many years 
ago is still ongoing. 

“She’s assuming control,” Battaglino said. 
“She just has a way about her where she can do 
that without getting loud or getting in someone’s 
face. She can just talk in a very easy-going way, 
and they listen and respond.”

chjames@syr.edu
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 the ContaCt info
hours:Mon 12:45-2, tue 11-1, thur 1-3 

Deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. Cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 
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ApArtments for rent

116 Comstock Ave. 
Studios 

Available Aug. 2008, 
$600/month inc. heat

Large, hardwood floors, lots of light, off-
street parking, laundry.

Call for an appointment!
478-6504

968 Ackerman
Furnished 2 Bedroom Available May. All Ameni-
ties $800/month. Call 469-6665 

University Apartments 
Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedrooms, 
Walking Distance to Campus, 

Some Available Now. 
437-7577

Great Apartments still available for 
2008/2009. See our website for 

details: campushill.com. Or call us at 
315-422-7110

ApArtments ApArtments 
478-7493

5/6 Bedroom House. Furnished, 2.5 baths. Fire-
places, porch, quiet neighborhood, free washer/
dryer. June 2008 or August 15, 2008. 422-7138 
or 445-1808

prIVAte fUrnIsHeD stUDIo 
APTS. 

1011 E. Adams St. 
509 University Ave. 

Carpeted, Air-conditioned, Furnished, 
Secure, Laundry, Parking, Maintenance. 

Available for 2008-2009. 
University Area Apts. 

1011 E. Adams St. #30 479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Two & Three Bedroom Flats Excellent
Condition fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, 
hardwoods, finished Basement. Call 727-3646

Studio Apartments
Brand New * Fully Furnished
Located in Downtown Syracuse

near armory Spaure and SU Warehouse 
Building

only $595 Per Month
includes all Utilities

PLUS
fRee Basic/ Standard Cable tV Service

fRee high SPeed internet 
free off-Street Parking

exercise facility, electronic entry Security 
System, Professional on-Site Manage-

ment, Laundry facilities, air Conditioning, 
Located on CentRo Bus Line, Kitchenette 

w/ Microwave, Refrigerator and Stove

Brownstone Luxury Studio apartments
605 West Genessee Street, Syracuse, nY 

13204
(315) 472-4431

Visit us at Orangehousing.com

eneRGY StaR aPaRtMentS 
(LoW UtiLitieS)

ViSit WeBSite 24/7 
WWW.UniVeRSitYhiLL.CoM

Sonia
350-4191

1,2,3,4,5 Bedroom apts and houses, June 
or august occupancy, free offstreet park-
ing, free Washer and Dryer. 422-7138 or 

445-1808

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKInG pArK 
Luxurious furnished heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  
1108-1205-1207-1209 Madison St.
no Pets CALL 469-0780. 

thRee BeDRooMS
Rent StaRt at $250/ BeDRooM

Sonia
350-4191

WWW.UniVeRSitYhiLL.CoM

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

621 euclid ave
117 Redfield Place
145 avondale Place 

available for 2008-2009
fully furnished, Laundry, Parking, full-

time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

South Campus
2, 3 and 4 Bedroom apartments

Completly furnished!
Plasma tVS!
free internet!

air Conditioning!
oak floors!

new appliances!
Just Bring Your Clothes and Laptop

Call Peach Properties 
350-1327

thRee BeDRooM aPaRtMentS  
WWW.UniVeRSitYhiLL.CoM

Sonia
350-4191

FOr SALE

Big Screen TV  19 inches with DVD and 
VHS. 1 year old. My loss is your gain! 
Must pickup from Day Hall before May 
7th. Asking $95. Call 347-583-4200 for 
more info

House for Sale, roosevelt Ave. 4 br. 1.5 bath 
updated kitchen, off street parking, fpl 436-8092

HELP WANTED

earn extra cash, assist with student move 
out, crew leaders and laborers $10-$12 an 

hour. email olan@lazybones.net or 758 
north Salina St. 

SUMMEr WOrK $15.50 Base-Appt.

·flexible schedules 
·Start now or after finals 
·Customer sales/service 

·no experience necessary 
·all majors welcome 

·all ages 17+, conditions apply
We will be accepting applications on 
campus April 14th & April 21st in the 

Shine Student Center from 10am-2pm! 
CALL NOW Syracuse 315-434-9553 

Rochester 585-321-1810 
albany 518-456-4566 

South Buffalo 716-683-7494 
north Buffalo 716-836-7032 

Kingston 845-331-5675 
elmira/Corning 607-398-9054 
hudson Valley 845-896-1275 

Saratoga 518-580-1377 
oneonta 607-432-2224 

Watertown 315-775-0320 
Cortland/ithaca 607-272-2898 

Binghamton 607-644-9393 
Plattsburgh 518-562-2266 

Utica 315-733-0575 
St. Lawrence Co. 315-268-6202

nanny needed - P/t Summer. Looking 
for an energetic experienced SU student 
to care for our 2 sons (2yr/ 6mo). Manil-
ius area,  own  transportation required. 
interested please email maliusnanny@
gmail.com
our newest rep earned $7000 this month 
outside B2B sales. Looking for hungry go 
getters. www.capitalbankcard.com 888-
231-1448

OUTLAWED in 7 States!

Lowest Price Guaranteed

Buy PURPLE STICKY SALVIA DIVINORUM Today 

enter code: ORANGE and get 15% off! 100% 
items found. www.BlackWidowProducts.com 
Salvia Divinorum is the Next Craze. More info and 

www.blackwidowproducts.com To Order, Call: (320) 491-8118

Ads by Google
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By Christopher James
Staff Writer

G ary Chatnick knew the team 
he was watching, Bethle-
hem Central (N.Y.), had just 

come off a strong season, but he 
was baffled by the goals racked up 
by this girl he’d never heard of, let 
alone seen before.

“They were playing, and I thought 
‘Who’s this girl with long blonde 
hair playing for Bethlehem?’” Chat-
nick said. “I remember seeing her 
for the first time and saying, ‘Oh my 
gosh, this kid is good.’”

At that summer tournament 
seven years ago, Chatnick, the wom-
en’s lacrosse coach at Guilderland 
(N.Y.) High School, said he remem-
bers Katie Rowan quietly posting 
seven or eight goals. Rowan’s num-
bers in less than three years at Syra-
cuse justify Chatnick’s reaction.

The junior attack for the No. 3 
Orange has set the single-season 
scoring record at SU for the second 
straight year and now holds the 
career scoring record as a junior, 
currently with 252 points. Rowan 
has the career and single season 
record for assists also, and she is a 
nominee for the Tewaaraton trophy, 
awarded to the nation’s best player. 

Despite the numbers, Rowan is 
as unassuming as athletes come. 
Quiet and soft-spoken, Rowan has 
never been an emotional leader. She 
would rather set up her teammates 
than score goals, and sometimes her 
flashes of unstoppable scoring talent 

are suppressed by a desire to help 
others excel. 

“I really like pleasing others and 
being around people,” Rowan said. 
“I want everyone to do well around 
me. I look for others first.”

It’s all a function of Rowan’s per-
sonality. Former coaches, current 
coaches, teammates and friends 
describe Rowan as the “nicest kid 
you’ll ever meet.” 

“When her teammates look to her, 
she’s still calm and won’t let her feel-
ings get the best of her or act in a rash 
way,” Katie’s brother, Brian Rowan, 
said. “(My two sisters and I) really are 
competitive, but at the same time not 
being one of those people that wears 
their emotions on their sleeves.”

Rowan’s kind nature can be decep-
tive. Her play may sometimes lack 
emotion, but Halley Quillinan, who 

By Andy McCullough
Managing editor

Stephen Keogh has it easy. The Toron-
to native knows his role on the Syra-
cuse men’s lacrosse team: finisher. He 
just has to hover around the net and 
find a sliver of space, and someone 
will find him.

“All I’ve got to do is get open,” the 
freshman attack said. “It makes my 
job kind of easy — just put the ball in 
the net.”

The method doesn’t matter: just 
ask Princeton’s goalie Alex Hewit. 
Keogh slipped one behind his own 
back and past the All-American three 

weeks back — a highlight-reel play in 
a season filled with them for the No. 2 
Syracuse men’s lacrosse team.

The Orange (11-1) has won nine 
straight and hope to pump that num-
ber into double digits at home Sat-
urday against newfound rival Mas-
sachusetts (5-7). Part of the reason for 

the success is the cohesion of the old 
and the new, an influx of fresh talent 
blending with a seasoned core shaped 
by the struggles of last year.

Senior captains Evan Brady and 
Kyle Guadagnolo team with juco 
transfer Sid Smith to protect rookie 

m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

slick finisher Keogh benefits from loaded attack

rachel fus | staff photographer
Katie Rowan has 59 goals and 51 assists this season, both school records. the tewaaraton trophy finalist 
has 252 career points in three years.

Don’t let her silent demeanor 
fool you. Katie Rowan is the 
most prolific scorer in SU history

see Rowan page 26

see keogh page 24

RecoRd bReakeR
Katie rowan has broken 
nearly every Syracuse women’s 
lacrosse scoring record — and 
she’s only a junior. rowan is 
seven goals away from becom-
ing the school’s all-time leading 
goal scorer.

Category	 Number
Points (career) 252
assists (career) 88
Points (season) 104
goals (season) 59
assists (season) 51
Points (game) 11
assists (game) 7

I N S I D E S p o r t S

Wear and tear
as the innings have piled up, 
so have the nagging injuries 
for Syracuse softball pitchers 
Chanel roehner and Brittany 
gardner. Page 25

quiet
Deceptively
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By Stephanie Musat
Asst. News editor

The College of Human Ecology has 
received a $5 million donation to 
establish a new sport management 
research center located near the Car-
rier Dome, representatives from SU 
announced Wednesday.

David Falk, a Syracuse alum and 
agent of basketball star Michael 
Jordan, announced the plans for 
the David B. Falk Center for Sport 
Management at an open forum held 
at Madison Square Garden, where 
industry experts came to discuss 
issues in contemporary sports.

Mike Tirico, SU alumnus and 
ESPN personality, moderated the 
event. About 50 SU students traveled 
to New York City for the event. 

Falk said the reason for estab-
lishing the center is to create a 
network of faculty and professionals 
so students can enter the field with 
a solid understanding of the sport 
management field through research 
projects and experience with stu-
dent athletes.

“The Falk Center will combine 
the academic strengths of various 
disciplines that are so pervasive 
within the sports industry with 
the resources of SU athletics,” said 
Michael Veley, director and chair of 
SU’s Department of Sport Manage-
ment.

No formal design plans or a date of 
completion have been announced. 

The new center will house collab-
orations with the College of Human 
Ecology, S.I. Newhouse School of 
Public Communications, Martin J. 
Whitman School of Management 
and the School of Information Stud-

By Shayna Meliker
Asst. News editor

A nn Clarke runs her painted 
fingernails along the green 
wicker chair she’s sitting 
in, considering whether or 

not she’ll become a candidate in the 
national dean search for Syracuse 
University’s College of Visual and 
Performing Arts.

“Probably,” she said. “It’s still 
pretty early. But yeah, I think so. I 
think it’s hard not to…oh…”

Her voice trails off.
“You know, I care too much. I care 

a lot. So I’d put my hat in the ring, 
yeah.”

Smiling, she pauses, glancing 
down at her green stone ring and then 
nods her head.

“Absolutely.” 
Clarke is already the dean of VPA. 

She accepted Vice Chancellor and 
Provost Eric Spina’s offer for the posi-
tion March 14. But she did so knowing 
her appointment would last only 15 
months.

The selection was the result of an 
internal dean search conducted to 
replace Carole Brzozowski, former 

dean of VPA, who was appointed 
to university performing arts pre-
senter Jan. 25 by Chancellor Nancy 
Cantor.

But after Spina announced that 
VPA’s dean would come from an 
internal search, students and fac-
ulty within the college called for a 
national dean search. Spina con-
firmed this external search Feb. 7.

So at the end of the 2008-2009 
academic year, Clarke will once 
again have to prove her capacity 
to serve as dean of VPA, this time 

umbrella in reserve 
hi 76° | lo 55°

h u m a n  e c o l o g y

New center 
to be built 
near Dome 

see sport management page 6

Crafting a college
Ann Clarke may only have 15 months to lead VPA, 
but she’s not letting a limited tenure hold her back 

see clarke page 8

Agent David Falk 
gives $5M to sport  
management program

I N S I D e P u l P

All night long
energy drinks have consistently 
grown as a popular source of 
caffeine since red Bull was first 
introduced. Page 11

I N S I D e S P o r t S

Wrecking crew
dave reischman, sU’s men’s 
rowing coach, is building a crew 
program that’s becoming a force 
on the national scene. Page 17

I N S I D e N e w S

Pump it up
A VPA grad student creates 
a quilt of patterned panels 
to spruce up abandoned gas 
station near campus. Page 3

I N S I D e o P I N I o N

Cheers and jeers
the d.o. dishes out this 
week’s critiques. Page 5

stephen dockery | photo editor
Ann ClArke, the interim dean of the College of Visual and Performing Arts, wants to create a VPA alumni network, renovate the VPA 
web site and push for national recognition of VPA’s programs during her 15-month tenure before the next VPA dean is chosen.

CoNtiNuiNg DrAmA
Jan. 25, 2008
Carole Brzozowski, former dean 
of VPA, is appointed to univer-
sity performing arts presenter. 
A new dean for the school will 
be chosen from within the exist-
ing faculty. 

Feb. 7, 2008
After feedback from faculty and 
students, Vice Chancellor and 
Provost eric spina announces 
there will be an external search 
in the fall of 2009. 

March 14, 2008
Ann Clarke, associate dean of 
the visual arts, accepts the posi-
tion of dean after being chosen 
out of four internal candidates 
by spina.

Fall 2009 
An external search will be 
conducted to find a permanent 
dean for VPA.
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UU requests symied 
The Student Association Finance Board began allocating its bud-
get of nearly $2 million for the 2008-2009 school year at Mon-
day night’s SA meeting. University Union requested $540,704.18, 
nearly a quarter of the budget. The group, which brings con-
certs and the like to campus, received $167,810.40. UU Speak-
ers was denied any funding, and the Bandersnatch concert 
series was denied the money for an October concert.

T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
What: Russia after Putin roundtable

When: 12 p.m.

Where: 100 Eggers

How much: Free 
 
What: Kelly Cutrone lecture

When: 2 p.m.

Where: 203 Newhouse I

How much: Free 

What: Loud & Proud rally

When: 4:45 p.m.

Where: Hendricks Chapel steps

How much: Free 

What: Film: “After This Our Exile”

When: 6:30 p.m.

Where: 111 Hall of Languages

How much: Free 

What: 2008 Senior Fashion Show

When: 7:30 p.m. 

Where: Goldstein Auditorium

How much: $10 to $25

c o r r E c T i o N s
In an article in the Monday 
issue, Andrew Swab, winner 
of the 63rd Annual Maxwell 
Citizenship Scholarship Confer-
ence, was incorrectly identified 
as being from Massachusetts. 
Smith is from Glenville, New 
York and is currently a student 
in the New Visions Law & Gov-
ernment Program in Albany, 
New York. The Daily Orange 
regrets this error.

u . s .  &  w o r l d  N E w s
compiled by megan saucke

Taliban leader calls for 
cease-fire in Pakistan
Baitullah Mehsud, a top Taliban 
leader in Pakistan with ties to al 
Qaeda, has ordered his followers 
to stop attacking Pakistani forces 
in Pakistan’s northwest region. 
Mehsud has been accused of 
masterminding the assassination 
of former prime minister Benazir 
Bhutto in December. The cease-
fire was part of an agreement with 
the new government, led by the 
Pakistan Peoples Party, which 
includes withdrawal of Pakistani 
troops from areas near the Afghan 
border and prisoner exchanges. 

syria may have had 
nuclear capabilities
A covert nuclear reactor in Syria 
was weeks or months away from 
being functional, a senior U.S. 
official said Wednesday. The 
reactor, which was bombed by 
Israel in September, would have 
made Syria the first Arab nation 
with nuclear capability. A White 
House statement also said North 
Korea may have been involved in 
Syria’s nuclear activities.

warehouse chains limit 
rice purchases
U.S. warehouse retail chains 
Sam’s Club and Costco are lim-
iting how much rice customers 
can buy because of the record 
high costs of rice that follow 
the worldwide food inflation 
trend. However, the Wal-Mart 
chain stores, which own Sam’s 
Club, have no plans to limit 
food purchases.

The Daily Orange is published weekdays during 
the Syracuse University academic year by The 
Daily Orange Corp., 744 Ostrom Ave., Syracuse, 
NY 13210. All contents Copyright 2008 by The 
Daily Orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. The Daily Orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. Each additional copy costs $1. 
The Daily Orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with Syracuse University.

All contents © 2008 The Daily Orange Corporation

c o N Ta c T  u s
Editor@dailyorange.com

News@dailyorange.com

Pulp@dailyorange.com

Sports@dailyorange.com

Opinion@dailyorange.com

Design@dailyorange.com

Photo@dailyorange.com

Ads@dailyorange.com

EDITORIAL 
315 443 9798 
 
BUSINESS 
315 443 2315 
 
GENERAL FAX 
315 443 3689 
 
ADVERTISING 
315 443 9794 
 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
315 443 2869

Ta l k  T o  u s
If you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

If you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

We always need new contributors to 
all sections. No experience required. 
E-mail editor@dailyorange.com

w E aT h E r
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T h i s  d ay  i N  h i s T o r y

Space, 
1990

The Discovery
shuttle puts 
the Hubble 
telescope 
into orbit. 

Hockey,
1964

The Toronto 
Maple Leafs 

win third 
Stanley Cup 

in a row.

New York,
1901

New York 
becomes 
first state 
to require 

license plates. 

Louisiana,
1862,
New 

Orleans, a 
key city in 
the Civil 

War, falls. 

p u l p 

Nas and Fergie come 
Two major concerts hit the 
SU campus earlier this week: 
Nas this past Friday and 
Fergie and Sean Kingston 
Tuesday. Nas, the celebrated 
rapper and owner of hits 
such as “Hate Me Now” 
and “If I Ruled the World,” 
was brought to Syracuse 
by the National Panhellenic 
Council and served as the 
concluding event to the 
annual Greek Unity Fest. 
Fergie and Kingston were 
the headliners at UU’s Block 
Party, which coincided with 
Mayfest for the first time.

s p o r t s 

Is class an afterthought?
 
The 63 percent rate at which 
athletes graduated from Syra-
cuse is a low in eight years of 
available archives, though it 
matches the national average. 
Meanwhile, 82 percent of the 
general student population in 
the same class graduated, giv-
ing Syracuse the eighth worst 
discrepancy in the nation. A 
study published by the NCAA 
last fall stated that 37 percent 
of athletes who enrolled at 
Syracuse in the fall of 2000 
left campus without a degree. 
Staff writer Jackie Friedman 
examined this on Monday, part 
of the Year in Sports series. 

s p o r t s 

The cost of losing                   
In an exclusive Daily Orange 
report, part of the Year in 
Sports series, editor in chief 
Ethan Ramsey and sports edi-
tor Matt Gelb provided the first 
reporting on the financial state 
of the athletic department. The 
athletic department used its 
reserve funds to balance a $1.2 
million deficit in 2006-07 and 
expects a “comparable” situa-
tion in 2007-2008. The football 
program lost $157,085 in 2006, 
the program’s first deficit 
since the government started 
requiring data from all universi-
ties in 1995. Fundraising has 
become more aggressive, an 
attempt to offset the loss.

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer

MayfEsT dEbauchEry

E
uclid Avenue was wild Tuesday afternoon, a sea of shirtless 
dudes and scantily clad females, as students took to the 
streets to celebrate Mayfest. At least 36 houses held parties, 
according to Wednesday’s Daily Orange, but police said 

there were no arrests. On campus, students and faculty engaged 
in a variety of different demonstrations and presentations, from 
glass blowing to poker.

Read all stories in full online at dailyorange.com

M o N d ay
n e w s

big phish
Like many colleges across the country, 
SU was hit by an e-mail phishing scam. 

 p u l p

behind the shears
The barber to Jim Boeheim and 
more shares stories from the shop.
 
s p o r t s 

scholarships divided
A look at the issues involved in 
sports that divide up scholarships.

MEN’S LACROSSE 
Sat., April 26 
vs. Massachusetts 
@ 2 p.m., Carrier Dome 
 
SOFTBALL 
Sat., April 26 
vs. Pittsburgh 
@ 12 p.m., Pittsburgh  
 
MEN’S ROWING 
Sat., April 26  
Conlan Cup  
@ 8 a.m., Syracuse, N.Y.   

WOMEN’S LACROSSE 
Fri., April 25 
vs. Rutgers 
@ 5:30 p.m., South Bend, Ind.

TRACK & FIELD 
Sat., April 26 
Penn Relays 
@ TBA, Philadelphia

WOMEN’S ROWING 
Sun., April 27 
BIG EAST Championship 
@ All day, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
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By Hope Morley
Staff Writer

Instead of waking up to the sound 
of construction every morning, resi-
dents of DellPlain Hall could have had 
a brand-new residence hall installed 
piece by piece in their front lawn.

Construction started on the new res-
idence hall at 619 Comstock Ave. Feb. 
18, and students have felt the effects 
of a traditional building process ever 
since. When constructing residence 
halls, some universities choose to use 
a method of modular construction 
— an alternative method of building 
in which pieces of the building are 
manufactured in a factory and then 

By Alison Baitz
Staff Writer

T
he Nottingham Citgo #53 
sits at the intersection of 
three busy roads. 

The station, located on 
the junction of East Colvin Street, 
Nottingham Road and Julian Place, 
has been abandoned for years. But 
recent developments to the fixture 
may cause motorists driving by to 
take a long, hard look. 

Jennifer Marsh, a graduate stu-
dent studying sculpture, recently 
covered the abandoned Citgo sta-
tion with 3,400 decorative panels 
that employ a variety of craft tech-
niques —displaying themes of envi-
ronmental sustainability. Marsh 
said the project was carried out to 
address issues of oil dependency, 
global warming and greenhouse 
effects.

“It’s pretty obvious when you 
make a cover for the gas station that 
you must be talking about oil,” Marsh 
said. “I think that even without the 
obvious (panels), people would get 
it.”

The project is known as the World 
Reclamation Art Project, or WRAP. 
It was created by efforts of the Inter-
national Fiber Collaborative, an 
organization which Marsh runs.

The International Fiber Collab-
orative is made up of approximately 
450 artists and 2,500 student mem-
bers, spanning 15 countries and 27 
states. Marsh issued a call for artists 
to receive the necessary panels to 
cover up the abandoned station with 
color and art. 

“I might have come up with the 
idea, but I couldn’t have done it with-
out the community,” Marsh said.

The Citgo is covered with 400 
3-by-3 panels and 3,000 square-foot 
panels. Marsh began sewing the pan-
els back in November.

“I just never expected to get so 
many,” Marsh said. She received a 
dozen more than she needed.  

Marsh had several people help-
ing her on a regular basis during 
the project and even had to hire an 
assistant. She held 20 workshops 
with kindergarten through 12th-
grade students to teach them about 

the importance of recycling and sus-
tainability. Students also worked to 
create panels that were used on the 
station.

The project was “part of my work 
as an artist,” Marsh said.

Nearly every corner of the gas sta-
tion is covered. Marsh didn’t neglect 
the gas pumps or gas price signs, 
either. The artists used materials 
ranging from yarn to plastic bags to 
burlap for the panels. Some contain 
explicitly political messages, coin-
ciding with Marsh’s theme for the 
project.

One panel combines the faces of 
both a monkey and a kitten with the 

body of President George W. Bush. 
Some are quilted or knitted, with one 
panel even made out of beverage caps 
that illustrate a peace sign.

The Citgo should remain covered 
into July, though Marsh said she 
will have to see how the panels are 
holding up. 

The panels experienced the first 
drops of rain on Wednesday, but 
Marsh said the exhibit sustained 
itself well without any damage. The 

Chancellor 
awards honor 
ROTC cadets

Universities 
look to off-site 
construction 
to build dorms

see awards page 6

see construction page 8

debbie burkhof | contributing photographer
Zeke Silvera, a freshman in the music and entertainment industries program, stands in front of Jennifer Marsh’s piece of art surround-
ing the Nottingham Citgo #53 on east Colvin Street. the art is aims to raise discussion on issues of oil dependency.

A patchwork protest
VPA grad student revitalizes gas station with community art project

see gas station page 4

SU opts for traditional 
methods for hall on 
619 Comstock Ave.  

By Michael Jiang
Staff Writer

With family and friends in the stands, 
45 army cadets and 24 air force cadets 
received awards for their superior 
performance in academics, ROTC 
and extracurricular activities, as 
well as their leadership and strength 
of character, in the Carrier Dome 
Wednesday. 

Syracuse University’s Army 
Reserve Officers’ Training Corps 
(ROTC) and Air Force ROTC pro-
grams gathered in full military dress 
for the Chancellor’s Review and 
Award Ceremony Tuesday. 

Established in 1918, the Syracuse 
Army ROTC program has 104 cadets 
and will commission 20 2nd lieuten-
ants this year. The Air Force ROTC 
program was established in 1948 and 
has 30 cadets from schools all over 
the area, including Hamilton College, 
the State University of New York at 
Oswego and Le Moyne College. This 
year, the Air Force ROTC program 
will commission seven new officers.

Panel by Panel 
VPa grad student Jennifer 
Marsh runs the international 
fiber Collaborative, an artistic 
organization involving approxi-
mately 450 artists and 2,500 
student members from  15 
countries and 27 states. the 
artists contributed 3,400 deco-
rative panels, which Marsh then 
sewed together to place on the 
abandoned Citgo station by 
east Colvin Street, Nottingham 
road and Julian Place. 

“I might have come 
up with the idea, 
but I couldn’t have 
done it without 
the community.”

Jennifer Marsh
fouNder of iNterNatioNal 

fiber CollaboratiVe
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By Justin Boehm
Contributing Writer

Students may be familiar with the bus 
routes around the campus and downtown 
areas, but they will have an opportunity to 
see a different section of the city Saturday. 
The Justice Tour, will give participants 

an inside look at 
health and environ-
mental justice in the  
community.  

The tour consists of 
five stops, all of which 
represent areas of 

health and environmental challenges that need 
to be faced or have been faced already, said 
Kishi Animashaun, the co-chair of the event 
and assistant professor of African-American 
Studies.   

The first stop will be the Greater New Testa-
ment Church, where an organization brings 
farm fresh produce to inner-city communities 
that would otherwise not have access to these 
products. The bus will also stop at a former 
abandoned house on the Southside, which has 
been renovated by Home HeadQuarters, an 

organization that has rebuilt more than 100 
houses in Syracuse.  

The tour is just one event for the Environ-
mental Justice and Black Women’s Health 
Symposium, hosted by the Syracuse Univer-
sity African-American studies department. 

The symposium is designed to bring 
awareness to the community about racial 
health differences and environmental prob-
lems in black communities, Animashaun 
said. The event is funded by a grant from the 
Ford Foundation.  

The event will consist of two days’ worth 
of presentations and performances by fac-
ulty, scholars and local community orga-
nizations. Animashaun said she hopes the 
event will bring awareness to the community 
about feminism, the environment, health and 
human rights. Within the issues, she hopes to 
“have people thinking about women’s issues 
in the center of the dialogue about the envi-
ronment.”  

Ingrid M. Butler, a Syracuse University 
graduate student, will be speaking about “the 
effects of the environmental injustice on the 
self concept of youth” during one event in the 
symposium.   

Academics from across the country, such 
as Beverly Guy-Sheftall of Spelman College 
in Atlanta and Monique Harden, founder of 
Advocates for Environmental Human Rights, 
will present on topics including environmental 

justice influences of racial health disparities in 
black communities.

The speakers and events in the sympo-
sium are free and open to the public. Those 
interested can register each morning at 8 
a.m. in the Comstock Room of the Syracuse 
Sheraton Hotel today and Saturday, where 
the speeches and presentations will be taking 
place.

The last part of the symposium will be a per-
formance by the Indian dance theater group 
Ananya Chatterjea Saturday at 7 p.m. in the 
Schine Student Center.

jkboehm@syr.edu

panels were sprayed with donated water repel-
lent, which appears to have worked.

As for moving onto other projects now that 
the Citgo station is revitalized, Marsh is in the 
process of filing for nonprofit status for the 
International Fiber Collaborative. She will 
soon move to start work at the University of 
Alabama, but said similar projects will likely 
happen in other communities.

Maria Sinopoli, a junior advertising, market-
ing and finance major, is originally from the 
area.  She drove by it one day, noticing it was 
covered. The gas station has been abandoned as 
long as she can remember.

“It kind of caught my eye,” Sinopoli said. “I 
saw it was a lot of anti-gas stuff.” 

Sinopoli said she might stop by the gas sta-
tion to take a closer look once she is done with 
finals.

Josh Rosenfeld, a freshman geography and 
history of architecture major, hadn’t had the 
chance to venture off campus and take a look at 
Marsh’s project. 

“I haven’t seen this, but I might go over there 
now,” he said.

There is a reception for the project Saturday, 
May 3 from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. Anyone can come to 
the station for music and food. Marsh says she 
expects hundreds to be in attendance. Marsh 
said the event is mainly to thank people for their 
help. She will give a brief talk about the project 
at 7 p.m.

ambaitz@syr.edu

How much can I get? Your
textbook is worth more if the
same edition will be used for a
class on this campus or at
thousands of other schools across
North America. But it doesn’t pay
to wait – textbooks are rarely
worth more as they age.

Bring your textbooks back to us,
no matter where you bought
them. Get cash back now.
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Symposium to address environmental justice 

IF YOU GO
What: Justice tour
Where: Sheraton 
Hotel
When: 8 a.m. 
How much: Free

gas station
f r o m  p a g e  3

African American studies 
department sponsors 
weekend events, lectures

tOdaY’s events
8:30 a.m.
registration 
9:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
opening plenary by beverly guy-Sheftall 
of Spelman College 
10:45 a.m.-12:15 p.m.
Panel discussion: “our bodies, our Cit-
ies, our Futures”
1:45 p.m.- 3:15 p,m.
Panel discussion: “new Approaches to 
Mental Health research”
3:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
Panel discussion: “Framing environmen-
tal Justice as Human rights” 
5:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.
Justice tour of Syracuse



C heer: Asian-American students 
at Syracuse University have 
been pushing for years for a 

specialized program that would 
allow them to learn more about their 
own culture and history — and they 
deserve it.

After all, SU already offers study 
programs for a number of other eth-
nicities. Not to mention Asian-Ameri-
cans constitute the largest minority 
group on campus.

The fact that students are eager to 
learn more about what interests them 
and fight for it is commendable. 

Cathryn Newton, dean of The 
College of Arts and Sciences, also 
deserves praise for making it her goal 
to establish the program before her 
tenure ends in June.

Hopefully her efforts, combined 
with those of the Asian-American 
students persevering in the fight for 
their own specialized program, will 
pay off.

Jeer: Sen. John McCain criti-
cized the government’s response 
to Hurricane Katrina Thursday. 
He said it was handled in such a 
“terrible and disgraceful way” 
and added “there were unqualified 
people in charge, there was a total 
misreading of the dimensions of the 
disaster, there was a failure of com-
munications.”

First off, this happened three 
years ago. Choosing to criticize 
it now makes little sense. We 
understand he’s trying to paint this 
nice picture of himself as a smart, 
sensitive guy, but honestly, this is a 
little off.

The onus should be on those in 
government to actually do some-
thing about New Orleans, not just 
talk about it. McCain delivered 
his criticism after taking a tour 
of the Lower Ninth Ward. He’s 
seen firsthand the state of New 
Orleans, so why not try fixing the 
problem rather than dwelling on 
the past?

Cheer: Now that Sen. Hilary 
Clinton’s swept the Pennsylvania 
ballot by nearly 5 percent, the 

presidential candidate selection for 
the Democratic Party comes down 
to Indiana. Though some might find 
themselves complaining about how 
long this decision has drawn out, we 
believe such heavy competition is a 
good thing.

With the primary election wind-
ing down, the fact that it is still so 
tight to the point where you can’t 
predict the final outcome makes 
the election that more exciting and 
worthwhile.

Yes, some bad things have come 
out of this period of uncertainty 
for the party. The candidates have 
indeed started to criticize each other 
in an attempt to sway the public 
vote. However, stiff competition for 
something so important is certainly 
healthy.

After all, a bit of mudslinging 
never hurt anyone.

Cheer: Building a new residence 
hall for its transfer students will 
undoubtedly do great things for the 
State University of New York Col-
lege of Environmental Science and 
Forestry.

This new dorm will serve as a 
community where students can inter-
act and share ideas. It will be a place 
of their own, with a location near 
their campus but still in close enough 
vicinity to SU.

It’s also beneficial that SUNY-
ESF has chosen to make it just for 
transfer students since the process 
of transferring can be difficult and 
this residence hall can help ease that 
transition.

Between giving ESF students 
another dorm, the new residence 
hall being built on Comstock and 
all the other new housing soon to 
be available, the student housing 
on the SU and ESF campuses is 
improving.

Our only concern is having an 
enormous tree house right next 
door.
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the weekend welcome

Misinterpreting religion crosses borders, boundaries

I t is a disturbing time in the world 
of religion, and it has been that 
way for a while. More and more 

each day, the world is informed by news 
outlets of tensions between religions 
or mockery from critics. Attacking the 
heart of a religion — physically or ver-
bally — is more than a threat or playful 
banter; it is an alarming matter.

Recently, Yunis al-Astal, a Muslim 
Cleric and member of the Palestinian 
terrorist organization Hamas, said 
Rome, or “the capital of Catholics,” 
would “be conquered, just like Con-
stantinople was, as was prophesized by 
our prophet Muhammad,” according 
to a report by Fox News on April 14.

It is not difficult to see why hatred 
exists between religions after hear-
ing the remarks of al-Astal. However, 
that does not make the resentment of 
any religion justifiable.  

“I feel neither the desire nor neces-
sity to apologize for extremists of any 
kind,” said Yusuf Abdul-Qadir, a senior 
and president of the Muslim Student 
Association. “I am repulsed by those 
who are of the perspective that taking 
archaic and premature and sparced 
looks at the Quran to justify violent 
responses. But, I am equally repulsed 
by those who show a watered down ver-
sion of Islam to please outside groups 
and to fit into some mold of acceptance.”

Religious tensions and mockery 
are not just coming from the opposite 
side of the world, but also from the 
United States.

On the April 11 broadcast of his 
show, “Real Time” with Bill Maher, 

the religious skeptic Maher ranted, 
“I’d like to tip off law enforcement to 
an even larger child-abusing religious 
cult. Its leader also has a compound, 
and this guy not only operates outside 
the bounds of the law, but he used to be 
a Nazi and he wears funny hats! That’s 
right; the pope is coming to America.”

If Maher wants to play the “holier-
than-thou” card and point the finger 
when, he might want to sit back and 
take a dose of humility.

In the transcript of an interview with 
Craig Ferguson on CBS Late Night May 
4, 2005, the issue of Michael Jackson’s 
alleged child molesting was brought 
up. Maher defended Jackson by saying, 
“Even the people who are testifying 
against him, they’re saying that he ser-
viced them. They didn’t service him. … 
If I had a choice between being savagely 
beaten and being gently masturbated by 
a pop star. … It’s just me.” 

If we are going to inherit the igno-
rant “black-and-white” criteria of 
Bill Maher when it comes to judging 
others, then he is in the same boat of 
those he criticizes.  

It’s easy to judge a religion nega-
tively while being uninformed of its 

past, as Maher does. 
Yes, the pope was a part of the Nazi 

regime. But he was only involved 
because the Nazis did what they did 
best — they forced him, according to 
an article published in The New York 
Times in April 2005. And yes, there 
have been child molestations by priests, 
but there are more than one billion 
Catholics in the world, according to the 
Catholic World News’ Web site. 

To group any religion into one nega-
tive category based on a select few is not 
only ignorant, it’s ignorant and shallow. 

“As a Muslim, it is inherent that 
upon proper following of Islam, one 
would have the utmost respect and 
decency toward others of different 
religions,” Abdul-Qadir said. 

He added, “Interfaith dialogue is 
one thing that I enjoy immensely, as 
communication leads to understand-
ing; and understanding leads to 
respect; and respect leads to living 
together peacefully.”

If there is one unifying ideal of all 
religions, it is that messages are sent 
intended to be followed. Yet, it is up to the 
listener on how such messages are inter-
preted. The ones who misinterpret them 
may take it to an unfortunate extreme. 

Do not let their views represent 
any religion as a whole, and do not let 
them make you hate another’s faith. 
Everyone has their own religious 
beliefs. Whether you believe in God or 
practice atheism, the choice is yours.

Al Ortiz is a junior writing major. 
His columns appear every Friday. He 

can be reached at asortiz@syr.edu.
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After a speech from the Rev. Thomas Wolfe, 
members from the ROTC program and mem-
bers of the Syracuse community presented 
air force and army cadets with 40 different 
awards. 

The Superior Cadet Decoration Award, an 
award given to the outstanding cadet in each 
army class consisting of a medal, ribbon and 
certificate signed by the Commander of the 
U.S. Army Cadet Command, were given at the 
ceremony. The Commandant of Cadets Award 
was presented to a cadet in the top 25 percent 
of his or her aerospace studies class who dem-
onstrates exceptional leadership, appearance, 
bearing and character. 

Awards were given to individuals, honoring 
a cadet from each branch, army and air force, 
and those honoring a member from each cadet 
class in both branches. All seven senior air 
force cadets received awards while 12 out of 18 
senior army cadets received awards. 

Chancellor Nancy Cantor gave a speech, laud-
ing the cadets on their “truly selfless dedication 
to serve others” and “using their knowledge and 
talents to serve the public good.”

“All of us gathered here today to celebrate 
your accomplishments are grateful to you,” 
Cantor said. She concluded her speech with a 
message to the cadets that this is just the “begin-
ning of their time to shine” and thanked them 
for their “commitment to excellence, leadership 
and service.” 

Jeremiah A. Deibler, a senior air force cadet, 
received five awards, including the Professor 
John A. Meyer Leadership Excellence Award 
and an air force officer’s engraved sword to 
honor his “exemplary performance and inspira-
tional leadership.”

His other awards include the George C. Mar-

shall & General Henry “Hap” Arnold 5 Star 
Award, the Professor of Aerospace Studies and 
Scholastic Achievement Award, the American 
Legion General Military Excellence Award and 
the American Legion William P. Tolley Scholas-
tic Award. 

 “It’s great to be honored here in a ceremony 
like this,” Deibler said. “It’s rare, and you don’t 
have it at a lot of universities. Syracuse is really 
one of the foremost ROTC programs in the coun-
try. It’s a legacy that I am just really honored to 
be a part of.”

Deibler will be graduating in May and will 
then be going to his active duty base in Okla-
homa where he will begin his training as a pilot. 
“I’m really looking forward to going on active 
duty. This is what I want to do,” he said.

Karl B. Johnson, a senior air force cadet, 
received the Harvey S. Smith Award and the 
National Defense Industrial Award, honoring 
him for outstanding leadership, discipline, 
character and citizenship. 

“It’s a huge honor to be here for the ceremo-
ny,” Johnson said. “It’s nice to be recognized by 
the university for the time and effort.” 

Johnson is in his third year of the program. 
He characterized the three years as intense, 
but he credits the program for helping him 
learn life skills like leadership and commu-
nication. 

His father, Rick Johnson, said it was a “real 
honor to be able to see these cadets honored for 
what they do. It made me real proud to see these 
women and men standing up and serving the mili-
tary. It’s something we should all be thankful for.”

“I’m really proud of him, great to see him up 

there being a leader and being honored for his 
leadership skills,” said Johnson’s brother, Erik. 

The ceremony was an opportunity for cadets 
of all classes to be recognized for their accom-
plishments. 

“It’s great because we do bury our noses in our 
training sometimes,” Deibler said. “It’s a great 
opportunity for us, especially for the cadets who 
are AS 100, which are freshmen cadets. It’s their 
first taste of being out in public in the military, 
and they really get an opportunity to show pride 
for being something that is more than just being a 
part of Syracuse University.” 

myjiang@syr.edu

awards
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mackenzie reiss | staff photographer
Sixty-nine ROTC Army and Air Force cadets received awards during a ceremony in the 
Carrier Dome Wednesday. The awards were given for high performance in academics, 
extracurricular activities, ROTC, leadership and strength of character.

sport management
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ies. The center will combine each school’s 
focus with sport management to create and 
establish interdisciplinary courses, projects 
and research, said Diane Lyden Murphy, dean 
of the College of Human Ecology.

“This gift allows us to engage a unique part-
nership with other leading colleges at SU in 
an interdisciplinary collaboration around the 
subject of sport,” she said. “Together we will 
continue to build a curriculum that will be the 
first of its kind and model for the next genera-
tion of global sports education.” 

Brian Goodman, a senior sport management 
major who attended the event at Madison Square 
Garden, said faculty members from Newhouse 
and the iSchool would be able to add to the 
sport management program, as their specialties 
pertain to sports. 

“It is not only trying to establish it on its 
own as the sport management program, but 
integrate other well-known programs at SU,” 
Goodman said.

He said students in the major were given the 
opportunity to attend the announcement when 
they were informed about the donation a few 
months ago.

The goal was to establish the program on a 
national level, using the donation to provide 
the necessary funds for the new facility and 
for improvements in the program, Goodman 

said. 
Courses offered in the new center will pro-

vide students with real-world experience for 
student athletes. The athletes will learn self-
marketing, hiring legal representation and an 
agent, money management and regulations of 
entering a professional sports draft to prepare 
them for professional sports.

“It will stand apart in its deep focus on 
innovative life skills training to help student 
athletes better manage the realities of profes-
sional sports,” Goodman said. 

Drew Bennett, a freshman sport manage-
ment major and member of the Sport Manage-
ment Club, said that even though he’ll graduate 
by the time the facility opens, the center will 
provide the program with more opportunities 
and more students.

“It will attract the best, new students to SU 
and will help put the sport management pro-
gram on the map,” he said.

To provide real-world experience for its 
students, the sport management program will 
be include experimental learning programs in 
addition to already-established courses.

Some of the university’s traditional pro-
grams like 44 Rewards, a three-year partner-
ship with KeyBank to measure advertising 
on various types of college sports fans, and  
SynerCuse, a partnership with the Depart-
ment of Athletics to which allows students to 
become general and assistant managers of 
SU’s Olympic teams, will be housed in the new 
facility.

New initiatives include research with the 
National Baseball Hall of Fame to attract new 
members, and to rake in financial support for 
the museum and writing and designing sport 
media guides for all Syracuse City School Dis-
trict athletic programs. 

“Because of his extraordinary and long suc-
cess in the field of sport management, David 
(Falk) has crafted a unique understanding of 
what can be the best exemplar for educating 
students in the professional sports industry,” 
Murphy said.

Falk earned an economics degree at SU and 
a law degree at George Washington University. 
His career started by representing professional 
athletes with ProServ, 

In 1985, he negotiated Michael Jordan’s deal 
with Nike and aided the birth of Air Jordan 
sneakers. 

In 1992, he left ProServ, forming Falk Associ-
ates Management Enterprises (FAME) to pro-
vide specialized and personal representation to 
NBA players including Patrick Ewing, Danny 
Ferry and Alonzo Mourning. 

Falk joined the entertainment business in 
1996, serving as executive producer of the film 
“Space Jam,” where Jordan, along with Looney 
Tunes characters, played basketball in an inter-
galactic tournament. 

He now serves as CEO of FAME. He is also 
on the board of directors of Sapphire Brands; a 
founding investor in private aviation company 
Marquis Jet and Golf GCX Partners.

At SU, Falk is a member of the Sport Manage-

ment Advisory Board. 
Veley said Falk has devoted his life to men-

toring athletes and the opportunity to create a 
center at SU to help students who will enter the 
field is important to him

“As the center further develops, we envision 
using the Carrier Dome as a learning labora-
tory for our majors and will integrate current 
and future experiential learning opportunities 
so that our students have unmatched experi-
ences both inside and outside of the classroom,” 
Veley said.

sdmusat@syr.edu

wednesday’s 
announcement
The Falk Center’s inaugural event at Madi-
son Square Garden featured panelists 
and sports industry experts David Falk, 
founder and CEO of Falk Associates Man-
agement Enterprises (FAME) and George 
Bodenheimer, president of ESPN, Inc., 
ABC Sports and co-chairman of Disney 
Media Networks.
Also on the panel were SU alumnus Rick 
Burton ‘79 G’80, chief marketing officer 
of the U.S. Olympic Committee and Kay 
Koplovitz, chairman and CEO of Koplovitz 
& Co. and founder of USA Networks and 
Madison Square Garden Sports.
The moderator for the event was SU 
alumnus Mike Tirico ‘88, ESPN sports-
caster and host of ABC Golf. 

“It’s great to be honored 
here in a ceremony like 
this. It’s rare, and you 
don’t have it at a lot of 
universities. Syracuse is 
really one of the foremost 
ROTC programs in the 
country. It’s a legacy 
that I am just really 
honored to be a part of.”

Jeremiah A. Deibler
SENIOR AIR FORCE CADET

dailyorange.com
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By Megan Hess
staff writer

T he very first thing Melissa Young does 
in the morning is take 10 different pills. 
Then she has a cup of tea — coffee con-

tains too much caffeine for her heart to handle. 
She’ll than heat up some breakfast, but she 
takes careful note not to stand in front of the 
microwave. Exposing her chest to radiation 
waves could make her pass out.

Young, a junior biology and nutrition major 
at Syracuse University, was in chemistry class 
at Jenks High School in Jenks, Okla. when 
she first blacked out. The muscles in her heart 
had hardened, preventing the chambers from 
properly filling with blood. Over the course 
of the year, she had sensed slight arrhythmic 
imperfections with her breathing.

It wasn’t until six months later, in July 2005, 
that Young was diagnosed with restrictive car-
diomyopathy at the Mayo Clinic in Flagstaff, 
Ariz. Her heart was a normal size, but it could 
not expand or contract between heartbeats.

The diagnosis “was traumatic for my family, 
especially for my dad,” Young said. Her father was 
diagnosed with restrictive cardiomyopathy eight 
years ago, when he was 41, and has been living 
with a heart transplant for six years. But the con-
dition is much rarer in young adults and particu-
larly in females. Young’s likelihood of receiving a 
heart transplant in the near future looks grim.

“My condition is progressive, so every day it 
gets worse,” said Young, who uses an artificial 
pacemaker to regulate her heart rate. “But 
everyone’s dying anyway, right?”

Young is one of about 99,000 people on a 
waiting list for a transplant nationwide, said 
Bill Sainsbury, the hospital services special-
ist at Finger Lakes Donor Recovery Network. 
Between Syracuse and Rochester alone, approx-
imately 1,000 people are waiting for a new pan-
creas, liver, heart or kidney. 

The growth of the waiting list outpaces the 
number of donors, and each year less than 
one-third of the people who need organs get 
them. At a news conference at University Hos-
pital in Syracuse Monday, transplant officials 
announced that the average wait for a kidney 
transplant in Central New York is now more 
than four years, up from 18 months in 2000. And 
the wait is expected to double by 2010. 

University Hospital is the only hospital in 
Central New York that performs kidney trans-
plants, said Ellen Havens, the transplant coordi-
nator at University Hospital. 

The Finger Lakes Donor Recovery Network, 
one of 59 federally designated organ procure-
ment agencies in the United States, helps match 
individuals on organ transplant waiting lists 
with donors. Organs from area donors are 
matched with patients waiting for a transplant 
both locally and nationally. In most cases, with-
in 24 hours of receiving a donation, a transplant 
recipient is in the operating room, according to 
the SUNY Upstate Medical University Web site.

“Most centers nationwide are already at the 

five-year mark for waiting lists,” Havens said.
As the country’s aging population receives 

better health care, they live longer while receiv-
ing treatment for their illnesses, such as the 
mechanic blood filtering system, dialysis for 
kidney failure.

The number of diagnoses of organ failure per 
year is also steadily increasing due to advances 
in technology, Havens said.

“Doctors pretty much want you on your 
death bed before you are eligible to move to the 
top of list,” Young said. She receives sporadic 
voicemail updates regarding her priority on the 
waiting list. “It’s the age-old question of whether 
to treat the sick or the healthy.”

The criteria used to determine allocation 
on the waiting list vary depending on the 
organ. Factors include medical urgency, tis-
sue typing, time waiting, candidate’s heart 
and weight and size of the organ, according 
to the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services.

The parents of Robby Lester of Marcellus, 16, 
chose to donate when their son suffered severe 
head trauma in 1997. He had been sitting on the 
trunk of a car when the driver floored the gas. 
He was taken to University Hospital, where he 
was put on life support.

“When the doctor told us Robby would never 
open his eyes or hear again, we made the deci-
sion to save others’ lives (with Robby’s organs),” 
said Michelle Lester, Robby’s mother. Lester 
volunteers part-time at the Finger Lakes Organ 
Procurement Organization (OPO) and founded 
a donor family support group.

Willingness to donate has increased in 
younger age groups as well. Six months prior 
to his death, Robby saw a girl in a wheelchair 
with a tube twisting up her stomach. He told his 
mother he never wanted to live like that.

“When (Robby) told me that we should donate 
his organs if anything ever happened to him, 
I told him to shut up,” Lester said. But months 
later, she was looking at her son in an open 
casket, dressed in his favorite Buffalo Bills 
shirt and cap.

“One of the biggest problems is that families 

don’t know what their loved ones want,” Lester 
said. “Nobody likes talking about their own 
death, or about the death of their children.” 

The waiting list for organ donors has more 
than doubled since Robby died. 

Although willingness to donate has risen in 
recent years, according to an article in The New 
York Times, major hurdles remain. In New York 
state, if an individual wants to be a donor, two wit-
nesses are required to give consent upon death. 

Nearby states like New Jersey and Penn-
sylvania follow a policy of first-person consent 
legislation. This allows donor designation to 
be indicated on a driver’s license or an offi-
cial signed document, granting hospitals legal 
authority to proceed with organ transplant 
without consent from the family. New York is 
looking to pass the bill for first-person consent 
in July 2008, Sainsbury said.

“The hardest part (about my condition) is 
broaching the ‘I’m dying’ subject when meeting 
new people,” said Young, who wants to pursue a 
career in preemptive health and alternatives to 
organ disease. “Waiting is intense. We act like 
the only solution is transplants, but modern 
technology allows so much more. And I want to 
be a part of that.”

mehess@syr.edu

Waiting in line
The wait list for organ transplants continues to grow, despite medical advances

h e a lt h
every friday in the daily orange

will halsey | asst. photo editor
University Hospital is the only hospital in Central New York that performs kidney transplants. the average wait time for a transplant 
is more than four years, up from 18 months in 2000. that wait is expected to double in the next two years.

“Most centers nationwide 
are already at the five-year 
mark for waiting lists.”

Ellen Havens
traNsplaNt CoordiNator at  

UNiversitY Hospital
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transported to the site to be assembled. 
A benefit of modular construction is less 

disruption to the surrounding areas. In the 
past, modular construction has been associ-
ated with prisons and military barracks but is 
increasingly being used by universities to build 
residence halls and academic buildings.

Chuck Bucci, assistant director for new 
construction at Syracuse University, said they 
considered using modular construction for the 
new residence hall on Comstock Avenue, but 
they did not see enough benefits over traditional 
construction.

“It really takes the same amount of time, just 

not on site,” Bucci said. 
According to the Modular Building Institute, 

about 24 percent of commercial modular build-
ings are used for education. Higher education is 
not separated from other educational uses, such 
as high schools or elementary schools.

Several buildings on the SU campus have 
been done partially with modular construction, 
including a campus parking garage and the Car-
rier Dome. The outside panels of the Dome were 
built off-site.

“That made construction time go relatively 
quickly,” Bucci said. “But there was still a lot of 
work that needed to be done beforehand.”

Muhlenberg College in Allentown, Pa. is one 
of the largest college users of modular construc-
tion. Since 1996, they have built seven new 
residence halls using that method.

In theory, modular construction is supposed 
to be less expensive, but both Muhlenberg and 
SU found the cost to be comparable. For Muhlen-
berg, efficiency was the deciding factor. 

“In almost all cases, we find modular construc-
tion similar in terms of cost,” said David Rabold, 
the capital projects manager at Muhlenberg. “It’s 
a time issue. We needed to have housing done.”

During the 2007 summer vacation, Muhlen-
berg tore down several old dorms and rebuilt 
five new ones in the same location. Rabold said 
because Muhlenberg is a small campus, it could 
not afford to lose any housing space for an entire 
school year, which would have been inevitable 
with traditional construction. 

Rabold said he has faith in the longevity of 
the buildings. 

“The end product was equal to the best stu-

dent housing we had on campus,” Rabold said. 
“We expect these things to last 100 years.”

Even though modular buildings may have 
foundations as strong as a traditionally con-
structed building, Bucci expressed concern 
about possible future modifications. 

“A lot of housing here has been modified over 
the years,” Bucci said. “Modular layouts are 
more difficult to change.”

Even with some of the benefits of modular 
construction getting construction off of campus, 
any type of construction in front of DellPlain 
requires the same foundation.

“What we’re doing currently at 619 Com-
stock, you’d need to do regardless,” Bucci said.  
“When you get out of the ground, that’s when 
modular is faster.”

hemorley@syr.edu

against applicants from outside the university.
“I saw in Ann someone who had demonstrat-

ed the ability to take problems, and from that, 
find opportunities,” Spina said. “She is a very 
warm person and very smart. She can really 
interact with all different kids of people.”

Spina stressed that though 15 months is a 
short time frame, Clarke’s appointment is not a 
placeholder. She will be supported by students, 
faculty and administration to make long-term 
decisions, he said.

But Clarke is looking past the time con-
straints.

“I think I’d be a fool if I wasn’t somewhat 
daunted,” she said. “I feel like I just got shot out 
of a cannon. But it’s part of the speed of change. 
My head is so full of what we’re going to do in the 
next 15 months, so it’s incredibly exciting.”

Critical issues
One of Clarke’s chief plans for the college is 

to improve communication, especially between 
administration and faculty. When doors aren’t 
open and the faculty feels out of the loop, that anxi-
ety leaks into the student environment, she said.

Clarke began to address this problem three 
weeks ago by hosting a faculty meeting for the 
entire college, a step toward what she calls 
VPA’s “moment of renaissance.” The gathering 
featured a state of the college address and dis-
cussions about the school’s budget, admissions 
plans and fundraising.

Her other goals include the creation of a VPA 
alumni network for the college, a renovation of 
the college’s Web site and a push for national 
recognition for the college’s programs.

Judith Meighan, an assistant professor of foun-
dation and history of art in the School of Art and 
Design, said she expects Clarke will be able to 
raise the college’s profile on a national scale.

“We need some really good outreach and 
some signature programs,” Meighan said. “We 
also need to promote the fact that we have a full-
scale art school with the benefit of a university 
education.” 

VPA professors have generally been pleased 
with Clarke’s efforts to energize faculty and 
students alike, Meighan said. But she expects 
the faculty to hold Spina to his promise of a 
national search.

Student expectations
It’s not just faculty calling for the opportu-

nity to find an external dean. Students are also 
looking forward to the national search.

“I think the school would benefit from having 
(a dean) not from within VPA,” said Justin Dil-
lard, a sophomore film major in the department 
of transmedia. “Especially with my program, 
we need to draw (a dean) from other places.”

Another student concerned about the dean 
search is Leila Gheitu, a sophomore vocal per-

formance major in the Setnor School of Music. 
She said she hopes Clarke will improve fund-
raising for the school.

“I think of all of VPA, (the music program 
has) the most issues,” she said. “We don’t have 
enough money for practice rooms, and it gets 
worse because we’re getting more students each 
year.” 

Clarke approached Sky Harris, a graduate 
student in music education who served as the 
student representative to the Provost’s Advi-
sory Committee during the dean search, and 
presented the idea of scheduling a meeting 
with VPA’s student representatives. One of the 
goals for the fall semester is to start a student 
representative council.

“She’s a very genuine person who is inter-
ested in people not just for her job, but to get to 
know them,” Harris said. “She certainly seems 
like she’s worked very hard to engage students 
and faculty on a personal level, which is nice.”

But some students and faculty worry that 
Clarke, who became the college’s associate dean 
of the visual arts in 2007, will show preference to 
the School of Art and Design, where she started 
teaching in 1998.

“There’s certainly that aspect to it that stu-
dents and faculty in programs outside of art 
are concerned about,” Harris said. “She has 
taken the time to get to know more about the 
programs. Hopefully, she can speak and advo-
cate for all of the schools — not just the one she’s 
most familiar with.”

Flipping the hourglass
Clarke knows the tasks that lie ahead of her 

in her tenure as dean will be challenging, but 
she’s optimistic about what she’ll be able to 
accomplish.

“There are many things that can’t be done in 
15 months,” Clarke said. “Changing the infra-
structure of the college, changing the schools, 
that can’t be done. But 15 months is plenty of 
time to do a lot.”

Kendall Phillips, chair of the department of 
communication and rhetorical studies and one of 
the candidates in the internal dean search who did 

not receive the position, said he’s most impressed 
with Clarke’s ability to mentor young artists. He 
meets with her for coffee to discuss their classes. 
The pair team-taught a graduate class together in 
art and popular culture in the spring of 2007.

“If I were the vice chancellor, I would have 
made the same choice,” Phillips said. “She has 
strong convictions about the college, and as an 
administrator, she has a real ‘can do’ attitude. If 
it wasn’t going to be me, I’m glad it’s her.”

Unlike Phillips, Clarke was surprised by 
the appointment — it wasn’t something she’d 
considered.

“My children still think it’s funny,” she said. 

“It’s not something I ever projected as a desire 
ahead of me. If I can make positive changes for 
(the school), then yes, I want to do that. If that 
means (serving as dean), then I say yes to that.”

With goals in sight and plans for unification 
in mind, Clarke hopes to create an exciting 
atmosphere for VPA — despite any timeline on 
her position.

“This college is amazing,” she said. “We’re 
really aiming for being ahead of the wave, 
creating new ideas. The place that we can’t yet 
imagine is a place that we want students to be 
aiming for. And we can do it.”

shmelike@syr.edu
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stephen dockery | photo editor
ann Clarke, who was VPA’s associate dean of the visual arts before becoming inter-
im dean, will compete against international candidates in the college’s external search.
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“There are many things 
that can’t be done in 15 
months. Changing the 
infrastructure of the 
college, changing the 
schools, that can’t be 
done. But 15 months is 
plenty of time to do a lot.”

Ann Clarke
DeAn of the College of  

VisuAl AnD Performing Arts
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Congratulate your 
graduate with  

flowers on any budget

WESTCOTT FLORIST
8Mixed arrangements
8Roses
8Green plants
8Wrapped bouquets

Gifts too!
Fruit baskets  
and snack baskets

delivery to campus and 
surrounding areas!
(315) 474-1283

548 Westcott St.,  
less than 1 mile from campus

As much as you seniors may want to admit 
it, graduation is just around the corner. 
It can be a stressful time: your entire 

family in town, shuttling from event to event, 
and preparing for life in the real world. Whether 
you are making dinner reservations, getting 
ready to move out of your apartment for the 
last time, or getting your mom some flowers 
(she did pay for school, didn’t she?), you might 
as well get started planning now. Cheers to 
the graduating class of 2008. May graduation 
be a great last hurrah in your college career.

477

Syracuse University 
Graduation Special

ONLY $19.99 – Express Pedicure
ONLY $24.99 - Full Set of  Permanent 

White Tips (Reg. $30)
ONLY $44.99 – Express Pedicure & 
Full Set of  Permanent White Tips

ONLY $49.99 - Full Set of  Permanent 
White Tips & Regular French Pedicure 

(Reg. $60) 
FREE Eyebrow Wax or French Tips 

w/purchase of  Spa Pedicure
*Discounts valid with coupon. Expires May 15, 2008

315.424.8888
Located in the Carousel Mall, next to Macy’s 
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by thomas joseph

the town bike by rob fay | rafay@syr.edu then gwen legget | gplegget@syr.edu

dinosaur comics by ryan north | qwantz.com

classic perry bible fellowship by nick gurewitch | pbfcomics.com

ËFriday Happy Hour - No cover! 
ËFree food 5-7 p.m.
Ë$3 pitchers and more specials

21 & over. Please drink responsibly. Donʼt drink and drive.

MAGGIES
Restaurant & Sports Bar

161 Marshall Street

GREAT
 FO

OD FUN TIMES
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the sweet stuff in the middle

Morbid musical comedy ‘Sweeney 
Todd’ debuts on SU drama stage

Black Box Players adapt play about 
one man and the women in his life

You might not be getting a bang 
for your buck with potentially 
harmful, ineffective energy drinks

By Talie Tebbi
Staff Writer

Jonathan Marc Sherman wrote his 
darkly comedic one-act “Women and 
Wallace” when he was 18 years old 
after his mother’s suicide in 1988. 
Now Black Box Players is taking 
Sherman’s experience and bringing it 
to SU, putting its own twist on it.

“Honestly, I don’t think it’s that 
well-written,” said Josh Finn, junior 
directing major who chose and direct-
ed the show. “I do like the show itself. 
But it’s not well-written because he 
was only 18. We’re showing what we 
think Jonathan Marc Sherman was 
trying to say.” 

The show opens on tonight at 8 p.m. 
and runs at varying times through 
May 4. All shows are at the Black Box 

Theater at Syracuse Stage and tickets 
are free, but reservations are neces-
sary by calling Syracuse Stage.

Sherman brought “Wallace” to the 
page, but it took Black Box Players 
to bring it alive on stage. They took 
Sherman’s writing — a few charac-
ters everyone can recognize and some 
classically awkward situations — and 
set to work making them real.

IF YOU GO
What: “Women and Wallace”
Where: Black Box theater at 
Syracuse Stage
When: Opens tonight at 8 p.m., 
runs through May 4
How much: free, but call 
Syracuse Stage at (315) 443-2102 
to make reservations

see black box page 14

Story by Mallory Creveling
Staff Writer

Photo illustration by 
Stephen Dockery

phOtO editOr

Jeremy Garber started drinking 
energy drinks in high school. 
When Red Bull became popular, 
Garber decided he would try it.                         

     Since then, the freshman in the 
Bandier Program for Music and the 
Entertainment Industries has opted 
for several different energy drink 
variations. In his senior year, he went 
extreme and tried Cocaine — an energy 
drink with four times the amount of 
caffeine in Red Bull. 

“They try to mimic the effects of 
cocaine by putting a burning sensation 
in your mouth and the back of your 
throat,” Garber said. “It’s pretty scary. 
I couldn’t handle it, my body was freak-
ing out.”

Garber no longer drinks Cocaine, 
but he does like to have energy drinks 
that taste good and give him a boost of 
energy.

“I probably wouldn’t drink (energy 
drinks) if it just gave me a quick boost,” 

Garber said. “But if it tasted disgusting, 
I’d probably try something else too.”

Energy drinks are becoming 
increasingly popular among college 
students, especially since Red Bull 
came out in 1997. With finals looming, 
days can become increasingly longer 
and nights spent sleeping significantly 
shorter. For those who don’t like the 
taste of coffee or prefer a different 
source of caffeine, energy drinks are a 
popular choice for pulling all-nighters. 

According to a survey conducted 
by East Carolina University, 51 per-
cent of the 496 random college students 
questioned reported consuming more 
than one energy drink per month. The 
average student surveyed averaged one 
drink one to four days per month, but 
when the energy drinks were used as 
a mixer with alcohol, some students 
drank three or more. 

Sarah Short, a nutrition professor 
at Syracuse University, said energy 
drinks are mere money gimmicks and 
that sugar and caffeine are easier to 
come by in other sources like coffee 
or a candy bar. With 150 milligrams 

Buzz kill

see energy drink page 14

By Kelina Imamura
aSSt. COpy editOr

Eric Bilitch hasn’t seen “Sweeney 
Todd” on the movie screen. He didn’t 
want to.

After being cast as the title charac-
ter in the Syracuse University drama 
department’s production, the senior 
acting major pushed away all of his 
previous ideas about the show and 
studied the script on a daily basis. 

And upon returning from a semes-
ter in New York City, he arrived at 
rehearsal ready to collaborate. 

“Sweeney Todd” opens tonight at 
8 p.m. at Syracuse Stage, with tickets 
costing $16 for students, available at 
Syracuse Stage box office. 

The musical is set in mid-19th cen-

tury London and follows the arrival of 
barber Sweeney Todd after returning 
from being exiled to Australia for 15 
years. He returns determined to find 
the family a local judge stole from 
him. With revenge on his mind, Todd 
begins killing everyone who stands in 
his way. His accomplice is downstairs 
neighbor Mrs. Lovett, who takes this 
as an opportunity to create a new meat 
pie recipe - a great way to dispose of the 
victims’ bodies.

“This is terrible, slum of the earth, 
industrial revolution London,” said 
Chrissy Malon, a senior musical the-
ater major who is one of two actresses 
playing Mrs. Lovett. “It is dirty. It is 
grotesque and just kind of thinking 
those images helps you adapt. It’s the 

language, you can’t help but go to those 
dark places - I found it impossible to 
not go to those crazy places because 
it’s all laid out for you.”

The cast for the challenging musi-
cal is composed of 26 students and 
has been rehearsing the music all 
semester, enduring six weeks of full 
rehearsals. The show is musically 
complicated, with numerous patter 

see Sweeney todd page 16

IF YOU GO
What: “Sweeney todd”
Where: tonight at 8 p.m. (runs 
through May 10)
When: Storch theater at 
Syracuse Stage
How much:  $16 for students, 
$18 for public



The best ways to stash and ship your stuff 
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The best ways to stash and ship your stuff 

Waiting to the last minute to book your summer storage 
and shipping needs will mean two things: headaches 
and wallet-aches.  Now is the time to work these 

details out.  The Daily Orange has compiled these local 
business in one spot for your convenience.

Student shipping at 
The UPS Store™ . 

• Low rates direct frm UPS™

• Extra care for your packages
• Superior customer service
• A wide range of shipping options
• A variety of boxes and shipping supplies

Nottingham
445.0455
Near South Campus

118 Julian Place
(behind P&C)

Packing/

Pick-up 

available — 

call for info! ™
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STORAGE 
TIPS: 
PROTECT 
YOUR GOODS
1. Contact storage 
company now and 
reserve space

2. Review contract 
details and ask about 
all potential charges

3. Label boxes on all sides

4. Put most valuable 
items in the back 
of storage area

5. Stand tables and 
sofas on sides

6. If possible, remove 
table legs

7. Fills up drawers 
and other spaces 
with valuables
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per five ounces of coffee, there is only about 80 
milligrams in 16 ounces of an energy drink (Mon-
ster, Rockstar, etc). Therefore, you can get more 
caffeine for your dollar in a cup of coffee. In 2007, 
energy drink sales rose to $4.7 billion, up from $3.5 
billion in 2006 according to market research firm 
ACNielsen.  

“I think its mostly marketing that you’re get-
ting for your money,” Short said. 

Chris Jordan, a sophomore television, radio 
and film major, said money can be a deciding fac-
tor on how many energy drinks he consumes. 

“When I have more money from working over 
Winter Break, I usually have one a day or so,” 
Jordan said. These days, while Jordan’s bank 
account dwindles, he has to cut back on his num-
ber of energy drinks.  

Short said sugar and caffeine are solely energy 
providers, and because these substances are so 
easy to get in other food or drink, it’s not worth 
spending the extra money to buy an energy drink. 

While several studies say energy drinks may 
help boost cognitive performance, verbal reasoning 
and attention levels, it is once again the sugar and 
caffeine that create these benefits, there’s nothing 
unique in energy drinks that sustains alertness.

“What people don’t realize is that you have 
energy for a little while, but what goes up comes 
down,” Short said. 

One of the only ways to keep your energy up 
is by having another drink, which is why people 
may drink multiple caffeine beverages. Energy 
drinks can have anywhere from 66 mg to 350 mg of 
caffeine (equivalent to 10 cans of soda.)

Caffeine is not addictive, Short said, but when 
you start to lose that peppy feeling, you may opt for 
another drink to keep you awake. 

Liz Carioti, a freshman in the Bandier pro-
gram, said she only drinks a Rockstar or Red Bull 
every two weeks because she likes that it keeps 
her awake after only one drink.

“I feel like if I drink them more often, it won’t 
work as well,” Carioti said.

Another problem with energy drinks high in 
sugar is it keeps people from staying hydrated. 

“If the drink contains more than 8 percent 
sugar, the water isn’t getting into your system as 
fast because the sugar prevents it from getting in,” 
Short said.

One ingredient energy drink makers publi-
cize as an energy source, particularly in Red 
Bull, is taurine. The name taurine relates to the 
astrological sign, Taurus The Bull, which some 
associate with strength and energy. “You do not 
need (taurine) nor do you use it,” Short said. “And 
it certainly doesn’t give you any energy. The only 
thing it does is sell Red Bull.”

Short added that taurine has nothing to do 
with these attributes — it is simply a non-essen-
tial amino acid. Energy drinks simply provide 
an elevated amount of caffeine in one drink. 

 “The concentration of caffeine in most of the 
energy drinks that are like Red Bull are maybe 
about twice the concentration of caffeine in carbon-
ated sodas like Pepsi or Coke,” said Bruce Gold-
berger, a toxicology professor at the University of 
Florida who studied the caffeine content of energy 
drinks. “It’s the newer generation of energy drinks 
that contain much more caffeine. Those are the ones 
that are under scrutiny right now.”

When people experience too much caffeine, 
some side effects can include nervousness, insom-
nia and elevated blood pressure. 

“If you’re not tolerant to the stimulation that’s 
produced by the caffeine then it may be uncom-
fortable,” Goldberger said. “Know your limits. 
That’s the important thing.”

mbcrevel@syr.edu

“I think he pegged the stereotypes of 
women very well, and the actors do a great 
job of making them not stereotypical, but 
real people they can relate to,“ said Maggie 
McVey who plays one of the women in Wal-
lace’s life, a girl at ages 6 and 12.

The play isn’t actually about Sherman 
himself, but a Jewish boy named Wallace 
whose mother commits suicide when he’s 
just 6 years old. It shows Wallace with a 
different woman in each scene — his doting 
grandmother, his psychologist and all the 
girlfriends he’s had and lost. 

Wallace just can’t seem to get it right when 
it comes to women, and while he blames his 
mom, the moral of the story (if there really is 
one) is about taking responsibility and find-
ing the one situation that works out. 

What makes this show appealing for the 
cast is not just that it’s easy to relate to, but 
it’s funny. Wallace is “always trying but 
never making it” said Dominique Stasiulis, 
a sophomore musical theater major who 
plays Wallace. 

Stasiulis referenced a scene in which 
16-year-old Wallace tries to seduce a girl 
and fails pathetically in a series of awkward 
mistakes. He tries to light candles, and the 
lighter fails, tries to play music but can’t find 
the tape. 

“It’s completely about relationships,” 
McVey said. “It’s about a boy’s relationship 
with girls from when he was 6, and 12, 13, 
16, 18. I think any college student can relate 
that to any relationship they’ve had with 
anybody.”

nstebbi@syr.edu

black box
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OTHER SUMMER FLICKS 
TO LOOK OUT FOR
“Mamma Mia!” (July 18): Colin Firth and 
Pierce Brosnan singing ABBA on a Greek 
Island. Paternity tests, steamy sand make 
outs and jazz hands to ensue.

“Wanted” (June 27): It has an A-list cast 
of James McAvoy, Morgan Freeman 
and Angelina Jolie, but it’s based on an 
unknown fringe comic book series, so the 
jury’s still out on this one.

“Hancock” (July 2): In December, Will 
Smith fended off zombies in “I Am Leg-
end.” Now he’s an alcoholic superhero. 
Honestly, how many times can one man 
save humanity?

“Journey to the Center of the Earth 3-D” 
(July 11): Brendan Frasier in a Jules Verne 
adaptation doesn’t seem like a logical fi t, 
but maybe the pretty 3-D technology will 
distract everyone. 

“Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian” 
(May 16): Wait, there are more chronicles 
than just “The Lion, The Witch and The 
Wardrobe?” Did anyone read those?

“The Happening” (June 13): How many 
twists and turns will Shyamalan throw at 
us this time? Oh, and do we even care?

“Speed Racer” (May 9): Keep an eye out 
for this one, as the Wachowski Brothers 
attempt to turn classic Japanese anime 
into a summer hit.

“Get Smart” (June 20): Steve Carell as a 
hapless spy and Anne Hathaway tagging 
along: you’d be dumb not to see it.

“Hellboy II” (July 11): Did anyone actually 
see the fi rst Hellboy? Neither did we.

“You Don’t Mess With the Zohan” (June 
6): Here lies Adam Sandler’s career — 
1990-2008. Rest in peace.

“SEX AND 
THE CITY: 
THE MOVIE”
Release Date: May 30
Starring: Sarah Jessica 
Parker, Kim Cattrall, Cyn-
thia Nixon, Kristin Davis, 
Chris North
Cool for the summer 
because: The show that 

made four-inch Manolo Blahniks and hot pink 
Cosmos staples for any aspiring fashionista 
comes to the big screen nearly four years 
after concluding its six-season run on HBO. 
All four lead characters are back in New York 
City and have done some growing up since 
the series fi nale. 
Trailer Rating: Steve cheats? Charlotte preg-
nant? Samantha settling down? Carrie and 
Big breaking up…again? So many clips to 
ponder in this fast-paced trailer. A-

“THE DARK KNIGHT”
Release Date: July 18
Starring: Christian Bale, Heath Ledger, 
Maggie Gyllenhaal, Michael Caine
Cool for the summer because: Director 
Christopher Nolan re-launched the Bat-
man fi lm franchise with the widely 
successful “Batman Begins” in 
2005, which stayed true to the 
dark, creepy vision of the clas-
sic comics — a stark departure 
from Tim Burton’s campy 
vision of the superhero. Now 
with an elaborate viral market-
ing campaign featuring The 
Joker and Heath Ledger’s 
recent untimely death, “The 
Dark Knight” is arguably the 
most anticipated fi lm of the 
summer.
Trailer Rating: Nolan called 
Ledger’s performance as 
The Joker “iconic.” This trail-
er suggests that might not 
just be a hyperbole. A

“THE PINEAPPLE 
EXPRESS”
Release Date: August 8
Starring: Seth Rogen, 
James Franco, Gary 
Cole, Bill Hader
Cool for the summer 
because: Judd Apatow 
tries his hand at a true 
stoner comedy — what’s 
not to like? Regulars 

Rogen, Cole and Hader join up with Apatow 
newcomer James Franco in this fl ick about a 
new brand of marijuana — and all the crimi-
nals and complications that inevitably follow 
close behind. Rogen and Evan Goldberg, 
who wrote “Superbad,” teamed up again, so 
we can only expect comedic gold. 
Trailer Rating: A few giggles here and there, 
but it remains to be seen whether Apatow 
and company can pull this one off. B

“WALL-E”
Release Date: June 27
Starring: Voices of Fred Willard, Sigourney 
Weaver, Jeff Garlin, John Ratzenberger
Cool for the summer because: When has 
Pixar ever let us down? Whether through “The 
Incredibles” or last summer’s “Ratatouille,” 
the studio always succeeds in making “kiddie 
movies” that adults aren’t ashamed to enjoy. 
And while the story behind “Wall-E” — about 
a futuristic trash robot that gets abducted into 
space — might be a bit suspect, Pixar hasn’t 

failed yet. Why start now?
Trailer Rating: Defi nitely intriguing and showcases perhaps the 
best CGI animation Pixar’s ever done. A-

“INDIANA JONES AND 
THE KINGDOM OF THE 
CRYSTAL SKULL”
Release Date: May 22
Starring: Harrison Ford, Shia LeBeouf, Cate 
Blanchett, Karen Allen, John Hurt
Cool for the summer because: It’s Indiana 
Jones! Nearly two decades (1989’s “Indiana 
Jones and the Last Crusade”) since its last 
installment, the franchise returns for Ford and 
director Steven Spielberg’s (presumably) fi nal 

action excursion. Add in LeBeouf as Indy’s new sidekick and Blanch-
ett as an evil Soviet spy, and you’ve got a true summer blockbuster.
Trailer rating: It suffers from a montage of old Indy clips in its fi rst 
half, but the special effects in the second half redeem the trailer . B+

From superheroes to 
sex, this summer’s 
movies have it all

Summer
Scorchers

S P L I C E :  S U M M E R  M OV I E  P R E V I E W
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songs, in which the music is very fast and tell 
a story, said director and SU drama professor 
Anthony Salatino said.

But along with the depth of the music and 
text, is a complicated storyline meant to expose 
the darker side of humanity with the only point 
of contrast being the love between Johanna and 
Anthony, played by juniors Catherine Charlebois 
and Brendon Stimson. But the majority of the 
world created in “Sweeney Todd” centers around 
the relationship between Todd and Mrs. Lovett - a 
very twisted love.

“There is so much love and desperation in the 
character, and that’s what makes it so beautiful,” 

Malon said. “She does terrible things. ... because 
she loves him so much that she is willing to do 
anything to make him forget his wife and his 
child so that he can be with her. And I feel like 
everything she does, be it completely terrible, is 
out of deep, deep desperate love.”

The stage is a maze of metal and moving stairs. 
Playing a central role is Mrs. Lovett’s bakery and 
Todd’s barber shop above. Revealed in the second 
act is the chair - Todd’s silver barber chair where 
he slices the throats of his victims.

The construction of the chair itself has been 
one complication the show has encountered, 
Salatino said. After Todd kills the victims, the 
chair - at the pull of a handle —sends them to Mrs. 
Lovett’s kitchen below. 

“There has been a whole interesting way of 
looking at the construction of this chair that’s 

going to work and how they drop and how safe is 
it and it has to be scary at the same time,” Salatino 
said. 

Though many will know the Todd’s story from 
the Johnny Depp film released last winter, there 
are numerous differences between the film and 
musical. After all, the film did not stay true to its 
musical roots. In the SU drama version, people are 
singing all the time. 

Another noticeable difference will be the blood 
— or lack there of. 

“We use blood, but it’s not like in the movie 
where it’s gushing out and veins are popping out, 
but we have a special handled razor...” Salatino 
said. “Should I be telling these secrets? You have 
to come and see the rest, I can’t say much more 
than that - you see them get sliced.”

kmimamur@syr.edu

david krebs | staff photographer
eric bilitch plays Sweeney Todd in the Syracuse University drama department’s production of the same name. The musical differs greatly from the movie adaptation, said 
director Anthony Salatino.

sweeney todd
f r o m  p a g e  1 1

By Chris Cresswell
ConTribUTing WriTer

Genre-blending The Elements will perform its 
mix of hip hop, reggae and funk Saturday at 9 
p.m. and Sunday at 7 p.m. at Funk ‘n Waffles. The 
band features Syracuse’s own, Spencer Murphy 
on bass. Murphy spoke with The Daily Orange 
about Stevie Wonder, reggae and how his band 
felt some brotherly love in Philadelphia. 

the Daily Orange: the elements blends 
funk, hip hop, reggae and Afro-cuban 
rhythms to create a unique sound. how did 
this come about?

Spencer Murphy: It came about in a 
number of ways, all of us are trained in jazz 
performance, but everyone brings in their 
own specific influences. Guys who grew up 
listening to Latin music, those like me, who 
listened to hip hop on the radio, and guys 
who grew up in the Bronx listening to reg-
gae. It’s a real melting pot. We just started 
playing together and let the sound develop 
naturally.

What are your influences specifically?
Well, I study bass performance at SUNY 

(State University of New York) Purchase, but my 

top five albums would be DeAngelo Voodoo, any-
thing by Stevie Wonder, any Notorious B.I.G., 
Talib Kweli’s new CD — there are just too many 
influences —primarily R&B and hip hop.

You have toured across the country, what 
were the best and worst gigs? 

We love Philly. It’s great. It’s like a second 
home to us, after NYC. The worst gig was in 
Wisconsin last summer. You have to be positive, 
the trip was fun, but I don’t want to go back.

What was the recording process like? 
We recorded it at our rehearsal hall. We 

basically laid the tracks down live and then 
overdubbed the horns and vocals. I’m really 
happy with how it turned out.

What’s it like returning home to Syracuse?
It’s a dream. I hung out at Funk ‘n Waf-

f les in high school (Funk ‘n Waff les was 
formerly a coffee shop called La Tazza). It’s 
a great place for high school kids because 
there’s no age requirement. Adam Gold’s a 
great guy, and they have great music. I’m 
really excited to be playing there with The 
Elements.

cecressw@syr.edu

The Elements bring diverse sound back to Syracuse roots

david krebs | staff photographer
eric bilitch, plays Sweeney Todd in the 
final Syracuse University drama depart-
ment’s production.
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Festival Tickets & Passes at:

The Sound Garden
124 Walton St.  
in Armory Square

Festival office at the  
Hotel Syracuse
500 S. Warren St.

Emerald City Video
3208 Erie Blvd. E.

Online at  
www.syrfilm.com
& during the festival 
at all venues

top 5 ✪

 Vince Vaughn: Charged with fi ghting in public

In honor of Wesley Snipes being convicted on charges of tax evasion, we 
present our top fi ve celebrity felons:

Winona Ryder: Charged with shoplifting

Matthew McConaughey: Charged with possession of marijuana and 
drug paraphernalia 

Hugh Grant: Charged with lewd conduct in a public place

Nick Nolte: Charged with driving under the infl uence
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Baruch College 
Summer Classes
SESSION u: 
June 2nd to July 3rd
SESSION v:
July 7th to August 14th

Enroll in one or both sessions and earn credits toward your degree. 
Join other talented students and Baruch College’s renowned faculty 
in classes this summer. Registration begins May 1st.  

$250 per credit for NY State residents
$530 per credit for out-of-state residents

Get Ahead While 
You’re Back in 
New York City

Your 
Summer 
Pass

www.baruch.cuny.edu/summer
summer@baruch.cuny.edu

Computers, media utilized in 
electric art show on Fayette St. 

By Daniel Ulloa
STAFF WRITER

An interactive corridor featuring speakers, 
sound effects and gadgets is just one of the many 
pieces of art and mixed media that are part of 
the unique Electric Art Show.  

An eclectic mix of 
work, the Electric Art 
Show, on display Satur-
day, will feature exhibits 
designed by graduate 
students as well as fac-
ulty members from the 
department of trans-
media in the College of 
Visual and Performing 
Arts. 

The theme of the show is “100 Million Years 
of Progress,” or how humans have gone so far 
over time, said Blake Carrington, a third-year 
grad student who will be exhibiting his work at 
the gallery.

All the projects are examples of transmedia, 
which is the combination of various disciplines 
including animation, music and art. Many of 
the projects also combine fi lm and advanced 
computer techniques. The diverse work by the 
artists can be seen on their Web sites. For exam-
ple, Bret Malley, a second-year grad student, 
features photography, animation, video, music 
and digital media in his project alone.

“It’s weird and new in a way,” Malley said 
in reference to the unconventional exhibits. 
Many artists were even reluctant to talk about 
what would be on display because they didn’t 
want to give away aspects of some of the 
unique pieces.

Ryan Marchand, third-year graduate stu-
dent, will be showing an animated sequence 
based on the works of surrealist authors with a 
live narrative playing simultaneously. 

“There’s so much media in the world,” Car-
rington said. “In this show, we’re paying atten-
tion to all of it.”

dlulloa@syr.edu

IF YOU GO
What: Electric Art 
Show
Where: Saturday at 
7 p.m.
When: Taskale 
Gallery, 713 E. 
Fayette Street, 
Syracuse
How much: Free

dailyorange.com
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senior defenseman Evan Brady said of the 
rivalry. “That’s part of your history now, 
too.”

How it got to this point is easy to see. 
It started back in the 2003 matchup, when 
UMass defenseman Justin Walker jammed 
his stick under the facemask of SU midfielder 
Steve Vallone and broke his jaw. The Minute-
men won the game for the first time in 22 
years, and Vallone lost the chance to play in 
the final four.

The next year looked like a return to nor-
malcy, with SU holding a big lead late in the 
game at the Carrier Dome. But SU attack Mike 
Powell stirred things up with his now-infamous 
frontflip shot, with most of the starters already 
on the bench.

The move obviously infuriated the Minute-
men. The next year, after UMass’ Jeff Zywicki 

quashed an SU comeback with an overtime goal 
to beat the Orange, he celebrated with a somer-
sault in front of the SU bench, a clear mockery 
of Powell’s flip.

“They did a little somersault, with that whole 
thing my sophomore year,” Brady said. “I defi-
nitely mark it as a rivalry since I’ve been here, 
probably not before that time. Since that time, 
definitely.”

Two weeks later, UMass ended Syracuse’s 
22-year final four streak with a 16-15 win in the 
first round of the NCAA tournament.

The ball hadn’t even dropped on the 2006 
matchup before controversy started brewing. In 
the days before the game, SU players abandoned 
all notions of politeness when asked about the 
Minutemen. Midfielder Brian Crockett said he 
“didn’t have a whole lot of respect for them.” 
Attack Brett Bucktooth said SU was going to put 
the Minutemen “back where they belong” after 
the team became overconfident with two wins 
over the Orange.

Desko benched the two players for the open-
ing minutes of the game for the comments. SU 
won anyway, 12-7, but it was clear the Minute-
men had it in their heads they could play with 
Syracuse.

“A lot of teams, they always play their best 
against us, they want to knock us off,” SU attack 
Kenny Nims said. “For a lot of teams, if they can 
get a win against us, it can make their whole 
season.”

But in 2007, it was Syracuse that needed to 
make it season. SU limped into the UMass game 
at 5-6, decimated by injuries and suspensions 
and in need of a win to stay eligible for the post-
season. UMass pulled out a 9-7 victory and sent 

SU home without the postseason for the first 
time in 24 years.

The tables have turned this year, though. 
Syracuse is a lock for the NCAA tournament 
and is merely fighting for seeding. UMass, 
meanwhile, was rocked by the suspension of 
eight players before the season and currently 
sits at 5-7. The team needs to finish with two 
wins to make it to .500 and stay eligible for the 
postseason.

Don’t expect any pity from the Orange, 
though. In the season that has been dubbed the 

“revenge tour,” there’s no denying the impor-
tance of a win over SU’s newest rival in the 
home finale.

“There’s definitely no need to get these guys 
motivated,” freshman goalie John Galloway 
said. “They’re ready to go, and they’ve kind of 
talked to us about there’s no need to get excited 
for the UMass game because once you walk on 
the field and see those guys, you know what has 
happened the last couple of years, we’re going to 
be ready to play.”

kbaustin@syr.edu

umass
f r o m  p a g e  2 4

rachel fus | staff photographer

Kenny nims and Syracuse have built a heated rivalry with Massachusetts recently. The bad blood began in 2003 when SU’s Steve Vallone broke his jaw against UMass.

EAT ROUND

Bitter rivalry
After Syracuse won 22 straight games 
over Massachusetts, the two teams have 
traded blows — on and off the field — in 
recent years.

Date	 Winner	 Score
April 28, 2007 UMass 9-7
April 29, 2006 Syracuse 12-7
May 15, 2005 UMass 16-15
April 30, 2005 UMass 14-13 (OT)
May 1, 2004 Syracuse 17-10
April 26, 2003 UMass 14-13 (OT)
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By Heather Crowley
Staff Writer

Chris Fox knows one of his star runners, Nana 
Sang-Bender, well. So well, in fact, he’s com-
fortable making guarantees - even with Sang-
Bender nursing an injury.

“She’s not at the top of her game right now,” 
said Fox, the Syra-
cuse track and field 
head coach. “She 
missed three to four 
months of running, 
but that didn’t seem 

to bother her. But in the next three weeks you’ll 
see her so some big things. She will qualify for 
(NCAA) regionals.”

Fox’s prediction isn’t much of a stretch, 
though. Sang-Bender, a junior distance runner, 
has qualified for the NCAAs every year in both 
the track and field and cross country seasons. 
The native of the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo will continue her quest to make regionals 
once again this weekend as Syracuse travels to 
Philadelphia for the prestigious Penn Relays, 

which will host more than 15,000 athletes.
Fresh off months of rehab, Sang-Bender 

turned in a time of 4:31.44 in the 1500-meter run 
last weekend at the Larry Ellis Invitational. 
That time was good enough to qualify for the Big 
East and IC4A championships.

It was impressive enough to surprise the SU 
coaching staff, considering it was her first race 
since the cross country season. But that’s not what 
Sang-Bender has in mind as an ultimate goal.

“Nana is very driven and doesn’t need to be 
motivated,” Fox said. “She’s a goal-orientated 
and a tough, tough girl. She has a little injury, 
but everybody does at this level of the sport. 
Anyone who does it at the level she trains is 
going to get hurt sometime.”

Although coaches may not need to motivate 
Sang-Bender, she finds ways to keep herself 
on track with her competition. She always has 
something to strive for and is perpetually chas-
ing a goal - a trait that may stem from her 
journey to Syracuse.

In 2001, Sang-Bender moved nearly 6,500 
miles to Syracuse from her home in the Demo-

cratic Republic of the Congo. The transition was 
a difficult one at first. Sang-Bender admitted it 
was well worth it for the running experience 
she has gained.

Sang-Bender is currently not an American 
citizen, and if she raced professionally would 
therefore be running for the Congo. As of right 
now, she is unsure whether or not she will 
attempt to compete at the professional level 
after her stint at Syracuse concludes. 

Sang-Bender has yet to return to the Congo, 
but she plans on making a trip back to her home 
in the near future, perhaps after graduation 
next spring.

“It’s very different,” Sang-Bender said of her 
original home. “The education system (in the 
Congo) is completely different from what you 
guys have here. Here you have multiple choice 
in the classes, and I never learned that. That 
was one of the hardest things I had to adjust to 
in the American system. It was really hard for 
me, but it’s completely different country and a 
different culture.

Sang-Bender starting running track her 

junior year of high school and felt she had a 
slight disadvantage to those who had been run-
ning since the eighth grade. 

Her recent return to running from injury 
ignited her dormant competitive nature. Sang-
Bender’s time last week was impressive to the 
staff, but she felt differently, saying she could 
have run an even quicker time in her first race 
back.

The fact she was restricted from running for 
months has made her eager to make the most 
of the limited qualifying opportunities she has 
left. The months on the elliptical, in the pool 
and on the bike have all led up to these final 
moments on the track.

“Always, just go after the people who you 
know are better than you,” Sang-Bender said. 
“Those who are better in terms of how long they 
have been running, in terms of their times and 
if their time is faster than my time. ... Maybe one 
day I will reach that level where all the people 
will look up to me and say, ‘Oh she’s a great run-
ner and way ahead of me.’”

hscrowle@syr.edu

By Andrew John
Contributing Writer

When asked how to best describe Syracuse 
freshman first basemen Tawni Irvine, her 
coach at Murrieta Valley high school, Ann 
Romero-Parks, blurted out her answer before 
the question was even finished.

“Ultra-competi-
tive,” she said. 

The multi-talent-
ed Irvine is the latest 
addition from the 
recruiting pipeline 

the Orange softball team has established in South-
ern California. This season she joined senior 
pitcher Chanel Roehner and junior infielder 
Nicole Miller as the third recruit in four years 
who has come from California.

When it came to accepting scholarship offers, 
Irvine, who was one of five players from her 
senior class to go on to play softball in college, 
was intrigued by the opportunity to compete on 
the other side of the country. She quickly made a 
connection when she took her official visit to SU 
during the summer.

“I came on my visit in the summer right 
before my freshman year and just fell in love 
with the school,” Irvine said. “The campus is 
beautiful, the academics are great and being a 
part of the team is awesome.”

Syracuse embarks on its final road trip this 
weekend, traveling to Pittsburgh for a noon 
doubleheader Saturday. The Orange fell to Cani-
sius, 4-3, Thursday in Buffalo, N.Y.

The freshman Irvine has been a steady con-
tributor in her first season for Syracuse (18-26, 
9-7). She’s started 28 of the teams 44 games, 
mostly at first base and designated hitter, and 
is batting .215. She delivered the game-winning 

RBI against Niagara on April 8.
While the coaching staff is excited to have a 

player who can play multiple positions, Irvine 
has her sights set on becoming a regular at her 
most comfortable position.

“They recruited me to play first base,” Irvine 
said. “All through high school I played third, but 
because I was so tall they put me at first, and I 
got really comfortable there.”

Syracuse head coach Leigh Ross, who spends 
her summers recruiting players at summer 
tournaments, says Irvine was a perfect fit for 
what the coaching staff was looking for.

“We liked that she was versatile, so she can 
play third base, first base and outfield,” Ross said. 
“She’s just a very good all-around athlete. She 
also did very well hitting, and we were looking for 
something more to add to the offensive lineup. We 

were also looking for a corner player.”
The Orange softball team is currently repre-

sented by players from nine different states and 
Canada, though California is the only state repre-
sented by more than two players. Ross said that’s 
because of the high level of competition out West. 

While Ross maintained there’s quality talent 
to be discovered all over the country, she singled 
out the Southwest especially. That’s because the 
large amount of quality players creates a com-
petitive environment for developing talent.

“There is so much ball that is being played 
out West,” Ross said. “Especially in Southern 
California and Arizona, they play year round, 
and many of the athletes focus just on softball.”

Romero-Parks said a lot of the excess talent 
has to do with the weather in South California, 
which allows the players the entire year to work 

toward improving their overall game.
“It’s fortunate that we have good weather 

here that allows the girls to play year round,” 
she said. “(Softball) is also a sport that that girls 
have always played in California, along with 
volleyball, so it’s probably a bit more developed 
here than some other sports.”

Although Romero-Parks said Irvine’s “ultra-
competitive” nature has helped her get this far, she 
also believes she has a unique blend of intangibles 
that help to make her a special kind of player.

“(She’s) a very knowledgeable player,” Rome-
ro-Parks said. “She has not only the physical 
attributes and the height to play first and third, 
but she’ll do whatever it takes to win the ball 
game. … She never wanted to leave practice 
early and often stayed late.”

aljohn@syr.edu

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer
Tawni irvine is part of Syracuse’s recruiting pipeline from Southern California. She hit a game-winning rbi against niagara april 8.

s o f t b a l l

Irvine newest 
Calif. native to 
join Syracuse

t r a c k  &  f i e l d

Sang-Bender back from injury, aiming for NCAAs once again

UP NEX T
who: Pittsburgh
where: Pittsburgh, Pa.
when: Saturday, noon

UP NEX T
who: Penn Relays
where: Philadelphia
when: Today, Saturday
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By Alexandra Rowley
Staff Writer

The No. 11 Syracuse men’s crew has yet to feel 
the comforts of competing at home this season: 
the familiar territory, the fans, the comfort of 
the surroundings. 

It will get to experience those things for the 
first time this year 
Saturday, when the 
Orange takes on 
No. 17 Boston Uni-
versity and No. 7 
Columbia. The Var-
sity Eight will race 

for the Conlan Cup, which has been given to the 
winner of the event since 1987.

After four weeks of away races, the crew is 
just thrilled to finally race at home.

“It’s definitely hard,” junior Martin Etem 
said of traveling, “We travel down to South Car-
olina for spring in a bus, and it’s just clustered. 
You’re on the road, and everyone is crammed 
— it’s rough.”

While every athletics team has away games, 

only one of the six potential races for men’s 
rowing takes place on its home water, Onon-
daga Lake. So far this season, the men have 
already been as far as San Diego, which SU head 
coach Dave Reischman said was not originally 
planned.

“We usually only have four cup races, fol-
lowed by the Eastern Sprints and the IRA,” said 
Reischman. “This year is different because we 
got invited to fly out to San Diego. … based off of 
our finish last year.”

The added regatta allowed for some shifts 
in the schedule. Reischman said the Conlan 
Cup is usually first on its schedule, while this 
year is the team’s fourth meet. This change 
meant different training, as well as more time 
the men would have to spend away from home. 
Senior Ryan Armstrong and Etem both agree 
the journey home is the most difficult part about 
traveling.

“The bus ride back is when you just wish 
you were home,” Etem said. “Everyone is pretty 
excited for the race, but coming home the last 45 
minutes is the worst.”

Armstrong chimed in adding that 45 minutes 

can often feel like three hours and joked it is 
always a better bus ride if the Orange wins.  

This year, the bus rides could not have been 
that bad.

So far, the Orange is undefeated for the 
second year in a row. The Conlan Cup was held 
in New York City last season where Syracuse 
beat both BU and Columbia by large margins. 
Although the Orange has come out on top the 
past two years of the race, Armstrong admits 
last year’s competition lacked something he 
appreciates: fans. 

“The (Onondaga) course is more fun,” Arm-
strong said. “Last year, in terms of spectators, 
there was nowhere to cheer.”

This weekend will undoubtedly offer an audi-
ence, even if it is only alumni and parents. 
Reischman joked that the general student body 
does not usually wake up for an 8 a.m. race, but 
notes the fans who do attend are faithful.

“Our fans are usually small but loyal,” Reis-
chman said.

The SU course is different from many schools. 
The water is narrow across and has a clear 
platform where fans and spectators can collect. 

When the water is calm, the race will finish 
right beyond the platform, allowing full vision 
of the race’s pivotal moments. If the water is 
rough, the finish line is only 500 meters beyond 
where the supporters congregate. Reischman 
said because of the fans’ location, it gets loud 
when the boats pass, and yelling always pumps 
the crew up.

“The course is cool in terms of spectators,” 
Armstrong said. “The spectators see you only 
for about the last 30 seconds, and that’s when it 
gets really intense.”

Fans are not limited to just cheering on their 
friends and family from afar either. Behind 
the platform where the fans stand is the boat-
house where the crew gathers in-between races. 
Because of this, the Orange and its fans are able 
to interact throughout the regatta.

The men’s crew will get to enjoy the bonuses 
of racing at home Saturday: lack of travel and 
accommodating fans.

“All of the spectators line up toward the end,” 
said Etem. “And that is kind of the motivation 
that we need.”

amrowley@syr.edu

chman took over a once-great, now floundering 
program. He’s turned it into the most successful 
sports team at Syracuse. His Varsity Eights crew 
has lost only one race during the regular season 
in the past three years. The team has won more 
hardware than the school had seen in its trophy 
case in more than a decade. 

“Rebuilding is sort of a young guy’s game 
sometimes,” the 43-year-old Reischman said. 
“And I didn’t know how many more shots I’d 
have at it. So I figured (Syracuse) was the chal-
lenge I was looking for — I couldn’t leave it for 
someone else to do.”

He has built up programs twice before — first 
with his alma mater Gonzaga and then trans-
forming a run-of-the-mill Oregon State program 
into a national contender.

At the time, Reischman said he looked at all 
the team’s that had once been considered a crew 
powerhouse and felt Syracuse had slipped the 
furthest. 

But after leading Oregon State to a fourth-
place finish at the national championships in 
the spring of 2002 — that’s exactly the test Reis-
chman wanted. The SU program’s supporters 
couldn’t be more pleased.

“I can’t be more satisfied with what coach 
Reischman has done for this team,” said John 
Nicholson, editor of the Syracuse rowing alum-
ni newsletter the “Orange Oar.”

Last weekend, Nicholson said the rowing 
alumni listserv flooded the server with e-mails.  
Crew members from as far back as the 1950s 
were sending congratulations out to Reischman 
and the approximately 250 rowing alumni on 
the listserv. 

The Orange crew had just pulled off a win over 
Cornell and Navy to win the Goes Trophy. Both SU 
opponents were ranked near the top 10 nationally. 

But for the SU alumni, the win signified 
something much more than that. Reischman 
had said he didn’t believe in rebuilding seasons. 
Now he had proved it.

Last season’s crew graduated 12 of its 16 best 
rowers. That senior class had previously com-
pleted back-to-back unbeaten seasons. That core 
had done a majority of the work turning around 
a program that had managed one victory in the 
first three seasons of Reischman’s tenure. 

But Reischman wasn’t going to settle for a 
down year.

He plucked walk-ons like Tyson Bry, Brian 
Azeff and Mike Bagnall out of the crowd and 
turned them into varsity rowers, while also 
relying on junior Martin Etem and senior Ryan 
Armstrong. Reischman and his assistants built 
a competitive team that sped by its rivals last 
weekend — and in the process captured the 
Goes Trophy for the third consecutive year, a 
feat Syracuse had never achieved in the 54-year 
history of the race.

Reischman brings a “fierceness” to every 
race, Etem said. 

Reischman’s honest, blunt — not afraid to 
share his thoughts, including the insight he’s 
picked up through the years. Etem said he 
believes quality helps create victories. And it’s a 
trait others also have noticed.

“He’s a very diligent driven guy, who puts all 
his energy in his programs, teams,” said Kris 
Sanford, SU’s women’s rowing head coach. She 
toured Reischman around the athletic facilities, 
the first time he came to campus, while consid-
ering the Syracuse job in 2002. 

“I think it came across very clearly he was 
somebody who liked to build programs,” San-
ford said.

Walking through Manley Field House and 
the boathouses with Sanford, Reischman said 
he could sense potential. But he realized he’d 
have to change nearly every single aspect of the 
program to discover that capability. 

First, he noticed a disconnect on the squad. 
Reischman wanted his players to have a cer-
tain attitude. He got rid of the ones who didn’t 
and implemented his own regime. He applied 
a little bit of everything he had learned over 
the years. Everything from watching stroke 
counts while peddling his bike in Czech to 
what he picked up form mentors on his path to 
Syracuse. 

Throughout his 21 years of coaching — 
including 19 as a head coach — Reischman 
remembers studying and apprenticing from 
older coaches. But his greatest mentor was the 
first he met. Harvard head coach Harry Parker, 
who Reischman described as the “Vince Lom-
bardi” of rowing coaches, took Reischman on as 
an intern when he graduated from college.

“He’s pretty green when he first came,” 
Parker said. “He was very observant. He showed 
very good judgment. Even then he had confi-

dence in himself and his ability to teach. That’s 
important.”

Even today, Reischman likes to pick the 
brain of the 71-year-old Parker. The two still 
go rowing together — one of the most recent 
tours was at the prestigious Henley Regatta in 
England — discussing their lives and the sport 
that dominates it.

Reischman imparts on the SU crew members 
a focus on attitude and an intense work ethic. 
Even the alumni get a taste of it. Reischman will 
let them ride alongside him during practices 
for some in-depth perspective on how the head 
coach ticks.

“When I sit down with Coach Dave you know 
his heart and his intellect are with this team 
and this program,” said Jason Premo, president 
of the Syracuse Alumni Rowing Association. 
“And his knowledge of this sport is beyond 
anyone I’ve ever spoken with.” 

With the established success come height-
ened expectations. Reischman talked about 
changing the “institutional memory” of a 
school used to losing when he arrived at Syra-
cuse. Now that he’s created that atmosphere, 
Reischman knows he’ll have to deal with the 

opposite — a program that always expects to 
win. 

Naturally, Reischman plans to do that. He 
guarantees his expectations are higher than 
any alumni. 

Due to all the recent successes, Reischman 
said he’s optimistic about the program’s direc-
tion. He’s less animated now down at the race-
ways, adding he bikes to view his own races but 
usually not other heats.

Reischman uses his spare time on race day 
to relax. The head coach owns a Gary Fisher 
mountain bike for riding with other coaches 
alongside the water, but he now prefers to cycle 
around in order to unwind between races.

Still, as he rides around, the fervor for the 
sport he can’t get enough of churns in his mind. 
Reischman said Syracuse needs to be one of the 
top six boats to qualify for the Grand Final. The 
Orange needs to compete for a national champi-
onship every year.

“Yeah, we’ve had some success,” Reischman 
said. “And we’re happy about that. But I don’t 
know if anybody in the program is satisfied. 
There’s plenty more speed to gain.”

mrlevin@syr.edu

reischman
f r o m  p a g e  2 4

stephen dockery | photo editor

Dave Reischman speaks to the men’s rowing team during a break in practice in 
flanagan Gym’s erg room. the crew races for the Conlan Cup at home this weekend.

Road-weary Syracuse ready to compete on home water

UP NEX T
Who: Conlan Cup 
(Boston, Columbia)
Where: Onondaga Lake
When: Saturday, 8 a.m.

m e n ’ s  r ow i n g
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By John Sutton
Staff Writer

The idea of playing in Notre Dame Stadium is 
not lost on Syracuse attack Halley Quillinan.

“I grew up a little Irish-Catholic girl so 
Notre Dame was the team I looked up to,” 
Quillinan said. “I wanted to go to Notre Dame 
before I even knew what it was just because 

I saw the movie 
‘Rudy,’ so I’m real-
ly, really excited to 
play there.”

The giddy Quil-
linan will have 

her chance — she and the Syracuse women’s 
lacrosse team hope to play two games in three 
days in the storied building during this week-
end’s Big East tournament. In fact, when the 
first-seeded Orange takes the field against Rut-
gers tonight at 5:30, it will be the first Division 
I women’s sporting event ever played inside 
Notre Dame Stadium, which opened in 1930.

History aside, Syracuse will look to repeat 
as tournament champions beginning with its 
first-round matchup against fourth-seeded 
Rutgers. If SU wins, it will play the winner of 
the other semifinal between Notre Dame and 
Georgetown, on Sunday at noon.

The Orange won the inaugural tournament, 
held in the Carrier Dome, last season. SU (14-2, 
5-0) was the regular-season Big East champion 

this year for the first time in school history.
Syracuse head coach Gary Gait was slightly 

less enthusiastic than Quillinan about going 
out to Notre Dame to coach in his first Big 
East tournament. Looking at the situation in 
a more realistic fashion, Gait still finds the 
experience to be a unique one.

“I think it’s going to be fun,” he said. “We 
can see all those empty seats, it’ll be nice.”

After completing the program’s first unde-
feated Big East season, the Orange will enter 
the tournament as the top seed. In last year’s 
victory, SU was the second seed, upsetting 
Georgetown in the tournament final in the 
Carrier Dome.

Notre Dame, the second seed this season, 
will also be able to enjoy the comforts of home. 
Although the experience of playing in Notre 
Dame Stadium is out of the ordinary for the 
Irish (which normally plays at Eck West Field 
on campus), everything else will be the same 
for Notre Dame this weekend.

Having experienced the same advantage 
last season, SU junior attack Katie Rowan 
knows how much it could help the Irish.

“I think there is definitely a home field 
advantage as there is in any game,” Rowan 
said. “I think we felt it last year, playing in the 
Dome, and I’m sure they’re going to be really 
excited and pumped up. We’re playing in Notre 
Dame Stadium for the first time, so I’m sure 

they’ll be up, but we can’t let that affect our 
game.”

Considering the unprecedented success the 
team has had this season, it is reasonable to 
expect a repeat of last year’s victory in the Big 
East tournament. With at least an automatic 
bid and possibly a home game in the NCAA 
tournament on the line, expectations and pres-
sure are high for Syracuse. Quillinan knows 
even with the success in the season, anything 
can happen in tournament play.

“I really feel like you can’t let it affect you 
that much,” Quillinan said. “We did win it last 
year, and we are regular season champs this 
year. The thing about tournament play is that 
it is exciting for the four seed because your 
record and rankings, everything goes out the 
window.”

The Orange left for South Bend, Ind., 
on Wednesday afternoon, giving the team 
a chance to adjust after traveling on both 
Tuesday and Wednesday. Gait said the quick 
turnaround could have an effect on his team 
heading into its most important games of the 

season.
“It’s the way it is,” Gait said of the schedul-

ing. “You’ve just got to be prepared and ready 
to play. We will go back, watch the film and 
game prep and just get ready for Rutgers.”

Syracuse defeated the Scarlet Knights, 18-6, 
on April 12.

Gait said the tournament is a great chance 
for his team to prepare for the upcoming 
NCAA tournament. It will also be his first 
playoff experience with this team.

“I will be fun, put a little pressure on the 
team,” Gait said. “It’s a playoff system in which 
they are expected to do well and win, and now 
it’s a chance to see how they respond.”

jssutton@syr.edu

rachel fus | staff photographer
Halley Quillinan and the Syracuse women’s lacrosse team will play rutgers in the Big east tournament tonight. Quillinan has scored 52 goals in 15 games for the Orange.

w o m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

Syracuse excited to make history at Notre Dame Stadium

UP NEX T
Who: Rutgers
Where: South Bend, Ind.
When: Tonight, 5:30 p.m.

2008 Big EasT womEN’s 
lacrossE ToUrNamENT
all gameS at NOtre Dame StaDium

Tonight (Semifinals)
No. 1 Syracuse (14-2, 5-0) vs. No. 4 rut-
gers (7-9, 2-3), 5:30 p.m. 

No. 2 Notre Dame (11-5, 4-1) vs. No. 3 
georgetown (10-5, 3-2), 7:45 p.m.

Sunday (Championship)
Semifinals winners, noon

“I think it’s going to be 
fun. We can see all those 
empty seats, it’ll be nice.”

Gary Gait
Su heaD cOach
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the ContaCt info
hours:Mon 12:45-2, tue 11-1, thur 1-3 
fri 1-2
Deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. Cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 
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ApArtments for rent
5/6 Bedroom house. furnished, 2.5 baths.
 fireplaces, porch, quiet neighborhood, free 
washer/dryer. June 2008 or august 15, 2008. 
422-7138 or 445-1808

968 ackermanfurnished 2 Bedroom available 
May.  all amenities $800/month. Call 469-6665 

studio Apartments
Brand new * fully furnished
Located in Downtown Syracuse

near armory Spaure and SU Warehouse 
Building

only $595 Per Month
includes all Utilities

PLUS
fRee Basic/ Standard Cable tV Service

fRee high SPeed internet 
free off-Street Parking

exercise facility, electronic entry Security 
System, Professional on-Site Manage-

ment, Laundry facilities, air Conditioning, 
Located on CentRo Bus Line, Kitchenette 

w/ Microwave, Refrigerator and Stove

Brownstone Luxury Studio apartments
605 West Genessee Street, Syracuse, nY 

13204
(315) 472-4431

Visit us at orangehousing.com

two & three Bedroom flats excellent Condi-
tion fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, hard-
woods, finished Basement. Call 727-3646

eneRGY StaR aPaRtMentS 
(LoW UtiLitieS)

ViSit WeBSite 24/7 
WWW.UniVeRSitYhiLL.CoM

Sonia
350-4191

116 Comstock Ave. 
studios 

available aug. 2008, 
$600/month inc. heat

Large, hardwood floors, lots of light, off-
street parking, laundry.

Call for an appointment!
478-6504

THREE BEDROOM APARTMENTS  
WWW.UNIVERSITYHILL.COM

SONIA
350-4191

University Apartments 
Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedrooms, 
Walking Distance to Campus, 

Some Available Now. 
437-7577

aPaRtMentS aPaRtMentS 
478-7493

prIVAte fUrnIsHeD stUDIo 
Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. 
509 University Ave. 

Carpeted, Air-conditioned, furnished, 
secure, Laundry, parking, maintenance. 

Available for 2008-2009. 
University Area Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. #30 479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Great Apartments still available for 
2008/2009. See our website for 

details: campushill.com. Or call us at 
315-422-7110

south Campus
2, 3 and 4 Bedroom apartments

Completly furnished!
Plasma tVS!
free internet!

air Conditioning!
oak floors!

new appliances!
Just Bring Your Clothes and Laptop

Call peach properties 
350-1327

eLeGAntLY oVerLooKInG pArK 
Luxurious furnished heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison St.no Pets CALL 469-0780. 

1,2,3,4,5 Bedroom apts and houses, June 
or august occupancy, free offstreet park-
ing, free Washer and Dryer. 422-7138 or 

445-1808

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

621 euclid ave
117 Redfield Place
145 avondale Place 

available for 2008-2009
fully furnished, Laundry, Parking, full-

time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

thRee BeDRooMS
Rent StaRt at $250/ BeDRooM

Sonia
350-4191

WWW.UniVeRSitYhiLL.CoM

for sALe
house for Sale, roosevelt ave. 4 br. 1.5 bath up-
dated kitchen, off street parking, fpl 436-8092

Big Screen TV  19 inches with DVD and 
VHS. 1 year old. My loss is your gain! 
Must pickup from Day Hall before May 
7th. Asking $95. Call 347-583-4200 or 
email yabenite@syr.edu for more info and 
I can email pictures.

HeLp WAnteD

inDUStRiaLSaLeS Career opportunity!  
Local manufacturer is looking for energetic, 
outgoing, goal oriented people to promote 
our products.  We offer:training, Repeat 

Business, Salary, Commission, fuel allow-
ance, health & Dental, Pension plan.  Call 

Mrs fowler 315-437-3806 or fax/e-mail 
your Resume to 315-437-2651/ sales@

CMSsupplies.com 

our newest rep earned $7000 this month 
outside B2B sales. Looking for hungry go 
getters. www.capitalbankcard.com 888-
231-1448

nanny needed - P/t Summer. Looking 
for an energetic experienced SU student 
to care for our 2 sons (2yr/ 6mo). Manil-
ius area,  own  transportation required. 
interested please email maliusnanny@

gmail.com

need someone for yard work once a week in the 
afternoon. 10 minutes from campus. Rate 
negociable. Start asap continuing through sum-
mer, call 479--7626. 

earn extra cash, assist with student move 
out, crew leaders and laborers $10-$12 an 

hour. email olan@lazybones.net or 758 
north Salina St. 

sUmmer WorK $15.50 Base-Appt.

·flexible schedules 
·Start now or after finals 
·Customer sales/service 

·no experience necessary 
·all majors welcome 

·all ages 17+, conditions apply
CALL noW 

Syracuse 315-434-9553 
Rochester 585-321-1810 

albany 518-456-4566 
South Buffalo 716-683-7494 
north Buffalo 716-836-7032 

Kingston 845-331-5675 
elmira/Corning 607-398-9054 
hudson Valley 845-896-1275 

Saratoga 518-580-1377 
oneonta 607-432-2224 

Watertown 315-775-0320 
Cortland/ithaca 607-272-2898 

Binghamton 607-644-9393 
Plattsburgh 518-562-2266 

Utica 315-733-0575 
St. Lawrence Co. 315-268-6202

OUTLAWED in 7 States!

Lowest Price Guaranteed

Buy PURPLE STICKY SALVIA DIVINORUM Today 

enter code: ORANGE and get 15% off! 100% 
items found. www.BlackWidowProducts.com 
Salvia Divinorum is the Next Craze. More info and 

www.blackwidowproducts.com To Order, Call: (320) 491-8118

Ads by Google 315-445-9464

Hawaiian  
T-Shirt Day!

6 1 2 8

2 3 6 7

5 6

6 8 4 5 1

7 8

8 9 5 3

7 3 8 9

EVILSudoku!
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By Matt Levin
Feature editor

O n the bank of a river in 
Racice — an industrialized 
city in the Czech Republic 

still wearing the affects of commu-
nism, Dave Reischman flew down a 
bike path. 

The finish line appeared in sight, 
and excitement swelled in Reischman.

A bit strange considering:
a) He wasn’t actually in the race.
b) The finish line was not on land. 

It was in the middle of the manmade 
river he rode alongside.

But this was the No. 11 Syracuse 
men’s rowing coach’s first time being 
involved in the international scene of 
men’s crew at the 1993 Rowing World 
Championships, coaching a qualifier 
for the men’s single sculling competi-
tion. And as long as Reischman’s 
legs could keep up with the methodic 

movements of every rower on the 
waterway, he wasn’t going to miss a 
race.

Why else would the head coach 
devote time leading up to the races 
fixing up a rickety Ukrainian moun-
tain bike? Why else would he put up 
with the ragging from senior coaches 
for his borderline obsessive enthusi-
asm for the race? Why else would he 
log several miles a day to watch each 
2000-meter sprint?

Why — Reischman knew that bike 
trail would provide him with a view 
to the quality of rowing that he’d 
never seen before. 

“I’d be like ‘Wow, did you see that?’” 
said Reischman, his face still becom-
ing wide-eyed as he describes the 
scene in Europe from his office in the 
Archbold Gymnasium 15 years later. 
“And then I’d turn and peddle back to 
the start and catch the next race.”

That’s the fervor generated by a 
rowing maniac. One who prefers to 
spend his time picking the brain of 
former and current rowing stars. 
One who mastered terrain by bike 
just so he could get a better glimpse 
of the water. A bit geeky perhaps — 
after all Reischman holds a computer 
science degree. 

Then again, there’s that one time 

the head coach recalls he landed a 
computing job. All day he just fanta-
sized about rowing. Lineups, strate-
gies, rowing techniques. He couldn’t 
get it out of his head.

Now he’s brought that expertise, 
that obsession, to SU. In 2002, Reis-

By Kyle Austin
asst. sports editor

John Desko hopes Saturday will be a 
regular lacrosse game for Syracuse.

But chances are, Syracuse’s show-
down with Massachusetts at 2 p.m. 
in the Carrier Dome will be any-

thing but 
n o r m a l . 
T h e r e ’ s 
too much 
bad blood 
for that.

T h e 
matchup, once a late-season after-
thought — SU won 22 straight from 
1982-2002 — has become one of the 
sport’s most bitter rivalries during the 
last five years, which have featured 
showboating, public mockery, trash 
talking, a broken jaw and the end of 
SU’s two most hallowed streaks.

“I’m not sure it’s been a real 
healthy rivalry,” the SU head coach 
Desko said. “… It’s not like anything 
you see in the sport of lacrosse. We 
haven’t always gotten along very well, 
but we hope to play this as just a regu-
lar lacrosse game.”

Even with No. 2 Syracuse (11-1), 
on a nine-game winning streak and 
securely in the playoffs, the team 
can’t deny its thirst for a win over 
UMass (5-7). The rivalry has quickly 
become ingrained in SU lore, right 
next to the nine national titles and the 
legend of 22.

“Once you come to Syracuse, 
you learn about that real quickly,” 
senior defenseman Evan Brady said 

stephen dockery | photo editor
Dave Reischman has led the Varsity eight crew to only one loss during the regular season in the past three years at syracuse. 
reischman’s team is ranked No. 11 in the nation despite graduating 12 of its top 16 rowers from last year.

i n s i d e s p o r t s

Playoff time
the syracuse women’s lacrosse 
team blitzed through its regular 
season schedule. Now, the Big 
east tournament begins tonight 
at Notre dame. Page 22

year
in sports
2 0 0 7  -  2 0 0 8

m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

SU, UMass 
set to renew 
bitter rivalry

dave reischman wanted the challenge of putting sU’s men’s 
rowing back on top. in less than 6 years, he’s accomplished plenty

UP NEX T
Who: Massachusetts
Where: Carrier Dome
When: Saturday, 2 p.m.
channel: TW 26

Today: Part 8 of 10
monday: Most syracuse athletes 
don’t get a full ride to play. that 
can lead to many divisive issues 
involving money.

see UMAss page 19

see reischMAn page 21

Rebuilding  a

DiD yoU kNow?
■ the men’s Varsity eight crew 
has won six national champion-
ships, the most recent coming 
in 1978
■ the syracuse Varsity eight 
crew has lost only one race 
during the regular season in the 
past three years
■ the men’s rowing program 
first started competition in 
1899

powerhouse
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tuesday
april 28, 2008

By Kyle Austin 
and Ethan Ramsey

The Daily Orange

Ange Bradley carries the job title of “Head coach.” 
But that’s not really an accurate description of her 

duties as head of Syracuse’s field hockey program. “Small 
business owner” might be more appropriate.  

She’s not only in charge of each piece of her product, 
she hires all of her assistants and players, hands down any 
discipline, and, most of 
all, manages the money.

About half a million 
dollars worth. All to use 
on players’ scholarships.

“If you think about it, 
you have employees on 
a payroll,” said Bradley, 
who completed a 12-7 
season in 2007, her first at SU. “So if you’re working a job, 
what makes you dictate that somebody’s going to get paid 
‘X’ amount of dollars, somebody else is going to get paid a 

By Dan Thalkar
STaff WriTer

When Kevin Schaeffer got back to school from Thanksgiv-
ing break last year, he found his house was empty.

The house on 817 Comstock Ave., where Schaeffer lives 
with several other members of the Syracuse University 
club hockey team, had been cleaned out. The basement 
door was broken down. The bedroom doors, which had 
been locked, were pulled open with a crowbar. Money, 
alcohol, TVs, video games and even most of their clothes 
were gone. 

“They took literally everything,” Schaeffer said. “They 
took clothes they thought they might need in winter, I 
guess.”  

Schaeffer said he and his roommates immediately 
called the Department of Public Safety but, after several 
months with no developments, received a message saying 
the case was closed.

chilling out 
hi 55° | lo 38°

I N S I D e p u l p

Bloody wonderful
SU drama’s production of 
“Sweeney Todd” perfectly 
pairs a challenging play with  
a talented cast. Page 13

I N S I D e S p o r t S

Domination
Syracuse demolished UMass 
16-3 Saturday in the Carrier 
Dome Page 24

I N S I D e N e w S

Fly like an eagle
air force rOTC cadets have lab 
activity day on the Quad with 
military pilots. Page 3

I N S I D e o p I N I o N

Outside the classroom
Tim gossling explores 
why social life is such 
an important part of the 
college experience Page 5

see safety page 4

see barber page 16

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer
Duke Drumm anD Joe LoBeLLo have been cutting hair on Marshall Street since the 1960s. Their personalities and “old 
school” style attract patrons of all ages at Tony Christopher’s hair Design. See audio slideshow at dailyorange.com.

SAFETY
IN NUMBERS

year
in sports
2 0 0 7  -  2 0 0 8

see scholarship page 21

Despite major incidents on campus, 
crime rates in the past few years 
have been on a steady decline

Still in style
Nobody’s business: 
Scholarship amounts

By Tyler Dunne
aSST. COpy eDiTOr

A  pair of grungy panhan-
dlers cornered a frail, 
young woman halfway 
down Marshall Street. 

The beggars began to speak, 
and the Syracuse student’s face 
shriveled into wide-eyed help-
lessness, glancing around for 
help.

Then — out of nowhere — a 
hand reached out and snagged 
her collar. That hand swept her 
away and guided her down the 
street. “C’mon sis, we gotta go. 
Dad’s waiting for us around the 
corner,” said the man, making 

sure the panhandlers were 
within earshot.

The man and his “sis” 
walked out of hearing distance 
and he whispered to her, “Walk 
with me around the corner. I’m 
the barber here. These two guys 
you were talking to are bad 
news.” 

The stranger veered her into 
Bruegger’s Bagels, and the two 
sat down at a table. Home free. 
He offered advice on how to 
avoid the situation in the future: 
Just carry a couple quarters at 
all times. When approached for 
money, drop the coins and keep 
walking. 

Joe LoBello had no idea who 
this woman was in this incident 
six years ago. But peering from 
behind the door window of Tony 
Christopher’s Hair Design, 
parental instincts took over. 
These are the children he sees 
every day, students at Syracuse 
University. 

For more than 40 years, 
LoBello and Duke Drumm 
have been constants at an 
always changing university. 
They remember an era when it 
cost $25 to retrieve your towed 
car (LoBello needed to in 1966 
after parking his car on South 

“It’s a constant. Something that 
doesn’t change. I go down there, I 
wait my turn and I get a haircut.”

Jim Boeheim
SyraCUSe Men’S baSkeTball COaCh

Duke ‘n’ Joe 
have cut hair in 
Syracuse for more 
than four decades
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The rowers kept a really fast pace, 
which gave me a small window of 
opportunity to capture the entire 
boat. I decided to stand on a bridge 
overlooking the water and wait until 
the bow of the boat was visible 
before firing off a quick series of 
shots.                   

— Mackezie Reiss
    staff photographer
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T o d ay ’ s  E V E N T s
 
What: Healthy Monday: Free fruits
When: All day
Where: Health Services
How much: Free 
 
What: Healthy Monday: Massages
When: Noon 
Where: Schine Atrium
How much: Free 

What: Healthy Monday: Meditations
When: 3 p.m.  
Where: Hendricks Chapel
How much: Free 

What: Giovanni Peri lecture
When: 4 p.m. 
Where: 341 Eggers Hall
How much: Free
 
What: Young Playwrights Festival
When: 7 p.m. 
Where: Syracuse Stage
How much: Free
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the Syracuse University academic year by The 
Daily Orange Corp., 744 Ostrom Ave., Syracuse, 
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C o N Ta C T  U s
Editor@dailyorange.com

News@dailyorange.com

Pulp@dailyorange.com

Sports@dailyorange.com

Opinion@dailyorange.com

Design@dailyorange.com

Photo@dailyorange.com

Ads@dailyorange.com

EDITORIAL 
315 443 9798 
 
BUSINESS 
315 443 2315 
 
GENERAL FAX 
315 443 3689 
 
ADVERTISING 
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real TV
An inside look at Professor 
Bob Thompson’s TRF class 
turned reality show. 

 
p u l p

rockin’ recipes
Earth science Professor Don 
Siegel wrote a unique Chinese 
Kosher cookbook.  
 
 
s p o r t s

after they went orange
SU athletics has undergone an 
image makeover since 2005.
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Conlan Cup 
The SU men’s rowing Varsity Eight won the Conlan Cup on Saturday in Syracuse. They 
retained the Conlan Cup for the third straight year after beating Boston University, but 
finished second in the race, losing to Columbie by three seconds. SU had a slow start in 
the race and had to catch up to the other teams. 

how I got the shot ... SHOOT FOR
E-mail us at Photo@dailyorange.com for information.
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Mussolini,
 1945

Italian dictator  
Benito

 Mussolini is 
executed by 

Italian 
partisans. 

Saddam Hussein, 
1937

The former 
Iraqi presi-
dent is born 
in the village 
of al-Oja near  

Tikrit, Iraq.  

Maryland, 
1788

Maryland 
becomes the 
seventh state 
to ratify the 

United States 
constitution. 

James Monroe, 
1758 BC
The fifth 

president of 
the United 
States is 
born in 

Virginia. 

MEN’S LACROSSE 
Sat., May 3 
vs. Colgate 
@ 1 p.m., Hamilton, N.Y. 
 
SOFTBALL 
Wed. April 30 
vs. Buffalo 
@ 1 p.m., Syracuse, N.Y.  
 
MEN’S ROWING 
Sat., May 10  
Packard Cup (Dartmouth)  
@ All day, Hanover, N.H.   

WOMEN’S LACROSSE 
Tue., April 22 
NCAA Championship 
@ TBA, TBD

TRACK & FIELD 
Sat., May 3 
Big East Championships 
@ TBA, Villanova, Pa. 

WOMEN’S ROWING 
Sun., May 18 
Eastern Sprints 
@ All day, Camden, N.J.

U . s .  &  W o r l d  N E W s
compiled by paul stanley

austrian woman locked 
in cellar for 24 years
Austrian police arrested a 
73-year-old man who they 
believe kept his daughter locked 
in a cellar for 24 years. They say 
he fathered seven children with 
her, three who never emerged 
into daylight from their prison. 
The woman, identified by the 
police as Elisabeth F., was 
released by her father, Josef F., 
after her eldest daughter, 19, 
became seriously ill and was 
taken to a hospital. Doctors had 
appealed for her mother to come 
forward to share details of her 
medical history. Authorities said 
she was still in serious condition. 
Elisabeth, 42, told the police 
that in 1984, her father drugged, 
handcuffed and dragged her 
into a basement, accessible only 
through a hidden door with an 
electronic code. She said she 
spent close to the next quarter-
century imprisoned there, a 
constant victim of sexual abuse 
and incest by her father. Josef is 
in police custody, charged with 
abduction and incest. 

California wildfires lead 
to home evacuations
An early season wildfire forced 
more than 1,000 people to leave  
their homes in the foothills of 
Los Angeles Sunday. More 
than 400 firefighters attacked 
the 350-acre fire, aided by two 
helicopters and water-dropping 
air tankers, fire department 
spokesmen said. Residents 
evacuated at least 550 homes 
Saturday night and Sunday, but 
none had been burned. The fire 
moved slowly as it fed on brush 
and was estimated to be 5 to 10 
percent contained. It is expected 
to continue burning for another 
two or three days. The fire was 
first reported Saturday afternoon 
in a wooded area a few 
miles northeast of Pasadena. 
Firefighters originally had hoped 
to have the blaze contained 
Sunday, but gusting winds late 
Saturday night kept the fire out 
of control and sent it creeping 
toward nearby homes. Homes 
were evacuated around 11 p.m. 
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By Mackenzie Reiss
Staff PhotograPher

Two F-16 fighter jets circled the Quad 
Friday morning with their sights set 
on SU Army and Air Force ROTC 
cadets. The passes were not militant 
in nature but part of a close air sup-
port demonstration lead by four local 
Air National Guard officers. 

Cadets on the ground huddled 

around a laptop for a glimpse of the 
live video of the pilot’s perspective 
from 12,000 feet above. Simultane-
ously, the students listened to radio 
correspondence between the F-16s 
and the National Guard, as pilots 
gave out building coordinates and 
arms status, simulating a call for fire 
procedure.  

While SU’s 104 Army and Air 

Force cadets engage in weekly 
hands-on lab activities, Chief Master 
Sgt. Brian Gaulke of the Air National 
Guard said Friday’s demonstration 
was the first time National Guard 
officers had collaborated with the 
ROTC program to bring practical 
exercises to the university. 

In actual combat situations, close 
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By Abram Brown
Staff Writer 

The John P. Hussman Foundation, 
which supports research and train-
ing on communication strategies 
for people with autism, announced 
April 16 it would provide the Facili-
tated Communication Institute 
(FCI) of the Syracuse University 
School of Education a half million 
dollar grant. 

“It certainly strengthens our 
resource, for sure. So we’re pretty 
excited about it,” said Marilyn 
Chadwick, the assistant director 
of the Facilitated Communication 
Institute (FCI). 

The $500,000 came straight to SU. 
John Hussman, the founder, direc-
tor and namesake of the founda-
tion, contacted the FCI early last fall 
without any prior requirements. 

By Sarah DiGiulio
Staff Writer

More than 300 Syracuse University 
students, faculty and staff received 
an e-mail warning that their accounts 
would be erased in three days unless 
they replied to the message with their 
usernames and passwords. 

The e-mail, sent on April 17 from a 
supposed syr.edu address, appeared 
to be from SU’s Webmaster team. 

But SU’s Information Technology 
and Services did not send the mes-
sage. In fact, they had nothing to do 
with it. 

Like many other colleges this past 
year, SU had been hit by a phishing 
scam. 

“It’s the oldest game in the book 
— it’s called a scam,” said Paul Gan-
del, chief information officer of ITS. 
“People are using the Internet, e-mail, 
electronic communications as a way 
to run scams.”

Phishers send e-mails to trick 
people into sending personal infor-
mation they can profit from, Gandel 
said. Although hackers often target 
banks and online paying services 
to steal users’ account information, 
The Chronicle of Higher Education 
reported earlier this month that there 
is a new trend of phishers hitting col-
leges and university networks. Like 
the message sent last week to SU 
e-mail accounts, the scams request 
personal information to break into 
college networks. 

“You can have the best lock in the 
world on your door — your door could 
be the safest door in the world, but if 
you constantly open it up to strangers 
and say come in, then what good is the 
lock?” Gandel said.

Phishing e-mails look like they 
come from legitimate sources — 
banks, technology support services 
or friends. They want readers to send 
personal information like account 
numbers and passwords, Gandel 
said. Once phishers have access to 
accounts, like SU e-mail addresses, 
those accounts can be used to send 
out spam mail and more phishing 
e-mails. It’s called “spoofing” the 
e-mail account, and it makes the 
source of phishing tough to catch.

Brittany Visser raised her eye-
brows when she started getting vul-
gar e-mails from an SU account the 
summer before she first arrived on 
campus, the freshman musical the-
ater major said. 

c a m p u s  b r i e f s E-mail scam 
targets SU

see phishing page 6

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer
chief master sergeant brian gaulke outlines the steps during a “call-for-fire” demonstration. 

Institute gets 
$500k for 
autism, speech 
research

Learn to fly Air Force ROTC cadets prep for future 
careers with National Guard training lab

see army page 9see hussmanpage 8

s c h o o l
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Vacant house 
broken into 
at cemetery Hackers use college 

networks as a method 
of circulating spam■ The old Oakwood Cemetery care-

taker’s house was broken into late 
Tuesday night or early Wednesday 
morning, according to a report 
from the Syracuse Police Depart-
ment. The house, located at 940 
Comstock Ave., has been vacant 
for more than 15 years. 

It appeared someone had broken 
in through the rear basement door 
and then broke out from the inside 
through the windows, according to 
the report. 

The report stated that the inte-
rior of the house was already in 
an advanced state of decay, and 
it appeared the site was used as a 
“clandestine party site for drink-
ing and/or drug use.

■ Two graduate students in Syra-
cuse University’s School of Archi-
tecture returned from lunch to 
find their laptops had been stolen, 
according to an SPD report. While 

see campus briefs page 6
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How much can I get? Your textbook
is worth more if the same edition will
be used for a class on this campus or
at thousands of other schools across
North America. But it doesn’t pay to
wait – textbooks are rarely worth
more as they age.

Bring your textbooks back to us, no
matter where you bought them. Get
cash back now.

166

safety
f r o m  p a g e  1

Schaeffer said he didn’t expect DPS to find 
anyone and, on the whole, still thinks SU is a 
safe campus.

“Kids wouldn’t walk home at 2 a.m. intoxi-
cated if it wasn’t safe,” Schaeffer said. 

The numbers, for the most part, indicate 
the same. Crime statistics around SU have 
uniformly dropped each of the last three years. 
Reported robberies went from 15 in 2006 to nine 
in 2007, and two have been reported so far this 
year. One of those was falsely reported, said 
Anthony Callisto, chief of DPS at SU.

Assaults and burglaries have followed the 
same decline. In 2006 there were eight assaults 
reported. There has been one so far this year, 
according to information provided by DPS. Bur-
glaries have been cut almost in half since 65 
were reported during the 2006-2007 school year.

“The violence we saw just over a year ago is 
just not happening to the extent it did,” Callisto 
said.

Violent crimes have dropped 34 percent from 
last year, and even the demographics of the 
perpetrators have changed, Callisto said. 

Callisto said adults, many of them armed, 
committed the majority of last school year’s 
robberies. This year, he said, people 18 years 
old or younger committed most of the robberies, 
frequently unarmed. 

He said the majority of the crime reduction is 
due to the much-hyped Orange Watch program, 
which began almost one year ago. Orange Watch 

expanded the area DPS patrols — it now covers 
more ground off-campus. It also increased the 
amount of officers on patrol at a given time, 
particularly on the weekends between 6 p.m and 
4 a.m., when patrols increase by 60 percent. 

But this doesn’t mean SU has become a 
uniquely safe campus. Rather, its once unusu-
ally high crime rates have evened out with other 
comparable schools. Northeastern, Cornell and 
DePaul — all schools U.S. News and World 
Report compare with SU — have generally 
reported lower crime rates than SU. These most 
recent crime statistics have fallen within what’s 
considered a normal range.

Sara Mart, director of the Office of Preven-
tion Services at SU, said statistics don’t show 
the entire picture, since many crimes are never 
reported to DPS.  Her office has handled 30 
cases of sexual assault or abuse so far this year. 
Almost none of those ever go to law enforce-
ment. 

“That’s just what we’ve seen,” Mart said. 
“That’s a really small number of the whole. It 
doesn’t accurately describe what’s out there.”

Bill Longcore, associate director of the Office 
of Residence Life, said much of the same thing.

“It’s very difficult to get a good handle on 
(sexual abuse), because it goes unreported,” he 
said.

Longcore’s greatest fear, he said, is someone 
from the surrounding community coming into 
the dorms.

“I worry about that all the time,” he said. 
“Not because it happens but for the potential.”

Longcore said there is only so much law 
enforcement can do. Students must do the 

rest, and some possibilities are out of anyone’s 
hands.

“Short of a law enforcement official on every 
corner, it’s up to the rest of us to help with 
safety,” he said.

But some students think that DPS can and 
should do more.

Senior Randy Heubel, whose car was broken 
into two weeks ago while parked in the Wash-
ington Arms parking lot, said two random 
students walking by shouted at the DPS officers 
assisting him. 

“‘Why don’t you have more patrols out here?’” 
Heubel said one of them shouted. “‘My friend got 
robbed two days ago.’”

Heubel’s GPS system and cell phone charger 
were taken from his car. He said the DPS offi-
cers told him that happens fairly frequently, 
though DPS reported a 62 percent decrease in 
motor vehicle crime this semester compared to 
the 2006 spring semester.

Heubel and Schaeffer, whose house was bro-
ken into, both said they have become more 
aware of safety issues since they were robbed. 
Schaeffer now takes all of his valuables home 
during every vacation. Heubel hides all traces of 
electronics in his car before leaving it. 

Longcore said students, by and large, aren’t 
concerned with safety nearly enough.

“I am fascinated by the student willingness 
to hold out the door to someone,” Longcore 
said. “That demonstrates what I would call 
a lack of concern for themselves. Ultimately, 
the big unknown is ‘Will students have that 
behavior?’” 

Longcore said while violence has increas-

ingly become an issue on campuses across the 
country, SU hasn’t had to face those issues yet.

“With every passing day, the odds go up that 
we will,” he said.

Callisto said it was with those dangers of 
mass violence in mind that DPS developed 
Orange Alert, a system to rapidly alert the 
entire campus of a potential threat. 

The system sends out text messages and 
e-mails to everyone in its database within min-
utes of being activated. 

When first tested earlier this semester, thou-
sands of Orange Alert messages went unre-
ceived. The second test, which took place last 
week, was more successful. As reported in 
The Daily Orange, Orange Alert sent 31,184 
e-mail and 11,228 SMS text messages within five 
minutes.

Any DPS officer, Callisto said, can activate 
Orange Alert if need be. 

Callisto said Orange Alert will be used only 
when there is a perceived threat for the entire 
community which is why, when an armed rob-
bery took place at a South Campus apartment 
earlier this semester, it was not activated.

“The South Campus robbery wouldn’t come 
close to that,” Callisto said. “There wasn’t any 
danger to the community.”

Schaeffer, for his part, still doesn’t feel entire-
ly comfortable in his house on Comstock.

He said the house he’ll be living in has 
been broken into every two years the last six 
years but still has a sense of humor about it. 
“Next year I’m really looking forward to it,” 
he joked.

ddthalka@syr.edu
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McDowell’s story needed to be told

Healthy social scene serves 
as vital part of college life

S C R I B B L E

I was interested to see in 
Thursday’s issue of The Daily 
Orange an article about Gertis 
McDowell, the man who occupies 
the corner of Marshall Street at 
Starbucks. 

Everyone has seen him. He’s 
there almost every day, yet some 
pass by and don’t even turn their 
heads to acknowledge his presence. 
People give him money sometimes, 
and, like McDowell said in the 
article, everyone is relatively 
friendly.

But not many people know his 

story. It was one that needed to be 
told. 

The story was covered well, address-
ing different aspects of his life and how 
he ended up where he is today. 

The article really made me think 
about what I don’t know. It made me 
realize how I’ve passed him almost 
every day, yet knew nothing about 
him. I placed change in his can once, 
only because I felt awkward walking 
by without giving him money when I 
knew I had some to spare. 

The article shed light on some-
thing I would not have looked into 

on my own.  
The Daily Orange covers some 

interesting stories, but this one 
really caught my eye. It just made 
me realize how everyone has a story, 
and it served as a personal reminder 
for me to appreciate what I have. 

The other day after reading the 
article I ventured down to Marshall 
Street and placed what spare change 
I had in his can with a smile on my 
face, happy to know I could help 
someone in need.

Mellissa Sager
FRESHMAN POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR

T I M  G O E S S L I N G

the deally deal

S yracuse University needs a 
healthy social scene to continue to 
attract thousands of prospective 

students. Without one, SU would be miss-
ing a vital part of college life, a part which 
teaches students important aspects they 
can’t learn in the classroom.

We are living in an age of extraordi-
nary growth at SU. With the Life Sciences 
Complex and the residence hall on Com-
stock both well under way, new buildings 
are popping up on campus like packs of 
freshmen during the start of the year.

Yet during this period of change, 
one key part of the university needs 
to remain intact, and that is a strong 
education outside the classroom.

I’m not here to say coursework is 
not important. After all, we are here 
to focus on our studies, earn a degree 
and move on, equipped with greater 
knowledge and skills. However, what 
I am saying is that the learning that 
takes place beyond the books is a huge 
part of the college experience. 

You make and lose friends. You deal 
with roommates with funky body odor. 
You manage your time, or spend all 
night cramming for 8 a.m. exams. You 
drink cheap beer out of red cups. You 
spend late nights at Kimmel inhaling all 
the food your SUpercard money can buy. 
You relax in the Quad on the one day 
out of the year the sun manages to peak 
through the ever-present gray sky. You 
cheer for our sports teams and cry like a 
baby when they don’t succeed. 

If SU’s administration wishes 
the school to continue to succeed as 
a nationally prominent university, 
it needs to recognize that a vibrant 
social life rich in social tradition is 
vital to the school’s success.

Fraternities and sororities — while 
they can sometimes be a pain with their 
massive egos — are a key part of the col-
lege experience. And while not everyone 
partakes in greek life, almost everyone 
goes to a sweaty fraternity party or event 
sometime during their four years here. 

Take for example Saturday’s DKE Vol-
leyball, hosted by the Delta Kappa Epsilon 
fraternity. Events like it are extremely 
beneficial since they are celebrations of 
pure college life, with students interacting 
in a friendly, laid-back environment.

Marshall Street, while it can get repeti-

tive, is a decent bar scene that’s literally on 
campus — something students attending 
other colleges would love to have.

And let’s not forget Mayfest, an 
insanely awesome celebration of 
Syracuse. While it does help feature 
academic presentations, it also brings 
students together for a day of festivities.

During my travels down Euclid, I 
ran into people of different races, gen-
ders and beliefs. Mayfest brings people 
together despite their differences and 
encourages students to mix, mingle 
and exchange ideas. Though for many 
this interaction took place over a beer, 
the Syracuse Police Department, the 
Department of Public Safety and the 
administration did the right thing by 
not interfering with Mayfest, and we 
should applaud them for it.

If anything, a strong social scene is a 
key contributor to school spirit. In an age 
when our sports teams struggle to unite 
the campus, a good party brings every-
one together regardless of your race, sex 
or any other divider. It unites us as one. 

If I were a student taking a tour of 
the campus this past week, I would have 
seen a couple things. Though I would see 
a school with brand new buildings and 
dedicated faculty members working hard 
to improve the caliber of the university’s 
education, that’s not what would matter 
most to a senior in high school.

What would matter to me would be 
how the students are deeply invested in 
the campus community and in the sur-
rounding Syracuse community. I would 
see a college that fosters new experi-
ences and personal growth. I would see 
thousands of kids having the time of 
their lives outside the classroom.

Now why wouldn’t I go to school here?
Tim Goessling is a senior televi-
sion, radio and film major and 

wants to thank everyone who made 
his ‘Cuse experience awesome.
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“It looked like a student,” she said. 
She received three or four inappropriate 

e-mails before she contacted SU about the 
problem, and then the e-mails stopped com-
ing. 

Security on networks is hard to break into, 
Gandel says. But phishing e-mails do not 
want to break into a network. The scammers 
want the information to access the networks, 
Gandel said.  

“It’s not about the technology. The tech-
nology just makes it easier for people to do 
this,” he said. “It’s really about people being 
fooled.”

SU spam filters sort through 7 million 
to 9 million e-mails every day sent to SU 
accounts. On average, about 90 percent of 
those e-mails are spam, said Christopher 
Croad, IT architect and UNIX manager, 
who monitors the e-mail system and anti-
spam efforts. 

But, spam fi lters do not necessarily catch 
phishing e-mails because the messages can 
come from spoofed addresses. 

“We’re defi nitely seeing an increase,” 
Croad said. In the past year, the amount 
of spam and phishing attempts has about 
doubled, he said. He said the increase was 
Internet-wide.

Croad’s offi ce deals with phishing after 
the scams are reported. When his offi ce 
gets notifi ed that a phishing e-mail was sent 
through the server, they fi nd the real address 
that sent the message and track the e-mail 
logs to fi nd out which SU e-mail addresses 

replied to the scam. They send those names to 
the ITS support center and tell ITS to notify 
the individuals they have been scammed. 

The support center makes one attempt to 
get the student, staff or faculty member to 
change their password — before doing it for 
them — so phishers cannot use that e-mail, 
Croad said. 

But, after all of that, the phisher can still 
cause problems. E-mail accounts lock down 
after three failed login attempts. So, if the 
phisher tries logging in with the old pass-
word and fails three times, he or she can lock 
the account holder out of his or her e-mail.

“It’s really a hassle for them,” Croad said.
The scams recently seen are very convinc-

ing, Croad said. If phishers send scam mes-
sages to 300 to 400 SU accounts, typically fi ve 
or six people will reply, he said. 

Most of the phishers he sees want to 
access e-mail accounts to send out more 
spam messages. They want access to the 
mail servers. 

“Once they’ve got it, they have access 
to your e-mail — they can do what they 
want with it,” Croad said. They can delete 
the account. Some use the address to send 
spam messages to thousands of people. One 
student reported a phisher changed the 
signature on the stolen account to a spam 
message. Every e-mail the student sent out 
contained a spam message, Croad said. 

Because e-mails can be spoofed, there 
is no way to know who sends these e-mails. 
They could come from anywhere in the world, 
Croad said.

“They hopscotch,” Croad said. “We call 
them the bad guys — there’s no face to put to 
them.”

Paula Maxwell, an IT support analyst 
at SU, tells people to look for the warning 
signs. ITS would never ask students to 
e-mail their username or passwords, she 
said. The phishing scam last week wanted 
students’ usernames, passwords, security 
questions, security answers and dates of 
birth. 

“Those are all kinds of red fl ags that go off 
that say I would never e-mail someone that 
information,” Maxwell said.

She also warns students not to fall for the 
“hook” phishers use to lure people into fall-
ing for the scam. 

They need something to motivate indi-
viduals to send personal information. And 
if it is convincing enough, students might 
ignore their better judgment, she said. The 
e-mail last week said students would lose 
their e-mail accounts if they did not respond 
within three days.

“People said there is no way I want to lose 
my e-mail account,” Maxwell said. But, after 
giving up their information, their account 
has just been compromised.

ITS offers students tips on its Web site to 
help them avoid falling for phishing scams. 
Students can also visit the Anti-Phishing 
Working Group Web site, recommended by 
ITS, which provides lists of reported phish-
ing scams, what they look like and how to 
recognize them. 

With a narrow knowledge of how network 
security works, freshman Audrey Aliberto 
appreciates the warning e-mails ITS sends 
out, she said.

“You know not to give your password,” she 
said. “They just trick you.”

sdigiuli@syr.edu

PHISHING
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studying at the SOA’s library Saturday, the two 
left their computers at the table and went to 
lunch, from 11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.  

When they returned, one student found her 
Mac G4 computer, mouse and computer cords 
had been stolen and her hard drive damaged, 
and the other student found his Hewlett Packard 
laptop, backpack and iPod nano were also gone, 
according to the report.

A man had entered the library more than 
once throughout the day, according to surveil-
lance footage from SU’s Department of Public 
Safety. During the time of the reported incident, 
the man is seen entering the library at 1:45 p.m. 
and then leaving at 

1:57 p.m. with a backpack that matched the 
description provided by one of the students. 

—Compiled by Lauren Bertolini, asst. news editor

lrbertol@syr.edu 
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April 23, 2008

To the Members of the University Community:

I applaud the Daily Orange for its balanced and substantially accurate coverage of Sexual Assault Support Services this 
semester.  And, I thank those of you who have engaged with us around this topic.

I write today, however, to express dismay that misinformation concerning Sexual Assault Support Services continues 
to circulate, most recently in a Letter to the Editor published April 23.  Such inaccurate messages have confusing, even 
dangerous, results for our students who could be deterred from seeking the critical assistance readily available to them via 
Sexual Assault Support Services. 

On behalf of the Division of Student Affairs, I wish to correct the record.  

First, there has been no diminution in access to sexual assault survivor advocacy services as a result of a change in 
program name to Sexual Assault Support Services.  Ample staff and volunteers are available to advocate for survivors.  No 
sexual assault advocacy staff members have been removed from their roles.  Our typical cohort of 12 trained volunteer 
advocates is in place, and our partnership with Vera House, Inc. remains in full effect.  Simply put, no student who comes to 
us needing sexual assault survivor advocacy has been or will be rerouted or delayed. 

I implore members of the University community to assist our students by avoiding any further distribution of incorrect 
information as this may discourage students from accessing readily available services at a time when they need these most.

Second, the organizational structure within the Division of Student Affairs does not commingle sexual assault 
advocacy and alcohol and other drug intervention.  And, the joint reporting of these areas of specialization is not new.  Some 
members of the community may recall that the University R.A.P.E. Center reported to the Counseling Center (at that time 
within Health Services) until 2001, to the Office of Multicultural Affairs from 2001-2002, and since 2002 to the Dean of 
Students Office in a joint, but distinct reporting relationship with our alcohol and other drug intervention services.  This 
arrangement has allowed our survivor advocacy operation substantial infrastructure and resources to do its vital work, and 
survivors should be reassured that the advocacy resources focused on them will be of singular purpose.

Just as we did at the time of the R.A.P.E. Center’s founding, we welcome the opportunity to work closely with 
interested members of the University community. We have invited students, faculty, and staff from outside the Division 
to meet with us; we have attended student-organized events and open forums; and, we have included a wide array of 
community members in the current, consultant-aided review of the Division of Student Affairs’ organizational and 
operational effectiveness. If other individuals wish to have input, or if those who are already participating wish to have 
further input, Sarah M. Mart, director of the Office of Prevention Services, Barry L. Wells, senior vice president and dean 
of student affairs, and I stand ready to address their concerns in ways that do not confuse or deter the very students we are 
trying to help.

Please consider the needs of our student body—and help us remind students, as we have via news coverage and an 
advertising campaign—that Sexual Assault Support Services provides ample, free, confidential services, 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week, 365 days a year.

Regards,

Anastasia L. Urtz
Associate Vice President and
Dean of Students

ADVERTISEMENT
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“He initiated the contact with us and said 
he was interested in giving us some money,” 
Chadwick said. 

The FCI is headed by Douglas Biklen, dean of 
the School of Education. The institute attempts 
to teach new methods of communication to both 
families of those with disabilities and profes-
sionals who will work with the families. 

Facilitated communication begins with 
psychical communication, pointing at letters, 
words or typing. The hope is the person will 
move to more advanced forms of communica-
tion without an aide or prop, Chadwick said. 

“The goal of facilitated communication is 
people becoming much less dependent com-
municators,” said Christine Ashby, a member of 
the FCI and an associate professor in the School 
of Education.

Hussman has a personal connection to the 
work of the FCI. His son has autism and makes 
use of facilitated communication, Chadwick 
explained. A recent report issued by the Center 
for Disease Control and Prevention showed that 
autism strikes one in 150 children in America. 

Chadwick maintained that facilitated commu-
nication can be used to combat more than autism.

“Our method itself supports a lot of disabili-
ties,” Chadwick said.

The grant will be used in three different 
ways. Chadwick will manage the development 
of the program’s clinical ability to work with 
families and better develop those methods.

The money will also support research proj-
ects taking place both locally and nationwide, 

which will be managed by Ashby. 
One project will look at people who are com-

municating at an increasingly independent 
level. Another will study the use of facilitated 
communication in the post-high school level 
and in the community at large.

The group will then analyze all of the 
research studies conducted on facilitated com-
munication to determine where facilitated com-
munication currently stands, Ashby said. 

The goal of the research is “to keep looking 
at how people say what they need to say,” Ashby 
said.

With the projects being conducted across 
the nation, Ashby hopes to build a network of 
those using facilitated communication. She 
is hoping such a network will help facilitated 
communication become a more valid method 
of interaction.

“We’re just scratching the surface of what 
people with disabilities can do,” Ashby said.

The money will also be used to fund a docu-
mentary on their work. Academy award-win-
ning director, Gerardine Wurzburg, is set to 
create the fi lm.

Wurzburg has collaborated with Biklen in 
the past. He served as an educational consultant 
on her Oscar-winning documentary “Educating 
Peter” (1992) and co-produced the sequel “Grad-
uating Peter” (2002). Wurzburg was nominated 
for another Oscar in 2004 for Autism is a World, 
a documentary about a woman uses facilitated 
communication.

“It is a continuation in many ways of the 
work we’ve already done,” Wurzburg said.

Right now, Wurzburg is compiling the stories 
of the families the FCI will affect. She says she 
hopes to give autism a new face, focusing on 
adults with autism and how they are communi-
cating on a broad scale.

“It’s very much about the fact that people 
with autism are often to be perceived to be 
intelligent or not have competence,” Wurzburg 
said. “I’m very excited. This is very much my 
lifework.”

adbrow03@syr.edu
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air support teams must “call for fire,” or relay 
weapons and location information between 
forces on the ground and in the air, Gaulke said.

“We receive the feed that comes from the jet 
up in the sky so we actually see what he sees 
real-time,” he said. “We can verify that we’re 
both seeing the same target, and we can put the 
bombs on the correct target. (The cadets) are 
going to get a feel for what we actually do and 
how we coordinate with the army.” 

In the summer of their junior year, all cadets 
will get an even closer look at military life in a 
four-week evaluation camp held at Fort Lewis in 
Washington.

 “At camp, they have to demonstrate that 
they can communicate, they can plan, they 
can execute missions that are given to them,” 
says Master Sgt. General John Martinez, who 
organized the morning’s activity. 

That same year, cadets sign a commission 
contract with the military and decide upon a 
career field. Military jobs involved with close 
air support are in demand for the wars in Iraq 
and Afghanistan, said Gaulke, with starting 
salaries estimated at $30,000. 

The second portion of the lab was spent 
discussing the highs and lows of the semester at 
Dinosaur Barbeque. Suggestions made during 
this After Action Review will be taken into 

account when formulating training schedules 
for next year’s crop of cadets.

Air force cadet Karl Johnson and a senior 
mechanical engineer major at SU said once he 
graduates and enters flight school, he will rely 
on close air support at his post in the military — 
just like what was demonstrated. 

“This is really interesting,” he said of the 
demonstration. “I’m glad that I came out today 
because I’m actually going to be a pilot, so I’m 
going to be on the other end of the radio from 
this. I decided I’d come out today so I could 
kind of see what the other end of the radio 
looks like.” 

Despite lingering clouds, one F-16 was spot-
ted in flight. The brief glance did not satisfy 
every cadet in attendance. Cadet Dan Collier, 
sophomore geography major, said the demon-
stration “was not nearly as cool” compared to 
previous labs.

“We’ve had paintball labs, repelled off six 
story buildings, rifle ranges,” he said. “We do a 
lot of fun stuff.” 

Despite dissatisfaction with the call for fire 
demonstration, Collier said the program is the 
best choice people can make if they’re consider-
ing a career in the army.

“You go to college, get your education and 
then you start off at the top as a lieutenant,” he 
said. “So, it’s a great career choice — you have 
your job and you have your education to fall 
back on.”   

mjreiss@syr.edu
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Students and community members clean up the sidewalk and lawn at the base of the Westminster Park stairs on Eudlid Avenue. as part of SU’s Earth Day celebration Saturday.

Community volunteers clean up neighborhood for Earth Day

By Pete Smith 
StAff WritEr

Residents of Euclid Avenue who slept in on Sat-
urday might have been surprised to find green 
door hangers and a cleaner lawn outside their 
houses when they woke up.

As part of Syracuse University’s Earth Day 
celebration, volunteers poured out of the Erwin 
First United Methodist Church on Euclid Ave-
nue around 10:30 a.m. Saturday, to clean up the 
surrounding environment.

This effort was the biggest of its kind in 
central New York that day, said Andrew Rayner, 
a member of the Onondaga County Resource 
Recovery Agency, which helped to co-sponsor 
the event.  

Approximately 100 Syracuse University stu-
dents sported a different kind of orange this 
weekend, as volunteers took to the streets clad 
in orange traffic bibs and armed with spades, 
shovels and rakes, on a mission to beautify the 
surrounding parts of campus. 

“Overall I think this event was really success-
ful,” said Laura Dicarlo, a coordinator for the 
event. “We had way more people than we expected, 
everyone cleaned up where they were supposed to, 
and everyone did a really good job.” 

The project targeted nearly all the sur-

rounding university community, ranging from 
Westminster Park to Thornden Park, and par-
ticipants also cleaned various parts of Euclid, 
Comstock and Ostrom Avenues.

Though not all who participated were SU 
or State University of New York College of 
Environmental Science and Forestry students, 
almost everyone had a direct connection to the 
SU community.  

Harry Lewis, 81, who has been living in the 
university community for 49 years, has been 
participating in SU’s Earth Day Cleanup for the 
last 10 years. 

“Especially after something like Mayfest, it’s 
important to get out here and pitch in,” he said. 
“For the people like me who are crazy enough to 
live here year round, it’s good to see people out 
here helping the community.

The event was also coupled with the culmi-
nation of another one of SU’s community ser-
vice programs, the “Adopt-A-Street Program.”  
Adopt-A-Street is an initiative of the Office of 
Orientation and Off-Campus Programs that pro-
vides SU and ESF student organizations with a 
long-term service project in the neighborhoods 
adjacent to campus.  

Many fraternities and sororities partici-
pated in Adopt-A-Street throughout the year, 
in order to satisfy required community ser-
vice hours.

Sixteen groups were recognized in total at 
this event for their general participation in 
the Adopt-A-Street program, and four groups 
were especially recognized for their continued 

participation in the program.  
But the cleanup wasn’t without its lessons. 
“One thing I noticed is that if people didn’t smoke 

as much, we wouldn’t have as much trash to pick 
up,” said Joe Stahler, an undeclared freshman. 

But even if the work wasn’t glamorous, stu-
dents like Manny Mock may have felt a source of 

pride in cleaning up their community.  
“It feels good to get out here and clean up,” 

said Mock, a junior marketing and accounting 
major whose fraternity, Acacia, participated 
in the Adopt-A-Street program all year. “We’re 
trying to save the world, you know?” 

pwsmithj@syr.edu

More than 100 students 
gathered to pick up trash 
off-campus on Saturday  
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‘The Hills’ Cutrone discusses success in fashion industry

By Kelina Imamura
ASST. COPY EDITOR

S weeney Todd’s barber chair, 
which sits seemingly innocent 
in his shop, gives each one 

of his victims a ride to their fi nal 
resting place after a quick slit to the 

throat with the 
tool of his trade 
— a straightedge 
razor. But with 
the pull of a 
lever, the chair 
fl attens sending 
victims through 
a trap door. 

The ride looks 
scary, but for 

audience members, it’s one not to be 
missed.

If you travel down to the Arthur 
Storch Theater at Syracuse Stage for 
any show, “Sweeney Todd” must be it. 

It is the best Syracuse University 
drama department production of the 
year. The two-and-a-half hour show 
transports the audience to the under-
belly of society. It is a dark world with 
contrasting characters and powerful 
music. 

The plot follows Sweeney Todd’s 
return to London after 15 years in 
exile. A barber in his former life, 
Sweeney comes home hoping to fi nd 
his wife and daughter still waiting for 
him. He receives news that his wife 
has died, and his daughter is now the 
ward of the town’s corrupt judge. The 
realization transforms Sweeney into 
a demon barber slashing the throat of 
all who sit in his chair.

david krebs | staff photographer

SWEENEY TODD, played by senior acting major Eric Bilitch, comes eerily close to killing his enemy Judge Turpin, played by senior musi-
cal theater major John Galas. “Sweeney Todd” runs through May 10th at the Arthur Storch Theater at Syracuse Stage.

IF YOU GO
What: “Sweeney 
Todd”
Where: Arthur 
Storch Theater at 
Syracuse Stage
When: Now 
through May 10 
How much: $16 
for students

By Kelina Imamura
ASST. COPY EDITOR

Kelly Cutrone wears black almost 
every day. And Friday, when she 
came to speak at the Newhouse 
school, was no exception to the all 
black rule — though this time, the 
fashion maven was wearing an outfi t 
from The Gap.

When Cutrone arrived at New-
house to speak, she was expecting an 
intimate, question-and-answer ses-
sion with about 20 students. However, 
what the founder and CEO of fashion 

public relations fi rm People’s Revolu-
tion encountered was a room packed 
with fashion-conscience people wait-
ing to hear her speak.

The event was then moved to the 
Joyce Hergenhan Auditorium in 
Newhouse III, which was fi lled with a 
mostly female audience.

“She is the woman to know in 
the fashion business,” said Viviana 
Quevedo, a freshman communica-
tion and rhetorical studies major. 
“She’s someone to admire. You can 
tell that she has worked very hard to 

get where she is today; the sacrifi ces 
she makes to do what she does says 
a lot about her character as a profes-
sional.”

While there was no gossip about 
her celebrity employees Whitney 
and Lauren from MTV’s “The Hills,” 
Cutrone instead spent time name-
dropping former clients and famous 
fashion icons she’s worked with. 
Designers Vivienne Westwood, Jer-
emy Scott, Bernhard Willhelm and 
Derek Lam make that list.

Her company, People’s Revolution, 

is a well-known fashion public rela-
tions, branding and marketing fi rm, 
which Cutrone built on her own. 
Exactly what her company does was 
described in Cutrone’s round about 
way through stories and examples 
from the 12 years the company has 
been in business.

“I always feel like I’m smarter 
than everyone because when I go to 
these (shows), I’m getting paid to be 
there,” she said. “Like a fashion show, 
when people are dying to get a free 
ticket, I’m like ‘I’m making $50,000 

today.’”
When Cutrone started People’s 

Revolution, the term ‘branding’ 
didn’t exist. But as she defi nes it, 
branding is telling a story and creat-
ing an image around something that 
lacks those elements. One example 
she gave was of the French luxury 
bag company Longchamp, which 
Cutrone represented. 

When Longchamp fi rst 
approached Cutrone, the brand was 
being kicked off the fl oor of Saks 

SEE SWEENEY PAGE 14

SEE CUTRONE PAGE 14

Blood
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‘Sweeney Todd’ provides
audience with scary ride
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audience with scary ride
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Sweeney, played by Eric Bilitch, a senior act-
ing major, is one of the strongest members of the 
cast. His voice effortlessly carries, especially 
during the ballad sung to his straightedge razor 
called “My Friends.” Throughout many scenes, 
Todd has a vengeful smirk on his face, evidence 
that Bilitch knows his character well. 

Mrs. Lovett, the pie baker in love with 
Sweeney, was double cast with musical theater 
majors senior Chrissy Malon and junior Nadine 
Malouf alternating performances simply 
because Lovett has so much time on stage. Sat-
urday night, Malon was performing.

She takes the ticks and humor of Mrs. Lovett 
and makes the character her own.  In a scene 
where Mrs. Lovett is imagining her perfect 
future with Sweeney, Malon showcases her pas-
sion, and it comes across perfectly in her eyes. 

During the same scene, Mrs. Lovett switches 
in an instant to intense rage at the mention of 
Sweeney’s past. The extremes of emotion are so 
convincing, and Malon’s performance stands 
out the most.

Contrasting the love of Todd and Mrs. Lovett 
is the youth and purity of Johanna, Sweeney’s 

long-lost daughter, and her love interest, Antho-
ny. Junior musical theater majors Catherine 
Charlebois and Brendon Stimson are well-cast 
in their roles as young lovers. 

Charlebois’ operatic voice provides a light 
and hope, even in the dark world. Stimson sings 
of love with a pure heart that a character like 
Anthony must have. 

Other notable performances include Pirelli 
played by senior musical theater major Danny 
Longoria; Beadle Bamford played by senior 
musical theater major Gordon Maniskas; and 
senior musical theater major Ian Joseph’s 
Toby.

Longoria is magnificent in the role as a rival 
barber; his voice shines even through a thick 
accent. Mainskas is confident with his corrupt 
character while, at the same time, being oddly 
charming. And Joseph is convincing as a young 
boy who is slowly changed in the care of Mrs. 
Lovett.

The central cast members Bilitch, Malon, 
Longoria and the other six seniors in the show 
can rest assured they are leaving SU drama 
on a high note — Stephen Sondheim would be 
proud.

The way the music is written, with numer-
ous quick patter songs and layered lyrics, the 
show — directed by Anthony Salatino — is 

vocally demanding. Even on many of the 
faster songs, each word can be understood. 
And the combination of vocals on songs like 
“Pretty Women” and “Johanna,” makes this 
musical amazing.

Adding to the richness of the entire picture 
is the costumes. The cast, clad in layers of color-
ful patterns and rich fabrics, look almost too 
well-dressed for the working class in London, 
as the studded belts and modern corsets are 
distracting. 

There is an air of dance and choreography 
as the stage transitions. Mrs. Lovett’s Pie Shop 
pivots with Sweeney’s Barber Shop above. The 
set fits together like puzzle pieces with various 
staircases and buildings all occupying the 
same space. Todd’s barber chair, which arrives 
in the second act, gives each one of his victims 
a scary ride to their grave — the basement of 
the pie shop. 

Plain and simple, the stage version is far 
superior to the film released last November 
starring Johnny Depp. The acting and sing-
ing are amazing, with the power and vocal 
strength of the chorus only adding to the 
intensity of the major players. It is those 
moments that produce chills, even in a grue-
some production. 

kmimamur@syr.edu

By Talie Tebbi
Staff Writer

Under a fall of a silver sequined rain, two lovers 
embrace. She wears pink, he’s in blue and the 
moon, full and white, lights the night behind 
them.

It’s the quintessential romantic scene — at 
least until a pirate steps in and ruins the mood. 

Unpredictable yet 
beautifully familiar, it’s 
no wonder “The Fanta-
sticks” is the world’s lon-
gest-running show off 
Broadway. After years 
of promises, Syracuse 
Stage finally brought 
the classic musical to an 
eager audience without 
disappointment. Funny 

and touching with an unexpected and deeply 
thoughtful spin, “The Fantasticks” was worth 
the wait. 

It’s a coming of age story, a love story and a 
commentary on theater itself all rolled into one. 
It could be a mindless, antiquated musical, but 
it goes beyond that, and that depth makes “The 
Fantasticks” interesting. 

The first act comments on the campy love 
stories that plague musical theater. The nar-
rator introduces each character with heavy-
handed sarcasm, rolling his eyes and chiding 
them for every flowery, romantic line they utter. 
Then the love story starts.

Two gardeners devise a plan to get their 
children together: they build a wall to keep 
them apart. 

Naturally the plan works, and strapping 
college grad, Matt, played by Eric Van Tielen 
falls for Luisa (Mackenzie Thomas), the silly, 
self-absorbed girl next door. Thrilled with their 
success, the fathers, played by Mark Goetzinger 
and Charles Goad, move into phase two of the 
plan: ending the phony feud. 

Adorable and witless, the fathers are the 
comedic highlights of the show. Both Goetzing-
er and Goad nail their parts, playing the fathers 
just goofy enough to get laughs, not so over the 
top that they’re as embarrassing as real fathers.  

To end the fight, they employ El Gallo, played 
by David Studwell who is also the narrator. 
Studwell is fantastic: his slick voice, his power-
ful presence, his perfect intonation as he mocks 
the characters before him — the perfect pack-
age to keep the show grounded. 

The first act ends when El Gallo and his 
team of actors — the pirate who’s special skill 
is dying and an old gent who looks like Shake-
speare resurrected — pretend to abduct young 
Luisa so Matt can save her. 

Robert Johansen and Williams J. Norris, 
the hired actors, represent the classic “acting 
types,” doing bits for the audience’s diversion, 
adding nothing to the plot, but poking fun at 
how seriously theater takes itself.

The second act takes a more serious turn, 
commenting on art’s ability to take something 
horrible, dress it up and make it pretty. Once 
the novelty of the affair wears off, the couple 
splits to go out and see the world. 

In their fathers’ gardens, Matt and Luisa 
are safe. But beyond the gardens waits a 
bruised heart for Luisa, a bruised face for 
Matt. It’s the Garden of Eden theme, topped 
off with the show opening with the narrator 
eating an apple. 

All the while a mime watches on, lending a 
hand every now and then, moving props. With-
out ever saying a word, she was the conscience 
of the show. Alexa Silvaggio was so poignant 
with her reactions: with the slightest change in 
expression or body language Silvaggio adds her 
silent voice to the plot. 

“The Fantasticks” isn’t an offbeat show to 
choose — at any given time there’s a production 
going on somewhere in the country, but it’s 
offbeat in that it doesn’t take itself seriously. 
It’s a show that knows it’s a show. And after two 
years of waiting, Syracuse Stage pulled it off 
fantastically.

“Two years ago we were disappointed,” 
said Lauren Lalley, a Syracuse Stage sub-
scriber for more than 15 years, before her 
husband, Bob, interrupted her. Gesturing 
toward the stage he said: “Now we’re not 
disappointed at all.”

nstebbi@syr.edu

‘The Fantasticks’ charms 
with classic love story

IF YOU GO
What: “the 
fantasticks”
Where: Syracuse 
Stage
When: runs through 
May 17 
How much: 
Prices vary, check 
syracusestage.org

sweeney
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courtesy of syracuse stage
“THE FANTASTICKS” has been in the works for the years. the play centers on two lov-
ers and their fathers’ attempts to keep them apart.

Fifth Avenue stores and had an outdated 
product — “everything was made to look like 
it was made for a 75-year-old woman from 
Kentucky.” 

At first, she didn’t think it would fit with 
her company. But eventually, after three 
months of observing the brand and going 
through the archives, Cutrone finally got 
Longchamp to where it wanted to be — in 
Vogue magazine. She convinced celebrities 
and their daughters to use the product, and 
“Voila.”

Cutrone also spoke about her history as 
a music publicist and her life traveling on 
tours and being a “wild rock-n-roll chick.” 
And before fashion was big, Cutrone started 
People’s Revolution claiming that “fashion 
is the new rock-n-roll.” At one point, she 
compared the role of a publicist to that of a 
hooker.

“I think it’s hysterical that people actu-
ally think I know what I’m doing,” Cutrone 
said. “But you know what, once you start to 
believe in it, it just starts to happen.”

kmimamur@syr.edu

cutrone
f r o m  p a g e  1 3
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By Erinn Connor
ASST. FEATURE EDITOR

A ncient history has never looked or 
sounded so good.

Showtime’s historical drama (empha-
sis on the drama) “The Tudors” tells the story of 
the reign of pre-heir obsessed King Henry VIII. 

He’s depicted along with 
the numerous romantic 
affairs and political 
relationships that made 
him so infamous.

“The Tudors,” which 
debuted last year, just 

entered its second season, or the year 1530, with 
Henry desperately seeking an annulment from 
Queen Katherine of Aragon so he can fi nally legiti-
mize his long-term obsession with Anne Boleyn.

Henry, played by Jonathan Rhys Meyers, is 
shown in the series as a King that cares about a 
lot about himself and about England — or at least 
that’s how the people of England perceive him. 

Rhys Meyers is an interesting choice for 
King Henry, because if you look up a historical 
portrait of the king you would see a chubby, red 
haired, pompous looking guy. And Rhys Meyers 

has only one of those things — he plays pomp-
ous and plays it well. 

But then again, the rest of the show isn’t 
really concerned all that much with being his-
torically accurate. For one thing, the timeline of 
the show is botched, as one episode represents 
an entire year, making it seem like events hap-
pen much closer together than in reality.

A major liberty that history buffs surely took 
offense to was that “The Tudors” made Henry’s 
two sisters into one combined person, “Princess 
Margaret,” and her storylines are a combina-
tion of the historical two sisters. Was it really 
that cost-effective to combine the characters?

If you can manage to brush off the blatant 
disregard for history, everything on “The Tudors” 
is pretty to watch. Rhys Meyers is prob-
ably the most attractive king 
England has ever seen, 
and Anne Boleyn 
(Natalie Dormer) 
is also quite an 

improvement from her real-life counterpart. 
The costumes and the settings are also intri-

cate and make anyone pine for Ye Olde England, 
all sprawling open fi elds and corset dresses.

But what makes “The Tudors” so captivat-
ing is the amount of the scandals King Henry 
involves himself in. Between all of his liaisons 
with the ladies of the court (and yes, since it’s on 
Showtime, not much is left behind closed doors) 
and under the table dealings with 
bishops and dukes, 
it’s the royalty’s 
sleaze and 
corrup-
tion 

that makes the show interesting 
Bodice-ripping affairs with the queen’s 

servants? Henry’s done that. Bribed religious 
offi cials so he can start wars with countries? 
Check. Openly courted Anne Boleyn in front of 
his wife? Oh yes. Defi ed the pope’s authority? 
Done and done.

Henry’s evolution from the beginning of the 
show to now is drastic — he once cared for the 
people of England but now is only concerned about 

marrying Anne Boleyn no matter what it 
means for England, perhaps one of the 

most historically accurate parts of his 
sensationalized soap opera. Rhys 

Meyers plays him wild-eyed, 
thirsty for lust, for power, to 

be more important than God 
himself. 

But we all know how 
this story ends. There’s 
certainly enough scandal 
that happened in his-
tory for “The Tudors” to 
exploit and dramatize. 
And who doesn’t love a 
good scandal among the 
rich and powerful

eaconnor@syr.edu

IF YOU WATCH
What: “The Tudors”
When: Sundays at 
9 p.m.
Where: Showtime

‘The Tudors’ disregards 
historical accuracy 
for royal scandals

C L I C K E R :  ‘ T H E  T U D O R S ’

Order in the 
court
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Crouse for his job interview), an era when 
kids jumped the fence at Archbold Stadium 
to sneak into football games (Drumm did as 
a child).

An era when SU basketball coach Jim Boe-
heim’s hair needed to be trimmed every other 
week instead of every other month.

The world around the hair-cutting duo 
seems to change daily, but one thing never 
changes.

“I’m like a mom and a dad to these kids, espe-
cially the freshmen that come up,” LoBello said. 
“They look at us as a figure.”

The taller Drumm trims at the left chair, 
sporting a sky blue polo, speaking in a low 
tone, with his scruffy white goatee reflect-
ing 96 semesters as a barber. The shorter, 
stouter Joe works on the right side in tan 
suspenders over a green checkered shirt, 
speaking in the rapid, energetic tone he has 
for 84 semesters. 

Born one month apart, the 67-year-olds, Duke 
‘n Joe, have become fixtures at SU. One name 
can’t be mentioned without the other. Duke 
started cutting hair in 1960 at the Orange Ton-
sorial along the Marshall Street alley. Six years 
later, Joe joined him. 

For 39 years and 11 months the duo cut hair 
at the Tonsorial, until the building’s landlord 
attempted to turn the building into a five-screen 
movie theater (which failed). So they swung 
around the corner to Tony Christopher’s Hair 
Design — sandwiched between King David Res-
taurant and T-Shirt World — where they’ve 
been for the past eight years. 

The barn wood lining the walls was replaced 
by a pink-based color scheme. Orange and blue 
chairs with the ability to lean back that cost 
$1,000 each were sold to fraternities for $200 
apiece when they moved. Two of Duke ‘n Joe’s 
fellow barbers retired. But a connection with 
the campus never changed.

Said Drumm: “We deal with kids from all 
walks of life, area, time. That’s what it’s all 
about. It’s a three-way triangle: us, the students 
and the university.”

* * *
A record-store owner — and Duke ‘n Joe 

regular — stormed through the Orange Tonso-
rial door about 20 years ago. The Syracuse 
men’s basketball team had lost a back-and-forth 
game the night before. The owner was livid and 
needed someone to vent to.

While cutting one man’s hair, who was read-
ing a newspaper at the time, Drumm fed the fire. 
The two exchanged rants.

“That Boeheim — We gotta get a new coach,” 
the then-owner of Desertshore Records said.

“Yeah, he’s gotta go. He stinks,” said Drumm, 
who then lowered his client’s newspaper. 

“Say hello to Jimmy.”
The store owner’s face froze, as his eyes 

met with the coach he just chastised. Boeheim 
shrugged it off. 

Boeheim’s job description shuns continuity. 
Thirty-two seasons of new recruits, constant 
new acquaintances and nowadays freshmen 
declaring for the draft. Changes (and stress) 
run rampant. 

But one element of Boeheim’s life has persist-
ed from his days as an SU student to the present, 
unchanged. For the last 45 years, only one man 
has cut his hair: Duke Drumm.

“It’s a constant,” Boeheim said. “Something 
that doesn’t change. I go down there, I wait 
my turn and I get a haircut. Sometimes I have 
lunch and wait there until it’s my turn to get a 
haircut.”

They started their careers at Syracuse two 
years apart, Drumm in 1960 and Boeheim in 
1962. Duke still remembers the quiet freshman 

trotting into the Orange Tonsorial with his 
thick-rimmed glasses. 

“(Jim) was a pretty reserved guy — a geeky 
kind of guy,” Drumm said. “Just really low key 
and quiet.” 

Drumm doesn’t press opinions or tips on Boe-
heim, like an “expert” outsider. They started 
from scratch together. A natural relationship 
developed, not unlike the medical students-
turned-retired doctors who have become part 
of Drumm’s clientele through the past four 
decades. 

Last week the two discussed Boeheim’s sum-
mer plans of a family cruise and the upcoming 
Beijing Olympics, where Boeheim is an assis-
tant coach for the United States national team. 

Drumm has a view no SU student or fan has 
of Boeheim. The “head shot,” he calls it. But he 
also has a view of full context. No one else at 
Syracuse has seen Boeheim’s entire progression 
like Duke. 

“You know the old slogan, ‘everything 
changed, but stayed the same?’” Drumm said. 
“He’s not a hot-shot. Some of these coaches hop 
around here and there and are never happy 
where they are. They think they’ve ground all 
axes there are to grind. …Jim was a small-town 
guy and all of a sudden he’s a big-town guy. The 
B.M.O.C. Big Man on Campus.”

Boeheim does have one bone to pick.
“I actually had hair when I started going to 

him,” the coach said. “I think it’s his fault I don’t 
have any hair left. But he’s not taking the blame 
for it.”

* * *
Nobody knew what Ty O’Bryan was even 

talking about.
“Pom-pa-dour.”
“A Pompa-what?”
From one barbershop to the next. The SU 

writing instructor couldn’t find anyone to main-
tain his pompadour hairstyle — the slicked 
back, Elvis Presley style popularized in the 
1950s. 

So he gave Tony Christopher’s Hair Design a 
shot, where both Duke ‘n Joe knew how to sculpt 
the pompadour.

“These guys were the only barbers around 
that knew what a pompadour was,” said O’Bryan 
at the doorstep of Tony Christopher’s. “They’re 
old school.”

The end of the Duke ‘n Joe Experience is “old 
school” at its finest. After clipping and trim-
ming of the top is complete, sideburns aren’t 
topped off with the typical electric razor. The 
duo uses foam and a classic straight-edge to 
precisely slice off scruff around the hair line.

“They keep their razors sharp and never nick 
me, so they know what they’re doing,” O’Bryan 
said. “They’re really nice guys too. They talk to 
you. Duke has this great collection of old cars 
that he loves pulling out pictures of.”

O’Bryan pointed to someone entering Tony 
Christopher’s. 

“There goes somebody else,” he said. “It 
seems like every time I go in there they are 
busy.” 

* * *
Drumm’s face flashed disappointment, as if it 

was the one that got away. Sure, “Mittens Jones” 
only visited the barbershop a few times, but his 
demise still struck a chord.  

SU students are “family in our confine,” 
Drumm said. As extended guardians, Duke ‘n 
Joe encourage students individually to stay 
focused in their classes. Over the decades 
they’ve fostered a small support system for 
incoming freshmen. Relationships grew, and 
many students have even brought their parents 
in to meet the barbers. 

“Mitten Jones” — the student that regularly 
visited Duke ‘n Joe — was one of the more tragic 
stories. He frequently bought hair products at 
the barbershop. “(Jones) bought good stuff. He 
knew what he was buying,” Drumm said. 

But a few years after graduating, “Mittens 
Jones” could be seen on the street asking people 
for money near the same campus he attended. 
His moniker came from wearing mittens at any 
temperature. 

Eating on his lunch break, Drumm set his 
sandwich down and shook his head in confu-
sion.

“After dealing with him like we did, we knew 
he wasn’t a street bum. But then he was out 
there, bummin’ frickin’ change all the time,” 
he said.

And still, that’s what impresses Drumm 
most. Downfalls like Mitten Jones’ have been 
almost nonexistent through his 48 years as the 
school’s go-to barber.

“The kids are studious kids. As much as they 
horse around,” he said, pointing toward the 
bar-side of Marshall Street. “Everybody seems 
to know what’s going on. They know what they 
have to do up here.”

* * *
When you work exclusively with the same 

person at the same time, doing the same thing, 
day after day for half of a century, some fun 
needs to interrupt the routine occasionally. 
Avoiding cabin fever has been a cinch for Duke 
‘n Joe, two colorful personalities that work in 
tag-team fashion.

“I only want an inch off. I only want an inch 
off,” one student repeated at least five times, 
doing a double-take at the circular saw near the 
sink.

Duke strapped the cape around the nervous 
student, and fired a telepathic glance at Joe 
across the room. The circular saw on the 
counter was being used for the wood on the 
walls. With the student turned the other way, 
Duke grabbed the saw and revved it at full 
blast. The student leaped out of the chair in 
fright. 

“What the hell are you doing?!” he yelped.
“Don’t you want it nice and straight?” 

laughed Drumm, holding the saw.
“Not with that you’re not.”

Duke ‘n Joe lose their breath reminiscing 
about the incident.  

“Me and Dukie have a great time up here,” 
LoBello said. “We know when to push each 
other’s buttons and when to back off.”

The key is never changing through the 
changes. Staying genuine. They opened up a 
sister store with eight barbers from 1965 to 1970 
during the Vietnam War when soldiers needed 
buzz cuts. They survived the 70s when long hair 
was the trend. And they persisted through the 
three more decades still doing it their way — 
entertaining and outgoing. 

For Drumm, a passion for antique cars like 
his 1942 to 1959 Fords, Chevys and Dodges, is a 
popular conversation starter among patrons of 
all ages, from fellow 60 year olds with garages 
and hot rod shops to one 20 year old who “will 
tear a car completely apart, bolt for bolt, piece 
for piece, fix it, strip it, mend it, put it back all 
together and cruise it.”

Duke ‘n Joe enjoy telling stories and interact-
ing with people too much to retire. They remem-
ber old loyal customers like Larry Csonka (“a 
knothead, good average joe”) and a diminutive 
French fencing coach (“a good, little boy!”). 
Most of all, they always look forward to meeting 
new students.

“You meet a good variety of kids,” LoBello 
said. “I’ve made friends with a lot of nice kids 
here.”

For now, everything will continue: The 
straight-edge blade, the wise-cracks, the 
obscure hairstyles and the on-the-spot heroics. 
The all-women dorms on Mt. Olympus Drumm 
frequented as a teenager have changed, and 
the hospital across the street where he was 
born and got his tonsils out at as a kid has 
vanished.

But for Duke ‘n Joe — that’s just fine. 
“In high school, I’d get all upset when my 

teacher moved me from one desk to another, 
because I didn’t like change,” LoBello said.

“But change isn’t bad. Change is good.”  
thdunne@syr.edu

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer
Joe LoBeLLo (left) and Duke Drumm (not pictured) have cut hair for a combined 180 
semesters at the Orange Tonsorial and Tony Christopher’s Hair Design. 
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The brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
would like to congratulate

Kappa Kappa Gamma 
on winning Paddy Murphy Week

Sigma Alpha Epsilon would like to thank all who participated and helped to 
make this week possible. With your contributions we raised over $1200 for 

St. Vincent de Paul Church. 
We would also like to thank Garbo’s Tanning Salon, Harry’s Bar and Grill and 

Maggie’s Sports Bar for their support and participation. 

s t a f f  r e p o r t

Goodwin cut from WNBA try out; 
SU softball clinches Big East berth

Green Bay Packers. Neither Fields nor Davis 
were available for comment.

Reached by phone Sunday night, 
McClain said he was thrilled to be trying 
out for Baltimore, and the news quickly 
washed away any disappointment from not 
being drafted.

“I’m excited to be a part of such a presti-
gious organization,” McClain said. “Hope-
fully I get the opportunity to come in there 
and showcase my abilities. If I could have 
picked any team in the world I’d want to be on, 
that would’ve fit my versatility and style the 
best, it’s the Ravens.”

McClain said he began to grow slightly frus-
trated as name by name flashed on his television 
screen and his phone kept silent.

“My feelings were, ‘Aw, man,’” McClain said. 
“I guess that’s the best way to describe my feel-
ings. Just ‘Awww, man.’ Just one ‘Aw, man’ after 
another.”

But midway through the seventh round, he 
received calls from several teams including 
the Cleveland Browns, New Orleans Saints and 
Houston Texans. When it was Baltimore on the 
other end, he couldn’t resist.

“When it came time to make a decision, 
there was a lot of communication going on 
with myself, my agent and the Ravens,” 
McClain said. “That’s what made it so appeal-
ing. Other than the fact that, you know, it is 
the Ravens.”

Smith watched the draft at home with his 
family in Newark, N.J. He said he had a feeling 
things might not go his way when no receiver 
was selected until the second round.

“For what the draft was looking like, it 

was anybody’s guess,” Smith said by phone. 
“When they didn’t pick any receivers in the first 
(round), it was going to be a little harder for me 
to get in there. But I just watched a little bit of 
it and waited to see if I was going to get called. 
I didn’t get called — can’t do anything about 
that.”

Smith said the Packers fit as the best sce-
nario for him to make an NFL roster this fall. 
The 6-foot-2 junior wideout also fielded calls 
from the Indianapolis Colts and Philadelphia 
Eagles.

Smith said he will head out to minicamp 
Thursday.

“(I’m) just sitting and being patient and per-
severing through the whole situation,” Smith 
said. “Just trying to get my foot in the door.”

SU was one of just 11 Bowl Championship 
Series teams without a single player drafted. 
Each other Big East school had at least two 
picked.

Syracuse had two players drafted last sea-
son — safety Tanard Jackson (fourth round, 
Tampa Bay) and linebacker Kelvin Smith 
(seventh round, Miami Dolphins) — and five 
signed free agent contracts with teams. Since 
2000, Syracuse has had 20 players drafted, 
third-most among Big East teams over that 
span.

McClain was the highest rated of any 
Syracuse prospect heading into the week-
end, and the 6-foot-2, 255-pound defensive 
lineman was expected to be a late-round 
pick.

Forty-one defensive linemen were chosen by 
NFL teams this weekend, McClain not being 
one of them.

Said McClain: “(The Ravens) said they were 
going to give me an opportunity to compete, which 
is the most important thing you can ask for.”

zsschonb@syr.edu

draft
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One Syracuse women’s basketball player sur-
vived the weekend on a WNBA roster, while 
the other did not..

Vaida Sipaviciute, SU’s starting center for 
the past three seasons, is currently on the roster 
for the Los Angeles Sparks, who are still in the 
training camp portion of their season.

Fantasia Goodwin, meanwhile, was cut Sat-
urday from the Detroit Shock, ending her WNBA 
career, for now, after only four days. 

Goodwin and Sipaviciute signed training 
camp contracts Tuesday, becoming the fourth 
and fifth SU players to ever find a spot on a 
WNBA roster. Neither player was picked in the 
WNBA draft on April 9.

Sipaviciute left Syracuse as the schools sec-
ond all-time leading blocker and 11th on the 
all-time points list. Goodwin spent the 2006-07 
season as a starter and the 2007-08 season as a 
key reserve for SU’s NCAA Tournament team.

Sipaviciute isn’t out of the woods yet, though. 
The Sparks will have to whittle their roster size 
down from its current size of 24 to the league-
maximum 13 before its season opener on May 
17. The Sparks play their first exhibition game 
Saturday against the Atlanta Dream.

Softball wins two
SU softball clinched a berth in the Big East 

tournament with a weekend sweep on the road at 
Pittsburgh. The Orange (20-26, 11-7) won, 5-3 and 
2-1, in its fourth conference sweep of the year.

SU erased a 3-1 deficit in game one and took 

the lead for good in the top of the sixth on a Jamie 
Kelling two-run single down the third base line. 
Brittany Gardner got the win, striking out four 
without allowing an earned run.

In the second game, the Orange gained the 
lead five batters into the first inning and never 
trailed. Rachel Tilford’s RBI single scored Kel-
ling, and SU led 1-0 until the fourth, when Amy 
Kelley drew a bases-loaded walk. 

That was all the support starting pitcher 
Chanel Roehner would need. Roehner surren-
dered one run on four hits and three walks. She 
struck out four to improve her record to 8-10.

track places third in 4xMile
The Syracuse track and field team supplied an 

impressive ending to its trip to the Penn Relays 
Saturday, placing third in the “Championship of 
America” heat of the 4xMile relay.

The quartet of Dan Busby, Jordan Davis, Jeff 
Scull and Kyle Heath finished third with a time 
of 16:31.99 behind Texas (16:29.50) and Virginia 
(16:31.99). The Orange placed ahead of some of 
the nation’s top track programs in the event, 
such as Michigan, Arkansas and Mississippi 
State. All four Orange runners have qualified for 
the NCAA regionals on May 30 and 31.

Sheron Mark (long jump, triple jump) and Jil-
lian Drouin (high jump) earned NCAA regional 
marks at the 114th running of the Penn Relays.

-- Staff report compiled by sports 
editor Matt Gelb, asst. sports editors 

John Clayton and Kyle Austin
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david krebs | staff photographer
Kenny nims drives past Massachusett’s David Von Voigt in SU’s 16-3 win Saturday. Syracuse outscored UMass 9-0 in the first half to easily win its 12th straight game.

Orange won’t look ahead to playoffs, even with 1 game left
By Andy McCullough  

and Kyle Austin 
The Daily Orange

Steven Brooks gave a little window into the 
Syracuse men’s lacrosse team’s psyche after its 
16-3 victory against Massachusetts, the same 
team that kept the Orange out of playoff conten-
tion last season. 

“All week, we were thinking about what they 
did to us last year,” the fifth-year senior mid-
fielder said. “How they put us out of the playoffs 
and that was our incentive the whole week.”

The important part isn’t the talk about 
revenge. It’s at the end: “the whole week.” This 
pasting of the Minutemen, one of the last — and 
most emphatic — stops on the No. 2 Orange’s 
revenge tour of 2008, only matters for a little 
while. 

So yes, crushing the team that ended the 
24-year playoff streak last season and the 22-year 
final four streak in 2005 meant something. But 
the team won’t revel in it too much. 

“We have drive, and we have one goal in our 
mind after what happened last year,” Brooks said.

To get to that one goal, the final four and a 
national championship, this team tries to keep 
an even keel from game to game, something its 

head coach John Desko emphasizes. 
Even against a rival like UMass. 
“It really didn’t have a lot to do with UMass,” 

Desko said. “There wasn’t a lot of emotion 
toward the Minutemen today. It was more 
toward the next opponent. 

“And now we’re focusing on Colgate.”
Brooks had said as much earlier. The play-

offs, the final four, a national title: None of that 
stuff is worth talking about until it’s tangible. 

“We’ll let the media take care of what the 
playoffs look like,” Brooks said. “But right now 
we just want to focus on Colgate, keep doing 
what we need to do and keep executing. If we 
keep playing like this I could see us going far.”

Nims, Brennan banged up
Syracuse suffered two scares during Satur-

day’s win over UMass. But as it turns out, they 

were both cautionary measures.
Faceoff specialist Danny Brennan limped 

off the field after a first-quarter faceoff and 
didn’t play the rest of the game. Desko said 
after the game that Brennan had suffered a 
minor muscle sprain, and taking him out was 
a cautionary measure, especially given the 
scoring disparity.

Attack Kenny Nims also sat the entire second 
half, after leaving in the second quarter with a 
bruise. Desko said after the game he expects to see 
both him and Brennan Saturday against Colgate.

“He took a pretty good whack, and he’s got a 
pretty big bruise,” Desko said. “But again, he’s 
another one who I’d be surprised if we didn’t see 
him next week.”

Getting rough
There may have been 12 penalties called in 

a rough-and-tumble fourth quarter, compared 
with five the rest of the game. 

But defenseman Kyle Guadagnolo isn’t sure 
that total is entirely accurate.

“I don’t think some of those penalties would 
have been called in another game, but it’s hard 
to say,” Guadagnolo said. “I thought we did 
pretty well on man-down when we got in, and 

some other guys got an opportunity to play on 
man down too.”

Referees would have had good reason to 
whistle a tight game Saturday. The two clubs 
have had a testy relationship recently. Last 
year’s contest ended with Brooks being ejected 
for unnecessary roughness. This year officials 
were looking to quell any extracurricular vio-
lence before it got out of hand.

Deep roster
Syracuse played a total of 41 players during 

Saturday’s game, the most it has all season. 
UMass, on the other hand, only has 29 players 
on its active roster.

During its last regular-season home game of 
the year, Desko was glad to let nearly all of his 
team see the field.

“We have an awful lot of guys on the team that 
have worked pretty hard but haven’t had a lot of 
game minutes so it was great that they were able 
to get in,” Desko said. “We started substituting 
less than midway through the third quarter so 
it was great these guys that have worked so hard 
and pushed these other guys.”

ramccull@syr.edu

kbaustin@syr.edu

“All week, we were 
thinking about what 
they did to us last year.”

Steven Brooks
SU SeniOr MiDfielDer On UMaSS
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By Andy McCullough
Managing Editor

Greg Cannella ran down the list of Syracuse 
defenders, a role call of the players who had 
hounded his Massachusetts men’s lacrosse team 
all afternoon in Saturday’s 16-3 victory for the No. 
2 Orange.

His team was shut out in the first half, 9-0, and 
suffocated throughout. It turned the ball over 22 
times and shot the ball 21. And Cannella knew the 
reason why. 

There was Sid Smith and Kyle Guadagnolo, the 
close defenders, the UMass head coach said. Plus 
John Galloway in net. (“He’s got a real presence.”) 
Fellow rookie Joel White, as good a long stick 
midfielder as Cannella said he’s seen all year. And 
don’t forget the shortsticks, athletes like junior 
Matt Abbott and freshman Jovan Miller.

“I’m sure their pride was a little dented last 
year,” Cannella said. “Like I said, they have a 
great attitude, and they really play together as a 
team.”

Last year, the Orange went 5-8 and gave up 
11.38 goals a game. Now the team is 12-1, and only 
allowing 7.15 each time out — the best mark since 
giving up 7.0 in 1970.

Cannella saw the difference Saturday: a tal-
ented group of athletes playing together. 

And though attack Tim Balise scored seven 
seconds into the third quarter to end the drought 
for the Minutemen, the Orange kept attacking. 
The unit forced outside shots to protect Galloway.

“This is the time that we want to get better 
and really come together,” the senior captain 
Guadagnolo said. “We’re not just trying to not 
let them score, but we’re trying to limit the good 
shots that they get. We want to keep them flat and 
not let them get good shots from the outside to let 
John (Galloway) get easy saves.”

And the freshman came through, stopping 
seven shots in three quarters of action, including 
a save on a Balise breakaway in the third. 

There was little let-up from the Orange defen-
sively, even with the large lead. 

Syracuse head coach John Desko seemed to 
call off the dogs on offense early. The third mid-
field line, featuring freshmen Josh Amidon and 

Jack Harmatuk, got time in the second quarter. 
But the defense stayed aggressive throughout. 

Things got chippy as the game stretched on — 
Syracuse committed five fourth-quarter penal-
ties. But Desko was still happy with the team’s 
play afterward. 

“We played good defense,” Desko said. “We 
were making saves, clearing the ball.” 

And even a little extra responsibility didn’t 
hurt the unit. 

With face-off specialist Danny Brennan nurs-
ing a pulled muscle, senior defensive midfielder 
John Carrozza filled the void. He went 4-for-10 but 
still made his mark on defense.

“He is a very good athlete,” Desko said of 
Carrozza. “So he’s a hard guy to run by. And 
he’s a tough kid too and shows it. The last couple 
games he’s been anticipating the flow of the ball 
and getting a couple steals. He did a nice job in 
creating some transition for us going from defense 
to offense.”

Carrozza did that on the second goal of the 
game, taking a feed from White off a Galloway 
clear and rushing up midfield, where a few one-
touch passes led to a Mike Leveille goal.

“They’re fantastic in transition,” Cannella 
said. “They were great today in it. Very opportu-
nistic early in the game.”

For a defense that seems to improve each week, 
that’s the key — starting transition and getting 
the ball to the offense, which averages more than 
13 goals a game. 

“We just want to go out on top and have fun 
while doing it,” Guadagnolo said. “We have a ways 
to go.”

ramccull@syr.edu
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FAT LADY SINGS
2:09, first quarter
greg niewieroski scores to make it 5-0. 
the Minutemen had little chance after the 
onslaught of the first period, in which they 
took one shot.

STORYTELLER
“We have so many 
weapons, on any given 
day any guy can step up. 
Between the first two 
midfield lines and the 
attack unit, and I think that 
makes us very dangerous 
and very hard to defend.”

Mike Leville
SU SEnior attack

Fourth-quarter penalties
the final 15 minutes were a mess: 12 total 
penalties, five from Syracuse, seven from 
UMass. Maybe there still is a little something 
to this rivalry. 

THE UGLY

THE BAD
Doc Schneider
the UMass goalie made 11 saves, but he still 
gave up 14 goals in 47 minutes of play. goal-
ies need to stand on their heads against the 
orange. they usually don’t. 

UP NEXT
at Colgate
Saturday, 1 p.m.
Hamilton, N.Y.

THE GOOD
SU’s defense
the Syracuse defense played one of its best 
games of the season, forcing 22 turnovers. 
John galloway made seven saves. 

BI
G 
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M
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R

the number of first-half 
goals from the orange, with 
no answers from UMass. 
the second half was a fore-
gone conclusion.  

umass
f r o m  p a g e  2 4

david krebs | staff photographer
Mike LeveiLLe scored three goals to up his season total to 36. nine different players 
scored for the orange, which was able to play backups throughout the second half.

Massachusetts
	 G	 A	 SOG	 GB
Balise 2 0 5 0
Wilus 1 0 1 0
	 GA	 S
Schneider 14 11
Mccormack 2 2

syracuse
	 G	 A	 SOG	 GB
Leveille 3 3 5 3
Brooks 3 0 4 2
niewieroski 2 0 2 1
Perritt 2 0 2 0
keogh 2 0 2 2
nims 1 2 2 0
Loftus 1 0 2 0
Harmatuk 1 0 1 1
daniello 1 0 1 1
	 GA	 S
galloway 1 7
cavalieri 2 1

staunch su defense holds 
uMass scoreless in 1st half

the year.
It was a blowout, even by the standards of 

Syracuse, a team that has won six games by seven 
or more goals this season. The team jumped out 
to a 9-0 first-half lead, as it powered past a UMass 
(5-8) team that was futilely trying to force SU off of 
its fast pace.

In the first quarter alone, Syracuse put up five 
goals while the Minutemen were able to manage 
only one shot.

“The first quarter determined the outcome,” 
UMass coach Greg Cannella said. “You can’t just 
keep slowing it down. Not that we tried to speed it 
up, but we tried to handle the ball a little bit better.”

The SU attack scored in every way imagin-
able — fast break, drives, long shots and short 
shots. The Orange made mince meat of a UMass 
defensive unit that came in allowing only 8.07 
goals per game.

“We have so many weapons, on any given day 
any guy can step up,” Leveille said. “Between the 
first two midfield lines and the attack unit, and 
I think that makes us very dangerous and very 
hard to defend.”

The Orange played a crisp 60 minutes, com-
mitting only 10 turnovers, compared to 21 against 
Albany last Friday.

Conversely, SU used a tight defense and some 
resourcefulness to both force and take advantage 
of 22 UMass turnovers.

Never was that more apparent than in the 
opening goal of the game. After UMass had forced 
a turnover, it looked for an outlet pass back to 
goalie Doc Schneider. But an easy lob by defense-
man David Von Voigt was picked off by Leveille, 
who had darted out from behind the goal. 

From there, a quick turnaround shot gave 
Syracuse the 1-0 lead 21 seconds into the game.

“It was a fortunate play,” Leveille said. “Guys 
were riding hard and pressuring their defender, 
and he’s looking to get rid of the ball quickly. I can 
kind of see he was going to throw it to the goalie and 
just tried to time it and step in front and pick it off.”

After the dominating first half, Syracuse rolled 
through the second with predominantly backups. 
A frustrated UMass team pumped up the physical-
ity, leading to 12 total penalties when most of SU’s 
starters had exited the game.

Desko said he was happy to escape the end of 
the game with his team intact. After all, the team 
has one more regular-season matchup before the 
postseason. Even at this point, Syracuse shies 
away from any prognostication regarding its 
chances of returning to the final four.

But its opponents don’t.
“I would think that they’re a national champi-

on,” Cannella said. “Certainly final four, hopefully 
they’ll get to the national championship game.”

kbaustin@syr.edu

“We’re not just trying to 
not let them score, but 
we’re trying to limit the 
good shots that they get.

Kyle Guadagnolo
SU SEnior dEfEnSEMan
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By Christopher James
Staff Writer

SOUTH BEND, Ind. — Despite an anemic 
offense that recorded its lowest first-half out-
put of the season, No. 3 Syracuse found itself 
down just a goal, 3-2, at halftime Sunday.

With a lead on a team that beat him 18-3 
three weeks earlier, Georgetown coach Ricky 
Fried said the narrow margin made him 
plenty nervous.

“I felt really good about how our defense 
played, and I was not real happy with how our 
offense played,” Fried said. “We kind of bailed 
them out. We finish three or four of those 
other shots, and we have a bigger lead.”

Just as Fried feared, a one-goal lead wasn’t 
nearly the cushion the Hoyas needed, as the 
Orange outscored Georgetown, 10-3, in the sec-
ond half en route to a 12-6 win in the Big East 
championship game here at Notre Dame Stadium. 
Syracuse will receive the conference’s automatic 
bid to the NCAA tournament in two weeks.

The other two times Syracuse trailed 
at halftime this season, it went on to lose 
against Virginia and Northwestern. But 
Orange coach Gary Gait was never fazed in 
this game.

“This was a one-goal game,” Gait said. “We 
are very capable as an offensive team…I think 
we are in a little better condition and a little 
better prepared. This one we knew we could 
just battle back and keep going.”

The game began with Georgetown control-
ling much of the possession. Despite three 
first-half goals, the Hoyas left many opportu-
nities on the field. In a single possession, GU 
drew three different free position penalties 
and missed all of them.

Freshman Liz Hogan stood strong in net 
as she has all season long, finishing with 10 
saves. The Hoyas couldn’t capitalize on any of 
their six free position shots. On one attempt, 
Georgetown tried to pass off the free position, 
but leading scorer Ashby Kaestner was stuffed 
at point-blank range.

“(Hogan) was unbelievable,” Gait said. “For 
a freshman to be that composed and that pre-
pared to play, I give credit to Liz and Maggie 
(Koch) her coach…Liz was one of the players 
that stepped up.”

Hogan has now twice defeated Fried’s 

offensive schemes this season. Fried had only 
lost to Syracuse once in his previous three 
seasons. Earlier this year, Fried was hesitant 
to give credit to Hogan. On Sunday, he gave 
the freshman her due.

“Liz came up with some big saves early,” 
Fried said. “You start to question yourself and 
doubt what you are doing and not shoot maybe 
the way you normally would.”

After scoring just three goals on 15 shots 
in the first half, Fried said his team seemed 
too content with controlling possession. SU 
attack Kristin Brady credited the defense 
with keeping the team in the game and 
allowing the opportunity for that second-
half explosion.

“We played with a lot of grit and determina-
tion,” Brady said. “Our defense again played 
well the entire game and really kept our 
offense in it. We really have to give a lot of 
credit to them.”

Gait said he never let doubt creep in, even 
as he watched the Hoyas scratch their way 
to that early advantage. The Orange finally 
reacted to adversity the way Gait said it 
should’ve in its two losses.

“We gutted the game out, and we played smart, 
even though things didn’t bounce our way in the 
first half,” Gait said. “We didn’t panic.”

chjames@syr.edu

town head coach Ricky Fried said his team 
came into the game trying to force Rowan out 
of a comfort zone and making her pass to a 
second option.

It worked through the first 30 minutes. 
“Syracuse is going to score some goals,” 

Fried said. “They’ve got some great players. … 
We had to press and go out one-on-one against 
them, which is a difficult task for any team.”

The Hoyas used a smothering defense in the 
first half that shut down the Orange offense. 
Syracuse couldn’t find any open space in front 
of the goal as Georgetown turned the fan into a 
mixer the minute an SU player made a drive. 

“They were very aggressive,” said Rowan, 
the tournament’s most valuable player. “(They) 
knocked me down. … They were looking to double 
so we just had to keep moving the ball around.”

That motion was a challenge for Syracuse in 

the first half. The Hoyas jumped to a 3-0 lead, and 
the Orange began rushing shots when it got a 
look at all. Rowan and teammate Christina Dove 
spent most of the first half backpedaling as the 
defense cut off drive after drive.

Late in the half, after the lead was cut to 3-2, 
Rowan found a cutting Halley Quillinan wide 
open in front of the net for the first time all day. 
Quillinan’s shot sailed wide. Just half of SU’s 
shots in the first half made it on net.

“Their defense was doing a good job col-
lapsing,” Dove said. “We just needed to be 
patient. At halftime we realized there were 
more options on offense, and we didn’t have to 
try for the first thing that was open.”

Orange head coach Gary Gait’s halftime 
message was simple. As he’s preached all sea-
son, he asked Syracuse to relax and play with 
the patience it was missing. 

“When the doubles come, move the ball a 
couple passes away and see what you have,” 
Gait said. “It was just a matter of decision mak-
ing and being comfortable and patient.”

When the floodgates finally opened, Gait’s 
team had no trouble finding space that just 
wasn’t there before. Up 7-4, Rowan bumped 
into a double and casually ran a circle around 
the defense to pocket her third goal of the day. 

“We knew we had to be patient on the attack 

and look for good looks,” Rowan said. “I think 
we took some shots when we weren’t really 
ready for them in the first half.”

After Rowan put away the free position to 
give SU a 5-4 lead, attack Kristin Brady turned 
around and shook her stick, yelling excitedly 
at her teammates. The senior said she knew 
things were finally going the Orange’s way.

“I kind of blacked out,” Brady said. “I knew 
that once we went up it was really going to put 
some pressure on them. That’s what happened 
when we played them in the championship 
game last year. … I was really excited when we 
finally got up a goal.”

Gait’s focus can now shift to the NCAA 
tournament. The postgame press conference 
was interrupted by a call from Gait’s wife, 
informing him of the score in the Atlantic 
Coast Conference championship.

But that didn’t matter.
“We’re in,” Gait said, smiling. “We’re into 

the NCAA tournament.”
chjames@syr.edu

big east
f r o m  p a g e  2 4

SU overcomes lowest 1st-half 
output with 10-goal barrage

courtesy of joe raymond | big east
Christina Gibson pressures Georgetown’s Molly ford in Syracuse’s 12-6 Big east 
championship win. the Orange (16-2) scored 10 goals in the second half.

wo m e n ’ s  l ac r o s s e

“Their defense was doing 
a good job collapsing. We 
just needed to be patient. 
At halftime we realized 
there were more options 
on offense, and we didn’t 
have to try for the first 
thing that was open.”

Christina Dove
SU SOphOMOre Midfielder

GeorGetown
	 G	 A	 SOG	 GB
ford 2 2 2 0
Kirr 1 0 1 0
hubschmann 1 0 1 0
Kaestner 1 0 6 4
piotrowicz 1 0 2 0
	 GA	 S
formby 10 10

SyracuSe
	 G	 A	 SOG	 GB
thomas 3 1 5 3
rowan 3 0 5 1
Brady 2 0 2 3
dove 1 3 5 0
Mosenson 1 1 3 0
Quillinan 1 0 1 2
depetris 1 0 1 0
	 GA	 S
hogan 6 10
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different salary or somebody’s going to come 
to work for free?”

The system creates issues, and headaches, 
for head coaches: How much to offer a recruit. 
How much to raise a scholarship level. How 
to fill a roster when half a scholarship at 
Syracuse leaves more than $20,000 left to 
be paid, while half a scholarship at a public 
school might leave $10,000.

Of the 21 sports offered at Syracuse, only 
four — football, men’s and women’s basket-
ball and tennis — offer full scholarships to 
every athlete on the team.

The rest are what’s known as equiva-
lency sports, which offer partial scholar-
ships to most athletes. Every sport works at 
an NCAA-mandated scholarship maximum 
(12.6 for men’s lacrosse, 14 for women’s soc-
cer, 20 for women’s rowing, etc). 

It’s a system that can put players in tough 
spots. Many put in the same amount of time 
and effort, but do so for a different amount 
of scholarship money because each head 
coach allots funds at his or her discrepancy. 
Equivalency sport athletes are constantly 
competing with one another for money.

Syracuse spent $11.6 million of schol-
arship money on 589 athletes in 2006-07, 
according to the university’s latest Equity 
in Athletics Disclosure Act report to the 
government. The money comes from both the 
athletic and academic side. 

That means the average athlete received 
almost $20,000 in 2006-07. Discounting 
football, the average is roughly $15,000 for 
approximately 500 athletes. Full tuition cost 
$45,280 in 2007-08, according to the univer-
sity’s Web site.

Syracuse currently has every sport fund-
ed to the maximum amount allowed by the 
NCAA. That means Syracuse is doing its best 
to level the playing field with other schools, 
in terms of scholarship money being offered.

But between sports, the money is not 
always even. According to data compiled 
by the New York Times last month, large 
discrepancies exist in the amount of money 
distributed to the average athlete.

For example, the average female runner 
in Division I or Division II is on a 46 percent 
scholarship. The average volleyball player, 
meanwhile, is on a 66 percent scholarship.

“It’s certainly harder than if you could 

just offer everybody a full scholarship,” 
women’s lacrosse head coach Gary Gait said. 
“That would be the perfect world, right? 
That would be ideal. We’re not there. We’d 
like to be there. But that’s not how the world 
works.”

Employees on the payroll
Whenever Bradley sets about recruiting a 

player, there’s one aspect she always needs to 
make clear. 

College sports are a business.
Words like job and business have found 

their way into recruiting conversations. 
After all the skills, stats and intangibles are 
taken into account, coaches like Bradley must 
assign a monetary value to a player. A value 
they think will be enough to entice an athlete 
to sign, while staying under the scholarship 
cap.

To Bradley, recruits begin to look like 
stocks. Buy low during high school. Sell 
high at graduation. It’s all measured against 
scholarship dollars as coaches evaluate their 
return on investment.

With a payroll of 12 scholarships for 22-26 
players in field hockey, divvying up the money 
is no easy task. And in equivalency sports, 
scholarship amounts can change from year-to-
year as a coach sees fit, although decreasing a 
scholarship is a rarity.

“It’s business,” Bradley said. “That’s the 
thing that’s tough, it’s business. You have to 
think of them as an employee. So if you come 
to work and you’re doing a great job you want 
to give people a bonus, right? And if you come 
to work and you’re not doing your job, you’ve 
got to make some changes.”

For other coaches in more individually 
based sports, the evaluation process is more 
concrete. Chris Fox, who coaches track and 
field and cross country, can base scholarship 
levels much more on individual performance. 
While he doesn’t distribute a handout with 
times and corresponding money amounts, he 
said he has worked at schools that do.

That’s why he doesn’t consider the process 
a job. For Fox, the business aspect should 
be treated like a sport, not the other way 
around. His runners are competing against 
each other for available scholarship money. 
In some ways, it’s no different than competing 
for team positioning or a playoff spot. 

“If a kid wants to come here, he wants to be 
the best,” Fox said. “He doesn’t have to run. 
Pressure? That’s why you do athletics. It’s not 
a job at all. It’s a sport.

‘A hush-hush thing’
Athletes, meanwhile, are left with the real-

ity that most players receive money and the 
knowledge that everyone receives a different 
amount. While players know money is gener-
ally performance-based, they also know that 
players or parents can finagle their way into 
more scholarship money.

For players in sports that divide scholar-
ships, the whole topic can become taboo.

“I was always told the money is a hush-hush 
thing,” sophomore runner Maegan Krifchin 
said. “I don’t feel comfortable talking about 
money with anyone. I don’t want to know what 
anyone is on. I don’t let people know what I’m 
on. They can assume whatever they want, but 
it’s a topic we don’t talk about.”

Others, like lacrosse player Steven Brooks, 
break the uneasiness with jokes. When he goes 
to a dining hall with a group of teammates, 
whoever is assumed to have the most scholar-
ship money is goaded into swiping his SUID 
card for the whole group.

It’s an issue coaches generally keep their 
distance from and let players decide whether or 
not to talk about. For Gait, who played lacrosse 
at Syracuse from 1987-90, money has never been 
a locker room talking point. And when players 
come into his office now as head coach, he said 
he has never had a player try to use a team-
mates’ scholarship as leverage.

Privacy aside, players realize that discus-
sion about scholarships could have decidedly 
divisive consequences for a team.

“It’s kind of one of those things you know not 
to talk about,” senior softball pitcher/outfielder 
Chanel Roehner said. “Maybe with your close 
friends, but because then it gets that ‘Why is 
she on full?’ or ‘Why is she not getting this 
much when she’s playing well and this girl’s not 
playing well and gets this much?’ It gets really 
touchy so nobody really talks about it.”

The challenge of dividing
Part of Erlease Wagner’s job is to baptize 

new coaches to the realities of the system, help 
them navigate the landscape and stay within 
the bounds of the NCAA.

Most new coaches have an appointment 
with Wagner, SU’s compliance director, to 
learn the intricacies of the equivalency sys-
tem. And most rely on her record keeping as a 
backup, when their numbers don’t add up.

Some financial aid counts against a coach’s 
equivalency. Some don’t. Academic money 
can change. Wagner said many coaches keep 
spreadsheets to keep track of where all their 

money is, a task that can be at times arduous.
“You’re talking about dollars that are in 

flux at times because this year they’re exempt, 
the next year a student athlete had a bad 
semester, the dollars don’t qualify for an 
exemption,” Wagner said. “This year, a stu-
dent is getting a grant from Wal-Mart. The 
next year they might be getting a grant from 
the local booster club.”

Syracuse coaches use various tactics to 
stretch their scholarship dollars. There are 
coaches like Fox who recruit athletes that are 
likely to receive financial aid and loosen the 
burden on his scholarship money. Women’s 
rowing coach Kris Sanford always leaves a 
part of her allotted scholarships available as 
incentive to athletes.

Gait said while most of his scholarship 
money is doled out based on performance, he 
will consider upping a player’s scholarship 
based on need, if it means the difference 
between a player staying or transferring.

“I think that’s the biggest issue coaches 
have,” Wagner said. “Who do you give the 
money to? Who do you take a chance on?”

For Bradley, she knows she’s not always 
going to be right.

“It’s just always a challenge, because some 
people are going to think they’re undervalued 
and other people are overvalued,” Bradley 
said. “That’s how it is. It’s a gamble, right? It’s 
recruiting. You don’t know what you’re going 
to get until they graduate.”

kbaustin@syr.edu

egramsey@syr.edu
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“I was always told the 
money is a hush-hush 
thing. I don’t feel 
comfortable talking about 
money with anyone. I 
don’t want to know 
what anyone is on.”

Maegan Krifchin
su sophomore runner

Year In Sports
Today: Part 9 of 10
Tomorrow: The senior class leaves cal-
loused from four years of following syracuse 
athletics.
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By Alexandra Rowley
Staff Writer

Jamie Hubbell’s face lit up momentarily when 
asked how it felt to win the Conlan Cup. That 
smile quickly faded when he began giving the 
details of the race.  

“It’s a big deal,” the junior coxswain said 
about winning the cup. “It was tough to lose 
today, but Columbia is a fast crew. It was good to 
beat (Boston University) though.”

Hubbell’s mixed feelings came after the 
No. 11 Syracuse men’s rowing Varsity Eight 
retained the Conlan Cup on Saturday for the 
third straight year by beating No. 17 Boston Uni-
versity. But the Orange finished second in its 
race, losing to No. 7 Columbia by three seconds. 

The loss was the second for the Varsity Eight 
this season. It was the only loss of the day for 
SU as the second Varsity Eight as well as both 
freshman crews placed first in its races. 

Sophomore Ryan Patton agreed retaining the 
Conlan Cup was rewarding but not good enough. 

“It feels good,” Patton said of beating BU. “We 
had a good race, but it would have been more 
satisfying if we had beat Columbia.”

While the Orange might have had a good 
race, it did not start strong. The Lions and Terri-
ers had quicker starts, which left SU behind.

“We weren’t together,” Hubbell said of Syra-
cuse’s start. “We weren’t rowing as well as we 
usually do off the line.”

The Orange eventually gained ground on BU 
and passed it for good, but could not overcome 
the deficit against Columbia. After 600 meters 

on the water, SU finally found its rhythm, but at 
that point it was too late.

“Once we came into quieter water in the last 
1,200 meters our race got a lot better,” Hubbell 
said. “The (stroke) rate came up to a 37 (strokes per 
minute), and we tried to walk back into Columbia, 
but they stayed strong and kept us off.” 

SU head coach Dave Reischman recognized 
the talent of the Columbia crew and is grateful 
his crew got to face that level of competition. 
Reischman said if a crew is always winning 
its races, then it can never know how fast it 
can really go. Reischman also hopes his crew 
learned something after having chased Colum-
bia throughout the entire course. 

“They’re a very talented crew,” Reischman 
said of Columbia. “My hat’s off to them. They’re 
doing a great job of building their program, and 
I can’t say enough about the race they rode.”

The Lions were successful at keeping their 
lead by maintaining a two-stroke advance over 
the Orange during the body of the race. Hubbell 
said that was one reason why Columbia kept the 
margin it had almost the entire time.

“They raced better today, but we’re defi-
nitely getting better,” Patton said. “Now we’re a 
little hungry, and we’ll get another shot at it in a 
couple of weeks.” 

It seems as though improvement is necessary 
in order for SU to catch better teams at the East-
ern Sprints May 18. Hubbell said quicker starts 
are where the Orange should begin in order 
to have better races. Reischman admitted his 
team’s starts have not been the focus of practice 

yet this season.
“We practice it more and more as the season 

goes on,” Reischman said. “Early in the season 
we just try to focus on the 500 to the 1,500 
(stretch of the race). When we’re comfortable 
with that then we put a little more time and 
effort into the start, but we’re really focusing on 
the body part of the race.”

The Orange will have to keep fighting to 
improve if it wants to reach its goal of attending 
the I.R.A. Regatta in June.

“They just raced better than we did today,” 
Hubbell said. “There’s nothing we could have 
done. We have some work to do, but Columbia is 
just good.” 

amrowley@syr.edu 

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer
SyracuSe rowing won the Conlan Cup for the third straight year by beating No. 17 Boston University, but the Varsity eight also lost to No. 7 Columbia. 

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer
SyracuSe rowing poses with the Conlan Cup after the Varsity eight downed BU. 
the group also suffered its second loss of the season, falling to No. 7 Columbia.

m e n ’ s  r ow i n G

SU Varsity 8 retains Conlan Cup despite loss to Columbia
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OUTLAWED in 7 States!

Lowest Price Guaranteed

Buy PURPLE STICKY SALVIA DIVINORUM Today 

enter code: ORANGE and get 15% off! 100% 
items found. www.BlackWidowProducts.com 
Salvia Divinorum is the Next Craze. More info and 

www.blackwidowproducts.com To Order, Call: (320) 491-8118

Ads by Google

ApArtments for rent

116 Comstock Ave. 
studios 

Available Aug. 2008, 
$600/month inc. heat

Large, hardwood floors, lots of light, off-
street parking, laundry.

Call for an appointment!
478-6504

studio Apartments
Brand new * fully furnished
Located in Downtown Syracuse

Near Armory Spaure and SU Warehouse 
Building

Only $595 Per Month
Includes All Utilities

PLUS
FREE Basic/ Standard Cable TV Service

FREE High SPeed Internet 
Free Off-Street Parking

Exercise Facility, Electronic Entry Security 
System, Professional On-Site Manage-

ment, Laundry Facilities, Air Conditioning, 
Located on CENTRO Bus Line, Kitchenette 

w/ Microwave, Refrigerator and Stove

Brownstone Luxury Studio Apartments
605 West Genessee Street, Syracuse, NY 

13204
(315) 472-4431

Visit us at orangehousing.com

two & three Bedroom flats excellent Condi-
tion Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, 
Hardwoods, Finished Basement. Call 727-3646

University Apartments 
Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedrooms, 
Walking Distance to Campus, 

some Available now. 
437-7577

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

621 Euclid Ave
117 Redfield Place
145 Avondale Place 

Available for 2008-2009
Fully Furnished, Laundry, Parking, Full-

time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall Carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

Remodeled Kitchens and Baths
University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

ENERGY STAR APARTMENTS 
(LOW UTILITIES)

VISIT WEBSITE 24/7 
WWW.UNIVERSITYHILL.COM

SONIA
350-4191

APARTMENTS APARTMENTS 
478-7493

968 Ackerman
Furnished 2 Bedroom Available May. All Ameni-
ties $800/month. Call 469-6665 

THREE BEDROOM APARTMENTS  
WWW.UNIVERSITYHILL.COM

SONIA
350-4191

Great Apartments still available for 
2008/2009. See our website for 

details: campushill.com. Or call us at 
315-422-7110

eLeGAntLY oVerLooKInG pArK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison St. NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

1,2,3,4,5 Bedroom Apts and Houses, June 
or August Occupancy, Free offstreet park-
ing, Free Washer and Dryer. 422-7138 or 

445-1808

5/6 Bedroom House. Furnished, 2.5 baths. Fire-
places, porch, quiet neighborhood, free washer/
dryer. June 2008 or August 15, 2008. 422-7138 
or 445-1808

prIVAte fUrnIsHeD stUDIo 
Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. 
509 University Ave. 

Carpeted, Air-conditioned, furnished, 
secure, Laundry, parking, maintenance. 

Available for 2008-2009. 
University Area Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. #30 479-5005
www.universityarea.com

south Campus
2, 3 and 4 Bedroom Apartments

Completly Furnished!
Plasma TVS!
Free Internet!

Air Conditioning!
Oak Floors!

New Appliances!
Just Bring Your Clothes and Laptop

Call peach properties 
350-1327

HOUSE FOR RENT, 3 BEDROOM 1 BATH, 
CAPE COD WITH FULL BASEMENT ATTACHED 
GARAGE ON HALF ACRE SECLUDED LOT. 
$1,000  PLUS SECURITY. 15 MINUTES FROM 
CAMPUS, CALL 334-462-1794 AND THE EMAIL 
IS REBELROSE7143@YAHOO.COM

for sALe
House for Sale, roosevelt Ave. 4 br. 1.5 bath up-
dated kitchen, off street parking, fpl 436-8092

Big Screen tV  19 inches with DVD and 
VHs. 1 year old. My loss is your gain! Must 
pickup from Day Hall before May 7th. Ask-
ing $95. Call 347-583-4200 for more info

HeLp WAnteD
Need someone for yard work once a week in the 
afternoon. 10 minutes from campus. Rate nego-
ciable. Start asap continuing through summer, call 
479--7626. 

Earn extra cash, assist with student move 
out, crew leaders and laborers $10-$12 an 

hour. Email olan@lazybones.net or 758 
North Salina St. 

sUmmer WorK $15.50 Base-Appt.

·Flexible schedules 
·Start now or after finals 
·Customer sales/service 

·No experience necessary 
·All majors welcome 

·All ages 17+, conditions apply

CALL noW 

Syracuse 315-434-9553 
Rochester 585-321-1810 

Albany 518-456-4566 
South Buffalo 716-683-7494 
North Buffalo 716-836-7032 

Kingston 845-331-5675 
Elmira/Corning 607-398-9054 
Hudson Valley 845-896-1275 

Saratoga 518-580-1377 
Oneonta 607-432-2224 

Watertown 315-775-0320 
Cortland/Ithaca 607-272-2898 

Binghamton 607-644-9393 
Plattsburgh 518-562-2266 

Utica 315-733-0575 
St. Lawrence Co. 315-268-6202

INDUSTRIALSALESCareer Opportunity!  
Local manufacturer is looking for energetic, 
outgoing, goal oriented people to promote 
our products.  We offer:Training, Repeat 

Business, Salary, Commission, Fuel Allow-
ance, Health & Dental, Pension plan.  Call 

Mrs Fowler 315-437-3806 or fax/e-mail 
your Resume to 315-437-2651/ sales@

CMSsupplies.com 

serVICes
Wanted used furniture please call Mike 315-289-
2699
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By Kyle Austin
Asst. sports Editor

Mike Leveille could have just wasted 
time when he took a pass deep in 
Massachusetts territory. No hurry 
to extend a commanding six-goal 
lead Syracuse had already built up 

by the midway 
point of the 
second quar-
ter, en route to 

a 16-3 drubbing of UMass.
But that just wouldn’t be Syracuse’s 

style. Instead, he fired a long pass across 
the cage to an airborne Kenny Nims for 
a lacrosse alley-oop — a mid-air pass-
and-shoot around UMass goalie Doc 
Schneider.

Scoring goals had become too easy 
in the fast-paced first half. The Orange 
had done it seven times in 18 minutes. 
So Syracuse had turned to the circus-
type play to pile it on the Minutemen.

When it was all over, No. 2 Syra-
cuse had trounced UMass in the Car-
rier Dome in front of 4,582 at the final 
regular-season home game to improve 
to 12-1 in one of its most dominating 
performances of the year — two weeks 
before the NCAA tournament.

“It was just a really good day for the 

Orangemen I think,” SU head coach 
John Desko said. “Things were click-
ing offensively, we saw the zone early 
on, we made some changes to our zone 
offense, and that was working. We 
played good defense, we were making 
saves. We were clearing the ball.”

The list of things Syracuse did well 
Saturday is seemingly endless. The 
three goals allowed by the defense is the 
second-lowest total of the year, second 
only to a two-goal performance against 
Binghamton on March 22. Turnovers 
were down, and clears were up in one 
of the team’s most complete games of 

By Zach Schonbrun
stAff WritEr

Jameel McClain kept looking at his 
cell phone Sunday evening, hoping 
the call he was waiting for would 
come in.

While the final rounds of this 
weekend’s NFL Draft unfolded on 
television, the former Syracuse defen-
sive end fielded calls from several 
pro teams about his availability as 
a free agent. None, however, were to 
announce they were drafting him.

For the first time since 1975, draft 
weekend came and went without a 
Syracuse player taken. McClain, 
wide receiver Taj Smith, safety Joe 
Fields and defensive back Dowayne 
Davis — each considered possible 
late-draft selections heading into 
Saturday — were not picked.

McClain and Smith, though, each 
signed free agent deals late Sunday 
evening. McClain signed with the 
Baltimore Ravens and Smith the 

By Christopher James
stAff WritEr

SOUTH BEND, Ind. — Katie Rowan 
stood with her hands on her knees. 
Held to a single goal, Rowan had 
just been pushed back by another 
Georgetown double team.

M o m e n t s 
later Rowan 
was shoved to 
the deck cut-

ting across the fan and was awarded 
a free-position shot. Picking herself 

up slowly, she took the chance and 
scored, giving Syracuse its first lead 
all day with 19:28 remaining. 

Rowan and the prolific No. 3 
Orange offense had finally broken 
through. 

The score was part of an eight-
goal Syracuse barrage that sparked 
a come-from-behind 12-6 win over 
No. 7 Georgetown in front of 216 here 
at Notre Dame Stadium to clinch 
the Orange’s second consecutive Big 
East tournament championship.

With the win, Syracuse (16-2) will 
receive the conference’s automatic 
bid to the NCAA tournament in two 
weeks. For the first time since 2002-
03, SU will head to the NCAAs in 
consecutive years.

And to get there, the Orange had 
to do something it hasn’t accom-
plished all season: win a game in 
which it trailed at halftime.

After losing 18-3 at the Carrier 
Dome earlier this season, George-

see umass page 19

see draft page 17

david krebs | staff photographer
Steven BrookS (44) and Brendan Loftus embrace during syracuse’s 16-3 win over UMass saturday.

REVENGE IS
SWEET
Syracuse thrashes rival UMass  
by 13 for 10th consecutive victory

w o m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

Syracuse clinches NCAA bid with 
2nd straight Big East tourney win

see big east page 20

SyrACuSE 12
gEorgEtowN 6

SyrACuSE 16
umASS 3

McClain, Smith sign free agent deals

f o o t b a l l

No Su players picked in 
draft for 1st time since ‘75

rEvENgE tour
syracuse is 6-1 against teams it 
lost to last year during its dismal 
5-8 season. 

Team	 2008	 2007
Army W 8-7 L 8-6
Virginia L 14-13 L 11-8
Hopkins W 14-13 L 17-9 
Loyola W 13-8 L 11-10
princeton W 13-6 L 12-8
Cornell W 15-8 L 16-15
UMass W 16-3 L 9-7
Colgate sat. L 12-5
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finals week
april 29, 2008

By Caitlin Dewey
Staff Writer

Dozens of students in the College of 
Visual and Performing Arts rallied 
in February against Vice Chancellor 
Eric Spina’s announcement that the 
college would not conduct a nation-
wide search for its new dean. In The 

College of Arts and 
Sciences, interest 
in the dean search 
is decidedly less 
pronounced.  

Donald Hall, 
a candidate to 
replace outgoing 
Dean Cathryn 
Newton, was in 

Schine Student Center Monday for 
a meet-and-greet with Arts and Sci-
ences students. Only three showed 
up.

“I was really surprised,” said 
Andrea Wangsanata, a freshman 
international relations major. “I wish 
there were more students there, but 
there’s a lot of apathy on campus. A lot 
of students aren’t concerned about the 
new hires. They don’t understand the 
impact that these people will have.”

Despite the small crowd, Hall 
answered student questions for the 
full one-hour period, focusing on 
issues like diversity, service-based 
learning, advising, administration 
accessibility and the proposed Trans-
national Asian Studies Program 
(TASP). Hall’s first priority appeared 
to be his commitment to students, 
which he discussed at length during 
the session.

“I have a deep commitment to stu-
dent-centeredness, and I’ve partnered 
with students in the past,” he said. 
“The changes I would make (to The 
College of Arts and Sciences) are all 
things that would be done in response 
to student concerns.”

Hall is currently the chair of the 
English Department at West Virginia 

it’s may? 
hi 49° | lo 34°

stephen dockery | photo editor
Marvin Druger, who has worked at SU as a biology professor for 45 years, has spent a total of 54 years teaching. Druger is leaving his 
position to take a research leave, where he will assist 12 PhD students in completing their research and degree requirements.

I N S I D E S p o r t S

A new identity
an entire senior class came and 
went without a bowl or NCaa 
tournament win even as SU  
changed its nickname. Page 32

I N S I D E N E w S

Pop culture pilot
One of Professor Bob 
thompson’s trf classes was 
chosen to be filmed as basis for 
new television show. Page 3

I N S I D E o p I N I o N

Down the homestretch
Kevin eggleston analyzes the 
path that lies ahead for the 
Democratic primary. Page 5

One last lecture
After 45 years teaching introductory biology, 
professor Marvin Druger finishes off his time at SU 

a r t s  &  s c i e n c e s

First dean 
candidate 
visits SU

see druger page 8 see dean page 6

hall

By Melissa Daniels 
NeWS eDitOr

M arvin Druger took off 
his jacket and green 
corduroy hat and put 
them in the corner of 

the Gifford Auditorium stage Mon-
day.  He plugged in the cords to the 
overhead projector and slipped the 
clip-on microphone onto his green 
and red checkered shirt. He tossed his 
umbrella into the corner and opened 
up his folder filled with papers and 

slides for the day’s lecture. 
Gifford was about half full, with 

students in Druger’s BIO 123 lecture 
chattering. The professor paced in 
front, looking relaxed. 

“Today I’ll be teaching my last 
lecture of Biology 123,” he said. “I 
was going to have an inspirational 
message — but first we’re going to go 
over the circulatory system then do 
that at the end.” 

The 74-year-old is relaxed, of course. 
He’s been doing this for 54 years. 

Druger, the Meredith Professor 
for Teaching Excellence and chair of 
the department of science teaching 
at Syracuse University, will be on 
research leave next year to work with 
12 Ph.D. students. He doesn’t know if 
he’ll be back. 

He gave two BIO 123 lectures 
Monday — maybe his last. He’s been 
at Syracuse for 45 years, through 
five chancellors — from William 
Tolley to Nancy Cantor. Druger has 

I N S I D e p U l p

Chinese Kosher king
earth sciences professor 
Don Siegel melds the 
Jewish world with his love 
of Chinese food. Page 13

AboUt ProFeSSor 
MArvin DrUger
Marvin Druger, the Meredith 
Professor for teaching excel-
lence and chairman of the 
department of science teach-
ing in the School of educa-
tion, has been at Syracuse 
University for 45 years. He’s 
taught more than 40,000 stu-
dents throughout the years, 
focusing on introductory 
biology lectures, BiO 121 
and 123. Druger has served 
as the coordinator of the 
frontiers of Science Lecture 
Series since 1988 and the 
co-coordinator of Pathways 
to Knowledge Lecture series 
since the fall of 1999. 

SOUrCe: BiOLOgy.Syr.eDU
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u.s. & world news
compiled by megan saucke

Virginia tornadoes wreak 
havoc, injure hundreds
More than 200 people were injured 
in three Virginia tornadoes Monday, 
officials said. The majority of the 
damage was in Suffolk, where a 
tornado destroyed several homes 

The Daily Orange is published weekdays during 
the Syracuse University academic year by The 
Daily Orange Corp., 744 Ostrom Ave., Syracuse, 
NY 13210. All contents Copyright 2305 by The 
Daily Orange Corp. and may not be reprinted 
without the expressed written permission of the 
editor in chief. The Daily Orange is distributed 
on and around campus with the first two copies 
complimentary. Each additional copy costs $1. 
The Daily Orange is in no way a subsidy or associ-
ated with Syracuse University.

All contents © 2306 The Daily Orange Corporation

ta l k  t o  u s
If you have a story idea or news tip,        
e-mail ideas@dailyorange.com

If you find errors in a story, e-mail 
corrections@dailyorange.com

We always need new contributors to 
all sections. No experience required. 
E-mail editor@dailyorange.com

t H I s  d aY  I n  H I s t o r Y

Broadway,
1996 

Jonathan 
Larson’s 
musical,
“Rent” 
opens.

Los Angeles,
1992

Dozens die 
in riots over 
acquittal of 
four police 

officers.

Bangladesh, 
1991

Cyclone 2B 
kills 135,000 
people and
ruins 1.5

million homes.

Washington,
1974
Nixon 

releases 
transcripts 
of Watergate

tapes.

and businesses. A hospital was 
also hit, but stayed open. The other 
two tornadoes were in Colonial 
Heights and Lawrenceville. Gov. 
Tim Kaine has now declared a state 
of emergency for all of Virginia as 
hazardous weather continues.

oil reaches $120 per barrel
Oil prices hit a record high of $120 
per barrel Monday after a strike 
at a refinery in Britain closed the 
Forties Pipeline System, which 
delivers more than 700,000 
barrels of oil each day to the 
United Kingdom. Though the 
strike will last only 48 hours, the 
chief executive of the refinery 
said it could take a full week for 
the plant to return to production. 
The shutdown comes amid supply 
outages in Nigeria due to militant 
attacks on its pipelines. The 
Movement for the Emancipation 
of the Niger Delta, or MEND, 
had its fighters hit an oil pipeline 
Thursday, the fourth conduit the 
group has attacked in the past 
week. The oil market is also 
waiting to see the outcome of 
the U.S. Federal Reserve’s policy 
meeting today and Wednesday, 
in which the policymakers 
will decide whether or not to 
lower interest rates again.

Castro: Cuba to convene 
Communist Party congress
Cuban President Raul Castro 
announced Monday that the country 
will convene its first Communist 
Party congress since 1997. The 
gathering could determine the 
country’s political future long after 
both Raul and Fidel are gone. Raul 
Castro said that since he has taken 
up the presidency following his 
brother’s retirement, he has made 
small social changes to make life 
less restrictive for Cubans. He also 
said he commuted death sentences 
for several inmates, but that capital 
punishment had not been banned.

s ta r t  f i n a l s  w e e k

t o d aY ’ s  e V e n t s
What: Make the Cut for Locks of Love
When: 12 p.m.
Where: Schine Student Center Atrium
How much: Free 
 
What: Tim Hanusa lecture
When: 3:45 p.m.
Where: 1-019 CST
How much: Free

What: “American Fear” reception  
When: 5 p.m.
Where: Sixth floor Bird Library
How much: Free 

What: The Art of Being a Mentor
When: 6 p.m.
Where: 114 Bird Library
How much: Free 

What: Windjammer vocal jazz ensemble
When: 8 p.m.
Where: Setnor Auditorium
How much: Free

C o n ta C t  u s
Editor@dailyorange.com

News@dailyorange.com

Pulp@dailyorange.com

Sports@dailyorange.com

Opinion@dailyorange.com

Design@dailyorange.com

Photo@dailyorange.com

Ads@dailyorange.com

EDITORIAL 
315 443 9798 
 
BUSINESS 
315 443 2315 
 
GENERAL FAX 
315 443 3689 
 
ADVERTISING 
315 443 9794 
 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
315 443 2869

w e at H e r

today tomorrow thursday

H49| L34 H56| L42H50| L36 

G r a d  I s s u e :  M aY  8
n e w s

the graduate economy 
How the current U.S. economy will 
affect seniors entering the job market. 

p u l p

Birth certificate
Follow senior Chris Ventura and his 
search for his birth mother.

s p o r t s 

season finale
Check dailyorange.com for cover-
age of the final SU men’s lax game 
at Colgate on Saturday.

s P o r t s  s C H e d u l e
MEN’S LACROSSE 
Sat., May 3 
vs. Colgate 
@ 1 p.m., Hamilton, N.Y. 
 
SOFTBALL 
Wed. April 30 
vs. Buffalo 
@ 1 p.m., Syracuse, N.Y.  
 
MEN’S ROWING 
Sat., May 10  
Packard Cup (Dartmouth)  
@ All day, Hanover, N.H.   

TRACK & FIELD 
Sat., May 3 
Big East Championships 
@ TBA, Villanova, Pa. 

WOMEN’S ROWING 
Sun., May 18 
Eastern Sprints 
@ All day, Camden, N.J.

I captured Duke Drumm mid-
laugh as he recounted his favorite 
moments of his career during an 
interview with the Daily Orange.

— Mackenzie Reiss
staff photographer

Photo  oF  thE  wEEK

the barbers of Marshall street 
Duke Drumm, who works at Tony Christopher’s Hair Design, is one of the famous 
Duke ‘n Joe (LoBello) pair. He has been cutting hair since 1960, and has been SU 
basketball coach Jim Boeheim’s barber for 45 years. 

How I got the shot ... SHOOT FOR
E-mail us at Photo@dailyorange.com for information.
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Two students 
win research 
scholarship

see scholarship page 12

s t u d e n t  
a s s o c i a t i o n

WERW, 20 
Watts lose 
fall funding

lucas mccomb | asst. photo editor
Professor bob thomPson is one of the most quoted popular culture experts in the nation. His class The History of Primetime TV 
takes a look at commercials, news broadcasts and shows from 1980 to the present, and is the basis of a pilot being shot Thursday.

Redefining a genre
Alumni to film TV show pilot during professor Bob Thompson’s pop 
culture lecture in hopes of establishing new type of programming

see sa page 9

see thompson page 4

Award to encourage 
careers in science 
and engineering

By Max Woolley
STaff WriTer

Two Syracuse University students 
have claimed one of the nation’s top 
scholarships. 

Juniors Thomas Stewart and 
Gavin Hartnett received two of the 
321 2008 Barry M. Goldwater Scholar-
ships given to top students around 
the country based on undergraduate 
research. The scholarships are given 
to engineering, mathematics, natural 
science and computer science majors 
who are planning on continuing 
education in their respective areas, 
excluding medical school.

“It is the most prestigious scholar-
ship that an undergrad science or 
engineering major can receive,” said 
James T. Spencer, a chemistry pro-

By Heath D. Williams
STaff WriTer

Two of the campus’ major media out-
lets, WERW-1570 AM and 20 Watts 
magazine, were denied funding for 
the fall semester by the Student 
Association Finance Board Monday 
night.

The radio station and music maga-
zine, which missed their original 
budget hearings with the board, were 
considered last in the board’s appeals 
process because of their missed 
hearings. The denied funding leaves 
the groups hoping they’ll be funded 
through special programming alloca-
tions in the fall.

“Consider in the fall what a huge 
resource this campus would be los-
ing,” said Meghan Loftus, editor in 
chief of 20 Watts. “We’re the only 
music publication on campus. Music 
appeals to so many people. It’s the 
only thing that everyone likes some 
form of.”

Loftus accepted full responsibility 

By Amanda Allison
aSST. feaTure ediTor

T
he auditorium was silent 
and dark. Two screens on 
either side of the room illu-
minated each face, watch-

ing as the Space Shuttle Challenger 
rose higher and higher. A news 
broadcaster was counting down, 
and behind his voice was the record-
ing of the shuttle’s captain. After a 
few moments, the screens lit up in 
a bright orange — the Challenger 
had exploded on screen, on air and 
during a national broadcast. 

A few minutes later, the same 
screens at the front of the auditori-
um were filled with graffiti, and the 
“Fresh Prince of Bel-Air” opening 
credits. Students, familiar with the 
tune from the prime time TV line-
ups of their childhood, bobbed their 
heads along to the theme song.

Those same heads went still, 

everyone’s attention captured, with 
the image of two buildings — the 
World Trade Center — smoking, col-
lapsing. 

“It’s weird when time gets 
to where you are,” Professor Bob 
Thompson interrupted the room’s 
silence underneath the broadcast 
coming from the newscaster on the 
screen to bring the class back to the 
present. He sat back down at the 
front of the room. The clips — televi-
sion history — continued across the 
screen for the next 20 minutes. 

This is TRF 530, or history of 
primetime TV from 1980 to the pres-
ent. And it is the majority of these 
students who fill the HBC auditorium 
each week and their professor — who 
will be the focus of a possible new 
television show being shot Thursday 
in Newhouse III.

The creators — Syracuse Univer-
sity alumni Matthew Miele and Chris 

Fetchko — are attempting to create a 
new genre with the show, which has 
been in the works for the past year. 
The set-up for the show is simple: 
every few weeks, depending on how 
many shows are ordered by prospec-
tive television networks, Miele, Fetch-
ko and their crew will set up in a room 
in Newhouse III, fill it with Thomp-
son’s students and film the lecture. 
It will be entirely unscripted — the 
show will solely consist of Thompson’s 
original lectures.

“We want to capture that moment 
when a student really understands 
and grasps what he (Thompson) is 
saying,” Miele said.

Miele took three of Thompson’s 
courses while at SU, before he gradu-
ated in 1996 along with Fetchko. The 
two founded their own film company 
in 1999, Fetchko managing the busi-
ness side, Miele the creative. Their 
latest feature film “Eavesdrop,” star-

ring Alan Ruck and Chris Parnell, 
was just picked up for distribution.

tv in thE making
1996: Chris fetchko and Mat-
thew Miele graduate from Su
1999: The two begin full-time 
work with own film company
2007: Miele contacts Trf  
Professor Bob Thompson to dis-
cuss possible TV show
2008: Newhouse dean david 
rubin agrees to have class 
filmed
thursday: Thompson’s lecture 
will be filmed in Newhouse iii 
for a show pilot
next three months: Pilot will be 
in post-production
fall: Marketing process for 
show begins as networks 
choose new lineups and series

SourCe: THe daily oraNge
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About a year ago, Miele saw an article 
about Thompson and recalled the professor’s 
“dynamic lectures” and how it made him 
“think outside the box.” Miele met up with 
Thompson to discuss ideas for the possible 
show in New York City.

“Thompson was lukewarm at first,” Miele 
said. “He didn’t know if he wanted to become a 
product of what he teaches. He didn’t want any 
type of media spotlight outside of the class-
room on himself and he wanted to make sure it 
stayed in a professional capacity.”

Thompson agreed though and left it up to 
SU and Newhouse. 

Newhouse Dean David Rubin was excited to 
make this a part of his legacy at the school.

“If it actually gets on cable and becomes 
somewhat popular, this could be fantastic for 
Bob’s career and for the Newhouse school,” 
Rubin said. “If people saw this school on TV, 
the publicity could be unbelievably wonderful. 
That’s why it’s so amazing.”

But, Rubin said, any college class, no matter 
the teacher or the students, is a challenging to 
turn into good TV show. 

Marketing the show with that basic prem-
ise will fall to another SU graduate, Gary 
Lico. Lico will take over once the pilot has 
been filmed and in post-production for 60 to 
90 days with Miele and Fetchko. Lico, a 1973 
graduate of Newhouse, is famous for market-
ing “Inside the Actors Studio.” It will be up 
to him to get networks to buy the show as a 
possible series, a process which will occur 
in the fall.

Miele and Fetchko are careful to make 
sure that the show won’t be considered reality 
TV though but a new genre of television and 

entertainment instead. They think of it as 
“glorified DVD extras,” or commentary from 
an expert in an entirely new setting: the col-
lege classroom. 

“I want to show professor Thompson doing 
what he does best: digging really deep into 
these programs that we all really love, like 
‘The Sopranos’ and ‘Cheers’ and looking at 
these shows with different set of eyes and ear 
than anyone else,” Miele said. 

For Miele, Thompson’s lectures are unique 
enough to become the next hit genre — he fills 
a spot in media literacy yet to hit the small 
screen.

“He brings it out on a psychological level no 
average viewer would ever be patient enough 
to really learn or see,” Miele said. “After 
hearing what he has to say, they’ll enjoy it on a 
whole new level. They’ll understand why these 
shows are so popular.”

akalliso@syr.edu

Second annual ‘Make the Cut’ 
brings Locks of Love to campus 

By Rebekah Jones
Staff Writer

When Carol Kim decided to donate her hair to 
Locks of Love after months of growing it out, 
she chose to invite the Syracuse community 
to join her. 

Kim, who is the assistant director of com-
munications at the 
Office of Student 
Affairs, organized 
this year’s “Make 
the Cut” as an oppor-
tunity for Syracuse 
students and the sur-

rounding community to give the ultimate 
donation to charity — a piece of themselves.

Seven stylists from salons across Syracuse 
will join Kim for the event, which starts 
at noon and lasts four hours in the Schine 
Atrium. Students who have 10 inches or more 
of hair to donate will get a free professional 
cut for their donation. 

“This is a really easy way to make a dif-
ference in someone’s life,” Kim said.  “It’s 
liberating to give yourself a whole new look, 
and you get to help someone in the process.”

Locks of Love, a public nonprofit organiza-
tion, which started in 1997, will take all dona-
tions and convert them into hair pieces for 
disadvantaged children suffering from long-
term medical hair loss or related diseases, 
according to the organization’s Web site. 

So far, the organization has helped more 
than 2,000 children.

 “Locks of Love provides a very wonderful 
service for kids,” Kim said. “Many of them 
feel self-conscious and insecure about losing 
their hair, and this can help restore a sense of 
confidence.”

Hair that is permed or colored is usable, 
as well as layered hair. Students who do not 
have the required 10 inches or whose hair is 
bleached or damaged can donate money, brush-
es, headbands or any other hair accessory.

Visions Salon and Garbo’s Salon are hosting 
the event, joined by stylists from Industry, 
Joseph’s and On the Mark Salon in Syracuse. 

“This is a great program for a big uni-
versity like Syracuse to get involved with 
because we could help out a lot of kids in the 
community,” said Genta Trebicka, a fresh-
man biochemical engineering student. 

Kim hopes to reach her goal of 200 inches 
of hair for the event. 

“This is the time of the year where we hope 
that students are in a giving mood,” Kim said.  
“With summer starting, many students want a 
change, and this can be one very helpful way.”

McKenzie Miller, a sophomore exercise 
science major, has been familiar with the 
organization and anticipates a large turnout. 

“Bringing an organization like Locks of 
Love to Syracuse is impressive,” Miller said. 
“Giving up that much hair can be tough, but 
having someone professionally cut and style 
it for you is very encouraging, and can pull a 
lot of people in.”

rdjone03@syr.edu
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IF YOU GO
What: Make the Cut
Where: Schine atrium
When: today, noon
How much: free

“I want to show Professor 
Thompson doing what he 
does best: digging really 
deep into these programs 
that we all really love, 
like ‘The Sopranos’ and 
‘Cheers’ and looking 
at these shows with 
different set of eyes and 
ear than anyone else.”

Matthew Miele
SU alUM
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still smitten with bill clinton

Democratic primary slowly 
becoming the race that never ends

L E T T E R  T O  T H E  E D I T O R

SA budget allocations create problems for UU

S C R I B B L E

S en. John McCain is watching the 
Democratic primary and singing a 
jolly song in his head: “Oh it’s the 

race that never ends; yes it goes on and on 
my friends…” 

Really, it’s surprising he hasn’t been sing-
ing out loud — it could help everyone forget 
his Beach Boys-inspired YouTube hit single 
“Bomb bomb bomb, bomb bomb Iran!”

But one can’t blame the senator for his 
musical gloating. McCain is busy these days 
taking advantage of the protracted Demo-
cratic struggle by going on a “poverty tour” 
of the country as if he’s the next RFK.

In New Orleans, he riled off a list of mis-
takes the Bush administration made while 
attempting to deal with Hurricane Katrina 
and noted what he would have done differ-
ently. Sadly, he’s just a few years too late to 
actually make a difference. 

As The New York Times columnist 
Gail Collins quipped, “We applaud his 
efforts to show compassion and interest 
in people for whom his actual policies are 
of no use whatsoever.”

McCain was taken with his war on pov-
erty, which he will wage with gasoline tax 
cuts and rural Internet access. He was so 
taken by it that he had the nerve to declare 
Sen. Barack Obama — the candidate with a 
universal health care plan and the Earned 
Income Tax Credit — the one insensitive to 
poor Americans.

It was like a wildfire disaster scene, 
including a confused passerby with a 
squirt gun criticizing the firefighter with 
the giant hose.

And yet, McCain can sprinkle his 
maverick magic anywhere he likes given his 
supposed eventual opponent is still locked in 
an epic struggle with “The Terminator” (The 
New York Times columnist Maureen Dowd’s 
term of endearment for Sen. Hillary Clinton).  

 Yet there is no reasonable way Clinton 
can take the lead in elected delegates, unless 
— as a campaign aid recently suggested 
— they manage to convince Obama-pledged 
delegates to switch sides. And if either a 
pledged delegate switchover or a superdel-
egate usurpation happens in Denver, there 
would be mayhem, or “riots in the streets” 
as Richmond Mayor Doug Wilder predicted 
to Politico.com.

The time is now for the Democrats to 
come together in support of one candidate. 

The Pennsylvania polls that indicated 
one out of five Clinton voters won’t vote for 

Obama in the general election, and vice 
versa, need to be dealt with. These voters 
are Democrats for a reason, and the Demo-
cratic nominee needs to remind them why 
they should vote as such in November.

The same is true here in Syracuse. An 
informal poll conducted in a political sci-
ence class revealed that nearly a majority 
of Democrat-leaning students would vote 
for McCain if their choice for the Demo-
cratic nomination was not on the ballot.  

But the divide is fixable. Stefanie 
Siedsma, sophomore at Syracuse Univer-
sity, once considered voting for McCain 
in November until she looked into the 
candidates’ plans to address tuition costs 
for struggling college students and found 
McCain’s to be severely lacking.

The longer the Democrats spend 
attacking each other, the less time the 
nominee will have to remind voters why 
to vote for a Democrat in the first place.

Recently on “The Today Show,” Demo-
cratic National Committee Chairman 
Howard Dean said “the only way John 
McCain wins this race is if the Democrats 
are not united.”

It’s time for “Terminator 2: Judgment 
Day.” The superdelegates have to make a 
decision together. Given that Obama has an 
essentially insurmountable lead in elected 
delegates, barring the unearthing of some 
unelectable skeleton, the establishment 
should line up behind the Illinois senator.

If this race continues to Denver, McCain 
will just keep singing his seductive tune, like 
a siren, to Democratic voters disgusted with 
the intra-party struggle. And if he succeeds 
in wooing poor voters and college students 
to vote against their economic interest, then 
they might as well be singing right along…

“I voted for him not really knowing 
who he was, and I’ll be regretting it for-
ever just because…”

Kevin Eggleston is a sophomore politi-
cal science and television, radio and film 

major. His columns appear every Tuesday. 
He can be reached at kmeggles@syr.edu. 

University Union would like to 
respond to Wednesday’s article in 
The Daily Orange headlined “UU 
receives $370K less than expect-
ed” and share our reaction to 
the recent Student Association’s 
budget allocations.

It’s a shame Syracuse Univer-
sity students will yet again be 
deprived of the large-scale quality 
programs they deserve and have 
come to expect of this organiza-
tion. While we’re glad smaller 
programs were funded for next 
semester, it’s upsetting to have to 
turn down popular artists who 
want to perform here due to lack 
of funding. 

Unfortunately, many of the rea-
sons why we were denied funding 
are barely understandable and 
distort UU’s image. 

Sacha C. Forgenie, the SA 
comptroller, said we were denied 
funding because we submitted 
incomplete budgets. However, 
our budget requests were as 
complete as any other request 
submitted by our organization in 
previous years. 

We applied using a tier system, 
which for many years — includ-
ing this one — had been the most 
common method of applying for 
large scale event funding. 

Defending the decision, Alec 

Sim, SA’s board of elections and 
membership chair, said transpor-
tation to downtown venues was a 
problem for past events. He forgot 
to mention bussing students to the 
Landmark Theater for UU events 
such as Bill Cosby and Al Gore 
was extremely successful. 

While we’re disappointed with 
what’s happened, we’re commit-
ted to providing students with the 
best entertainment and will con-
tinue our efforts. It is our belief 
that many students are upset over 
this situation, so let’s make sure 
we give them what they want.

Gustavo E. Melendez
PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY UNION
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University, a post he’s held since 2007. Previously, 
he was the foreign languages department chair 
at WVU and the English department chair at the 
California State University at Northridge.

In 1995, Hall founded Northridge’s Institute 
for Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay and Transgender 
Studies, where he served as director for nine 
years. He holds degrees in English, German, 
comparative literature and political science. 

Wangsanata and Jonathan Chan, sophomore 
marketing major, had an opportunity to voice their 
concerns during the meeting. Wangsanata and 
Chan were both representing the TASP Commit-
tee, which is lobbying for the creation of an Asian/
Asian-American studies program on campus.  

“You have my full support,” Hall said in 
response to their questions. “I came from a place 
where there was an Asian studies department 
— not just an interdisciplinary program, but a 
department.  A university should be responsive 
to large groups of students who are able to 
articulate a need.”

Hall also spoke at length about his inter-
pretation of Scholarship in Action, which he 
calls “a clear vision of how we as a campus are 
making the world a better place.” He expressed 
interest in the revival of service-based learning, 
which would create three or six-credit courses 
that emphasize volunteering and community 
service within a particular field of study.

“We should create a culture in which fac-
ulty and students care deeply about the society 
they’re going to work in,” Hall said. “Students 
should have the opportunity to get academic 
credit for (volunteering). It’s an important part 
of what a university can do, to teach students 
that they are part of a solution.”

Hall also said he would like to make study 
abroad programs more affordable for students, 
and he would use Arts and Sciences’ discretion-
ary funding for student organizations with a 
clear purpose and a sense of excitement.  

Chan and Wangsanata said they were 
impressed with Hall’s remarks.

“He seemed pretty excited, and he was able 
to answer all of our questions” Chan said.  “My 
only concern is that he didn’t address anything 
science-related, and that would be in his depart-
ment. There were no questions about science, 
though, so I can’t really judge.”

“I really liked him,” Wangsanata said.  “I 
thought he was really genuine.  He has good 
energy and I liked his attitude — that’s some-
thing the university needs.”     

Hall is the first of four candidates who will be 
visiting campus over the next two weeks to meet 
with students and faculty.  The next meet-and-
greet luncheon is scheduled for Wednesday at 1 
p.m. in Schine Student Center, Room 304C.

Jason Larson, the graduate student represen-
tative to the Dean Search Committee, said this 
is the third round of a search process that began 
last November.  Though the committee has no 
set date for dean selection, Larson said they 
hope to have a new dean chosen by graduation.

cedewey@syr.edu

Visit www.pace.edu/summer 
and register for one of our two summer 
sessions today.

Undergraduate Courses now 
$650 per credit!
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IF YOU GO
What: Dean candidate George Langford talk
Where: Schine Student Center room 304C
When: Wednesday, 1 p.m.
How much: Free

dean
f r o m  p a g e  1

“A lot of students aren’t 
concerned about 
the new hires. They 
don’t understand the 
impact that these 
people will have.”

Andrea Wangsanata
FreShman internationaL reLationS major

dailyorange.com
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taught more than 40,000 students since he 
came to SU in 1962, with a graduate degree 
from Columbia University. 

And he’s not sure what comes next. 
“What are you going to do now?” one student 

asked after the lecture. 
“Follow my wife around,” Druger said, a 

hint of Brooklyn sneaking in the end of his 
joke.  

Why not? They’ve been married 51 years. 
Druger met Pat back home in Brooklyn, when 
his college fraternity threw a party for a local 
high school sorority. He was 20, she was 15. They 
married three years later. 

He still carries a copy of a poem he wrote to 
her on their 50th anniversary, along with a few 
others he’s penned over the years. 

Pat inspired some of her husband’s soon-
to-be-published book “The Misadventures of 
Marvin (including his wife Pat): Lessons in 
Life.” The book is a series of vignettes: little 
things he’s learned during his 74 years. 

One scene stands out — he was in the airport 
with his wife, and someone asked him if he was 
Hugh Hefner. 

“I said, ‘If I was Hugh Hefner, would I be 
sitting next to this old gray-haired lady?’” he 
laughed as he told the story. 

Druger wrote a book of children’s poems 
once too, “Strange Creatures and Other Poems.” 
He’s working on a sequel: “Stranger Creatures 
and Other Poems.” 

The Syracuse University Press published the 
first volume. He says it’s one of its best sellers.

Druger’s dedication to SU is obvious — he 
said his wife “donated my money” to start the 
Marvin Druger Recognition Fund, which will 
earn Druger’s name a place in the new Life Sci-
ences Complex.  

Already, their names are inscribed on a 
brick in the Orange Grove, on a plaque in front 
of a tree and a bench in front of Huntington 
Beard Crouse Hall.

“I wrote ‘A celebration of 46 years of love 
and marriage,’” Druger said. “She said ‘That’s 
very nice, but if it says 46 years you’ll have to 
get a brick every year.” I changed it. It says ‘In 
celebration of many years of marriage.’” 

As for the bench — benches on the quad 
might not be there if it wasn’t for Druger. 

“There was a time we had no benches on cam-
puses,” he said. “I saw Buzz Shaw on the Quad. 
I mentioned it to him. He said ‘Nice campus we 
have here.’” 

“I said ‘Yes but there’s no place to sit down 
and talk to people!’”

Druger doesn’t know if the conversation pro-
voked the chancellor to do anything about it or if 
there were already plans in the making. But sure 
enough, “all of a sudden, they put benches in!” 

Smart work from Druger, the valedictorian 
of his high school class.

“I had all the medals, English medal, social 
studies medal, the biology medal. Valedictorian 
of my class,” he said. “So I could’ve done any-
thing.”

A career as a teacher was how it worked out. 
He did undergraduate work at Brooklyn Col-
lege, then graduate work at Columbia. Then he 
made his way upstate.  

“I tell all my students to plan their lives — but 
I didn’t plan mine,” he said. “It just happened.”

He knows he sparked careers in medicine 
for many students. He got a letter just a 
couple of weeks ago — “I save all my letters, of 
course,” — from a woman whose son he taught 
“maybe 28 years” ago thanking him for help-
ing her son. 

Druger still has that effect now, for those 
willing to listen.

“The worst thing you can eat is trans fat,” he 
said during his last lecture.  

A labeled diagram of the human heart was 
splayed on the screen behind him. 

“Trans fat, that’ll get ya.”
Some students stayed to talk science or shake 

hands after the lecture, while some just shuffled 
out the back of the auditorium. Freshman biol-
ogy major Guang Yu Lee was one of those who 
came by afterward. 

“I just wanted to shake your hand,” Lee said 
as he walked toward the professor. 

“He’s definitely interesting,” Lee said of Dru-
ger. “He’s just been here for so long.”

Freshman biology major Nate Miska recog-
nized the respect he thinks Druger deserves 
after working at SU for so long — and staying so 
passionate about his work. 

“It’s sad that a lot of kids are disrespectful,” 
Miska said. “It’s apparent that a lot of kids aren’t 
paying attention, but it’s like he said: A lot of 
kids don’t get it.”

Jaime Hernandez, a student in his BIO 123 
and BIO 200 lecture and freshman biology 
major, said Druger was supportive — and engag-
ing — as a professor. 

“He really focuses on human interactions,” 
Hernandez said. “When he’s talking about his 
wife Pat, or going off on tangents, that’s what’s 
different.”

The final overhead transparency, under a list 
of topics covered in the year, read “Bio 121-123 is 
meant to provide knowledge about life through 
experiences that make you think about LIFE in 
a new way.” 

The overall mission of the course is “to 
provide meaningful, motivational experiences 
that enrich your life and help you identify your 
unique talents and where you fit in life.”

Fitting. 
Though he seemed a bit wistful walking out 

of Gifford Auditorium, Druger chattered at his 
usual rapid pace. 

“My first class gave me a standing ovation,” 
he said. 

The second one applauded. But they didn’t 
stand. And Druger didn’t mind. 

He walked out of the auditorium, by the 
bench with his name on it and through the Quad 
that he might have put benches on, rumpled 
black umbrella shielding himself from the after-
noon drizzle. 

He knew it would come to an end. 
“Can’t go on forever, that’s the secret of life,” 

he said. “Nobody lives forever.”
mdanie01@syr.edu

druger
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MELISSA DANIELS   
NEWS EDITOR, ASST. NEWS EDITOR, ASST. COPY EDITOR / SPRING 2007-SPRING 2008

I love sitting in the newsroom before produc-
tion starts — when the sun’s shining in and the 
windows are open, some good jazz playing out 
the Macbook. On this particular day — sitting 
here writing my farewell duck — I was handed 
an award for first place in the Society of Profes-
sional Journalists college paper awards. Hell 
yeah! 

It’s safe to say working at The Daily Orange 
made me grow up. 

No matter how grueling it was to go to 
work — every day — and put out a paper — 
every day — as soon as I stepped in the doors 
of the office, personal fears and failure were 
stripped away. There was a task at hand, and 
someone, somewhere, thought me qualified 
enough to it. 

I may curse the blood, sweat and tears work-
ing at The D.O. yanked out of me in the past 
couple years, but no one ever said learning was 
easy. The experiences I had, the friends I made 
(and our mischievous nights together out of the 
office) and the confidence in myself were worth 
each and every sacrifice. 

Melanie You’re the reason I got sucked in to 
The D.O.— you made it look so easy and fun 
to devote your life to journalism. A thousand 
thank yous for convincing me to be your copy 
editor. I think it worked out pretty damn well.

andy It’s safe to say without working with 
you this past year and a half and especially 
this semester, I wouldn’t have turned into the 
journalist I am today — my only hope is having 
that to your credit isn’t an insult. 

dana I remember when I told you I would 
never hook up with anyone from work. You 
laughed, and said “You say that now.” Needless 
to say, I’ve learned a lot about myself from you 
— reunion this summer is a definite must. 

ethan My captain, my mentor, but above all 
my friend. I won’t forget the day you first told 

me “Good story” and I stopped being terrified 
of you and started learning from you. JIA, my 
friend, JIA.

Matt Looking forward to conversations on 
William Safire’s column again — I’m thinking 
out on your porch with cigars to complete a 
trifecta of elitism. 

erinn You’re my favorite person in the world, 
end of story. Know that I’ll be here for you when 
you need someone to call at 4 a.m. because the 
paper’s still not finished, and you’re going to 
kill someone. 

levin You might be the weirdest person I’ve 
ever met, but I can’t say how happy I am that I 
know you. Live it up in London. 

Katie I know you will love how dorky this 
sounds but — I can’t wait to edit each other’s 
stories next semester. 

Steph I adore you, no matter how loony you 
actually are. Never lose that sense of humor, 
because it brightened up my day more times 
than I can possibly count. 

lauren My little investigative reporter — I’m 
so proud of how great your writing got this 
semester, but more than that, I’m glad I can call 
you a friend.

aManda You’re incredibly talented and 
incredibly wonderful. I suggest we hit up more 
concerts next fall, providing my antics haven’t 
scared you away by then.

Conroy You’re another one I used to be terri-
fied of — but now, I’m just happy I have another 
sarcastic girl to hang out with. Good luck this 
summer! 

Brian (the Bear) I’m not lying when I tell you 
you’re like an older brother to me. Definitely 
hope our paths cross again — I’ll call you if I 
ever need to learn how to barbeque or learn 
about lacrosse.

GelB Looking forward to Quarterback next 
semester — it’ll be nice to start before 1 a.m.

ZB You know you miss 
those start-tease mas-
sages. See you in DC!

a.J. Living with you this 
summer should be a trip — 
there will be a lot of XKCD 
and Ziggy Stardust.

doC Good luck with 
everything next semes-
ter — emphasize the 
importance of timely 
photo requests, and you’ll 
be fine. 

Kyle Please, just indulge 
us all, and wear an eye 
patch.

Shayna Keep up the good 
work and that dedicated 
attitude — I can’t wait to 
see where this place takes 
you!

Conor Here’s to another 
semester of journalism 
together.

MeGan Keep up the great 
work — can’t wait to see 
where The D.O. takes you, 
too!

paul You’re the only kid 
I know who can pull off 
denim with denim. Good luck!  

My SoFa loveS You’ve all been too good to me 
— I love you so much, thanks for your constant 
support. Special shout out to Hil — I never 
would have had the persistence to handle the 
grind of daily journalism without you around. 
Random roommate placements never worked 
out so well. 

to the Future StaFF members of The Daily 
Orange: Practice makes perfect, but nothing’s 
ever perfect, so keep practicing.

and Finally, to Syracuse University adminis-
tration, faculty, staff and students: 

Thank you for allowing me to serve you, 
and thank you for consistently being quick to 
point out my errors. While those of you who 
know me well might sense some sarcasm in 
that statement (and I don’t blame you), I really 
mean it. Working at The D.O. thickened my 
skin and opened my eyes, preparing me for a 
career for that I want to dedicate my life to. 
Thank you for allowing me to practice that.

rob fay

“I tell all my student to 
plan their lives—but 
I didn’t plan mine. It 
just happened.”

Marvin Druger
BIOlOGY PROfESSOR
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paid return 
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and 941’s and NY State 45’s
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bookkeeping

 (315) 477-0510 | (University Area) 727 S. Crouse Ave., Syracuse

for missing the hearing with the Finance Board. 
But she later blamed communications issues for 
preventing her from knowing when the hearing 
was. Julia Collier, general manager of WERW, 
agreed.

“We didn’t miss the hearing because we 
forgot, we missed because we weren’t properly 
notifi ed,” Collier said. “It was a communication 
error. SA should maybe change its policy on 
how it notifi es groups of their hearings.”

WERW and 20 Watts were among nine groups 
that missed their original budget hearings.

Groups that miss their original budget hear-
ings have always been considered last for fund-
ing in the appeals process, said SA Comptroller 
Sacha Forgenie. Forgenie also said the groups’ 
funding was cut because there were not enough 
funds for all of the requests the Finance Board 
received. WERW requested $7,157.47, and 20 
Watts requested $6,165.58.

The radio station and magazine are now left 
clinging to hope that SA will fund them through 
special programming allocations in the fall. If not, 
both Loftus and Collier acknowledged neither of 
their groups have enough money to function.

“We have no working headphones, we have 
one working mic when we need three,” Collier 
said. “These are just a couple examples of how 
we’re struggling.”

Other groups that were denied funding 
through appeals were:

■ The Black Communications Society’s Cen-
tury of Soul Benefi t Concert

■ The Music and Entertainment Industry 
Student Association’s Tyler Hilton concert

■ Panhellenic Council’s Alcohol Awareness 
Week

■ Pride Union’s Coming-Out Week Comedy 
Night

■ University Union Speakers presents Frank 
Warren

Comptroller Forgenie said the Finance Board 
received requests totaling $259,615.82 but only 
had $68,561.64 to allocate. Groups that received 
funding included:

■ The Entrepreneurship Club received $13,254 
for its Beyond the Lemonade Stand event

■ Pride Union received $965 for The Big Gay 
Dance

■ The Traditions Commission received 
$3,492 for its Homecoming Showcase

■ Student Association received $5,750 for its 
operating budget. SA had requested $26,241.68

The funding SA did receive covers its shuttle-
bus service to the Regional Transportation 
Center and the Syracuse Hancock International 
Airport for Thanksgiving break and opening 
weekend brochures for fi rst-year students.

Some SA assembly members were unhappy 
with the funding the group received.

“For the work we do and what we give back to 
the student body, we should have enough money 
and what we need to operate,” said Alec Sim, 
SA’s board of elections and membership chair. 
“There shouldn’t be a doubt about it.”

But others felt the funding was fair and on 
par with how other student groups were allo-
cated funding.

“We shouldn’t get special treatment,” said 
assembly member Helene Kahn. “We need to 
make sure we’re treated the same as any other 
group that goes through the budget hearing.”

hdwillia@syr.edu
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Fifth graders from magnet school 
visit SU for day, shadow students

By Kasey Panetta
STAFF WRITER

There were extra students on campus Monday, 
but they weren’t the typical students seen on a 
college campus. 

They were fi fth-graders.
More than 25 fi fth-graders from Seymour 

Magnet School spent Monday at Syracuse Uni-
versity for “SU Shadow Day.” This year, the SU 
students who were shadowed were members 
of La L.U.C.H.A., Golden Key International 
Honor Society, Mu Sigma Upsilon sorority, 
Lambda Sigma Upsilon Latino fraternity and 
Phi Iota Alpha Latino fraternity. 

The day began with a breakfast at the 
chancellor’s house and opening addresses 
by Vice Chancellor and Provost Eric Spina, 
the principal of Seymour Magnet School, the 
superintendent of the Syracuse City School 
District and the dean of University College. 

The Seymour students then received a T-shirt 
and lanyard holding emergency numbers. They 
were reunited with the SU student they were 
introduced to last week, in an effort to make sure 
the fi fth-graders were comfortable with the SU 
students, said Eileen Jevis, communications 
manager for University College. 

The students were matched based on inter-
ests. For example, a student interested in math 
will be matched with a math major, Jevis said.

After the opening ceremony, the students 
had several hours to explore places like the 
SU Bookstore, E.S. Bird Library, Hendricks 
Chapel, Schine Student Center, the College of 
Law and Heroy Geology Laboratory. They also 
attended classes with their SU student. 

The day concluded with a tour of the Car-
rier Dome, where the students had the oppor-
tunity to meet Otto and student athletes and 
talk about balancing athletics and academics. 

Maryann Acosta, community service chair 
for La L.U.C.H.A. and a third-year student 
leader for the event, said she loves that the pro-
gram encourages the students to go to college. 

“I just fi nd it rewarding that at the end of 
the day they look forward to going to college,” 
Acosta said. “My favorite part of the day is see-
ing the kids’ faces.”

The idea for the day came about 10 years 
ago, when a student in a leadership course 
proposed a day when local elementary school 
students would shadow SU students as a way of 
showing them what they can achieve.

Bea Gonzalez, dean of University College, 
which was a partner in the development of 
Shadow Day, said she likes the excitement she 
sees on the Seymour students’ faces both when 
they arrive on campus and when they attend 
closing remarks at the Dome. 

“You can see their thirst and their desire,” 
she said. “For me this is just planting that seed 
that this is something they can do.”

Gonzalez described the scene when an SU 
student had to leave the opening ceremony 
for class. His Seymour student was asked if he 
wanted to meet up with the SU student or leave 
the ceremony early. His reply was adamant:  
“No, no, no! I want to go to class!”

Gonzalez, a former student at Seymour, 
said she enjoys the idea of the program, which 
takes kids from a district with a very high 
poverty rate and gives them the opportunity to 
see themselves on a college campus. 

“The Seymour students are just so 
psyched,” Gonzalez said. “And the SU students 
are excited to share the experience.”

kpanetta@syr.edu

dailyorange.com

SA FALL FUNDING
The Student Association Finance Board 
allocated $68,561.64 at its Monday 
night meeting. Some of the groups that 
received funding include:
■ The Entrepreneurship Club – $13,254 
for its Beyond the Lemonade Stand event
■ Pride Union – $965 for The Big Gay 
Dance
■ The Traditions Commission – $3,492 for 
its Homecoming Showcase

Other requests denied funding through 
appeals:
■ The Black Communications Society’s 
Century of Soul Benefi t Concert
■ The Music and Entertainment Industry 
Student Association’s Tyler Hilton concert
■ Panhellenic Council’s Alcohol Aware-
ness Week
■ Pride Union’s Coming-Out Week Com-
edy Night
■ University Union Speakers presents 
Frank Warren

SOURCE: THE DAILY ORANGE

“I just fi nd it rewarding 
that at the end of the 
day they look forward 
to going to college.”

Maryann Acosta
COMMUNITY SERVICE CHAIR FOR LA L.U.C.H.A.



April 23, 2008

To the Members of the University Community:

I applaud the Daily Orange for its balanced and substantially accurate coverage of Sexual Assault Support Services this 
semester.  And, I thank those of you who have engaged with us around this topic.

I write today, however, to express dismay that misinformation concerning Sexual Assault Support Services continues 
to circulate, most recently in a Letter to the Editor published April 23.  Such inaccurate messages have confusing, even 
dangerous, results for our students who could be deterred from seeking the critical assistance readily available to them via 
Sexual Assault Support Services. 

On behalf of the Division of Student Affairs, I wish to correct the record.  

First, there has been no diminution in access to sexual assault survivor advocacy services as a result of a change in 
program name to Sexual Assault Support Services.  Ample staff and volunteers are available to advocate for survivors.  No 
sexual assault advocacy staff members have been removed from their roles.  Our typical cohort of 12 trained volunteer 
advocates is in place, and our partnership with Vera House, Inc. remains in full effect.  Simply put, no student who comes to 
us needing sexual assault survivor advocacy has been or will be rerouted or delayed. 

I implore members of the University community to assist our students by avoiding any further distribution of incorrect 
information as this may discourage students from accessing readily available services at a time when they need these most.

Second, the organizational structure within the Division of Student Affairs does not commingle sexual assault 
advocacy and alcohol and other drug intervention.  And, the joint reporting of these areas of specialization is not new.  Some 
members of the community may recall that the University R.A.P.E. Center reported to the Counseling Center (at that time 
within Health Services) until 2001, to the Office of Multicultural Affairs from 2001-2002, and since 2002 to the Dean of 
Students Office in a joint, but distinct reporting relationship with our alcohol and other drug intervention services.  This 
arrangement has allowed our survivor advocacy operation substantial infrastructure and resources to do its vital work, and 
survivors should be reassured that the advocacy resources focused on them will be of singular purpose.

Just as we did at the time of the R.A.P.E. Center’s founding, we welcome the opportunity to work closely with 
interested members of the University community. We have invited students, faculty, and staff from outside the Division 
to meet with us; we have attended student-organized events and open forums; and, we have included a wide array of 
community members in the current, consultant-aided review of the Division of Student Affairs’ organizational and 
operational effectiveness. If other individuals wish to have input, or if those who are already participating wish to have 
further input, Sarah M. Mart, director of the Office of Prevention Services, Barry L. Wells, senior vice president and dean 
of student affairs, and I stand ready to address their concerns in ways that do not confuse or deter the very students we are 
trying to help.

Please consider the needs of our student body—and help us remind students, as we have via news coverage and an 
advertising campaign—that Sexual Assault Support Services provides ample, free, confidential services, 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week, 365 days a year.

Regards,

Anastasia L. Urtz
Associate Vice President and
Dean of Students

ADVERTISEMENT
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By Cailtin Dewey
Staff Writer

Caleb Sheldon, a sophomore econom-
ics major, thought he had properly 
researched and cited his French II pre-

sentation last March. But before he had even 
completed the project, professor Brett Daviau 
returned his bibliography — and those of his 
classmates — and demanded a revision. 

Wikipedia could not be used as a source, and 
anyone who had used the popular site would 
have to replace it with other, more “credible” 
sources, Sheldon said was his professor’s expla-
nation.

This September, the infamous site may 
redeem itself and thousands of Wiki-lovers with 
“The One-Volume Wikipedia Encyclopedia,” a 
print version available through Bertelsmann 
AG of Germany, a publishing company. 

According to Thursday’s article in The San 
Francisco Chronicle, the print version will 
include 50,000 of Wikipedia’s most popular arti-
cles, which will be fact-checked and shortened 
to eight or 10 lines.

Though this first edition of the encyclopedia 
will only be printed in German and available in 
Germany, publishers say they have not ruled 
out a later English version.  

That possibility has drawn mixed responses 
from students and faculty, as the Wikipedia 
site has been doing since it first went online in 
January 2001. 

“No teacher respects (Wikipedia), and it’s 
unfortunate,” Sheldon said.  “The print version 
will slowly begin the process of legitimization 
for Wikipedia as an academic resource.”

Annie O’Neill, a sophomore economics and 
international relations major, also said the fact-
checked print version could make Wikipedia a 
more credible source of information.     

“Even though in my experience it’s accurate, 
it’s not viewed in the academic world as a cred-
ible source,” she said.  “I would use (the print 
version) if it was fact-checked.  That’s the one 
problem with Wikipedia now — people can post 
things that aren’t true.”

A print edition could also help prevent pla-
giarism, an issue that has made Wikipedia 
infamous on campus. In the 2006-2007 academic 
year, nine students were punished for academic 
integrity violations involving the site. 

“If students are going to plagiarize, lots of 
times they’re going to do it from Wikipedia,” 
said Ruth Federman Stein, interim director of 
the Academic Integrity Office.  “With a print 
edition, at least, they can’t copy and paste it.  
But whether students are using the print or 
online versions, they need to cite Wikipedia as 
a source.”

But despite these benefits, students could 

still be skeptical of the print edition — some 
don’t intend to use it.

“I love Wikipedia, and I think a print version 
would be dumb,” said Mary Cappabianca, a 
freshman international relations and public 
relations student.  “Wikipedia is new and inno-
vative because people can change it at all times. 
What if I want to know something right now?  I 
can just look at my widget.  The online version is 
convenient.”

Yanina Tovpeko, a freshman biology and 
Italian major, also said she would not use the 
print edition.

“The Internet is easier,” she said.  “Wouldn’t 
a book be outdated right away?  People can 
change those articles online, but they won’t be 
changed in the book.”

Some professors also doubt the success of 
Wikipedia’s print endeavor.  Collin Brooke, an 
associate professor in the writing program and 
an instructor of online research, doubts the 
print encyclopedia will be a valuable research 
tool.

“They’re not trying to be comprehensive. 

… Instead, they’re going to publish the most 
searched-for entries in a given year,” Brooke 
said in an e-mail interview.  “So I’d say that 
the print version will be less valuable in 
that readers won’t have access to the discus-
sions taking place behind the surface of the 
entries.”

He said the site itself is being updated con-
stantly, and the content debated and edited. He 
said the print version can only ever be “a partial 
snapshot of Wikipedia at a given moment.”

Brooke also said the academic world is 
unlikely to adopt Wikipedia’s print edition the 
way it has adopted prior encyclopedias.

“I’ll be interested to see how much people 
are willing to take up the print version, but I 
don’t see Wikipedia settling into a Britannica 
model of publication,” he said.  “I think this 
is an experiment that may succeed but… may 
fail.”

According to the San Francisco Chronicle, 
the book will be 992 pages and cost 19.95 euros, 
or roughly $31.80 U.S.  The non-profit Wikimedia 
Foundation will receive one euro per copy sold, 

which will be used to support and maintain the 
Wikipedia site.

cedewey@syr.edu

t e c h n o l o g y
every tuesday in the daily orange

Wikipedia announces production of German print version of most popular entries

wikipedia.org
Professors question Wikipedia’s credibility because any person with internet access can edit the articles. Students say they 
wouldn’t use the print version of Wikipedia because it is less convenient and goes out of date quickly.

wikipedia.org
Wikipedia has more than 10 million arti-
cles in more than 250 languages. Users 
make tens of thousands of edits each day.

From the screen to the page
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I didn’t expect to be writing a duck; I thought 
my time here was over and done with after 
just one semester, yet the good ol’ D.O. called 
me back for another. Another semester of late 
nights, massive amounts of PUP food at 11 p.m., 
cracked out co-workers and glaring style and 
grammar errors. Ah, the life of a copy editor. To 
say I won’t miss The D.O. is a lie. I will miss it in 
all its glory.

Let me do one of those shoutouts no one other 
than the people directly involved will under-
stand, thus everyone else probably won’t read. 

PUP food I wont miss the 10 pounds I’m about 
to lose after I’ve stopped eating you. But I will 
miss the loud, intimidating, hunger-driven 
cries of “PUP FOOD” from downstairs. 

AJ I remember your Yoohoo and fruit snacks 
in ETS fall of sophomore year and was then 
surprised to see you heading my interview for 
my first position here. Never a dull moment 
with you, Chavar. Especially with new com-
puter wallpaper every time you were near my 
computer. Dirty man.  

Andy Go f*** yourself.
HeAtHbAr My name soulmate and fellow 

lightweight. The kids say HELLOOOO 
HEATHBAR!!! Definitely missed working with 
you this semester, but I am anticipating beer 
tour in the fall. This semester was pretty hard. 
That’s what she said. I probably won’t miss the 
extremely late nights at The D.O. That’s what 
she said. Too much? Never. That’s what she 
said. Kthanksbye.

feAtcH sPring 07 There’s no snuggling in 
feature. Brian, Heath and Andy… I have to give 
props to our section. Definitely had the most fun 
working next to 315 and having writers disap-
pear on us and writers “quit.” ‘Cause writers 
get paid and all. Our mac heds were pretty awe-
some too, don’t you reckon? My top two favor-
ites: Merchandise for a bu-bu-buck and I SU. 

“steve:” Don’t get angry Steve, we love you. 
(For those of you who get that — props.)

LAUren, KyLe We survived. Well at least I think 
we did. I’m writing this before receiving a 
grade… 

LAUren Next year is going to be sweet. We 
might order Insomnia every night.  

701 eUcLid I’m sorry I didn’t get to see more 
of you. I’ll visit the 728 Sumner aka the DooM 
haus next year for sure. (And good luck in the 
real world, Deb.) 

conor I’d be more than happy to copy read 
your papers in the future. And go on our own, 
special PUP food runs…but not at 11 p.m.

sHAynA You should have worked out on the 
porch. I enjoy your sense of humor. Still feel free 
to vent. ;-)

tHe PorcH First off, this is my porch. It’s the 
copy porch, kthanks. Second, I’m the oldest and 
the sexiest so…that counts for like 10. We should 
try to install that trapdoor, though I think given 
the circumstances, we probably won’t need it. 
Stop chucking chicken nuggets, by the way. And 
please be quiet, I’m trying to read. 

Levin My fellow Jew friend. I hope Tulsa 
works out for you, and I hope they appreciate 
your free promo clothing as much as we did. 

JP I survived both The D.O. and 405. Thanks 
for your support and D.O. anecdotes. I’m look-
ing forward to my two weeks crashing with 
you this summer. I anticipate late nights of 
Newhouse KoolAid, perhaps? 

fox force I wish I had more bonding nights 
and not have to leave practice early or come late 
(that’s what she said)...but Hbomb will be in full 
force next year. No worries and no babies.

KiciA Zabs, I love you. I appreciate your 
“constructive” criticism of our publication. 
More importantly, I don’t know what I’m going 
to do without you next year. Perhaps sip Honey 
Brown and mock people by myself? Diiig. 

Jeff Thanks for the support when I was 
stressing and thanks for reading my articles. 
Your articles are still in the archives, and I 
found all the copy errors — don’t worry. Look-
ing forward to this summer. I love you!

MoM And dAd You don’t have to worry anymore 
about me walking home alone at 2 a.m. Rest 
assured. Now you’ll just have to worry about me 
coming home from bars at 4 a.m., but at least I’ll 

be belligerent toward possible attackers. 
fUtUre d.o. stAffers This place will teach you 

more than any college course (even Newhouse) 
ever could. Listen to your editors, and you’ll 
end up spending some of your best nights at 744 
Ostrom.  

to everyone Remember: I juge you when you 
use poor grammer, lack ap style, and have 
shotty spelling

fessor and head of the committee that picks 
Syracuse’s applicants. “It’s really tough. The 
Goldwater looks for people considering careers 
in science and engineering … so we look for 
people focused on that and have done undergrad 
research, have a really strong GPA and work 
closely with a faculty member with good letters 
of recommendation.”

The application process formally begins 
in the fall with the notification of academic 
advisors. In October, students submit applica-
tions and letters of recommendation from the 
faculty. The SU Goldwater committee then 
sorts through the applications to choose four 
students to present to the Barry M. Goldwa-
ter Scholarship and Excellence in Education 
Foundation. The foundation takes the 1,035 
national nominees and selects around 300 
winners per year. This year, the scholarships 
are worth up to $7,500.

This is the first year SU has had two winners 
since the scholarship began in 1986.

“In the last few years we have done very 
well by having typically one a year,” Spencer 
said. “That is actually doing very well. There 
are times where the very top and best universi-
ties don’t have any. Both (our winners) were 
outstanding.”

Stewart’s project centered on describing 
differences in the skeletal systems of Afri-
can scale-eating cichlids, a type of fish. The 
research was part of his capstone project for 
the honors program. His project described 
asymmetries in different fish as they go 

through evolution.
Stewart, a biology major, has previously 

received the McNair Fellowship, but this was 
the first major national scholarship he has 
won. 

“I was not really worried about it because I 
didn’t think I was going to win,” Stewart said. 
“It always seemed like a long shot, but it hap-
pened.”

Hartnett’s project dealt with the study of 
gravitational waves. Hartnett, along with 
professor Peter Saulson, analyzed data from 
the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave 
Observatory (LIGO), an L-shaped building 4 
kilometers long that uses lasers to accurately 
measure distances. 

Theoretically, when a gravitational wave 
from a cosmological event such as a supernova 
hits these buildings, time and space are dis-
torted, according to Einstein’s theory of general 
relativity.

The lasers are capable of measuring the 
theoretical change in distance between the two 
ends of the buildings and are thus able to prove 
the wave’s existence, Hartnett said.

Hartnett attempted to use the human ear 
instead of computer analyzers to detect changes 
in the laser measurements. While the computers 
are more acutely able to distinguish anomalies, 
the idea was that the human ear could better 
hear patterns and detect data previously undis-
covered. Hartnett found an echo effect during 
testing that had not previously been realized 
and was able to present his findings to scientists 
at LIGO through video conference.

Hartnett also traveled to Washington state to 
visit the building and get hands-on experience.

“It was interesting, because not only did 

I learn a lot about gravitational waves, but I 
learned a lot about sound waves and computer 
programming,” Hartnett said. “I learned a lot of 
peripheral skills.”

The basic aim of the LIGO project is to test 
the theory of relativity and either confirm it or 
prove it doesn’t encompass all matter relations.

“It was kind of eerie actually because it’s a big 

project, and if they do find gravitational waves it 
would be Nobel Prize-winning,” Hartnett said. 
“It was good to be in the company of people who 
could be instrumental in finding it, and it was 
cool to be in a room with people who could find 
that space and time are not the way we think of 
them in everyday life.”

mwwoolle@syr.edu
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rob fay

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer
Thomas sTewarT (lefT) and Gavin harTneTT (riGhT) are recipients of two 
of the Barry M. Goldwater Scholarships. They were chosen based on their research in 
African scale-eating cichlids and gravitational waves, respectively.
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the sweet stuff in the middle

Noshing
with        chopsticks

Q&A with comedian, ‘Daily Show’ writer Paul Mercurio

see mercurio page 19

Professor Don Siegel blends true Chinese, Jewish flavors in recipes

stephen dockery | photo editor
Don siegel, an earth sciences professor, published a Chinese Kosher cookbook in 2006. The book has sold reatively well and finished as 
runner-up for an international award given to the best Asian cookbook.

By Matt Levin
FeATure ediTor

D on Siegel lingered in the 
kitchen — disgusted by 
his Nanjing duck. 

It’s not that the meal 
he had just cooked was terrible. But 
soon approximately 40 hungry guests 
would be awaiting a feast — and since 
it was a Chinese couple to be married 
in the Siegel’s home in the upcoming 
days — those guests were anticipat-
ing a genuine East Asian dinner.

And that’s exactly what the Syra-
cuse University earth science profes-
sor intended to give them. 

Siegel scoffs at the idea of cooking 
Americanized dishes like sweet and 
sour chicken. He chooses to stay away 
from that Kung Pao Chicken garbage. 
Same for General Tsoís. No, Siegel 
prefers the real stuff. 

So he tossed aside duck number 
one and started on his second attempt, 
hoping to perfect that precise flavor.

The 60-year-old Siegel knew if he 
didn’t, his guests would detect it — 
especially since the parents of the 
bride and groom had flown in from 
Nanjing, China for the ceremony.

Li Jin, the bride and graduate stu-
dent at SU, remembers her parents 
puzzled reaction to the news Siegel 
would not only be hosting the recep-
tion for Jin and Zunli Lu, but serving 
up a home-cooked Chinese meal.

“Wait a minute, your adviser — 
your, like, geology professor?” asked 
her parents. 

Yep.
The towering, Jewish hydrogeolo-

see siegel page 22

By Amanda Allison
AssT. FeATure ediTor

The Daily Orange had the chance for 
a one-on-one chat with comedian Paul 
Mecurio, a writer and correspondent 
for “The Daily Show with Jon Stew-
art.”

Daily orange: What was your child-
hood like? Were you known as the 
class clown? Where do you think you 
got your sense of humor from?
Paul Mecurio: I was actually born in 
the woods, raised by small animals for 

first five years of life… I came over to 
the United States on containers ship 
from China with spare parts of cars. 
Really, it was a blue-collar, Italian 
neighborhood. I was kind of funny, 
kind of a class clown. No inkling that 
doing stand up though.

How did you get in touch with Jay 
leno?
I stalked him for a number of years, 
there was a restraining order. Really, 
he was performing at a private func-
tion in New York. I got to go, saw him 

perform, talked to him afterward. I 
told him I had a bunch of jokes I’ve 
been writing for a hobby. We talked, 
and a few days later, he wanted to use 
some of the jokes. It sucked me in; 
it was my obsession at that point. It 
fueled this interest in me and took off 
from there. 

How did you feel when you were 
invited to work with Jon stewart? 
How did that come about? How did it 
feel to win an emmy and a Peabody?
The show started in 1996, I started as 

original writer, and Craig Kilborn was 
the host. I knew people who were creat-
ing the show, and I got hired and got 
to perform on show. I have been there 
ever since in some capacity or other. 
Jon came on board when Craig left in 
1999 or 2000. I like him because he’s 
shorter than me. I feel like a giant. He’s 
a little hairier than me, so feel less like 
an ape. He’s a great guy… very smart 
and likes trying to say something with 
the jokes, like I do. He’s made the show 
better. 
How did it feel to win an emmy, and 

later a Peabody, for your comedic 
work? 
It was great. I wear it like bling around 
my neck. It’s just been living with me 
ever since I won. I am so talented. “The 
Daily Show” was a basic cable show, 
and no one knew about us for a long 
time, then we started winning these 
awards, and people start to see you as 
certainly bigger than something you 
see yourself as. It was this little show 
that could, and now it’s a fun, popular 
show among a rabid group of fans. They 
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c r o s s w o r d
by thomas joseph

the town bike by sarah rebar |sarebar@syr.edu then rob fay | robafay@gmail.com

ËFriday Happy Hour - No cover! 
ËFree food 5-7 p.m.
Ë$3 pitchers and more specials

21 & over. Please drink responsibly. Donʼt drink and drive.

MAGGIES
Restaurant & Sports Bar

161 Marshall Street

GREAT
 FO

OD FUN TIMES

dinosaur comics by ryan north | qwantz.com



Sponsors

Media Sponsors

Festival Tickets & Passes at:
The Sound Garden
124 Walton St.  
in Armory Square

Emerald City Video
3208 Erie Blvd. E.

Festival office at the  
Hotel Syracuse
500 S. Warren St.

Online at  
www.syrfilm.com
& during the festival 
at all venues
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LoLLapaLooza
When/Where: Grant Park, Chicago, August 1-3
Price: Advance three-day tickets are $190, after that it’s $205.
History: This is essentially a concert for the alternative rock 
fan. Started in 1990 by Jane’s Addiction frontman Perry Farrell, 
it was once one of the biggest touring festivals in the country. 
Four years ago, Farrell redesigned it as a singular festival with a 
more indie focus, and it’s been massively successful since. 
Lineup: Headliners this year include Radiohead, Rage Against 
the Machine, Kanye West, Nine Inch Nails and The Raconteurs. 
Survival item: Sunscreen is a must (in 2005, temperatures 
reached 104 degrees), but also make sure you don’t leave your 
nostalgia at home. 

pitchfork Music festivaL
When/Where: Union Park, Chicago, July 18-20
Price: $65 for three days, $50 for two days, $30 for one
History: This festival began as the premier indie show of the 
summer, but it has grown into much more. Last year, Sonic 
Youth played its seminal album 1988’s “Daydream Nation,” and 
this year Public Enemy will do the same, playing 1988’s “It Takes 
a Nation of Millions to Hold Us Back.” It’s still largely an indie 
festival, but with a more diverse list of artists (last year, Yoko 
Ono played) means “indie” doesn’t mean what it used to. 
Lineup: Artists include Public Enemy, Spoon, The Hold Steady, 
Animal Collective and Vampire Weekend.
Survival item: Ironic T-shirts, tight jeans and a laptop.

essence Music festivaL
When/Where: New Orleans, July 4-6
Price: Tickets range from $45-$110
History: The Essence Music Festival, spon-
sored by Essence Magazine, is the biggest 
concert celebrating black culture in the country. 
Last year, more than 200,000 people came to New 
Orleans to see the show.
Lineup: This year’s stacked lineup includes Kanye West, Rihan-
na, Chris Brown, LL Cool J, Chris Rock and others.
Survival item: Your thinking cap. In addition to the music, there 
are seminars about race, religion and other topics - guests 
include Bill Cosby and Tyler Perry.

virgin MobiLe festivaL
When/Where: Pimlico Race Course, Baltimore, Aug. 9-10
Price: $175 for both days, $97.50 for one.
History: The American version of Britain’s V Festival comes 
with the ugliest name in the history of festivals. It was created 
as a marketing tool for Virgin Mobile, but those who put up with 
crass commercialism will be rewarded with big name headliners 
both young and old. 
Lineup: The list of acts includes Foo Fighters, Kanye West, Bob 
Dylan, Jack Johnson and Chuck Berry. 
Survival item: A bib. Patrons at the Virgin Mobile festival scarf 
down Baltimore delicacies like crab cakes, shrimp and oysters: 
Far from your usual concert face of hot dogs and warm beer.

rockLahoMa
When/Where: Pryor, Okla., July 10-13
Price: $66.29 and up 
History: Organizers hope the second annual Rocklahoma will 
be nothing but a good time for hair metal fans. The event faces 
lofty expectations after last year’s debut exceeded expectations 
- garnering 30,000 fans per day trying to relive the 80s. The con-
cert even outsold Oklahoma’s annual country music festival.
Lineup: Bang your head to a hair metal lineup that includes 
Sebastian Bach, Dokken, Extreme, a reunited Warrant, Night 
Ranger, Living Colour and Queensryche.
Survival item: Spandex/leather/makeup. To truly enjoy that 
Bible Belt sun and the festival itself, your skin needs to be stick-
ing to your oh-so-tight glam rock outfit. And sweaty globs of 
black paint need to be dripping from that eye black you’re wear-
ing. Also, ladies - Bret Michaels will be there - so bring pepper 
spray.

bonnaroo
When/Where: Manchester, Tenn., June 12-15
Price: $210 for a four-day pass, including camping and parking
History: Bonnaroo takes place outdoor on a 700-acre farm. It’s 
a bit of a trek from the campsites to the venues, and when it 
rains, it veers quickly into Woodstock ‘94-esque territory, but its 
consistently good lineup increases attendance year after year.
Lineup: Bonnaroo’s lineup is unparalleled for the rock/indie fan, 
with bands like Pearl Jam, Kanye West, Robert Plant, Death Cab 
for Cutie, Vampire Weekend, The Raconteurs, B.B. King, Willie 
Nelson and a whole lot more expected.
Survival item: Water. It gets hot in the middle of nowhere Ten-
nessee in June, and with thousands of sweaty people rocking 
out around you, you’re going to need some kind of refreshment.

austin city LiMits festivaL
When/Where: Zilker Park, Austin, Texas, Sept. 26-28
Price: Three-day tickets cost $170
History: Every year, this festival 
brings together an eclectic set of 
artists to mark the end of summer. 
This year’s show is no exception. Aus-
tin has always been an unusually hip 
town, especially in the center of largely 
un-hip Texas, and this burgeoning festi-
val adds to the city’s reputation. 
Lineup: This year’s acts include Beck, Foo 
Fighters, Robert Plant and Alison Krauss, 
The Mars Volta and Gnarls Barkley.
Survival item: A “Don’t Mess With Texas” 
T-shirt and some rolling papers (in case you 
run in to Willie Nelson). 

buMbershoot
When/Where: Seattle Center, Wash., Aug. 30-Sept. 1
Price: Three-day tickets are $80, one-day tickets are $35 
History: Calling itself “North America’s Largest Urban Arts Fes-
tival,” Bumbershoot has gone on for 37 years as a haven for fans 
of the arts. In addition to music, spectators will find comedy, 
film, dance and some of the biggest names in literature. 
Lineup: Acts include Beck, Stone Temple Pilots, Lucinda Wil-
liams, Neko Case and Ingrid Michaelson.
Survival item: An umbrella (fun fact: the word “bumbershoot” 
actually means umbrella). 

sasquatch! Music festivaL
When/Where: Gorge Amphitheater, George, Wash., May 24-26
Price: Right now, it’s $66.50 per day, but that will increase as it 
gets closer to the concert.
History: In the musical world, the Sasquatch! Music Festival is 
not as big in stature as its namesake. In fact, it’s more of a small 
gathering for music enthusiasts, huddled together at the pictur-
esque Gorge Amphitheater. 
Lineup: This year, the lineup includes R.E.M., The Flaming Lips, 
The Cure, Modest Mouse and Death Cab for Cutie. 
Survival item: Your sense of humor (there’s a stage specifically 
for comedians) and a camera (in case you see the famed beast).

suMMerfest
When/Where: Milwaukee, June 26- July 6
Price: $15 on weekends and evenings, $8 during the day and 
weekdays
(Be warned, if you’re seeing a headliner, you have to pay what-
ever the artist is charging for ticket prices, but it includes admis-
sion into the entirety of Summerfest.)
History: Billed as “The World’s Largest Music Festival,” Sum-
merfest only lives up to that title in sheer land area. Acts have 
been stuck in the 90s for the past couple years, and the crowd 
is mainly middle-aged beer lovers.
Lineup: Due to its Midwest location, the festival has always 
had a bit of a country twang to it - this year’s headliners include 
Rascal Flatts, Tom Petty, Stevie Wonder, John Mayer and 
Alicia Keys. Bands on supporting stages have not yet been 
announced, but in the past have included Guster, Panic At The 
Disco, Ben Folds, Peter Frampton and Buddy Guy.
Survival item: A laid-back attitude. Summerfest is full of people 
that just want to have fun, and if you get in their way, they’re 
bound to say or do something about it. Having beer vendors 
every 10 feet help.

Music festivals are a summer trademark, and pilgrimages are made from Seattle 
to little, ol’ Manchester, Tenn. Here is a rundown of this summer’s major players: 

ON THE ROAD

The Glastonbury Festival
GLASTONBURY, UK, JUNE 27-29
This year, the UK’s premier show fea-
tures Jay-Z, The Verve and Kings of 
Leon.

Roskilde Festival
ROSKILDE, DENMARK, JUNE 29-JULY 6

This Scandinavian festival goes back 
to the 70s. Acts include Radiohead, 
Jay-Z, The Chemical Brothers and 
Slayer.

Sziget Festival
BUDAPEST, HUNGARY, AUG. 12-18
Last year, almost 400,000 fans came 
to Hungary to see this festival. This 
year’s headliners include Iron Maiden, 
R.E.M. and the Sex Pistols.

notabLe overseas festivaLs
If you plan on being abroad, here are some shows you won’t want to miss:

By Dave Arey, Erinn Connor 
and Matt Levin  

THE DAILY ORANGE



Be the enV of your friends.

Win a hybrid!
Sign up for service at a participating  
Verizon Wireless Communications Store 
and ask how you could win a brand 
new hybrid car! Your friends — and  
the planet — will love you!  
No purchase necessary.

Switch to America’s Most Reliable Wireless Network®              For sweepstakes details go to vzwcar.com. 

Verizon Wireless Communications Store 

connect in more ways:
txt, pix, video, email & IM
know what’s going on:
download new music & video on the 
go, get the game score and keep an 
eye on social networking sites

$7999
after rebate

LG VX9900: $129.99 2-yr. 
price – $50 mail-in rebate. 
With new 2-yr. activation.

enVTM by LG     

Get the enV and see what it can do!

55055-Daily Orange-10x13-4C-4.15
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send it (the Emmy) to you in a corrugated box… 
you forget about it for a while because it takes a 
while to be engraved, and you think you ordered 
socks from L.L. Bean, and then it’s an Emmy. 

Tell me a little about your movie career and 
how you fi t all of your side work in with your 
scheduled television appearances?
I don’t... I wake up, work 17-18 hours, then pass 
out. I’m not going to complain, but you just kind 
of juggle the different project as much you can. 
It took me two months to get to a doctor to see my 
foot — it was bothering me. Some things become 
more important than others. 

Can you tell me a little more about your contest 
“Paul Mecurio’s Carpooling with Strangers?”
We go from town to town, pick a fan in a town who 

has written in saying why they should carpool with 
me, pick a fan with funniest answers and then that 
person gets to come to one of my shows as a guest. 
They get to do hello, meet and greet. It’s a way to get 
fans involved with me when I’m near their towns. 
It’s a way for us to acknowledge fans and show our 
support of them. Also, it’s a way for me to kidnap 
people from particular towns… I tend to kidnap 
people, take them to my hotel and just make them 
watch tapes of my act over and over again. 

What advice do you have for college students 
as far as how to balance our lives? How to do 
well and have fun?
Marry someone rich and don’t work. Kind of 
make sure you get the grades — that will make 
life easier later. It sounds kind of… nerdy, but 
study hard and really set your grades up, it sets 
you up for later. Keep perspective, you need to 
have a life too. Play as many videogames as pos-
sible, and don’t use Wikipedia.

akalliso@syr.edu

MECURIO
F R O M  P A G E  1 3

dailyorange.com

courtesy of dan bloomfield
PAUL MECURIO, won an Emmy for his comedy writing for his work on “The Daily Show”.
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Culturally relevant television shows have 
been few and far between. There was 
“All in the Family,” the “Roots” minise-

ries, “Ellen” and maybe even “Will and Grace” 
to name a few. But just because no one else wants 
to admit it, Tuesday nights have been becoming 
increasingly relevant since last fall. 

That’s because “A Shot at Love II with Tila 
Tequila” is on. 

You’ve lost a little bit of respect for me, right? 
Hear me out though. Shows like Tila’s have 
become fascinating to me because of the potential 
cultural significance hidden within them. That’s 
right, Google “cultural significance + Tila 
Tequila.” See if that’s the first time anyone let 
those two share a sentence. 

Now obviously there is a lot to cringe at. Tila 
Tequila gained her fame through some Playboy 
photo shoots and her status as the most popular, 
scantily clad friend on MySpace. Also her show 
is very similar to all the other dating shows on 
television — raunchy, exploitative, lewd and over-
dramatic. But take it from a loyal viewer; it’s her 
sexuality that makes Tila’s reality dating show 
different from the others, and more significant. 

Tila Tequila is a bisexual. This means unlike 

“The Bachelor,” “Rock of Love” or “Next,” men 
and women vie for Tila’s love simultaneously on 
“A Shot at Love.” A critic can argue this is merely 
taking TV dating exploitation to the next level, 
but the fact remains that Tila is one of the only 
bisexual television personalities. 

“Female bisexuality could possibly be exploit-
ed for male viewers, and I’m not sure what the 
intent of that show is, but producers are probably 
thinking about who’s watching this,” said Adrea 
Jaehnig, director of the LGBT Resource Center. 
“On the other hand, this show might make people 
think of sexuality outside of the heteronorma-
tive. And one show can’t do everything, but I do 
think it opens up the possibility for what can be.”

Tila Tequila highlights a relatively ignored 
issue in today’s television landscape. According 
to the 12th annual “Where We Are On TV” study 
done by the Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against 
Defamation (GLAAD) for the fall season, LGBT 
individuals represented only 1.1 percent of all 
series regular characters in the 2007-08 broad-
cast television schedule. 

“Overall, the current media representation 
doesn’t reflect the reality of current society, but 
there is LGBT representation on reality shows, 

on Showtime or HBO, on popular shows like 
‘Queer as Folk’ or ‘The L-Word,’” Jaehnig said. 
“These shows are very popular so it shows it’s 
not only the right thing to do in terms of repre-
sentation, but it’s also may very well be good for 
business.”

The GLAAD number accounts for informa-
tion provided by the five broadcast networks 
(ABC, CBS, NBC, FOX and The CW) where 87 
scripted comedies and 650 total characters on 
air last fall were examined. The percentage was 
down from 1.3 percent of characters in 2006. The 
reoccurrence of LGBT individuals on cable chan-
nels (like Tila on MTV) is increasing, but even 
as the small numbers rise there are other areas 
needing improvement.  

“Once something exists like Tila Tequila, or 
even previously with ‘Will and Grace,’ then other 
things can come from that and take a different 
approach,” Jaehnig said. “I think now while the 
representation is low according to GLAAD, it’s 
becoming more common to see LGBT personali-
ties on television. If the trend continues to do 
that, the challenge now is having a more realistic 
diversity of LGBT individuals represented. ”

Tila Tequila is by no means a perfection 

representation of the LGBT community (or a 
great representation of dating or love either).  But, 
even in the lowest of terms, she helps to push ideas 
about sexuality that weren’t previously visible 
at the forefront of television. Numbers don’t lie: 
1.8 million viewers now tune in to a show with a 
bisexual heroine, and it’s currently the top rated 
show among 13 to 24-year-olds within its time slot 
(according to MTV).  The current LGBT represen-
tation isn’t where it should be, but it’s a little further 
after a shot of Tila. She might actually be, even if it’s 
unintentional, culturally relevant after all. 

Nathan Mattise is a weekly pop-culture 
columnist for The Daily Orange. He wants to 

thank whoever actually read his columns all the 
way to his signature during the semester. Those 
folks are invited over for “Shot at Love” tonight. 

He can be reached at nzmattis@syr.edu. 

n at h a n  m at t i s e

lenny kravitz just makes hits

Scantily clad, bisexual Tila Tequila could end up culturally relevant

Might as well just hop into it for once: my 
ledes are usually too long. 

So, yeah. It’ll be weird not working here next 
semester. Whatever. I’ll be around. 

Now, onto everyone else. Let’s get self-
serving!

The Boss Thanks for the iPod. 
ClayTon Let’s go. You got more heart than 

anyone I know. That’s all you’ll need. 
eThan Ah yes, the Dominator himself. Every-

one else will be bowing down in praise (except 
maybe Levin) in their ducks, and rightfully 
so. I’ll keep it short. I’ve learned so much this 
semester — like that the P-G drops at midnight, 
every night. Who knew? You did, man. You 
did. I got more from reading Yevoli and Jensen 
than I did in the past year of class. Thanks for 
everything. See you in Columbus. Mexico can 
f***cking wait. 

levin Matt Levin would hate these anecdotes 
for this duck: 

■ Hiring Matt Levin was the worst mistake 
of my career at The Daily Orange (besides that 
“Comstcock” flap). 

■ When Matt Levin gets a sandwich from 
Food.com, he asks for a pickle with a capital 
“YES.”

■ Matt Levin loves symphonic prog-rock and 
knee socks. It is unclear if they love him back. 

In all seriousness: such potential in such 
a useless package. You’re like a Chunky. Fit-
ting that a joke would bomb here. Our careers 
are linked, which kind of sucks. But we’ll get 
through. Let’s pray Rocklahoma comes to Ohio 
this summer. A girl can dream. 

GelB A few words of thanks (I know, I can’t 
believe it either): 

Thanks for MLAX. I appreciate it.  Well, I 
guess more thanks go to George Williams for 
going abroad. So, ¡muchas gracias, Jorge!

But thanks for letting me try to be a sports-
writer. I didn’t deserve it, and I still suck, but 
at least I’ve tried. And I only had to beg for a 
semester — not a bad trade. 

And thanks for reminding me it’s all about 
the reporting. I almost forgot that for a shot. 
Guys like you and Ethan don’t. Hopefully some 
day I’ll catch up.

Anyway, if anyone ever writes a story about 
you in Esquire, hopefully it’ll be me. Then both 

our lives can be complete. And maybe, who 
knows, we might even be friends. Nah, I’m ask-
ing too much. But you’re not writing a column at 
the final four. That’s a sick joke. 

DoC You got the magic eye, Hoyt. Take care of 
this place. And enjoy yourself before it all comes 
crashing down: Qatar has Booty Season too. 

Melissa How ‘bout that award? We won’t tell 
anyone that Ethan actually wrote the story. 
Enjoy the pseudo-rock star life this summer, 
just don’t go bonkers. And if you listen to any 
advice I’ve given you this past year, it’s this: Buy 
“Disintegration.” 

Conroy It was probably midway through this 
semester when a light bulb clicked on, and I 
said, “Oh, so this is why Conroy seemed so mad 
all the time!” You’ve been missed this semester. 
Sometimes I wonder what Faux Management 
’08 would have been like. A lot more “What up 
blood/whodie?” But aren’t you proud how Fat-
Trak turned out?

erinn The keystone to the funniest section of 
all times (Feature Fall 2007: “Our stories may 
suck, but we have the best ledes in the paper!”) 
and one of the best writers we have here. And 
to think, my first thought when I met you was 
“There’s no way this girl in rain boots will ever 
write Decibel for my section.” And I wonder why 
I’m so roundly disliked. Either way, good luck 
with Doc.

sChonBrun My vote for favorite development 
of the spring 2008 semester? People explaining 
elusive, allegorical writing by saying, “But 
Schonbrun gets away with that, why can’t I?” 
You’re more imitated than Dan Jenkins — the 
best writer on this campus and you don’t even 
want to write. Thank God. I need a job, man and 
there’s only a few left. I just hope you never cross 
paths with the Pepsi machine again. Or that 
“Out in the rain” story. See you in the Man Lair. 

ZB Now here’s a guy who enjoys himself some 
Dan Jenkins. If I ever need to hear a Schaap or 
Halberstam story, I know who to call. 

Kyle Those were some workmanlike times 
we had on that lax beat, eye black and all. Now, 
every time I look at the news front, I’ll think of 
Sean and Will. Not you too, Sean. Not you too. 
Anyway, it’s good to know that not all Kyle’s 
from Michigan are douche bags (Such a terrible 
situation). 

reilly Anyone who came 
up with both Quarterback 
and the chancellor series is 
OK in my book. So what if 
your headlines sucked? Keep 
smiling. 

Dana Don’t think I’ve for-
gotten our pact. A man needs 
a backup plan. Hope real life 
is going well. 

a.J. Uncouth, unprofes-
sional and usually unwashed? 
Yup. But this paper sure 
sucked less after you took 
over. Thanks. 

PleDGe I’ve tried and tried to 
rationalize it, to find answers, 
to make myself feel OK. But I 
can’t. I’ll just have to admit it: 
I’ll never be as good looking 
as Heath. 

heaTh/heaTher Sorry I spent 
most of that semester tran-
scribing my own interviews. 
Rich Boy is still on the wall, 
and there’s still no snuggling 
in feature. I guess that’ll be 
our legacy. I’ll take it. 

The CowarD You were the 
coolest guy who ever worked 
here. Too bad it was only for 
one semester. But we played Quarterback that 
one time, and that was all right. 

TashMo Thanks for hiring me. Those were 
good times. I’ll respect any man who sleeps 
underneath a Dice-K poster. Cherish your E&J 
championship. You earned it. 

hannah Oh, hey, friend. What’s up?
Dunne You always keep your eyes open. Now, 

it’s time to open up your brain. Watch Johnny. 
hollywooD Meet me at the diner sometime. 

Ask Talie. She’ll explain. 
aManDa Good luck, JaMarcus. You probably 

won’t need it, of course. But it couldn’t hurt. 
Just don’t stalk the Man Lair. 

eDDie Yeah, our A1 tomorrow is on breast 
augmentation. And no, your inside tease can’t 
be “C-cups of Confidence.” But I hope you and 
Julian enjoyed that bottle of Jack. 

Paul sTanley You were great. All the best. 

roB Fay You were really great. All the best as 
well. 

sPinelli You were less great. But you’re wel-
come. No, seriously. All the best a third time. 

aDverBs Go f*** yourself. 
Man reGiMen 234.7 at press time. 
saslow “Yeah, Eli hated it there. He ate soda 

and candy every night, put on like 20 pounds. 
And his grades dropped. But he always says he 
couldn’t have got to the Post without it.” Well, I 
at least I did the first two.  And get home soon, 
kid. I’m ready. 

864/820 It’ll be nice to have friends again. 
Well, maybe. But at least I’ll watch “The Wire” 
more. You can’t beat that Marlo Stanfield. 

Melanie Oh come on, silly. You didn’t think 
I would actually do that, did you? Everything 
I have now is because of you. You know that. 
Love you, baby, can’t wait till you get home. 

ANDY MCCULLOUGH   
MANAGING EDITOR,  FEATURE EDITOR, ASST. FEATURE EDITOR / SPRING 2007-SPRING 2008

rob fay
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$10 Haircuts
May 4th, 10AM to 4PM

All Proceeds go to Childhood Lymphoma 
and Leukemia Society

No Reservation Required
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Adv. Tix on Sale IRON MAN (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
HAROLD & KUMAR ESCAPE FROM GUANTANAMO BAY (R) - ID REQ'D

(1145 100 215 400 445) 710 740 950 1020
BABY MAMA (PG-13) (1250 350) 700 940
DECEPTION (R) - ID REQ'D (1255 425) 735 1010
FORBIDDEN KINGDOM - DP (PG-13) (1240 340) 650 930
FORBIDDEN KINGDOM (PG-13) (110 410) 720 1000
FORGETTING SARAH MARSHALL (R) - ID REQ'D (1115 150 430) 730

1015
88 MINUTES (R) - ID REQ'D (1135 1235 355 440) 655 725 935
OC: 88 MINUTES (R) - ID REQ'D (210) 1005
21 (PG-13) (1245 405) 705 955
EXPELLED: NO INTELLIGENCE ALLOWED (PG) (1230 330) 640 915
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) (1130 205 435) 715 945
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (1140 200 420) 645 910
STREET KINGS (R) - ID REQ'D (1225 325) 635 920
PROM NIGHT (PG-13) (1200 225 450) 750 1030
SMART PEOPLE (R) - ID REQ'D (320) 925
LEATHERHEADS (PG-13) (1220) 630
THE SUPER HERO MOVIE (PG-13) (345) 1025
PATHOLOGY (R) - ID REQ'D (105) 745

Adv. Tix on Sale IRON MAN (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
HAROLD & KUMAR ESCAPE FROM GUANTANAMO BAY (R) - ID REQ'D

(100 345) 730 1010
FORBIDDEN KINGDOM (PG-13) (120 420) 700 940
FORGETTING SARAH MARSHALL (R) - ID REQ'D (220 500) 740 1020
PROM NIGHT (PG-13) (240 520) 800 1010
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) (140 400) 640 920

Adv. Tix on Sale IRON MAN (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: PRINCE CASPIAN (PG) �
DECEPTION (R) - ID REQ'D (135 435) 730 1000
BABY MAMA (PG-13) (115 415) 715 940
HAROLD & KUMAR ESCAPE FROM GUANTANAMO BAY (R) - ID REQ'D

(145 445) 745 1005
FORBIDDEN KINGDOM (PG-13) (125 425) 725 1010
FORGETTING SARAH MARSHALL (R) - ID REQ'D (120 420) 720 950
88 MINUTES (R) - ID REQ'D (130 430) 735 1015
STREET KINGS (R) - ID REQ'D 930 PM
PROM NIGHT (PG-13) (140 440) 740 1020
NIM'S ISLAND (PG) (110 410) 710 935
21 (PG-13) (105 405) 705 955
HORTON HEARS A WHO (G) (100 400) 700

©2008Times For 4/29/08

SKIP-IT
1990s
For some, they resulted in broken ankles, 
legs, wrists. For others, the glittery, metallic, 
neon-colored or stickered Skip-Its were the 
best way to spend several hours (or a few 
minutes, depending on fast you wiped out). 
Popular in the early 90s, the engineering feat 
that is the Skip-It was a quality way to spend 
recess or time after school, waiting for the 
ice cream truck to come by. 

Forget trying good grades in elementary 
school, the key to anyone’s real success was 
beating out your arch enemy in the number 
of Skip-It successes — how many times 

you could jump over it without dying. The 
built-in counter determined popularity and 
introduced kids to manipulating tactics like 
remembering old scores to increase their 
current play and “accidentally” stepping on 
others’ Skip-Its.

There were the brave few who could run 
and skip, and for that, they received wide-
spread playground acclaim. For others, this 
led to fi rst experiences in the emergency 
room, complete with casts in colors even 
brighter than those donning the plastic 
genius that was the Skip-It.

            — Amanda Allison, asst. feature editor

akalliso@syr.edu

nostalgia nook
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gy expert with a graying beard — who had never 
been to China until two years ago — claimed to 
know his Nanjing duck.

Soon he had the second edition of his duck 
on a platter. Siegel even had Jinís father place 
slices of the cured, salted duck on cucumber 
wedges. 

The bonding was nice, Jin said. But devour-
ing the duck was even better.

“They said that ‘It was great,’ and they just 
wolfed it down,” Siegel said. “That was my most 
nervous (moment). In fact, that’s the only time 
in a long time I made large qualities of food then 
tasted it, and I said ‘Nope not right,’ and I threw 
it out or put it in the freezer for another time, 
and I started again because I wanted to get this 
one right.”

Siegel turned his Chinese cooking hobby 
into a second career. He now cooks for hundreds 
at banquets hosted by Temple Beth Sholom-
Chevra, published a cookbook filled with Kosher 
Chinese recipes and he’s now pulled off his own 
Chinese wedding — complete with spiced beef, 
tofu meals and the duck.

The professor acknowledges a connection 
between the two cultures — Jewish and Chi-
nese. And food has always been a big part of 
it. Thatís why he titled his cookbook “From 
Lokshen to Lo Mein: The Jewish Love Affair 
with Chinese Food.”

On the inside flap reads a classic quip: “Chi-
nese history dates back about 5,000 years, and 
Jewish culture dates back about 6,000 years. 

The question is, how could the Jews survive for 
the first thousand years without Chinese food?”

That joke about Jews’ eternal obsession with 
Chinese food might never get old in the temple 
community. But for Siegel, his love affair with 
Chinese food started 32 years ago — in 1976. 

Siegel was looking to cure his wifeís nausea. 
Bette was feeling the side effects of being preg-
nant with the coupleís first son. Her husband, 
a graduate student at the University of Min-
nesota, searched for a quick and simple remedy. 
A Chinese friend of his offered up a chicken stew 
with ginger. 

Bette’s queasiness evaporated. Her husband’s 
passion for Chinese cuisine blossomed.

“I had never had Chinese food like that 
before,” Siegel said. “So I asked (my friend) 
about it, and he started telling me what real 
Chinese food is. And not the type we get mostly 
in America, which is Chinese-American food.”

Those meals, to Siegel, are Chicken McNug-
gets with hot, sweet sauce. The authentic food 
featured strong flavors and eliminated the thick 
gooey sauces. Siegel wanted to discover how to 
make that food. 

His journey began in the back alleys. No more 
mainstream Chinese eateries. While attend-
ing earth science conferences in New York 
City and San Francisco, Siegel ventured to the 
restaurants off the beaten path. Even when the 
language barrier got in the way, the professor 
would pantomime questions and constantly nod 
his head to show he understood the inner work-
ings of the dish before him. Through observing 
and, of course, tasting, Siegel began to figure out 
the keys to Chinese cooking.  

A trick of the trade for any aspiring Chinese 

food cook is to ask for the real “Chinese menu” 
— with goodies intended for patrons of actual 
Chinese descent — instead of what Siegel dis-
misses as phony Chinese-American menus. 

In Syracuse, he regularly visits China Road 
and the restaurantís master chef, Simon Teng. 
Teng — who once cooked for Richard Nixon 
and Zhou Enlai, when the People’s Republic of 
China leader visited the United States — cooks 
up any plate Siegel asks him to make. Just by 
sampling the meal and questioning Teng on 
his technique, Siegel would formulate his own 
recipe for the meal.

“He knows what is Chinese, what is Chinese-

American.” Teng said. “He knows. It doesn’t 
surprise. He knows a lot of authentic things.”

Those skills Siegel picked up started paying 
off on a large scale in the early 1990s. 

Siegel, who moved to Syracuse in 1982, had 
grown sick of these monthly meals at Temple 
Beth Sholom-Chevra.

No more Kosher barbeque chicken dinners at 
family Sabbath dinner. Enough bland chicken 
was enough. 

So Rabbi Daniel Jazer proposed a challenge 
to Siegel during a series of Sabbaths in which 
temple members would be creating various 

keeping it kosher
Don Siegel and his wife participate in a 
fundraiser at the local Hebrew day school. 
Siegel, a Syracuse earth science professor 
and accomplished Chinese Kosher food 
cook, donates 12-course Chinese dinners, 
and these meals often go for more than 
$1,000.

“I had no idea what he was going to 
serve,” said Jackie Goldberg, who recently 
won a bid for one of Siegel’s dinners. “No 
idea it would be this much food. Everything 
was a small tasting of something.”

Goldberg described servings upon serv-
ings of lotus root, Chinese apple orange 
salad, shredded chicken with peanut 
sauce, roasted baby bok choy and more 
that stuffed each of the eight guests.  

One of her favorites was the Shanghai 
soup-filled dumplings — which are exactly 
what they sound like. The floury spheres 
sit in an empty soup bowl. But Goldberg 
warns that one should put the entire dump-

ling in their mouth. One false bite and broth 
squirts across the table.

Here’s a look at the Chinese Kosher 
spread the Jackie and Neil Goldberg and 
company devoured.  

Chefs Don and Bette Siegel’s 12-course 
feast:
■ Lotus root,  Chinese apple and oranges
■ Shredded chicken with Daikon in peanut 
sauce
■ Szechwan eggplant (spicy)
■ Shanghai soup-filled dumplings and 
shrimp shao mai
■ Seafood soups
■ Lettuce cups with puffed rice sticks
■ Roast sliced duck and turkey, Quandong 
style with baby bok choy
■ Fish and clams in black bean sauce with 
Chinese broccoli
■ Noodles in brown sauce and beef top-
ping
■ Stir-fried shrimp and asparagus
■ Chendung chicken on spinach (spicy)
■ Mango and banana filled egg rolls

siegel
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MATT LEVIN  
FEATURE EDITOR, ASST. FEATURE EDITOR, DESIGN EDITOR / SPRING 2007-SPRING 2008

I’ve already done enough talking about 
myself during my almost three semesters (yes, I 
once designed) at The Daily Orange. So let’s just 
get into discussing you fine folks:

Erinn I know you were harassed in everyone’s 
ducks last fall for having a role thrust upon 
you of being my caretaker during my upcom-
ing time as feature editor. But did you really 
help me out this semester? You’re darn tootin’ 
The amount of assistance you provided this 
semester — without stifling my own genius — is 
unfathomable, and I only can express it through 
the form of Wisconsin sports analogies. You 
were the Koren Robinson to my Brett Favre. You 
were the Earl “Curly” Lambeau to my George 
Whitney Calhoun (I had to look that one up 
on Wikipedia, of course). You were the Bucky 
Badger to my Bernie Brewer. And I hope that all 
your time spent as my assistant, will benefit you 
somehow next semester. Namely — figuring out 
how to be Dockery’s caretaker.

Ethan I appreciate you setting the foundation 
for everything I know as a reporter. (Remember 
I didn’t do any of that high school journal-
ism bullshit.) Thanks for giving me that Wes 
Matson profile (twice). Now the last thing I ask 
from you is 10 years from now, I want you to 
tell me a story about a time you did something 
really, really stupid. Trust me, it’s cathartic. I 
think you should try something along the lines 
of repeatedly soiling your bed sheets or locking 
your keys in your car while they’re still in the 
ignition. I can’t ever imagine any journalist 
doing anything that moronic…

andy …oh hey.
Andy McCullough, you’ll like this lead 

because it includes the names Julie Sullivan, 
Gary Smith and Joe Posnaski. Unfortunately, 
Andy you’ll never have the talisman talent to be 
as talisman good as any of them. On the other 
hand, if you ever enter a drunken bar fight 
between you, Sullivan, Smith and Posnaski — 

my money is on you. Every. Single. Time.
Sahar :) + *:)* = awesomeness. Wiiiiiiii!

(Yes, Sahar, it had to just be weird)
Matt GElb Thanks for being a great managing 

editor this semester. I felt you were even better 
at that than you were as design editor the previ-
ous semester. Perhaps, you should give sports 
editor a shot next. From what sources have told 
me, you have the talent for that, too.

dockEry Congratulations on making it to the 
top, stud. Now take a deep breath. 1…2…3. And 
try to relax. There’s nothing to worry about 
cause you’re already the smartest person at The 
D.O. And remember where you’re going this 
summer — the Middle East — booty season is 
always in session.

aManda Breaking news — you’ve been traded! 
In a blockbuster deal, the No. 1 draft pick from 
last year’s D.O. draft has been dealt for three 
first round selections, a third round pick, a 
12-pack of Natty Light, 88 cents and a Chevy Geo 
Metro. Also, we picked up Dan Uggla in the Rule 
5 draft. The experts all say it’s the worst trade in 
Feature history. 

ZachS Well, Schonbrun I’m off to the land of 
Kelenna Azubuike and Pops-Mensah Bonsuh. 
There I will be taught the national pastime 
of basketball and poor hygiene. The former 
will come in handy because we’ll be ballin’ 
every day during our final SU semester. bErMan, 
thanks for all the great advice. I want to leave 
you with my own famous athlete quote to live 
by: Kareem Abdul-Jabaar once said, “LISTEN 
KID. I’ve been hearing that crap ever since I was 
at UCLA. I’m out there busting my buns every 
night. Tell your old man to drag Walton and 
Lanier up and down the court for 48 minutes.” 
Zach braff: Remember when you were funny? 
Jackass.

John clayton I don’t think anybody could be 
anymore ready to take over as sports editor. 
Still, I want you to remember when editing 

gets you down: smack your stom-
ach, shout “Let’s Go,” and remember 
somewhere — somewhere out there 
Pat Burrell is watching over you. 

kylE auStin I never really liked you. I 
found almost nothing you said funny. 
And frankly, your shoes are hideous.

MEliSSa You crazy grrl!
hannah HOLA AMIGA! I KNOW 

YOU’RE WORRIED ABOUT LIV-
ING IN DETROIT THIS SUMMER. 
BUT DON’T FRET. NOTHING IN 
DETROIT CAN IMPAIR YOUR 
AWESOME DESIGN SKILLS — 
YES, THERE ARE MURDERERS, 
CRACKHOUSES, THE WNBA, RAP 
BATTLES AND MITCH ALBOM,. 
BUT I ASSURE YOU NOTHING…
NOTHING IN DETROIT IS AS 
MISERABLE AS WATCHING THE 
LIONS PLAY FOOTBALL. And that 
doesn’t start until fall.

lESlEy/brian Lesley, congratula-
tions on surviving dating a bear. 
Tahmosh, congratulations on surviv-
ing dating Lesley. (…I’m just saying 
she’s a tough-ass boss.)

WEi I know you’ll figure out that 
balance next semester between being 
a badass designer and all that other 
crazy sh** you do. You better ‘cause when I return 
in the spring, we’re having a drink off. Every. 
Single. Night. 

rob/EMily One day I hope to illustrate Nancy 
Cantor as well as both of you. You guys rule.

a.J., Will, lucaS Hey I’ll be seeing y’all in Lon-
don. Yes I know I’m not as skilled of a partier (or 
photog) as all of you. But I’ll be living in Tulsa 
over the summer. There’s no better place to 
learn. Yee-haw!

kriStin, JEnna/patti  Hey Kristin Therese 
Leveque. Hi Jenna or...is it Patti? 

StEph You are a nice person.
friEndS outSidE d.o. To all three of you. I’m only 

friends with you three — cuz you all got nice 
asses. Simply astonishing.

hEathEr, JarEd, tylEr, EddiE, kElina and all the other 
former or current copy editors, who don’t deserver 
their own space simply because you’re copy edi-
tors: You’re all very talented. (Can you spot the 
copy error in the previous sentence? Give up…
Jared wasn’t talented!) *flashes peace sign*

El fin.

rob fay
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cuisines: Make something new.
Said Siegel: “So that was my first time I 

actually started cooking really, truly Kosher 
Chinese.”

Growing up in an Orthodox home, Siegel’s 
family would often attend Chinese restaurants 
when eating out. There was no safer alternative 
for Kosher meals — food that conformed Jewish 
dietary laws.

At these restaurants, it was easy to find menu 
items that didnít involve pork or seafood. And it 
was rare for Chinese cooks to mix milk and meat 
products in a dish. Plus, Jews felt an odd type of 
acceptance in these places, Siegel said. In the 
melting pot of New York City, Jewish people on 
the Lower East Side rarely worried of violence 
in Chinatown — a more common threat in other 
areas of the city.

“Chinese have never persecuted Jews for 
their religion,” Siegel said. “Historically, 
they’ve embraced it.”

He pauses in his office in Heroy Auditorium, 
trying to think of one more reason why Jews 
appreciate Chinese food. 

“And also it tastes good.” 
The congregation at the Temple Beth Sholom-

Chevra learned that quickly. Free authentic Chi-
nese banquets would turn into the synagogueís 
newest ritual. Bette Siegel also chipped in with 
her own cooking skills. The temple’s official 
caterer, presented her patented challah bread 
and desserts. Together, the couple makes for a 
powerful one-two punch to the stomach.

“We asked him to repeat it the following 
year,” Jazer said. “And it grew until a tradi-
tional Saturday night event.”

The Rabbi’s wife even bought the temple’s 
star chef the “mother of all woks” to use. The 
giant Chinese cooking pan — along with Siegel’s 
expert knife skills — would be the professor’s 
primary weapons in satisfying the 100 to 150 
congregants who crowded each banquet. 

Even after 15 years of developing a routine 
— in one of his more recent banquets Siegel did 
the entire meal on crutches after undergoing 
knee surgery — Siegel explained the temple’s 
commercial kitchen can still look like a frenzied 
mess when it’s game time. He does as much 
preparation as possible in the days before a 
banquet. And usually he has three teenage 
assistants on the day of the big show.

Still, cuts and burns come with the job. As 
does overcooking food — or just plain forgetting 
about some fried chicken wings in the oven. He 
said his earth science skills occasionally come 
in handy, “particularly when things go wrong.” 
For instance, when a sauce curdles, he knows 
the proper chemical and culinary reaction to 

make it uncurdle.
The worst incidence in the kitchen came as 

the result of a brand new cleaver. A distraction 
resulted in Siegel chopping off the tip of one of 
his fingers. 

To stop the bleeding, a doctor covered the 
appendage in a nifty Styrofoam-like bandage. 
The hemorrhaging stopped instantly. Siegel 
was ready to return to the kitchen when a new 
complication arose. The material on his finger 
was treif — or not Kosher — the dressing was 
made of pig skin. 

He called over Rabbi Rachel Ain, gestured at 
his finger and explained the problem.

“She just laughed and walked away,” Siegel 
said.

Eventually, Siegel aced enough recipes to 
create a cookbook. After shopping around the 
idea for a while, he finally found a taker. Siegel 
said it’s tough for non-celebrities to get recipes 
published since cookbooks seldom make money.  

Fortunately for the professor, he had carved 
his own niche into cookbook genre. A Chinese 
Kosher recipe book that also delves into the 
connection between the two cultures found 
its sponsor, naturally, in Israel with the Gefen 
Publishing Company.

“While Jews are known for their love for food 
and the connection of each and every holiday 
to (each) culinary aspect — Kosher Chinese — 
brings yet another dimension to Jewish wining 
and dining,” said Ilan Greenfield, the book’s 
publisher, in an e-mail.

The book, published in 2006, has been profit-
able for the publisher, Siegel said. It sold mod-
erately well — about 2,000 to 3,000 copies. And 
most impressive, it finished runner-up for an 
international award given to the best Asian 
cookbook.

Siegel regretted that the book — which 
received rave reviews from the Jewish com-
munity — never broke into the mainstream. 

The key to breaking into the culinary scene 
is a New York Times book review or a guest 
spot on a national talk show. Despite lobbying, 
he could not obtain either of those opportuni-
ties.  Although, he did receive an interview on 
National Public Radio’s talk of the town and 
Siegel had the chance to hock his book on Syra-
cuse’s talk shows. 

Of course, Chinese cooking remains a labor 
of love for Siegel even without the nationwide 
attention.

He took a risk when touring with his book 
by opting to provide an actual cooking demon-
stration at every stop along the circuit. Siegel 
averted disaster everywhere along the way. He 
even MacGyver-ed his way out of one situation. 

At this one temple, he stared into a kitchen 
that contained only a paring knife, frying pan 
and a pot.  It also lacked volunteers. Waiting on 
that particular dayís menu was a lunch for 50 
eager patrons. Using washed out garbage cans 
to hold the food and torn-up towels from the 
upstairs gym to hold the boiling hot pots, Siegel 
managed a gourmet meal.

Despite the inconveniences, that’s the rush 
Siegel loves. And why he intends to keep cook-
ing for large audiences for as long as he can.  

“The synagogue turns into an upscale kitch-
en basically, and I’m the head chef,” Siegel said. 
“It gives me the sense of what it’s like to be a 
head chef, high adrenaline, running back and 
forth, finishing sauces, plating the food. Just 
like what goes on in a restaurant.”

He plans to go to China on a geology grant in 

the next couple years, researching and trying 
to understand the pollution problems facing the 
land. As expected, Siegel would use this oppor-
tunity to take advantage of both his professional 
love and slightly obsessive hobby. Li Jin already 
has plans to send Siegel through a Chinese lan-
guage crash course during the summer.

That way when he arrives, Siegel will have 
no trouble sneaking off in search of Chinese 
foods that might taste even better with a dash 
of Kosher added to it. And Siegel might even be 
relishing the reactions heíll receive when he 
proves to a country of one billion  — yes, this 
geochemist — has a couple culinary tricks up 
his sleeve.   

“Most people when they hear I hear cook Chi-
nese food, they are very surprised,” Siegel said. 
“They’re generally skeptical. And then whey 
they taste it, they say this is very good. That’s a 
tremendous compliment.” 

mrlevin@syr.edu

siegel
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stephen dockery | photo editor
Don Siegel often cooks his authentic Chinese food at events for Temple Beth 
Sholom-Chevra.

stephen dockery | photo editor
“From Lokshen to Lo Mein: The Jewish Love Affair with Chinese Food,” is the title of 
the book by earth sciences professor Don Siegel.

“The synagogue turns 
into an upscale kitchen 
basically, and I’m the head 
chef. It gives me the sense 
of what it’s like to be a 
head chef, high adrenaline, 
running back and forth, 
finishing sauces, plating 
the food. Just like what 
goes on in a restaurant.”

Don Siegel
KoSher ChineSe CheF AnD SU GeoLoGy proFeSSor 

Get the book
“From Lokshen to Lo Mein: The 
Jewish Love Affair with Chinese 
Food”
By: Don Siegel
Where to buy: Amazon.com
How much: $19.95 plus shipping
includes: intro to Chinese cooking, the 
American-Jewish Chinese connection, 
Kosher rules and recipes and techniques
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Exactly.
The man knows infinitely more about 

basketball than anyone who poses a question. 
That’s the nature of this business, of course, 
but it’s hard for Boeheim to come to grips with 
that. Understandable, though. The man loves 
to coach, to think, to study basketball. There’s 
no room for wasting time.

For the two years I covered the men’s 
basketball team, I have studied Boeheim. 
Someone once lectured me on the importance 
of body language in a leader. He said he regu-
larly watched Syracuse football coach Greg 
Robinson’s press conferences three times — 
once without sound, once with his eyes closed 
and only sound and finally with everything 
together. Robinson, he said, had very few 
redeeming characteristics as a leader. 

I never asked him about Boeheim.
What a captivating figure, though. Sixty-

three years spent in Central New York. Father 
was a funeral director in nearby Lyons. 
Young Jim picked up bodies and made house 
calls. Now, 32 years spent in the same exact 
position.

He taught me tact. The first time I ever 
talked to Boeheim, he called me when I was on 
the third floor of Bird Library. It was about a 
profile of Mike Jones (Who?). I asked terrible 
questions, and he gave me predictable, cliché 
answers.

Lesson learned?
Nope. For a preview of Syracuse’s first 

exhibition game against Bryant in 2006, he 
called me back while I was sitting in my Wat-
son Hall room. I said, “Hi, Jim.”

“Are you a student?” He asked abruptly.
“Uh, yes.”
“In all of the years I’ve been here, I don’t 

think any student has called me ‘Jim.’”
Fifteen seconds of the most awkward pause 

of my life.
“I’m sorry, Coach,” I managed to squeak 

out.

“No, no. Don’t apologize. Go ahead.”
For the next two years, he was Coach. 
He taught me the underrated act of sur-

prise. After an unbelievably frustrating loss 
two years ago at Connecticut when SU was 
whistled for 25 fouls, Boeheim sat down for 
his press conference. He got up nine seconds 
later.

He didn’t take questions after the Orange’s 
11-point blown lead vs. Pittsburgh this year. 
That one was not as surprising.

Boeheim once called the 2001-02 season 
the most difficult of his career. The team was 
ranked No. 7 in January and finished with 
fourth place in the NIT. Boeheim battled pros-
tate cancer. DeShaun Williams and Preston 
Shumpert fought on the court; Williams was a 
maniac off of it. 

Syracuse won the national title the follow-
ing season.

So, maybe, there’s some solace for Syracuse 
fans. This year wore on the old head coach 
— even assistant Mike Hopkins hinted at it 
during the season. Boeheim never said it was 

his toughest, but he did admit never having to 
coach under the unthinkable circumstances 
of six available scholarship players (four 
freshmen) at times.

But here’s the kicker: Boeheim always 
returned The Daily Orange’s phone calls. 
The show he puts on after each game, maybe 
insulting TV cameraman No. 3 or silly 
reporter in the front row? It’s no act. He genu-
inely dislikes it. And although he generally 
only makes his players available after games, 
Boeheim makes sure he fulfills nearly every 
legitimate interview request he receives.

“Let’s just answer the questions; try to be 
more forth coming,” Boeheim said recently 
in a lengthy feature interview done on SNY. 
“I like 90 percent of the people I’ve met in the 
media; maybe 95 percent.”

I tried my best, but I understand if I’m in 
that five percent.

Thanks, Jim.
Matt Gelb was the sports editor at The Daily 

Orange, where his columns will no longer 
appear. He can be reached at magelb@syr.edu.

gelb
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Why do I find myself apologizing more than 
anything in this? I suppose that’s a bad thing. 
I’ve been a jerk, and I guess that’s what power 
does to you. So I’m giving it up, finally. Syra-
cuse fans should be excited about that. Ever 
since I stepped foot in this office, football and 
basketball have been dismal. I always thought 
of myself as a curse, so maybe that means good 
things come football season. Hah.

That’s my legacy. I presided over some of the 
darkest times in SU sports history, ruffled a few 
feathers and met some great people. Oh, it was 
definitely worth it. No doubt. 

My sports staff I’d be nothing without you, of 
course. I hope in some way I helped you decide 
whether this profession is right for you. If you 
ever need any advice or a read, I’m always there 
to help.

schonbrun We’re both back to staff writers. 
I never thought I’d outlast you, and I really did 
miss your wit this semester. You’re the best 
writer on campus — and that’s without ever tak-
ing a journalism class. Take that, Newhouse. 
You can do whatever you want, and I hope some-
day after we leave here, our paths cross again. 
Thanks for being a good friend.

Zb To quote John Wooden: “You can’t live 
a perfect day without doing something for 
someone who will never be able to repay you.” 
I envied your encyclopedia of a brain. So I lis-
tened as much as I could. You’ll make it to SI one 
day. There’s no other way that story can end. 
Thanks for getting me an internship, too.

raMsey I remember when you challenged 
me to find a voice. I think I got it, for better or 
worse. Having you around made what I did so 
much easier. Practically cheating, in fact. I 
can’t wait for your Victory and Ruins.

clayton It’s all yours. You have a great 
semester ahead of you. Remember these three 
things: 1. Find other ways to keep your sanity. 2. 
Always delegate. 3. There’s always another way 
to do something. I’ll be around — and not just to 
write the Penn State snowbeat.

JaiMie Take care of him, please. And be 
understanding — I know you’ll both be fine.

levin What the hell can I say about you? One, 
you’re a damn good writer, so start doing it 
more. Two, Scott Olsen is not that good. Three, 
you always make people around you laugh. 
Definitely underrated.

Kyle I didn’t have to teach you much. That’s 
one of the highest compliments I can give.

andy You know, you don’t suck as much as 
you think. I’m glad you decided to start writ-
ing for my section. You’ve already improved 

immensely. If you see me on the Quad, don’t run 
away.

docKery You’re a natural. I give you a tough 
time, but that’s because I respect the hell out of 
you. Good luck.

tyler Watch Clayton. Remember the Enlight-
enment. Keep thinking outside of the box. 
Watch for the land mines.

every d.o. sports guy that caMe before Me 
We’re nothing without you. Thanks for the 
advice. I hope I lived up to the tradition and 
expectations.

the next generation Remember those who 
came before you.

conroy Silver Fox! You taught me everything 
I know about design and the rest of the world 
has probably forsaken you for that. Keep the 
rejection letters; they’ll be worth something 
someday.

hannah Prepare the zipline, we’re opening 
the window. Be careful on the streets of Detroit. 
It’s probably not best to walk up to strangers 

and yell, “HI FRIEND!”
sahar I’ll never understand you. Never. But 

that’s what you want, and I think it’s awesome. 
Still not sure why you didn’t just drop out and 
stay at The Globe. Oh well, best PUP food ever.

every designer that’s worKed at the daily 
orange in the last two years I’m sorry.

gorMan Sorry for never writing that Tim 
Lane profile. It was probably for the better.

Janela and anthes I’ll never forget where I was 
when Endy made that catch. Too bad it couldn’t 
have ended differently. Thanks for the worldly 
advice on everything Jersey.

Medina Don’t ever lose your determination. 
It’s gotten you so far already.

Jared Give the coaches a break this year. 
Well, you’ll probably learn the hard way. 
Always stick to your guns, though, no matter 
what someone may say.

tahMosh Hold onto that girl, she’s a winner. 
I hope you go back to journalism eventually. 
You’re pretty darn good at it.

reilly Keep smiling.
coward  west The smartest person I ever 

worked with in the house. Keep at it. I don’t 
think I’d deal with what you do.

Melissa Relax already.
a.J. I doubted you, but that was silly. You 

united a divided house, and that’s one of the 
toughest things to do. And you made it look 
effortless.

greg robinson Sorry about that one.
ethan, aJ and shMeK It took two years, but 

here it is. Thanks for still remembering me. 
Sometimes.

the Manor I guess I’ll see you guys more now. 
OK…maybe I should stay here. Sorry I couldn’t 
get those predictions right.

everyone else i Missed I’m sorry for (fill in the 
blank). They only gave me 850 words, and I’m 
already way over.

JacKie My hard work paid off. In you. I 
wouldn’t have done any of this if it weren’t for 
you.

MATT GELB   
SPORTS EDITOR, ASST. SPORTS EDITOR / FALL 2006-SPRING 2008

evan reiser
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boos.
“That was when I was like, ‘Wow, people are 

really upset,’” Natario said.
Even on the road, Natario felt the burn. In Iowa 

for a football game, fans thanked Otto for coming 
because the Hawkeyes needed an easy win.

So much of Natario’s bitterness results from 
the expectations. The major teams were so suc-
cessful before he arrived, and unless the lacrosse 
team continues its success this season, much of 
the senior class’ time was spent without major 
triumphs.

“It was very heartbreaking,” Natario said. “I’m 
leaving here, and I’m not too pleased.             

❊       ❊      ❊

Max Meisel witnessed Syracuse sports from 
both sides. As a freshman, Meisel arrived with 
two goals: transfer into Newhouse and walk onto 
the football team. President of the United States 
and curing cancer might have been No. 3 and 4. 

In his sophomore year, both happened. He 
entered into SU’s television, radio and film pro-
gram and convinced head coach Greg Robinson 
to keep the 5-foot-4, 145-pound fan-favorite on the 
team as a receiver. One season later, he returned 
punts in the Carrier Dome. 

Meisel sat in the bleachers when Syracuse 
lost to Florida State in the Dome four years ago 
and walked off the field at Florida State’s Doak 
Campbell Stadium in his sophomore year. Now he 
strolls around campus as the most recognizable 
walk-on at the school. He’s on stage at comedy 
shows, in the line at Food.com and in the football 
locker room. 

It gives Meisel a rounded perspective of the 
pulse of Syracuse sports fans — an attitude that 
generally derives from the football and basketball 
teams.

“Look, I know we’re not the talk of the town 

right now,” Meisel said. “You take a lot of negativ-
ity from people. … When it comes to talking with 
students, usually the first question I’m asked is, 
‘What do you think of Robinson?’ In the sense of, 
will he stay or will he go?’ Of course that has a 
negative connotation.”

It’s part of the deal of being an athlete, he said. 
If he wasn’t on the football team, the same attitude 
would pop to mind. So when he walks on campus, 
when he sits in Newhouse or converses with his 
friends, he knows the questions are coming. And 
with this senior class, the questions have come 
too often.

“We want it for (the fans) as much as we want it 
for each other,” Meisel said. “We know they’re just 
as disappointed as us.”

❊       ❊      ❊

Alana Edmunds stood by the student season 
ticket entrance four years ago in a Carrier Dome 
red employee T-shirt, scanning season passes and 
stamping hands. She witnessed her classmates 
enter Gate E at the Carrier Dome full of enthu-
siasm. As she ascended through the ranks of 
student employees at the Carrier Dome, Edmunds 
anticipated the innocent ignorance witnessed 
freshman year would remain through the years. 

Not quite.
“It’s gone downhill,” Edmunds said. “I remem-

ber freshman year when I worked at the Dome, I 
would get there early morning, and there would be 
tons of people waiting outside. … The excitement 
was so big. They would be pumped to be there.”

Freshmen always attend games. It’s part of the 
mystique of coming to SU. But the presence of the 
upperclassmen is often an indication of interest.

“If people lost faith in something, it doesn’t 
make it fun to want to go anymore,” Edmunds 
said.

The shift into apathy is most evident in foot-
ball, Edmunds said. When she started at the 
Dome, she prepared to hand out wristbands for 
the overflow sections of the student seating. As the 
team struggled, the overflow seating was the least 

of Edmunds’ concerns. She received calls on her 
walkie-talkie to put students behind the endzone 
for the mere hope that the attendance would not 
appear so depressing on television.

“It’s happened more than once, unfortunately,” 
Edmunds said. “It’s those games that make me 
not want to stay and watch the game when I get off 
work. It makes me want to go home and take a nap. 
And I don’t like that feeling.”

❊       ❊      ❊

Darryl Patteson does his homework. When 
Edmunds talked about the passionate Syracuse 
fans who slept outside the Dome and who stuck 
around after the biggest blowouts, Patteson was 
the first name she mentioned.

Patteson is the former president and co-founder 
of Otto’s Army, the official student fan group. 
When approached about discussing the four years 
of Syracuse sports in the eyes of the fans, Patteson 
warned there is much to talk about. He’s found the 
way to measure the struggles.

Since the NCAA Tournament expanded to 64 
teams in 1985, this is the first senior class graduat-
ing without a bowl win or a Tournament win. 

“It was tough at times,” said Patteson, ever clad 
in Orange and championing school spirit. “I’m not 
going to lie.”

Patteson lists the sequence of events, from the 
basketball team’s devastating loss to Vermont in 
the opening round of the 2005 NCAA Tournament 
to the decline of the football team from mediocrity 
to futility. And when asked about the nadir of the 
fandom, Patteson pulls out a midseason lacrosse 
game from 2007 when Cornell topped Syracuse 
on a last-second goal right in front of the student 
section.

“Are you serious?” Patteson asked. “Can this 
really be happening?”

Yet the foundation of fanaticism is hope. And 
even though there are no years left for Patteson 
as an SU student, he still looks for the bright side. 
He points to the “Break the Record Nights” in 
basketball and rushing the court twice against 

Georgetown. He remembers Gerry McNamara’s 
Big East tournament run of 2006 and Diamond 
Ferri’s theatrics of 2005.

But his lasting legacy will be the group of fans 
who still show up when the basketball team hosts 
Colgate and remain the lone bystanders witness-
ing West Virginia’s drubbings of the Orange in 
football. Otto’s Army was created in a dorm lobby 
four years ago and lasted longer and stronger than 
anyone in that room expected.

“I would have loved to carry goalpost out, or 
win a national championship,” Patteson said, “but 
I had a lot of fun.”

❊       ❊      ❊

The Orange lost the 2004 season opener to 
Purdue, 51-0. The touted freshman quarterback, 
Joe Fields, soon lost his job. SU made a bowl game 
but fired its head coach. Jim Boeheim’s 2004-
05 basketball team started the season with All-
American candidates Hakim Warrick and Gerry 
McNamara, flirted with the top of the rankings 
throughout the year and finished with Vermont’s 
T.J. Sorrentine’s long 3-pointer to shock SU in the 
opening round of the NCAA Tournament. Two 
months later, the men’s lacrosse missed the final 
four for the first time in 22 years.

Some freshman year.
The football team hasn’t had a winning season 

since. The basketball team hasn’t won a Tourna-
ment game since. The lacrosse team reached the 
final four the following year before failing to 
reach the postseason in 2007.

The luxury of a four-year cycle is the stench 
of disappointment will eradicate with each pass-
ing class, to the point that this year’s seniors 
become mere archived alumni in a database. But 
there will be a collective emptiness residing in 
the memories of Syracuse sports fans who walk 
through the Carrier Dome next Sunday. It clings 
to the optimism of what could have been, the idea 
of what would have been, but the bitterness about 
what became after the school went Orange.

zberman@syr.edu
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DONTE grEENE is mobbed by fans following Syracuse’s Feb. 16 win over Georgetown at the Carrier Dome, one of the high points in the last four years of SU athletics. 
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“The greatest experience is changing someone 
else’s experience in life. And once you come to that 
realization, it becomes your foundation, the ace in 
your pocket, who you are. It’s the opposite of what 
you think it is. When you see the world through the 
lens of others, that’s when you find yourself.”

–Andre Agassi 

Becker I owe you more than anyone. Wish I 
saved your e-mail after my Randy Foye story. 
It was about writing, pure and simple. I was 
amazed someone cared that much, and from 
then on I watched your every move as SE. Still 
can’t believe I was in your position less than a 
year later. More than anything, you taught me 
how to be a leader. I can’t thank you enough. 
Right is right. 

Jared The night we put out the Sports-only 
issue said it all. Not only did I finally see you in 
full, as a designer and EIC, my favorite produc-
tion ever cemented what I respected most about 
you: A senior who had done everything still 
enjoyed learning and teaching every day at The 
D.O. If I had the same effect on someone that you 
did on me, all those hours were a success. 

LieBer You easily could’ve told the truth on 
the bus back from Manley after Quinton Brown 
didn’t show. You said you were stepping down 
as SE because it was too time consuming, omit-
ting the fact you now hated sports. Thanks for 
lying that day and trusting me with Battle a few 
weeks later. Glad you’ve found what seems like 
the perfect job in the perfect place.

Tim I couldn’t have been more successful pro-
fessionally and personally in college. Believe it 
or not, you’re the primary reason for that. First, 
you’re the one person directly responsible for 
all four jobs I held at The D.O. Second, I don’t 
meet Lauren in Buffalo if you hadn’t hired me 
for ASE or turned down Richmond. Thanks for, 
well, my entire future. Good luck in the Navy.

ZB So many anecdotes with you (DePaul 
preview, News’ whiteboard, anything related to 
Medina). One stands out – when you called your 
“Sunday Night E-mail” the highlight of your 
week. The passion you had for your staff’s work 
was unparalleled. On a personal note, there 
isn’t anyone I’d have rather worked, learned 
and laughed with for two years. All the best.

GeLB I thought we couldn’t be more similar, 
and then we instantaneously came up with the 
same art idea for a feature story at a 5:30. Many 
eerie moments for me the last four semesters, 
but I really don’t think I had too much to do with 
that. You were meant to be SE from your first 
week in the office, and it showed every day in 
your section. Enjoy your freedom next year.

medina One day you’re going to blow all of us 
away. Nine stars, 11 coaches on the hot seat, 15 
photos with your own cutlines that are actually 
sidebars, 18 self-concocted multimedia clips, 39 
sources, 15,836 words. And one slow motion-like 
article on tape. Look out, sports fan. An institu-
tion is coming to a city near you. 

SchonBrun Given the current state of TV/radio 
journalism, you might make it big-time before 
all of us. Use your column next semester to keep 
concentrating on your writing. That still means 
more than anything in this business, and a 
column is the perfect way to work on your voice. 
I, for one, can’t wait for Just Le Jus. You might be 
the best pure writer on campus next year.  

Jackie Courtyard by Marriott, Somewhere 
Near Rochester, 1 a.m. – You arrive for my 
opinion on which end quote to use in a story for 
somelaxsite.com that you drove an hour on your 
own money to write. Maybe you knew six people 
would read that line, maybe you didn’t. Either 

way, you cared not. Told you it would pay off. And 
guess what? Now I’m learning from you, too.

Levin Didn’t think I’d see you again after oblit-
erating your first story – er, draft – in my second 
week as SE, and I certainly never thought I’d see 
you running a fine section less than two years 
later. You wrote several of the best stories in the 
paper this semester, and as a result may have 
taught rookie staff members more about writing 
than anyone else. Tear up Tulsa.

andy Yeah, that’s right, I put you in with the 
sports crowd. You’ve earned it. I have one mis-
sion for you next year: Write the longest story in 
The D.O. Ever. Find a topic, report the hell out of 
it, write at least 10 rough drafts, and you’ll have 
one extraordinary story. Seriously, you’re the 
one person who not only can do it but knows the 
legacy it can have.

cLayTon You’re up to bat. What an incredible 
semester to be in charge. Do as much as you can 
during the summer – for The D.O. and maybe 
even school. Find your landmark enterprise 
story as well. Sounds daunting, but force your-
self to make it happen (Phil Wheddon, anyone?). 
And if you still have time, help other sections. 
You’ll be the best journalist at the paper. 

kyLe Pitch a lot of stories at Kalamazoo 
and the P-S. You’re lucky that your first two 
internships at major dailies will not only be in 
familiar cities but will be back-to-back. That’s a 
tremendous opportunity to build on a real suc-
cessful year at The D.O. I’m excited to see what 
you can do with more time on your hands. 

diamond G-Rob should be afraid, very afraid. 
Don’t let him get away with anything. I’m count-
ing on you to write 2008’s “Fire G-Rob” column 
after the first game.

TyLer Read stories besides sports this sum-
mer. You’re on the verge of breaking out big 
time, but I think you need to absorb a greater 
variety of articles. And watch Clayton’s every 
move.

TahmoSh Life better work out for you, man. I 
feel responsible for basically destroying a year 
of it. At least I gave you lacrosse and PR.

roB I still recall laughing hysterically at 
the library (library?) reading your Meghan 
O’Connell “competition” e-mail. What a beat. 
Thanks for showing me the ropes that semester 
and telling me what the office was really like. 

JaneLa To this day I can tell which Birdlands 
you edited – including the three I submitted to 
SPJ. Your grammar crunching was one reason I 
won. You were such an underrated editor. 

Licker Thanks for telling me my Onuaku pro-
file sucked. Something clicked that night. You 
helped me more than you’d think. You wrote 
some of the most complete stories in the paper 
that year that I wanted to duplicate one day. 

kiLGore You stunned me at Race ’04 when you 
congratulated me on Battle. I knew who you 
were, but I was shocked you knew who I was. I 
appreciated you reading me and my section. 

chico I still remember when you e-mailed me 
for the first time. It started: “You don’t know 
me, but…” Wrong. I knew you, too. I had been 
trying to impress all you alumni for months. 
You were the first to take notice. I’ll never forget 
that. 

PaSSan I don’t think I’ll ever impress you, and 
that’s fine. There’s a great lesson there: Never 
be satisfied. I hate hearing it, but you’re right, 
every sentence can be stronger. 

The hack See you for an encore someday, I’m 
sure. It was an honor. 

SPorTS STaff You can do things at a college 
paper you can’t at a professional one. Take 
advantage.

mere You saved the paper so many times that 
year, and I learned a ton in the process. I’m sure 
the post-college, post-100-commitments-per-day-
life will treat you well. 

Sahar Sorry we never got to that conference. 
That you seriously wanted to go was impressive 
enough. Your enthusiasm for Sports produced 
unparalleled pages. And Tim Gorman montages.

LeSLey Voices wasn’t the same without you this 
semester. Slash neither was the entire P-S. Have 
a great summer in South Florida. You deserved it 
in the first place. Oh, and Larry says hi. 

a.J. Thanks for teaching me more about the 
people side of management. I’m sure you’ll do 
stunning photo/Web/design work at The Post.

erin You were a much better writer than 
anyone gave you credit for. Glad we erased that 
culture here. Never thought you’d survive NYC, 
but you’ve done awfully well (wink, wink).

LiZ You made living on my own for the first 
time much easier. Would’ve been different in 
Buffalo minus the gourmet meals, laundry tips 
and button repairs. What an apartment you had.

heaTher You were the first to bring more of a 
CEO feel to EIC. We need more of that. 

SwarTZ You were all about the product, too, 
like the night we gladly reworked the Sports 
front at 5:30. It’ll be a while before I work closely 
with as talented a pure artist again.

roB I recall you telling Becker and I at a party 
we should binge every Saturday of our lives. I 
disagree with you on a lot of things, but I admire 
how content you are. Thanks for The Shoe.

coward Wish we had you for longer. Your 
common sense level is sorely needed. Go Pens.

meL Your section remains the gold standard 
for news. Don’t be afraid to speak up about the 
overall product from the political editor role. 
The paper needs it.   

reiLLy Why couldn’t you have been news 
editor at some point? The D.O. would’ve become 
The New York Times. Alas, thanks for the 
Chancellor series and the hockey talk. 

SuSie I have no idea how you put up with me. 
Well, actually I do: Cursing. Thanks for design-
ing some of my sections that still hang in my 
room at home. You could really read a bus. (Yes, 
that’s supposed to be sexual somehow).

hannah Too bad we never built that zipline. 
Send me some of your sports designs this summer.

Jaimie I wish every new hire was just like you. 
Right away you cared so much, felt pressure to 
improve every day and best of all respected The 
D.O. at a level it takes most multiple semesters 
to reach, if they do at all. Good luck with Equal 
Time. Keep The D.O.’s sports editor sane.

LindSay Three words: Coolest. Scarf. Ever.
heaTher You hit a switch midway through the 

semester. You’re Kenton Stufflebeam’s idol.
meLiSSa Jazz Times, baby. Thanks for hang-

ing in there this semester.
BerToLini Terrific work on the cops beat this 

semester. Pass it on.
STePh/Shayna/keLina Read, read, read this 

summer. All three of you are real close.
Brian Great work with the site and good luck. 

Sadly, it’s the only way I’ll be able to read now.
evan Thanks for my duck. I know I’m biased, 

but it’s one of the best I’ve seen.
deSiGn What tremendous promise. Not sure 

how many of you want to go into newspapers, 
but impressive internships are within reach.  

PhoTo I know the staff was thin this semester, 
but there’s a great base for next year. Thanks 
for making people read our stories. Looking 
forward to more of that Marantz audio.

amanda I’ve been waiting for you for so long. 
We haven’t had an emerging superstar female 
with management potential for years. You’ll be 
hearing a lot from me. Your “it” factor makes 
me jig with Murderers-type excitement for The 
D.O.’s future. No pressure or anything.

erinn Kutcher told me several times you 
weren’t asking the right questions or listening 
to his answers. I decided not to tell you, and 
sure enough, the profile came back excellent. 
Trust your writing knowledge next semester – 
you’ve got plenty. Keep the EIC loose.

dockery After one of the long nights at the 
beginning, you e-mailed me well after we’d all left 
about wrong headlines online. Didn’t expect to 
hear that from someone brand new. Your dedica-
tion, not to mention leadership and intelligence, 
can really move this organization forward. 

PeTe You’re the backbone of the entire opera-
tion. Thanks for everything you do. I’m sure I 
know 10 percent of it. 

mom, dad and caiTLin Thanks for the founda-
tion for making this all possible, and for real-
izing why I’ve been AWOL the last three years.  
I promise I’ll stay in better touch.

Lauren In some ways it’s surreal to think I’ve 
already made the best and most important deci-
sion of my entire life. But at the same time, noth-
ing has ever felt as natural as being with you. To 
know I’ll always have you to hug and kiss in any 
situation, to know my children will learn from a 
wonderful mother, to know who I’ll explore the 
world with, to know my eyes will start and end 
every day by looking into yours – I can’t help but 
giggle in anticipation for every moment of forev-
er. As for The D.O., thanks for understanding my 
obsession with the paper – and the parties hosted 
by its sports section. I love you, Beautiful.

Goodnight 744,

ETHAN R AMSEY   
EDITOR IN CHIEF, MANAGING EDITOR,  SPORTS EDITOR, ASST. SPORTS EDITOR                                                                                                     
FALL 2005-SPRING 2008

evan reiser
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By Didier Morais
STAFF WRITER

Going into the weekend, the Syracuse softball 
team knew it needed either two victories or a 
Villanova loss to secure a spot in the Big East 
tournament.

The Orange didn’t need help. SU swept Pitts-
burgh and took care of business on its own.

“We knew that we needed two (wins),” Syra-
cuse head coach Leigh Ross said. “It was us and 
Villanova, and we needed two to get in there. I 
like how we took care of our own business and 
just won two and didn’t rely on a team to lose 
for us to get in. It’s a little sweeter when you do 
it that way.”

With its postseason fate determined, the 
Orange welcomes Buffalo to the Syracuse Softball 
Stadium Wednesday for a 1 p.m. start. SU puts the 
fi nishing touches on its regular-season schedule 
with Big East games against No. 23 DePaul Friday 
at 5:30 p.m. and Notre Dame Sunday at noon.

SU (20-26, 11-7) swept conference rival Pitts-
burgh, 5-3 and 2-1, Saturday en route to clinching 
its fourth consecutive Big East tournament berth. 

Lindsay Wasek led the way in the opener, drill-
ing a two-run home run in the fourth to overcome 
a 3-1 defi cit and revitalize her dejected teammates.

“Pitt scored all their runs off of our errors,” 
Ross said. “And I thought to myself, ‘Oh no, I 

hope we aren’t going that way again.’ But once 
(Wasek) hit that home run, you could feel the 
energy all the way down the bench. Everybody 
was like, ‘This is going our way, and they won’t 
take it away from us.’”

After regaining focus, the Orange jumped to 
an early 2-0 lead in the second game. This time 
around, key pitching played the decisive role in 
the game’s fi nal outcome.

Receiving little run support, pitcher Chanel 
Roehner was nothing short of spectacular, throw-
ing a complete-game four-hitter. At one point 
between the third and sixth inning, she retired 10 
consecutive batters. In the bottom of the seventh, 
Roehner struck out senior outfi elder Rebecca Sto-
ttlemyer to end the game and solidify Syracuse’s 
place in the Big East tournament. 

“It was probably one of the happiest days I’ve 
seen from this team,” Ross said. “I mean, they 
were excited at the end of the game. They worked 
together, and that was the big thing.”

After overcoming one obstacle, the Orange has 
now focused its attention to this week’s demand-
ing schedule. It will face two of the conference’s 
paramount programs in DePaul and Notre Dame.

Ross views the showdown as a scouting 
opportunity. It is very probable SU will be seeded 
against either team in the Big East tournament, 
so Ross will be analyzing opposing strategies and 

player techniques all week.
“The biggest thing for us this week is that we’re 

going to face those two teams in the Big East tour-
nament,” Ross said. “We don’t know who we’re 
going to draw yet, but they will defi nitely be there. 
So it may be an opportunity to see them twice.”

But in reality, Ross has been preparing for 
this week since the offseason. Last year, the Blue 
Demons and the Fighting Irish both demolished 
Syracuse, winning three of four games by seven 
runs or more. Now, Ross is seeking revenge. She is 
eager to showcase her revamped lineup and make 
a statement in the Big East.

“We struggled with both teams last year,” Ross 
said. “This year it’s in our hands. We are playing 

pretty well as a team. If we just have no errors, 
pitchers throw well and then let’s get some hits all 
the way down the line.”

In addition, Ross said the parity throughout 
the Big East bodes well for Syracuse’s chances 
this week. Throughout the season, numerous 
underdogs have upset the top tier teams in the Big 
East, including DePaul and Notre Dame.

“Things have been crazy,” Ross said. “We’ve 
had some teams like Seton Hall beat DePaul 
early on in the season. Notre Dame dropped a few 
games to a couple teams that they shouldn’t have, 
so I feel like the Big East is spread evenly, and we 
have a shot.”

dsmorais@syr.edu

s o f t b a l l

Weekend sweep pushes SU 
into Big East tournament

mackenzie reiss | staff photographer
SYRACUSE SOFTBALL swept Pittsburgh Saturday to earn a Big East tournament bid.
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m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

SU seniors 
hoping season 
keeps going

stephen dockery | photo editor
Steven BrookS (right) will play his final regular season game Saturday at Colgate. Brooks ranks third in goals (23) and assists 
(11) for No. 2 Syracuse (12-1), which is looking for its 11th consecutive win. 

By Andy McCullough
MaNagiNg Editor

It’s almost over. They can feel that now, all 
those on the Syracuse men’s lacrosse team 
who walked out to midfield at the Carrier 
Dome with their parents Saturday for Senior 
Day.

Some, like Greg 
Niewieroski and 
Pete Coluccini 
have an extra year 
of eligibility left. 
Others, like fifth-

year senior Steven Brooks, don’t.
“It’s been a long (time) playing here,” Brooks 

said. “It’s been fun. We’d all like to leave with a 
bang. And there are a lot of emotions going on 
for our seniors. It’s a big senior class.”

Those seniors, along with the rest of the 
No. 2 Orange (12-1), will travel to Hamilton, 
N.Y., Saturday to face Colgate (10-5) in Syra-
cuse’s final regular season game. The team 
looks to stretch its winning streak to 11.

Syracuse faces a Red Raiders squad rid-
ing high, having secured the Patriot League 
title — and an automatic berth in the NCAA 
tournament — with a 13-9 win over Bucknell 
Sunday. It will be Colgate’s first postseason 
excursion.

But just making the NCAAs is old news for 
this Orange squad, even if it was upended by 
the Red Raiders in its final game last season. 
Syracuse is fighting for the top seed in the 
tournament overall, tussling with No. 1 Duke 
for that spot.

The seniors have been a big part of that, 
the core of this team. Attack Mike Lev-
eille has torched defenses this year for 61 
points (36 goals, 25 assists). Brooks, who’s 
dealt with injuries throughout his entire SU 
career and usually a long-pole midfielder 
when he’s on the field this year, has still 
scored 23 goals and 11 assists — third on the 
team in both categories. Brendan Loftus too 
has emerged this year, with 15 goals to his 
credit. 

And face-off specialist Danny Brennan 
still leads the nation in faceoffs, winning 67 
percent of the time.

So though the seniors will almost certainly 
get one more game in the Carrier Dome — a 

first-round home playoff game — it is almost 
over. The playoffs come soon, and with it, a 
true chance to finally achieve some of that 
redemption the players have spent all year 
talking about. 

“If we keep playing like this I could see us 
going far,” Brooks said after the team’s 16-3 
demolition of Massachusetts.

That’s the key this Saturday: One more 
stop before the real tests begin.

“We don’t want to limp into the playoffs at 
all,” Leveille said. “We want to be playing our 
best lacrosse this time of year. And that’s what 
we’re preaching everyday in practice. To keep 
working hard and getting better so we go into 
the playoffs with a full head of steam.”

Bye bye, Krause-Simmons?
The Hobart and William Smith College 

board of trustees voted Saturday to move 
Hobart lacrosse from Division I to Division 
III. The board cited a lack of scholarships — 
the school offers zero for lacrosse — and the 
inability to continue competing at a high level 
as the main reasons.

This may open a spot on Syracuse’s 
schedule for next season — and cast aside 
a major Central New York rivalry. The 
Statesmen have met Syracuse 94 times, 
playing for the Krause-Simmons Trophy 
the past 23 years. The Orange beat Hobart 
on March 25, 13-5. 

ramccull@syr.edu

UP NEX T
Who: Colgate
Where: Hamilton, N.Y.
When: Saturday, 1 p.m. 
Channel: TW 26

K YLE AUSTIN   
aSSt. SPortS Editor, aSSt. CoPY Editor / FaLL 2007-SPriNg 2008

After spending two days trying to think of 
something sentimental to open my duck, I’ve 
decided there’s nothing really to say. That’s a 
good thing, though. Everything I want people 
to know, I hope they already do. And I’d like 
to think my work and the work of everyone 
named below (and plenty of others) speaks for 
itself. Because that’s more of a testament to the 
relationships I’ve developed here than anything 
I could say in 50 words.

So I’ll keep it short. Here’s the lineup (in 
order of appearance):

Ethan You told me two minutes after I walked 
in here the first time that this place would teach 
me more than school ever would. Can’t tell you 
how right you were.

ZB There were nights I left and I thought you 
were going to fire me. And there were nights 
you probably should have. But when you left 
as SE I was a far better writer than when you 
started, and I think that was your goal.

GElB I guess all I can say is that I honestly 
believe we put out the best sports section in the 
country. That’s a testament to good decision 
making (and plenty of shouting).

REilly It’s about time we both have evenings 

free at 831. You’ll have to teach me what to do 
with my life now.

Clayton My only regret is I won’t be your 
second-in-command next semester. I always 
saw our D.O. careers as somewhat linked, and I 
wish I could have seen it through to the end. But 
I know you’ll do fine.

SChonBRUn I had some good times in the office 
with you, and I hope you end up in print jour-
nalism. You’re too good of a writer not to.

andy Good times on MLAX this semester. 
Keep writing 400 word ledes involving talismen 
and eyeblack. It’s not your fault.

lEvin I never really liked you. I found almost 
nothing you said funny. And frankly, your 
shoes are hideous.

JaREd If in 10 years I end up on the same beat 
as you, somehow I won’t be surprised. Until 
then, hit me up if you’re ever not sure what the 
gamer is.

tylER If you’re anything like me, then you’ll 
enjoy being assistant sports editor much more 
than copy editor. You’ve got a huge opportunity 
next year, and I know you’ll seize it.

Shannon Hey look, your name’s in the paper.
rob fay
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By Edward Paik
Staff Writer

Every point counts. They add up to the differ-
ence at the end of the day. So it was in her team’s 
best interest that Kris Sanford would disregard 
all rosters, start from the scratch for the last 
meet of the season.

“We were looking at it from the stand-
point of points. The second Varsity Four was 
worth more than the novice four (at the Big 
East Championships),” the Syracuse’s wom-
en’s rowing team head coach said. “We just 
planned to figure out what we needed to do to 
make the first (varsity) four faster, and that 
meant switching things up.”

Before the end of last week, lineups for the 
all boats expect the Varsity Eight were rewrit-
ten. The results? The Orange came in with 92 
points at the Big East championships Sunday, 
finishing in third place for the third consecu-
tive year, behind Notre Dame (123 points) and 
Louisville (105 points).

SU’s highest individual finishes of the day 
came from the Varsity Four (7:59.25) and 
second varsity four (7:58.38), both of which 
finished second.

Zaula Usman knew her second Varsity 
Four stood a chance, that moving freshmen 
up would bring greater all-around power and 
strength to the crew.

And SU came close, rowing past the four 
other crews to compete solely with Notre 
Dame.

“(The second Varsity Four) was with Notre 
Dame for maybe the first 1,000 meters, but the 
last 1,000 they made a move on us,” the senior 
Usman said. “With all our might we just 
couldn’t row past them. They were stronger, 
and that’s something we couldn’t do anything 
about.”

Sanford understood the disappointment 
of not being fast enough to capture the place 
a boat was looking for, but the crews still 
showed courage, she said.

“The crews rowed at above their racing 
pace,” Sanford said.

After watching each boat row in two races 
— a qualifying preliminary heat and then a 
final — Sanford noticed that crews saved their 
sprints for the final race.

“In the last 500 meters, people didn’t 
sprint,” Sanford said. “As long as you were 
in a comfortable qualifying position, your 
rowers didn’t have to row as hard as they 
do.”

But it didn’t change the fact that the Var-
sity Eight rowed with a higher stroke rate per 
minute than previous races, that the young 
crews showed courage by “throwing it all on 
the line.”

“I think that they gave all that they could 
today, to be as fast as they were,” Sanford 
said.

Against six opponents with calm condi-
tions despite the hard rain, Theresa Ales-
sio saw the build-up of confidence in her 
crew knowing that second Varsity Eight had 
improved.

The lineup change at the end of SU’s regu-
lar season didn’t detract from the chemistry 
of the boats.

The new boat roster had put the senior 
in the stroke seat, and unlike the week 
before when the second Varsity Eight went 
with a cold lineup, where the boat had 
never practiced or raced together before, 
Alessio had time to work with her new row 
mates.

“We concentrated on working on rhythm,” 
Alessio said. “There was less of a rush, more 
of a relax where we could concentrate on the 
race.”

Though Sanford could not see the entire 
race standing at the shore of Melton Hill 
Lake in Oak Ridge, Tenn., she still noticed 
the newest freshman and the new lineups 
could only get faster after their results this 
past Sunday. Rewriting the lineup had been 
worth it.

“We had a very solid first four and second 
four, so we got more points,” Sanford said.

“I give them a lot of credit because they 
were enjoying what they had to do, and I think 
that it shows maturity in the crew, a young 
crew.”

edpaik@syr.edu

w o m e n ’s  r o w i n g

Orange changes lineup in last 
race, finishes 3rd at Big East

jenna passmore | design editor
SyracuSe Women’S roWing finished in third place at the Big east championships 
Sunday, behind Notre Dame and Louisville.
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By McGhee Cost
STAFF WRITER

When Chris Fox found out the Syracuse cross 
country team was nationally ranked for the 
fi rst time in school history last fall, he hoped 
it would be the foundation of a special year for 
the SU track and fi eld program. 

So as Fox watched distance runner Kyle 
Heath become the third man to cross the fi n-
ish line of the 4XMile relay event at the Penn 
Relays in Philadelphia Saturday, he saw it as a 
culmination of something that had been brew-
ing since that time: the arrival of Syracuse 
onto track and fi eld’s national stage.

Heath, along with Dan Busby, Jordan Davis 
and Jeff Scull, recorded a time of 16:31.99 and 
a third-place fi nish in the 4XMile relay of the 
Penn Relays meet, fi nishing just behind teams 
from Texas and Virginia. “The Championship 
of America” heat in which the Orange com-
peted is considered one of the most prestigious 
events in track and fi eld, and was run in front 
of a live audience of 40,000 people. 

“Just to get in the event is an honor, but to 
get in there and do great is a big deal,” Fox 

said. “It was a seminal day for the program, 
and it’s a bigger step than any we’ve had all 
year.”

The rest of the Syracuse track and fi eld 
team fed off of the relay team’s positive ener-
gy, continuing its winning ways at the Penn 
Relays and Big Red Invitational in Ithaca, 
N.Y. SU added two more athletes, Ramon Sosa 
and Annabelle Pellerin, to the growing ranks 
of those to qualify NCAA regional competi-
tion. Additionally, two other athletes who had 
already earned regional invitations, Jillian 
Drouin and Sheron Mark, garnered regional 
invitations from the NCAA for other events.

Though a third-place fi nish that didn’t 
result in any NCAA qualifi cations may not 
seem like much of an accomplishment or moti-
vator for a team, achieving such a result at the 
Championship of America level is considered 
a monumental fi nish. No Syracuse team has 
been capable of achieving such a feat in the 
past several decades, failing to so much as 
receive an invitation to compete. 

The result was even more surprising, con-
sidering the 4XMile team was seeded 18th 

out of 18 teams and shocked the fi eld with its 
fi nish. That fi eld included highly touted track 
programs such as Arkansas, Mississippi State 
and Michigan.

Fox was ecstatic about his team’s fi nish. He 
said the coaching staff expected a high fi nish 
but hardly one as good as third. Fox said such 
a fi nish constituted a big step in the direction 
of the program’s ultimate goal — to become a 
national powerhouse.

“I think all of us had high expectations 
going in, and it kind of panned out in how we 
fi nished,” Heath said. “Being able to run well 
and be part of something like this is exciting, 
and it helps all of us gain some confi dence.”

The weekend’s momentum could prove vital 
heading into the Big East championships next 
weekend. It was important for the team to suc-
ceed in Philadelphia and Ithaca in order to set 
the tone for conference competition. SU’s results 
this weekend were some of its best in the out-
door season and helped to get it in gear for the 
championship schedule of the coming weeks. 

“We’ve been doing great this year, and 
we’ve had a lot of people qualify for high 
level meets,” Drouin said. “But nothing really 
counts until you get to the Big East, though. 
We’re going to see a big results from a lot of 
people.”

Despite SU’s repeatedly strong perfor-
mances, Fox is urging his team to remain 
level-headed going into championship season. 
Fox will continue to urge his squad to work 
hard even as it competes on the sport’s biggest 
stages.

“Each week, the meets get a little bigger 
and the competition gets a little tougher,” Fox 
said. “The team is looking good, but people 
have to keep working hard.”

mpcost@syr.edu

Baruch College 
Summer Classes
SESSION u: 
June 2nd to July 3rd
SESSION v:
July 7th to August 14th

Enroll in one or both sessions and earn credits toward your degree. 
Join other talented students and Baruch College’s renowned faculty 
in classes this summer. Registration begins May 1st.  

$250 per credit for NY State residents
$530 per credit for out-of-state residents

Get Ahead While 
You’re Back in 
New York City

Your 
Summer 
Pass

www.baruch.cuny.edu/summer
summer@baruch.cuny.edu

t r a c k  &  f i e l d

Orange surprises loaded fi eld with 3rd-place fi nish in 4XMile
“Just to get in the event 
is an honor, but to 
get in there and do 
great is a big deal.”

Chris Fox
SU HEAD COACH

dailyorange.com
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classified discount rates

the particulars 

and pricing
extras that personalize and perfect your ad

runs classifieds boxed

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00

5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80

11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55

21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25

31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90

51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

the contact info
hours:Mon 12:45-2, tue 11-1, thur 1-3 
fri 1-2
deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
ostrom ave. cash, checks and all major 
credit cards are accepted. 

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. 
each additional word is 10 cents per day. bold 
and capitaliZed words cost anadditional 5 
cents per word.the boxed list pricesare per inch. 
there is no per word charge and bold and caps 
are free.
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ApArtments for rent

prIVAte fUrnIsHeD stUDIo 
Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. 
509 University Ave. 

Carpeted, Air-conditioned, furnished, 
secure, Laundry, parking, maintenance. 

Available for 2008-2009. 
University Area Apts. 

1011 e. Adams st. #30 479-5005
www.universityarea.com

house for rent, 3 bedroom 1 bath, cape cod 
with full basement attached garage on half acre 
secluded lot. $1,000  plus security. 15 minutes 
from campus, call 334-462-1794 and the email is 
rebelrose7143@yahoo.com 

University Apartments 
Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedrooms, 
Walking distance to campus, 

some Available now.
 437-7577

Two & Three Bedroom Flats Excellent Condition 
fireplace, laundry, backyard, garage, hard-
woods, finished basement. call 727-3646

three bedrooM apartMents  
WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

sonia
350-4191

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

621 euclid ave
117 Redfield Place
145 avondale place 

available for 2008-2009
fully furnished, laundry, parking, full-

time
Maintenance and Management

Wall to Wall carpet and/or
Refinished Hardwood Floors

remodeled Kitchens and baths

University Area Apts.
1011 e. Adams st. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Great Apartments still available for 
2008/2009. See our website for 

details: campushill.com. Or call us at 
315-422-7110

studio Apartments
Brand new * fully furnished
located in downtown syracuse

near armory spaure and su Warehouse 
building

only $595 per Month
includes all utilities

plus
free basic/ standard cable tV service

free high speed internet 
free off-street parking

exercise facility, electronic entry security 
system, professional on-site Manage-

ment, laundry facilities, air conditioning, 
located on centro bus line, Kitchenette 

w/ Microwave, refrigerator and stove

brownstone luxury studio apartments
605 West genessee street, syracuse, nY 

13204
(315) 472-4431

Visit us at orangehousing.com

three bedrooMs
rent start at $250/ bedrooM

sonia
350-4191

WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

energY star apartMents 
(loW utilities)

Visit Website 24/7 
WWW.uniVersitYhill.coM

sonia
350-4191

968 ackerman- furnished 2 bedroom available 
May. all amenities $800/month. call 469-6665 

5/6 bedroom house. furnished, 2.5 baths. fire-
places, porch, quiet neighborhood, free washer/
dryer. June 2008 or august 15, 2008. 422-7138 
or 445-1808

apartMents apartMents 
478-7493

south campus
2, 3 and 4 bedroom apartments

completly furnished!
plasma tVs!
free internet!

air conditioning!
oak floors!

new appliances!
Just bring Your clothes and laptop

call peach properties 
350-1327

eLeGAntLY oVerLooKInG pArK 
luxurious furnished heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison st. no pets call 469-0780. 

for sALe
house for sale, roosevelt ave. 4 br. 1.5 bath 
updated kitchen, off street parking, fpl 436-8092

HeLp WAnteD

sUmmer WorK $15.50 Base-Appt.

·flexible schedules 
·Start now or after finals 
·customer sales/service 

·no experience necessary 
·all majors welcome 

·all ages 17+, conditions apply

CALL noW 
syracuse 315-434-9553 
rochester 585-321-1810 

albany 518-456-4566 
south buffalo 716-683-7494 
north buffalo 716-836-7032 

Kingston 845-331-5675 
elmira/corning 607-398-9054 
hudson Valley 845-896-1275 

saratoga 518-580-1377 
oneonta 607-432-2224 

Watertown 315-775-0320 
cortland/ithaca 607-272-2898 

binghamton 607-644-9393 
plattsburgh 518-562-2266 

utica 315-733-0575 
st. lawrence co. 315-268-6202

need someone for yard work once a week in the 
afternoon. 10 minutes from campus. rate nego-
ciable. start asap continuing through summer, call 
479--7626. 

Earn extra cash, assist with student move 
out, crew leaders and laborers $10-$12 
an hour. Email olan@lazybones.net or 758 
North Salina St. 

industrialsalescareer opportunity!  
local manufacturer is looking for energetic, 
outgoing, goal oriented people to promote 
our products.  We offer:training, repeat 
business, salary, commission, fuel 
Allowance, Health & Dental, Pension plan.  
call Mrs fowler 315-437-3806 or fax/e-mail 
your resume to 315-437-2651/ sales@
cMssupplies.com 

serVICes
Wanted used furniture please call Mike 315-289-
2699

1 6 5

8 2 4 6

9 4 8

2 8

4 7

7 1

7 9 5

8 9 3 6

6 3 7

evilsudoku!

7 5

8 1 7

3 1 8 2

8 4

1 9 3

8 5

9 3 1 5 6

4 6 2

9 3

hardsudoku!

7 9 4

4 8 7 9

7 8 3 5

6 9 4 8

7 1 2 5

4 2 7 3

8 6 9 1 3

3 7 8 9

1 3 4

eaSYsudoku!
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By Zach Berman
Staff Writer

F
our years ago a week from next 
Sunday — graduation day of 
the senior class, by coincidence 
— marks what was supposed 

to become a new era of Syracuse sports. 
The Orangemen and Orangewomen 
became the Orange, an artificial cre-
ation of something so arbitrary but 
in hindsight, a date that serves as a 
tipping point in Syracuse sports.

The football team, with a highly 
recruited freshman quarterback, was 
opening at Purdue. The basketball team 
was still waking up from a national 
championship. The men’s lacrosse team 

was at the apex of its sport, marching 
with this new nickname and logo and 
won a national championship three 
weeks later.

It was the type of moment that years 
later can be identified as the time when 
everything changed. It just changed 
the wrong way.

The freshmen who arrived with 
hope four years ago leave with some-
thing different. They are realizing what 
to do, where to live, how to lead a life 
that doesn’t start at noon and doesn’t 
feature $3 pitchers. But they’re also try-
ing to figure out where the four years 
went. They’re trying to determine why 
an athletic department that appeared 

so promising left so much disappoint-
ment. They’re trying to piece together 
what happened after Syracuse went 
Orange.

                    ❊       ❊      ❊

Nick Natario’s job was tougher than 
he bargained for. As Otto, Natario is 
in charge of exciting a crowd. This is 
easy to do when the game is tied with 

a minute left or Syracuse is on the 
verge of a major upset. But when half 
the fans departed or SU is playing its 
second-straight NIT, the job becomes 
more difficult.

“Basically to sum it up, there were 
a couple highs, but there were a lot 

of lows,” Natario said. “And the lows 
definitely outweigh the highs.”

Once he became Otto during his 
sophomore year, the major teams’ 
success declined, and the fans’ inter-
est waned. During the 2007 football 
season, the SU Spirit Team received 
e-mails complaining about Otto danc-
ing around when the football program 
was sinking to 2-10. Never mind Otto’s 

job requires dancing around — the 
fans didn’t need a mascot to help them 
cheer when the teams wouldn’t make 
them cheer. 

Natario even held meetings with the 
other Ottos to discuss how to handle 
disgruntled fans. It was a struggle 
between performing their jobs and per-
forming for their fans. “We had to bring 
our ‘A’ game,” Natario said, “even when 
the football team wasn’t.”

The most unrest Natario felt was 
actually during a basketball game gone 
awry in 2006-07, when the cheerleaders 
charged the court for the “C-U-S-E” flag 
running and the fans responded with 

W hen Kenny Anderson 
committed to Georgia 
Tech instead of Syracuse 

in 1988, making him one of the 
first flashy New York City guards 
to turn down Jim Boeheim, legend 
has it one of his family members 
provided a simple reason why.

“That city’s cold, and that man 
is, too.”

Whether or not the comment was 
correctly attributed is still uncer-
tain, but that’s beside the point. 
Anderson played two years at Tech, 

went to a Final Four and played 858 
games in the NBA for nine teams.

Boeheim’s still here, in Syra-
cuse. And it’s still cold.

But the 63-year-old head coach 
isn’t as cold as he was then. Thank 
Juli and ’Melo for that. In fact, he’s 
the best professor I’ve had at Syra-
cuse University in the three years 
I’ve attended. 

Surprising? Hardly. Boeheim’s 
showed me more about journalism 
than anyone in Newhouse. 

He taught me three basic rules. 

Preparation: You can’t sit there and 
wonder, “What the hell am I going 
to ask him now?” Not possible. 
If you stumble when coming up 
with something on-the-fly, you’re 

doomed. And rightly so.
Simplicity: With Boeheim, you 

don’t need to even ask a question. 
Just say a name, or second half or 
rebounding. No beating the bush. 
Both parties want this question-
and-answer session over as soon as 
possible.

Common sense: How did Darryl 
Watkins get that rebound? Well, he 
just grabbed it. Is there any more to 
it than that? Probably not, so why 
in the world would you ask him? 

Boeheim teaches hack invaluable interviewing lessons
m at t  g e l b

grand slam single

Dec. 21, 2004 — football loses champs 
sports bowl to georgia tech, 51-14

march 18, 2005 — basketball is shockeD 
by vermont in ncaa first rounD

march 11, 2006 — mcnamara’s heroics 
leaD to another big east championship

nov. 24, 2007 — football loses its 10th 
game for seconD out of three seasons

march 25, 2008 — basketball loses in 
nit quarters for seconD year in a row

year
in sports
2 0 0 7  -  2 0 0 8

Today: Part 10 of 10

o n l i n e

Championship run
School’s out, but the Syracuse 
men’s lacrosse team is making 
a run at its 10th national 
championship. Catch all the 
playoff coverage online.  
dailyorange.com

Orange
After they went The senior class saw zero 

bowl or nCAA Tourney 
wins. And since SU changed 
its identity, there’s enough 
disappointment to go around

see orange page 25

see gelb page 24
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